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PREFACE

MMM '93, the 38th Annual Conference on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials, was held
in Mineapolis at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, November 15-18, 1993. Despite a slowdown in the
econ•my and competition from other meetings, there was a total of 586 full registrants and 202
student/retiree registrants. 1018 abstracts were submitted to the Piogram Committee. The final
progran was made up of 858 papers, of which 33 were invited papers, 10 contributed papers
that had beeo promoted to invited paper status, 478 poster papers, and 332 contributed oral
presentations. The Conference Proceedings is subdivided into 59 sections and contains 30
invited papers. 479 contributed papers, and 153 abstracts.

The meeting began with a well-attended Sunday evening tutorial where informsl talks were
given on theory of magnetism, magnetic measurements, magnetic force microscopy and other
imaging techniques, and materials science: deposition and characterization. In the four-day
program, there were symposia on magnetic circular dichroism, novel time-resolved probes of
dynamical magnetism, and perpendicular transport in layered structures, along with evening
symposia on environmental magnetism and national user facilities. Although there were re-
ports from virtually all areas of magnetics research, studies relating to the magnetic properties
of surfaces and artificially structured magnetic materials were especially prominent in the
program. Also noteworthy were the large numbers of graduate and post-doctoral students in
attendance, which will help ensure the vitality of the field for years to come. Another welcome
trend is the growing international character of the meeting as reflected in the fact that 60% of
the abstracts accepted for presentation came from outside the United States.

A meeting the size of MMM requires the dedicated efforts of a large number of people. I
wculd especially like to thank the members of the Steering Committee, the Local Committee,
the Program Committee, and the Conference Editors as well as staff from the American
Institute of Physics and Courtesy Associates for their help in organizing and running the
meeting. In addition to the corporate sponsors, who are listed on the third page of the Pro-
ceedings, the Conference received financial support for invited speakurs from the Office of
Naval Research.

David L. Huber
General Chairman

MMM '93
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5728 Magnetic studly of the diluted magnetic semiconductor Sn1, -Mn~Te P. J. T. Eggenikamp, C. W. H. M.
Vennix. T Story, H. J. M. Swagtent.
C. H. W. Sw~jste, W J. M. de
Jonge

5731 Magnetic behavior of (Cuin)1 ..xMnuTe 2  P. M. Shand, P. A. Poistra, 1.
MWitkowski, B. C. Crooker

5734 Relaxation of magnetization in Cd1 -xMnxTe diluted magnetic M. Smith, A. Diasan~ayke, H. X.
semiconductors under illumination Jiang, L X. Ui

5737 Theory of magnetization in IV-Vt based diluted magnetic semiconductors R. L. Hots, G. S. Tripathi. P. K.
Misra
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5740 Eflects of oxygen vacancies on magnetic properties of Ca-substiuted Y. J. Song R. E. Bornfreund, G. B.

I yttrium Wron garnet (abstract Turpin, P. E. Wigen
Magnetic Recording: Frequenicy, Spatial, end Traeloglical Wiffcts
5741 Trfboogcal studies of silicon for magnetic recording appk~atlonis (invited) Bharat Shushan, Wias N. Koinkar

5747 MathemnaticalI modeling of lubrication for the head-disk interface usir3 Paul R. Peck, Myung S. Jhon,
incomprwisible fluids Ralph F. Simmons, Jr., Thomas J.

Janstrom
5750 Wear end stiction regimes of thin-film magnetic disks Aulen Bowen

5753 Recording medium pioperties aid capacity bounds J. A. O'Sullivan. 0. 0. Porter. R. S.
Indeck. M. W. Muller

* 5756 Direct Imaging of track edge fringing fields on recorded media R. D. G3omez, 1. D. Mayergoyz,
E. R. Burke

* 5759 Computation of magnetic fields from recording surfaces with multipie E. R. Burke, R. D. Gomez, R.
tracks Madabhiushl, 1. 0. Mayergoyz

5762 Micromagnetic modeling and expenrimental study of transition noise Jian-Gang Zhu, Haiyun Wang.
correlation In thin-film media Thomas C. Amoldussen

5765 Noise correlations In dibit recording Gang Herbert Un, H. Neal Bertram,

5768 Ralph Simmons

578Magnetic viscosity in high-density recording Pu-Ung Lu, Stanley H. Charap

5771 Friction and wear of uftrahigh-density magnetic tapes Bharat Shushan, Steven T. Patton

5774 Analysis; of write and read spacing loss for perpendicular recording Yoichiro Tanaka, Tomoko Komai,
(abstract) Takashi Hikosaka

5775 Experimental Prelsach analysis of the Wohlfarth relation (abstract) Ferenc Vajda, Edward Della Torre

Soft Mogneftc Materials and Applications I
5776 Magnetic fine structure of domain walls in iron films observed with a Roger Proksch, Sheryl Foss,

magnetic force microscope E. Dan Dahlberg, Gary Prinz
5779 Influence of rf magnetron sputtering conditions on the magnetic, crystalline, is. S. Miller, F. E. Stageberg, Y. M.

end electrical properties of thin nickel films Chow, K Rook, L. A. Heuer
5782 Molecular magnets V(tetracyanoethytene), -y (solvent): Applications to B. G. Morin, C. Hahm, Joel S.

magnetic shielding Miller, A. J. Epstein
5785 Soft magnetic properties of nanocrystalline Fe-Hf-C-N films J. 0. Choi, J. J. Lee, S. H. Han,

¶ H. J. K~im, 1. KC Kang
5788 Electrical characteristics of spiral coil planar inductors using amorphous K. Tanigawa, H. Hirano, T. Sato, N.

alloy ribbon as magnetic layers Tanaka
5791 Bending stresses end bistable behavior in Fe-rich amorphous wire Ms. Vazquez, C. G6mez Poio, J.

Velazquez, A. Hernando
5794 Relaxation in magnetic continua V. L. Sobolev, 1. Klik. C. R. Chang,

H. L. Huang
5797 Generalized equations for domain wall dynamics Vladimir L Soboiev, Huei U Huanv,

Shoan Chung Chen
5800 Magnetic induced uniaxial anisotropy in NiFe and NiFeCr films (abstract) Terry Tomg, Simon H. Uao

5600 Structural and magnetic properties of rf-sputtered iron nitrides using NH-3  John 0. Xiao. C. L Chien
(abstract)

5801 Nucleation of the nanocrysta~lline phase in Fe735 CujNb3Si13 .5Bg (abstract) J. 0. Ayers, V. G. Harris, J. A.
Sprague, W. T. Elam

Sympo. um Magneti Cfrcuar Dichrolam
580 Valdity end the epplicablity of magnetic-circular-dlchroism sum rules for Ruqian Wu, Dingsheng Wang, A. J.

transition metals (invited)i Freemen

J - ~ . - a -.--. ~ .- ~e.- ~ -~4.



5807 X-ray magnetic circular dilcholsm studies of muliaeed thin Wilma of 3d D. Weller, M. 0. Samentl J. St6hr,
transition mWel (Invited (abstract) Y. Wu, 8.0D. Hermameler G. Held,

C. Chappert
8807 Physical information In polarized x-ray abeorption spectroscopy and x-ray Bernard Thsodoor Thoie

np M INa sp rl n a nnrecpy (Ived (abetract)
ElementR specific magnatic hysteresis curves of Fe/'CuCo mublatyers Y. U. ldzerda, H.-J. Ln, G. Ho. G.
(k~itd (abat'ai Meigs. A Chaklen, G. A Prinz,

58(3 Corn-lve magnetic circular dichroism in 3d and 4f magnetic systems OTKhlen

S810 Soft x-ray magneto-opticaI Keff effect (invited) (abstract) C. C. Kao. C. T. Chen, E. D.
Johnson, Y U. Wdards, J. B.
Hastings

Cooperatve Phemnewea Critica Phenomena and Disordered Systems
5811 Application of the spreading of damage technique to the S =1/2 Ising thin 1. V. Roidealveislid, U. M. S. Costa

film
5814 Ouantum renormallzatkon of the XY model Alessandro Cuccoli, Valerio

Tognefli, Paola Verrucchi. Ruggero
Vale

5817 Magnetization and static structure factor behavior in a first-order helix-fan E. Rastelli. S. Sedazzari, A. Tassi
phs trnito

5820 Magnetic properties in the laing mixed spin-1/2-spin-1 supeulattice E. F. Sarmento, J. C. Cressoni,
R. J. V. doe Santos

5823 Monite Carlo calculation of the correlation range for the S=j' isotropic: 1. V. Rojdestvensiri, M. G. Cottam,
Heisenuberg ferromagnetic thin film 1. A. Favorskii

5826 Static critical propertes of disordered farrornagnets studied by S. Pouget, M. Alba, M. Nogues
superconducting quantum interference device magnetometry and
email-angle neutron-scattering techniques

5829 Thermodynamical properties of a Heisenberg model with Ozysfoshinski- F. Lacerda, J. Ricardo de Sousa,
Morlya Interactions 1. P. Fttipskid

5832 A unifiedl effective-field renorwmelization-group framework approach for the Douglas F. de Albuquerque, 1. P.
quenched diluted 15mng models Fittpsidi

5835 Critical behavior of the anisotropic Heisenberg model by effective-field J. Ricardo do Sousa, 1. R. Fittipaldi
renormalkwation group

5838 Random decorated antiferromagnetic Ising model with mixed spins Wnissa. M. Corrers, Roberto J. V.
dos Santos

5841 Phase dlagrams of diluted ferromagnetic Ising films in a transverse field J. C. Cresaoni. J. W. Tucker. E. F.
Sarmento

5844 Relaxation dynamics In a reentrant (FeNI)Mn ferromagnet: A percolation D. U, R. M. Roshko, G. Yang

5847 Spin glasses with cubic anisotropy Z. Domairski, T. K. Kope, F.
Pivmhndi, P. Erd6s

5e50 Macroscopic random mnagnetic anisotropy constant in crystalline A. del Moral, M. Cirla, J. 1.Amnaudas,
Dy.Yj -Al% (x =0.3, 0.4) J. S. Abell, V. BI

5853 Temperature dependence of the hyperfine field distributions in the G. K Nlcolaidles, M. Plsasm, D.
Fe,3.5.N.r,&6rs (x=0. 2) amorphous alloys Nisirchos, R. D. Tayior, K V. Raoo

5856 Blockting of iogarftmc temporal relaxation of magnetic remanience by J. Kushauer, C. Binekc, W. Kleamann
plezoimagnei~celly Induced domains In Fe, -,ZnF 2

SON9 One-dIfmensIonall ant~lteromiagnietic behavior In A VOP0 4 (A =NH,, Na) Charles J. O'Connor, Victoria
prpared from hydrothermall conditions Soghomonian, Robert C.

Haushatter, Zhanwen Wang, Jon
Zublete

5862 ac susceptibility on the dilute antiferromagnet Mn~Znj -,F2 close to the F. L A. Machado, F. C. Montenegro,
percolation threshold (abstac) E. Montarroyos, J. C. 0. de Jesus,

A Roesles-Rlvera. S. M. Rezende

(Cnfwbhue
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rI The freuecy dependence of the I o-to~epinglmsstransition of amorphous J1. Napaie. K V. Raooj ~Fe.Ach Fe-Zr (abstract)

5M Coprlif si-cos ransition: Eleacts ot the arillero- and krwuinh G. Vekeer
Pudenidpaeaasrit

5664 Nanocompoelta formation in the F030 4-Zn system by reaction milling Lasilo Taikaca, Marfta
Pardam-Horv~h

5667 Fe-Al0 3 nanocompoeltee prepared by high-energy bell milig Beren inderoth, 1-mic'e S.

56370 Synthesis arid properties of o'.Fej6N2 in magnetic partcles Xolarum Boo, Robiert M. Metzger,
Messimo Carbudocohki

5673 Magnetism and spin dynamics of nainoecaie Fe00H particles M. M. Ibrahinm, G. Edwards, M. S.
BeOOra S. (3anguly, G. P. Huffman

5676 Magnetic properties of microemuleon synthesized cobalt fine particles J. P. Chen, K M. Lea, C. M.
Sorensen. K J1. Klabunde. G. C.
H"anwuyls

56379 Magnetic properties of cerbaon-coated rare-earth carbide nanocrystalltee B. DIMa A. amo. C. Slima S.
produced by a carbon arc method Kirktpatrick. N. T. Nukifer, M. E.

McHenry, D. Pastels, S. A. Maestich,
B. Brunett, J.10. Artmeni S. W.
Ste*

5682 Magneti properties of carbion-coated, ferromagnetic nanoparticles E, M, Brunaemn. R. Sutton, E.
produced bya cebon-an;cmethod Brz .Mpfl iefrJ

S. A MqM. J 0.Auiman, M. De

5885Strcturl ad mgnetc popetiesof kralns e-P paricls LYlping, G.l. Hadjpanayis,C.M
Sorenseni, K J1. Klabunrde

58Fane structure and nmagneic prpriso n n odpdMing-Cheng Deng, Taung-Shune
nanocrystalline r-Fe203  Chin, F. R. Chen

581Elonated superparamagnetic: particles Amikam Moaroni

5894 Interactions between single domain particles Roger Prolcech, Bruce Moekowitz

5897 Temperature dependence of switching field distribution Jaing-Cliing Lin, 1. 1(11, C. J1. Chan,
Ching-Ray Clung

590 Dynamics of fine particles observed In zero-field neutron scattering M. Hennion, C. Bellouard, 1.
Mirebeau, J1. L Dormenn. R. Ober

5903 Magnetic properties of fine NI particles coated with Pd (abstract) Maitoto Yamaguchi, 'tbehichilca
Otani, Hideld Miyjma

5903 Nuclea magnetic resonance studies on the surface magnetism of Yuldhlro Hirayamna, Tomold Erate,
vanadium ultrafine particles (abstract) ETJ Kits, Aidra Thasad

New inetrumnertatlen andi Measuirement Techilkques
5904 Polyphase eddy current testing 1. Merinova, S. Hayano, N. Ishda

Y. Salto, Y. Nirama, M. Yamamoto
5907 Defect recognition In conductive materials by local magnetic-field T. Doi, S. Heayno, 1. Marknova, N.

measurement lahids, Y. Salto
5910 Component-reeolved Imaging of surface magnetic fields R. 0. Gomez, E. R. Burke, 1. D.

Mayergoyz
5913 Measurement of Young's modull for film and substrate by the mechanical Y. H. Lee, Y.0D. Shin, K. H. Lee,

reeonance method J1. R. Rhee
5916 A new structure of torque sensors using thin pickup heed-Use of mutual I. Sasada, F. Koga

coupin modulation
5919 A microwave transmbssion spectrometer Carlo Waeldfded, Scott tWadewitz,

G. Dawar



F509M Massuremerill of inull magnietic properties of matauela from surface Z. J. Chem. 0. C. Alas

502Three cmonnti mallti field meesuremenft using cubic anisotropy in A. Ye. Peutov. A. 1. Nilronko, P. M.
(111) YlG fims (aeiract tbefrdo, V. B. Mfoovoy

5923 Mogneloreekstive cheradetsrlzaon of thin ifilm structures by a gradient-field P. L Trouilloud, F SuIts C. V.
mdlhod (abistract) JahsiveM.M A. Russac E. J. Spetia,

JW.Chang
5024DWW %* easremnt o manetc poder usig te mgnetc nise V. M. Vasulyev

-lywlsam Ew~omer -ara
5995 CwntibAceA of 111ew-patcle mWagnets to reading toe global peleoclimate Subir K Banesjee

5031 Collection, measurement, end analysis of airborne magnetic particulaite. Philp J. Flandlers
from pollution In the environment rinvited)

crkw 111mwmm W
5937 Dynamics of the one-dimensional spin-i Heisenberg antiferromagnet with Shu Zhang. Yongmin Yu, V. S.

eitherlgs mnd single-site anisotropy Viwanath. Joachim Sktoie,
Gerhard M61ler

5040 Ferromfignetlsm of single crystal Fe(S2CN(C 2D5).j2C] G. C. DeFolis, W. W. Brubaker, S.
hanidartapaty, K L Beers, G

Coffey
5043 SPin-1/2 Heisenberg antilerromagnet on the square and btiangular lattices: N. Elane, R. R. P. Singh, A- P.

A comparison of finitle temperature properties Young
5046 Disorder-driven first-order phase transformations: A model for hysteresis Kauin Oshmen, Sivan Kartha,

James A. Krumhansi, Bruce W.
Roberts, James P. Sethna Joel D.
Shore

5040 Magnetic properties of the two-dimensional 'lriangles-in-triangles" Sand*i MA4"t, Leonard W tar
K8gorn lattice CuOX 2(CPa)S Q(=FC1,Br) Haw

5952 Magnetic properties of two copper (11)-halide layered perovslcites N. Slvron, T. E. (3rigsreft, John E.
Drumheller, K Emerson, R. D.

5055 Can the universal jump be observed In two-dimensional XY magnaet? S. T. Bramwell. P. C. W. Holdsworth

5958I Strn thermal fluctuation effects on the dynamics of Bioch walls (abstract) M. Harti, D. Garanin, J. Koetzler

5050 Depth-dependenti mragnetic correlation length In terbium (abostract) R M. Gehring, K Hlota, C. F.
Majiczalc, G. Shiranie

Thin Mica Rocaring Media I
5060 Ba-ferrite thin-film media for high-density longitudinal recording rInvited) T. L Hylton. M. A. Parker. M. Ulish.

K R. Coffey, R. Umphress, J. K
Howard

59M5 Mlcroetructural Investigations of barium ferrite longitudinal thin-fim media B. Y. Wong, X. Sul, D. E. Laughlin,
M. H. Kryder

500 Low-temperature deposition of hexagonal ferrite film by sputterin Akdmlteu Moriseko. Hiroel
Naianlishl, Mftaunori Meteumroto,
Masahiko Naoe

5072 Surface roughness arid magnetic properties of In silu heated and Kyuallc Sin, John M. Slvertsen,
Poetnaa nseee thin filmvs of perpendicular barium ferrite Jack H. Judy

5075 Preparation of Co-Zn *ferte flilms at low substrate temrperature by N. MaW~tssta K Noma, S.
pleasmi-free, dc: sputtering for magnetic recording media Nalkagawa, M. Neose

507 Magnetic arid cr`Ystlgraphic proeries of Co-Cr-(ra.Pt)/Cr films deposited A. Ishikawss. K Tensheshl, Y.
by socimer laser abilation Yahisa. Y. Hosos, Y. Shlrolahi

5061 Transverse susceptibility and ferromagnetic resonance of HI-8 C. 93Nrl. G. Zimmermann. K A.
m~eta-poraled tape Hernpel

I-L



5M6 LOW4sMpsrbur spute deposition of hlgh-oeciv*t Co-Cr 1110M for NWH l Kaaj*f OWNi

Ta addition and Kr sputtering gas (abstract) Yoi1* o tneda. Jur Numiumza4V Emeq~~iag d Magast hed IM hleultd
5M High field magnelztien measiurementh of Wm2F 17 . SM2Fe 17 N3, 0. lenerd. S. Mqirsls. M. GiLA.

S&nP^A, an Pr^~7, Pr2F 7 N3 0init0) D. Fruchart
5094 Compsaraiv Mesisawe ~~ec study of several "2 17 and "17eN. Gary J. Long, S. Moirsy 0. A.

compounds Pringle, F. Gruroemi. K. H. J.
Buschow

SW7 The aM u of group IV SN M 8 additions on the magnetic Fropeetman of X Chin, Er. ON!, Z. Altounien
Sm2+, Fe1, csrbodkIldes

MW0 Phase transfomation Induced by gas phase reaction Mi RFeiwSIC allys E. W. Singletan. G. C. HadpuIays.
V. Paspeethymliou. Z. Hu, W. B.

600 A detailed study of nlWde precipitates in Nd2Fe1 , C. C. Colucci, S. GOMM, C. AL
Ribeio. L P. Cardoso

O00 Aligned high anlsotOPY Pr(FCo.Mo)12N film samples R. Ranti,. KHegde. A. Nmveaathne.
F. J. CadleU

600 AnlsOWrp and flux density enhancement in aligned Th~niryp A. Navearette. H. Hegde, R. Rani,
NdFsejCo1 .YMaN film samples F. J. Cadleu

6012 Hydrogenation decomposition deborption recombination magnets based K Chern, Z. Altourilan
on Sm2 +5 Fe1 7 t4'4 carbontridas (M=IqV~NNB group elemnents)

6015 Nituiding of meit-spun Nd-Fe-Mo alloys F. E. Pinikerton. C. D. Fuerst, J. F.
Herbst

6018 Effect of milling on the magnetic and microetructural properties of P. A. P. Wendlismse, B. Gebel, D.
SmgFe^,, permanent magnets Eckert, K--I. W~ier

6021 Magnetic properties of Y(Fe,Co)1 O0M 2 dallys XAs Xu, Roy Tucke, S. A. Shaheen

Fleld Computsbae
6024 Magnetic fthin-fm media respons, in presence of displacement eddy A. Geri, A. Saivini, G. M. Vice

currents
6027 On finite element Iniplemnentation of Impedance bounda" condion 1. D. Mayergoyz, M erse

603 Three-dimensional iterative solution for the multconductor eddy current M. Ramaden Ahmed, K. F. AlN,
and true surface calculations Ibrahim Mouslata

60W Modeling and analysis of electric and magnetic couple problems under A. Geri, M. La Roma G. M. Vice
norisear Conditions

6036 Transformation methods In computational electromagnetism A. Nicolet J.-F. Remade. B. Meys,
A. Genon, W. Lagos

6039 The effects of various magnetic materials on lamination desig for stator- N. M. Elkasabgy, C. Di PeIN
rotor diacas8ting Of Inductio Motors for electric vehCicl appicaion

6042 An Improved method for magnetic flux density visualization using Viatic Cingoeki Mldonemshbl
three-dimensional edge Onit element method

6045 Optimum design of voice coll motor with constant torque coefficients using Chang Seop, Koh, Osania A
evolution strategy Mohammed, Jum-o Kkm, Song-yap

Hatn
6048 Three-dimensional eddy current aclution of a polyphase machine teat Uwe Pahnsr, Ronnie Belman

model (sbstr@4 Visdo OVIOVIC
6040 MNmerical methods and measurement systems for nonlinea Magnetic Axel Heitirirl, Hens Dieter Stormer

circuits (Abstraclt Ad~r Beye
605 Comparediv analysis; of two methods for tIme-hamonIc solution of the Robracht 0efterdt, KoiUadin

steady dste In Irnduction motors (abstract) Brandisky, Uwe Paler Ronnie
Be~rfinw



ON ISeNlmoo of WIegrpound almls in CsCuCI 3 by quaraim flucueftne E. RwImA. &T#mj

M4 j Scalinbeavior of tia* harmagureou isgrmageization dyrnelics in #he R. Dombroqesd., 0. G&lltz. J.
ftrfcmagnelc $1011 of EuS Ktdlwsr Ow. Marx

eo57 OwnincW V -propl1 of Wuatiil spin ste~ms in magnetically ordered V. S. lVsmaal Jowt*nm Sltmk,

WW6 Magnon. i bfromanV*O ctebium Under highpresr .KMJ .Frmiehaa

607 Tholry ton ferromgneic resogona nc C4relxaio iZ very sTl solids-G L

6061The tie of Co doptfling on spincluter resoanc inuo thnie one-meniona

OW in Pdferroant OrYI feTA antcCtf~ nFeIvrJ WLnN om .A

0064 New~rft pe ependeiv e on the Green tis func atodipol-xhnge sin waveed Mang N. en. Ca. E. Patton j~w

disoedere DS*M. En. F.L Mernerimem

607 6 Such s~eor lOcf linW write op er aation in a v- M u ber s m a tel l som M at au1O~ yam , H. Bahy a. .
Jad. K. Sankglcff

with perpenicula and mgnticp Gama*O Cýe,-CrChul Kun Tam.Mn Yuchl

Jun Deu StrVaU YnPr

6004 ThWfect-pros preartion sof amopluster-Fesoxande Inme fne-rroagonetcat R. S.hen, T. ithD. Back, M.K

6097 Manticm anoales RInkm singl cytlFO 4 hi ls0.TMrulEs.. DPrumeler, .E

610 ANe analysis of fth hGri-emen'a turlaaton cinpolyrystiall sine wagvte Min Castr, 0.d MtiEz. PatRtvon

OW SOOGBGBIchlWwrkq~erdonial-~Pecheron-KGafuegan, F. SOulet H.

61 th penha nc d ic ularc t dueoto aHoa nsloyices . As adau, KM. PerdavlHov h m .

6100 Phen #MicOWav asrIng andtetnace phdenofmefna lofV-typ hsexagona V. S. Kwon, S V.S*, Yu. H. GOhet

fMAnaerrive mcrompuatins aborers dfrdranwl yaro asrMSre .Oi

611 Effect of Er2 5 addition on mlrnoerphucture anide phyical propeties o t Mn- C. S ii, T. K. u, M. Ab,. CJe.

Z1 n entls~so for hgh-pownarause M.aato InPlcytlln Snf .Catung.Matr .Rm
H.J.,lf

6103________ -4F%1 gantOAOOg-nWM P&f i"WCtres frfM ~WA
PO-- ý F.~ -....... 4 M.

6106Erimd o~d%* de t a lcalwftkM Iore LeGal



6115 Ol~pealon observed in electrical propertie of timlumuettlu Ihii ioy Kumer Kuwv 0. A. Srimuftwe

6116 Bactricel conductivity of Mn-Zn territes; D. Revider, K. Lalus

6121 Compouition dependence of the Welakt modulf of mixed lthlwum-cedniuikui 0. Amrnder
IONitse

6124 Deposition aid propertes of NF020 4 ftin fris (abstract) R. 0. van Dowe, E. M. Gyorgy.
J. M. Phillilps, J. H. Marshall. A. J.
Jr.

OlIW, D. NHkon, 0. M. Lind, S. D.

6125 Cation distribution of U-71 mixed ferrItee (Abstract) U. BhagavW4&h Ileddy,
P. Venugopal Reddy

Tin Fim Ah Reednn Mettale
6126 Magnetic and micsroeuctural properties of CoC4VtCoCrPtSi dual-layered N. Inabe, Y. Matsuda, M. Suzuid, Ak

magntic recordin maedi Nakamura. M. Futamnoto

6129 BMcrysai advance fthI-m maedi for high density recodin Thi M~in, Jien-Gang Zhu

6132 AFM structure and media noise of SmCoAVr thin film s and herd dis" E. M. T. V elu, 0. N. Lambeth, J. T.

6135 Modelng of thin-film maedi with advanced microetructure for ultahg XWa-(3ueng Vb, Jan-Gan ZhuI ~ density iniomng
6136 Evaluation of fth CoCrTaPt alloy for longiudina magnetic recrding Vuanda Chang, Mojtabe Sedlgif,

Irene Lami, Richard A. Gardner,
Zhi*u Yang. Michael A. Schei~nfn

6141 Amdlysis of the electronic propertiese Of COCr.Pt thin Oim sng 91 Para1l1 Pa"e GlIeu John M. Sivetuen,
electron energy loss spectroecopy (PEELS) Jack H. Judy

6144 Noise properties and microstructure of oriented CoCrWhCr maedi R. Ranjen, W. R. Bennett G. J.
Tamopoisky, T. Yoneshia, T.
Nolan, R. Sinclair

6147 Effects of oxdds addition on magneti and structural properties of CoNiPt A. Murayea.na S. Kondoh, M.
alloy films Mlyamura

6150 Comparison of reproduce signa and noie of conventional and keepered Kyuslk Sin, Juren Ding. Pawel
CoCrTa/Cr thin fim media W~ier, John M. Sivertsen, Jack H.

*~Judy, Jian-Gang Zhu
6153 Process temperatur dependence of aM PlotS On CO alloy media On Masago Kuwabara, Haydee Sa~ar,

amorphous carbon eubetmaee Mark R. Vlscka Hidetaka Hrayshi.
Motoheru Seto

6156; Friction and wear of onmpaeddiamondlike carbon and fulierene films Sharat Shusha, B. KC Gupta
for thin-film rigId diskts

6150 Thin film disksm for high density recording with textured undrtayere Mohiammed Mitrnamaan, Micae A.
(abeliact) Russak. Christpher V. Jahnes

6160 A Wtud of the stuctura properties of sputtered CoCrPt based On x-ra S. Vumoto, N. Ohshkna
dillraction, small angle x-ray scattering, XAFS. and transmIssion electron
mirscp measurements (asrat

6161 Mutinuclear nonmagnetic resonance studies of perfluoo poy ether K. V. Viewanatha
lurcat (Abstract

6162 The durability of new rigid diskts by molded plastic substrates (abstract) Osamu Morita, T Samo, Yasuyuki
Imal, Neoko Hisayarne. Hiroeh
Takino

C0UPlng Throug Meingeb a P a
6163 Twmperature-dependent non-14eisenber exchlangle coupling of R. P. Erickson

feoragnc laer -ivtd



e Olm Phtob4dweod -- 01 a aq~ hwutays cmgq~i in Fe suputeril J. E lsmbor Euic E. Fullerton.
wVth iron 811cis spewsn (Irwiled) Sudhe Kumaer, S. R. Laew C. H.

amber, F.T. Pawk
6174 An ramets rou*e to oat m~egnorealstence In MIE-rown Co-Cu "o Clerkts, Darryl I k eriaL r

avuiwk (miaed TsuiBa=V Chan, Chred Uher
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6595 Magnetic ordening and electric polarizabillity of Zn-doped La2CuO4+, G. Cao, J. W. O'Reilly J. E. Crow,
single crystals L. R. Testardli

6598 Two-dimensional magnetic order in Pb2Sr2TbCu3O5  S. Y. Wut, W. T Hsieh, W-H. U,
K. C. Lee, J. W. Lynn. H D. Yang

6601 Structure of the modulated magnetic phase of Mn3Sn (abstract) J. W. Cable, N. Wakabayeshi, P.
Radhakrishna

6602 Magnetic structure of NdCu2 (abstract) R. R. Arone, M. Loewenhaupt, E.
Gratz

6603 Easy-adis transition in SmMn2Ge2 (abstract) R. B. van Dover, E. M. Gyorgy,
R. J. Ciava, J. E. KrajeWuld W. F.
Peck, Jr., R. J. Felder
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66f Neutron diffraction study of the magnetic ordering of BaCuO2 , (abstract) Xun-a aWang, J.A.
uFemandez-Baca, Z. R Wang, D.

Vaknin, D. C. Johnston

Granular Fls
6604 Magnetic properties of metallic Co- and Fe-based granular alloys Gang Xiao, Jian-Qing Wang

6607 Magnetic and ferromagnetic resonance studies in Co-Cu composite films R. Krishnan, H. Lessri, M. Seddat,
M. Tesser, Sivaraman Guruswamy,
Satyam Sahay

6610 Structure and magnetism of heat-treated nanocrystalline CuSDCo0 V. G. Harris. F. H. Kaatz, V.
powders prepared via chemical means Browning, D. J. Gillespie, R. K.

Everett, A. M. Ervin, W. T Elam,
A. S. Edelstein

6613 Relaxation measurements and particle size determination in Co-Ag S. B. Slade, F. T. Parker, A. E.
heterogeneous alloy films Berkowitz

6616 Studies of magnetic Interactions between Gd granules in copper matrix J. H. Hsu, Y. H. Huang

6619 Magnetic reversal in small structures D. I. Paul, A. Cresswell

6622 Exchange interactions among ferromagnetic dusters in Cu-Co A. E. Berkowitz, F. T. Parker, D.
heterogeneous alloy films (abstract) Rao

6622 Ferromagnetic resonance studies of granular materials (abstract) Mark Rubinstein, Badri Das, D. B.
Chrisey, J. Horwitz, N. C. Koon

6623 Magnetic properties of cobalt clusters deposited on MgO substrates by R. Morel, A. Barth6l~my, F.
molecular beam epitaxy (abstract) Charrinre, J. R. Childress, A. Fert,

B. Bellamy, A. Masson
6623 Particle interactions in granular Co films (abstract) A. Tsoukatos, H. Wan, G. C.

Hadjipanayis
6624 Investigation o1 the microstructure of granular Ag-Fe and Ag-Co thin films Z. G. U, H. Wan, J. Uu, T.

by TEM and STEM (abstract) Tsoukatos, G. C. Hadjipanayis

Hard Magnets Ih: 2-14-1 and Other Hard Magnets
6625 Resonant ultrasound measurements of elastic constants in melt-spun C. D. Fuerst, J. F. Herbst, J. L

R2Fe 14B compounds (R=Ce, Pr, Nd, Er) Sarrao, A. Miglori

6628 Comparison of the improvement of thermal stability of NdFeB sintered B. M. Ma, W. L Uu, Y. L. Uang,
magnets: Intrinsic and/or microstructural D. W. Scott, C. 0. Bounds

6631 Mechanical properties of hot-rolled Pr-Fe-B-Cu magnets A. Arai, 0. Kobayeshi, F. Takagi, K.
Akioka, T. Shimoda

6634 Magnetocalorc dependence of magnetic viscosity measurements in L. Folks, R. Street, q. Woodward,
NdFeB P. G. McCormick

6637 Die-upset PrCo5-type magnets: Enhanced coercivities C. D. Fuerst, E. G. Brewer

6640 Nonepitaxial sputter synthesis of aligned strontium hexaferrite, H. Hegde, P. Samarasekara, F. J.

SrO.6(Fe2 O3 ), films Cadieu

6643 Order-disorder and magnetic exchange interactions in substituted strontium G. K Thompson, B. J. Evans
hexaferrite SrAxFel 2 -,Olg(A=Ga, In)

6646 Enhanced remanence in isotropic Fe-rich melt-spun Nd-Fe-B ribbons L. Withanawasam, G. C.
Hadjipanayis, R. F. Krause

6649 Mechanically alloyed nanocompoaite magnets Wei Gong, G. C. Hadjipanayis,
R. F. Krause

6652 Miorostructure of high-remanence Nd-Fe-B alloys with low-rare-earth Ra•a K. Mishra, V. Panchanathan
content

6655 Magnetic properties of sintered Alnico 5 magnet via rapid solidification C. J. Yang, W. Y. Lee, S. D. Choi
technology

6658 Effect of additives on thermal stability of Nd-Fe-B bonded magnets T. Nishlo, H. Yagi, T. Furuya, Y.
(abstract) Kasai

(Cavkwea



~'~''~V~ ~U~ ~' ~ n ~Colette H. Mllbert. Low PAbaberg

tahenge m anclmi Osidee
09Orientations! depmndence of the oweoingel bunn in R. JungiM, R. Coehoomn, M. T

molulv4 ý bi1.416D p,.. IgF40*660Mn"s bifeyue Owilmd Johnson. J. iam do Slegge, A.
PA*XWor

OM Magnetic properties of epialadl MnAIAIMA s~ipli msulloebw. gporn on T. L Cheeks. J. P Harbison, M.
GaAs heteoetniome (In*Ad) Twidim, D. M. Hiwang, T. Sands,

V. G. Kesunidee
667 Magnetoo-optical and structural properties of BlADylG#e mulilleyers J. X Shin, K W. Wlerman, Y. B.

Zheng, R. D. Ki", J. A. Woollant,
D. J. Sellmyer

S 873 Invered hysteresis In magnetic syatamse with interface otchinge M. I. OShes, &.-L A-Sharif

6676 Magnetic and structural properties of C~orCoO Melyers X Lin, G. C. Hadftpanayl, S. 1.
Shah

667 Resistivty anomaly in nonmagnetic metals with ferromagnetic Insulator G. M. Roeisler, Jr.. Y. U. Idzerda,
*proxmity layers P R. Broussard, M. S. Qeofaity
668 C~omplex magnetization processes of ewchang coupled vtrlyesm S. WCichner, J. Volron, 0. Givord,

* 0. Boursier J. J. Prifean
666 Magneic WproperUe Of antleferoagnetic superlattlces Shufeng Zhang, Gulhua Zhsng

888 Magnetic and Crystallographic properties of molecular beamn epitaalty J. J. Krebs, D. M. Und, E. Lochner,
grown F030WMJO suparlattlcse and F%304 flme K A. Show, W. Portwins. S. D.

Berry
6691 Studies Of tle Verwey transition In FOw1 tJIO superlaltces by SQUID S.0D. Berry, J. A. Borchers, R. W.

magnetorniety and neutron diffraction techniques (abstract) Erwin, D. M. Und, KA. XShaw, E.
Lochner

6692 Magnetic structure determination for Fe3sOSNIO supertattices by neutron J. A. Borchers, R. W. Erwin, J. F.
diffraction techniques (abstract) Anirar S. D. Berry, D. M. Und, E.4 Lochner, K A. Shaw

6693 Perpendicular vagnetareeilsance in magnetic multilayers: Theoretical Albert Fert, Thierry VMalt, Jozef
model and discussion (Invited) Barnes

6690 How to Isolate effects of spin-flip scattering on giant magnetoreslatance in J. Bess, 0. Yang, S. F. Lee, P.

W. P. Pratt, Jr.
674Scattering theory of perpendicular transport imealcullyrs(nld) Gerrit E- W. Bauier, Aloe Brateas,

Kees M. Sawe, Paul J. Kelly
6709 Perpendicular giant magnetoresistance of microstructures in FaICr and M. A. M. Wie J.8B. Glesbers, M. T.

Co/Cu mukitayers (invited) Johnson, J. B. F. aan do Stegge,
H. H. J. M. Janssen, S. K J.
Lenczowsld, R. J. M. van do
Veerdaonk, W. J. M. do Songs

6714 Spin polarization of gold films via transported (invited) Mark Johnson

HOg Tq Supereonluctlilty: Expeimntd and Theoy
672 Transport and magnetic properties of polycrystalline Sm2-CexCuO4 -y R. F. Jardlm, C. H. Westphal, C. H.

Cohenca, L Ben-Dor, M. S. Maple
G72 Relationship between week ferromagnetism, supercondluctivty, and lattice T. Schultz, R. Smith, A- Fondado,

parameter in the A2 -.- B.CeyCU0 4 (A,B-La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Y) C. Maley, T Beacomi, P. 1nlneg
ripormdsJ. Gross, C. Saylor, S. Oseroff, Z.

Fisk, S.-W. Chsong, T. E. Jones
672 Alkal metals Imipuriies influence on the magnefti and electrical properties 1. Nedkov, A. Veneva

Of YBCO



GM2 Klnemdcd palrhig arid magnetism in layered systems Valsy A lvNoW Michall YeJ Zhuravlev, Pavel 0. Zubin
On'tGrond-telsproertes nd ecitfteof a inegrbleone-lknnslnl P. Schlottmann

model with "fnotion interaction Involvng several bands
6734 TWO4baji model for Kmido Insulators: Thermodynarmc end scalin M. A. Continentino G. M. Japassu,

prprte A. Troper
6737 Local magnetic moments and Intermediate vallence state of cerium C. E. LeW, A Troper

lnpurttles In ferromagnetic rare-earth metels

*I6740 Thernwelectric powe studies of a Nd1 .82 -. Sr.C%.isCuL4 superconductingQ Clrarn G. Singht, B. D. Padalia,
systen, (abstractI) OrnPrelcash, V. N. Moortiiy.

Anr .Narlilca,
6740 The magnetic arnd stipercowducting properties Of Pb2Sr2(RICa)CU30*, J. Simon Xue, C. W. WMilliams, L.

R=Pr Ce, and Cm (abstract) Soderticlm
6741 'GFe and "OSn M6esbauer studies on La,.,Nd0 ISrI.ICUO4. Evidlence for M. Brauer, B. B~jchner, H. Micklilz,

local magnetc ordering below -32 K (abstract) E. Saggio-saltovitch, i. Souza
Azevedo, R. B. Scoezeli, M. M.
Abd-Elmeguid

6741 Peculiarities of Intelatic neut~ron scattering on magnons in high-Tr, YuJ. Pashkecvich, M. Lationov
materials of stolchlometrilcel composition Nd2 CuO4, Ls2CuO4, and
YBa2CU3O6 (abstract)

6742 The sig reversal of the acoustoelectric effect in anisotropic A. V. Goltsev
apercondutctors (abstrct

6743 Four-spi exchange in B12CuO4 (abstac) G. Petrakovakll, V. \AMlkov, K.
Sablina, B. Fedoseev, A. Furrer. B.
Roessli, P. 17ischer

6744 Antillarroniagnetic spin correlation suppression and superconducting V. Eremenko, V. Fomnin. 1. Kachur,
chrce istc mrovvement in YBa2Cu3OG, films under light illumination V. Piryatinskaya. 0. Prikhod'ko

(abstracti
6744 ac susceptibility of Pb.Bi2-Sr2 Ca2 Cuj3010 high Tc superconductors S. C. Mathur, D. C. Dubs, Urvija

sintered for different durations (abstract) Sinha, P. KC N. Raghavari
6745 Spin magnetic momnert of conduction quasiparticle (abstract) Vladimir L Safonov

6745 Restoration of the continuous phase transition in the vortex state due to Boris N. Shalaev, Sergey A.
the lattice translational symmetry: Large-N limit (abstract) Kaiorov

6746 Damping of spin waves in a square-lattice quantum antiferrornaginet due Dirk Uwe Saenger
to spin-phonon interaction (abstract)

6746 The superconducting transition temperature of layered S, -J11-Si Vatery A. Cherenkov
superconductors (abstract)

6747 Magnetism and superconductivity in heavy-fenmion compounds (abstract) A. V. Goitsev

Msgnsto-eptie and Other Magnetic Prope"ie
6748 Magnetic properties of an isolated ferromagnetic; bond embedded in S. T. Ting, S. Haas, J. E. Crow

Heisenberg antifferromagnets
6751 Spin diffusion in classical Heisenberg magnets with uniform, alternating, Niraj Srivastava, Jian-Min Uu, V. S.

and random exchange Viewanath, Gerhardi W~ier

6754 Theoretical study of magnetoetriction in FeTaN thin films James C. Cates, Chester Alexander.
in:

6757 Dependenice of the magnetic properties Gd2 ,Ce~Cu0 4, 0rx*s0.15, on J. Mahia, C. Vazquez-Vazquez, J.
their particle size Mkre, M. A. L6We-Quntela, J.

Rivas, T. E. Jones, S. B. Oserolt
6760 Magnetic properties of materials In the CaO-P 205-Fe2O3 system Sinod Kumrw Christina H. Chen

676 Magneti Properties of V3. -,Pr~L,4Fe5O2 garnet films A Azevedo, C. Cinbis, M. H.
Kryder

6766 Magnetic properies of amorphous Cr-Fe alloys prepared by thermnal S. K X)aW E. Bagglo-Saftovitch, C.
evaporation and mechanical milling Larica, B. V. B. Sarkidslan, S. F.

Cunha, J. L. Tholence

______"



79M M@*s VWtabltia in RE-Ca amoarphous allay filmis (abstrct 8. Uchiverw S. Yoehio. H.
Takaheshi, K Toml-Ms T Maol, A
Rtdoxa. S. Iwa, S. Teunashims

67M A model for the Barithausen noise power as a function of applied field aid Mi. J. Sablik

- Heed .etSyslaMedmihi and Phemnena
870The 1sOnectn of dloomr domains on flux conduction In thin film recording 21iernhou Guo, Edward Della Twor

heed
6773 Mlect of recorded transition shape on spatial noise distributions and T. C. Amoldussen, J. G. Zhu

677 Momi Interaction field in magnetic recording media Ilcuya Tagawa, Akhko Takeo,
Yoshihilsa Naekamura

6779 Mlcromagnetic studies of medium noise mechanisms Xlaodong Cho, H. Nesl Bertram

678 Improving ferte, MIG head rewadeck distortions caused by domain walls B. E. Argyle, R. Schfifer, P. L
and -rnuaiy (abstract) Trouulioud, Mi. E. Re, A. P. Pralno,

S. Talcayasma, 0. Dinglsy

678 MO polar Kerr studies of Co rich molecular beamn epitaxy grown AutCo S. Vfi~ovslcq, Mi. Novt, V. Prosser,
muitilayers R. Atkinison, W. R. Hendren, 1. W.

67M Magneto-optical properties and magneftiaon processes in suparlattlces Ron Aftinson, Nifolai F. Kubralcov,
Sergey N. Utochkln, Anatoley K.
Zvezdin

6786 The magnetic and magneto-optical properties of L.o, Cr, Mn, and Ni R. Carey, P. A. Gago-Sandoval,
sAubst~ttd barium ferrite films D. Mi. Newman, B. W. J. Thomas

6792 Anisotropy of toe magnetic and magnetooptic properties of HoIG:AI single J. Ostorero, Mi. Guitlot
crystals (l0w and high magnetic fild

6795 Measurement of the Faraday efec of gamnet film in alternating magnetic JIa Ouyang, Yrng Mhang, Huahul
fields He

6796 An Investigation on the magneto-optic and magnetic properties of Tb:YIG Jle Hui Yang, You Xii, Guo 'ring

8801 MagneoW-optical propertie Of (BI*dY 3Fe5Oi2 for optical magnefti fiel 0. Kamada, H. Minemoto, N. itoh

6804 Magneto-optical properties of A] and In-substituted CeYiG epitaxia films M. Gomi, hi. Abe
grown by sputtering (abstract)

6804 Enhancemnent of the magneto-optical1 quality of YIG films Ina structure A. 0. Boardman, A. 1. Voronico,
cotiiga thin metal film (abstract) P. hi. Vftosho, V. B. Volkovoy,

A. Yu. Toporov,
680 Magnetic Oavydov, splitting in 2D AFhi (CH2j2(NH3J2MnCI 4 (abstract) V. Eremenko, 1. Kachur, V.

Piryatinsalay, V. Shapiro

Synpoelui: User Faciltis hIn Ma1gnetlemn
680 Magnetic neutron scatter~n Ivtd J. W. Lynn

6811 Soft x-ray synchrotron radiation facilities for the study of magnetic Brian Tanner, W. O'Brien, hi. A.
materials Q~ (abstract) Green, H. 1-6chst, R. Reininger

6812 High magnetic faied research: Overview of facilities and science and J. E. Crow, H. J. Schneider-Muntau,
technolog opportunities (Invited) (abstract) 0. Mi. Parkin, N. Sullivan

Mantcfudme
6813 UNiOg: Quantum klulqd or concentrated spin glass? hi. Rosenberg, P. Stemaszylc, V.

Klein, S. Kemmler-Saclc, G. Filoti
6816 Disappearance of three-dimensional magnetic ordering in Gd2CUOI T. Chattpadhyay, P. J. Brown, B.

Roaselt



6619 Sph4b ftPulue si rutIon CuGeO8 : Eleciron peramegnatic ruoieS. Omaroff. 8-W. Cheong. A.
sldy Foridado. S. Aides, Z. FiskC

66W Obseevolons of magnetization reversal and magnetic clusters in ncappe m . M. 113rahim, M. S. Seehrs G.

SM The structure and spin dynamics of Ianthanlde-boarig osilcee glasses A- J. G. Bison, C.-K Loong. j.

S M eMgnetization and J.n~fcrsnnesuie natrhu im Chen, S. CheneyG d*n
of Fe5OS~h8l1 O~L

6631 Hysteresis and magnetic aftertlc In amorphous CoZrDy films: Trends G. Suran. K. Rery
arnd variationa Versus Dy conten

6834 First-principles calculation of orbital moment distribution in amorphous Fe Xue-Fu Zhong W. Y. Ching

6637 A meneoclolmur Study of spin flutuation In amorphous F9.Zr 100_ A- LeR. DwOn~, D. H. Ryan

6840 Magnetc Wp~ropet~ of colloidal slllcAL Potassium siliate goeion R. 0. Sht". H. M. Kerch, J. J.
risnocompoaltes Pdvr

Meg l In -d R nd
6843 Origin of high coercive force in re-rttanmaoneta hin film D. ROY Cab0by. Robert D. Lorentz,

Shigeld Yatuya

684 Stud of the e~ec of defect swes and their distribution on the coercmty of James A. Jatau, Edward Della
magnetic media Tonre

6849 Revesal mechanisms In Tb/Fe multilayers K. OGrady, T. Thomson, S. J.
Grieves. G. Bayeuhe

6852 Wrltsoras cyclabllity of ThFeCo for mark edge recording Hlroyuld Aweno, Masdulro O~lma
Katemusue Shimazald, Satoru
Ohnuld, Nori Ohta

6855 RecordIng chaactrisic of Kr-sputtered Tb/FeCo multilayer Himo Karube. Kunilhiko Mataumura,
magneto-ptical disks Masafurm Nalcada, Osamu Okcada

686M Double compen~saton point media for direct overwrite T. K. Hatwar, 0. J. Genova. R. H.
victora

6861 Desig and performance of magneto-ptic enhanced Co/Pt-based trilayers R. Atkinson, P. J. Grundy. C. M.
haftn zero Kerr ellpti*t Hanratty, R. J. Pollard. 1. W. Salter

6864 Elliect of substrate roughness on microetucture, unlaxial anisotropy, and Chung-Hee Chang, Mark H. Kryder
cowerfty of CodPt mnuitilyer thin fuins

686 Depth distribution of blrefringence in magneto-op)tial recording disk Rayniond-NooI Kono, Myung S.
substrates Jhon, Thomas E. Keels

6870 Growth and subsequent: relexation of the anisotopic sftrcture of amorphous F. Hallman, M. C. Robson, M. T.
Tb-Fe (abstract) Meeser

8871 Macroscopic ferrimagnets as magneto-optic media (abstract) Richiard J. Gambino, Ralph R. Rut,
Nestor Bojarczu

ManeoticP Imagin and Measuring Techniluses
6872 High-resolution magneob-opti measurements with a Sagnac interfeometer A- KopltUnlc, J. S. Dodge. M. M.

(invited Faer
6878 do magnetic force micraosopy Imaging of thin-film recodIng head Paul Rice, John Moreland, Andzej

Wades
6881 Proposed antiferromnagnetically coupled dual-ayer magnetic force John 0. 0ti, Paul Rice, Stephen E.

microscope tips R -nook
668 Arlaotrpy and magnetoetrIction measuremnent by Interferometry Pete S. Harflee 111, George H.

Bellasis. David N. Lambeth
6887 NeW complex permeabillty measurement dcvice for thin magnetic films S. Hayano, 1. Marinovia. Y. Salto

6600 EBementr specific magnetic microscoppy with x rays (invited (abstract B. Hermameler, J. St'hr, VY Wu. M.
Sament~ G. Harp, S. Korande. D.
Dunham, B. P. Tonner
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MO9 High -P resoluton spin-polarIzed scaw"n slechm micorscopy HK Mefupanu. K. Kale, F.
(amO TaM" H. AtY. &* W~,.K

66I An arvllalsis of magnetizatin petlems measured using a magnetic force E. R. Burks, R. 0. Gomez,.1. 0.

O2Magnetc fat=e RMcoscop Of singl crystal MWWMOit W(0304) (abdtV5CI R. Pralcach, S. Foes, C. Ovine, S.
Sehu, B. Moskowitz

66W Interpvseton of magnetic farce microscopic Images (abstlract) Alsuah Xkiciwa. Hiroyuki ~Ano.
Sunvio Hosalca. Yuido Honda Ryo

GiNW Mqeg Iel Ineeh Graudar Mateariel.
6604 Osetermniaslon of pm- and ferfroanet~wc componoents of magnetization Mary Beth Stearms, Vumida Chang

and magnefareelatarace of granular CCIAq films (Inite
690 Glant mgtoeatceand microetructurall characteristics of epitmdel N. Tharagar*i C. Echer. Kannan M.

Fe-Ag and Co-Ag granlaer Nhn films Kuishnan, R. F. C. Farrow, Ft F.
Marks, S. S. P. Parkain

660 Giant magnetcrealatance and its dependence on processing conditions in iian-Qlng Wang, Edward Price,
magnetic granular alloys GenglAso

6006 Theory of magnetotransport in inhomogeneous magnetic structures Horacio E. Camblong. Shufeng
Tan~g. Peter M. Levy

690 Giant magnetoresistance of dilute Cu(Co) granular films R. J. Gambino, T. R. McGuire,
J. M. E. Harper, Cyril Casbral, Jr.

6912 Dependence of giant ffwgneoreulstwmc on film thickrness; in heterogeneous J. R. Mitchell, A. E. Berkowitz
Co-Ag alloys

6915 Moduletlon-Induced giant magnetoresistance in a spinodally decomposed S. Jin, L. H. Chen, T. H. M~etal, M.
Cu-NIFe alloy Elbsclutz. R. Ramesh

6918 MIntreltnc in granular Fe-Mg system Kevin Pettit, E. Kits, K. Araga. A.
Tasald, M. B. Salamon

6021 Glant magnetoresistance and induced exchang anisotropy In mechailcally K. Ounadjela. A. Herr, R. Polneot.
alloyed Co3DAgm J. M.D0. Coe% A. Fagan, C. R.

SWAddan, D. Daniel, J. F. Gregg,
S. M. Thompson, K. O'Grady, S.
Greves

6924 C~orrelation of x-ray diffraction and M6esbauer effect measurements with V. 0. Harris, M. Rubinstein, B. N.
magnetic properties of heat-treated CuWCoisFeS ribbons Des, N. C. Koon

6927 Giant magnetoreesltance In Agi -^-yFey heterogeneous alloy films M. L. Watson, V. G. Lewis, K.
O'Grady

693 Glant and anisoftopic megnetoreelatlance in single laye Nsl~FeleCole-Ag A. Walcnis, J. A. Barnard, M. R.
films Parker

6933 Giant magneloresistaince In heterogeneous (CoFS)xAgi -x films (abstract) R. S. Beech, D. Rao, M. J. Carey,
F. T. Parker, A. E. Berkowitz

Soft Miagnetic Mete0rlels and Applcatons I
6934 The effects of film geometry on the properties of FeTaN films Gan QOu, J. A. Bernard

6937 R~eltIonslhIp between ac and dic magnetic properties of a Co-baaed S. H. Um, Y. S. Chooi, T. H. Noh,
amorphous alloy 1. K. Kang

69Q Effects of nanocrystazetllon upon toe sof magnetic properties of Co-besed P. Quintana E. Ajnano, R.
amorphomus ally Valenruela. J. T. S. Irvine

6943 Magnetic properties behavors In Fe.8@r7, 4CU1 nanocrystallne ally K. Y. 10m. J. S. Lee, T. H. Noh,
prepared by differet poetannee cooling rates 1. K. Kang, T. Kang

6046 Soft-magnetic properties of amorphous tapes after dynamic cunrren M. A. Escober, J. C. Perron, R.
aVNnedn Bamjui A. R. Ysavau

6940 Magnetic behaevIor of the amiorphous wires covered by glass Horla Cfinac, Gheorghe Pop,
Fruta Barariu, Manuel Vazque



ON T or eamponuris at vis magnetizeatin in a twimiud Fe-dch ariorphous L Krawe S& N. Kam,. U. Vainmuaz
win G. Rivero, E. Fraw. A. Hermando,

J. Mi. Uweradiarin
GM5 Amuntalable lartnwy Nd-Fe- compond B. X Gu, B. G. Shun. H. R. Zhai

695 Helical aniotopy and Matlaucoi e~c in Coa-S- amorphious w"ir with J. Yunesald, M. Talcaj F B.

OM5 The if permaibly lof do plmwrimagnaro apuimd IFotmualayer Sims Craig A. Grimes. Callierne C.

M Phm Vanulwionm in the one-dknainaioe htragad quantumn XY model Ez MMand Jauephaao-nction leddura
a m agnetic ahiuldi Promlaltraizeg smagmneftc fieds ino. D. Mayergoyz

uclors wthinWtimernin transition

aM7 Estmatlo of fnratingeepouerm magnetic WOW of CM&Ity manei T. Chans, T JimnaJ aed

0972 Overvwiew of hppicationestuo mlpcroanetlcic gO filmha s in emisrowsase LBto .Sipaharl

Aple - ch1110rizeon

097 Esimaionoftw hmmowe from magnetccwv .J DChienDs .Jls .Kmd
07 vA o ilainofmicromagneticWWM ISI s .Sa

Elecontsrn poefutro dbietlutlomnt In anucplear neasre vsynchronous macine .S" M. R.Bihi EoinastamP.

699 C~rmna W nq f ompensation ofr fil ittnwt er magnetic matia s and1 Maniada G. Ab nate eryRsie

pe1rm 0 nen eIst Franco Bartora. Alessandro
TrequaWtWn

699 EqulIvaent structures of pemanent magntsI and electric currats designed M,. G. Abele
to geneae idsi fnieldsA

M9S Thermalmanetic noise due to eddy currets In a strip wound ferromagnetic YU. V. Mastannilkov 0. Snigirev, Mi.
core at 42 K (abstract) Cerdonlo, G. A. Prodi, S. Wials
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PREFACE

MMM *93, the 38th Annual Conference on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials, w held
in Minnespolis at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, November 15--18, 1993. Despite a slowdown in the
economy and competition from other meetings, there was a total of 586 full registrants and 202
student/retiree registrants 1018 abstracts were submitted to the Program Committee. The final
program was made up of 858 papers, of which 33 were invited papers, 10 contributed papers
that had been promoted to invited paper status, 478 poster papers, and 332 contributed oral
presentations. The Conference Proceedings is subdivided into 59 sections and contains 30
invited papets, 479 contributed papers, and 153 abstracts.

The meeting began with a well-attended Sunday evening tutorial where informal talks were
given on theory of magnetism, magnetic measurements, magnetic force microscopy and other
imazin techniques. and materials science- deposition and characterization. In the four-day
program, there were symposia on magnetic circular dichroism, novel time-resolved probes of
dynamical manetism, and perpendicular transport in layered structures, along with evening
symposia on environmental magnetism and national user facilities. Although there were re-
ports fim virtually all ar of magnetics research, studies relating to the magnetic properties
of surfaces and artificially structured magnetic materials were especially prominent in the
program. Also noteworthy were the large numbers of graduate and post-doctoral students in
attendance, which will help ensure the vitality of the field for years to come. Another welcome
trend is the growing international character of the meeting as reflected in the fact that 60% of
the abstracts accepted for presentation came from outside the United States.

A meeting the size of MMM requires the dedicated efforts of a large number of people. I
would especially like to thank the members of the Steering Committee, the Local Committee,
the Program Committe and the Conference Editors a well as staff from the American
Institute of Physics and Courtesy Associates for their help in organizing and running the
meeting. In addition to the corporate sponsors who are listed on the third page of the Pro-
ceedins, the Conference received financial support for invited speakers from the Office of
Naval Research.

David L. Huber
General Chairman

MMM '93

S.-
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Monte Carlo simu lons of remanent oMa t decay driven
by Interactons

M. E. Matson, D. K. Lottis, and E. Dan Dahlberg
School of Physis and ASarnomy, Uni-sruty of Mimmesola, Mm pod M--neso 55455

Many physical systems, including ferromnagnets, exhibit slow relaxation behavior. The usual
explanation of this time dependence is to assume a distibution of energy barriers, i.e., disorder. A
recent model [Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 362 (1991)] relies on a mean field approximation of
magnetostatic interactions to be the driving force responsible for the decay. Following this work, we
have simulated the dynamics interacting Ising spin system key features found in the original model.
In addition, it is shown that the interaction driven relaxation results in ý faster decay of the
magnetization; a result reflecting the model system is being driven towards its equilibrium state by
the interactions.

I
Many magnetic systems exhibit the magnetic that are perpendicular to the plane. These spins interact

aftereffectt-2 which is identified as a slow, nonexponei,dal, or through dipole-dipole interactions that are treated in a mean-
quasilogarithmic decay of the remanent magnetization. A field approximation. In the ground state this system contains
typical equation used to characterize this slow decay is no net magnetization, with one spin up for every spin down.

When the system is saturated along the positive z axis, the
M(t)=M, +S In(), (1) demagnetizing field of the system will be along the negative

where M is the remnant magnetization at t = 1 unit, and S is z axis, driving the system back to equilibrium. Because the
constant for any given temperature. 2 The traditional model remnant field decreases as equilibrium is approached, the
used to obtain this relationship involv'ss the presence of a energy needed to overcome the energy barrier increases. This
distribution (disorder) of barrier heights which must be ther- slows the relaxation process over time, leading to quasiloga-
mally overcome for a given grain of magnetic material to rithmic relaxation. As will be shown later, if there were no
reverse its magnetic orientation, interactions the system would still relax, but since the barri-

After the first suggestion that interactions were respon- ers remain at their maximum height, the decay, although ex-
sible for the slow relaxation, 3 a model was developed"' to ponential, will take a much longer time.
account for the slow dynamics and the nonmonotonic decay In this model each spin has an anisotropy energy of the
slope of this system. In this model one considers a plane of form -K~v cos2(0), where v is the volume of the spin
spins or magnetic moments that may only point up or down grain, 0 is the angle between the spin vector and the positive
and are coupled by their dipole-dipole interactions. Based z axis, and K. is a positive constant. The energy due to an
on this earlier work and through private communications, external field has the form M5Hv cos(0), where M5 is the
other researchers have used Monte Carlo techniques to in- saturation magnetization of the spin grain and H is an ap-
clude interactions,5 and have modeled the dynamics of other plied field along the negative z axis. This gives a total energy
systems dominated by couplings6 in a similar fashion. per grain of

In the present work, we use this model as the basis for
Monte Carlo simulations of the decay of a coupled or inter- E -Kv cos2(0)+MHv cos(0). (2)
acting spin system on a 200X200 spin lattice. The solution If one differentiates Eq. (2) by 0 and sets the result to 0, one
of the model system by the Monte Carlo technique required obtains the values of 0 corresponding to the energy minima
a modification of the algorithm to include an energy barrier, and maxima. The maximum value for the energy, which we
Included is some discussion to justify the simple conclusion call Eb, is the energy maximum separating the minima E,
that the probability of a spin flipping to a different energy (spin up, 0-0) and E 2 (spin down, 0=1r). Of course, it is
state, separated from the first by an energy batrier AE, is the relative energies that are important for the dynamics of
simply Pb=Pe- 6 , where P is the propery normaid the system. Defining E1(2) as the energy with 0O0(1r), the
probability of the spin flipping without this barrier. This up (down) state energy, we can determine the entigy from a
modified algorithm is different from that previously sd,5 S particular state to the barrier maximum as
and therefore there are distinct differences in the results of
the present work with that done previously. V

Th model system consists of a plane of spins or mag- Ebl(b2)-Eb-El(2)=4"T. [M-H-( + )2K.]2. (3)
netic moments with an anisouopy energy such that the en-
ergy minima are with the moments perpendicular to the Any dynamics or change in the relative populations of the
plane, i.e., the energy minima states are up and down states spins is then given by

J. ,A0. Phy. 75 (10), 15 May 1994 00214-979s4/S(1o)/547SA/5.0o 0 904 Anw inca Int ot Phya 5476 .
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dt To verify that these probabililies will work, consider the

whereN, isthe number ofspins pointing up, N 2 isthe num- system to be in equilibrium. Then, ifN, and N, are the

bet of spins pointing down, w 1 and w2 are the attempt fre- number of spins in the up and down states, with energies E j

quencies, and flI/K8T. The attempt frequencies are as- and E2 , we expect the average spin, (S), to be

sumed to be equal and constant. N -N, X2=isle-E,-O •-E_6-e-2E -0
The inclusion of interactions is straightforward by iden- =(S) e - ET =(8)

tifying the magnetic field H with the demagnetization field. N, "ON2  =

This corresponds to using a mean-field approximation for the In the Monte Carlo pr0g-am equilibrium will be
dipolar couplings. For the limiting case of planar symmetry achieved when NIP 12 =N 2 P 2 1. So we expect the average
with the magnetization perpendicular to the plane, this gives spin to be
a mr netic field of -4srM, where M=M,(Nt-N2)/N,
wher, J is the total number of spins. Defining AN such that NI -N 2  N11N2- I P2 3/Pu- I-
• NI(2)=N+(-)ANI2 (so AN= N-N 2), one obtains N1+N 2  NI/N2 +| P, 1/P1 2 + I

=dA = N (AN• [ 2srM,2 \ e-El-/e-Ez _(

N AN which is the same as Eq. (9).
+W _ 2-- The more difficult question is how to deal with the en-

ergy barrier Eb. For this, three logical conditions which must

XexpfL-v (2rMS2 AN K 2] be satisfied are: (1) PIb2 (the probability aspin will flip from
.- N E, to E 2 with an energy barrier Eb) must be equal to P1,

For a number of applications, such as including the ef- when Eb=EI; (2) P2bl (the probability a spin will flip from

fects of disorder, it is easiest to use an Ising model and per- E 2 to EI with an energy barrier Eb) will be proportional to

form Monte Carlo (MC) computer simulations of the decay e-Ebe when written in the first form of Eqs. (7) and (3) the

t,, equilibrium 7 rather than include these effects in Eq. (5). partition function e-E1
0 4 e-E219 should remain unchanged,

Usually in MC simulations, the aigorithm used to flip the i.e., Eq. (8) must remain true. The equations that accomplish

spins is the Metropolis algorithm.7 This algorithm calculates this are

the probability of the spin flipping to be e -Ezlf+Eb,-Efi) eE 1
e PE Plb2=.---Etp+e~E 2P =l+ne--- e--b

P = ,e (6) e
P e"ýP12e -AEb P (10)

where the AE is the energy difference and =Il/KbT (often
P=eCE 0 is used, which gives the same equilibrium statis- and

tics, but arrives at equilibrium faster. While this is a desirable e - EWb e -A
property for most uses, it shows a less accurate time depen- P2b =e- l+e-E 2P =l+e- - e
dence.)

Equation (6) does not include the effects of the energy =P 2te-AEbo. (11)
barrier or maximum on the dynamics. Previous efforts5 to
incorporate the energy barriers altered the probabilities for This gives the very simple resuit that the energy barrier re-
both spin up and spin down, and then proceeded to use the dNees the probability of a spin flipping by a factor elue w
same Metropolis algorithm for flipping spins. The following Note also that the final equilibrium value will not change due

is te dvelpmet o ~ dffeenttecniqe toincrpoatethe to this barrier, only the rate of decay to equilibrium.
is the development of a different technique to incorporate the The results obtained from Monte Carlo simulations us-

Given a system of spins where each spin is allowed to ing the above analysis are shown in Fig. 1, plot of the nor-
eccupyone of two states with e nergiespE i andlE2 (represent malized remnant magnetization Mn/Mo versus log (time)

ing spin up and spin down, respectively) and an additional (actually the nth Monte Carlo step). For the upper data in
energy level, Eb, which is not a state the spin is allowed to this plot the interactions have been turned off and the plot is
occupy. This energy level is larger than E s oraE2 nd acts as expected for an exponential decay. In this same figure
a barrier between the two levels. Without loss of generality, are the data generated with the same initial values, but with
one can assume that E v>E2 (this reflects th e ralty, the dipolar couplings or interactions included. These data
demagnetization field is in the -z direction) and define give a somewhat straight line until they reach a value of
demagnetization fiel A is bnthefozdire. anf dthefinwe around 0.2 of the normalized remnant magnetization. At theAE=Ej-E2, AEb=Eb--Et, as before. If &Eb=o then we lower values of Mn/Mo the energy AE approaches zero,

use the usual Boltzmann distribution to calculate P12,
the probability spin flips from the Et to E2 (E2 to E) state changing very little from one Monte Carlo step to the next.
hen pbaiy For this reason it is not surprising to see an end to slow

relaxation in this region.s
e-E200 e(- "' t  An important feature to note in this figure is the relative

P12(21 )=eT7 +e 2= 1+e e-",- , (7) values of the magnetization with and without interactions. As

5470 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 75, No. t0. 15 May 1804 MatronM, Loft, and Dal"rg
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FIG. 3. The decay slope of the magnetization between log t values of 0.5
FIG. 1. A simulated decay when the dipole-dipole couplings are omitted, and I at each temperature of data similar to that in Fig. 2 are plotted against
i.e., no interactions (upper curve) and with dipolar couplings (lower curve). temperature. The nonmonotonic behavior of the decay slope is similar to
For these data, M,=0.0005, K,=O.l, and the temperature is 200 K. Mn/Mo that measured experimentally and found in the model referred to in t text.
is the reduced magnetization at the nth Monte Carlo step. The time is in
units of Monte Carlo steps. One should note the quasilogarithmic time de-
pendence of the dipolar coupled simalation. Also, as can be seen, the cou- considers the slope at a t value of 2, the slope of the curve
piing drives the system to its equilibrium faster than the zero coupling case increases (in absolute value) as the temperature increases. On

the other hand, if the t is 20 when the slope is measured, the

stated before, this figure shows that the slow relaxation curve decay slope passes through a maximum at 100 K. This latter

actually reaches equilibrium faster than the exponential de- case is shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3 the decay slope determined
actally curve.achts ismerequ lybimfst the on nepofhen stiem between two fixed times or numbers of Monte Carlo steps is
cay curve. Tais is merely the consequence of the system plotted versus temperature. The nonmonotonic behavior is
decaying to equilibrium faster when there is aclearly seen. A comparison of this figure with a similar plot
the demagnetization field, helping it along, in Ref. 5 shows the differences in the two approaches.

Figure 2 shows the magnetization decay at several tem- In summary, this work has shown that, with the proper
peratures In actual measurements, the decay rate or slope is choice for the probability defining equation, the Monte Carlo
measured at a fixed time or over a narrow time window. This ice r the pr efinin equation, theontical
experimentalroutine replicates the previous experimental and theoretical
temperature dependence, as discussed prevnonmon2,4,t To data. Although the particular algorithm developed is different
temperhiseonependencnsiderithestempereturesdependento from that used by other workers,

5 
the results are similar. One

shope this, one can consider the temperature-dependent feature of the general model
4 

explicitly pointed out here is
slopes at different times for these data. For example, if one that although the model system with interactions or cou-

plings relaxes quasilogarithmically with time, it is actually a

faster relaxation than the same system without interactions.
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The Prelsach model with stochastic Input as a model for aftereffect
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In previous papers, we have suggested to use the Preisach model driven by stochastic inputs as a
model for aftereffect. However, in these papers the stochastic inputs have been modeled by discrete
time I.I.D. (independent identically distributed) random processes. Here, we further extend the
aforementioned approach by modeling the stochastic inputs by continuous time diffusion processes.
It is shown that the mathematical machinery of the "exit problem" is instrumental for calculations
of time evolutions of the expected value of the output of the Preisach model.

It is well known that the physical origin of hysteresis is will be a random process as well, and we shall be interested
due to the multiplicity of metastable states. At equilibrium, in the time evolution of the expected value, f,, of this output
large deviations of random thermal perturbations may cause process.
a hysteretic system to move gradually from higher- to lower- Since integration is a linear operation, from (3) we de-
energy metastable states. Tbis phenomenon is generally re- rive
ferred to in the literature as "aftereffect," "viscosity," or

Ce,= ff u,(a.,,E{i',.,p,Jda d,. (4,
Traditionally, the modeling of hysteresis and viscosity

has been pursued along two quite distinct lines. In phenom-
enological modeling of hysteresis, the Preisach approach has Thus, the problem is reduced to the evaluation of the ex-
been prominent, while the viscosity phenomenon has been pected value, E{f,}.
studied by using thermal activation-type models. It is desir- Let
able to develop the uniform approach to the modeling of
both hysteresis and viscosity. Recently, it has been suggested q, =(t) Prob{f a,,@x, + 11. (5)

to use the Preisach model driven by stochastic inputs as a Since j.,px may assume only two values + 1 and -1, we
model for aftereffect (see Refs. 1-3). However, in these pub- find
lications, the stochastic inputs have been modeled by discrete
time I.I.D. (independent identically distributed) random pro- E{l'a.x }=2q.,#(t)- 1. (6)
cesses. Below, this approach is further extended by modeling In this way, the problem is reduced to the calculation of
the stochastic inputs by continuous time diffusion processes. q,,O(t). The last quantity can be expressed in terms of
From the mathematical point of view, it makes the problem switching probabilities P+(t) and P-(t), which are defined
much more complicated. It is shown below that these diffi- as follows:
culties can be largely overcome by using the mathematical
machinery of the "exit problem." P+ (t)= Prlob wtchint s +o1,d (7)

Consider a deterministic input u(t) of the Preisach tume interval (Ot)IixO=
model that at time t=0 assumes some value uo and remains _k switchings of ".#p during
constant thereafter. In a purely deterministic situation, the Pk(t) =Probt time interval (O,t)iJ'epXo=-1 (8)
output would remain constant for toO as well. To model the
aftereffect, we assume that some noise is superimposed on By using the above switching probabilities, we derive
the constant input. In other words, we assume that the Prei- I.
sach model is driven by the process P/ (t), if2kt~),i ••Xo= + I,

x,=uo+x,, k(,=0. (1) q',p(t)= k-0°(9

The noise X, will be modeled by a (continuous time and i Pk+1 (t), if ý.,Ax0=-l
continuous samples) diffusion process, which is a solution to k-o
the Ito stochastic differential equation: The last expression is valid because occurrences of different

dX,=b(X,)dt+ o'(X,)dW,. (2) numbers of switchings are nonintersecting (disjoint) events.
Next, we shall discuss the mechanism of switching. It is

The output f, of the Preisach model, dear from Fig. 1 that the first switching occurs at the mo-
ment when the stochastic process x, starting from the point

f f( , x° exits the semi-infinite interval (,A-). Then, the second
f j (a,•) •.pxda fd. , (3) switching occurs at the moment, when the process x, starting

from the point x=P exits the semi-infinite interval (--,a).
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-___-___- ___-- ____-___-___-_ FIG. 2. Ocaurec of exactly on downward swildiag.

where c are the exit points for the process X, which are
equal to a-uo and fl-uo, respectively.

FIG. 1. Mecaism of swkicn. Next, we shall show that switching probabilities Pk(t)
can be expressed in terms of v I (t,x) and p-(t,x). Note that,

t The third switching takes place at the moment when the according to (11)-03), plx) are related to vl(lx) as

process x, starting from the point x = a exits the semi-infinite follows:
interval (8Ao). It is apparent that the mechanism of all sub- -= [O-V (tX)I. (16)
sequent even switchings is identical to the mechanism of the p a(t,x) [ (
second switching, while all subsequent odd switchings occur
in the same manner as the third switching. Thus, switchings It is clear from the very definition of v -(t,x) that
of rectangular loops "',8 are closely related to the exit prob- P( t) = v ± (t, 0). (17)
lems for stochastic process x, which can be translated into

the exit problems for process X, This problem is one of the It is apparent from Fig. 2 that the occurrence of exactly

most studied problems in the theory of diffusion processes one downward switching is the union of the following dis-
and the mathematical machinery developed for the solution joint elementary events: downward switching occurs in the
of this problem will be utilized in the calculation of prob- time interval (X,X+dk), and then no upward switching oc-
abilities Pl(t). curs up to the time t. Due to the strong Markov property of

The exit problems described above can be characterized X, the probability of the above elementary event is given by
by exit times 1,-, which are random variables. In the above p-(X,O)v+(t-X,P-uo)dX. (18)
notation for the exit times, subscript "x" means that process
X, starts from point x, while superscripts "_±" correspond to Now, the probability P+ (t) of exactly one downward
the exits of this process at points a-uO and fl-u0 , respec- switching can be found by integrating (18) from 0 to t:

tively. Next, we introduce the functions
(10 (t)/J 0p-( IrOv+t-kPO-u)d (19)v ±(t,x) =Prob(,, -- t), (10)0

V±(t,x)=e(t)-V±(t,x), (11) In other words, P•(t) is the convolution of p-(t,0) and

where e(t) is a unit step function. It is clear that

V± (t,x) = Prob{ t}, (12) P+(t)=p-(t,0)*v +(t,'-u0). (20)

which means that V±(t,x) has the meaning of a cumulative By using similar reasoning, we can derive

distribution function for the random variable ,'. This, in Pi(t)=p+(t,O)*v-(t,a-uo). (21)
turn, implies that Next, consider the probability P•(I) of the occurrence

aV±-(t,x) of exactly two switchings, starting from the initial state
± ) t(13) i 0 =. According to Fig. 3, this occurrence can be con-

sidered as the union of the following disjoint elementary
is the probability density function for the random variable

It is apparent from (11)-(13) that p-(t,x) can be easily
computed if v±(t,x) are somehow found. It turns out (and ?' ]
this is a well-known result from the theory of stochastic pro-
cesses) that v±(tx) is the solution to the following initial-
boundary value problem for the backward Kolmogorov
equation: t

av- 02(x) 02v- 8v-
_-_ =-- = +b(x) -f-, (14) -+

v(0,x)=1, v(t,c!-)=O, (15) FIG. 3. Ocamnree of exactly two swithings.
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events: downward switching occurs in the time interval (),X
-+d), and then exactly one upward switching occurs up to 4 ( _(s) +(s), if y.Oo-1. (36)
the time t. The probability of these elementary events is i

given by A smilar expression can be derived for the case
p-X0P(t X (2) •xo= + I. t

I-kOP(-kd.(2 According to (16),
Now, by integrating (22), we find Vs)-st3 (s). (37)

P(t)(22) Thus, the problem of computing o is reduced to the
2 -XOP(-Xd.(3 problem of determining 6i 1 (s). This can be accomplished by

using the initial-boundary value problem (14)-(15). TheFrom 21) ad (23, we(23)i
From (21) and (23), we obtain complexity of this task will depend on the nature of the

P2(t)=p-(t,O)sp+(tP-uo)*v -(t,a-Uo). (24) stochastic process X, that models the noise in hysteretic sys-
tems. It is natural to require that the stochastic process that

By using the same line of reasoning, we derive models the noise must be a stationary Gaussian Markov pro-

P2-(t)=p+(t,O)*p-(t,a-uo)*v+(t,P-uo). (25) cess. According to the Doob theorem, the only process that
satisfies these requirements is the Omstein-Uhlenbeck pro-

For the sake of conciseness, we introduce the notations cess. This process is the solution to the following Ito stochas-

p±(t,O)=po(t), p+(tP-U0 )=p+(t), tic differential equation:

p_(ta-u0 )=p_(t), (26) dX,= -bX, dt+ a dW,, (38)

+, ) +( _Uo) +(t)' where 1/b has the meaning of the correlation time. (This
means that X, and X,, are only significantly correlated ifv-(t,a-uo)=v-(t). (27) It-t'[~l/b.)

ad The backward Kolmogorov equation for the Ornstein-
Now, by using the same line of reasoning as before and Uhlenbeck process has the form

the induction argument, we can easily derive the following h
expressions for the switching probabilities: dv ± U

2 
0;V ± d±

.it- =0 2 - --bx--y-. (39)

P2k(t,uo)=Pot(t)p( tp )* P*-(t)*P+(t)v-(t), This equation should be considered jointly with initial
(28) and boundary conditions (15). By applying the Laplace

P2-+1 (tU0 ) transform to (39) and (15), we arrive at the following bound-
ary value problem for ± (s):

p(t)*p-+(t)*p (t).*..*p-(t)*p+(t)*v-(t). (29) o'2 d25± (sx) d_3±(s,x)

By substituting (28) and (29) into (9), we obtain the dx

expression for q,0(t) in terms of an infinite series of iterated 6±(s,c±)=0, v±(s,cc)=1/s. (41)
convolutions. These series can be reduced to geometric ones The solution to the boundary value problem (40)-(41)
by employing Laplace transforms: can be written in the form

AS 40 "~-1dt (A >),(0 ±(s,x)=l (i_e[x-'_(c±)2]/4,\2 -'-s/b(Xlk) ,) 42
Ss1b(C !k)), (42)

6(s)=f'v(s)e-s dt. (31) where -LsIb(X/k) are parabolic cylinder functions, while
=f0 X = al /2'b.

It is clear that Expressions (36), (37), and (42) jointly with (4) and (6) out-

IA(s)I<1. (32) line the main steps of the solution of the problem posed in
this paper.

By using these Laplace transforms, from (17), (28), and t
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The phenomenological model of magnetization kinetics developed by Estrin et aL [J. Phys. 1, 4845
(1989)] yields a macroscopic magnetic equation of state or magnetic constitutive equation of
6- .. onal form 1,fH=f(JU Jiff), where, #off is the internal magnetic field, J, is the irreversible

etic polarization and J,, its time derivative. In differential form the relation takes the form
f1=(I1XW)dJi.+Ad(InJ 4). The quantity A is related to the activation volume involved in the

c•ss of irreversible magnetization. To obtain A, three different experimental techniques are used.
One involves the traversal of hysteresis loops at constant Jin, from which both X,, and A can be
obtained most directly, using a modified version of a technique previously described.

2 
The second

method involves traversing the hysteresis loop at constant pH, and subsequently separating the
reversible and irreversible components of magnetization. In the third method, the parameter A is
obtained from magnetic viscosity measurements, which is the technique most commonly used.
Results are presented for all three experimental techniques for measurements performed on
Alnico-type permanent magnets. The limitations of each method will be reviewed in relation to
materials properties.

I. INTROODUCTION examined. Sample I (SI) was an isotropic specimen of
The magnetic state of a ferromagnet may be described Alnico 7. Sample 2 (S2) was an anisotropic specimen of

Alnico 5DG measured along its easy axis.
by a constitutive equation of functional form 1t 0oH=f(JJ), Frtco nstant its e ral as s
where #ON

1 is the internal magnetic field intensity. In differ-

ential notation the relation takes the form were made about the relative proportions of J., and J. and
about the measurement ofJ_,; (i) For 52, the approximation=( )dJ+Ad(J-J (and J-J) was made, due to the relatively small

netic polarization, Jijt is its time derivative, and V. is the propor(an o wa maded to the relaty smallirreversible susceptibility given by 1/t proportion of 1,, compared to J over the majority of the
irreandsibAes iscrep lted togthiv ation vlm I/ hysteresis loop; (ii) assumption (i) could not be applied to SI

=A HI , ad irlettebecause of the relatively large proportion of J_. compared to
involved in the process of irreversible magnetization, t 

de- J. A simple estimate of J,. was used. In this method it is
fined by postulated that the reversible susceptibility Xr,, and there-

(' a )l fore J, is a function of only the magnetic field at which
A= A-o (1) X, is measured. By measuring X., around a major hyster-

d ieJ, esis loop, J4, at a given value of #f could be obtained by

Various techniques and models used to describe irrevers- rIe=X d
ible and reversible magnetization (and susceptibility) have J.(AroH)=Ji,(AoHo)+itoJ exw, dH, (2)

been discussed in the literature.
2 In this work, a general ex- 0

perimental technique for the separation of reversible and ir- where Jr,(pOHo) is usually (arbitrarily) chosen to be identi-
reversible magnetization has been developed. The technique cally zero at the maximum applied field, AtOH0= -/zoHmx.
is phenomenologically based, with no specific assumptions It is therefore possible to separate J, from J through
about magnetization processes. The measurement techniques J =J,-+J.,, which facilitates the measurement of hysteresis
described below have been developed in order to verify the loops while maintaining J4 constant.
validity of the magnetic constitutive equation, and in particu- In general, the reversible magnetization is not only de-
lar to determine and compare the values of A obtained using pendent on the applied field, but also on the domain configu-
different methods. ration. The reversible magnetization may be expressed phe-

nomenologically as2 J,,=J4,,(ftIfJwJ) or, in differential
form, dJ., = x*P4e dH + q d&W, where X.*

U. E;t = (&n/,•IAo a)IJ, and Vj = (a ,a)v,,oH. In most
A permeameter system was developed to enable the ma- studies of reversible magnetization, the i? term is neglected,

"ority of a hyseresis loop to be traversed while maintaining since it cannot be measured directly from a single hysteresis
J, constant.2, Two Alnico permanent magnet materials were loop. The measurements are fully described by Cammarano.
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IFIG..1J, vs A5 H mnetizatiocurvecs for S measured with4,,=0.0317, FIG. 2. Jw vs #ON magnetization rvesa for S2, derived from ramped field
0.0635, 0.159. 0.317, and 0.635 T/s, from constant J , experimnents. The expetineons. with rs =O.0005,0.001, ..020.00 ,.008, 0.015, 0.03.0.06.
inset shows detail around the coercive point, taken as J.=0.58 T. and 0.1 T/s. The inset shows deMail around the coercive poin, taken as

.4= 1.4 T.

With a functional form for J,,v=J_(oHJin), it was
possible to extract (Jin,ju-/) data from experimental shown. In both cases, the results are consistent, showing in-
(J,toH) data for any major hysteresis loop measured with creased hysteresis with increasing magnetization rate.
an arbitrary monotonic magnetic field waveform. For sim- An example of a graph of pofH as a function of ln Ji, at

plicity, the hysteresis loop was measured by using different constant Ji is shovon in Fig. 3, taken from constant 4., ex-
slopes (rs) for a linear ramp. For -#oHuni1oH<•0 (ex- periments performed on S2. The majority of results showed a
periments always commenced at -liHm,), (2) was used to similar nonlinear functional form. Similar plots taken from

obtain (I.,,etef) data, simply, in a closed form solution. For magnetic viscosity experiments showed a definite linear re-

0<pII'Hjs 0 Hm, an iterative procedure was devised,
2  

lationship between p,0H and InJin at constant 4.,. It was for

since J4 was not known a priori to calculate this reason that A was estimated as the slope of the straight
Jun=Jn((ptHjin). With a set of (4.,j,,tOH) magnetization line fit using the lower values of In JW. For the constant Ji.
curves measured at different rates (either constant Ji or cotn- experiments on SI, A was estimated as the slope of the line

stant rs) it is then possible to plot graphs of MO
1
H vs ln J of best fit using the whole range of ̀ i4, shown in Fig. 1 [Fig.

taken at constantJi4, for different values ofJ1 0 . The slope of 4(a)]. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show the A calculated from

these curves is then equivalent to A (1). In the case of the ramped field experiments using, respectively, the five and

constant rs experiments, the value of.4, was calculated by four lowest values of In i,. A similar range in Injin was

performing a linear extrapolation about the given value of used in calculating Figs. 4(a) and 4(b).
Jin. The quantity A derived for S2 is shown in Fig. 5(a) for

The third method of calculating the parameter A is based the constant Ji. experiments and Fig. 5(b) for the ramped
on the magnetic viscosity experiment. 4 

Magnetization curves field experiments. A similar range in In 4, was used to de-
of (,Iin, ,H) at constant 4, can he derived from the mag- termine A for both sets of results. A was calculated using,

netic viscosity data, as explained by Street et aL,
5 

from respectively, the four and three lowest values of InJ,• for

which A is calculated. The tests were conducted on polished
spheres of 5 mm diam using a computer controlled Vibrating
Sample Magnetometer (VSM) with a 5 T superconducting
solenoid. o.0732

IrH (T)

*. RESULTS 0.073

Examples of irreversible magnetization curves are 0.0728 +
shown in Figs. I and 2 for S1 and S2, respectively. Note that +
only half the hysteresis loops are shown and that 4, was
arbitrarily set to zero at -peg.. Also, if the intrinsic o 0.0726 +
ercivity sH, is defined as the value of field at which Jin is -3 -2.5 -2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5
half the maximum value, the intrinsic coercivity of SII occurs li,,
at J-0-058 T and for S2 at Ji4-1.4 T. ,H, increases with
imhwsing magteaizatik n rate, as wtuld be expectedn Fo rI FIG. 3. p9H vs In., at constant Jý, fam constant J., experiments for the
1 shows data taken from constant `Jh experiments for SI. In uasotropic Alnico (S2) at J,•= 1.208 T, close to the coercive point. EPnr
Fig. 2 results from ramped field experiments on S2 are b are shows.
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FIG. 4. A vs J5, for Si from (a) constant h, experiments, using the whole FIG. 6. A vs pe/f.. the external applied heatd at which a magnetic vouitay
range of Inii1, shown in Fig. 1. (b) and (c) ramped field experiments using, test was conducted, for both SI and S2. The line drawn through each aso of
respectively, the five and four luwest valtues of tn J., to calculate A. Average data represets the average value of A.
etror bars are shown.

result in a lower value of A. In any cane, considering the
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). Figure 6 shows A obtained from snag- scatter in both sets of results, there is reasonable agreement
netic viscosity experiments. It should be Doted that Ais plot- between the two values of Aobtained from the two totally
ted as a function of the external applied field p0 H,., at which disparate experimental techniques, reinforcing the validity of
the viscosity test was performed, for convenience. The using the magnetic constitutive relation for analyzing time-
-0.05-0.3 T span in #ON. corresponds to a range in poff of dependent magnetization. MAlo, the greatest errors in the es-
about 0-0.18 T for Si and about 0.066-0.086 T for S2. timation of A will occur in mnateriasl in which the reversible

component of magnetization is a relatively large proportion
IV. DWSUSSIN of the total magnetization, as was the case for the isotopic

From Fig. 4(c), for S I over the majority of the mnagneti- SI2For S2, Fig. 5(b) shows a median value of A of about
zation curve, A is almost constant with an average value of 0.10 mT. Comparing this value of A with that obtained from
0.55 mT. magnetic viscosity experiments (see Fig. 6, noting the scatter

The greatest deviation from constancy occurs at both in the results) and from constant jw experiments (Fig. 5(a)]
high [ also note Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)] and low values of 'lilT of 0. 12 mT, the agreement is good. These values of A are in
regions in which reversible mapnetization processes pre excellent agreement with previously published results on
domsnate, and thus errors in 'l,, (and 'li.) are the greatest. similar Alnico permanent magnet materials.4

This should be compared to the average value obtained from T'he experimentally derived estimate of A will, in gen-
magnetic viscosity experiments of 0.41 mT (Fig. 6). The val- eral, be dependent on the range and magnitude of InhJ. used
ues of Jr used for the calculation of A from magnetic via- to calculate the slope of the pofl vs In JI,, curve at constant
cositly experiments were three: to six orders of magnitude 'ln which is equivalent to A. This std has emphasized the
lower than those used for the calculation of A from either need for examining plots of pJl vs I inl at constant Ji. to
constant 'l, or ramped field experiments. It is likely that obtain A. In general, A is a function of both jag/I and Jin'
extrapolation of the latter data to lower values of Ji. would Ile magnetic constitutive relation suggests that it is more

appropriate to analyze A assa function of 'ln, where A is
determined over a limited range of i in, than to plot A vs

0.0005 ps&Jl. This is particularly significant if the plot of poff vs
Am I lnJw at constant'l 1w is nonlinear, an was the case in this

0.0002 (a), ~ One of the authors (R.C.) would like to thank Jody Sim-
'-1 pson for all her support, Tony Cammasrano, Ditector, Better

0.0001 Mobile Mechanics, and Professor D. Kepert, Director,
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A phaux•m•ologicI dfs le vector hy reWs model
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A phenomenological inherently vector hysteresis model employing simple differentials as a means
of keeping track of the past history of the magnetic field is proposed. This results in a simple and

npuatioally fairly efficient formulation for vector hysteresis of any dimncsio. An expression
for determinng model parameters from experimental data or frm the Preisach finction is given.
The model exhibits rotational hysteresis and reduction of remanent magnetization by an orthogonal
field and reduces to the classical Preisach model in one dimension. Details concerning the numerical
implementation are discussed and computational examples demonstrating model properties are
presented.

1. IrRODUCTION among others. This work is concerned with representing a

Magnetic vector hysteresis models a u complex hysteresis operator by using a set of simple hyster-

structed as superpositions of what is sometimes called relay esis operators that are instead defined by an irreversible dif-

4hysteresis operators. A relay operator here means an operator ferential relation.

that changes its value reversibly, unless the input field leaves
a given region at which point irreversible discontinuous II. MOOEL FORMULATION
switching may occur, depending on the present state of the
operator. Examples are the Stoner-ohlifarth model' and As the starting point for the model we use the irrevers-
various types of vector Preisach models; see Refs. 2-5, ible differential relation,

d,= (1/r
2
)[(H- ).dH](H- ), if(H-v)-dH>O and (H-V)

2
=r 2

,0F/, otherwise,(1

where we also require that initially JH- Vr. Here H is the This simple case of vector hysteresis has some interest-
vector magnetic field, r is some positive scalar constant, and ing properties. For instance, if H at some time is restrained to
V is an output vector, vary along one arbitrary direction and increases indefinitely,

Differential relations similar to (1), but usually more then the orthogonal component of L4[HIt) will be asymp-
complex, are often used in solid mechanics to describe plas- totically reduced to zero. This recalls the well-known fact
tic stress-strain relations (where they are not usually referred that, if H increases indefinitely along an easy axis, the or-
to as hysteresis models; in mechanics, the convention is to thogonal component of the magnetization will be reduced to
reserve the term hysteresis for cyclic processes). More pre- zero.2 3,5 If, on the other hand, H is uniformly rotating, then
cisely, (1) is mathematically equivalent to a simple case of L,[Hr(t) will asymptotically approach a uniformly rotating
classical plasticity theory with linear kinematic hardening vector lagging behind H, provided the field magnitude is
and a von Mieses yield criterion; cf. Ref. 6. larger than r. The lag angle goes to zero if the field magni-

The relation between H and V can be interpreted as fol-
lows: If H lies at a distance r from g and moves in a direc-

tion away from * V will be dragged toward H and remain ata distance r. Otherwise ywill not change. To visualize this,
we can imagine H and l as being connected by a string of r

length r. Thus, 9 is quite literaly lagging behind H and I
depends on the past history of H(t). From this analogy it is
obvious that we always have 11( H -q() Iýrr. In one dimen-
sion, this is identical to the so-called "play" operator P,
illustrated in Fig. 1. The full vector relation will be referred
to as a "lag" operator and denoted L,, i.e.,

(2)

is by definition equivalent to (1). FIG. 1. fltwartim of the play by u apoam.
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r Uniformly rotating then M Will asymptotically approach a
a) b) state, where it can be separated into two components, one

that is constant and depends on the hisMr of H prior to the
rotation, and one that is uniformly rtaiting and lagging be-

behwby~. vectorPreisachnmodels2zexptthat inthouemodels the out-

riodYith they asymttialdly formua ferodi theut mriakes ithr
Her te untin deens n hemaeril ndshu tob we definhe a odelncton l be~ fxrosem y ea peaos

lIGa2 choiatc of e ,pressionew fo m the mantization ~ wm I is reak that for la operaHto,H dspt2 bin )r

sient tod thean cauice ofisc canto betrcnntb

Thts istewucion tha would. be useduforoa soatar CPM
shown by ruieprsnatingl the fiMopeato s restrained to on direction , pecpttaereits us vetodra vaue

tion aund dfornnained MHH2i and2 M s due toaniotropy. In
MWt)=q(P..[H](t).r)dr.(3

() analogy With (4), standrd isrul give by risc unto

Here th fnctio isg edso h mtraladsoudbvw eienbyictc ji&)4J (ýArR.rDi1Id (7)m

adjusted (t) Thus exprimnta can. One detesone byr measrin pars-ordrure

fieds estaied o oe dretiversalmde cuile in allva directions.I evI tn dH2G fo (6)
wher toai thelsia Preisach mdistributio funciouse can be n hnuig() o stopcmtras n a hwta
chownvetina representtiongo the CPM wihpand oeatr and Parsiste upcto thpr=y)xq~(r~and wofl course, inouc a scaseCP

Sine L reuce toP, n Oe dflltlSO~l itis liv~uStha r Ofstriecialdintrestio is texfctorizat hr tion vector)' valued
M s qivlntt q(,H(4), r in) the onedimnsina case non~satiged f H avnd H due tofe anssuedtrop be

The ' anaog ist ass4)te with) aw-nwgemti aciedbsprimpsgivng abymmtiaCfedwt

Hnerpetto of7r how thven pas hitr sacmltd ee soleraingapitd.Icabesonbyfri-

state ofu the~r lag obrao canrmne be measuringl flustrated byea

staircae function wthe trahe idivtidualo linksctorruesoding toe vr naldrcinevlaigjta )fo 6

localnfienld reprenaseetaFign ofa) Ah cp ase whr insea theuig().Friorpc aeiloea hwta

fied isdotatng switchin valdeceasin afelmplitardectnua isosown .int Fighv obetkni edrcin
Sin.cTe preuest hitoy oPHisrflce in oniesiomemane i nsobiu thet Ofseilitee.0 h acoiainq(r=(~~
collisetivae n stteo the lag operaos ho wevdi ersitna is,. ate presentsae o gvn sofeasmdob
uncerprtation exatl hwtheast hismtiony isacanmeuxtacted. Herom 0lwydcesn. mpiue5tcnb son y on

it snalhodfofilsrsrmdtoudietothtte sacuigcnetoa ria diagram.,ta tti
staeothe eagxpressintors thcagnbetiolletion illueratoed byasi

propcties fntonfit the individual opeatos. foarespaneintmgne to
liatonas bieldetens inued big 2a) p ast el value insonea tirec
fiedironitcatngbetharedcreabsping amltude ishowninh Fig0
or).thogonal t diretiony of This resulete ollows readily ino the -30-2. 0.-.0 ..0 2.0. 3.0

fcthtundetaneratl suha cinfrcmstancs, the xcomponen fof all

poperatorvles wil th e idvualympertot s;Ifall reducedto zero, e- p-3 eu sie(ii) vrmavan nj op dtd o

factles ofde sast circumstfforancs istheyrompic en materal, l sternpuau s
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and 3H. respetively

sproplerties for thia ucinaeilutae nFg3
saeL,[R]kt)=HQt) for all r. Substitution into (3) yield Figure 4 shows three examples of how a remanent magneti-

that P(B) is equal to the anhysteretic magnietization if z(r) is zation caused by applying and removing A field in the Y
normaized.direction can be reduced by a field in the x direction. The

In a numerical implementation we use a finite number N results are qualitatively consistent with experimental litera-
of lag operators and approximate (3) by ture results.i' Figure 5 shows losses for a uniformly rotat-

4N 
ing field and a field alternating along one axis, respectively,

M~tk)1 q(j~k~r)Arj (8) versus the magnietization amplitudle. It is seen that the rota-
M j-=1q,* 8 r)r 1  8 tional losses are in the order of twice as large, which agrees

reasonably well with published experiments for aioderatte
where Vi~ a L, [ H](1k).Equation (1) involves an integration fields. However, it is generally agreed that the rotational
in time for each operator. Due to the irregular nature of (1), losses decrease near saturation, cf. Ref. 8, which is not re-
conventional ime-stepplng schemes, such as Euler forwar flected in the model. TIs& could be tentatively attributed to
or Euler backward, have been found inaccurate or untbe the fact that near saturation reversible processes begin to
Instead, the following algorithm has proved effective: SUP. dominate while the moidel is fully irreversible. it is therefore
pose that Vji- I and HiinH~t) ar IMnWR, and that 71j~ is possible that in order to accurately describe a nearly satu-
sought. If for a given r,, 1Hk- 'lj~k- 1d11ri, then the operator rated State, reversibility must be integrated in the model.
value has not changed since tkl If, On the Other hand, Several ad hoc ways of doing this and make the rotational
IHk - 'ji.k- IJ>r1 , it means that qj has been dragged toward losses decrease near saturation can be conceived, but this
H during (t&. ,tj and should lie at a distance rifrom Hk, topic needs further investigation.
iLe., IHka-;,.kI=r, As an approximation for the direction the
operator has been moved in, We Use (Hk- i,.k- 1). This IV. CONCLUSIONS
yields A new type of phenomenological, inherently vectorial{ '1j~k..+(l-rjICj)(Hk-17,k-1), if c1>rj, hysteresis model based on a simple hysteresis operator de-

31~-, otherwise, fined by a differential relation has been presented. 1The model
(9 is found to be simple and comiputationally quite efficient in

where c1i= H& -9,k,i1. This is simple, stable, and fast, and any number of dimensions, and exhibits major features of
can be used to keep track of past history for any kind of field vector hysteresis.
variation in any number of dimensions. it is clear that tlk
computational speed complexity, and storage requirements ACKNOWLEDGMENT
only marginally depend on the number of dimensions. The The authors wish to thank Professor I. D. Mayergoyz for
speed is of the same order as for two-dimiensionall vector valuable dsusos
Preisach models composed of angularly distributed scalar
models as in both cases a single integral is approximated by F. C So er an P. R twlfardt, Trnam k Soc. Loodon 249, 599 (1948).
a sum.1 21. D. Mayerapp, Madhmosatical Models of Hysteresis (Spxnrra, New

York, 1991).
U. COMUTATINAL EXMPLES 31L V/lear and &. IL awarap, j. AppL ThyS. Si, 4019 (19n7.M. OMKTAT AL XAMIM4j. Oti =id F1 Deusa Torte, j. AppL pbyS. 67, 5364 (1990).

Some computational results illustrating model properties 'A. A. Affly and 1. D. Mayergoyz, J. Appl. Pbhra. 73. 5824 (1993).
are given. For the sake of illustration we use an 's t L IL Slunnes and P.A. CA~cKzrii Elstic and Inelassic Stree, Analysis
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Mater equation approach to anhysteresls of noninteracting particles

Dgpar-e- of Physicx Nanoeal T-ia U --- sty, Tupe, Tauwa% Republic of CA-r

f J. Lee4 Dep-rtsent ofEecmcal Engmeerig, Chaig Gwrg Co&ge of Medicie and Tech-aoa, K•ai•UanTa-YHkw T-u Riubi of Ch-.

Hysteresis in an array of thermally relaxing, aligned, noninteracting uniaxial particles driven by a
periodic applied field with an attenuating amplitude and a dc bias is studied. The asymptotic state
reached after the ac component attenuated to zero has the characteristics of anhysteretic
magnetization. The convergence of the solution is studied, the anhysteresis curve is shown to lie
below the curve of the equilibrium magnetization, a heuristic formula for the initial anhysteretic
susceptibility is proposed, and the effects of interparticle interactions is discussed.

Si. KrROUCTION n j[hqp(k)It]=ni[hpp(k- 01 )]e-r~k~

We consider here a *thermally relaxing bistable system + K21(k)r I(k)( -e-frkt), (3)
driven by a periodic applied field Hi with attenuating am-
plitude and constant dc bias H. This model is applied to an where K,,(k)=K,(h.ýk()] for brevity and '(k) = Kx2(k)

* array of noninteracting single domain particles and we cal- +K21(k). Further, te(O,7) and nj[h.(k - 1)17]
culate the asymptotic (t_-. ) value M.(H) of the mean mag- n nl[ h•,p(k)iO1 is the population of the first well at the be-
netization (M). It has the linear characteristics of anhyster- ginning of the kth half period; with our choice of the field
etic magnetization t whose frequency 2 (W) and temperature3  ni[h.^()10] = nj[h•,(0)jT] = 0. Successive iterations
(T) properties are studied. A discussion of the role of particle of Eq. (3) yield the final population after N periods of dun-

interactions conclude this work. tion 27r
Let the energy of a single domain uniaxial particle (2N K(N

aligned with applied field Hip be E=V[K( 3-a•) nf[hjri=nr[h.,(O)j7]exp -" [(I) 2n )
-M5 Hva3] where V is the activation volume, K the anisot- 1= j (2N)
ropy constant, M, the saturation magnetization, and a3 a
direction cosine. The nucleation field is H. = 2KIM, and we +S)(w,f olQ,h), (4)
write h,, = Hp•pH. The system is bistable4 if 1h1, < 1 2N-2 ýK21(2N_--1) K21(2N_-) 1
and at small T it may be regarded as having two levels with SN(or,f0IQh)= 1
occupation numbers nt and n 2 =-n Isatisfying the master t [ [ 1) [(ZN-I)
equation

ihi=-- Kijj~+ Kjin•. (1) × exp -1 i r(2N-I')} (5)

Here i*j=l,2,ni=dn,/dt, and Ki2(h•p)=:( 1 . 2 = Io _0
X exp[ - q(h,,)] and K2f(hwp) =K 2( -- h,,) are the This equation has the form of our previous result for the

thermal transition rates between the two levels. The pre- nonequilibrium probability distribution 5 integrated over the
factor is fo and q(hp,) =Q(l - hpp)2 is a reduced barrier domain of attraction of the first well.
height where Q=KV/T (kB- 1). The reduced mean magne- According to Eq. (4) an arbitrary initial state is destroyed
tization of the ensemble is (m(t))=(M(t))lM, and the final state consists of the thermal equilibrium distri-
= [n2(t)-nj(t)]. bution K21(2N)/F(2N) at constant bias h and of the sum

SN((r,f 0 jQ,h). To study its dependence on N and wo we shall
U. THE HYSTERESIS PROCESS consider first the h=0 case where it is known 6 that the an-

We address first the rather trivial yet instructive case of a hysteretic magnetization is zero so that nj[hrjrj]6 0
piecewise constant applied field =K 2 i(2N)lF(2N)jAo=l/2. The first term in the sum SN

is 2- tanh(Q/N).exp(-fo-•&'e~ 2) and the series itself is
hp(k)=h+(-1)kA(1-kI2N), (2) estimated by the integral

where the variable k=2s•t takes on only the integer values Q 2N f0
0,1,2,...,2N, and h is the dc component. The amplitude A(l ISv(o,folQ,O)Iic ) J dyy exp - ye-Q
-k/2N) vanishes after 2N half periods of duration r= 1/2Wic
(h•, mh for k >2N) its initial value A is chosen as follows: Q (02, Q
In our system bistability exists only for fields Ihm < 1. !-- To e2  (6)
Accordingly, n=0ifhW9 1 andn 2=0ifhVp v; 1 andwe 2N
set A = 1-h so that hi,,(O)=l and Ih.,(t)ll during the Certainly, to every Q, f0, and w there exists N such that the
interval on which the ac component attenuates. On the kth integral (8) is arbitrarily small (the sum is identically zero if
half period, in constant field, the solution of Eqs. (1) is the system remains in thermal equilibrium, w=O), neverthe-
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FIG. 1. A sample plot of anhysteresis curvesobtained limiting values of FG. 2. The derivatives dm,(0)idk-lw.(dA)-ma(0)J]dk calculated
Eq. (8) for the field (7). To improve convergence we used the unrealistic from Eq. (8) vs field (7) with realistic prefactor f =e" Hz and realistic
system values Q= 12 and f o=e'° Hz. Sweep rates are su=e' Hz (tn- values of the reduced barier heiit Q=KV/T. Because of convergence

4 marked), el Hz (sarV), el Hz (crom) and .4 Hz (circle). Number of sw problems thes results are qualitative only and we refrain from identifying
N< 10'. The dashed line denotes sa,,(k) ;, uA.(k). the sweep rates w equally spaced on a logarithmic scale. The high T section

of dmldh approaches the equilibrium value, the low T scam is described
by Eq. (9).

less, this estimate bodes ill for numerical calculations based
on the system (1) since while fo0,e

25 
Hz one also has again. The initial slope dm.(OJw,T)/dh may either be cal-

Q-40-50 for commercial particles at room temperature culated for the unrealistic small values of Q,f 0 , and to as
and many sweeps are required to satisfy the condition was done above or (approximately) also for the much larger
ISN(-,IoIQ,0)I--0. Numerical tabulations show that as a physical values. The derivative namely, dm4 (O)Idh
function of N the sum ISN(wj0,fo,Q,O)I decreases initially _[m.(dh)-m.(0)1/dh, changes very little after a suffi-
fairly rapidly to values -0.025 corresponding to ciently large number of periods, i.e., the curve m.(h) shifts

Im.(0))Ia0.05 but unless weo/fo- 1 further approach to zero almost rigidly in the h -m. plane. The derivative is therefore
is exceedingly slow. This convergence problem is known far easier to calculate than m,(h) proper.
from numerical simulations 7 

and, as Eq. (6) shows, becomes The functions dm.(Oes,T)/dh, shown in Fig. 2, obvi-
ever more intractable as w and Q grow; a nonzero bias, q(h) ously consist of two linear segments separated by a transition
<Q, improves the convergence.8  

region. Both Eqs. (4) and (8) yield essentially the same re-
A quanitative calculation of the anhysteresis curve for sults and we shall refer here to Eq. (4) where the state of

realistic values of fo and Q is thus hardly practicable. Nev- thermal equilibrium is explicitly singled out. The high tem-
ertheless, any solution of the set (1) tends ipso facto to ther- perature linear section of dm 4 /dh corresponds obviously to
meal equilibrium, regardless of the choice of Q and Jo, and states close to the thermal equilibrium where of(k) is very
this property makes it suitable for studying the qua/fative large, be it on account of the small sweep rate or high tem-
features of anhysteresis using some smaller values of f0 and perature. This regime is reached for slow sweeps at lower
Q. The improved convergence then allows one to study not temperatures than for fast ones. The low temperature linear
only process (2) but also the smooth field region, on the other hand, is w dependent and deviates

happ(t)= A + (1 - h)(1 - astlN)cos 21rowt (7) strongly from the equilibrium curve. An analysis of numeri-

for which the solution of Eqs. (1) becomes cal data suggests for this region a heuristic formula

If: I dm.(OIoT) f. +J in f° (9)

ni[hlt]=nl[hp(0)I0]expj0 di' r(t') dh Ws f Wli'

where .- and .- 'are (possibly amplitude6 
dependent) empiri-

+'dt' 5c21t)exP{ -jt dt' r(t')} (8) cal constants to be determined experimentally.

A sample plto nytrtccurves m.(k) calculated M. COCUION
from Eq. (8) is compared, in Fig. 1, with equilibrium We wish yet to discuss the posibke effects which inter-
magnetization m,(h) = tanh 2Qh. There is always particle interactions have on anhysteretic magnetization and
Im,(h)'vma,(h) [because dq(h)/dh'-O] and the initial slope of the means by which these effects may be studied. Interac-
dm4 (O)Idh decreases with increasing sweep rate ao. For suf- tions introduce a spectrum of local fields such as are em.
ficiently large bias m,(h) approaches, as expected, me(h) ployed by the Preissach model. 9 

The spectrum is determined
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by sample geometry but the relative uteusity of the local To sum up, we have shown that anhyserc effcts fol-
fields depends on the immediate configuration of the en- low quite naturally from the theory of thermal relaxato.. For
semba , i.e., on time. The mean interaction field, estimated'° realistic noawn racang particles, however, an anhysteretic
asproportional to the sample magnetization, h. = a(m), en- curve distinct from inq(h) could only be observed in prac-
hances the traniSon probabilities te,. We used " our proba- tice at extremely high sweep rates W (compare Fig. 1). It is
biliatic method to calculate the coerrivity hc( w,•1a) and interparticle interactions which enhance the relaxation rates
found it to be decreasing approximately linearly with a. The and make anhysteresis observable also at lower frequencies;
mean field model is immediately applicable to the set (1) but moreover, by the conjecture of the preceding paragraph, they
no qualitatively new features are introduced. These are en- also extend the range of the desirable linear dependence of
countered in the system formed by a pair of magnetostati- m.(h) on h.
cally coupled identical uniaxial particles.1

2 
This system is at

most tristable ristable and its evolution may be described by
the occupation numbers X1 ,n 2 and n3-l-nl-n2 Corre-

sponding to the physically distinct configurations TT, T T, and This research was in part sponsored by the National Re-

I. The magnetization (-n)2(n, -n3) in the field (2) is search Council of the Republic of China under Grant No.
easily found but its interpretation is rendered difficult by the NSC-82-0208-M002-035.
presence of the intermediate state T I whose occupation num-
ber R2 constitutes a new degree of freedom. Clearly, the hys-
teresis properties of this system must be mastered first, be- 't. Deila Torre, IEEE Tnus. Audio AU-13, 6111965); H. N. Bertram, J.
fore the far more complicated anhysteretic effects can be 'Phys. (Paris) Cotioq. •2-3,684 (1971).

aE. Kneter. J. Appl. Phys. 39, 945 (1968).
addressed. A favorable geometric arrangement of the two 3W. j Jaep, j. Appl. Phys. 4. 1297 (1969); 41, 2790 (1971); A. E.
particles may again enhance the rate of thermal reversals ekrowitz and w. H. Meikljohn, IEEE Tras. Map. MAG-It, 996
which then take place even at temperatures at which the in- (1975).
dividual components are stable. Within the bistable model of 'L. Kfi and L Gunther, J. Appl. Phys. 67, 4505 (1990).5

1. Icnik C. R. Chang& and H. L Hmug. Phys. Rev. B 47, 8605 (1993).
nonmteracting particles anhysteretic magnetization satisfies 6D. K. Middleton, in Magamdc Recý ig. edited by C. D. Mee and E. D.

the inequality Oicm.1mcdnq and this property is retained also Daniel (McGraw-Hill. New York, 1987). %ol. 1.
within the mean field theory.'

0 
At small h the equilibrium 'B. W. Chaatrclt A. Lybeuaton and 8E P. Wohtarth, J. Magn. Map. Mater.

magnetization of an interacting system may be (depending 54-57, 1693 (1986).
SOur estimate (8) breas down for k>0 where Sm is nonposirivc.

on geometry) much smaller than the equilibrium magnetiza- 'I D. Mayergoyz and C. E. Korman, J. AppL Phys. 9, 2128 (1991).
tion of the individual components and the variation of anhys- '"D. C. Jiles and D. L Atherton, J. Map. Map. Mater. 61 48 (1986); D. L.
teretic magnetization is therefore constrained to a narrower Atherton and J,.. Beatie, IEEE Trans. Map. MAG-.-A6 3059 (1990). A
interval. We therefore conjecture that interparticle interac- simial mean field theory of equilibrium states was proposed by Jiepe

(Ref. 3) on a purely thermodynamie basis.
tions also extend the field range over which m.a(h) is ap- "1. KU ad C. R. Chang (npubished).
proximately linear in the dc bias h. 2

W Chien, S. Zhang, and H. N. Bama J. Appi. Phys. 71,5579 (1992).
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Scaling .pect of domain wall dynamics and Barkhaumn effect
i In fwr n lti¢ materials

G. BertotW, G. Durn, and A. Magni
;jimu Ekoviceeuo Nazionak Galileo Ferrans and GNSM-INFM, Corso M. d AzegiLo 42, 1-10125,

it is sbown through theoetical considerations on stochastic domain wall motion in a perturbed
medium with quenched-in disorder that the Barkhausen signal v, as well as the size Ax and duration
Au of Barkhausen jumps follow scaling distributions of the form v -'% Ax -, Amu - where a= I -c,
,8=3/2-c/2, y=2-c, and -: is proportional to the magnetization rate. in order to test these
predictions, Barkhausen effect experiments were performed on polycrystatline SiFe alloys.
Preliminary experiments to determine both the absolute value and the c dependence of the measured
exponents are in agreement with the theoretical predictions.

I. MTRODUCTION is commonly the case in BE experiments, that the applied
field increases in time at a constant rate, we obtain, in terms

Therie thae botevient fetr of C th Pkh Efc of convensTrnt dimensionless variables [u for time, x and4 scribe the most evident feature of the Barkhausen Effect v=dx/du for the DW position and velocity, AP(x) for ap-
(BE), the existence of Barkhausen jumps (BJ), in terms af plied and pinning fields], the equation
clustering of elementary domain wall (DW) displacements
triggered by some local instability.12 More recently, there du dhp
has been renewed interest in BE scaling properties, 3 and in +u +(V- 0= -du' -

their connection with so-called self-organized criticality.4

These studies have led to experimental estimates of the Quantitative predictions are worked out by making specific
ing exponents describing the distribution of B) size and du- assumptions on the random process hifx). The properties of

ration, but the derivation of these exponents from physical h,(x) have been experimentally investijgated 7 for some spe-

models is still at a preliminary stage. cial systems containing a single active DW. it was found that

In this paper we discuss BE scaling properties in the hp(x) can be approximately described by the Wiener-LUvy

frame of the Langevin approach developed in Ref. 5, where (WL) process, i.e., hp(x) is a process with independent in-

the BE is associated with stochastic DW dynamics in a me- crements dhp characterized by (dhp)=O,

dium with quenched-in disorder. This description leads to (Idhpl 2)-2 dx=2v du. Under this assumption, the prob-

"two basic results: (il there exists a dimensionless parameter lem can be solved considering the Fokker-Planck equation

c, such that the DW motion has a jerky character and pro- for the conditional probability density P(v,ulv,,):5

ceeds by Bis when c<l, whereas it is continuous when ap a aP\
c-i; (ii) when c < 1, there exist Ills widely distributed in (v -c+ 1)P+v -) =O. (2)
size and duration, and characterized by self-similar proper-

ties. In this paper, we show that, in the c<l regime, the In particular, the stationary amplitude distribution P.(v) is
distributions of BJ size Ax and duration Au follow scaling given by
laws of the form (Ax) - and (Au) -' with p=3/2-c/2 and 1
y=2-c. Pv- exp(-v) (3)

These predictions, which are in qualitative agreement

with recent data,3"4 were tested through BE measurements According to Eq. (3), the behavior of v(u) changes dras-
under controlled values of permeability and magnetization tically when c crosses the value c = 1. Computer simulations 5

rate, whereby independent estimates of A8, y, and c could be show that, for c<l, v(u) is made of a random sequence of
obtained. This permitted a test of the theory with no adjust- BIs widely distributed in size and duration. The power-law
able parameters. divergence in P.(v) suggests the existence of scaling prop-

erties in the distribution of such BJs. In order to clarify this
It. MODEL point, let us consider the region v4 1, where the v term in

the expression (v -c+ 1) of Eq. (2) is negligible and Eq. (3)
In Refs. 5 and 6, DW dynamics is described in terms of becomes P.(v)-V 1-1. This also corresponds to neglecting

a single degree of freedom subject to viscous-like friction the v term of Eq. (1), i.e., dvldu-c- -dhpldu. This ap-
(i.e., Joule dissipation through eddy currents). This leads to proximate equation describes a self-similar process, because
an equation of the form vDw=HH-kxDw-Hp(xDw), where it is invariant with respect to a change of both v and u by the
vDw is the DW velocity, xzw is the DW position, H. is the same scale factor k. In fact, when v--kv and u--ku,
applied field, kxDw is the restoring force due to magneto- x=fu du--k 2 x and (idhPI2)=2 dx--.k2(IdhI 2), i.e..
static effects, and Hp(xpw), describing DW pinning interac- hp--kh,.
tions, is a random function of the DW position. By taking the In order to apply these results to the analysis of BJ scal-
time derivative of the previous relation and by assuming, as ing properties, we need to clwi.i yhow Barkhausen jumps can
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be detected for a self-similar process like v(u). In fact, de-
ciding whether the DW is jumping (v >0) or not (v asO) de-2- FeSi alloy

pends on one's ability to resolve fine v(u) details. This can di/dt = 0044 T/s
be dealt with through the introducion of the resolution coef- c = 0 11
ficient r-41 in u and v estimates, i.e., by assuming that we
are able to measure u and v in units 0, r, 2r,..only, so that '31
u _0 or v ssO whenever u < r or v <r. Given the resolution r,
the mean BJ duration (Au) is proportional to the probability
that v>r, estimated from Eq. (3). With r-41 and c4l, we
obtain 0 _ _____

(Au cProb(v>r)el-f dvP.()=-l -rc. (4) 0 4 u 8 12

Let us now consider the distribution P(Au;r) of BJ dura- FIG. 1. rime behavior of BE flux rate 4. Dimensionless quatities a=I/
tions. Given the self-similar nature of the process, P(Au;r) oGSA, and v=(oG/ASA)O, are shown. r=0.1 is the resolution parameter
is a function of Au/r only, of the form P(Au/r)-(Au/r)- V. used in the determination of B) distributions. Definition of BJ duration Am
The resolution r allows us to detect jumps of minimum du- and BJ size Ax is shown in the inset.
ration Au - r. On the other hand, the characteristic relaxation
time of Eq. (1), equal to unity, forbids jump durations Au >1.
This means that magnetized by a triangular primary current waveform of

SI IAu\ - v variable frequency. A flux-closing NiFe yoke was used to
(Au)cJ, d(Au) Au |-- r 1- r

2
- . (5) reduce the reluctance of the magnetic circuit. The specimenJ- was placed in a double mu-metal box and all measurements

By comparing Eqs. (4) and (5), we obtain y-=2-c. were performed in a shielded room in order to prevent elec-

Similar considerations can be made for the distribution tromagnetic disturbances. The BE signal was detected by a

P(Ax;r) of BJ sizes. The first point is to redefine Eq. (3) narrow 50 turn coil placed in the middle of the strip. The
when we consider the probability of finding a given , value noise analysis was restricted to a magnetization interval of

at a random position x rather than at a random time u. It is 0.3 T around the central part of the saturation hysteresis loop.
easily checked that this introduces an extra v factor in Eq. In this region, the differential permeability pA=dB/dH, is
(3), which thus becomes P,(v)=vc exp(-v)/r(c+ 1). The fairly constant, and the application of a constant external

mean BJ size (Ax) can be estimated from this expression in field rate Ha gives a stationary BE process associated with
the same way (Au) was estimated from Eq. (3): well-defined values of 1 (pl/p,0= 14 300 in the present ex-

periments) and of the magnetization rate I =/.tHa (for a more
"dv Px(v)1- r"

1  
complete description of the experimental setup see Ref. 5).

-o ) According to the theory,5 
the dimensionless quantities u,

v, and x appearing in Eqs. (1)-(7) are defined as u=t/T,
Since x scales like fv dit, the distribution P(Ax;r) of BJ v=(erG/ASA)4P, x=fu du, where t is the time, 4) is the
sizes is a function of Ax/r

2 
only, of the form induced flux rate per coil turn, r=-rGSIA is the time constant

P(Ax/r
2
)- (Ax/;'

2
)-,9. Under the resolution r, the minimum controlling the decay of magnetostatic fields, S is the speci-

detectable jump size is Ax- r
2
, and the cutoff at A u = I and men cross-sectional area (S=1.8x10-6 

m
2
), G=0.1357, and

v = 1 forbids jump sizes Ax > 1. This means that A is a microstructural parameter measuring the strength of
Cl Ax - , 2# local pinning interactions. The parameter c=(u)=(o-G/

(Ax) 2d (Ax) Ax )r" 1- 
4  

. (7) ASAt)Si is proportional to the average magnetization rate i.

Therefore, varying c values were simply obtained by control-
By comparing Eqs. (6) and (7), we obtain 6=3/2-c02. Fi- ling the applied field rate Ha=I/il. The value of A was de-
nally, it is worth remarking that Eq. (3) also has a scaling termined through measurements of the BE power spectrum. 5

structure, with a scaling exponent, say o, equal to 1-c. In For the present material A =8x O A2 
m-

2 
Wb-, which im-

conclusion, we have the following result: plies c = 2.61.

DW velocity: P(v)-v--, a= I-c; Figure I shows the typical measured time behavior of
v(u). As discussed in the previous section, given a threshold

Bl size: P(Ax) -(Ax)-, 6=
3
/2-c/2

; r, the Bl duration Au is defined as the time interval between

BJ dt ation: P(Au)-(Au)-Y, y=2-c. the two successive points for which the signal [u(u)>rJ
crosses the threshold. Correspondingly, the BJ size Ax is the

IlL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS area of the signal between the two points. The log-log his-
tograms of the relative frequency of occurrence of different

The BE experiments were performed on polycrystalline v, Au, and Ax values (c =0.11) are shown in Fig. 2. P(Ax)
Si-Fe alloys. Single strips (. ,gth 20 cm, width 1 cm, and and P(Au) exhibited a similar well-defined slope in all
thickness 0.18 mm) of 1.8 wt -4 Si-Fe (electrical conductiv- cases, which permitted a reliable determination of the expo-
ity o"=2.76X10 6 

[l-' m-1) were placed in a solenoid and nents 8 and y (broken lines). This was not the case for
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FIG. 2. Log-log plot of v distribution P,(v), II duration distribution
P(Au), and size distribution P(Ax). Broken lines are best fit lines, FIG. 3. Measured behavior of P and y vs c=2.61. Continuous lanes
giving exponents P and y. The continuous line of slope c -I is shown for are theoretical predictions. No adjustable parameter is involved in the
givain ns d ho no comparison.

BJ sizes in the limit c--0 has a scaling exponent of 1.5. In

P,(v), where the presence of large fluctuations in the distri- fact, in this limit the BJ sizes correspond to the segments

bution at low v and the dominant role of the exponential obtained by cutting the H,(x) function with a line of con-

cutoff at large v made the determination of a quite unreli- stant height Ha (the time variation of H. in a Bi can be

able. The continuous line in the figure shows that these data neglected if c is small), and it is knownl° that this gives a

are, at least, consistent with the expected law P5 (v)- v'- . distribution of segment lengths with exponent 1.5.

The symbols in Fig. 3 show the behavior of P and / vs IThe results obtained in Ref. 8 suggest a generalization of

c (i.e., vs h) obtained from this analysis. The continuous lines the present approach, where, in the equation

are the theoretical predictions previously discussed. Both the v zeh,(u) - x - hp(x), h,(x) is a fractional Brownian motion

absolute value and the c dependence of the exponents are process, spanning a continuous range of fractal dimensions.
well described by the theory. It is worth remarking that this Future work will be devoted to the study of the scaling prop-

comparison does not involve any adjustable parameter. erties of this class of stochastic processes.
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Monte Carlo simulations of the magnetoculoric effect In superferromagnetic
clusters having uniaxial magnetic anisotropy

L H. BSenett, R. D. McMichasi, and H. C. Tang
NIS7T Geaiersbur Marylad 2M99#
R. E. Watson

Bwooawa Notional Laboratory, Uptor, New York 11973

The magnetic entropy change, AS (hence the beating or cooling) of ferromagnetically coupled
magnetic clusters induced by an application of a magnetic field is substantial and occurs over a
broad temperature range. This behavior contrasts with a ferromagnetic material, where larger
entropy changes can be obtained, but only over small temperature ranges close to the Curie point.
Monte Carlo simulations have been carried out to obtain AS when the spins are subjected to uniaxial
anisotropy fields. While previous calculations for interacting spins showed increases in the Curie
temperature and enhancements of AS in the vicinity of the Curie point with increasing anisotropy,
the present results for interacting clusters show similar increases in the temperature of AS peaks
accompanied by decreases in the peak values of AS. These results show that the flattening of the AS
peaks, which make superferromagnetic materials valuable for magnetic refrigeration is assisted by
the presence of uniaxial anisotropy. Some effects on AS of placing the spins on fixed BCC, FCC,
and se lattices are reported.

1INRDCINE= 1 1 Js.j -_Xsi.H- 1AS2• A, (1)
The magnetocaloric effect is the adiabatic temperature

shift induced in a magnetic material due to the change in an
externally applied magnetic field. The changing field induces to obtain the magnetization as a function of H and T. For a

a change in the material's magnetic entropy, and this can be cluster of "p" spins, .=p.- p8 . The exchange constant, J,
quite substantial in the immediate vicinity of the Curie tern- which represents the interaction between clusters, does not
perature of a ferromagnet. The phenomenon has potential for depend on cluster size. The interaction is limited to near
specialized a plications as a refrigerator, air conditioner, or neighbors, an appropriate approximation when dealing with
heat pump.' For utilization, it is desirable to have a device interactions between clusters of spins. (Extending the inter-
that operates with modest applied magnetic fields and over action to longer range would bring the simulation closer to a
temperature ranges greater than just a few degrees of a Curie mean field description.5) When the uniaxial anisotropy, A >0,
point. As we have discussed previously, 3'4 one possibility is magnetization is favored in a direction parallel to the applied
to employ samples consisting of ferromagnetically interact- magnetic field, H. The entropy change associated with
ing superparamagnetic clusters. Anisotropy inevitably occurs changing the magnetic field is3'4,6

in such systems and the main purpose of the present work is CHI8M d
to consider, for the first time, Monte Carlo results for the AS= f-0 dH. (2)
effects of uniaxial anisotropy on an array of superparamag- J TIH
netic particles with the sign and the axis of the anisotropy
term such that the spins are aligned parallel to the applied From the magnetization data, the entropy is calculated by

magnetic field. The effects of anisotropy on a FCC system of integrating Eq. (2) over finite elements.

ferromagnetically coupled individual spins were reported The Monte Carlo calculations employ a 20X20x20 lat-

previously. They differ in an important way from the present tice with periodic boundary conditions. In the sampling,

results, and in order to see this, results will be reported here Heisenberg spins are chosen at random and flipped to a ran-

for both individual and superparamagnetic clusters of spins domr orientation, and the Metropolis criterion is used to de-

both with and without anisotropy terms. The effect on AS of termine whether the new spin array is kept. For each value of

going from BCC to FCC and, in turn, simple cubic arrays of field and temperature, every spin is reoriented an average of

spins will also be included. 2X10 4 times. Variations in cell size and run length are used

It will be seen that the combination of having superpara- to assure that the essential features of the results reported are

magnetic particles and a suitably orientated anisotrpic term not overly sensitive to the choice of these parameters, as

contribute to broadening the temperature range over which discussed earlier.
3

significant magnetic entropy changes may be made. The results of Monte Carlo simulations of the entropy
change, AS, induced by removal of a I T magnetic field for
the simple cubic (SC), body-centered-cubic (BCC), and face-

fl. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS centered-cubic lattices are shown in Fig. 1. A value of p= I
and an exchange value of J/k=l K (where k=the Boltz-

Monte Carlo simulations are carried out using the mann constant) are used in all three lattices. The small value
Hamiltonian, of JIk is responsible for the small Curie points, Tc, in the
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FIG. 3. Monte Carlo simulations of the entropy change AS induccd by
FIG. 1. Monte Carlo simulations of the entropy change A induced by removal of a 1 T magnetic field for systems of classical leiseaberg spins for
removal of a I T magnetic field for systems of classical Heisenbierg spins for three latfices with an anisotropy coefficient of 5.6 J/too
three lattices without anisotropy.

figure, which occurs near the AS peaks. The use of a larger atom having the magnetic moment of the single atom in the
iJk value would not qualitatively affect the results to come ferromagnet. Note the order of magnitude reduction in the
in this paper. If the Rushbrooke and Wood7 values for J/k AS scale on going to Fig. 2. As the cluster size increases
(0.346 for SC, 0.2425 for BCC, and 0.1572 for FCC) were from that of a single spin, the Monte Carlo calculations show
used, all three peaks would fall at the same value of Tc. The a decrease in the entropy change at Tc for a given applied
saturation magnetization per atom is 1 JA for all three spin field, constant magnetic moment per atom, and constant
lattices, and a sum rule6 states that the areas under the three number of atoms, and an increase in the entropy change well
curves must be equal. The most significant feature of the AS above T,. The sum rule 6 indicates that the areas, f(AS)dT,
is their strong peaking near To, which arises because a given of the three curves of Fig. 2, are equal to each other and to
applied field has its largest effect on the magnetization those of Fig. 1. For the two BCC curves shown in the two
(hence the spin disorder entropy) in this regime. figures, there is a crossover at -4 K, where the value of AS

As emphasized before, 3"4 the formation of magnetic clus- for the superferromagnet becomes larger than AS for the
ters tends to create a lowered and broadened AS peak near ferromagnet. The effects of going from the single spin ferro-
the ordering temperature, because pinning groups of spins magnetics to the clusters have been discussed extensively
together reduces the reordering entropy available near Tc. elsewhere. 3' 4

This effect can be seen for the three lattices by comparing The effect on AS of subjecting the single spin magnets
Fig. 1, which is for ferromagnetic materials comprised of to an aligning uniaxial anisotropy field is illustrated in Fig. 3
single atomic moments, with Fig. 2, which is for superferro- for all three spin lattices. As was discussed previously4 -8 for
magnetic materials incorporating 100-atom clusters, each the FCC lattice, an anisotropy term that encourages align-

ment causes a sharpening (see Fig. 1 of Ref. 4) i.e., an in-
crease in the critical exponent of the magnetization curve at

0.3 zero applied field, as well as s small increase in the ordering
100 Spin Cluste temperature. 9 This narrows the temperature range over which

Be Anisotropy =0 a given applied field has a large effect on the spin disorder,
0.25 " * and this results in a concomitant sharpening and shift in the

** AS peaks on going from Fig. 1 to Fig. 3. Again the sum rule
boc applies and the sharpening is attended by a small increase in

0.2: AS peak height and small increases in AS at high tempera-fcc:. 
lures.

0.15 The effects on AS due to varying strengths of the anisot-
. ropy term for a BCC array of 100-spin clusters are illustrated

in Fig. 4. These anisotropy field strengths are characteristic
0.1 of what are encountered in permanent magnets. For the sake

0 4 6 8 10 12 of comparison, the exchange coupling between clusters here
Temperafte (IQ and in Fig. 2 has been kept equal to that used for the single

spins of Figs. 1 and 3. Also, the 5.6 J/mol curve employs theFIG. 2. Moute Carlo simulations of the entropy chsage AS induced by same value of A, i.e., the same strength anisotropy per singleremoval of a 1 T magnetic field for aseftomgei clusters of 100
anonaI in three lattices without anisotropy. Note that the AS scale does no spin 1 site, as used in Fig. 3. Unlike the cases of single spins,
ean at zero. the 100-spin H=0 magnetization curves do not sharpen upon
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F G~~.28------_ _ _ of the AS are larvas for the lattice haying the lowest 7', noe

%' 0 1W0 Spin CkwaW heights of the peaks for the sin&l spin AS of Fig. 1 (and to

0. of the Rushbrooke-Wood Jlk factors [i.e., as -IT)9
.44 . The variation in relative peaks is reduced for the 100-spin

2 ~cluster represented in Fig. 4. The relationship of this reduc-
~1 2 5.tion to the suppresision of the cluster peak heights and to the

- associated peak broadeni'ps (relative to those of the single

;*~q.4 spin) requires further elucidation. inteA
The71re is an interplay between the anisotropy and theIclustering ofthe spins. In Fg ,te"cin nteA

0 _______- behavior occurs shove the ordering temperature, arising be-

0 0 o 30 40 cause: one key variable, namely jsL/~kT, can be substantial
Temperaturre (IQ for the clusters. If AS of modest magnitude are of interest,

these can be obtained over broad temperature ranges by em-

ploying superferromagnetic dusters having suitable anisot-
FIG. 4. Monte Carlo simulations of the entropy change AS induced by ropy.
removal of a I T magnetic field for superferromapnetic clusters of 100
atoma in a body-centered-cubic lattice with varying anisotropry coefficients,
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A pioal magnetomechanical hysteresis model
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To obtain accurate design tools for applications involving giant magnetoatrictive materials,
maetmechanical hysteresis effects should be taken into account. The problem consists of
determining the magnetization and mechanical strain from the combined past history of magnetic
field and mechanical stress. In this work, coupled magnetomechanical hysteresis has been modeled
by using simple path-dependent differentials to accumulate the past history in functions related to
the magnetization and strain through material-dependent parameters. By using anhysteretic curves
and a few additional parameters to characterize a material, major, and minor loops with respect to
both field and stress have been calculated for Terfenol-D and have shown good agreement with
experiments.

L INTROOUCTION ciendy large recalls the behavior of vector hysteresis and
suggests that a similar formalism can be used for magneto-

To design actuators based on highly magnetostrictive mechanical hysteresis as for vector hysteresis. In this work,
materials such as Terfenol-D, it is important to have reliable coupled magnetomechanical hysteresis has been modeled by
computational tools. The behavior of such a material is, in employing the formalism of a recent phenomenological ap-
additionto Maxwell's and Newton's equations, governed by proach to vector hysteresis. 3 By using simple path-dependent
a constitutive law relating the magnetization M and the me- differentials, the past history is accumulated in functions that
chanical strain S to the independent parameters magnetic are related to the magnetization and strain through material-
field H and mechanical stress T. To obtain a high degree of dependent parameters.
accuracy, it should be taken into account that this relation is
hysteretic. More specificially, there is hysteresis in both M
and S with respect to both H and T, and these hysteresis II. MODEL FORMULATION
effects are coupled so that the response to a change in one
independent parameter is affected by the past history of the In analogy with the expression for the vector magnetiza-
other, and the influence of the past history of one indepen- tion given in Ref. 3 here we propose to calculate magnetiza-
dent parameter can be erased by a large value of the other. tion and strain for arbitrary variations of field and stress by

There are some models in existence for treating this taking
problem. Adly el aL1 proposed a Preisach model with two
inputs, which can be expressed as the sum of two compo- M(t)=J0 q[ 7(r,t), r(r,t),r]dr, (ia)
nents, in this case one depending on the past history of H and
the momentary value of T and one depending on the past
history of T and the momentary value of H. The main prob- S(t)= J0 qs[ ir,t), (r,t),r]dr, (lb)
lem with this model is that because there is no coupling
between the past histories of the two inputs, there is erratic where qm and qs are material-dependent functions that
correspondence between the past history accumulated by the should be determined from experiments. 7Xr,t) and 7(r,t)
model and that relevant to the situation. As a result the model are functions of the dimension magnetic field and mechani-
can give notable qualitative disagreement from experiments. cal stress, respectively, and depend on the combined past

Another generalization of the classical Preisach model history of H and T. Their values are given by
(CPM) in which H is replaced by a function of H,T and the r [C'H]
up and down switching values of the elementary rectangular T(rt) C- L,[ c (), (2)
loops2 takes into account the coupling between H and T, and r,t)T
has shown good agreement with experiments, but has other where C is a diagonal matrix and L, denotes a hysteresis
problems. First, the identification problem is very hard to operator associated with a simple static irreversible differen-
solve, involving nonrobust nonlinear equation systems. Sec- tial relation between its argument and its value, as described
ond, it has turned out to be rather more difficult to model S in Ref. 3. In this manner the model is formally equivalent to
than M. Third, it is hard to see how the model could be the vector model with C(H,T)T as the input vector. It is
generalized to account for fields and/or stresses with more straightforward to show that one of the nonzero elements in
than one component. Therefore the model may not be en- C can be fixed to some arbitrary value. Therefore we choose
tirely sound. to set

The fact that if one independent material is fixed, the
system will behave as ordinary scalar hysteresis and that all C=(1 O(
past history can be erased if one parameter becomes suffi- C 0 (3)
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ments. It will be sm later that it controls the proportions of 0. -

hysteresis with respect to T and to H. Combining (2), (3),
and dhe definiti of L_ the adeltpendmn differential re- .

tion for and r can be explicitly written as

'86M. ..r (H-1,T-7)dK, if dK>O and f=O, -05(d9,',,= 1(0,0), otherwise,

where dK=(H-sp)dH+c 2
(T-r)dT and f=(H-r/) 0.

+c 2(T- t)2 -rd.
In Ref. 3 it was shown that the vector hysteresis model -0.

discussed was equivalent to the CPM for fields restrained to 1.0
one direction. Here it similarly holds that if either one of H .10o -0 0 50 too
or T is fixed while the other varies, the model behaves like Maimtic Field (kWm)
the CPM, which means it exhibits the congruency property
and the wiping-out property.' As an example of the coupling FIG ..Masured (dotted) and calculated (solid) major loops vs H for

between magnetic and mechanical quantities, we can con- T=-&.8, -23.3, and -37.7 MiPa.
sider the following case: Let T be fixed in time and H go to
infinity. Then it can be found from (4) that
[ (r,t),r(r,r)]--,(H-r,T) for all r, regardlessof the initial for any choice of (T,H). Instead of M.H loops, we could
values of s/r,t) and i(r,t). A similar result holds if instead equally well use S,H,M,T or ST loops. This is in agree-
H is fixed and T goes to infinity. This means that all past ment with the recent observation that the magnetomechanical
history can be erased by a large value of either H or T. coupling factor is independent of whether it is determined

There is no reversibility in the model unless qN and qs from differential or incremental measurements.
5

are Dirac-type singularities for r=O. A way to incorporate The functions qm and qs can, in principle, be determined
reversibility and keep qm and qs finite is to replace (1) by from experimentally measured first-order reversal curvcs in

the standard fashion of the Preisach model.
4 

However this
M (t) =' qm[H(t)+(I-X)r,t),XT(t) would involve taking second derivatives of experimentally

measured scattered points, which is numerically difficult,
+(1 -X)r(r,t),r]dr, (Sa) and, for the material investigated, we failed to find a method

that produced smooth results without undue distortion. To

S()4 -qs[XH(t)+ (I - .)?(r,t), kT(t) get around this difficulty we used the separation of variables,

0 qm( V, -r,r)=pM(r1,T')z(r), (7a)
+ ( 1 - X)7)(r,t),r]dr, (5b) qs(71TI,•r) =Ps(?,q,7)z(r). (7b))

where k is a dimensionless constant between 0 and 1 to be By analogy with what was stated in Ref. 3, Pu and p. can be
determined from experiments. If X=0, we end up with (1) shown to be equal to the anhysteretic magnetization and
and if k=I there is no dependence on r/(r,t) or 7(r,t), and

therefore full reversibility, i.e., no hysteresis. In the case of
constant stress or field this also relaxes the congruency prop-
erty of the CPM. It can be shown that the model will in such

a case instead have the more general equal-chords property
of the input-dependent PreisacL model. 0.4

IN. DETERMINATION OF PARAMETERS 
0.2

The model parameters that should be determined are X, o
c, and the functions qM and qs. A method for doing this will o.0
be outlined. Due to space limitations proofs will be omitted.

The reversibility ratio X can be determined in the follow- -0.5

ing manner: Define the differential susceptibility XM(T.H)
as the slope of the ascending branch of a major M,H loop at °-400 --0 0

constant stress T and the incremental susceptibility Si= (t)

xise4T,H) as the slope of a small minor MH loops excur-
sion from such a major loop. It is then possible to show that

FIG. 2. Measured (dotted) and calacuated (solid) major foops vs T for
kXti,(T,H)IXdWa(T,H), (6) H=23, 46, and 70 kA/m.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

strain, respectively, if z(r) is normalized. In addition, we Computations have been compared to experiments done
assume z(r) to be a Gaussian with a material specified pa- on a sample of Terfenoil-D. The experimental equipment has
rameter ro, to get been described in Ref. 7. We used parameter values X =0.40,

1xp] (8) r0]3.83 Wi/m, and c= 1.99 kA/m/MPa. In Figs I and 2 all

qM(i,1,r)=Maa(j?,r)A exp[-(r/ro-½)2], (8a) four types of major loops are shown. Figures 3 and 4 show

qs( s1,7,r)=S1 ( j1,r)A exp[- (r/ro-)2], (Sb) typical examples of what happens if either one of H or T isconstant while the other is oscillating with decreasing ampli-
where Mm(*,r) and S.( 3 ,-) are the anhysteretic mVntiza- tude. The accuracy is seen to be generally good and does not
tion and strain, respectively, and A is given by normalization greatly exceed the error range of the measurements. How-
of z(r). ever, while the calculated M,H and SH loops have almost

We should then determine experimentally the anhyster- exactly the same width, experiments exhibit more hysteresis
etic curves and the parameter r0 . Strictly measuring the an- in the latter. This could be due to an experimental error,
hysteretic curves is a difficult and time-contsurning Prom- especially as Restorff et aL8 have reported experimental re-
dure, since for every single point on the curves the field or suits that better agree with the model in this respect.
the stress should be cycled with a slowly decreasing ampli-
tude. Fortunately for Terfenol-D with its low squareness ra- V. CONCLUSIONS
tio, a good approximation is provided by taking the average A phenomenological magnetomechanical hysteresis
of the upper and lower branches of major loops with respect model has been presented. The model is simple to use, com-
to H. Some care should be observed for the strain curves at putationally fairly efficient, and has been found to give good
low values of H, as the anhysteretic in this case lies below agreement with experimental results for TerfenoI-D when
both branches of the major loops. 6 The value of r0 is directly three parameters are used to characterize hysteresis proper-
related to the width of major loops with respect to H. This ties. In addition, the formal generalization to multidimen-
width clearly depends on both the stress and the location on sional fields and stresses appears straightforward. What this
the loop but, except near saturation, it does not change much amounts to is that expanding a nonhysteretic representation
If we define H. as a "representative" value of this width, of material properties to an inclusion of hysteresis can be
such as twice the coercivity, then we can use3 done with a rather modest effort. The method is therefore

ro-HI(1 -X). (9) useful as a design tool.

This value can be iteratively improved by employing the 'A. A Ad1y, L. D. Mayerp*7, m Ak B vs J. Apti. Phy. 69. 5777
model with this r0 value to calculate major loops and corn- (1991).
paring their width to experiments and properly adjusting ro. 2A BergqMv and G. Eqtdaht IEEE Tras. Map. MAG-27. 4796 (1991).3A. Bergqvist and G. Eng~hh'L J.Appl. Phys. (in press)

Finally, c should be determined. If we define T. as the 4 1. D. Mayerpoyi Madudal Models of Hyse. i (Spinger. New
width of a major loop with respect to T for a constant H, we Yo.eg 1991).
can get a good match by setting 'L Kvamj6 and G. EngdaKl, presented at the it MEA'93, Paper No.

0P2.13.
=HIT.. (10) 

6
D. C. Jil and S. Hauibaran, I. Appl. Phys. 67, 5013 (1990).

'L Kvuna6 and G. Enagdahl, IEEE Trans. Map. MAG-27, 5349 (1991).
This value can be iteratively improved in the same fashion as 8J. B. Resioff, EL T. Savap, A. E. Clark, and M. Wun-Folle, J. Appt.
r°" Phys. 67, 5016 (1990).
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The resom of a system to an infinitesimal perturbation becomes singular if the system changes its
degree of metastability, Le., if it has an inflctm point. This theory is used to calculate the
reversible transverse susceptibility x, of a single domain particle executing a major hysteresis loop

* under the influence of a field B(1) applied at an angle pto the easy axis. Thermal relaxation is taken
into account and the response of the nonequilibrium system to the infinitesimal field h(t) = h sin id,
IL.H. is found. Tre resultant X, is studied as a function of A, temperature, and of the frequency 0

of the biasing field H.

In a recent article, Hoare el aL,1 using the theoy of Aha- E(aih)=l-(sin P&a +Cos Ja 3)
2
-H(t)a 3roni er aL,

2 
analyzed their measurements of the reversible

transverse susceptibility (MIiS) of particulate recording =-- -h(t)cos yal-h(t)sin ya 2 , (2)

dia. Coherent rotation of magnetization within the Stoner- where we introduced the notation E-.EIKV, H-.HMIK,
Wohlfarth limit was assumed.

3 
The role of the ubiquitous and h-.hMIK. The direction cosines a=[sin Ocos 0,

* thermal switching effects is considered here. sin Gsin Ocos 9] refer to the magnetization direction and
For definiteness of discussion we shall first derive a gen- Oe(0,27r) and Oe (Owr).

eral expression for the response of a system with energy The singularities of Eq. (1) can only be observed if the
E(x(

t
'Ih), xP are its internal degrees of freedom, to an in- system finds itself at one of the vanishing minima. We shall

finitesimal applied field h. The extremal points xW [h] satisfy assume that the dynamics of the paricle (2) are fully deter-

the set of equations EI2ii(x•°[h]Ih)=-, Exa = aE/axt), mined by thermally activated jump processes. Then for fields
and we shall now determine the functions x')J[h] to the smaller than H.(,), the system (2) is bistable, and we shall
first order in h. To this end we write xli)h] treat it as having two levels with occupation numbers nI and
--xY[0]+h &xi)[0l+o(h) and demand that the extremal n 2 =1-n1 . The rates of thermally activated transitions be-

condition, tween them are K12 =KI 12 =fOCxp[- KV(E3 -EI)/T] and

2 ,=f/o exp[-KV(E3-E 2)/T]. For the prefactor we take
O=Ex ..(xY)[O]JO)+h EAg)(x

2
I)fO]lO) the customary value

5
'6 fo=e 2 

Hz; Et and E 2 are the ener-
gies of the two local minima, E 3 is the energy of the saddle
point separating them, and T is temperature (ks - 1). The

+1 +o(h), (1) mean time evolution of the particle (2) is given by the
i equations6

be satisfied separately in every order of h. The zeroth-order hl= -K-1 2/n"+K 21 n2 = -- 2, (3)

term yields the location of the unperturbed extremum xAY101
and the first-order term constitutes a set of linear equations where n,=dn,/dt and Kq=iJ[H(t),h(t)]. Now let

for the perturbation &(•O[0]. The discriminant of this sys- m=M/M, be the reduced magnetization; we shall be con-

tem, det(E,(*),p)), is the Hessian of the energy function cemed with its projections mH=(m.H)IH and mh-(m.h)lh,

E(x('JO) at the local extremum x(I0[0], which vanishes if where m, in the two level approximation, is given by the

this ext�mum becomes an inflection point. The set of linear vector

equations for 8r,')[01 thus becomes singular whenever the 2
degree of metastability of the system E(x()10) changes. -= nj[sin O9 cos 46i ,sin O, sin 46, ,cos O.1, (4)

We apply Eq. (1) to a uniaxial single domain particle i-,
with volume V, anisotropy constant K, and saturation mag-
netization M,. Its easy axis is in the [sin A,0cos p] direction and Di= D[H(s),ht)],= 4[HQ),ht)] are the locations

and it is driven by two periodic biasing fields, H(t) and h(t), of the two local minima. We define the (reduced) longitudi-

applied perpendicular to each other: H=H(t)[O,O,1] and hal and transverse reversible susceptibilities as xsinaw

h=h(t)[cos yin yO]. Their frequencies are ( an mo, re- = limko dmHilah and X, sin or = imk•o, am6/o, respec-

spectively. We shall assume that the field H(t) varies slowly tively, with the limits referring to the amplitude of h(t). In

(hours, say) and that it drives a major hysteresis loop, i.e., the spirit of linear response theory, we shall now treat h

that its amplitude H;,H,(p), where H,(8) is the particle's as a small perturbation and expand, following Eq. (1), all

nudeationfleid.4T1efieldh(t)=hsin wt, bycontrast, isas- variables to the first order in h, e.g., 9[H,h]--OIH]

sumed to vary rapidly (,--10•-I02 Hz), but with infinsi- +h(A)5[HJ, etc. The extrema are at the point (O+h 86#,0
mral amplitude h-O. We shall determine the linear response +h 86), where'

of the nonequilbrium system, executing a hysteresis loop to 0=- sin 2(0-•)+H sin 9, (5)
the mall transverse perturbing field h(t). The (scaled) en-
ergy is 0=[2 cos 2(*T-)+H cos 0]86'€cos D os y, (6)
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FO~ 2 sinP sin #cc 04:)604sne sin y. (7) -0

The upper sips refer to the equilibrium direction #=0, the ASlower ones to O-=v. Further, E---E+k(t)ME, where E 'S= siný0(O•B)_HcosOand6E=.•ýsinOcsy.Therotsof 0=0o 1 3=2-°
OElMO=O, Eq. (5), are then used to calculate the extremal

values of 54 &A E, and 8E. 6-
Now let n-- I - X2---* + h &I I and ati- arij +h 16K,j, •

where 8•,j- srj(8E3- 8Ej)/T by the definition of o%~. •/ 4\ .. / lFrom Eq. (4), we obtain 4

2

x1H(,)Iu,]'= {[cos 9, cos v f 2

+sin 1i sin Y 8.0in(t) [---------

+cos y sin , Sh,(t)}, (8) -2 -1 1 2

where all variables are defined by the state of the hysteresis
loop driven by H(t). In the plane geometry of the unper- ,0 -
turbed system, we have set 0=0 and extended the range of /

0:0e(0,2.). By Eq. (3), nit= -Kn-+- 2 1 , K=KI2+K 2 1 , SO1/•that 0

n n( O d' 21 (t')(t,'), (9) 0 =75

where 4t 2 ,t1 )-exp [ - f2z dt ir(t)].This equation deter- /

mines the unperturbed hysteresis loop. The rapidly oscillat- 04

ing infinitesimal field h(t) also alters the instantaneous re-
laxation rates xi, and the stationary state toward which the
system, at a given moment, relaxes. Expanding thus Eq. (3) 02 /

to the first order in h, we obtain the corrections / I

&al()=- n2(t) from the equation 5in==-K Sn1  0

+[8x2 1-8x nl]. Assuming wl)41, we may regard n, here -2 .

as a constant, characterizing the immediate state of the slow h/',(O)

nonequilibrium system at time t and write, with 6n1(0)- 0,
( IG. 1. The coherent part of the RTS i, for inclination angles, P=0., 25-

4n,(t)----(we-'+K sin w-t - cos wt), (10) (herewe plot 5x, forbetter clarity), 50*, and 75O. Tmep,=OO and 50' curves
where ra4'=(Sir21+Sirn1 )I(n2+t). Resonances of the are plotted for sweep H,-.--H, and the remaining two curves for a re-

Yasn sweep. The solid line corresponds to the Stoner-Wo•,farth limit (KV/
minima with h(t) are neglected as occurring only at frequen- T-.), to finite temperatures (KriT= 3000. 500,100, and 50) there cor-
cies comparable to the prefactor fo. Equation (8) for X, thus respond progressively shorter dashes. The finite-temperature coercivities at
consists of an w-independent part and of the incoherent term P=0. are H/H.(O)-O.S2, 0.75. 0.44, and 0.20 at l= 1o0

3 Hz.

(10), which is small (-.6K) compared to the (potentially sin-
gular) coherent term. At room temperature, as a rule, r4w,

so that 6n I - w- . state of the nonequilhbrium system: In the Stoner-Wohlfarth
In the following analysis of the hysteresis process deter- limit nh[H(t)]J l for H>-H, on a sweep from H, to

mining ni(t) we shall, for simplicity, first assume that y=O. -H. and the vanishing well is fully populated arbitrarily
Let n 1(t) refer to the well (local minimum) that exists at close to the singular point -H, of 60I[Hj. In the reverse
applied fields H> -H,(O8), and that vanishes (turns into an sweep, similarly, n 2[HQ)]J I for H<H,. If, however, ther-
inflection point) at H= -H,(6). We see that nl[H(t)]JO if mal relaxation is taken into account and coercivity HC<H,,
HgQ-H. (the well does not exist) and n1 [H(t)]j- if then only particles that have not reversed close to the nude-
H;•H., where this well is the sole local minimum. By the ation field contribute to the singular behavior of X,. The
same token, the function Sj[H(t)] is defined by Eqs. (5) occupation number of the vanishing minimum is trivially
and (6) on the interval (-H, sc) on whose left edge it is tabulated from Eq. (9), it depends on A, T, and also" on fl.
singular. Similarly, n 2[H(t)]il if Hg5-H, and The results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 1. ltis
n2[H(t)]JO if H.H,, and the function A[H(t)] is sin- seen that in the Stoner-WoVlfarth limit, the RTS peak width
gular on the right edge of the interval (--,H,). We thus decreases with increasing inclination angle je. If relaxation
detect two competing mechanisms in Eq. (8), since n,[H] effects are taken into account, then the broad peak corre-
identically vanishes as 84•[H] becomes singular. The posi- sponding to small 8 decreases in height and shifts to lower
tion and height of the peak of n, 54 therefore depend on the fields; our calculations show that it lies close to coercivity.
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1.0 peak at H6 (w,2)=H*(0), is insensitive to temperature. in Fig.

2 we present the hysteresis loops of an ensenmble of ran-
domly distributed9' particles, together with their WIS plots. In

0.5 ;,accordance with the forgoing analysis, the peaks at
j :1 ±H5 (vrf) remain unaffected by temperature variations,

IH while the peak at the (T-dependent) coercivity is rapidly sup-
. ~pressed. Ibis identification of the teniperature-dependern and

0.0 , .. temperature-independent pants of RI'S constitutes our main
result.

I ~Let it yet be remarked that our hysteresis calculations are
-0.5 based on a field-independent prefactor fo, but, in fact,10

f0 =f0 (H) and limH...±H(W0f(H) = 0, so that thermal re-
laxation slows down at large applied fields and high coerciv-

-1.0 ai .. .J-. L~~~ l ity is thus enhanced& The Stoner-Wohifarth limit is accord-
ingly reached at temperatures significantly lower than

1.0 predicted by a theory with constant prefactor, and our figures
overestimate the influence of thermal relaxation at low tem-
peratures [whenever coercivity is about 75% of H(,6() or

Xt more].
0.5
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Efficlien Preleach demnagnedlezon algorihm and Rts experinmeal
Wteting

A. A. Adly Wd Y. J. ZIMo
LDI Elecouucs Inc., 7N%& Michigan 4809

The topic of demagnetization has always been considered important to the area of magnetics in
general. Whether it is required to characterize the initial permeability of a premagnetized sample or
to erase, nondestructively, previously recorded data on disks or tapes, demagnetization processes are
indispensable. Theoretically, demagnetization can be achieved by applying infinite ac field cycles
with slowly decaying amplitudes. In practice, however, only a finite subset of this sequence may be
applied. As a result, achieving the demagnetized state, or even a zero residual magnetization state,
becomes uncertain. The purpose of this paper is to present an efficient Preisach-type
demagnetization algorithm that can lead to a zero residual magnetization state within few field
cycles. While this state might not fully match the demagnetized state, it can be regarded as a good
approximation especially for data erasure applications. The algorithm has been experimentally
tested and compared to particular demagnetization techniques employing finite ac field cycles with
decaying amplitudes. Some sample results of this experimental testing are reported in the paper.

I. INTRODUCTION magnetometer (VSM). Some sample results of the experi-
t mental resting are reported in the paper.

The capability to carry out demagnetization processes

has always been a topic of wide interest. For instance, when
the characterization of initial permeability of a premagne- II. THEORY AND NUMERICAL IM[PLEMENTATION
tized sample is required, demagnetization becomes an obvi-
ous prerequisite. In the field of magnetic recording, bulk ac It has been shown in Ref. 6 that the output (magnetiza-
erasure, which is a typical demagnetization process, is fre- tion) of the classical Preisach model fl(t), while the input
quently used to, nondestructively, remove previously re- (field) u(t) is being monotonically increased, can be ex-
corded data (see, e.g., Refs. 1-4). pressed as follows:

Theoretically, the demagnetized state can be achieved by ,O-1
applying an infinite sequence of alternating fields having
slowly decaying amplitudes. In practice, however, only a fi-
nite subset of this sequence may be applied. Trypical conven-

tional demagnetization techniques employ such a finite se- - (1)
quence in the form of an ac field having a linearly decaying
amplitude. 3 In such cases, the ability to achieve demagneti- where, feA is the model output at the input value a along the

zation, or even a zero residual magnetization state, becomes increasing first-order reversal curve initiated from the major

dependent on several factors such as the rate of the ac field descending branch at the input value 6, n(t) is the number of

amplitude decay. The smaller the rate of field decay (i.e., the local maxima stored by the model at time t, and f+ is the

larger the number of applied field cycles), the better demag- model output corresponding to the state of positive saturation

netization results are obtained. More generally, it can be (i.e., when u(t)-Hm).
stated that the selection of the number as well as the magni- In the particular case when n(t)=1, expression (1) will
tudes of applied field extrema becomes crucial to the demag- give the model output f1 (t) corresponding to the input field
netzaon approess. fed bsequence {H.,m•1,u(t)}. If u(t)=0, this input sequence can
netization process c be regarded as a one-cycle demagnetization sequence initi-In this paper, an efficient algorithm based on the classi- ated from the input field value Hs., For convenience, fl(t)

cal Preisach model of hysteresis
5
'
6 

is introduced. This algo- will be denoted by fin since this output represents a residual
rithm can lead to a zero residual magnetization state within value. Thus, by. (1) will reduce to the form
few applied field cycles through the appropriate selection of
field extrema. While this state might not fully match the fi "~f.1 0. (2)
demagnetized state, and thus corresponding initial perme-
abilities might not be identical, it can be regarded as a good Similarly, the model output fý2 corresponding to the input

approximation for the demagnetized state especially for data field sequence {HM2,1,0} can be given by

erasure applications. The algorithm has been developed and (3)
numerically implemented. Verification of this algorithm and

comparisons with demagnetization approaches employing fi- In Ref. 6, it has been shown that global linearization of
nite ac field cycles with linearly decaying amplitudes have output increments computed by the classical Preisach model,
been carried out experimentally, on various magnetic and corresponding to two different input sequences, can be
samples, by means of a computer controlled vibrating sample performed if one sequence is considered as a perturbation of
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the other. This approach has demonstrated considerable ac- &OOE--42
curacy for output-dependent models? and can, as well, be
applied on expressions (2) and (3). O*0.41 - -

tion of m 1 , and by using only the first two terms of Taylor 4"OE"0 2- -

expansion, f., can be evaluated in terms of f,• as follows: 20E2

- (4) Z - - -

The partial derivative in Eq. (4) can be linearly approximated -2--E02

by the expression, -4.O _-02

f40,01 (fres-f o) (5

tj P (mrmo) , (5) 4.00E-02 0 W------sOO 0 uoto 500 00t02000 250

where, fo is the residual output corresponding to the de- 11W FUNld 40n)
magnetization cycle whose extrema are given by (Ho ,m0,O}.

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4), and solving for the only
unknown variable m2 in the input sequence (H, A,m2,0) that FIG. I. Demagnetization performed by using the new algorithm on a disk

would result in a zero residual output (i.e., f,2-0), we get, sample cut from the magnetic strip of a comt'ercially available calling cardS(ml-mo) Q cycles).

m 2 rm -frtsl (fesI -fre0) "(6)
a (VSM). A TDL digital code implementing particular de-

Equation (6) suggests that sufficient information can be magnetization techniques employing finite ac field cycles
drawn from the results of two preliminary demagnetization with linearly decaying amplitudes has also been developed to
cycles to come up with a possible set of input extrema for an perform comparisons between both approaches.
additional cycle that would lead to a zero residual magneti-
zation value. These two preliminary cycles can be considered Ill. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING
as some partial identification process required to be per-formed on the sample. It may, thus, be expected that the Experimental testing has been carried out on various
foresmtsobtaied on i thes sample. maygthm be expectedeth hen samples having different applications. All experiments haveresults obtained by using this algorithm would be indepen- been performed by using a PC controlled VSM (LDJ VSM
dent of the material characteristics. Practically, however, modelpe500rmed byeusing MagnetintrolsedeVS nt(LDrvs
achieving a zero residual magnetization state within three m odel 9500)ha t the Metic M asu escyces igh no beposibl bcaue o th ineret aproi- Laboratory. Throughout the tests, minimum values m0 and
cycles might not be possible because of the inherent approxt- ml of the first two cycles (i.e., the original identification
mations in Eq. (6) which are introduced by Eqs. (4) and (5). cycles w o .5H, and o r espectionIn he as whn he esdua maneizaio vaueis not cycles) were set to about-i1 .SHc and -Hc respectively.

In the case when the residual magnetization value i where Hc is the sample coercivity. These coercivity values
satisfactory after three cycles, the algorithm may be reap- were determined by tracing the major hysteresis loops prior
plied, in a recursive manner, by first performing the follow-
ing mathematical steps, in the given order:

f..o=fet and m 0 =ml, 8.00E.02

then fres=fs 2 and m 1=m 2 . (7) 6.o01-02 -' -

According to these steps, the two most recent cycles will be 4.0CE-02
regarded as the two preliminary ones from the model's point
of view. In other words, it updates the identification process. 2.00E-02

The new value m2 can then be dynamically calculated using i O.OoEO - b 1
Eq. (6) and an additional demagnetization cycle may be ini- V
tiated. This dynamic recursive approach can be carried out -2.0DE-02
for any number of cycles N--3 until the desired residual
magnetization level is achieved. It will be shown, however,
in Sec. III that remarkable residual magnetization values .. O0E-e152
have been reached within less than five cycles. It should be - __..E,,2
pointed out that convergence to the zero residual magnetiza- 0 -

tion value is guaranteed by the fact that first-order reversal -20 1000 0 1000 2000 3000
curves are nonintersecting. MW Meld (0s)

In order to utilize and verify this recursive algorithm, the
digital code implementing it has been developed, using Test FIG. 2. Demagnetizatin performed by using the conventional algorithm on
Development Language (TDL), on an IBM PC controller of the same sample shown in Fig. 1 (20 cycles).
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TABLU 1 Some of the Waled uases maW resuls of thasgauziatma cx- 0

Barkm SF Cred. cad Seour'-, - -

Gem. Dik wk DieS Disk 24

m d-5.9 mm d-:6-. mm J=6.5 -i d=6.5 min
t-1.5 mmJ 0 --

R, 37240Ce 6330et 2090Ci 55 SOe~
SR 0.59 0.611 032 0.55
M, 3.321 4.55E-03 4.966 1.059E -03 -2
f_ (4J 2.557E-02 2.501E-04 1.564E-03 '.439E-05
f*- .M 1.031 1.002E-03 2.794E-03 4.199E-04 4 -

M uits • ut e mut emu

-loam -am9 a Sm loama
to starting the demagnetization process. -For tape and floppy .W . losf
disk samples, fields were applied %long their intended longi-
tudinal recording directions. Bulk iamples of the unoriented
type, on the other hand, were appropriately positioned to FIG. 3. Desnagnetizaiios perfnoed by usin the new alpmthm on a bulk

minimize demagnetization effects. Figure 1 shows the result banum frrit- sample in the form of a disk (foar cycles).

of applying a total of three demagnetization cycles utilizing
the presented algorithm on a sample of high squareness ratio new algorithm is more efficient than the particular conven-

(SR=0.83), having a diameter d=6.5 mm, and cut from the tional one discussed in this paper. Results in Table I also
magnetic strip of a commercially available calling card. The suggest that the new algorithm leads to, somewhat, consis-

effect of demagnetizing the same QampleI by an ac field that tent favorable results irrespective of the sample involved in
linearly decays over 20 cycles is demonstrated in Fig. 2. the demagnetization process. This can be mainly attributed to

Data concerning some of the other magnetic samples the fact that material characteristics are taken into account
chosen for experimental testing are given in Table I. In Table dunng the demagnetization procedure through the identifica-

1, M, denotes the remanent magnetization of the major loop, tion process performed by the algorithm. Conventional ac

SR is the squareness ratio, while, &04) and f.(20) represent algorithms discussed in this paper, on the other hand, do not

the residual magnetization achieved after four cycles of the involve material characteristics in the demagnetization pro-

new algorithm and 20 cycles of the aforementioned conven- cess and, for this reason, their performance may widely vary

tional one, respectively. In Fig. 3, the result of applying the depending on the material as shown in Table I as well as

new demagnetization algorithm on the bulk barium ferrite Fig. 2.

sample (i.e., the first samples in Table I) is given. Because of ' R. Buft a D. R. S I T. M MAG-21. 1374
the space limitation, other results are not included in graphi- (198,).
cal form. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of both algorithms 

2 E R. Chistensen and B. 1. Finkerstein, IEEE Trans. Map. MAG-2I.
on demagnetizing various samples can be easily extracted 1377 (1985).
from the residual and remanent magnetization values given 

3R. R. Katti. F Scrvan-Scdreiber, and M. H. Kayder. J. Appl. Phys. 61,
nTable 1 4037 (1987).

in Tae. 
4

K. C. Wiwesen R. R. Kat, S. H. Champ, and M. H. Kydue. J. Appl. Phys.
It can be concluded from these experimental results that 63, 3378 (1988).

the residual magnetization levels achieved within four cycles 'I. D. Mayergoyz, Phys. Rev. Lett. S6C 1518 (1988).
by using the introduced algprithm are significantly less than 61. D. MayeroWyz, Maraemductal Models of Hyseress (Springer, New

York. 1991).
those achieved by the aforementioned conventional algo- 

7
L D. 19. a A. A y T Map. tAG-Z.

rithm after 20 demagnetization cycles. In other words, the 2605 (1992).
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Interpreting logarithmic decay
No KIlik and Ching-Ray Chang
Department of Physics; National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China

J. Lee
Department of Electrical Engineering, Chang Gung College of Medicine and Technology, Kwei-San,
Tao-Yuan. Taiwan, Republic of China

We consider an array of thermally relaxing single domain particles with lognormal distribution of
nucleation fields. At a constant applied field we calculate the mean magnetization and the magnetic
viscosity and irreversible susceptibility due to thermal activation, and analyze the existence
conditions of logarithmic decay and the time interval on which it can be observed. For very narrow
distributions multiexponential decay is obtained. An approximate relation between magnetic
viscosity and irreversible susceptibility is proposed and the influence of activation volume
distribution is included.

I. INTRODUCTION stationary state mq of Eq. (3) yields the correct (quadratic
This work is a sequel to a previous publication' in approximation) result only if K, are calculated within the

which, following Aharoni's suggestion, 2 we studied, from a transition state theory,5 Ki-(d, exp,-Q,/T), where wi is the
frequency at the bottom of the ith well of depth Q, (we setSpurely mathematical point of view, the mean magnetization k]3= 1). A dissipative constant dependent prefactor.4ý5 would

of an ensemble of thermally relaxing single domain uniaxial iru 1) phisipate nt d n a w
paricles with energy, introduce unphysical terms into meq.

Let us set m(O)=-1. For h>O and T-0, Eq. (3) then
E=V[K(l--a2)-HMsa3]=VK(1-a•-2ha3), (1) takes on the simple form m(t)=l-2e - ', since K,, <X2,

and lognormally distributed activation volumes, =K(H.,H)=-1 exp[-Q 1(H,,,H)/T], where 2Q,(h,H.)

P(v)=(kV)-=(2rY)-"•exp[-(2e
2

)- ln 2
v], v=V/IV. Fur- =MVH,(1 -h)

2 .<2Q2 . For the prefactorl we may set here

ther, a3 is a direction cosine, K is the anisotropy constant, t f=e25 Hz.

M, is the saturation magnetization, and h=H/H, is the ap- Q YM,VHforw2.

plied field scaled by the nucleation field H. = 2K/M,. Here

we carry out this piogram for an ensemble in which the
nucleation fields H, are lognormally distributed, III. THE MEAN EVOLUTION
P(H,)=(o-H.)-

1
(2sr)-f"

2
exp[-(2o2)-f ln

2 
h,,], h. =Hn/ The most probable nucleation field within the ensemble

H,,). Such distribution 3 arises, e.g., due to variation in de- is Hp=H,0 exp(-o 2 ); we shall assume (in order to define a
magnetizing fields (dependent on shape, inclusions, interpar- convenient time scale) that the applied reversing field H sat-
ticle interactions, etc.), which randomly modify the nude- isfies the condition O<H<Hp and write 0p=H/Hp<1.
ation fields of individual particles. We analyze and tabulate The number of particles with nucleation fields H,,<H is
the integral expressions for the mean magnetization and the
corresponding thermal activation-type magnetic viscosity n<(H)[ I + Erf(In #/v•2o)]/2, (4)
and irreversible susceptibility, and then propose a simple ap- where B3=H/H.0 and Erf(x) is the error function. These par-
proximate relation between the latter two quantities. ticles reverse, by assumption, immediately while the remain-

ing n>(H)= 1 -n<(H) particles switch thermally, each with

II. THE MASTER EQUATION its particular decay rate K(Y.!n ,H). On averaging the thermal
decay law over the lognormal distribution of nucleation

For fields IhJ<1 at sufficiently low temperature T, the fields, we obtain the expectation value of the net system
system (I) may be treated as having two levels with occupa- magnetization in the form
tion numbers nl(t) and n 2(t)= 1 -n 1(t) and thermal jump
probabilities K, =-- Ki~j. Its evolution is given by the master (m(r,B))-1-2n>(H)Jt(r,B•o), (5)

equation where the integral II is defined as

d (nt .. ( -A!2 K21 1 (2) 11(7,I81u) =or- (21r)- 1/ Jdx g 1 (x)
dt n 2  K12 --K n2 1

The reduced magneti7ation m(t)=M(t)/Ms=n2(t)-n1(t) I HM )
is Xexp[- rg 2(x)J W x=I - -H° (6)

m(t)=mq-2[n1 (O)-px]expf--(K1 2 + K2 1)I], (3) with g1(x)=x-' exp[-(2o 2)-t ln 2x] and g2 (x)

where mq=(K12-K21)/(KI2+K2z) and /A=K21/(Kt2+K21). It =exp[-Qx(1-_ /x) 2
+q]. Here we also introduced the re-

should be noted that as opposed to a Fokker-Planck equa- duced time 7-=tK(H,,, ,H), where K(H,,, .H) =exp(25-q)
tion, which goes to thermal equilibrium by construction, 4 the is the relaxation rate associated with the most probable
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I .... nucleation field H.p and q= Q( I- pp)2 exp(-oc2). The mag- 1.0 . .

* - netic viscosity S is defined by means of the derivativelao,(m(,,f)e 2nd CZ QT0 8
i a In ¢ • dx g1(x)792{x)

Xexp[-7g2(x)]m2n>1 2(r-,fl1r), (7) c 0 6

and the irreversible susceptibility Xw by means of . _-___.._____-____

0<.(-,n>10,/ (8)

where, by virtue of Eqs. (4) and (6), • C0 2 ........... .........

an> 1 -12
(I O-). (21050

xexp[-(2a)-< In2 p], (9) 0.0 1. P 15 2.0 2.5

_ =(fl)-'(2ir) /-
2 

exp_-(2o-
2
.) In2 j-req]

a,9• FIG. I. The integrals I(p,6plo) (full lines) and 12(p,•paI) (dashed lines,
4 denote the scale) plotted versus the reduced time p=tie((H.),H). The ap-

13( T,010), (10) plied field is #,=HIH,.=O.I and a--0.05 (*), 0.1 (0), 0.3 (-). and 0.6

2Q (unmarked). In all cases K_'(H.,,H)=I yr.

Xexp[- g 2(x)]. (11) x2 o(T)-exp(o,
2 /2)+Q-1 In p, (14)

and logarithmic decay is observed if x20( 7)-x 1. For large
The integrand of 12 in Eq. (7) is a product' of the peaked o- the peak of gI(x) is very broad, and this overlapping con-

functions gl(x) and g 2(x)e- 12(W): The function g1(x) origi- dition is easily satisfied for long time intervals on which 12
nates from the lognormal distribution of H. , and has an im- maintains its maximum value. With increasing a,, the peak
mobile maximum at the point xt 0 =exp(-or2). The extremal value of gI(x) decreases, and so does the peak value of 12
properties of the function g2e- 182 are determined by the The result (14) was also obtained' by averaging with respect
time-dependent factor to V; in this case it is exact and p=tK((V)), where K((V)) is

A 2(1.)=(2,Q+q+ln 7) 2-49 2Q2 . (12) the decay rate associated with the average volume. The over-
lap of two peaks, which, here, happen to be of essentially

For sufficiently large times, A2
(")>0 and g2e-'92 has a mov- equal height and width apparently disqualifies any attempts

able peak at to expand g,(x) into a power series:7 These expansions in-

x 20(7)=[2,8Q+q+ln r+A(r)]/(2Q), (13) variably result in linear dependence of 12 on T, whereas
12 ccT1/

2 according to Fig. 2; I 2oT 1 2 also holds for averages
which shifts to the right with increasing time. If A2 (-)<0, on over V.
the other hand, then g 2e- 'g2 has only an immobile maxi-
mum at x =,8 (the edge of integration domain). For A2(,r)>O,

this point becomes a local minimum and x2o(7) of Eq. (13) IV. THE VISCOSITY PARAMETER

gives the position of the movable peak, which has split from In our study' of averages over activation volumes, we
the point x=fl at time 7-0, A(,r0)=0. In Fig. I we plot the found that the relation
integrals I, and 12 versus the relaxation time K-'((H.),H)
=exp[Q(1-_#a)2exp(oa/2)-25], l, 4=HI(H,), associated T () I (15)
with the average nucleation field. The large initial slope of ) 57H ) 0 In I 1 1'
the function 11 is easily understood: The fraction of particles defining the viscosity parameter S. = SI~r,, is well satisfied
with H.<(H.)=HH0 exp(o1/2) increases with or, and these for lognormal distribution of V with f<0.6. In the present
particles switch rapidly on the time scale of K-i((H.),H). case the activation energy density Jx,,B)=Qx(1- /Ix)2/V,
The small oa curves, though exhibiting no logarithmic decay, x = H5/H. 0, depends on the random nucleation field. We find
cannot be approximated by a single exponent but very well that the best fit between the two derivatives (7) and (8) is
by a sum6 of exponential terms. obtained if one evaluates aq(x,fl)/ao at the point

The overall structure of the functions 1, and 12 is re- (x) =exp(o2!2), i.e., at the average nucleation field. In Fig. 3
markably insensitive to the magnitude of applied field; we plot, for selected values of 6 and a, the ratio of Eq. (8) to
12 -const at its maximum value, that is, on a time interval Eq. (7) scaled by the proposed factor:
during which the movable peak x2(T) of Eq. (13) overlaps ,
the immobile peak at x1 0=exp(-o 2 ). If t=pK-l((H.),H) V(7',011)= n> 12(7,0k)

and Q is sufficiently large, then Eq. (13) becomes '/
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FIG. 2. The integral I2(l,0pI0.3) plotted versus T"
2
. Applied field is P,=0

(unmarked curve, valid as a limiting value only), 0.3 (-), 0.4 (0), 0.5 (0),
and 0.8 (-). This graph and the structure of the Arthenius factor suggest that FIG. 3. The ratio 4p,.ao) plotted versus the reduced time p=tK((H,),HI).

4 12=T"
2
/( I -- h). The highest temperature corresponds to .- '(H., .0)=1 s, The families of plots are offset by the values A•,6.)= -0.5 for & =0.l1, by

the lowest one to K-'(H., ,0)= 10' yr. 0 for P =0.3, by 0.5 for , =0.5, and by I forip =0.8. Further, o=-.05 05),

0.1 (0), 0.3 (*), and 0.4 (unmarked). In all cases K-'(HVHJ-)= I yr.

1t ( r,,1,2') ( for other distributions (e.g., xe-1
2 "') and obtained similar

-} expi- _-Y / results as for the lognormal distribution: At very small o',
logarithic decay is not observed but s,.l all the same. At

In 2  
large or or large fields logarithmic decay is present, but S rXm,

+n>[ pý-( 2 ) ' exp - -;-'- + Teq only at very large times, and the constant of proportionality

must be chosen differently (see Fig. 3). Clearly, analytic

7 1 Ostudy of the integrals 12 and 13 is required to clarify their
(16) relation.
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Magnetization processes In Co-Cr submlcron samples: Hull measurements
and mlcromagneftl simulations

M. van Kooten, S. de Haan, J. C. Lodder, and Th. J. A. Popma
Mesa Research Insutwe, University of T6were P.O. Box 217, NL-7500 AE, Enschede, The Netherlands

The magnetization reversal of Co-Cr with perpendicular anisotropy is studied by anomalous Hall
effect measurements and by micromagnetic simulations. In a measured hysteresis loop of a 300
nmX300 om sample (consisting of approximately 40 columns of Co-Cr), discrete jumps are
observed, together with a more or less continuous change in magnetization, the latter with both
positive and negative sign. The continuous and discrete parts of the hysteresis loop are separated to
extract micromagnetic information from the anomalous Hall measurement. The discrete jumps are
attributed to parts of columns that switch irreversibly, the continuous magnetization change is

attributed to reversible rotation, partly of volumes with in-plane anisotropy. These assumptions are

checked by means of a micromagnetic model.

I. INTRODUCTION Johnson noise of the sample is the main source of noise and
is estimated to correspond with 0.001M, in the Hall loop.

The magnetization reversal mechanism of Co-Cr for This threshold is indicated in Fig. 1.
4 perpendicular recording is still not entirely understood. Nei- The measured hysteresis loops are decomposed as fol-

ther domain wall motion nor incoherent reversal are able to lows: The changes in magnetization AM after each field step
explain the behavior, especially for the high coercivity films. (see Fig. 1) are categorized into five different classes:
Anomalous Hall effect measurements are applied on Co-Cr. 1. AM>0.003M, [equivalent to > (30 nm) 3];
With suitable lithography and etching, the measurement area It. 0.003M,>AM>O.OOIM,;
can be as small as (300 nm)2.1 With this technique, the re- Ill 0.00 M,>AM>o;
versal can be clearified up to a great extent. For this purpose, IV. 0>AM> -0.001M,; and V. -O.OOIM,>AM.
we used the step size distribution in the measured hysteresis The steps of the different classes are put together to a
loop.1 To interpret the measured hysteresis loops, simulations hysteresis loop again (see Fig. 2 for a clarification of the
are neccesary to check whether intuitive models are correct method). Since one extracted hysteresis loop consists only of
or need extension. Micromagnetic simulations are believed magnetization changes of one class, we will call these loops
to be most suitable for this task, because they start with first Stepsize-distinguished Partial Hysteresis loops (SPH). The
principles (exchange, magnetization, anisotropy, and mor- superposition of the SPHs from class (1), (11), and (Ill) yield
phology) and yield hysteresis loops and magnetization pat- a loop with a "saturation magnetization" of 1.3M,.
terns. The morphology, the texture, and the composition are The Hall loop, together with the SPHs, are shown in Fig.
incorporated into the model by varying the exchange, the 3. The shapes of the SPHs are very different. Loop I in Fig.
magnetization, and the anisotropy locally.

II. ANOMALOUS HALL MEASUREMENTS a0.003 Ms

A Co-Cr sample with a Cr content of 23 at. % is sput- .0.001 Ms
tered on Si covered with thin layer of SiO2 . The unetched (noise-level)
sample has an M. of 321 kA/m and a perpendicular coerciv-
ity H, of 93 kA/m. The film thickness is 200 nm and the , • "
average column size at the surface is 60 nm. The samples are -AM

etched to a Hall cross geometry with a central area of (300
nm) 2.2 The measurement area contains approximately 40 col-
umns. At least 70% of the contribution to the Hall voltage .. . .HMAm 1
comes from the central area of the sample of (300 nm)2.3

In the anomalous Hall effect measurement setup, a cur-
rent is sent throug, the sample, and the voltage perpendicu- aM
lar to the current, is measured. The hysteresis loop of an
etched sample is shown in Fig. 1.1 The loop shows many

more large discrete magnetization changes (steps) as there
are columns and a more or less continuous magnetization
change between the steps. Further, changes with a negative
AM can be seen. Five steps orresponding to the switching FIG. 1. The hysteresis loop of the etched sample

3 
with the definition of AM

of one column are found, but most steps are smaller than 2% for both the descending and the ascending branch. Inlet: enlarged part of the

of M,, corresponding to less than half a column. The loop with clearly visible steps and the thresholds (see the text).
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FIG. 2. Example of the extraction of two step size-distinguished partial -
hysteresis loops (SF-s). Changes smaller than the discrimination level (up-
per curve) and changes larger than the discrimination level (lower curve) are

Hall loop

3(a), consisting of AMs from class 1, is an almost ideal hys-
teresis loop of a particulate medium with perpendicular an-
isotropy. The loop shows the usual shearing due to demag-
netization, a sharp onset of magnetization reversal, and only -1H [MAim] 1
a small "tail," a decrease of the slope at the end of magne-
tization reversal. The coercivity is 10% higher than the co- IV
ercivity oi the original hysteresis loop. Loop 11, consisting of V

AMs from class I1, is clearly different. It shows a gradual
onset of magnetization reversal, no tail, and a coercivity that
is about half of the film coercivity. The loop consisting of
negative changes above the noise level [V in Fig. 3(b)] has
the same properties as loop 11, except for the lower saturation
value. The loops consisting of magnetization changes below
the noise level (11l and IV) show hysteresis and saturation. FIG. 3. The original Hall loop and the various step size-distinguished partial

We tend to attribute this, at least partly, to magnetization hysteresis loops (SPHs).
reversal.

The number of magnetization changes of class I is 155,
much larger than the number of columns in the measurement the influence of some microstructural parameters on the ob-
area. This indicates that the column is not the smallest mag- served magnetic behavior are investigated.
netic unit in this particular Co-Cr film. A microstructure that
could explain this is the CP structure,4 where small Co-rich I MICROMAGNETIC SIMULATIONS
platelets are embedded in a Cr-rich matrix inside the column.
The small changes can be explai2,ed by reversible rotation of The used micromagnetic models consists of particles in
regions with in-plane anisotropy,5 which have no perpen- the shape of cubes of (50 nm) 3

, which are subdivided into
dicular anisotropy. The negative AMs might indicate the cubic elements of (5 nm) 3 

with uniform magnetization. Ex-
presence of magnetic volumes at the limit of superparamag- change between the particles is modeled by assigning an ex-
netism. According to the step size, their volume could be change to a few randomly chosen element pairs, which are
around (20 unm)

3
. When using the Niel-Arrhenius law for on the particle boundaries. The initial layer, as present in our

time decay in particle assemblies 1/"= 10-9 exp(Kt V/kT)
6  

Co-Cr, is modeled by assigning an in-plane easy axis to
the estimated superparamagnetic limit of Co-Cr is (8 nm)

3  
cubes of eight elements on the bottom two rows of elements

when using a relaxation time T" of 100 s and an anisotropy in the model. These cubes are exchange coupled to the par-
constant K, of 1.6x 10W J/m

3
. For particulate media, it is also tide to which they belong.

observed that the mentioned formula does predict the so- A typical simulated hysteresis loop of a 25 particle clus-
called activation volume, which is much smaller than the ter with the SPH containing magnetization changes smaller

* particle volume.7 
The magnitude of the SPH of class V can than 0.003 M, is shown in Fig. 4. These changes are due to

be an indication for the volume fraction of magnetic units at reversible magnetization rotation. Like in the measurement,
the superparamagnetic limit. With a micromagnetic model, the coercivity of the SPH is about half the coercivity of the
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FIG. 5. The magnitude of the SPH (M,_) and the coercivities of the original

FIG. 4. A typical simulated hysteresis loop and the SPH containing the loops (H) and of the SPH (H,._) as a function of the volume fraction of
Sreversible rotation. The volume with in-piane anisotropy is 2%, the ex- the initial layer.

change coupling between the partici7- is 20%, and the spread of the easy
axes of the particles is 7*. netic volumes in the sample. The size of the measured

discrete magnetization changes shows that the average mag-

whole system. Immediately observable and comparable netic unit in Co-Cr is considerably smaller than one column.

quantities of the simulations are the coercivity of the major We observed five steps of approximately one column, the

loop H_, the coercivity of the SPH H, r, and the contribu- rest of the steps is smaller. From the presence of negative
tion of the SPH to the total hysteresis loop M., which are AMs and their distribution along the hysteresis loop, we con-
tiondoathed SH t. te tclude that magnetic units on the limit of superparamagnetism
indicated i se Fig. 4. could be present in Co-Cr. Magnetic viscosity measure-

A moderate spread of the easy axes of the particles (up ments and temperature-dependent hysteresis measurements
to 150) only influence He, He,,,, and M5 by a few percent. ilhv ogv oeifrainbu hs

The initial layer volume affects, as expected, Mnv consider- will have to give more information about this.

ably (Fig. 5). On the basis of this quantity, an estimate of the Simulations show that the initial layer has a large effect

total vaolumc- with in-plane anisotropy can be made. In Fig. 5, on the magnetization processes in the film. Its magnetization
H, and Hc ev are shown as a function of the initial layer process is reversible rotation. Simulations show further that

volume. The sharp decrease of Hrc with increasing initial the exchange coupling of the initial layer with the columns

layer volume can partly be attributed to the artificially high facilitates their magnetic reversal.

switching field of micromagneticavy -,.odeled particles ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
(Brown's paradox

9
), the reversal of the initi.l layer facilitates Ths ow as spoNs

nucleation of particle reversal. oby Ie Stichting Nationale

to estimate the volume fraction of the initial layer of the Computerfaciliteiten (NCF) for the uv. of supercomputer fa-
cilities. The E.C. CAMST-initiative is also acknowledged forinvestigated Co-Cr sample, since reversible rotatio,• is' the iaca upr.W hnkD.Vaii abrk o

regions with perpendicular anisotropy yields a Hc.,,0 almost . W

equal to H_. as can be concluded from the simulation with many helpful discussions.
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Frequency dependence of hysteresis curves In conducting
magnetic materials (abstract)

D. C. Jilem
Ames Laboratory, Iowa State UMwersaly, Ames, Iowa 50011

An extension of the differential equation for hysteresis has been developed, which takes into account
the effects of eddy currents on the avsteresis curves in electrically conducting media. In the
derivation presented, it is assumed that the frequency of the applied field is low enough (or the
thickness of the material medium small enough) that the skin effect can be ignored. In this case, the
DC hysteresis equation is extended by the addition of a term depending on (i) the rate of change of
magnetization with time, (ii) the resistivity of the material, and (iii) the shape of the specimen. In
the limit, as the frequency of the exciting field tends to zero, the frequency-dependent hysteresis
curve approaches the DC curve.

SThis work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic
Energy Science, under Contract No. W-7405-ENG-82.
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II* ' Spin 0 --sses and Other Disordered Systems Gerhard MWiler, Chairman

Hierarchical scaling: An analytical approach to slow relaxations In spin
glasses, glasses, and other correlated systems (Invited)

J. Souleli
C••re de Rechecwlaes wr le Tres Bansse TmrA Laboý asnoe a j'Umiersue Jase* Fo,-r
CNR AP 166, 38042 Grenoble-Cidex 9, France

A model has been developed that associates a hierarchical criterion to the usual renormalization of
the distances near a phase transition. At times t smaller than -,,o(l - Ic1T)-", which diverges at
T, it is found that the relaxation develops at a scale s(t), which is a power law of the time elapsed:
s Or JtTT. If one sits in the ergodic regime T>Tc, the system abruptly reaches an equilibrium at
s(,t.) = VT) = r.1Z. If T< T, by contrast, it deviates to logarithmic behavior. The a relaxation is
well approximated by a stretched exponential exp(- t/1 ,)O T), which traduces the effect of
underlying lognormal statistics. The exponent 6(T)oc[ I - b In( 1- TcIT)] - '12 would cancel at T, if
it was possible to wait for th, sample to equilibrate at this temperature. The model has the necessary
ingredients to describe effects that have been reported in both the "activated" nonergodic regime
and in the critical regime of spin glasses, and of other correlated systems like orientational glasses,
glass-forming liquids, and vortex glasses. A possible extension of the model is discussed to describe
the "macroscopic quantum effects."

I. LOGNORMAL STATISTICS ter many steps the variance o2 and the most probable value
ln(7-i-0) are proportional to the number of renormalization

Usual scaling accounts for the static properties of corre- steps hence to each other. This leads to
lated systems by referring to a renormalized characteristic
scale ý(T) different from the natural atomic length 6D, where 7, T -ý 0 (4)
the interaction sits. The assumption is In fo'2=-zvln\ T•-z T +z-T' (4)

4(T) ( +- • (T )-O/T•, A log-normal distribution is found as in other cases,

=- T T +•I + T () where a recipe [Eq. (2)] is applied and repeated again and
again: this is how nature proceeds, hence the importance of

where 0= vTc is a natural energy scale to measure the tem- log-normal distributions in physics.''
3

perature. Then through renormalization the different thermo- The response of many individual relaxations s(/17) is
dynamic quantities can be expressed in terms of powers of
the 6(T) dependence. Comparing two equilibrium situations M (i )
f. and g ,+1= 2%, suppose we observe that their relaxation m= P(in -)s d In r. (5)
times are r. and r,, 1 = 20 1,. (In these statistical systems,
some event at scale n + 1 always comes in coincidence with The usual exponential form of s(tl T) would correspond

the relaxation of one object at scale n): We call hierarchical to a sharp cutoff in the In r scale, where P(In s-) is a Gauss-

scaling the situation where we have a given /t for a given al ian. Then

as it associates a hierarchical criterion with the usual renor- fhnt t
malization of distances (say Palmer et aL

2 
with Kadanoff). m-JP(In 7-)d In r- 1 -e In -,

Iterating n times, we find (6)

& -2af -1=-4ao., In-.

when
An error function of ln(t/ 7.) can be fitted with a

,r= 2 '_r. 2'Iro, (2) stretched exponential exp(-t/lr,)Al around r--= , pro-

which leads to the so-called dynamic scaling hypothesis, vided 1=a'-1.1'3 Indeed, Ogielski has calculated relaxations
for the Ising spin glass in dimension three, which he fitted

S--with a stretched exponential.
4 

p-
2
(T), which he determined,

0 where za, (3) increases like log .a , which is itself described by Eq. (1), in
agreement with our Eq. (4) (Fig. 1).

and critical slowing down follows if we use Eq. (1). These results are surprisingly similar to those of o2 vs
In the presence of disorder on p. then ln(sr1'0)=Y)L is a In r-. in salol, which we deduced from the dielectric data of

sum of random variable. From the central limit theorem, af- Dixon et al.
5 

In these data, a is directly determined. The
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6 tots t T <7C

T/

to In1 A10 5 0 5 1z 0 1 Tc/ zbn , zto i

FI.1 h ib0adsd s-Athmspo flge. szI ~ FIG. 3. To each point A (T) in the nonergodic regime 1 < rJ T) a Legendre
FIG.l. herlht'aads•eian~nemu~totflo•'J~) Vz#/Tith co•ntrut-ion oiaes o nul•e the leti-hand side of the lipure. a -ot i(T,) o

the da~t of Ref- 4 for the 3d Ising spin g~lass. "rhe enes" zi 'O i the eqit"ilidbtiumIn r4 =GiT~z n f curve, which has thesame phase sace
in of the firs term in th expasion Of lntrJro) Vs t /T and a natriad Wilt [(S(? T•.UJ( T,) characteized by the same length f( T,)= s( s.T). As shown

to scale the temperature. The continuous curave is a fit of the data to the on the right-hand side of the figure, near T•. s(r) is a power of time4power law r•=r'(t- T,/7)-". which diverges when z6/T=zr'. On die s~t • -,• which deviates toward loarthi behavior at long times
le/i-hand side we show P8-(T) vs log r., where ,8(") is lee exponen of beo ,orstpyeahsnsrs tsr)CTov? we
the strethed expoetential exp(_t/r,)'n, whch better fits the m(l) relax- wTco bttl ece a r-t• (=T ve ,vt

ation in Ref. 4. A linear dependence is expected in our model, which is u~/ h~fll-~T"
baed~ on a lofnoemal diatrihution, whose width a is related with - '. Notice
that, in this frutsrated system, the uncertainty i, on log r,, is of the order of
log ro itself when the temperature is of die oeder of zO.

Tr- roXe, we also have jl-o---l. This tells us that disorder
also affects In a'0 We have 0 In T 0 ln z t 0 in these frustrated

change of slope in salol (Fig. 2) corresponds to a change of systems, and z A therefore is presumably the center of a dis-
regime, which is also observed on the log Tt-, vs I/T depen- tribution whose smallest value is zero and largest 2z9. The
dence; this change of regime is confirmed by many other situation would be different in a ferromagnet, where we cx-
experiments in salol and in other "fragile" glass forming pect z to be of the order of zthe and no distribution to start
liquids, and is currently the object of much attention,

6 
being with. With these initial conditions fixed the renormalization

often considered as the mark of a transition that has bex n then takes on and b -2 increases like in r, as predicted.

predicted by mode coupling theory:a Beyond this paric The model ax such, however, has several shortcomings.
interpretation (we propose another one

8
), it is striking that At times shorter than n, there is a tail in the relaxations that

two calculations based on very different microscopical hy- neither our error function nor the stretched exponential, de-
potheses (the mode coupling starts from a hydrodynamical spite an inherent asymmetry of the latter, are capable to de-

point of view) end up in both describing the same physics. scribe. Also, our model would preclude any type of relax-
Consideration of the data (Figs. I and 2) shows that at ation below T•, in contradiction with the evidence.

temperatures of the order of z 0, where, from Eq. 4,

II. A OUASIEf UIn WRIUM APPROACH TO ThE
Ina,.(v./,s) RELAXATION IN THE NONERGODIC REGIME

14g We will hereafter assume that the system at times t< ads
ri w is already characterized by one length s()<ar T). We

propose
9 

to measure this length at the contact point B of the

tangent, which we can draw from the current point A(ln t,T)
n c e ato the equilibrium In ira-z In 7 vs OIT curve (see Fig. 3). If

S~we write

4 InT,=G U(T)

Re frwih daaofoT {T S(T) +--} and the same poenia1 b ar points on this tangent have the same entropy,

iG.2. Trpretti•n•hnd aide is a pnot lot es) i is sith At times shorter t ( r. there degeaail in the rlxioneth
two a lcrua ceptns ibias t of riol. zie han beie defnd in Fig . paths to equilibrium, and U(Tr) is a typical barrier height on
We i (tere a craover e deart from aon to d anothr pofwer laweons aireracTi Oberve o th e leda td side ofws fi t. these paths. With this Legendre construction, we find
empeares ctionfe or•l ieach of h two egme. z I(S/$0) -S(T,)+[U(Tt)IT], which leads to
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I .. ... ,4"?i- TIT ) s(t)) -' eT It- " X.e=s- 14exp __ (8) -•T) -e- ý-- In- for t<r',
f(T)

I t is the time elapsed t < r( T) that determines the scale s(t) =1, for at;.. (12)
of the relaxation. The latter initiates at atomic size s(t)= o

on the rp= ro exp(zI/T) line. Then, depending on the condi. As a result,

tions, we can identify different regimes. In the whole B do- as(t)-1.] T
main 70< <7,,, where T.)(e- 1 )(t= -h(t ra), (13)

ir.± o 1-j- , (9) where J(x) and h(x) are the delta function and the stepfunc-
tion, respectively.

s(t) is well represented by the power law These are the s(tl ) values that we have to substitute to

( T 1 -- ot the exp(t/) in Eq. (5). At short range, on the Tp line, P(In 7)
s(t)-ltTIZXe~ exp 1t-- in , (10) is not yet the renormalized Gaussian, which we discussed in

Eq. (5). Taking

which is an exact result at T. In T zfor
Below To, the relaxation deviates toward logarithmic P In =- for In < 0,

decays in the C domain at times larger than r.--, \ 0 •o To T

1/-Z 1 z0u '#s(t)- T- In (tlro) 0 (11) for - <In\ 1-0

Over Tc, by contrast after many renormalizations, s(t) we found, using Eqs. (9) and (11) in the B and C domains,
jumps from - (T)Xe to a(T) on the r. line, respectively,

For 0<TIn(t/r 0)<z0.,

1-[1-eE2(l) -- n- in B domain for t < 7,,t,

TT O
--- In-, In C domain for t> or -; a-.. (14

and for 0.<T ln(t/• 0 ),

eE2  In), in B domain for t<r.
~~ ze0 ,x 01 (14')

2T In(ti 0 ) , in C domain for t>,r-,

where E 2(x) is the exponential integral of order 2. lish a cascade between the physical scale ý(T) by which the
Over T, we deduce, from Eq. (13) around ra, system is in equilibrium with the thermal bath if T> T, and

asW"1 T the atomic scale, where the interaction sits and where the
aInt)t/ .C(e- 1 )P(In T•)+-ý; Tc P(ln 7a). energy has to be introduced or evacuated. For this reason the
0 In t same type of solutions are found in many problems unrelated

(15) a priori: for example, the problem of spin glasses and its

For Q!>p, P(In I'.) is now the Gaussian distribution, which modelization by Ogielski and the problem of the glass tran-
is obtained after many renormalizations. The additional error sition and the mode-coupling theory. For these reasons, we
function introduces a skewness that was not present in Eq. observe, with no surprise, (t/l-)-a* or (T In t)-* dependen-
(6), and has the shape and magnitude requested, to account cies in spin glassesl0"11 or vortex glasses,'12 3 

depending on
for the observed asymmetry in the relaxation of the magne- the external conditions, as well as in dipolar or structural
tization. glasses (Fig. 4). What else could justify that the same word

of glass is indifferently applied to so different systems?
IIL. GENERALIZATION TO DIFFERENT CURVATURES In the cases that we considered so far, the system con-
OF: THE In(,im')(Or) CURVE structs larger effective barriers U=dln /ld(liT) for larger

AD these features proceed from the hierarchical structure scales. Damage therefore first hits the system at atomic range
of the response: the latter results from the necessity to estab- and then spreads out toward larger scales. This, with our
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L.L

1.39 -aS 1ar.

4 313 ..

1.9 Jif'-lz7 -1 *'10

,JS~t29t )•••' • ' ' -']'' 5 '0 in" 1 T%/ T 0 / /, z n( V

1.031 1 tTtnft/f,3o FIG. 6. The left-hasrd side as a Arrieanius reptseanuition of
¶ 0 st ,1 0_ Tlog(l - Tln-*, vs OIT for T, negative. T, fixes the sin of the curvanare,

with the consequence that, with our Legendre construction of Fig. 3, the
relaxation time decreases with s if T, = - T,. Damage therefort spreads out

FIG. 4. In ReC. 10, die relaxations over 10' s in a constant field at different Itor large toward atomic ranges. On the right-hand side, we show a sche-
temperatures below Tc of a CuWMn 5 aL % spin glass have been resealed onto matuc shape of the relaxation. A lare intial variation followed by a loga-
a unique master curve of (TIG)ln(/s7"). The present representation in terms ritltmic decay is expected, contrary to what is predicted for T, positive.
of (T/O)ln(t/lro) (curve 1) and of 84T In(r/70)] (curve 2) shows that the
master curve is well described by Eq. (14) in the C version, which predicts
I - T In t dependence at small times and (T In t)-' at longer times.

and all ranges respond simultaneously. The shape of the re-

laxation is fixed by the distribution P[In(7fto)]. The latter is
Legendre construction, is obviously associated with the cur- closer to a Gaussian and the relaxation closer to a symmetri-
vature of the equilibrium ln(71r 0) vs zOIT curve. With Eq. cal error function of (T/zO)ln(t/7 0 ) if the temperature is
(1), where we impose that 0 exists and is finite, we have decreased, as averages are less sensitive to the conditions of

M a(T) z I_ T,ý zO zOT, local disorder, being performed over larger &/• ratios. This
In - ... Inl- . (16) feature, we believe, contrasts a true transition at Tc=O, as it

0  Tc Tis observed in TaS,14 
or in "strong" glass formers from an

The sign of T, fixes the sign of the curvature, average over a fixed distribution of potential barriers, where
For T,=0, we are in the marginal situation where the always the same phase space is explored and the shape of the

system is just capable to build up the same Uetf for each new relaxation remains the same in terms of T ln(t•/0 ) (Fig. 5).
range. As a result, there is only one time scale: Finally for Tc negative, Eq. (16) provides solutions of

ln(, rT-o) In( 7',/ 7o) = z OI T, curvature opposite to those previously discussed. This with
our Legendre construction (Fig. 3) would mean that the sys-
tem builds up energy barriers that are smaller at larger

ranges, so that 7',< uS, and damage spreads out from the
(a) : ToSs larger ranges toward the smaller (Fig. 6). We want to stress

" .. N .,.. here that the legitimacy of parameter T, is entirely deter-
\ \" mined by the aptitude that Eq. (1), where it is defined, has to

10- \ \. describe a given physical situation. Thus, although the idea
:O k3 o4 ~6 s' ".of a negative Tc may appear unusual, we have shown previ-

*. 01645. 0,. ously that it permits to account extremely well for the static

properties of systems like heavy fermions,
1
5 where it is

t.=1200s agreed that we are close to a phase transition, but not enough

b to observe a divergence of a correlation at a finite tempera-
; (b) ture. Equation (1), with T,<O, leads to power laws of the

,temperature, which describe well what is observed. The tem-S•0 , -.t, •6sperature dependence of the relaxation time -r,. would corre-

01 spondingly flatten to a power law much slower than an
s" A Azrhenius behavior, and we would expect that -,<-p. These

features when they are observed are currently interpreted in
2 0  

. '". --- " .. ". - . ' ""terms of macroscopic quantum effects. In other words, con-

o 1 2 3 4 5 cepts completely different are called for, in order to account
toqt(tCs) for a change of sign in the curvature of experimental evi-

dence gathered in systems sometimes very close to one an-
FIG. 5. A one step relaxation is observed on an activated time scale m the other. We obtain the same effect by changing the sign of
charge density wave system TaS3 (Ref. 14). The relaxation AT becomes parameter Tc. An implication is that the information that
closer to an ertor function and dAli log r closer to a Gatssian of the log t
variable at lower temperatures. Ths •uggests pe space and flows from toward C(T) in the case where we have a
transition at Tc=O. transition flows from ý(T) toward f in these cases that per-
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lain to s aagnetfia where we have no singularity at 'W. CWnlin and J. Soukeje. J. •ays. I From 1, 403 ( 1991)"
. dfinite temperature of the f(T) dependence. zR. G. Plma D. L Sem" eL Abram. and P W. Amdlngsa PaYs. Rev.

We observe in Eq. (17) that all the information that we L W. Mco, oadJ. T. Bedl, J. Sta. etys. 34. 129 (194).
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Exchange sifness of Ca-doped YIG
I. Avgn&) and D. L Huber
Dpafnsu ofPhysics, Unarsay of lWscoiw-adipo- t Mad-^ Wb.cem 53706

An effective medium theory for the zero-temperature exchange stiffness of uncompensated
Ca-doped YIG is presented. The theory is based on the assumption that the effect of the Ca
impurities is to produce strong, random ferromagnetic interactions between spins on the a and d
sublattices. In the simplest version of the theory, a fraction, x, of the ad exchange integrals are large
and positive, x being related to the Ca concentration. The stiffness is calculated as function of x for
arbitrary pertubed ad exchange integral, J:. For JrŽ>()jIJ.+3JddI, with J.. and J. denoting
the aa and dd exchange integrals, respectively, there is a critical concentration, X, , such that when
x>X, the stiffness is complex. It is suggested that Xc delineates the region where there are
significant departres from colinearity in the ground state of the Fe spins. Extension of the theory
to a model where the Ca doping is assumed to generate FeC4 ions on the tetrahedral sites is
discussed. Possible experimental tests of the theory are mentioned.

I. INTRODUCTION and the conductivity of an equivalent network of resistors.5

In the EMA, the effective exchange stiffness, Aff, is given4Recently, there has been a growing interest in the effect as the solution to the equation 6

of uncompensated Ca doping on the magnetic and other
properties of YIG (yttrium iron garnet, Y3Fe5Ol 2) and related P(A)f(A-A co)(2A e•+A) dA=0, (1)

compounds.' There appears to be a general consensus that f
the addition of Ca introduces strong ferromagnetic interac-
tions between Fe ions on the tetrahedral and octahedral sites. where P(A) denotes the probability distribution for the stiff.
Two models have been proposed to explain how this might ness, A. In order to calculate P(A) for the 0- model, we

come about. The first of these assumes that the extra hole note that the stiffness of YIG is proportional to the sum

arising from the Ca
2
+ substitution resides on the tetrahedral &4a,- 

5
Jad+ 

3
Jdd, where J., J.d, and Jdd denote the

site, so that the Ca doping leads to a random distribution of nearest-neighbor octahedral-octahedral, tetrahedral-octa-

Fe4+ ions with ferromagnetic interactions with neighboring hedral, and tetrahedral-tetrahedral exchange integrals,

Fe ions on the a and d sublattices.
2 

In the second model, it is respectively.
7 

Since the doping is hypothesized to affect only

assumed that the excess hole is located on the oxygen ion, the ad interactions, P(A) is given by an expression of the

bridging a tetrahedral and octahedral site. The presence of form

the 0- ion leads to a strong ferromagnetic ad exchange P(A)=x8(A-ud.ld-U)+(l-x)8(A-uJ.d-V), (2)
interaction.3 

Studies of the spectral and temporal dependence
of the Faraday rotation and x-ray photoemission spectros- where J',d is the interaction between Fe ions on a and d sites
copy suggest that the Fe4+ model is appropriate for Ca con- bridged by an 0- ion. The fraction of perturbed ad interac-
centrations less than 0.16 per formula unit, while at higher tions is denoted by x, and u and v are constants.
concentrations, there is evidence indicating the existence of After inserting (2) into (1), it becomes convenient to
0- ions.4 rewrite the solution in terms of AWA/o, the ratio of A g to

The purpose of this paper is to outline a theoretical the stiffness of pure YIG, A 0 , and the parameter R, defined
analysis of the effects of Ca doping on the exchange stiffness by
of YIG that is based on the effective medium approximation
(EMA). The theory is developed in detail for the 0- model, R = 04 d- U.. - 3dd)/(8Ja. - 5.d + 3Jdd), (3)
and then extended, with additional approximations, to the which is seen to be the negative of the ratio of the stiffness of
Fe4+ picture. In addition to predicting the variation of the YIG with J.,i replaced by Jd to the stiffness of pure YIG.
stiffness constant with Ca doping, the theory also provides The resulting solution for Ad/Ao takes the form
information about the onset of significant departures from
colinearity in the ground state of the spin system. 2AdWA 0= 1 + (1)R - (½)x( 1 +R)

×{[l +(½) R- (3)x(1 +R )]2-2R1/2. (4

II. THEORY Because of the radical in Eq. (4), A e becomes complexS~for x>X• (assuming R>0), where X, is given by

The effective medium approximation exploits the formal

connection between the zero-temperature exchange stiffness Xc=(1)[1 -(R/2)112] 2
/(1 +R). (5)

"CuUrent addr=m: Deprtment of Physics, West Virginia University, Mor- It is useful to define two other functions of R, X,(>X),

amown, WeA V'ir3,. 26506. which denotes the concentration where the real and imagi-
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30 - -IIL. DSicuSSON
According to the interpretation of Vannimenus et aL,"'

-a - the presence of an imaginary part in the EMA approximation

for the exchange stiffness signals the breakdown of the col-
20 linear approximation for the ground state that underlies theEMA. That is, for x >X, (fixed R I, one expects significant

5xs noncolinearity among the spins. The results for the 0(a) model inaicate a breakdown of die colineaw approximation
x0 •----'-_______(b)with increasing Ca doping for all R>O, i.e., for
0 (b)J'.,•> - 18J.. + 3J da. The connection between x, the fraction

of perturbed ad interactions, and the Ca concentration is
0 5 -- made explicit by the fact that each formula unit of YIG cot-

responds to 12 ad interactions. As a consequence, if c de-

0 02 004 0 0e 00 01 S notes the number tr tetraions per formula unit, x = c/1.2,
X since the excess hole can be located on any one of 12 bonds.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the theory can also be
applied to the Fe4x model, albeit with further approxima-

FIG. 1. A,•/Ao vs x for 0x0. 1. (a) R= 1 1; (b) A =0.54. Aj is the tions. The essential assumption is that the interaction Ae-
effective exchange stiffne.ss of C~a.-o YIG [cf. Eq. (UL] and A,) is the tween the Fe 4 ion on the tetrahedral site ants the Fe3a ion pel
stiffness of purn YIG; x is the fraction of perturwed adM exchange integrals
andRis defined by Eq. (3).T two valuesofRcorrespond toX.=0.l . the nearest-neighbor octahedral site is much greater than the

interaction between the Fr4+ and the Fe4* and Femi ions or.
the nearest-neighbor tetrahedral sites. Assuming this to be
with the (and neglecting the difference between the spins of

nrpatso f local field using, and and wheraue tecniue maypro

part of Aef is zero. From Eq. v3), we obtain the results the Feil and Fe4o ions), Eqs. (4)-(7) are applicable, with R
defined as (8J' - 5J..)/( 5J,,. - 8J,,d+ 3Jdd) and x, identi-

X, = (13)(1 + R/2 -R 112)1(1 +R) (6) fied as the fraction of tetrahedral sites occupied by Fe 4*" ions.

Since therae withree tetrahedral sites per formula unit,
and x=sa3.

It should be noted that the theory outlined in this paper

06npertains to the exchange stiffness, which is related to the .spin
Figure I shows the variation of the ratio A ef/Ao with x for wave dispersion constant, D, through the equation D = A/MU.
two values of R corresponding to the physically plausible where M is the magnetization. Since MW is real. a complex

value X, = 0.1, while Fig. 2 displays the variation of X, X I value for A translates into a complex value for fr which is

and X2 with R, which are obtained from Eqs. (5t, (6), and indicative of strong spin wave damping. Measurements of

(7), respectively, over the interval 00R-- 141. the spin wave dispersion constant, along with the magnetiza-
tion, should nrovide information about the renormalization
and damping of the spin wave modes that can he comparemo
with the predictions of the EMA. Also, measurt ents of the

. Natlocal fields using NMR and Mtio bauer techniqu.s may pro-
vide information about the breakdown of colinearity in the
ground state with increasing Ca doping, thus leading to an

realestimate of R and hence JA a-
Finally, we should emphasize that our approach is based

o06 on the assumption that the holes are localized and immobile.
X •\ If the holes are delocalized or can hop from site to site, our

h (C) theory is not applicable, and P Jternative approaches must beo 4 relied upon.9
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Random-exchange to random-field crossover breaking In Mno23Zn0.wF2

F. C. Montenegro, J. C. 0. de Jesus, and A. Rosales-Rivera")
Deparramento de Fisica, Universidade Federal de Pernambuco 50670-901 Recife-PE, Brazil

The critical phase boundary T,(H) of Mn0%35 ZnriF, has been mapped in a (H,T) phase diagram
using dc magnetization measurements. Our data show that T,(H) is governed by a scaling law
TN-T,(H)-H2•, with ,=3.40'.2. This value of 46 exponent is in clear departure with the
universal random-exchange Ising model to random-field Ising model (REIM-RFIM) crossover
exponent 0--1.4, found in weakly diluted samples of MnZn,__F2 and FeZn,•F,. This
observation and results from previous birefringence studies for samples of Mn•Zn, _F, with x--0.4
suggest that a REIM-RFIM crossover breaking occurs somewhere in the interval 0.35<x<0.4.

I. INTRODUCTION curves of Figs. 1 and 2 are those typical of a predominant AF

The weakly anisotropic dilute antiferromagnetic (DAF) order taking place at low temperatures. For H=0 AF LRO in

compound Mn,Zn _,F2 has its critical phase boundary MnxZniF 2 is supported by neutron scattering investiga-
i To(H) determined for a number of values of x(x>0.4 ), from tions for x>0.4 (Ref. 10) and also close to xp .9 In presencedifferent experimental techniques.b 6 Under a weak magnetic of a uniform field parallel to the easy axis and following the

field H applied along the easy [001] direction T,(H) is gov- ZFC procedure, neutron scattering studies also support AF
erned by a random-exchange Ising model (REIM) to LRO under weak H for x>0.4.4."-' 2 However, no neutron
random-field Ising model (RFIM) crossover scaling. This scattering data is available for values of x close to the one
crossover scaling stipulates7 that T,-T,(H)-H2"', where used in the present work. (MIH) X T curves of Fig. 1 also
T,, is the Niel temperature and 0-- 1.4 is the universal show that for H>8 kOe the ZFC data are no longer compat-
REIM-RFIM crossover exponent. For x<0.4, the magnetic ible with AF ordering, however, no clear signature of a first-
behavior of MnxZn, _,F2 has been studied using magnetiza- order AF to spin-flop (SF) transition is seen in the (MI
tion and ac susceptibility measurements by Bazhan and H) X T curves (see Ref. 6).
Petrov.8 They claim that for H=G and near the percolation Another low-temperature feature evidenced in Figs. I
concentration (xp =0.24) this compound converts into a state and 2 is the presence of an excess of magnetization
of a time-varying spin glass at low temperatures. However, (AM-MFc-MzFc) in the FC curves as compared with the
for H=0, neutron scattering data close to xp showed9 that ZFC ones, in the field range 0.5--H--12.5 kOe. For
long-range antiferromagnetic order (AF LRO) is maintained 2-<H;10 kOe, AM increases with increasing H (see Fig. 1),
for all x>xP. This apparent controversy motivated the as expected13-15 from the nucleation of field aligned domains
present study. Moreover, little attention has been given to the on cooling diluted uniaxial antiferromagnets from the para-
critical behavior in MnxZn,-,F 2 for x<0.4. It is a major magnetic (P) phase under an applied field parallel to the
purpose of this paper to map the critical phase boundary ofMno 5 Zn~tF2 in a(HT) pasediagam.easy axis. No significant time dependence has been observed
Mn0.35Zn0.65F2 in a (H,T) phase diagram. in the time scale of acquisition of MFc data (typically 5 min

per point). However, dynamic effects were not explored in
II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION the present work in a long-time basis. For 0.5--H<2 kOe,

AM undergo a striking reversal of its H dependence (coin-
The experiments were performed on a single crystal of pare the ZFC-FC irreversibilities of Fig. I with correspond-

Mn0 .35Zn.05F2 . The concentration of magnetic ions was de- ing ones in Fig. 2), i.e., AM decreases as H increases for this
termined using density measurements. We have measured the low-H ran e. This behavior does not follow the current theo-
magnetization M in Mno.35Zo.65F2 with a vibrating sample g
magnetometer. The temperature and applied field were varied retical predictions for the field dependence of the excess of
in the ranges 4.2<T<20 K and 0<H<20 kOe, respectively, magnetization in d=3 DAF realizations of the RFIM
The temperature of the sample was controlled within 1 mK problem.

13.t4

using an almost field-insensitive carbon glass thermometer. The ZFC temperature dependence of d(M/H)IdT in the
H was applied parallel to the easy (001] direction. The tern- vicinity of Tr(H) is shown in Fig. 3 for values of H in the
perature (T) dependence of M was measured using tempera- range 0.5--H--7.5 kOe. The position of the d(M/H)IdT
ture cycling (H fixed), following the usual zero-field-cooling peaks indicates'6-' 8 the critical temperature Tr(H) in DAF
(ZFC) and field-cooling (FC) procedures. compounds. As seen in Fig. 3, d(MIH)/dT peaks become

In Figs. I and 2 we show the measured temperature de- drastically rounded and shift to lower T upon increasing H.
pendence of the susceptibility (M/H) for applied field in the The excessive rounding of the peaks here is possibly not
interval 3.5--H--20 and 0.5-H--1.5 kOe, respectively, us- entirely due to concentration gradients and RFIM critical
ing ZFC and FC procedures. For 0.5-<H<7.5 kOe the ZFC slowing down as experimentally observed5'6 for x>0.4 in

MnZn1 _,F 2 . If so, Tc(H) represents only a virtual line of

'Permanent address: Departamento de Fisica, Universidad Nacional de Co- destroyed (rounded) phase transitions. Neutron scattering
lombia, A.A. 127, Manizales, Colombia. measurements in samples with x values in the range of the
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the dc susceptibility (MlIi) of FIG. 3. ZFC temperature dependence of d(AUIH)IdT in MNZhF, for
Mn,3 .5 Zn01 ,F,, in the ZFC (full symbols) and FC (open symbols) proce- 0.5,-W-_7.5 kOe. The solid lines are guides ro thre eye.
dures for 3.S;_HN.20 kOe.

conclude that the convex "-sa3.4 regime" extends to H=O
one used in the present work are requested to clarify this in Mn0o3SZn0 .75F,. The T,(H) phase boundary is also shown
point, in the inset of Fig. 4, but plotted as H•'6 vs T, with 0r-3.4.

The mapping of the critical phase boundary T,(H), ob- This is in contrast with the standard 0---1.4 REIM-RFIM
tained from data in Fig. 3, in a (H,T) phase diagram is crossover behavior, found at weak applied fields in all mea-
presented for O<H<•5 kOe in Fig. 4. As well known, in sured samples of MnZnt _,F 2 for x--0.4.

5
-
6 

These studies
presence of a weak uniform field parallel to the easy axis, the suggest that the REIM-RFIM crossover breaking occurs
peak position at T,(H) in DAF systems is generally gov- somewhere in the interval 0.35<Zx<0.4. It can be also ob-
erned by a scaling law Ta--T,(H)-H•€', after mean-field served from Fig. 3 that the amplitudes of the d(M/H)/dT
correction,7 where (A---1.4 is the universal REIM-RFIM peaks decrease as H increases, and then they also do not

crossover exponent. However, by using the above scaling follow a REIM-RFIM crossover scaling. 17.18

law to fit data of Fig. 4, we get 0=3.4±0.2, where One would expect the Mno.35Zno.65F, sample to behave
TN= 10.8-0. K was obtained from peaks in the ac suscep- in a qualitatively similar way to Fighly diluted samples of the
tibility measuredt9 at zero field in the same sample used in isostructural system FeZnt _172,20-22 but with smaller limits
the present work (see Fig. 5). The position of TN coincides for the high-H regime with Mn than with Fe, due to the
with the extrapolation of the TA(H) data to H=O. As no smaller anisotropy of the former. However, the experimental
frequency dependence was found in the close vicinity of TN results do not confirm this expectation. In the Fe system, it
in the ac suceptibility data and the temperature sensors used
in both experiments have been previously calibrated, we can

4.4 0.• .5 kOý tL44 5-4

00

.. 
2 -9

35 n .. : 0.,
I" M oosssZ so s.5:•VroO.35Zno.65 2 9.5 9.5 10.5

.3.4 1 , ý T(K) T

7,5 11.5 15.5
T(K) FIG. 4. (H,T) phase diagram of M 3,sZnr.,1F for O<Har5 kOe. The inset

shows the same data in a H''* vs T plot. The solid lines are best fitted to the
FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the dc susceptibility (MIH) of data esing the scaling law TN - T(H) -Hl with =3.4 t-0.2. T5 was
Mno3sZnt.aF 2 , in the ZFC (full symbols) and FC (open symbols) proce- obtained from ac susceptibility measurements at H=0 (see Fig. 5) and co-
dures for 0.5"%; 1.5 kOe. incides with the extrapolation of the T,(H) data to H=O.
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r 340C of H. Their conclusions fit in with data presented in this
MZg"Rie'Z work. However, a careful study on the stability of the long-

jA f-17330 NX range AF order as a function of xe is necessary for a better
3000 - T.- 10A 10.1 K understanding of the magnetic properties of this system close

* 'i~to the percolation threshold.
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r- Order by disorder In an anisotropic pyrochlore lattice antiferromagnet
* S. T Bramwell
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Department of Physics, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, British Columbia VSA IS6, Canada

The properties of the classical Heisenberg pyrochlore lattice antiferromagnet with local planar single
ion anisotropy are discussed. The zero temperature ground state is found to be macroscopically
degenerate and without long range order. Monte Carlo simulations are used to investigate the
properties of the system at finite temperature. We find that thermal fluctuations select a subset of the
ground state manifold, and induce a first-order phase transition to a conventional Niel ground state.

In recent years, there has been increasing interest in spin rate interpenetrating pyrochlore lattices; in the spinels AB204
models which show the phenomenon of "order by (e.g., MgCr 20 4),' the B sites form a pyrochlore lattice; in
disorder."' The phenomenon is generally associated with intermetallics of general formula AB, with the "C15" struc-

, frustrated systems, in which the classical ground state mani- ture (e.g., YMn 2
7
), the B atoms occupy a pyrochlore lattice.

fold is highly degenerate, and includes both ordered and dis- Another example is the Fe
3
' lattice in FeF 3,

8 
which can be

ordered states. However, the degeneracy of the ground state represented as a cubic pyrochlore structure with vacancies.
may be lifted by thermal fluctuations in the following way. In most of these compounds the magnetic interactions are
At a small but finite temperature, T= 0+, there are usually a predominantly antiferromagnetic; however, few appear to be

greater number of softer and more easily excitable states as- simple Heisenberg systems. They display a particularly rich

sociated with the ordered, than with the disordered ground variety of magnetic phenomena, including helical structures,
7

states, and so entropy prefers the ordered states. Usually one first-order phase transitions,
6 

irreversibilities,
8 

and-most in-

state is selected, apart from the trivial global symmetry op- triguing of all-spin glass behavior, in compounds such as
erations, with the ironic result that thermal disorder has in- M 2Mo20 7 (M=Y, Th).

9 These materials have apparently
duced order in the system. In a quantum system, zero point negligible disorder, and are possibly the closest thing we

fluctuations can achieve the same effect, know to a nondisordered spin glass.'
0

In this paper we present a spin model in which order by In order to begin to understand the properties, and, in

thermal disorder occurs in a rather spectacular fashion, via a particular, the spin glass behavior of the real materials, we

discontinuous phase transition, as in the type-I face centered are currently investigating the effect of perturbations to the

cubic Heisenberg antiferromagnet.
2 

The system we consider basic Heisenberg Hamiltonian. In this paper we treat the case

is the Heisenberg pyrochlore lattice antiferromagnet with lo- of local easy-plane single-ion anisotropy, and use the Hamil-

cal easy-plane anisotropy. The pyrochlore lattice
3 is illus- tonian

trated in Fig. 1. Its near neighbor bonds form a three-
dimensional array of comer-linked regular tetrahedra, with H=-Jy_ Sj-SDX (S.thi) 2, (1)
overall cubic symmetry. It can be regarded as the three- 0ij)

dimensional analog of the better-known kagom6 lattice, where J<0 is the near neighbor antiferromagnetic exchange
which is a comer-linked array of equilateral triangles. In both coupling and D<O an anisotropy constant." The hi axes for
systems, with antiferromagnetic near neighbor Heisenberg each spin are parallel to the four threefold axes of the el-
exchange, the elementary tetrahedral or triangular plaquettes ementary bond tetrahedra, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). These
are highly frustrated, and the ground state is determined only

by the rather unrestrictive conditton q Si=0 on each
individual plaquette, where Si are classical spins. Because of
this, the ground state manifold is highly degenerate. Thermal
selection of a long range magnetically ordered state in the
Heisenberg pyrochlore lattice antiferromagnet is not ob-
served down to T0O(J100), where J is the antiferromag-
netic exchange. 4 

Whether or not it occurs in the Heisenberg
kagomi lattice antiferromagnet is not yet firmly established
and is the subject of current investigation.

5

The pyrochlore lattice is particularly common in nature,
occurring in several extensive series of compounds. In the
cubic pyrochlores, of general formula A2B20 7 (e.g.,
Hg2Nb20 7

3
), the metallic A!" and B(7- )+ ions lie on sepa- FIG. I. Pyrochlore lattice, showing the cubic unit cell.
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(a) (b) lion of each rod (N is the number of spins). It is seen that the
ground state has broken symmetry with a unique spin plane,

6 a but no conventional spin order, and may thus be described as
a "uniaxial nematic." The entropy per spin approaches zero
in the thermodynamic limit as N - 3, but the spins remain
disordered.

- - d At first sight the system presently studied would appear
"-> to be a good candidate for intrinsic spin glass behavior, as

observed in several real materials. However, we have inves-
b b tigated the finite temperature properties using Monte Carlo

simulations, and discovered that thermal fluctuations induce
an antiferromagnetic ground state, at least it our finite lattice
simulations. We now give a brief summary of our results.

FIG. 2. (a) Elementary tetrahedral bond plaquette abcd. indicating the local Monte Carlo simulations were carried out using the con-
anisotropy axes (arrows) and corresponding easy spin planes. Ib) Elemen- ventional Metropolis spin flipping algorithm in the tempera-
tary tetrahedron viewed down a two-fold axis, showing one of the 12 de-
generate ground state spin arrangements. lure range 0.05-tT/iJ- 1. Lattice sizes ranging from

L3= 23-63 were used, where 0 is the number of unit cells
(see Fig. 1). These correspond to 16L

3 
spins ranging from

local axes are dictated by the space group symmetry of the 128 to 3456, respectively. The strongly anisotropic case with

cubic pyrochlore lattice, and are parallel to the four (111) D = 5J has been studied, in order to clearly reveal the effect

Sdirections (see Fig. 1). of the anisotropy. All thermodynamic quantities were calcu-

The ground state of the elementary tetrahedron can be lated using multiple histogram methods.t
2 

All simulation

found by the following argument. Consider the tetrahedron runs were started with a random spin configuration at a high

a-b-c-d illustrated in Fig. 2(a), with spins S,, etc. situated temperature above TN, and were systematically annealed in

at each vertex. The anisotropy energy of Sa is minimized such a way that histograms for neighboring temperatures

when Sa lies in a plane parallel to b-c-d; and similar rela- overlapped. Equilibrium spin configurations for one tempera-

tionships hold for the other spins. Now introduce the two ture were used as starting configurations for the next simu-

antiferromagnetic bonds a-b and c-d, and temporally ig- lation at a slightly lower temperature. At least 1000 Monte

nore the other four bonds. Minimization of the energy of Carlo steps were allowed for equilibration at each tempera-

each spin pair occurs when the two spins are antiferromag- ture, and at least 10 000 steps were used for generation of

netically aligned parallel to the direction of intersection of thermodynamic data. Long range order was detected by cal-

their two easy planes. S_, Sb therefore lie parallel to the bond culating the four-sublattice magnetization:

c-d, and S_, Sd lie parallel to the bond a-b. This can be
seen by viewing the tetrahedron down one of its twofold - (2)

axes, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The configuration is fourfold
degenerate, with the states related by flips of the spin pairs. where, for example m. is the net moment on sublattice a:

These configurations actually obey the condition 2Sj=0,
which minimizes the total exchange energy of the tetrahe- ma3 = ()

dron. The ground state manifold of the tetrahedron therefore N" i S.
comprises the three symmetry-related sets of such configu-
rations, which are generated by the three twofold axes of the The four sublattices are labeled in Fig. 2. The ordering sus-
tetrahedron. It should be noted that the anisotropy introduces ceptibility,
no extra frustration, but selects only 12 of the originally in-
finite set of ground states. X,=(N/T)((m)- (m,)

2
), (4)

The energy of the whole lattice is minimized if each
tetrahedron of spins can adopt a configuration such as that was also measured. Figure 3 shows the behavior of the sub-
shown in Fig. 2(b). Referring to Fig. 1, the bonds of the lattice magnetization, mi, and indicates that long range order
pyrochlore lattice, when viewed perpendicular to the cube occurs below TN/i=0.l, with an ordering wave vector
face of the unit cell, form two sets of infinite rods that are q=0. The very sharp rise in m, indicates that the transition is
mutually perpendicular. These rods can be labeled as a-b- strongly first order. A small degree of rounding of any ther-
a-b-a.., or c-d-c-d-c..., where any permutation of modynamic quantity is always expected in finite systems at a
(abcd) defines an elementary tetrahedron. It can be seen that first-order transition. The inset shows the lattice size depen-
the ground state of the whole system is such that each rod dence of the maximum in the heat capacity, indicating a di-
has a perfectly antiferromagnetic spin arrangement. There is vergence C.o L

3
, as expected, at a first-order transition.

t 3

no correlation between rods, but all the spins in the system The maximum in X, also shows similar behavior. This is a
are coplanar. The ground state manifold is thus divided into new example

t 2 
of thermal selection of a long range ordered

three symmetry-related subsets, in which the spins lie in the state. A rapid quench from T= - to below TN, T/IJ =0.06,
(1 0 0) (0,1,0) or (0,0,1) planes; and in each subset there are resulted in formation of the ordered phase after about W05

approximately 2N"3 states related by flipping the spin direc- Monte Carlo steps, indicating that slow annealing is not re-
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1.0 1 In conclusion, we have studied the pyrochoior lattice
* *0 Heisenberg antiferromatgnet with a physicly realistic an-

25 isotropy allowed by symmetry (the easy plane case). The
0.8 , system has a disordered T =0 pround state with nematic or-

der, cosnm of randomly onented antiermgoecti
0.6 ~ ,"rods" of spins. Monte Carlo simulations suggest q=O or-0.6 dering via a strongly first-order phase transition. Thi6 can be

X V 1 understood as resulting from a thennaily-induced effective
0.4 0 o 50 X1 W20 20 coupling between the spin rods, and constitutes a remarkable
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A new scheme to percolation thresholds
Serge Galam and AUM MaugerI -Groupe de Ph'sique des Solides.Y Tour 23, 2 place Jussieu, 7'251 Paris Ceder 05, France

Using a ferromagnetic lsmg model, a new lattice homogeneity breaking approach (HBA) for
two-dimensional site dilution is presented. The critical temperature is stated to result from an
energetic balance between the cluster center and its surface. This definition produces a breaking in
the homogeneity of the system between the fluctuating cluster magnetization and the mean bulk
counterpart. Site dilution is then found to generate additional breaking of the system homogeneity,
with the introduction of a generalized surface effect which makes our procedure qualitatively
different from the Bethe one. The HBA results in a simple new analytic expression for site
percolation thresholds, which reproduces the exact values or numerical estimates for all lattice
topologies in dimension two, within few percent.

I. INTRODUCTION found to produce, surprisingly, all three-dimensional site
thresholds within a few percent.

The relevance of percolation phenomena to describe
physical systems in analogy to phase transitions has been
understood for decades.1- Since then, much effort has been 1I. THE FERROMAGNETIC ISING PROBLEM
expended to determine values for critical thresholds accord-
ing to the symmetry classification of all existing lattices (for Let us consider a ferromagnetic Ising system on a
reviews, see Refs. 3-6). q-nearest-neighbor lattice. The Hamiltonian is

Percolation is associated with two kinds of dilution,
which are attached, respectively, to bond and site. Exact re- H= -J •, sS,, (I)
suits for percolation thresholds are very hard to obtain ana- (ip)
lytically. Most difficult is the site percolation problem. In this where S* = + 1 is an Ising variable, and the interactions J are
case, only the two-dimensional triangular and Kagome cases restricted to nearest neighbors (nn's). To go beyond the mo-
are solved exactly.4 Not a single exact result has been ob- lecular field approximation, it is necessary to distinguish the
tained for three dimensions. It is also worth noting that each local environment of any magnetic site from the more remote
exact result has been derived by itself and not as an outcome part of the crystal. To achieve such a goal, we start from one

'some general approach. Last, but not least is the Scher and site labeled i, to which we refer as an A site. Then we label
,,ai proposal 7 to have a constant product pj, where f is the set of its nn by the index j and call them B sites. Last,

the lattice filling factor. How .'er, this idea, although general, the nn of j sites, except the i site, are labeled by the index k
does not yield good results. It needs an ad hoc choice of the and are called C sites. The A site plus these B and C shells
constarT. which varies with the dimension, and has a 15% constitute a supercell for the lattice. This supercell is then
error bai. used to pave the space and reproduce the whole lattice. The

For more than 50 years the Bethe scheme has been a lattice is thus divided into three distinct sublattices denoted
well-known approch to go beyond the mean-field treatment respectively A, B, and C. The scheme is easily visualized in
of many-body problems. In the present work, we extend it to the square case. In this scheme, Eq. (1) can be written in the
calculate percolation thresholds analytically using a new equivalent form,
cluster-like scheme in a ferromagnetic [sing system. The
mean-field expression for the critical temperature kT =qJ is H = -Js' (S, S+ S S1 4
postulated to hold beyond the inclusion of fluctuations within H i.A a.i = I je k.1= i C
a nc•rest-neighbors cluster, in the form kTc=qJea. The ef- (2)
fective coupling constant Jff is calculated from an energetic
balance between the center and the surface of the cluster. The The prime means that the summation over k j-nn sites does
homogeneity is thus broken, which results in three distinct not include the i site. The first step beyond the mean-field
magnetizations: at the cluster center, the cluster surface, and approach amounts to treat exactly both S, and nn spins S;.
the bulk. That is why we call this model the homogeneity while more remote Sk" spins are treated within mean field.
breaking approach (HBA), which differs from the Bcthe These remote spins belonging to the C sublattice are re-
scheme, where the magnetizations at the cluster center and placed by their thermal average (S,'J)-=mc in the Hamil-
the surface are forced to be equal. The HBA yields all two- tonian. We are left with three unknown magnetizations which
dimensional site thresholds within a few percent. Moreover, are respectively, mA=(Si), msR-(Sl), and m'a-mc. Equa-
a simple average of our general result with the Bethe one is tion (2) reduces to H= 7Xi.AHj, where Hi is given by

q q q-l

"tlaboratoire asLwi au C.N.R.S. M.A. No. 17) et auxLniversitis Paris Vt1 H,=-JSiy, S -hy S'; hsJy (Sk!). (3)
et Paris VI. j= j1 kI
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wherethe set k runsfor all (q -1)nearest ne~ghbors of, .,I I
respectively, each site j, site i being excluded. The molecular
field h takes the form _

h =J(q- 1)m', (4)

We now introduce spin dilution on the lattice. At each I___
site I is associated a random variable el with the probability
distribution function, p(el)=x8(e,- 1)+(I -x)8(e,),
where x is the occupied site density. From Eq. (3) the parti-
tion function Z can be written Z=Z+ +ZZ, where the suffix -- - -

corresponds to, respectively, Si = + 1 and S=- 1. Under this I
form the mean value (e•S) is obtained as equal to J
ej(Z Z -_)/(Z ++ Z _). The derivative of Z with respect to----r ,,awSh, divided by (q- 1)Z is just (eS'). At order one in a,

the following two mean-value equations are obtained:

(5) FIG. I. Multilaliice view of [be lwo-dimensional square laffice. Symbols(eiSi) =x'q tanh( y)ot, (57), (0). (0). and (X) denoic respectively A. B. (', and D latice sites

and

l( eSi) [x +x
3
(q- 1 )tanh2 ( y) ], (6) 1N

S=77= - .(12)
where (...) denotes a configurational average over site dis-
order variables {Je} and y--,/. Note that Tc-Tý for x = 1, since Eq. (11) matches Eq.
A. The Both approach (7), with the consequence that (S,)= (S;). The HBA ap-

__proach is at this stage equivalent to the Bethe model. How-
The requirement (eS = (eýS') produces a Bethe ver- ever, in the Bethe scheme, it is usually stated that the com-

sion of the usual self-consistent mean-field equation of state. mon mean-value magnetization m=_(S,) =(S,) is the
The associated critical temperature is magnetization in the bulk, i.e., m = i'. Nevertheless. substi-

) !tution of Eq. (4) into Eq. (5) results in
tanh =;(---q•- 1 ) "(7) m =q tanh( 7),A(q- 1 )m ', (13)

The critical threshold for percolation is then obtained at which obviously shows that m * m', thus proving wrong the

T, =0 giving above homogeneity assumption. To get m=m' at any tem-
perature would require a temperature dependent coupling in

s_ 1 Eq. (4) instead of J. The lattice homogeneity has thus been(q- 1) (8) already broken within the Bethe model. Though opposite to

what is usually assumed in all textbooks, this result is fully
which is the exact percolation threshold derived on a Caylee consistent with the cluster character of the Bethe scheme
tree. which is enhanced by the symmetry-lattice view.

As soon as x * 1, our model differs from the Bethe one.

In particular, at T= Tý, we now have (eQS,) * (eS') in con-
B. The homogeneIty breaking approach tradistinction to the pure situation. Dilution is thus found to

We assume that the T, functional is universal under the produce an additional breaking in homogeneity through a

form surface effect which results in three different magnetizations
at respectively, the center, the surface, and the bulk. Such a

kgTr=qJ~e, (9) multibreaking in homogeneity is indeed consistent with the

where Jeff is an effective coupling. At the mean-field level site hierarchy we have built. The treatment is fully exact for

Jeff=J. To go beyond this result we now determine Jf from the central site, partly exact for its nearest neighbors, and

the expression for & accounting for the interaction with x(q mean field for next nearest neighbors. Equation (3) corre-

- 1) site magnetizations, after Eq. (4): sponds to such a cluster which covers the whole space by
translational invariance (see Fig. 1). On the opposite Eq. (1)

id is associated to a perfect mean-field lattice realized only in
"- l s (10) the Caylee tree.

Using Eq. (5) the critical temperature T" becomes Ill. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

/k-J 1 At this stage, to check our procedure it is worth compar-
tanh =x-- (11) ing various lattices exact estimate percolation thresholds to

those obtained, respectively, from Eqs. (8) and (12). Results

The associated percolation threshold is are shown in Table 1. From the table it is clearly seen that x4
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TABLE I' fnstgobu tresmJj" mn dig BC*C mmwdefaid us ~nthe priesen a site k is simultaneously a mean-field nearest neighbor of awork 41, competed with exact at mnwmricall esanumaji, after Ret. 3. The *SOt j MWd an exact nearest neighbor of the central site i. to
et~fttttesdtsl5~514 2,Otherwise, a. 1. other words some sites k are also Sites j. In such a case, the

distinction between the subsets j and I as irrelevant, and so
q !- , are Eqs. (2) and (3). Such a topology is characteristic of

d-2 Sq-ar 4 0.333 0_577 0.593 frustrated lattices, so-calller because the sentuence (+ -) can-
THowyaoar 3 0.200 0.707 0.69o not be fulfilled simulataneously for all nearest neighbors tn
Ktaiiar.gm 4 0.333 0.70 0.530 case the interaction as anttferronsagnctic. Ac~counating exactly

d-3 Diamond 4 0.333 0.577 0.428 for all interactions among first neares neighbr yields, in
ac 6 0.200 0.447 0.31J the Kagomsj case the exrpression 4AF=1I/ j(-q- 2) Winsted of
bc 8 0.143 0.378 0.245 '1 iin "O77 iclsrtp 063ha
fee. t2 0.091 0.316 0.196 Fl.(1). gvn 077whichiscoetop=063hn

dj=- Caylee tree q I I I x, =0.577. Extending the formula to the triangular cawe gives
(1) ~ q T- -- the exact result .4N=0.500.

In conclusion, this new approab to tackle two-
____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ___ dimensional lattice problems goes beyond the usual Beths.

scheme, and yields the first analytic formula for all two-
dimensionsl percolation theaholds, in agreement (within a

gives rather good results for two dimensions. However, for few percent) with exact results. In a field where most results
three dimension the data do not fit very well. It is worth are either numerical or specific to a given lattice, our general
noticing that while the usual Bethe scheme underestimates analytical result should shed new light on the actual state of

4 fluctuations, giving lower threshold values, our own scheme understanding.
overestimates them with higher thresholds. At this stage it AKO LDMN
turns out that making a simple average of the respective two AKO LDMN
values gives rather good three-dimensional data x' with, in The authors would like to thank A. Jaganathan for dis-
respective order, 0.455, 0.323, 0.260, and 0.196. This aver- cussions at an early stage of this work.
age does not hold either at two or four dimensions.

Looking more precisely at two-dimensional results in 'J. hot. H~amnIrstrleYPrc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 53.,642 (1957).
'C. Domb, Nature 154, 50N (1959).

Table 1, a rather good agreement, within a few percent, is I Stauffer. Phy. Rep. 54. 1 (1979)
found to hold for the square and honeycomb lattices. For the 4j. W. ESMm, in Phase Transilions and Critical Phenoen, edited by C.
triangular and Kagome lattices the error is of order 1091. Domb and MI. S. Green (Acatlerric. New York. 1972), Vmol. 2Z p. 197.
This discrepancy results indeed from a topological paxhol- 'R. Zaflen. The Physics of Amorphous Solis (Wiltey. New York. 1983).

'D. Stauffer and A. Aharcory. Introduction to Perrolation Theory (Taylor
ogy. Equation (3) does not hold for all lattices. It can be seen an Frimcis, Liin 1992),
that in the particular cases of triangular and Kagomi lattices 7 

H. Schter arid R. Zallen, J. Chem. Phys. S3,.3759 (1970).
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[ " Heat capacity and magnetic properties of CoCI2 H20

J. A. Lukin and S. A. Friedberg
Department of Physics, Carnegie Mellon University, Pitasurgh, Pennsvlvana 15213

S. Chardaulapaty, W. W. Brubaker, C. C. Cinquina, and G. C. DeFotis
Department of Chenustry, College of William aid Mary, WilliamsrY& Virguia 23187

Recent magnetic studies of polycrystalline CoCI,-HO showed an antiferromagnetic ordering
transition at TN- 14 K and an apparent spin glass transition at -7 K. We now have extended the
magnetic susceptibility measurements up to 300 K. The results above TN can be well described if
the lowest electronic states of Co2 * in this salt are two Kramers doublets separated by AE/k = 230
K, and if a predominantly ferromagnetic mean field interaction is introduced. The heat capacity of
CoC12 .H,0 over the range 0.6-80 K has also been measured. Below -10 K, CpaT 2+bT3. [he
first term is the hyperfine contribution of the 59Co2+ nuclei. The second is the sum of lattice
vibrational and electronic spin parts. C, exhibits a X-type peak at TNI - 15.0 ± 0.05 K, and a
second K anomaly of comparable size at TN2 = 13.9 -- 0.05 K, which appears to be associated with
a spin reorientation transition. Correcting the observed C. data for the nuclear spin contribution, one
may calculate the sum of lattice vibration and electron spin entropies, and thus obtain at T.,v an
upper limit to the critical magnetic entropy. This amounts to 0.38 R In 2, suggesting that a
substantial part of the spin ordering in this system is of short-range and lower dimensionality. C.
also exhibits an inflection point near 4.5 K, where an unusual feature in the temperature dependence
of the spin glass thermoremanent magnetization was found.

I. INTRODUCTION meter. Susceptibilities reported here have been corrected for

Recent magnetic measurements! on polycrystalline diamagnetism (Xd,,= - 77X 10 t" emu/mol) and demagnetiza-

samples of COCI2-H 20, a previously unexamined member of tion. The heat capacity Cp(H=() was measured in a
vacuum calorimeter using a mechanical heat switch andan otherwise familiar family of Co2+ salts, show a rounded cooled with liquid 3He Or 4He. The data reported here were

maximum in x, near 16 K, with a distinct maximum in dX/ obtained with a specimen consisting of 28.068 g (0.1898
dT at 14.0-0.1 K. These features suggest an antiferromag- mol) of powdered CoCI,.HO by the method previously
netic ordering transition at TN- 14 K. Comparison of field- described.3

cooled and zero-field-cooled susceptibilities reveals an
apparent spin glass transition with a freezing temperature T"
in the 6-7 K range. CoCI2H 2 O is prepared by the partial IlL. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
removal at elevated temperature of water from CoC12.2H 20, Figure 1 shows the molar magnetic susceptibility vs tem-
a well-known metamagnet composed of antiferromagneti- perature of CoCI,. H,0 as X vs T and X_ 1 vs T. The antifer-
cally coupled chains of ferromagnetically aligned Co2 ' romagnetic maximum at 16.2 K and lower )s vs T data are
spins.2 While the structure of the monohydrate is as yet un- not shown here, but appear in Ref. 1. It is fairly evident from
known, the nature of the starting material and mode of prepa- Fig. I that X-t vs T is not acceptably linear in any significant
ration suggest that CoCI2 .H20 may well exhibit significant temperature range above -60 K. A Curie-Weiss fit
magnetic ion site randomness or defect concentration as well
as frustration and low dimensionality of magnetic interac-
tions.

In this paper we present (i) the extension of powder 0.2 CoCI 2 H20 powder data 80
susceptibility measurements up to 300 K and (2) the deter-
mination of the equilibrium beat capacity of CoCI,2H 20 be-
tween 0.6 and 80 K. The new Xp data establish the presence - -60
of important ferromagnetic as well as antiferromagnetic in- E o V//e d
teractions in this system. The Cp results suggest that these N .
competing interactions and anisotropy effects produce sev- E 0

eral phase transitions, and that the system has a low- g2z 6.66 ± 0.05
dimensional character. 230 ± 0K

Zj/k 32.5 ± 0.36 K20X

0 L.. _j
1I. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

0O0

Fine-grained polycrystalline samples of COCI2-H000 T (K)

were prepared as described in Ref. 1. Magnetic susceptibility
measurements were made on a 123.68 mg polycrystalline FIG. I. Magnetic susoeptihility X, and IV,,• of powdered COO2,HO

sample using a low-temperature vibrating sample magneto- with the model curve described in the text and the parameters shown.
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[XM-CI(T- 9)] to data in the rather linear 29-70 K range 100
yields C=2.99-±0.02 emu K/tnol and -=-14.8 -0.3 K. The COCI2 HOI 0 value is positive and much larger than that reported for L 2

CoCi2 .2H20, suggesting that ferromagnetic exchange is
more predominant in the monohydrate than the dihydrate. E

For weak octahedral coordination the crystal field

ground term of Co
2
+ is a 

4Tjg level. The effects of crystal
field distortions and spin-orbit coupling lead to a splitting of U -CpJ/,,K)

this level into six Kramers doublets, typically separated by -- 0.0177 -*.Oo.0r4
more than kT, even for T=300 K. Under such circum- 0.01

stances, Curie(-Weiss) behavior over a fairly broad tempera- IC 100
ture range below 300 K is expected. Only the ground Kram- T (K)
ers doublet is significantly populated and the system is
describable on an effective S' = ½ basis. For CoCI2 -2H20, the FIG. 2. Log-log po of C,'(T) of CoC1,.-,O, with a fined nuclear conti-
corresponding average g value

2 
is 4.83. The value of C re- bution.

ported above for CoCI2. H20 in a much more restricted tem-
perature range leads to g =5.65 ±0.02 on the same S'=2
basis. The heat capacity Cp of powdered CoCl2 .H2O measured

The substantial curvature in our '-'(T) data suggests between 0.6 and 80 K is shown on a log-log plot in Fig. 2.
that in CoCI2.H20, assuming a somewhat analogous pattern C, passes through a minimum near 2 K, and can be well
of states, tne separation between ground and first excited described in the range 0.6 KmuTme4 K by an equation of the

doublets is not large with respect to kT. In order to account form C. = a T-2 +bT
3
, with a00 ! 77+0.0013 1 K mol

for these data, we adopt a model in which a lower doublet, and b=0.001 15--0.00010 J/mol 
4
, as indicated by

characterized by g,, is AE below a first excited doublet, the dashed curve. The first term. may be interpreted as arising
characterized by g 2. Application of the Van Vleck equation from the hyperfine interaction of the spin (I= 1) of
gives the 

59
Co

2
+ nucleus with the spin (S' =!) of the electronic

g2 +gýe -2EkT ground state according to the Hamiltonian S'-A.I. The re-
X=0.09 3 8 

emuK/mol T1l9e (1) sultant splitting makes a contribution to the heat capacity,T( 1 +e- 4
t~) which in the high temperature limit may be shown5 

to be
Exchange interactions are evidently substantial in CT

2
/R-()(A,+A2+A2)/k2

. Equating experimental and
CoCI2 .H2O, and are accounted for using the mean field theoretical coefficients of T-

2
, one finds for the hyperfine

expression
4  

coupling constants ,IA7+AT+Az/k = 0.040 ± 0.013 K,
)(2) a value very close to those found by a variety of methods for

59CO2 in a number of different solids.

where J is a mean exchange interaction over z neighbors. The T
3 

term in CP at low temperatures is probably a
Equations (1) and (2) are used to fit XP between 40 and superposition of two contributions varying as T

3
, one due to

300 K in Fig. 1 with RMS deviation 1.5%; the agreement is lattice vibrations, the other to excitations of the coupled spin
satisfactory. The fitted parameters are shown in the figure. system, e.g., three-dimensional (3-D) antiferromagnetic spin
The energy separation between ground and first excited dou- waves. The spin contribution grows more rapidly as T ex-
blets AE/k=230 K is, as anticipated, not large compared to ceeds -9 K, C, eventually exhibiting a succession of two
kT for much of the fitted range. This separation was reported sharp X anomalies of comparable size at TN, = 13.9 + 0.05
as 196 K for CoC 2 .2H20.

2 
The g values, though perhaps a K and Tjv1 = 15.0-± 0.05 K. The data, after subtraction of

bit larger than might be expected, are plausible. The Zj/k the hyperfine contribution, are shown enlarged on a linear
value agrees well with the 29-70 K Curie-Weiss fit O via the plot in Fig. 3. These anomalies lie well below 17.2 K, the
familiar mean field relation 0=2S(S+ 1)zJ/3k. Niel temperature of COC12-2H 20, where a strong single X

While the exchange interaction deduced from data in the peak has been observed.
6 

The absence of such a peak and
paramagnetic region is predominantly ferromagnetic, a others at the ordering temperatures of CoCO, and its other
weaker antiferromagnetic interaction must also be present, to hydrates is good evidence that our sample consists of single-
account for the maximum in xP and the onset of antiferro- phase CoCI2 .H20. While TNV2 in the CP data agrees well with
magnetic long-range order below TNt1. The 

1/Xp vs T behav- the temperature of maximum dxldT, a corresponding
ior of Fig. 1 is similar to that seen in a number of systems anomaly in x at TNvI has not yet been resolved.
shown to consist of chains (or planes) of ferromagnetically Twin Cp peaks such as those in Figs. 2 and 3 are not
coupled ions with weaker antiferromagnetic interactions be- common, but several cases have been studied, among them

tween the chains (or planes). Application of a large enough CsNiC13
7 

and NiCI2 .2H20.
8 

CsNiCi 3 is a quasi-one-
magnetic field to such a system below TN can cause the dimensional antiferromagnet

t 
on a stacked tri.agular (Qtimple

magnetization to rise rapidly from the low value of the anti- hexagonal) lattice with weak antiferromagnetic interchain
ferromagnetic ordered state to a large value corresponding to coupling. The effects of anisotropy and frustration produce a
near-ferromagnetic saturation. COC!2-2H 20 is such a complicated phase diagram, which in zero field yields the
metamagnet.

2  
observed succession of transitions. NiC!2. 2H 20, on the other
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12 To improve the estimate of the critical spin entropy, it is

•CoCI 2 . H20 necessary to correct the Cp data for the contribution of lattice
*A ,vibrations. In the absence of a diamagnetic isomorph of

CoCI2 .H20, one might hope to obtain this contribution with
0 • +the help of a theoretical model," much as we were able to
E do 3 

in the case of MnCI,.H 20 (Tv=
2

.18 K). However, for

J-/ CoC! 2. H20, the magnetic anomalies in Cp occur at relatively
+ C, 4/+ high temperatures, and it is much more difficult to estimate

S• c'/mol K) the parameters of such a model. A crude attempt employing a
scaled version of the same model used for MnCI,.H,O sug-0 O T ~ 0 gests that at Tst the lattice vibrational entropy might amount

0 10 J. 20to - 0. 13R In 2, thus reducing the critical entropy of the
T (K)electron spins to -0.25R hi -. In any event, as Coa,2-HzO

is cooled below 100 Y, much of the reduction in its spin
FIG. 3. Linear plot of CP(T) of CoCI2. H0 corrected for the nuclear con- entropy occurs through the development of short-range order
urbution, in lower-dimensional spin arrays, presumably spin chains.

This is seen directly in the large tail, which C, exhibits

hand, is effectively a system of ferromagnetic chains weakly above TNI in Fig. 2, and the fact that the peaks at the long-

coupled by antiferromagnetic exchange, producing net anti- range ordering transitions TNI and T5 2 are rather small.
ferromagnetism and the characteristic behavior of a meta- One other feature of Fig. 2 deserves mention. The C1,
magnet. The transition from the upper ordered phase to the data show a distinct inflection point at -4.5 K, where an

lower is one of spin reorientation, and has been attributed1 0  unusual feature also occurs in the T dependence of the ther-
to a competition of different anisotropy mechanisms with moremanent magnetization. This and other spin glass char-

acteristics of CoCI2 -H,O will be discussed elsewhere.different temperature dependences. As shown by our suscep-
tibility results, interactions of both signs occur in CoCI2 H20 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Perturbative approximation scheme for Isolated Impurity bonds
In the two-dimensional spin-, Heisenberg antiferromagnet

P. Schiotmwnn

Department of Phystcsc Florida State University Tallahassee, Flo# ida 32306

An isolated impurity bond of coupling-K replacing a link J in the spin-i Heisenberg
antiferromagnet on a square lattice is considered. A simple perturbative approximation scheme is
deviced, in which the two-site cluster formed by the spins linked by the impurity bond is embedded
into the linearized spin wave approximation for the antiferromagnet. The resolvent for the local
states of the cluster is calculated in three successive levels of approximation. The ground state wave
function, the magnetization at the impurity link, and the transverse correlation across the impurity
link as a function of the coupling K are discussed.

Several mechanisms for high temperature superconduc- Note that each of the spins is coupled to three sites of the
tivity invoke the strong antiferromagnetic correlations within lattice, and within the LSWA m = 0.3034. The Hamiltonian
the CuO planes. Properties of the high-T, compounds are (1) has fou, eigenstates, which we denote IT+ )= IT T ). IT
believed to be related to defects in the planes, e.g., static -)=IIl), IG)= cos M.T)+sin OTD), and [E)=-sin 610)
vacancies, '

2 
mobile holes,

3
'

4 
and ferromagnetic bonds.

5
.
7 

For +cos OTI). Here 0 is i mixing angle given by
instance, the addition of holes in La2CuO 4 (e.g., by doping tan 0=(K/2)/13mJ+[(K/2) 2 +(3mJ) 2

]1 2} (2)
with Sr) introduces a local effective ferromagnetic exchange
coupling between the Cu spins." The resulting frustration af- and the energies are ET+ =-K/4, EG=K/4- [(K/2)

2

fects the antiferromagnetic correlations in the neighborhood +(3mJ)
2
]11

2
, and EE=K/4+[(K/2)

2
+(3mj)

2
1]"2. Tht.

of the ferromagnetic link, and could be the origin of the sites 1 and 2 have opposite magnetizations, the one of site 2
spin-glass phase, and is possibly related to the being m0 =(½) cos(20), and the transversal ,:orrelatior across
superconductivity.

8  
the impurity link is given by (SIS') = (Q) sin(20). The angle a

Isolated ferromagnetic impurity bonds in an otherwise varies from - 7T/2 for a strong antiferromagnetic link to 7r/2
antiferromagnetic square lattice have been studied numeri- for a strong ferromagnetic coupling, and vanishes for the
cally by diagonalization of clusters,

6
.
7 

and within the simple missing link, K=0. Within this simple approximation the
linearized spin wave approximation (LSWA).

5 
The LSWA magnetization then tends to zero as IKI- and is maximum.

provides a reasonable description of the pure quantum anti- m0 =0.5, for K=0. The transversal correlation, on the other
ferromagnet at T= 0. The ground state has a broken symme- hand, is maximum for IKI--, (the spins are paralel or an-
try (Niel state), and quantum fluctuations reduce the sublat- tiparallel) and vanishes for the missing link (the two spins
tice magnetization to an ordered moment of about 0.3. Since are independent). m0 and (SI S') are displayed in Figs. l(a)
the scattering potential arising from the impurity link is fac- and 1(b) (dotted line), and the angle 0 is shown in Fig. 1 (c).
torizable, the problem of one isolated ferromagnetic bond In principle, we could equate ,mno with m for K = - J
embedded in an antiferromagnetic lattice can be solved ex- (i.e., the impurity link is just one more bond in the lattice)
actly within the LSWA.1' 2

-
5 

With increasing strength of the and search for a self-consistent solution. This yields
ferromagnetic coupling, the staggered magnetization is mo=m =0.471, which is a strong overestimation of the true
gradually suppressed close to the impurity link, and the two sublattice magnetization. This result is not unexpected, since
spins joined by the ferromagnetic bond tend to form a triplet the quantum fluctuations of the lattice have been neglected.
state (with spin projection perpendicular to the Neel stag- The quantum fluctuations admix the states I T±) and IE) into
gered magnetization). Since the LSWA only takes into ac- the ground state. Since the spins are parallel in the states
count the leading terms of a 1/S expansion about the Niel JT+), they do not contribute io the antifcrromagnetic order
state, a strongly ferromagnetic link then eventually leads to nor to the transverse correlations (the matrix elements van-
the breakdown of the LSWA.

5  
ish), but they reduce the spectral weight of the states IG) and

To overcome the artificial singularities that lead to the IE). These admixtures are considered below.
breakdown of the LSWA,

5 
the local correlations at the iso- Within the LSWA, the pure S =4 antiferromagnet is de-

lated ferromagnetic link have to be treated properly. Here we scribed by spin waves,9 '10
consider three successive approximations for the two-site
cluster formed by the spins joined by the impurity bond of Hw= -6NJ+ E Wk(a•tak+,8flk+ 1 (3)
arbitrary coupling K embedded into the antiferromagnet of I

coupling J described within the LSWA. where o%=4J(1 - Y2,))"1 with yi=(½)(cos k. +cos k,), the lat-
The first approximation consists of the two site Hamil- whee parameter i equal with N(is the kme th s at-

tonian (the impurity link joins sites 1 and 2) coupled to the tice parameter is equal to unity, N is the number of sites of

statc saggredmagetiatin oftheantferomanet m, one sublattice, and the k summation is over the reduced Bril-static staggered magnetization of the antiferromagnet, m, loi oe h pr tosaan3.crtetewobnhs
boum zone. The operators esk and 61 create the two branches
of spin wave excitations. The coupling of the cluster (sites 1

Ho= -KSS 2 +3mJ(SI-S). (1) and 2) to the antiferromagnet is HI =HIi +H111.
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Jl
H =-,Vk'-• [Stz1*(ukaýt~k~uhl)+S zk(Ukak+VkBk)+Szzke+ -* + -(Vkat+ukflkO+S~ze Z e -t(V a,+Uf)]t 4a "

H =2 h i ( 4a)

it i 2 k

+./JS' - +3m --wy..ZkS,-k'e " +Vk6k(Ukak uVl,6k,)(V k %3 4)

+is,(- +3m- ZI-~ -- k (4b)

where Zk=
4

)t- e-i ,,Uk = cosh(KO), vk=sinh(Kk) and corresponds to m=0.3034. Perturbative admixtures involv-
tanh(2Kk)=-,k. Finally, the seven bonds corresponding to ing matrix elements of H, can then contribute only if more
the impurity link and its connections to the lattice have to be than one spin wave is excited in an intermediate state, and

projected out from the spin wave description of the lattice, will be neglected. This is equivalent to neglecting longitudi-
fHf, to avoid double counting. This gives rise to an addi- nal spin fluctuations, which are as well disregarded in the
tional term in the Hamiltonian, H 2, which, however, within LSWA. The IT±) states are hybridized with IG) to first
our approximation schemes enters the calculation in a higher order through matrix elements of Hit. Since matrix elements
order, and can be neglected. The Hamiltonian of the system of the staggered magnetization and the transversal spin cor-
is then H=Ho+Hns+Ht+H2 . relation involving the IT±) states vanish identically, the

Within our second approximation we admix the main action of the admixture is to reduce the spectral weight

IT± ) states into the ground state, by keeping only one inter- of IG).
mediate spin wave state to be consistent with the LSWA, but To calculate the spectral weight of IG) in the ground
we neglect the admixture of the IE) state. Note that the ex- state, we consider the resolvant matrix element
pectation value of Hip vanishes if m is chosen adequately, (GI(o -- H)- IG), where w is a complex frequency. The hy-
i.e., neglecting the feedback of the cluster on the lattice, this bridization with IT ) introduces a self-energy,

_GG(W)=Fl(to)+cos(20)F 2(w)--sin(20)F 3(wo), (5)0.6,.

0.4- (a) . where F1 (tu) are the following functions:

$0.2 F.. l+=4"8y ,k,

0.1 F2(€o) ý ;; •_ ET+EGO-k,

0. . ...... F2t) _ 1+8yk
0.2 -4N k )-ET+EG-OJ

0.1
A P2 16 Y4 -7y,'•/"0.0 -F3(W) =T k (. Y2,-1/. 6
'-0.1 FEr+Ea (1 -ET+EG-tk (y)-

1 2
. (6)

-. 2 .0Note that the energy denominator only involves one spin
1.C ~ 1.0 wave energy (ai. The summations over k are converted into

•o0.5 ICe) ta two-dimensional integral, which is straightforwardly per-
! formed numerically (good convergence is reached with a few

o00 0.51 hundred points in each of the k, and ky directions). In the
. P absence of admixture, the energy of the state IG) corre-

-- sponds to at=O. The self-energy reduces the ground state
0.0 energy, which is now given by the lowest solution of

-4 -2 0 2 4 W=Yoo(G), which we call fl. The residue of this state yields

K the spectral weight of IG), i.e., sw=(1-d70 /daOtl)-
t .

The magnetization of the spins of the cluster is now
mo=(sw/2)cos(20), and the transversal correlation across

FIG. 1. (a) Magnetization at the sites adjacent to the impurity IMk and (b) the impurity link is (SfS•)=(sw/4)sin(20). Their 0 or K
transversal correlation across the impurity link as a function of the coupling dependence is then still similar, but their amplitude is re-
S(=1). The dotted, dashed, and solid curves correspond to the fis, duoed. The magnetization and (SxS') as a function of K
second, and third approximations discussed in the text. (c) Admixture angles
0and 9Pand spectral weights as a function of K. The dashed and solid lines within this second approximation are the dashed curves in
correspond to the second and third approximations, respectively Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. The K dependence of the
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' .spectral weight introduces a weak asymmetry in the xcos[2(8+v)] and (SfS')=(sw/4)sin[2(O+,p)]. Our nu-

antiferro- versus ferromagnetic coupling. The spectral weight merical results for the third approximation are shown as the

is given by the dashed curve in Fig. l(c). solid curves in Figs. l(a) and 2(b). The spectral weight (solid

There are two major contributions that have been ne- line) and the angle V are displayed in Fig. 1(c).
giected in the second approximation: (i) the admixture of the Note that almost everywhere v is small compared to 0.

into the gand (ii) the A dress- This m that the prediagonalization of the two-site cluster

ing of the IT±) states. The latter further reduces the spectral already contains the dominant admixture of the states I T)
weight, sw, since it lowers the energy of the IT± ) states and and I 11). (p is only significant in the neighborhood of K=J.
enhances in this way the hybridization matrix element. On Similarly, the spectral weight of the third approximation does

the other hand, the admixture of the IE) state introduce, not differ significantly from that of the second approximation

further asymmetries, i.e., a qualitative change. We conside: if K is an'iferromagnetic. The renormalization is only impor-
the effect of (i) in our third approximation. tant for ferromagnetic K. Here the low energy of the IT±)

Our third approximation consists of calculating states for K10 competes with the strength of the mixing
the resolvent matrix for the two states, JG) and JE). matrix elements, which are large when K is not too big. This

This matrix is diagonal in the absence of mixing, competition is most clearly seen in the magnetization m0 ,

i.e., (GI(w-Ho)-
1

!G)=o'- and (EJ(w-Ho)-IE) which is dramatically suppressed at about K-J. For K>J,
!(w-EE+EE)

1
- Spin flips create spin waves and transi- the ground state is predominantly the triplet state with zero

tions to the IT±) states, giving rise to a self-energy matrix, spin projection. The LSWA (without prediagonalizing, the

This matrix is nondiagonal and symmetric, i.e., two-site cluster) is based on the Niel state, and cannot over-

-GE(c(o)=Y-EG(to). Keeping only intermediate states involv- come the crossover, leading, in this way, to an unphysical
ing one spin wave, we obtain breakdown,

5 
which is the consequence of an artificial infra-

•EE(W) =F1 (to)-os(20)F2 (o) + sin(20)F3(to), (5') red singularity.
The general dependence of m0 on K for K< I is similar

YGE(a)= -sin(20)F 2 (to)-cos(20)F 3((O), (5") to that obtained within the LSWA.
5 

m0 has a maximum for
and YGca(to) is stil given by (5). To obtain the ground state slightly antiferromagnetic K and the magnetization for the
wtnd thGG)is approximation, whven b .To find the lrow dstvalue missing link is larger than the one of the pure antiferromag-
within this approximation, we have to find the lowest value net. The overall magnetization obtained here is too large,
of to (denoted by fl), satisfying since we neglected to include the self-energy for the IT-± )

det(w") = [`-aIoo((n)1[wt-EEo+E-G EE(-)] states. This self-energy (which is k dependent) has the effect
of reducing the energy denominators in (6), and hence to

--i•GE(wo)]2=0. (7) suppress the spectral weight in Eq. (8). The effect of the

The condition (7) corresponds to the determinant of the in- self-energy of the IT±) states is of the same order as contri-
verse of the resolvent matrix equated to zero. For ta=l, the butions from the Hamiltonian H 2 , which would also reduce
matrix has two real eigenvalues; one of them is zero, since m locally, and hence also mo.

the determinant is zero. Hence, only the nonvanishing eigen- The support of the U.S. Department of Energy under
value gives rise to a state of nonzero spectral weight, namely Grant No. DE-FG05-91 ER45443 is acknowledged.
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r IlMagneft properties of a now amorphous magnett

C. P. Landee, C. M. Wynn, A. S. Albrecht, W. Zhang, G. B. Vunni, J. L Parent,
C. Navas, and M. M. Turnbull
Departmenus of Physics wad Chemnisry, Clari Universizy, Worcester, Manswshuss 01610

An amorphous phase of Co3BTCA2(H20) 6 has been prepared (BTCA= l,3,5-benzenetri-
carboxylate). The static properties (dc susceptibility, hysteresis) of Co3BTCA2(H20) 6 are similar to
those of other "glassy" magnetic systems, but the dynamics of Co3BTCA2(H20)6 (absence of long
relaxation times, disappearance of frequency dependence at low temperatures) are unusual. The
amorphous phase is characterized by a narrow hysteresis loop at low temperature. For the hysteresis
curve at 4.2 K, the coercive field is several hundred Oersted and the remnant magnetization is on the
order of 10-2 MA,. The temperature dependence of the dc magnetic susceptibility shows an unusual
field dependence below 30 K, with the largest effective moments being obtained in the smallest
applied fields. The freezing temperature, T", in zero field, as determined by both dc and ac
susceptibilities, has been found to be Tf"=23 K. The ac susceptibility shows the characteristic spin
glass frequency dependence, yet loses all frequency dependence for temperatures below 9 K.

I. INTRODUCTION solutions showed that water molecules occupied many of the
coordination sites around the metal ions, preventing the for-

The magnetic behavior of disordered systems has been mation of the desired lattice. When the crystalline cobalt
widely studied during the past two decades.' The classical analog was partially dehydrated, the resulting compound,
spin glasses (transition metal atoms lightly doped into a Co3BTCA2(H20) 6 was amorphous. This paper reports on thenoble metal matrix, such as iron in gold) show a variety of glassy magnetic properties of the amorphous phase.

behaviors which are now generally referred to as "glassy."
These include the existence of distinctly different remnant II. EXPERIMENT
moments for samples cooled below the "freezing tempera- Te amorphous hexahydrate phase Of Co3BTCAHO)6
ture," Tf, by either the "field cooled" or "zero-field cooled"

was obtained by an azeotropic dehydration of the crystallinesequences. Hysteresis is also commonly found below T"1 , as ddchdaepae h ytei ftepeiul ne

are remnant moments, the values of which depend on the dodeeahydrate phase. The synthesis of the previously unre-
sequence in which field and temperature were changed. It is ported crystalline dodecahydrate phase was carried out by
also characteristic of spin glasses that the magnetization dissolving cobalt (II) perchlorate (2.764 g, 7.6 mmol) in 20
acharactelogaristhically of th s in e g elas tht Thes magnetiza ml of water. A solution consisting of BTCA (1.065 g, 5
changes logarithmically with time below Tf. These long re- mmol) and potassium hydroxide (0.95 g, 17 mmol), which

laxation times manifest themselves in ac susceptibility mea- had been dissolved in 26 ml of water, was added to the metal

surements, which characteristically reveal a peak or a cusp at solution. A pink precipitate formed immediately. The solu-

a temperature T., which is typically a function of the mea- tion A fi nd precipitate was a ir dred

suring frequency. This set of glassy behaviors has been tion was filtered, and the recovered precipitate was air dried

shown 2 to arise from models which contain both randomness and washed with acetone. This precipitate was heated in re-

and frustration, i.e., the inability to satisfy all magnetic inter- fluxing toluene in a Dean-Stark apparatus for 18 hi. The
actonssimltaeouly.In he lasica spn gasss, hew resulting material was a deep purple powder which x-rayactions simultaneously. In the classical spin glasses, these studies showed to be amorphous. Elemental analysis indi-

two conditions are the consequence of randomly placed mo- stes the prsn e ofpoly s .waer s ints e

ments interacting through the oscillatory Ruderman-Kittel- cates the presence of only six waters in this phase.

Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction. Magnetic measurements were performed on a vibrating

The above set of magnetic behaviors is not unique to sample magnetometer (VSM), a SQUID magnetometer, and

spin glasses. Systems in which the exchange is uniform but an alternating current susceptometer. Magnetization studies

either random fields3 or random anisotropies4 are also showed the moments to be linear with the field up 10 000 Oe

present can show the same features. Even model systems of at temperatures as low as 4.2 K. The dc susceptibilities were

periodic frustrated lattices can show the same pattems of he- obtained by dividing the measured moments by the applied
havior provided some disorder is introduced. Recent magnetic field. Corrections for diamagnetism were made.

experimentss on a physical representation of the highly frus- IN. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
trated Kagonm lattice show the onset of glassy behavior at
low temperatures. The product of the molar susceptibility and temperature,

The present work grows out of a research program in the XmT, is plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 1. Data
development of new, highly frustrated magnetic systems. were collected in several different magnetic fields, ranging
Ligands are selected for the appropriate symmetry and con- from 1 to 10 000 Oe. The measurements were made by cool-
nectivity to provide the superexchange pathways called for ing the sample in zero magnetic field to 5.8 K, turning on the
by the Kagomi lattice. One such ligand.is BTCA (1,3,5- applied field, and measuring the moment while warming the
benzenetricashoxylic acid). Initial attempts 6 to prepare the sample to 100 IK The general shape of the curves is similar
metal salts of the deprotonated BTCA trianion from aqueous for all but the highest magnetic field. An upward curvature in
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FIG. 2. Field cooled aid zero field cooled dc susceptiilities for
FIG. 1. The product of the molar susceptibility and temperature. x,,,T, is Co.CA2 (H 20), in an applied field of I Oc.
planed a a function of tenperarure for size values of the applied field. Data
were collected upon warming after cooling in zero field.

plied 1 from 0 to 10 000 Oe. The TRM was
t obtained ig the sample in an applied field from a

the ingT product is observed in the neighborhood of 35 K, temperature •,ell above - to the measurement temperature.
indicating the existence of ferromagnetic interactions. The The field was then turned off and, after the moment had
curves reach a maximum and then decrease as the tempera- decayed rapidly to its equilibrium value, its value was re-
ture is lowered. In a uniform, nonfrustrated lattice this de- corded. Between measurc',ants, the sample was warmed to
crease would indicate the presence of antiferromagnetic in- more than 50 K and the piý,,ess was rey ,rited at each differ-
teractions. It is interesting to note that as the magnetic field is ent measuring field. The IRM ,as m%.. ured b,. coI;ng the
decreased, the %.T product actually increases, with the sample to 5.8 K in a zero fit , tumning 1.ie nel. on and
maximum response being observed in the smallest applied allowing the sample to come into equiliL.a'm then ! raing
fields. In the highest field, 10 000 Oe, the peak is no longer the field off and recording the remnant moiaent. T•r ;,ýapes
visible. Varying the magnetic field also tends to shift the of the TRM and IRM curves (Fig. 3) are typical to those
temperature at which the maximum in x.T occurs. Behavior found in other spin glasses,8 but the mag.itude of H. is
of this type is rare, but has also been observed1 in the two- large. While the TRM and IRM curves for '•oTAC:Mn
dimensional "triangles within triangles" Kagomi lattice converges for fields in excess of 70 Oe, the IRM W-d TIM
compound Cu9X2(cpa) 6. curves for Co3BTCA 2(H20) 6 approach one another only for

To illustrate the history dependent behavior of the sys- a saturation field Hs, somewhat larger than 10 kOe.
tem, measurements were made of the field cooled (FC) and
zero field cooled (ZFC) dc susceptibilities. The ZFC mea-
surements were made in an identical manner to those dis-
cussed above while for the field cooled measurements the 9".
sample was cooled in an applied field and the moment mea-
sured as the sample was rewarmed in the same field. Again, 41.

data was collected in various applied fields. SQUID data
taken in a field of 1 Oe is shown in Fig. 2. The freezing 30.
transition temperature Tf is taken as the temperature at which
the FC and ZFC curves separate; in a field of 1 Oe, Tf=23 i
IL For larger fields it was observed that TI drops rapidly; for X Him

example, when H = 300 Oe, T,= 12 K. As was true for all
applied fields, the FC susceptibility did not exhibit a
maxima, but instead continued to increase as the temperature T 5.8 K
was lowered. This is in contrast to the ZFC susceptibility s
which always showed field dependent maxima.

Hysteresis has also been observed at low temperature. A - __.... _,_......_,

hysteresis curve obtained at 4.6 K showed a coercive field of a 2W e 7sas im
700 Oe and a remnant magnetization of about 500 cgs G/ H (0o)

tol. FIG. 3. The remnant ia(gnetizabona TItM and IMM) for CboBTCAt(HzO) 6
Figure 3 shows the thermoremnant magnetization, TRM, as detemined at 5.8 r. The lght negative momenta obtained in mall

and isothennoremnant magnetization, IRM, at 5.8 K for ap- applied fielda e mrproducib

S8 J.. Apl. Phys., Vol. 75, No. 10, 15 May 1994 Landee a a.
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LialO' It should be noted that the susceptibility of
Co3-TCA 2(H2O), is much more rounded and displays less

1.0. of a cusp than many typical spin glasses.9 It is also interest-
ing to note the behavior as the temperature is lowered well
below T1 . As noted above, the X susceptibilities vanish
while the in-phase susceptibilities go through a minimum

OA before increasing again in a frequency independent manner.
Su. This absence of frequency dependence at low temperatures is

$OR. a second notable feature of this compound.

bel& ow summary, the static properties (dc susceptibility, hys-
tresis) of C3BTCA2(H2 o tc )6 are similar to those of other
h.2 glassy magnetic systems but the dynamics of

TCn3BTCA2h(H20)6 (absence of long relaxation tiaes, disap-u. pearance of frequency dependence at low temperatures) are

s vo Is mnte unusual. The ultimate explanation for this set of behavior

b t t i must surely lie in the preparation and structure of the com-
a npound. We recall that the ligand binding the metals, BTCA,

MFG. 4. Complex ac s ibilities of CstotAz(H20)b as a funtion of has the correct structure to bind the metal ions into the highly
{ •temperature for five different frequencies between 110 HzI and 10 kHz. Th1e frustrated Kagomi lattice. This is certainly one origin of the

upper set of data points corresmond to the in-phase snsamptibilities, X', while observed frustration. However, it has been learned
e ti previously6 that the BTCA ligands can bind to metal ions in

sysems Thee comle aocsou Thi resarc waso-par supported• in. part bythoNtina

lines ah n guides to the eye only. several different ways (chelating, monodentate, bridging),
o n eeach of which yields a different exchange constant. If BTCA

While the curves in Fig. 3 display qualitative behavior is coordinated to the cobalt ions in several different ways in

typical of a spin glass, the equilibrium times of the amorphous phase, there will S e some random exchange

Co3rTCA2(H20)6 are decidedly abnormal. Standard spin present as well. In addition, the metal ion involved is the
glass materials possess extremely long relaxation times (on highly anisotropic Co2+ ion, in which a large amount of

the order of hours or days) w the se as Hever unquenched orbital angular moment is tied to the lattice
relaxation times for C03BTCA2(H2O)6 were no longer than through spin-orbit coupling. Since the material is amor-

Ix instrumental time constant (several minutes) when work- phous, the local easy axes of the metal ions are randomly
ing at 5.8 K, a temperature well below the transition ter- oriented, creating a situation in which random anisotropy is
perature for this compound. This absence of long equilibrium also present. The amorphous phase of C03BTCA2(H20)6

times below Ty is one of the most notable features of this therefore represents an extremely disordered magnetic sys-
compound. tem.

Although the absene of long relaxation times is atypical ACa..OWI2DG7 9NTSspin glass behavior, the ac frequency dependence is similarto that found for other spin glass systems. The complex ac This research was supported in part by the National Sci-

susceptibility of Co3BTCA2(H20)6 has been determined in a ence Foundation, Division of Materials Research, throughI G ac field and a zero dc field over a range of frequency Grant No. DMR-9006470. We thank our colleagues at

from 5 Hz to 10 kHz. In Fig. 4, both the in-phase (X') and SUNY-Alb.ny and Tufts University for instrument time on
out-of-phase 0 susceptibilities are shown asm a a 25 K t (9 C.0 omoten .nd SQUID maep etometer, respec-
temperature. The onset of frequency dependent behavior oc- tively. The equipment in the magnetometry facility at Tufts
curs slightly below 25 K, nearly the same as the value for University was made available by the Keck Foundation.
Tf =23 K as determined by the FC and ZFC dc susceptibili-

ties (Fig. 2). As the temperature is lowered, the in-phase D.S. Fisher,G. . Grintein, andA. K Parns, phys. Today 41, 56 (1988).
ML Binder and t P. Young, Rev. Mod. Phys. 58, 801 (1986).suscptiiliy rache th frquecydpenentmaxmum 31). P. Belanger and A. P. Young, J. Mapn. Mapn. Mal. 100, 272 (1991).typical of spin glasses. As the frequency is lowered, the maR- 4K. Morjani and 1. M. D. Ceey. Magnetic G~mses (Elsevier, New YorL

nitude of the susceptibility at the maximum increases, while 1984), Chap. 6.

the temperature at which it occurs decreases. The out-of- 'AP RamiMz,eGr. P. Espinoa, and A. S. Cooper, Phys. Rev. LeB. 64,2070phase susceptibilities are vanishingly small above 25 K but (1990); C. G. Brobolm, G. Aeppli, G. P. ftioa and A S. Cooper, J.

Applo Phys. , 4(9 8 (1991).grow in magnitude below T1 , reaching a broad maximum 6J. L Paren, M. M. Turnbull. W. Zh6 said8C. P. Landee (inPreparation).
before vanishing at still lower temperatures. The maxima of 7M. Conkzp 4 F. C 4wmJes-Lee, at L W Ter tm Mol Cryst. Liq.both x' and ;e do not occur at the same temperature; rather Cryst. 233, 317 (1993); S. Meruti and L W. ter Hanr (these proceedings).
the maximum in A/' occurs at the same temperature where 'A. Chalerolsu C. Dupas, J. P. mred, and P. Veillet, J. Mop. Magn.

occurs an inflection point in the temperature dependence 'C. A. M. Mulder, A. J. van DayneveWdt and J. A. Myclorh, Phys. Rev. B
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The Influence of heat treatments on order-disorder phenomena

Chb•. iiJonan JEin

In naturally occurring manganese-ferrite
Cheri R. Skoio and B. J. Emi

Uuwirsy of Michigai% Deparomen of Chemisty, Amn Arboot Michigax 48109-1055
Naturally occurring samples of iwakiite, Mn1 . Fel.90 4 , have been annealed for 17 and 77 h at 1000
K in an investigation of order-disorder phenomena in Mn-Fe oxide spinels. TWo distinct magnetic
hyperfine patterns, which correspond to Fe- and Mn-rich phases, were observed iin the 57Fe

M6esbauer spectra for the two annealed samples. While the spectrum of the Fe-rich phase
corresponds to a magnetically and crystallographically highly ordered a-Fe20 3-like phase, the
Mn-rich phase exhibits considerable disorder, as indicated by very broad linewidths and a low value
for H,•. Annealing for longer periods of times leads to a considerable increase in the ordering of the
Mn-rich spinel phase, as evidenced by the considerable narrowing of the lines, from r=2.40
am s- I to r= 1.17 m- s-1, and an increase in Hff from 318 to 417 kOe at 298 K. The Fe-rich,
ct-Fe20 3-like phase is not affected by further annealing, as expected. At 85 K, the 5"Fe M6ssbauer
spectrum of the Mn-rich, spinel phase continues to exhibit rather broad lines, indicating the presence
of significant cation disorder.

1. INTRmOUCTION the naturally equilibrated iwakiite and monitoring the local

t The MnxFe3 _ O4 system continues to present challenges and long-range crystal/chemical structures as a function of
e slaboratory-based heat treatments. It is expected that the de-

concerning structure-property relationships, cation distribu- gee of order observed in iwakiite does not correspond to
tions, oxidation states, crystallographic order-disorder, and thermodynamically stable stuctur.-s at temperatures at which
the electric and magnetic properties of oxide spinels exh;b- thermodynaicalystable olr at temerates atdwhic

c ionic motion is observable on laboratory time scales, and that
iting both variable cation distributions and mixed mild heat treatments will bring about significant changes instates.1-

4

Previous investigations of an iwakiite sample with the both the local and long-range crystal/chemical structures.

composition, Mnl. 7Fel. 30 4,4 a naturally occurring mineral in
the Mn 30 4-Fc30 4 

solid solution series, have demonstrated II. EXPERIMENT
the existence of an unusually high degree of long-range or- Pure iwakiite samples from the Gozaisho Mine, Iwaki
der, as evidenced by a tetragonal distortion at a manganese City, Japan, were prepared by pulverizing whole-rock, hand
content well below the limiting concentration observed in specimens and grinding them with an agate mortar and pestle
synthetic samples. In addition, results of 

5 7
Fe Missbauer to a fine powder that passed a 400 mesh standard sieve.

spectroscopic measurements on this sample at 92 K in an lwakiite was isolated from the associated minerals by sus-
applied field of 30 kG have shown that Fe

3
+ occupies exclu- pending the powder in organic liquids and separating the

sively the octahedra sites.
5 

The occurrence of Mn3+ cluster- iwakiite by means of a manually manipulated rare-earth per-
ing and the resulting Mn-rich and Mn-poor (or Fe-rich) re manent magnet. This process was repeated until a pure spinel
gions, have been suggested, on the basis of the observation phase was obtained, as determined by x-ray diffractometry.
of two Fe3

+ species on a single magnetic sublattice. It was The chemical composition of the separated sample was
proposed that the two Fe

3
+ species correspond to those oc- determined by means of electron microprobe analysis.

cupying Mn-rich and Mn-poor (or Fe-rich) regions of the The iwakiite sample was separated into two fractions;
crystalS one fraction was annealed in an evacuated quartz ampoule

Further confirmation and delineation of the characteris- for 17 h at 1000 K, and the remaining fraction was annealed
tics of the clustering suggested above has been sought in the under the same conditions for 77 h. Both samples were
study reported here by investigating the thermal stability of cooled rapidly to 298 K following the heat treatments.

TABLE 1. 57Fe hyperfne parameterm at 298 K for iwakiite smpls. TABLE H. "Fe hyprlfa pamametew at 85 K fo iwakite sampies.

Ha AE0  0 r Area H, AE0  a, r As m
Sauple Subpsnem (k•c) (m -a') (mms') (irns') (%) Sml Spase (ke) (mss-') 1 (ints')

Iwakiite .. 388 -0.007 0.392 0.920 100 akig ... 503 0.011 1.500 0.623 100
Unannea"ed Ueammied

Annealed 17 h Fe rich 500 -0.109 0.390 0.458 38 Ajmealed 17 h Fe nd, 525 -0.097 0.486 0.449 41
Annealed 17 h Mn rich 318 -0.020 0.347 2.400 62 Amealed 17 h Ma sir' ,46 -0.003 0.492 0.817 59
Anealed 77 h Fe ricd 513 -0.104 0.373 0.343 30 Aneaed 77 h Fet d. 5ý7 -0.050 0.460 0.384 24
Anwaled 77 h Mn rich 417 -0.009 0.383 1.17 70 Ameaded 77 h Ma rich 500 -0.005 0.476 0.731 76

Immer difta ar reladve to Fe meWtl. %nowu siu af e relative 1 Fe ieal.
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FIG. 1. "'Fe M~ssbauer spectra (298 K) of (a) unanneale iwskite, (b)
iwakifte annesledfor 17 hatl1000K&(c) iwakite anneatedfor 77bhat 1000 FG.. Z "Fe t6adsbauespectra (85K) of(a) anannealed iwakife. (b) iwaksi-
K Fe-rich and Mn-rich regions are represented by I and 2, respectively. ile annealed for 17 h at 1000 le. (c) iwakiite annealed for 77 b at 1000 K

Fe-rich and Mn-rich regions are represented by I and 2, respectively.

"57Fe MWssbauer spectra were obtained in a transmission 298 and 85 K in a vacuum cryostat. (See Tables I and 11.)
geometry using a 512 channel, microcomputer-configured The source was always maintained at 298 IC The spectra
multichannel scaler and a constant acceleration electrome- were analyzed by means of a previously described least-
chanical drive. Spectra were obtained with the absorber at mean-squares fitting prceur* 6 Te filled dots in the spectra
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are the experimental uat and the solid lines are the results of hea treallments between 675 and 1175 IC The findings of
the fitting procedure. this investigation are quite similar to those reported forjacobuite,

7 
inasmuch as there is a facile separation of a highly

MII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ordered hematite-like phase. The phase-separated spinel

The chemical composition of the iwakiite sample used in phase in the annealed jacobsite exhibits considerably less

this investigation was found to be Mnt. Fe 1.904. The manga- crysdilinity and magnetic order than observed in the case of

nese content is considerably lower than that of the previously annealed iwakiites. We believe this difference is due to the

studied sample, which had the composition Mn1 Fe5 .30 4..
5  greater degree of clustering in the iwakiite samples than in

The saFe Mwisbauer spectrum at 298 K for the uniah- the jacobsites; there was no evidence for clustering in the

nealed sample shown in Fig. 1 was fitted to one six line unannealed jacobsites.
7

pattern corresponding to a magnetic hyperfine field, He, of
388 kOe. The samples annealed for 17 and 77 h were fitted I CONCLUSION
to two six line patterns, where subpattem 1 with Hf=500
kOe in Fig. 1(b), would be derived from the Fe-rich regions Evidence for cation clustering and the occurrence of Mn-
of the untreated iwakiite and subpattem 2, with H.H= 3 18  

rich and Mn-poor regions in naturally occurring
kOe, results from the Mn-rich regions of the untreated iwaki- Mn5 Fe3 -,O4 phases exhibiting high degrees of thermal
ite. The parameters corresponding to these fits are given in equilibration has been provided by the ease with which such
Tables l and II. specimens undergo facile phase separations at temperatures

The spectrum in Fig. 1(b), representing the sample an- well below those required for traditional solid state reactions.
nealed for 17 h can be understood as consisting of two com- It is remarkable that the phase-separated, Fe-rich,
ponents: subpattem 2, which is attributed to a poorly crystal- a-Fe20 3-like phase is well ordered, even for short periods of
line Mn-rich phase, as indicated by the large linewidths, thermal annealing; long-range order is well established for
r=2.40 mms-, which has undergone phase separation both the crystal and magnetic strurtures, as indicated by the
from the unannealed iwakiite, and subpattern 1, which would close agreement between the hyperfine parameters of this
correspond to a Fe-rich phase. From both the x-ray diffrac- pattern at 298 K and those for a pure hematite. By way of
tion data and the 57Fe Missbauer parameters, it is clear that contrast, the Mn-rich spinel phase exhibits considerable cat-
the p;iase giving rise to subpattem 1 is hematite, a-Fe20 3. ion disorder, even for very long annealing periods, and, as a
Upon further beating, as in the case of the 77 h anneal, there consequence, has values of Hei that are much lower than
is considerable recrystallization and growth of the Mn-rich those seen in synthetic MnFe 20 4 . The persistence of this
phase, giving rise to well-defined, long-range crystal/ disorder is due, most likely, to insufficient thermal energy
chemical structures characteristic of the spinel structure, and or time for the Mn and Fe ions to achieve a narrow range
Clear evidence is provided for this by the remarkable de- of local cation configurations. The relative magnitude of the
crease in the linewidths of subpattem 2 and the increase in magnetic hyperfine fields are consistent with this interpreta-
the magnitude of Eif from 318 to 417 k0e (cf. Table 1). The tion.
width of the (404) line in the x-ray powder diffraction pat-
terns undergoes a remarkable narrowing, in support of a de-
crease in the crystallographic disorder following the 77 h 'F. 1. Ltgering and A. M. Van Diepen. J. Phys. Chem. Solids 34, 1369

anneal at 1000 K. (1973).
Spectra of the iwakiite samples at 85 K exhibit similar 

2T Yamanaka and M. Nakahira, Min. J. 7, 202 (1973).
'VeA.rM. Brabers, Y. G. Proykova, N. Salerno, and T. E. Whall, J. Appl.

trends to those obtained at 298 K, with the linewidths of Phys. 61, 4390 (1987).
subpattem 2, representing the Mn-rich phase, being broader *S. Matsubua, A. Kato, and K. Ngnhima Min. J. 9, 383 (1979).
for the sample annealed for 17 h than for the sample an- B. J. Evans, W. R. Dunham, C. Porter. S M Abernathy, and C. Bluncson,
nealed for 77 h (cf. Table II) J. Apl. Phys. 63, 4133 (1988).

ubt. N. Ok and B. J. Evans. Phys. Rev. 8 14,2956 (1976).
A somewhat similar behavior has been observed for 

7
M.A.B. deAraujo, T.V.V. CostaM.C.A. Lima, H.A. MaiaandV. W.

naturally occurring jacobsite, MnFe20 4 , samples following Vietra, Phys. Scr. 46,682 (1989).
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Remanent magnetization In the diluted Ising antiferromagnet FeoOno.4 F2
. Drbe , J. Matto, and P. Nordad

Depawroent of Tecrdology, Uppsala Unversity, Box 534, S-751 21 Uppsak. S"en

The field, H-5 T, and temperature, Ta2 K, dependence of the remanent magnetization A of the
diluted Ising antiferromagnet Fe.,Zn%.4F2 has been investigated utilizing a supercondwcting
quantum interference device magnetometer. The results at low temperatures, where there is no
growth of random field domains after the field removal, are analyzed according to

:AHW(T In t/to)-*+B, where the two terms are domain wall and volume contributions to the
remanent magnetization, respectively. It is found that * decreases continuously with decreasing
temperature, and reaches a value of -0.15 at 3 K. The field exponent x is found to decrease with
increasing temperature, attaining values between 2 and 3. The results show a more complex
behavior of the low-temperature remanent magnetization than a model proposed by Nattermann and
V'ilfan which predicts constant values of the exponents: I"'-0.4 and x -2.

When a dilute Ising antiferromagnet is cooled in a mag- FexZnl -,F 2 have been time-dependent relaxation measure-
netic field a metastable domain state is reached, even though ments. In this study the remanent magnetization is measured
the ground state in 3d systems has long-range antiferromag- as a function of temperature at constant observation time.
netic order.' The domain formation is caused by pinning due A single crystal of Fe0 6Zno.4F2 was investigated utilizing
to random fields (RF). At low temperatures these domains a commercial superconducting quantum interference device
are very stable and it has been shown by neutron scattering (SQUID) magnetometer. The sample was mounted with the c
that if the field is switched off at a low enough temperature axis parallel to the applied field. From the maximum in dM/
the typical domain size remains virtually constant. 2 This ob- dT in low-field zero-field-cooled magnetization measure-
servation indicates that the domain walls are effectively ments the Niel temperature Tv was estimated to 46.4 K.
pinned by the vacancies on large length scales (in zero field The remanent magnetization measurements were con-
there is no RF pinning) and that the only observable dynam- ducted by cooling the sample in a magnetic field, H * 5 T, to
ics at low temperature arises from rearrangements of the do- T= 2 K. At this temperature the field was switched off and
main walls on a local scale. Nattermann and Vilfan (NV) the remanent magnetization was measured as a function of
have developed a model for the relaxation of the remanent increasing temperature in steps of 0.2 K for 2wT<_6, 0,5 K
magnetization, p., based on scaling arguments and the above for 6<Tl 10 and I K for 10<T<-60 K. The heating rate was
physical picture.3 The NV model, expected to be valid at low -0.3 K/min in the whole temperature range. This procedure
temperature and low fields, yields yields the remanent magnetization as a function of tempera-

I() ture at a constant observation time (cf. Eq. (1)].s
A(H,T)cAH2(T In/Ito)-•+A(H,T), (1 In Fig. 1, A is plotted as a function of temperature after

where A is a constant, H is the field in which the sample is cooling in H=1, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, and 5 T. For fields
cooled, to the microscopic spin flip time (_,10-12 s), and W 0.001-•-!<H 1 T the remanent magnetization is virtually field
is an exponent that should attain a value "-0.4 for a 3d di- independent9 and its temperature dependence looks similar to
luted Ising antiferromagnet. The first term in Eq. (1) repre- the temperature dependence of an order parameter. This is
sents the magnetization stored in the domain walls /,1, which
decays through wall adjustments on a local scale. The second
term p. is a volume contribution to the magnetization, which 0.25 ............... ........... T .........

originates from a statistical imbalance of up and down spins
within the domains. 0.2 5 OT

During the last several years properties of the remanent 4 OT

magnetization of the diluted antiferromagnets Feo.7Mgo.3C12  0.15 x%\ 3OT(

(Refs4and5) and Fe 3F2 (Refs. 6 and 7) have been O T
reported. When Eq. (1)has been used to analyze the decay of 0 .1- -
p/4-7 a systematic decrease of * with decreasing tempera-
tures has been observed and only at the lowest temperatures 0.05 A o
measured, a value 41-0.4 has been extacted.5 7 Thus, the
applicability of the NV model to these systems is not evi- -- _ - ___--_

dent. 0 10 20 30 40 50
In this paper we present results on the field and tempera- T (K)

ture dependence of the remanent magnetization in
Fe. 6Zn. 4 E2 and the applicability of the NV model is tested. FIG. I. Remanem magneization •u vs temperaiure T at fields H=t. 2.2.5,
Previous studies of the remanent magnetization of 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5 T.
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FIG. 2. (a) log A.• vs log T at fields H =3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5 T. (b)
*=d log(p,,/d log(T) vs temperature for fields H=3,3.5, 4, 4.5,5T. The FIG. 3I (a) Remanent magnetization j. vs H' for T=2, 6, 12, 18, 24 K.
filled• dots are data from Ref. 6 on FeO 47ZnO.3F2 - (b) Remanent magnetization j. vs H' for T =2, 6, 12, 18, 24 K.

At low temperatures, /.t. is virtually temperature inde-

typical for a volume contribution to the remanent magneti- pendent and it has been claimed from experiments
t0 that the

zation. For higher fields a second field-dependettu contribu- field dependent part of .i, is negligible in a field and tem-

(ion to the remanent magnetization appears which has a stri- perature interval similar to ours. However, even if A. is
tingly diftermaent temagpetature depen ceas Thisconasatribun i treated as a free parameter in our analysis it is not possible to
ingly different temperature dependence. This contribution is find a temperature interval where TP becomes a constant as
attributed to the excess magnetization in the domain walls proposed in the NV model.
and for H• 3 T it is clearly dominant at low temperatures. We now turn to the field dependence of the remanent

In Fig. 2(a), log p. is plotted versus log T for H=3, 3.5, magnetization. If the domain walls are nonfractal on longer
4, 4.5, and 5 T. p. has here been determined by subtracting length scales, the proportion of domain walls in the sample is
a small susceptiblity contribution due to the remanence in proportional to R - 1, where R is the typical size of a domain.
the superconducting magnet (< 1 mT) and an estimated value Assuming that the magnetization of a domain wall is inde-
of zp from the measured IA. At cannot be determined sepa- pendent of the cooling field, At,, is also proportional to R - 1.
rately but was taken as the constant remanent magnetization Since RcH - 'H with P,,= 2 , is predicted for the ;a,;dom field
observed for H• I T. Ising model one therefore expects: p.IxH

2
, at low tempera-

In Fig. 2(b), *=d log(p&w)/d log(T) is plotted versus tures where the domain size does not change with tempera-
temperature for H=3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, and 5 T. It is seen that *P ture. This is also the field dependence in the NV model.
decreases with decreasing temperature and that it reaches a We have analyzed our data according to
value of ,-0.15 at T=3 IC A value *--0.15 is to low to be
accounted for by the NV model. We note that Eq. (1) cannot ILoH, (2)

hold as T--0 K with I>0, since the remanent magnetiza- where x is an effective exponent which may vary with tem-
tion cannot diverge. In the figure we have included data from perature. In Fig. 3(a), A is plotted versus H

2 
and in Fig. 3(b),

Han etaL6 
extracted from time-dependent relaxation mea- At is plotted versus H

3 
for T=2, 6, 12, 18, and 24 K. At

surements of the remanent magnetization in Feo.47Zn0.53F2 . T= 2 K, the data are well described by Eq. (2) with x = 3. At
The general behavior of the T reported by Han et aL is simi- 24 K, the data are well described by x = 2. At intermediate
lar to our results. The shift in temperature with respect to our temperatures there is a gradual change of curvature. Neutron
data may be attributed to the difference in concentration be- scattering studies of Fe.6Zno4F2 (Ref. 2) have shown that the
tween the samples. domain size does not change when the field is removed at
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equivalently a change in the effective exponent x, at tern- Mager and A. P Young, J. Map. Map. Mater. I, 272 (1991).
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Freezing transition In the Z 3 gauge glass
Ronald FWsCo
Departmeem of Physics, Washington Umversity, St. Louts, Mi•souri 63130

; A Monte Carlo algorithm has been used to study the Z3 gauge glass model on simple cubic lattices.

The glass transition temperature, Tg, for this mode, is 0.760±0.01. There is an anomaly in the
temperature derivative of the specific heat at T.. The freezing transition appears to be describable
by a picture in which localized "nuggets" organize themselves into a state of long-range order,
leading to an extended state of the inverse susceptibility matrix with eigenvalue zero. The spatial
decay of the spin-glass-type gauge-invariant correlation function at T. seems to be a power law,
whose exponent, ,h is estimated to be 0.5 ±0.2.

The XY gauge glass has been studied for a number of The model was studied on L XL xL simple cubic lattices
reasons- over the last 15 years. The Hamiltonian may be with periodic boundary conditions. Morc details of the p,.-
written as cedures used may be found in Ref. 11. It was found that for

L = 16, the sample-to-sample variations of the dynamic
SHX= -Jy cos( ,- 0j- 'b), (1) freezing temperature ranged from about 0.60 to 0.75 J. This

(1j) wide variation indicates that one cannot obtain valid results
where (ij) indicates a sum over nearest neighbors on some for the properties of large lattices by doing an extrapolation
lattice. The 0, are the dynamical variables. The 46,j are taken from the average properties of many small lattices, because
to be independent quenched random variables, which have a the small lattices are not large enough to be in the asymptotic
probability distribution P(fl). P(46) is usually assumed to be scaling region.
uniformly distributed on the interval [-ir,ir]. There have The freezing process in these systems is highly inhomo-
been a number of recent Monte Carlo simulations of this geneous. Since we are using a continuous probability distri-
model on the simple cubic lattice.6- 9  bution for P(46), there are no regions of any significant size

Instead of allowing the 0, variables to be continuous, we in which tne bonds are perfectly ferromagnetic (or can be
can restrict them to take on values of the form 2 TI,/p, where made perfectly ferromagnetic by a local gauge transforma-
p is some fixed positive integer and 1, belongs to Z., the tion). There are, however, a few isolated regions, of perhaps
integers between 0 and p- 1. With this substitution we re- 10'0 spins each, that are only weakly frustrated, The spins in
write Eq. (1) in the form these regions, which will henceforth be called nuggets, relax

much more slowly than average, because they are coherently
H -= cos( j (h-I 1 )-,•46. (2) correlated. The nuggets comprise about 1% of an L=32

( P sample. The relaxation times of the nuggets increase rapidly

The p =3 case, with a general P(.0), was introduced by as the temperature is lowered from 0.85 to 0.80 J. In this
Nishimori and Stephen.' 0 Equation (1) can be recovered as temperature range, the correlation length in "typical" re-
the p-- limit of Eq. . . The author has previously pub- gions of the sample remains rather short. The "diameter"
lished a Monte Carlo study" of this p = 3 model. Here we (they are not very spherical) of a nugget seems to be about
will give more detailed results for the case of a uniform five lattice units, and the distances between them are about
P(O)), which we will call the Z3 gauge glass. The reader may two or three times this. Thus, it is not surprising that the
think of this model either as an approximation to an orienta- sample-to-sample variations of the properties of L = 16 lat-
tional glass' or as a discretization of Eq. (1), which pre- tices are quite large.
serves the universality class of the freezing transition. Note The nuggets can be identified as the localized eigenvec-
that for p=2, Eq. (2) becomes a form of the Ising spin tors of the susceptibility matrix, x. As argued by Hertz,
glass.12  Fleishman, and Anderson' 5 (HFA), a true phase transition

The Monte Carlo simulations 6-9 of Eq. (1) have pro- occurs if the nuggets become locked together in a coherent
vided evidence for a true thermodynamic phase transition in fashion, so that %_1 has an extended eigenvector with eigen-
the three-dimensional XY gauge glass. The reason why the value zero. A more subtle alternative possibility is that this
lower critical dimension of the XY gauge glass is less than eigenvector becomes power-law localized, rather than truly
that of the XY spin glass has been discussed by Gingras.' 3  extended. The spreading of order in this model is not a
For the same reason, it turns out" that the lower critical simple process, since the interactions between the nuggets
dimension of the Z 3 gauge glass is less than that of the p = 3 are highly frustrated. One could imagine carrying out a real-
Potts glass.' 4 It is much easier to simulate a model with space renormalization group transformation in which the
discrete dynamical variables than a model with continuous nuggets became sites, with effective interactions between
variables. Therefore, it is very advantageous to learn about them. Then one would look for "supernuggets" on the renor-
the universal parameters of the XY gauge glass phase transi- malized lattice, and iterate the transformation.
tion by studying the Z3 version of the model. Of course, the The inhomogeneity of the freezing process, and the in-
low temperature behavior of the two models is very different, adequacy of a single relaxation time analysis, are graphically
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FIG. 1. Histogram of the spin-flip frequency for individual spins of the Z 3  P1G. 2. Specific heat vs temperature for the Z3 gauge glass model on a
4 gauge glass model on a simple cubic lattice. The data were obtained from a simple cubic lattice. The data ar from te same lattice as those of FigL I

sequence of 288 states of a single L=32 lattice with T-0.775, using a The diamonds were obtained from the fluctuations of the energy at a single
time of 2560 Monte Carlo steps per spin between states. The y axis is scaled T, and the squares were obtained by numerical differentiation of the energy.
logarithmically.

temperature. The data from one L =32 lattice are shown in
illustrated in Fig. 1. This figure shows the distribution of Fig. 2. The points shown as diamonds were obtained from
single-spin-flip rates in an L = 32 sample at T=0.775 J, just the fluctuations in the energy at a fixed temperature, and the
above T,. The tail on the fast side of the peak is Gaussian, points shown as squares were obtained from the differences
and most of its observed width is due to finite time statistical in the average energy at successive temperatures. The two
noise. On the slow side, we see a broad tail that appears to be methods agree fairly well, with no apparent systematic dif-
exponential over a significant range. This long-time tail is ferences between them. Although cH appears to be a mono-
not consistent with a simple finite-size scaling analysis, but it tonically increasing function in the temperature region of
is expected in the HFA picture. The slow spins are indeed interest, the data suggest a weak maximum in dcH/dT at
clustered into nuggets, and at this temperature each nugget is T=0.760_0.010 J. This is the same range of Tin which
able to polarize a large number of spins in its neighborhood. the relaxation time of the nuggets becomes unobservably

The fact that the increase of relaxation times as T is long. We identify this tempe. ature as T5 .
reduced is too rapid to be consistent with an Arrhenius law We may define a spin-glass-typetZ two-point correlation
does not prove the existence of a finite temperature phase function, Q(i,j) for this model by
transition. An analytic crossover from weak coupling to 2
strong coupling, such as the Kondo effect, may also have this Q(ij) = • i- n(mod 3)]2 (
property. What evidence is there that the freezing transition ,,= 0

seen in this model is a true phase transition? To some extent,

the observation that the dynamical freezing appears to occur The results of calculating a spatial average of Q as a function
at a higher temperature, on the average, as L is increased of the distance, rii, between i and j, with ri0 along the cubic
supports this. It appears that as T is lowered to T,, the ef- axes for an L = 32 sample, and temperature near T, are dis-
fective sizes of the nuggets grow, and they become correlated played in Fig. 3. The flattening out of the T= 0.775 J data
with each other. The inhomogeneity of the freezing makes it for large rij is a finite time statistical noise effect. At T", the
difficult to quantify the growth of long-range spatial correla- range of spin correlations is clearly becoming larger than the
tions as T is lowered through T, , but the idea seems to be size of the L =32 samples that have been simulated. The
qualitatively correct. Because the freezing process is so in- majority of the spins are still rather fluid at this temperature.
homogeneous, it cannot be adequately characterized by a They freeze out gradually as T is lowered further. The nug-
single number. It is more appropriate to speak of a distribu- gets, however, are essentially rigid on accessible time scales
tion function for the local spin polarization. This should re- (about 7.5 x 105 

Monte Carlo steps per spin) for all T-_ T9.
mind the reader of Parisi's spin-glass order parameter From Fig. 3, it appears that Q decays like (l/r)

t
+" 9 at Tg,

function
t 6 

to which it is naturally related. with -9=0.5±0.2.
If Tg is a true thermodynamic phase transition, associ- The author believes that the flattening out of Q at large

ated with a divergence of spin correlations, then one might rij for T=0.75 J is an equilibrium effect, indicating the
expect to see some anomaly in the specific heat, cH, at this presence of true long range order for T<T,. Thus, the dis-
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L= 32 p 3 samples, with many nuggets, this would not continue to be
true. A meaningful test for the importance of frustration ef-
fects in the relative orientations of the nuggets, and therefore

o T=.725 of the thermodynamical significance of multiple metastable
0 2 T= 75 minima of the free energy, would require the careful study of

c T=,775 L = 64 systems.

0. 1 X The data of Figs. 1-3 appear to indicate the existence of
0 X' a true phase transition at T . If the study of an L = 64 sample

S0.05 L out to times of at least 10 Monte Carlo steps per spin were
f o 0 to give essentially similar results, the author would consider

0 0 o this to be convincing evidence for a phase transition. (Note

0.02 . X OU that this represents an order of magnitude increase in coin-

0.0 00 1 puting effort.) HFA point out that this could occur, due to the
00 000cc) behavior of topological structures such as vortex lines. A0.01 -- °0• similar effect is seen in three-dimensional XY-type random

0anisotropy magnets. 19,2t As evidenced by these examples, the
0005 ...... low temperature phase could have either true long-range

1 2 5 10 20 order20 or only a slower-than-exponential decay' 9 of Q to
r,j zero as rij goes to infinity.

FIG. 1. Log-log ploi of the glasa correlation functic vs distance for the Z,
gauge glas model on a simple cubic lattice, at three different temperatures. IJ. A. Hertz, Phys. Rev. B 1, 4875 (1978).
The data sets are of the same type, and from the same lattice, as used 

2
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in Fig. 1. (1983).
3
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[ Particulate Recording Media M. P. Sharrock, Chairman

K L Reptation and viscosity in particulate recording media in the time-limited
switching regime

W. D. Doyle, L Varga, and L. He
Center for Materials for Information Technology and Department of Physics, The University of Alabama,
iTscaloosa, Alabama 35487-0209

JPJ. Flander
Department of Physics, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104-63906

Measurement of P, the percentage reduction in remanence after the application of 1,nd <104 reverse
field pulses of width 0.6 nas r< r- 9 ns, are reported for five particulate tape samples including
y-Fi2O3, Co-WFe 2O3, Fe, and two different barium ferrites. For r-rc , P depended only on n '. It
increases quite rapidly at small values of n 7- depending on the media and then at higher values of
n r approximately linearly with log(n r). In the linear regime, the decrements 8 (% change/decade)
agree within experimental error with the quasistatic values obtained from viscosity measurements
between 10 and 100 s. Considering the arbitrariness of the logarithmic assumption, it is remarkable

$ that the decrement is the same over eleven orders of magnitude. The reduction in P at r< ac is
evidence for time-limited switching as reported previously. However, the dependence of P on n -r for
small n 7 cannot be explained by the usual viscosity model but is consistent with reptation, a
phenomenon suggested by Niel.

I. INTRODUCTION viscosity effects occurring during the time required to make
the reptation measurement dominate the process.

More than 35 years ago, Niel,"2 suggested that the re- The function log t can only be an approximate descrip-
petitive application of a reverse field to a magnetic particu- tion, since it diverges at very short and at very long times.
late system could result in a statistical fluctuation of the in- Until now, the need to address this has not been compelling
ternal interaction fields which would cause a decrease in the since measurements did not exist at either limit. We have the
remanence after each field cycle. No clear evidence for this capability13 to measure reversal after the application of very
effect has been obtained although it could be argued that short pulses with widths <1 ns and rise times <0.3 us such
phenomena such as domain wall creep 3 in thin films are a that (f0t) should approach unity. To better understand this
form of reptation. Earlier, Neil4 also suggested and it is well limit, an investigation of reptation and viscosity was under-
documented3 that the remanence in a magnetized particulate taken oc several magnetic tapes and the results compared to
system subject to a constant reverse field will decrease quasi-static measurements.
monotonically with time at a rate characterized by a param-
eter of the material called the magnetic viscosity. The exact I EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
dependence on time t is still being discussed theoretically

6

but for an assembly of nonuniform particles is usually taken The apparatus and measurement techniques have been
to be of the form log(for) where (f0t)>1 and fo is a con- described elsewhere.n3 For these experiments, the sample
stant assumed to be -169 s-1. In any case, all the experi- was initially saturated and then n pulses of width T and cur-
mental data for assemblies of particles, usually measured in rent amplitude I were applied at a low repetition rate of --1
the range 10-1000 s, are well described' by a linear depen- Hz. After each pulse sequence, a field proportional to the
dence on log t although it has been suggesteds that (log t)' 2  remanence was measured and the percent switched
is even better. Thus, assuming a logt dependence, the decay P=(AM/2MR)100 calculated. Here AM is the change in
can be characterized conveniently by a decrement 8 equal to the remanence and MR is the saturation remanence. For com-
the percentage change per decade. In 1986, Flanders9 carried
out reptation and viscosity measurements and showed that
the decrease in the remanence could be explained completely TABLE 1. Coeridvity H, and squarenem SO, measured with a VSM.
by viscosity, i.e., by taking into account only the total time
the reverse field was applied and not the number of field Mea H. (0e) So 8, (% dcad) (%/decade)

cycles. Within experimental error, reptation effects could not -. Fe20s 330 0.82 1.3 1.8-O-5
be detected. Recently, it was again suggested that repatien C-C'•2e 3  880 0.77 23 1 ±0.5
effects were observed'0 

but extensive theoretical I and MP (Fe) 1590 0.77 1.7 2 t0.5
BaFe-I 1010 0.74 9.2 8 ±0.5

experimental12 
analysis resulted in further support for BaFe-2 1180 0.65 5.0 4 ±0.5

Flanders' earlier conclusion. For quasistatic measurements,
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parison between samples, the current was adjusted to set P crease of P against log(n 7) becomes approximately linear.
between 40%and 60%for n=1and r>5 ns.For the higher This can be visualized more easily if weplot PvsloIn&r)
coercivity samples, a dc bias field H, was applied to the for r>,rc for all the media on one graph (Fig. 2). The linear
sample to allow P =50% to be reached at a convenient pulse dependence for n7> 10 and the rapid change in slope for all
current. 1

3
,
14 The coercivity Hc and the squareness SO, inca- the samples except Co- 7Ce2O3 below ni- =10 are clearly evi-

sured with a VSM for the five tapes studied are listed in dent. It is also ob~vious that P increases much more rapidly
Table 1. wt ri h aetpsta nteoieo Ptps

The measured values of P are plotted in Figs. 1(a)-l(e) wtnrithBaeapshninheoderMPae.
versus logQ. r) for several r. For all the media, there is an For the y-Fe2O sample, we carried out the measure-

approximate value of 7--1-, such that for r>1,r, P depends ments over four orders of magnitude. For large r>rc~, the

only On A17. for T<r, at constant nr, P decreases rapidly linearity on log(n) [or log(n 1)] is quite good for three orders
with decreasing ni' although the functional dependence on 7 of magnitude from n =10 to 104. T1his data also showed
remains about the same. P increases monotonically with n r, clearly that the deviation from linearity occurs at larger val-
quite rapidly at small values of n r depending on the media, ues of n as r<r decreases, from n 10 at i 5 ns to nl=(10
and then more slowly at higher n7at which point the in- at t=0.6 ns.

5Mi J. AppI. Ptiya., Vol. 75, No. 10, 15 May 1984 Doyle oraf



so Wehave also measured 4ý at different value ofl i. e.,
for different values of P at constant n 7 in 7-JeAO. From

0 50.50 are-a 20%<P<80%, 4ý is conetant within experimental error.
a7 2.2 .uai5tti meuasureent show greater sensitivity to the ap-

70 Plied field as expected from straightforward physical argu
met.Tedifference may be due only to the lack of prec-

creases more or less linearly with logn 1) and belowwhc
~YF.O. it does not. The simple theories of viscosity assume ta

(Jot)*- and if f,- 16' s- 1 our experiments surely violate
so that assumption. Therefore, deviation from the usual log(t)

UP dependence should not be unexpected. However, recent
measurements' 6 Suggest fo, May be as large as 10 12 _1OI3 S- I
in which case the explanation for the deviation must be

40 sought elsewhere. P surely increases rapidly with ns for
n <10 and this could be explained by reptation. We have not
taken into account the demagnetizing field of -100 Oe at

a ~maximum remanence'3 which adds to the switching field.
30 However, this is greatly reduced after the first pulse which

4 30 would therefore reduce switching for subsequent pulses,

1 to too 1000 leading to an underestimate of the nonlinear behavior for

"nr (nos) It is possible that an improved theory of viscosity could
explain the results for small ns and n 7, again negating the
need to involve reptation. Until that happens, our data are

FIG. 2. The percent switched P vs the total pulse nine (nr) at large pulse consistent with that phenomenon.
widths for several media. The curves are guides for the eye.
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Ferromagnetc resonance spectra of oriented barium ferrite tapes
Am.wu Yu, J. W. Hanr , and W. D. Doyle
CeWter for Materials for infoemation Technology ond Deparnuen of Physics and A-usn-tw The Ume--ay
ofAabana, Tkscaiosa, Alabama 35487
Ferromagnetic resonance spectra have been measured for three barium ferrite tapes at 34.5 GHz for

two different orientations of the tapes with respect to the static and microwave fields. The
orientation distutions in the tapes have been measured using x-ray diffraction, and these
disributions have been used to calculate the spectra using the Landau-Lifshitz equation. The
anisotropy energy, damping constant, and volume packing fraction have been used as adjustable
parameters in the calculations. Calculated spectra were in good agreement with measurements.
Anisotropy constants and damping constants determined from the fits are consistent with results
reported for fine particle assemblies.

1I. RODUCTION I=jFI
2
jLDe

2
0, (-)

Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) has been used by a where F is the structure factor, j the multiplicity factor, L a
number of investigators to study linewidths in single-crystal Lorentz-Polarization factor, D an orientation distribution
samples of barium ferrite.t-4 Very little work, however, has factor, and e-29 a temperature factor (assumed constant).
been done on fine particle assemblies. For a random distri- The orientation distribution factor is proportional to the num-
bution of fine particles, FMR spectra were measured and her of particles which have a c axis such that the diffraction
spectra were calculated based on the Landau-Lsfshitz equa- plane is in the plane of the tape and is given by
tion assuming no interparticle interactions.5 

Excellent agree-
ment was obtained between measurements and calculations, D=f f(O)d*, (2)
which enabled accurate determination of the magnetic pa- -

rameters, in particular, the anisotropy constant and the damp- where f(0) is the distribution function and 0 is the angle
ing constant. The FMR spectra for partially oriented samples between the c axis of a particle and the aligned direction of
is much more difficult to interpret, especially if interparticle the tape. The integration is taken around the perimeter of a
interactions are strong. Netzelmann recently measured and cone formed by all possible c axes oriented such that the
calculated FMR spectra for a commercial oriented barium diffraction plane is parallel with the tape plane.
ferrite tape.

6 
The spectrum in a tape sample depends on a In Eq. (2) an orientation distribution function of the form

number of parameters which Netzelmann used as inputs in

his calculations, including the orientation distribution. Al. f(AO) A exp[-((/o,)'] (3)

though Netzelmann obtained qualitative fits at 35 GHz, the was assumed, where o and n were chosen for best agreement
widths of the calculated and measured spectra differed sig- with the measured intensities and A was chosen for normal-
nificantly. ization. Figure 2 shows the relative intensities of the diffrac-

We have measured and calculated FMR spectra for tion peaks as a function of o for n =2 (Gaussian) and for
barium ferrite tapes with three different squarenesses and n =4, along with the measured intensities. For tapes BaFe-2
coercivities (Table I). In order to reduce the number of pa- and BaFe-3, a Gaussian function gave a good fit, with o,
rameters in the calculation and improve the fits, we have values of 560 and 590. For BaFe-1 the very low intensity of
measured the orientation distributions of the single-crystal the (107) peak suggested a more nearly square type of dis-
barium ferrite particles using x-ray diffraction, and we have tribution, and a good fit was obtained for n =4 and a"=45*.
used these distributions in our calculations.

1. EXPERMENTAL RESULTS

A. OClmetuon d ibuone 0114)

X-ray diffraction measurements were made on the tapes (107)

using a Rigaku diffractometer operating in the 0-20 mode.
The relative integrated intensities of the diffraction peaks
depend on the orientation distribution of the c axis of the
barium ferrite particles within the tapes. Figure 1 shows
spectra for the three tapes which include the (110), (107), 1. -
and (114) peaks. BaFe-1 has the highest degree oforientation
and BaFe-3 has the lowest as measured by the squareness of
the hysteresis loop (Table 1). 2 2 Thet3(de3.)

The relative intensities of the three peaks were calcu-
lated using an equation of the form

7  
rIo. t. X-ray diffmcion spt.
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FIG. 2. Calculated relative intensities as a function of distribution width.
Pouis show meaured inteinsitice. 

,. '

For all three tapes, the parameters n and o, were such that all 2 _"
of the measured and calculated intensities agreed to within 0.2 0 , 0 1 1
t5% of the intensity of the strongest peak. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

Orientation distributions were also determined using the
angular dependence of remanence method.

8 The results,
however, were not in satisfactory agreement with the x-ray FiG. 3. Calculated and measured FMR spectra.

results for all the tapes. This disagreement may be due in part
to interactions, which do not affect the x-ray results.

FN=(1/21Ao)( 1 -p)M.N_.M+ ( l/2jto)pM. , -M. (7)

B. Fwrmeonmlce In the above equations, M is the particle magnetization,

First derivative absorption FMR spectra were measured K, the crystalline anisotropy energy density, p the volumet-
at 34.5 OHz over the field range from 0.2 to 1.8 T. These ric packing fraction, N the demagnetization tensor for the
spectra were numerically integrated in order to compare with particle, and NL, the demagnetization tensor for the tape. The
the absorption spectra which were reported for randomly and second term in Eq. (7) is due to the demagnetization field of
partially oriented barium fenite.5,'

6 
Figure 3 shows absorption the tape, whereas the first term includes both the demagneti-

spectra which were recorded for two orientations (B and C, zation energy of the particle, which depends on the aspect
as per Netzelmann

6
) of the tape with respect to the static ratio and orientation of the particle, and a term with p to

field, BD, and the microwave field. For orientation B, B0 was account for the local interactions between particles. Equation
perpendicular to the aligned direction of the tape and in the (7) has the correct limits for an isolated particle (p=O) and
plane of the tape. For orientation C, BD was perpendicular to for a continuous medium (p = 1); however, for arbitrary val-
the tape plane. For each orientation, the microwave field was ues of p the interaction term is only an approximation.
in the aligned direction of the tape. The breadth of the FMR spectra in Fig. 3 is due prima-

FMR spectra were calculated from the Landau-Lifshitz rily to the orientation distribution of the paricles, with the
equation using the method of Netzelmann.

6 
The energy den- aligned particles contributing only to the high-field part of

sity is given as the spectrum. In both orientations B and C, the position of

F=Fa+FK+FN, (4) the high-field peak is determined primarily by Ke1 and, to a

lesser extent, by p, where
where Kff=Kt+(1I/2tLo)(1 -p)M 2

&N, (8)
F_=KI sin2  

, (6) and AN=Nb-N., where a is the symmetry axis of the par-

(6) tice. (Orientation and relaxation broadening will slightly

and shift the peak positions.) Thus, K14 and p can be determined
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TABLE 1. Tape parandur.

Bate-I Bflat-2 flaFe-3

K, (10' min") 0.93 0.78- 0.72
1C, (10' i/Mi) 1.14 0.95 0.89
p 0.39 0.50 0.50

06 0.110 0.097 0.103
;. (k~din. enwcmi) 326 326 326
dli 3.5 3.5 3.5

11H, 82Wasn 97 kAhm 94 IA/in
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __(1.030 Ge) (1'M200G (1.180 Ge)

SoTto 0.73 0.66 0.62
11 4 2 2
a (dew) 45 56 59

FIG. 4. Effect of a oncalculated FMR spectrum for Bate-1. (All calcila-
tioms ame nounialzed to the measured peak value.) IN. SIUMMARY

Particle orientation distributions in barium ferrite tapes
determined by x-ray diffraction have allowed FMR spectra to
be calculated which are in good agreement with measure-
ments. Beat-fit values of K, are in good agreement with bulk

with reasonable accuracy by matching the calculated and data, but a is considerably larger. This is consistent with
measured positions of the high-field peak for the two orien- previous work, although the reason for the large a values isItations. not well understood.

The high- and low-field tails of the spectra depend pri- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
manily on a. Figure 4 shows the high-field part of the calcu-
lated spectra forthreedifferent values of a along with the This work was supportedin partby agrant from aComn-
measured spectrum for BaFe-), which gives an indication of merce Department Advanced Technology Program adminis-
the accuracy with which a can be determined. tered by NSlC.

Table I summarizes the parameters which were used to 'W. A. Kav e J. Maps. Map. Manes. 58, 391 (1990).
deternine the calculated spectra in Fig. 3. T7he values of dir 'W. D. Wilber and L M. Sige., J. AppI. Phys. 63. 3353 (1988).
and M, are nominal values for a Toshiba Hi-B tape 'L M. Siber. E. 'Ibanstes, and W. D. Wither, J. Meap. Map. Mater. 54-57,

1141 (1986).(BaFe-3).9 Although these parameters were not known for 4M. Lalcre J. C. Map, W. Sinonet J. M. etignes, and H4. Lz Gall,
the other tapes, these same values were used for all the tapes EEEE 71rm, Map. MAG-20. 127,4(1964), and refereacess therein.
to calculate K, from Eq. (8). The values of K, in Table I are 'C. Sirg. K. A. Htempel, and F. Schumacher, J. Map. Mapo. mawe. 117,

consistent with values reported in the literature for both bulk 441(1992)(1.0)6U Netzehnann, J. Appl. PlaysI 18, 0(99)
crystal and fine particle assemblies of Co/Ti-doped barium 7'n .Cliy fnet fXRyDfrcin(dao.%neRaig

femrte. AIO The damping constants of the three tapes are MtA, 1978).
similar to peviously reported values for fine barium ferrite "S. Strikinsin and D. Treves, J. Appl. Phys. 31. 588 (1960).

partcim'll oweer, heyare s mch a tw "TSundki (personal communuication).pabces owvethy r a mc a toorders Of '01) J. de Bicus J. App. Py. 35 3482 (1964).
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Angular dependence meem ent of Individual barium ferrite recording
particles near the single domain size

Tromas ChWI
IBM A•TaR 5600 Conk Rd., San Jose, CalOrnm 95193

Electrical Engmeering Deqwnueu Uimwsry of MAmesoa 200 Union St., Muweapolk Mum,.esota 55455

The switching field angular dependence measurement of individual barium ferrite recording
particles with sizes ranging from 55 to 75 nm in diameter were measured via magnetic force
microscopy technique. These experimental measurements were then used as a basis to investigate
their nucleation mechanism and intrinsic switching modes. Our findings indicate that the effects
nonuniform doping of Co-Ti can significantly affect the easy axis nucleation field and the switching
mode.

I. INTROOUCTION Figure I(a) shows a schematic of the particle orientation
i pwith respect to the applied field direction. Figure l(b) shows

Recording particle such as barium ferrite h raced the switching field angular dependence measurement of the
much attention because of its exceptional recording proper- 55 nm diameter particle. The angular dependence curve
ties. In past investigations, angular dependence switching closely follows the Stouer-Wohlfarth behavior indicated by
field measurements were utilized to study the switching the large easy axis switching field (3150 Oe), with a mini-
modes of Co-Ti doped barium ferrite particles ' These mea- mum switching field value near 45o. With further increase in
surements of barium ferrite powder samples showed a the applied field angle beyond 45*, the switching field again
switching field that increased monotonically with an increase increases. Extrapolating the data points to 900, gives the an-
in the applied field angle. It is uncertain whether the large isotropy field H.-4100 Oe. Such behavior has never been
anisotropy field, which is typically 4-5 times the easy axis observed in macroscopic measurements. Figure I(c), shows
switching field value, is due to incoherent switching of indi- the angular dependence curve for the slightly larger 57 nm
vidual particles or whether the observed behavior is the re- diameter particle. Although the particle size is similar, its
suit of strongly coupled particle ciusters. 3  angular dependence curve shows a near-inverse-cosine de-

Recently, a new method that allows direct measurement pendence suggesting incoherent switching. At small angles,
the switching fields of individual recording particles has the switching field is approximately 900 Oe, than increases
been demonstrated.4 This technique utilized an in-house-built sharply as the field angle increase beyond 70* (Hl.-2500
magnetic force microscope (MFM) as an ultrasensitive mag- Oe). The angular dependence curve for the large diameter
netometer to measure the renument magnetization state of panicle (75 rim) shows similar incoherent characteristics as
individual particles. The measurement technique also comn- shown in Fig. 1(d). The easy axis switching field is -1300bines the use. ofd) ah high resluis switching electld is3
bines the use of a high resolution scanning electron micros- Oe. The switching field at 650 dips slightly then sharply in-
copy (SEM) imaging and atomic force miroscopy (AFM) creases with further increase in the applied field angleproftlometry to quantify the geometric shape and the size of (EI-3100 Oc).
the particle specimens.

In this paper, the switching field angular dependence ju. DISCUSSION
measurements of three particles were measured utilizing this
MFM based technique. These experimental switching field It is interesting to note the large difference in the easy
measurements are used as a basis to investigate the intrinsic axis switching field between the two nearly identical size
reversal modes and the switching mechanisms of individual particles (55 and 57 nm diam). Even though they have dif-
barium ferrite recording particles [BaFe 2 _2.(C0T) 5 Oi 9, ferent aspect ratios, this still does not explain the full mag-
x =0.7]. Micromagnetic modeling is used in the final analysis nitude of the easy axis switching field difference. Further-
to gain a quantitative understanding of our experimental more, a calculation of the particle's crystallre anisotropy
findings. field, calculated from the measured anisotropy field

[H,(90*)] and the known thicknesses of these particles, was
found to be nearly identical for all three particles. This indi-

N. METHOD AND RESULTS cates that the variations in the switching fields are not due to
differences in the doping level among the particles. The

The switching field measurement technique used in this source of the peculiar differences in the angular dependence
study has been described in a previously published article. 3  behavior remain unclear.
'The switching field angular dependence of three barium fer- To better understand this observed phenomenon, a mi-
rite particles (55, 57, and 75 mm in diameter, and aspect ratio cromagnetic simulation study was conducted using the cal-
equal to 2.4:1, 4.1:1, and 2.7:1 respectively) was measured at culation method that has been described in a previous
various applied field angles between 0e and 90* with respect aricl. 5 The previous calculation showed that a uniformly
to their easy axis directions. doped particle could not account for the measured switching

J. Appt. Phys. 75 (10). 15 May 1904 0021.897W94/75(10)F 30.00 @ 194 Amaereai InafUt of Physic. 5M63
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FIG, 1. (a) Schematic of the patticle or'ientation with respect to ith applied field direction. (b) Experistentlu switching field angular depettdence cur.'es for" the
55 am din. psrticle. (c) 57 am diarn particle, and (d) 75 ant dine particle. The usicrooagne tic isrimlation switching field values are shown by the solid lines.

field values. In this case, we assume that the doping of Co-Ti and 75 nm diam particles, respectively. The simulation re-
is spatially inhomogeneous. In other words, the particle is suits closely predict both the magnitudes and the shape of

modeled as having small regions of excessive doping and their angular dependence curves. For each particle model, a
other regions in the particle having less doping compared to different spatial distribution, generated by using different
the volume average doping level. The result is a particle that random seed numbers were used. Even though each set has
has random dispersion and a random spatial distribution of the same volume average anisotropy value, each set gave a

the local crystalline anisotropy constant. The switching field different angular dependence curves. This suggests that the
angular dependence simulation results are shown by the solid reversal mechanism strongly depends on the specilic spatial
lines in Figs. 1(b), 1(c), and 1(d) corresponding to the 55, 57, details of the anisotropy distriboution. To understand this in
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FIG. 3. The trawient magnetization configuration during the switching process for the 55 am diamn parice. The nomalized average , agnetizata values for
the four szaes are; (a) .a,=0.8, (b) u,=0.6. (c) u,=0.2.

more detail, we examined the easy axis transient magnetiza- Measurements of three particles 55, 57, and 75 nm diam

tion configurations. Figures 2 and 3 display the magnetiza- particles revealed significant differences in their angular de-
tion configuration for the 57 and 55 rm diam particle at pendence behavior from a near-Stoner-Wohlfarth to an near-
various stages during the irreversible switching process re- inverse cosine. Micromagnetic simulation could accurately
spectively. In each case, nucleation initiates along an edge predict the experimental observations when the effects due to
boundary of the particle [Figs. 2(a) and 3(a)]. The spacial nonuniform doping of Co-Ti were included. The specific na-
anisotropy distribution for the 57 um particle model ture of the switching mode and the nucleation field are sig-
shows that the nucleation site is a region of reduced crystal- nificantly affected by the detail spatial doping distribution
line anisotropy. Because of this local anisotropy reduction, within the particle. Inhomogeneous doping of Co-Ti can
the edge region nucleated at applied field value that is much form small local regions of reduced crystalline anisotropy.
less than its anisotropy field. Once the edge region switches, These small regions spawn nucleation sites along the edge
it forms a reverse domain as shown in Fig. 2(b). The re- boundaries of the particle, where switching initiates at very
versed region expands and switches completely by the small easy axis field values. In such cases, the reversal oc-
propagation of a domain wall [Fig. 2(c)]. This incoherent curs by a highly incoherent edge nucleation, domain wall
switching mode is consistent with the approximate inverse- propagation mode. Inhomogeneous doping that occurs pri-
cosine angular dependence behavior measured experimen- marily in the interior regions does not significantly influence
tally [refer to Fig. 1(b)]. The magnetization configuration for the switching process. When the anisotropy dispersion oc-
the 55 nm diam particle shown in Fig. 3, shows a switching curs in this fashion, then irreversible switching occurs at
configuration that is nearly coherent. The crystalline anisot- field values nearly equal to its anisotropy field. In these
ropy distribution for this particle shows that there were only cases, switching occurs by a quasicoherent mode.
moderate degree of anisotropy dispersion along the edge of In the larger size particles, incoherent reversal becomes
the particle while most of doping variation occurred in the the preferred switching configuration independent of the de-
interior regions of the particle. This indicates that large an- tail spatial anisotropy distribution.
isotropy dispersion at the interior regions does not signifi-
cantly affect the switching process. Therefore, once the onset
of nucleation occurs along an edge, the rest of the particle
also begins to switch because the applied field value is close
to the anisotropy field value [Figs. 3(b)-3(d)]. This quasico- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
herent switching mode is consistent with the near-Stoner-
Wohlfarth switching field angular dependence curve ob- The authors would like to thank National Media Labo-
served experimentally [refer to Fig. 1(b)]. ratory and Dr. Denis Mee for their support.

The transient magnetization configuration for the large
diameter (75 nm) particle also shows a highly incoherent
edge nucleation, domain wall propagation mode. Quasico-
herent switching mode was never observed in any of the
simulations for any given anisotropy distribution in the large 'A. & Cofrd, D. E. Speliots, A. 11 Morris, 0. A. Pn X. L
size particle. ZTou, G. Boftboi, D. Candolfo, A. Cecheti. ad F. Masoli, iMEE Trans.

Map. MAG-. 2864 (1988).
IV. COCLU 2 T. IdW, 0. Kubo, and H. Yokoyama, IEEE Tram. Mash. MAG-24 704

(1986).
TTfield angular dependence of individual TChangandl 'GZhu j.Appl Phys 73, 6716 (1993).

TheM. P. Skanok, MEE Tram Mag. MAG-24, 255 (1990)s
barium ferrite recording particles has been experimentally 'T. Chang and J. G. Zhu, Intertnag '93 [IEEE Tras. Map. (to be pb-
measured for the first tiime.ý Wiaed)].
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Co-Sn substituted barium ferrite prtcl.f - X. Z. Zhou and A. H. Morrish

Dqunmeia of Pkyzics U-airsy of M-aimba. tWtMaq R3T 2N2, Caana&
Zhsn Yang and Hua-XMan Z9%e
Rmet*rc Iatinaw of Magnetic MawwiLs, Laiimdwn lUniverA Lmaiszo Chant

Co-Sn substituted barium ferrite particles, BaFC12 -2.Co.Sn.O,9 (OW 1W-.4), have been
investigated using x-ray, VSM, and Moabauer spectroscopy. The magnetocrystalline-anisotropy
constant has been determined as a function of x from an analysis of the approach to magnetic
saturation. Misabauer spectra indicate that Co

2
+ and SnA

4 
ions have a strong preference for the 2b,

4fvl, and 12k sites. The reduced anisotropy constants k=Kl(x)/K,(O) have been calculated based
on the single-ion model and the site preferences and agree well with the measured values. The origin
of the magnetic changes caused by Co

2
÷ and Sn4+ substitution can be attributed to the site

preferences.

L ITROOUCTION measured with a VSM (Vibrating Sample Magnetometer)
intrinsic with a maximum field of 16 kOe. The law of approach to

-type barium ferntes, because of their large saturation was applied to determine the anisotropy fields,
uniaxial anisotropy and high coercive force, have been HK, and the anisotropy constants K 1 . Mossbauer spectra
widely used as permanent magnets and microwave devices, were taken using a constant acceleration spectrometer with a
When various combinations, such as Co-Ti or Co-Sn, are triangular drive and a 30 mCi source of 17CO in a Rh matrix.
substituted for some iron in M-type barium ferrite particles, A proportional counter made by Harwell and a multichannel
the coercivity is substantially reduced with only a little analyzer CMCA 1000 with 512 channels were used to collect
change in the saturation magnetization.'1

2 
Recently it has the spectra. The velocity of the spectrometer was calibrated

been realized that these substituted materials are suitable for
use in high density and perpendicular recording media.

3
'- using the six-line spectrum of an a-Fe foil. All Mbssbauer

However, the Co-Ti substituted barium ferrite particles have spectra were folded and fitted with a least-squares computer

a larger temperature coefficient of coercive force, dH,/dT, program.

as compared to acicular particles of y- Fe20 3, and it can be
improved by a third element, Sn, substitution.6 On the other IN. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

hand, it was reported that Co-Sn substituted barium ferrite The x-ray diffraction patterns show that all the
particles, Ba.Fe,2_2.Co.Sn.Oi 9 with x=l.10-1.40, had a Ba.Fe12 2-,CoSn.O9 (O~x<1.4) have the magneto-
small temperature coefficient for H, and were suitable for plumbite structure; no trace of other phases was detected.
magnetic recording.

2  Although the lattice constant a does not change significantly
In an attempt to shed more light on the origin of the with jr, the constant c does increases monotonically from

magnetic changes when the substitutions are made, the fano- 23.272 to 23.402 A as x increases from 0 to 1.4. This may
ily of compounds, BaFei 2 -2.Co.Sn.O, 9 , where x ranges be attribited to the larger radius of Sn4+ (0.71 A) as com-
from 0 to 1.4, has been prepared and investigated using x-ray pared to that of Fe

3 
+ (0.63 A).

diffraction, a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), and The specific magnetization, a., the remanence, a,, the
M6ssbauer spectroscopy. The number of iron ions at each of anisotropy constant K, and the coercive force H,, are listed
the crystallographic sites as a function of x has been inferred in Table I for various x. Clearly, although the anisotropy
from the Mosabaner spectra. It was found that the Co

24 
and constant K, and coercivity H, substantially decrease as x

Sn'
4 

ions have a strong preference for 2b, 
4

fvw. and 12k increases, the specific magnetization o-, only decreases by a
sites. The Fe contributions to the anisotropy from each site
have been calculated on the basis of the single-ion model and

compared to the experimental results; they agree remarkably TABLE L Mwanetic pnoperties of BaFe 12_.Co, SaO 1 with 0'"E1.4; the
well. Specific o u. rince a,, czysinie trop) ccnssat

K 1, and cofe m tm H,.

N. EX•RIMEI• A•. X o. (ema/&) o, (emuS) K,(le Wg/cms) H, (Oc)

The samples BaFe, 2 _CoSn•Oq with x=0-1.4 i 0.00 63.6 33.12 2.84 48W0
0.20 61.5 32.82 2.53 3875

steps of 0.2 were prepared using the chemical coprecipitation 0.4o 61.2 32.13 2.30 2925
technique. After the coprecipitation products were filtered 0.6o 59.6 30.31 1.89 1965
out no Sn4+ ions were detected in the remaining solution. 0.80 59.6 29.21 1.62 1560

"The details of the sample preparation have been published 0.95 58.5 28.22 1.43 1180
1.10 58.7 2'7.58 1.23 996

elsewhere.' The structure and lattice parameters of all 1.2D 57.9 25.28 1.12 762
samples were determined using x-ray diffraction. The spe- 1.40 56.2 22.19 0.94 529
cific magnetization, a, and the coercive force, H,, were
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FIG. 2. The nmbser, N, of iron ions at each site as a function of concentra-
-10 .6 0 1 10 firm z.

VELOCITY (nwrs/.)

2.751 -
4 fvt, and 12k sites of the hexagonal crystal structure. The
relative areas of the four subpatterns were assumed to corre-

2.727- 0.8spond to the number, N, of iron ions on the corresponding
sites. By comparing the relative spectral areas of the substi-
tuted to the unsubstituted samples the number N is obtained

14" for each site as shown versus x in Fig. 2. The number of iron
ions does not change much for the 4fv-2a site, but de-
creases for the 2b, 4fj~, and 12k sites with increasing x. In

A1030- 0.016 other words, the Co2 '-Sn4' ions have a strong preference
.Vfor the 2b, 4fvq, and l2k sites.

50 The hyperfine fields for each site deduced from com-
.4L puter fitting as a function of x are listed in Table 11. For all

~A t¶F ~ X M .sites the hyperfine fields decreased only slightly with in-
1.7a212 creasing x. Usually the magnetization is proportional to the

~~~V W Whyperfine field. This result is in a good agreement with mag-
netic measurements.

"aa - ftlWWThe single-ion model predicts that the largest contribu-
tion to Vt~' magnetocrystalline anisotropy is from the 2b site.

115-14 However, the contributions from the other sites cannot be
neglected; the 12k site has a negative value.8 The contribti-

.10 -5 a 6 10
VELOCITY (mi)TABLE II. The hYPerfine tei" Of Ba ,2 - 2.C0.S0,O 19 With 0""x"".t,

deduced fromn computer ftted M~nshass spectra for cact site as a function
FIG. 1. Ro-m te-ea-r Uduhse spectra f-r BaFe12 _. Co55n.,O, (a) of X.
with 0OxttO.6 and (b) with O.8atxct1.4. _ _________________

x 4f, (kOe) 4fi,+ 2a W~e) 12k (Wec) 2b Whe)

0.00 516.4 494.5 415.3 404.1
relatively small percentage. Thie Hc value for the unistibsti- 0.20 514.7 492.3 413.2 402.2
tuted sample is too high for magnetic recording; applications. 0.40 512.4 487.7 414.7 VC1.2

pWhen x= 1.1 -1.4 it is suitable for magnetic recoding media. 0.60 509.3 484.7 413.6 400.7

Room-temperature M6ssbeuer spectra for 0.80 506.2 479.0 410.6 394.1

BaFe12.2rCo.Sn.O 19 (0,ixsn .4) are shown in Fig.1 l 0.95 504.8 476.9 410.6 392.5
- .1.20 501.9 470.1 405.6 392.5spectra were fitted with four six-line subpatterns that were 1.40 49M. 466.0 400.0 386.6

assigned to the 4fw-2a (which are not resolvable), 2b,

J1. AppI. Phys., Vol. 75, No. 10, 15 May 1904 Zhou at at. SW6



TABLE Ill. The values ofK, forea single Fe" ionat each barium ferrite site

as OXK.

Site 2a 2b 4/mv 
4

fv, 12 100M

K (c /'ion) 0.23 L.40 0.18 0.51 -0.18 Cluae

tions to the anisotropy constant, Kz , of a single iron ion at :0

each site can be found in Ref. 8; for convenience thew val-

ues are given in Table Ill The higher-order anisotropy con- 40 0 0. 0 .stants are zero for all sites. os

Based on the number of iron ions at each site obtained 20
from the Mosabauer results and the values of K, fc.- each
site the total value of K, for Co-Sn substituted barium ferrite , , , , , ,
as a function of x obtained is listed in Table IV. For corn- 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.s 0.s 1.0 1.3 1.4

parison purposes a reduced anisetropy constant k is defined CONCENTRATION x
as the ratio of the anisotropy constant Kj(x) for the substi-
tuted to that for the unsubstituted barium ferrites Kj(0) FIG. 3. Reduce mag c anisotropy constant, k as easurod and m cal-
[k = Kj(x)/K,(O)]; these are also listed in Table IV. Lack cutated from the sitg-ion model as a function of concentration x.

of information precluded taking the Co
2

, contributions into
account. The measured k(x),., and calculated k(x), agree
well as shown in Fig. 3. It is important to note that Co

2
1 is mental data. This particular distribution is consistent with the

a magnetic ion and usually makes a large contribution to the Mossbauer results. It also predicts that when x=2.4 the

anisotropy constant in the ferrites, for example, in y- uniaxial anisotropy will vanish, i.e., k(2.4)=0; then
Fe203. In this experiment the good agreement between the BaFe. 2 -UCo5 SnOt9 with xý,2.4 will have planar anisot-
measured k(x), and calculated k(x), values without taking ropy.
into account any Co

2
÷ contribution may be because the The agreement between the calculated and measured re-

Co
2
' contributions at the different sites cancel or because duced anisotropy constants, k(x), leads to the conclusion

the Co
2

+ moment is quenched. The contribution made by that the Co
2

+ and Sn4+ ions prefer the 2b, 4fvl, and 12k

Co
2

+ ions requires further clarification, sites with the probability 3/12, 4/12, and 5/12, respectively.
The Mdssbauer spectra show that the Co

2
+ and Sn4+ The single-ion model for the magnetic anisotropy agrees

ions prefer the 2b, 4fvw, and 12k sites. It is of interest to with the experimental results. The origin of the magnetic
consider various distributions of the Co

2
+ and Sn4+ ions changes caused by the substitution can be accounted for by

over these sites. If, for example, the Co
2
+ and Sn4+ ions considering only the site preferences of the Co

2  and Sn
4
`

occupy the 2b, 4fw, and 12k sites :-mdomly, that is, 1/9 ions.
occupy the 2b site, 2/9 the 4fw site, and 6/9 the 12k site,

then the calculated k(x), decreases with increasing x much
more slowly than the experimental data. Hence, this is un- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
likely. If relatively more Co

2  
and Sn4 ions occupy the 2b The work at the Manitoba was supported by the National

and 4fw sites than the 12k sites, for example, if 3/12, 4/12, Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada. The
and 5/12 occupy the 2b, 4fw, and 12k sites, respectively, work at the Lanzhou University was supported by the foun-
then the calculated value of kI(x), agrees well with experi- dation of Chinese National Educational Committee.
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.. .Magnetic properties of modified Ba-ferrite particles
H. Sadamura, N. Sugita, M. Maekawa, and N. Nagai
R&D Division Toda Kogyo Corporation, 4-1-2 Funairi-minami, Naka-ka, Hiroshima-hi,. Hiroshima 730,
Japan

Modification with magnetite on Ba-ferrite particles was carried out by heating alkaline suspension
including Ba-ferrite particles and Fe2+ hydroxides as described by Kiyama et al. [J. Solid State
Chem. 99, 329 (1992)] to get higher magnetization. As a result of x-ray powder diffraction
measurements, reflection intensity of magnetoplumbite phase decreases and that of spinel phase
increases with increase of Fe2+ quantity added, simultaneously. Coercive force goes down and
magnetization increases as Fe2+ quantity added increases. The differential hysteresis loop of the
mixed samples (Ba-ferrite particles and magnetite particles) has two peaks. And that of the modified
samples has only one peak. From these results, it becomes clear that there exists strong magnetic
interaction between Ba-ferrite core and magnetite shell. The measurements of temperature
dependence of magnetization at the applied field of about 16.5 kA/m shows that the Hopkinson peak
shifts toward higher temperature with increase of the modified amount. It also indicates the strong
magnetic interaction between core and shell materials.

I. INTRODUCTION samples with Fe 2 + of 5, 10, and 20 wt % is corresponding to

Magnetic recording media will be classified into thin A-l, A-2 and A-3, respectively.
film typ and coating type.And most commercially available Furthermore, the mixed samples bctweei above-
mediam t, d coating type. mande byoatingothersupalt matriable mentioned Ba-ferrite particles and spherical magnetite par-Smedia are coating type made by coating the support material tce aigacecv oc f1 ~madastrtoticles having a coercive force of 12 kA/m and a saturation
with a dispersion of magnetic particles in an organic binder.' magnetization of 85 A m2/kg werl- prepared. The mixed ra-
In magnetic materials for coating type, the research and de- magnetito of 85 A m /kg e pared The mx ra-tios of magnetite particles to Baf-f--ite particles were 0, 10,
velopment on Ba-ferrite particles and its application on the , 5, ad 1 t
high density recording becomes activated recently,2  since Fe2

+ content in the modified samples was quantitatively
Ba-ferrite tapes have the perlenuicular anisotropy and small analyzed with the oxidation-reduction titration. Magnetic
switching field distribution. If the magnetization of Ba- properties were measured with vibrating sample magnetome-
ferrite could be increased, the possibility will become higher. ter up to 796 kA/m at 298 K. Temperature dependence of
Therefore the modification with magnetite or (o-femite on magnetization was measured with magnetic balance up to
Ba-ferrite particles have been investigated to increase 873 K at the applied held ot 'proximately 16.5 kA/m.
magnetization.6 It was also investigated that the easy axis X-ray pwe diffracti ern of core ate and the

was deviated from c-axis in such modified Ba-ferrite X-ray powder diffraction patterns of core Ba-ferrite and the
particles.6 modified samples were taken with Fe Ka radiation. BaSO4

Articles. e n v i econtent in the sample was measured by gravimetric analysis,
As inentioned above, switching field distribution (SFD) atri a endsovdit C yhaig n hafter it had been dissolved into HC1 by heating. And the

is very important specially in the field of high density mag- relative content of Fe30 4 in each sample was estimated from
netic recording. The SFD can be evaluated from the differ- the corrected saturation magnetizations of the modified
ential hysteresis loop. Therefore, it is the purpose to show the samples, using a saturation magnetization of 57 and 85
differences between the mixed samples and the modified A m2/kg for Ba-ferrite and magnetite, respectively, as al-
samples by measuring the differential hysteresis loop and ready described by Kiyama et aL
temperature dependence of magnetization.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
II. EXPERIMENTAL A. Mechanism of the modification of Ba-ferrite with

The platelet Ba-ferrite particles (sample No. A-0) substi- magnetlte
tuted by Ni, Ti, and Zn were used as a core material,7 which Figure I shows the results of powder x-ray diffraction
had a specific surface area of 50 m2/g, an average diameter measurements of the core Ba-ferrite sample (A-0) and the
of 0.05 Ian, an aspect ratio of 5 to 6, a coercive force of 130 modified samples (A-I to A-3). Reflection intensity of spinel
kA/m and a saturation magnetization of 57 A m2/kg. phase increases and that of magnetoplumbite phase decreases

First, the particles were dispersed in alkaline suspension with increase of Fe2÷ quantity added, and reflections of
(NaOH concentration of 2.5 mol//). The modification of BaSO4 come out at the same time.
core particles was performed with Fe2 + of 5, 10, and 20 These results mean that Ba ions are extracted from Ba-
wt % with respect to core material. The source of Fe2+ was ferrite particles during the modification process, and that
FeSO 47H20 aqueous solution. Then this well-mixed suspen- Fe3+ ions which are necessary for the formation of Fe 3O4 is
sion was heated to boiling and stirred for 5 h with N2 bub- supplied from Ba-ferrite particles. Therefore, the mechanism
bling. The modified particles in alkaline suspension were fil- of this reaction is almost same as that of Co-treatment as
tered, well-washed and dried at 50 *C in air. The modified described in Ref. 9.
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FIG. I.- X-ray diffraction patterns of the Ba-ferrite particles and th odfe 0 20 40 60 80 100
samsples, Ba-ferrite core (A-0) and those modified with magnetite of 17 Mixed magnletite content (wtE)
wt %(A-1),.34 wt %(A-2),.and 78wt %(A-3). And peaks are denoted as
follows; 0: Ba-ferrite. 0: RA(), L; BaSO4.

4 FIG. 2. Coercive force (a) and magnetizationl (b) as a function of magnetite
content mixed to Ba-ferrite particle&.

Specific surface area and magnetic properties of these
samples are shown in Table i. The coercive force, H~, de- tively. That is, magnetite particles and Ba-ferrite particles are
creses and magnetization, ors, increases wisth increase of magnetically independent in the mixed samples.
Fe2

+ added. They are attributed to the formation of tnagne- However, there is only one Hp, and that decreases with
tile layer on Ba-ferrite particles, increase of magnetite content in the modified samples, as

shown in Fig. 3(a).
B. D~ference between mdifie aempi. and mixeOd Therefore in the modified sample, there is the magnetic
Sample interaction between the Ba-ferrite core and magnetite shell.

In the mixed samples, magnetization increases linearly
and coercive force decreases monotonically with increase of
magnetite content as shown in Fig. 2. The hysteresis loop of (a'oife amqilesý
these samples is distorted, because two kinds of magnetic H
particles those have different magnetization and coercive
force exist. On the other hand, that of the modified samples
is not distorted. These situations are clearly indicated by the A-3
diffierentiall curve of hysteresis loop. A-2

Figuire 3 shows dM/dH as a function of applied field in -A-1

the reversing process. in Fig. 3, H, is defined as the fieldA-
with maximum dM/dH. In case of the mixed samples, there
are two peaks and their positions do not vary with the mag-
netite content as shown in Fig. 3(b). And Hand H. 2 are (W Mixed sa.ples
corresponding to that of magnetite and Ba-ferrite, respec- 10/ Fe /aF

TABLE 1. Analytical results, specific surface ares, sand Magnei Properties
Of fth modified samples. Magnetization values are corrected using the esti-307
mated BaS04 Contest.'~a.'

Sanmple No. A-0 A-I A-2 A-3 lest%

Anatlytical Fe'*coolealt:wt% 0 2-5 S.7 11. 0Ir
FiatleatedFC30 4 Content: W1% 0 17 34 78
EatlratedfBfS0 4 econtenr~t'Wt% 0 3.0 7.5 15.0 0 50 100 150

* Specific st acarea: m2
/g 50.0 44.5 38.5 30.0 H..., (kAle)

* Coercive force, H,: kA/m 130.0 95-5 63.7 26.3
Uppeeinetizon a.:A m2/kg 57.0 61.8 66.5 78.2

.. 0.488 0.464 0.434 0.312 FIG. 3. dMfldH curvsm as function of applied field in the reversing pto-
cess, for (a) modified samples and (b) mixed samples.
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f. .u.e of core Ba-ferr•te (A-0) is about 606 K, just below
which there is the Hopkinson peaL'0 And that of magnetite
is about 800 K.

For all samples, there is a peak at around 600 K, whichA-3 is attributed to the Hopkinson effect. The peak shifts toward_3 higher temperature and becomes broader as the modified
amount increases. This change does not occur in simplyAmixed samples of Ba-ferrite and magnetite particles.

As described in Sec. Ill B, these results also indicate that
SA-1 the core Ba-ferrite particles have strong magnetic interactionwith the modified layer of magnetite.
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c' H, enhancement of Co-adsorbed -Fe20s particles via surface treatment
with sodium polyphosphate

4 F. E. Spead, F. T. Parker, A. E. Berkowitz, and T. J. Cox
Ceter for Mqnen: Recordbig Rewearch-04O1 Unwersay of California, San Diego, La Jolla,
Cii~nmia 92093-0401
The coercive force Hc of partially reduced, acicular r-Fe20 3 particles having an adsorbed Co layer

(4 wt % Co; Fe+2/Fe+3 -0.09; 2000 A•x240 A particle dimensions; 36 m2/g specific surface area)
increases substantially following surface treatment with (NaPO3)._ 1 4 .Na 20. The maximum
observed effect occurs at a polyphosphate-to-iron oxide weight ratio P/Fe near 0.5, denoted
(P/Fe)., where Hc of the Co-adsorbed oxide increases from 687 to 1096 Oe immediately
following treatment. The latter value increased to 1215 Oe after a four month storage in an argon
environment containing less than 1 ppm H20 and 02, suggesting that the polyphosphate-oxide
interaction is sensitive to moisture or oxygen. Co-adsorbed particles containing no Fe4 2 in the oxide
core also exhibit HC enhancement following surface treatment, but the change in Hc is substantially
less than that of particles containing Fe6 2. The general behavior of polyphosphate-treated
Co-adsorbed particles is observed to be similar to that of treated berthollide particles having no
adsorbed Co layer: (i) the magnitude and sign of change in Hc varies with P/Fe, reaching a peak
value at (P/Fe)., (ii) the magnitude of increase in Hc at (P/Fe)m. depends on the Fe+ 2 content of
the particle core, (iii) saturation magnetization of the particles treated at (P/Fe),. is essentially
unchanged from that of the untreated precursor, (iv) Hc of specimens treated at (P/Fe).. returns to
the value of the untreated precursor when the polyphosphate coating is removed via washing with
water, and (v) particle dissolution occurs when P/Fe5,(P/Fe),.. Studies of anisotropy field
distributions show that there is no obvious bimodal character to the very broad distribution of
anisotropy fields found in randomly oriented specimens of surface-treated particles.

I. INTRODUCTION rated in a 24 kOe applied field prior to obtaining the M vs H

Very large increases in the coercive force of acicular, curves using a vibrating sample magnetometer, where M is
partially reduced y-Fe20 3 particles have been observed fol- magnetization and H is applied field. All resultijrg values for
lowing treatment with (NaPO3),-Na20, where n >7.1-7 The the coercive force, H,, and magnetization in 20 kOe applied
origin of this phenomenon is still unknown, but the large field, defined here as the saturation magnetization M,, were
change in the coercive force following treatment and its re- corrected for the weight and diamagnetism of the polyphos-
vers ble nature suggest that the increased anisotropy ema- phate matrix as well as the diamagnetism of the sample
nates from an interaction at the surface of the oxide particle holder. Anisotropy field distributions were measured using
with the polyphosphate molecule. The strong affinity of the technique described earlier by Sharrock.' 0

polyphosphate molecules for certain metal cations has led to The iron oxide specimen used as the precursor material
suggestions that the phosphate groups in the polymer mol- for this study consisted of acicular particles having approxi-
ecule either interact directly with Fe' 2 ions,5 or influence the mately 2000 A length and 240 A diam with 36 m2/g specific
iron cation distribution near the particle surface,6.

8 thereby surface area (SSA). The particle surface contained a 4 wt %
producing a large surface anisotropy. However, M6ssbauer adsorbed Co layer. The Fe' 2/Fe4 3 cation ratio, obtained from
investigations of partially reduced rFe20 3 particles having analysis7 of the M6ssbauer spectrum of the precursor, was
surfaces enriched with 7Fe indicated that polyphosphate approximately 0.09. The room temperature M, and H, val-
treatments result in no observable changes of the iron cation ues for randomly oriented precursor particles were 78.1
distribution at the polyphosphate-particle interface. emu/g and 687 Oe, respectively. Earlier studies2'5 7 have

Since the polyphosphate molecule also has a strong af- shown that the Fe4 2 content of the particle core influences
finity for Co+2

,
9 it seems logical to question whether the magnitude of the coercive force enhancement in

'Fe 20 3 particles having an adsorbed layer of Co also can polyphosphate-treated berthollides. In order to determine if
exhibit H, enhancement following polyphosphate treatment. the Fe4 2 cation had a similar influence in iron oxides having
Our preliminary studies7 have indeed demonstrated that Co- an adsorbed Co layer, a specimen containing only Fe+ 3 was
adsorbed rFe2O 3 particles do respond to polyphosphate sur- prepared by heating the precursor at 125 °C for 24 h under a
face treatment. We have extended these latter studies of Co- flowing stream of oxygen saturated with water. The x-ray
adsorbed particles and have found much larger Hc powder diffiraction pattern of the oxide produced by this
enhancement than previously reported. treatment was identical to that of the precursor, with no de-

N. EXPERMENT tectable quantities of a-Fe20 3 present. M6ssbauer spectros-
copy confirmed that the oxidized specimen contained no

Details of the method used for the polyphosphate surface Fe+ 2. The room temperature M, value for the oxidized pre-
treatment are described elsewhere. 7 All specimens were satu- cursor was 72.4 emu/g and H, was 623 Oe.
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FIG. 2. AnituMpy field distbutions for Co4d-adred peacursor before

FIG. 1. Dependence of the room temperature coercive force on the sodium (open circles) and after polyplispbair surtace treatment at P/Fe=0.5 (solid
polypihophate-to-iron oxide weight ratio P/Fe for Co-adsorbed precursor ciles).
(solid circles), and oxidized Co-adsorbed precursor (open circles).

latter method determines the remanent magnetization M,
MI. RESULTS (measured at a 90° angle from the direction in which the

T1he influence of various polyphosphate treatments on sample was previously saturated) that results after applica-
the coercive force of Co-adsorbed iron oxide particles is tion of successively larger positive fields applied at a small

shown in Fig. 1, where H, is plotted as a function of the angle 0 from the saturation direction. The derivative of the

sodium polyphosphate-to-ion oxide weight ratio P/Fe. H, resulting remanence vs applied field curve gives the HK dis-
reaches a maximum at P/Fe=0.5 o denoted (P/Fe)ai for tribution of the sample. In the studies described here, the
both the precursor (Fe+2/Fe+ =0.09) and the oxidized speci- saturaing field was 24 kOe, 0=-5, and the field increments

men (Fe+
2
/Fe+

3 =0), but the coercive force enhancement for were in the range 100-500 Oe. The anisotrpy field distri-

the latter specimen is about one third that observed for the butions shown in Fig. 2 were obtained from the derivatives

precursor oxide. H, of the precursor was 1096 Oe immedi- of the smooth curves drawn through the remanence vs ap-
ately following treatment at (P/Fe)um, but inreased to 1215 plied field data for randomly distributed specimens of Co-

Oe after a 4 month storage in a glove box filled with an adsorbed pFecursor before and after polyphosphate treatment
argon atmosphere containing less than I ppm H 20 and 02. at P/Fe=0.5. The distribution for the polyphosphate-treated
For specimens treated at P/Fe<0.7, the values of Ms and material shows a single peak in the HK range 2000-3000 Oe
remanence ratio did not appreciably change from those of the with a long broad tail extending to higher fields. Qualitative

untreated powders. Furthermore, after several rinses in ultra- measurements of the distribution width were precluded by

sonically agitated water, the Hc and Ms of the the presence of a small fraction of sample that switches near

polyphosphate-treated (P/Fe=0.5) precursor were 716 (e zero applied field. The origin of this behavior is currently

and 78.6 emu/g, respectively. These values are essentially the unknown, but it should be noted that inspection of the M vs
same as before treatment and demonstrate that the adsorbed H curve for this specimen revealed no anomalous decrease in

Co layer remains intact when treatment ratios do not exceed moment near zero field. The distribution for the untreated

P/Fe=O.7. However, when P/Fe>0.7, values of both M s and precurso exhibits a peak at about 1260 Oe and a full-width-

remanence ratio were substantially reduced relative to the at-half-maximum of about 2000 Oe.

values for the untreated materials. Paramagnetic M6ssbauer
subspectra confirm that particle dissolution occurs in this at-a
ter P/Fe range. These results are similar to those reported Itoh and co-workers'1 

have postulated that partially re-
earlier7 

for iron oxide particles having no adsorbed Co layer. duced ,-Fe20 3 particles contain a thin surface layer having a
Our previous studies

7 
of the anisotropy field (HK) dis- Fe+

2
/Fe+

3 
ratio different from that found in the particle core,

tributions of polyphosphate-treated berthollides were based and that this layer is necessary for interacting with the poly-
on fits of the first quadrant magnetization data to log-normal phosphate molecule to produce increases in the anisotropy.
distributions. These studies demonstrated that polyphosphate Mssbauer studies7 

of particles having surfaces enriched
surface treatments at (P/Fe). resulted in large increases in with "Fe, however, show no evidence of Fe+

2 
on the sur-

mean anisotropy fields, as well as very broad distributions, face. A remarkable feature of the current results is that the
the latter possibly due to the presence of bimodal anisotropy additional adsorbed Co layer (about a monolayer) on the
distributions in the treated powders. No such bimodal char- particle surface does not interfere with whatever interaction
acter is observed in the anisotropy field distribution of the may exist between the polyphosphate molecule and the Fe+

2

poiyphosphate-treated Co-adsorbed precursor (Fig. 2), deter- present in the particle core. The magnitude of the change in
mined by the more direct technique described in Ref 10. This coercive force in the Co-adsorbed precursor is about the
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same as dt of bertholklde specimens without adsorbed Co, interatomic disances and angles for long chain polyphos.
so that the polyphosphate treatment has an additive effect on phates show that a polyphosphate chain with n-14 wmddSparticle anisotropy. For the oxidized Co-adsorbed precursor, require 104 A2 of an adjacent surface if the chain ami was

I the change in Hc is greater than that observed for Y-FeCO3  aligned parallel to it, but only 5 AL2 
if aligned perpendicular

containing Do Co*2 of Fe+z, but much reduced from that of to the surface. At (P/Fe). we find that the perpendicular
the Co-adsorbed precursor material. This may due to an af- orientation of the polypiwaphate chain covers only 40% of
finity of the polyphosphate molecule for specific sites on the the available surface, whereas the parallel orientation would
particle surface, such as the spinel B site which contains hypothetically cover 790% of the particulate surface. These
divalent Fe+

2 
and Co+2 

cation. If this is the case, it is rea- results are entirely consistent with the conclusions of Rtoh
sonable to expect that the available preferred sites on the et aL,1 who reported that the interaction between the poly-

particle surface will be saturated with polyphosphate mol- phosphate chain and oxide surface occurs via the chain ter-
ecules at the peak treatment ratio (P/Fe).. Using 36 m

2
/g minal groups. Thus, the circumstantial evidence presented

for the specific surface area of the Co-adsorbed precursor, here seems to suggest that the enhanced anisoropy is due to
(P/Fe)rO.5, and 1489 g/mol for the formula weight of the polyphosphate molecule association with either the A or B
sodium polyphosphate (n-14 chain length) used in these metal sites, or surface functional groups that have the same
studies, we find that there are six polyphosphate molecules density as these sites, and that the interaction occurs with the
per 100 A2 

of available oxide surface when coercivity terminal phosphate groups of the polyphosphate chain.
reaches a maximum. The same value is obtained for precur- In conclusion, we find that polyphosphate surface treat-
soft 1 and 2 of our earlier studies. This reasoning suggests ments of Co-adsorbed ,-Fe 203 particles result in substantial
that the value of (P/Fe)m, should scale with the specific HC enhancement, as observed in berthollide particles having
surface area of the particle specimen. Therefore, if the six no adsorbed Co surface layer. Hc enhancement via poly-
molecules/100 A

2 
value is typical for all polyphosphate- phosphate treatments appears to be additive, because the

treated -Fe20O particles, precursor 3 (SSA=26 m
2
/g, see changes in Hc at (P/Fe)m. have approximately the same

Table 1, Ref. 7) should exhibit a peak in the Hc vs P/Fe curve magnitude for both types of particles. The change in Hc for

at (P/Fe).m=0.4. This value is exactly where the peak en- oxidized Co-adsorbed precursor, however, is about double
hancement was observed.6,7 that observed7 

for -Fe203 containing no Fe +2, implying that
The computed polyphosphate surface density corre- the divalent Co+ 2 

ion has some role in the interaction be-
sponds closely to the number density of cation A or B sites in tween polyphosphate and the iron oxide core. The correlation
the (110) plane of the spinel structure. Fukumoto et aL.1

2  
between the surface densities of polyphosphate and the A or

have shown that there are 6.8X1022 A sites on the (110) B metal sites implies that polyphosphate interacts sequen-
surface planes of a 400 g specimen of y-Fe20 3 powder with tiaily with specific sites.
SSA=33 m

2
/g. Using these numbers, and the fact that the

number of A and B sites in the spinel (110) plane is the same, ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Coerchivty enhancement In -Fe2 Os by surface treatmentSwith phsp o s Wm

Devid E. NWdes, Martin R. Parker, Elizabeth M. Crook, and Terry M. Self
Ca for Ma,.Lr for ln4fmaf Tedaulo UmiWh 4fAdb•aA IwwACosAladas 3548"7-0209

Significant increases in coercivity were observed for n y Fe2O3 pigments that were
treated with different phosphate ions. The objecs of this investigation were to determine if the
effect was specific to the phosphate anions as well as establishing the influence, if any, of induced
compressive stress in coercivity enhancement. Stoichiometric y-Fe20 3 pigments were treated with
aqueous solutions containing the sodium salts of different anions and the changes in coercivity
measured by vibrating sample magnetomery. The surface treatments were done in an aqueous
suspension, followed by water evaporation, and vacuum treatment at 150--160 C. Sodium
phosphate, sodium pyrophosphate, sodium tripolyphosphate, sodium metapbosphatt, poly(sodium
sez,1ate), and sodium p-toluenesulfonate were used and the weight ratio of salt to pigment was fixed
at 1.5. Within the range of anions in this work, the coercivity enhancement was specific to the
polyphosphate anions. The coercivity for pigments treated with sodium p-toluenesulfonate (273 Oe)
or poly(sodium actylste) (280 Oe) was only slightly higher than 265 Oe for the as-received
pigments. For the phosphate anions, the coercivity enhancement increased in the order sodium
phosphate (268 Oe), sodium pyrophosphate (287 Oe), sodium tripolyphosphate (316 Oe), sodium
polyphosphate (336 Oe). To evaluate the effect of stress on the coercivity, samples treated with
sodium polyphosphate were ground to a powder and then pressed into pellets. The coercivity for the
samples decreased linearly with increasing applied pressure during pellet formation. Therefore
applied stress does not accunt for the coercivity increase.

L INTRO. UCTION the y-Fe 2O 3 pigments. The pigments are acicular cylinders
with a length to diameter aspect ratio greater than 5. TheThe increase in coercivity of y-Fe2O3 pigments by str- sides of the pigment provide a much greater surface area than

face treatment has been the subject of ongoing scientific and the ends of the pigments, therefore there are more binding
technological interest. The magnetic tape industry has taken sites along the sides. If coordination of surface iron site leads
great commercial advantage of higher coercivity enhance- to changes in electronic structure that extends into the bulk
ment arising from surface treatment with cobalt(H) ions. of the pigment, then the changes would be greater along the
There have been reports of significant coercivity ncreases sides of the pigments. This would enhance the electronic
when ?.-Fe2 0 3 was treated with polyphosphate anions.2-s anisotropy of the pigments and consequently the magnetic
This effect depended on the ratio of Fe2

+ to Fe3+ in the anisotropy, leading to coercivity enhancements.
pigments and on the weight ratio of polyphosphate to pig- In this paper we determine whether the coercivity en-
ment. Slonczewski9 has proposed a model where polyphos- hancement is specific to surface treatment by polyphosphate
phate binding caused a subsurface oxidation of Fe2 + to Fe3 ÷, anions. Stoichiometric 7-Fe2O3 pigments were treated with
presumably pinning the Fe

2
+ state to the pigment surface. aqueous solution containing the sodium salts of different an-

However, Mossbauer studies of non-stoichionmetric pigments ions. The different anions were chosen because of their dif-
containing 7Fe doped in the surface did not show sigmficant ferent affinity for binding to Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions. The anions
increases in surface Fe2 + upon polyphosphate binding.s were phosphate, pyrophosphate, tripolyphosphate, metaphos-

The treatment of y-Fe2O3 may be considered in the phate, p-toluenesulfonate, and polyacrylate. The polyphos-
realm of surface coordination chemistry. The polypiosphate phate anions present similar ligands, while the
anion displaces coordinated water from the surface of p-toluenesulfonate and polyacrylate are different and would
V-Fe20 3 . The new ligad wonld modify the energy levels to present a difference in the binding constants with surface
the d-states on the surface iron. If 7-Fe2 0 3 is considered t iron ions and differences in changes in electronic structure
be a heavily doped semiconductor,ro the d states for the sur- upon binding. These differences may lead to differences in
face iron would be partially filled and would have an energy coercivity enhancement for pigments treated with these dif-
somewhere between the valence band and the conduction ferent salts.
band. Modification of the d states at the surface would lead
to a modification of the space charge region extending from
the surface into the bulk."'2 If ligand binding lowers the N. iXPERMIW AL SCTION

energy of as empty d state, then electrons may migrate from The y-Fe2O3 pigments, K-300, were a gift from Magnox
the bulk to the surface iron. Alternatively, if ligend binding Pulaski, Inc., Pulasid, VA. The pigments had a coercivity of
raises the level of filled d states, then electrons may migrate 265 Oe and a specific surface area of 13.5 m2/g. The FeO
from the surface iron into the bulk. Thus, surface treatment ontent was 0.25%, correspondin to a FC2+/Fe3 + ratio of
may pin a valence state, either Fe2+ or Fe 3

+, to the surface of 1/180.13 The surface treatments were done in aqueous sus-
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pension in a manner similar to that described by Spada et al7

Sodium phosphate, sodium pyrophosphate, sodium tripoly- FIG. '. Plot of courivity as a functioa of aplied pmresae for pellers com.
phosphate, sodium metaphosphate, poly(sodium acrylate), tuaing 1*Fe20 and sodium oetbate

and sodium p-toluenesulfouate were used as surface treat-
ment agents. For all samples the weight ratio of salt to pig- ever, the samples with no coercivity enhancement were fine
ment was fixed to 1.5. A 1.00 g sample of v-Fe2 0 3 was powders. It was speculated that sodium tripolyphosphate and
stirred with a solution containing 1.50 g of the salt dissolved sodium metaphosphate treated samples consisted of y-Fe 203
in 10.00 g distilled water. The suspension was evaporated to pigments in a phosphate glass matrix. After heating to
dryness and then heat treated at 150-160 °C under 0.200 150 °C and cooling the phosphate glass put the pigments
Ton" vacuum for 1.0 h. A control sample was treated with under compressive stress, giving rise to a change in coerciv-
distilled water only, the water evaporated, and then heat ity. To test this hypothesis samples of sodium metaphosphate
treated at 150-160 °C under 0.200 Tort vacuum for 1.0 h. A treated yFe20 3 pigments were pressed into pellets with dif-
sample was treated with sodium metaphosphate, the water ferent applied pressures. The purpose was to obtain a series
evaporated off, but was not subjected to hot vacuum treat- of pellets where the pigments experienced different and
ment. A sample was treated with sodium metaphosphate So- somewhat controlled degrees of compressive stress. It was
lution, the water evaporated off, heat treated under vacuum, supposed that the amount of compressive stress retained in
ground to a powder in a mortar and pestle, and then pressed the pellets increased with increasing applied pressure. The
into pellets at room temperature. Magnetic hysteresis loops pellets were composites of )-Fe 20 3 in a glassy matrix. The
were measured by vibrating sample magnetometry using a data in Fig. 1 shows that the coercivity decreased linearly
10 kOe saturating field. Measurements on replicate samples with increasing applied pressure. Clearly increasing the corn-
gave a standard deviation in the coercivity value of 2%. pressive stress decreased the coercivity Y-Fe20 3 pigments

and compressive stress was not responsible for the observed

II. RESULTS coercivity enhancements. Spada and co-workers
7 

contended
that if the coercivity enhancement has a magnetostrictive ori-

The data in Table I shows the effect of various surface gm, then compressive stss would decrease the coercivity, a

treatments 00 the coercivity Of the 7-FeA pigments. As- contention in agreement with our experiments. An alternative
received, the pigment. had a coercivity of 265 Oe. Pigments explaination is that as the applied pressure increases, the
simply treated with water, dried and then heated to 150 °C packing fraction of the pigments increases. It has been dem-
under vacuum showed no increase in coercivity. Within the onstrated that increasing the packing fraction of yFe20 3 pig-
range of anions used in this study only the higher polyphos- ments, leads to a decrease in coercivity.1

4

phate anions showed a significant increase in coercivity.

There was little or no increase in coercivity for pigments r4. DISCUSSON
treated with sodium p-toluenesulfonate poly(sodium acry-
late), or sodium pyrophosphate. Only pigments treated with Experimental evidence presented here and elsewhere

2
'

sodium tripolyphosphate and sodium metaphosphate showed leads to the conclusion that coordination of certain species to
a significant increase in coercivity. This coercivity enhance- iron ions the surface of y-Fe20 3 pigments gave rise to
ment required the 150 °C vacuum treatment and without this changes in surface electronic states which ultimately changes
treatment, there was no coercivity increase. Pigments treated the coercivity. When y-Fe2O 3 pigments are exposed to aque-
with sodium tripolyphosphate had a coercivity of 316 Oe, an ous salt solutions, the anions must compete with water for
increase of 15%. The largest increase in coercivity was seen coordination sites on the surface of the pigments. Clearly,
for pigments treated with sodium metaphosphate, 338 Oe, a water had a higher affinity for these surface sites than the
28% increase. This increase was comparable to that r other ions present. Only after heat treatment in vacuum,
by Spada et aL for toichiometric I-Fe2O3 pigments.8  

which removed the surface moisture, did the higher poly-
In the course of this study it was observed that the phosphate anions give rise to a coercivity enhancement

samples, displaying cocivity enhancement, consisted of Some anions, p-toluesueanfonate and poly(acrylate) ions, ei-
y-Fe2O 3 pigments fused together in a glassy matrix. How- ther did ant have a high enough affinity for the pigment
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TABUE B_ &10111 COMua lot pholaphilie mms to Fe2* mad We' a potmalil for a transition mea" bon a solution greatly do-
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____ pearls on the Uiganda coordinated to that ion. in aqueom so-

pbophowb- ~ ~ ~ ~ ai e* o 3. WS lutiel (Fe3+(OH2)bf' has a cue-electron reduction potential

_______ ______ _______ ___9_W of +0.77 V.
2
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surface or, if they did have an adequate affinity, binding did the surface coordination chemistry of iron in ),Fe2O3 Pig-
not lead to signidicaut coemcvit enhancementL it is intig- wents.
img that the puhosphate amuom did not all show the asam .= ~ M~Rcodneie yC

degree of coercivity enhancement. They all present a Similar 'E- KO- 0.od AC T eCd011006 atoloaj. ' IOMR eMdr-it ew byoCrkD
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Ele"tbaPM evaluation of the effect of binder additives
,•- on Iron corrosion

J. Cwtaos Arroyo, Hamm M. Saffrian, and Garry W. WrMe
C-r f-r MaW-Lsmh for In•rj ion Tedcology and Dqeptmem of Mewuucal and Maaerias4 E~~A.PMOMS& Uni~rWys Of AlihvaVA nwlkrcisa AJkbvmm 35M87

Recent research efforts have emphasized the archivability of metal particle media which utilizes
"pasaivated" iron particles as the magnetic material. Two fundamental processes limit the archival
lifetime of such media (1) corrosion of metal particles, and (2) degradation of polymer binder. This
paper addresses the first process by quantifying the effect of pH and various binder additives
(ubicant, dispersant, polymer degradation products, etc.) on the corrosion of pure iron in aqueous
0.05 M K 2SO4 . This study is unique in its use of electrochemical techniques to adequately quantify
the corrosion process. Both ac (electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, (EIS)] and dc polarization
techniques have been used. Experimental data showed that the addition of stearic acid (a lubricant)
and lecithin (a dispersant) resulted in a decrease in the corrosion rate of iron in K2S0 4. Five
different carboxylic acids of various chain lengths were investigated since such compounds can be
viewed as simple models for binder additives, or as polymer degradation products. Except for stearic
acid, all of the carboxylic acids significantly accelerated iron dissolution at the corrosion potential.
The corrosion rate increased as chain length or pH decreased and as acid concentration increased.
The charge involved in passive film formation increased as the solution becomes more acidic,
indicating that the passive film was less stable of more difficult to form. In the passive region the

corrosion rate was lower than that of the base electrolyte for high concentrations of carboxylic acids.

I. RITRODJCION Both ac and dc electrochemical techniques have been used to
examine the effects of various organic materials, i.e., car-

High density metal particle (MP) tape used in various boxylic acids and lecithin, on iron corrosion. Depending on
formats (e.g., D-2, R-dat, 8 mm), is a leading candidate for chain length, these materials may be viewed as either model
mass storage systems. With regard to an evaluation of the binder additives or binder degradation products.
archivability of MP tape, two important aspects which must
be considered are (1) corrosion of the metal particles and (2) N. EXPERW, TAL
degradation of the polymer binder. The first is unique to
metallic media, e.g., MP, metal evaporated, and the second is An iron electrode with a cross sectional area of 0.20 cm

2

common to many forms of flexible media. In addition, deg- was prepared from a 5 mm diam rod (Johnson Matthey
radation of the polymer binder may well affect the corrosion 99.9985%) imbedded in epoxy. Surface preparation of the Fe
of metal particles. Reports of corrosion failure for MP tape electrode consisted of mechanical polishing with 600 grit
under conditions of environmental stress are conflicting. For SiC paper, ultrasonic cleaning in water and drying in air.
example, in one study,' exposure at 60 'C and 90% RH re- Aqueous solutions of various organic materials including a
suited in relatively small changes in bulk magnetic properties model lubricant and dispersant, stearic acid 2nd lecithin,
(M,, M,, and H,). In another study,

2 
exposure of MP tape to were prepared in 0.05 M K2S0 4 by dissolving reagent grade

60 *C and 90% RH resulted in large changes in bulk mag- chemicals in deionized water. Solutions were deaerated by
netic properties. purging with nitrogen for - 1 h prior to the experiments, and

The nature of much of the previous work has involved a nitrogen blanket was maintained over the solutions during
measurement of magnetic properties or recording perfor- the measurements. Solution pH was adjusted to the desired
mance of MP tape before and after exposure to elevated tem- value before deaeration. Experiments were performed in a
perature and humidity. In many cases this was done with no glass cell with a three electrode system: (a) iron working
attempt to control pollutant gases.'

3
,
4 

In others, pollutant electrode, (b) platinum (2.5X 1.2 cm) counter electrode, and
gases were carefully controlled through the Battelle class HI (c) a saturated calomel reference electrode (SCE).
environment (30 oC, 70% RH, 10 ppb C02, 10 ppb H2S and The corrosion potential of the iron samples was allowed
100 ppb NO2).2"5 The degradation of passivated metal par- to reach steady state prior to all experiments. Both ac and dc
tides, separate from tape, were also examined as a function electrochemical experiments were performed. Impedance
of RH and temperature.

6 
Very little research has been re- measurements were conducted at the open circuit potential

ported where electrochemical techniques have been em- using a Solartron 1255 frequency response analyzer and
ployed. 1286 potentiostat with associated computer and ZPLOrT soft-

SThis paper reports the results of a basic research project ware. dc potentiodynamic anodic polarization curves were
"aimed at understanding the role which binder components obtained with an EG&G 273A potentiostat and M352 corro-
and additives, and pH play in the corrosion of iron in MP sion software, by sweeping the potential at 1 mV/s from the
media. Since it is difficult to directly examine iron particles open circuit value to about 1.5 V vs SCE and measuring the
electrochemically, an iron rod was used as a model electrode, current response.
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albsence of acetic acid, pH=6.0.

typical complex impedance format or Nyquist plot. Fitting
U. RESULTS AN ISUSSHM each set of data in Fig. 2 to a semicircle yields the value of
A. w Impence resut•s charge transfer resistance, Rd, which is inversely propor-

The effect of various carboxylic acids, used as both tonal to co tion rate, in Figs. and 2, were also

model binder additives and polymer binder degradation coDlected for other catboxylic acids, and a summary of the

products on ique corroason was investigated by the imped- R. values thus obtained is shown in Fig. 3, as a function of
ance technique at the open circuit or corrosion potential, concentration and chain length of each acid. In general, the
E., Since the addition of carboxylic acids lowers the pH, iron corrosion rate in 0.05 M K2SO4 , measured at E. and
all solutions were adjusted to a constant p1H of 5, the natural pH=6, increases with increasing concentration and with de-
pH of the 0.05 M K2SO4 base electrokle. Impedance data creasing chain length for carboxylic acids containing 2-10

can be displayed several different ways. Fur example, Fig. 1 carbons. However, in the presence of stearic acid (18 car-

shows the impedance and phase angk .data for iron in 0.05 M bons), often used as a lubricant in the formulation of metal
K2Si 4 in the presencee and ab fnce of 40 mM acetic acid. A particle tape, a significant increase in Rm was observed, in-
significant decrease in impedance in the presence of 40 mMcorrosion.
acetic acid relative to the base electrolyte is indicative of a

The corrosion rate of iron was also affected by the num-
decrease in corrosion resistance. Impedance data for a series ber of acidic groups in the molecule. As shown in Fig. 3, R,
of acetic acid conce~ntrations are also shown in Fig. 2 in a values, at constant concentration and pH are consistently

higher in hexanoic (a monocarboxylic acid) than in adipic (a

dicarboxylic acid) while both contain six carbons. Similar to
stearic acid, lecithin was also observed to have an inhibiting
effect on corrosion as shown in Table 1. The inhibitive effect

-a of lecithin on iron corrosion was a linear function of concen-
40 -o-N tration in the range of 0%-0.005% w/v (aqueous solubility

- 2smM limit).
-- 40omM

so B. dc rsults
Potentiodynamic polarization curves for iron in various

N 20 concentrations of acetic acid are shown in Fig. 4. The corro-
sion behavior of iron in the "active region," at potentials

below -- 0.2 V (vs SCE), is similar to that observed during

TABLE 1. Char transer resistnce, RJ, of iron in 0.05 M K2SO4 as a
• .. . .... . . .. function of lecCih cnMceMnratn.

1 10 20 30 40 s0
Conc. lecithin (wt/vol%) R, (KA)

r (w}o )
0.0025 t00

FIG. Z. Nyquist p)Ml for" ira at Ee in 0.05 M K2SO4 for vffiotM Coitea 0.0050 ]30
hain of acetic acid, pH=6•.0
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TABLE U. Effect 0f cuhzytc acid omacea,•4 md pH us the ckmur
involved - the pasinvaimo mo . 0.05 WM K2SO,.

Cairboxylic Case Cbara
t -a .•'

acid (01M) PH (Coal)

-4None 0 3.5 3.30
0 6.0 0.29"".....0 9.5 0.22

--. 4 Acetic I 6.0 0.38
5 6.0 0.51

- 2 20 6.0 0.66

20 3.5 9.7

a -.4. 1 1..6 Adipic 1 6.0 0.31

a (v us Scu 5 6.0 0.43
20 6.0 0.3
20 4.0 7.9

p1G. 4. Poteuiodyaauic polarizatitn curves foe iron in 0.05 M K2 SO4 for 20 10.0 0.002
vrioum soncen&soas of acec ad at pH=6.0. Scan rate I WV/s.

impedance measurements, ie., increasing acetic acid concen- pedance spectroscopy and dc polarization techniques. At the
tration results in higher currents or higher corrosion rates. corrosion potential, all carboxylic acids except stearic acid (a

This behavior is probably associated with the formation of lubricant) accelerate corrosion. Stearic acid even at a concen-
soluble corrosion products (iron salts and/or complexes) tration 12 ppm resulted in a marked reduction in corrosion
which allow continuous dissolution of iron. Since the solu- rate. The corrosion rate increased as the acid concentration
bility of iron carboxylates decreases with increasing the increased and as the hydrocarbon chain length or pH de-
chain length, a reduction in corrosion rate is expected for creased. In the presence of lecithin (a dispersant), iron cor-

acids with longer chain length such as stearic acid. rosion was significantly decreased and the inhibitive effect
At more anodic potentials, in the passive region, passi- was a linear function of lecithin concentration.

vation or oxide formation prevails, and the currents are de- When the electrode was polarized in the anodic direc-

creased significantly. In this potential range, current depends lion, the charge involved in the formation of the passive film
on the carboxylic acid concentration and becomes even increased as pH decreased and as acid concentration in-
lower than that of the base electrolyte at higher concentra- creased, but pH seems to be the dominant factor. In the pas-
tions. This behavior may be due to the formation of a salt sive region, however, a different behavior was observed and
film at the interface. The charge involved in the formation of the corrosion rate was lower than that of the base electrolyte

the passive film on iron was affected by solution pH and acid for high concentrations of carboxylic acids. These results

concentration as shown in Table IL indicate that carboxylic acids accelerate the corrosion of un-

As pH decreased, the charge involved in the formation passivated iron, but might inhibit the corrosion of passivated
of the passive film increased and the passivation potential iron particles.
was also observed to shift to more anodic values. In other
words, the passive film is less stable or more difficult to form iEEE Yaran. Maia. MAG. ,, 2098 (a990).

as the solution pH is lowered. The passivation charge also 2
D. Speliotis. IEEE Trans. Map. MAG-26, 124 (1990).

increased with increasing acid concentration but the effect 3
M. Mathur, G. Hudson, and L Hackett, IEEE Trans. Map. MAG-2s.

was not as pronounced as in the case of pH, see Table I1. 2M2 (1992).4
y. Oka K. H•a, T. Kawashiiee. A. Sato, and T. Hirano, IEEE Trans.

N. CONCLUSONS Map. MAG-9, 2365 (1992).
'A. Djaiasi, D. Seng, W. Glatfelter, H. Lambropoulos. J. Judge, and D.

Speliotis, J. Electrockrem. Soc. 1311, 2504 (1991).The effect of various additives on the corrosion of iron 6M. Mathur, G. Hudson, R. Martin, W McKinley, and L Hackett, IEEE
in 0.05 M K2SO4 has been studied by electrochemical im- Trans. Magn. MAG-27, 4675 (1991).
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Molecular dynamics of magnetic particulate dispersions
P. A- D"mier, C. Juno, and S. Raghvan
Dep"umen of Materials Sciece and Engweerug, University of Arwna, Tucsoa, A•iozoa 85721

A computational investigation using the method of molecular dynamics was undertaken to

characterize the state of magnetic particle dispersions. The simulations revealed that the
microstructure of spherical particulate dispersions consists of chainlike clusters resulting from
magnetic dipole alignment. Acicular particles formed clusters such as dimers, chains, and rings. The
effect of fluid viscosity on the dispersion quality and the response of the magnetic dispersions to an
external DC magnetic field are also reported.

L. INTRODUCTION where rj,(kl) is the separation distance between poles of
two different particles i and j, and P is the pole strength.

The dispersion quality and stability of magnetic particle Signs of the magnetic energy for cylindrical particles is de-
dispersions (magnetic inks) is controlled by the balance be- trie ytesgso h neatn oe

tween attractive and repulsive forces between particles in a Available expressions for the calculation of steric ru

dispersion medium of a specific chemistry. The attractive sion energy between dispersant coated spherical particles are
forcest arie flerontvantderic al and magnetic interactions givrather complex and require quantities that are not easily mea-
whilst the electrostatic and steric interactions give nise to sured. Hence, a simple form of steric repulsion energy is

repulsive forces between particles. Calculations have shown sured inceis simpletion of s givenepulsioncater is

employed in this simulation and is given by a truncated pa-that van der Waals and electrostatic contributions to the total rabola:
energy of interaction between particles are much smaller
than the other two forces.'-2 IV N- N N-

The classical energy of interaction-distance plots found Um=y_ 1 @ 4",=X Y, A(r,-rj,)
2

, if r,,_rr. (3)

in colloid chemical literature are useful in predicting whether j>, i>1 j>, i.)

a dispersion is stable or not but do not yield information on The parameters A and r, are chosen such that the equilib-
the dispersion quality (i.e., presence of magnetic agglomer- rium center-to-center distance between two particles is no
ates), especially as a function of time. One computational less than 2.3a, where a is the radius of a particle.
method which can yield information on the dispersion qual- The steric interaction energy between two cylindrical
ity of a magnetic particulate dispersion is molecular dynam- particles, i and j, is also represented by a truncated parabola
ics (MD). In this method, the state of a system of interacting
particles is simulated by solving the classical equations gov- 4t'j=A-(rj -r,)

2
, if rrtr, (4)

eming the motion of each individual particle, where r, is the minimum distance of separation between the

longitudinal axis of the particles. The parameters A and r1
ff. MET'HOD AND MODEL are also chosen to simulate a steric layer of thickness 0.1 oa.

The equations of motion of each particle have two

The total energy for a system containing N interacting forms: (1) translational (Md
2
r,/dt

2
=F,) and (2) rotational

magnetic particles is the sum of a kinetic energy and a po- (Idojldt=T'), where F1 is the force on particle i, I is the
tential contribution. The kinetic energy consists of two parts: moment of inertia, w, is the angular velocity, and T, is the
translational and rotational. In our model, the potential en- torque. In the case of spherical particles, the torque arises
ergy includes only magnetic attractive and steric repulsive from the magnetic interactions, whereas for cylindrical par-
energies. ticles, both magnetic and steric contributions to the torque

The magnetic interaction energy for spherical particles is have to be taken into account. For spherical particles a drag
based on the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction and is given term can be included in the translational equation of motion
by by adding to the force a term in the form -67ra V1 , where

N N-1 7, is the viscosity of the fluid and V, is the translational
U > I A i 4 0 1 3 ) velocity of particle i. At this stage, rotational motion in apti i-1 4-1 rij im- m.rj(jri viscous fluid is not accounted for.

(1) To study the dynamical and structural response of the
magnetic dispersions containing spherical particles to an ex-

where m is the magnetic moment, pg is the permeability, and temal do field, we include the contribution of an external
r,, is the separation vector between spherical particles. For torque, Tet (=mXB, where B is the applied do field), to the
the calculation of the magnetic interaction energy between rotational equation of motion.

cylindrical particles, a pole-pole interaction approach is For both spherical and cylindrical geometries, the dipole
used and the resulting expression is as follows: moment is assumed to be attached physically to the particle.

2 2 N N-i In the latter case the moment is parallel to the long axis ofSU m A 0•d • • . • P i(k )P ,( I)
4r Pjkl) " (2) the cylindrical particle. In stead of Euler angles, the orients-

k=i 1-1 j> 
i

-4rj(kI) tion of the particles is described by a set of four parameters
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FIG. 2. Suspension of spherical pamcles at step 600D in * fluid with aFIG. 1. Relaxing configuration of a supnsion of spherical particles after viscoity of 0.301 P,

40150 integration time steps in absence of fluid viscosity and e.ternal fieldo
(a) and Wb mark two ends of chains i'nked through periodic boundary

state corresponds to a single infinite chain. In our simulation
such a state can be approached at large time steps. It may be

(quaternions) d'eloped by Evans et al,3 Contrary to Euler noted that the periodic boundary condition imposed on the
angles, these parameters lead to equations of motion without simulation cell permits a chain from exiting the cell from one
Singularity.4  and reenterng it on the other side. This feature is clearly

Our simulation system is a three dimensional box with seen in Fig. 1.
an edge length of 50a containing 100 particles (N= 100). A Simulation B was run to test the effect of fluid viscosity
periodic boundary condition is used. The physical and mag- on the state of the dispersion. An increase in viscosity of the

netic proerties of magnetic particles are M =3X 10-8 kg, dispersion medium augments the time for relaxation. Mini-
a=500 A, m=380 emu/cm 3 (=4.75X 10-'6 A M2), and ad- mization of energy is achieved by the formation of chains ofsorbed polymer layer thickness=75 A,. In the case of cylin- particles in the initial stage of the calculation. However,

drical particles, the radii of the hemispheric tip and of the since the motion of chains is more sluggish than that of
cylindrical body are assumed to be 500 A with an aspect single particles, further energy minimization by attachment
ratio of 2:1. The equations of motion are solved numerically of pieces of chains is strongly impeded by the fluid viscosity.

using a finite difference approximation for the time deriva- The resulting suspension is therefore only composed of short
tives. The time integration step in these simulations is pieces of chains as shown in Fig. 2, this despite the longer
6.76×< 10-9 s. All simulations were carried out under the con- simulation time.

straint of a constant kinetic energy of 1.66X 10-2 J/particle. In Fig. 3 we illustrate the final structure of a suspension
subjected to an external magnetic field (simulation C). The

Ill. RESULTS AND ISCUSSION stimulation of the suspension with a magnetic field results in

a strong structural anisotropy. Here, upon application of the
In all the simulations reported in this article, the same field after 2000 time steps, those long chains of spherical

initial set of positions and magnetic moment orientations particles which were perpendicular to the field break off into

were used. The orientations were generated at random ac- pieces which subsequently align with the field. All other
cording to a normal distribution. Random numbers were also
used for the positions of each particle. However, random

positions leading to overlapping pairs of particles were ex-
cluded.
A. ,Spherial part"=cles

Three simulations were conducted under the following - - ----
conditions: (A) time=4000 integratior lteps, no fluid viscos-ity, and no external magnetic field; (B) time=6000 integra-

tion steps, viscosity=0.001 P, and no external field; and (C)
time=4000 integration steps, zero fluid viscosity, an externalmagnetic field of 300 Oe applied after 2000 time steps. -•i_ - 't:-

Figure I shows the structure of the magnetic dispersion
at the final stage in simulation A. In the case of spherical ,
partieles, minimization of energy takes place by alignment of

magnetic moments. Here the particles form chains with FIG. 3. Orientation of chains of spherical particles in an external magnetic

nearly aligned dipole moments. Obviously, the lowest energy fitl, B, of 300 oe.
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particle ring, and a seven-particle ring are labeled on the
figure as (a), (b), and (c), respectively. Similar ring configu-
rations have already been observed in Monte Carlo calcula-
tions of dispersion of acicular magnetic particles with an
aspect ratio of 10:1.5 In addition to the observation of stable
ring configurations, metastable pieces of chains are also seen.

The structure of the suspension of acicular particles also
shows aggregated configurations involving dimers, rings.

and pieces of chains.

IV. CONCLUSION

(C) We have developed a computational tool to understand
at the microscopic level the dynamical behavior of disper-
sions of magnetic particles. The preliminary results reported

Sin this article show the potential of the MD method to simu-
late the structure and behavior of dispersions of magnetic

• particles. Of particular interest are the relationships between

Sparticle geometry, steric repulsion, and the stability of the

FeG. 4. Suspension of acicular particles after 4000 integration time steps suspension. Further refinement of the model such as the in-

S(see text for details). clusion of the translational and rotational motion of acicular
particles in a viscous medium will lead to future progress in
the understanding of the complex rheology of magnetic sus-Schains respond to the stimulus by directly aligning in the pensions.

i direction of the external field. Attachment of chains to form

longer chains is also observed. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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[ A computer sim.,ation of the microstructure of a particulate dispersion
G.N. Coverdale and R. W. Chantrell
Keele Unim-siry Keelk, Stafordahire. S75 5GB, United Kingdom

A. Hart and D. Parker
UniersiWy of Centrl Lancashire, Pre" PRI 21Q, United Kingdom

A computational simulation of a dispersion of iron particles undertaken to study the influence of the
magnetostatic interactions on the microstructure of a particle ensemble is reported herein. The
simulation considers an equilibrium state derived from an initial random state by the force-bias
Monte Carlo technique. This method favors particle moves in the direction of the magnetostatic
forces. A three dimensional ensemble in zero field and a saturating field are studied. An approach
which takes into account the magnetostatic interactions between clusters by allowing Monte Carlo
moves of whole clusters has been developed. This approach leads to the formation of extended
networks consisting of particles in strongly bound clusters which themselves interact and give rise
to an extended network. This is similar to the long-range order observed in practical dispersions.
The structure analysis is found to characterize the local order, being especially sensitive to
anisotropy in the order produced by an aligning field.

I. INTRODUCTION due to magnetostatic attraction and form groups that are en-
ergetically bound. If we consider two such bound particles, it

Little is known a its p ntsout the microstructure of a is clear that the action of external forces will result in some
magnetic dispersion and its influence in determining the fr fcoeaiebhvo.Tufrasottm tlat

characteristics that reflect the quality of particulate recordinga short time at least,
mredsia.' Wehave undrtaken qaly comptartioalastue de-g the two particles will migrate within the dispersion as a pair.
media.' We have undertaken a computational study2 de- The cooperative behavior of particles on a larger scale will
signed to investigate the influence of the magnetostatic inter- contribute to the physical and magnetic properties of the dis-
action on the equilibrium configuration of an assembly of persion. Thus from a physical perspective, it is important to
1000 elongated iron particles. The particles have a length of take this effect into account during the simulation.
0.25 Am and aspect ratio 10:1, exhibiting a bulk magnetiza- For this reason, we subject the particle ensemble to a
tion of 1700 emu/cc, and are modeled as spherocylinders. cluster analysis which allocates particles with a low mutual
The magnetostatic properties are approximated by a mag- magnetostatic energy to a cluster. A cluster is then treated as
netic pole sited at the center of each hemisphere since the a rigid body which may undergo small displacements and
-10% volume packing fraction does not lend itself to the rotations in the computation cell under the Monte Carlo
usual dipole approximation. The computation cell is ex- scheme.
tended using periodic boundary conditions. This approach gives rise to the concept of a mutual mag-

We have employed a short-range surface potential to netostatic energy of a cluster and the interaction energy of a
simulate the surfactant layer. This potential acts as a nonrigid cluster with another cluster or particle.
barrier to surface-surface contact, effective when the sepa-
ration distance falls below 50 A.

The combination of the magnetostatic and the surface II. RESULTS
potential determines the energetic behavior of the particle. It The recognition of the importance of clusters forms the
can be seen, Fig. 1, that the interaction is effectively magne- basis for investigating the equilibrium configuration.
tostatic and attractive until the particle separation decreases
to 0.025, '-60 A. Then surface potential begins to take effect,
providing an effective barrier to particle overlap. At equilib- -000

rium, the position of the particle will tend to fluctuate about
the minimum of the potential well at "-50 A. 5W

The behavior of the system appears to be determined, to
a first approximation, by the near particle interactions and for .....
this computation we have employed a magnetostatic poten-
tial with a spherical cutoff.

The particles are placed in the three-dimensional (3D)
computation cell by an algorithm which ensures a random 010006 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 05
spatial and angular distribution. The force-bias Monte Carlo3  

P'850 sepwaso
t

scheme is used to derive an equilibrium configuration. The
scheme employs the forces and torques derived from the - TOTA.FPT.
magnetostatic and surface potentials to influence the path of
the particle in the computation cell. FIG . Tli pole-pole and surface interaction potential with pole separation

During the computation, particles are found to associate in units of one particle length.
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FIG. 2. The frequency distribution of cluster moments derived in zero field. FIG. 4. 11te frequency distribution of the structure paameter I for the
clusters derived in zero field,

As a simple parameter characterizing a cluster, we have 17 can be calculated for any arbitrary geometry. A measure of

defined a primitive magnetic moment calculated as the vec- the compactness of the cluster is obtained by normalizing
tor sum of the moments of individual particles normalized this value w.r.t. oN defined as a for N particles arranged as a
with respect to (w.r.t.) a single particle moment, chain. Thus

In an equilibrium configuration with no external field,
Fig. 2, we find that clusters with a low primitive moment (2)
tend to be the most common, suggesting that the particles Ors
tend to cluster with particle orientations that yield a low net
cluster moment. This is probably due to flux closure whihextension of

aluster mimnit.Tion irof l te e ser hin h z the cluster. A true chain will yield I= 1 whilst a cluster with
alows a minimization of the magnetostatic energy in zero particle centers in close proximity will yield a smaller 1;
field. e.g., V-=0.375 for a closed triangle of particles. It should be

The effect of particle alignment is clearly seen in an emphasised that Y does not yield specific information about
ensemble subject to a saturating applied field. The distribu- cluster geometry but is a useful measure for the concept of
tion of the cluster moments is strongly discretised at values "compactness," particularly when considered in conjunction

corresponding to whole multiples of a single particle mo- with other data such as the cluster moment distributions of
ment. Clearly the primitive moment is a useful parameter Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The normalized distribution of Y values for
characterizing the form and extent of clustering, the ensemble of Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 4. The ensemble is

The relative size and shape of a cluster has also been shown to exhibit few chain clusters and the more compact
investigated with a function devised to compare its geometry configurations predominate. A similar analysis for the en-
with a straight chain. Consider a cluster of N particles semble of Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 5. Here the large number of
1,2,...,N where the distance between the center of particle n straight chains is indicated by the peak at 1=1.
and particle m is denoted r,,. We ascribe a correlation pa- A different type of analysis on the ensemble has been

rameter a' to the cluster with N members, where made by a simulated stereological technique. The method we

have employed may also be used to analyze micrograph sec-
= r. (1) tions taken of particulate media. A series of parallel lines are

l , ,l>U drawn across the surface of the micrograph. A filament

00

CI0 .. . .. .. ....I ..... ........ ........ ..... ......................... ... CIS ". .. . . .. .. . . ... . . . .

0 .1 " .. .. ...... . ..... .... 0 .41 ........... . ... ...... .. . ... . .. . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

S. ...... ....... ..........

0 1.2...7.. .... . . . . .

Piteiw snt C 0 0.5 1 1.5
Sig-

FIG. 3. The frequency distrbation of clmuter moentes derived in a %%turat. FIG. 5. The frequency distribution of the structure parameter Y for the
ing field. clusters derived in a saturating field.
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FIG. 6. The cumulative frequency distribution of filament length n zero FIG 7. The cumulsative frequency dbibutioft of filaments in a saturating
field, sampling parallel to the X, Y, and Z axes of the computational cell. field. (Unit of length=,.)
(unit of length-A).

usual single particle trial moves. It was found to be important

length is obtained by measuring a section of a line where it to maintain an ongoing cluster reallocation by regular use of
intersects a particle. Three distributions of filament length the cluster analysis algorithm.

may be obtained for the 3D ensemble by taking lines parallel Characterization of the microstructure of the equilibrium

to the X, Y, and Z axis. In zero field, Fig. 6, little variation is configuration is also assisted by recognizing the presence of

to be seen for the three directions, confirming the isotropic clusters. The dispersion has been analyzed in terms of the

nature of the particle spatial and angular distribution. primitive magnetic moment and the geometry of each cluster.

In experimental dispersions, the application of a saturat- Cluster analysis is therefore an important step in the

ing field produces anisotropic chainlike structures. This fea- simulation process for strongly interacting systems.

ture is also reproduced by the simulation. In Fig. 7, the an- Finally we have analyzed the microstructure by means of

isotropy is indicated by the different stereology in the Z stereological techniques. In principle the techniques are also

direction. Consideration of Figs. 3 and 5 suggests that the applicable to experimental microscopy. Consequently, such

anisotropy is due to the formation of chainlike structures in techniques may provide an important future means of corn-

the field direction. The stereology distributions in the X and parison between theory and experiment.

Y directions are found to be similar as may be expected from ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
symmetry considerations.
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[The efect of dc bias fields on the swfthing speed In magnetic partcu
media (abstrc)

W. D. Doyle and L He
Ce~er for Mateals for Informatn Technolog and Depatment of Physics, The Uaverst of Alab ,
7lscalotirg Alabam 35487

New results on the switching speed limit in high coercivity particulate magnetic media have recently
been reported' using pulse fields with widths t<l ns. Because the pulse amplitude is presendy

elimited to <9t0ha e, switching meisri emenrt on media with rigler csf c evitint were carried out in
the presence of a dc bias field HB and the switching constant Swl at zero bias field estimated by
extrapolating the daprate several high bias fields to Hs=O. The sensitivity of S. to HB was
significant particulaby in barium ferrite so it is prudent to examine this dependency more carefully
in a lower coercivity system in which S. can be measured from O*•HBlHcR and Hc, is the
remanent coereivity. The results (Fig. 1) for a standard )-Fe203 iron oxide tape with Hcj,-375 Oe
show a nearly linear dependence of S. on H, except for HR/Hcji10.7 and validate our earlier
speculation that switching in barium ferrite particles is significantly slower than in metal particles.
The experimental results will be compared to the calculated switching fi 2 as a functon of HB

I expected for an appropriate distribution of uniaxial, single domain particles.

Research supported in pan by the National Storage lIndustry Consortium and
ARPA,

'W. D. Doyle, L He, and P. J. Flanders, IEEE Trans. Mag. 29,3634 (1993).
2
P. R. Gillette and K. Oshimna, J. Appl. Phys. 29, 529 (1958).

120-

S H.L-375 Oe "
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FIG. 1. Ile switching constant Sw as a function of bias field H,.
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Studie Into the use of weaterborne costing formulatons for t#w preparation

Stacy Barroni, Ashley Bray, Song Chong, John Elike, Hong Fan, Alan M. Lame, and
David E. Nildes
C~r for Material for Information TechWMol Univwrsity of Alabaa, Tucaloosa, Aabw~a 35487-0209

The objective of this research project is to replace the organic solvents used in modemn tape
manufacture with water, thereby eliminating the potential for solvent emissions. T1his has led to a
search to identify tape components compatible with a waterborne coating process. The pigments
were either cobalt-modified y.Fe20 3 or barium ferrite, with the majority of the research focused on
cobalt-modified v.Fe2Os formaulations. A combination of sodium polypbosphate and Surfynol

* Cr436, a pigment grinding aid, were used as dispersing agents. The binders included commercial
* water-dispersed polyurethanes and a comnmercial ethylene-vinylchloride copolymer emulsion. A

commercial waterborne melamine-fonnaldehyde, was used as a cross-linking agent. Addition of the
ethylene-vinylchloride copolymer to the polyurethane increased the tensile strength and Young's
modulus of the unpigmented binder films. The melamme-formaldehyde crosslinker further

* enhanced the mechanical properties and increased the adhesion between the pigmented binder films
and the polyester base filmn. In a 180 peel test, the adhesion easily exceeded the IMO specification

4 - for 8mmu helical scan magnetic tape.' Rheological studies of the waterborne dispersions revealed
that the viscosity was too low. Hydroxyethylcellulose, a water soluble polymer, was added as a
thickener and this gave rise to a desirable thixotropic behavior in the dispersion. Waterbome
dispersions were cast onto polyester base film, oriented in a 20000G longitudinal magnetic field, and
cured in a convection oven at 60 *C. Magnetic hysteresis loops showed a squareness of 0.875 and
a switching field distribution of 0.324 for films containing cobalt-modified y-Fe2O3.

Sponsored by the U.S. Enviroanmental protection Agency through the Gulf
Coast Hazrdnous Substances Research Center, Beaurnount. Texas.

'tSO/IIC DIS 10779-8 tom wide Magnetic Tape Carttidge for tnfontna-

tioa tuterehangle-Hetcical Scan Recording.
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- RhP~o-optica nuasrmnwts on suspensions of magnetic recording
&urticies (abstrac)F' Hyoun J. Choi, Voon D. Park, Psi L Frafin, and Myungx S. Jhon

New theo-optic measurements of the orientation of magnetic particles (used in particulate recording
media) in suspension under imposed external fields (hydrodynamic and/or magnetic) are presented.
The apparatus consists of a rheo-optica device' employing polarization modulation technology, and

the neral mgneic ad fourfield generating equipment (plane Poisenifle flow cell and
quadrupole electromagniet). Thse polarization modulation dichroism measurement technique, which
has the advantage of improved sensitivity and precision over conventional optical measurements, is
able to characterize uniaxial single domain magnetic particle suspensions underexrnlmgti
and hydrodynamic fields. Linear dichroism measurements, which reflect the dge fpril
alignment about the field axis, are shown to he sensitive indicators of particle magnetic interactions,
of effects of particle intrinsic magnetic properties, and of effect of particle shape. In this paper we
focus on the comparison between effects of imposed magnetic and hydrodynamic fields on particle
orientation for rodlike 7-Fe2 O, CYO,, and plate-like Ba ferrites. Relationships between the particle-
orientation due to the two external fields are established through dimensional anlsand the
"equivalent magnetic field, " which yields the same magnitude of dichroism obtained under a given4 flow field, is measured. T7he flow field and the equivalent magnetic field show a nearly linear

relationship. Once the equivalent magnetic field plot is obtained experimentally, one can
conveniently transform hydrodynamic field to applied magnetic field and then determine the particle
orientation. Preliminary results indicate that this device represents the best technique for systematic
investigation of magnetic particle orientation during simultaneous imposition of magnetic and
hydrodynamic fields.

"Eifte, Inc., d~o 11465 Clayton Rood. San Jose, CA 95127.

'PR L Fratini, E. S. G. Shaciteh, J. L. Levy, and D. L Koch, Phys. Fluids A
3. 2516 (1991).
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Thin and Ultrathin Films Micha" Scheinfein, Chairman

Growth and magneeic dynamic scaling of ultrathin ferromagnetic films:
Fe/Au(001)

Y.-L He,* Y-F. Uew,) and G.-C. Wang
IDq•nas•e of P*ysics, Rewsoaer Poiydmc Imnawo DOh New Yo* 12180-3590

Dynamic responses of the magnetic hysteresis of a few monolayer thick smooth Fe films on a
Au(001) surface were measured by the surface magneto-optic Kerr effect technique. The Fe films
were prepared by molecular beam epitaxy technique and their growth and structures were
characterized in siu by high resolution low energy electron diffraction with angular profile
measurement. The shape of the hysteresis loop changes with the frequency il and the amplitude H0
of the applied periodic magnetic field. Over a range of frequency (<225 Hz) at a fixed amplitude
and at room temperature, the area of the hysteresis loops follows a scaling form. The best fit of a
scaling function to the frequency-dependent area gives exponents a =0.58±0.03 and b=0.24±0.02.
For low values of frequency (<25 Hz) and amplitude (<400 Oe), the area of hysteresis loops
measured at room temperature reduces to a power law AoHfolb with a=0.59±0.07 and
b=0.26±0.05. Our measured exponents and the scaling function are consistent with recent results
of theory and Monte Carlo simulations.

L INTRODUCTION effect (SMOKE), Auger-electron spectroscopy (AES), and a

Advances in sample preparation techniques and in meth- siuter ion gun. The ultrathin Fe films were deposited on a
ods of characterization for ferromagnetic ultrathin films and Au(001) surface from an Fe foil heated by electron bombard-

superlattices have led to the discovery of many exciting new ment from the back. The lattice mismatch between Fe and

phenomena in the last decade.' Examples are surface anisot- Au(001) is -0.4%. Details related to the growth and mo-

ropy, giant magnetoresistance, and magnetic couplings. Most phology of films have been presented elsewhere7 a"d will not

studies have concentrated on the equilibrium properties of be described here. However, the calibration of the effective

samples. In this article, we present experimental results on magnetic field in the surface magneto-optic Kerr effect

the growth of ultra thin Fe films on the same Au(001) surface (SMOKE) measurement will be described below.

and the dynamic responses of those films over a range of The Kerr signals from the ultrathin Fe films were mea-

frequencies and amplitudes of external time-varying mag- sured by the SMOKE technique in situ.8 The magnetic field

netic fields. in the gap of a C-shape cast iron core was produced by

In the few monolayers (ML) regime, the Fe films are passing a sawtooth time-varying current through the Cu coil

grown in a layer-by-layer mode with subsurface inversion.
2  wound around the core. The AC field in the gap of the elec-

Using these well characterized ultrathin ferromagnetic Fe/ tromagnet was calibrated using either a homemade pickup

Au(00l) films, we found that, for a fixed field amplitude, the coil or a commercial Hall sensor. This calibration is neces-

frequency-dependent hysteresis loss first incre reaches a sary because a time-varying magnetizing field generates

maximum, and then decreases with increasing field fre- eddy currents in the core resulting in a counter field that

quency. For the first time, we have compared these data for a reduces the magnitude of the applied field. The effective

wide range of frequencies with a scaling form pfdicted magnetic field was measured by positioning either the Hall
recently to extract the scaling exponents. For low frequency sensor or the pickup coil at the center of the gap (to replace

and amplitude, this scaling form reduces to a power law.
4
'
5  the sample) and measuring the output voltage. We have plot-

We have previously reported our determination of this ted the normalized peak-to-peak voltage, which is propor-

power.6 tional to the effective magnetic field, as a function of fre-
quency at a fixed coil current. All the data9 show that the
most rapid drop in field amplitude occurs at low frequency

L EXPEFW f (below 20 Hz). At 20 Hz, the field amplitude has dropped by

"The experiment was performed in an ultrahigh vacuum about 40% of the DC magnetic field. The decrease of the
(UHV) chamber equipped with high resolution low energy field gradually slows down after 20 Hz and almost reaches a
electron diffraction (HRLEED), surface manto-uptic Kerr constant (about 50%) around 50 Hz and beyond. (We have

measured the voltage which stays constant up to 1000 Hz.)
This frequency-dependent effective magnetic field has been

6858"1i3.: fam Depma , Univrsity of Ndtma Lincoln, included in the calculation of loop areas.
66.58-01t3.

4'oae : am am for Mapeticl wig itmwrteb, U.C.-Sm D Another calibration is needed for the phase difference
eg, ta Jola CA 92093. between the effective magnetic field and the driving current
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S-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 returning to almost the shape of that from a clean Au surface.

SSo (aZ) We define the coverage as I ML when we observe this clean-
surfacelike profile. The profile at -0.5 ML is consistent with

FIG. 1. Coverage evolution of the (0) bam a pri taken de a two level system with about equal island size and spacing
near out-of-phase condition (-25.5 eV) during Fe deposition on a Au(Ool) between islands.t0 The profiles at -0.32 ML are consistent
surfae. The eofisen correspond to coverages equal and less than I ML. The with a two level system with different preferred island size
iser below the coverages are schematies of the two level islands and and spacing. At -0.82 ML, following the particle-hole sym-

metry argument, the preferred island size and spacing switch.

The changes in profile beyond I ML basically follow a
in the coil. This information is needed because the Kerr sig- similar trend but less dramatic than that of the first ML. This

nal is measured as a function of the output of a bipolar power is because the first layer of deposited film is less perfect than

supply which provides the AC current in the coil. The phase the clean Au surface. After the deposition of a second layer,

shift of the effective magnetic field relative to the driving we measured the angular profiles of the (00) beam as a func-

current in the coil, measured by comparing the output of the tion of energy. Most profiles show a high spike intensity on a

Hall sensor to the output of the bipolar power supply, shows low intensity diffuse shoulder. We find the width of the

a lag of -10°-15° for 10-100 Hz and -20* at -250 Hz. spikes associated with all the profiles almost a constant, an

This phase shift may distort the shape of the hysteresis loop indication of a smooth film. For films thicker than 2 ML the

slightly and affects the accuracy of the area calculation by a same procedure for growth of the Fe films and their profile

few percent.
9 

This phase shift was used to correct the area of analysis were used.
7 Therefore, we know the surface mor-

hysteresis loops by proper programming. phology of the Fe films (whether it is a two-dimensional
(2D) smooth film or a 3D isolated island film) before our
measurement of the hysteresis loops. The magnetic measure-

U. RESULTS AND DISCUSSOS ment presented here is for a smooth Fe/Au(001) film of -3

A. Grnowh and chwacbrlaon of a few ML thick Fe ML thick.
films

The growth of submonolayer and a few monolayer thick B. H re loop maw as a furctIon of frequency
Fe films can be momtored by the angular profile of the (00) of m d tl

diffraction beam near the out-of-phase condition where the Figure 2 shows the loop area versus frequency at a fixed
line shape change is most dramatic.'

0 
Figure 1 shows the magnetic field of -75 Oe when the Fe film is held at room

evolution of the (00) beam profiles as a function of Fe coy- temperature, and also shows the corresponding loop shapes.
erage (ci ML). The profile at zero coverage, which corre- A square loop was observed at low frequency (-5 Hz). As
sponds to that from the clean Au(001) surface, is a convolu- the frequency increases, the loop rounds off at the corners
tion of the scattered electron intensity distribution from (-23 Hz) and forms a parallelogram (-79 Hz). Eventually
ordered terraces with the instrument response function the loop collapses to a straight line with zero area (-225
(-0.006 A-'). The inverse of the full width at half maxi- Hz). This shape evolution 6 

is consistent with the Rao-
mum intensity of the deconvoluted profile indicates ordered Krishnamurthy-Pandit (RKP) prediction.4 

The centroid of
terraces of -400 A. As the Fe coverage increases, the profile the loop, i.e., the time-averaged magnetization (M(t)), has
changes into a narrow spike on a shouldered structure and also moved away from zero.6 

This indicates that a dynamic
then a triple peak structure at -0.5 ML Beyond this cover- phase transition has occurred

4 6 
from a zero time-averaged

age, the trend of the profile reverses, with the last profile symmetric state, (M(t))=0, to a nonzero time-averaged

J. p. POuta., VOL 75, No. 10, 15 May 1994 He, Lew, and Wing 5H1



magnetization, (M(t))*O. The area cakulated from these The values of a and b are in agreement with our previ-

loops increases with frequenwy and reaches a maximum, de- oudy measured exponents 0.59 and 0.26, respectively, oh-
pending on H0, and then decreases at high frequencies. It is tained from the low frequency and low field alone."9

'
2 

Our
important to note that the absolute value of loop areas also value of b (0.24) is comparable to 0.36 obtained by Monte
depends on the temperature of the sample. However, this Carlo simulation but the value of a (0.58) is larger than 0.37
temperature dependence does not affect the scaling behavior of the Monte Carlo result. 3 

We also tried other functional
of the loop areas over the frequency (and amplitude) of mag- forms for g(x) such as Gaussian, Lorentlzb , and exponen-
netic field.4""' At low frequency, the sample magnetization tial modified Gaussian, to fit the frequency-dependent area.
has a finite response delay and a finite area loop is observed. None of them gave a better fit than the function of Eq. (2).
On the other extreme, at high frequency, the delay of the One should be cautious when comparing the measured
magnetization response of the sample with respect to the exponents with the modeling results. In theoretical simula-
time-varying field is reduced 3 

and the loop area decreases tiona, the system is assumed to be free of defects, free stand-
and eventually reduces to zero. Data taken at higher field ing, and have no dipolar interaction, with low magnetic an-
(' 105 Oe) shows a similar frequency dependence except the isotropy and low magnetoelastic coupling. In reality, our
whole curve is higher and the peak is shifted towards higher molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) grown Fe/Au(001) ultrathin
frequency (not shown here). film contains many defects and domains and is not free

standing. There is also dipolar interactions in the Fe film. In
C. ScalhIn of hysItresfs loop u spite of these complications, we obtained measured

Recently, Acharyya et aL
3 have proposed a scaling form exponents""1

2 in qualitative agreement with the models.
3
-
5

for the area of hysteresis loops
SA -H•T-#g(fl/H•Ta), (1) .

S( 
Using the angular profile measurement of HRLEED, we

with a scaling function have monitored the growth of ultrathin Fe films and charac-
g(x)xx' exp(-x 2

/or) (2) terized their morphology. The hysteresis response of these

by Monte Carlo simulations of a 2D Ising ferromagnet Sys- characterized films was measured by the SMOKE technique.
ter with nearest neighbor interactions. The values of those For low values of the magnetic field amplitude the area isexponents calculated by Acharyya enae are a=1.00, frequency dependent. The frequency-dependent area can be

,6=0.60, y= 1.75, and 8= 1.00. In the limit of [l--0 for fixed fitted by a recently predicted scaling function. The exponents
a and b extracted from the fit are consistent with recent

temperature, the scaling form reduces to a power lawaanbexrcdfomteitreossetwtheettepeaturb, ttheory and simulations. We believe the scaling behavior, and

A -H•fl', (3) even possibly universality classes, may exist in other ferro-

where a = a- ey and b = e. (4) magnetic ultrathin films. More systematic measurements of

The power law behavior was proposed in RKP's theory
4  hysteresis responses of ultrathin films are needed.

and also was obtained in the model simulations for 2D Ising
spins.4ý5 ACKNOWIL.EDGMENT
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F Usibiuor Investgation of the magnetic hypeflne fi distribution

"In F9(100)/Ag(100) structures
t P. J. Schure r

Ral Roads MWAVY Cokge, FM.O. Vicaoria, B.C., Canada VOS 80

Z. Cewisdi and S. Hei.H rich
Surface Physics Laboratory, Physics Dep-nzu,4 S-moa Fraser Uraersiry, 8u'nb,u B.C,
Cada, VSA 1S6

A monolayer of 
57

Fe is used as a probe layer in Ag/9Fe(0OI)/lOAg(001) structures grown by the
molecular beam epitaxy technique. Different Fe sites can be resolved in the spectrum. From the
analysis of the isomer shift values, 57Fe deposited at the Fe/Ag interface can be distinguished from"37Fe atoms that are deposited one or more atomic layers removed from the interface. The variation
of the magnetic hyperfine field H11 with distance from the Fe/Ag interface agrees qualitatively with
values calculated previously.

1. INTRODUCTION dences of the H,, values vary only slightly between neigh-
boring iron layers. ''

M&*ssbauer effect spectroscopy (MES) studies can in
principle obtain information with atomic scale resolution on II. EXPERIMENT
the individual Fe monolayers (ML) in iron based molecularbem piax (BE gow srctre. uc areoltin _ The preparation of MBE structures of multilayers of
beam epitaxy (MBE) grown structures. Such a resolution can Fe(001) and Ag(100) has been described in previousbe obtained in Fe(100)/Ag(100) structures only if just one
"Fe ML is used as a probe layer in the iron multilayer.1"2 By

using this technique different components can be resolved in been pre5ared:
the Mossbauer spectrum."-

3 MES studies where two or more sample 1: Ag/7.8Fe/l "Fe/1OAg/9Au,

atomic layers are sampled at the same time in the iron sample 2: Ag/4.7Fe/l "Fe/4Fe/lOAg/9Au. The last three

multilayer show only broadened structureless peaks.4-
6  layers of Fe for sample I were grown at 390 K. All of sample

Conversion electron M~issbauer studies (CEMS) of the 2 was grown at room temperature.

iron multilayer in MBE grown Ag/Fe(100)/Ag(100) struc-
tures using one 57Fe ML as probe layer clearly show the M. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

existence of different components in the M6ssbauer The M6ssbauer spectra of sample 1 and 2 are presented
spectra.2

'
3 

These components can be associated with different in Fig. 2. The spectrum obtained for sample I was least
Fe sites in the iron multilayer mainly from an analysis of the squares fitted with three sextet components (Table I). The
isomer shift (i.s.) and quadrupole splitting values (QS). The broadened linewidths, especially for component 1, can be
values of these parameters are significantly different for 5

7
Fe explained from the presence of components corresponding to

at the Fe/Ag interface (sites I, i, and 
1
b) compared to those sites I, and !b that were not included in the fit. The results are

for 57Fe atoms that do not make contact with the Ag atoms in agreement with those of a sample of almost the same
(sites U, 1Il, etc.) (Fig. 1). composition that was produced by growing the last three iron

The identification of different Fe sites in MES studies layers at 420 K.
2

makes it possible to compare experimental and theoretical Charge-density calculations have shown that the s
values of the magnetic hyperfine field Hit at different loca- charge density at the 5*Fe nucleus is expected to be smaller at
tions in the iron multilayer. Ohnishi et aL determined the the Fe/Ag boundary than at locations one or more atomic
values of 14, for the three different monolayers in Ag/5Fe/ layers removed from the Fe/Ag interface.7 

Furthermore, sys-
Ag(100) from self-consistent spin-polarized local-sin- tematic studies have shown that the i.s. values in binary Fe-X
density calculations. 7 

Lioi and Gradmann used the single -Fe alloys vary proportional to the surface-weighted concentra-
probe layer technique for a MES study of a series of Ag/ tion of the X-atom nearest neighbors of a central Fe atom.'

0

40Fe/Ag structures.' They conclude from this study that the The i.s. value of a central 57Fe atom increases with an in-
Hb, variation with 57Fe ML location does not agree with the creasing number of Ag nearest neighbors. For instance, in
predictions of Ohnishi. However at least a qualitative agree-
ment may be possible if a different interpretation 2 

of these
spectra is accepted. The purpose of the present article is to 0 00 0 0 0 0 Ag
compare HRi values obtained for MBE grown Ag/6.7Fe/Ag 0 S G ® 0 0 0,
and AgFe/Ag structures with the values calculated by 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 00On Fe
Ohnishi et aL7 The comparison is not strictly straightforward 0
because the theoretical values are for the ground state Hw
and our values are obtained at room temperature. However, FIG. 1. Differen Fe po d , 1,. 1,, I, and 111 cdoe to a terraced Fe/
previous measurements suggest that the temperature depen- Ag(o0t) interce.
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TABLE U. Theoreetical said experimeatal values of &H.='Hh.AX)-HtAQ)
- (kOe) for diffueres Positins; a of an "Re mosiayer in the Fe maililayer of
- MBEf grown A/Ffe/As snactures. The theoretical values in the second col-

asin wre for 0 K. the experimaental values are determined at 300) K. The
unacertainties are given in parentheses.

Site a Ag/S5e/Ae A0_67Fe/Ag` A03R7FIAg`

=U 4 1403) 19(2)
111 24 2503) 33(2)

V 21(2)

The spectrum obtained for sample 2 can be well fitted
with only one sextet component (Table 1). The "7Fe in this
sample is deposited in Fe sites IV and V, about four to five

atomic layers removed from the Fe/Ag interface. The pies-
ence Of 57 Fe in two adjacent atomic layers and the 2% abun-
dance of 57 Fe in the natural iron layers is probably the main
cause for the slightly broadened linewidth of the sextet. The
i.s. value shown in Table I confirms the previous correlation
of Fe sites and MES components, i.e.. the i~s, value is close

2 to zero for 57Fe atoms that do not make contact with Ag
I atoms at the interface. TIhis result is also consistent with the

-4- 2- calculations of the charge density at the nucleu.
teLCTeir hn.ss Table 11 shows the differences between the Hhf value of

the iron ML at the interface (site 1) and that of subsequent

FIG. 2. CEMS spectra for A&/4Fe/t '7Fe/4Fe/IOAg/9Au (btoi and layers below the interface (site 11, Ill, and V). Our results
Agf7.8Fe/I'"Fe/t0A&/9Au (top), agree fairly well with those of Liu and Gradmannm if the

components is and lb in their spectrum are identified as
approximately Fe sites I and 11. In that case the experimental

disordered Fe, 4~ th .vlehs rae ois.-O.2 data qualitatively supports the calculations of Ohnishi et al. 
7

mm/sfor='O.."'the isam value ias observsed for siteIF which show that the Hbf value should increase from site I to
atoms at the top AgtFe interface where the 57Fe atoms have site 11 positions. Our results also agree with the calculations
four Fe and four Ag nearest ngh .'in that Hh for site IIl is larger than for site I Fe atoms in aS5

Based on these considerations, we conclude that compo- MLFfim ersutofI adGdanora4MLe
nent 1 in the spectrum of sample 1 is associated with Fe sites film suggest that the Hhf values steadily decrease towards the
I at the Fe/Ag interface. Copnet 2 and 3 corspn to center of the Fe film for Fe layers more than 2 layers re-
"37Fe atoms that do not make contact with Ag atoms at the moved from the Fe/Ag interface. This is in agreement with
Fe/Ag interface. Because we expect a smaller area for the our results for a 9 ML Fe film where the decrease in Hh

cmoetthat is associated with Fe site II, we will identifyj starts at least at 5 ML away from the interface. It would be
components n ihF ie n H epciey useful to extend the calculations to thicker iron multilayers.

compnens 2and3 wih F sies I ad Il, rspetivly. This would make it possible to make a more complete com-

parison between theoretical and experimental results.

TABLEt1. Values of the magnetic hyperfine fietds H~, the quadnupole split-
tiag Mt and the isomner shiftis .s measuared with respec to natural iron. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The hinewidtb r is shown for the outside tines, of the sextets.
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r...... Magnetization reverml procesaes In epitaxial F./GaAs(O01) films
C. Daboo, R. J. Hicken, D. E. P. Eley, M. Gester, S. J. Gray, A. J. R. Ives, and J. A. C.

CandiAh Lab-awrx U- ,suy of am&•e, Mad-gey Roa, Ca-kndge CO3 ?OHE. Ue Kusgdr

In this article we present the results of a detailed study of the switching behavior observed in
epitaxial single Fe films of thickness between 30 and 450 A. and a wedge shaped Fe film with a
thickness range of 10-60 A grown on GaAs (001). These films have cubic and uniaxial anisotropies
which change with film thickness. For the fixed thickness films the values of the anisotropy
constants were aucurately determined by Brillouin light scattering (BLS) measurements together
with polar magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) measurements that gave the value of the
magnetization. The switching behavior of these samples was observed with in-plane MOKE
magnetometry as a function of the angle between the applied field and the in-plane crystallographic
axes. Measurements of the component of magnetization perpendicular to the applied field allow a
precise determination of the relative orientation of the hard and easy in-plane anisotropy axes. This
can be used to accurately determine the ratio of uniaxial to cubic anisotropy const.nts, when this
ratio is less than one. The ratios obtained from MOKE agree well with those obtained from BLS.
Minimum energy calculations predict that the reversal process should proceed by a continuous

* rotation of the magnetization vector with either one or two irreversible jumps, depending on the
* applied field orientation and the nature of the anisotropy of the film. The calculations provide a good

qualitative description of the observed reversal process, although the magnetic microstructure
influences the exact values of the switching fields.

I. INTRODUCTION between the applied field direction and the hard uniaxial an-

A number of groups have reported magneto-optic Kerr isotropy axis it was possible to determine the quantities
effect (MOKE) M-H loops for the component of magneriza- 2K1/M and 2K,1M. The saturation field determined frommagnetMOEgiethzaleofta-aneiato Mi
tion parallel to the applied field (MI) which show "over- the polar MOKE gave the value of the magnetization M in

shoots" which depend on the analyzer setting chosen to ob- the samples, ignoring any surface anisotropy, thus allowing
serve the MOKE signal.' This has been explained as an the anisotropy constants to be determined from the combined

additional optical effect caused by "mixing in" a contribu- measurements. The thickness dependence of the anisotropy
tion caused by the component of magnetization perpendicu- is reported elsewhere,s but in general it was found that thin-
lar to the applied field (M±).' It is the different magnetic ner Fe layers had a larger anisotropy ratio r, and a reduced

switching behavior observed in MI and M, that produces the average magnetization. Due to the uniaxial anisotropy which

overshoots in the MI-H MOKE loops.2j Here we extend the was found to be parallel to a (I 10) direction, the two (I l)}

previous studies of this system2-4 to show how the detailed directions in the sample are inequivalent as one is a hard

switching behavior is expected to vary with precise orienta- cubic axis and hard uniaxial axis (the hard-hard axis) while

tion of the applied field and the exact ratio r of uniaxial to the other is a hard cubic axis and easy uniaxial axis (the

cubic anisotropy constants (r=K./Ki), which are known to hard-easy axis).

be present in such samples.
4  For the MOKE measurements the sample and an electro-

magnet were separately mounted on two concentric precision

I. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES (0.001° step) rotary stepper drives, so that they could each be
tumed independently to any desired orientation over the full

The samples were grown under ultrahigh vacuum 0-3600 range under computer control. The MOKE tech-
(UHV) conditions (pressure during evaporation less than nique used here measures MOKE M-H loops for two orien-
-5x10- 0° mbar) on GaAs (001) substrates and studied by tations of the applied field, namely, paiallel and perpendicu-
low-energy electron diffraction LEED, Auger spectroscopy, lar to the plane of incidence of the light. By using the same
and in site MOKE. The substrates were held at 150 *C dur- optical geometry for each measurement it was possible to
ing Fe growth at -1 A min'i from the e-beam evaporator. A determine MI and M, directly from the resulting loops.'7
series of samples with thickness between 30 and 450 A were
grown, together with a wedge shaped Fe film in the thickness Ill RESULTS
range of 10-60 A. Each was capped with -20 A of Cr. The
in situ MOKE was used to study the evolution of the mag- In general it was found that the magnitude of the mag-
netic anisotropy as the Fe films were grown 5 

so that films netization vector remained virtually constant during the re-
with different final anisotropy strengths could be produced. versal process indicating that the sample behaved as a single

The fixed thickness samples were characterized cc situ domain, except very close to a switching field value. Figure
using Brillouin light scattering (BLS) and polar MOKE to I shows three typical sets of MOKE loops illustrating the
determine the anisotropy constants K, and K. of each different switching behavior observed in our samples. These
sample. By fitting the BLS data as a function of the angle 10 loops were taken from the wedge shaped Fe film for an an-
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FIG. 1. Typical MO1KE loops for the Fe wedged film for r=0.4-±0.02. (a) 1130 i-.2hdi-a -a7•
MI-H and (b) M (-H loops at s=75w. (c) MI-H and (d) M,-H loops at
rp=20i. (y) MI-H and (f) M b-H loops at or=60v.

eG. 2. Calculated and experimental phase diagram of one- and to-jump
switching as a function of applied field orientation i is anisotropy ratio r.

magnt izpy ration traverses 02. e Fighes t o hard a )s h w d i ns e solid ltt e ine dicate the calculated boundary between one- and two-jump
soo. . Thig s mla thatd whe the peaswitching, while the oashed line shows the catulated position of the eds y

Mtt-H and Me -H loops, respectively, for h=75o. Both loops axis. Experimental switching is indicated by the symbols: -tione-jump
show one irreversible jump at the same field of t50 Oe as switching; d--normal two-jump switching: b--reverse two-jump switch-
the field is reversed, correspondiing sou occur a tch- tin --cannot discriminate between oned or two-jump switching.

ing. Figures l(c) and I(d) show Mj--H and Mmd-H loops,
respectively, for e c=20i. Here both loops show two isevers- w it ion whentu al cupain phednega on
"ible jumps as the field is reversed, corresponding to "two- m i e e

init "swia tesing. away e fr om the s f eld h dir ct n i n a h coenergy minimum. For one-jump switching it is also possible

magnetization traverses each of the two hard axis directionsay s, p

that ordertoa studye withe mag.Thic swithing bhav int pears just before the positive saturation minimum disappears.

uniaxial anisotropy dominates over the cubic anisotropy (i.e., juwmpc awin isal seenic f ore the mag)aindtion (at

r>) only one-jup switching should occur, and this be- T switch mivi ha din processesepin before the inpFitge. 2,atur
havior is indeed observed. Figures I(e) and I(f) show Mý-H to minimum has disappeared, with theforest thae inteo-rmedat

and M,-H loops, respectively , for varIn this case a shiwsith a dcculsaed phase diagm freolt o and two-jump
" reversed" two-jump switch occurs since the magnetization switchingcas a func tio ofla tion s r prThe b o neda betwn

initially rotates away from e e t b oe oretwo j depen inge he on d-h and antw is s we itch regi mes is , so w en b a soli

sense, say, but switches back over the field direction in an lie andisend as the oint at which ntrmateoand

anticlockwise sense g switching is seen to occur eFigs. l(c) and l(d)]. When n is

*~n h hard-hard axis an d eo the easy axis, shw byeterdshed line

In order to study the magnetic switching behavior 'in ont. hr-ayai ieo tees xsarvreto

more detail we used a coherent rotation modeln to calculate jump switch is seen [Figs. t(e) and l(f)].

the shapplied fitel andirc ionThe switching processes are illustrated in Fig. 2, which

mum baecome shallower and evet-ll disappefo arios. atlths hows 2he calute for s diar am fo n- n.wojm

of .n and r. These calculations indicated that the reversal sowitchig as e dion f a m fr. oe -b nd r tw een

process can proceed either by one or two jumps depending s 90, forin o .
on te eactvales f 0andr. t i posibe t unersand the one- and two-jump switching regimes is shown by a solid

the calculated switching behavior by tracking local energy mi u is p eimvefintedal rhest for th iee the wint amenist rpy

minima u as function of applied field strength. The reversaltive sa m a potis al the wedge
s oacess starts off with the magnetization sitting in the posi- plied field. A simple expression for the angle 0 between the

itie srmeation energy minimum with an orientation close to hard-hard axis and the easy axis, shown by the dashed line
the applied field direction. As the field reverses this mini- on Fig. 2, is given by

mum becomes shallower and eventually disappears. At this cosw2c=n-r, for JrJ r cI,
point the magnetization undergoes an irreversible jump and()

falls into a differe n energy minimum. In the one-jump 0=90t, for cr h oc a i

switching process thm s second minimum is the negative satu- Experimental results for three samples with anisotropy
' ration energy minimum, and the magnetization remains in ratios of -0 (sample I--almost completely cubic), 0.4, 0.6,
S this minimum as the applied field is taken towards negative 0.8, and 1.1 (sample 2--various positions along the wedge
! saturation. In the two-jump switching process, there is a third shaped sampl,,), and 1.8 (-ýample 3--strongly uniaxial) are
S intermediate energy minimum that exists when the positive also shown at 5' intervals with different symbols to indicate

saturation minimum disappears, with the result that the mag- different switching behavior. For JrJ >I the calculations
It netization falls into this minimum in preference to the nega- show that only one-jump switching can occur, and this is

ltive saturation minimum. However, as the field is further confirmed by the experimental results for sample 3 and

reversed this intermediate minimum also disappears and the sample 2 (with r 1.1). The results for sample 2 (withj J. Appi Phys., Vol. 75, No. 10. 15 May 1994 DWaOo o a/. 5587
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[Soo clockwise motion of the magnetizatjn can be clearly seen in
J M,-H MOKE loops, and by using high precision rotary

"stepper drives to turn the sample and align the magnet, it isIoo possible to accurately determine the angles of the hard and"H.1 easy axes in the sample plane. Since the angle between the
25 -, easy axis and the hard-hard axis varies with r, as given by

C M.20 Eq. (1), it is possible to determine r when IrJ<l from
..... MOKE measurements, and these values agree well with

15 ...... those determined by BLS. However, for the case of Ir•l1
0 jH 2  MOKE cannot be used to determine r directly.

10o -. 1.. 1. SUMMARY
We have studied the switching behavior of Fe/GaAs

- 10 . ....... samples for various values of uniaxial and cubic anisotropy

"1 f~constants using in-plane MOKE magnetometry. Coherent ro-
1 1tation calculations showed that the switching mechanism de-

Angle pends on 4' and r. In general, the observed switching behav-

ior agreed well with the switching mechanism predicted by

FIG. 3. Tie two-jump switching feld H,, a I the calculations, though in some cases domain wall sweeping

difference AH, (bottom panel) as a function of al j'.ed field orientation 0. caused two-jump switching where one-jump switching was
expected from the calculation. The two-jump switching fields
were found to depend on r, and for a field applied close to

r=0.4, 0.6, and 0.8) are in good agreement with the calcu- the cubic easy axis the difference in the switching fields
lations, though close to the easy axis it is difficult to dis- could be as little as 2 Oe. It was found that r could be
criminate between one- and two-jump switching. Reverse accurately found from the MOKE data by determining the
two-jump loops are only seen on the hard-easy axis side of angles at which the magnetization switched between a clock-
the easy axis. For sample 1, the observed switching behavior wise or anticlockwise motion. A simple analytical expression
conflicts with that predicted by the calculations since two- for this angle was given, and the experimental results for r
jump switching is always present indicating that domain wall determined from MOKE agreed well with that found from
sweeping can be more easily induced when r is close to zero. the BLS measurements. Since the sample behaves mostly as

For two-jump switching, as 0 approaches an easy axis a single domain and the switching process is controllable,
the difference AH, between the two switching fields H,,, this behavior is of interest for device applications.
defined as the larger switching field, and H,2 is reduced, and
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Surface magnetization processes Investigat by the combined surface
magneto-optical Kerr effects In Fe/Cu(100) thin films

Z. J. Yang, S. D. Healy, K R. Helm, J. S. Drucker, G. G. Hembree, and M. R. Schemnfern
Department of Physics and the Center for Solid State Science, Arizona State University,
Tempe, Arizona 85287-1504

Surface and ultrathin-film anisotropies in epitaxial fcc Fe thin films grown on room temperature
Cu(100) single crystals in an ultrahigh vacuum has been investigated, in situ, by the combined
surface magneto-optical Kerr effects (SMOKE). When the applied field is perpendicular to the film
surface, rotation processes occurring between out-of-plane and in-plane directions suggest the
presence of an induced uniaxial (canted) anisotropy directed out of the plane of the film. This
hypothesis is tested with a simple coherent rotation model.

1. INTRODUCTION c2mpmlrPr os(., s--,,)

The low-dimensional properties predicted for ultrathin +0.2r pmprP, sin(6'pp- a,)sin tat
ferromagnetic films has stimulated considerable interest in
exploring epitaxial metal/metal systems.' The most studied, +0.2r,,mirp,, sin(6' -6' )sin tot, (1)

Sand perhaps the most complex metal/metal epitaxial system, where mt and mp are the direction cosines of the magnetiza-
is fcc Fe/Cu(100). Interpretation of data from the fcc Fe/ tion axes along the applied field direction (projection of M
Cu(100) system is complicated by a rich physical structure, onto H) for longitudinal and polar Kerr effects, respectively.
which includes bilayer growth during initial phases of rps and 61 are the absolute magnitude and the phase angle
epitaxy,2-6 strain relief at intermediate thicknesses, weak sur- of the Fresnel reflection coefficients [superscripts indicate
face reconstructions,1 and fcc to bcc transitions.8 Behavior of (p) polar or (1) longitudinal Kerr effects], and wn is the an-
growth-temperature and film-thickness correlations with the gular frequency of the modulator.13 The expression for the
magnetic spin orientations have also been intensively intensity is independent of the transverse Kerr effect, regard-
studied.' 9.l Our results for room temperature epitaxial Fe/ less of the direction of the applied magnetic field in our
Cu(100) thin films'1 "2 indicate that subsurface Fe islands can SMOKE arrangement. It includes the contributions from
form during the initial phases of epitaxy. For films thicker both polar and longitudinal Kerr effects, which allows us to
than 2 ML, nearly continuous Fe films have been observed, investigate magnetization reorientations between out-of-
consistent with the onset of ferromagnetic ordering. Polar plane and in-plane directions simultaneously.
and longitudinal Kerr-effect measurements show that the
easy axis transition from out of plane to in plane (of the film)
occurs near a thickness of 4.7 ML. Here, we describe a Ill. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
unique implementation of a combined three-axis magneto-
optical Kerr effect apparatus that is used to explore mixed The specimen preparation chamber of an UHV scanning

in-plane/out-of-plane rotation modes in ultrathin film Fe/ transmission electron microscope (STEM), 2 a Vacuum Gen-
Cu(100). erators HBS0I-S, operating at base pressures of SX10-"1

mbar, has been equipped with an in situ SMOKE character-
ization system.

II. THE COMBINED THREE-AXIS SURFACE
MAGNETO-OPTICAL KERR EFFECTS

Three magneto-optical Kerr effects (polar, longitudinal, Modulator Trans.
and transverse effects are shown in Fig. 1) are classified *mpie - ad a Polar
according to the direction of the magnetization with respect Lam.
to the plane of the incidence. Since the Kerr effect exists for .8p

any arbitrary direction of the magnetization (relative to the '-I,

scattering plane), for non-normal incidence, magnetization
loops obtained from any of the three Kerr effects may con- Er t. l a
tribute to the detected signal. With different orientations of thoe l.otae 50055'

polarizer, modulator, and analyzer, SMOKE can detect either
all three magnetization components or any one of them.
Thus, thin-film anisotropies and switching modes can be
Studied by comparing Kerr-effect magnetization loops. 13" 4

The normalized light intensity of the combined three-axis FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of a SMOKE experiment. The polatizer.
modulator, and analyzer angles are 8, 6_,, and 0, respectively, relative tosurface magneto-optical Kerr eaft for our SMOKE ma- th scattering plane. The longitudinal, transverse, and polar Kerr effect di-

surements can be expressed as'
3  

rections are also shown.
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FIG. 2. SMOKE loops are shown for applied fields along the (a) longitudi- _J

nal, (b) 45' from longitudinal (in the plane of the film surface), (c) trans- Norm. Fied (units) Norm. Field (units)
verse, and (d) normal to the film surface (polar) directions, respectively.
Applied fields in (a)-(c) are in the film plane. FIG. 3. Computed SMOKE loops am shown for applied fields along the (a)

longitudinal (b) 45' from longitudinal (fin the plant of die film surface). (c)
transverse, and (d) normal to the film surface (polar) directions, respectively.

Longitudinal, polar, and transverse hysteresis loops were Since the polar Kerr signal contains both longitudinal and polar components
recorded by scattering modulated (polarized), He-Ne (632.8 (e) and (f) show the polar and longitudinal components [to Fig. 3(d)] re-

nm) laser light from magnetic surfaces at an angle of inci- spectively All loops are displayed on the same scale.

dence of 45013 Nanometer lateral spatial resolution surface
microanalysis, using secondary electron or Auger electron fines the direction of the easy axis in the film plane, and c is
spectroscopy and imaging allows for epitaxial film micro- a constant whose value is 1 (2) for uniaxial (cubic) in-plane
structure to be correlated with magnetic properties. anisotropy. External fields include the ramping field and any

Single crystal Cu(100) substrates, were electropolished, residual external stray fields. This expression was minimized
cyclically sputtered at 330 TC with 600 eV Ar ions at 450 using a conjugate gradient method. The results of this mini-
incident angles, then annealed at 600 *C. The thickness de- mization are shown in Figs. 3(a)-3(f). The computed loops
pendence of SMOKE hysteresis loops of as-grown fcc Fe on are meant to indicate gross structure as a means of interpret-
room tem2perature Cu(100) substrates has been given ing the SMOKE results, and discrepancies between the com-
elsewhere. In summary, for Fe film thicknesses below 2ML, puted loops and the measurements are due to the crudeness
no magnetic response was observed, The initial magnetic of the model (i.e., no domain walls or domain wall motion):
response is observed as a zero-remanence, linear hysteresis 1 1 K. 2
loop in the polar direction, with no magnetization in-plane. E=j- sin 

2(o-a)+- sin [c(0-,6)]sin2

At intermediate thicknesses, 3.5 ML, remanent polar and 2K
longitudinal SMOKE loops are observed. While the in-plane 2!Ms H,
loop is square, the tilted polar loop displays the effects of - 7 cos- s-
shape anisotropy indicating a canted easy axis. SMOKE (2K 0oJMu ) (2Ko/M,) sin 6 cos t

loops from thicker films, 4.7 ML, loose polar remanence, but H, Hp,
retain square in-plane loops characteristic of an in-plane easy + (2Ko/M,) sin 0 sin cp- (2KouM) Cos 06.

axis.
We examined the magnetization switching process for (2)

the as-deposited 4.7 ML thick Fe. In Figs. 2(a)-2(d), The in-plane anisotropy is cubic, and oriented at 450
SMOKE loops are shown for applied fields along the longi- from the longitudinal direction (in the plane of the film sur-
tudinal, 450 from longitudinal (in the plane of the film sur- face). The perpendicular anisotropy is uniaxial and oriented
face), transverse, and normal to the film surface (polar) di- 10° out of the film surface. The out-of-plane anisotropy was
rections, respectively. Applied fields in Figs. 2(a)-2(c) are in twice as large as the in-plane component, and equal to
the film plane. A coherent rotation' 4

"' model was employed 2=rM,. Figs. 3(a)-3(d) show SMOKE hysteresis loops corn-
to interpret these results. The normalized energy functional is puted for the identical conditions described for Figs. 2(a)-
given in Eq. (2), where Ki and K.0, are the in-plane and 2(d). Since the polar Kerr signal contains both longitudinal
out-of-plane anisotropies, MU is the saturation magnetization, and polar components [Eq. (1)], Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) show the
H,, H,, and H, are the longitudinal, transverse and polar polar and longitudinal components, respectively. The polar
applied magnetic fields, 0 is the polar angle (from the polar signal is five times as large and of opposite sign than the
direction, (0 is the azimuthal angle (from the longitudinal longitudinal signal.' 3 

The general features are the asymmetri-
direction), a defines the out-of-plane easy-axis angle, • de- cal structure on the corners of the loops in Figs. 2(b) and
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3(b), the twin peak structures in Figs. 2(c) and 3(c), and the ACOWLJDGMENT
* canted/inverted loops in Figs. 2(d) and 3(d). When the field Tho work was supported by the Office of Naval Re-

iis applied in die transverse direction, a small stray field search undei Grant No. N00014-93-1-0099.
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The Initial phases of epitaxy of fcc Fe/Cu(100): Supersurface
S and subsurface Island formation

S. D. Heealy, K. R. Heim, Z. J. Yang, G. G. Hembree, J. S. Drucker,*
Sand M. R. Scheislnein

D m of Physics and .y, Arizona State University Teope, Arizona 85287-1504

Nanometer transverse resolved real space observations of the initial phases of room-temperature
hetemepitaxy of fcc Fe/Cu(100) indicate that vertical atomic site exchange occurs locally. The
formation of two-dimensional supersurface and subsurface islands has been characterized by
secondary and Auger electron imaging. The persistence of vertical site exchange during the
deposition of the first two monolayers is not inconsistent with the lack of observed ferromagnetism
for the room-temperature grown fcc Fe/Cu(100) at these coverages.

Ferromagnetic ultrathin epitaxial films grown on single nealed at 600 *C. Samples were observed in the electron mi-
crystal metal substrates display unusual properties character- croscope with biased SE imaging after the surface oxygen
istic of two-dimensional ferromagnetism stabilized by mag- concentration had been depleted below the minimum detect-
netic (surface) anisotropy.' Extensive work has been devoted able limits of our broad beam AE spectrometer. These sur-
to correlating film microstructure with magnetic properties of faces often displayed small copper-oxide islands17 at cover-
the metastable2 epitaxial fcc Fe/Cu(100) system. This has ages of less than 0.0 1% of a monolayer which can be imaged
been stimulated by observations of rich structural properties in the microscope. Fe films were grown with an electron
present during various phases of film growth,3-'° including beam Fe source on clean, room-temperature (T<40 °C)
bilayer growth during initial phases of epitaxy,6,7 weak sur- Cu(100) surfaces. Room-temperature growth ensures longer
face reconstructions,3 strain-relief and fcc to bcc transitions (surface) diffusion lengths and films with lower defect den-
for thicknesses greater than 11 ML (monolayer) (e.g., 4). sities. Evaporation rates of 0.14 ML/min were calibrated us-
Vertical site exchange during the initial phases of epitaxy ing Auger electron spectroscopy, Rutherford backscattering,
have been observed by high-resolution low-energy electron and a quartz-crystal microbalance. The pressure during
diffraction,11 x-ray photoelectron forward scattering,12 and evaporation was normally below 2 X 10-9 mbar.
scanning tunneling microscopy.13 In this article, we report The thickness dependence of the SMOKE hysteresis
not only on the supersurface Fe island formation, but also on loops of as-grown fcc Fe/Cu(100) films, and the observation
real space, chemically specific, nanometer resolved observa- of a field induced, metastable state has been correlated with
tions of what appears to be subsurface island formation dur- the film microstructure.19 Here, we focus on the character-
ing the initial phases of room-temperature epitaxial growth ization of films during the initial phases of epitaxy which are
of fcc Fe/Cu(100). observed to be nonmagnetic. Figure 1 illustrates the surface

The specimen preparation chamber of an ultrahigh structure of clean Cu(100) as observed, in situ, using nm
vacuum (UHV) scanning transmission electron microscope resolution UHV SE microscopy. The surface has terraces
(STEM), 1

4 a Vacuum Generators HB501-S, operating at a with an average width between 25 and 75 nm (although
base pressure of 5 X 10-1 mbar, has been equipped for the in some regions of the surface have extremely broad terraces),
situ preparation and characterization of ultrathin magnetic separated by steps (step bands) seen as white lines. The
films. This instrumentation includes an ion sputtering gun, a
broad beam Auger electron spectrometer, a reflection high-
energy electron diffraction (RHEED) analysis system, a
specimen heating stage (T<800 °C), and an electron beam
evaporator. Magnetic properties are characterized using a
novel three-axis implementation of the surface magneto-
optic Kerr effect (SMOKE)." Nanometer lateral spatial reso-
lution surface microanalysis, using secondary electron (SE)
and Auger electron (AE) spectroscopy and imaging, t

4 was
performed in the magnetic field of the STEM objective lens
using the parallelizer principle."4

1 6 
This instrumentation al-

lows for the epitaxial film microstructure to be correlated
with magnetic properties and is described in detail
elsewhere."7

Single crystal Cu(100) substrates, 1 mm thick and 3 mm
in diameter, were electropolished,18 sp,!tered at 330 °C with
225 nA of 600 eV Ar ions at 45* incucnt angles, then an-

FIG. 1. High-resolution secondary electron micrograpls of a clean Cu(100)
"JAdulea: Center for Solid State Science, Arizona State University, Tempe. surface. The white lines are steps (step bands) between terraces. The terraces

Arizona 85287-1504. have an average width of 25 to 75 nm.
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FIG. 2. After deposition of 0.33 ML of Fe at room temperature tuersurface
islands are observed: (a) seamdary electron (SE) image, (b) contour map of
SE image indicating isand positiom, (c) Cu L5M Auger electron (AE)
image iadicaling Cu depletion (black) regions, (d) corresponding coour
map of the Cu AtE image, (e) Fe LMM Af image indicating Fe (white)
islands, and (f) the corresponding contour map of the Fe AE image. The
correlation of these three sgnals iadicates this the islands have formed upon
the Cu surface. These three images have identical scale factors.

widely separated nodules are copper-oxide contamination re-
maining after surface preparation. After Fe deposition,
RHEED analysis indicated an fcc film structure with the in-
plane lattice constant of the substrate (3.61 A) for all films
thinner than 10 ML (Our RHEED measurements permit an
evaluation of the in-plane lattice constant to within ±4%.)

At low film coverages, supersurface island formation can FIG. 3. After deposition of 1.7 ML of Fe at room temperture, subsurface
be observed locally by correlating the SE images with the Cu islands are observed: (a) secondary electron image, (b) Cu LMM Auger
and Fe AE images. One such set of spatially correlated im- electron (AE) img indicating Cu depletion regions (black), and (c) Fe
ages is displayed in Fig. 2 for a 0.33 ML thick Fe film. SE LMM AE image indicating Fe rich regions (white). The cmrtmio of the
images are sensitive to both the work function and topogra- structure in (b) and (c) and the lack of any contrat in (a) indicates that theseislands are within the surface of the substrate. These three images have
phy of the surface.m The SE image in Fig. 2(a) illustrates identicsa scale factors
supersurface Fe islands with the corresponding contour plot
shown in Fig. 2(b). The large island (-45 nm in diameter)
has intensity contours near its upper left quadrant indicating surface map. A background map for each Auger map is sub-
that this island is composed of more than 1 ML of Fe within sequently acquired by selecting the passband of the spec-
the bulk of the island. The contrast of the smaller islands is trometer to lie 20 eV higher than the Auger peak energy. The
identical to the contrast of the tip of the larger island (within images shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(e) result from subtracting
the signal-to-noise limits of these measurements) indicating the background map from the peak map, such that the inten-
identical Fe island thicknesses. AE images and contour maps sity within each pixel of the image is proportional to the
derived from the Cu [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)] and Fe [Figs. 2(e) number of counts within a particular Auger peak, and, there-
and 2(f)] Auger electron signals can be directly correlated fore, proportional to the number of atoms probed by the in-
with the SE image of the Fe islands. The AE images are cident beam"4 (the sensitivity factors for the Cu and Fe LMM
produced by rastering the finely focused 100 keV incident peaks are almost identical). The black areas in Fig. 2(c) in-
electron beam acoss the sample surface and collecting most dicate the lack of a Cu signal, while the white areas in Fig.
of the Fe (Cu) LMM peak Auger electrons using a spectrom- 2(e) indicate the presence of Fe. It is evident by correlating
eter with a 1.5 eV window which is selected to pass electrons the contrast in the images and contour maps that the large
with the respective energy thus generating a two-dimensional island and several smaller islands are composed of Fe. Since
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*-t ~The lack of ferromagnetic: o ~rde g observed in this
sub-2 ML regime is not inconsistent with the obseved
growth process. In order for the moment ofanaFe islmd to be
stable &agans thermal fluctuations, it must have a miuumtm
size. Assuming a Boltzmann-type probability diatribution, it
is straightforwatrd to show that most of the Fe islands, which
are -4 am in diameter (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), awe too small for
the moments to be unaffected by thermal energy.

In summary, we have observed both s persudfae island-
ing and subsurface islanding throughi vertical atomic site x-
change in room-temperature grown films uf foc Fe/Cu(100)
in the 0-2 ML regime. We observed no long rng~e order to
either the sub- or supersurface islands. These observations
are not inconsistent with the lack of ferromagnetism ob-
served in room-temperature grown sub-2 ML foc Fe/Cu(l00)
ultrathin films.
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-, Effect of surface layers on ferromag resonance In thin Fe films:
Ni, CO Sit and Y9a 2Cu307-

P. Lut z, M. Rubintstuin, D. B. Chriesy, J. S. Mor*ftz and P. R. Broussard
NOW Reearh LebWorman net Awgg, DC 20375

The results of ferromagnetic resonance experiments on 10 nm polycrystalline films of Fe with very
thin surface layers of Ni and Co, using Si and a high temperature superconductor (YBCO) as
substrates is reported herein. An earlier fmr investigation of Fe films on YBCO showed strongly
temperature dependent linewidths and resonance fields but only small effects in Fe on Si. In this
work, the resonance of Fe on Si is found to be significantly narrower when the Fe film has thin (0.5
to 1.0 nm) Ni surface layers, compared to uncoated Fe; linewidths are as narrow as 15 Oe at 9 GHz.
However, when YBCO substrates are %=A, the iron resonance properties are nearly the same as in
the case where no Ni was used. This indicates that the effects seen in earlier work were am the result
of an oxide layer on the Fe but may indicate a magnetically active surface layer in the YBCO. Co
surface layers have the effect of producing strongly temperature dependent anisotropies and
hinewidths on all substrates used, with the strongest temperature dependence near 160 K, possibly
caused by the ordering of an antiferromagnetic surface layer.

4 L. INTRODUCTION we expect negligible interdiffusion at the interfaces; how-
SIn an earlier article' we described some dramatic effects ever, the layers cannot be expected to be atomically fiat un-

occuring in the ferromagnetic resonance (fmr) of thin films der our growth conditions. To some degree, the width of the
ocrg fmr is a probe of the magnetic layer roughness,5 

indicatingof polycrystalline Fe deposited on the surface of the high6
temperature superconductor, YBa 2Cu3  rf_ (YBCO). Fe of that the YBCO has a rather rough surfaces,6 and that Si ismuch smoother.
about 10 no thickness was chosen because under those con-
ditions it grows as a fine grained polycrystalline film with a
narrow linewidth. For Fe on YBCO, as the temperature was 1I. REXPNIENT

reduced below 300 K, we observed that the resonances High purity Fe, Ni, and Co were electron beam evapo-
broadened considerably, and shifted towards lower applied rated onto either YBCO, which was grown epitaxially on
fields in a manner that can be characterized by an effective MgO, as described in Ref. 1, or onto polished Si (100). The
anisotropy field acting along the applied field with tempera- deposition system uses independently controlled electron
ture dependence approximately HI exp(-T/To), where 7T is beams with shuttering to control the species and duration of
about 70 K, and Hf is on the order of 1 kOe and varies the layer being deposited. The substrates were unheated dur-
inversely with the Fe layer thickness. Similar iron films ing the deposition and no attempt was made to remove the
grown on Si showed a much smaller temperature dependence native oxide on the Si. Total pressure in the vacuum system
of their properties. Evidently, some property of the YBCO or was about 10-7 Torr during deposition; however, since the
of the YBCO-Fe interface region is transferred via inter- system was cryopumped and is "gettered" by the deposition
atomic exchange to the bulk of the iron; by analogy with of the transition elements inside the chamber, the reactive
microwave magnetic resonance data observed in spin gases are preferentially removed. Rates of evaporation were
glasses,2 

we suggested that the unknown system acting on 0.1 nm/s for the thin layers of Co and Ni and 0.2 nm/s for the
the Fe may be a spin glass. No indications of a change in the Fe. Rates were controlled and thicknesses monitored using
superconducting properties of the YBCO, or of the Fe prop- quartz crystal thickness gauges. An indication of the affinity
erties at the superconducting transition were seen, indicating of the evaporated metals to reactive gases in the system was
a lack of any electronic effects. The temperature dependence given by the reduction in background pressure caused by
of some properties of oxygen deficient YBCO (Ref. 3) sug- "gettering" as each electron beam was turned on. Ni has
gested that it might be the magnetic system coupling to the little effect on the pressure, but evaporation of Fe and Co
Fe. reduced the system pressu by about an order of magnitude

In this article we report an attempt to determine whether indicating that the free surfaces of these elements are oxi-
the strong anisotropy arises from the Fe, from the YBCO, or dized rapidly in our system.
from a mixed interface region; we investigated the effects of The fmr data were taken using a standard x-band absorp-
placing very thin layers of another magnetic material at the tion spectrometer operating at about 9.25 GHz; data at low
interface between the Fe and the YBCO. About 1 nm of Ni or temperatures were obtained using a He flow system with a
Co was deposited on both sides of the Fe; the literature in- nominal temperature accuracy of 0.5 IK
dicates that thin layers of Ni and Co at the surfaces of Fe are
ferromagnetic and are strongly exchange coupled to the Fe. * i.uM T
At have also made 10 and 20 am pure Ni and Co films to
help separate surface effects from those occuring in the bulk. Detailed results wre deacrailm below and in Figs. Iland 2

Because the depositions are done at ambient temperatures, for four samples:
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600 ~ ~ ~ Iinad friequenies, anld are, we belive. the narrowest cc-f
~ ~ported linewidths for any metallic ferromaguets at that fhe-
Soo quency. The narrowest linewidths are seen in filins made

400 10 with elevated substrate tmeaushowever, and were
~300 therefore not investigated in this study.

200 of the linewidth of samnple A are shown in Fig. I(a). The:
too.- 0 temperature dependence differs significantly from that re-

0. - 1--.- C, ported in Ref. I n which no Ni layers were present. With the
800 b surface layers of Ni sample A has narrower linewidths st all

Z a00temperature and shifts only slightly fai temperatures down
50s0 to 100 K; at the lowest temperatures the resonance shifts
400 1 rapidly and broadens. Thie resonance properties of a sample

AL 300 on YINC with identical transition metal layers, but evaporated onto
30f YBCO, sample Bare shown in Fi.,Ib. This sampl has a

0 200. broader linewidthl, and its temperature dependence is similar
Z to othat de-scribed in Ref. Ifor asimilar sample without the

10 Ni.
o I I I I IWe also note that the properties of our pure 20 nen thick4l 0 W 00 150 200 250 300 Ni film are quite temperature dependent from 300 down to

TeuPRATUE ~about 100 K, i.e., at temperatures where bulk properties such

as magnetization, magnetostriction, and magnetic anisotropy
FIG. 1. Tempeusture dependtence of the 9.2 0Hz fino positilon (0) and change. Thus the bulk effects seen in Ni are not prominent in
linewidth(0) for a Ni/eNi sndwicb on (a)Siand (b) YBCOdescribed as tefn fhnlyr fio e sse nFg ,frti
samples A aund B, respectively, in the text.th woftilaesfN nFaseninig1,orhs

temperature range.
In Fig. 2(a) we see the effects of thin surface layers of

(A) Ni(O.5 nm)IFe(1.0 nm)/Ni(0.5 nm) deposited on Si, Co, sample C, on the resonance properties. The results are
(B) Ni(0.S nno)/Fe(l.0 mn)/Ni(0.5 nm) deposited on YBCO, very' different from those seen in Ref. 1 or in samples A and
(C) Co(L.0 am)IFe(1.0 nm)ICo(1.4 nm) deposited on Si, B in that the onset of broadening and downward shift occur
(D) Co(1.0 rnm)/Fe(1.0 nm)/Co(1.4 nm) deposited on at about 200 K and the changes occur most rapidly at about

YBCO. 160 KL Similar results were seen in all samples containing
The linewidths of some of the Ni/Fe/Ni films we have substantial Co, including pure Co layers and Ni/Co/Ni sand-

made are as narrow as 15 Oe (derivitive peak to peak) at wiches, except for variations of about 20 K in the tempera-
ture at which changes are most rapid.

Finally we see in Fig. 2(b) the results for sample D,
700- -which is the same as C except that YBCO is used as the

U0 a ot c~)IP9tS)ICor)n a s substrate. As before, the linewidths are broader for the
600 -f -YBCO than the Si substrate; the downward shifts are larger

s500 j.~f - -._ -- than those seen in sample C, perhsaps indicating acombina-
z son - tion of the processes occuring in Ref. Ilfor Fe on YBCO, and

3 300I in sample C. The onset of the rapid changes occurs at about
~200 1 200 K, at which point the mechanism described in Ref. 1
1 ~ooproduces only a slight shift.

600

- - -The addition of very thin layers of Ni or Co at the sur-
50 b --- face of the 10 nin Fe Mayers is seen to have significant effects

Collta i7e )/cc (1)
lal 400 aaon the low temperature fiur of the system, and to modify

30 strongly the temperature dependences noted in Ref. 1. Some
300 of these effects appear to be similar to the exchange anisot-

2 o ropy phenomena seen for permalloy films on NiO/CoO
Z 0 multilayers.7
49 1 00 -! - i Ni surface layers reduce the linewidth and the tempera-

0 L _ lure dependence of the resonance field when the Fe is depos-
a 0 WWiI 25 30 ited on Si. However the strong temperature dependences

5025 30noted in Wf. Ifor Fe on YBC are not altered by the inter-

FIG. I~ Temperatur depenidencer of the 9.2 0Hz fur position (0) aW vening Ni layer. Thus, we still consider it likely that a spin-
linwoidth (0) for a Co/Pe/Co sandwich on (a) Si and (bt) YBCOD deicribed glasslike state exists in the surface of the YBCO which is
As samples C and D, respectively, in tbe text. coupled by interatomic exchange to the Ni and Fe overlay-
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erm. We attribute the difference in linewidth for the two sub- We related the effects of pinning at the Fe srface to the
strates as being caused by their different roughness, rather surface energy using the calculation of Bailey and Vittoria.'3

thin any electronic effects. The presence of shifts to negative fields suggests a modifi-
Ni may reduce the Fe linewidth by protecting the Fe cation aillowing the form of the surface energy to be uniatial

from surface oxidation, which is known to have significant with the axis along the applied field direction, the planar4 effects on the fmur at low temperatures. Patton and Wits8  
form given in Ref. 13 does not allow the resonance field to

found, at least for permalloy, that oxidation increased line- approach zero in a continuous manner. To explain the large
width, with greater effects at low temperatures (the effect on shifts seen in Fe on YBCO or Co or Ni on Fe at the lowest
the resonant field was not reported). temperatures, the magnitude of the surface energy is found to

When the Ni layers are present the effects at the lowest be about 0.5 erg/cm
2 

or about 10' erglatomic layer, suggest-
temperatures may be caused by the presence of NiO. A re- ing surface fields of about 10' Oe. This is of the order of
cent study7 

of 2.1 nm NMO layers showed that the Neel tern- magnitude of the anisotropy fields in antiferromagnetic Co
perature was reduced by about 70 K from the bulk value of oxide.
520 K. A greater reduction in our case is plausible because
NiO layers in our sample would be even thinner. V. CONCLUSOS

The presence of spin-glass-like effects even when Ni
layers are interposed between the Fe and the YBCO sub- Based on hfr, we observe several kinds of surface phe-

strates suggests that these effects do not arise from some nomena caused by the substrates, by surface layers which we

interaction of Fe and one or more constituents of the surface deposit on the Fe, and by oxide layers. We observe that a

of the YBCO. The literature suggests that thin Ni layers on previously suspected spin-glasslike layer occuring at the in-

Fe have essentially their full moment and are strongly terface of Fe and YBCO thin films is not affected when a few

Soupled to adjacent Fe,
4
"
9 so that information about the mag- monolayers of Ni are interposed; and infer that an oxide

netic state of a YBCO surface layer could be communicated layer on thin Co layers becomes magnetically ordered at
tiabout 160 K, with the ordered phase possessing very largeI through the Ni to the Fe.

For the case of Co layers on Fe, it is unlikely that the anisotropy which is felt by the Fe.

temperature dependence of any of the parameters of bulk Co
which affect the position, such as magnetization, magneto- 'M. Rubinstein, P. Lubitz. W. E. Carlos, P. R. Broussard, D. B. Christy, J.

C aHorwitz, and J. J. Krebs, Phys. Rev. B 47, 15 352 (1993).siction, and magnetocrystalline anisotropy, could produce 2
M. A. Mankaimet, S. M. Bhagal, and D. I. Wolf, I. App. Phys. 51, 3476

effects such as we observe, since these properties all vary (19s5).
slowly with temperature below about 200 K.°0 

We do oh- 'H. A~loul, T. Ohmo, and P. Mendels, Phys. Rev. Len. ,3. 1700 (1989).
serve that Co has a strong affinity for reactive gases in our Nagat, M. Send&s and T. Toshima. J. Appl. Phys. 63. 1136 (1988).'L L Hint unpublished Ph.D. thesis. Universty of Maryland, 1965.
system; bulk CoO is antiferromagnetic, ordering near room 6C. C. Caang, X. D. We, R. Ramesh, X. X. Xi, T. S. Ravi, T. Venkatesan,
temperature. Strong pinning at below room temperature in 20 D. M. Hwang. R. E. Muenchausen. S. Foltyn, and N. S. Nogar, Appl.
tim cobalt particles with oxidized surfaces has been Phys. Lett. 57, 1814(1990).
reported-"' While the nominal ordering temperature of bulk M. J. Carey and A, E. Berkowitz, J. Appl. Phys. 73, 6892 (1993).
Ceporteis293iK, the orderingmay occurd atr e temperaturesf b sC. F,. Patton and C. H. Wilts. J. Appl. Phys. 3, 3537 (1967).
CoO is 293 K, the ordering may occur at lower temperatures 'B. Heinrich S. T. Purcell, J. R. Dutcher, K. B. Urquhart, J. R. Cochran, and
than reported for the bulk oxide, as is the case for NiO.' 2  A. S. Azrott, Phys. Rev. B 38, 12879 (1988).
Both bulk Co and Ni metals do show strong increases in :1S. M. B"agat and P. Lubitz, Phys. Rev. B 10, 179 (1974).
linewidth below 100 K which have been attributedt0 

to in- "w. iH.NMeiklejol and C. P. Bea Phys. Rev. 10. 904 (1957)."L2. A. Borchers M. I. Carey, X. W &-win, C. F. Majiazak, and & Ea
trinsic effects but could also be caused by temperature de- Berkowitz, Phys. Rev. Let. 70, 1878 (1993).
pendent properties of thin surface oxide layers. "G. C. Bailey and C. Vinoria, Phys. Rev. B 8, 3247 (1973),
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Magneftoptical Kerr effect study of ac suscepobilitIes In ultrathin
cobalt films"

A. BwWg.r, S. Knmppmenn, and H. P. Ospen
Inswntut ~r Gren4wihesforschung uad W4myskysh Forschuaigszennww JuicA, Paat*" 1913,
D-52425 JAile Geraany

The ac susceptibility of ultrathin Co/Cu(1O0) films has been investigated w sium under ultrahigh
vacuum conditions using the magneto-optical Kenr effect. A conventional Kerr effect setup was
combined with an ac-field modulation technique to improve the experimental detection limit. A
sensitivity in the range of 10-8 rad for the Kerr ellipticity has been achieved in the present study.
The ac susceptibility Xa of the investigated cobalt films is mainly characterized by a pronounced
and sharp maximum as a function of the temperature T. This X(T) dependency corresponds to the
ferromagnetic-paramagnetic phase transition occurring at the Curie temperature T, of the cobalt
films, which is also confirmed by experimental observation of the hysteresis behavior. Besides the
measurement of Curie temperatures, the experimental technique presented here allows
the determination of magnetic properties for ultrathin films even in the paramagnetic regime far
above T•.

I. INTROOUCTO monolayers.'-t0 Cobalt films grown under these conditions
In recent years, the msgneto-optical Kerr effect has been show ferromagnetic order at room temperature already for
proven rto years thwermagto-lfopstudyic ferroeffemaseec thicknesses below 2 monolayers. t ' The (110) directions in

proven to be a powerful tool for studying ferromagnetic the film plane have been determined as the easy axes of
properties of ultrathin films in situ under ultrahigh vacuum magnetization..... In the present study, cobalt films were
(UHV) conditions.' Many studies have demonstrated that grown under URV conditions (p<2rst -tu mbar during
even the critical behavior of ferromagnetic films in the gro

monolayer thickness range can be investigated by using this evaporation) by means of an e-beam evaporator onto a

technique.r 2 - Despite its successful application to various Cu(100) single crystal with typical deposition rates of 0.5
ML/min. The Cu crystal was previously cleaned by ion etch-

problems in the field of thin film magnetism, all these studies ing (Argon, Ekjn=8OO eV) and annealing (T=900 K). The
have been based on the observation of M(H)-hysteresis substrate temperature during evaporation was held at T= 330
loops only. For the investigation of the critical behavior and l. After deposition, no contamination like carbon or oxygen
the determination of Curie temperatures, however, this tech-
nique has the disadvantage that a vanishing quantity, i.e., the The magnetic properties of the films were investigated
remanent magnetization, is measured as a function of tem by means of the longitudinal Kerr effect in situ under UI-IV
perature. conditions. The experimental setup is similar to the one used

Just the opposite is true for the ac susceptibility X. of by Bader et aL' and is schematically shown in Fig. 1. With a
ferromagnets. The susceptibility X. is characterized by asharp and pronounced maximum at the Curie temperature. 5 polarizer (P I ) HeNe-laser light is polarized perpendicular to

shaeoverp and pronloun acedrmaximum powrat i the C eperat. the scattering plane. In the reflected light beam the polariza-
Moreover, X rg follows a certain power law in the paramag- tion is slightly changed due to the magneto-optical Kerr ef-
netic temperature range, which provides additional informrange ferromagnetic order of the
tion about the critical behavior of the ferromagnetic system. sa use. 13 Usi ng rave peranec orderTherefore, it is very promising to have an experimental tool sample.' 3 Using a quarter wave plate and a second polarizer

w17hichfo it is alery promeasi toheasusvep an experimentaltol (P2) with its orientation nearly perpendicular to PI, this
which is able to measure the susceptibility x.e of ultrathin polarization change in the reflected light beanm can easily be
ferromagnetic films. Recently, conventional ac-susceptibility
measurements for ultrathin gadolinium films have been
reported 7

In this study, we have experimentally determined the ac
susceptibility of cobalt monolayer films by means of the 11Hv
magneto-optical Kerr effect. chombeI

II. EXPERIMENT

The magnetic properties as well as the growth behavior

of ultrathin cobalt films grown on Cu(100) have been exten- poari k/4 -plate

sively studied in the past.t It has been demonstrated, that this ,P2
system exhibits layer-by-layer growth for substrate tempera- Hfele-
tures between 300 and 450 K, although double layer growth
is present to a certain extent below film thicknesses of 2 photodwde

"Curreant address: Univerity of California, Department of Physics, trvine,
CA 92717-4575. FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental Kerr effect setup.
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observed as a change in light intensity with a photediode. In [ ]

the conventional mode the light imtensity is measaured as a. . ....... .......
functionao the externally applied magnetic field strength
produced by a Helmtholtz coil arrangement inside the UHV .
This technique is wsed to monitor the M.(H) dependency of
the sample. For measurements of the ac susceptibility Xc.I a -2.

sall ac current of fied freque and amptUde is applied ......
to the Helmholtz coils producing a small ac-magnietic field. T 32...

The response of the magnetic film to this ac field is measured -0 0 o

via the longitudinal Kerr effect as an ac voltage at the pho- H toe,
todiode. Using a lock-in technique, the signal-to-noise ratio
for this ac voltage is strongly improved and a much higher .......
sensitivity for the susceptibility is achieved. Details of the 2"

experimental setup are described elsewhere.'
4

Utilizing the magneto-optical Kerr effect for susceptibil- Y 0 "

ity measurements, one has to keep in mind what quantity is - -20

actually measured. The phase sensitive signal we obtain in T 383 K
our experiment is proportional to the difference of the Kerr -40 ,
ellipticity - at +H_ of the ac field, i.e., a quantity propor- -1o 0 0 t

tional to the slope of e(H). Assuming a constant magneto- H [o03

optical coupling factor Q for the films investigated, this e(H) 04
dependency is proportional to M(H). Therefore, despite a 10 r
constant factor, we probe the susceptibility X. in our a .0""
experiment.14 ""S• ~oo
Ill. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS -20 - ... i.o•.•• *"

Figure 2 shows an example for the field dependency of T =509 K
the Kerr ellipticity, representing the M(H) behavior of a 2.2 -401o -1

±0.2 monolayer thick Co/Cu(100) film, which was measured H 0.)

with the conventional Kerr effect setup for four different

temperatures. Figure 2(a), measured at T=328 K, shows the 0 40 7

typical hysteresis effect that one expects for a ferromagnetic L 20
film. The nearly rectangular shape of the hysteresis loop sug- .o.,...."...

gests, that the film magnetization switches between two U o
single domain states, at least within the area of the light spot .:.
(1 mm diameter). The Kerr ellipticity, i.e., the magnetization, 6 -20-..............
does not depend on the field strength except for the very , . T = 563 K
small region around the switching fields. This behavior is -40 ' -4o 4

typical for temperatures far below the Curie temperature. In H COe3

Fig. 2(b) (T=383 K) it is clearly observable that the rema-
nent magnetization is already reduced compared to Fig. 2(a),
although a hysteresis loop is still present. This demonstrates, Fa. 2. Measured Kea ellipttya a function of the applied field strength
that the temperature T=383 K is still below the Curie tern- H (conventional Kerr effeci mneauement) for a 2.2 monolayer Co/Cu(t10)
perature of the film. It is also obvious from Fig. 2(b), that film. Temperatures as indicated.

there is now a field dependence of the magnetization even
apart from the immediate vicinity of the switching fields. The
experimental data shown in Fig. 2(c) are obtained with the state, the field necessary to obtain the same magnetization
sample at T=509 K. Remanence cannot be observed any- value as in Fig. 2(c) is considerably higher. Thus, it is obvi-
more, i.e., the Kerr ellipticity is represented by a single line ous from Fig. 2(d) that this kind of magneto-optical Kerr
as a function of the magnetic field strength H. Despite of the effect experiment enables us to study the paramagnetic be-
absent remanent magnetization, i.e., long range ferromag- havior of ultrathin films but is limited to the vicinity of the
netic order, a steep increase of the Kerr ellipticity with the critical temperature, at least with reasonable field strength.
field strength at H = 0 is found. This behavior corresponds to With an increase of sensitivity, however, the range accessible
a large susceptibility value at zero field, which means that for studies in the paramagnetic state can be extended to tem-
the temperature is slightly above Tc. The strong nonlinear peratures far above T,.
field dependency seen in Fig. 2(c) confirms the immediate Figure 3 shows experimental data that have been mena-
vicinity of Tc. Figure 2(d) shows results for an even higher sured with the ac-field modulation technique. Here, the mea-
temperature (T=563 K). As the susceptibility drops off very sured Kerr ellipticity amplitude is shown as a function of the
strongly with increasing temperature in the paramagnetic sample temperature for the same film as in Fig. 2. The two
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0,A strong thickness dependence of T, for Co/Cu(100) films into

He 12.6 A/-i ~ account, a one might take the small Peak width of Fig. 3(a) as
- *'*an indication for high film quality regarding its thickness

homnogeneity.
0.o ... 'Figure 3(a) demonstrates that the field modulation tech-

i i " nique is able to reach an extremely high sensitivity for Kerr

ellipticity or rotation with an deection limit i the range of

10-s rad in this study. This high sensitivity makes it possible
10 ao to extend the temperature range which is accessible for Kerr

T~mporatr, r 0(2 effect investigastins on monolayer films far into the para-

magnetic regime. As the slope of the M(H) curves around

zero field decreases [see Fig. 2(d)] with increasing tempera-

HOC- 50.3 A/n' F.bi wue (T>T,) the modulation amplitude might be ioncrased.
/..YHence, paramagnetic properties are detectable far beyond the

,.* Curie temperature, e.g., 100 K above T, in Fig, 3(b). In other

words, the data presented in Fig. 3(b) reflect the paramag-

netic film behavior for the highest temperatures very well

while the modulation amplitude is too large to observe the

susceptibility around T, correctly. It should be mentioned

that Fig. 3(b) does not represent the limit of the accessible
Tem'perature lK3 temperature range concerning the sensitivity of the suscepti-

bility measurement. The temperatures have not been raised

FIG. 3. Measured Kerr ellipticity response [in Arad) to an applied ac field as further because of severe problems of Co-Cu intermixing.s

a function of temperature (ac-modulantio technique). Experimental data
were taken for a 2.2 monolayer Co/Cu(O00) film with modulation field IV. CONCLUSIONS
strengths H,. as indicated. The measured quantity corresponds to the ac

susceptibility ofth film In this article, we have demonstrated that the ac suscep-
tibility X,, of ultrathin films can be determined by means of

the longitudinal magneto-optical Kerr effect. The extremely

high sensitivity of the modulation technique used in our ex-

curves presented in Fig. 3 differ only by the field strength perimental approach enables us to measure X,. of a 2.2

Hw which is applied to the sample. Both curves are mainly monolayer Co/Cu(100) film for temperatures even far above

characterized by a pronounced maximum of the Kerr ellip- the Curie temperature. Therefore, this technique is most

ticity as a function of temperature, which corresponds to the promising to detect magnetic ordering in overlayers on non-

maximum of the ac susceptibility at the Curie tempera,.tre. magnetic materials, which might have very low Curie tern-

This maximum evidently represents the ferromagnetic- peratures and have been proposed recently.'
6

paramagnetic phase transition of the cobalt film and demon-

strates the feasibility for an exact determination of T, by this ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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Ferromagnetic resonance determination of fcc--hcp structural change
E in epitaxial Co/Mn superlattices

K. Ounadjela, Y. Henry, M. Farle, and P. Vennegues
IPCMS, CNRS, UMAR46 Universuie Louis-Pasteur, 67070 Strasbourg, France

A series of epitaxial [Co24 AMkn,m.]1 2 superlattices (3.2 A-ctMfl<32 A) was grown on hcp(000l) Ru
buffer layers by ultrahigh vacuum e-beam evaporation. Ferromagnetic resonance has shown that for
samples with 3.2 Artm.-12 A, the cobalt layers are predominantly fcc and almost perfectly fcc for
the sample having the thinnest Mn thickness [Cop A/MIn 3 .2 AJ12. For samples with greater Mn
thickness (tm,>12 A), the cobalt layers are predominantly hcp with structural defects corresponding
either to large inclusions of fcc Co or stacking faults.

The growth of epitaxial thin films of ferromagnetic ma- trilayers with, respectively, 4, 10, and 16 A fixed Mu thick-
terials on single-crystalline substrates under ultrahigh ness and cobalt layer thicknesses ranging from 5 to 40 A
vacuum conditions offers the possibility of producing mate- under the same growth conditions the superlattices.
rials that do not exist in nature. Indeed, if coherent growth on Fenomagnetic resonance (FMR) is a well established
a substrate is achieved, the in-plane lattice parameter of the method for a quantitative determination of magnetic
epitaxial phase is constrained which may lead to the stabili- anisotropies and inhomogeneities in magnetic
zation of new structures. Such a new phase may be a forced superlattices.3'4 As hcp and fcc cobalt bulk structures display

" stable structure, supported by interfacial interactions that fa- very different magnetocrystalline (MC) anisotropies, FMR
* vor registry with the substrate. There is then a critical thick- turns out to be particularly useful to quantify the crystallo-

ness beyond which this forced structure should relax This graphic structure within the cobalt layers (fcc, hcp, or in
point is reached when the bulk strain energetic cost of main- between) and the density of stacking faults.
taining the forced structure overcomes the interfacial energy. FMR was measured at room temperature (RT) and at 9.8
Moreover, the epitaxial phase may be metastable, corre- GHz in a TEco1 cavity that allowed to vary the angle OH of
sponding to a local minimum of the free energy. the applied field with respect to the film normal. The FMR

In order to understand the above mentioned mechanisms, data were analyzed using the standard theory which involves
we studied the growth of single-crystalline epitaxial Co/Mn solving the Landau-Lifshitz equation of motion for the mag-
superlattices on a (0001) Ru buffer layer. netization M.3,4 The in-plane magnetization curves at RT of

Reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) the all Co/Mn samples are fully saturated for a field of about
and x-ray analysis' on a series of [Co24 A/MntM,] 12 superlat- 100 Oe which indicates that adjacent cobalt layers are not
tices (3.2 A'trr,,32 A), have shown that a phase change antiparallel coupled. In this case, the calculation of the FMR
occurs within both Mn and Co sublayers at a critical Mn dispersion relation for this system can be simplified by the
thickness of 12 A. Up to six Mn monolayers, the Mn layers the standard single layer model.3.4

are highly strained. Co and Mn are stabilized in nonequilib- The energy density due to the effective anisotropy is
rium pseudomorphic fcc lattices. As the thickness of the Mn given by
layers is increased, there is a trade-off between strain relax-
ation in the Mn and a larger density of epitaxial dislocations, K,
which reduces the coherence between the Mn and Co layers. EK=Kffxcos 2 0, K,,=21rM2 +KMc+2X-t, (1)
Eventually, for a Mn layer thickness of 6 ML (monolayer), rco
the dislocation density at the interfaces is maximum with
very little strain in either layer. Consequently, the cobalt re- where 0 is the angle between M and the surface normal,
verts to its normal bulk hcp structure. In parallel, the man- 2 rM

2 corresponds to the demagnetizing energy density,
ganese also tends to approach its Mn-a stable bulk structure KMC to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy which reflects the
by adopting the MgCu2-type lattice.', 2  symmetry of the crystal, and 2X(K,/tco) to the anisotropy

The aim of this contribution is to use ferromagnetic reso- arising from the two interfaces for each Co layers. Here, we
nance (FMR) experiments to distinguish fcc and hcp compo- have neglected (i) the magnetoelastic anisotropy which is
nents in the crystalline structure of the cobalt layers and to small, since the cobalt layers are fully relaxed as deduced
obtain a quantitative measure of their associated structural from RHEED and x-ray results,' (ii) the small six-order in-
defects in the [Co24 k/MntM,112 series. plane anisotropy present in these samples.

Epitaxial Co/Mn superlattices with fixed Co Lycrs The standard equilibrium and FMR conditions for the
(tco=24 A) and Mn layer thicknesses ranging from 3.2 amw magnetization give a direct determination of the effective
32 A have been grown on mica substrates by e-beam evapo- anisotropy field Hf=2X(KI4/M,).
ration. The high crystalline quality of these samples depos- We have determined KMc of the cobalt layers for each of
ited on a 150 A thick (0001) hcp Ru buffer layer has been the [Co24 A/Mn)t.]12 samples by deducing independently:
verified by RHEED and x-ray diffraction analysis as de- (a) The demagnetizing anisotropy term Ksh,,=27rM2,
scribed in detail elsewhere.' For complementary information from direct magnetization measurements. The same satura-
on the magnetic anisotropies, we also prepared Co/Mn/Co tion magnetization (about 16 kOe) is found for all samples of
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- t 4 scribed by pseudodipolar interactions between magnetic ,o-
E .. meats of all pairs of atoms and limited to the nearest neigh-

0- .... ........... t-bors asin the Niel model, we should not expect any change
NO t, A in the value of K, even if the stacking within the Co layers

changed from fcc to hcp in our samples. Consequently, we
conclude that the interfacial anisotropy 2XK,=l erg/cm2

a ... should remain constant for all samples of the
6 [C024 AMD,,~j, 2 series.

(ii) Below a cobalt thickness of 10 -k K.,Xto, deviates
_clearly from the linear fits shown in Fig. 1. One finds a small

0 S 10 15 .20 25 30 35 and positive value of Kes which results in a perpendicular
tco(A) easy axis of the magnetization. A possible explanation for

such a kink in KfX tlo versus too is related to the presence

FIG. I. Dependence of the measured effective anisotropy per surface unit of of misfit strains within the cobalt layers. As shown from
Co, Kxrtco=(Kc+K•vdXtc,+2XK, on the Co thickness tc. for the RHEED and x-ray experiments,' the cobalt layers becomes
three sIes of u&layers: ICo,,Mn4 A12, open squares; [COI Mon A12, open highly strained for such thin thicknesses with an exponential
r [iales (CoMn16 A]2, open circles. Kft has been determined from the decrease of their elastic strains when the Co layers increase

value of Hff and M, measured, by FMR and AGFM expeiments, respec- from 0 to 10 A. This gives an apparent interface
tively. We note a slight decrease of the measured magnetization as the Co contribution--the magnetoelastic interface anisotropy--that
layer decreases from 1350 emu/cms' for tcs=32 A to 1200 eMu/cm

3 
for

4tc=8 A which indicates a reduced diffusion at the interfaces. is certainly negative and which contributes to the decrease of
the effective anisotropy, Ka.

Figure 2(a) is a plot of the magnetocrystailine anisotropy
Sthe [Co24gMn ]12 series with a slight dispersion of shout field HMC=2X(KMc/M,) versus tM.n for the
5%e 1se ial[Co

24 A/Mntj,.2 series. The strong variation of HMC with
5% within the experimental error bars. the Mn thickness can be interpreted in the following way.

(b) The interfacial magnetic anisotropy from FMR inca- If our samples had ideal hcp and fcc structures, the mag-
surements on three [Cot/Mn, 1 .12 series with onstant Mn netocrystalline anisotropy field should be Hb=.6.7 kOe and
layer thicknesses (tA.=4, 10, 16 A) and varying Co layer Hf7cf0.35 kOe, respectively, as calculated from Co bulk
thicknesses. According to Eq. (1), Keffxtc is a linear func- anisotropy constants7 

including 41rM,= 16 kOe. First, for
tion of tco, and (Kmc+Ksue) is obtained from the slope and the [CO24 A/1Mn3 ,2 A1]12 superlattice, we measure Hmc (0.5
2XK, from the intercept with the y axis. Several studies on kOe) close to Hf. This confirms the presence of the almost
Co/Pd (Ref. 5), Co/Ni (Ref. 6), have been reported in the fc
literature to determine the value of the interfacial anisotropy perfect Co fcc structure of the cobalt layers observed by x

rays.' Then, for samples with intermediate Mn thicknesses,and tts origin using the same method. Figure 1 shows the 3.2 A•<t},s.< 12 A. the anisotropy field reaches a plateau with
experimental results, Kffxtco versus tco, for the three sets 3 .2 ±O.3 A, whi is closer t plathan thof triayers.Hmc=I.6--0.3 kOe which is closer to Hfý than to HMq_•
of trilayers. m

(i) For Co layers thicker than 10 A, the KeffXtuo values This result suggests that in this Mn thickness range, the
are negative and follow the expected linear function, structure of the cobalt layers is predominantly fcc with no
KMc•, rt ,+2XK, is smaller than the shape anisotropy term indication of an increasing hcp Co component. Finally, for
and the easy axis remains in the film plane. The slope samples with tIM>12 A, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy
(KsC+Ki.q,) becomes more positive with increasing Mn field increases with a large spread of values. This indicates
thickness. This corresponds to an increase of KMc only, since that the Co layers have a predominant hcp structure, but with
Ksd.,e=2•rM 2 is constant. This indicates a change of the some inclusions of the fcc Co phase.
crystalline structure of the cobalt layers for different Mn In order to determine the structural quality of the
thicknesses. On the other hand, the extrapolation of K, from samples in terms of the perfection of the fcc or hcp phase, we
the intercept with the y axis of the linear fits is valid only for studied the FMR linewidth, AH, of the absorption peaks in
tc,>10 A, for which the cobalt layers are fully relaxed as both perpendicular (@H= 9 0°) and parallel (OH=0°) orienta-
shown by x ray and RHEED experiments.' This gives an tions of the external applied field with respect to the film
interfacial anisotropy 2XK,•1 erg/em2 , which does not plane. AH most likely originates from only two sources be-
show a significant change for the three series of samples. sides the intrinsic damping mechanism. The first contribution
This result suggests that the mechanism responsible for the is the distribution of the orientation of the c axis for different
interfacial anisotropy is due to Niel-type interactions. In- crystallites. The other one is the internal effective field inho-
deed, for a free (111)fc or (0001)kp surface, the nearest mogeneity which arises from the presence of both fcc
neighbor atom distribution is exactly the same for a fcc or and hcp phases within the cobalt layers. The resonance
hcp structure with a c/a ratio equal to 8_13 = 1.63. In our linewidth (AHR and AHg for 0" equal to, respectively, 0*
sample, the c/a ratio for the hcp Co layer is very close to this and 90') is plotted in Fig. 2(b) as a function of tMn for
value, c/a = 1.622, which results in a very close distribution the [Cou A/Mnt,%]2 superlattices. The results are
of the nearest neighbors for the (lll)1.c and (0001)b, Co complementary to the previous observations: (i) for the
surface. If we consider that the interfacial anisotropy is de- [Cou2 A/Mn3.2 AJ12 sample, the small values of &Hl (48 Oe)
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f5fields of perfect hep and fcc grains are respectively,
* H[•-0.75 kOe, HrP-1.4 kOe for @,=O0 and H•=w-4
4 * kOe, HbP=-7.9 kOe for 0,=90°. Therefore the internal field

Sdistribution broadens the absorption line at all angles, but the
"N N maximum broadening occurs when the field is applied per-

.W pendicular to the film plane. Indeed, for 6H = 90 *, the differ-
ence between the hcp and fcc FMR fields is the largesta 2M (Hf-Hh='6 kOe) and AH, provides a measure of the

I t(C)24.. field distribution and consequently, the partition

1d fcc phases within the cobalt sublayers. How-

t . H=0, the FMR field is much less sensitive to

0 4 . .2 . . - , the variations of the anisotropy fields (Hf"-H P=0.6 kOe)
0 4 8 12 16 20 A4 20 32 yielding a smaller linewidth. Farie et aL

9 
have reported a fit

of the field linewidth for the [Co24 A/Mn,.] 12 series assum-

ing that the anisotropy is distributed around its mean value
1. [defined in Fig. 2(a)] according to a Gaussian distribution.F"00 - 1 They show that a fluctuation smaller than ± 2% of the mag-

J a 0.80 - " I a] netocrystalline anisotropy is sufficient to explain both line
8 0.80 N * * broadenings (AH, and AHg) for samples with Mn thickness

4 twn<12 A. Such a variation can be attributed to the small
0.60 t(C0)=24A density of stacking faults which strongly affect the MC an-

S. isotropy. In a predominantly fcc Co structure, it is clear that
a 0.40 0 a stacking fault like ABCABABC... would strongly affect

- o two adjacent atomic layers where the involved atoms are in a
0.20 0 hcp nearest neighbor environment. In the presence of such

0.00 600 0 .... stacking faults in the cobalt sublayers, the average value of

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 Huc is expected to increase and the linewidth to broaden.

(b) Mn thickness (A) However, for larger Mn thicknesses, for which the Co sub-
layers have now a predominant hcp structure (tMn>12 A),
the sudden jump in AH• up to about 0.8 kOe [Fig. 2(b)]

FIG. 2. (a) Magnetocrystalline anisotropy field HsC as a function of the Mn

thickness for the [Co24 AMn,.]12 series. HSc has been determined from the indicates a larger spread of the internal field than in the pre-
effective anisotropy field HEf measured by FMR. Uinewidths of the reso- vious case (corresponding to ±8% fluctuations in the MC
nance field AH in perpendicular (full square) and parallel (empty square) anisotropyg). This is considerable if compared to other very
orientations of the external field, as a function of the Mn thickness for the clean hcp cobalt structures. For example Co/Ru
[Cotk, AMN,,.]r series. superlattices1

0 
prepared under the same conditions present

AHI =AH±ý 0.2 kOe. This larger spread should be related

to more stacking faults which tend to increase the cubic en-
and AHj. (38 Oe) show that there are only a very small vironment of the cobalt atoms within the Co sublayers. Most
number of defects. In fact, this sample compares favorably striking is the fact that the linewidth does not change for
with the narrowest lines observed in ultrathin films and larger Mn thicknesses up to tw-=32 A, as shown in Fig.
superlattices.8 This result is compelling evidence that this 2(b), suggesting that the number of stacking faults remains
sample possesses an excellent structure. Moreover, the pos- approximately the same.
sible spread of the internal fields due to the presence of hcp
grains is very small and confirms the high purity of the fcc
phase. RHEED and x-ray resultst also confirmed the high 'K. Ounadjela, P. Vennegues, Y. Henry, A. Michel, V. Pierron, and J. At-
crystalline quality of the whole set of the [Co24 fkMn,112 abski, Phys. Rev. B (in press).

1 2 'B. Heinrich, A. S. Arron, C. Liu, and S. T. Purcell. J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A
samples with an angular distribution of the c axis of only 5, 1935 (1988); Y Henry, V. Pieron., P Vennegues, and K. Ounadjela
1.50. Since the latter is found for all samples, we conclude (unpublished).
that AH is not broadened by this effect to the extent reported 'A. Berghaus, M. Farle, Y. Li, and K. Baberschke, Springer Proc. Phys. $0,61 (1990).
below. (ii) For thicker Mn layers, (tr>6 A), the resonance 'C. Chappert, K Le Dang, P. Beauvillain, H. Hurdequinl, and D. Renard,
linewidth and also the difference between AHN and AHL Phys. Rev. B .34, 3192 (1986).
increases with tM. This can be understood if the main con- 'B. N. EngeL, C. D. England, R. A. van Leeuwen, M. H. Wredmamn, and C.
tribution to the FMR absorption linewidth is due to the in- M. Falco, Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 1910 (1991).

'G. H. 0. Daalderop, P 1. Kelly, and F J. A. den Broeder, Phys. Rev. Len.
homogeneous line broadening as discussed by Chappert 6 682 (1992).
et a, 4 Their idea is that the specimen can be considered as a 7W. Sucksmith and I. E. Thompeon, Proc. R. Soc. London A 255, 362
collection of independent domains: each region is supposed (1954).

to be subject to a different anisotropy field due to the pres- 9B Heinrich and Z. Celiaski, 1. Aptt Phys. 7, 5769(1991).o M. Farte, V. Pienon, P. ennegues, and K. Ounadjela (unpublished).
ence of stacking faults or grains having different structures, L Ounadjela, D. Muller A. Dinia, A. Afboui, G. Suran, and P. Panissod,
and therefore different resonance fields. Indeed, the FMR Phys. Rev. B 45, 7768 (1992).
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Magnetization of thin Gd films on W(110) near the Curie temperature
M. Fade
PCMS-GEMME, 4, rue Blaise Pasca4 F-67070 Strasbourg, France

W. A. Lewis
Depa""met of Materials Science and Engineerin& Stanford Umversity, Stanford, Calformi., 94305-2205

In situ temperature dependent magneto-optic Kerr effect measurements in ultrahigh vacuum are
presented for 80 and 300 A thick Gd(0001) films. Films were deposited at 300 K and stepwise
annealed to 820 K. It was found that the remanent magnetization M,(T) depends on the annealing
temperature. The as-deposited films have a reduced Curie temperature To, e.g., T,(80 k)=273 K,
which gradually shifts up to the bulk T, of Gd upon annealing The changes in Mr(T) are correlated
with a sharpening of the Gd low energy electron diffraction pattern. The best magnetic homogeneity
and structural coherence is found for films annealed to 620 K. At higher temperatures the films break
up into large three-dimensional islands with nearly uncovered W areas in between (W Auger is
observed). The magnetic behavior was simulated with a model which assumes a Gaussian
distribution of T, values. From these simulations and the known bulk pressure dependence of T, we
estimate the mean strain and the strain distribution within the films.

I. INTRODUCTION monolayers per minute. The 10 mm
2 

W(010) substrate was
SReports of epitaxially prepared Gd films in ultrahigh prepared carbon- and oxygen-free in the usual manner'

5
,
6
'A

2

vacuum have shown many interesting and sometimes contra- and held at a maximum of 310±10 K during deposition.
dictory magnetic results.Y- In earlier studies Weller et al. Low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and Auger electron

found an enhanced Curie temperature T,, =322 K and a pos- spectroscopy (AES) was performed at different stages of the
sible antiferromagnetic alignment of the surface growth. The contamination level of oxygen was always be-
magnetization.

5 
The monolayer Curie temperature T, was low 1/20 of a monolayer. Films thicker than 2 monolayers

determined to be only 10% smaller than the bulk value.' In have a barely distinguishable Gd(0001) LEED pattern on a
both studies films were grown at 450 *C on W(110). At that bright background. This does not change up to 300 A. When
substrate temperature Gd forms three-dimensional islands the films are annealed to 620 K for about 5 min the LEED
(Stransky-Krastanov growth mode). More recently, Gd films pattern sharpens considerably and the background becomes
were studied which were deposited at room temperature. as dark as for the clean W(110). The Gd spots, however, are
They grow layer by layer and when properly annealed

6
J" on the order of 2 to 3 times broader than the sharp W spots.

form smooth and magnetically homogeneous layers. For Longer anneals (20 min) improved the sharpness only negli-
films prepared in this manner, a perpendicular component of gibly. Neither changes in the geometry of the LEED pattern
the surface magnetization was reported with a T_ = 370 K.

8  
nor in the Gd Auger line shapes are observed. The Gd(l120)

Also, the Curie temperature of a five monolayer film was direction is always found to lie parallel to the W(001) axis in
now found to be reduced by more than 50% from bulk Tc." the surface plane. When the films are heated to 820 K, a
The latter result was obtained by an in situ ac-susceptibility considerable difference is found immediately. The W Auger
technique, which was also used to measure the annealing signal reappears with a ratio Gd(108 eV)/W(163/169 eV)
dependence of the susceptibility.6

'" In thes. .2xperiments, =120 (for the 300 A film!) and the Gd LEED spots become
however, one did not find any evidence for an enhanced T_ very sharp. The appearance of the W Auger signal indicates
or a magnetic surface reconstruction, that the film has formed large three-dimensional (3D) islands

In the present contribution, we will report M,(T) as a with open areas in between covered by at most three atomic
function of temperature near T. and study its changes with Gd layers.
thermal treatment of the film. The data is obtained by in situ Magnetic hysteresis loops were recorded in situ by the
magneto-optic Kerr effect in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV). We magneto-optic Kerr effect in the longitudinal geometry as
find a strong dependence of the magnetization on the anneal- described elsewhere. 7 

S-polarized light of a He-Ne laser is
ing procedure in agreement with previous results.

6
," We find incident at 40' from the film normal. The sampling depth of

T,=272 and 285 K for the as-deposited 80 and 300 A Gd the Kerr effect for Gd at this wavelength is 400 A.13 
The

film, which shifts to 289 and 290 K, respectively, upon a 5 signal of a 80 A film is calculated to be 50% of the 300 A
min anneal at 620 K. Furthermore, we find evidence of a signal.
perpendicular component of the magnetization within the
film, which may be located at the Gd surface, at the Gd/W Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
interface, or in bubble domains within the film. An enhance-
ment of the surface Curie temperature, however, could not be Temperature dependent magnetization data between 260
unambiguously resolved, and 300 K was recorded by sampling the easy-axis in-plane

hysteresis loop at ±200 Oe and at ±00 e. The difference at
11. SAMPLE PREPARATION 0 Oe measures the remanent magnetization M,(T), and the

Gd films were evaporated from a precleaned Ta crucible difference at ±200 Oe is the field dependent magnetization
in a vacuum better than 4X 10-"' mbar at rates of 1 to 2 M(200 Oe, T). The in-plane anisotropy was studied approxi-
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i ~ ~Each anneal took atiost 10mrai.

4 .In analogy to other studies6
"'4 

this model assumes that
Smately every 5 K for both films. Temperature dependent the film consists of homogeneous regions in each of which

i measurements were always taken with the field applied along the magnetization is described by a 3D Heisenberg-like
i the easy in-plane direction. In Fig. 1 we show M,(T) of the power law with a different regional T,,. For simplicity we

300 A film for different annealing stages. The as-depo~sited assume a Gaussian distribution of T, around a mean value
film (a) has a smaller magnetization which vanishes at a (T,). The different T,• may originate from locally varying
temperature T, =287 K. Annealing at 370 K for -2 min strains which arise due to defects and from the thickness
results in the magnetization curve (b). M,( T) vanishes at dependent strain accommodation. Using the well-known
Tv =289 K and the initial slope of the magnetization is pressure dependence of bulk 7T, of Gd and considering the
steeper. Further annealing to 620 K shifts TU to 291 K and large bulk lattice mismatch (about 15%) of W(110) and
increases the magnitude of M,(T) and the slone of the curve. Gd(0001), a distribution of several degrees kelvin within the
Interestingly, annealing to 820 K increases the magnetization film is reasonable. The result of the simulation is shown in
by a few percent, but does not shift Tv--291 K any higher. Fig. 3. We chose M(0)=O.21 and fl=0.365 (3D Heisenberg)
The initial slope near 7',, however, becomes steeper, or in sod left (7',) be fixed at 290 K to clearly show the effect of
other words the transition becomes sharper. In Fig. 2, we broadening the T', distribution. For a width s =0.2 K (b) one
show the results for the 80 A thin film. The as-deposited film already obtains a deviation of about half a kelvin from the
(a) has only a weak signal which vanishes with a quasilinear uniform spontaneous magnetization (a) and a decrease of the
temperature dependence at 279 K. Annealing yields qualita- slope near T',. For the larger distribution of s = I K (c) one
lively the same results as for the 300 ,A film. The magneti- finds quantitatively the same form as for the experimental
zation increases and T, shifts close to the bulk lT,. 300 ,A data annealed at 620 K. The zero field tail of approxi-

For both films the coercive fields H, are typically SO to mately 2 K and the curvature of M,(T) is reproduced. We
70 Qe at 260 K. Neither an angular dependence of H, nor also show a distribution of s =6 K (d) since it reproduces the
shape of the rectangular hysteresis loops is observed. Only a weak slope and the reduced magnetization of the as-
weak, angular independent linear signal of Gd is superim- deposited 80 Ak data. For this distribution (T,) lies 6 K below
posed on the squarish hysteresis within -200 to +200 Oe. T',. By comparison with our simulations we determine
We will come back to this later. Annealing to 820 K de- (7',) =273 K for the unannealed 80 Ak film. Similar simula-
creases H, to 10-15 Oe. And a weak in-plane anisotropy is tions for all the curves shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 yield the
found, which can be modeled by a superposition of the Gd ordering temperatures and their distributions given in Table I.
threefold magnetocrystalline anisotropy and a lattice- To obtain the best possible fits for all curves a variation of
mismatch induced uniazial in-plane stress anisotropy. 20% had to be allowed for M(0). The detailed presentation

To accurately determine the ordering temperature and to of these simulations, the critical behavior, and the effective
quantify the observed changes of Mr(T) (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) critical exponent fl is beyond the scope of this publication
we simulate our experimental data with the convolution of and will be presented elsewhere. We would like to point out,
the theoretical power law for the spontaneous magnetization however, that a determination of the transition temperature
and a Gaussian distribution based on a double logarithmic plot of M,(T) versus the re-

duced temperature would yield erroneous results, since 7', is
M.,i,(T)=s• •fM(O)(I_~T/T,1 )P used as a fit parameter to maximize the linear region of such

s/2r-~ a presentation. Furthermore, we find that the effective • of
the data which includes a distribution of T', [curves (b), (c),0/FdT. (1) and (d) in Fig. 3] is reduced in omparison to the pure power
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. larger than for the 300 A film (sampling depth). ComparisonV "Fwith a calculatio for the thickness dependence of the
00 .MOKE signal13 yields an interface/surface layer thickness of

about eight atomic layers.
We do not find cleaevidence for an enhanced T_.. For

a few cases a weak M(200,T) signal was observed up to
310 K, but we never see an signal up to 370 K." However, it

004 seems possible that in the longitudinal MOKE configuration
"the sensitivity is not sufficient to detect a hard axis loop of a
few layers only. Studies using the polar Kerr geometry would
be required to give a clear answer to the existence of a per-

0.0• a) pendicular component.
270 260 290

TrEMPERATURE 1K IV. SUMMARY
We have presented the first detailed study of the magne-

FIG. 3. Simulat.in of the magnetization according to Eq. (1). The width s of tization of 80 and 300 A Gd(0001) films on W(110) near the
the distribution used is (a) 0 K. (b) 0.2 K. (c) I K, Wd 6 K. Curie temperature and its dependence on the heat treatment

of the film. The temperature dependence is modeled by a
Gaussian distribution of Curie temperatures. From this we

law [curve (a) in Fig. 3]. This is evident from the smaller determine the average (Tc) and the width of the T, distribu-
slope of M,(T) near T, (Fig. 3). In addition, we estimate an tion within the film. With the known pressure dependence of
average strain e=2.8% and a strain distribution Ae= 1% for the bulk Tc, we estimate the average strain within the film
the annealed 80 A film. This is calculated assuming the and its relaxation as a function of heat treatment. We also
known pressure dependence ATclAp= - 14 K/GPa (Refs. 15 present evidence for a perpendicular component of the mag-
and 16) of T, and elasticity constants17 of bulk Gd. netization within the film.

Now we will comment briefly on the shape of the hys-
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Origin of the fine structure of subsidiary absorption in tangentially
magnetized YIG films

A. V. Pomyalov
Jack and Pearl Resnick Insinnue of Advanced Technology, Department of Physics, Bar-ilan University,
Ramat Gan 529W0, Israel
I. Laulicht

Deparstent of Physics, Bar-lhan U'rersity, Ramnat Gan 52M00, Israel

Parametric excitation of spin waves (SWs) under conditions of perpendicular pumping was
investigated in epitaxial films of yttrium iron garnet (YIG). The related microwave power absorption
was measured at the frequency 9.1 G-z in the magnetic field range 1200-1600 Oe. A series of
absorption peaks closely spaced on the magnetic field scale were observed near the threshold of
first-order Suhi instability of spin waves. The peaks spaced by 0.2-0.7 Oe originate from the
shallow ripple of the butterfly curve. This is the first observation of the fine structure at subsidiary
absorption in YIG films. The peak spacing was measured as a function of dc magnetic field H, film
thickness d, and in-plane sample dimensions L for square samples. In the field range 1300-14M00 e

the spacing did not depend on H and was inversely proportional to L in the range of 0.6-3 mm. No
thickness dependence was found in the range d=3-45 Am. Explanation is given in terms of
standing spin waves set in the film plane and related to the exchange part of SW dispersion curves
in ferrite film.

I. INTRODUCTION butterfly curve corresponding to SW resonances over the film
thickness at half the pumping frequency. Recently Wiese

The phenomenon of first-order Suhi instability of spin et al.
6 

reported on the same effect in relatively thick YIG
waves (SWs) is known since the early experimental work of films at parallel pumping.
Wang and Blombergen' and theoretical treatment given by The fine structure at perpendicular pumping was not yet
Suhl.

2 
The two basic techniques to detect this type of insta- te in s tu at perpend its waslnon for

bility are perpendicular pumping and parallel pumping, when reported in YIG film experiments and its explanation for
a ferrite sample, placed in a dc magnetic field, is subjected to spheres remained uncertain. Lately Wiese

7 
has made the ex-

a microwave magznetic field directed either perpendicularly act theoretical calculations of unstable SW modes in sphere

or parallel to a dc magnetic field. The SW instability results both for perpendicular and parallel pumping and used the

in energy absorption taking place above thl, c, tai threshold obtained selection rules to identify the modes responsible for
level oi pumping power which is due to the parametric ex- the structure of subsidiary absorption in experiments of Jantz
citation of spin waves at half a pumpine frequerv"y. A dc and Schneider.

3 
Despite a good agreement with the previ-

magnetic field dependence of the threshold lxvwr is very ously reported experimental data this identification is some-
similar for both perpendicular and parallel pumping geomut- what ambignous because it needs additional assumptions on
rics and is usually called a butterfly curve. The perpendicular the relaxation mechanism of SWs. The difficulty of unam-
pumping techniq~ie is also regarded as that of subsidiary ab- biguous identification is due to the high degeneracy of the
sorption. SW spectrum in spheres as well as to the lack of more defi-

In the sevent,es Jantz and Schneider observed the fine nite experimental data than that of Ref. 3.
structure of the absorption in YIG spheres both for parallel In the present work we report on the first observation of
and perpendicular pumping (see, e.g., Ref. 3). The structure the fine structure of subsidiary absorption in YIG films. In
resulted from the ripple of the butterfly curves and looked the fn stuure of s hidiar ab s in the S.
like a series of narrow absorption peaks closely spaced on a
dc magnetic field scale. The authors

3 
ascribed the structure to spectrum descreteness due to quantization of SW wave num-

the parametric excitation of single exchange SW modes as- ber over the film thickness. A tangentially magnetized film

sociated with standing waves set in over the diameter of the also has anisotropic dispersion law of SWs. These two fac-

sphere. This model was in good correlation with the experi- tors make it easier to single out the SW modes responsible
ment for parallel pumping but did not give a satisfactory for the fine structure on the basic of experimental data with-

explanation for the case of subsidiary absorption. Later Be- out any assumptions on the relaxation mechanism of the
rezin et aL4 and Kalinikos et al.

5 
observed a similar effect at SWs. We investigated the fine structure dependence on the

parallel pumping in thin YIG films and found the dips of the film thickness, in-plane sample dimensions on the dc mag-
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FIG. I. The euample of the subsidiary absorption fine structure observed in YIG film. Film thickness is 29.1 pzn, tangentially magnetized square sample with
in-plane dimensions of l.S×1.5 mam. The microwave pumping power inc'reases from a to d being equal to 42 mW foe a and 42.5mW ford. The apaac
of the second series of peaks and its overlapping with the tist one can be easily seen.

netic field and associated it with in-plane resonances of merge into the continuous absorption band when the pump-
standing exchange SWs. ing power exceeds the amplitude of the ripple. The small

changes dubp of pumping frequency e•p (up to 20 Ml-z) re-
ll. EXPERlIMEgNT suited in the shift dH of the peaks position on magnetic field

scale, the ratio daIdH being equal to ")2 where y is the
The measurements were performed at 9.1 GHz, the ml- gyoantcrtofYG.Tidentlyniaeshtte

crowave and dc magnetic fields being oriented in the film gyobsredmagntic reatio of rG.Tispdeofinibuterly idcatves thatth
plane perpendicular to each other. We used the conventional obsefrv soed p ea sonandel ate riplef th butterfl curvqenorigi-
electron spin resonance spectrometer (Varian El2) with d~c natherha from soereonances atrhalin f ah pumping freqenld~/
field modulation at 100 kHz. The 100 kHz signal from the rahrtnfompobevriinsotepu igfel

amplitude at op Theseapftdvaiiosmgtrstlock-in amplifier was used to record the fine structure and to frm iowv amso pionrltudtohe varitations m fightrsl
measure the fine structure spacing. Along with the 100 k rmmcoaeasopinrltdt heectto fhg
signal the dc signal from the microwave detector was moni- order SW modes. With changing dc magnetic field, this ab-
tored with an oscilloscope to avoid possible artefacts related sorption causes the small changes of microwave magnetic

to d fild mdultio. Th deailsof he easuingjs~ field inside the spectrometer cavity. Being rather small these
dure are described elsewhere.

8 
The investigated samples changes might however trigger the st~bsidiary absorption---if

wererecanglar cu frm YG fims pitxialy row on the pumping power level is close to the threshold. Using the
(111) oriented 000 substrates. The film thickness ranged above measurements of dei/dH we made ourselves confident
from 2.95 to 45 sun, the in-plane dimensions from 0.6 to 2.9 that this sort of artefact was not the case in our experiments
mmn, the sample edge being parallel to the dc magnetic field, and that we dealt with "true" first-order instability of SWs.
The fine structure (Fig. 1) looked like a series of narrow To further test the origin of these resonances we mea-
peaks well separated on the magnetic field scale with no sured the peaks spacing 5H as a function of the dc field
absorption between peaks. The structure was usually ob position and of the in-plane dimensions of the sample (Fig.
served at the flat parts of the butterfly curve--mainly near 2). In the range 1300-1400 Oe the spacing did not change
the bottom of the broad minimum of the butterfly curve typi- substantially for a given sample but was inveraly propor-
cal of subsidiary absorption in YbG.' The local flatness of the tional to the in-plane dimensions. The thickness dependence

pcurve is a necessary condition for the structure observation of 5;H showed no substantial variations of the spacing de-
because the structure originates from the shallow ripple of spite the change of the thickness by a factor more than 15
the butterfly curve, each absorption peak in Fig. 1 coite- (Fig. 3).
sponding to the dip on the butterfly curve. When the pump- The additional information on the struture was obtained
ing power level is increased (Fig. 1 from a to d), the addi- by the roughening of the sample in-plane edges with 50 p
tional peaks appear forming another series. Finally the peaks sandpaper and by putting the 100 A. conducting layer (60
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WOO)''about 63 which corresponded to the vallue of an in-plane
07- ® (175-09 wasos ve number q about 1500 cml, the total wave number be-

ing about 2000 cm-'.f5 The5~ above results show that the observed structureais

related to resonances taking place at half a pumping fire-

0t qeny Ulie h restilt obtained at parallel pumping 4 6

1.5-1.5 thestructure isntassociated wihstanding SWs oe h
0.31fl thickness d because in our casw the peaks spacing de-

pend on in-plane dimensions of the samples rather than on
02 -P----- -92.2.9 their thickness. In-plane SWs eligible to go unstable at half s

01 ~pumping frequency 'rs,/2 may belong either to dipole (naig-OA neostai) of o theexchange pan of the dispersion curves o
I____________ SWs in thin tangentially magnetized films.'

0 The slope of the
a30 1400 50 4011) dispersion curves in the dipole (low q) region strongly de-

w peods on the film thickness-the well-known result of Da-
mon and Eshbacb. For this reason the dipole modes spacing

FIG. 2. The fine structure spacing 8H asa function of magnetic field H for should strongly depend on the film thickness which was not
different sample dimensions. The film thickness, is 29.1 uim for slt the o
samples, The deshied lines are a guide for fth eye atul o~to fth point observed in experiment. T1herefore in-plane standing SWs
related to the sam sample. The sample dimensions (in mm) are given near that could be responsible for the structure in our case cannot
fth corresponding tines, be of dipole origin. Also the metal-induced broadening of the

dipole nagnetostatic resonances did not influence the fine
structure which indicates the structure relation with a SW
having a wave number much mnore than 2000 cmnf'. Bearing

WO/) adjacent to the film plane. The roughening was used to in mind the above considerations we would explain the struc-
eliminate the fine structure and increased the threshold of the tire as originating from the in-plane standing SWs related to
subsidiary absorption. The metal did not influence th fin the upgoing exchange parts of SW dispersion curves in tan-
structure but gave rise to the increase of the linewidth of the gentially magnetized ferrite films. However this simple
dipole (magnetostatic modes) in linear spectrum. For the 1.5 model cannot quantitatively explain the measured values of
X 1.5 mmn sample from Fig. 2 the magnetostatic reoac peaks spacing SM in the fine structure (Fig. 2). T'he maxi-
lines observed in the dc field range 2.5-3.1 kOe were broad- mum value of 8Hs that can result from WrL quantization of
ened by factor from 2 at 3.1 kOe to 15 at 2.5 (kOe). None- in-plane wave vector of exchange in-planet SW modes corre-
theless no effect was found in the field range 1200-.1600 Oe spoid~s to SWa propagating along the dc magnetic field. T1his

* corresponding to subsidiary absorption. The dipole magneto- value for the samples listed in Fig. 2 is by a factor of 7 less
static modes at 3.1 kWe had in-plane resoinance numbers than the experimental Owe. The possible cautie for such a

discrepanacy might be the, interaction of spin and elastic
waves. This point can be testified via measurements of the
exact proportion of the in-slane wave number components

&H t00) for these modes as well as on their thickness number. The
work on this problem is in progress.

CA Ti's work has deemo done with the partial sulpport of the
Israel Ministry of Absaorpuion.
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Instability mechanism of collective spin wave oscillations In finite-size
ferrite samples

A.N. Slavin, G. Srinivasan, and S. S. Cordone
Depar~nt of Physics, Oakland Uniwrsily Rochester, Mwiusan 48309

V. B. Cherepanov
Depariwnt of Phy-s Uni-rsify of Ma-wka W-Wge MAlioba F.3T 2N2, Canada

A sample-size effect on spin wave auto-oscillations under parallel pumping is studied
experimentally in tangentially magnetized rectangular samples of yttriuth-iron garnet (YIG) films
where one of the in-plane sizes is varied. A previously developed one-dimensional theoretical model

of unstable colen ctive oscillations in the system of parametrically excited spin waves is used to
describe the mechanism of spin wave auto-nscillations observed in YIG films. Our results show thai
the one-dimensional model (that works well for YIG spheres) gives only qualitative description of
the sampleosoze effect in YIG files and the incorporation of the second finite size (film thickness)
in this model is needed to achieve quantitative agreement with experiment in the film geometry.

Spin wave auto-oscillations in ferrites above the thresh- cited spin waves can be spatially inhomogeneous (i.e., can
teold of parametric excitation of spin waves discovered in Ref s propagate in the sample) and the amplitudes A, of theos
d were studied intensively during the last decade mostly be- oscillations (or secondary waves) must satisfy certain bound-
cause of interesting chaotic dynamics they demonstrate in a ary conditions at the sample boundaries. For simplicity we
strongly nonlinear regime (see, e.g., Refs. 2-5). assume that only onh ste of the sample is relevant--the size

Although a lot of experimental and theoretical work has in the direction of propagation of parametric spin waves ex-
been done in this field some features of spin wave auto- cited at the threshold. In the case when the mean free path
oscillations even in a weakly nonlinear regime (near the l = g/y, of spin waves in a sample is much smaller than the
threshold of spin wave auto-oscillations) were not well un- sample size D( 4.D) the boundary conditions for the oscil-
derstood. In particular, experiments performed by Rezende la1ion amplitudes must be the conditions of "no reflection"
et a1m.7gdemonstrate a pronounced sainple-size dependence at the boundary (AR=+). Under these conditions the
of auto-oscillation frequency and threshold that was not ex- modell°' 0 yields the following expressions for the auto-
plained by the traditional theoryRs.9 oscillation threshold has and the auto-oscillation frequency

In our previous workwnlex we developed a one- (o. atthisthreshold:
dimensional model of spin wave auto-oscillations pnder par- hL I (4)n I Iallei pumping in finite-size ferromagnetic samples taking VI=(into account the boundary conditions for the envelope of the )P--- = Dy 1t2R +11'(2

packet of parametrically excited spin waves at the boundaries t hýe thrld 5R+I 1/2
of a magnetic sample. This model explains the sample-size pl p 2 (3)
dependence of auto-oscillation frequenciescans is an meri spin Dw y ave

observed in YIG spheres in Refs. 6 and 7. In our present where
paper we describe our own experiments on sample-size de- =(wNz +pendence of auto-oscillations performed in tangentially mag- hec = (4)netized rectangular YIG film samples, and discuss the appli- YW•€

cations of our theoretical model to the case of filmss is the threshold of parametric excitation of spin waves under
waves.Thes t oscitica oel°ns t are ori sinatedfrom th ur-ve parallel pumping, vg= & i k is the group velocity of para-

the sample-size effect in spin wave auto-oscillations is an metric spin waves u(ri m r/2),
extension of the S theory of auto-oscillations in infinite fer-romagnetic medium.8 In the framework of this theory spin (01= (-oH-Nzwm + a-mPk) (WH- NzwM+ a wk2 + oM)

wave auto-oscillations are interpreted as unstable collective (5)
oscillations in the system of parametrically excited spin is the spin wave eigenfrequency, k is the wave number,
waves. These oscillations are originated from the four-wave calc= aHt, Ho is the external bias magnetic field,
interaction between parametric spin waves. The criterion of (m= y4)rM0, Mi is the saturation magnetization, a is the
instability of collective oscillations can be formulated as (see exchange constant, pa is the pumping frequency, (k is the
Ref. 8) spin wave relaxation parameter, and y is the modulus of the

2R + I <0, 1) gyromagnetic ratio for electron spin. Ile four-wave interac-
tion coefficients T and S (and their ratio R = T/S) can be

where R = T/S, and S and T are the coefficients of four-wave calculated from the general expressions presented in Ref. 12
interaction between spin waves defined in Ref. 8. [see Eqs. (3.1.24)-(3.1,25) in Ref. 12].

In the case of a finite magnetic sample we assume that In our present paper we apply the model Eqs. (2) and (3)
the collective oscillations in the system of parametrically ex- to the case of a tangentially magnetized film. In this case the
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FIG. 1. Experimental characteristics of spin wave auto-oscillations in tangentially magnetied YIG film samples [thickness L = 10 jam, width W=2 mm,
orientation (111)] of different lengths 0.8 mm<D<6 mm: (a) threshold of parametric excitation h.; (b) threshold of spin wave auto-oscilLations; h; (c)
frequency of spin wave auto-oscillations; (d) frequency of spin wave auto-oscillations for several intermediate sample lengths D in the bias field region

rHo<700 Oe) where the sample-size effect was observed.

spin wave distribution lacks axial symmetry and both S and netic sample in the direction of the bias magnetic field
T are dependent on the difference Ho-Hc between the bias (N,=1/3 for a sphere and N,=O for a tangentially magne-
magnetic field Hn and its critical value Hc corresponding to tized film), w.a= )/a, Ha= 2KI/Mo is the effective anisot-
the minimum of the "butterfly" curve: ropy field (Ha=-8

4 
Oe for YIG at a room temperature), K,

m. )L ý 211/22 3+ ý is the constant of cubic crystallographic anisotropy, and 0 is
Ia coefficient dependent on the orientation of the saturation

2w [ W )] () magnetization MO relative to the crystallographic axes of the
+N 1+, )2 sample (see Refs. 12 and 13 for details).

N 1 .- - +21 The model (2), (3) takes into account only one finite size"W D of the sample and is applicable when parametric spin
()2 waves with wave numbers k>O (Ho<H,) are excited in the+ - w._ + 2 1, (6) sample by parallel pumping.

2 We performed a series of experiments on rectangular
3 112+ i 3 YIG film samples magnetized in the film plane along the

L"---- I +, 2 sample width (W=2 mm). The idea of these experiments

3 2 was to change the length of the sample (D =0.8- 6 mm)
+i N- 1 +6 13 - +2- and to see how it affects the frequency of spin wave auto-o P ] oscillations. The samples were cut from an epitaxial YIG

""Hr-H (O 2 film (thicknessL =110am) of the orientation (111) to get the
+ --- )m_ (7) minimum crystallographic anisotropy in the film plane. The4 ispin waves were excited by parallel pumping in a TEh02 re-

Here and above N, is the demagnetization factor of the mag- flection type cavity at the frequency oi/2-=9.24 GHz.14
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The microwave pumping field was parallel to the bias mag- 600

4 netic field (and to the width W of the sample), so the effec- 500
tive sizes of the sample for parametrically excited spin waves
(at the angle 0= rr2 to the bias field) were the length D and - ,o
the thickness L. The experimental results for the threshold of :loo

parametric excitation of spin waves h h, the threshold of spin •,o
wave auto-oscillations h.e, and the auto-oscillations fre-. - L,,,o0y
quency foas functions of a bis magnetic field Ho in tangen- o.
tially magnetized YIG film samples of different lengths D 0 L 4 *•~rmn D--0•

are presented in Figs. l(a)-l(d). It is easy to see, that in films 100 200 300 .oo , ,O0

the sample-size effect is observed only for sufficiently small H (Oe)
values of the bias field H 0 < 700 Oe (or for sufficiently large o

values of a spin wave wave number k>3x 10 5 
cm-1). b 1o0 300 Oe

Our theory of a size effect in auto-oscillations, 10
"°1 was 400 I A

developed for a one-dimensional cam where only one size of th- troY
the sample (e.g., D) was relevant. To apply our model to the" o
case of a tangentially magnetized film sample we made a I

naive assumption that the auto-oscillation frequency in this 2_
sample can be represented in the form of a sum _o

(1(8) 00
00 02 04 a06

where the first term depends on the sample length D and is D (cm)
given by the above presented Eq. (3), while the second term
is determined by the film thickness L and by small effects FIG. 2. Comparison of theorehical and experimental results for frequency of
like scattering of auto-oscillations on each other and on ran- spin wave auto-ocillations in tangentially magnetized YIG film samples.
dom inhomogeneities of the medium. These effects are de-
scribed in detail in Ref. 15 and were not taken into account fled form (8) even reasonable quantitative) agreement with
in the simple S theory of auto-oscillations.810.t°1 When D is the experimental results for auto-oscillation frequencies. The

increasing wo,,(D)--0 and for relatively large values of D calculations done for the auto-oscillation threshold using Eq.
we get w.(L,D)--floe(L). We did not calculate fll,-(L) (2) demonstrate, however, only limited qualitative agreement
here and assumed that this term is equal to the auto- with the experiment in this case.
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fControlling spin-wave chaos
S. M. Rezende, F. M. de AgWar, and A. Azevedo
Departamenuo de Fisica, Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, 50670-901 Rec;fe-PE, Brazil

Microwave pumped spin-wave instabilities in YIG spheres were one of the first experimental
systems used to demonstrate that chaos can be suppressed by small periodic modulations in an
accessible system parameter. Here we show that the equations describing two interacting spin-wave
modes account satisfactorily for the experimental results, as long as the field modulation is
appropriately introduced in the model. The finite detuning parameters expressing the boundary
conditions of the sample provide a natural way for introducing the field modulation. Thus the
present results constitute additional evidence of the validity of the two-mode model with
momentum-nonconserving driving Hamiltonian used to explain the sample size dependence of the
self-oscillations.

I. INTRODUCTION The usual experiment to study spin-wave phenomena is

Microwave pumped spin-wave instabilities in YIG done with fixed values of H 0 and varying microwave power.

spheres were one of the first experimental systems used to At low power levels the steady-state reflection from the criti-

4demonstrate' that chaos can be suppressed by small time- cally coupled cavity is negligible. As the microwave driving
dependent variations in an accsible system parameter. This field h is increased, an abrupt change in reflection occurs at

method of controlling chaos is based on the fact that a cha- the Suhl threshold h,_ due to parametric excitation of a mag-

Sotic attractor usually has embedded within it an infinite num- non pair with frequency 
t
ok •w/2 and wave vector k and

her of unstable periodic orbits. As shown by Ott, Grebogi, -I The value of k is determined by the frequency ap, the
and Yorke

2 (OGY) it is possible to tailor the time dependence field H0 , and the condition for minimum threshold, which
of a relevant parameter so as to stabilize a chosen unstable depends on the pumping configuration.

orbit. In systems with relatively slow dynamics, the param- Te suppression of chaos has been observed at many
eter variation necessary to stabilize the orbit can be deter- points of the hX Ho diagram. The results presented here

mined at each cycle according to the prescription of OGY were observed after the system has been driven to a full

and the result fedback into the system.
34 

In the case of spin- chaotic regime with h = 1.1 e and H 0 = 1750 Oe, with the
wave instabilities, where the self-oscillation frequencies lie field applied in the [110] crystal direction. Figure I(a) shows
in the range of 100 kHz-10 MHz, a closed-loop feedback the power spectrum of a chaotic auto-oscillation for &1H = 0,
experiment is difficult to implement.

5 
So the stabilization of displaying a characteristic broadband feature. By increasing

the orbits has been achieved' with a periodic modulation 8H, the spectrum becomes progressively cleaner, with sharp
signal provided by an independent oscillator. In general
terms the parametric perturbation scheme of Lima and
Pettini6 

accounts for the observed suppression of chaos, how- 2o

ever there is no specific model for the spin-wave case.
In this paper we show that the control of chaos in the t.S

spin-wave experiments can be explained satisfactorily by the t.o
two-mode nidel employed to describe spin-wave nonlinear
dynamics. The field modulation used in experiments to con- 0.5
trol the chaotic state is naturally introduced in the model
through the detuning parameters expressing the boundary
conditions which have been shown to account for the sample -0.5
size dependence of the self-oscillations. 78

s _ 2.0

H. EXPERIMENTS 1.5 - (b)

The experiments have been previously described' in de- t.0
tail and we only present here some of their main features and
results. They were carried out with a polished sphere (diam- 0.5
eter 1.0 mm) of the prototype ferromagnet yttrium iron gar- O.0
net (YIG) at room temperature pumped with X-band radia-
tion in the "subsidiary-resonance" configuration. The -0.5

experimental arrangement is the same used in spin-wave 250 kH0A/v
pumping experiments•," except for a loop placed inside the
microwave cavity to allow the modulation of the sample bi- FIG. 1. Power spectra of observed auto-osilLatiorn for different values of
asing field H=H0 + 8H cos(2rf,,t) over a broad frequency the amplitude 8H of the field modulation. (a) Chaos for JH=0. Wb) Chaos
range 0-10 MHz, typically with WH/Ho- 10-4. under control with 8H=0.435 Oe and f,=1480 kHz (Ref. 1).
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FIG. 2. Critical modulation amplitude 8-* vs modulation frequency f. t
The boundaries between the chaotic and controlled regions have minima at
values of . commensurate with the fundamental frequency fn at ratios
indicated at the top (Ref I o1

4 lines characteristic of a periodic signal. Figure 1(b) shows
the result for 3H=0.435 Oe and f.= 1480 kHz. The spec-
trum in this case corresponds to a quasiperiodic signal with FIG. 3. Fourier transform of mode I ampitude without ta) oad with field

modulation (b) Mt= 04 yl/y, f.=0.56 1q. The clean spectrum in (b) dem-
fundamental frequencies f0= 7 40 

kHz and f =1975 kHz, onstrates suppression of chaos with the two-mode model.
and a subharmonic component at f0/2 . In Fig. 2 we show the
variation of the critical amplitude 6H* necessary to control
chaos with the modulation frequency f,,,. Notice that ,6H*
has minima at values commensurate with the fundamental = - ( y2+iAj,)c2,-ihp2(c*+aer - '2ct`
frequency f 0 , i.e., folf, =p/q, where p and q are integers. 2•+
In addition, for the f,, range shown in Fig. 2, the minima are -i2(S2 c 2 2+Stc, c+ 2T 2 cj c'c,). (2)

strikingly ordered according to the devil's staircase, i.e., the where 400k = ok - wP/2, ae ma•j, 0=1812 is the phase differ-
values between p/q and p'/q' are characterized by the ratio ence between modes I and 2, y, is the relaxation rate, Pk the
(p+p')/(q+q'). The suppression of chaos in the shaded coupling factor between mode k and the pumping field h,
regions of Fig. 2 was also confirmed by the behavior of the and the S, and T, are the nonlinear coupling parameters.

7

information dimension D1 and the metric entropy K of the The presence of one mode in the pumping term of the
attractor. As 8H increases at fixed f,,, and crosses the bound- other represents a modulation with the frequency difference
aries in the 8HX f,. diagram, DI and K approach the values Aw= to, -& 2 leading to self-oscillations with frequency that
I and 0, respectively, characteristic of a periodic orbit.' depends not only on the relaxation rate but also on Aw. For

two neighboring modes in k space, Awi•7r/L, which ac-

Ill. THEORETICAL MODEL AND RESULTS counts for the observed size dependence of the spin-wave
self-oscillations. When a small ac field variation is superim-

The usual two-mode model9t-1 for describing the non- posed to the static field, the spin-wave detuning parameters
linear dynamics considers that the interacting spin-wave sys- become
tem is driven by a uniform microwave field in an infinite
medium, so that the driving Hamiltonian .'#`(t) preserves A)= .

momentum. However, in a finite medium, ,'(t) can be =tOk--, - + ySH cos(2 irfst). (3)

nonzero for pairs k,-k' for which k and k' differ by an Equations (1) and (2) with the time-dependent detunings
amount of the order of the reciprocal of the sample size L. In (3) constitute our model to explain the suppression of chaos.
this case, it can be shown

7 
that a new driving term is intro- Those equations have been integrated numerically in a SUN

duced in the spin-wave equations, having magnitude propor- Sparc 2 workstation with a Runge-Kutta subroutine. Chaotic
tional to a factor acAk which depends on the wave-vector dynamics and control of chaos with field modulation are ob-
mismatch Ak=k-k'. For instance, for two neighboring served with many sets of parameters. The results described
standing waves along x with Ak,=wr/L,, aak attains its below were obtained with1

2 yl=•2, pl=p,, AwI/y1=0.2,
maximum value 2/w'.0.64. In an infinite medium, a4,k=O. Abw/,yIt=-0.5' St/Y1=S 2IY1=0.5, S 12/, 1=-0.2, T, 2/y1
With this new momentum nonconserving driving term, the =-0.4, a=0.65 and P3=,r. With these parameters, auto-
equations of motion for the slowly varying spin-wave vari- oscillations with frequency fo=0. 49 y, (with no field modu-
ables ck for two neighboring modes become

7  
lation, W1=0) develop at a normalized microwave amplitude

c= -(Yl +iAtol)c1 - ihp,(c* +ae'0'
2

c*) Ra-hpI/y,=1.32 (the Suhl threshold is R= 1.0) and chaos
sets in at R = 1.808. Figure 3(a) shows the power spectrum of

I (1) mode 1 amplitude, nt=cjc 1 , for R=1.83 and 8H=0,

5614 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 75. No. 10, 15 May 1994 Rezende, de Agulr, and Azevedo
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1. IV. CONCLUSIONS

rspin-wave instabilities driven by microwave raciation in YIG

spheres, by means of a small periodic variation in the applied
bH o. magnetic field, are explained by a two-mode model. TheSfield modulation is introduced in the model through the same

0.4 detuning parameters used to explain the sample size depen-
dence of the self-oscillations. Hence, the present results pro-
vide additional evidence of the validity of the two-mode

0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.75 model with momentum-tnoncohierving driving Haniltonian
fm ýyt for describing spin-wave dynamics.

FIG. 4. Critical amplitude 3H* in units of yi/7 vs frequentr, t y, obtained
with the model and parame, lescribed in the text.
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F , Spin-wave chaotic transients
F. M. de Aguiar, S. M. Rezende, and F. C. S. da SilvaI Departamento de Fisica. Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, 50732-910 Recife, Brazil

We report the observation of transient chaotic spin-wave auto-oscillations in X-band pulsed
subsidiary-resonance experiments in a YIG sphere. Chaotic transients to a periodic attractor have
been observed near a critical microwave power p, - 10 dB relative to the Suhl instability threshold.
By an averaging of 100 randomly chosen initial conditions at each power, we estimate a critical
exponent y - 0.57. In addition, we demonstrate that the results can be qualitatively understood
within the framework of the standard two-mode model. Numerical simulations yield, for a particular
set of parameters, chaotic transients obeying the predicted scaling law with a critical exponent
y - 0.54.

I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The transition to sustained chaotic behavior via chaotic Our experiments were carried out with single-crystal
transients was discovered by Yorke and Yorke in the Lorenz samples of yttrium iron garnet (YIG) at room temperature.
model in the late 1970s.1 Several years later, Grebogi, Ott, Here we present results in a 1-mm YIG sphere, which is
and Yorke2 identified transient chaos as a particular manifes- placed at the center of a critically coupled rectangular TE'i,
tation of a rather general phenomenon that occurs in dissipa- microwave cavity (Q-2000). An electromagnet provides
tive dynamical systems, the so-called crisis. Three types of the static magnetic field Ho perpendicular to the microwave
crisis have been characterized, 2 namely, attractor destruction, magnetic field h, in the subsidiary resonance region. The

attractor merging, and attractor widening. A chaotic attractor power is provided by a 10-W traveling-wave-tube (TWT)
is destroyed when, as a system parameter p reaches a critical amplifier fed by a solid-state tunable YIG oscillator. The fre-
value pc, it collides with the stable manifold of an unstable quency (fp,=8.9 GHz) is stabilized by an external crystal

periodic orbit. The characteristic behavior in this case is the oscillator and manually adjusted to the center of the cavity

existence of chaotic transients suddenly followed by periodic resonance. The radiation power is controlled with a variable

orbits. The duration of a chaotic transient depends sensitively precision attenuator and directed by a circulator to the cavity,

on the initial conditions and can be remarkably long. The where it drives spin waves in the sample. The reflected mi-
average lifetime depends upon the system control parameter crowave signal is then detected with a sensitive Schottky-
as (T)-va -pgl -et , where p is the critical exponent of the barrier diode at the output port of the circulator and recorded
chaotic transient, at intervals of 0.1 u.s using a commercial digitizer. In order

Finite-time chaotic behavior has been observed in a to study the transient response, the microwave is pulsed by a
p-i-n modulator placed before the TWT amplifier. Pulses up

number of physical systems.3 However, only a few expen- to 800 /is long were comfortably used with no detectable
ments have been analyzed in detail. As far as spin waves are heating effects. The results presented here were observed at a
concerned, the only results available on such transients were fixed magnetic field H0 = 1830 Oe, parallel to the [100] crys-
obtained by Carroll, Pecora and Rachford 4 a few years ago, tal axis. At low-power levels the pulse reflected from the
in subsidiary-resonance experiments in a YIG sphere. At cavity has essentially the same shape as the incoming micro-
driving frequencies between 2.0 and 3.4 GHz, their experi- wave pulse. As the power is increased, abrupt changes in the
mental findings suggested the existence of "multiple attrac- pulse shape occur due to spin-wave instabilities at subse-
tors," while numerical simulations suggested the need of quent thresholds, namely, the Suhl instability threshold
more than three interacting spin-wave modes to explain the (SIT), h_, the spin-wave auto-oscillation threshold, h•, and a
long-lived transients they had observed in the experiments, sequence of bifurcations that lead to spin-wave chaos.5

In this paper we report on transient chaos in YIG spheres Henceforth we will consider R =-h/hh as our control param-
at higher driving frequencies (8.0-10.0 GHz) at room tem- eter. Well above the SIT (R = 1), we have observed the de-
perature. Pulsed experiments have revealed the existence of struction of the strange attractor due to the collision between
long-lived chaotic transients involving "single attractors" in the chaotic attractor and a coexisting unstable periodic orbit.
the spin-wave auto-oscillations (-1 MHz), 9-10dB beyond This collision occurs at the critical value Rc=2.88. For
the Suhl instability threshold. In addition, we present nu- R>RC we observe an intern.m.ent signal with laminar (peri-
merical results of a two-spin-wave-mode calculation in good odic) regions interrupted by chaotic bursts. For
qualitative agreement with the experiments. By an averaging 2.82<R<Rc, the steady-state response is periodic after a
of N randomly chosen initial conditions at each power, we chaotic transient whose duration swings intermittently, as we
estimate a critical exponent in the range 0.5< y <0.6 both in observe on the screen of an oscilloscope. Figure 1 shows a
the experiments (N=100) and in the numerical simulations frozen digitized version of a chaotic transient with duration
(N=400). T-618 ps, with R=2.84. The measured average duration
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FIG. 1. Detected microwave absorption vs time in a YIG sphere at subsid- n,
iary resonance with Ho= 1830 Ge, R =2.84, and f,=8.9 GHz. 2.0

(.0

as a function of the control parameter is shown in the log-log 0.0. 1.+ .

plot of Fig. 2 (solid circles). From a linear regression (solid n2
line) we estimate a critical exponent y,0.57.

4 FIG. 3. Phase plane ni vs n, showing numerical sotlutions of the two-mode

Ill. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSS!ON model, as described in Ref. 7. with R=8.1) 0(t)54, (al transient strange
attractor for 0< V~t <88.0 and hI) period-3 limit cycle for 9().0< y~t <3404)1.O

The efforts in modeling the instabilities observed in

high-power ferromagnetic resonance experiments are based
on a theory introduced by Suhl 6 in the mid 1950s, and have two excited spin-wave modes, for R =8.100 005 06. We have
been phrased in terms of the excitation and the nonlinear chosen an initial condition inside the strange attractor for
interaction of spin waves in the sample. The number and the which the solutions are attracted during a time interval
nature of the excited modes are essentially the hitherto un- yT-87.7, where yt is the phenomenological relaxation
solved problems in this longstanding subject. We have re- rate of mode 1. The steady-state solution is the period-3 at-
cently provided experimental results that strongly support the tractor shown in Fig. 3(b) for 90.0< ,it< 3000.0. This sce-
two-mode model (TMM),6 at least for the interval nario is quite similar to the experiments: By decreasing R, an
h,<h<h'h. In this section we present numerical results with intermittent (chaos-period-3) solution is destroyed at the
the TMM in good qualitative agreement with the transient critical value R,=8.100 055... below which there is a sharp
experiments described above. The particular set of param- period-3 window. Within this window the chaotic burs:. no
eters are the same we have originally used to explain the longer exist and the steady-state solution is reached after a
unusual spectra observed in parallel-pumping experiments.7  chaotic transient, whose duration is very sensitive to the ini-
In this case, the model gives higher values for the auto- tial conditions. By an averaging of 400 randomly chosen
oscillation frequency and threshold, but shares interesting initial conditions within a small volume on the strange attrac-
qualitative features with the experiments. We refer to Ref. 5 tor at each value of the control parameter, we have obtained
for a detailed description on the microscopic approach with the results shown in Fig. 4 (solid circles). The straight line is
the TMM. Figure 3(a) shows a chaotic transient in the phase a fit from which we estimate a critical exponent yý 0.54 .
plane nI vs n 2 , where nI and n 2 are the populations of the One might guess at first that we are, in both experiment and

2.8 • -3.4 . _____ . -

2.4 3.2

? .2 A 3.0

2.0 . _ 2.8

1.a Slope: -0.57 2.6 Sle: -0.43
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tog(Rc-R) lo I(R-, R

FIG. 2. Measured average duration of chaotic transients as a function of the FIG. 4. Calculated average duration of chaotic transients as a function of the
control parameter. The straight line is a fit with a slope y= -0.57. control parameter. The straight line is a fit with a slope y= -0.543.
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Magnetoelastic Interaction In yttrium Iron garnet films with magneticF Inhomogeneltles through the film thickness
Yu. V. Gulyaev, A. G. Temiryazev, M. P. "likhornirova, and P. E. Zil'berman
Ins--use of Radioengineering & Electroucs, Russian Academy of Siences Fryazino, Moscow Reg-o%,
141120, Russia

Experimental study of the spin-wave resonance (SWR) spectnum of a nonuniform yttrium iron
garnet (YIG) film has revealed an existence of sharp disturbances inside the spectrum. The
experiments were carried out at frequency range 4-12 GHz. The observation has been attributed to
excitation of acoustic waves. The interpretation follows from the facts that (1) nonuniformity of
magnetic parameters across the thickness of the tested film results in effective excitation of spin
waves; and (2) coincidence of phase velocities of the spin waves and the transverse acoustic waves
leads to partial power, transforming from the magnetic into the elastic system.

It is well known that the magnetoelastic interaction can strate with the (111) orientation. Figure I(a) shows a plot of
be used for the generation of acoustic waves (AW) in solids microwave power P absorbed by the film as the strength of
at microwave frequencies. The interaction is the most the external magnetic field H was varied, and the driving

* strongly pronounced when phase velocities of spin waves frequency t) was fixed. It can be seen that the experimental
(SW) and acoustic waves (AW) are coincident. At the point spectra exhibits a large number of strongly excited modes.

* of synchronism, where the phase velocities and hence the Since the mode spacing does not fit a quadratic law expected
wave lengths of SW and AW are equal, an effective transfor- for a uniform film, 14 one can assume that the film has a
mation of magnetic oscillations energy into the elastic sys- variation of magnetic parameters through the film thickness.
tem can occur. Since both the spin waves and the acoustic Our experiments' 5 have verified that assumption. We shall
waves in the yttrium iron garnets (YIG) have rather small now highlight that there are two different regions in the de-
losses, this material is very attractive for realization of the pendence P(H). The regions are separated by an attenuation
mentioned way of AW generation. Since the AWs have a band shown by arrows, where oscillations of the absorbed
small wavelength at microwave frequencies, it is necessary power are weakened. The absorption notches look rather
to excite very short spin waves in order to obtain an effective regular on the right side of the arrows, whereas there are
magnetoelastic coupling. This itself is a rather complicated disturbances of the absorption spectrum on the left side. We
problem because of the weak coupling between the short SW will show that both the disturbances observed and the exist-
and electromagnetic wave. At microwave frequencies up to 4 ence of the attenuation band are caused by the magnetoelas-
GHz the observation of magnetoelastic interaction has been tic interaction, and indicate the excitation of the acoustic
reported in Refs. 1-7, where the propagation of magneto- waves.
static waves (MSW) in YIG films was studied. MSW props- At first, we note that the relative position of the attenu-
gated in the plane of the film and only in-plane components ation band inside the SWR spectrum depends on frequency.
of MSW and AW coincided. It was found45 -8 that better cou- The two spectra in Fig. 1 have been measured at different
ping at frequencies above 2.5 GHz arose when spins at the frequencies, and hence at different magnetic fields. The mag-
surfaces were pinned, which resulted in excitation of spin netic field corresponding to the right-hand boundary of the
wave resonance (SWR) modes.

Another way that was proposed for the excitation of the
AW is to use spatially nonuniform media for the generation
of the short spin waves and further acoustic waves. 9'01 In
experiments,I- - 3 an inhomogeneity arose due to demagneti-
zation fields existing at the end of the longitudinal magne-
tized rod, and led to a gradual decrease in the SW wave
number q from q-0, giving coupling with electromagnetic ,
waves, up to q- 104 cm-' that was large enough to excite
acoustic waves at frequency of 500 MHz.

The aim of the present paper is to show that experiments
on SWR in nonuniform YIG films demonstrate excitation of ()
acoustic waves at frequencies 3-12 GHz. Moreover, there
are possibilities for further increasing the operating fre- He- 100 0. H
quency.

We studied experimentally the microwave absorption m iee,
spectra of the yttrium iron garnet (YIG) film magnetized nor-
mal to its plane. The film of thickness L = 15 jim was epi- FIG. 1. Absorbed power vernes the magnetic field. (a) &,/2w=7854 MHz,
taxially grown on a gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG) sub- Ho=4814 Oe; (b) oW21r- 10 300 MHz, H0 =5587 Oe.
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absorption zone is designated as He. Denote the spacing aoo,f t between the pointer and HO by AH. Contrast the spectrum in
Fig. 1(a) with that in Fig. 1(b) One can see that AH grows
as the frequency increases. 160k

Consider a magnetic film of thickness L placed in the
bias magnetic field H, so that H is directed along the x axis -10
perpendicular to the plane of the film. We introduce an ef- Z

fective magnetization M that will be defined as g

4rM(x)=4vM,(x)-HA(x), where M,(x) is the saturation o
magnetization and HA(x) is the uniaxial anisotropy field. 0
Suppose that M varies along the film thickness but other
parameters of the film are constants. Denote the maximum °4

value of M(x) by MMAx and the minimum value by MhNN. 124 .W.: (0lu)

An effective wave number q(x) of the spin wave propagat-
ing in the x direction depends on x, and can be found from FIG. 2. Experimental points ,AH(w) and calculated dependenc 8H(w).
the spin wave dispersion formula,

w•y=H-41rM(x)+D.q(x)
2
, (1) V=3.85 X 105 cm/s. Since this is the velocity of transverse

acoustic waves, this is evidence that just this type of acoustic
where y is the gyromagnetic ratio and D is the exchange wave is generated under the experimental conditions.
constant (5.6X 10-9 Oe cm

2
). The condition for the effective We can assume that the attenuation band emerges if con-

excitation of the SW is the existence of a layer inside the film ditions for the most effective coupling between SW and AW
where q(x)- 0, and conversion from the electromagnetic arise. Such can be the case if the waves are coupled inside a
waves into the spin waves takes place. It can be seen from spatially wide layer. To check this hypothesis we shall find
Eq. (1) that this condition will be satisfied inside the mag- the variation of q(x) for the tested film. Figure 3 shows a
netic field band, profile of effective magnetization across the thickness of the

H 1 <H<H2 , film under investigation. The profile has been obtained using
the procedure reported in Ref. 15. One can see that M(x)

H1 = u/y+4vrM N, (2) varies monotonically and M ,,x=M(O). The experimental

H,= w/y+ 4rMmAx. points are in a good agreement with a parabolic dependence
4srM(x)=4 vM(O)-44r AM.(x/L)

2
, where 47" AM

Note that the bandwidth is independent of frequency w, since = 198 G. We can calculate from Eq. (1) that if M(x) varies
H 2 -H 1 =47r AM, where 4v AM is the maximum varia- parabolically, the dependence q(x) is given by an ellipse
tion of the effective magnetization: 4 7r AM= 4 irMMAX equation,
-

4
1rMMIN. 2 2
Strong coupling between spin waves and acoustic waves q X

can be the case in the layer in which the wave numbers of . V
those waves coincide. The wave number of the AW qAw is 2 H* L

2 
8H*

equal to o/V, where V is the acoustic wave velocity. Then a
2 = =4 L(

we obtain from Eq. (1) a condition for the existence of such D 4w AM

a layer, 8H* = coly-H+ 41rM(0).

H, -D" (ct/V)
2
<H<H2-D D'(c/V)

2
. (3)

Thus, the spin waves can be excited over a band defined by 2o0

condition (2), but the region of coupling with AW [condition 0

(3)] is shifted by

8H=D. (nO/V)
2

. (4)

If 81H>4w AM, these bands will be separated. Hence, it 100

follows that the maximum frequency of the acoustic wave N
that can be excited by this way is equal to s 2 3 4

[4-.- - 0 2 4 8 10 _ U 14 is
MIX = v. N D (5) X 9Uu)

On the other hand, the value of 8H represents the width of FIG. 3. Profile of the effective magnetization and the variatiot of the wave

part of the SWR spectrum where no strong coupling between number across the thickness of the film. Points: the expenmental data of
SW and AW can be expected. Compare the calculated depen- 4wM(x)-4rM(L); (1) profile of magnetization 4vM(x)=4vM(O)

-4v AM .(xlL)
2 

at 4w AM= 198 G; (2)-(4) wave number of spin wave
dence AH(e)with experimental values ofAH that represent at (2)-&H*<8H (N-*=25 Oe); (3) 8H*=&H (8'=50 Oc); (4)
the width of the regular part of the absorption spectrum. We 8H.*>a8H (,W* 1=0 Oe); and (5) wave number of acoustic wave at ed2w
have found that good agreement can be obtained (Fig. 2) if =6400 MH.
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r When H decreases, the value of 8H* grows, thus the dimen- frequency range of excitation can be expanded, since films
sionsoftheellipsealsogrow(Fig. 3). From Eqs. (l), (4), and with a larger value of 4rAM exist.' 5 

In this respect
(6) we obtain that the point of synchronism appears first at the described way of AW generation appears to be very
x=O if 8H*=&H. When JH<8H*<8H+4ir AM. the promising.
point of synchronism also exists, but the most effective cou-
pling between SW and AW is to be expected at M * -S H, yu. v Glyaev., P E. Zilbennan, G. T. Kazakov, V. G. Sumsoev, V V
since then the equality q - qAW is fulfilled in a spatially wide dloaov,.Y. A, Filimonov. B. P Nam, and A S. Khe, Pisma ThZa Exp_
layer. The value of 8H represents the spacing between the Teor. V. 39•500 (1981).

'.Z T. Kazakov, V. V Tikhonov, and P E. Zil'beruan, Fiz. Tverd. Tela 25.,
right-hand edge of the SWR spectrum and the boundary of (1983).
the coupling region. That is why we observe the attenuation 'w. s. Ishak, IEEE Trans. Map. MAG-to. 1880 (1983).
band just near this boundary. A constant shift of the experi- 

4 
A. S. Andwe~v, Yu. V. Gutyaev, P. E. Zil'berman, V. B. Kravcbenko, Yu. F.

mental data toward thr, bigger values of AH in Fig. 2 can be Ogrin, AX .GTeniryazev, and L V. Fihunoova. Psma Zhur. Telth. Fiz. to.90(1984).
explained by the real profile deviation from the parabolic 5A.S. Andeev, Yu. V. Glywv, P. E. Zil'benmm, V. B. Kravcheako, Yu. F.

dependence used in our model. Opith, A. G. Temiryazev, and L V. Filimonova. Radiatek. Elektron. 30,
It is worth noting that the absorption spectrum pattern 99t (1985).

depends strongly on the operating frequency everywhere 6J. D. Adam, M. R. Daniel, and S. H. Talisa, 1988 IEEE MTT-S Digest,
IEEE Catalog No. 88C02489-3, 1988, p. 879.

over the disturbance region. The spectrum pattern varies pe- 'N. Bilaniuk and D. D. Stancil, J. Appl. Phys. 67,4790 (1990).
riodically as wr changes. The period equals to approximately 'V. B. Gorskii and A. V. Pomyalov, Pisma Zhur. Tekh. Fiz. 15, 61 (1989).
3.5 MHz, which corresponds to the spacing between acoustic 9E. Schlkmann, J. Appl. Phys. 33. 159 (1964).

4modes of the film-substrate structure. That shows the acous- E. Schloinann and R. I. Joseph, J. Appl. Phys. 36, 875 (1965).
"E. G. Spencer, R. T. Denton. and R. P. Chambers, Phys. Rev. 125, 1950

tic wave excited within the YIG film propagates into the (1962).
substrate. 2 W. Stauss, J. AppL. Phys. 35, 1022 (1964).

Thus, experimental results show that the use of nonuni- 'T. Kohane, E. Schlomann, and R. J. Joseph, J. Appl. Phys. 36, 1267
(1965).form magnetic films, having the magnitude of variation "C. KItel, Phys. Rev. B 110, 1295 (1958).

4v AM=200 G, offers the possibility for effective excita- "A. G. Temiryazev, M. P. Tikhomirova, and P. E. Zil'berman (these pro-
tion of acoustic waves at frequencies as high as 12 GHz. The mcedings).
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F . Nonlinear statics and dynamics of highly anisotropic magnets
V. S. Ostroviia)I i Institute of Physics, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, K-ei, Ukraine

it is shown that an adequate description of static and dynamic properties of highly anisotropic
magnets in circumstances, where the violation of their initial symmetry induced by external fields
or dynamic perturbations is not small, can be achieved by making use of the generalized coherent
states. A complete set of equations governing coupled dipole and quadrupole degrees of freedom is
presented for a system of spins S = 1. The solutions obtained for uni- and biaxial ferromagnets and
antifertomagnets make it apparent that the strong anisotropy qualitatively affects the behavior of
such systems in external magnetic fields; in particular, it can change the nature of phase transition
and give rise to the new ones. The complete set of equations makes it possible to derive solutions,
corresponding to crucially new nonlinear objects such as domain walls, vortices, etc. whose
treatment cannot be approached from the classical theory.

I. INTRODUCTION motion and to remove the troubles associated with the intro-
Anduction and account of the so-called "kinematic interac-As erlyas i th 196s ad 170sMorya ad Lnes tions. " From the above discussion it follows that the magne-brought forth the problem of an appropriate description of tion ve iscus sconeit f the magne-

the magnets exhibiting the single-ion anisotropy (SIA) and dimensional vector of the "generalized spin" (the
biquadratic exchange, comparable with the bilinear one. "coherence vector") 3 on the three-dimensional subspace,
They elucidated the fundamental importance of the competi- thus the magnetization alone cannot provide an adequate de-
tion between the "transversal" SIA and exchange field that scription of the spin system. It can he shown, however, that a

resulted in a quantum mechanical reduction of the average consistent quantum mechanical approach to the case, when

spin 1(S)-(SLA/EX)
2 . On the other hand, in specifying a the perturbation theory with respect to the small parameter

spin configuration in a strong magnetic field which breaks the does with resuet the smt paramete

the initial high symmetry of the system, one usually reduces (StA/EX) does apply, results in the LLE-set obtained as the

this problem to determination of the spin orientations assum- first approximation.

ing I(S)[=const and thus starting from the quasiclassical ap-
proximation. Nonlinear phenomena (domain walls, solitons,
and highly excited states) occurring in magnets are consid- II. EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR THE CASE S = I
ered in much the same way. Here, theoretical studies usually
start from equations of the Landau-Lifshits type (LLE) For a system of spins S= 1, we can parametrize a gen-

which apply, strictly speaking, only to small SIA. eralized coherent state of the SU(3) group in such a way that

Nevertheless, the LLE framework can be extended to the its physical meaning becomes manifestly evident, and the

case of arbitrary values of spins without any limitations on equations of motion can be presented in a form very close to

the strength of allowed interactions. With this aim in view, it that of the well-known LLE set. In so doing we take, as two
is important to point out that the parameters specifying the of the four independent parameters, two Euler angles 0, ,p
orientations of the local magnetization refer to a coherent which specify the magnetization direction. For classical
state of the SU(2) group, which represents the dynamical spins, the other two independent parameters have no physical

symmetry group for the spin S= 1/2 or the classical spin sense because the third parameter is nothing but the third
S- -,. In the general case of the spin S>1/2, a physical Euler angle -, which specifies the rotation of the principal
state can be described in •erms of a generalized coherent axes of the quadrupolar tensor Q'j= l/2(S'SJ +S'S') about
state of the group Gdyn=SU(2S+ 1), with the dynamics be- the magnetization, and the fourth parameter q= (Q-'-Q "
ing interpreted as the motion of a 4S(S + 1)-dimensional is the value of the transversal component of this tensor or the
vector on the orbit SU(2S + 1)/H in the space of a complete magnetization magnitude s = [(1 - q 2)] 1/2
set of the generators of the SU(2S+ 1) algebra; e.g., such a In the reference frame given by these angles, the dynam-
state can be given by a set of the tensors Okq (k,q ics is described by the following nonlinear system:
= 1,...,2S) or by that of the Hubbard op...,tors x,. (n,m s-2qA"Y=0, (1)
= ... S). The stationary subgroup H determines all kine-
matic properties of the system. For the particular case of a •z+h (s/2q)(A-AYY)=O, (2)
pure state, we get H=SU(2S)x U( I) and the motion takes 4-YY+AY+(s/1 -q)A r.=0. (3)
place in the 4S-dimensional subspace CP2s, i.e., it is a local . -
motion on the sphere S4S.2 Thus, the description of the dy- V+h'+(s/l +q)A"=O, (4)
namics in terms of the (4S parametric) generalized coherent where 4sV are components of the angular velocity, and h",
states enables one to allow automatically for 4S 2 integrals of A"O are the effective magnetic and quadrupole fields which

comprise, apart from the usual inhomogeneous terms, such
"Preveat address: 1959 East 17th St. Brooldyn, NY 11229. contributions as &,V_')(Vs), 8,.As, etc.
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in the cases when the pairs of the variables 0,40) and +
(y,s) can be separated, Eqs. (1) and (2) describe a wave of S

I.the coupled oscillations of the magnetization magnitude and zo

axes of the quadnapolar tensior; by linearizing these equations-s
we arrive at the dispersion of the longitudinal (AS'= 2) -1
magnons, whereas from Eqs. (3) and (4) we can arrive at the W"ua
ordinary "transversal" magnons, e.g., see Fig. 1(b). In the 3 () 1.2
A.#pghl limit, the pair (3) and (4) transforms into LLE.C02

W. THE EO4JIUUNIUM STATE IN STRONG MAGNETIC
FIELDS

In the static limit (d/dt=O), Eqs. (l)-(4) determine the V. H
selfconsistent equilibrium state of the system. The fact that
the value of q is an independent variable reflects the exist-
ence of nonlinear coupling of the dipole and quadrupole de-
grees of freedom whinch affects drastically the behavior of a
magnet in external magnetic fields. Consider two examples -

to illustrate this statement. - H,

A. BlaxilI antiferroroagnet (AFM) in a lonItudinal
4 field

FIG. 1. The metamagnetic transition in highy anisotropic biaxial AFSI (a)
The classical solution for the AFM governed by the sublansice nmageiaion A~ (H,); (b) frequencies of transversal c,4, and

Hamiltonian lentgigldia .2 ;7.i cxclaoo.r (C) frequencies of cxcitn absorption tines-

AH2=[A - (+q )J']2(A+2qJ). (8)

+~ 112S1 S2 (5) Note, that in the SM phase (for A> 2J) the magnetization
arises only in field Hrr>H': s- ,(Hi1-H'), where

(sublattices a= 1, 2, A >B) is well known: if (A B)<1, H'=IA(A - 2 J)1 I"2. The dotted lines~ in F'ig. 2(a) separate
where I= etc., a spin-flop transition takes place, in the regions of different behavior of the system in H11. So, in
the opposite case, for a field H1,=1 we should observe a the parameter region 1, the vector (s) continuously turns to
metamagnetic transition from the state s I = - s2=I into that the H direction and the second-order transition take place at
with s' s 1. The suggested approach invites solution of Hf=A -J1'. In region 2 the angular phase loses its stability
the set of two equations of the form (2) for a= I and 2. at 45(lo) * 0, see the insert in Fig. 2; the angle discontinuity
Fortunately, these equations can be solved exactly, and the A10 at the first-order transition to the state 0=0 increases
calculated functions s 1.2(H.) are shown in Fig. I(s). Such
behavior may manifest itself in the experimental observation
of resonance frequencies and optical spectra,4 Figs. 1(b) and AJ (1) Q
1(c). A' SM Z A'

EP
B. Easy-plane ferromnagnat in longitudinal field .

Figure 2(a) presents the phase diagram for a FM de- -E
scribed by

.~ (-H#.Sý+AQý-) -1 0 1 2 3 4 j/

Hl

S(H.( b
-~ X(JMuS,,+J~.S~S,), 6) ~ , ~ 970

where~~~~~~ .>O th soiEn ahd uvscrepodt h
wher J>; th soid nd dshe cuves orrspod tothe0.0H' Hr Ho

phase transitions of the first and second kind, respectively,
between easy-axis (EA), easy-plane (EP), and singlet-magnet -S*O-0

(SM) phases. The classical EA-EP boundary is shown by a
dash-dotted line. The states with nonzero magnetization
s = I( I-q 2 )J"', making an angie 0 with the Z axis, are FIG. 2. (a) The (AXJ)FPhase diagramtfor a unatial FMin alongitudinal
given by the equations field; (b) the (Ii)') Phase diagram plotted for a specific value A'> W.
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ftom 0 to r2 with increase of J'. In regions 3 and 4 A4 q
= w/2, but in 3 the angular phase may exist as a metastable
one. Figure 2(b) presents the (HI-J') phase diagram corre-
sponding to some specific value of A'>2J.

SIV. SPATIALLY H**K)MOQE.NEOUSSOUIN

( With additional active degrees of freedom introduced
4into Eqsa (i)-(4), the scope of possible nonlinsar effects s,.- ( )I

gredtly widens in excess of that described by the LLE set. t-2
Here a wewill not dwell upon the problems connected with
the inter)rence of dipole and quadrupole variableo and con- FIG. 3. The orientatin of the "geseralized spin" vector m domain walls foAfine ourselves to some special results referring to the quad- weakly (curve 1) and highly (curve 2) •Uaniorpic k'W6. The paaee var-

apole variables. ied along curves V and 2 is the i coordinate y.

A. Domain wall In a blntfro FM

At (A - V eBc-y dtions of the s (r) modulus and to the magnetization vanishing

very unlikely to arise, much as in a highly anisotropic AFM at the vortex axis. In the cylindric coordinate system (r,a),

(5) the spin-flop phase dies out. (he static solution to Eqs. the solution for r<rt is

(1)-(4), satisfying the boundary conditions s(v w)= t so, s (r)i= spru(rsr t)sn(r/r U 1)
twhere s =t(h - b 2)1112 bheremaexispanvelobeecsiassoc

In aJm a c a s p D where l= 1,2,..., sa =c -(Aa/2j)2]112 and ru = 2(isals • ISwidth L =2/[( -b)] 12 inside which only the magnetization b
magnitude variesd In contrast with the classical Ising DW e ts a higher multcty for 5 ore win l
u(s.= me1), such DW is a mobile excitation and its motion m i the r Edsui S
along the y axis with the velocity V is accompanied by a
rotation wave of the tensor Qthe:5 In the foregoing we have surveyed just a small part of

h 2t- (y- V ") b cor the results related to rather simple examples of the nonlinear

[s 1 -(/V)Zil2n (ue 1) arcsinhighly so c behavior of highly anisotropic magnets in strong magnetic
•O I (s 2) -b fields. Further progress is rich with prospects in studying

ar.c.sinho'ksV.,str(9ii Yue G Pk s, an .Stnki o.

more S.ciomplicated sYstM.7 and alolo win Soo. coreyson SdStteo2 12

In the frae of) thsolutions of the self-aonsostent problem.th e

v sO Furthermore, the avenue of the research pertaining to
sin 2y=- v,= ,2B/rP. nonlinear dynamics, in particular to solitonlike objects, re-vc I + b cosh[so(y -vt) 2] ' mins almost unexplored. As shown above, even in the sys-

terns with spins S = I there may exist novel objects associ-In a magnetic field H OZ, this DW moves like a particle ated with quadrupole degrees of freedomn. It is also likely that

with the mass ma=n te eJsng6B2. It must bfilee and quadpole variables (orthat the derived expressions (9) and (10) refer to a pure quan- even those of a higher multiplicity for S > I) will not only
turn mechanical state for T= 0. Here, as in biaxial AFMs modify the related solutionsl° but also result in the revelation
(Fig. 1), the reduction "quenching" and vanishing of the of novel mixed objects with additional internal structure.
magnetization are related to changes of the component of the Naturally, the suggested theoretical investigations invite fur-
eight-dimensional "generalized spin" vector on the three- ther target-oriented experiments.
dimensional subspace (s, ,s,,s,). Figure 3 shows how for a
static DW the orientation of this vector varies in the subspace ' A. M. Perelomov, Soy. Phys. Usp. 20, 703 (1977).
(s, ,s, ,q) in weakly (curve 1) and highly anisotropic (curve 'Thus, for the mixed state described by the density matrix H = ® U(1) we
2) FMs; the dashed line corresponds to a classical DW of the have 2S integrals of motion.

3 F. T. Hioe and J. H. Ebetly, Phys. Rev. Len. 47, 838 (1981).

Bloch type. 4&. F. PVikhol5ko, V. S. Ostvskii, Yu. G. Pikus, and M 1 . Sh Oskii Sov. JtLow Temp. Phys. 6, 518 (1980).
B. Magnetic voirtex '"¢. S. stovsk~ii, Soy. Phys. JErT, ", 999 (1986).

6V. S. Osiovskii and Yu. G. Pogorelov, Soy. Phys. Solid State 32, 1626
In the frame of the classical approach, the energy mini- (199o).

mum of the magnetic vortex is provided by a deflection of 7V. S. Ostrovskii, Soy. 1. Low Temp. Phys. 16, 689 (1990).
the agntiztionfro th eay plne t te vrtexcor. Yt, SV. V. Vjlkov, X. N. Matsuleva, Soy. Phys. Solid State 33 (No. 4) (1991).
the agntiztionfro th eay plne t te vrtexcor. Yt, 9F. P. Onufrieva, Soy. Phys. JET'i 89 (6) (1985).

Eqs. (1)-(4) admit an alternative solution where spins are ,0V.i1. Butrin, B. A. ivanov, A. N. Kichizhiev, and Y. N. Mimsai Sow. J. Low

left in the plane and the energy remains finite due to varia- Temp. 17 (1) (1991).
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Applications of fweuts and ferromagneta In tuning rf cavities

S. M. Haum
BmaLte Nritmwl Laboraory, Uptoa, New York 11973
Traditionally fernites have been used in accelerators for tuning rf cavities and tn nonreciprocal
devices controlling the power flow in rf accelerating systems. Recently, the development of cavity
tuners based on perpendicularly biased ferrites has shown good progress. Yttrium mmo garnet (Y1G)
is gradually replacing the traditional Ni Zn ferrites. The use of conventional pamallel-binsed Ni Zn

ferites for varying the frequency of accelerating cavities has the disadvantage of high saturation
magnetization (4irM,). This precludes practical operation in low magnetic loss regions. Different
substitutions have been used with YIG to reduce its 4vrM, making it a practical candidate for
perpendicular biasing operating in the saturation region. In addition, YIG is known for its low
dielectric and magnetic losses. In this paper we give a short review of development in accelerator
cavity tuners based on perpendicularly biased iron garnet ferrites. We use the operation of a 52 MHz
stripline-based YIG tuner which we have tested at BNL as an example to demonstrate the
advantages of using YIG in cavity tuners. We also discuss magnetic tuning techniques based on
magnetostriction of Ni.

4

I. INTRODUCTION frequency.' The total current flowing through the resonator,

Some of the well known characteristics of ferrites that i, is related to V through the cavity admittance:

have been exploited in accelerators are the ease of changing i,=YV=(1IR+jB)V, (!)
the permeability, the nonreciprocal properties, and depen- where R is the shunt resistance of the cavity which is con-
dence of magnetic losses on the biasing field (or o'erating stant. The susceptance B can be varied by adjusting the tun-
frequency). Low-loss ferrites have found applications such as ing angle of the resonator. As a consequence, i, follows the
tuners and circulators. More recently the inclusion of ferrite locus shown in Fig. 1 (dotted line) depending on the cavity
absorbers in the inside walls of beam pipes for selectively tuning. The minimum value of Ii.1 is obtained when i. and V
damping of undesirable modes has been under investigation.Tuning of radio--frequency (rf) cavities in storage rings is are in phase. This is the best operating condition for the
Tuninge of radtio-frequency acele ca vties gp solage rnder gs power generator. Usually there is a servo tuner which mea-
needed to maintain accelerating gap voltage under varying sures the phase difference between the rf drive and gap volt-
beam load conditions. Conventionally, this has been done age, and controls the cavity tuning through the motion of ausing motor-driven capacitive posts or inductive loops. Un- mechanical tuner or the change of the magnetic biasing field
der conditions of fast injection, the need exists for a different on a ferrite (or a magnetostrictive) tuner to minimize the
type of tuner in which the mechanical movements of the required rf power.
tuning elements are eliminated. In this paper we present a
short review of the application of ferrites in tuning acceler-
ating cavities. We use a stripline-based garnet tuner which
was tested at the Brookhaven Laboratory as an example for
the new directions for ferrite tuners. We also discuss briefly The idea of using ferrites to tune rf and microwave cavi-
the magnetostrictive ferromagnetic tuners used with super- ties is almost four decades old.2-4 These early x-band
conducting accelerating cavities. (around 10 GHz) experiments were successful in demonstrat-

ing the potential of ferrite tuning of cavities. Practical appli-
cations in tuning accelerator cavities followed the improve-

II. NEED FOR TUNERS IN ACCELERATORS ment in the quality of ferrites available. Conventional ferrite-
tuned particle accelerator cavities, 5 

used nickel-zinc ferrites
The effect of the passage of a bunch of charges (e.g., rings loading short-circuited coaxial transmission lines. The

electrons) in a cavity is to excite an additional field in the resulting variable inductance was used to resonate the accel-
cavity. These induced fields can be described in terms of erating gap capacitance. The accelerating voltage is kept in
beam image current induced in the cavity walls. To the ac- tune with the required accelerating frequency by changing
celerating cavity, the generator current ig and the beam im- the biasing magnetic field. A simplified basic structure is
age current ib are indistinguishable, and the net cavity driv- illustrated in Fig. 2. In the early designs the ferrite rings
ing current is their phasor sum i. In the vicinity of encircled the beam pipe.

6 
In later machines, the ferrite was

resonance the cavity can be presented by a parallel RLC moved from around the beam pipe, thus making the tuners
circuit (seen from the accelerating gap). In the phasor dia- demountable and several turns of bias current were used to
gram shown in Fig. 1, V is the gap voltage, 0,, is phase reduce the current requirement. An example of that is the
difference between the gap voltage and the harmonic com- Fermi National Laboratory (FNL) booster cavity, 7 

providing
ponent of the beam current at the cavity resonance a tuning range of 30.3-52.8 MHz.
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FIG. I. Phasor diagram for cavity currents and gap voltage.

A. Effect of bialing orkjtatkmn FIG. 3. Coniguraion for YIG svtpline tuner.

Two approaches have been implemented for biasing the
ferrite for varying its permeability. In the parallel biased tun- 1. Seek conep
ers nickel-zinc ferrite was the material of choice. Because of
their high saturation magnetization (4 rM,), it was not prac- A loop-coupled transmission line is used to tune a 52Stc*ypsil obistefriet atrto viigd- MHz cavity. The transmission line is partially loaded by fer-

*mtically possible to bias the ferrite to saturation avoiding do- rite. By changing the bias field, the permeability of the ferrite
main wall loss. Thus, low magnetic Q 's were typical of these cabehngdIisrulsnacagentecruaig
cavities. Additional Q degradation occurred at low bias fields can be changed. This results in a change in the circulatingSresulting from domain wall motion accompanying rapid current in the coupling loop, which in turn changes the mag-
changeting frm fed.hin dnallmoicosn was found to m y ri- netic field in the region around the loop. Thus, the ratio of
change in bias field. This dynamic loss wa on osr- the magnetic to electric stored energy in the cavity is
ously affect the accelerator performance when low-frequency changed with the accompanying change in the cavity's reso-
biasing was required for frequency sweeping.t Recently, sub- nanged A shematicgfohathe in the anithe r-
stituted yttrium iron garnet (YIG) was used in ferrite cavity cant ireqhen A F ic 3.
tuners using perpendicular biasing.9-14 With different substi- cavtty is shown in Fig. 3.
tutions, the 41rM, was reduced enough to allow for biasing
above saturation. Thus, low-loss operation was achieved, ex- 2. Circuit mom
ploiting the high magnetic Q of the YIG. In addition, YIG The ferrite tuner can be modeled as a short-circuited
offers high electric Q. We review here the main characteris- transmission line whose effective length varies as a function
tic of a garnet tuner by discussing a garnet tuner'2,13 of the of the bias current, 1(1) as shown in Fig. 4. From the tuner
stripline configuration. equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 5(a), one can deduce the

coupled impedance reflected into the cavity. This is shown in
B. BNL triplline garnet tuner Fig. 5(b).

A new type of ferrite tuner has been tested at the BNL. (wM)2
The ferrite tuner uses garnet slabs partially filling a stripline. Z, Z---• (2)
One of the important features of the tuner is that the ferrite is
perpendicularly biased and the dc magnetic field is set for giving
operation above FMR, thus reducing the magnetic losses in K2 (wuLp)(wL,) _K2ZpZ(
the ferrite. A unique design was adopted to achieve efficient Z,- + z+ (3)
cooling.

where K2=M2'/LpL. Since the resistive part of Z, is negli-
gible, then

r- "I r"•-'lz,=jwL,.

-0 The resonance frequency of the cavity is

T__ .ine I_" AM

C C 
T-O.,i,.0-, U-,

rramTE C p o z
TT r, ',

DC NA.UW• MM• SHt'OWN L •T. L(I)"-'

FIG. 2. AGS ferrite cavity, schematic representation. FIG. 4. Tlranmission line model for the frerrite tuner.
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(a) (a)

FIG. 5. Equivalent circuit for the cavity/tuimr coupling structure.

I FIG. 7. Tuning s*,st.m of LEt cavities: (1) Ni tutbe. (2) coi for magneto-
-srcto (3) coac .s inkle, (4) cold He gas outlet. (5J heatcr. (6 sup-

porting frame, and F) cavity with welded He vessel.

where
Magnetostrictive tuning system is based on changing the

L L 1
I - cavity length by applying mechanical forces resulting from

Lf=p 1+Z'iZ" the magnetostriction of ferromagnetic Oars supporting the

If the capacitance is fixed, then we have cavity. Pure nickel (Ni) is chosen over other magnetostrictive
materials because of its proven cryogenic properties. This

af AL• 14) approach for fast tuning has been used in the niobium cavi-

4 f -Z . ties at the large electron positron (LEP) collider at Ecropean
Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN). The four-cell

& "rurufl/ 350 MHz LEP cavity is shown in Fig. 7.16 Three Ni tubes
(anchored to the cavity end flanges) sustain the cavity andSWe have optimized the coupling between the tuner and.
He vessel. Each tube is surrounded by two coils providingthe cavity as well as the length of the connecting transmts- the magnetic field needed for the magnetostrictive effect. The

sion line to obtain the required tunability. A length of

l1=56.5" gave a linear tuning characteristics as shown in Fig. sensitivity of tuning is 40 kHz/mm at a speed of 20 Hz/ms

6. The cavity frequency is plotted against the tuner biasing covering a tuning range of 2000 Hz at a maximum exciting
current61. The maxvity frequency issphaifst obthined ias i 7field of 4400 A/m. The same system is used for slow tuningcurrent !. The maximum frequency shift obtained is 78 kHz, epotn h hra xaso fteN asb ayn

whic excedsthe esin gol o 50 ~z.exploiting the thermal expansion of the Ni bars by varying
which exceeds the design goal of 50 kHz. their temperature by electrical heating coils. The tuning

V1. MAGNETOSTRICTIVE TUNERS FOR range is 50 kHz with tuning speed of 8 Hz/s.

SUPERCONDUCTING CAVITIES

Superconducting (SC) cavities normally require two tun-
ing systems.'5 

The slow tuning system has to compensate for ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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Forward volume wave microwave envelope solltons in yttrium iron garnet
thin films: Peak profiles and multisoliton signatures (abstract)

M. A. Tsankov. M. Chen, and C. E. Patton
Department of Physics, Colorado State Universaies Fort Collins. Colorado 80523

Microwave envelope solitons have been observed in yttrium iron gamet (YIG) films for different
field configurations and surface pinning conditions. Earlier work on magnetostatic forward volume
wave (MSFVW) solitons in YIG films has focused on the break from the low power linear
dependence of the output pulse peak power P_,r on input pulse power P,,' or on the evolution of
the shape of the microwave pulse envelope with increasing power.2 In this work, both (1) the
nonlinear dependence of P_, on P. and (2) the shape of the output pulses for MSFVW solitons
have been examined over a wide range of power levels and pulse widths. The experiments used
7.2-jm-thick single crystal YIG films with unpinned surface spins. A field of 3744 Oe was applied
perpendicular to the plane of a 15x2 mm film sample. Microwave pulses at 5.4-6 GHz, with a
width r of 5-50 ns and peak powers up to 3 W, were launched by a microstrip antenna about 5 mm
from one end and picked up by a second, parallel antenna about 5 mm from the 3ther end. Data were
processed with a microwave transition analyzer operated in a time domain mode. For a given pulse
width, the initial break and nonlinear increase in P,,, relative to P, noted in Ref. I is followed by
a gradual leveling off in P.., at high power. For a given pulse power above soliton threshold, the
Por versus i" profiles show an initial linear increase which is followed by a decrease and an
oscillatory response as multiple solitons are formed. These profiles are directly correlated with the
formation of a single soliton pulse which evolves into multiple soliton wave packets with increasing
either power or pulse length.

This work was supported by the National Science Foundation. Grant DMR-
8921761. and the U.S. Army Research Office. Grant DAALI3-91-G-0327.
The films were provided by Dr. J. D. Adam. Westinghouse Research Labo-
ratory. Pittsburgh. PA.

p. De Gaspcris. R. Marcelli, and G. Miccoli. Phys. Rev. Lctt. 59. 181
(1987).

2
B. A. Kalinikos, N. G. Kovshikov. and A. N. Slavin. IEEE Trans. Magn.
26. 1477 (1990)
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[ ~Microwave magnetic envelope soiltons: Threshod powers and soliton
j numbers (abstract)

J. M. Nash, M. Chen, M. A. Thankov, and C. E. Patton
Depearoxent of Physicx Colorado State Uruwersit)t Fort Collnts; Colorado 80523¶

¶ Microwave envelope solitons may be generated in thin yttrium, iron garnet (YIG) films by
microwave pulses if the input power is above some threshold power Poth. Above Pth, single sohitons
or multiple solitons may be generated. De Gasperis and co-workers have examined Pot versus input
microwave pulse length 7 without regard to the number of solitons actually generated.' Kalinikos
and co-workers, have extracted a soliton number from actual profiles.2 Collectively, these works
demonstrate that both the number of solitons and the threshold power for the generation of those
solitons depends on r. In this work, Pth vs r data are analyzed to obtain a soliton number index N.
This index has a quantitative basis in soliton theory and represents a significant improvement over
a qualitative profile based determination. Measurements were made on a 7.2 Atm YIG film in a
microstrip delay line structure. Mficrowave pulses 5-50 as wide and at a catier frequency of 5.78
GHz were used to generate backward volume wave solitons. Deviations from a linear response of
the measured peak output power were observed above some Pb1 for each 7 value. Plots of Pth vs l/72
show three linear regimes that correspond to three distinct values of N, N =I for 5 ns<: 7<10 ns,
N=2 for 20 ns<r<30 ns, and N=3-4 for 30 ns<7<50 ns. Even when experimental conditions
mask the number of distinguishable peaks in a given profile, the threshold power may be used to
determine the number of solitons present.

ibis work was supported in part by thte National Science Foundation, Grant
No. DMtR-MI2761 and by the U.S. Arnmy Research Office, Grant No.
DAAL03-91-G-0327. The YIG films were provided by Dr. J. D. Adam.
Westinghous Research Laboratory, Pittsburgh,. PA.

'P. De Gasperis, R. Ntarcetli, and G. Miccoti. Pitys. Rev. Lett. 59, 481
(1987).

'B. A. Kalinikos, N. G. Kovsttikov, and A.N. Stavin, Soy. Phys. Solid State
27. 135 (1984).
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Self-channeling of -antsal waves In feromagnetic fim(abstract)

Physics Depqrwmenk, Salford UmversitjK Salford M5 4W1, England

S. A. Nikltov
Institute of Radioengineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 103907 Moscow, Russia

A. D. Boardman, A. Moghadam, K M. Booth, and J. G. Booth
Physics Departmens Salfofd University, Salford M5 4W, England

Low power magnetostatic wave (MSW) experiments rLporting beam formation and propagation
inside ferromagnetic films have been carried out .12 In this work, we report the first observation of
self channeling of MSW and the formation of the spatial solitons of MSW for an in-plane
magnetized YIG film and waves propagating perpendicularly to the diiction of magnetization. The
experiments were conducted using YIG film of 4.9 uAm thickness magnetized in-plane by a
permanent magnetic field of 1094 Oe. A cw signal was launched into the Mim through a -nicrostrip
antenna. A Brillouin scattering system consisting of a tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer has been
used to observe the profile of a MSW beam. Self-channeling MSW beam propagation occurring as
a result of an interplay between diffraction of the beam and self-modulation was observed for
various magnitudes of input power and initial frequency. At low power levels the formed MSW
beam broadens and weakens during the propagation. As the input power increases, the intensity of
the peak power of the beam also increases and a narrow channel of the MSW beam is formed. The
power threshold depends on the wavelength of MSW and the width of the excitation microstrip. A
theory describing the spatial MSW self-channeling is developed. The necessary and sufficient
conditions are analyzed and numerical calculations are provided. The experimental data are in a
semi-quantitative agreement with theory.

'A. V. Vashkovskii et al., Soy. Phys. J. 31, 908 (1988).
2N. P Vlannes, 1. Appl. Phys. 62, 972 (1987).
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[ ~Spin wave softons In an antliiferonagnetic film (abstract)
A. D. Boardman
Departen of Physics% University of Salfor4t SalfonI M5 4WE England

S. A. Nlldtov
Insniate of Radioengineerng and Electronics, Russian Academy of Scinces, 103907 Moscow, Russia

N. A. Waby
Department of Pfysics, University of Sa#un Sabbrf M5 4W' England

The propagation of nonlinear dipole spin waves in a film consisting of a two sublattice, uniaxial,
antiferromagnetic material has been investigated. The system when the external magnetic field is
assumed to be parallel to the anisotropy axis of the antiferromagnetic film and is directed parallel,
or perpendicular, to the film surface is considered. For the first case, surface and volume waves can
propagate in the film, and for the second case, volume waves can propagate in the film for a rather
weak external magnetic field when the magnetization of the sublattices are counter parallel to each
other and are perpendicular to the film surface. The linear dispersion relations for all three types of
waves are analyzed and their group velocity dispersion is calculated. The nonlinear shift of the
frequency, due to the finite power of the wave, is also obtained for the three types of dipole waves
for the case of a thin antiferromagnetic film, when kd4 1 (k is the wave number and d is the
thickness of the film). The nonlinear Schr6dinger equation governing the propagation of the
nonlinear spin wave in the film is investigated. It is shown that the criterion for the existence of spin
wave solitons is fulfilled, for parallel magnetization, which permits the existence of surface waves
(one branch) and volume waves (both branches), but the criterion is not fulfilled for perpendicular
magnetization. The power threshold for soliton creation is also calculated and estimates are given
for the data appropriate to a MnF 2 crystal.
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[ ~BrIlicuin light scattering stud of api v* Instabilty mnagnon dhitrlbuons
~' In yttrium Iron garnet thin films (abe .

j P. KabcA, G. WI..., and C. E. Patton
DqaraN ofn OPhIymics Colorado State Uvrsawry, Fort Colhi%4 Colorado 80523

exie tadaoetespin wave instability, uooclain muthsaipresold couldipliaytikyone inthemrefnement chof.

these theories. This work is concerned with a flriflouin light scattering (BLS) experimental study of
the wave vector distribution of the parametric spin wave modes excited at and above the subsidiary
absorption spin wave instability threshold in yttrium iron garnet (YIG) films. The in-plane
magnetized 4.l5-iAu-thick films were transverse pumped at 8.47 Gila, with the microwave field
also in-plane. The BLS data were obtained with a tandemt, multipassed, high contrast Sandercock
Fabry-Perot interferometer. The data show a complicated wave vector distribution for the excited
modes. The spin wave propagation direction is sharply peaked at the value expected from standard
instability theory. However, the wave number distribution is quite broad, even at threshold. For4 power levels above threshold, this distribution evolves in a complicated manner that depends on
field and propagation direction. T'hese results show that simple two mode models are inadequate to
deal with high frequency nonlinear processes in ferrite thin films.

ThLs work was suppotoed by fte U.S. Office of Naval Research, Gramt No.
N00014-90-J-4078, the National Science Foundation, Grant No. DMR-
8921761, and the U.S. Arny Research Office, Grant No. DAAJJI3-91-G-
0327. The filins were provided by Dr. J. D. Adam, Westinghouse Research
Laboratory. Pittsburgh, PA.
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Nonlinear surface spin waves (abstract)
A. L Suklstanakii and S. V. Tarasenko
Physico-Techeical Insimure, Donetsk 340114, Ukraine

There has been extensive theoretical and experimental work devoted to investigations of surface
spin waves in magnets. However, such excitations have usually been studied in the linear
approximation, whereas large-scale dynamic excitations (magnetic solitons, nonlinear spin waves of
different types) were discussed in infinite media only. The purpose of this work is to investigate a
new type of surface excitation: nonlinear surface spin waves (surface solitons) in semi-infinite
magnets. We analyzed the simplest model of a one-sublattice ferromagnet taking into account the
nonlomogeneous exchange interaction and the easy-axis magnetic anisotropy. In addition, the
boundary conditions on the surface describing uniaxial surface anisotropy were used. Linear surface
spin waves in such a model are known to exist when the latter is of the easy-plane type only whereas
nonlinear solutions of the equations of motion satisfying the boundary conditions are proved to exist
whatever surface anisotropy takes place. These solutions describe nonlinear surface spin waves
traveling along the surface. Moreover, for some values of precession frequency and surface
anisotropy constant there are two or even three such soliton-like solutions. It should be noted that
localization of these excitations near the surface is entirely due to nonlinearity, and the surface
solitons under consideration have no linear analogy. We also proved the existence of so-called
internal nonlinear spin waves describing soliton-like magnetic excitations localized on the interface
between two semi-infinite magnets. In addition, the generalization of all results mentioned above
was obtained for more complicated two- and many-sublattice magnets.
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Thermal equilibrium noise with 1/f spectrum and temperature-dependent
magnetic viscosity In the amorphous alloy DyNi

B. Barbara and A. Ratnamn
Laboratoire L NWA CNRS-UWF 38042 Grenoble Cede, Framce

A. Cavaileri, M. Cerdonio, and S. VWtale
Deprnment of Physics, Ulmversiiy of Treio a#W Cemmo & Fasica degli Stti, Aggregan ITC-CNR. 1-38050,
Povo, Trento, Italy

We report on the magnetization noise and the imaginary susceptibility for the random anisotropy
amorphous alloy DyNi. 32 for frequencies f< 10 Hz, temperatures 1.2< T<4.2 K, and excitation
field amplitudes <150 A/im (1.9 MOe). The noise spectra agree, without any adjustable parameter,
with the fluctuation dissipation formula and the measured imaginary susceptibility of the material.
The spectra show a l/f shape coming from a frequency-independent imaginary susceptibility that
it is found to be temperature-dependent extrapolating to zero at zero temperature. We discuss the
connection between this approach and the usual relaxation experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION alloys. A temperature-independent X. suggests a nonthermal
hopping mechanism like, for instance, the quantum tunnel-

Thermal equilibrium noise with 1/ f power spectrum has ling of the magnetization. 7 This last possibility should, how-
been reported at low temperature for soft ferromarnetic ever, involve a crossover from a temperature-indepentent re-
alloys,' spin glasses,2 and high-T, superconductors. The gime to a temperature-dependent one at a crossover
noise, when purely 1/f, originates from the existence of a templrature T_. Extrapolating the results of the theoretical
frequency-independent imaginary susceptibility X0 that gives models developed for relaxation experiments, T, should
origin, via the standard fluctuation dissipation formula, to a strongly depend on the kind of material considered and
magnetization noise with spectrum Su((a) = (2kaT/iLo) should fall in the 1 K range for high anisotropy materials.
X(X0/Vw), with T, V, and w the temperature, the sample In view of these considerations we have initiated a study
volume, and the angular frequency, respectively, on the imaginary susceptibility and the thermal equilibrium

A constant, or weakly frequency-dependent, imaginary noise of hard magnetic alloys. Here we report some results
susceptibility translates, via standard Fourier transform, to a for the random anisotropy8 alloy DyNi.
logarithmic relaxation of the magnetization after a field step
excitation.4 

Thus, though this behavior is a property of the 1 EEREN
sample at thermal equilibrium and in a fully linear response
regime, it is a remainder of the analogous behavior shown by The sample studied consists of 13 stacked -5 mmX5
magnetic systems in relaxation experiments and often re- mm, 20-Mam-thick DyNi foils, obtained by sputtering. X-ray
ferred to as magnetic viscosity. To be specific the magneti- analysis and atomic absorption measurements showed that
zation M of a sample having a fully frequency-independent the chemical composition is DyNil.32 and that the upper limit
imaginary susceptibility Xr, would relax, 4 after a field step to the dimensions of a possible microcrystal is "15 A.
of very small amplitude AH, with a logarithmic rate s Imaginary susceptibility measurements have been per-
= dM/d In(t) = AH(2/r)x10. formed as described in detail elsewhere.16 9 Here we only

Magnetic viscosity is commonly assigned to the exist- remind that they are based on the measurement of the com-
ence of a collection of incoherent exponential relaxation pro- plex self-inductance L =L' - iL" of 3 superconducting trans-
cesses with a distribution of time constants spanning many former coupled to the sample on one side and to a commer-
orders of magnitude. Hopping of the system between nearby cial rf superconducting quantum interference devict
free-energy minima with different values of the magnetiza- (SQUID) on the other. The ac field amplitudes used to mea-
tion would, for instance, provide such a collection of relax- sure the complex susceptibility are always less than 150
ation phenomena if the energy barriers between the minima pAlm and the sample behaves for such small signals as a
have a distribution spanning a range '>k8 T. If the lifetime of linear device.1"9

each minimum is regulated by thermal activation, and if the The data for the phase 'i)L of the transformer inductance
energy differences A between the minima are in turn distrib- result from the subtraction of a proper blank measurement
uted from zero to a value much higher than kaT, then (see obtained by substituting the pickup coil coupled to the
Sec. IV below) X" is also a function of T. sample with a test coil with the same value of self-

Both temperature-dependent3  and temperature- inductance. In the 0.1-10 Hz frequency range the method
independent6 x" have been reported for soft ferromagnetic achieves an accuracy for 4VL of _ 10-3 deg, while the modu-
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FIG. 1. Spectral noise density at the SQUID output for the two extreme T (K)
temperatures 1.14 and 4.2 KL The continuous noisy lines are the experimen-
tal spectral densities. The broken line is the ,OUJID background noise. The
symbols represent the noise calculated from E. (1) using the meured FIG. 2. The imaginary inductance below tO 'Lz L;, as a function of thevalues of the imaginaoi suscaetibilitye temperature. Closed symbols represent the values as directly measured.Open symbols arc the values calculated from nose using fluctuation dissi-

pation formula without any adjustable paraneter. The solid line is a linear
I least-squares fit to data with a power law.

lus ILI is measured with a -0.5% relative precision. Above

10 Hz, due to the need to use a less precise A/D converter,
the accuracy for CDL drops to _10-2 deg. function of the frequency, for frequencies between 0.1 and

The data for L can be converted to a complex suscepti- 10 Hz and for the two extreme temperatures 1.14 and 4.2 K.
bility x=x'-ix", using standard formulas for coils and The noisy continuous line are the (smoothed) experimental
transformer cores. For the present very low permeability spectra, while the broken one is the measured background
sample, this conversion cannot be better than an estimate of SQUID noise So at 1.14 K. The symbols represent the noise
the order of magnitude. In fact we notice that the insertion of calculated via Eq. (1) using the measured values of L and So
the sample into the pickup coil does not change IL I by a without any adjustable parameter. It can be seen that the
measurable quantity and only 4L is affected by the sample. experimental spectra and the calculated ones agree within
However, we sress that any inaccuracy in the conversion is their precision.
of no consequence when calculating the thermal noise. In In Fig. 2 the average value of L" in the 0.1-10 Hz range
fact the flux noise at the SQUID output S depends only on L L• is reported as a function of the temperature. Also reported
according to

9  
are the values of L0o calculated from the measured noise

M
2 

L spectra by inverting Eq. (1). Again the agreement between
S= 2kBT y - +So, (1) the two sets of data is obtained without any adjustable pa-

rameter.
where So is the SQUID background noise and M is the mu- The reported error bars also include a slight lack of re-
tual inductance between the SQUID and the transformer. producibility, observed for this sample, of the values of L.

Because of the large inaccuracy of the conversion be- obtained by both methods but in different experimental runs.
tween L and X, we have chosen to report in the following the Between two successive runs the helium dewar is refilled and
values of L' which, we notice again, are just proportional to the sample warms up at a temperature above -20 IK

A fit of the data in Fig. 2 to a simple straight line gives
The spectral density S is measured by standard FFI an intercept of 260±30 pH. The fit is rather poor, the chi-

methods.1' 6 
The background noise So is measured by substi- square test giving a probability of random occurence of

tuting the sample coil with the above-mentioned test coil and -7%. A good fit, with -50% random occurrence probability,
has been found to be frequency independent down to a 1/f is obtained by the power law L = AT

8
. The best fitting

comer at about 0.3 Hz. curve, shown in Fig. 2, corresponds to an exponent 8=0.56
The sample temperature was adjusted by regulating the ±0.04. We notice in addition that the data below 2 K can be

pressure above the liquid-Helium bath and was measured by alternatively well fitted to a straight line with zero intercept.
a calibrated germanium resistor. The above-mentioned slight lack of reproducibility from run

to run does not allow to consider as significant the change in
MI. RESULTS slope between 2 and 3 K that suggests the beginning of a

The imaginary inductance L" has been found to be fre- plateau.

quency independent in the 0.1-10 Hz range. The precision IV. DISCUSSION
sets an upper limit for the logarithmic slope
a= d Iog(L")Id log((a)I of a<0.1. Above 10 Hz, due to the The agreement between the measured value of the noise
much lower accuracy of the measurements, L' is signifi- and that calculated from Eq. (1) shows that the sample acts
cantly different from zero only above -2.5 K. as a linear device at thermal quasi equilibrium. This is con-

In Fig. 1 we report the noise spectral density S as a sistent with the observation that the values of the applied
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field variation A'/ are 811<150 pA.Am, a va".e much less The temperature dependence of )( can then be ex-
than any field scale at which irreversible effects are plained, in close analogy to what is done for magnetic vis-
displayed.8 cosity in relaxation experiments,'

0 
by assuming that the bop-

As already stated in the introduction, the logarithmic re- ping of the magnetization between the two free-energy
laxation of the magnetisation is commonly explained in minima occurs by thermal activation above the intervening
terms of a collection of exponential -.!lxation processes with energy barrier. In this case r. = roeElkaT, withE the barrier

time constants T' distributed over many orders of magnitude. height, and a uniform density distribution of In r, reduces to
This picture, however, has been developed in connection a uniform density distribution of E. In this case V is propor-

with relaxation experiments, where large field steps are ap- tional to T,
plied to the sample. As a consequence the model assumes
that in each relaxation process the applied field forces some X"-kBT - - (4)
magnetic subsystem, initially trapped in a free-energy mini- 2 E,-E(

mum, to overcome the energy barrier and to begin to evolve with El and E 2 the extrema of the energy density distribu-

in a fully irreversible way. tion.
To transate this popular picture, that successfully ex- It is important to notice that, even if the density distri-

plains much of the results'
0 

from relaxation experiments, to bution of E g(E) is not exactly a uniform one, V" can still be
the present, linear response, thermal equilibrium case, one a very weak function of w. On the contrary the temperature

needs to rephrase it in terms of equilibrium between nearby dependence in this case can significantly differ from the
metastable minima. Let us consider then a system flipping simple proportionality above. For instance a power law dis-
between two nearby free-energy minima, with different val- tribution g(E)ocE-, gives origin to an approximately loga-
ues of magnetization. It is well known that such a system has rithmic dependance of A% on to while A" depends on the
an equilibrium susceptibility temperature" as T"-8. Such a distribution, with 6•-0.5,

1 1 would clearly fit our data.

* A~sT cosh(A/2kT)-
2 

1 (2) A transition from thermal activation to quantum tunnel-
T1 +iw ing would make r-, and then ;(, temperature independent.

where A is the free-energy difference between the minima. Our data indicate that such a crossover, if any, has to take
The time constant ris r = r /(1 + e -/kBT), where ir+ is place at T,<1.14 K.
the mean lifetime of the minimum with the largest energy. Experiments below 1 K, as well as with samples with
Equation (3) again represents a simple exponential relaxation expected crossover temperatures above 1 K, are now planned
but with a temperature-dependent prefactor. However, by in- to help clarifying this problem.
tegrating over a uniform distribution of A up to a value much
larger than k 8 T, one easily calculate that A( can be approxi- 'G. A. Prodi, S. Vitale, M. Cerdonio. and P Falferi, J. Appl. Phys. 6, 5984

mated as xn-ii r.d/1 + (orr,)2 ], with ,-0.74-r+ and j a (1989).
IM. Ocio, H. Bouchiat, P. Mozd J. Physl~e L.. 46, L-647 (1985).

temperature-independent factor. 'F. c.Welstood et A, Phys. Rev. Lea. 70, 89 (1993).
Let's now assume that r, is distributed over many orders 4M. Cerdonio et aL, Physica B 165&16, 65 (1990).

of magnitude and let's call g(x) the density distribution of 'S. Vitale, A. Cavalleri, M. Cerdonjo. and G. A. Prodi (unpublished).

In 7r, The imaginary susceptibility is then 6S. Vitate e( at, . Appt. Phys. 72, 4820 (1992).
'See for instance the review papers, P. C. E. Stamp, E. M. Chudnovsky, and

O g(in ,) B. Barbara, int. 1. Mod. Phys. B 6,1355 (1992); D. D. Awshalom, D. P.

X~j I +(w1~) dtT (3) DiVincenzo, and J. F. Smyth, Science 25, 414 (1992); B. Barbars r at,
0" .( J. AMp. Phys. 73, 6703 (1993).

6J. Filippi, B. Barbara, and B. Dieny, Solid State Commun. S3,523 (1985).

A frequency-independent A" is then obtained by assum- 'S. Vitale, G A Prodi, and M. Cerdooio, J. Appl. Phys 65, 2130 (1989).
ing, for instance, that In 1-, is uniformly distributed between '

5
R. Street and J. C. Wootley. Proc. Phys. Soc. Lodon Sect. A 62, 562

two values In rl and In r2 such that the angular frequency of (1956).
B. Barbara et at, ProceediW ofde d • nteratioaItl bcrhop on Magnetic

the measurements wi is l/rj4awl/1-2. In this case propena of fine parnac/s Rona 1990, edited by Fiorni and Dormnnn

x"-(ir/2)4ln(1-j/,r2)] and is indeed frequency independent. (EMevier. Amaterdam. 1990).
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f Time-dependent phenomena at low temperature In magnetic digital
compact cassette tape

X. X. Zhang and J. Tejada
Facuidt de Fiuca, Universia de Barcelona, Dagouial 647, (&A28 Barcelona, Spain

In this paper we report on the low-temperature magnetic relaxation of Cr0 2 particles of digital
compact cassette tapes. The observed temperature dependence of the magnetic viscosity, Sa dM
din t, shows three different regimes be~ow room temperature. The most remarkable is that for T--5
K, S(T) remains constant, suggesting the occurrence of macroscopic quantum tunneling of
magnetization.

I. INTRODUCTION in Table I corresponds to the field at which appears a cusp in
the second diff-rential of the hysteresis loop. The energyMagnetic relaxation phenomena is a natural consequence barrier values involved in the Io-eprtr rlxto x

of the existence of metastable states having a lifetime com- prients ar e tho ow-temperature relaxation ex-

parable to the observation time 101-104 s. The change in the periments are those corresponding to particles with coercive
magnetization which follows the change in the applied mag- field larger than the applied field. Therefore the SFD is fullynetic field at temperature ToTs is given. related to the density of energy barriers.

Before commenting our relaxation experiments, we

K5 T (t•] would like to stress that our experiments have been in part
M(t)=M(to) 1-•-l In , (1) suggested by reading very interesting papers of Oseroff

et al.,s'5 Charap,'° Chantrell,"! and Sharrock' 2 who have dis-
where (U) is the average energy barrier which determines e L89Caa,0Catel"adSarc1 h aeds

cussed in detail many questions existing in the relaxation of
the blocking temperature TB in the static M(T,H) measure- recording media. The main point of the papers of Oseroff
ments: TB corresponds to the temperature at which appears a et aL

8
'
9 

and CharapI° was to try to explain the apparent ex-
peak in the zero-field cooled magnetization data as due to trapolation of their data for S to a finite value at T=O. As we
random orientations of the anisotropy directions; to is a con- show later, our results are in qualitive agreement with their
stant, and the magnetic viscosity S(T) is defined' as data, but in our case the appearance of the plateau for the
S(T)-K 8 T/(U). viscosity is much more clear because we have recorded data

The in(t) dependence of the remanent magnetization is below 4 K. In any case, only those S(T) data corresponding
expected for a complex system like these of recording media to temperatures T4Ta can be extrapolated to T=0 K to
which are formed by small particles with a broad distribution estimate S(O).
of barrier heihts.2 3The relaxation experiments were done by applying a

As the temperature goes down the stability of the mag- field H 2 (-500, -800, -900 Oe) after saturating the sample
netic system increases as a consequence of the supression of at HI =5000 Oe. The first measurement of the magnetization
thermal decay of the metastable states. However, in some was taken 100 s after the change of the field. In Fig. 2 we
cases, at low temperature the magnetic relaxation is quantum show, in logarithmic scale, the variation with time of the
underbarrier decay

4
'
5 

and the relaxation law is independent remanent magnetization, at different temperatures and in Fig.
of temperature.' 6 7 

Therefore, in some cases, at very low 3 we plot the magnetic viscosity S(T)( 1/Mo)dM/d In t as
temperatures quantum effects constitute the most important a function of temperature. The relaxation of the remanent
sources of instability of small particles used in recording magnetization follows the log(f) law, as we expected in the
media. case of a broad distribution of energy barriers.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS
0.15

The materials studied in this work are commercial mag-
netic tapes containing CrO2 particles. The electron micro- - 0.1 0 sv -
scope study has shown that these particles have an elongated 0.05
shape with the average short semiaxis about 300 A and the E 0.05
long semiaxis about 1500 A. The x-ray study revealed the 0.00
crystalline structure on a scale not exceeding 400 . m -0.05

The magnetic measurements were carried out using a
SHE-SQUID magnetometer. Hysteresis measurements at dif- -0.10 T= 2K
ferent temperatures were performed in order to get the varia- -0.15
tion with temperature of the coercive field Hc, the anisot- -6 -3 0 3 6
ropy field HK4, the remanence magnetization M_, and H (kOe)
switching field distribution (SFD). In Fig. 1 we show the
M(H) data at T=2 K and in Table I we give the values of
Hc, HK, R=M,IM,, and SFD at 2 K. The HK value listed FIG. 1. Hysteresis curve obtained at T=2 K.
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TAKE 1 Values of Hc. U, RI-M , aad SP !AT 2 ... 8.0

T (K) H, (Oc) HC (Oc) R Ski) 6.S6.0
2 12 000 1125 0.878 0.400 "3

4.0
S0CP

The magnetic viscosity data show the following features: 002 0 cmcP°
(1) S(T) presents a maximum at Ta which corresponds

to the blocking of the average barrier of the relaxing par- 000
ticles. This maximum shifts to lower temperatures as the 0 10 20 30
field H, increases from -500 to -900 Oe. The maximum of
Sat T-: T, reflects the fact that for temperatures T> TB, the (a) T (K)
major parts of barriers are overcome with a switching time
smaller than the experimental time and consequently the 1 2.0
magnetic viscosity decreases. This is in agreement with re- 0

suits obtained in computer simulation studies of magnetic 0 0 0

relaxation in anisotropic magnetic systemsn.1 .- 8.0 013
(2) The values S(T) increase when increasing H2 as a 0 03

consequence of the reduction of the average energy barrier 0

[see Eq. (1)]. " 4.0 w
(3) At temperature T< TB, the relaxing fraction of the V)

total magnetization is still large and the magnetic viscosity
does not depend linearly on temperature. 0.00

(4) At temperature T< T, the relaxing fraction of the 0 5 10 15
total magnetization is very small and S(T) is almost proper- (b) T (K)
tional to temperature indicating that the magnetic viscosity
goes via statistically independent individual events occuring
rather far from each other. FIG. 3. Low-temperature S(T) curves for the relaxation processes when 1a)

(5) S(T) presents an almost flat behavior at low tempera- '12= -800 Or and (W) H2 = -900 Or.
ture with a nonzero intercept of its extrapolation to 0 K
which in our opinion, constitutes the evidence of quantum uniaxial anisotropy barriers, the crossover temperature from

magnetic relaxation. The temperature Tc at which appears classical to quantum is
2  k8TC'1AHKE'

2, where

the plateau for the S(T) values decreases as the value of H2 
H

K- 
1 2 

000 Oe, and e= I -H2/
1
HK We have found the ex-

increases; Tc-4.5 K when H 2 = --800 Oe and Tc-3 K perimLstal value of Tc agrees qualitatively with the theoreti-

when H,= -900 Oe. Concerning the physical mechanism of cal expectation.

the relaxation, we believe that the most plausible one is the ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
uniform rotation of the magnetic moment in single-domain
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f Low-temperature magnetic relaxation of organic coated NIFe2O 4 particles
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We report measurements of relaxation rate of the remanent magnetization versus temperature tor
NiFe20 4 particles coated with the surfactant oleic acid. It has been reported that the organic coating
induces a strong surface anisotropy resulting in surface spin canting and anomalous hysteresis
properties at low temperature as compared to the bulk material. We have measured, at temperatures
down to 400 mK, relaxation of remanent magnetization which extrapolates to a nonzero value at

4 zero temperature. Macroscopic quantum tunneling at these temperatures has been predicted and
observed only for materials with high magnetocrystalline anisotropy, so it is particularly interesting
to observe it in NiFe20 4 , which has a relatively low bulk anisotropy. It is suggested that the strong
surface anisotropy induced by the organic coating may be responsible for tunneling in these
particles.

I. INTRODUCTION material may require consideration of surface anisotropies in
addition to crystalline anisotropies.

The possibility of a macroscopic ensemble of atomic

magnetic moments collectively passing through an effective
energy barrier much larger than the tnermal energy, i.e., mac- II. EXPERIMENT
roscopic quantum tunneling (MOT), has recently been devel-
oped theoretically by a number of authors.'" The canonical The fine particle samples were produced by grinding
experiment for observation of MQT is a relaxation measure- coarse powder (1-2 fAm) of high-purity NiFe2 0 4 in a ball
ment on a collection of magnetic grains or particles, where a mill containing an equal mass of the surfactant oleic acid,
field is applied and reversed or removed and the magnetiza- and a kerosene carrier liquid.8. The milling was carried out
tion decay with time is measured. The theory of thermally for 1000 h, and the fine particle component was extracted by
activated decay4'5 predicts a relaxation rate proportional to centrifugation. It was determined by transmission electron
temperature at low temperatures. The signatures of MOT in microscopy (TEM) studies and x-ray diffraction line widths
such an experiment are a nonzero relaxation rate at zero- that the average particle size is 70 A, with a dispersion of
temperature and a low-temperature regime with temperature- about 50%. High-resolution TEM studies on an identically
independent relaxation rate. It is predicted theoretically 3 that prepared CoFe2O4 sample showed that the cubic spinel struc-
the crossover temperature from thermal activation regime to tu-e was preserved, and that the particles are for the most
quantum tunneling regime scales with the component of part equiaxed single crystals.in The samples were washed of
magnetic anisotropy normal to the easy axis, so tunneling excess surfactant and dried. A monolayer of surfactant re-
should be observable at experimentally accessible tempera- mains strongly bonded to the particle surfaces, and has been
tures only for materials with high anisotropies. proposed to cause a surface spin canting which reduces the

There have been a number of reports of low-temperature net magnetization of the material.8 '9 The powders were
relaxation measurements consistent with MQT in particulate pressed in silver foil to immobilize them.
systems such as Th0.5Ceo0 .Fe 2,6 CoFe2O4, and FeC.7 These Magnetization measurements were performed using a
materials exhibit fairly high bulk magnetocrystalline commercial Quantum Design superconducting quantum in-
anisotbopies, so the observation of tunneling is consistent terference device (SQUID) magnetometer down to 3 K, and
with the requirement of high anisotopy. We report measure- a Faraday balance magnetometer, equipped with a 3He re-
ments.on NiFe2O4 , which has a relatively low bulk anisot- frigerator, down to 400 mK. In the SQUID magnetometer,
ropy, but exhibits very high effective anisotropy fields in temperature was measured by a grmanium resistance ther-
surfactant coated particle form. These high anisotropy fields mometer calibrated for magnetoresistive shifts. In the Fara-
may be due to the strong interaction of the surface spins with day magnetometer, the temperature was measured at zero
the organic surfactant coating, or may be an intrinsic prop- field by a pair of germanium resistance thermometers and
erty of the particle surface. The modeling of tunneling in this controlled during field sweeps by carbon thermometers.
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1The SOQUID is coupled to a second derivative coil set 25
through which the sample is moved and the resultant signal 20 NWeO40
is integrated over the scan. The measured moment is a 15
weighted average of the actual moment during the 30 s scan. 'a 1 _ _

The time we associated with each data point was a simple *0
average of the start and end of each scan. TM. Faraday mag- . __"__:

netometer was operated in a differential mode, with the 300 ..Oe/cm gradient field being reversed for each data point, ths -S ~i]f!
ninimizing long term drift. Similarly, the time we associated 2-10

with each data point was an average of the times of positive -15 I ..

and negative readings. -20 -* , -
Before relaxation measurements, the samples were de- -25

magnetized at room temperature and cooled in zero field to .60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60
the measurement temperature. A field of 60 kOe was applied H (kOe)
and then brought to zero. The magnetization % as measured
for 6000-60 000 s following removal of the field. Two dif-
ferent methods were used to bring the field to zero. One was FIG. i. Magnetization hysteresis loop for organic coated NiFe,04 measured
to ramp the current to zero in a period of 5-10 min, the other at 0.6 K. Itset is the high-field region, showing that the loop is not closed.

was to quench the superconducting magnet from high field in
a controlled manner, which takes G s. The quench method
was only possible with the SQUID magnetometer, and the M(t)=M°(t=-r°)[l-S(T)ln(r°)]' (1)

time required for the quench to occur was determined by a which was proposed by NMel 5 
to describe the magnetization

magnetoresistive sensor. The time t=0 was defined as the of an ensemble of ferromagnetic grains in fields far from the
time at which the field reached zero. in most cases, runs at coercive field, where the "magnetic viscosity" is given by
several temperatures were performed during a single cool- S(T)-T~f(t,T),
down. In these cases we always cooled tu the lowest tem-
perature before applying any fields and warmed monotoni- where f is a slowly varying function of time and tempera-
cally in zero field between runs. This produces an initial state ture. Equation (1) is clearly not a ,niversal law for all time
similar to a zero-field cooled state for subsequent tempera- scales; in fact, some authorm" claim this is not an appropriate
tures, expression for any time scale. However, it is a reasonable fit

Low-field magnetization versus temperature measure- to our measurements on the time scale of 100-60 000 s, and
ments in field cooled and zero-field cooled states were made contains only two adjustable parameters.
in the following way. The sample was demagnetized at 300 Figure 3 shows magnetization versus time for nickel fer-
K, then cooled to 5 K in 20 Oe and zero field, respectively, rite measured at 5 K in the SQUID magnetometer after
Then the magnetization ,.,s measured in 20 Oe at each tem- quenching to zero field. The curvature in the data for low
perature up to 300 K. times could be fit by a shift in the zero time by -30 s, or a

real deviation from logarithmic dependence. The low-
M. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION temperature relaxation data taken on the Faraday magneto-

meter is shown in Fig. 4. Data taken on both magnetometers
A. dc magnetzatiton

Figure 1 shows a magnetization hysteresis loop taken at
0.6 K for the nickel ferrite sample. It is interesting to note 0.8t '•a , - ,
that the loop remains open up to the highest field (60 kOe), 0.7 NiFe204
indicating the presence of anisotropy fields higher than 60 * H=20 Oe
kOe. Figure 2 shows 20 Oe field cooled and zero-field cooled 0.6
magnetization as a function of temperature measured in 20 ' &* ,

a~ 0.5Oe. The peak in the zero-field cooled curve is generally as- ,

sociated with the mean superparamagnetic blocking tempera- Z 0A
ture. The temperature at which the curves meet is the maxi- 0. • "...
mum blocking temperature, so that above this temperature 0 .. 3"

the magnetization relaxes to its thermodynamic equilibrium 00.2
value in the time scale of the measurement. The particles 0

show a broad range of blocking temperatures consistent with 0.1

the observed particle size distribution. 0.0
0 50 100 150 200 250 300

. Tu d Temperature (K)

The time dependence of the remanent magnetization was FIG. 2. Low-field moment vs temperature for field cooled and zero-field
fitted to the logarithmic function woled states.
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FIG. 3. Time decay of the remanent magnetization at 5 K after a 6 squench FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the magnetic viscosity (1 Mo)dM/
from high field to zero, measured with the SQUID magnetometer. d(ln 0) obtained from fits of the M(t) data to Eq. (1).

IV. SUMMARY
We have reported dc magnetization and magnetic relax-

are summarized in Fig. 5, where we have plotted fitted val- ation data in the temperature range 0.4-35 K on a NiFe2O 4

ues for the viscosity S(T). There is good agreement between particulate sample coated with an organic surfactant. These

the two sets of data where they overlap, and they indicate a data show a nonzero extrapolation of the magnetic viscosity

nonzero 2xtrapolation to zero temperature, inconsistent with (11M0)dM/d(ln t) to zero temperature, indicating a nonther-

thermal relaxation. At temperatures below 2 K, the viscosity mal relaxation mechanism. If the mechanism is macroscopic

is roughly constant. quantum tunneling, the bulk magnetocrystalline anisotrcpy is
not high enough to account for the observability of this tun-
neling. A high crossover temperature could be explained by a
large surface anisotropy due to interaction of surface spins
with the surfactant, or an intrinsic surface anisotropy.
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Quantum tunneling across a domain wall Junction (abstract)
Bernard Barbara
Laboratoire de Magnetisme Louis Niee CNRS, B.P 166-Cedex 09, 38100-Grenoble-cedez, France

Leon Gunther
Department of Physics, Tufts University, Medfort, Massachusetts 02155

In this paper, we discuss a system that is appropriately called a "domain wall junction" (DWJ). The
DWJ is a close analog of the Josephson junction with respect to the usefulness of both systems in
studying switching by thermal activation (TA) and by quantum tunneling (QT). What makes this
system especially attractive for experimental and theoretical studies is that it is a single system, with
a single set of parameters that characterizes its behavior. The essential nature and behavior of a DWJ
has been elucidated by numerous authors.1- 6 We show through theoretical analysis that it is within
our means to fabricate a DWJ that should exhibit switching via quantum tunneling of magnetization.
We further provide experimental procedures for looking for quantum tunneling of magnetization in
a DWJ; these are based upon those that have been used in observing macroscopic quantum tunneling
in Josephson junctions. Two examples of DWJs have been recently made that apparently show a
crossover from TA to QT. Results of these experiments will be summarized.

IT. C. Egami, Phys. Status Solidi Bu 57, 211 (1973); ibid A 20, 157 (1973).
2P. C. E. Stamp, Phys. Rev. Len. 61, 2905 (1988).3
E. M. Chudnovsky, 0. Iglesias, and P. C. E. Stamp, Phys. Rev. 46, 5392
(1992).

'L Gunther, reported at the Madrid Workshop on Nanomagnetic Devices
(1992).5
B. Barbara et al., reported at the 37th Annual Conference on Magnetism
and Magnetic Materials (Houston, TX, 1992).

'L Gunther and B. Barbara (unpublished).

Macroscopic quantum tunneling in antiferromagnetic horse-spleen
ferritin particles (abstract)

J. Tejada and X. X. Zhang
Facultad de Fisica, Universita de Barcelona, Diagonal 647, 08028 Barcelona, Spain

In this paper we report a comprehensive study of the low temperature magnetic relaxation of
nanometer-scale antiferromagnetic horse-spleen ferritin particles. First we report on the static
magnetic characterization of the sample at low and high field in the temperature interval between 4
and 300 IC Secondly, we present experimental results on the magnetic relaxation of the remanent
magnetization M,(t) associated with the uncompensated surface spins on such small particles. The
magnetic viscosity Sml-/M,[dM/d In(t)] is proportional to temperatures above 3 K. At lower
temperatures, the viscosity is independent of temperature, providing evidence to quantum tunneling
of the N&i vector.
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Magnetism of thin magnetic layers with strong anisotropy and quantum
tunneling (abstract)

P. Perwa and M. J. OaShea

Department of Physics, 116 Cardwell HaI4 Kansas State Universiy, Manhattan, Kansas 66506-2601

We report on the magnetic properties of Dy(t A)/Mo(d A), DyCo(t A)/Mo(d A), and Gd(t A)/Mo(d
A) multilayers where d= 180 A and t ranges from 10 to 3000 A,- We find a decrease in Tc with
decreasing t, with the most rapid decrease occurring for the Gd system where the anisotropy is the

weakest. We have looked at the time dependence of magnetization in the anisotropic systems (Dy
based). At long times (5X I10 s) the magnetization shows a stretched exponential dependence on
time as is found in other magnetically disordered systems. We have also looked at the rate of
magnetic relaxation at short times (<1000 s) and find that it becomes independent of temperature
below a temperature in the range 3-6 K depending on the magnetic layer thickness r. We shall
consider the possibility of macroscopic quantum tunneling here and estimate the temperature, T*,
below which a system is expected to cross over from thermally activated to quantum tunneling.".2

We shall also compare our results to previoas work on Dy/Cu.3

'A. J. Leggett. Rev. Mod. Phys. 59, 1 (1987); E. M. Chudnovsky and L
Gunther. Phys. Rev. Lef. 0, 661 (1988).

2
B. Barbara and E. M. Chudnovsky, Phys. Lett. A 145, 205 (1990).

'L L Balcells et al., J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 19, L159 (1992).
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[ - Magnetoelastic Behavior
of Films and Crystals J. Restorff, Chairman

Magnetic and structural modifications In Fe and NI films prepared
by Ion-assisted deposition

WilliamL. Lewis
Departnent of Materals Science and Engineern& Stanford University, Stanfor4 California 94305-2205

Michael Fade
I.PC.M.S., Universite Louis PaA ,, 4 rue Blaise Pascal, F-67070 Strasbourg France

Bruce M. Clemens and Robedt L. White
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305-2205

We summarize our observations of in-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy induced in 1000 A Ni and
Fe thin films by 100 eV Xe+ ion bombardment during deposition. The anisotropy was measured by
means of the magneto-optic Kerr effect and full angular scan ferromagnetic resonance. The
maximum in-plane anisotropy field was 150 Oe for Ni and 80 Oe for Fe. The hard direction of
magnetization lies parallel to the plane of incidence for Ni and perpendicular to it for Fe. An
expansion of the lattice of up to 0.6% normal to the film and an enhancement of the fiber texture are
found in both cases. This out-of-plane expansion is accompanied by an in-plane compression. In
addition, a small in-plane difference in lattice spacings (<0.2%) is found between directions parallel
and perpendicular to the plane of incidence of the ions. The in-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy
is attributed to the in-plane anisotropic strain using a simple magnetoelastic model.

I. INTRODUCTION situ using a magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) apparatus

It has been found that in-plane uniaxial magnetic operating in longitudinal mode, and a 9 GHz FMR system.

anisotropies can be induced in magnetic thin filmns by tech- Structural characterization was performed by x-ray diffrac-
niques ranging from deposition in a magnetic field to depo- tion in both radial Bragg 0-20 and grazing incidence x-ray

sition at an oblique angle of incidence.' We have also shown scattering (GIXS) geometries in order to obtain lattice spac-

that such an anisotropy can be generated by ion-beam- ings and texture information.

assisted deposition of Ni films.2"3 This technique involves
bombarding the growing film with low-energy ions (50-500
eV) that arrive at an angle relative to the sample normal. For I11. RESULTS
1000 A Ni films we reported uniaxial magnetic anisotropies,
with the hard direction parallel to the plane of incidence of Hysteresis curves were obtained for both Fe and Ni
the secondary ions, having saturation fields as large as 150 samples at different in-plane angles. Figure 1 shows the Kerr
Oe. The present work is intended to gain insight into the rotation for an Fe sample deposited with R=0.22. The
mechanism for this anisotropy. We report here further mag- square loop was obtained when the field was applied in a
netic characterization of our Ni samples by ferromagnetic direction that lies in the plane of incidence of the ions. The
resonance (FMR), and investigate the influence of ion bom- second curve is indicative of a hard axis of magnetization
bardment on Fe films. By studying the magnetic differences and was obtained when the magnetic field was applied per-
between Ni and Fe in combination with in-plane structural pendicular to the plane of incidence. Samples prepared with-
properties we will attempt to correlate microstructural modi- out ion bombardment are magnetically isotropic in the plane.
fications with the magnetic properties. The magnitude of this in-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy

is given by the field required to saturate the magnetization in
the hard direction H.. The sample in Fig. 1 exhibited the

11. EXPERIMENT largest anisotropy for Fe with H.: 80 Oe. This value is only
half as large as for Ni, and, in contrast, the hard axis is

1000 A Fe and Ni films were deposited by ion-beam- oriented perpendicular to the bombardment direction. It is
assisted deposition as described in detail elsewhere. 2

'
4 

High- this difference in magnitude and orientation that will provide
purity Xe gas was used for the ion bombardment and was some keys to discerning the mechanism of the anisotropy.
incident upon the growing film at a 600 angle with respect to We carefully investigated the variation of the anisotropy
the sample normal. The Xe+ ion energy was held at 100 eV and coercivity with R as shown in Fig. 2. For R values
while varying the incident flux. We define the relative flux greater than 0.12 we see an increasing anisotropy up to a
ratio R as the number of Xe+ ions arriving at the sample per maximum at 0.22 and then a decrease for larger values. For
deposited atom. Magnetic characterization was performed er values below 0.06 and from 035 and above, we observe
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isotroipic rn-plane magnetic behavior as evidenced by the co-
incidence of the data points.wiihiddscbcKadipanunxal4corb-

FMaR measurements were performed on selected Ni wihicue ui I n npaeuixa I otiu

films reported earlier. 2.3 The magnetic field could be rotated tions, and the out-of-plane anisotropy KI.. The axis of the
in the sample plane or in a plane normal to the film paeIt untaxtal in-plane anisotropy and tecubic axsare permitted
is well known that this type of measurementSA yields comn- to differ by an angle 46..ln Fig. 3we show the besg fit (solid
plete informaition on the magnetic anisotropies of a magnetic line) to the experimental data. As a result we find a weak
thin film. To fit the experimental data of the in-plane me- cubic anisotropy superimposed on the strong in-planec
surement for a 1000 A Ni film (Fig. 3) we use the resonance uniaxial anisotropy, which corresponds to our earlier MOKE
conitol aprpit toufimstructure measurements. However, hysteresis loops recorded by

MOKE could not resolve the weak cubic contribution.
K14r ffL 2si22) 2K1.CS20 w Investigations into the microstructure of the Fe samplesf ] 2f +4 M+ (2sn M~j co 2 # wre conducte, an symti Brg cn ile u-f

plane results similar to those found for Ni .2 
We found that

2K1  2!, 21~A~l the spacing of (110) planes increases rapidly from its bulk
M M ~ value at R = 0losa maximum of 0.6% strain for R>0.l15.

() There is also an enhancement of (110) texture as measured
2K'- by the intensity of (110) planes as compared to (100) planes

4 rrM.r= 4 iM + 'M- under ion bombardment. In-plane lattice spacings and crys-

tallite orientation were determined by GIXS. 7 Radial scans
were performed near the critical ange for Ni and Fe samples

P with the scattering vector q in directions both parallel and

so perpendicular to the plane of incidence of the Xe- ions. Val-
1 1 ues fot the average difference in the in-plane strain between~70 -parallel and perpendicular Ae., are obtained from the me&-

8. ~surement of thee in-plane diffraction peaks [for Ni: (111),
(200), and (220); for Fe: (110), (200), and (211)]. In units of
percent strain these values are 0.05±0.02 for Ni and 0.2±0.1

.5~for Fe.It is important to note that while there appears tobe a

.1 I considerable variation in the magnitude of the strain for dif-

30 -ferent planes, as reflected in the eror, there is a consistency
3 ~in sign. That is, both Fe and Ni have a expanded lattice

i. :0 . ~.spacing in the plane of incidence of the ions relative to per-

OM &W Q~o 0.15 00 OM am .40 forsome in-plane crystallographic orderingwhcwerpt
R PW F sitos) as the ratio of (111):(200) integrated peak intensities for Ni

and (110):(200) for Fe. This ratio parallel to the plane of
FIG. 2. In-plean ai nija nrIpI fied sad waeciity an tancalm of the incidence is larger than it is perpendicular by about a factor
rwetwla ug On fdo R 1r laow A Fe urns of 2 for both Fe and Ni. Samples prepared without ion born-
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bardinent show no evidence of either in-plane anisouropic dion coantantsa Qi1 =+21X10'. ), 11 1-- 21X10-6) an h

strain or crystlorphic ordering. elastically anisoiropic nature of the (110) plan. Therefore,
the form of the solution is more complicated than Eq. (2) and

ri. ISCUSIONhas been detailed elsewhere.'0 Using bulk elastic coitstants
theobsrvd miaxaland our in-planie structural data we again calculate

Tb wo ptental mchansm basded onsre our reious H,(stress) and find that the orientation of the easy axis is
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Magnetoectltv hysteresis In nickel polycrystalline thick films

S~~Comm~isarwit a in•erge akwuqgK. A.P ro 2, 33114 Le Barp, France

PRotmnd Georges
Laboratoire de Chbiue de Sofide du CN.RS, 351 Cours de /a fibiraion. 33405 Talence, France

Glaes LO 81441`11C
Co~~asanLatY e i,6rgie aoanquew, D.P No. 2. 33114 Le BarpA France

Simultaneous magnetization and linear magnetostriction measurements have been performed on a
0.1-mm-thick polycrystailine nickel film. First magnetization and hysteresis loop type experiments
are reported. The magnetostriction versus magnetization behavior appears to follow an approximate
M4 law, and to exhibit a weak but clear-cut hysteresis. Moreover, the film shape is changed by the
applied magnetic field as the saturation magnetization is approached. Magnetostriction has also been
measured as a function of the applied field direction for both saturation and intermediate
magnetization states. Hysteresis effects appear in the second case. These results are interpreted in
terms of domain wall motion and magnetization reorientation mechanisms within each domain.

J L NTO magnetostriction 8p or 6, measured parallel or normal to the
Di ies between magnetic measurements and applied field. Due to the uncertainties of the relation between

theoretical models ateoen m e'buted to maetostric- the applied and internal magnetic field, in a sample which is

tive coupling between crystallites. In order to clarify this not limited by an exactly quadric surface, it is better, and of

point and to estimate the amplitude and effectiveness of such more fundamental significance to relate the magnetostrictive
couplings, we have undertaken an experimental and theoreti- effects to the magnetization itself instead of to the appliedcal work dealing with interfilm magnetostrictive effects. The field. Since the sample is initially demagnetized, and due topresent article reports part of this work, dealing with the the in-plane isotropic crystallite distribution, magnetization

should lie along the applied field. The magnetization mea-
magnetostriction effects in a single sample. The experiments surements have been performed using an EG&G 450 vi-
have been performed on a nickel sample, since this metal srementsame magnetomed The a n effectsexhibits relatively large magnetostriction effects. Moreover, brating sample magnetometer. The magnetostriction effects
ethesamplehastbeiveny l arge sheetform, willcts. borver, are deduced from the relative resistance variations of a strainthe sam ple has been given a sheet form , since it will be used g u e n od rt v i ie t m g ei i l f et , wlater on for coupling studies, gauge. In order to avoid direct magnetic field effects, we

have used specific field insensitive strain gauges (Vishay-
Micromesures, H06A-ACI-125-700). Direct field influence

N. EXPERIENTAL CONSIDERATIONS estimation shows that it is more than 1% of the order of

Experiments have been performed on a very high-purity magnitude of the pertinent observed effects. In order to
nickel sample (Johnson-Matthey, Grade 1-m4N7). The cir- eliminate thermal effects due to Joule heating of the 700 fl
cular sample (diameter: 18 mm, thickness: 0.1 mm) is cut strain gauge on the sample, an additional strain gauge was
from a foil obtained by cold rolling, without annealing. As a similarly cemented on to the surface of an identical sample
result of cold rolling, the polycrystalline structure exits a not subjected to the magnetic field. These two strain gauges

significant structure. A Bragg diffraogram obtained with formed adjacent legs of a Wheastone bridge. The remaining
Co K.t x radiations has given the following relative line legs are two nearly 700 01 resistors, one of them being ad-

intensities (111): 10.4, (200): 60.7, (220): 100.0, (311): 21.3, justable in order to balance the bridge. Practically, the bridge
instead of 100, 42, 21, and 20 respectively for the isotropic is balanced at the beginning of each experiment, and the
random crystallite distribution.' The anomalous large relative strain variations are considered to be directly proportional to

intensity of the (110) ray indicates that the proportion of the bridge unbalanced voltage.
crystallites with their (110) planes parallel to the film surface
is much larger than in a purely random distribution. This
preferential orientation may be attributed to the cold rolling M*. EXpE M .AL RESULTS
to which the sample has been submitted. However, since the
line widths estimation leads to an approximate crystallite The behavior of the parallel magnetostriction eJ versus
size 0.06 pam, this could affect the crystallites close to the the reduced magnetization MIM, (referred to the saturation
surface only. Moreover, hysteresis loops determined with the magnetization M,) is shown in Fig. 1 for the first magneti-
magnetic field applied along various directions parallel to the zation process and the hysteresis loop. A slight but well de-
sample surface may be fully superimposed to within experi- fined and symmetrical hysteresis is observed. Moreover, the
mental errors. Thus, the sample seems to exhibit no in-plane 8i vs (MIM,) 4 plot (Fig. 2) suggests that a M* law, with a
crystallitf distnrbution anisotropy. close to 4 very conveniently descnrbes the phenomenon at

The expemmeatal work essentially consists in the simul- least for M larger than M,/2, i.e., when the hysteresis effects
taneous determination of the magnetization and the relative are significantly smaller.
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Siialthe behavior of the magnetostriction &L, nort- nte nta n cretfedOretto.Th eut r
mlto the magnetization is shown in Fig. 3 as a futactiotf shwen teinFigsia4 and curn for l th ienstuation. and intermediate

the reduced magnetization. A 8, VS (M/M,) 4 pWo (not r_ soni is n o h auainaditreit

4ported here) also supports a M4 law for M larger than M /2. magnetization case, respectively. In the saturation case, a
Fourier analysis of the experimental results indicates well-

It muat also be noticed that apiart from a well-defined sym- defined a +bI sin2(0+ 0)] laws, with a = - 6.5 6X 10-6,
metrical hysteresis effect, which may be correlated toth b=19.53xl10 6, #---43.9*; and a=-6.77X 10-6,
previous one, the normal strain does not exhibit a constant =92XO6# -. 3,frteowadrlbck
sign when the applied field is reue from.3 1-, o the formumward anaineprietrsecieyTeedifback-
downS to the coercive value. A sipn change occurs when th adettneCefmftrsetvly hs ifrne

magetiatiliis eduedto nearly 0.63M,. Finally, it must are definitely within the measurement errors. Thus, as ex-
magundetizaine isa rheduced aaleadnrmlstan pected, no strain versus magnetization orientation hysteresis

(-28.7±0.5x 10-6 and 11.3±0.5XI10 6) are in a ratio close i eetbewe h apei auae.I h ocle

to -2.5 instead of -2 as expected for a polycrystalline inemediate mag~netization case, the magnetization appears
sample exhibiting an isotropic distribution of th rsa to keep a nearly constant value along the applied field, in

axes.agreement with the fact that the magnetization direction lies

In order to clear up the hysteresis effects, we have de- at a constant angle with respect to the applied field, except in

termined the strai variations along a definit direction of fthe the first rotation steps, where the magnetic torque is too

sample, assa function of the applied field direction for a fiel weah. On the other hand, the results are not so clear for the

larp enough for saturating the sample (2000 Oe), and an strain measurements, essentially due to the smallness of the
intermediate one (60 Oe) which corresponds to a relative values we deal with. However, the experimental results may

magnetization 0.45, associated with the: maximum hysteresis be again Fourier analyzed, in order to extract the significant
in bth he aralelandnoral Th.speis effects from the noise. Thlle results of this analysis are

firsbth dhem paagnetielsn and raldtermnating s de Taing fapeie a= -2.14 X10-6 , b=0.66X 10-6, #=-26.6*; and
pirs ed alongthe ustringaugelmeasremnatin decrectiong fil p a= -1.85 X10-6 , b-0.64XI10 6 , 0=58.6% for the for-
plied aildn ihestrincrp easedrunilent tiretion rheaie ap ward and backward rotations. Despte the relative impor-
desired vaelue withu inreaedutil the sampne.iato reahe the tance of the noise, the dose b values, and the fact tha the .dtaied ahnwitoutto" the ampe. hen th saple angles are roughly opposite, are indications that we are deal-
is rotated step by step forward, up to a complete tun n ing with a definite hysteresis effect.
then backward. The strain is measured for each angl 9 be-

. 0.5 0 0.5 1.

( ~MW 
) 

10.

FIG. I Deeadmos of doe inaldi invcapeictiviie mhain 1 c (NtIM.)'. FIG. 4. Anguldepar ma of &e pa"afltounaostruicive Minat J for
While poi- ir lst malpoelizaton -oe 81a-k p- hymlemeaislato b -N,.Ronodpo- tmwmd flui. Squarepo- ubamckwu.
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4. re•a stai-mqezaio behavior. Akukkvn sapMM that,

in iron single crystal, the first magnetization chaiges, as the

field increases, take place by 180 reversal on the domains
oriented opposite to the fiel BozMnh

7 
emphasizes that this

-'., • .. (d) may be a consequence of weak internal strans which as we
have shown may be present in our sample. Such a reversal

dofsntafc the fled sticio state. As a resu'T, most-2- of the field-induced strain is delayed to larger values of the
mantization, when 90r (or nearly so for nickel) wall mo-
bons set on. Then the deformation must vary more rapidly in

-4. order to catch up to its ultimate value. This evolution of the
process results in an original strain versus magnetization be-

FIG. S. A dar depadeace of th PW&W Mapeiastn Mai -*- fm havior. Although it appears to remain conveniently described
M=o.45M,. Round paon. forward nm. Sqwe poiam bacawaud. by a M* law, a is significantly larger than 2 (actually close

to 4).
This may be consistent with the strain-magnetization ob-

IV. DISCUSIEON served hysteresis. As the field is reduced from its maximum

Assuming a uniform distribution of the magnetization value, nearly 90* wall motion first occurs, giving ris'. to a

directions in the demagnetized state, the isotropic saturation relatively rapid algebraic increase of the parallel strain J.
strain X, is given by the 61 value in the saturation experi- Then, due to the coercive field, the magnetization is reversed

ments, i.e., -28.7±0.5X10-6. This value ties within the in the domains magnetized opposite to the field direction,

ones usually reported2-
4 for polycrystalline samples whereas the moment rotation which begins to take place in

(-25XIV-6 to -47X10-
6
). However, it must be noticed the other domains is now accompanied by a parallel strain

that the J8V6 ratio, which is close to -2.5, is not consistent decrease. The complementary phenomenon is observed on

with such an assumption. VA assume, as a very crude de- the perpendicular strain 86. It must be noticed that the ob-

scriphon, that the moments in the crystallites may only lie served butterfly shape of these hysteresis curves results from

along the x, y, or z axis (x and y being the sample plane, and the quadratic magnetization dependence of the strains.

z being normal) and that in the demagnetized state, the cor- V. CONCLUSIONS
responding volume proportions are p, p', and I -p-p', it is We have evidenced various strain-magnetization hyster-
easily shown that the 6l/V

8 
ratio, when the saturation is per- esis effects in the polycrystalline nickel sample under inves-

formed along the x direction, is linked to p and p' by Eq. (1). tigation. It has been shown that the observed relations be-

811- 1 = (p-l)p'. (1) tween strain and magnetization variations may be explained

Assuming p=p' in the demagnetized state, as suggested by on the basis of statistical uniaxial anisotropy, probably in-

the mentioned in-plane isotropy, the experimental ratio is duced by cold rolling the polycrystalline sample. Further ex-

accounted for by the values p=p'= 0.29. This is an indica- periments including simultaneous normal and parallel strain

tion that the moments lie closer to the direction normal to the and magnetization measurements are presently in progress,
as well as an arlysis on the basis of recent works on mag-plane than to in-plante directions. Actually, since the crystal- ntzto rcse n antsito nplcyuln

lites are significantly smaller than the sample thickness, one netization processes and magne i in polycrystalline
could at most imagine that the moments, despite demagne-
tizing field effects, are equally distributed along all the avail- 'J.CP.D.S. Mle 4-850, A.S.T.M.

able d . On the other hand, the cold rolling which 
2
A. Sdnti, A-m. hyik 5, 937 (1931).

induces at least surface crystallite orientations may induce '11. M omio and S. Nan, Sed. RepL Tbolm Imp. Univ. 16, 333 (1941).iu aI SfaA M. Vquz, G. , J. M. Barandiaran, 0. V. Nieben,
some kind of surface anisotropy, which, in its turn, may fa- and A. ca-Edwt, J. Phys. Coed. Mater. 2 1885 (1990).
vor normal magnetization. 'w. Heieeanb 7. Phyk 0, 297 (1931).

The next point to discuss is the quasi-M4 strain behavior. 'N. Akiov, Z. Physik 6, 78 (1931).
Heisenbeg conidering that the domain distribution is gov- hi. fBot Femwaaueun (Van Nomrand, I1), p. 653.

cAt. L" Floc'h. . Appi. Pbys. 67, 405 (1990).
etred by probability considerations consistent with the ob- 9j. FupurtlaMe, M. Pahnle, and G. Hem, J. Map. Map. Mae , -79
served magnetization along the applied field predicts a rather (1989); 0, 9 (19•9).
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Method for determining both m and elastic modulusi'I -a res© onance
S t~. D . M~k it t e el

National Insulate of Stanamrds and Technolorv Gewthrsbiu& Marykutd 20899

The magnetostiction constant X, includes a combination of both elastic constants c,1 and

magnetoelastic coupling constants B,. To provide information on both c,s and B,. a method for
measurement of both X. and the elastic modulus Y of thin films has been developed using

-omagnetic resonance (FMR). As in prior FMR schemes for measuring X,, a strain is produced

ae film by bending the substrate, and the resulting anisotropy field is measured. However, by
ag a triangular polymer beam as a substrate, three important advantages are obtained (i) the

dangular beam shape has uniform strain along its surface, (ii) the polymer material supports large
,trains (>10-1) without breaking, and (iii) the low elastic modulus of the beam allows measurement
of the sample elastic modulus through variation of the sample aspect ratio. Measurements on Ni
foils yield values of kX and Y which fall within the scatter of literature data.

I. INTROODUClON where uW2ir is the resonance frequency, M is the saturation
magnetization of the material, and F is the free energy given

• For a known tensile stress •r in a polycrystalline cubic by

material, the magnetoelastic energy density is given byl

E= -(312)ko cos2 09, where 0, is the angle between the F -ittoMH sin 0 cos

magnetization and the stress axis. The magnetoatriction con-3
stant is Xs=2Xjus 5 + 3?.l,,/ 5 , where + j- M2+K) sin' 0 sin2e -2_3 Ka.• os

2 0

2 B, 82 3

3cI1-cI 2 , iX I 3c 44 ' (-;j X-crOSin2aCOS2 ." (3)

B, and B2 are the magnetoelastic coupling constants and cII, In Eqs. (2) aad (3), the angles 0 and 46 are the polar coordi-
c12, and c 44 are the elastic constants.' Because the magneto- nates of the magnetization direction as shown in Fig. 1, H is
striction is a combination of both the magnetoelastic cou- the applied field and K, is a uniaxial anisotropy energy. The
ping constants and the elastic constants, a detailed descrip- final terms are the anisotropy energies produced by a tensile
tion of the magnetomechanical properties requires stresses or, and o-, directed along z and x axes, respectively.
knowledge of both elastic and magnetoelastic properties. Using the expression for F given by Eq. (3), it can be shown

The magnetoelastic energy is a stress/strain-induced from Eq. (2) that, to first order, for constant (d the resonance
magnetic anisotropy energy which is detectable through fer- field is modified by the application of stresses in the z and x
romagnetic resonance (FMR). A variety of experimental directions by an amount 3H given by
schemes for measuring sftress/tra anisotropies using FMR /!of 21 - 13X
have been developed in which either a known stress is gen- oAH=• 07z 1+ _ --W a., (4)
crated in the sample by direct application of force2 3 or a H I W Y
known strain is developed by bending the substrate.4- 7 The where H0 is the resonance field with zero applied strain.
stress in the sample (and therefore, the resonance field) may Application of strain to the sample is accomplished by

be also modulated by incorporating the sample into an acous- bonding the sample to the surface of a cantilever beam and
tic resonator in strain modulated FMR (SMFMR).8 '9 How- bending the beam. A triangular beam is used so that when it
ever, these schemes measure only the magnetostriction con- is loaded at its tip in a direction perpendicular to the trian-
stants or the magnetoelastic coupling constants. For a gular faces, it will have uniform curvature as shown in Fig.
complete understanding of magnetostriction in complex sys- 1. In this configuration, the strain in the z direction at the
tems such as multilayers, the ability to separate the contribu-
tions of the elastic and magnetoelastic coupling constants is
of value. This paper describes the first FMR technique that y 1 x

allows such a separation to be made. M

IL M Wd 11AY

The FMR resonance condition is given by"' L

a , 1 r•a2F 82F . lF',t
W=Msin -I1--lI r•,- 1-2, (2) FIG. 1. C~ofiguration of cantilever beam used to induce Wains in the

y s919 . \e4Jsample.
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pletely in the z direction and is given by a,= Y E, and the
beam resonance field shift is given by the first term in Eq. (4).

In case (2), , - and P -,0. Because ,- the beam
S. . ,,/, is unable to exert significant force on the sample in the z

I - direction, and or-O0. Because the cross section of the sample
t normal to the x axis is small, the x component of the sample

istrain will match that of the beam. The sample stress is com-
pletely in the x direction and is given by " P- age 0o, and

a! + the resonance field shift is given by the second term in Eq.IX 2W,- (4).

In case (3), the case of a symmetric sample,/ : .... =.8.= 
2(Y 3/Y 5)(dl/,)/( a+2). When the sample

aspect ratio, d,/13 , is very small (Pr--0), the strains in the
t.Wfilm are identical to the strains in the beam surface where

The stress in the sample is only in the z direc-
S FG. 2. Illustration of nomaiform strain in the beam, Black region r dM. tion, and is given by o-i=Y•e•. When the sample aspect

seat the sample and shaded regions repesent the region of nonuniform ratio is increased by reducing the lateral dimensions of the
strain. sample, the strains will be attenuated by the factor I/(I +P)

and the FMR field shift, which is proportional to the stress, is
therefore also proportional to I/(0 + P). The inverse of the

surface of the beam, A0, is given by ero = AydIL 2, where Ay field shift per unit strain, (jAroH/e:o)- becomes a linear

is the deflection of the tip of the beam, d is the beam thick- function of the sample aspect ratio, d,/I,

ness, and L is the distance from the beam tip to the clamping I M r j 0 H0 21 -1 a
point. Ile strain in the x direction eA is then -rsa, where = __ 1I++
P'is Poisson's ratio for the beam. \ )1o / 3X,Y, 1 + a j 1 -

To estimate the strain in the film, we first consider the (6)
case of a thin film with cross-sectional area A, and elastic
modulus Y, on a beam of cross-sectional area A b and elastic If the geometrical factor a is known, the slope and intercept

modulus Yb carrying a strain eo far away from the sample. of the line described by Eq. (6) can provide independent
The lateral dimensions of the film are assumed to be much measurements of X, and Y_.
greater than the thickness of the beam. This "thin beam"
configuration is illustrated in Fig. 2. The force carried by the
beam far away from the sample must also be carried by the ll. EXPERIMENTAL
film and beam under the sample such that YbAbeo
=YbAbe+YAse, and therefore Le-=/(l+•), where The FMR setup consists of a TE102 cavity with a clamp-
P-ryAslYbAb. ing mechanism for the cantilever beam on one side and the

When the lateral dimensions of the beam are smaller free end of the cantilever beam extending through the cavity.
than the thickness of the beam, the region of perturbed strain Beams were cut from 3.1-mm-thick acrylic sheet and 3.3-
is not expected to extend completely through the beam, but mm-thick bakelite sheet. Values of the elastic moduli of the
would extend into the beam a distance which depends on the beams Yb were calculated from measurements of the defiec-
lateral dimensions of the sample ("thick beam" illustrated in tion of the beam tip created by forces at the beam tip. The
Fl. 2). In this case, the effective cross section of the beam is beam orientation in the cavity is such that the applied field

S= (l + 21/a)l/a for strains in the x direction and A remains in the plane of the film when the beam is bent. The
(14 + 24/a)/4/a for strains in the y direction, where a de- free end of the cantilever beam is displaced by a screw

scribes the ratio of lateral sample dimensions to effective mechanism driven by a stepper motor. Typically, ten spectra
beam thickness. Under these assumptions, two #8 parameters are used to determine the ratio 8Hleo. A typical plot of
can be defined to be resonance field versus eO is shown in Fig. 3 with the reso-

nance linewidth, which remains essentially constant as ezo, is
Y _ a _ds 1,d, varied.
Y5 y,(l,+ 21/a) Y, b /,(.+21./a) In Fig. 4 (ju 08H1/o)-' is plotted versus the sample

(5) aspect ratio for d,=4.4-Am-thick rolled Ni foils. Starting
Simple solutions for the strains in the film can be obtained with a nominally square piece of foil, the aspect ratio was
for three limiting cases of the sample dimensions: (1) , modified by trimming the edges of the sample. To approach
(2) 4h"!, and (3) f=l= . the limit represented by case (1) above, only 1. was reduced

In case (1), A-ýO and ,-soo. Because flx.-a, the beam and the aspect ratio is taken to be d,/1. To approach the
is unable to exert significant force on the sample in the x limit represented by case (2) above, only 1. was reduced and
direction, and (r,-O. Because the cross section of the sample the aspect ratio was taken to be d,/1,. The square samples
normal to the z axis is small, the z component of the sample were produced by reducing 1z and 14 by nominally equal
strain will match that of the beam. The sample stress is com- amounts.

J. App. Phys., Vol. 75, No. 10, IS May 1094 R. D. McMlchael ,01



0.16 oriented along the z direction, calculated values of
0_., sin (jsfWey

1 then range from -0.023 to -0.034 T-' for
0.14 ~iftif 0.l136 T and os'v=0.320 T. For narwgrips orene

6013 - Lalong the x direction, calculated .v Ialues of(j8 /e)

range from -0.57 to -0.081 -r , assuming a value of
:j 0.2CO-3Y.35 for the beam.

S0.11 1he dependence of (A,8HI /) - on the sample aspect
ott ~~~~~ratio for square samples follows the linea. eaingvnb

Eq. (6) for small sample sizes. For large sample sizes Eq.
(6) is not expected to hold since the lateral sample dimen-

-1.2 .. 8 .04 0.0 04 1.2 sin eoelarger tha the beam thicknes. Least-squares
ew x10. fits to the square sample dafta have intercepts that fall within

the range of calculated values. Since the elastic modulus of

FIG.3. tconane 1 fonti, of fj. wetanyNi is available, values of a rather than Y, were calculated
FIGI.4 pfldthick Ni foil on W MM&ysq "Mr2-8 from the slopes of the fitlines. Thevalues are a= 7.1for the
ofnx.4p th i oack Nimetfoi on an '.t beum. taunt .kto-peak trnevndt acrylic beam and a=8.3 for the bakelite beam, indicating

that the region of nonuniform strain lies close to the sample

4 . I. DSCUSiONThe sensitivity of this technique for measurements of x,

To ealute te rsuls Ofthe mesureent by can be estimated fromt Eq. (4). Conservatively estimating
To valatethereult ofthee easremntsbycom- that a 1 mT (10 G) field shift is detectable for a maximum

parison with published values, a search of the literature was stano OaduigvlesfMadYfrNth),

madeO- foRvles. 11of -3X06(Rf 2 andl v o i alues of X agdfo sensitivity is estimated to be - 10-6. Important advantages of

Y3ranged (ref. 191)Ga to 2817 (Ref.1 12) nand values o this technique are the availability of large strains (up to
V rnge frm 11 Ga'3 to 17 ~a. 4 Fr nrro 5ts~s 1.5X10- 3 in the current setup) and the ability to measure

elastic properties through the dependence of the resonant

.- 02 field shift on the sample aspect ratio.
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Multiterget sputtering of high magnetastrictive Tb-Dy-Fe films

E. Ouandt
Innauae of Maserials Reseat' IKernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH. D-76021 Karlsruhe, German,
Giant magnetostrictive thin films of both the binary compound Th.Fe, _- and the ternary compound

(lbDy1 -y)Fel-. have been prepared by multitarget magnetron sputtering in wide compositional
ranges. In view of their potential use as actuators in microsystem technology the reserch was
focused on low-field magnetostrictive properties in connection with low coercivity. Giant
magnetostriction was found for a range of compositions with Tb contents higher than those of the
crystalline Tb-Fe compounds. Depending on the composition, amorphous films with a
magnetostriction as large as X,-450X10-6 at an applied field of 6 kOe and a coercive field
Hc<10 Oe could be prepared. The improvement of the low-field magnetostriction of the ternary
alloy Tb-Dy-Fe in comparison to lb-Fe was found to be less distinct than for crystalline materials.
probably because all reported films showed a perpendicular easy axis. The amorphous state of the

films are stable at least up to 300 *C.

I. INTRODUCTION measured in a field of 6 kOe by the cantilevered subsirate

Magnetostrictive thin films are promising candidates for technique4 sensing the deflection of the free end of the can-

integrated actuating mechanisms in membrane-type micro- tilever by laser "eam reflection. Polarization at room tern-inraturtewascdeterminedcusinsasvibration-samtleemaicto-

system components. The development of highly magneto- perature was determined using a vibration-sample magneto-

strictive thin films is based on the rare-earth iron Laves meter (VSM) at 8 kOe. Thermal stability was investigated by

phases, in particular on (Tb0 3DY0 .7)Fe2 which is, under the in situ annealing experiments in a TEM.

name of Terfenol-D, well known to exhibit giant magneto-
striction in combination with reduced magnetocrystalline IN. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
anisotropy.t Recently, the preparation of amorphous films A. Compositon and strcture
having the Terfenol-D2 and lb-Fe- compositions by sputter-
ing from mosaic targets has been reported. The cosputtered rare-earth Fe films were found by x ray

The present paper describes the preparation of highly to be amorphous. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) ob-
magnetostrictive Tb-Fe and lb-Dy-Fe films using multitarget servation of the fracture surface (Fig. 1) showed dense
magnetron sputtering, a technique which allows film prepa- growth, in contrast to the columnar growth obtained with an
ration over a wide range of compositions. The purpose of alternative method of film preparation. 2 The surface of the
this work is to study the effect of both the total rare-earth films was found to oxidize immediately upon exposure to air,
content and the lb/Dy ratio on the soft magnetic properties but once formed the oxide layer showed a high stability and
in films with giant magnetostriction. In addition, the degra- a slow further growth.
dation of the magnetic properties due to crystallization of the The residual film stress is compressive at a sputtering
amorphous films will be discussed. The results will be com- pressure of 0.4 Pa Ar; a stress-free deposition, important for
pared to reported data obtained with alternative preparation thin-film actuator devices, can be achieved by increasing the
methods. Ar pressure to about 1 Pa At. Further increase in the Ar

N. EXPERIMENTAL

Both TbFe and lbDyFe thin films were dc magnetron
cosputtered from a multiple target arrangement with pure
element targets onto unheated Si, SiO 2, different metals, and
carbon-coated Cu grids for direct transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM) observation. This technique allows the wide
adjustment of the composition, for each element between 10
and 90 at %, by varying the sputtering power of the targets.
The film thicknesses, except for the TEM samples, were
about 2.5 .tm. The sputtering argon ptessure was typically
0.4 Pa with a base pressure of 4X10- 5 Pa.

Compositions were measured by wavelength dispersive
x-ray microanalysis (WDX), and depth profiles were ob-
tained using Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). TEM, elec-
tron, and x-ray diffraction were used to determine the crys- FIG. i. SEM ninnguaph of the tratume arfa of a ThDyFe film onto Si
tallographic structure of the films. Magnetostriction was mAstmre.

J. Appl. Phys. 75 (10), 15 May 1904 0021t-80794/75(10)156530/$U.00 0 1904 AnWkcea Intiftt of Phys1cs 5653
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FIG. 2. Magmetostriction vs 1b content for amorphous ThFe,, film,. 711he9
data of multiple dc-magnetron, sputtered filmns (a) at H =6 kOe are compared ý'0
with evaporated films MIet. 5) Mh at 15 k~e and hf~magnetron sputtered :
films (Ref. 3) at 16 kOe.-0

pressure results in a tensile residual film strecs which is as -05 0 05

sumed to be helpful in obtaining an inplane magnetic easy ti
axis. However, the correlated tremendous increase in the
oxygen content from less than 0).5 to about 24 at % destroys FIG. 3. Polarization vs external hield applied parallel (H) and perpendicular

the magnetic properties at high Ar pressures. An improved UI) to the finm plane fro (a) a Tb., ,Fe,,ý and Mh a ltv Fe, sample.

process technique is required to overcome this effect.

films counteracts the low-field improvement of the Dy alloy-

e. Mgnetc ~ing observed for the y=O0.7 composition.
0- MWWUCpropll"It is obvious that the low-field magnetostriction is

Compared to the crystalline magnetostrictive TbFe strongly influenced by the orientation of the magnetic easy
cPompouds-T 2Fe1 7, Tb6Fe23, TbFe3. TbFe2-magneto-- ax*.:. which in the present experiments is always perpendicu-
strictive properties of amorphous TbrFe - films have only lar to the film plane. The orientation might be changed in
been observed for compositions with higher Tb contents. The future experiments by the adjustmei,. of the resdual film
largest maginetoistriction has been measured for the x =0.42 stress as already discussed.
sample. Its value of 45OX 10-6 at a magnetic field of 6 kOe
applied in the film plane is significantly higher than values C. ThWrma stability
obtained with altemnative preparation methods for Tb-Fe
films (Fig. 1).3- Comparison of the polarization curves for The electron diffraction patterns of a carbon sandwiched
the x =0.37 and x =0.44 samples (Fig. 3) shows that both the (TbO.3DYO.7)Fe 2 saple recorded at different temperatures
strong perpendicular easy axis and the hysteresis decrease show good stability of the amorphous films (Fig. 5) up to
with higher Tb content, resulting in a coercivity of < 10 Oe 300 *C. At 350 *C the amorphous halo is resolved, at 400 TC
for the x=0.44 sample; this is the lowest coercivity reported
for magnetoistrictive amorphous rare-earth Fe filmns. Never-50
theless, the applied magnetic field of 6 kOe saturates neither (b y-) e
the magnetostriction nor the polarization of these films. 400DvFa

The ternary (TbyDy1 _yd2Fel com-pound has been in- ~ , yt.-~o

vestigated to examine the effect of the Tb/Dy ratio y and the
rare-earth/Fe ratio x. Figure 4 shows the optimum magneto- 1 0

strctin crvs otaiedfor different ratiosy. Out of a large20
number of different compositions two effects were identified. -. ;x03

In the case of y=0.7 the anisotropy reduction by Dy seems 100
to work even in amorphous materials, leading to improved
low-field but reduced highi-field magnetostriction. Prellmi- 0 1 2 3 4 5

nary results ahlow that the total rare-earth content has to be Sy5,4e fold a Woe

reduced from 42 at %for the Tb-Fe film (y=l1.0) to 33 at%
for the TbDy-Fe film with the room-temperatutre anisotropy FIG. 4. Mnarteostrietion vs external field applied parallel to the film plan
cossq'ensatioti composition (y =0.3). Howeve, according to fo different (ThbtDy1 ,i,Fet - samples showing the optimum curves for
the Tb-Fe film results this total rare-earith reduction in the different To-Dy raons y.
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a1) (b) agreement to data reported elsewhere,
6 

although we find the
amorphous phase to be more stable. Preliminary data on

TbFe films indicate that this crystallization point is trans-
ferred to an even higher temperature.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Multitarget magnetron sputtering has been proved to be
a powerful tool for preparing giant magnetostrictive films
with low coercivity. Annealing experiments have shown the
amorphous structure to be very stable. As discussed a further
improvement of the low-field magnetostuiction should be at-
tainable by altering some preparation conditions in order to
prepare films with in-plane magnetic easy axis.
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Recently it was discovered that composites of Terfenol-D alloys with an insulating binder produce
very large magnetostrictions. Resistivities of these composites reach high values, making them
attractive for high-frequency applications which require small eddy current losses. In this paper the
magnetostriction, magnetization, and Young's moduli measurements made under constant magnetic
field conditions and under constant flux conditions are rep, ted. From these measurements,
magnetomecbanical coupling factors are calculated. The prop-2rties are compared to those of
ordinary metallic Terfenol-D and nickel. TWo different types of composites were investigated. In the
first type the composite has an isotropic structure and in the second type, anisotropic. It is shown
that the anisotropic type is more desirable since it possesses both higher magnetostriction and higher
coupling factors. It is also clearly shown that the magnetization process for the anisotropic type can
be explained by a 180* domain wall motion followed by a magnetization rotation.

I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENT

Rod-shaped samples of Terfenol-D composites (0.9 cmTerfenoI-D alloys of type Tbo.27-.3oDyO,73_0.7oFel.9o-.95 diamX4.33 cm), fitted with two resistive strain gages and an
have been known since the 1970's' and have been commer- daX.3c) itdwt w eitv tanggsada

induction pick-up coil, were inserted into a 1.2 cm i.d. sole-
cially available since the mid 1980's in the U.S. and in Swe- noid. Longitudinal compressive stresses were applied by
den. This material, which has outstanding elongation and en- adding fixed weights to a platform attached to the upper
ergy density at room temperature, has shown great potential surface of the rods. Large soft iron end pieces were fastened
in applications up to -10 kHz.

2 
At higher frequencies eddy at the ends of the samples to reduce the demagnetization

current losses limit its use. factors and to homogenize the magnetic fields generated by
To create a complement to ordinary Terfenol-D for the solenoid. A computer-controlled feedback circuit was

higher-frequency applications, a new magnetostrictive mate- used to keep the magnetization constant for the Y
8 

measure-
rial has been developed.3 

This material is based on ments. Magnetization and permeability were measured under
Terfenol-D powder and is formed together with a nonmetal- constant stress (o-) conditions for stresses up to 16.3 MPa and
lic binder into a composite. The binder creates an insulating magnetic fields up to -160 kA/m.
layer between the particles which increases the resistivity
and strongly reduces eddy current losses at high frequencies. Ill MAGNETOSTRICTION
Consequently this material broadens the useful range of the
giant magnetostrictive materials into the ultrasonic regime. In this section, we discuss the field dependence of the

Further, this material has a rather high tensile strength magnetization and magnetostriction for composites com-

(- four times higher than the tensile strength in metallic posed of (a) randomly oriented particles and (b) magnetic

Terfenol-D) which makes it suitable for applications in field oriented particles and note how these results compare
whichtensi-D) strength s larger ithanita e oforappliations with those of the fully dense Terfenol-D metal reported
which tensile strengths larger than those of Terfenoi-D are previously.4 

From Fig. 1 we can compare the magnetization
required, such as resonant applications. In this paper we (M) versus magnetic field (H) and magnetostriction (K) ver-
present the magnetomechanical properties of composites pre- sus magnetic field for composites of randomly oriented par-
pared by two techniques. In the first technique, the ticles and magnetically oriented particles at a prestress of
Terfenol-D particles are randomly oriented (density, 16.3 MPa. Magnetostrictions at 160 kA/m reach -0.8X 10-3
8=7.5 X 103 kg/m

3
; resistivity, p-w300f in m); in the second for the oriented particulate composite and -0.5x10- 3 

for
technique, the particles are magnetically oriented the randomly oriented particulate composite. Note, that for
(8=6.75x 103 kg/im3

, p--600 An M). Of particular impor- the fully dense metallic Terfenol-D at room temperature, the
tance is the field dependence of the magnetostriction, the single-crystal saturation magnetostriction (3/2)XI,
elastic moduli and the permeability. To determine the mag- a-2.4X10-

3 
and the saturation magnetization is 1.0 T.

5
"
6

netomechanical coupling, Young's modulus was measured From the measured densities of the compacted particulate
under constant magnetic field conditions (yH). The modulus samples, we calculate the volume fraction of Terfenol-D in
under constant magnetic induction (Y

8
) was also measured. the composites to be 80% for the composite of randomly
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(b)
8~88oao ~ :: *Terfenol-D composites is -75% of the densities of nickel

and metallic Terfeniol-D. The saturation magnetizationsar
large, having values between those of nickel and nmctallic

0 20 4 0 0 10 1 Terfenol-D. Most impottantly, the magnetoistrictions; of the
AOpphW IFOt(W.~) composite samples greatly exceed that of nickel by an order

of magnitude (-40% of metallic Terfenol-D) while at the
same time the electrical resistivity is three orders of magni-

FIG. 4. Elastic modali at a prestress of 15.5 KhP for (a) the two onented
Terfenol-D compoaites at constant rmagnetic field [(0) sample 1, (0) sample rude larger. We believe that for the first time giant magnieto-
2] and constant magnetc induction [(*) sample 1, (0) samnple 2] and (b) the strictions can be achieved for frequencies greater than, 100
randomly oriented Terfenol-D composite at constant magnetic field (0) and k~z.
constant magnetic induction (0).

V. CONCLUSION
The magnetornechanical properties of these new comn-

conditions (Y") and under fixed magnetic induction (YO). posite materials, plus their high resistivity make them attrac-
Flom yH it is possible to calculate the material coupling tive for high-frequency applications. In spite of a lower den-
factor k'33 (d2 /jsr)YH. Here d is the ptezornagnetic con- iy th ansroc cmpie exbts igr

stresnto defined by A18 anIOpis8the whermeablt at fisxted magnetostriction and coupling factor and is therefore prefer-
stres () dfind b p~t&01A0+M18, were/,6 isthe able for most purposes. This shows the need for magnetic

relative permeability, pe is the permeability of free space, M aligrnment of the Terfenol-D particles. However, there is a
is in units of Teslas, and H is in units of Aim. Alternatively, cosdrbeptnilfrmrvmntfthmgetti-
the coupling can be determined from 1 - k33~ y (The tion 'and' the coupling factors since the density, which is
former calculation is generally more accurate whenever rather low, might be increased. But, on the other hand, an
k3 3<0.7 and is employed here.) In Fig. 4 we plot the field increase in the density might give a decrease in the resistivity
dependences of Young's moduli for both composites at 15.5 which can limit the high-frequency performance.
MPa. The moduli are almost independent of compressive
stress (ar<16.3 MPa). In Table I are compared the values of ACKNOWLIEDGMENTS
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Structure and magnetic properties of mechanically alloyed SmFe2
Ckiv 0. Miihon

Reseach Centre for Advanced Mineral and Materials Phocenuin& T"e Unversity of Western Austraia,
Nedinds WA 6OOW Australia

Mechanical alloying has been used to prepare SmFe2 from powdered Sm and Fe. A maximum
remanence M,, of 40.9 emu/g and a maximum coercivity MHr of 3.09 kOe were measured for
samples annealed at 500 and 600 °C, respectively. Above these temperatures both M,, and MHc
decrease monotonically with increasing grain size. Annealing at temperatures between 500 and
800 °C lead to the formation of second-phase SmF 3 affecting saturation magnetization M,, which
ranges from 55.7 to 61.9 emu/g. and resulted in constriction of the hysteresis curves. Activation
volumes v were determined from the results of magnetic viscosity measurements and range from
3.3X 10-'8 to 10.5X 10- t' cm3 for samples annealed at 500 and 800 C, respectively. An estimate of
the anisotropy energy coefficient K of 5.6x 106 ergs/cm for mechanically alloyed SmFe2 was
calculated using an estimate of the exchange energy coefficient A and the experimentally
determined value of v.

1. INTRODUCTION Measurement of magnetic viscosity was carried out and
the magnetic viscosity coefficient A was determined accord-

Mechanical alloying has been extensively investigated as ing to a phenomenological theory of magnetization kinetics. 6
a method for the synthesis of permanent magnetic Mantcvsoiysdutohemlciainofoan
sitinemeals.alloyseac into the production of rare-earth wran- Mantcvsoiysdutohemlaiainofoan
strinmals Researoys indicates that not only is mechanical al- processes which are responsible for irreversible changes in
sitying methlalloysindicforhate nlyis prepratio l de t magnetization. The activation energy barriers over which
loying a useful method for materials preparation due to the thermal activation occurs are functions of field and the acti-
small number of total production steps compared with other vation volume v is the fundamental volume swept out as the
techniques, it also has a pronounced effect on the magnetic activation barrier is overcome. v can be related to A by the
properties of such materials. Very high coercivities, rema-
nence enhancement effects, and large energy products have following equation:

been reported.3 4  kT
SmFe2 is one of the highly magnetostrictive RE-Fe2  A =v Mw'

compounds which have attracted considerable research w

interest.5 Like commercially available anisotropic magneto- where k=Boltmann's constant and MP=spontaneous mag-
strictive alloys, SmFe2 is usually prepared by conventional netization. Values of v were determined for samples an-
melting and solidification techniques. In comparison, the me- nealed at 500, 600, 700, and 800 °C.

chanical alloying process may prove to be a useful and cost
effective method for the production of isotropic polycrystal- Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
line magnetostrictive materials. To this end, the effect of
post-milling heat treatment on the structure and magnetic The x-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns for the as-milled
properties of mechanically alloyed SmFe2 is reported here. and beat-treated powders are shown in Fig. 1. The as-milled

II. EXPERIMENTAL
SSmFe: o. SoCx

Starting materials Sm (99.9%, -40 mesh) and Fe sn'r s •-re"
(99.9%, -325 mesh) were sealed in a cylindrical hardened
steel vial under an argon atmosphere with ten 12.7-mm-diam
hardened steel balls. A 10% excess of Sm was added to limit " *

the formation of phases more iron rich than SmFe2 and a ball no
to powder mass ratio of 10 was used. The powders were 700' .A
milled for 24 h in a Spex 8000 mixer/mill and after comple- a
tion toluene was added and the mixture was milled for a
further 5 min to increase recovery. As-milled powders were
annealed in vacuum-sealed silica tubes for 2 h at tempera- 5OOc
tures T. in the range 500-800 *C.

Samples were studied using a Siemens D5000 x-ray dif- 35 3 25 2 1.5 1
fractometer with monochromatic Cu Ka radiation. Magnetic d (A)
measurements were made at 298 K using a vibrating sample
magnetometer in conjunction with a 5 T superconducting FlO. 1. X-ray diffraction paterns of mechanically alloyed and beat treated
solenoid. SmFc2. (* Sample not milled in toluene.)
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i FIG. 2. ytrei loope and initial magnetization curves of as-milled and FIG. 4. Average acivation volume s and amaotrpy energy cofiin K o
anneaed sapls au-mined (T". =0 oC) and aneae sample

SmFe 2 (Ref. 8) and consequently M5 increases with mncreas-
powder shows a broad peak corresponding to the major did- ng SmFe3 concentration:a Te is raised to 800C ° th.
fraction line of a-Fe. No other phases are present in the Anneaing at 600 °C produced the largest coercivity,

teSmFe2 phase and produced large changes in the materi- cally with increasing T. and this can be attr'buted to the
al's magnetic properties which can esenin Figs. 2 an . increase ingramnsz.A result ntHC decreases wt h
Coercivity M~c was fo~und to more than double from 0.581to decreasng density of centers impeding magnetization rever-
2.1 kOe with an associated increase in remanence M,• frm sal. This is evident in the changing shape of the initial mag-

23.5 emulg to a maximum value of 40.9 emu/g, netization curves in Fig. 2.
Saturation magnetization M0 remains relatively unaf- The XRD pattern indicates that a small proportion of

fected by the annealing treatment and ranges from a mali- SmO-C phase
9 

formed as a result of the brief milling in
mum value of 61.9 emt/g for the as-milled powder to a toluene. The diffraction pattern of a sample mechanically
minimum of 55.7 emulg for the sample annealed at 700 'C. alloyed without toluene and annealed at 800 'C showed the
This compares favorably with the value of Ms=59.7 emu/g same crystalline structure without the presence of the
reported for SmFe2 by Dublon el aL7 

Whfile the variation in SmO-C phase. Magnetic properties were not significantly af-
M 3 is slight, the effect of annealing on phase formation is fected by its presence nor did its inclusion affect magnetiza-
significant. Annealing enables the free ae-Fe present in the tion mechanisms.
as-milled powder to combine to form the SmFe2 phas When the as-milled material containing a 10% excess of
thereby lowering M, slightly. Loss of Sm by vaporization for Sm is annealed above its eutectic temperature of 720 'C
Te~m600 oC leads to the formation of SmFe3 as a second (Ref. 10) liquid Sm is expected to form. The high concentra-
phase. SmFe3 possesses an Msp much larger than that of tion of SmFe3 indicated by XRD did not result in alag

ci,• ge in the saturation magnetization of the bulk material
indicating that the 1:3 phase tends to form at the surface of
the sample where preferential loss of Sm results from vapor-

•iI •ization. While the amount of SmFe3 in the bulk material

remains small, complex two phase magnetic behavior results
and the hysteresis loops become increasingly constricted as

0.7 cated by a second maxima in the intrinsic irreversible sus-

a cplllht •, at an applied field of -- 10 kOe which is
dose to the reported corcvty of mechanically alloyed
Sme prkasctt oc e coseees reversible

,•2 0.5L 4 with increasing SmFe3 concentration and remnmence de-
-• creases acodnl.

30Activation volumes determined from magnetic viscosity

.40.42

F . e l a n m t o vn. 4. er ativ lumed in Fig. 4. T hIy e activation

pode shw a 0 bra ekorso ndn to th mjo0 df volme (Rfo. t8) anmld cosqetyM is 4.4x 10-s with Anneal-

diffraction patterg. Anneating for 2aea3.3x10- 0 p cd "elagst y
due to icpaetdptelg changes in the bulk material -

FI. 3. Magnetic urerpmtim of awn-ied (T.s=0 in ad tomaled 3.pi ca l nd cannot be onfirmed without detailed microsteructural inor-
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mation. d W chage Sit or T*."0 -C but as the mium ot H,. correlates wi~hthe6 micrseine gan t pamss brought about
seodpaeS.F63 as increased by annalig at highe ten- by annealing at highe temperatures. Annealing at 500'

peastures, u increases considerably to a value of l0.5xl10I produced a maxion.. value of M,j -40.9 emu/g with a cor-
ct3at 800 OC. Thie magnitude of u is very similar to doa responding M,,/M,-0.69. Demagaetintion was found to

reported for DYFe2 prepared by tnehusicanodaemal become leas reversible with increasing SmFe3 concentration
reucionji2 and at estimated to be an order of magnitude less and as a result M,,, decreaaea with increaaing T

than that of bulk 7hUDyqpe% at mmteperature." Whis Activation volumnea ranging from 3.3X 1043 an for a
suggests that the mie~rramcture Mrixing from prepaation by sample annele at 500 C to 10.5 X 10-l 18ct

3 for a sample
mechanical alloying may have a considerable effect on the annealed at 800 C were determined from the results of Inag-
mechanismss reapossble for magnetization in these materials. netic viacosity teats. The magnitude of v is similar to that of
Further study is required to confrt. this. DyFe2 prepared by msechanachemtical reaction and an order

The activation volume of a ferromagnetic material can of magnitude has than that of bulk Tbo2 7Dy0,7JFe 2 . This
be relatied to the domain Wall thickness S by a 3=V.14 This suggests that simala mgdnetizins mechanisms develop in
relationship and the expression for 8 of a fertomagaith ma- Laves phase rare-ear thront alloys prepared by mechanical
terial with a simpl cubic crystal structure 85- iwrA/ were alloying. The anisosrpy energy coefficient K of SmFe2 pre-
used to provide an estimate of the first anisotropy energy pare by mechanica alloying is estimated to be of the order
coefficient K for SmFe2. A value for the exchange energy of 5.6xlC 10aeg/cn.
coefficient A =1.26X10'6 erg/an was estimated from the Measurement of the magnietostriction of mechanically
Curietemperature Tc=675 K and lattice parametera =7.417 alloyed materials is currently in progress.
A (Pef. 9) using the expression A = (kTc)Ia. The estimated
variation in anisotropy energy for the samples studied is plot- ACNWEGU
ted in Fig. 4 which gives an estimate of K =5.6 X 1W ergs/cm
for mechanically alloyed and heat treated SmFe2 . The esti- I would like to thank L Folks for use of the software
mated domain wall thickness for a sample annealed at devedloped to anslyze the results of magnetic viscosity tests.
500 C is - 15 um which, when compared to an average
crystallite size determined by transmission electron micros- 1L Sdmhidz IL Schnitzke, sandJ Wece, J. Map. Map Mawe. Is 115
copy (TEM) of 80 nm, indicates that these materials are mul- (19699.

2J. DWna P.G. MeCoemick, sand It. Street, J. Alloys Comp. M9. 197 (1993).
fidoain.Yinoqg tin. M. P. Disaflinir P. G. McCarmiick. anid T. Alonati. J. Map.

mop. Mase1r. L4,320 (1992).
IV. CONCUIUIOI 4J. IDns P. G. McCormick, said It- Stivet, J. Maps. Map. Mater. 1I4. LI

(1993).
The preparation of single-phase SmFe2 by mechanical A. E)aak. an Ferrowngieaic Mater'ials, edited by E. P W&Kutfat (North

alloying is dependent upon post-milling annealing condi- Hliand5 Asedam 1980)), Wt.t 1, p. 531.
Uous. Some SmFe3 crystallizes in the material and is thought 'Y. Emsti. P. G. McCormick, and L. Street, J. Plays. 1. 4845 (1989).
to form by preferential loss of Sm at the sample surface G. Dublon. M. P. Dariet, and U. Aumony, Phys. Let? StA. 262 (1975).

'ILI. J1. Btachon in Fmresaigairtic Morriskt. edited by E. P. Woblfartbdespite the addition of Sm in excess of stoichiometric re- (North HoUtaid. Amtra 1960), Vol 1. p.27
quirements. M, remains unaffected by the formation of 9i. N. ltaaclke, hinrag (bern 19, 527 (1960).
SmFe3 indicating that it is only present as a minor phase. The `IL It. J. Dhlcicow, J. Len Commone Met 25,131 (1971).
concentration of SmFe3 increases with annealing teprtue J. Wecker, M. Katter. L. Schmitzke, and L Schulitz. J. App. PhtL 0. 695847

(1991).and gives rise to two phase magnetc behavior which mama- ,C. D. Milsm Firta Interiational Coinference on Procesising Materials for
feats itself in constriction of the hysteresis loop and a second Properties, Honohuin, Hawaii 1993, Tmt (to be pubished).
maxima in x' at a field corresponding to the coercivity of L3Folks, C. D. Millani, and Lt Street, Proceedinsp of fth 7th International

the ardr S~e3 phae. nneaingat 00 prducs a Sympoesim on Map. AniiotrMp and Coercivity in Rare-Earth Trasinafonthe ardr S~e3phas. Aneaingat 60 * prducs a Metal Alloysa, Cusbera, 1992, p. 274.
maximum mHc=3.OP kOe which then decrease monotoni- 1"D. Givond p. Tenaud. T. M'adiee and G. Hadjipanayis. J. Apapl. Physý 6t.
cally with increasing annealing temperature. This decrease in 3454 (1967).
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High pulsd field mgntoebtcuon In RMn, (R=Gd, Tb, Nd, and Y)
M. FR blair, C. Mmlh L Garcl-Orza, Z. Amold,O and A. del Moral
Depfmrmta de Finesmc In Materia Coausads e, Iasdateo de Cwjck de Mesevolcs de Arag6"
nh-St.i * Zaamigoz.CSJC. 5oo -Zso8za , Speix

We have perforned thermal expansion and magnetostriction experiments on several compounds of
the seres RMn2 and R(Mnt_,Ni, (R =Nd, Gd. Tb, and Y) using high pulsed magnetic field up to
15 T in the temperature anp 4-300 I. A giant volume magnetostriction of W= -lT7xiO- was
observed in TbMn2 at 15 T and 4 KL A negligible forced volume magnetostriction was observed in
YMM. In GdMN2 paramagnetic magnetostrictive behavior was found below TN. Magnetostriction
experinents were confirmed as a powerful tool in order to determine the stability of the magnetic
moment on Mn in this series of compounds.

The compounds RMn2 crystallize in the Laves phases tural properties of this compoundL In fact, an applied pres.
structures. Either in the hexagonal C 14 phase or in the cubic sure of 3 khar can completely suppress the structural traus-
C IS depending of the rare-earth ion. Lar jumps observed formation in this compound. We performed thermal
in the thermal expansion are associated with the appearance expansion measurements in YMn 2 under a steady magnetic
of a local magnetic moment on the manganese atoms (1t4)' field of 12 T and the sample was destroyed at TN as a con-
at Tv for R=Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, andY. Recent studies using sequence of the large spontaneous magnetovolume effect,
neutron diffraction techniques established the existence of which is not affected by the existence of the high applied
two magnetic phases below TN in TbMn2 (Ref. 2) and the magnetic field. In Fig. 1 we display the spontaneous thermal
nonhomogeneous destabilization of the 14A under pressure.

3  
expansion of the pseudobinary Y(Mno.9Ni[.o1 )2 and also un-

Low-field ac susceptibility measurements under pressure and der an applied field of 12 T. The observed forced volume
magnetostriction in GdMn2 (Ref. 4) indicated a paramagnetic magnetostriction was negligible (w,< 10-6).7 This result con_
behavior of the Gd ion below TN. The observed magnetic stitutes a clear evidence that the Am. is stable under such a
and magnetostrictive behaviors could be explained on the field and also the absence of any contribution to the magne-
hypothesis of the coexistence of two phases below TN. A tostriction from the Mn ordered sublattice.
transformed phase (TP), which transforms at TN, is respon- Thermal expansion measurements in this compound un-
sible for the large spontaneous magnetovolume effect. In this der an applied magnetic field up to 1.5 T and in the pseudo-
phase A 0. The other phase no-transformed phase (NTP) binary compounds Gd(Mn1 -. Ni,) 2 were performed in order
does not present a structural transformation at TN. In this to determine the effect of the chemical pressure on TN and
phase pA. is either zero or it is induced in some crystallo- also to test the influence either of the pressure or the applied
graphic sites on the Mn by the molecular field produced by magnetic field on the low-temperature magnetic phase
the ordered R sublattice as observed in DyMn2 .

5 
A further (within the NW phase4 6

). In Fig. 2 we display the thermal
systematic study of the magnetic susceptibility under pres- expansion results on the substituted compounds for different
sure on GdMn 2 and TbMn2 (Ref. 6) gave support to this Ni concentratios. From these results we can observe for
hypothesis in order to explain the experimental results. In the x=O a large volume anomaly associated with the first order
present paper we report magnetostriction measurements up transition at TN-10

4 
K and an other small anomaly at

to 15 T and thermal expansion measurements either under Tc--35-40 K which can be associated with the magnetic
applied magnetic field or under induced chemical pressure.

We have studied the compounds RMn2 with R =Gd, Th,
Nd, and Y, and the pseudobinazy R(Mn 1 -. Ni.) 2 for (R=Y
and Gd). The samples were prepared by the standard arc 10 ..
melting technique as explained in these proceedings (Ibarra
el aL6). Thermal expansion and magnetostriction were mea- 8 Y(Mn0,9 Ni 0.01)2-
sured in the range of temperature 4-300 K using the strain
gage technique and either steady magnetic field up to 12 T or 6
pulsed magnetic field up to 15 T. The anisotropic

and volume (o=K:+2Xi) magnetostrictions - 4
were obtained from the measurement of the parallel (Xl) and
perpendicular (),J magnetostrictions. 2 H- = o T.

There is a well-established large magnetovolume effect H=12 T.
at TAN-60- 9

0 K on cooling with a large thermal hysteresis 0 H
(-10-30 K depending on the sample internal stres and Lx l0~_________
method of meastument). Either the applied or chemical -2 -_ '
pressures have a strong influence on the magnetic and stnac- 0 20 40 60 s0 100

TEMPERATURE. (K)

oFuaftecknreft mIhsutiftele of Physics, Czech Acadeemy of Selencas FIG. 1. Thermal expeasion of Y(NeuoN6,4 )2 without and under end ap-
Cmoummaicks 10 1620 0 Praha 6. Czech RWAblic. plied mainefic field of 12 T
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FIG. 2. Theum expansion in Gd(Mn, _,Ni,)2 . loset: field dependence of thermal expmnsion in GdMn 2 at low temperatures.

ordering within the NTY. The increase of the Ni concentra- The study of the thermal expansion under an applied
tion is considered only as an increase of chemical pressure magnetic field up to 1.5 T revealed that TN was not affected
due to the different atomic radii of the Mn and Ni atoms. In by this field. However, T, increases with field (see inset Fig.
fact, we observed a decrease of the TN for increase x values 2). These results confirmed that the effect of the applied
in good agreement with the pressure effect on magnetic field on T, is similar to that found under applied
magnetization.' We also observed an increase of T, with pressure.4.6

concentration as it was observed in ac susceptibility under The obtained forced volume magnetostriction w
pressure experiments. 4 These experiments confirmed the lo- (=3).=3•z) is represented in Fig. 3 at several selected tem-
calization of the A in the ordered regime (TN<Tc for peratures. A large increase of w is observed in the neighbor-
x =0.1). The decreasing value of the anomaly associated with hood of TN. This behavior was attributed to the anomalous
TN as x increases can be understood considering the effect of behavior of the elastic constant due to the softening of the
pressure which can limit the volume of the TP below the first phonon modes that we can expect at the first order structural
order transformation occurring at TN. transformation at TN (Ref. 4 for more details). In the tem-

0 720 K11

-0.5

IOll

l0"

0 5 1001

A LIDMAGNETIC FIELD, (Teula)

G.3. Forced volume ma NT in Gdraw .Iner: quaatic field fit of - at 80 K (see test).
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FIhe T 4 ý We ce can ot a magwnetsrctive contrMibuio
expect of theG.~2 th. I alardepeidnceae tof an a5T nomlu behavir

romthe Trpasge on10 thwe basi ofsrv an antiaeroagntic orav of the nelastic cosants afws aonsequenedo athev poswiber sot-e
deor and thelako magntostriction i hn up to 615se w ig ) Thi

Adetiganld studyac of temagntostrictmivn behaviortof t5hi ening of the phonion modes at TN. A more detailed report of
A detaild wstd g ove by inseraetotiiv behvio Af thi these results will be published elsewhere." As a general re-

sion anomaly wa observed at T,,f-45 I. Below this tern sult we should mention the large hysteresis observed in the
perature a local Am appears. Neutron diffraction expert- multagnetosrmction. isoherenseat ofthemp ieraturs belowx the ac
ments revealed the existence of two magnetic phases, whc treanl trnfnainTeefctothhldstanuedna
coexist at low emnimThe collinear antifeirromagnectic reaetmagnetostriction which results in a reduction of

S) Pase n Whch Al." W th"S2 Dy-n like structure) 0.4% in the volume of the sample. Increasing; the tempera-
. paein which #m-0 # 5iidp thme S2 atms whc rseta lre we observed a sponftaeous contraction of 0.5% instead
indwhchd magnexicep soment. AMnrg atomsy whic presnt an of the 0.9% observed when the sample is not subjected to the

thermal expanion at TN. Then volume magnetostriction of action of an applied magnetic hield. As a consequence of
this compound is represented in Fig. 4. The high-field low- these results we cannot exclude the effect of the magnetic
temperature value: is the largest ever observed magnetostric hield on the stability of #%& in this compound.
tion (w=' - 17X 10-' at 4 K and 15 T). This larg magneto- We can conclude that magimetostriction measurements
volume effect can be explained on th bai of th ntblt are quite valuable in order to obtain information on the na-
of the I? under an applied magnetic field. These results con- ture of the different magnetic phases in R Mn2 and Constitute
firmed the destabilization of the p., under hield observed in the beat and easiest test for the stability of the gm under an
neutroni diffraction experiments.2 The magnetostriction mes- applied magnetic field in these compounds.
surements show that fth TP is transformed into the NTP
when the magnetic field increases; as a cosqem th M?. Shiga. Physica B ta. 293 (1988).

sampe vlum isredued esutin in hue vlum ~ P. J. Brmwa, B. Ovladdiaf, R. B~eloJ. IDeportes. and A. S. Murkosyan. J.
sampe voume s rduce rimlthi ina hue voume ag- Phys. 4, 1103 (1992).

netostniction. The equivalentt value of wn at high hield and the IS. ?.amda. tIL Ciwriasky. S. H. Kilenyne. B. D. Rainfod, and C. itrW.,
observed spontaneous distortion (&t=3X(AlIOI= -Q con- Pbysac B tU-t8t, t10S (199).
firmed the former conclusion. We als pfxedf~ KU thera IM _Rm. C. Stanali L Gareiam-Orm 7- ArnKd and A. del Moral,

J.MaV Mnx Maera. 22&, L249 (1993).
expansion measureusenta under a high steady neritic IC. Ritte, S. H. Kcoywe and IL Ciarindri, J. Phya. 3, 727 (199).
fidd.0 These results showed the absence of the structural 6 M.. I them. Z. Arnold, C. Marquina. L Oareii.sm. and A. det Moral

transformation under field higheir than 5 T and made magne- fthcem proceediap).
tostriction an excllent too in order to test the stability of tie 'f .& Marra L Garcmi-Om.6 and A del Monak Solid Starte Conmunm. 54.

875 (1992).
TP under an applied magnetic hield in Thh~n2. 8J Vko, Lt Deloa, J. Depotes It. Md. Galoet, and E Lelievre, J. AppI.

Thermal expansion measurements performed on this Fhya. 0, $678 (1991).
compound showed a larg volume expansion of 0.9% at IA4 . them.ra C. Marquina, L Garcia-Orza, and A del Morat. Solid Satec

T~lO K. e Peforfled eostictin asremets M I. themrr, C. Manqein C. de, Is Puente, and del Moral (unp*Ublhed).
up to 15 T in the temperature range 4-300 K. In Fig. 5 we 11C. Maqeiwa M. R. 9hm. L Garcia.Om.a and A. de Moral (unpub-
display the, thermal dependence of wn at 15T. A large increase limbed).
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An ultrasonic study of the N" transition In dilute Cr-Al alloy"-.single crystalds

H. L Al•rta
Dgwromm of .P~ycs, Rea Aftkaam UarsA P 0. Box 524, Aucland Park Joa-srtg 2O06,
Sood, Aftica
Measurements are reported of the temperature variation of the swad velocity and ultrasonic
attenuation coefficient of Cr-AI &lHoy single crystals containing 1.2, 1.9, and 2.6 at % Al. Thie results
close to the N(ie temperature awe not satisfied by existing theories for the critical behavior of
itinerant electron antiferomapxets.

1. PIRDCO of about 3 K, occurring at 217.4 K (Fig. 2). We do nam know

T7he incommensurate (1) spin density wave (SDW) to the reason for the small shoulder on the a-T curve observedparamagnetic (P) transition at the Niel temperature (TN) of in Fig. 2 at 214 K for this crystal, but note that it is not
pure Cr is weakly first order, making the application of ex- reflected on the V-T curve of this alloy [Fig. l(a)]. Difficul-

isting theories for the critical behaviour near Tv strictly ties were encountered near Tv in measuring a for the other
! speaking not valid. The order as well as the nature of the two crystals and we do not give a-T graphs for them. Away

with from the transition region the pulse-echo tra of the two
other elements to form dilute solid solutions. For some im- crystals c a y .However, at % l s ho wedan o p da

purities the first-order transition is changed to a second-order p decay. However, the pulse-echo ain developed a
Sone and the ISDW-P transition to a commensurate (C) distinctive interference pattern in the transition region close

observed s neutron to TN. This interference pattern is temperature dependent,

diffraction techniques, that the transition at Ts in Cr-Al a,_ making a measurements close to TN in these two crystals to

loys containing 1.2, 1.9, and 2.6 at % Al is of the second a certain extent unreliable. Similar effects were previously

order, being an ISDW-P transition in the first two alloys and also encountered
5 

in a Cr-Ru single crystal and may be at-

a CSDW-P transition in the 2.6 at % Al alloy. Cr-AI alloys
with these Al concentrations are therefore ideally suited to
test theoretical predictions for the contributions of critical
fluctuations to the ultrasonic attenuation coefficient (a) and
the longitudinal velocity of sound (vL) near TN for both -.

types of transitions. We report here measurements of a and
uL as a function of temperature through TN for Cr-Al alloy 7.o

single crystals, containing 1.2, 1.9, and 2.6 at % AI. The data %
are analyzed in terms of the theoretical predictions of Maki /
and Nakanishi

2 
and Sato and Maki

3 
that are valid for second- €O . [a)

order CSDW-P and ISDW-P transitions. no so 210 230 250
T(K)

11. PERIMENTAL TN.

The single crystals, containing 1.2, 1.9, and 2.6 at % Al, 5 ""
are the same crystals previously used' in magnetoelastic and ..9

neutron diffraction studies. In the present study the pulse-
echo-overlap technique

4 
has been used to obtain ultrasonic

velocities and ultrasonic attenuation coefficients. The phase '.% tw
comparison method used in the previous study' on the mag- 7o lb ) too

netoelastic properties of these crystals, do not allow for at- TIXC
tenuation measurements and has a sensitivity of only 1 in 103
for velocity changes with temperature, compared to 1 in 10'
for the pulse-echo-overlap technique. X-cut 10 M&z quarts
transducers were bonded to the crystals with Araldite epoxy 6.4*
resin to generate longitudinal waves propagating along the
[100] or [110] crystallographic directions. .

p U. RESULTS AND DNCUSSION o 240 20 220

Figure I shows the temperature dependence of VL for the TIM)

three crystals and Fig. 2 that of a for Cr+ 1.2 at % Al. The Temperatwe dependence of the longtudinalSoundVelocity(UL) for
ISDW-P transition in the Cr+ 1.2 at % Al crystal is charac- (a) CF+IG .2 aAt akou3 [l00], (b) Cr+t.9 ai% At along [100], and (c'
terized by a sharp attenuation peak of width at half amplitude Cr+2.6 at % At along [1iO].

J. AppI. Phys. 75 (10), 15 May 1994 0021-8979"94l7510)566sJ2/86.OO 0 1904 Awme Insfute of Physics 5M
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..ons on a and vL for iineran electron anferromaguets like
Cr and its dilute alloys. They further assumed qlx 1, where
q is the wave vector of the sound wave and I the electronic

X. " mean-free path, and found that a for longitudinal sound

"""wavesdivergsnesar TN as i where i7=II-TITNv. for a
transition from the P phase to the CSDW phase (as in Cri "• +2.6 at % Ai) and like q-f" for a P-ISDW transition (as in

4 Cr+1.2 at % Al and Cr+1.9 at % A])... ,•...JFor UL they predicted a sharp dip at TN diverging as

bu tm o p2 for a P-CSDW transition and as1W tr a TN

fo0 lw n20 230 one. Sato and Maic3 did the same type of calculations but

Sconsivered the electrie and bole Fermi surface sheets to be
octahede l in shape instead of sperical. In the limit qnly ,
which should correspond better3 with the experimental situ-

FIG. 2. Teprtr depeadncam of the uknasonic attenuation coefficient (a) ation, they obtained a 7j-1/2divergencenDear Tvfor ain a

for Cr+'2 as %Al for wave propagatin alog [100o P-ISDW transition while the divergence is negligible for a
P-CSDW transition. In the cam of vL they found no diver-

Stn'buted to marosopic ISDW and P domains, due to slight e Al for both the P-CSDW and P-ISDW transitions at T, N

sample inhomogeneities, that coexist ngar TN in Cr+ 1.9 at % The predictions of Sato and Maki3 do not Satisfy the

At and Cr+2.6 at % As. Notwithstanding the difficulties with experimental observations for the vsl T curves of Fig. 1. This
(132±) is also thwse for the predictions of the theory by Maki and

t ~ ~~could however, be made for these two crystals: Firstly, a Naashwoprdtadi nheo.TureaTNih

shows a peak centered around (132 .24) K for Cr+ 1.9 at % the divergences as described above. Although the experiment

aA l and wound (255±5) K for Cr+2.6 at % AT. Secondly, for does indeed give a dip in the VL-T curves, it only appears

both Cr+ 1.9 T N equa l t 219, i34, an 2 A, anda f3 at % V c tK belwaTt Thereisnoif1r2or h-3 divergence

detemind'espctiely or hes thee rystls sin ne- nsarthe at serve TN.Thvauofydontcm reoowl

SDW state than inimumobserve on the P a r transition where thi t ransiion

the interference effects are absent. For Cr+1.9 at % A1 , for Pn oncluon th temperatur deedne of the veloc-

wihthe weakerimionimu at 242is Kn for Cratns Al.Forityon, of ats% A crystal were found to be straight lines for T> TN
which) hetansitior at T2. at% AlW- w rnit ion a pa(seDW) (from 217.6 to 220.6 K) and T< Tv (from 212.1 to 217.1 K),

T<T+ , a(CSDW)ta2a(P). The intereference effects were suggesting that a=ao+br( n-TsTN)iY with by and becon-

absent for Cr+ 1.2 at % mA. stants, fits the experimental results well close to TN. For this

The VL-T curves show peaks at (217.6±0.3) K, (132t4) crys tal ontin e o_=-(0.34±h0.03) for T<Tsl and

oteand (255tw 5) c respectively, for Cr+n1.2 at% Ao, Cr+g1.9 ye=-(rth S.) for T>vTjv. The value of y- is very similar
aboveth minimum of2 at% hei - cu erves. Th e s eachdomain.to the value y t=-(0.28±c0.05) obtained by de Camargowel wth vAl ue ofand eqal to %Alasntos 5rvesd et aLn 6 for a Cr+0.5 at % V crystal that also has an ISDWwethereious magnetoels mf t hseasu remen t s. Ts isin pnrobay state at T< TC. TAe value of y+ do not compare too wemndetron hesfpaction thhadtaese trered preosly only pin n- with tS=-2.5 predicted by Maki and Nakanishi2 and alsotry 2-3fKactomp tchniq .te tmpres tudy i dat a werpeak i s, a, pnot with the value ko = -0.5 predicted by Sato and Maki3 foris thus takenT ab 0. K inbout 13 K above the temperature this transition.
of the deep minimum observed on the VL-T curves for Cr
+ 1.2 at % A] and Cr+ 1.9 at % pe and also about 13 K above In conclusion, the temperature dependences of the veyoc-

the weaker minimumtio at T2 for crysta at % Al. For the ity of sound and ultrasonic attenuation coefficient near TM of

+Cr-A alloy single crystals are not satisfied by existing theo-

nearly exactly with the nsmall es. The measurements reported here were done on poly-Q

peak on the VL.T curve (see Figs. 1 and 2). In the case of the single crystals, consisting each of three poss.F le Q domains,
other el nanols i T s uas a rne s ricl buti where the SDW Q vector is along a different cube axis ino ieretw csis, T cllate the effects oit ucdeaina ve t and M ee, ep
above the minimum of their VL-T curves. The small peak atert
TN on theUL.-T curve of Cr+l1.2 at %A]was not observed in and theory found above, measurements should also be done

the previous' magnetoelastic measurements. This is probably on single-Q Cr-AI crystals, containing only one Q domain

due to the fact that data were recorded previously' only ev- with the SDW Q vector directed along a chosen cubic axiq. It

ery 2-3 Kr, compared to the present study in which data were is, however, presently not known how to prepare such a state

recorded at about 0.3 K intervals near TN. Furthermore, the in the Cr-Ai alloys. T'his is a problem for future study.

vL-T curve of Fig. Ilfor Cr+l1.2 at %Aldoes not show the 'A. Baran, H. L. Albtt A. M. Strydom, and P. de V. do Ptsss Phys.
discontinuous jump previously observed' for the elastic con- Rtev. B 45, 10473 (1992).
stant c I at TNv. Instead, the present measurements show a 'K. Maid and L. N-k-i-hi, J. Low-Temp. Phys. 6, 141 (1972).

' H. Sato and L. MaK, Wn. J. Map. 4, 163 (1973).
continuous transition at TNv for this crystal as is also Observed 'F P. p. apadtt"s in P/kiica/ Acomitics, Vol. XIL edited by W. P. Mason
in the neutron diffraction measurements.t and R. N. Tln'ston (Aciadle• New York, 1976).

Maid and Nakanishi2 used a two-band model in which SM. Cankuttrmo, G. A. Saundem 0. Wag P. J. R4ct and H4. L Aftbes,
the electron and hole Fermi surface sheets are spherical but Phys. Rev. B 46, 14370 (1992).

6 P. C. de CamaWL , E. FawcMR and J. M. Pemz J. Appl. Phys. 6'7, 5265
of different sizes, to calculate the effects of critical fluctua- (199).
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lliMeg o of polycryoftilline Co-Pd W"oy

S. U. Jon and B. L Chao
Iutftsae of Ptqsi,. , Academia Smica, Taipei, Taiwan 11529, China

Magnetostriction of polycrystalline CojOe_1 Pd. alloys was measured by the strain gauge method
from 4 to 300 K. The saturation magnetostriction X,=(2/3)[(AL/L)K-(A! 'L)'], where (AL/L),
and (AL /L)' are the aaturated values (when H

1
E>

5 
kG) of AL /L in fields parallel and perpendicular

to sample's length (L). k, at 4 K is found to change sign fom positive to negative value as x is
increased from below x0 =50 at. % Pd to above. This phenomenon can be understood from the
split-band theory for Co-Pd alloy. However, since some experimental facts indicate that unquenched
orbital moments may exist in the x>50 at. % Pd alloyb it is necessary to consider , =),bd

+ w.', where X.-d is due to the split-band theory and X- is from the one-ion mechanism. Under
this proposal, it is possible to explain why k,(4 K) is not antisymmetric with respect to xo. Finally.
two different origins of temperature dependence of X, are discussed.

L INT•ODUCrlON very near to the sample, we have placed another "identical"
Sdummy gauge with the same orientation as that of the activein the past, magnetoctystalline anisotropy jnd magneto- gauge. The active and the dummy gauges form two arms of

striction of Co-Pd single crystals have been measured along a h b e cir e an exiaon volage of
the 100 an ý11) xes 1- Thetemeraurerane o th a half-bridge circuit. T'hen, with an excitation voltage of 2-3

the(100)a ndsu1r 1aes Thetempeatr rag from0oftthg V applied to the bridge, we can read the strain value directly
[ measurements was from 77 to 300 K. By plotting from the model 3800 strain indicator.

h I =3/2k, 1 and h2=3/2k111 as a function of the reduced tem- An uniform strain cantilever beam was made to che&k

peaueT~,weeTc is the Curie temperature, they ob- Anuiomsri6atlvrba a aet h4.
perature TITa where Talu s t 0 uriextrapolatiremthod. the gauge factor F of the WK gauge at room temperature."tahed h pand h2 values at 0 K by extrapolation method. By setting F=2.02, supplied by the manufacturer, we find

in this paper, we report saturation magnetostriction data that the ratio of calculated strain e=(Ay)t/12, where Ay is
atof polycrystaire Cotem eratPde samples as a function of x the deflection of the free end, t is the thickness, and I is the
at 4 K, and their temperature dependence from 4 to 300 K. in length of the beam, to measured strain AL/L is about 95%.
addition, since fo u and f are known, it s possible to test We did not investigate the temperature variation of gauge
the empirical formula for averaged Xs (Ref. 4) factor. However, Ref. 6 has already plotted the temperature

• ak 00+ (1 - t)Xll I (I) dependence curve of F for the Karma type strain gauges. The

and to see whether a is equal to 2/5. In Eq. (1), a polycrys- maximal percentage change in F is only about 4% from 300
andtse aggegather of cbic mterals is assumed. 1)apl down to 4 K. With the characteristic F-factor curve known, itis possible to determine the gauge factor value at any tem-

perature between 4 and 300 IL
11. EXPERIMENTS The sample was first cooled down all the way to 4 K.

When temperature reaches a steady value, we started to mea-
A series of Co 1oO_.Pd. alloys have been made sure the changes of strain, (ALIL) 1 and (AL/L),, with the

previously.5 
In order to fit the sizes of strain gauges used, fields in sample's plane, and parallel and perpendicular to the

each sample was cut in the form of 1.OXO.4X0.06 cm3 
from sample's long axis, respectively. Two typical (ALIL) 1 and

an ingot. No further heat treatment was made. We have (AL/L)1 curves as a function of external magnetic field HE
checked the room temperature resistivities of these samples, are plotted in Fig. 1. When HE>5 kG, (AL/L)! and
and they agree with our earlier results quite well. (AL/L), will approach the saturated values (AL/L)i and

Magnetostriction was measured with a Karma-alloy type (AL/L)', respectively. By definition, the linear magneto-
strain gauge (WK-06-062AP-350), purchased from Measure- striction at saturation for polycrystalline samples is

7

ments Group company. This kind of gauge is best suited for
the strain measurements in the low-temperature and high X,=(2/3)[(AL/L)'-(AL/L))]. (2)
magnetic-field environment. The gauge was glued to each
sample along the long axis with an M-600 bond. The glue Then, the sample's temperature was raised in 50 K incre-
was-cured at T=ll0 °C for 2 h. Then, the sample was glued ments, and the (AL/L)q and (AL/L), measurements were
to the tips of two phosphorus-bronze strips with Duco Ce- repeated. It was found that after cycling between low tern-
ment. The strips are flexible to move in the direction of Ion- perature and room temperatures, X, may show some thermal
gitudinal magnetic field, but at the same time they minimize hysteresis. If we cycle the temperature again, the degree of
other motions, including rotations, of the sample in magnetic thermal hysteresis decreases. Here, we only present ks data
field; the other ends of the strips are simply bolted on the tip from the first run. Note, the thermal hysteresis does not
of a sample holder. The sample-holder rod is inserted into a change the sign of )L,. In addition, a piece of brass, the same
CF1200 cryostat, which is fitted in the gap of a 7 in. electro- construction material for sample holder, was substituted for
magnet. The temperature can be varied from 4 to 300 K by the sample. By measuring Xs of brass, we found that the
uaing an rrC4 temperature controller. On the sample holder, noise is smaller than 2X 10- 7 

up to 7 kG. The magnitude of
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FIG. 1. Thle linean magneloatriction UIL in parallel and perpendicular FIG. 3. Thei temperature dependence olf CounPd, afloys as afunction of
external fields HE for CossPda5 and Co.^d,, at 4 K_ temperature. P875 means Coý,d,, sample.

natre f ech am le 1~ morcec ed Tb e x praycr. an Co-Ni,8 we know the alove statement is true, provided x is
notfarfro x0 Hoeve, i Fi. 2Aý f C-Pdbehaves

Ill. RESULTS ADDISCUSSIONslgtydfettalhuhXx,< an ,,>,
IX,(x>)I is much larger than iX,(xj0). To resolve this dif-

The open circles in Fig. 2 represent the linear saturation ference, it is first noted that Co-Pd may have am unquenched
niagnetostriction X, data as a function of %i at T=4 IC h5  orbital (or localized) monment in the Pd-rich (x,) region.
changos its sign, from positive to negative, near xt,=50 at. % Then, aside from the band contribution, there is also the
Pd. This finding coincides with our earlier discovery that the one-ion contribution to X_, Mathematically, we write
anisotropic magnetoresistance of Co-Pd has a maximum at
x0=55 at. % Pd. 5 The same things also happen in Co-Ni $ $( I('
alloys with xo=65 at. % NO. From the split-band model, 3
these phenomena are associated with the Fermi level cross: X,(x)= o,
ing the boundary between the Co and Pd subbands or the where the antisymmnetric nature of kband has been assumed.
near degeneracy caused by the spin-orbit interaction. Since The dashed line in Fig. 2 indicates the split band term, and
the shift in energy (&t)., above the degeneracy is the same the connected solid squares indicate the one-ion term for
but opposite in sign to that below the degeneracy. We think x>x0 . Clearly, jXT"(x> )I >1 A~~I'(x>) I and X~'(x,) has a
that magnetostriction due to split-band termn X~' should be peak at x>=75 at. %. This agrees with the finding on crys-
antisymmetric with respect toxý2 In other words, as x is near talline anisotropy energy of Co-Pd that it peaks at x>=85
x0 , Xý(>- x0) = X (o- x<), where x,>x0 , at. % Pd.'
X«<X0  and x>-x0 =xo-x. Looking at X, data for Thtis negative value of X," is understood from Refs. 9

and 10

50 ______________ ?tm, -(7)Y)[Aarfi(R) +R(dfi/d9R)], (4)

where 71 is a constant, Y is the Young's modulus, R is the
0 distance between the nearest neighbors, fR)oc(l/R)"+'>O

'.SpObangis the interaction between the local moment and the neigh-
Z__ -0 T 4 Kborirg ions, I is the angular momentum, and

Co ~ One-ion A., >6(215) + 2(3/5) =3.6 for polycrystalline fcc alloys (usu-
all" for most fc elements, CII- C 1 2 "cC4 4 , where C, is the

.100 Ex aaelastic stiffness constant). Since I is usually set equal to 2,
from Eq. (4), it is easy to show that xT0 

< 0.
-150 Considering Eq. (1) and taking X10 and X... data"3 with

_______________________ a=2/5, we find X, does not necessarily equal the X, found
0 20 40 60 80 100 here. Perhaps, as stated in Ref. 4, ta differs from 215, depend-

ing on the measure Cas2C 4 s/(C 1 l-Cl 2 ) of the elastic
X (at.% Pd) anisotripy of the crystals.

Figure 3 shows X, of Col 00 -Pd. alloys as a function of
FIG, 2. 11e saturation umpetoashicticm k, pinned vs the Pd cD~mrtio x temperature. Grossly speaking, in the temperature rngep
at 4 Y 4-300 K, it is observed that (1) if x<x0 , X, is mostly posi-
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tive and the temperature dependence of ., is flat, and (2) if IV. CONCLUSION
, x>xo, X, is mostly negative and the temperature dependence We have diascussed the linear satureation magnetostric-

of X, is steeper.
As discussed in Ref. 8, O d x G/Y, where G is a me&- tion X, of Co-Pd alloys. X changes its sip near x0=50

sure of magnetotriction, p a to te at. %Pd as predicted from the split-band model. For x>xo,
¶ This shift is related to orbital angular momentum L,(eF) by we find that in addition to the band mechanism the one-ionwhshitisrela er to orbital th momente n by mechanism, due to the unquenched orbital moment, gives(•)u=(L:(F),where C is the spin-orbit interaction pa- second contribution to Xs The. order of X' in the range

rameter in the solid state.8-11 C or the energy gap is of the s c
order of 0.15 eV=O(1000 K), though it may be reduced to x>x0 is estimated. Finallyhe temperature dependence of X,
one-half due to the nonsphericity of the Fermi surface. lhen, is so discussed that )s (T) could be separated form
C or G is less likely to be affected by the rising temperature
(T-300 K). Here, since both X hn and )k- contain the tem-
perature dependent Young's modulus term, the effect of Y is ACKNOWLEDGMENT
left out when considering the temperature dependence of
* Xs'1 and X-. For X", from Eq. (4), the angular compo- We are thankful for the financial support from the Na-
nent contained in 17is also temperature dependent. According tional Science Council under Grant No. NSC82-0208-MOO1-
to Callen's theory,'
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Hyertic and other relationships between technical magnetostriction
S and magnetization

.UJ.OGrshelis
Maneptoelasic Devices, Inc., P O2 Box 625, Pittsfiel4 Ma&Skchusew 01202

The appearance of functional relationships between magnetostrictive strain, e=6A1/, and
magnetization, M, is critically examined. Correlations between e and M are found to derive entirely
from the dependence of each on the orientation of the spin vector relative to a common
measurement direction. In single uniaxial domains, or in equivalent bulk bodies, with isotropic
magnetostrictions X,, the simple eocM 2 

relationship arises from the closely related trigonometric
functions involved in their respective measurements. To be hysteretic it is shown that it is at least
necessary for X, to be anisotropic in a single domain or for there to be two or more domains
distinguished by their orientations or other factors affecting their switching fields. It is concluded
from this study that e has no direct dependence on M nor are there physical sources in their
hysteretic relationships that are not already manifest in M vs H.

INTRODUCTION 1(a), that is fixed in space and spherical in shape in its para-

The generally nonlinear and hysteretic dependence of magnetic state at some elevated temperature. When cooled to

magnetization, M, on applied field, H, is the quintessential an equilibrium temperature below its Curie point [Fig. 1(b)],the particle develops a spontaneous magnetic moment of vol-
feature of ferromagnetic behavior. In most ferromagnetic ma-
terials, the application of stress, o, markedly alters the slopes ume density M, orientated within the particle by some an-
aclisotropic influence generally associated with some regularity
and intercepts characterizing this M-H relationship; only the in the composition or microstructure. Orbital alignments re-material-dependent saturation magnetization, M,, is unaf- lated to the spins also act to alter the interatomic spacing
fected. The dimensions of a body made from such stress- differentl in sin versus nonin directions. The cumulative
sensitive ferromagnetic materials also vary with H in a gen- effect is y s eus eonaion dre ctions T he di-

efcisa spontaneous elongation or contraction of the di-erally nonlinear and hysteretic manner. The change in any mensions of the particle in a manner dependent on the mea-
dimension I is characterized by a magnetostrictive strain
e(= A1/1). The slopes and intercepts characterizing the &-H surement direction relative to the anisotropy axis. When
relationship are also markedly affected by o, although there measured in the moment direction, this spontaneous magne-

again exists a material-dependent saturation magnetostric- toelastic strain (which can be >0 or <0) defines X.. For the
tion, X,, which is reached at the same field as M,. These example illustrated in Fig. 1, X,>O.
remarkable similarities in the dependencies of M and Eon H Ignoring the actual physical source, for the present theremakabe smilaitis i th depndecie of an e n H anisotropy is assumed to be unlaxial, of energy density K..
and a, lead naturally to the idea that some systematic rela- At this stage X. is also assumed to be isotropic, i.e., the
tionship exists between M and e. Observations of e varying atotisstag sa is a se robe iotropic ine.
with M

2, e.g., in nickel under tension,' 68 permalloy heat magnetoelastic strain in the direction of the moment is inde-

treated in a transverse field,
2 and terfenol under pendent of the orientation of the moment relative to the

compression,
3 

suggest that e is in fact more dependent on M prime (easy) axis established by the anisotropy source.
than on H. The notably reduced hysteresis

4 
often seen mn Using a simple approximation to the new shape of the

plots of e vs M, compared to e vs H, adds to this view. particle, and assuming that its volume is unchanged by the
Still, there are circumstances where e and M are just as presence of its moment, the strain measured in a direction

clearly unrelated. For example, E varies with o- even in an inclined at angle 0 to the moment can be found from6

unmagnetized body (when M=0). This is manifested as an e=3X,(cos
2 

0'-1/3)/2. (1)
elastic modulus defect (AE effect) and in magnetomechani- The measured magnetization in this same direction is
cal damping.

5 Also, magnetization changes in square loop

materials take place with no concomitant change in e.
In order to clarify these various and inconsistent appear-

ances of a functional relationship between e and M, we ex- M/T S
amine the physical bases of the manifestation of each and / #
critically appraise the circumstances under which they can be D

related by an analytical function as well as the requirements
for hysteresis to appear in their relationship.

(a) (b)
THEORY

It is instructive to first examine the relationship between FIG. 1. (a) A small spherical particle above its Curie temperature (Tc). (b)
M and e for a single domain particle. For convenience we Below T, mepeiaion M, and maetostriction X, develop in a diredon
consider a small particle, schematically illustrated in Fig. associated with mMura or compostioinl sotropy.
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X FIG. 4. Variation in effective measurement dirction wwllnfil applied at 0,j 30%. 60%. and 90* to t easy aaxis of a single domain.

o0 0.5X the straight line (0-=901, - I~h<I) to the square loop (4,
! I'MFASUREMENT DIRECTION ( r) ad :0*). At the critical fields where there are jumps from one

MEASREMET DRECTON val=u0) Aft toatheritial felstawhere there are l obump sl fro
FIG. 2. (a) Variation of e in a single domain with inclination (0) of ml value of to another at constant h, there will obviously be
sirement axis to moment direction. (b) Cormesponding variation of M. corresponding iumps in M from one value to another at con-

stant H. Thus, .lithough there are for 4,<90°, some "forbid-
den" values of 4,, for each stable value of 4# the correspond-

M=M, cos 4,. (2) ing value of M will be found on the line shown in Fig. 2(b).
Similarly, if X. is isotropic, for each stable value of 46, there

The manner and extent of the variations in e and M with is from Eq. (1) only one value of e and thus, although there
direction relative to M, are seen in the (reduced form) plots may be gaps, all corresponding values of 4, and e will be
of Eqs. (1) and (2) shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively, found on the line shown in Fig. 2(a).

The measurement direction of interest is not casually As illustrated in the vector diagrams of Fig. 5 to mini-
selected but is most usually associated with (e.g., coincident mize the total free energy the M, vector will also be rotated
with) the direction of an applied field or stress. Under the by stress. Now however, 0 is restricted such that O-- 0-ir/2,
condition where H is applied at some angle *, to the K. axis, and except for *-=0* and 4r= 900, 0 varies continuously with
the moment rotates from its quiescent alignment with K., oa. Once again, for each value of 4, there are unique values of
towards H, through such an angle 0 as to minimize the sum M and e with corresponding pairs (M,46) and (e,46) always
(E) of the magnetostatic (EH) and anisotropy (EK) energies. falling on the lines plotted in Figs. 2(b) and 2(a). Stress
This is illustrated by the vector diagram in Fig. 3(a). At some simply alters the effective value of K. and the orientation of
critical value7 

of a reversed polarity field, the stable orienta- the easy axis. Thus in a single domain with isotropic X,
tion of M, jumps from the position shown in Fig. 3(b) to that there is a unique functional relationship between M and e for
shown in Fig. 3(c). By minimization of E and recognizing any conditions of ##, H, and o. This is found by substituting
•--0 in Figs. 3(a)-(c) and wr-(,+ 0) in Fig. 3(b) as 4,, the cos 4,, obtained from Eq. (2), into Eq. (1)
measurement direction of interest, we can find

sin 4,=sin 0 cos 8/h (3) =x(/A-3] .()
If X, is not independent of the orientation of M, relative

with the field expressed in reduced form as h = HM,/2K.. to K., i.e., if K),=f(0), e and M are no longer constrained to
Plots of 4, against h from Eq. (3) for *,=O°0, 300, 60*, and a unique relationship. In particular, it can be seen in Fig. 4

900 are shown in Fig. 4. Points on the plots (0<90°), where for *-=60° that, within small ranges near JhI =0.5, there are
the M, vector position jumps, are indicated, two stable values of h (one on each limb of the curve) cor-

If M is continuously measured as the field undergoes responding to one value of 4,. Consequently, in this range,
sufficiently large, bipolar (J-h-kp,=h,ýk>l) excursions, M for each value of 4, (hence M) there are two values of 0
vs H will follow one of the many familiar loop shapes, from [from Eq. (3)], and therefore, [depending on f(8)], possibly

two values of X, (hence E). The resulting occurrence of hys-

H M
M I K4

-- -- I

I .-

(a)
FIG. 3. Reorientation of M, vector by fields of positive polarity (a) and
negative polarity (b). M, jumps fiom position shown in (b) to position
shown in (c) when E for (0'- ) is smaller than for vr-(*+ 0). FIG. 5. Reorientation of M, by tensile (a) and compressive stress (b).
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4 +1 dH
M/M,

FIG. 6.Univeral anbysatrefic e vsaM relationship in a siuaj domiain with
bhoirpi k.. Aaiaoirspl -~ a produc hyate-si - shown.

FIG. 8. 1Tital M-H loop. Differences in die detaile doman inscin at
H. and H,, (alhbough M. = N,) portend hysteresis in eva N.

teresis in evs M in a single domain as a consequence of
anisotropic X, is clearly shown by the plot in Fig. 6 for a The more general nature of hysteresis in e vs M should
hypothetical f(S) =41n(2 sin' 6). The anhysteretic Plot Of now be recognized. In the classic M-H loop for a multido-
Eq. (4) with isotropic X, is also shown. main body shown in Fig. 8, regions are seen in which there

While no hysteresis between e and M is possible for a are two values of H, H., and Hd, for which M6=M,*O.
single domain particle if X, is isotropic, the situation can be Since H affects both the orientations, and via wall motion,
different in a multidomain body. This can be demonstrated the volumes of domains having particular orientations, de-

by considering a composite body comprised of just two non- tails of the domain structures at H. will differ from that at
interacting single domain particles having unequal and suffi- Hd. While the volumetrically weighted (M9 4,).
ciently large easy axis orientations (i.e., 9 0*>4,j>O,>645 ). =(m 0,),~, corresponding averages of cos2 40 will generally

I thsrange of *,, the critical switching angles7  dferestng davau ofeadaadhi

([e =tan'(tan"3 0)] are such that the limiting stable magne- duality in e will be manifested by a hysteretic relationship
tization on the ascending limb of the M-H loop will exceed with M.
the remanent value, i.e., Mr/M,=oos *c<cosfir-(i9,,+O)], a OCLSO
feature illustrated in Fig. 7. These conditions ensure that a CN WO

poin exsts n te acendng imb f te cmposte y's Correlations between e and M derive entirely from the
M-H loop where M.=M,. Since M of the composite body dependence of each on the orientation of the spin vector
is the average, (M1 +M2)12, of the two domains, relative to a common measurement direction. In single
cos 4,ý,+cos 02.,=cos 4,i+cos Oý But this disallows (ex- uniaxial domains with isotropic X~, a simple analytical rela-
cept the singularity: 4,ý=4,2 and Oý4,.) the equality Of tionship arises from the closely related trigonometric func-
(cos2 *, 5 +cos2 .02.) and (COS2 

4A+Cos
2 
#). nUSi, E. * e; tions involved in their respective measurements. With aniso-

the average strains are unequal at the two values of H for tropic X., this relationship can become hysteretic, since e, but
which the magnetizations are the same; therefore, e vs M for not M, is also dependent on the orientation of M, relative to
a body comprised of just two domains can be hysteretic even the a I sotropy axes. In multidomain bodies the independence
if)X, is isotropic. Hysteresis in e vs M arising from the more of -, but not of M, to reversals of individual domain magne.
extensive averaging of cos 4, and cos2 4, over a randomly tizations introduces another source of hysteresis. Hysteresis
oriented assembly of single domain particles with isotropic in M vs a has no physical source not already manifest in M
X.,has alreadygbeen demonstrated. vs Hbut ariseonly as an artifact of the peculiarities of

H ~averaging cos 4, and co2 4,.
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- Mkcrowmanetlc model for the Influence of blaxial stress on hysteretic
- magnetic propertles

M. J. Sablik, L A. Riley. G. L Burldrdt, and H. Kwun
Sou*Awes Research Insatite, PO. Drawer 28510, San Antoano Tesas 78228-0510

SP.Y. Cannell and K T. Watts
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Annapolis Maryland 21402

R.A. Lngman
VUersi'y of T-a-ua, Hol•ar Tamafni 7001, Ast-ralia

A micromagnetic formulation has been developed for modeling the effect of biaxial stress on
magnetoelastic proce+ in polycrystalline steels. In particular, the formulation employs the
Schneider-Cannel model and involves substitution of an effective stress equal to one of the
deviatoric (i.e., di& d) normal stress components, depending on whether the field is parallel to
a tensile or compl .u. c axis or to the third axis perpendicular to the plane of biaxial stress.
Computer results are compared to experimental results on the effects of biaxial stress on magnetic
properties in mild steel and in SAE-4130 steel. Good qualitative agreement is found in almost all
cases, in that in going from one biaxial stress case to the next, the same kinds of changes are seen
magnetically. It is also shown from the model and the data that a method can be formulated to
nondestructively determine the difference in biaxial stresses.

1. INTRODUCTION where the middle term is the stress contribution H,, to the

To model magnetoelasticity in steels under uniaxial internal field and -DM is the stress demagnetization con-
stress conditions, the works of Schneider et al ., 2 and Sablik tribution. D, is a function of stress which behaves as in Fig.
et al.3'4 have been employed. Most real physical situations 1 of Ref. 2. In Eq. (2), X, is the saturation magnetostriction,
however involve biaxial and triaxial stresses acting along Br is the saturation flux density, and D, is the stress demag-
mutually perpendicular axes. The magnetoelastic behavior netization factor.
under such conditions is different.5-7 Models for the effect of In Eq. (1), the susceptibility x(Hi)=dM/dHi satisfies
biaxial stress on magnetic properties have been published by x '(Hi) = X- (H) -D_, (3)
Schneider and Richardson and Kashiwaya.8  which is derived by differentiating Eq. (2) with respect to M,

In this paper, additional data are presented on magnetic and the change dH, is
properties under biaxial stress conditions. The data were
taken by R.A.L on mild steel and by G.LB. and H.K. on dH1=dH/[1 +x(Hi)D,] (4)
SAE-4130 steel. An improved micromagnetic model, which for processes in which H varies while o, is held constant, or
qualitatively explains the magnetic behavior, is additionally
described. Finally, a nondestructive method for determining dHi= -do'f3(ks/B,)cos 0J/[ 1 + X(Hi)Dý,] (5)
the difference in biaxial stresses is described, for processes in which o` varies while H is constant.

Schneider and Richardson,1 in treating biaxial stress ef-
II. THEORETICAL MODEL fects, asserted that the above model may be still used, but

The micromagnetic model used by Schneider et aL is with areplaced by o0&=o',-o, 2 and dor by da'.=di7' -da 2
found in Ref. 2. In that model, the change in magnetization in the case where H is parallel to the a0, axis, and by 0"2 -a,"
AM at the end of a process in which magnetic field H or and do"2 -dor, respectively, when H is parallel to the o"2
stress a` varies is axis. This however, does not prove to be satisfactory. One

major reason is that stresses combine tensorially and do not
AM=Y, fX(Hj)dH,,( superpose like vectors.

J In a new approach, we invoke a three-dimensional stress
model9"° noting that the spherical part9 of the three-

where the sum i is over domain wall types i. In single crystal dimensional stress does not actually contribute to the part of
iron, there are three domain wall types-180, +90*, -90*. the energy involving linear magnetostriction, and thus the
In polycrystals, because of the varying angle 0, between effective components of stress in the three principal direc-
stress axis and local magnetization, a much larger number of tions have the form1 °
domain wall types must be considered in the sum, indexed
by angle. The weight factor fi is an appropriate weight factor sI = 0`1 - o 0 = (20`, - a22 - o03)/3, (6a)
for each domain wall type. The A,(H,) is the magnetic sos-
cep•ibility dM/dHi associated with change dHi in internal 2 o' 2 o (2 a2 -( 3oa 1 )/3, (6b)
field H,, which is computed from s3 = 0 3̀ -0o0= (2a'3 -a,`-o"2)/3, (6c)

Hi=H-(3k,0` cos fIfB,)-DM, (2) where a0n is the spherical stress, given as
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o0 = (0., + o'2 + a3)/3. (7) a ,') B (II)

The streM components st, s2 , s 3 are known as normal devia- 0o 0oA
tomi stusm components and also normal distortionm stress 0.e .0
components.10 

They each represent the effective stress lead-
iag to distortion in each of the principal directions. 11.,

Since the magnetic effect is coupled to linear magneto- 0.211--" - 0.2
striction, it must be coupled to these deviatoric stresses. If an 02 -- s

effective field H, due to stress is to develop along some axis 0 40 so 12 Ao _ý 40 0

in the material, it must be because there is a difference be- a, NPa) al (Mpa)

tween the stresses in the principal directions. This is why the Ba M B, M
spherical part of the stress does not contribute to the mag- I
netic effect. 1-0 LO

In this paper, we consider the magnetic field acting only o.8 .0...o._."
along the stress axes in order to simplify considerations. . "

* Also, we consider stress a3 to be zero, so that only biaxial 0.e ...
stresses act. 0.y..4

We also note that when the external field acts along an 0.2 a 40 2 pa 0°2
axis of compression, the magnetic effect is different than (2 '4 we
when the field acts along an axis of tension. Physically, com- 0 40 o0120 120 -o .40 0
pression tends to push moments away from axes of compres- 0, (MPa) Ot (MPa)
sion, and tension tends to pull moments toward axes of ten-
sion.

Thus, for biaxial stresses, when the field is parallel to an FIG. I. Remancnce B, as a function of stress a, for (a) cr2=80 Ml's, Wb)
axis of ompression, the effective stress ontributing to the o2=-8 MlNs, (c) o2=

4
0 M[Pa, and (d) o,2=-40 MIR& Experimental vaes

magic effctismpressioposthed eetoe strew whetreastg wh the are denoted by 0 and are joined by solid lines; computed values, by 0 and
magnetic effect is proposed to be o,=sl, whereas when the dashed lines. Field H is along auis I.
field is parallel to an axis of tension, the effective stress is
proposed to be o= -s 2. The effective stress is therefore
modeled as

material, due to the fact that the flux sensing coil is wrapped
3 _92)+911 for Or<O, around the C core rather than the sample. However, the er-

o.= (o ) (8) mrs are not felt to be significant when a qualitative compari-
3 0son of trends is involved.

assuming that H is parallel to the al axis. Physically, these Figure 1 shows the behavior of B, (obtained from the
may be viewed in terms of relative stresses oa- -o-, with re- computed hysteresis loop) as a function of stress a', for val-
spect to the three principal axes, including that for which the ues of o,2= +80, +40, -40, and -80 MPa. The experimen-
applied stress is o-3=0. In the case of compression, the effec- tal values of B, for the various cases are also plotted. Be-
tive stress is the sum of the relative stresses associated with cause the trends qualitatively match so closely between
axis 1. In the case of tension, the effective stress is the nega- experimental and computed plots, one can have confidence
tive of the sum of the relative stresses associated with axis 2. in the general physical correctness of the model.

Equation (8) applies only if o"r and oa2 are nonzero. If Measurements were also made on an annealed cruciform
either oa' or o,2 is zero, then the effective stress is the appro- (cross-shaped) SAE-4130 steel specimen. Details concerning
priate uniaxial stress. An expression similar to Eq. (8) for the apparatus and specimen dimensions in the case of the
change dcr, due to changes doa' and do'2, can also be ob- SAE-4130 steel may be found in Ref. 11.
tained. Figure 2 shows experimental results (open circles joined

by solid lines) compared to theoretical results (diamonds

W. COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS joined by dashed lines) for the case of remanence B,. In this
case, the data were normalized by the value of B, when

Experimental results in mild steel on the effect of con- oa1 =o,2=0. The theoretical points were extracted from the
stant biaxial stress on hysteresis loop parameters were pre- hysteresis loop computed from Eqs. (1)-(5) and (8), with the
sented recently by Langman.6 However, discussion was re- variation of D, with strss scaled by constant factor 2.1.
stricted to equal biaxial stresses. We here compare model Trends seen in the experimental results again are qualita-
predictions to additional data from Langman on a more com- tively in agreement with the trends predicted by the model.
plete range of biaxial stresses. Figure 3 exhibits an interesting result. When the differ-

The experimental setup for this wider range of data is the ence in values B,/B, (0,0) between when the field is parallel
same as in Ref. 6. It utilizes a surface method of magnetiza- to the a,1 axis and when the field is parallel to the oa2 axis are
tion with a C core placed on the steel specimen, rather than a plotted against the stress difference a'| -a'2, a straight line
more accurate permeameter method. There are as a result band is found, both for theory and experiment. However,
systematic errors in the hysteresis loops caused by the C-core bandwidths and slopes differ slightly, with experimental
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L v81/B1(0.0) Br /1k (0,0) qutiresan- overainiplilied zero effect when the fied is aligndw..th. th* ax1 isof lares strss.The computed reults from the1. nw mdelwerecomare tonew experimental data on the
o.9 . effect of a range of unequal biaxial stressels on magnetic

0.8ý "L(2 - 0 W!properties. In almost all cases, computed resiuls behave
0 -Owls 2~O~ qualitatively the same way as the experimental results and

Li _ _ 07show the same types of magnetization chanages with changes
70 140 210 70 140 210 in biaxial stresses.
al (MWe) a, (MPa) That a straight-line correlation can be found between

B, /B, (0.0) Br/Dr (0.0) 0'1-0 2 and algebraically manipulated values for magnetic

1.0 Loý properties is quite useful. It means that a nondestructive
0.4---l- 0.9evaluation magnetic technique can be constructed for obtain-
0.0 . 0.9 Ag the biaxial stress difference crl-o,2 to within a certain

0.8 0.9 band of error. In particular, the difference between normal-

0.7 02 - 140 Wa 0.7- 02 210 Wes ized values for remanence when field is parallel to one axis
0.6. HI6 a and then the other can be used to determine or, - q2 to within

0.6 1 aaisa certain error range [in this case, 15 ksi (105 Ws based on
0.5ý 0.5 Lexperiment and 10 ksi (70 Misa) based on the Model]. It

70 140 210 70ý140210 remnains to be seen whether these error ranges can be reduced4 .0,1 (MPa) a, (Wpa) both experimentally and theoretically, or whether other mag-
netic properties might exhibit smaller error ranges when the

Same procedure is used for them.
FIG. 2. Comparison between model and experimnt~n of nomlze ea In the future, it is anticipated that modifications will be

Valus inSAE4130stet. Hus loq he 
1 

OXS made to the Sablik-Jiles model,' which will enable the Vil-
Iari effect to be taken into account. At that point, a synthesis

bandwidths being larger possibly because of lift-off variation of the two modeis-micromagnetic and macromagnetic-
of the prbe should be possible.
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Modeing a h 1- tects of sme on anztion In fe materials

D.C. Jima
Ames La laor; I~ Swae Unieray, Ames, low. 50011

In previous papers, it has been shown how stress affects the magnetic properties of materials."
Although a model theory has been developed for the case of changing H field under constant stress.
so far no attempts have been made to quantitatively model the effects of changing stress under
constant field. The main principle in this case is the approach of the magnetization to the
anhysteretic.1 The anhysteretic is itself stress dependent, and therefore presents a moving target for
the bulk magnetization. The displacement of the bulk magnetization in isotropic media is
determined by the elastic energy supplied AW=(I/E)(Aor) 2 , where E is the elastic modulus, and
Aot the change in stress. The displacement of the magnetization D=M.(H, a) - M(H,a) decays
with W according to dD/dW= - ,D. where 4 is the decay coefficient. Solving this equation gives,
M.,.(H,o')-M(H,or)=[(M..(H,g)-M(Hoo)Jexp[(-t/E)(Ao) 2], which can be rewritten in
terms of the change in magnetization with stress AM(H,.oro) the magnetomechanical effect.
i1M(H~roo)~[Ma,(Hog)-M(Hs,)J( I -exp((-6/E(Aa)2j}. The stress dependent anhysteretic
M.A,(H,r) can then be determined from the unstressed anhysteretic through the addition of the extra
effective field term H,: H,=(312)(o'1/o)(dX/dM) so that M,.(H,or)=M..(H + H,,). Through
thr use of the last three equations it is possible to describe the changes in magnetization of the

vcWa] arsing from changing stress.

'D. C. Jile and D. Albrton, J. Phys. D (Appl. Phys.) 17, 1265 (1984).
'D. KamiakL D. C. Jiles, and M. Sablik, J. Map. Map. Mater. 18. 382

(1992).
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Hysresis and Micromagnec S. Charp, Charman

hNsrp eateon of hystmss curvm md Henk plot by the PrsWchmoel Onvk
V. Bmo, M. Lo Bu&,o) and G. Bekail
Isowm Ekarrosio Naukle Galileo Fearris wad 1NFM-GNSM orso M. dAzogiso 42,1-10125 Twigs% Is*l

We discmss some properties of the scalar moving Preisach model (MPM) in relation to the
descriptio of magnetic ineracons. MPM preftios for the behavior of Henkel plots are worked
out. The role of the fnctization properties of the Preianch distribution and the consequences of the
joint presence of mean-field effects and local random interactions we discussed Literature data are
analyzed in the frame of this description, with particular attention to thin-film media with
perpendicular magnetization, where mean-field effects are particularly strong. Some of the
theoretical predictions ae directly tested by hysteresis and Henkel plot measurements performed on
SiFe soft alloys. A good agreement, in some cases involving no adjustable parameters, is found.
75.60.Ej 75.50.Bb

L WrROOUCTfON ing that each elementary PM loop is no longer subject to the
applied field h. only, but to the effective field h=h.+ki.

In recent years, there have been a number of important According to recent suggestions,5-8 some insight into the
results clarifying the role of the Preisach model (PM) as a physical nature of MPM could come from a class of models
general mathematical tool for the description of hysteresis suggested by the theory of spin glasses. In these models, the
phenomena.' In spite of these achievements, however, the athermal behavior of a set of N bistable objects (say spins)
connection between the PM mathematical structure and the s = ± 1, interacting through random coupling constants i,
physical mechanisms responsible for hysteresis in ferromag- is considered. The evolution of the system is controlled by
nets still raises several intriguing problems. Much of this the local field hA experienced by each s,.
stems from the drastically simplified PM treatment of mag- h,= y IsJ+h +h, whereIhistheappliedfieldandh is
netic interactions. In PM, hysteresis is described in terms of some random local pinning field."6

7 
The magnetization pro-

a collection of elementary rectangular loops with various up cess consists of bursts of spin-flip events taking place when
and down switching fields a and A- The switching field dis- the stability condition s, = sign(h,) is destroyed for some spin
tribution p(aM) is a priori given, which would seem to im- by the time variation of the applied field. This description
ply that the elementary switching events are independent and contains the same basic ingredients of MPM, but with an
do not interfere. On the other hand, in all cases where it is explicit description of interactions, given by J,,. Its study
not concentrated along the a= -6 line, p(aj describes el- can thus significantly contribute to clarifying the physical
ementary loops shifted from their symmetric position, a fact meaning of the Preisach distribution p(a,) and its stability
which is usually attributed to the presence of interactions properties against the random shuffling produced by subse-
creating a local field which adds to the external field. This quent spin-flip events. In addition, the mean-field effects
interaction field will inevitably depend on the state of the characteristic of MPM have here a direct counterpart in the
sorunding switching elements and will thus randomly fluc- mean value, say J0, of the coupling constants J,,, consider-
bate as the magnetization process proceeds. The applicabil- ing that h,=gjJjsj +h" +h,,= 1,(J, -Jo)sj +JoYS,
ity of PM as a physical model rests then on the existence, for +hf+ h., and isi is just the macroscopic magnetization of
a given system, of some class of Preisach distributions the system.
p(a) statistically stable against such fluctuations. The con- This spin-glass approach represents quite an idealized
ceptual difficulties associated with this requirement have attempt in the direction of what would really be a break-
raised attention since a long time ago.2 

A simple but impor- through in Preisach modeling, that is the (approximate) deri-
tant advancement came with the so-called moving Preisach vation of the Preisach distribution frn some microscopic
model (MPM),' in which it is shown that the lack of stabil- description of magnetization processes. Perhaps the most
ity of the Preisach distribution results in its shifting as a important result in this respect is still Niel's proof9 

that
whole during the magPetizati process. Th1e distibtion ap- domain wall (DW) motion in a rndom potential under small
proximately becomes a function p(a+ki,p+ki), where k is applied fields is equivalent to PM with a constant switching
a constant and i is the macroscopic magnetization. In terms field distnibution. In order to achieve further progress, a de-
of interaction effects, this description is equivalent to assum- tailed analysis of the description of interactions built in

MPM seems mandatory. In this connection, really revealing
'*Dtpamsb A FtM . ?So Ai ToMO mm D. dU Alm ., reaslt - obtained by considering the so-called Henkel plot

1-10129 Terin taly. of remanences.01" In the Henkel plot construction, one men-
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I ... surm the reaunence i,, obtained after application and re- U. MSAIBAt UOOEL DOfIICl~TON O

S field -h to the saturaion remanence i.,. and plot i• vs i,. cee thesi l~ of magnetic interactions are discussed.
S For a set of -do•main, inteacting pliciet, the iin- We will conside' the scalar PM only. The extension of the,

iof tnteraction effects. Yet, the interprtation of such devis- The basic PM equation is,
] tions often remains at a qualitative stage and sometimes !.
i ~ ~ ow~merely reduces to the statement that Henkel plots lying be(oe e - ,e A= da a•dpp(a,PB).t(a,•6;[h(t)]), (I,)

(magnetizing-like) interactions. The aim of the present paper wher small letters indicate dimensionless quantities, i.e.,
is to show that a deeper insight is obtained when Hlenkel measured in units of the saturation magnetization i,,(i), and

plots are considered in the frame of MPM. MPM predicts in of some characteristic field Hc,(h,oa,$), typically of the or-
fact that, for any arbitrary Preisach distribution, the Henkel der of the static coercive field. 41(a,P•[h(t)])= +_ 1 describes
plot will always lie in the region -ii~i•2, This the state ofech elementary PM loop resulting from the pastSmeans that demagnetizing-like Henkel plots are generally cx- field history [hPt)J. A well-known graphical representation

peered as a consequence of the intrinsic disorder of ordinary shows that the boundary between the regions, where 4'= 1
materials. This conclusion has little to do with the existence and =-is a staircase line with slopes either 0 r -'c-' It
of demagnetizing fields, since the Preisach distr'bution de- is often useful to employ the coordinates hc,=(rr-J)/2 and

scribes an equal amount of demagnetizing-like and h,,=(a+J3)/2, representing the half width of each elementary
magnetizing-like local interactions. In addition, the Henkel loop and its shift from the symmetric position. h, plays the

= 1-211,i,, heneer ~role of a local coercive field, and h., of (minus) a local inter-plot will follow the law id/i - i/= hnvrp',) ati.fed
take th fatorzedfor p~,[3)f~af(-). hisreslt, Of particular importance for the physical interpretation

completely independent of f(a), is the direct universal con- of MPM are the factouization properties of p(a,4). Twvo fac-
sequence of the assumed p(a,$) factorization. Finally, the toriz~ations consistent with the basic symmetry p(a,•)
Henkei plot phenomenoiogy predicted by MPM becomes ex- p(- •, - a) [or equivalently, p(hc ,hj) =p(h, , - h,,)] are
tremely rich and complex when mean-field interactions are of special interest: p(hc,h,,)=f(h,)g(h,,) and p(a,$)
present. In particular, oscillating Henkel plots are a certain =f(a)f(-$). The former is usually considered in the de-
indication of the joint presence of random local interactions scription of magnetic particle as•semblies. In particular, we
and magnetizing-like mean-field effects. We will give some will often make use of the lognormal-Gaussian distribution
examples of the value of MPM in the interpretation of Hen- 1 (log he)

2  
.

kel plot literature data on superconductors, permanent mag- p(hc ,h,,) 4= c.c x[ - • •xn I.--' (2)

nets, magnetic recording media. XP-- j~- ex f

In addition to these comparisons, we made direct tests of The latter, first proposed by Biorci and Pescetti,
t 5 

is the one
MPM predictions on soft metallic materials, for which rela- expected when DW motion in a random potential is the basic
tively few studies on the characterization of magnetic inter- magnetization process."] We will show that this factorization

actions have been carried out. Henkel plot measurements on has far-reaching consequences, which can be directly tested
SiFe arc reported by Bissell et al.'

3 
Evidence of mean-field by suitable experiments.

magnetizing-like interactions in crystalline and amorphous The finJ feature to he added to this description is the
soft alloys was found in Refs. 11 and 14. A particularly ap presence of mean-field effects, according to the equation

pealing property of soft materials is that mean-field internal h=h,+ki(h), (3)

effects can easily be compensated by adjusting the demagne-
tizing field associated with the geometry of the magnetic where h is the effective field acting on each PM elementary
circuit. This permitted us to generate a set of hysteresis con- loop, h,, is the applied field and kc measures mean-field ef-
ditions associated with a fixed Preisach distribution and a fedts. Interestingly enough, Eq. (3) does not imply any modi-
mean-field parameter kc continuously varying from definitely fication of the PM algorithm. In order to obtain i(h,,) vs h,,

posiive l whn ony ~ i .from a given PM curve i(h), we have simply to represent
weresative vle, to e I n intera mean-field interactions ta uv ne ootooa xs ihtenwmgei

wer aciv, t lagenegative values, when demagnetizing zation axis tilted by an angle 9 such that tan(6•=k. The ex-
effects were dominating. The variation of k could be acu istence of this skew transformation permits one to extend
rately monitored by MPM fittings of the Henkel plot aso several general properties of PM to MPM as well.
ciated with each experimental condition. The obtained results The calculation of Henkel plots by PM is not difficult
show that MPM is indeed able to provide a physically sound when k =0. What one has to do is to construct the 4' bound-
descrpto of the hysteresis behavior of soft materials and of ary describing the state of the system at the remanences i.,,
the associated Henkel plots, thronujh theoretical expressions i4, i• and to evaluate the corresponding PM integrals through
that in some cases involve no adjustable parameters. Eq. (1). The demagnetized state, achieved by the application
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of an ac field of amplitude slowly decreasing to zero, is ......

r ~described by the boundary ha =0. The various rensanences
can all be expressed in terms of the three integrals , .. ~ ~~0,5 "" ". ""- k- 2

q(h)=/ d _ dp( a,), (4a)
*._e o.o"" -. .

Qlh)=fd ¶dI8p(a.,9), 14b)
0 4),4 k'-.0

R(h)=fdd dfip(a,p), (4c)

V. 0'2 0,4 06 08 0

as i/ir

i,(h)=q(h), id(h)=Q(h)-q(h)=Q(O)-2R(h), FIG. L. MNPM HckI plots calculatedl from Eqs. (2) mad (3). with ,,=l.
f a.o=l, aWd variable k-5, 0 1. 1.5. 2.

, i.=Q(O)=q(oo). (5)

The detailed analysis of these relations"'16 
leads to several the contrary, the Henkel plot will generally invade the

interesting conclusions, magnetizing-like region under sufficiently positive k.
(P-i) For any arbitrary Preisach distribution, (MP-ii) When p(h,h.)=f(hc)8(h.) and interactions

I d derive from mean-field effects only, the Henkel plot has the
S- I - 2- 1 -2 -. (6) commonly expected behavior: A positive k (magnetizing-like

interactions) gives a Henkel plot all above the Wolbfarth

In addition, it is found that the upper boundary of this region, line, and the opposite for negative k. In the limit of strong

id=i•.-2i, (i. e., the Wohlfarth relation) is attained when negative k, however, the Henkel plot may not simply ap-
p(he,h.)=f(hc)8(h.), which is just the case of absence of proach the boundary id=-i,, but it may acquire a more
interactions. On the other hand, the lower boundary, complex behavior, in dependence of the shape of the coer-

id= - i, corresponds to a class of distributions that includes, cive field distribution f(hc). This can be shown in analytic
in particular,p(hc,hj)=8(h,-ho)g(h.), i. e., a distribution terms when f(hc) is a box-like distribution, different from
of interacting loops of fixed half-width h0 . Equation (6) zero in some field interval from h0 to h,.16 It is found that, in
shows that demagnetizing-like Henkel plots are inevitably the limit k---, the Henkel plot will exhibit a downward
expected whenever the Preisach distribution has a nonzero jump at the point i,/li= 2ho/(ho+hl). An example is given
width along the h. axis. In this sense, they are the natural below, in connection with the discussion of Alumite systems.
consequence of the intrinsic disorder of ordinary materials. This peculiar behavior is destroyed by the presence of a suf-
This conclusion applies in spite of the fact that p(h, ,h.) is ficiently wide hA. distribution and offers then an interesting
symmetric with respect to h., that is it describes an equal opportunity to test the simultaneous presence of random in-
amount of demagnetizing-like and magnetizing-like local in- teractions [g(h.)] and strong demagnetizing-like mean-field
teractions. effects.

(P-ii) If there exists some field h0 such that p(h ,h.) =0 (MP-iii) The situation of greater physical interest is
for hc<ho, then the Henkel plot will exhibit a downward when both local random interactions and mean-field effects
step of finite amplitude at i4=0. On the other hand, if there are present. We know from Eq. (6) that random interactions
exists some field h0 such that p(hc,h.)=0 for hc>ho then give rise to a demagnetizing-like Henkel plot, so that it is
the Henkel plot will exhibit a finite part up to i4=i., where natural to consider whether it might be possible to compen-

id=--,. In addition, for distributions of the form sate such effect by some positive mean-field contribution ca-
f(hc)g(h.), the slope did/di, for i,--ii will change in be- pable of reducing the Henkel plot to the noninteraction line.
tween -1 and -2 depending on how fast is the decay of It results that this is in general not possible. Positive mean
f(hc) with respect to that of g(h.). fields have a strong influence on the Henkel plot at low i,

(P-iii) When p obeys the factorization p(•r,#)=f(y)f but quite a weak one around irwin. As a consequence, the
(- 0), the Henkel plot takes the form joint presence of random interactions and magnetizing-like

mean-fields will result in oscillating Henkel plots, crossing
id/li = 1 -2 7 . (7) the noninteraction line (see Fig. 1).

This result is fully independent of f(a). It is the direct, uni- (MP-iv) Equation (7) is strongly modified (in a way
versal consequence of the assumed factorization. similar to Fig. 1) under positive k, but it is weakly affected

All these results pertain to the PM with k=0. The intro- by a negative k. This gives further support to its universal
duction of mean-field effects, described by Eq. (3), leads to character.
quite a richer structure.

(MP-i) As a consequence of the skew transformation U. APPLICA1IONS
connecting PM and MPM, the line id= - i, keeps on being a The Wohlfarth relation is expected to apply to assem-
lower boundary for Henkel plots under any arbitrary k. On blies of noninteracting single-domain patcles,12 

as well as
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to DWs in continuous media interacting with a fixed distri- 6
bution of pinning sites.'7 Henkel plot nonlineuities should
thus reveal magntic interactions in a vast class of magnetic

systems. There have been in fact numerous attempts to apply
Henkel plots and related deta-I plots to superconductor xs.

bud magnets, magnetic recording media, thin filma and mul-
tiMayers, soft materials. If we look at these results having in 0

mind the conclusions of our previous analysis, we realize
that many of the observed features can find a natural inter- 0

pretation in the frame of MPM.
A first interesting case is the study of hysteresis in

type-II and high-T, superconductors. A direct application of - W,

our results is made possible by the equivalence's between
PM and the critical state Bean model"' for the description of -1H00 -,0 kAo

flux penetration in the presence of fluxoid pinning effects. H (LAm)

Recent investigations2°*21 show that the Henkel plot lies FIG. 2. Hysteresis loop for Alumite. Solid squares: experimental data after
Ref. 26. lines: MPM pediction obutined from Eqs. (2) and (3), with

within the region described by Eq. (6). The Preisach density H,=65 kAlm. Wm o==A0m. 2 O.ou aod .= 1, k=-7 (continuous),
associated with the Bean model is easily evaluated's and the u.=o.01, k =-s (broken).
corresponding Henkel plot can be analytically calculated. In
this way, the interpretation by MPM of the deviations of
experimental Henkel plots from the Bean model prediction With the parameter values reported in Fig. 2 (Hd =65 kA/m,
can be exploited to extract information on the fluxoid density 2sl7O'

58 0 
kA/m) we obtain k--9. More detailed calcula-

profile inside the system. Studies on permanent magnets
22

"
2 3  tions of the magnetostatic energy of the columns array

27

give Henkel plots all lying in the magnetizing-like region. show that an approximate 10% reduction of this value is

This is a certain indication of the presence of magnetizing- expected, which gives k--8. To this estimate, some de-

like mean-field effects of dominant intensity with respect to scription of random local field deviations from the mean-

local interactions. In fact, an accurate fit of Henkel plots can field value must be added. The authors in Ref. 26 claim that

be obtained from Eqs. (2) and (3), with or,-O and positive Henkel plots can provide but poor information in this respect

k.1
6 

Wide interest is currently devoted to the study of Sys- when demagnetizing fields are dominating. In the frame of

terns for high-density magnetic recording. BaFe media with MPM, however, a certain number of considerations of poten-

different amounts of doping exhibit oscillating Henkel plots tial physical interest can be worked out. A typical hysteresis
of rich and complex structure.

2
' Interestingly enough, the loop measured on Alumite and the associated Henkel plot are

observed behavior is basically that illustrated by Fig. 1. In shown in Figs. 2 and 3. According to what was said in (P-ii),
fact, it is shown in Ref. 25 that the experimental data can be the downward jump in i4 at 4=0 indicates that the distribu-
naturally described through MPM, by making the mean-field lion f(h.) of individual column coercivities is rather narrow,
parameter k dependent on doping, probably as a consequence with no contribution for h,-0. This is reasonable, since oneparameterdepent onrdoping, particlerrobabas consheqpene does not expect large differences in the morphology of indi-
of different correlated particle arrangements in the doped vidual columns. In terms of the lognormal distribution of Eq.
media.

Dipolar interactions in thin-film media for perpendicular (2), this is described by values ar,41. In our analysis, we

recording raise intriguing problems. The description in terms assumed o-, =0.2. The overall Henkel plot shape, on the other

of the macroscopic demagnetizing field associated with the
slab geometry of the problem is usually oversimplified, be- 1.04

cause it completely disregards the random deviations of local
fields from the mean-field value, related to the magnetic mo-
ment orientations in neighboring switching elements. As an 0.5J "
example, let us consider the behavior of Alumite,6 a system
which, although not yet of direct practical interest, is most
interesting as a model material for perpendicular magnetiza- _9 o.o0. . .

tion processes. A typical Alumite system consists of a thin .
layer of porous aluminum oxide, whose pores are filled in by
electrodeposition with a magnetic material (Fe in the case -o. 5. -

considered here). 'The result is an exagonal array of Fe col-
umns, switching from up to down magnetization under the
oxternal field action. In addition, reversible magnetization

Sprocesses are found to have a minor role with respect to 0.0 0.2 04 06 0.8 1.0

irreersible switching. The situation thus very much re- i
* sembles the one assumed in MPM. The value of the mean- FIG 3 Henkel plot for Alumite tanlag of symbols sad lines ii the same

field parameter k is expected to be controlled by the thin-film in inFi 2. I'e broken straight bion indicate the region described by Eq.
demagnetizing factor, i. e., kH5 I1,--11/ [see Eq. (3)1. (6).
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hand, indicates the presence of . substantial distribution of 20

random interacntions g(/t). In fact, as discussed in (MP-ii), if 5
random imeractiom were ON present [i.e., /"

S p(h•,k,)--f(k,)J(h.)], the Henkel plot would tend to be- Lo

come discontinuous under strong negative mean fields, 0.5s
which is not observed in measurements. Figures 2 and 3 e 0
illustrate this conclusion. The two theoreticaJ hysteresis 0

loops were calculated under different combinations of a. and .0.5
k values. A reasonable fit is obtained in both cases, but the -1.0
Henkel plot under small tr. is in definite disagreement with
experiments. A more detr1ed analysis of this type should in -1-5

principle permit one to estimate a lower bound for the ran- -2.01__"__-___"0

dom interaction variance, to be compared with the predic- - (0 0 0)

tions of models connecting the statistical distribution of local H (A/m)
dipolar fields with the correlation properties of magnetic mo- FG. 4. Hysteresis loop and reversat curves for Site. 71m ai gw between
ment orientations in neighboring switching elements, the ship and the yoke was adjusted In order to approach zero-mean-field

conditions. Continuous lines: experimental data. Broken lines: MPM predic-
ton calculated from Eqs. (8) and (3). with H, =55 A/m, 1, = 1.65 T. d= 1.2,

IV. SOFT MAT1I--ALS and k =o.

We tested MPM predictions for soft materials by per-
forming specific hysteresis and Henkel plot measurements on
single strips (length 200 mm, width 10 m, thickness 0.18 is a strong approximation which disregards the dependence
min) of 1.8 wt % Si-Fe polycrystalline alloys (grain size -50 of At,-e on the actual state of the system at a given field. In

Am). 'The magnetization i(h) associated with various field the literature there are much more refined and detailed treat-

histories was measured by a computer-driven low-drift flux- ments of this problem.2s Yet, this simple description was
metric setup. The virgin magnetization curve, the saturation sufficient for our purposes. We point out that a reversible
and minor hysteresis loops as well as the first-order reversal contribution of this form modifies magnetization curves but
curves associated with i, and id were measured. The degree has no influence on Henkel plots. The parameters A, and H,_
of flux closure at the strip ends was varied by adjusting the were determined by measuring pros(H) at various points
air gap between the strip and a flux-closing permalloy yoke. along the virgin magnetization curve. A reasonable fit of the
In this way, it was possible to change the apparent perme- data was obtained by setting p./4o=800 and H_=200 A/m,
ability of the system by more than one order of magnitude, in which corresponds to a contribution Aire'0.2 T to I,. The
order to make an accurate study of mean-field effects. The magnetization (I - AI-) associated with irreversible DW
demagnetized state was generated by applying an ac field of motion (Barkhausen jumps) was described by MPM, a&.sum-
amplitude slowly decreasing to zero. Some test measure- ing a Preisach distribution of the form
ments of i were performed, in which the curve i,(h,) was
first measured by demagnetizing the system before each field p(a,R) =f( r)f( -a ), f(a)[-r -, . (8)
application and removal, and then by demagnetizing the sys-
tem only once, before the first field application. It was As mentioned in the introduction, the factorization p(a,P)
checked that the results given by the two methods were co- =f(a)f(-,) is expected when DW motion in a random
incident within experimental errors, after which only the potential is the dominant magnetization mechanism." The
much quicker latter method was employed. It is worth re- Lorentzian character of f(x) is suggested by previous
marking that the coincidence of the two measurement meth- results29 and was confirmed by the present experiments. A
ods is expected for any system described by PM. It corre- good fit of all hysteresis loops and reversal curves was in fact
sponds to the so-called wiping out property.

t 
In the Henkel obtained by choosing d = 1.2. An example is given in Fig. 4.

plot construction, The id(ha) and i,(h,) datasets were con- Several sets of measurements under varying degree of flux
veniently interpolated in order to evaluate the remanences at closure were performed. We found that all the data could be
exactly the same field values, reproduced by the same Preisach distribution, and that only

In the interpretation of experiments, it was necessary to the mean-field parameter k had to be adjusted in the range
include some treatment of reversible processes (coherent from k = -3.5 (open strip) to k = I (yoke in full contact with
magnetization rotations inside domains, reversible DW moo: the strip). The Henkel plots of Fig. 5 give revealing evidence
tion in a single potential well) which play an important role of the nature of the interactions present in the system. The
in soft materials. In Fe-based alloys, coherent rotations be- Henkel plot for the open strip is close to the universal law
come important at fields much higher than the coercive field, given by Eq. (7). We recall that this law is expected when the
This permitted us to take due account of rotations by prop- Preisach distribution takes the form p(a,$)=f(a)f(-fi),
erly reducing the value of the saturation magnetization 1, and and that this factorization is expected when stochastic DW
by assuming that I, was associated with DW processes only. motion is the dominant magnetization mechanism. t

" The de-
The contribution to I, coming from reversible DW motion viation from this behavior for the closed circuit measurement
was described in terms of the permeability is accurately reproduced by MPM under positive k and is

A.=/ exp(-IHIIH.), dependent on the field H only. This thus a clear indication of the presence of magnetizing-like
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1_0ý magnedzing-liketinternal Interactionls and macroscopic de-

magnetizing fields, having the same physical nature, can be

0.5.V. CONCLUSIOS

T:e 0.2ysi ofsete The this paper show: that MPM

gives riusefu to o a n ri ch arandcomplex n p nenom eno pgy retg., ionl
0.0 - latingeato fet n Henkel plots) whic isimeakeagreeenti wisthms

1 xprmea nt-fi ndingfec s. Whe jitpestednsoe of these poureictions
byve hyseteres rich m asdrempent o hnsoftmaeralsg eg, forswich
teeaeelativeyge Henkel plots studieis in tharabe liteeeratuwieh
exOerimasrmentafidns. are actestedy soeofteeprodceibcMMions

(triangles) and yoke in full contact with the strip (squares). Lines: (4PM
predh -tion calculated from Eq.(8) and (3). with d =1.2 and k =-3.5 (dot greatly suppome the value of MPM assa physical model for thec
ted), k =I (danshed dotd.Tebroken straight tines indicate the region description of ferromagnetic hysteresis and call for addi-

described by Eq. (6). tional studies aiming at deriving the basic properties of the
Preisach distribution (factorization, Lorentzian or Gaussian
or lognormal shape, etc.) from microscopic models of mag-
netization processes.
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Experimental testing of applicability of the Prelsach hysteresis model
to superconductors

G. Friedman and L. Uu
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Department, University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago,t Illinois 60657

J. S. Kouvel
Physics Diepartment, University of Iflinois at Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 606S7

Applicability of the Preisach hysteresis model to superconductive hysteresis is tested on two types
of materials using a vibrating sample magnetometer. Ile experiments are set up to check if the
hysteresis displayed by the two samples satisfies the necessary and sufficient conditions for the
applicability of the Preisach model. These conditions are wiping out of some field history by certain

subsequent field extrema and congruency of minor hysteresis loops corresponding to the same field
cycles, but having different histories. Observation of the measured minor hysteresis loops indicates
that the two conditions are satisfied for the two samples tested. For this reason, it can be concluded
that the Preisach model is a very accurate representation of superconductive hysteresis, at least for
some superconducting materials.

It is well known that changes of the magnetic flux dis- model gives a very accurate description of superconductive
tribution in type-Il superconducting samples can be hindered hysteresis. Before the discussion of the experiments and their
by defects and inhomogeneities in the material. This phe- results, a brief review of the Preisach model will be pre-
nomenon is referred to as flux pinning. On the one hand, flux sented.
pinning leads to higher critical currents in type-I! supercon- From a control theory point of view, the original Prei-
ductors. On the other hand, it is also responsible for hyster- sach model5 can be regarded as a mathematical operator re-
esis between the applied magnetic field and the persistent lating a scalar input, u(t), to an output, f(t). This operator,
currents in the sample (or, equivalently, sample magnetiza- in turn, is assembled from many elementary operators which
tion). Models of superconducting hysteresis are needed to are bistable relays with different switching thresholds. The
predict the persistent currents for arbitrary variations of the output of each relay, denoted by ',,qu(t), can take on the
applied field. A phenomenological model' was proposed by value of either 1 or - 1. The relay remains in one of the two
Bean. Bean's model is based on an idealized step-like con- possible output states until the input forces it to switch to the
stitutive law between the persistent current density and the other state by increasing above an upper threshold a or de-
electric field. As a result, magnitude of the persistent current creasing below a lower threshold f6. Thus, a pair of thresh-
density within the material is taken to be constant and equal olds (a,#) such that an># uniquely defines the behavior of
to a critical current density Jc, which can be viewed as a each relay.
model parameter. In some generalizations of the Bean The output of the Preisach model is obtained by weight-
model 2 the critical current density parameter is a function of ing the output of each relay and summing the results over ail
the flux density, JJ(B). possible threshold pairs. Mathematically, this statement can

An important limitation of the critical state models is the be expressed as follows:
following. Distribution of persistent currents have been f =
found analytically for those samples which are shaped like f f
plane slabs and circular cylinders. Computing persistent cur- . ,j
rents in samples of arbitrary shapes requires numerical where ,(ap,) is the weight function called the Preisach func-
implementation of the critical state models which is compli- tion. This function constitutes a set of parameters for the
cated by the need to resolve rapid variations of the persistent model and has to be identified by matching the model output
current density. This problem is compounded by the fact that to experimental data for specific variations of the input.
locations of such rapid variations within the sample depend The technique suggested for the parametei identification4

on history and are not known a priori. In addition, questions is based on obtaining a set of first-order transition curves
regarding the applicability of the critical state models to su- experimentally. A first-order transition curve is obtained
perconductors remain largely unanswered, when, after saturation is reached, the input (magnetic field) is

In a recent work,3 Mb., ergoyz has shown that the critical increased to some value x and then reversed back to reach
state models are very particular cases of a more general phe- material saturation. Let f, denote the value of the output
nomenological hysteresis model known as the Preisach (magnetization) when the input value is y and a reversal at
model. These cases correspond to a particular choice of pa- value x has taken place. The following function is easily
rameters of the Preisach model (Preisach function). This ar- computed from a set of first-order transition curves:
ticle will focus on the applicability of the Pr, sach model to F(x,y)= -ff--f 5 y). (2)
superconductive hysteresis. The experiments were performed
on two different superconducting materials using a vibrating Input variation used to obtain the first-order transition curves
sample magnetometer and results indicate that the Preisach can also be applied to the Preisach model. Matching the out-
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'FIG. I. Major hysteresis loop for the BaKBiO3 sample.
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put of the model to the output of the experiment, it can be
shown that4

0
2
F(x,y)

1A (X Y ) -ax ,Y (3) E from ,0 oe
0 o

Thus, it is possible to find such model parameters that

the output of the model matches experimental observations .

for a specific type of input variation. The question arises: • -to0 Ba. 5 KAMBiO 3

Does there exist a set of model parameters (Preisach func- T 4.2 K

tion) such that the model output matches experimental obser- -20vations for arbitrary input variations? If the answer is affir- I I I

mative, the model is fully applicable to a given hysteresis -700 -600 -500 -400 -300 -200 -100 0 o0
nonlinearity. Otherwise, the applicability of the Preisach H (Oe)
model is limited to some specific input variations such as
those producing first-order transition curves. 20 -

Mayergoyz's representation theorem' helps to determine
the extent of applicability of the Preisach model. The theo-
rem states that an arbitrary hysteresis nonlinearity can be 1o
represented by the Preisach model if and only if this nonlin- . E
earity satisfies two conditions: wiping out of some field his- . 0 o
tory by certain subsequent field extrema and congruency of z

E
60 -to- Ba.,,,K,42,BiO 3  from, 200 Or

Nb T = 4.2 K T 4. K
40 -20

-200 -150 -100 -50 0 50 Ito 150 200

-2 H (0e)

FIG. 3. Minor hysteresis loops corresponding to the same field cycles and
0 different histories for the BaKBiO3 sample.

-20

-2o - all minor hysteresis loops formed by cycling of the field
between the same extrema. These two conditions will be

-40- discussed next.

For a hysteresis nonlinearity, field history consists of
past field extrema. Wiping out occurs if a field maximum and

-_0 I following it minima are erased from historywhen agreater
-Bow(-4e) -0 0 20 maximum is encountered. Similarly, wiping out occurs if a

H(Oe) field minimum and following it maxima are erased when a
FIG. 2. Major hysteresis loop for the Nb sample. smaller minimum is encountered. An important consequence
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30 field histories even if the cycles of the field which form the
loop are the same (have the same extrema). The second con-20o NbWO

T= 4.2 K idtion is satisfied if all loops which can be formed by the
o - o0same field cycles are congent. It is worth noting that in

many magnetic materials, congruency has not been0 chserved.6

.5n Experiments were carried out to te m the extent of appli-
cability of the Preisach model to superconductive hysteresis.

" -mmi Two superconducting samples were used. One is a high-
Sw p t temperature supercondutor Bae.rKc.4BiO3. n The other is

niobium (Nb). Bac k iO3 material was pofpamed in the form
-4l of santered powder. Individual crystallites of the material

. Iobe ranged in size between few microns and one hundred l
-1000 -1100 -ee0 -400 -200 0 cons when viewed under a microscope. T1he H,2 field for

H (0e) this material was much larger than 15 kOe, which is the

we highest magnetic fields attainable with the clag ,t of our
*lvibrating sample magnetoieter. It was, however, possible to

0. z orderel torec the major hysteresis loop. fter thes majoril loop

10, - increasing and decreasing branches of hysteresis loops oh-

wa reained by cycling the field between extrema greater than 8So kOe coincided, except for a portion where transitions be-

tween the loop branches occurred. For this reason, it can be
concluded that branches of the major loose to those
ss io-2i shown in Fig. 3 Nb sample was prepared from a Nb powder
and held together by an epoxy. rse major loop for this

-p f i Nb sample is shown in Fig. 2. 4.e samples of each material

-4 o00 T = 42K were made in the shape of a disc of about I mm thick and 5

H5 (.e) tere in diameter. All the experiments were conducted at 4.2

-Ft ,I ,. 4.Mnrseei l~ , I I Ths tobsrations indicatee taph.resc oeliavr

0 100 200 300 400 60 00 Kt vi lxcep

H ee wiping-out property of the superconductive hyster-
Ssesis was checked by observing closure of minor hysteresis

looloops at the end of the first cycle of the magnetic field. To~observe the congruency property, minor hysteresis loops

÷10 15 were formed by cycling the magnetic field. Before cycling, a
- large negative value of the magnetic field was applied in

eit -nc order to reach the major hysteresis loop. After the major loop
catewas reached, the magnetic field was increased to some value

"-e - and reversed. After the reversal, magnetic field was cycled
Iftewpn-ubetween two extrema. The resulting hysteresis loops corre-

S-4 Nb sponding to the same field cycles and to different field rever-

•T 4.= sals prior to cycling are shown in Fig. 3 for the BaKBiO3

loos asample. Minor hysteresis loops for different field histories-se prior to field cycling for the Nb sample are shown in Fig. 4.

-411 , I. 5, The number of hysteresis loops presented here is limited by
,00 500 60 -m0 W Boo 900 tree constraints on the length of this article. However, many hys-

H (0e) teresis loops were observed and show similar behavior.

FIG. 4. Miaor hymmean loops corresponding to the same fiel cydes amd These observations indicate that the Preisach model is a very
&fteot hiaorns for the Nb sample. accurate representation of the hysteresis phenomenon in

these superconductors.

of the wiping-out condition is closure of minor hysteresis
loops at the end of the first cycle in field variation. The I• C. Beato, Phys. Rev. Left. 8, 250 (1962).
existence of a major hysteresis loop in many materials indi- 2y Y. R i C. E He•e and A. R. Strwo, Pbys. Rev. Lett. 9,, 306

Scates that wiping out does occur to some extent. However, (1962).
Sfor minor hysteresis loops, reptations6 (nonclosore) are often 3 L D. Mayergoyz, Mathematical Models of Hysteresi (Springe, New

obseved n mny mgnetc mterils.York t991).
observed~~ ~~ n I maei.41. D. M&yeroSz, Phys. Rev, LAtL SC, 1518 (1996).

If the wiping-out condition occurs, minor hysteresis 'R. Pri 7-. Phy. 94, 277 (1935).
loops wae formed. Different loops will result from different 6C. samos td S. scbulM, J. Appl. Phys. 61, 4010 (19n7.
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2D vector Prelsach models and rotational hysteretic losses
I. D. Maywgoyz
Ekcrical EngseerSg Dep and Ins-nae for Adwaced Copuer Sade U-wersay of Maryla, d
Coilege Pant Mryland 20742

Depending on the physical nature of hysteresis, rotational hysteretic losses in isotropic materials
may decrease to zero or even continuously increase with the increase in the magnitude of uniformly
rotating magnetic fields. It is shown in the paper that recently developed 2D Preisach models of
vector hysteresis accommodate this broad spectrum of behavior of rotational hysteretic losses.

It is well known that in the case of isotropic hysteresis a It will be shown below that with appropriate choice of
uniformly rotating magnetic field results in uniformly rotat- function g(p) [within the constraints (2)] the model (1) is
ing magnetization. This magnetization lags behind the mag- able to replicate various asymptotic behavior of rotational
netic field due to hysteretic losses. Depending on the physi- hysteretic losses.
cal nature of hysteresis, these losses may decrease to zero or Consider a uniformly rotating input (that is one of con-
even continuously increase as the magnitude of the uni- stant magnitude and angular velocity)
formly rotating magnetic field is increased. It is the generally
held opinion that the former case is realized for magnetic u(t)={ux(t)=u, cos wt, u,(t)=u sin wt}. (3)
hysteresis,

1-3 while there is some credible evidence that the

latter case is true for superconducting hysteresis. 4 Successful
Preisach models of vector hysteresis should be able to ac- Then, by literally repeating the same line of reasoning as in
commodate this broad spectrum of behavior of rotational Ref. 7 (pp. 161-165), it can be shown that the output of
hysteretic losses. The purpose of this work is to demonstrate model (1) can be represented as
that this is true for 2D isotropic vector Preisach models re-
cently proposed in Refs. 5 and 6. f(t)=fo+ff(t), (4)

These models can be mathematically formulated as fol-
lows:w where fo is a history-dependent constant component of fAt),

01t)
fo=const, (5)

-2)2 while fl(t) is a uniformly rotating vector:
(1)

t1(t)

where f(t) is the model output (magnetization) at time t, 0(t) ={f(t)=f cos(eot-8), f 1,(t)=fsin( WI-8)}.
is the polar angle which defines the orientation of the input
(magnetic field) n(t) at time t, ev is a unit vector along the (6)
direction specified by a polar angle ip, and 5,p are elemen-
tary hysteresis operators represented by rectangular loops By using Eqs. (3)-(6) it can be easily shown that the follow-
with a and 0 being "up" and "down" switching values, ing expression is valid for rotational hysteretic losses per one
respectively, while T is the triangle {-a0/a~aJ which cycle:
contains the support of i(ai). Further details concerning the
notations used here can be found in Ref. 7.

In the above models, fimctions '(a,$) and g((p) are not L =
4  

= u.Jd.=2rufm sin 8. (7)
specified in advance but rather should be determined by fit- -

ting these models to some experimental data. This is an iden-
tification problem. This problem together with experimental Now, by using exactly the same way of reasoning as in Ref.
testing of these models was first discussed in Ref. 5 for a 7 (pp. 161-166), the following formula can be derived:

particular case of g(i)=cos1/1 i, (n>1). Then, the identifi-
cation problem was studied in Ref. 6 for a general case of B =f. sin 8
g(o) subject to the natural constraints

g'(p)'O, g(O)=1, g(Tr12)=O, =2P(u.,-u.) )-2 sin OP(u.,ug(O))dO, (8)

g(lr)=-1, g(7r-4P)=-g(qP). (2) where the function P(ar,) is defined by (see Fig. 1)

U8S J. Appl. Phys. 75 (10), 15 May 1904 0021-89791g4P75(10)lO5688/W6.00 19094 Amedcan InsJte of PMyaics
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FIG. 1. Geometric ilhltration of P(aM. FIG. 2. Geometric Ratrataon of F(u.,,).

P(ap)=J f '(a',P')da' d'. (9) conclude that function F(u.,O) is equal to the integral of
f rfa.#J Ja,) over the shaded rectangle R.. ,:

The subsequent analysis of rotational hysteretic losses is F(., 8) P(a,fl)da dd6. (16)
based on a special transformation of expression (8). This
transformation proceeds as follows:

./2 By using Eq. (15) in Eq. (14), we find.

f, sin 8=jo sin 6[P(u.,-u.)-2P(u,.,ug(O))]dO s8 /2
JOfi, sin 8=2J F(u,,9)sin 0d0. (17)

sin O(P(u,,-u.)-2P(u,.,ur,.g(O))]dO. It is clear from Eq. (16) and Fig. 2 that

(10) F(u,,O9)=O, (18)

Next, the following change of variables is used in the second if
integral in Eq. (10): ug(O)-'ao. (19)

9' = 2T 9. (11) This means that for sufficiently large magnitude u,. expres-

From Eqs. (11) and (2), we find sion (17) can be transformed as follows:

dO=-dO', sin 0=sin 9', g(8)=-g('). (12) .0 (20)fm- •sin 5=2j F(u,.,O,)sin 0 dO, (0

B!, sing Eq. (12), the last integral in Eq. (10) can be trans- 00
formed as follows: where

1.12 sin 8[P(u.,-u.)-2P(u, ,u,.g(O))]dO Oo'(ao/u.),

and O-g-'(x) is the function inverse to x=g(O).
si2 s '[P(u.,-u.)-2P(u,,-u~g(9'))]d9'. According to (2), we have

lit1 0 (21)
(13) U.T- =T,

By substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (10) and by changing 0' to In connection with Eq. (20), this implies that
9, we obtain

limf, sin 8=0. (22)f. sin 8 -..T

s,,/2 Expression (22) does not necessarily mean that rota-
= sin O P(u. -u.)-P(u. ug(0)) tional hysteretic losses tend to zero. The asymptotic behavior

of these losses depends on how fast f. sin 8 approaches
-P(u.,-umg(8))]dO. (14) zero. This, in turn, depends on asymptotic behavior of

We shall next introduce the function g-'(x) for small x. We shall characterize this behavior by
expression

F( u., 0) = P(u. , - u.) - P(u. ,u.g( O)) exrsin9)
irl2 - -(x)-•cxk'. (23)

-P(U.,-u~g(O)). (15) From Eqs. (23), (20), and (7), we then derive

By using definition (9), the fact that
P(u,, ,u,.g(O))=P(-ug(69), -u,) and Fig. 2, it is easy to L =clu•-. (24)

J. AppO. Phye., Vol. 75, No. 10, 15 May 1994 I.D. Mayergoyz 5687
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From Eq. (2.4) we conclude tha t roaioa hysterti Do cw of g leads to th vecto Prn models

loomes approach zero if )>I; these losses approach some which were extensively studied in Ref. 7. For small x, fromconstant nonzero value if A = 1 and they continuously in- Eq. (27) we have
Screase if k < l. W-/2 -g (x ) = x (28)* ~W llu strat the above conclusion with two cx- /-'x=.()

amples. 
This means that X= 1 and the rotational hysteresis loose ap-

Emm le I proach some nonzero value mu,,. is incrasedt
In conclusion, it is hoped that this pa" will clarify the

x'g(O)=coasf" 0, (>>l). (25) ongoing discussion concerning the ability of vector Preisach-

This choice of function g was used in Ref. 5, where the ty"e models to adequately describe the rotaional hysteretic

corresponding vector Preisach model has been successfully losses.

experimentally tested. For small x, from Eq. (25) we obtain This research is supported by the U.S. Depanent of
Energy, Engineering Research Pmgram.g- (x) =cos' x" =-'w/2 -x". (26)

S. It. Chaua and A. K•nI6 J. AlppL Phy. 73, a18 (1993).
By comparing Eqs. (26) and (23), we find that X-n>l and 

2
ii. A. J. Crme, j. Map Mis. Mamow s 194 (1990).

the rotational hysteresis loses approach zero as u. is in- 
3M. A. Pinto, J. MapL MpL. Mab r 9& 221 (1991).

c'eC. P. Bean, J. Applays. 41, 2482 (1970),5
A. A. Ady amd L, D. Mayarroy. J. Appl. fIys. 735•24 (1993).

Exsaple 2 '1. D. Maycqpyz wd A. A. Aday, MEEE "1Ts Mfap. (to be pWshed).'L. D. MayagoMy, Meun• ,Vdof- Hyaweesis (Spd , New

x=g(e)=cos e. (27) York, 1991).
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depedene - of Henkel plots. 1. The Preleach model
Fenmc Ydal a-d Edwad Def. Tore

R. D. MoMcAW
Ne,,I ml•aMe of Swu Wb qd Tch g GaO•iw.•rw, Maryd, 20899
The interprettion of interaction thrughn Henkel plots and Am. plots has become' popular in recent

years however, the demagnetized am is often not specified. In this paper, the demagnetized state
dependence of Henkel plots is calculated using the classical Preisach model, the moving model, and
the complete-moving-hysterei model. in the calculation of the virgin remaec curve, ac, dc+,

and dc- demagnetized states were used. The resulting collection of Henkel plots contains examples
of "up" and "down" deviations from the Wohlfarth line by changing the demagnetized state only.

SL M¢T1OOUC11ON been used in our calculations. The ac demagnetized state is

obtained by applying an oscillating field with a slowly de-
A technique that has been gaining popularity in recent caying amplitude whose initial amplitude is sufficient to

yeats is to use the virgin remanent magnetiion curve, saturate. The dc- demagnetized state is obtained by first
m,(H), and the remanent major hysteresis curve, MD(H), to applying a positive saturating field followed by a negative
characterize interaction in recording media. The virgin r-i field that brings the remauence to zero and then removing
anent magnetization curve starts at a demagnetized state, and this field. The dc+ demagnetized state is obtained by first
traces the remanence as a function of an increasing applied applying a negative saturating field followed by a positive
field, H. The major remanent curve starts at positive satura- field that brings the remanence to zero and then removing
tion, and measures the remanence as a function of a decreas- this field.
ing negative field, -H. Unless otherwise stated, all magne-
tization values are normalized to the saturation remanence.
The Wohlfarth relation' states that, for noninteracting par- II. THE CLASSICAL PREISAC MODEL

tides, the remanence major loop, mD(H) is twice the virgin
remanent magnetization curve, m,(H), shifted down by the In the following analysis, it is assumed that the Preisach
saturation remanence, that is, function is Gaussian in both the critical field distribution and

the interaction field distribution, that is,

inD(H) = 1 - 2m,(H). (1) 1 -(hi) 2 +(hc-h.L2 1

Plots of mD vs m, have come to be known as Henkel plots.
2  

PF((h3),hc)= e - 2 --- 3
The difference between the curves can be measured by . t 2

where or and oai are the standard deviation in the critical field
Am = 1 --2m,(H)-rD(H). (2) and the interaction field, respectively, and hci is the remanent

Plots of Am vs H or AM vs mD have come to be known as coercivity. It has been shown that this form of the Preisach
Am plots.

3 
Deviations of the measured Henkel plots from the function is in agreement with experimental results for a va-

straight line representing Eq. (1) have been interpreted as riety of recording media.
10

indications of "positive" and "negative" interactions de- The computed Henkel plots for dc+, dc-, and ac de-
pending on whether the measured variation is "above" or magnetization are shown in Fig. 1. Since the dc+ demagne-
"below" the line representing the Wohlfarth relation. In Ref. tization curve is identically zero if h<h,, and is identical to
4 it is shown that Henkel plots and Am plots measure a the major remanence curve if h;hc, the Henkel plot conre-
combination of effects, not simply the effect of interaction. sponding to this initial state consists of two straight lines

Although m,(H) depends on the method of demagneti- whose coordinates are (0,1) (0,0) and (0,0) (1,-1), respec-
zation, in much of the literature the nature of the demagne- tively. The Henkel plot corresponding to the ac demagne-
tization is often not specified, including Wohlfarth's paper' tized state is shown by the solid line. It is noted that, since
In fact, using the classical Preisach model with no interac- the Preisach function for recording media given by Eq. (3) is
tion, one can easily show",5 

that the Wohlfarth relation holds not generally factorizable in the coordinate system of the
if the virgin state is the ac demagnetized state, but does not "up" and "down" switching fields, this curve does not fol-
hold in case of dc demagnetized states. An experimental low the general square root law

5 
for ac demagnetized Henkel

analysis of AM curves corresponding to different demagne- plots. It can be shown that the virgin curve corresponding to
tized states has been presented. 6  

the ac demagnetized state will always lie above that of the
This paper discusses the demagnetized-state dependence do+ demagnetized state and below that of the dc- demag-

of Henkel plots using the classical Preisach model, the mov- netized state;" therefore, as seen in Fig. 1, the Henkel plot of
ing Preisach model,7 

and the complete-moving-hysteresis the dc- demagnetized state lies above that of the ac demag-
(CMH) model.

8 
A companion paper9 discusses the netized state for any choice of model parameters. In the lim-

demagnetized-state dependence of Henkel plots using a do- iting case of rc=0, the three demagnetized states, and there-
main wall motion model. Three demagnetized states have fore the three Henkel plots become identical.
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FIG. 3. Block dhopa of the CMII model.

FIG.a.eHl plots composed by the clamicall Preltach model, h,,=9. dc- demagnetized stat; therefore as see in Fig. 2, the Hea-
q,-2%, a,-35 of ~I el plot of the dc-demagnetized state lies above that of theI' ac demagnetized state, for any choice of model parameters.

Furthermore, it has also been shown4 that the Moving Model
NL THE MOVIN MODEL computes ac demagnetized Am plots that deviate down from

The physical applicability of the moving model 7 to &C- the W~hlfarth line if a is small and deviate up if a is large.
curately characterize recording media and a robust identifi- iue2ilsrtstecs hr h oigprmtra
cation of the moving parameter, a, have been discussed in such that the ac demagnetized Henkel plot is below the
Refs. 12 and 10, respectively. The Henkel plots computed by Wohlfarh line and the dc- demagnetized Henkel plot is
the moving model are shown by Lhe dashed curves in Fig. 2 above the Wohlfarth line.
using a=3.2 in normalized units. It is noted that the Preisach
parameters in this simulation are identical to that of Fig. 1. IV. THE COMPLETE-MOVING44YSTERESIS MODEL
The ac demagnetized Henkel plot deviates down from the Tb M model is a seven-parameter model that accu-
Woblfarth line, but the variation is significantly different rately computes both the reversible and the irreversible mag-
from the corresponding classical model variation. The dc+ netization components and the relationship between these
demagnetized Henkel plot deviates "up" from the Wolilfarth components. The bk(-k diagram of the model is shown in
line showing that it is possible to deviate up or down fi~ Fig. 3, and Fig. 4 shows bow the elementary particle hyster-
the Wohlffarth line using the same model parameters and

varyng te dmagntize stte oly.ests loops are mathematically decomposed into the sum of an
varing the demalgnetizedhstate thcasiaycae it cn irreversible and a locally reversible component." An identi-

Usingan aalogos mehod t theclasscaln algorithm for the model has been developed and ex-
be shown that the Virgin curve of the moving model corre- perimentally tested for various recording materials. 14 Th
sponding to the ac demagnetized state will always lie above Henkel plots of the CMII model corresponding to the various
that of the dc+ demagnetized state and below that of the

1.0

22- I ifllif

if~ o

411

___ __ __ ___ __ __(a) (b)

0 0.2 04 on 0. 1.0

FIG. 4. Demonposltiost of the CMII model liartike hysteresisloo into the
sun of an ireversible (a) and a state-dtettndestt locally reversible ooqpo-

FIG. 2. Hlenkel plots Computeod by the moving model ad the CMII model. near (b).
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jdemagnetized -te are shown by the solid curves in N~g. 2. identification lachaique of the CMII model an experimental
The same model parameters were used as for the moving analysis of the demagnetized-sate dependence of Henkel
umodle and the squareness was chosen to be 0.7. T'he ac de- plots and Am plots weeds to be performed to validate these4 magnetized Henkel plot deviates down fron the Wdilfarth calculations.

lin toa reaerextent than the corresponding moving model
variation. The dc- demagnetized variation deviates up from
the Vftffarth line to a smaller extent than the corresponding 'F .i afrdJ APP PlkrJ9, 595 (198).

moving model variation. These results also show that, a]- 20. iHel. flys. S~wa Saud 7, 919(1964).
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Vo Dmg n-eftld-etall dePendnc of Honk"l plots. II. Domain wall motion
SR. 0. • MCMI

Nadomel Insenof ~Standanrd wad Technoaor GaAhm w&w MerhLad 2089
FOrMnc ajda and Edward DOella Tore
I- for Maguens Rearc, Geoe WbASgton Uwrsh W&Ag, D.C. 20052

The interpretation of various magnetization curves through Henkel plots and Am plots has become
popular in recent years for characterization of interactions in hysteresis. To investigate this
app , we have calculated Hlenkel plots using a hysteresis model based on independently moving
domain walls. A variety of demagnetized states produced by ac, dc+, and dc- demagnetization
methods as well as microscopically and randomly demagnetized states are used to calculate m,(H).
The resulting collection of Henkel plots contains examples of both "positive" and "negative"
deviations from the Wohlfarth relation which depend on the demagnetization method. Also, the
Henkel plot calculated for the ac demagnetized state deviates from the square-root law previously
calculated for domain wall pinning using a classical Preisach model.

1. hTOUCN,= - 2 ýM,, (2)

A technique that has been gaining popularity in recent for any factorizable Preisach function."0
years is to use the irreversible remanent magnetization curve, The hysteresis model used in this paper is based on a
m,(H) and the remanent demagnetization curve md(H) to domain wall potential model first introduced by Neil" to
characterize magnetic media. The m,(H) curve is obtained describe hysteresis loops in the Raleigh region. In this
by starting from a demagnetized state, increasing the field to model, domain wall elements move through a fluctuating
a value H, and measuring or calculating the magnetization at pinning field he(x) which is proportional to the gradient of
zero field. The m,(H) curve depends on the method by the domain wall energy and is assumed to be described by a
which the demagnetized state is produced,-

2 
but often the Langevin equation,'

2

nature of the demagnetized state has not been specified in the dh, hc dW
literature. The nhd(H) curve is generated in a similar manner -+ (3)
except that the sample is intially saturated in a positive field dx • dx '

and the remanent magnetization is measured or calculated where f is a material correlation length and W is a Gaussian
after applying a field -H. Both the m,(H) and md(H) random function such that the expectation values (dW)=0
curves are normalized to the saturation remanence. For non- and ((dW) 2

) = 2A dx, where A is a parameter describing the
interacting particles, such as in a Stoner-Wohlfarth (SW) amplitude of W. In addition to the pinning field, the domain
model, the Wohlfarth relation3 

states that wall element is subjected to an applied field, H. For

mod(H)= 1-2m,(H), (1) H>hc(x), the position of the domain wall x will increase,and for H<h,(x), x will decrease. The motion of each do-
and plots of md vs m, have come to be known as Henkel main wall element continues until it reaches a stable equilib-
plots.

4  
rium at point such that H=h,(x), and dhc/dx>O as illus-

Deviations of Henkel plots from the straight line de- trated in Fig. 1.
scribed by Eq. (1) have been interpreted as indications of
interactions between particles or magnetic regions.5- 8 

If
md>l--

2
m, the interaction is said to be positive (magne-

tizations in interacting regions tend to align parallel), and if
md< 1 -2m, the interaction is said to be negative (magne- hc a b C
tizations tend to align antiparallel). >

For cases where magnetization proceeds by domain wall
motion and where the coercivity (perhaps dominated by do-
main wall nucleation) is greater than the field required to >
sweep a domain wall through a grain, the Wohifarth relation
is expected to bold.9 However, Bertotti and Basso have re-
cently calculated Henkel plots representing domain wall mo-
tion using the classical Preisach model."° To represent hys-
teresis due to domain wall motion, it was assumed that up-
switching fields a of magnetization elements are independent
of down-switching fields A and therefore the Preisach distri- 0
bution function, p(aP) can be factorized as p(a,f) x

=f(a) -f( - P). Starting from the ac demagnetized state, the FIG. t. Exampte of h(x). The tmrjecsy of the domain wat eement is
Henkel plot was shown to follow a square-root law shown by the doned tines.
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The magnetization M is taken to be the ensemble aver-

age value of the domain wall positions, and is limited to
saturation values of t I by limiting the domain wall paths to
- <x < 1. This simple model of domain wall motion results o05
in a hysteretic model of magnetization, complete with minor
loops and a combination of reversible and irreversible mag- a,
nietization pmcesses.13  

01
In this peper, we investigate the validity of using Henkel *f(M Mio

plots for the characterization of itactions in cases where
domain wall pinning and motion ethe dominant maguet- -0.5. AC
zation mechanisms. Henkel plots are calculated using the DC-
domain wall model of hysteresis for a variety of demagneti- idM(H)
zation methods and a variety of correlation length values 0. 1 0 2 4
In a companion paper, similar results are described for Hen- H
kel plots calculated using the classical Preisach model, the
moving Preisach model and the complete-moving-hysteresis FIG. 2. Remaneni magnetization curves, m,(H) for microsc random,
model.

t 4  dc-, and ac demgnetizatios sates with md(H) for =0.2.

II. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE Henkel plot obtained from the dc+ demagnetized state (not
shown) is made up of two straight line segments from (0,1)

Magnetization values were calculated for 2>(10C nonin- to (0,0) and from (0,0) to (1,-1).
teracting domain wall elements propagating between For short correlation lengths, the microscopic, random,-I.x -c1, with pinning fields hA(x) generated for each do. and dc- demagnetized Henkel plots follow trajectories with

main wall element by finite differences using Eq. (3) for mA(H)> 1- 2m,(H), and initial slopes of -1. The ac de-
1000 values ofx. To simplify the comparison between loops magnetized Henkel plot follows a trajectory with
calculated with different values of f, the parameter A in the
random function W is chosen to be A =1/f sota ((h, )2)=,. sd(H) < 1- 2m,(H) and an initial slope of -5.

rAndombr ntof Wistinctsemn etizatibA=1on mthods we . For the longest correlation length calculated, f=2, theA number of distinct demagnetization methods were microscopic, random, and do- demagnetized states pro-
used for the ca osofica ndte resulting Henkel duced Henkel plots which follow trajectories slightly below
plots. The "microscopically demagnetized" state was Pre- md(H)=1-2m,(H), and the ac demagnetized state pro-
pared by starting each domain wall at x =0 and then allowing duced a Henkel plot which has a very large negative initial
each domain wall to propagate to a stable position, and the slope and a final slope of I in close agreement with the
"randomly demagnetized" state was prepared by placing the slopeeand aofinaldsloribofby-E in(close agreementiwithythe
domain walls at uniformly distributed random ni . square-root Jaw described by Eq. (2) but falling slightly be-

ps- low it.
tions between - 1 and I and then allowing the domain walls
to propagate to nearby stable positions.

The ac demagnetized state was obtained by applying an
oscillating field with a slowly decaying amplitude with an 1
initial amplitude sufficient to saturate M. Demag. method

The do- demagnetized state was obtained by first satu- 0.5 random
rating the magnetization in the positive direction, applying a • AC
remanent coercive field in the negative direction and then 0DC-

returning the field to H=0, yielding M =0. The do+ demag-
netized state was obtained by applying a negative saturation -0.5
field followed by a positive remanent coercive field, and then a

reducing the field to H=O, yielding M-=0. a -.
Plots of m,(H) from microscopic, randorm, ac and dc-

demagnetization states and m,(H) are shown in Fig. 2 for 0.5
f=0.2. 0
Il. HENKCEL PLOTS

-0.5
Henkel plots were calculated using the domain wall

"model for values of f ranging from 0.02 to 2.0, and a portion - b)
of the results ae shown in Fig. 3. In all examined cases, the 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
curves generated using the microscopic random, and dc- mr(H)
demagnetized states were found to be grouped together, and FIG. 3. H pke plots, smnH) vs m,(H), for nonimeraing domain waits
the curve generated using the ac demagnetized state followed staing from four demagetized sates for (a) f=0.02 and (b) f=2.0 The
a curve distinctly below the others. Also, in all cases, the doted lies me plots of Eq. (1) and Eq. (2).
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-" IV. DISCUUON OF RESULTS for each magnetization element. When 6 is large, h,(x) is

From the ac demagnetized state, the slow rise of the correlated along its entire length, and the assumption used in
)curve and the asociated strong "negative" deviation the derivation of the square-root law, that up-switching fieldsmH curvo an the assh ocdiatied botr ongsneaisvent deiationh

nare both consistent with the and down-switching fields are independent, may break down.

physical interpretation that ac demagnetization places do- From the variety of Henkel plots that were obtained

main walls in the energy wells with the steepest sides. In the from the domain wall model it is clear that the magnetization

ac demnasetized state, the initial stable points of the domain curves due to domain wall motion depend sensitively on the

walls are not arbitrary, but am selected by the demagnetiza- demagnetization method, and in particular that the demagne-

tion process. Starting with a large amplitude applied ac field, tization method should be specified if any conclusions can be

at first the domain wall elements will propagate back and drawn from a Henkel plot. From a practical point of view,

forth between x = - 1 and x = 1 in each cycle, but as the field when experimental Henkel plots deviate from the Wohlfarth

amplitude decreases, the highest maxima and the lowest relation (1) one may not safely draw conclusions about in-

minima in hc(x) will begin to impede the domain wall mo- teractions since when domain wall motion is involved in

tion, and then as the field amplitude is further reduced, the magnetic hysteresis, both positive and negative deviations

domain wall motion will become caught between succes- from md(H)= I -2m,(H) can be generated by domain wall

sively less extreme maxima and minima. In terms of the elements without interactions.

domain wall energy, rather than the energy gradient [which is
proportional to hc(x)] the ac method preferentially places the

Sdomain wall elements in the local energy wells with the 'M. Fearon, R. W. Chanrell. and E. P Wohlfarth, J. Magn. Map. Mater.
8a, 197 (1990).

steepest sides. It is interesting that, although no such physical 2
M. Pardavi-Horvath, J. Oti, G. Vertesy, L H. Bennett, and L J. Swartzen-

interpretation is made for ac demagnetization in the Preisach d-uber, J. Map. Map. Mater. 1t4, 313 (1992).

model, the square-root law derived from the factorizable 3E F. thlfath, J. Appl. Phys. 29 595 (1958).
, Preisach modelt ° also descrbes a strong "negative" devia- 0. Henkel, Phys. Status Solidi 7,919 (1964).aP. E. Kelley, K. O'Grady, P. . Mayo, and R. W. Chantrell, IEEE Trans.
tion from the Preisach model. Map. MAG-,S, 3881 (1989).

For correlation lengths which are short in comparison 6D. E. Spetiotis and W. Lynch. J. Appl. Phys. 69, 4496 (1991).
with the total domain wall path length, the domain wall 'X. He, C. Alexander, Jr., and M. R. Parker, IEEE Trans. Map. MAG-26.

1876 (1992).model produces Henkel plots which differ significantly from SK O'Grady, R. W. Chanlrelt, and 1. L Sanders, IEEE Trans. Map.

both the Wohlfarth relation and the square-root law. None of MAG-29, 286 (1993).

the Henkel plots follow the straight line given by Eq. (1), and 9
R. A. McCurrie and P. Gaunt, Proceedinp of the International Conference

in particular, the Henkel plot for the ac demagnetized state onl Magnetisma, Nottingham 14, p. 780.
doG. Beitotti and V. Basso, J. Appl. Phys. 73, 5827 (1993).

does not follow the square-root law given by Eq. (2). "L Nell, Cahiers Phys. 12, 1 (1942).
"Tbe disagreement with the square-root law when ý is 2

B. Alessandro, C. Beatrice, G BertoLt, and A. Montorsi. J. Appl. Phys. U,

small could be due to the existence of multiple stable points 2901 (1990).

distributed between x-I and x=I which a domain wall U
3

R" D. McMichael, L J. Swartzendruber. and L H. Bennett. J. App|. Phys.
73, 5848 (1993).

must pass in sequence, in contrast to the classical Preisach 1F. Valda, E. Della Tore, and R. D. McMichael, presented at this

model in which there are only two stable points at - 1 and 1 conference.
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fiaModel @C1ofM of rotUloneI hysteresis for forron ei particles
S wtth competing anisoftopls

Y. Yoehlla," T. L Tuoeplton, andA S. kolt
Physacs DepaOUM Simm Fraser UamvrsurA Bwwa4 BRuu Coiamku Vi4 1A6, Cwm

The net work W,(360o) on rotating a particle through 360" about an axis perpendicular to an applied
field is called the rotational hysteresis. Its dependence on field is calculated for model particles with
large surface anisotropies that compete with the bulk anisotropies. Both anisotropies are uniaxial
and twofold but acting along different axes. If the axes are separated by any angle except 0* or 9W,
W,(360°) is quite different for clockwise and counterclockwise rotations, for the range of fields
where it is not zero. Because the magnetization is nonuniform, the results depend upon the exchange
interaction and the particle size. The results are given for a range of particle sizes from small to large
compared to a domain wall width. The results for particles with uniform anisotropy and
magnetization are given for comparison.

The starting point for discussion of the magnetism of rotation is clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW). This
small particles is the Stoner-Wolhfarth (SW) model. The requires that (1) the angle between the two axes is neither 0'
behaviors of single domain particles with uniaxial anisotropy nor 900. (2) the anisotropies are distinguishable from each
are best known for the cases where a variable magnetic field other, and (3) at least one is more complicated ',an twofold
is applied along a given axis to produce a hysteresis loop anisotropy.

with remanence, coercivity and irreversible rotations of the Here we treat uniaxial anisotropies along two axes, both
magnetization vector. The behavior when the particle is ro- of which are twofold, but now they act on different pans of
tated with respect to a fixed field has been known for a long thte same particle. The competing torques produce nonuni-
time, also, but not so widely. In low fields the magnetization form magnetization patterns. This increases the exchange en-
is trapped by the anisotropy and rotates with the particle. In ergy. We have studied, previously, the ordinary hysteresis of
high fields the magnetization follows the applied field. In one such system. The angle between the bulk and surface
both limits the process is reversible. No net work is done in anisotropy axes was 65'. The surface anisotropy was much
rotating the particle through 180' about an axis perpendicu- larger than the bulk anisotropy. Small and large particles for
lar to the plane formed by the field and the anisotropy axis. this system resembled SW particles with twofold axes.

2 
For

For intermediate fields the magnetization jumps irreversibly intermediate sizes resemblance to a SW particle required a
from staying near the anisotropy axis to following the field particular combination of one twofold and one fourfold axis.'
axis as the particle is rotated. This is rotational hysteresis. As such a SW particle shows difference in hysteresis for CW
The purpose of this communication is to discuss rotational and CCW rotations, one would anticipate correctly this effect
hysteresis for small particles where competing anisotropies for our noncollinear model.
in different regions of the particle result in nonuniform mag- Rotational hysteresis in noncollinear spin systems is
netization patterns. demonstrated for the same conditions for which earlier we

Rotational hysteresis for SW particles where the anisot- calculated the ordinary hysteresis. 2 
We emphasize that we

ropy is more complicated than uniaxial are not well known, are not calculating the properties of real particles. These are
partially because there are so many different possibilities. model calculations in which the problem is reduced to a
Some of these were considered in our recent review.' A re- one-dimensional chain of atoms or of atomic planes. There is
stricted class of anisotropies is that with two axes at angles an implied strong negative anisotropy perpendicular to the

0. and •o. A further restriction on that class is that the field plane of the two axes. The field is restricted to that plane. Yet
and the magnetization are confined to the plane formed by this is sufficient to demonstrate that the net work for full
the two axes. The confinement of the magnetization to the rotation can be different for the two senses of rotation in the
plane implies the presence of a strong negative anisotropy plane.
perpendicular to the plane, as occurs for thin films. If the There is at least one experimental paper in which a col-
anisotropy energies EK for both axes are twofold; that is, .1ection of fine particles of Cr0 2 exhibits this effect.

3 
To es-

Eg -K= o62(0-0.) and EK= -Kb CoS
2
(0--A), the be- tablish a sense of rotation there had to be at least two axes,

havior is the same as for a uniaxial twofold anisotropy along defined for the system of particles as a whole. If it were
another axis. There are quite different rotational hysteresis shown that both of these axes were twofold axes, then the
effects to be seen if at least one axis is fourfold; for example, implication would be that the magnetization processes in the

p EK=Kb CO-('--Ab)sin2
(8"-Ab). In particular, the hysteresis individual particles were nonuniform.

for rotation about an axis perpendicular to the plane contain- The model has a line of n moments with one uniaxial
ing the field and the anisotropy axes depends on whether the twofold anisotropy acting on all the moments and another

larger twofold anisotropy acting only on the moments at the

'%ruanem addrew: R & D DivisioW, Daido Steel Co., LA, 2-30 Daido- ends of the line. This models a particle with pinning from
cho, Miamsi-ka Nagoya 457, JV=m large surface anisotropy. The length of the line X is an addi-
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S - tional parameter that enters with the exchange constant A in M.7
the energy expression E =A (cul M)2 We have given, pre- 0
viously, the full equations and the method of their solution 06
for the calculation of the ordinary hysteresis.

2 
Here the se- 0.5 *

quence is that of repeated solutions for a series of angles of -

the field at fixed magnitude rather than a %eries of fields at My0.4
fixed angle. For each field angle we calculate the angles that 0._1_ _. . . .
the moments make with the field axis. We determine the net 0.0 05 tb 15 2.0
moment of the system along that axis and the net torque
exerted by the field on the system. If the field is neither too
high nor too low, there are critical angles at which the mag- FIG. 1. Mac oie of roimol byswrsia ftoO a oncdifenit 0odM of a

netization and the torque change abruptly and irreversibiy. pa'ie with large surface ansuinr. "r= mimmu, feld H• dmcnds on
the sie X of the particle. H0 m = 2KrWM,, whcre Kf is definu in Eq. (1)

These are different for CW and CCW rotation. aad ,i is the domain wail pameitr.
We have considered a range of length scales from very

small to large particles. In small particles the exchange ef-
feels couple the moments into almost collinear patterns. In counts for the almost constant offset seen for large X in Fig.
large particles there is uniform rotation against the bulk an- 1. For much larger particles, h,, returns to 1/2.
isotropy except close to the ends where the surface anio- Next we consider in detail the rotational hysteresis for a
ropy pins the magnetization. Both limits approach SW be- particular example with k=0.65 and h=MH/(2Kef)
havior with an effective anisotropy that depends on the two particula r am e wth difenc fo5 and h H K
anisotropies and the number of units in the line. For particle rotations; see Fig. 2. The magnetization and torque repeat
sizes comparable to domaiti wall d'imensions the effects of with a periodicity of 1800 in either direction. (There are other
competing anisotropies and the deviatoios from SW behavior cum where the minimum periodicity is 3600 in one or the
are most noticeable. other or both directions.) The presentation in Fig. 2(a) sacri-

First we consider the minimum field H, for the onset of fices some clarity for the sake of compactness. The right side
rotational hysteresis. The rotational hysteresis at Hcj is large. of the diagram shows the response to angle changes for CW
For the SW limit, it is a maximum at Hc. For the noncol- rotation. The left side describes rotation in the CCW sense.
linear system, it is the same for both senses of rotation right The field is along the bulk anisotropy axis at the origin. At 0*
at HI. For higher fields, it increases for CCW and decreases the torques from the end moments rotate the magnetization
for CW. The sense of rotation is defined below. When the slightly clockwise fron. alignment with the field. At +650
particle is small, Hcj will be high, because the surface an- and -1l5* the field is along the axis of the end moments.
isotropy is greater than the bulk anisotropy. We normalize The net moment along the field axis is a local maximum
the field to the effective anisotropy what would apply for when the field is near 300. This almost bisects the acute angle
infinite exchange coupling between the anisotropy axes. This condition can be achieved

1 [4K
2
+4(n_2)K1K/ cos -2starting with the field along the bulk anisotropy axis and

-- b COSa - rotating the particle so that the field angle is closer to the axis(1) of the pinned ends at 650. This is the meaning of CW clock-
wise rotation of the field.

where a is the angle between the anisotropy axes with an- If the particle is rotated in the opposite sense (CCW
)tropy constants K, and Kb for the surface and bulk, re- rotation of the field) the moment remains near to the bulk

.pectively. We take the bulk anisotropy axis as the reference anisotropy axis, in the initial direction, until the magnetiza-
angle. We have chosen the constants such that a=65° and tion is at a negative maximum with respect to the field. This
2K,=(n-2)Kb for n=52. happens at an angle of -160* where the field and the mag-

The reduced critical field for the onset of hysteresis is netization are again near the middle of the acute angle be-

Ms.H.. tween the two anisotropy axes, but now in opposite direc-
h.,= 

2
Kff (2) tions. On continued CCW rotation, the magnetization rotates

further from the bulk axis and closer to the pinning axis until
where M, is the moment per unit volume. This goes to the there is sufficient torque from the field to pull all the mo-
SW value ht--=1/

2 
in both size limits. The deviations of h,, ments close to the field direction at -172*. This is the tran-

from 1/2 are in the opposite sense for small and large par- sition from e to f in Fig. 2(a). We show the configuration of
ticles as shown in Fig. 1. The length of the particles is nor- the spins before and after this transition in Fig. 2(b). Note
malized to the domain wall paraw .ter &w= r(A/K,)"/

2
. For that all the moments switch with respect to their local anisot-

smaller particles, the noncollinearity of the spin system re- ropy axes, but the end moments rotate the most in this tran-
duces the actual effective anisotropy below that used for nor- sition
malization, Km. For larger particles, the field acts primarily As the field is rotated CW, starting from along the bulk

on the bulk moments rotating them against the bulk anisot- axis, the magnetization aligns more closely with the neld, but
ropy, but there is a residual anisotropy effect from the ex- then starts to lag behind until at 119* it rotates irreversibly
change coupling to the end moments which act as pins in the toward the field. This is the transition from a to b in Fig.
low fields needed to rotate the bulk. The residual effect ac- 2(a). The field and the magnetization are near the middle of
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eFIG. 3. The field dependence of W,(3602), the net work done on rotation
FIG. 2. Rotation of a model particle, 5.I&.,=0.65, with large surface anisot- CW and CCW through 3600. for three sizes of model particles. The curves
ropy to an applied field. h =Mrl/(2Km)=0.6. (a) Magnetization M, torque labeled SW describe W,(36t

0
°) for the same particles in the limit of very

L, energy E,, and work W, for clockwise CW and counterclockwise CCW strong coupling of the moments.
rotation. (b) Moment configurations, showing a fraction of the moments,
before and after the irreversible changes as noted in (a).

--160°. Then, just as some of that energy is beginning to be
recovered, the big jump at -1I72° dissipates the energy as
heat. For CW and for CCW rotations, the sum of all the

the obtuse angle between the anisotropy axes. The slight drops in energy is equal and opposite to the net work done by
changes in the spin configuration are shown in Fig. 2(b). the torque in a complete cycle. The energy of the particle as

Only the bulk moments switch with respect to their anisot- a function of field angle is shown as E, in Fig. 2(a). The net
ropy axis. For calculations at lower fields the rotation in this work W,(360°) for CW and CCW for this case
region of angles is reversible. [h =MHI(2Kefp)=O.6,)/t5,=0.65] is shown as two open

As the field angle is increased further to 1380 in the CW circles on :he middle panel in Fig. 3 If each point in Fig. 3
direction, another irreversible transition goes from c to d in were discussed in the same detail given for these two points,
Fig. 2(a). Only the end moments switch with respect to their there would be many different stories to be told
anisotropy axis, as shown in Fig. 2(b). For calculations at Extensive calculations for a series of fields produce the
lower fields all the moments switch at the equivalent angle. results that are summarized in Fig. 3. The field dependence

For fields between - 172° and + 1190 the magnetization of W,(3600 ) for CW and CCW rotations ,•s shown for three
can rotate back and forth reversibly. On rotation CW beyond particles that can be considered as small, intermediate and
138c the behavior is the same as starting at -421 and rotat- large in the sense of Fig. 1. The net work for each size

ing CW. On rotation CCW beyond -172n the behavior is the particle is compared with the behavior of a SW particle with
same as starting at 80 and rotating CCW. the effective anisotropy given by Eq. (1).

The torques at each field are shown in Fig. 2(a). Note These calculations used a single choice of the angle be-
that the torque can jump from being large in one direction to tween the two anisotropy axes. This is but a small look at the
being large in the opposite direction. The shaded regions in behavior of these model particles.
Fig. 2(a) show the positive and negative work done for each
rotation direction through 1800. A. S. Atrott, T. L. Templeton. and Y. Yoshida, in Nanophase Materials:

There are two equivalent measures of the net work done Synthesis, Properties. Applications, edited by R. 0. Siegel nod G. C. Had-
on rotation through 36(0. The integral of the torque, shown jipanayis (Plenum. New York, in press).2

A. S. Asrott, T L. Tempteton. and Y. Yoshida, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-
as W, in Fig. 2(a), is measured starting with the field along 29, 2622 (1993).

the bulk axis. W, increases for CCW rotation from 0 to 3s Rt. Hoes and 1. Lowe, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-.76, 1813 11990).
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A hysteresis model with Interactions
J. Plank
Office National d'Enudes et de Recherches Amrospatiales, Direction des Matiriau, BP 72,
F-92322 Chh'llon Cedex, France

The magnetic properties of an assembly of monodomain ferromagnetic particles are computed,
considering the whole set of dipolar interactions in competition with magnetocrystalline anisotropy.
Coercive field, remanent magnetization, initial susceptibility, are studied as a function of the ratio p
of competing energies, and also of geometrical parameters such as density. p -1 corresponds to a
crossover region, separating an anisotropy-dominated regime from a coupling-dominated regime.
An example of a possible experimental realization is presented, for which the magnetization curve
and hysteresis loop present strong similarities with calculated ones; a numerical discrepancy,
however, remains.

I. INTRODUCTION ferromagnetic particles, exhibiting two well-defined regimes:S~magnetostatic and anisotropic.

The hysteretic behavior of magnetic material still re-

mains a complicated problem, whose computation often re-
lies on phenomenological concepts. Numerous models have 1I. THE MODEL
been developed, depending on the considered magnetization
processes. For ferromagnetic particulate media, the role of In the following we consider an assembly of spherical
dipolar interactions is known to be of great importance (re- particles whose intrinsic properties are identical (saturation
cent contributions can be found in Ref. 1). But their long- magnetization M., uniaxial anisotropy constant K), the an-
range character is a major drawback for them to be taken into isotropy direction being uniformly distributed in the 3d
acount. Most techniques either use a mean-field approach2  

space. Two kind of geometries are considered: (i) particles,
or set a cutoff or else only deal with special configurations of identical radii but possibly surrounded by a nonmagnetic
like aligned easy axes.

3  
spherical layer, lie on a cubic lattice with a certain amount of

We are guided in this work by experimental results on empty sites randomly chosen; (ii) particles, whose radii are
very fine particles which exhibit rather high coercivity distributed according to a predefined statistical law, are ag-
(40-80 kA m-') but low remanence (15%-25% of the satu- gregated following a cluster-cluster aggregation model. Re-
ration value). It is believed that strong intevactimns are Tt- suilts for this geometry will not be given here. Each particle
sponsible ior those values, clearly departing from Stoner- is supposed to act as a giant moment, whose intensity is
Wohlfarth (SW) values. Transmission electron microscopy frozen by the exchange interaction. The torque acting on
(TEM) observations

4 
clearly show the particle aggregation. each moment M. is r. =M. X B,, where the local field B, is

Let us also mention two very recent works on the field of defined by

interacting particles. In Ref. 5. Westwood et aL. analyze hys-
teresis loops and remanence curves of a cluster of Fe,0 4  B,=- V,/, (1)
particles extracted from a magnetic ink, which are described
as 20-200 nm single-domain crystallites. Coercivity (6.4 where V, is the vector whose components are Y and
kA m'-) and remanence (0.1) are quite low, in even stronger w is the total ener of the aystem:
contrast to "bulk" magnetite than our ferromagnets. The sec- th y
ond contribution6 

is an attempt to explain observed depar-
tures of the properties of Fe3O 4 microcrystallites to spin- ___=-__ol_ M.+_ K -
glass behavior through a mean-field approach of our
problem: competition of random anisotropy with dipolar
forces. Calculated hysteresis loops qualitatively resemble 1 . 3(Mo-,r,,)(M5 .,) r_ T )'
ours, and a comparison between MFA and "exact" calcula- 2 4T" r

5

tion should be fruitful.

The model described below is designed to calculate (2)
some properties of a finite cluster of particles whose dynam-
ics is driven by an intrinsic anisotropy competing with the v. being the volume of particle n (IIM.iI=M,v.), u. a uni-
dipolar coupling to all the other particles, providing that (i) tary vector along the anisotropy direction, and r,, the vector
their magnetic structure is monodomain (rotation susceptibil- joining particles n and p. No thermal relaxation is consid-
ity only), (ii) the thermal relaxation of magnetization can be ered; the system is taken below its blocking temperature. At
neglected. The major point of those calculations compared to equilibrium the torques vanish, resulting in a distribution of
previous ones is to be found in the quantitative description of local fields which are colinear with the moments.7 

From Eqs.
the influence of interactions on the magnetic properties of (1) and (2)
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,.., maximum for 0.2<p<2. Outside those bounds is the system
all entirely driven by geometry (lower bound) or by anisotropy4iHJ4/ - (upper bound).
. 4 / (pWe have verified that the size of the cluster was not a

prominent parameter for a given configuration, by varying
- - the number of particles at constant density 0.4 on a lattice.

05 Error bars are estimated for three cases by changing the dis-
0/ order in the configuration (the location of empty sites). One
3 " " finds for MIM, and H,H11, respectively: 0.212±0.024 and

03 Mdt' 0.275±0.039 for 200 particles, 0.213±0.016 and 0.266
-� �-/----- , I ±0.023 for 400 particles, 0.209±0.008 and 0.286±0.013 for

0 800 particles. The choice of 400 particles for most examples
owo 0ol 01 1 le Ga 1W here results from a compr- ýmputing time and

P statistical reliability, inclh .py.
The influence of density iw, occin tested: the system ex-

FIG. 1. Evolution of remanent nagnetization and coercive field with P. fo hibits a monotonic decrease of H, and M, with increasing
400 particles on a 1000 sites cubic lattice. Relative remanence M,/M,
(squares) has to he compared with SW value (dotted line). B, is plotted in density, which is consistant with a globally demagnetizing
units of "anisotropy field" H.=2K/s 0M, tt'riangles) and "magnetostatic effect of the dipolar interactions.
field" M, (disks); for the latter, the dashed line correspond to SW value Initial susceptibility. The slope s =(M/Ms)/(H/Ha) at
O.98K/jM,. Solid lines are only guides to the e.origin is extracted from magnetization curves. The dimen-

sionless xi=dM/dHIH=o is then equal to (2vrip)s, the pref-
S42, 4wrK 2mn'u, actor being the SW value when the field is perpendicular to

(--I, our )= U. the anisotropy axis. For an assembly of SW particles with auniform distribution of anisotropy direction, this value is
3 mg. rnp lowered by a factor 2/3.8 Figure 2 shows the variation of X,

+rn p I- , with p for the same assembly of 400 particles on a 1000 sites
P ( P rV cubic lattice. Attention have been paid to chose a field direc-

(3) tion perpendicular to the spontaneous magnetization of the

where M.=M m,,. Apart from the geometry (distributions cluster, whose typical intensity is less than 0.05M,. The
of u., r,,p, and v.) the distribution of local fields B, does not susceptibility is measured for an applied field equal to
depend separately on M, and K, but on the dimensionless 0.05H,.
ratio t Experimental comparison. The material which is thought

to fulfill the assumptions of this model is an iron-cobalt pow-
4arK der prepared by a physical process. 9 Its main properties are

P =;ý (4) (i) a spherical shape with an asymmetric size distribution (0
from 15 to 150 rin), (i0) no domain wall contribution to thewhich measures the relative strength of magnetocrystalline susceptibility, constant (=4) from dc to 1 GHz. The magne-

anisotropy energy versus dipolar energy. Because of cou- tization curve and hysteresis loops are superimposed in Fig.
plings, an iterative method is necessary to solve the system 3 to calculated ones with p =0.45 and a lattice density of 0.4.
of equilibrium equations F, =0. The algorithm is as follows: However, the agreement is only apparent, because one of the
(i) choose a starting distribution of Mn; (ii) calculate the axes has to be rescaled. In fact, since M, is known, the field
local fields and the total energy; (iii) if the change in energy scale is fixed by p. Thus, in this case, fields of the simulation
compared to the previous iteration is greater than a pre- data have to be doubled, or equivalently, the (M,,K) couple
defined threshold, rotate the moments towards the local fields has to be changed to (2M,4K), giving exactly the sameand return to step (it), else end.hatobchneto(M,4)gingectyhesm

curve in a (MIM,,H) plot.' 0 Despite this unexplained nu-
Apart from the very beginning, the starting distribution merical disagreement, these plots show that the nontrivial

is the equilibrium distribution of the previous calculation (for shape of the experimental curves could be recovered. Other
hysteresis loops, magnetization or remanence curves), choices for p or geometry do not lead to similar shapes. Note

IlL. RESULTS also that the aggregation process in the real material is not
known, and can be reasonably thought to be driven by mag-

Hysteresis loops. Influence of the parameters of the netostatic forces, resulting in a special distribution of anisot-
model are presented through the variation of the coercive ropy axes. This effect will be examined.
field H, and remanent magnetization M,/M,. This is obvi- Remanence curves. These curves are extensively used in
ously not sufficient to correctly describe the loop but essen- the field of recording materials to characterize their perfor-
tial features are present. More details will be published in a mances in terms of switching field distribution (SFD) or
longer paper.4 Figure 1 shows the influence of p in a large signal-to-noise ratio for instance. The reversible and irrevers-
range of values (from very soft to very hard materials), for a ible parts of the remanence (IRrev and IRM) and demagne-
cubic lattice of 400 particles distributed over 1000 sites, tization (IDrev and DCD) curves are defined as in Ref. 11.
without dead layer. It can be seen that sensitivity to p is Figure 4 shows the predicted remanence curves for the pa-
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FIG. 4. Remanence curves with irreversible (filled symbols) and reversibleFIG. 2. Initial susceptibility as a function of p for 400 particles on a 1000 (empty symbols) parts predicted for the same set ,-f "fitting" parameters as
sites cubic lattice. Saturation of X, for "soft" materials (p

4 1
), which is Fig. 3.

currently observed for particulate media, is recovered. When couplings van-
ish (p--m), (p/2v)X, leads to the SW value 2/3.

and/or equivalences between geometrical and physical pa-

rameters are also to be studied in order to lower the number
rameters estimated for the experimental case. It can be seen of relevant parameters.
that reversible components superimpose on each other and The central point in this model is the computation of the

do not present peaks around the remanent coercivity as other equilibrium distribution. Because of geometrical disorder,
systems or SW calculations.1

2 
This effect, as well as the slow the energy landscape must be quite complicated and conver-

variations of the irreversible components, denotes the enlarg- gence to (metastable) equilibrium states should be carefully
ing contribution of interactions on the local field distribution studied.13

in general, and the SFD in particular. Finally, as stated in the introduction, it would be of great

interest to compare those "exact" calculations with a mean-

field approach, or a generalized MFA in which only nearest
IV. DISCUSSION neighbors interactions would be calculated, the remaining of

The most difficult question to answer about this model the sample acting through a mean field.

concerns its validity range. Despite the fact that M, and K

are dimensioned input parameters, the whole problem is di- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Simulation of magnetization reversal In two-phase exchange coupled
nanocrystailine materials

nan H.orsa rllP G. McCormick, and R. Street
Research Cenare for Advanced Mineral and Materials Processing The University of Western Australia,
Nedlands 6009, Australia

A nanoscale two-phase uniaxially anisotropic material has been numerically modeled using a
two-dimensional array of micromagnetic moments to represent the material on an atomic scale.
Demagnetization curves are calculated by minimizing the total energy of the system which includes
a component due to exchange interactions between nearest neighbors, as well as magnetocrystalline
and magnetostatic energies. Magnetization reversal is shown to be initiated in the soft magnetic
phase and to proceed by reversible rotation until a critical field, coercivity, at which the
magnetization of the system switches irreversibly. As the dimension of the soft magnetic phase
increases, coercivity approaches a lower limit and there is a transition from single- to two-phase
magnetic behavior.

1. INTROOUCTION hard magnetic phase is aligned with the field so that rema-
hnence is maximised. That of the soft magnetic phase is at wr/4The magnetic behavior of nanocrystalline size by to the field direction. Material properties of Nd 2Fee4B andtransition metal permanent magnet materials synthesized by a,-Fe have been used for the hard and soft magnetic phase,

rapid solidification and mechanical alloying techniques has -eshave bnedlforite hard an d s o m e p
received increased attention in recent years. Of particular respectively. The lattice dimension is assumed to be 3 A.
interest has been the observation of high values of remanent
magnetization in both single-phase and two-phase II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
materials.1- 3 

This behavior has been attributed to exchange Simulation of magnetization reversal suggests that the
coupling at intercrystalline interfaces and the increasing in- properties are critically dependent on the size of the soft
fluence of such interaction effects as crystal sizes decrease. 4  

magnetic phase. In zero field the soft magnetic moments,
Remanence-enhanced materials offer potential for attaining which in the absence of exchange coupling would lie along
high energy products in crystalline isotropic permanent mag- their easy axis of magnetization at r/4 to the field direction,
nets. align with the hard magnetic phase. As the reverse field in-

In this paper we present results of a numerical study of creases those soft magnetic moments furthest from the inter-
the demagnetization process using a two-dimensional model face begin to rotate first. For a given field, the amount of
of a material comprising small particles of a hard magnetic rotation depends on the size of the phase. Figure 2 compares
phase in a soft magnetic matrix. The results illustrate the the equilibrium distribution of morvents at the same field in
important effects of particle and matrix size on the magnetic systems with the same size of the hard magnetic phase and
behavior. different dimensions of the soft magnetic phase. In the small-

est system all the soft magnetic moments are relatively
II. THE MODEL proximate to the hard magnetic phase and rotation is sup-

pressed. For larger sizes there is more rotation in the center
A two-dimensional array of micromagnetic moments is of the soft magnetic phase with an associated increase in the

used to represent a material on an atomic scale. Different nonuniformity of magnetization in the system. Demagnetiza-
magnetic phases of varying sizes are modeled by specifying tion proceeds by reversible rotation until a critical field, the
the same magnetocrystalline anisotropy (first order only),
easy axis of magnetization (uniaxial), and magnitude of mag-
netic moment for groups of neighboring elements. .

For a given field, the equilibrium configuration of the 2
moments is determined by minimizing the total energy of the
system, where the energy at each site is expressed as the sum
of magnetostatic, magnetocrystalline, and exchange energy

maeralParticle size
components. 5 

The effects of demagnetizing fields have not
been taken into account. Previous modeling studies on fineS~~structure materials suggest that exchange interactions domi- ,•:

nate in nanoscale materials.
6,

7

The results presented in this paper are for materials com- - •.... .
prising a uniform distribution of particles of a hard magnetic
phase in a matrix of a soft magnetic phase. Figure 1 is a F . ao micromagneoc moments used to model a
schematic diagram of the corresponding array of micromag- twophae matenria comprising a unioem disartfion of identical particles

netic moments. The easy direction of magnetization of the in a matrix of a differest phase.
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I I111 ~ //"/ //FIG. 3. Demagntiaioncurves for aparticlesize ofhardmagnetic phase
S I I I ) I I /* /" / I', -=5.1 nm and a range of minimum dimensions of the soft magnetic phase.

I1 11 / // " / T magntcfield His plotted as afraction ofthe annsotopy field of the
11/ //// A Ab ardmagetic phase H,.Note thatthe rancof theanisotropy fields is 005.

," ,' / / / / ,'* ,' magnetic moments have been disturbed from their easy di-
/ /I /' / /' / - ' .- - - --*. rection of magnetization because of the extent of the rotation
/ / / / / /* - in the soft magnetic phase.
/- / / / /- - -• • • Demagnetization curves for a range of sizes of the soft

/ / / - - - - - --� � � magnetic phase are shown in Fig. 3. The change in shape of
/ / / / -/ A • • : the curves indicates a transition from single- to two-phase
/ / / "" -- --- -------- magnetic behavior with increasing size of the soft magnetic

phase. For systems with small matrix dimensions the curves
are approximately square and there is little change in mag-

-.-. \ ` ` , , netization due to reversible rotation prior to coercivity. As
"..-".'. - , , , , N \ N the size of the soft magnetic phase increases and there is

"-'-'.N N , , N, N N N N more rotation at the center of the phase, the systems become
" - - N \, N, N N \ \ " \ unstable in lower flclds. After coercivity all the systems are

"approximately satatited in the reverse direction bePause the
"easy axis of magnetization of the hard magnetic phase is

"- , \k \ \• " ] , , , ,aligned with the field such that there is no subsequent rota-

"- . ` %\ \ '• ] T , •: i Figure 4 shows the reduction in coercivity with increas-
%`%`%,NN N N I T tr-i.i-

` ` N , N ' \ /" i 0.3 --o- to,

H,/Hk 30
"IG. 2. Comparison of the distribution of orientations of the micromagnetic

moments in materials with the same particle size of hard magnetic phase 0.2
=5.1 n00 and minimum dimensions of the soft magnetic matrix phase= 2.7,
3.9. and 5.7 imn. The field is just less than the coercivity of the largest
system and the corresponding values of magnetization ma a fraction of satu-
ration M/M,=I.O, 0.6, -0.3. Note that these configurations ae for the top 0.1

left-hand quarter of the array as indicated in Mig. 1. Refer to Fig. 3 for the
complete demagnetization curves.

0
1 10

coercivity, is reached at which the system becomes unstable m, dinsarim inaoft up.6ceph(m)

and all the moments flip irreversibly. The field corresponding FIG. 4. D in coercivity H, with increasing minimum dimension of

to the configurations in Fig. 2 is close to the coercivity of the the soft magnetic phae for particle sizes of the hard magnetic phase=5, 10,

largest system for which it can be seen that all the hard 2o, and 30 am.
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r ...-
ing minimum dimension of the soft phase for a range of sizes rinciagn maximum nonuniformity of magnetization due to
of the hard magnetic phase. The highest coercivity is rotation in the center of the soft magnetic phase.
achieved in the system with the largest particle size and
smallest matrix dimension. As the amount of soft magnetic
phase increases there is an initially rapid decrease in coerciv- An atomic scale model has been used to demonstrate the
ity. For larger dimensions of this phase, corcivity is ap- mtchanism of magnetization reversal in an exchange
proximately constant reflecting the fact that there is little coupled nanoscale mixture of a hard and soft magnetic
further increase in the amount of nonuniform gnetzation phase. The results suggest that coercivity and enhancement
in the system. Above a critical dimension a second disconti- of magnetization, and hence maximum energy product, de-
nuity is observed because the soft magnetic moments suffi- pend significantly on the size of the soft magnetic phase.
ciently far from the interface behave independently of the 'I Cod-int, D. B. de Mooij, J. P W B. Dudaeai. and K. H. J.
presence of the hard magnetic phase and flip irreversibly in a Buschow. J. phy& C I, 669 (1988).
field which, for the easy axis of magnetization of the soft 2

R. W. MCCiIlum, A. M. Kadim. G. B. Clemente, and J. E. Keem, J. Appl.
magnetic phase at 7#4 to the field, is approximately half the 3Phys. 4, 5299 (1988).3

j. Ding. P. G. McCormick, and R. Street, J. Magn. Ma~n. Mater. 124, .anisotropy field of the phase. (t91).
There is a lesser dependence of coercivity on the size of 'E. F. Keiler and R. Hankg. IEEE Trans. Map. MAG-27, 3588 (1991 ).

the hard magnetic phase and again this is only significant for 5E. Feuteil, J. Ding. R. Street, and F G. McCormick, Proceedings of
seIUMRS-ICAM-93, Tokyo, 31 August-4 September 1993.small sizes. The increase in coercivity with increasing par- 6T Schrefl, H. F Schmidts, J. Fidler. and H. Kronmiler, J. Magn. Mdgn.ticle size in the context of this model is a result of the lower Mater. (in press).
proportion of material in the interfacial region that is expe- 7H. Fukunaga and IL Inoue, J$m. J. Appl. Phys. 31, 1347 (1992).
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r Actfvation volume of a pair of aNetoetcally coupled particles
A. Lybeat•'I ~ ~~Physcs Dep-wnme Keek U-verswN K-*~ S"3 SG, Uaued Kingdo

The activation volume of an interacting r of uniaxially anisotropic fine ferromagnetic particles is
studied assuming a dipole approximation, for the case of the applied field parallel to the bond
direction and the common anisotropy axis. Using an analytical treatment, it is shown that the
activation volume depends primarily on activation energy and to a smaller extent on the location of
the saddle point of the transition. The incoherent reversal by "fanning" and the collective thermal
excitations of the magnetization result in a reduction of the activation volume. The dependence on
coupling strength is also discussed. Numerical calculations using the Langevin formalism provide a
correction to the theory that is significant in the limit of very short relaxation times.

L INTRODUCTION ing and gyromagnetic parameters in the Landau-lfshitz

equation of motion of the magnetization, and express 7 asThe magnetic viscosity observed in fine particle media

arises from the thermal activation of the magnetization over r-'= =fe-E (2)
energy barriers that arise primarily from the shape or crystal The activation volume of the ensemble is derived from Eqs.
anisotropy. The time dependence is quasilogarithmic and the (1) and (2) (Ref. 8)
decay constant S is relate ' to the irreversible susceptibility (dEe

5
/dH)IE•=E'

ýy, (Ref. 1) V d___________ ,(3)

kT 

V,.,(

V.=jW -'-, (1) where EV = kT ln(f'0t') is the activation energy dependent

on the characteristic time t' of measurement. The activation
where Vc, is the activation volume. If the magnetic reversal volume of individual particles is obtained from Eqs. (2) and
is coherent, V. is related to the change of the magnetization (3) as
required to attain the direction of maximum energy and ini-
tiate the activation (discussed in a recent review'). Theoreti- kT d

cal studies have so far been confined to the case of noninter- V - "H
acting particles and coherent reversal.3 There is experimental The theory is next applied to the case of an interacting
evidence, however, that interactions may result in enhance- pair of particles of uniaxial anisotropy. If the bond direction
ment of the activation volume. 4 

Incoherent reversal is prob- and the easy axes are parallel to the applied field, the mag-
ably also of importance since the measured activation vol- netization reverses by fanning and the energy barrier EB was
ume of elongated particles is a small fraction of the particle evaluated by Chen et aL

5 
assuming a dipole approximation.

size.
3  

Analytic expressions for the activation volume of the
In the present study, the activation volume is calculated dipole pair can be obtained for some special cases.

for the simplest case of an interacting pair of particles. The Case A. In the asymptotic limit kT/EB-O,
energy surface of this system has been mapped5 

and the Ef-= E - kT In(fofo)-BE, since the T dependence offo is
analysis represents the basis of the treatment in Sec. II. The relatively weak. The activation volume is then obtained from
validity of the approximations is then tested by comparison Eq. (3).

with numerical calculations in Sec. Ill. The approach used . ) 2E
considers the thermal forces as white Gaussian "noise" and a V-_ 2 1- -- ___Ik
set of stochastic equstions of motion for the magnetization is V 21- +k) h'=2E[K(k]

derived and integrated numerically.
6  

if k>1 or else h>h,

II. ANALYTIC TREATMENT -2-h- ,I(1-k)(1-3k)]h,

We consider first an aligned ensemble of noninteracting - 4[1-2k-V(1-k)(1-3k)]+E'/KV, otherwise,

particles. The mean switching time r of any moment in the (5)
direction of an applied field H is given by the Niel- where h -H/HK is the reverse field, h' is the field when
Arrhenius law, 7*` = foe-5#

6 T
, where EB is the energy bar- En=E', k=MV/(HKR') is a measure of the coupling

rnLr of the reversal and Jo is a frequency factor that is depen- strength, R is the dipole pair separation, and
dent on applied field, temperature, and anisotropy.

7  
hr=(l +k)V(1-3k)/( 1-k) is the critical field associated

Transitions against the field are ignored. It is convenient to with the transition between symmetric (h>hr) and asym-
define fo as a constant, for example, fo = al yo,0Hx, where metric (h<hc,) fanning.

5

HU= 2KIM, is the anisotropy field and a, y are the damp- It can be shown that
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FG. The activation volume dependence on coupling strength k for dif- FIG. 2. The activation volume dependence on coupling strength k for dif-
ferent values of the ratio E'IKV. ferent values of the applied field h.

AM E'/KAmH Vc;I+ -

V.O= (6) a +k-h
if k>1 or else h>h.

[2-h- ,/(-k)(l-3k)]E'/K lse.
where AmH is the variation in the component of the mag- 1 +4k+3k2 +h 2- 4h + 2h ( 1- k)(0 - 3k)
netic moment of the pair (in the direction of the field) in- (7)
volved in the rotation from the configuration of locally min- Of particular interest is the case when the activation energy
mum energy to the saddle point of the transition. Equation E' is fixed, for example by an experimental setup. An in-

(6) is consistent with the definition Eq. (3) and should not E' s in interimentremi ts Anrin -
therefore be dependent on the reversal mechanism. For crease in interaction strength then results according to Eq.coherentorebdeendento ereversal, we obahansm. (7) to a reduction of the activation volume of the ensemble.coherent reversal, we obtain VthV= Ame /Ms V Case B. In the absence of interactions (k =0), it is pos-=-2[l1 -h/(1 + 3k)], a value larger than the expression for sible to use the "high-energy barrier" approximation for .fo

symmetric or asymmetric fanning [Eq. (5)]. Incoherent re-
versal therefore reduces the activation volume of the pair.

The activation volume of the pair is shown in Fig. I as a 0A
functiun of the coupling strength k. The field h' is chosen (1) kT/KV = 0.005
so that the activation energy E'(-ED) is invariant in (2) kT/KV=0.02
the calculation. The activation volume of the pair scales (3) kT/KV = 0.05
with the activation energy E' and depends to second order
on the strength of the interaction k which determines 0.4-
the shape of the energy surface. Initially, when k=0, V,, /
h'= l- C7E1--V<hr= 1. As k increases, h' increases Until v-/ /
h'=h, and the activation volume acquires a maximum 02 /0
value, since the change AmH is largest at that point.

The dependence of the ratio V./V on coupling strength 0.2 / /
k at constant field A is shown in Fig. 2. The enhancement of // (/

the activation volume of the pair with interaction strength1T = /
results primarily from the increased energy of activation E'. /

Consider the activation volume of an ensemble of non-
interacting pairs of particles characterized by a dispersion in 1 - h
sizes V. The activation volume in this case is dependent on 0.00 .2.0 ..0

the energy of activation E'(T,t') and does not become tem- 0.0 0.1 02 0.3 0,4 0.5 06

perature independent in the limit of low T. By expressing V
as a function of (E',h,k) and substituting in Eq. (5), the FIG. 3. 'moe field dependence of the activation volume of a single-domain
activation volume of the ensemble is paricle for different values of the ratio kTIAV.
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0.3-" where h, = HKIH'Kff h1( + k). In the asymptotsic limit T-O,
EFq. (9) is consistent with the previous approximatio [Eq.jo,- k= i(5)1.

SML NUMICAL TREATMENT

k2 k0.2 The numerical method described in Ref. 6 was used to
4 V_,: evaluate the relaxation time. The activation volume was then

S0evaluated from Eq. (4) using weighted Chebyshev-series
0,15 polynomial approximations to the numerical data.

The main features of Figs. 1,2,3 are reproduced by the
numerical data. The dependence of the activation volume on

0.1. reduced field AR- = (Hf - Hjj/I)e' is shown in Fig. 4. At
constant Afi, the activation volume increases with coupling

0.0o strength to a constant value as is predicted by the theory [Eq.
(5)]. In the limit AHý-O, the magnetic reversal is nearly

AR spontaneous and the behavior is more complex since the de-
00... .................................... pendence of the prefactor fo on (k,h,KVlkT) becomes
o.0 0a.0 0. a. 2 02 0. .8 significant.

6
,
9

FIG. 4. Computed V,,.,V vs &if = (Hf - H)/lH/ for different values of IV. CONCLUSIONS

coupling strenTgt k (KV/kT=50). 'he activation volume in fine particles is not the volume

that reverses magnetically or any part as it is often assumed.
In the asymptotic limit Es2kT, the activation volume of an

derived by Brown,
7 
vald for E5 Ik T> 1, to obtain an expres- interacting pair is related to the physical process of rotation

sion for the activation volume of a single particle of the magnetization to the saddle point of the transition

V.0 kT 1 +3h through relation (6). This relation should also be valid for
IV -h 2KV -I--h. (8) more complex collective activation processes provided they

can be described by a single energy barrier. In this case, the
The equilibrium thermal fluctuations of the magnetiza- energy barrier of lowest height and hence the activation vol-

tion result in the reduction of the activation volume as shown ume can be evaluated by the Ridge method,' 0 
an efficient

in Fig. 3. Equation (8) is valid for KV(1 -h)
2
/k T> 1 but this technique for finding saddle points in energy surfaces.

condition is not satisfied close to the switching field (h--1).
The energy surface in this case becomes flat and the thermal ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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SPwara te template In local magnefti measurements

R. Kaczmarek, M. Dautain, aw S. Detoug
Service Ekc&Wuecduique el Eecrroatu4e indastljle~, Ecole Supiiwe d'ELecbrri4, 91192 Go saW h'ene
cede4 Frace

' ~surface Keff-effect hysteresis loops used to determine loop parameters such as coercive field amd

S~remanence in the percent of saturation, way be obtained with video detection vla uniform

i ~illumination but without invoking multiple image summation, averaging and subtraction as

previously used to overcome poor signal to noise when investigating weak Kerr-contrast materials.
The approach taken here applied to power ferrite surfaces is to calculate for each applied field in the
repetitive field excitation cycle, an accurate number representing the average of all pixels over a
grain area. "Me grain under study had 20-50 microns across. Results stabilize after 20 cycles, within
a parameter range that may be qualified as the parameter template. For small grains the template
values become more important, which seems to be in accord with theories of the H, fluctuations and
Sthe nature of hysteresis losses.

INTRODUCTION cal stability becomes delicate. To diminish tie acquisition
time, it is necessary to automate the process and to limit the

The arrival of powerful imaging technologies and the number of acquisitions, possibly by giving up the image av-
enhancement of the Kerr effect (KE) performances in the eraging. The averaging being a problem in static measure-
1980s and the 1990s resulted in a substantial resurgence in ments is also a hindrance to the application of the strobos-
surface imagery. Schaefer et aL -3 have recently studied the copy in a dynamic regime, because we average the
domain movements in MnZn recording heads in order to find noncorrelated noise together with the nonrepetitive magnetic
relations between the magnetic response and the material contrast itself.
structure. But researchers were primarily interested in exam-
ining the materials as used in recording devices. As far as the
authors know nobody had observed the domains on power AUTOMATION

ferrites (PF). There are two major reasons for this fact. First, The automation of acquisition on power ferrites is a tire-
the benefit of observing the bulk ferrites' surface seemed some problem, because the differential domains are irregular
very uncertain, -.specially when looking for global core in form and weak in contrast. The problem is then an effi-
losses or permeability. Second, the technical difficu'ties are cient integrating method.
high in PF, as its porosity, texture, and grain disorientation To plot the local hysteresis loop, we combine the longi-
are particularly hostile to observations in polarized reflected tudinal magnetization variations AMf with the field varia-
light. tions. There are two methods used in the case of directly

Srecific for PF is the demand for the highest saturation visible domains: first, the surface method, as used by
possible and low losses. In 1992, Goeffroy and Porteseil Knowles in 1959,8 and the second one, the average bright-
found 4 that the quasistatic losses were a direct consequence ness method as used by Minvehchi in 1990. In a paper pre-
of the fluctuations of the coercive field. This followed nu- sented recently,'0 we proposed a generalization of these
merous studies on one wall movements,56 where the interac- methods to be applied in the case of the differential domains.
tion fields between different domain walls may eventually be Here we apply the average brightness method, where the
treated in terms of the local fields H and H_, acting on a magnetization increment equals the mean pixel value over
single domain. 6 The measurements of the spatial H, fluctua- the whole grain:
tions in the case of the polycristalline materials would pro-
vide verification data for the theoretical multidomain H,
analysis. Iicr ?c

To visualize the magnetic domains in PF,'7 we con- CR +CR(
structed a classical longitudinal KE setup, giving particular era
attention to the light stability and the numerical treatment
(Fig. 1). Fig. 2 shows an example of the domains, which we
called the differential domains, obtained by the subtractions e-
of images taken at consecutive field values. The domains are
adjacent, proving a regular wall progression. Their contrast is light stabilizer
very weak, two or three numerical levels, on the scale of 256.

When measuring the spatial Hc fluctuations, we record
the parameter variations due to nonrepetitivity. To repeat the a uisition & tatement a
acquisition a sufficient number of times, with the image av-
eraging as a rule, we had to acquire images for six, seven, or
more hours. Whereupon the problem of optical and mechani- FIG. 1. The kongitudinal Kerr effect setup.
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I 256 1 256

iG. 4. Local coercive fied measured fto the different number of the in-

FIG. 2. An example of differential domains on the udnace of power fenite. ages averaged before subtaction (the mean value and dispersion).

and the work of the nonmagnetic background elimination is
shifted from image subtraction to numbers subtraction.

When we measure the local parameters for different

where P is the pixel number on one frame and numbers of averaged images, we find that their values vary
Ani=n,0

1
-nF' is the contrast increment of the ith pixel only slightly (Fig. 4). We may then obtain the magnetic in-

under the field variation from HI 0 to H(2). formation from a nonaveraged image, where the magnetic
Once we have linked AMf with the entire grain area, the contrast is optically absent.

automation becomes a much simpler task because the grain
4 surface is delimited once and for all, which permits us to not PARAMETER TEMPLATE

look for the identification of irregular and weak domains on
each acquired image. i Once the problem of the acquisition time and automation

is resolved, we may proceed to a multiacquisition that will
A GRfurnish informations relative to the H, fluctuations due to the

nonrepetitivity. When repeating the measurements, we found
The problem of automation being resolved, there still that the results stabilize after about 20 acquisitions. Figure 5

exists the problem of averaging the images. However, the shows a plot of 30 local hysteresis loops. From this ensemble
averaging may not be imperative for a numerical analysis. of loops, we retrieved data to determine the local parameter

We have examined the pixel value distribution over one template that we defined as the parameter range and their

nonaveraged frame, such as the first image on Fig. 3. Any mean value (Table 1).
pixel value is composed of three contributions: a nonmag- When the measurements are brought about on large
netic background, a magnetic information, and a noise. The grains--of about 50 ,--4hen the loop parameters of the
pixel value distribution is quasi-Gaussian, and if we average whole acquisition series present a reasonable relationship
them over a frame we eliminate the noise. Thus, the work of with the global measurements, the latter giving the following
eliminating the noncorrelated noise is shifted from frames values: the coercive field H, = 17 A/m, the remanent mag-
averaging to pixels averaging in one image. netic induction B,=93% B., the saturation induction being

On the other hand, in the adopted average brightness 0.35 T.
method the longitudinal magnetization variation is given as a
difference of two numbers: GRAIN SIZE IMPACT

Hi),H(2)._AM= Xni'" Zin
2

) The measurements of 20 grains have given the mean
p p p local Hc and its dispersion growing when the grain size be-

comes smaller. As the smaller grains are favorable to larger
hysteresis losses, these measurements might confirm the
theoretical formula of Porteseil,

4 
for whom the hysteresis

losses grow with more important Hc fluctuations. However,
the experimental results are too few for the moment.

100

256 -100L
-200 0 200

FIG. 3. Differential domains with 1, 4, 16, 64, 128, and 256 images aver-
aged before subtraction. FIG. 5. Thirty local hysteresis taken in one automatic acquisition
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STABLE 1 Local paramieer wmasu retrieved froma 30 cycles, a dynamu regimr• possibly pernntting certain correlation be-

Tensplaaemean tween local and global measurements in power ferrnes.

H,* (A/m) 14,2,...16,4 15.3
H,- (A/m) -I5,7,..,,-13,3 -14,5 This work was supported in part by the Ministire de
M,÷ M• 75,_.,87 81 I'lndustrie et du Commerce Exterieur. The samples have

M,-(') 73.....81 77 been supplied by the LCC Thomson Beaune and LCR

Thompson Corbeville. The authors also thank M. Don White
for help.
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[ 3-0 m icromagnetc modeling of domain configurations In soft
magnetic materials

SZherzto Gw and Edward Detla Torre
Ienaw for Magneracs Res-eh& George Wasigtoiu Uniersuy, Washington, D.C. 20052

This paper describes a mictomagnetic model that computes the vector magnetization in a
three-dimensional geometry. Since the magnitude of the magnetization is constant, the energy
minimization is performed with respect to polar and azimuthal angles. This generates a pair of
coupled nonlinear partial differential equations solved numerically in spherical coordinates. The
demagnetizing field, on the other hand, is not constrained in magnitude and therefore requires three
variables at each point to fully describe it. Applying this to a Permalloy film whose thickness is
equal to one mesh unit permits direct comparison to our 2-D study that only permitted pure Nedl
walls to form. The extra degree of freedom allows the magnetic spins to have an out-of-plane
component, which is especially noticeable in the region where a vortex formed in the 2-D model.
T-his numerical model is being used to study and optimize the flux conduction in a pipe whose cross
section permits the elimination of closure domains, thus improving both the magnetic susceptibility
and the magnetic stability of the recording head.

I. INTODUCTION Ii. FORMULATION

Early micromagnetic models of domains"2 were essen- The sample is discretized into a 3-D array of cubes, and
tially analytic. More recently some two-dimensional the magnetic moment of each cube is represented by a dipole
solutions34 were carried out using numerical techniques. In a
previous paper.5 we used a micromagnetic model, defined mm at the center of that cube equal to the average of theupona 2D lttie, o otai themagetiatin ptten m moment of the atomic spins in the cube. Corrections for this
upon a 2-D lattice, to obtain the magnetization pattern in a approximation have been discussed elsewhere.s The total
soft magnetic thin film. In all these cases the spin angle was magnetic energy is the sum of the exchange, anisotropy, de-
allowed to rotate only in a plane. The magnetization, whose magnetizatior, and Zeeman energies.9 The exchange energy
magnitude is constant for quantum mechanical reasons, can Ea due to the coupling of spins S, and SZ is given b y

be defined by a single variable, the angle that it makes with
respect to a given axis. Based on this model, we examined
the effects of closure domains on the performance of thin Ee=2AX • • S.Sj, (I)
film recording heads.6

Although I -D and 2-D models have been useful in ana-
lyzing magnetic materials, they introduce an error since the where the sums are carried out over the nearest-neighbor
magnetization structure is really three dimensional. Though atoms. When the cubes are small enough, the direct., varia-
the major component of the magnetization lies in the plane in tions between the neighbors can also be small. Then the
thin films, such as those widely used in recording heads, above dot product can be expressed in a threefold integral in
under certain circumstance some magnetic flux may leak out terms of polar and azimuthal angles as illustrated in Fig. I
of plane. This paper addresses the question of under what and given by
circumstances the 2-D assumption is valid.

It was pointed out elsewhere6 that the closure domains
may negatively affect the performance of the recording head.
A laminated structure has been suggested as a way to elimi-
nate the closure domains. 7 To optimize this geometry and to z
solve similar problems we developed a 3-D numerical
model, presented here, in which there are no constraints S,
placed on the direction of magnetization and the bodies con-
sidered are three dimensional.

To compare our new 3-D program with our 2-D work,5 Se
we first examined the same films. We saw that when increas- / /
ing the magnitude of the magnetization the 2-D approxima- -

tion improved, since the larger demagnetizing field tends to Y
constrain the magnetization to lie in the plane. In general, a
pure Niel wall is not observed, as in the 2-D case. As the
thickness increased, the walls in the center of the film are
more Bloch type while at the surfaces they are more Niel x
type. The vortices in the thin film are also discussed in detail
in this paper. FIG, I Magnetizaio vectors.
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The + - sin- O dx dy dz. a 2)

The Coordinate system is oriented so that the easy axis of the \ x.,•
S~~~~uniaxial crystaline anisotropy is the x axis. Then the anisot- ••,.w

ropy energy is given by

E=KffGf sin2  cos2  
dx dy dz. (3) of a three-dimensional sample 20x lox I on x- plane.

The sum of demagnetization and Zeeman energies is given The length of the arrows represents the in-plane magnetization component

by

Ej=.of ff(M-Ho- 1MH a)dx dv dz. (4) plane, which resulted in the equilibrium state shown in Fig.
f f f 2. The closure domains formed as in our 2-D work; however,

The equilibrium state is determined by finding the local at the center of the horizontal wall, the magnetization came
minimum of the sum of (1), (2), and (3). The Euler- out of the plane and formed a Bloch point. Due to the abrupt
Lagrange variation method is used to minimize this integral change of the magnetization direction, the energy at this
with respect to both O(x,y,z) and O{x,y,z), thus automa:i point is extremely high. In the 2-D model, which only allows
cally satisfying the restriction of keeping the magnitude .t the magnetization to rotate in the plane, a vortex appeared in
magnetization constant. This results in the following ,wo the same place. The size of the vortex was reduced so that it
coupled partial differential equations: oid not effect the minimization of the total energy of the

S0 2 2 K whole sample by increasing the number of mesh points;
1 ,=sin 2 _ x- _2A sin 2 0 cos however, this vortex could not be completely eliminated. By

2axi 2A comparison of our 2-D and 3-D modeling, we concluded that
the energy of the Bloch point was lower than that of the

o ( csMc vortex.

2A (H, cos 0 cos The leakage of ith magnetization out of the plane was
then studied for various saturation magnetizations. The abso-

+ HY cos 0 sin ý5- H, sin 0) (5) lute value of the z component was integrated over the film as

and a measure of thi; leakage. Figure 3 shows that the leakage
decreases rapidly, to avoid the surface poles with increasingK YoM, saturation magnetization. Thus, the 2-D approximation

A, s 2A+ sin0would be better for materials with higher magnetic moment.
We ther. discretized a bulk permalloy material with di-

X (H, sin •-HY cos •'). (6) mensions of 2 jzmX2 /LmX500 am into a 20X20X5 array of

These equations are solved numerically using the Gauss- cubes (Fig. 4). Again, we used the two antiparallel domain
Seidel method, and the acceleration and stabilization tech- configuration as the starting point of the calculation. By
niques that we adopted in our 2-fl model.

5 
The calculation of viewing the inner layer of the ground state, shown in Fig. 5,

the demagnetizing field was discussed elsewhere.t° and the outer layer shown in Fig. 6, we saw that the surface
It is noted that in Eq. (6) there is a singularity at 0-0;

however, at this point the direction is the unique polar axis
whatever the value of 0a. Thus, whenever 0 falls below an
arbitrarily chosen small angle, we let the program solve Eq.
(5) only and instead of solving Eq. (6) we leave 0 un- 2.2

changed. The errors introduced are acceptable since the di- 2

rection is not sensitive to 4 value around polar axis.

Ill. RESULTS 1A -
1.2

Using the same saturation magnetization, anisotropy 1.0
constant, and exchange constant of permalloy, as we used in Ilia
our previous paper,

5 
we first considered a film discretized 2

into a single layer of mesh cubes, i.e., the thickness of the A
film is equal to the thickness of a cube. Thus, a film whose - 4 ' 0 7 0 9 ' 0 , 'l 1 2 1' 4 Il I
size is 2 Amxl ,jumX 100 nm consisted of 200 such cubes.
The initial state of the calculation was taken to be the pattern
of two antiparallel domains with all the magnetization in the FIG. 3. Out-of-plane magnetization vs saturation magnetization.
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FIG.4. Blk mteril.IG. 6. The outer layer of the bukmaterial,

wall approximates a Niel wall while the center it approxi-
*mates Bloch wall. Thus, in free space the Bloch wall haý cated function evaluations. Since new recording head mate-

lower energy than the Niel wall. rial, such as Fe-NiO2 , have larger magnetic moments, the
difference between 2-D and 3-D may not be important for

IV. DISCUSSION some heads. Thus, 2-D model which computes faster and has
smaller memory requirements may still be adequate in many

The above analysis demonstrates that the thadg1eiizatior' circumstances; however, to analyze laminated head cores,
behavior is always 3-D even in thin films. Although it can such as the head suggested by Slonczewski in Ref. 7 it is still
get more accurate results, 3-D modeling takes much more nesartod3-cluain.
computer time to compute and requires more memory allo- nesartod3Dcluains
cation due to larger discretization arrays and more comphi- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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*. Magnetization in current carrying Iron whiskers (abstract)
A. S. Arrott and J.-G. LeeI SimonS Fraser Universi• Burnaby VSA 1S6, Canada

q The structure deduced for a (100) iron whisker carrying a current along its axis in the presence of

a magnetic field is shown in Fig. 1. An analytic model of the ac response is obtained by considering
the competition of exchange, anisotropy and magnetostatic energies. For the analytic model the
magnetization is assumed to point either along an easy axis in the plane or out of the plane

everywhere except in the walls where the energies of the walls per unit area are assumed to be
independent of field. It is argued that the energy scales with that of the central cross section
subjected to demagnetizing fields that depend on the magnetization along the axis in that cross
section. The model is shown to account for the ac susceptibility of a current carrying whisker. The
calculation is refined by considering a pattern that is divergenceless. The pattern is generated by
taking the curl of a vector potential to produce the components in the plane and adding a component
perpendicular to the plane to conserve the magnitude. The vector potential has a single component

given by A, = Msq cothBIq[(1/ J) (q/{a In [cosh(x/a)cosh(y/a)] }))/9 - A-[(x/a), (y/a)],
where the parameter q determines the size of the central region of Fig. 1, the constant a sets the scale
for the 900 domain walls between the four outer domains, and B sets the scale for the 90* domain
wall between the central region and the outer domains. The term A, is added to turn the
magnetization along the axis of the whisker in each comer of the central cross section. The only
parameter in Ac is a. The total energy is minimized for parameters q, B, and a. The field
dependence of q accounts for the magnetic behavior.

2b 2a

FIG. 1. Magnetization in the central cross section of an iron whisker carry-
ing a current.
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Spin-dependent confinement In DMS-based heterostructures (invited)
A. Petrou, L P. Fu,n) W. . Yu, and S. T. Lee
Department of Physics and Center for Electronic and Electro-Optic Materials, State University of New York
at Buffalo, Buffalo, New York 14260

B. T. Jonker
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375-5343

J. Warnock
IBM Research Division, T. J. Watson Research Center, P 0. Box 218, Yorktown Heights New York 10598

We describe the results of a magneto-optical study of a class of semiconductor heterostructures in
which one of the constituent layers is a diluted magnetic semiconductor (DMS). The large magnetic
band splittings of DMS materials result in spin-dependent confining potentials for electrons and
holes which can be changed externally by varying the applied magnetic field. The modifications in
the band alignment result in changes, sometimes dramatic, of the optical properties in the vicinity
of the band gap.

I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENTAL
It is highly desirable to induce changes in the band strc- The samples were grown by molecular-beam epitaxy

ture of semiconductor quantum wells via the application of (MBE) from elemental Knudsen cell-style sources of Zn, Se,
an external perturbation such as an electric fieldapi2 These and Fe on GaAs (001) semi-insulating device grade wafers.
changextemal permturbasisofoperation such as e et se' sytemse a The substrate surface exhibited a well-ordered 4X3 recon-
changes can form the basis of operation of these systems as struction as observed by reflection high-energy electron dif-
optical modulators. Even more dramatic modifications of the fraction (RHEED) with the shuttered Se source at operating

band alignment, and thus the strength of the interband optical trature All sam teshwere rw inu(001) oratina

transitions, can be achieved in semiconductor heterostruc- pe g
a substrate temperature of 300 °C and growth rates of 20-40tures which consist of alternating nonmagnetic and magnetic A/rmin, with a Se:Zn beam equivalent pressure ratio >2:].

(DMS) 11-VI materials. When a fraction of the group II cat- AHEED wa sed to am egrihand shoe a well-

ionRHEED was used to monitor the growth, and showed a well-ion n aII-I smicoducor suc asZn~e Cde, tc. is ordered 2x I surface reconstruction. The thickness and comn-

randomly substituted by a transition metal ion (such as Fe+2,

Mn+ 2, Co+ 2, etc.) the resulting alloy is known as a diluted position of the samples were confirmed by x-ray fluores-
magneti setc.)on eultor ay Te kown drasmat diffteri cence following growth. Some relevant parameters of the

magnetic semiconductor (DMS).3 The most dramatic differ- samples used in this work are listed in Table I. The magnetic
ence between the parent nonmagnetic II-VI compound and spin splitting of the excitons in these structures was studied
the corresponding DMS material is the very large spin split-
ting (several meV) in the conduction and valence band of the
latter. The splittings which are due to an exchange interaction TABLE I. Sample parameters.
between the spins of the electrons and those of the transition
metal ions form the basis of the spin-dependent confining Zn, _Fe.Se
potentials for the carriers in structures that incorporate DMS ZtnSe layer layer

thickness ithickness SiruCture

layers. Sample (A) (A) X type
In this paper we present the results of a magneto-optical

study of two types of ZnSe-based heterostructures: The first 1 100 100 0.1 Single
quantum

group consists of ZnSe/Zn0.9Fe0 .jSe quantum wells; in this well
system the confinement of heavy holes (j =3/2) is controlled 2 150 100 0.1 Single
by the externally applied magnetic field. The second system quantum
is ZnSe/Zno.g9 Feo.00 Se heterostructures (also known as "spin well
superlattices") in which the cQnfinement of the heavy holes 3 200 100 0.1 Single

quantum
as well as that of the electrons can be tuned by varying the well
magnetic field. The experimental results are modeled using a 4 100 100 0.01 Single
variational calculation that describes systems with zero or quantum
very weak confinement, well

5 96 96 0.01 Multiple
quantum

"*Present address: Physics Department, Emory University, Atlanta. GA well
30322.
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FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the conduction and valence band alignment inFIG. . Zero-field reflectance derivative spectrum (dRIdE) from sampe 1. ZnSe/ZagPFe.Se quantum well structures, (a) H&. (b) H*O, mj =-1/2
Features (iM and (ii) are identified as the heavy- and light-hole excitons, electrons, m,=-3/2 holes; (c) H*O, M,=+1/2 electrons, m;,+3/2 holes.

respectively. The dot-dashed lines indicate the allowed heavy-bole excilon transitions in
the Faraday geometry.

using direct magnetoreflectance spectroscopy. A monochro-
matic beam, produced by the combination of a 250-W electron potential increases for the mj=+1i2 and decreases
tungsten-halogen lamp and a grating spectrometer, was re- for the mj= - 1/2 spin state. In both cases the electrons re-

flected from the sample surface. The intensity of the reflected main confined in the ZnSe wells. 'he situation for the j =3/2
beam was synchronously detected by a photomultiplier tube. heavy-hole band is quite different. The zero-field offset in
The spectra were stored on disk and derivative spectra were this case is small and is overwhelmed by the large magnetic
taken numerically. The samples were placed in an optical spin splitting of the heavy-hole band. As a result, the con-
cryostat equipped with an 8-T superconducting coil. finement of the m. = ±3/2 holes is controlled by the applied

field. The mj=-3/2 holes are confined in the Zno.gFeo.,Se
Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS layers while the mj=+ 3

/
2 

holes are localized in the ZnSe

Our samples fall into two broad categories: The first wells. The energy of the or (-1/2,- 3/2) exciton component

class consists of ZnSe/Zn0.gFe 0o1Se quantum wells in which exhibits a large red shift as function of a magnetic field H

the heavy-hole (j=3/2) confinement is controlled by the ex- while that of the cr (+1/2,+3/2) component is almost field

termally applied magnetic field. The second type are independent for H>2 T. Here the first (second) number in

ZnSe/Zno.99Feo.OtSe structures where both the electron and the parentheses gives the magnetic quantum number mj of

hole confinement depends on magnetic field, the electron (hole). The pronounced asymmetry of the heavy-
hole exciton spin splitting is illustrated in Fig. 3 for sample I

A. ZnSe/Znh%..FMS. quantum wells (circles), sample 2 (diamonds), and sample 3 (triangles). The

The zero-field reflectance derivative spectrum from a,_ and o-_ excitonic transitions are indicated by the dot-
sample I is shown in Fig. 1. It contains two features marked

(i) and (ii) at 2.811 and 2.825 eV. They are identified as the 10 . . . .
heavy- (U=3/2) and light- (j=1/2) hole excitons, respec-
tively. All the structures discussed in this paper were grown
on GaAs substrates with a total thickness below the critical 0
value for which the strain imposed by the thick substrate can 0L
be released via the formation of dislocations. The compres-
sive strain removes the heavy-light hole degeneracy at the E 100/100/100
Brillouin zone center and is responsible for the splitting of -10 /
the corresponding excitons. A schematic diagram of thc. zero- , 100/150/100
field band alignment of a ZnSefZn0 .gFeo.nSe quantum well X A 100/200/100
structure is shown in Fig. 2(a). Most of the offset appears in -20
the conduction band, while the valence band offset is small.
In Fig. 2(a) the heavy-hole offset is shown to be zero forU* O +
simplicity. The exact band offset values will be discussed .0
later. When a magnetic field is applied along the growth axis,
the Zno.9Feo.,Se layers exhibit large band splittings which are x= 10% (Fe)
characteristic of DMS materials. The ZnSe layers on the
other hand have a negligible splitting. The relative positions -40 1

of the mj=-112 (mj=+1/2) conduction and mj=-3i2 0 2 4 6 8 10
(mj=+3/2) heavy-hole bands in the presence of a magnetic H (Tesla)
field are shown in Fig. 2(b) [Fig. 2(c)]. The zero-field con- FIG. 3. Energy shifts ot the a. and a heavy-hole exciton components
duction band offset is large enough so that the externally plotted vs magnetic field for samples 1, 2, and 3. Circles: sample 1; dia-
applied field only modifies the electron confinement; the monds: sample 2; triangles: sample 3.
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0.5 • T The Hamiltonian of the exciton is given by the expres-

100 10(O0 Pzh +p 2
+P

0.4 H=- __-- + - , + V "+ . (1)
S100/150/100 a 2m, Zmh 2A er

A 100/200/100 Here m_, r4 , and p_, are the electron effective mass, the

position vector, and momentum component in the direction
0.3 •ii x--l0* (Fe) perpendicular to the layers (z axis). Similarly, mA, rk, and

p,,, are the corresponding symbols for the j=3/2 hole;

r=r4 -rh is the relative electron-hole displacement, 1A is the

"".2 electron-hole reduced mass in the xy plane, and e is the
*dielectric constant. V4(z,) and VA(zA) are the electron and

hole confining potentials due to the band offset. Both func-S0.1 '::"tions depend strongly on magnetic field. Ile variational
wave function which is used to describe the exciton has the

form

o!o0.0 A AA"" "" " A, A = p,(Z4 )•pA(ZA)•e 4 (Z 4 --Z ,r,). (2)

0 2 4 6 8 10 We choose (pe1ocexp(-r/Xao), where X is a variational pa-

H (Tesla) rameter and ao is the bulk exciton Bohr radius. The chosen
form of iPEA is appropriate for the situation where the electron

and hole confining potentials are shallow and ensures that the
FIG. 4. Intensity ratio I(u+)/1(*_) of the lower and upper heavy-hole solution extrapolates correctly to the bulk limit when V, and
exciton spin components plotted as a function of applied magnetic field for Vh vanish. For a particular value of X it is possible to deter-
samples t, 2, and 3. mine a self-consistent set of functions ip,(z,) and VPA(ZA)

which minimize the exciton energy using an iterative

method. We start with a trial electron wave function p
which can be chosen as the single particle ground state wave

dashed linei, in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), respectively. The oa function for the potential V,. The hole wave function Vth is
transitions involve electrons (m, = + 1/2) and holes then found by numerically solving the equation
(m,=+3/2) which are confined in the ZnSe wells, i.e., they l (3)
are spatially direct (type I). The ot7 component on the other
hand is spatially indirect (type II) because it involves the The function (Pt minimizes the overall exciton energy for a
mj=-1/2 electrons which are confined in the ZnSe wells particular value of X. To improve the estimate of the exci-
and the mi= -3/2 holes that are localized in the Zn0.9Feo0 Se tonic energy a new electron wave function 4)2, is calculated
barriers. The intensity ratio J(r+)/I(c_) of the lower to the using ipn by numerically solving the equation
upper exciton component dependence is plotted vs magnetic
field in Fig. 4. The ratio drops monotonically with H and ((Plh~pehIHIqplh~peh)V2ý=(ýplh•p~blEl•Pik(Peh)(P2e. (4)

saturates at a value which decreases with increasing ZnSe The procedure is repeated until a close enough convergence
well width. The latter represents the average electron-hole is obtained. In most situations four to five iterations were
separation for the oa+ component. The type-I--.type-ll field sufficient. Physically the iteration is analogous to a process
induced transition for the lower oa- exciton component

4
'

5 
has of mutual adjustment where the hole minimizes the exciton

been observed in ZnSe/ZnMnSe 6 and CdTe/CdMnTe 7 
quan- energy E by adjusting to the presence of the electron; then

tum wells. The work of Refs. 6 and 7 confirmed that there is the electron minimizes E by adjusting to the hole-induced
nothing special about the ZnSe/ZnFeSe system and that the potential, and the process continues until a self-consistent
external control of the hole confinement is connected with energy minimum is obtained for a given value of X. The
the general properties of the DMS layers. Further confirma- parameter X is then varied to find the overall energy mini-
tion came from studies of the magnetic field value H0 at mum. The results of the variational calculation for samples 1,
which the oa component becomes nonmagnetic as a function 2, and 3 are shown in Fig. 3 using the solid lines. The fitting

of temperature in ZnSe/ZnFeSes and CdTe/CdMnTe9 quan- parameter is the conduction and valence band offset ratio.
tum wells. In both studies H0 increases with increasing T The best fit was obtained with zero-field offsets of 20 and
because the DMS layer magnetization, and thts the band -12.5 meV for the conduction and valence band, respec-
splittings, decrease. tively. This means that the band alignment is weakly type II,

The above discussion is rather oversimplified and in- but the exciton binding energy is large enough so that both
complete because it does not take into account the electron- electron and hole wave functions are mainly in the ZnSe
hole Coulomb attraction responsible for the formation of the wells and the exciton itself is type I in character. As the
exciton. Below we describe a variational calculation suitable magnetic field increases the Coulomb attraction can keep the
for the modeling of excitons in systems with zero or very exciton together for small valence band splittings. At high
weak confinement. enough magnetic field the o,+ exciton component is literally
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____a __ +112 ***1j'10

bi +3/2

(a)H-0 (b)HO0 (c)lO -0

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of the conduction and valence band alignment in
ZnS.Z%99FejSe spin superlattices. (a) H=O. (b) H*O, m,=- 12 elec- U

born. /= - 3/2 boles. (c) H'*0. mj=+ 1/2 electons, =. +3/2 0les. The -20 +
vertical dot-dashed fines represent the allowed heavy-hole exciton transi- x=1% (Fe)
nows in the Faraday geometry.

pulled apart and the transition becomes type 11. The results of 2 4 6 8 10
the calculation for the intensity ratio I(a+)/I(or_) for 0 (T4sia), H (TeSla)
samples 1, 2, and 3 are shown in Fig. 4 using solid lines. The FIG. 6. Energy shifts of the heavy-bole exciton components of sample 4

dashed lines represent a fit to the data assuming that each plotted vs magnetic field.
well is 25 A narrower than its nominal value in order to
show the sensitivity of the fit to the well width. The intensity
ratios were found to be quite sensitive to the conduction field, while the upper component shows a nonmagnetic be-
band offset. Conduction and valence band offsets of 27 and havior. The energy shifts of the heavy-hole exciton compo-
-9 meV were obtained from the fit of Fig. 4. The variational nents for sample 4 are plotted as a function of applied field in
calculation yields an interesting result for the lower type-Il Fig. 6. The solid line represents the results of a variational
oa+ exciton component. In addition to the type-lI exciton calculation which yields conduction and valence band offsets
wave function which exhibits an absolute energy minimum, of 5 and 0 meV, respectively. The large asymmetry of the
the calculation also yields a metastable excitonic state asso- exciton components of spin superlattices is similar to that
ciated with a shallower local energy minimum. The wave observed in the ZnSe/Zno.9FeojSe structures discussed in the
function of the latter is more bulk-like with the electron and previous section. What differentiates the former from the lat-
hole both confined in the ZnSe layers. ter heterostructures is the fact that both exciton components

of a spin superlattice are type I and thus have comparable

B. ZhS~rZn& %.fflS9 spIn supeilces intensity. As a matter of fact this property constitutes the

More than ten years ago von Ortenberg'° theoretically 1.5 1 ,
described a system which consists of alternating magnetic
and nonmagnetic layers that have approximately the same

band gap. The first such system to be studied consisted of * *

ZnSe/Zno.g9Feo.otSe quantum well structures.
t
111

2 
The ziro- * *

field band alignment of these structures for which von Orten- 1.0 " *

berg introduced the term spin superlattice is shown in Fig.
5(a). The conduction and valence band offsets are approxi-
mately equal to zero and the confinement of both electrons

and holes is controlled by the magnetic splittings of the DMS __

layers. The band alignment for the m,= -1/2 (m =+1/2)
electrons and the m 1 '= -3/2 (mj =+3/2) holes is shown in 0.5 100/1001100
Fig. 5(b) [Fig. 5(c)]. The spin-dependent confining potentials x=l% (Fe)
are such that they localize the m =+1/2 (m= -1/2) elec-
trons and the mj=+3i2 (mj=-3/2) holes in the ZnSe
(Z7no.9Feo.oeSe) layers. In this system we have spatial segre-
gation of the carriers according to their spin state. The cor-
responding oa+ (-l/2,-3/2) and o,- (+ 1/2,+3/2) transitions 0.0
are indicated in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) using vertical dot-dashed 0 2 4 6 8 10
lines. The electrons and holes involved in the lower a+ (up- H (Tesla)
per o-r) transitions are confined in the DMS (ZnSe) layers. FIG. 7. 1. :nsity ratio I(u+)/1(o) of the lower and upper heavy-hole
As a result, the energy of the lower exciton component ex- exciton sp n components of sample 4 plotted as a function of applied mag-
bibits the characteristic red shift as function of nagnetic netic field.
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Optical transitions In (ZnColSe and (ZnFe)Se: Rol, of an effective
S~p-d exchange (invited)

Chee-leung Mak, J. Bak, R. Sooryakumar, and M. M. Steiner
Dqerment of Physics, The Ohio State University. Columbus, Ohio 43210

B. T. Jonkor
Naval Researh Laboratory, Wshington, D.C. 20375

In this paper we discuss photoluminescence (PL) and Raman excitations in the diluted magnetic
semiconductors Zn, _xCoSe and Zn, _,FeSe. The PL spectra associated with isolated crystal field
d levels are found to rapidly weaken and/or broaden as the transition metal ion concentration
approaches and increases beyond a critical value. In addition a Raman continuum, that overlaps with
the optical phonon, is observed to develop when the PL features are modified. In the corresponding
Zn1 _Co.Se samples the optical phonons acquire a characteristic Fano line shape suggestive of its
coupling to the Raman continuum. It is proposed that these changes to the optical transitions arise
from the enhancement of an effective p-d hybridization between low-lying d levels and band
electrons with increasing x--an effect largely due to the proximity of the Co2

1 and Fe2 + crystal field
ground levels to the valence band maximum.

I. INTRODUCTION Co and 100% Fe can be incorporated into ZnSe. As the 3d
ion concentration increases we find dramatic changes in the

Diluted magnetic semicoaductors (DMS), which are optical emission spectra associated with isolated crystal field
typically solid solutions formed by alloying a nonmagnetic (CF) split 3d levels. As x increases, intra-3d-ion transitions
semiconductor compound with a 3d transition metal ion, within the CF manifold weaken and/or broaden rather rap-
have attracted much attention in the recent past.1 '2 Among idly beyond a critical concentration. It is proposed9 that the
their interesting properties are pronounced magneto-optic increase in the transition metal ion concentration leads to an
and magneto-transport behavior whose source is the ex- increase in the p-d hybridization between low-lying CF d
change interaction between the host carriers and substitu- levels and the band electrons. The hybridization effects are
tional magnetic ions. Such interactions also play a major role more pronounced in (ZnCo)Se where the ground Co2 +CF
in the magnetic properties of other insulating transition-metal ground state is only 0.25 eV above the host valence band
and rare-earth compounds that exhibit localized moments, maximum. Concomitant with the broadening of the optical
For instance, the character of the magnetic order of these transitions, we observe a Raman continuum that overlaps
substances and their related ordering temperatures are deter- with the longitudinal optical phonon which acquires an
mined by various exchange and superexchange mechanisms, asymmetric line shape. The continuum likely arises from in-
Enhancements in the exchange interactions, achieved, e.g., traband excitations within the newly formed impurity band
through doping or hydrostatic pressure, can result in delocal- while the renormalization of the phonon self-energy indi-
ization of the tightly bound d or f electronic wave function cates a continuum-phonon coupling.
and thus to dramatic changes to their electronic, magnetic, or
optical properties. It is well known from rare-earth and ac- 11. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
tinide physics that if the band hybridization becomes large,
the impurity level very rapidly loses its localized nature and The Zn1 -CoSe and Zn1 _,FeSe samples were single-
becomes extended.3

-
5 For example, the low-temperature spe- crystal epilayers grown by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE)

cific heat of UAs1 _,Sb, is found to be extremely sensitive to on (001) GaAs substrates and were all stabilized in the zinc
subtle changes in the 5f conduction band hybridization, 3  blende phase. 10 The Co and Fe concentrations were deter-
while modifications in the hybridization on going from UPI3  mined through x-ray fluorescence. The epilayer thickness
to UPd3 dramatically affects the XPS spectrum.4 Another ex- ranged from about 0.25 to 2.6 /An with x<0.094 for Co and
ample of the importance of exchange couplings is the obser- about 0.04 to 2 pm with 0<x<0.75 for Fe. The Co-doped
vation of pressure-induced metallization accompanied by the films with x--0.03 were all of the order of 0.25-pm thick
spontaneous collapse of magnetic order in Nil 2 that has been while the Zn1 xFecSe films with x>0.3 were about 1000-A
accounted for in terms of the hybridization between the 5p thick. X-ray double crystal rocking curve linewidths for
iodine band and the nickel 3d states, 6 which lie just above Zn1 _xCoýSe films thinner than 0.3 p.m are found to be sig-
the 5p band maximum. nificantly narrower than those of the thicker samples, par-

SIn this paper we focus on the optical and vibrational ticularly for the higher concentrations.8 The thinner films
properties of the DMSs Zn1 _CoSe and Zn1 _FeSe, where therefore accommodate the lattice mismatch via strain and
significantly larger sp-d and d-d exchange interactions are hence do not support a significant density of misfit disloca-
found relative to their more widely studied Mn counterpart. 7  tions. The thicker films, which were of lower Co and Fe
Introduction of Fe and Co to the ZnSe lattice is a relatively concentrations, had a smaller lattice mismatch strain and
recent advances and it has been demonstrated that up to 10% therefore also displayed relatively narrow x-ray double rock-
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Sing curves. Further these data showed that there were no
abrupt changes in the microscopic quality of the films used "

in this study with increasing Co and Fe concentrations. The

photoluminescence (PL) and Raman spectra were excited a488 94%

and recorded in backscattering using about 100-mW incident

power using the 457-, 488-, 514-, and 530-nm laser lines '.0 _ 4 1

from an Ar-ion laser. Standard four terminal Hall measure-
ments showed that all epilayers were highly resistive with
nominal macroscopic carrier concentration below 10-4 r 7 9

cm-3.

U. EXPEIMENTAL REMSLTS <

Figure 1 shows PL and Raman spectra at 10 K in the.- x
vicinity of the intra-Co ion transitions in Zn, -CoSe. In the a

absence of Co, i.e., nominally pure ZnSe, luminescence

bands centered at 2.60 (Y), 2.57 (Y-LI)), 2.53 (SO), 2.24 _ . as

(SAI), 2.09 (SA2), and 1.92 eV (SA3) are observed when L
excited at 457.9 run. Since the excitation energy is less thanL

the band gap, band-edge PL is not observed. With the addi-7

tion of Co, the emission from ZnSe is quenched and three " U |

luminesecence bands labeled I, II, and II are evident with a Znse

strong, very sharp (0.37-meV) zero-phonon line L at 2.361

eV. The structure on the low-energy side of L has been
shown," for x<0.01, to approximately replicate the phonon

density of states of ZnSe. Luminescence 11 and III at 1.82 200 240 270

and 1.62 eV are relatively broad with a full width at half- Energy (eV)

maximum (FWHM) of -60 meV that is hence much larger

than that of peak L.
As the Co concentration increases to 3.7%, PL I and II FIG. 1, Photoluminescence (PL) and Raman spectra at t0 K frrm

weaken drastically and are not evident beyond x =0.037. Zn7 ,CoSe films for x up to 0.094. All spectra, except the top two, were
r~corded with 4.7.9-nm excitation wavelength. Features labeled I, It, and It

While some emission associated with band III is similarly identify PL_ with peak L being the strongest emission for the lower Co

reduced, a few weak peaks associated with band III remain concentrations. The hatched regions for x-,0.037 highlight the estimated

relatively sharp until x-0.09. Concomitant with the weaken- continuum of Raman excitaions, while the sharp peaks P are first-order

ing and broadening of the main PL bands at x=0.0, Raman phonons. The peak identified by the arrow in the 488.0-nm spectrumingandbrodenng f te min L bndsat =0037, a is impurity rclaeted

broad peak emerges. This broad excitation has a significant

Raman component and likely also includes contributions
from photoluminescence. The estimated inelastic scattering, is that it turns on only at a much higher Fe concentration

shown as hatched regions in Fig. 1, overlaps with the optical (xU-0.3) in comparison to that for Co (xU0.03) doping.

phonon P. The Raman component of this broad excitation is Polarized and depolarized Raman spectra excited at 514

confirmed by its observation at 457.9-, 488.0-, and 514.5-nm nm in the vicinity of the optical-phonon frequencies of ZnSe

exciting radiation as shown in the top of Fig. 1. Figure 2 and several Zn _CCoSe (x<0.
0 9

4) films and two

further illustrates the Raman nature of the excitation for the Zn1 _,FeSe (x =0.08 and 0.22) epilayers are shown in Fig.

x=3.7% film. In this case Fig. 2 shows the peak of the broad 4. The solid lines are fits to the data based on the Fano

Raman excitation around 1900 cm-' when excited at four analysis
12 for a continuum-discrete excitation coupling. In

different laser wavelengths of 457, 488, 514, and 530 nm. the depolarized geometry z(xy)i, where zl[001], yl[010],

The continuum extends to low energies and overlaps with the and x[100], the optical phonon (LOt) in ZnSe is Raman

optical phonon P around 260 cm-'. allowed and observed as a symmetric peak and remains sym-

Figure 3 shows PL and Raman spectra of Znj _,Fe.Se. metric up to the hiq'hest Co concentration (x=0.094). As

For x <0.22, the main feature is a peak at -1.89 eV with a illustrated in the top of Fig. 4(a), the corresponding phonon

FWHM-70 meV. For xa,0.22, this PL broadens and the in ZntFe5Se also remains symmetric for x-0.22. In addi-

peak position shifts to 1.94 eV and FWHM-150 meV at tion to LOO, a weakpeak, labeled LO2, arises from the mixed

x=0.34; as x increases further this emission weakens and mode behavior of the Zn1 _co 5 Se alloy. it is identified by an

continues to broaden. A broad Raman mode is observed be- arrow in Fig. 4. In agreement with previous work,1
3 I0 2

yond x=0.34 that displays characteristics similar to the con- occurs at a slightly lower frequency in Zn1 _Fe.Se in con-

tinuum observed in the Co-doped samples. These common parison to its value in Zni _,Co5 Se.

features include the general location of the continuum peak In the polarized geometry z(xx)i, the LO phonon in

position, its width, and appearance only when the PU asso- ZnSe is Raman forbidden and not observed. At x=0.7% a

ciated with the 3d ions begin to broaden. The most striking symmetric peak is observed in this scattering geometry at the

difference between the continua in the two series of samples LOt phonon frequency of Znl _,Co.Se [Fig. 4(b)]. As x in-
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FIG. 2. Spectra recorded at 10 K from Zn•_•-,GSe (x=0.037) showing pi2t x
resonant Raman charactr of continuum. Four differet excitation wave-
lengths =457.9, 4880, 514.5, and 530.9 am were utilized. The base line aP

for the spectra recorded at 457.9 um is indicated by the horizontal line on •q x[
the right-hand sid while that for the other three spectra is the x axis. The",[
peak in the Ramn~a continuum is wround 1900 cm-' as indicated by the ýnP

dotted line.
1.20 2 24. 200 220 270

creases to 3.7% the line shape of LO 1 becomes strongly Energy (eV)

skewed on the low-energy side and its peak position down

shifted by -1 cm-1 relative to that for depolarized scatter- FIG. 3. Photofumineseence (PL) and Ram'an spectra at 10 K from several
ing. Beyond x=3.7% the asymmnetry of L01 in polarized Znj _,FcSe films for 0.027<x <0.75. AMl spectra. except the top one was
scattering continues to be present to the highest Co concen- recorded with 457.9-nm excitation wavelength. The peak around 1.9 eV is
trations utilized in our study. In fitting the z(xx)i spectra, the o L The hatched regions for xn0.33 highlight the estimated continuum of

Raman excitations. P arc Ramanm phoonmsý while the peak identified by anlinewidth and fiequeney characterizing thee eta arrow is extrinsc as in Znh ,CoSe (Fig. 1).

of L02 that may emerge in Fig. 4(b) was directly determined

from corresponding fits to depolarized spectra. In addition,

the ntesityof he ontrbuton f pek L2 (hichis ver ZnSe are quenched. This suggests that in addition to substi-
an order of magnitude weaker than 1,O1) to z(xx)i was de-duced~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~ rysaigteitniyrti L2Io ntezx) uling for Zn the CD ions fill Zn vacancies. It is thus clear

duce byscaingtheintnsiy rtioIL0/IL, i th z~y~z that the new transitions observed with Co doping concentra-
spectrum to the LO), intensity in the polarized spectrum. tions greater than 0.7% are of a totally different nature than
T'hus the parameters required for fitting the contributions of those associated with Zn vacancies. We identify these new
L0O2 to Fig. 4(b) were known. It was found that no satisfac- emissions to be associated with intra-co d level transitions.tory fits to the data of Fig. 4(b) from Zn3._7CSe (x>0.03) A Similar conclusion is applicable to the Fe-doped ZnSs
were obtained with a Lorentzian description of LO1 in the samples.
polarized spectrum. Mode L0O in the polarized Raman spec- The relevant multiplet energy structure of CO2' and Fe2r
ira from Znd -xFeSe remains symmetric with no frequency in ZnSe arm reproduced in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) from Ref. 15.
difference from that in the z(xy)o geometry up to x =0.22. While electric dipole transitions between states constructed

of pure d functions are forbidden, spin-orbit interaction and
IV. DISCUSSION lack of inversion symmetry in the zinc blende structure,

A.Luwidthndequency characterizing th ernzi le ahrrloer w such transitions. Our assignment of the ob-
ofserved PLt transitions in Zn -xCoxSn are identified by arrows

The omrinescence bands in undoped ZnSe are similar to in Fig. 5(a) where ,, 11, and III correspond to the transitions
those reported earliernrb The peaks at 2.24 (SAi), 2.09 (SAo), yielding bands T, ue, and taI in Fig. a.
and 1.92 (SA3) arise from zinc vacan L) d impurities in We identify the transition 2vTa-an4A, with the narrow

the ZnSe lattice, while So and St are related to donor- emission peak L. The initial state associated with L has been

acceptor pairs involving hallow dnr and deep flaps.14 previously associated as either the 2T, excited multiplet level
The Y transition has been associated with electronic states on of the C02+ ion .76 or the eXCiton State [Co3+i.fe.n Our recent
dislocationse aame yrLq is the optical phonon repliua.14 AS high pressure measurements"v confirm that the energy of
the Co concenit.bon increasesk to 0.76%, the PL bands of peak L decreases with pressure at a rate (d1.4 cm-l/kbar) in
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FIG. 4. Raman spectra altO1 K in the vicinity of the LO phonon in several

E- 11

Zn, _,Co, Se and Zn1  _,Fe , Se films. (a) Depolarized backhscattering; (b) po- E

larized hackscatterng. The solid lines are fls to the data based on a Fano
analysis. The spectra were recorded with 514.5-nm laser radiation.

FIG. 5. (a) Crystal field split manifold of Co
0

+ in ZnSe from Ref. 15
(spin-orbit effects have not been included). Transitions I. It, and Ill relate to
the photolummescence bands shown in Fig. 1, (b) Crystal field split mast-

contrast to the increase of --56-cm-t /kba' pressure depen- fold of Fe
2

+ in ZnSe from Ref. 15. The transition identified relates to the
Sdence of the ZnSe band gap) 8

s This would hence make the phototuminescence at -1.9 eV in Fig. 2. (c) To the left of the energy axis
excitonic state unlikely to be associated with L. schematically represents the one-electron conduction and valence bands

We assign luminescence 11 and Ill as transitions from 2T, (solid line) in ZoSe. The one-electron energies as~, t4.o, and 4• are the
Zn-d, Co-d, and Se-p one-electron tevels, respetvely, and e, is the valence

that terminate at the intermediate spin-qare exie tts band maximum. The dashed line is the slightly shifted valence band due to
of Co2

+, i.e., 2 T1---4T2(F) and 2Tt---,Tt(F), respectively, the replacement of Zn by Co. As in Fig. 4(a) the 2
TT and 4A4, states are

The spectral linewidth of bands l and II differ significantly, discrete many-body levels. The effective exchange f' costples the host with
Transitions between different configurations (with different thett)ptInty.

m and n in emt"~ configuration) are broadened due to fluCttta-
tions of the cubic field arising from nuclear relaxation.t9 This
is consistent with our assignment of the initial state (

2
T 1) to On the left-hand side of the energy axis of Fig. 5(c) we

a e't
3 

configuration. In this case L is narrow since the final schematically represent the ZnSe valence separated by 2.8
state 

4
,A2, characterized by an e

4
t
3 

configuration, does not eV from the conduction bands (CB). The valence bands arise
involve changes in m and n. In contrast, luminescence II is predominantly from the hybridization of Zn 3d orbttals and
broad since the final state 

4
T2(F) is of e

3
t
4 

configuration. Se-4p orbitals. It is not in general obvious how to place the
The transition associated with PL. III, 2

T 1---
4
Tt(F), should many-electron atomic levels shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)

be weak since optical transitions are forbidden between e5t' with respect to the one-electron valence band maximum •.-
and e

6 
+ktm -A levels for kIk •2.2 It is likely that this transi- However, from electroabsorptionm

° and photohuminescence
tion is observed due to an admixture of 4 T1 (F) with either a excitation data,] the ground state (

4
,42) of Co2

+ is known to
e~4or e

4
f
3 

level. From Fig. 5(b), we assign the 1.89-eV PL lie -2.56 eV below the conduction band. Since L occurs at
peak in Zn1 _,Fe2 Se to connect the 3

A 2 -- ,sE transition. The 2.361 eV,, it follows that the initial state associatr.. with this
"5Eand 3

,42 states have configurations e
313 

and e
2

t
4

, respec- optical transition is -200 meV below the conduction band.
lively; thus the luminescence is expected to be broad. This We propose that the very rapid broadening of PL emis-
assignment of the optical transition in (ZnFe)Se is consistent sions I and I1 for Co concentrations beyond 1.6% reflects the
with absorption data

2
' of ZnS:F where the oscillator strength prozximity of the lowest Co configuration to the valence band

is strongest for the 
5

E-.-'A 2 transition compared to other maximum. We denote the quantity which determines to what
spin-forbidden transitions, extent valence band states mix into the localized levels as f'
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which can also be viewed as the rate at which electrons hop tion used in this study. This is consistent with the location of
from and to the ground state of the impurity site into the the tinal state (4TI) being initially over I eV from the valence
valence band. So the effective exchange interaction if has band edge and therefore a higher Co concentration is re-
the form quired prior to being broadened through the p-d exchange.

8 '(x)-(VP; 
2x _ 8. Romnan continuum

We propose that the broad Raman continuum in Figs. I
It is well known from rare-earth and actinide physics that if and 2 is associated with excitations within the broadened CF

the fluctuation rate becomes too large, the impurity level 3d manifold. As proposed, the broadening of tl CF levels
very rapidly loses its localized nature and becomes with increasing x primarily occurs through enrinced ex-
extended. 3

'
5 

Analogously we expect the extent of delocaliza- change with the band electrons. As evident from Fig. 5, at
tion of the many-electron state of Co-impurities atoms to be low Co and Fe concentrations the separations between the
very sensitive to if. While there are many reasons why 6' first few low-lying crystal field states of Co

2
' and Fe

2
÷ are

could depend on x, we propose that the dependence comes about 0.35 eV. Thus as these levels broaden and overlap, one
predominantly from an upwards shift in the valence band expects the resulting band to be few tenths of an eV wide.
maximum on doping, i.e., the replacement of Zn by Co in- The Raman continuum observed in both alloys extends be-
troduces a dependence of e, on x. yond 3000 cm- 1 and is thus consistent with our model that

While a theoretical treatment of the shifts of the valence the inelastic scattering events occur within the strongly hy-
band edge for Zn1 _ CojSe does not exist, an analysis for bridized d levels.
Cd1 ,Mn.Te shows that the valence band maximum in- Our identification of the nature of the continuum is also
creases steadily by about 0.5 eV as the Mn concentration consistent with the following findings: J1) The continuum
increases from zero to 60%.22 This dependence (-1 eV per distinctly appears only in Znl -Co.Se and Zn1 _,FeSe
Cd atom replaced by Mn) is rather weak. However, on alloy- when the discrete PL bands have broadened. (2) The Raman
ing Co into ZnSe, we expect a larger shift as the one-electron continuum in Zn1 -,CoSe occurs at a critical concentration
Co d levels, e•co, lie higher above one-electron Zn levels, (x-0.03) much smaller than that in Zn1 _,FeSe (x-0.3).

e' than do the majority Mn levels. (We also point out that These differences are related to the distinct dependencies of

as well as the upwards shift, one should expect a broadening f' on x in the two alloys. (3) Dopant induced structural
of the valence band states due to extra scattering from the disorder is eliminated as the source of the Raman continuum
random potential. This can also be viewed as an upwards since the continuum is not observed in Zn -_,Fe Se at similar
shift of the "effective" valence band maximum, and indeed x values as in Zn1 ,-,CoSe where the same degree of disor-
might well dominate the shift in the case of 30% Fe substi- der would be present. (4) It is likely that continuum-discrete
tution.) Since the location of many-body crystal field split Co phonon coupling leads to the asymmetric line shape of the
d levels are, to a good approximation, independent of x and LO phonon in Zn1 ,Co.Se for x>0.03 [Fig. 4(b)]. The
the spacing (EA - e,) at x<0.01 is only 0.25 eV, the valence asymmetric phonon line profile occurs only beyond the criti-
band edge will approach the low-lying 4A, state as x in- cal concentration when the continuum is observed. Consis-
creases. It thus follows that if will increase rapidly with tent with the absence of the continuum for x up to 0.22, the
increasing Co concentration. These effects are not seen in optical phonon in Zn, _<Fe.Se (x-<0.22) does not show any
Mn-doped systems, where EA lies well below o,, evidence of Fano-type interactions.
[(EA--e,)- -- 2 eV]? and therefore the effect of shifting F, Finally we note that ,he proposed model related to the
is very small. On the other hand, as the Fe

2
+ ground state 5E enhancement in the effective p-d hybridization and its in-

initially lies over I eV from the valence band edge,
24 

the fluence on the PL transitions is consistent with the data as-
same effect is seen. But, a larger doping concentration will sociated with the intra-d-level transitions presented here.
be required prior to the occurrence of significant enhance- These optical spectra were excited with laser radiation that
ment in the effective exchange interaction in these alloys, was at most about 0.3 eV above the energy of PL I. Further

These concentration dependencies of #' are consistent experiments with even higher energy laser radiation in,-lud-
with the observed broadening of the PL transitions involving ing those above the fundamental band gap are being planned.
the low-lying d levels in the two alloys. At a given Co con- These experiments would ascertain if the observed modifica-
centration the exchange interaction will be greatest for the tions to the optical transitions ýAh increasing Co and Fe
"4A2 ground state with the exchange decreasing progressively concentrations are affected by any subtle effects in populat-
for the higher-lying 4T2 and 4T, Co d levels. This level in- ing the initial state associated with the PL emission. A tun-
teraction hence gives rise to the broadening and eventual able dye laser operating in the 410-470-nm spectral region
weakening of the PL associated with transitions connecting is being set up for this purpose. Furthermore a study of the
to the 4A2 state in the optical emission. At x=0.037 and role, if any, of structural defects that may introduce deep
beyond PL bands I and II both appear to have been broad- levels around 2.4 eV in these ZnSo-based systems and their
ened or quenched. This would argue for the ground state as possible effect on the cptical transitions connecting isolated
well as the first excited state 4T2 being broadened through crystal field d levels should be useful. Such studies could,
"exchange at this concentration. On the other hand, it is evi- e.g., include deep level transient spectroscopy studies of
dent from Fig. 1 that PL I1 [ 2

T 1 -4T 1 (F)] remains wvell these diluted magnetic semiconductors to identify specific
defined until x approaches 9.4%, the highest Co concentra- deep levels.
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Coexistence of Brillouln and Van Vieck spin exchange
In Zn -_xMn.Se/Znl _yFeySe spin superlattice structures

B. T. Jonker and H. Aed*
Naval Research Laboratort WAngton, D.C. 20375

L P. Fu, W. Y. Yu, and A. Petrou
State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, New York 14260

J. Wamock
IBM Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

We have studied a new type of semiconductor quantum well system in which the carrier-ion
exchange interactions are determined by the spin of the carrier. The samples consist of alternating
layers of Zn3 -,Mn•Se and Znj _yFeSe grown by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE). At zero field, the
carriers initially interact randomly with both transition metal species. When a magnetic field is
applied, the excitonic wave functions are increasingly localized in one or the other of the magnetic
layers according to their spin state as the competing spin exchange interactions define the confining
potential. The spin components of the heavy hole exciton are subsequently dominated by different
exchange interactions as revealed by their temperature and field dependence: the behavior of the
spin-down component (-3/2,-1/2) is described by exchange interactions of the carriers with the
Mn2÷ ions and exhibits Brillouin paramagnetic behavior, while the spin-up component (+312,+1/2)
is dominated by interactions with Fe2÷ ions and exhibits Van Vleck paramagnetism. These structures
are thus characterized by an initial competition and eventual coexistence of Brillouin- and Van
Vleck-like paramagnetic behavior for the exciton.

An increasing amount of study has focused on spin- cence spectroscopies. These new structures thus
dependent effects in semiconductor heterostructures and as- simultaneously exhibit both Brillouin and Van Vleck para-
sociated spin relaxation mechanisms and lifetimes. These ef- magnetic behavior, and open many opportunities for study-
fects are especially manifest in diluted magnetic ing spin-exchange phenomena.
semiconductor (DMS) compounds (e.g., Znl_,Mn5Se), in The samples were grown by molecular beam epitaxy on
which strong spin-exchange interactions between the band GaAs(001) substrates, and consist of multiple quantum well
carriers and the d electrons localized on the substitutional structures of the form (Znt-,Mn.Se/ZnlyFeySe)4 , with
magnetic ions strongly modify the band structure in the pres- 0.01lEx,y_-0.04. Details of the growth have been given
ence of an applied magnetic field.' This has been vividly elsewhere. 4 The total thickness of each sample was kept be-
demonstrated in the recent realization of spin superlattice low -1000 A to insure that each layer was under compres-
structures,2- 4 which consisted of alternating layers of mag- sive strain imposed by the substrate, thereby removing the
netic and nonmagnetic semiconductors chosen to have very heavy-hole/light-hole degeneracy at the zone center, so that
small band offsets. As a magnetic field is applied, the giant the heavy-hole states define the valence band edge. Magne-
spin splitting of the DMS band edges produces a spin- torefiectance (MR) and photoluminescence (PL) were used
dependent confining potential resulting in localization of the to study the behavior of the heavy-hole excitons, with the
carriers according to their spin: spin-down carriers become two spin components distinguished through their polarization
confined to the DMS layers, while the spin-up carriers are dependence.
localized in the non-DMS layers. . The zero field PL and reflectance spectra from a (100-A

We report here an initial study of a new type of spin Zn•Mn&Se/138-A Zn.Fe,.0 1 Se)4  SSL sample are
superlattice (SSL), in which both constituent materials of the shown in Fig. 1. The PL spectrum shows a large peak (X) atstructurere (eDMS ompounds, but with very different mag- 2.802 eV identified as the heavy-hole free exciton (hh), with

netic and spin-exchange character: Zn1 _,Mn.Se is a classic a linewidth of only 2.5 meV demonstrating high sample

Brillouin paramagnet, while Zn _yFeySe exhibits Van Vleck quality. The lower-energy feature (BX) is identified as a do-
nor bound exciton, while the small high-energy feature isparamagnetic behavior. The application of a magnetic field believed to be associated with the air interface. The reflec-

again produces a SSL potential which localizes the two spin tivity spectrum exhibits these same features (with the excep-
components of the excitonic wave functions in alternating tion of BX), as well as the light-hole free exciton (lh) which
layers of the structure. In these new structures, however, the is shifted by strain to higher energy. These features split into
two spin components are dominated by different exchange spin components with applied magnetic field, and in the re-
interactions as revealed by their temperature and field depen- maining discussion we focus on the behavior of the hh exci-
dence. This behavior can be directly observed using polar- ton peak.
ization and field dependent reflectance and photoluimines- The hh exciton splits into two spin components accord-

ing to the electric dipole selection rules, corresponding to a
"uNational Rewarch Council Powdooal Amociate. transition involving "spin-up" carriers (mi = + 1/2 electrons
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FIG.1. ew feldphotlumnesonce(PL)andderiatie relecance(R G. 3. Diagram illustrating the con~duction and valence band splittng, and
FIG 1.Zer fild •Olminscc• (L) nd envtiv relecanc () resultant spin-dependent carrier confinement with applied magnetic field.S~~~~spectra from a (1o0-A• zno.s4noos.e/38J n oggF.m¢) sample (Pl. The allowed Ith transitions and their polarizations are indicated.

with Ki 4067-A. excitatio.).

Sand mi = + 3/2 holes) and a transition involving "spin-down" temperatures of 4.2 and 10 K. Note that the a-- and a+

tcarriers (- 1/2,- 3/2), which are distinguished by their circu- components exhibit vr ifrn il n eprtr e
1 lar polarization character ar- and o,+, respectively. The field pendence. The or+ component exhibits a larger spin splitting

, dependence of these features is summarized in Fig. 2(b) for and the strong temperature dependence characteristic of Brtl-
louin paramagnetic behavior, indicating that the spin-down
carriers are dominated by the spin-exchange interactions of25 the ZnMnSe layers. The behavior of the o+ component is

a) Z.:.!:.a:a- CF- identical to that obtained from a uniform Zno.96Mno.omSe ep-
0 • .. dr ZnFeSe ep"i ar ilayer, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Conversely, the behavior of the

a- component of this SSL is identical to that obtained from

-- g "" ** ;, *•::= =.•.. + a uninform epilayer of Zno.99Feo.0jSe, as shown in Fig. 2(a).
-2, ,r- component exhibits a smaller spin splitting due to

b) (ZnFfp Se ZnMnSe) SSP L the lower magnetic ion concentration, and a weak tempera-
ture dependence characteristic of Van Vlock paramagnetice 25 f8o - behavior, indicating that the spin-up carriers are strongly ef-

tfected by spin-exchange interactions with the ZnFeSe layers.aaThe band diagram derived from this behavior is shown

on in Fig. 3. At zero field, the band offsets are small relative to

the exciton binding energy, and the carriers interact ran-

O-2 domly with both transition metal species in the absence of a
onfining potential. When a magnetic field is applied, theconduction and valence band e spie a interaion so

2-5 with the splitting larger in the ZnMnSe the in+ e ZnFeSn ,

C) ,. - " a ..-* primarily due to the larger Mn concentration. As the band-

.. ,e •" .- o-edge splittings define the spin-dependent confining potential,
2s . ,o -j •'" ~the excitonic wave functions are localized in one or the other

-a .. I I Iof the magnetic layers according to spin state: the spin-up
ZnMnS* eptlayer carriers forming the spin up (of-) hh exciton arc localized in,.5 (the ZnFeSe layers, while the spin-pwn carriers (cr+) s e-

fcome confined to t interactosw the l spin omponents

-2aini of th At ero fde subsequently dominated by different
0_.4..A" : theexchange interactions resulting in the very different tempera-

ture and field dependence observed experimentally.
0s c 4 n fi The system can be quantitatively described by an ana-

M+Gcondution nde aropriate for describing excitons in shallow
c) - -priquantum wellsa To the rer Mn calculations are plotted as

solid tines in Fig. 2(b), and provide good agreement with ale
FIG. 2. P5Mof teh excitorspinsptting obtained ftm MR spectra (42 temperatre and field dependence of the data. The exciton
10 for (a) 540-A Za: eo•Se epiayer; (b) (100Ap Zntay, Se/r38-A waver s forming tesin urom the model show separate local-

ZaWJ.,aSe), SSI, .and (c) 520-A 7a.MoiSe epdaye, sampls.Cifck 4.2 k blue= 10-K dita. The solid lines in (b) te the eizaion of die spin-up and spin-down excitons in the respec-
coimA optig tive layers as indicated in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 4. Summsaryfteo the his tn otandro RSdT 5. othiteutofteLpas(K407ActtoT 2
(4.2 K) forsa(100- 7AvM.0Mnj/l04- ZkaFe~wSc)aSSL and FI.SaRWO teW iy fte LPab(rM7Azao =.
Znn,,)ekSe eply" M. Th playe data has teen dslacd tby -1 tdeV r) COerenPOading to the or- (+112.+3/2) and 4r+ (-1t2,-3/2) Iha tranas-

dons as a fanctin of net ha spn aptitisg for a (100-Afrclarity. Circles: 4.2 K, triangles: 10-K data Zj1.?4Dauiol-A 7A..FspewSe)4 SSL The daahed tine shos the cx-
Peeled ratio esp(-ulkT), whbere as in the spin splitting.

This interpretation may be readily tested by simply re- time is comparable to the radiative lifetime, and that the spin
versing the concentrations of the Fe and Mn, in whinch cas relaxation process which is so clearly favored from an ener-
the behavior of the o- and a+ his components should be getic Standpoint is significantly impeded in these strained
reversed, with the a'- component nlow exhibi~tling the sitont layer structures. TINS has been attributed to the straini induced
ger Brillouin-like temperature dependence due to lOcadiz5- splitting of the light- and heavy-hole bands, which inhibits
tion of the spin-up Ihi exciton in the ZnMnSe rather than in heavy-hole (ma=t ±3/2) spin flip processes which would oth-
the ZnFeSe. MR data for a (100-A 7znowldnooSe/I04-A erwise occur via interaction with the lighit-hole states
ZnO.yeO~Se) 4 SSL sample are summarized for the 1hi spin (,mj = t1/2).7- Rate equation modeling of the data in Fig. 5

splitin in ig.4. Te a coponet ideedshos a yields electron- and heavy-hole spin lifetimes in good agree-
¶smaller spin splitting due to the low Mn concentration an Ment With those derived earlier,7 With ri,(7.-50.

the strong temperature dependence expected. The a-+ com- In summary, we have studied a new type of semiconduc-
ponent exhibits behavior identical to that obtained from a otr quantum well system in which the carrier-ion exchange
uniform ZnO 9Fe1,0.Se epilayer, also shown in Fig. 4 fr interactions are determined by the spin of the exciton. Thes
comparison. Note that the temperature dependence for the Structures are charcterized by an initial competition and
a-+ component (ZnFeSe) appears more pronounced in these eventual coexistence of Brillouin- and Van Vleck-like pars-
samples than those of Fig. 2 because the net spin splitting is magnetic behavior for the exciton, and open many opportu-
larger due to the higher Fe concentration. nities for Studying spin-echlange phienomnena.

photolumninescence data obtained from these SSL 7be work at NiL was supported by the Office of Naval
samples show the same behavior for the his spin splitting as Research, and at SUNY by ONR and NSF
preseted above. Additional information regarding carir-
lifetimes may be inferred from the relitive intensities of the 'Dibito MagmEICSatic &mmdarnsr edite by M.t Jam (World Scientific.
spin split components using rate equation modeling, as dis- Singapore. 1991).

cussd prviouly or mgnetc/nnmagetic SSL 2W, C. atwnt A. Petott J. Watnoc. sand B. T loaker. fhya. Rev Led. 67.cussed 6  Theviul PL r ragnt~onetoc 1-1 ofth 3820(1991).
StucleS,7Ie Lintensity rai -I fteSPMflI1P 3N. Dad, H. Lmo, F. C. Zhu&a N. Sasaftb, M. Dobeowolaka, usd J. K.

((T-) to spin-down (or+) hh components is shown in Fig. 5 Flardyna. Phys. Rgv. U&E 67.38U4(1M9).
for a (100-AL nU.9Mn00Se/103-A Zn0 9 gFeO.OSe) 4 Sample. 4B. T. Joaker, W. C. Chou, A. Petrs mand L. Warnock, J. W~C, Sci. Technoo
It is interesting to note that the higher energy a- component SL A" 101 B(92. Tlo" -Pru hu oX U hs -
due to recombination of the spin-up carriers is clearly visible 46. 17 321 (1993).
in a static PL mreasturement tap to substantial values of the net 6w. C. ness A. Petrou. J. Watnock. and B. T. Jo*ke. Phys. Rev. B 4C.
spWin splitting, oven though it would be much more energti- 431B1992. ob,.WancLp ý .y.Y .CCMadA.Pf%
cally favorable for these carriers to flrst spin relax to the LB We. Scier .Tearnock. A P. 103, (193. .Y WC.OttanA.eto
spin-down state before radiative recombination. The persia- aT, UMeynoy and L J. ShMn Phys. Rev. LILt 1K 3070 (1990).
tence of this feature indicates that the carrier spin relaxaton 'L a. wlra and G. Bastard, Pbys. Rev. B 43,9667(1991).
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New measrements of the magnetic carrier-induced properties of So, -xMnxTe for xGO- 10 are
presented. The resuts of these and previously reported measurements for other comtpositins and
carie concentrations will be compared to model calculations of the low-temperature magnetic
state. A magnetic phase diagram will be presented.

Sol -.,Mn'Te is a diluted magnetic semiconductor, in Howevet~, the flattening of tbt curve below 3 K may indicate
which a small amount of the nonmagnetic cation Sn2" is the presence of a see" -icn below 1.3 &, similar to
replaced by the magnetic ion Mn*. It has been shown that that for x =0.08. Th Vnts indicate that at higher
the magnetic properties of Sol -M,k Te Mo only depend on manganese concentnra'.. transition to the spin-glass
the manganese concentration, but aIso on the free carrier state occurs at a highe ch .er conce itraton.
(hole) concentmatIonY For manganese concentrations be- The explanation of the results is based on the RICKY
low x=0.04 it was observed that at relatively low carrier interaction, which is dominant in these compounds (see Fig.
concentrations (p=S-7XIO ca-3) the system is ferfromg-. 3).' 7his interaction is an oscillating twertion with argumeiut
netic at liquid helium temperatures. At slightly higher carrier 2kFR,,, where kp is the wave number - the Fermi level and
concentrations (p- 9 -12XIOmo cm-3) the ferromagnetic nas- Ri is the distance between two ions. The -Amst ele-nentary
ture of the material weakens and a reentrant spin-glass phase
is observed. At high Carrier concentraton (p=20-23x10m
ctn-) the ferromagnetism has vanished and a spin-glass data
phase is observed. The nature of these phases was easta- a .me PbOa.2g-,SnO.72MnTe
lished using magnetization, specific heat, (frequency depen- eec Sn-.MnTe
dent) sesuceptibility, 1-3 and neutron difafiatoo4 Measure- 25
ments. These results are used to compile a phase diagram, in 2g io-1'
which the magnetic phase of the material is indicated for -6 FM
various carrier and manganese concentrations (see Fig. 1). In -.

C

also included, which show a similar transition from ferr,- 0 h
magets to a spin-glass State upon increasing the Carrier owl0

concentration.!
In this paper we will concentrate on the location of the S

We have performed calculations of this boundary using the models
dfeetmodels. Teecluainwill becnrne-ih1 geometric.

the experimental data Below we will firt present some new .....disc ret
measurements, whtich are already included in Fig. 1. .... discrete

In Fig. 2the ac susceptibility is shown for four sarnplea 3 2

with p-20X10al Can3 and x-0.04, 0.06; 0.08, and 0.10, care conenraio (cm' 2
respiectively. For x -0.04 and 0.06 a clear cusp in the suscep- crircnetain[m
tibility is Present, indicating a tranition to a apisl-glass State.
For x-0.08 two maxima, we obuerved. The first mxmm
at T-10.8 X, results from a transition from tthe paamgnti Caw.ma 0dSM,~ (m ) Fedocait iastnse tfN ro.aehTiC
sftat to a fierromagnetic state, and the second maximum, at (FM-) -daSles b.aM-fed syaia eM- a pib. Filed80)o "-~ h Wdc
T=2.3 K, from a transition from a ferromagnetic state to a opm ,iatob 04=~g (5O) smapk&s Mwe 11rimed regnas Wlkali &he
spin-glas state. This is interpreted as a reentrant spin-glasa -pubcabily2 OhUId -esu uW-Sh- MOMt CadmlWed pb-c

bowcin oft We also etfaled fin l: sumeni modle, dodod 11m M3Fphase. The samnple with x-0.10 displays a ferromagnetic Amb (s,b-1); dMWe Hw: -iera mIadt(-) duk-daded Use:
tili.at T-15S.5 Kp and no other transition at T>1.3 K nowg mc.
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'C distance between the Me sons. R,.46 is proportional to
p w2O x CiM-c

3  
X11

. Whednever R 0~oRM.&& many ions will be coupled by
1.4 0 x-0.04 the firs ferromagnetic panl of the intemaction, resulting in a

* x-0.06 ferromagnetic phasae in the materiaL if R0 R~only few
0 X-0.08 ions will be coupled by this; ferromagnetic part and many

a~~~~ mor0 il esete sohsticlatedg calclto of the pnteacten boducndag

Theuparamentn cmetiio wl=hic&h will rlea to thei-sa
. ea itater astate.ll We S ingow-conjecturc ord ter paranseteiohn det=errmine-

05fl5455d0 , 2 x1 0  th maneticm phto nte ytm spin-glass bhvo iltk phase forn

Z ~FeromgneIthic phase foudry 'is 5 Wpeshaved cacyae the hl uv.I

distrbtoofitnal fhsonayis elrdsusing anuistearoptclydamped
to.desctial theitranitiontbetweenethe noYsinteractiescatbed.

spigas state ishitcae basedaio on stmpl geohtrsa arguments
this weic will defin twod chrcersi distances FWint Re before.Inthi

which ~ ~ ~ ~ moe the theailt minimal ditac atclae which th spintra-~skF)2,..2F
chage senom feroanei toera aniirrealdc betee is an = rdcdb

00 Xep-5/) (01)

Temperature ct[K] ie other exchnge Uingthig ral bablity distr 0isuio the leattc
consterantfel (H0 6), and its thrane me an fre path.ulntthe

0.04calculaion waaethaer onlyt)ake he contaribletionfo the
FIG 2.Rie pot o t w oacpt~ty s IWA Amfawsamlesofshefngondvalenceband inore account.8 6 As e anexmpersmieds-
Sol.Me wth ak oncousio p-DXI cm3. penCbemtribugntion rphaseXinthe sytm: an ?s=4O A are dplayedfo

S0.03 infiromgneta orincrehasefringmanganWeshae oclctration the s
o dituibution shfl itohgerna fields asnd bradnisotopicdameraly

.2 odsrb h rasto ewe h frangi n IK iinstheproabiityon finin one ormrIinCeah
80.02lm reernc ion incrase cosieaby andpl therefore theinter-

For~~na field wie rise. Fromn thes dhartributiic ittncs isst posibl to"Y

tion ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ oti thege phase boundaryeti bo calculatingntic P(H for a*iak numberi)-2F~~c2F
0.0pl to kFa-' Secnd cominaion is tx andag p. orkF owve, hephs

0bwhernm *is canhe calecutied manalyticallyr and the latter curv
WKY-interc(for is 1 ise sxhowne in thephsdigral ,10me, (aoshedice ltine

0.0~cnsan Fig. .3 1). This lin iscmarbet the line ofrthe geomtr.icalh
0.4-cacumtode owehver atl hihtarrer h concntrabtionsfo the ln i

o 2 4 a a 10 verges, findicating a0breakdownd Xf the vAldt wte mdipaeld
i003-i Fig.i The) MFo modrel asitwo mangors cisadvntrage.tirst ith is

~ conbtinuu modeftno takiheingteld adiscretdenes cof theralatic
PlO.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~Ii is hal tteRK eeaia * ~ ~ ~ ito acout aedpecond, itas olai for h agnsmal concentr-

.2 d ~ rtons, tf manganese.tyTheseidisadvantagesmare notsprear th
omis ~ R a-/ pabeaurt- s nterlast modnceltatses wonideall prsndtherfre whe haver

.1.ApInala. Viel will rift0.1 Ma thew distribuions it is. posbetoobai hepas oudryb clultngPf)fr jme
0.01. ~~~ oi-13o obntmo n p o =,hwvr h hs



0.1 3
0 MRF-model ,,-X zh, (4)

j-I2

0. 0L.025 where zj is the number of latice sites in shell j. In the phase

a .0 .1 
5 .1

0.4 =0.1 P 13x10"cm- . fee athin our system. Results from experiments on trans.-

Z' arbitrarily, but)X may well be as small asl10 A- The effect of
a decrease of X is to suppress; the oscillating tai of the inter-

.0.2 action. The calculated distributions will then narrow and
L O-025shift toward lower fields. 9H, is oppositely affected by these

0. 05 01 two effects. It turns out that at high values of p the phase
boundary shifts towards lower values of x, whereas at low

0.0 values of p it shifts toward higher values of x. For X>40) A
Intenol ield[T]the effect is quite small, as the difference in W~ between
Interal feld T] X=- and k.=40 A is only a few percent. However, when the

FIG. 4. Calculationi of iternul fields for p.13X i0m cm- and k.-40 Avalue of X. is very small the effect is much larger The simple
usig theMl mde (a) an th iceemd b. exponential damping of the interaction is then not valid

To conclude, our new magnetic measurements on
Sn,-..Mn5 Te samples with 0.04<x<0.10 show a gradual

summed the fields from all ions situated at discrete lattice change from spin-glas behavior to ferromagnetism as x in-
positions around a reference ion: creases at fixed p. We have calculated the phase boundary

N between these regimes using three different models, namely
H=1 njk1 , (2 ageounetrical model, the mean random field, and adiscrete

j-1 model in which a summation of internal fields over lattice

2S positions is performed. All three models describe the slope of
h 1 =- J~wRKC 1i), 3) the phase boundary reasonably well, but the actual position

9AB is not recovered.

where nj is the number of ions present in Sheln number j,S is The authors wish to thank A- J. M. Gielen for his help
the spin of the ion (S = 5/2), As is the Bohr magneton, g is with the calculations, and A. H. Menting and C. van der
the LAnd6 fLorm (g =2), and N is the number of shells take Steen for their help with the measurements. One of us (HJ.
in the calculation (N=106W)). The spins were ditiue M.S.) acknowledges a grant from the Royal Netherlands
randomly over the lattice and all possible configurations of Academy of Arts and Sciences.
Mn ions within thos shells were taken into account. Thi
model can in principle be considered as a discrete analog of 'W J. M. de Joep, T. Stoty. H. J. M. Swuatn anod P. J. T. Eipenkamp.
the MRF model. As an example the calculated distributions, Dapss LetL 17, 631 (1992).2

pJ.I.T. Ewnkamp, T.Story, H. J. M. SwagteskC. W. KtM N4AsnsnCH.
for the same set of parameters as used with the MRP model, W. Swiilxte and W. J. M. de Jeep Svncouuct.nc Sci. Teeluot. IL S152
are shown in Fig. 4(b). As expected, these results are similar (1993).

to those obtained with the MlFmode~l.n Fig. 40b)the eflect P. J.T. E#Vkmip, CW H.M. Vnnix,H. J. M. Swageen, and W. J.
of the discreteness is visible for smal mangansese ocmtw eJa- WW~le)4C W. H.M. Veasix, L. RnUMe P. J. T. Eggenkanp, Hi. J.t. Swugten, IL
tions. T1e curves for the higher manganese coetrabon tKeinga, and W. I. PL de Josge, Flsys. Rev. B 4,L 3770 (1993).
are shifled toward higher fields. This indicates tat in the SM. W. Klein PFhs Rev. 173. 552 (1968).
MRP model, which is not valid for higher manganese con- 'D. Slei-ingo and S. Kistpabiridt PtbyL Rev. L~tL 35, 1792 (1975).

centrations, the nearby ions are not correctly taken into ac- 're. W. Kiston ftys Rv. B 14, SM06(1976). .W o, .
8 1. J M.Sw~ W . M deJoWILR. . GatFUP. iua, nd

count. For the discrete model the phase boundary can also be T. Dere ftys. Rev. 371.9907(1988).
calculuted analytically, a 9P..de Gesnues,J. flsya Radium 23,630 (1962).
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MagnftlcbWsvlo of (Culn)1, _Mn2,TG2
P. M. Shand
Ph)WOc Dparsueni Oniwrsiry of NmwIIF Iowa. Cedar Fel~s, 1~~ 50614

P. AX Polatra 1. Miolkowski, and B. C. Crooker
Physics DqwsumeaK Puier Uvenirsi'A Wst Lafiyerteý I"ana 4M70

Magnetic Susceptibility measurements have been made on the chalcopyrite diluted magnetic
Semiconductor (Culn)j_,Mn2,Te2 for concentrations 0.OI-ýxs0.l0l and temperatures 33
rnKwT.30O K. Samples with x>0.05 had similar values of the effective nearest-neighibor
exchange constant, with J~kS '--18.5 K. The strength of J& fell sharply in samples with lower x,
a characteristic not seew in wide band gap fl-VT based alloys. Low-field ac su~sceptibility
measurements showed spin-glass behavior. Analysis of freezing temperature T, vs x data showed a
possible crossover between different modes of exchange, coincident with the sharp drop in fg
Preliminary carriar cnetration data suggests that the crossover may be driven by increased
numbers of free holes in sone samples.

1. INTRODUCTMO netic susceptibility Of (Cain), -ýMn~Te, for concentrations

The properties of the exchange interaction and spin-gisass 0.01wx-E0.1Cf and temperatures 33 mKstT,300 K.

behavior in pseudobinary diluted magnetic semiconductors
(DMSs) have been subjects of considerable interest for some IL EXPEFWUENTAL DETAILS
time.1-4 Recently, DMS alloys based on ternary Chalcopynite Th(Ci) M Tesa lsuednorexrint
hosts have become available. Thlese materials present a were prpaed byun) -mnTe2anslof thed ridnn orepimethd.Al

opportunity to gain more inight into the nature of exchange sape were p oeycre sraulm e ands osse of teBig an sigethd Al-

inteactions and spin freezing by studying the behavior of compyrie paes dee oyytermianed bynx-raydpowde dfa ukction.

magnetic ions distributed in a different host system. Concienphatose ofas in wr determined by xrypweleifrctron.mi

(CuID), -. MnI.Te2 is produced by randomly diluting the Cocnrtnsf isweedemndbylcinm-

chalcopyrite host semiconductor CuInTe 2 with Mn. On aver- croprobe for four samples and by magnetic measurements in

age, one Cu atom and one In atom are replaced by two Mn the others. In all cases, the experimentally determined x val-
atom inthecaton ublttie. or <0., (uln, _MnUe-2 ues were very close to the nominal values. Further, the rot-

reatosins the chatcyionsbtie Forysa Strutur, wCitn)a "agonale croprobe measurements also determined the concentrations

unit cell. The unit cell of the parent CulnTeý2 has a cla value and Cu, inand the hos lattie. htM i elc ohI

exactly equal to the ideal value of 2.Thus, at low x, one andCuinthedhostslatticitye.srmnsbv42
expects littl tetragonal distortion in (Culn)1 3MNhuTe 2 . The Fothdcsceiblymaurensbve42,a
cation sites are Surrounded by tetrahedrally distributed Te Cryogenic Consultants superconducting quantum interfer-

ions. However, the bonds are distorted in chalcopyrite mate- ecam device (SQUID) magnetometer was used. Th~e diamag-
rial beaus eac anon s bndedto issmila caion of netic susceptibility of the undoped host Culn~e2 was found

different sizes and electronegativities The 6S ground mti- to be -2.7X10 ml.Ti au a utatdfo l
a sustittioal M 2~ on i spit b p susceptibility data. For 33 mKstT'c4.2 V, ac Susceptibility

let of dat weretuioa obtine byn usin api diuto rerierto S4te withtri
field at the cation sites into three Kramers, doubletL 5 The daawrobindyusgadltonefgrtrftedih

splitting is, however, very small (-100 inK) as in the case of a SQUID susceptometer running at 26 Hz.

the U1 5 MnaVI alloys. The ground state of MNW+ ions in To determine carrier concentrations (ps), the samples

(Culn), ..,MnuTe2 for temperatures above S K cntherefor were cooled to 77 K and the Hall voltages were measured in

also be taken as the sixfold diegenerate spnin-ouy 6S State. magnetic fields up to 1.8 T. For the higher p values, a Linear

Another paramete which comes into play in Research LR 400 ac resistance bridge was used to obtain the

(Culnhl -,Mn8je 2 IS electrical codciiy Unik th wide Hall voltages, and for the lower p values, a Keidiley Model
band gap II,_Mn.1 maerils, s-gown 225 current source and E Keithlcy Model 181 nanovoltmeter

(Cula),_.Mdn.Te 2 alloys have significant conductivities, weeu&
With typical hole concentrations between 107 and 10s9
cn- The presence of mobile carriers could influence the U9. RESULTS AND IOCUSIO
exchange processes between the Ma ions, thereby affecting cetityxoDM marashsbenfudo
exchange constants and the temperature dependence of spin- show CusepteissbehaityXor D atihtemprilhatures.fondt

The similarities and differences between X'.C(x)I[r+e(x)].(1
(Culn)1Z.MaUIbZ and the wide band gap U1j_,Mn.Vl alloys Fr(OOl- 272 h ui osatprml ~)i
make the fIme an inviting p1rnspect for furthe std For g Civ n iMnI 2 thbuiyontn e ml )i
order to glean more information about exchange an givnib
faeeziig in these DMS systems, we have measured the mag- C(x)=2xNA(guiS) 2S(S+ 1)13k,, (2)

J.Depp. Phys. 75 (10). 15 May 10S4 0021 -as? 5(1%415711/S.00 0 1904 Affumim humbaa of Ptc 5731
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FIG. 1. Invers eptkiility vs kmpeashr for (Ouan), _,Ml" 2 sasmpss
with x-.01, 0.0244, 0.0538, and 0.101. ThM sutaight lion ane Curk-wir- FIG. 2 OJfuctivu aeons-wsil. ©imi stctido J. vs x for teva
fis to the dtai. (Cul) .Mb27 T O

for each of the four samples using Eq. (2), with g =2.02 (Ref.
where NA and kB are Avogadro's and Boltzmann's constants, 7). The average value of S was 2.42 ± 0.09, which is very

is the Bohr tnagneton, g is the electron g factor, and S is close to the free ion value of 5/2.
the spin of the Mn1 + ion. In order to better illustrate the behavior of the exchange

Assuming a random distribution of spins, the Weiss tem- strength as x is varied, we have plotted in Fig. 2 JJf vs x for
perature O(x) is given by the samples used in Fig. 1, as well as several other samples.

Jaf was calculated by using Eq. (3). For x=0.101 and

O(x)=2xS(S+i)1 zJ,13kB, (3) 0.0538, we obtained Jdk/ values of -18 and -19 K, re-
P spectively. Thus, for these samples, J-a is independent of x

which is characteristic of randomly dilute magnetic systems.
where the summation index p designates pth neighbor at- However, the magnitude of J.0 in this case is significantly
oms, z. is the number of such neighbors, and Jv is the cor- larger than JI values in the Mn-based pseudobinary tellurides
responding exchange parameter. The effective nearest- (6.3 K 4-J/lkB -10.0 K). Of course, Jff includes further
neighbor (NN) exchange parameter Jf is defined by neighbor imntctions, which could be stronger in

(CuIn),._MnTe, than in the fiU_,MnTe alloys. Further,

zJf-=7' zJP, (4) ddifre valence-ba e characteristics&9 and greater dis-
P tortion in the tetrahedral bonds in (Culn),_,Mn,.Te2 may

lead to a higher J, (and hence Jef) value.
where z, is the number of nearest neighbors. Jff is a good At lower concentrations, J.WkB falls off rapidly to val-
approximation of the NN exchange integral J I only if futher tes clos, to zero in a manner reminiscent of a "threshold"
neighbor interaction strengths are very small in comparison effect. This effect was not exhibited by 1, _,Mn VI mated-
to J,. als, as shown by an extensive study of their high-temperature

Figure 1 depicts inverse dc susceptibility vs temperature susceptibilities.l° The rapid drop in J,1 could be the result of
data for the four samples of (Culn)_,.MnquT1- 2 for which x the introduction of a ferromagnetic component to the total
was determined by microprobe. Curie-Weiss behavior is exchange at low x.
clearly observed forx=0.0538 and 0.101, giving 9 values of The RKKY interaction is a possible vehicle for such a
-66 and -131 K, respectively. Thus, the dominant ex- ferromagnetic coupling. Shown in Fig. 3 are preliminary data
chan interaction between Mn ions in these samples is an- for Jd- vs as-grown hole concentration p for the four micro-
tiferromagnetic. At low temperatures, there is a downturn in probed samples. One sees that the sharp reduction in J-a
the inverse susceptibility, indicative of the formation of an- occurs at p -2.5 X 10'9 cM-3. Materiais such as Sn, _,MnxTe
tiferromagnetically bonded clusters. This behavior was also display carrier-induced transitions hom paramagnetism to
seen in Cu _xMnxlnTe2 for x=0.09 and 0.12 (Ref. 6) and in ferromagnetism due to the RKKY interactio, albeit at some-
standard iU-VI DMS materinals what higher p." In order to better establish the effect of

For the x =0.01 and 0.0244 samples, there is no discern- carriers on exchange in (CuIn) jMnITe2 , experiments in-
ible deviation from linearity down to the lowest temperatures volving the variation of the carrier concentration in a single
(-7 K), and very small 9 values (-0.2 and -6-5 K) are sample are planned.
obtained. Clearly, total exchange strengths in these samples Low-temperature measurements of ac susceptibility for
are very small. This weak exchange coupling at lower x val- the same four samples reveal cusps which are interpreted as
tes was also seen in Cu,_XMnXInTb.6 It should also be spin-gims transitions. The behavior of the spin-freezing tern-
mentioned that values of S for the Mn " ion were calculated perature T1 as a function of x gives information about the
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FIG. 4. Freezing tem~peratuue T, vs coincentration x for (Cuin), ._,Mn2,Te,.
T'he dif'ress slopes of the lione si*agof possible crossover to longe-range

FIG. 3. J,,, vs a&V-pm carnier conscentrstion for four samples of exchange (shallower Slope) at lower conorotrasiOns,

the exchange interaction from R-. to R ~'behavior at low
x. Preliminary Hall effect data also indicate that the behavior

4 Spatial dependence of the exchange interaction j(R).1- 3 in of Jf may have been induced by an increase in the free bole
1i-VI based alloys, it is found that J(R)-R-¶ with n-7. cnetain
Figure 4 shows a log-log plot of Tt vs x. The dashed line T'a rdosi C. J. M. tDemis. W. . M. de Jonge, A. T. A. h. de
passing through the higher concentration points corresponds Waele, Ke Demianssk, and R. Trihoulet, Solid State Commun. 59. 199
to n =7.4. Ile fact that the lower concentration points lie on (1986).wgtn . .h e oiess h.Dsnsik

2A. Twardowski, H .M wgeW .M cJne n .Dmaika line of significantly smaller slope (n-3.1) suggests that Phs Rv B 36. 7013 (1987).
there is a crossover to longer-ranged exchange, consistent 3p. m. sit"d A. tLeicKi j. Miotkowski, B. C. Crooker. and J. KC Furdyna,
with the RICKY interaction. Additional samples will be mea- Phys. Rev. B "4.6152 (1991-11).
sured to establish if there is indeed a crossover to a longer- 'A. Lewicki. A. L Schindler, P. Me. Shansd. B. C. Crooiter, and j. rc

int~nat ow , an ifthiscrosove is Furdyna, Phys. Rev. B 44, 6137 (1991-1l).
ranged exchange ineato tlwx n fti rsoe s 'G. L Troeaips It. N. Rostra. and H. Me. Kuper, J. Phys- C 9, L73 (1976).
coincident with the apparent transition in Jeff. 6 L-J. tin, J. H. Werstick, N. Tabstahuje, 0l. W. Hull, and W. Meaghser, Appl.

Summarizing, we have measured the magnetic suscepti- Phys. Left. 51. 2051 (1987).
biiyas a function of temperature of (Culn), -,MnuTe2 for 'K J. M. Swaglen (unpublished).

bility 8J. E. litr and A. Zungr. Phys. Rev. B 29. 1882 (1984).
several concentration values. For x>0.05, J.Wks---18.5 K 'IL 'IslawsbC. K. Kaw.l S. Mlinoesura, T. ride. and Me. Taniguchi, J. Appi.
and is independent of x. In the vicinity of x=0.025, the Phys. 71, 441 (1992).
magnitude of 4., decreases sharply, indicating a sudden nrn- "J. Spalk, A. Lewicki. Z. Tansawiki, J. K. Furdyna, R. R. Gallazka and Z.
sition to much smaller exchange strengths. All samples ex- Ohuasko, Phys. Rev. B 33, 3407 (1986).

hibi spn-glss ehavorand n aalyss o the1',vs . ~ T. Story. P. J. T. Eggenkamp. C. H. W. Switate, H. J1. Xe Swagirn. W. J. Me.
hibi spi-glss bhavor, nd n anlysi ofthe f v; x lot de Jonge. and L F. Lrmenes, Phys. Rev. B 45, 1660 (1992), and refer.

indicates a possible crossover in the spatial dependence of enum therein.
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Relhoailon of In itl In Cdl-xMnxTe diluted magnetic
semloonductors under Illumination

M. Smit. A. Dsaanayak., and H. X. Jung
DepgpoaM of pPhyics, Kamsas Sate Umvenxr MankanMha M, Kmss 66506-2601

LX U
Cktewand Crysta4 inc., Ckw~anA Ohio 44110

Relaxation of thermoremanem magnetization (TRM) of Cd_, .Mn 0 Te diluted magnetic
semiconductors (DMS) in the spin-glass state have been studied under light illumination. The
relaxation ofTRM can be described well by a power law decay, M(t)=M(to)t-a (t>to, to-2 s).
The variations of the decay parameter a with the illumination light intensity has been measured and
a relation which indicates that a is proportional to the photogenefated carrier concentration n has
been observed.

The diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) are a group probe was made of an optic fiber bundle with a diameter of
of materials which have attracted a great deal of attention for about 2 mm. One end of the fiber optic probe was in the
many years because of their unique properties for under- sample chamber within a few mm from the sample and the
standing many fundamental physics as well as their promis- other end was outside the SQUID. A mercury lamp with a set
ing practical applications. '2 The magnetic behavior of differ- of neutral density filters was used as an excitation source.
ent kinds of DMS show many common characteristics, We have measured the susceptibility of a Cdo.74MnO.26Te
which can be understood on the basis of a random array of sample under the field-cooled (FC) and zero-field-cooled
localized magnetic moments coupled by isotropic antiferro- (ZFC) conditions to determine the freezing temperatures Tf
magnetic interaction. 3 Many aspects of this interaction be- of the SG state. The data show that T/is about 4.2 ± 0.2 K,
tween magnetic ions are still under investigation. One of the which is consistent with previous measurements. 5-7"' In this
interesting and important subjects in the DMS is the spin- paper, we only report relaxation of TRM in the SG state, or
glass (SG) state at low temperatures. It is well established in at temperatures below T". We did not observe any remauent
DMS that there exists a paramagnetic to a SG transition at magnetization above Tf.
low temperatures because of randomness of magnetic ion Figure I is the plot of relaxation of magnetization at
distribution and spin-spin interactions. The transition tem- T= 1.7 K and measured at B = 100 Oe. The experiment was
perature or freezing :emperature Tf depends on magnetic ion performed by cooling down the system with the magnetic
composition,o' magnetic field,6 and history of the system. field on (B = 1 T), i.e., under FC condition, then by reducing
Although some work has been devoted to study SG dynam- the field to B =100 Oe after the temperature has reached 1.7
ica in the DMS previously,7- 0 the understandings of the dy-
namic process of SG formation and transformation, as well
as the relaxation in the SG state are still far from complete.

In this paper, we report the studies of the relaxation of "n B= 100 Oe
thermoremanent magnetization (TRM) of Cd1_0 Mn.Te in T=1.7 K
the SG state under light illumination. A power law time de- :2 9 Lights on TRM
pendence of TRM relaxation has been observed and the de- W CWn NaTe
cay parameter at different excitation light intensities has been o

measured. The main results reported in this paper are the
investigations of the spin-spin interaction of the magnetic
ions in the SG state as affected by photogenerated electronsand holes. We have measured TRM under light illumination

at different conditions and the results have been compared to 7
those obtained in the dark.

The sample used for this study was a Cdo.74Mn.26Te
single crystal provided by Cleveland Cstal, Inc. It was
grown by temperature gradient technique and nominally un- 6.. . .
doped. However, photoluminescence measurements of a 200 4W W $00 1000 1200

bound exciton transition indicated a low concentration of t (s)
impurities in the samples. The size of the sample was a few

Scubic millimeters. The magnetization was measured by a su-
percoaductng quantum interference device (SQUID) magne- FIG. 1. Decay of magnetic usceptibility of TRM of a Cdo.74 Man0xTe

tometer (Quantum Design MPMS5). In order to study the "ample in the dark and under illumination in the spin-iam st at T= 17. K
meanured at a magnetic field of B = 100 Oe. The arw indcates the moment

effects of photoexcitation to the relaxation of TRM, a quartz the liHt Mill ttion wn turned on. The applied magnetic field during the
fiber optic probe was used with the SQUID. The fiber optic mating down wo 1 T.
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2 
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3  
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squares fit by the power law decay .. and uadet ihlumination, respectively. Extrapolate these two lines to a=o

gives T/=4.2 ± 0.2 and 4.5 "t 0.2 K for the dark and under idumiantio,
respectively.

K. Shown in Fig. 1 is an initial decay measured in the dark
for about 300 s and a subsequent decay measured after the
moment the light excitation was turned on as indicated by an under illumination compared to that in the dark. The differ-
arrow in the figure. As we can see from Fig. 1, the decay of ence between a under illumination and in the dark becomes
the magnetization under illumination proceeds faster com- smaller as temperature approaches to Tf. Eventually, a ap-
pared to that in the dark. proaches to zero at the freezing temperature Tf. Dependence

Figure 2 shows the results of relaxation of magnetization of a on temperature T can be described by a linear relation,
measured at 100 Oe in the dark (0") and under illumina- a=a-bT (T<T1 ). Extrapolating from a=O, we obtain Tf
dion (000) at T=1.7 K for a CO.74Mo.,Te sample to- to be 4.2 ± 0.2 and 4.5 ± 0.2 K in the dark and under
getber with a least-squares fit using a power law decay (solid illumination, respectively. We have also measured the mag-
lines). We have to point out that the initial condition for the netization of ZFC vs temperature under illumination and in
relaxation depends on the waiting period before the measure- the dark, we cannot determine whether or not Tf has been
ment. In order to minimize the difference in the initial con- changed under illumination because the difference between
dition, we begin to collect the relaxation data under illumi- the values of Tf in the dark and under illumination is within
nation and in the dark at the same time so that direct the experimental uncertainty. However, the values of T" ex-
comparison between two cases can be made here. Previously, trapolated from a=0 in Fig. 3 are consistent with the freez-
a power law decay of magnetization in DMS has been ing temperature T/(=4.2 ± 0.2 K) obtained from the FC
observed.12 Here, we also find that the experimental results susceptibility measurement within the experimental uncer-
shown in Fig. 2 can be described quite well by a power law tainty. The results in Fig. 3 tells us that we can also deter-
decay, mine the freezing temperature T" of the SG state by measur-

M(t)=MOC*(t>t0 ,-2 a), (1) ing the temperature dependence of the relaxation parameters
of magnetization.

both in the dark and under illumination, where a is the decay We have also measured the decay parameter a of TRM
parameter. The fitted values in Fig. 2 are a=2.6x10- 2 and at a fixed temperature (T=2 K) under photoexcitation with
5.4XI0- and Mo=9.9XlO- 6 and 9.4X10-6 emu/g for the different light intensities. Figure 4 shows aplot of a vs the
conditions in the dark and under illumination, respectively, square root of excitation light intensity, 112. The magnetic
The decay parameter a is directly correlated with the decay field for the measurements was 100 Oe and the field applied
rate. Therefore, the experimental results indicates that the during the cooling down was 1 T. As we expected, the expo-
decay rate is about a factor of 2 larger under illumination nent a increases as light intensity increases. Relaxation of
than that in the dark. magnetization obtained under illumination with different

Figure 3 are the plots of decay parameter a as a function light intensities can be described quite well by the power law
of temperature in the dark (000) and under illumination decay. We see that a increases linearly with the square root
M( ) for Cdo.4Mno•Te. The decay parameter a de- of light intensity, at!" 2. The insert of Fig. 4 shows a vs
creases linearly with increasing of temperature for both light intensity I.
cames. At all temperatures, the magnetization relaxes faster One obvious mechanism which may be responsible for
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0.06 constant in units of cm3
. Here G ISthe camer generation rafte

Cd 0 -7 4 MnO.Te writing as G = a. VIi/A w, with "~a being the excitation pOn-

snT.2K to enry I the light intens5ity in units of W/cm2, a. the
MnB- 100 Oe absorption coeffieint, and ip the quantum efficiency-

TRIL number of electrons generated per each absorbed photon.

0,0 TR4 Under continuous and constanlt initensity light illumninion,
rium and so wehave dnldt=O. Weshould also have the

0.03condition it p since our samples are undoped. Then we
0.02 have

0 r=(G-r/C)112=AI"12, (3)

020 with A = (i'a./CA w) " 2. From the fact that the relaxation of
? magnetization proceeds faster under illumination, we can as-

0 ,*... sume that the relaxation rate of magnectization is Proportional
0 2 4 6 S 10 12 1 to the carrier concentration through the carrier-manganse

112(W 12/cm) ion interactions, 14cin. From Eq. (3), we have

a=B 0+B,I" 2, (4)

FIG. 4. Dependence of the decay paramneter a of TRM on the wquar 1oo1 Of where B0 is the decay parameter ar in the dark (1= 0), and B
excastioct light intensity 1f for a C4,.P.4ne26Te sample at T-2 IL Hem (in units of cmfW'2) is a proportionality constant. In Fig. 4,
1-0 corresponds to the dark. Ile soli line in the figure is the linear fit of a wehvpltdtelas-qrsfiofaatoE.()sa
with 0t2 according to Eq. (4) with filled vaue B0(=157Xlo-') saw ehvpltdtelassqrsfiofaatoE.()sa
Bl(=3.68X 10'). liar insert is the Plos of a vs light intensity 1. The uinit of solid line.
the lighst intensity I in the inset is in 0.25 W/cen' and of I`2 in the main In conclusion, effects of carriers, which are generated by
figure is in 0.05 W"

2
/ct. IThe scales of a are the Osarne for both the umain photoexcitation, to the, relaxation of TRM of SG in

figurre sa th nst Cd0., 4Mn0.2Te DMS have been studied. A power law decay
both in the dark and under illumination has been observed.

the observed light intensity dependence of a is the heating The decay parameter a as a function of light intensity has
effec under fight excitation. However, the systematic depen- been measured at different temperatures. We found that the

denc ofa o th exitaionintesit canotbe xpline by decay parameter under illumination increases linearly with
cosderif ng the bextationg infetesi utyem can ot be g explai ed by e .pbotogenerateu carrier concentration. More detailed ex-
cosieringa the beatin paaeffraect.Frtermoe, fstmprtrom Fig.3,w perimental results and discussions, including the results for
cesee tha the demyparamtue reagdeceavestiastempheraue. inh different Mn concentrations, will be reported elsewhere.

changes of a under light excitation is due to heating, we Weakoldemn lpudicsoswthJY

should expect that a decreases as light intensity inrass Un, G. WVysin, M. O'Shea, and C. Sorensen. This work is
which has never been observed. Thiese observations preclude supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant
the possibility of heating effects. Therefor- we can conclude No. DMR 91-18818 and OSR 92-55223.
that the observed decay rate increasing uu-.r light excitation 'Senicamshiacrs and Satlmerals, edfited by J. K. Furdyn and J. out
is due to photoexcited carriers. It is clear from our experi- (Acadlemic. New York, 1988). Vol. 25.
mental results that the mechanism responsible for 'DifWe Magnefic Sanicoeaductorz., edied by M4. Jain (World Scientific,

Singapore. 1991).
manganese-ion coupling in DMS is carrier concentration J. spalkk A. Lewicki, 7 Thruawakci, J. IL Furdyna R. R. Galaak s&d Z.
sensitive. Otsussko. Phys. Rev. B 33,.3407 (1996).

Under photoexcitation, free or localized carriers (elec- 'S. Osemiff andl P. H. Keesomn, in Ref. 1, pp. 73-123.
trons and holes) are generated and subsequently recombined 'IR. R. Gatazba S. Nasats, WAn P. H. Keesom, Phys. Rev. B 22, 3344

radiatively or nonradiatively. Photoluininescence due to car- 6S. B. Ostroff, Phys. Rev, 25,65M4(1982).
fier recombination in DMS has been observed in many 'S. B. Oseroff and F. Gandra, 1. APpl. Phys. 57, 3421 (196M).
experimetntsl. t314 Thle electron concentration under illumina- 'M. BEcome ad A. Mauger, Pliys. Rev. B 2s, 4674 (1982).
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Theor of magneftiaton In IY-Vi baedm diluted magnetic semiconductors
R. L Hoia andG. S. Trlpati

Dq--Mea of Phys"cs Berhampur Uniiwriy, Be~Mparw 760007, Onun., Iila

D Umgeiain(M nI-Ibu iluted magnetic semiconductors (DMs havepttraced an th viuua crsa prxmt on, f~ sidpneto

considerable attention in recent years due to the interplay of position. Thie average spin has to be chosen self-consistently
magnetism and semiconductor physics as well as the fact that from
these materials are technologically important.1- 3 While a

based on U-VI compounds, only recently has attention been (, 5 P()~ {x(gs 5 ,)}

dram to IV-VI based DMS. The interesting properties ex-
hibited by these systems include carrier-induced S
ferromagnetism, 4

-7 anisotropic g factors,' and magnetization .*ep(g.SýH,.f) (5)
(M).9--r Hitherto, the theoretical effort to calculate Ml of S--S
IV-VI DM5 has been restricted to empirical formulas. For

examletheonl knwn alcuatin o M f Pl-,nTC where we have used the relation S~Is)=sls), and P,(x) is
examlethe nlyknon cacultionof l o Pb1 .5MTe the probability of finding an isolated spin, which for a fcc

has been done by Anderson et aL'12 They have used three lattice is (1-x)'2 . M,5 is obtained from the expressionfitting paramneters in the two-spin cluster model of Bastard A xop( 5 3  hr 0 i h ubro ntclsi
and Lgwiner'13 to calculate the Contributions due to isolated thccrystal S. ) A werso eraleba woiste oubtain untceisi

impurities (Ml5) and pair interactions (M.,). They have ig- tecytl fe oeagba eoti

nored the contribution of spin density of carriers (Mce) and M 5=M 0SX(l -X)12B5 q), (6)
calculated the diamagnetic contribution (M,) forom the ex- whr ogB ,P=kT- f-1AU1+T,
perimental value of diamagnetic susceptibility (y,*. of Pb Te wher -M(S=)gAN , and B(kf'.2S 1e1gp SaHS (T+0thereby neglecting the compositional dependence. +0 ~ -2TJ(S2f)IgLH an I/2,ct (6 =(S+l)(2Scth(

In the present work, we have calculated Ml, Al,, Ml It wa(s shonb Ba(s~ctarh ad(2S)}13thtevn.o
and M,~ of Pb1 -5Mn5Te from first principles without in I a hw yBsadan eie' htee o

anyadjstale armetrs.We aveanlyzd te rlaive small x in Hgl- 5Mn5Te, the contribution from pairs of
aontadjustobl oframthefors mehaveans lze the r elationeo closely spaced Mn ions are important. We shall use their
cotheMncocetrtions of th ormcand sswt the magetc rieatrength model, which is a self-consistent two-spin cluster approxi-
tH).ncnetain()adth antcfedsrnt mation, for Pb1 5 Mn.Te. The Hamiltonian describing the

A system of randomly distributed spins in the presence creae oino h ari
of an extemnal magnetic field H is described by the Hamil- H..= -gBS.S.HY'J~- (7)
toian

By following a procedure similar to that used in Ref. 13, it
H gL&YjH S,- Ij',r~iS, Sp(1) can be easily shown that

where gis the gfactor of the impurity atom, pis the Bohr2S
magnieton, and Jj4 is the strength of the coupling between M,=lOj I exp[6JS(S+ l)]SB,(f)sinh((2S
spins on sites i and j. Assuming the spins to be identical an S-0
neglecting quadratic terms in fluctuations, Eq. (1) can be 5

written in the form + 1)/(2S)f] I expfNJS(S+ I)]
51 -0

where X sinh[ (2S +1)1(2S) C] 6x 21- X) I . (8)

The contribution due to lattice diamagnetism is obtained

In the molecular field approximation, the Hamiltonian frm h exieo U, M= XH, where X, is the diamagneti
for a single impurity spin is given by susceptibility. We have obtained )r by using the general for-

mula for magnetic susceptibility of Block electrons derived
H.- -gittsHd. (4) by MiSs and Co~worker' 4 -16 Since We are interested in
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j caluating lbmagnetization of Pl,Mn.Te, we consider 3
I the host crystal PbTe which is a direct band gap semiconduc-";

tor with the minimum energy gap occuring at the L point of A , A

the Brillouin zone. We use Mitchell-Wallis'
7 basis functions 00 00

and Bemick-Kleinman ordering'8 for the six levels near the 2 0

minimum energy gap. We first assume a two-band model andconsider the Brillo.in zone as consisting of four spheres lo- 0 2

vated at four inequLivalent L points. The radius of each sphere
is determined from the formula"9 ko=[2(m,+mn)E]J"2 ,
where in and m. are the effective masses of the conduction
and valence band edges, respectively, and E. is the energy 3

gap. The band-edge states are diagonalized exactly and the
other states are obtained within the framework of a k-ar
model developed by usM-

24 summarized here. We consider 10 15

the eigenvalue equation H (Testa)

( Ho+ H' ) =E (9)
FIG. 1. Magnetization vs external magnetic field for Pb1 -,MnTe for dif-

where H0 = r2,'2m + V(r), H' (lIm)k- r+A
2

k
2/2m, and ferent values ofx and for a bole concentration of 5X×10"Icn

3 
at 4.2 K. The

sk stands for the perturbed band-edge states. We diagonalize cosed circes (0), open circles (0), and dosed triangles (A) represent the
i the Hamiltonian for the conduction and valence band-edge erimental results of Anderson or aL (Ref. 12) and the solid curves 3. 2,states to obtain and Irepresent our theoretical results for x=0.01, 0.022, and 0.04, respec-state to otaintively.

1+ W112 21/2 (Alm)sk Li •,,= -W)- L2, L';wl~)' +•

2112(/m)tk+ M=(h- np)A,,(11)
(AIm)t 1"and (nL-n,) is the spin density. In order to calculate the

2 1 + W\ t/2 2
t1 2

(f/m)skz + spin density due to holes, we consider the splitting of the

'2W-) L-sf"E[W(I + W)]-
2 

L6+f6 valence band by an exchange interaction of the types

2+12(f,/m)tk_ He,= I/2xNo(S1)oJ(r), (12)

EG[W(l + W)]"l
2 L61 where 1A represents Cartesian components, I is the exchange

1+W /2 a+ 2"
2(iM)sk, interaction strength, o, is the Pauli spin matrix, and repeated

E[LW( + L2 indices imply summation. The spin density is evaluated self-
2W 61 EGW( + W]112  

62 a consistently, using a cylindrical Fermi surface for the holes?"

21
2
(A/m)tk+ We have used the values of J, and To from Ref. 12. The

EG[W(I +W)]"
2 L6211 energy levels and amplitudes of double group functions

were used from Ref. 18. The momentum matrix elements
S1 ++W1 I/2 # 21/

2
( ilm)sk, between the single group wave functions were obtained from

4= I"•jj L+tP E + W)]"
2  

Ref. 24. The matrix elements involving exchange interaction
J(r) between the band-edge states were obtained from Ref.

2"1
2
(A/m)tk_ 27. Our results for the total magnetization vs external mag-

EGI[W(I + W)]1
2 L6217 netic field as a function of Mn composition are plotted in

Fig. 1. The corresponding experimental results1
2 

are also
where shown in Fig. 1. The relative contributions to M in p-type

W=[1 +(2fAs
2

/m
2 E)kA+ (4t

2
A

2/m
2E2)kJ

2
V/ Pbl _xMnxre for different values of x and for a hole density

of 5X10's cm-3 are given in Table 1. We notice that while
and L62(a,,6) and L6+(a,#) are the Kramer's pairs for the Ms is the dominant term, Md and M P are equally important.
conduction and the valence band-edges respectively. The in- However, M, is relatively small.
teraction of the O's with the far bands are treated up to sec- The most significant aspect of our results is that the theo-
ond order in a k. r perturbation theory.21 retical values of M, which have been calculated from first

The effect of Mn atoms is considered through the modi- principles without any adjustable parameters, do not agree
fled energy gap as a function of Mn concentration.

25 y, for with the experimental values when either the concentration
different concentrations of Mn was calculated by using these of Mn ions is very small or the magnetic field is high. Sur-
k-a parametets in the general theory of Misra et aL ""',1

2  
prisingly, our results agree quite well for x=0.04 up to large

For PbTe, we obtained X,=-2.6X 10-
7 

emu/g which comn- magnetic fields. The general trend of our results follow the
pares favorably with the experimental resul&ts.

6  
same pattern as the experimental results. However, the dis-

The contribution to the magnetization due to the spin agreement for x=0.01 and x=0.02 for high magnetic fields
density of carriers is is quite large. It is interesting to note that similar pronounced
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1
/cin' aW 4.2 K) as& fimact ot'x ald mWasWtC f1eld (H il)."

x H M, MP M, M, M.a M.q"

0.01 1 0.184 0.003 -0.018 0.00031 0.169 0.225
5 0.594 0.019 -0.093 0.00079 0.521 0.803

10 0.702 0.046 -0.181 0.00087 0.5M8 1.148

15 0.727 0068 -0.271 0.00088 0.525 1.389
0.022 1 0.393 0.031 -0,015 0.000 74 0.410 0.515

5 1.178 0.174 -0.075 0.00190 1.279 1.739
10 1.353 0.286 -0.149 0.002 08 1.492 2.231

15 1.390 0.314 -0.224 0.002 11 1.482 2.428
0.04 1 0526 0.078 -0.012 0.001 49 0.594 0.583

5 1.663 0.420 -0.058 0.003 82 2.029 2.121
10 1.949 0.674 -0.116 0.004 18 2.511 2.769

15 2.015 0.741 -0.174 0.00424 2.5 2.998
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J.ct o Soxyg,.E enfraunde ( o. B. ur in, W and P. B. gofyttrium Iron gare (abstract
4 ~~~DvwtmWn Of P1ysW&; Okt. SNat UaivWit' Cowhbuk Ohio 43210

Ca-subStiftutd YIG "aMOMe Y3.RF5O2OS- for 0.144x-.0.23 were annealed for 6-8Sb at
various temperature between 600 -C and 1000 *C in N2 amUNsphere 1Ue magnet~ioat barely
shows any change by annealing under 900 *C but by annealing between 900 *C and 1000 *C a

sgiiat change over the temperature range fr-om 4.2 K to the Curie temperature is observed. Thae
lattice constant is also observed to change. The magnetization and the lattice constant of the sample&
did not change within experimental esror by annealing in 02 atmosphere at 1000 *C. For the sample
with x=0.23, annealing at 1000 *C in N2 resulted in a decrease of 4WM at 4.2 K by 560 0 and a
decrease of the lattice constant by 0.31 A. The curie temperature als changes fivs m K3 iC n the
as-pmow sample to 508 K for this annealing condition. The change in 4WM for various annealing
conditions is linear with the change in the lattice constant. For the samples tasted, the oxygen
vacancies, z, in the as-pmow state shows z>0 and that z did not change by annealing in 02

atmosphere. A microscopic molecular field model based on the Heisenberg Hamiltonian in which a
singly chaged oxygen vacancy, V0, mediates a ferromagnetic supereichange between the iron ions
at adjacent sites is proposed. The model explains the temperature dependence of 4WM, the
magnitude of superexchange constant mediated by V,2 and the variation of the Curi temperature
with annealing conditions. This model also explains the positive slope of 41nV at tow temperature

for Ca-substituted YIG.

Tiii resarch is aippate by AltO Gfant No. DAALO3-91-G-0068.
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S Spatia, and Tftobgic Effects J.-G. Zhu, C am

B hmt 9' 1--id VIm N. Kalnrd

tircrvales MO&Ok OW~ COU4Iaia Lawfl qrruq~~wlEun

Tbe Okio SA UW~naA% Cohnsbui; Ohw 432JO-1107;

In th present dl o ve d to tvesia whe he the friction dd we perfed mano e 0 o 0.05
carbonns t ffkdive a or whether cestaien ae neesaryaf

aow ofio d waar sao experims o a • e beon per samed with vtemais pcVoaue
materials and mopicn diskc in a maognet hdsk dsive. studi lne &M b

T eoaduated ag siliof using a fridclon forse michosce. Send on macttesou we ound s st the
s frictit n and wear s in eofsmaece (l bare silica is not adequate. Wth sindle tad iolyfrystallise

o silimcon.' aowev o si carbon feomn the trkbothe measuliden and relativh-e rla dse fra (0ure
of piial /id material Mowed by oxidation of the toinsh ting (tnbocbemicsl oxidaton) is

p erf mes ible for dmol adation of the sliding interface and cosequent friction increase in ambient airp

an WnZnfrite) arealo presened fo r comparisn.ace dhm alvo with atipoadSius oft shout30 nm.

significat frirtion increase or interfacpl degradation was observed in ambient air. In the abence of
an oxidizing enviromen (in dry nitrogen), the coefficient of friction i from 0.2 to 0.05
ollowin amorphus carbon l ad sfer for the materials tested. and

nanoindentation studies aln o indicate that ckated ra ion g supero r to bare s. Macro- and
miroefiint of friction values of all samples is found to be about the same with the nicrovalues
lower than the maroaues. Based on this study, we conclude that coated silicon is an excellent

can-idate for the consmt 0.9ion of magnetic bead sliders d

L. INTRODUCTION Microtibological experiments have been performed us-

The advantages of miniaturization and low cost ame re- mng a friction force microscope (F'FM), to conduct studies of
sulifting an increasing use of silicon (Si) as a mechanical scratching' wear, indentation and friction.11.3 simultaneous

mterial.2 Rea-write sliders mnae of silicon have been fab_ measurements of friction force and s rface w oughness can be
ricated using integrated Circuit technology3.4' Integrated Cui n&&ad using this instrument. A single-crysta natural diamond
cult technology offers the advantages of low cost and high tip was used for mmo chi nanowear, and nanoindentation
volume producton. However, limited data exist on the Wh~o- measunrements at relatively higher loads (10-150 AM-) The

logkl behavior of Si as to be used in the disk drivese-9 In tip was around e n o thaeo -sided pyramid with an
the present study our objective is to evaluate the friction and apex angle of 80* whose point was sharpne to a radius of

wear performanc of Si with and without coatings and sur. about 100 in. Te tip was mounted on a stainless steel bea4
face tratments, in siding contact with lubricated and unlu- with a normal stiffness of about 25 N/m.12.13 A mimfabn-
bricated amorphous carbon coated thin-film dubs for poten- cated SiN14 tip an a beam with a stiffness of 0.4 N/m (at a
tial use as a slider material.1° Results from experiments normal load 10-150 nN) was used for topographiciaig
performed with commonly used slider materials (AI20%-T1C an friction force rmmsuments. 7110 tip was sqMur pyraMi-
and MU'Zo ferrite) are also presented for comparison. dal with a tip radius of about 30 nam.

To further unestn the tn~doical properties of Si For scaching and wea, the sample was scanned in a
mfteril, m=cot'bologiW tests were conducted on the bare direction ordhogfd to the long axis of the cantileve beam
and treated Si. Nlman(Katchingaw, namoindentation, and at a sanin speed of I om/s. Forwear, an aurea of2 pmeX2
tricrfrictin measuremets have been made using a friction #in was scammed. 7l1m operation procedures for na windenta-

f orce m mic ros coe'11- 13 Results of M a cro and oucrotrib ologi" flon w ere sim ilar to those used for na now e ar except that the
c al s t u di e s a tr e s um b j e c t o f th is I p a e r " s ca n s i z e w a s s e t to z e ro i n t he c a n• o f m i i i d n a i i n

tI 1EXPERONWL~.l order for the tip to continuousl press the sample srftace for
about 2 s. Sample surace were scanned before and after the

Wartiugia experiments have been performed scratch, wear or indentation to obtain the inditi and the final
with various puin/sider mateWas ano mspletic dubk in a surface toporpy at a load of about 0-5 #N, over an anm
mondified disk drive.' 1"e normal load used in the experi- ulner than the affected region to obsve the scratch or wear
merits was 0.15 N and the slding speeds at ftra radii trng. $cr or indents. Nanoliardwa was calculated by dmvimin
hig from 45 to 55 min varied from 0.9 to 1.2 m/s. At these the indentation load by the proece resiual ares. For mea-
spend; die pin remaied in contatm dhoocu~ t the period of surement of hiction force, the ample was scnned over 500
testing to simulate startmp conditionst -m• mS weas in a direction orthoglonal to dhe Ilon axis

J. Appl. Phys. 75 (10), If Ma~y 1af4 0021-87947110M()WO74M&W.0 0 I104 Amarlm InMftf of Ph"Ime 5741
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Revolutionas 'X o Reveldiaton

MO. 1. 'Vadiaou of the coeffcient of friction with number of sliding cyclesU
in ambient air (a) A12 O-71C pie and slider agaim a tidaricated disk Wb S1
(III) pmR against a lumabtad sad asalshnoderted dis, (c) dry-osdzd Si pin
against a fabricated dub (d) Si (111) againt a lubricated disk in ambient air

(b)

of the cantilever beam with a scan rate of 5 Hz (scanning
Wedof 5 pimas). 17IG. 2. Scanning; electron microscopy mactograpl. of Si (111) atter sliding
The disks used in the macroexperiments were comr- npitrgn aftdtter 15 s 000 (acmy etsicoelescces.n ( i r

diaily available 130-nam-diam thin-fim rigid disks The uan- ntoenatr500yce
lubricated disks did not contain the lubricant coating. The
pins and wafers used in the macroexperiments were made of oxide on the PECVD coated pins was about 5 pm thick and
single aNd polycrystalline Si, Mn-Zn ferrite, and Al 20 3-TlC.3 the film surface was polished using a lapping tape. Single-
Sinigle-arystal Si of (111), (110), and (100) orientations were crystal Si pins of orientation (1ll) ion implanted with C*
tested. The grain size of the polycrystalline Si samples was ions at 2-4 MA CM-2 current densities, 100 keV accelerating
about 5 mm. Commercial full size sliders (rail dimensions: voltag, and at a fluence of 1X I017 ionS CM2 were also
3.6 mniX0.4 mm) were also used in the experiments. 0  - tested. Si pins used for macrotribooia tde eeas
sides virgin silicon pins, thermalily oxidized (under both wet used for microtribological studies.
and dry conditions), plasma-enhanced chemicial-vapor depo-
sibon (PECVD) oxide coated and ion implanted Si (111) *. REUT AND DISCUSSION
Were also tested.5 The thickniess of the thermal oxide on the
silicon pins used in the present investigation was about 0.5 A. MmrahwfboogleW abidh
um for dry oxidation and about 1 um for wet oxidation. The Sliders are expensive to produce compared to pins and

hence it would be advantageous to conduct tribotesting with
pins. T'his requires that pin and slider tribological behavior

TABLE 1. Macro friction data for various pin materials slidin-z against thin- be similar, so that results from tribotesting with pins can
film rigid dob~ tn ambient air. Nofmal toad,0.5 N. sliding speed=O.9-1.2 serve as a useful guide in the choice of slider material. Thle
in/a ambient sair (LKt 45±t5%). variation of the coefficient of friction (pA) with number of

cycles to Masx. or ending sliding cycles for an alumina/titanium-carbide pin and slider
tn"ts coeff. of friction incresse value of coeff. tested under the same load-speed-environment conditions is

Pin matseria friction by factor of 2 at frictlttn shown in Fig. 1(a). The results suggest that the frictional
AA-flC 0.20 tioied -2 200 tobed 0.78 lobied

0.25 ustubed -200 taflubed 0.78 untubed
Mn-.Zn ferrite OL22 tubed -5 500 Jbaed 0L45 11ubed-

* ~~~0.22 unlubed -600 mslulid 0.OAS ibdGo sh~

Singic-caystat 0.20 tlobed -1 200 tubed 0.40 tiobedca
O sliven 0.20 anlubed -500 unobaed 0.70 itudbed A
Polysilico. 0.20 tidied -3 OlS ubend 0.60 lobed

022teubed -1000 sased 0.50 amlobdie

PEfCVD-oiute- 0.28 lowe >50000 tnked 0.23-0.29 tubed 020 __________________

D:: ;; tidied 02 ta 500 no 0.20 coeffic0e0

0(II .2 W'au -1 ODDI mduubed 0.50 utedbed cyle t ro gu for DLC coe ~cnPin silidng Ogakua
lubdcased ds
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TAMlE EL to. wicrefttoeo, #sa m,P-w and Ammlodeal- I

Wie 1140dm dea for vuime vu&a casd mIbSo d - SWM UNPIN.

depth dep& 1da .
Was size CoeoN at 11 a

t 500mX at 40 A&N 40 IN 100 psN
MOWmW SO0 M. fmam.o (MR) (tM) (GPa) O

90(11) 0.ll 0.03 20 27 11.7
Si (110) 009P 0.04 20
Si(100) 0.12 0.03 25(a
Feiyailico 1.07 0.04 is154
PolYuuhco. 0.16 0.05 18 25 12.5
(Upped)
PBCVD- 1.50 0.01 8 S 18.0

Si (111)
Dry- 0.11 0.11 16 14 17.0

I ' Si (111)
Wet 0.25 0.04 17 i8 14.4

si (111)
.- 0.33 0.02 20 23 186

Si (111)

behavior of pins is reasonably similar to that of sliders.
The objective of this study was to evaluate the potentialLI

of using Si as a slider material. A failure criteria was estab-
lished which was that a significant increase in friction with 2
number of revolutions was considered a failure since an in-(C
crease in friction implies some degradation of the interface.
In the present investigation it was observed that for Si sliding
against lubricated thin-film disks, A was 0.2 at the start of
sliding and increased to 0.4 before decreasing to a steady
state value of 0.1. Using this as a standard for comparison
the number of revolutions before the friction increased by a
factor of 2 was taken to be indicative of the contact life or
durability of the slider-disk interface for the various tests

FIG. 5. Surface projiks for bcratchd (a) Si (111). (b) PECVD-oxide coaled

Si (111), (c) dry-ozidizod Si (111), and (d) C--iaiplanted Si (111). ille baode
to ued for vious acratdies at usn cycles are indcaed in the plot.

conducted. For quick reference, friction data obtained from

0 VtALID initial js, the contact life, i.e., the number of revolutions be-

Oweetrm 91)fore the # increased by a factor of 2, the maximum value of
a C-4.%I SMI1 the is for cowes when the increase was more than by a factor

of 2 arm presented in ibbie 1. For the case of oxidized
IGO samples a significant increase (by a factor of 2 or more) wast

not observed and so the range of variation of the 1L for the
duration of 50 000 cycles.i indicated.

a M 4 40 s IGOThe variation of the coefficient of friction with sliding
Wed" cycles for Si(111) sliding against lubricated and unlubricated

NO. 4. It se * ap a htinuis d odA ncye o b disks in air is shown in Fig. l(b). Crystulline orientation of Si
Iued and 0ased MIifw has no effct on friction and wear. Scanning electron micros-

A. AppL Phhw., Vol. M5 No.10. 15 May 1i0a 3. Uhaan and V. N. K~tl 5743
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FIG. 7. Wcea d"d an a functionr of (a) load (after one cycle), and (b) cycles
(actual boad=40 gN) for Si (111) and C*-implautd Si (111).

and Fig. I1(c), dry oxidized Si(1 11) exhibits excellent charac-
LU teristics in lubricated sliding and this behavior has been at-

(C) tributed to the chemical passivity of the oxide and lack of
transfer of diamondlike: carbon (DLC) from the disk to the
pin. eUbehavior of PECVD was comparable to that of dry
oxide but for the wet oxide there was some variation in the js
(0.26-0.4). The difference between dry and wet oxide has
been attributed to increased porosity of the wet oxide.5 "'4

Since tribochemical oxidation was deternined to be a
significant factor, experiments were conducted in dry nitro-
gen. The variation of the jo for a Si pin sliding against a
lubricated thin-film disk is shown in Fig. 1(d). For compari-

(d) son the behavior in ambient is also shown. It is seen that insa
- dry nitrogen environment the ju of Si(111) sliding against

lubricated disks decreased from an initial value of about 0.2
FIG. 6. Staics peofles sbawing the worn regain (tunerS 2 pimxSjm) after to 0.05 with continued sliding. Similar behavior was also
am cycle of wear at 40 pN load (a) Si (111), (b PBV-W oidS observed while testing with A1203-TaC and Mn-Zn ferrite
(111). (c) &ry-cteidfrd Si (111), and (d) C-r~lnlala NI (111). pins and sliders With unlubricated disks though the friction

decrease was not observed. Based on SEM and chemical
analysis this beharvior has been attributed to the formation of

copy (SEM) and chmical analysis using energy dispiersive a smooth amaorplaous-cambon/lubricant transfer patch and
analysis of: r ay suggested that the rise in the At and damage suppression of oxidation in a dry nitrogen environment, Ftg.
on the pinn surface for Si(1ll) is associated with the tranisfer 2(b).
of unoqisous carbon from the disk to the pin, oxidation- The experiments in dry nitrogen indicated that low fric-
enhanced fracture of pin material followed by trlbochemical tion conditions can be achieved in dry nitrogen although
oxidation of the transfer film. Against lubricated disks the /A transfer of carbon from the disk to the pin occurs. An experi-
drop, to a steady state value of 0.1 following the inrease as ment was performed with a hydrogenated amorphous carbon
seen in FWg 1(b). This is asociate with the formation of a coated (-.18 na thick) Si pin sliding against a lubricated,wIrane coating on the pin, ftg 2(a). The mechanism of thin-fni disk in dry nitrogen. The friction variation with
tranalar anad tribochendcal oxidation was seen to be operative sliding for this experiment is shown in Fig. 3. No damage for
for twhefictio increas for AJ2OJ-1C and Mn-Za ferrite the pinn and disk sutrfaces could he detected after this expert-
piile masteriask tese in amrbled sir. As seen in T"l I ment.
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seated a Table EL Vaini sad modied Si IMafCeS cotild be a
scmatched d 10 I&N W4ad Me F*s 4 amid 5 sad Tie 11.
Saudih denpth ciseand with m mamases an oad. %W mow
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-4 value of 19.5 Ots at 70 jaN. Measurd hartdsa value for
4 virgi Si at n iadenatlnm depth of about 7 am (actual load

values reported by cdamas.i 1W aom thet the surface layer of
the implanted now is mascb ar: compared to the subsuir
face, and may be brittle leading so highe wewarmo the oar-
face. Subsurface of the isplanteed sowe i harder doan the
Virgin siion resultlng in higher wear rAvitiue.

From0 the data preseaeted in Tables I and IL we amo that
-WO macro- and .iuocoeMtIIo hcti mel values of adl samples

are about the saie with the nacrovahues lower thus the mac-
rovalues. Roughoeu s~cts oin thc friction ofipolysilicon can
be dlearly obsuvad. Next we examine the reletloimips be-
tween friction and toughnesas profiles Fig. 10. At find that
there is no resemnblnce between the ju profiles and the cro-
responding roughness profiles. e~g.. hWg or low points on the
friction profile do not corespond to high ot low points on the
toughness profiles. VA calculated the slope of the roughness
prfie in the tip sliding direction By osoparnna the result-
ing slope profile and corresponding fration profiles, we ob-
serve a strong correlation between the two. Surface slope and
friction Profiles obtained with sample sliding in either direc-
tion are shown in Fig. 11. VA spain note the resemblance
between local variations in the surac slope and local varia-
dons in friction. We further note the directiomsliy in friction.
Blinaan and R,,,12 have shown that the local variation in
friction arises from a "ratchet" mechanismo. According to
this mechanism, friction increases as the FFM tip slides over
the leading (ascending) edge of asperity because cfia positive

Wc surface slope. Friction decrease during sliding over the trail-
ing (descending) edge of the asperity as the slope is negative.
The ratchet mechanism thus explains the correlation between

FIG. IL. Gray-scale plots of (a) die slope of the surface rouginsess, (b) the the slopes of the roughnes profiles and frictio profiles ob-
friction, and (c) tie friction (with sip reversed in the right-hanid " Pr evdioi. 0 ic h oclfito-sa ucino h
file) of a Si (111). The teft-hiand "i of the figure corrq~ond, the samplc e reinFg10Sncthloafitonsafutonfte
sliding from "ef to right. Highe poit are shoWn by ihter color. local slope of sample surface, the local variation in friction

should be of the opposite sign as the scanning direction is
reversed. In Fig. 11(c), the sign of friction in one direction is

tance of implanted Si improves. As we continue to ,.in tet reversed, but we stdl see some difference in the two friction
at 40 IAN fat larger number of cycles, the implanted sample profiles which may result from the asymmetrical asperities.

exhbits higherwea rssacthnheuipnedamle.
Miaooe 5 h:v lorpre ta aaefo the YL E eesn Proc. EEE 76, 420) (1982).

implantation in the top layer results in poorer wear resis- 2B. Bhiuhan and &. Vknbesan, Adv. Info0. Storage Sysltems 5, 211 (1993).
tmnce, however, the implanted zone at the subsurface is more 'J. l Lmti~ and P. Doom-Danphia. lERE TIrene MaWs MAC,2S. 3190
wear resistant than the virgin Si. (1989) m hs M.NG

4& Bhinsha, M. Donfiniak. and J.P.Ia iBEThsMp.AG
We measured nanoindentation hardness of all samples, 21, 2874 (199).

Table 11. Coatings and treatments improved nanohardness of '11. Dbhaia and S. Venkatenao, J. Mater. Rea. 5, 1611 (19931.
Si. We note that dry-oxidized and FECVD films are harder 5S. Venkalemansisd B. Enahanw, Adv. Into. Slotap System 5, 243 (1993).
than wet-oxidized films as these films may be porous.' High 7S. Vekfi an B.d Bamboo, Wea 17l,2 Th9u4.ASd1139
hardness of oxidized films may be responsible fat measured (19)
low wear on macro- and microscale. Figur 8 shows the 'Rt X Giats, 1. Qievallier, and B. Musima, T11* Trans. (in pres).
indentaltion marks generated onl virgi and C+-implanted Si in11 BMuslim, Th'bnol0 wed AMedmaic of Magneti Storag Demoee
(111) at a normal load of 70 juN with a depth of indentation IIJ Rasa and&ookb, 190. Ti.Ta SE(npe)
about 3 oni and hardness values of 15.8 and 19.5 OPa, re- t2, R ebn3dJ w .Thli Trans. ASMdE (in Fme).

pspectively. Hardness values of virgin and C'-iniplanted Si 11I ~d .N omw e .Rwj v n.Pa et.E21
(111) at various indentation depths (normal loada) are pre- 17 (1994).

at 14A. XP13ki, j. 'Ac. Sei. TeColn. 14. 1064 (1977).sented in Fig. 9. Hardness value of Cf-implanted Si (111) atT t5 Miya..ote S. Midyake. ed R. Kaneko, Wear 152-163, 733-738 (1993).
a nornral load of 50#Nis 20.0 GP*with anindentation 0. . Parr, W.C Ohmve, aodD.E R.Clme.J. Esdrondater.I'll
depth of about 2 mm which is comparable to the hardness 8111(1990).
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atdhematical modeling of lubrication for the hed-isk Interface
using Incompresslble fluids

Paul It Peck and Myung S. Jhon
Dqr-*w of Ch-aw En•g•se & Carnae Mello U--rskA P-urwk P Yylvnaa 15213

Ral*h F. Simmons, Jr. and Thomra J. Janwrm
Disk Memory Dwasou Hew/er-Pacawd Co., BOLse Idaho 83707

In order to keep pace with the demand for higher storage densities in magnetic recording disk drvm
new technology must be developed to reduce the tribological problems associated with ultralow
flying. Non-Newtoman liquid bearings may become a feasiblie alternative to slider miniaturization
due to the decrease in sider-disk contacts. Issues pertaming to modeling the head-disk interface ae
presented, and non-Newtonian effects are described. Generahld Newtonian fluid models describe
the dependence of the apparent viscosity on the shear rate for bulk fluids, but the extremely high
shear rate and the confined geometry at ultralow flying heights complicate conventional
non-Newtonian rheological models. Equations are developed for grneralized Newtonian fluids
which can determine the flying characteristics of recording sliders in viscoelastic drives.
Order-of-magnitude analyses are performed in order to determine the effect of drive parameters and
fluid properties on the load bearing capacity of the slider and power consumption due to frictional
forces. The results obtained are new and may become important in providing design criteria for
VISqUS drives or to related design enginers.

1. ITRODUCTION technology, however, there are very few theoretical tools
available for designing ultralow incompressible film drives.

As high-density recording becomes a major headline for The objective of this article is to develop qualitative models
disk drive manufacturers, the technology of ultralow flying and to discuss issues relating to VLB drives, rather than de-
(less than two microinches in head-disk separation) becomes veloping funl-scale numerical simulation capabilities.
critically important. Decreasing the flying height increases
the storage density, but it also increases the tribological prob- 11. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
lems at the head-disk interface (HDI). The current generation
of drives operates in almost a full flying mode with limited The governing equation for the stress distribution under-
intermittent contacts between the slider and the disk surface neath the bearing surface of a slider is derived from the equa-
In order to achieve the demanded storage densities, however, tion of motion (Navier-Stokes equation for Newtonian flu-
the next generation drives will most likely operate in a re- ids) using the lubrication approximation and conservation of

gion of mixed flying and/or sliding. This mixed region will mass. Conventional bearings operate in an ambient air envi-
produce significantly more wear during normal operation un- ronment and are well established,4 while VISqUS-type
less technologies are implemented to decrease the number drives use a non-Newtonian liquid for the lubrication layer.
and severity of head-disk contacts. Equations ae developed below to describe the characteristics

There are many possible technologies being developed of the HDI that are applicable to these viscoelastic fluids.
which could achieve high-density recording while reducing The local velocity profile, v, and vy, can be expressed in
the tribmlogical problems of wear. Miniaturization of current terms of the normalized nth moment of fluidity, ',(z) which
air-bearing sliders produces lower-flying heights while mini- is defined as
mixing the impact force of head-disk collisions.1 The limita- S-'l (f)df
tion of miniaturization seems to be the tooling costs and r .(z)=fhIr, d . (1)
precision of fabricating extremely small slider (less than

20% of a full 3370-type slider) and integration problems Here 71is the position-dependent apparent viscosity and h is
asociated with the suspension and electrical leads. An alter- the film thickness. By neglecting inertial and external forces
native to this approach is to use an incompressible liquid film in the equation of motion, (i.e., VP=-V.i(), where P is
as the lubrication layer instead of a conventional air the fluid pressure and '- is the devistoic stress tensor which
bearing.• MiTe main advantage of using a viscoelastic liquid is a function of the shear rate y,),' the resulting velocity pro-
bearing (VLB) is the absence of contacts with the disk, file is obtained:
which limits the severity of the tribological and tribochemi- aP(
cal problems. This VLB technology, known commercially as vX=- [F 1(z)-ro(z)1J -L df+ V[1-ro(z)],
ViSqUS, could be advantageous for small form factor de-
vices containing a single disk, and a high-performance 500 and
megabyte drive operating at less than 1 W power comump-
tion mcould be feasible. Integration problems will be a major y=- [ r o d+ o

hudke to overcme in order for this tedhnology to be com-
meciafly feasible. In contrast to conventional air-bearing (2)
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whereV cdVym tex i componnt o the relative W/OER d() iog~ ig)]diskvelciy 1=vedloy proftcan eitegraw•.m scros R y)• +1, (7)
the lm thicknmess to yield an equation which determines the d(og*) ) (

emse (related to the density p) or normal stum compo- when R, is a reduction ftacto for tih slider (Le., R-=O.5
neat corfeponds to a 50% slider). The dependence of the load-

beaing capacity on molecular or operating variables can be

[I:(a 4.Kv! +'Kp'))dZ=O. (3) dtrie usingEq (7)and eithert rolgcameasurementdatad (usually expresse in log j7 vs log * form) or a consti-
tuive equation describ the functionality of these quanti-

For Newtonian fluids (such a noncondeed air), the aparent ties (e.g., power-law model of OstwaW2 and de WaCle 2 or
viscosity is homogeeous ova the entire film-. and the delas Carre aada's five-panmeter model'3). An order-of-
sical Reynos equation is obtained (maiming isothermal =mpin•i•eation can aso be obtained for ft pow=r con-
conditions) firo Eqs. (1)-(3). For non-Newtonin fluids, the sumpaiong,
apparent viscosity depends on the shear rate, which is a fuinc P/-Rvo,( y) v. (8)
don of position and velocity. 7herefor, (1) and (2)
should be included in mathematical model in order to cap- FEquatious (7) and (8) conmitute the primary results obtained
tune the spaial variation of *. This adds extra complexty to so far to predict drive performance. Even though the results
the formulation of a dosedfoem Reynolds type of equation.5  appear simple, they may provide qualitative design criteria
Note d for air bearn q cnalso be hought of as posi- for VB.
tion dependent, since the apparent slip at the suirfaces (origi-
nating from gaseous rarefaction effects) modifies the bulk orcontinuum viscosity. INI. M'ON-NEWTONIAN CON81TfUTNVE MOOELS

Due to the noulinearity of Eqs (2) and (3) and the corn- To illustrate the essence and utility of Eqs. (7) and (8),
plicated shape of the •ider rails, numerical solutions am re- the two-paranuter (m and n) power-law model,'2
quired to solve for the pressure distribution. For the air- i,=m•,`-1,can be used for the viscosity, shear rate relation-
bearing case, a lrge number of numerical simulations have ship. When n i 1, the Newtonian fluid model is recovered
been reported-7 -" For the VLB case, we discuss qualitative (applicable to air bearings). If n< 1, the fluid is described as
aspects of the mathematical models. Once the pressure (or "pseudoplastic" or "shear thinning" (applicable to VLB
normal sturm) distribution is obtained, a load bearing capac- technology), and if n> 1, the fluid is described as "dilatant"
ity W defined as or "shear thickening" (not useful for drive application). Ap-

wmjf(w~P,.~)dAplying Eq. (7) to the power-law fluid, recognizing the order-
W-f f (V.-P~Mb)dA (4) of-magnitude approximation, ý-vlh and o*llo&ccvlh2,a

scaling equation is derived as
can be calculated, where w, is the normal component of the Rfmn(ulh)"
total stress tensor [f,-=P+ rz,(j)] of the fluid and P,m is W(m,n)ac h (9)
the ambient pressure. Note that for generalized Newtonian
fluids, r,-=0. This value determines the force that the slider This result was compared with a finite-element simulation
can support while operating at a given height. In addition to code for Newtonian fluids, and showed excellent
W, the frictional drag force on the slider F is also an impor- agreement.' 4 Equation (9) relates the load-bearing capacity
tant design variable in order to minimize power consumption to the disk velocity v, film thickness h, and the rheological
P, in liquid bearing drives. F of the fluid can be obtained Properties of the film (through the parameters m and n). In a
from, similar manner, the dependence of P, on the operating and

molecular parameters can be derived asFfff r', dA, (5) Pc(m,n)0tR~nv(v/h)'.
=f (10)

Figure 1 shows the dependence of Wand P, normalized to
and P, due to the fluid may be computed as a Newtonian luid, on x for differing values of the shear raue

r r (ulk). As the fluid has more shear thinning behavior (de-
P, =f [f(v).v]-d,. (6) creasing x) the kod-bearing capacity for a gi wimm tick-

ness and disk velocity decreaes. There is also a correspond-
These additional quantities, F and Pe, are usually not studied ing increase in the power consumption as n is decreased.
in si-bearing modeling but are especially important in de- Thie phenomena increase in magnitude as the shear rat i
signing VLI drives. incresd

Although numerical solutons to Eqs. (2) aid (3) are For a given fluid, the orde of magnitude equations can
poasible, a simple order-o-magnitude analysis on Eqs (4) be used to determine the efect of operating parameters on
and (6) can capture moat of the essential dependencies of the drive paefrance. Figure 2 shows an increasw in power con-
load-bearing cacty and power consumption on the operat- sumption, as expected, when the disk velocity is increased.
ing parameters and fluid properties. For a generalized New- The increase, however, is not as severe as the fluid becomes
toeian fluid, by replacing the pessurre d nifence in Eq. (4) moe shear thinning. This is a major advantage of using non-
by an integrated Piu derivative one can obtain Newtonian fluids for the lubricating layer. Equation (9) can
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f~t) is a function which could be determined experimien-
also catre rlationshipe between drive operating param- tally. Models for 74t(y), such as various generalized Newton-
uteri5 auch as the dependence of the film thicknoess on disk ian rMes, 121

3
'1

6 
May be Used for the bulk Viscosity in this

velocity as shoa. in Fig. 3. functional fornm.
4 ~Many polymer films exhibit normal strem effects under

IV. DISCUIO AND SUMMAR high shear rate conditions due to stretching of the polymer

Maheatical modeling capabilities are critical for de.- chains. Under extremely high shear, polymers may also de-
ahignin a VIS disk drive. Valuable time; and effort could be grade. Fluids also exhibit an oversho~ot phenomena, implying
save if siuain meacrt nuht rdc h e that the stres is dependent on time or its history of deform-
formance of the HDI bame n drve an cosrutd tnion. Thlese microrheological effects have not yet been thor-
order for the simulations to be accurate, the physics of a thin oughly studied and applied to VLB applications.

film of noni-Newtonian fli negighg ha ae With a combination of order-f-magntude analyses and

ment be nWfC~t Corcl MWW numerical simulations using a physically realistic viscoelas-
proximatioes presnted above were based on the simplest tic constitutive equation. accurate predictions on VLB drive

genraind Newtoian folud model, namely dw Performanc could be obtained. T-he new results presented

model. Rigorous constitutive stressrpin eainhp [Eqs. (7) and (8)] provide qualitative insight into the behav-

surfs= tenion, ndth euffect oacnfned geoety algorithm7 an be used to numerically evaluate Eqs. (2) and
Ther is great concen &M th gpicabfit f ul (3) for coimparisonis with drive performance.
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Wear and stcton regimes of thin-film magnetic disks
Auten Bowen
Duk Engieenn& IBM Adoa, Rocheste, Munesota 55901

The mechanical integrity of a thin-film disk drive is determined by contact start-stop (CSS) testing.
Poor results in CSS testing are called either a wear or a stiction failure. Ambiguities are identified
between wear and stiction observations and properties of the head/disk interface that caused the
failure. The CSS test results are categorized into five wear and stiction regimes that are related to
the physical properties of the head/disk interface.

I. UNITROOUCTIMI types (UL, NL, and OL) are placed in 5% and 80% relative

The trend in magnetic hard disk drives is toward smaller humidity (RH) environments for various rest times. Rest
times are measured after the inside of the drive is acclimatedsizes. The sidemotor strigtorque available in tohheCFmaueet heSO ausaeaeae

smaller drives requires that the static coefficient of friction to the ambient RH condition. The rem time is the time the

(SCOF) be less than 1.0 at each head/disk interface. This magnetic head is in contact at one location on the disk prior
to the SCOF measurement. The SCOF values are averaged

requirement on the SCOF is the dominant failure mode in for the three drives in each category and given in Figs. 1, 2,
small drives rather than the historic failure mode of visual and 3. The rest times and RH conditions arelaken in randomwear. For completeness, visual wear is included in this study, ad3 h ettmsadR odtosaelkni mo

wear Fo copleenes, vsua wer i inlude inthi Stdy, order. T'he linearity of the data indicates that the SCOF of thebut it is only one of five regimes that will be addressed. re.Telnaiyo h aaidctsta h CFo h
butit is onlyoned of fiveF regimes tha ontact wio head/disk interface is reversible prior to CSS cycling. The
Stiction is defined as a SCOF response to contact start-stop three figures show that high stiction occurs at lubricant thick-
(CSS) wear cycles when visual wear is not present. Tribol- teeies that hib h stiULion great lubr han thenesses that are both less (UL) and greater (OL) than the
ogy models, which include why high stiction occurs at low nominal thickness (NL).
lubricant thickness, are discussed.

II. SCOF WITHOUT CSS CYCUNG IN. WEAR AND STICTION REGIMES AFTER CSSCYCLING
Thin-film disks with the same surface roughness are lu-

bricated to give four different thicknesses. A polar perflno- The effects of lubricant thickness and surface roughness
ropolyether lubricant is applied on top of the outer carbon on the SCOF are measured after CSS cycling. The texturing
layer. The disk's thin-film structure is common in the mag- and lubrication process paraometers are different for each disk
netic recording industry.' The lubricant thickness is mca- type. The disk roughness is measured using a contact stylus
sured using an optical ellipsometer and categorized in order profilometer. Prior to CSS testing, ad disk types in this sec-
of increasing thickness as follows: underlubricated (UL), tion behave like those of type NL of the previous section.
nominally lubricated (NL), overlubricated (OL), and exces- The measured SCOF values at 80% RH and any observed
sively lubricated, wear are given in Fig. 4. Visual wear is defined as any con-

Each of the four types of disks are nuilt into three iden- tinuous wear scar visible on the disk surface at 50 times
tical hard files modified to measure SCOF All measurements magnification. The wear and stiction values of Fig. 4 indicate
are done with less than one revolution of the spindle and for that five regimes can be identified. The five regimes are sum-
this study that is considered a "no CSS cycling" situation. marized in Table 1. Data from Figs. 1, 2, and 3, along with
The excessively lubricated disks have large stiction values the investigation below, support the identification of the five
(SCOF>4.0) and are not tested further. The remaining three regimes in Fig. 4.

2 JA • .... IWE1in
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FIG. 1. SCOF for type UL disks wilhn CSS cyclin. FIG. 2. SCOF for type NL disaks without CSS cyding.
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NqO. 3. SCOF fix type OL diem without CSS qd€ing

The observing of high SCOF values caused by high lu-
bricant thickness is well ducumented2"3 The rest time depen-

SIV. FUrM IN•JEYIT'IUM dency for thick lubricant layers is explained by the "micro-

All the data in Fig. 4 are taken after the same number of descent" of the head into the lubricant layer.
4 

For thick
CSS cycles and the same rest time at 80% RH. The effect of lubricant layers (Fig. 3), the increased SCOF values with RH
the number of CSS cycles on the SCOF for different regimes are caused by the interaction of water vapor with oxygen on
is investigted in this section. Experimentation is done with a the backbone of the lubricant molecule. Scanning tunneling
single head in a special drive so the onset of visual wear can microscopy is used to detect the presence of water on lubri-

be determined. Disks from regimes one and two are used to cant molecules.
5 A lubricant molecule with water vapor is

measure the SCOF versus the number of CSS cycles. A typi- attracted to both the hydrophilic head and disk.

cal result is given in Fig. 5. This particular test is terminated The increase in SCOF by CSS cycling of regime four

at 16 000 cycles when wear is first observed. High and low disks is due, in part, to a change in the lubricant's surface

stiction are noted on these low lubricant thicknesses disks distribution. The CSS cycling appears to micropool the lu-

before visual wear. bricant around regions of head/disk contact. The recovery

Figure 6 shows typical SCOF values for disks from re- seen in the Fig. 6 insert suggests the pooled lubricant areas
gime four with up to 30 000 CSS cycles. CSS cycling is need about 1 week to equilibrate. Recovery is not total as
terminated at 30 000 cycles since the SCOF is no longer some mn-in of the high contact summits occurs and not all
increasing rapidly. No visual wear is detected. The SCOF pooled lubricant will uniformly redistribute itself due to the
recovery after CSS cycling is measured for 1 week following immobilizing effect of the functional -Ad groups on the

ihe termination of cycling. The insert in Fig. 6 shows the lubricant.6

SCOF values over 1 week for equal intervals of time be- Visual wear caused by lo% lubricant thickness is well

tween measurements. Significant, but not total, recovery is known.
37 

HigM and low values of SCOF prior to observing
observed. wear are shown in Fig. 5. The cause of the initial increase in

SCOF in Fig. 5 is the same as for type UL dislks of Fig. 1.
The luuricant in these two cases does not form a complete

V. DIISCUSON monolayer and this allows water vapor to form a meniscus at
the head/disk interface.! Very small wear particles are

The reversibility of SCOF values without CSS cycling formed from the unlubricated contacts during CSS cycling.
indicates that measurements are made without significantly The small particles cause the SCOF to drop as they become
disturbing the surface distribution of lubricant or without re-
ducing the disk's peak heights. After CSS cycling, the SCOF
measurements are irreversible and dependent on initial lubri-
cant thickness and roughness values (or regimes).
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FIG. 4. Sctieu and wear reglm easr CSS cyeling. FIG. 5. Typicat SCOF vs CSS for Ngime ot or two diskm.
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Alm he tbleshows dhat auction measurements slowe cano be
ca I ued to determine the regime ofma unknown disk Mws dif-

at low lubuicant whiktnesses. Efforts to determine tie regime
6 ~~beloagift to anunknowndisk are hurwhercofmplicated by the

4 1
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VReoordIng -mlk -rpd an -ee bound*
J. A. O~u*Art, D. 0. ParWs. R. S. I dciaa umd M. W. Maile
D -W W affkcu~gora nE~ wd, Wkshggw UuW-=%j St La.4M WsOWV 631V30d99

Theu efec of such medium propertes as magnetic unit aim, film thiacluews and strengt of
aniotropy, dIpobas and exehnge itewractions on the sramp capacity limit of a thin-fim recording

medium as investigated. Ralelatbionps are derived for media with different propertiea that have
equivalest capacity. The physically realizable rang of material properties and their effect on ths
caact bound wre explored. Rtesuts an edge effeacts for capacity bound computations are presented.
The mhInicaeta m&frwhihanstrpy a th dominantource ofmagnew nergy have

have slm -'*umfective fields, due to exchange and dipolar interactios it-
Recnt easremntshav shwn he edim niseis spectively, in dimensional and normalized form,

largely repeatable, suggesting that it is generated by a pe--
manen magnetic microstructure of the recording medium. 1. HHR+Bd, b-h,+hd. (2)
These measurements motivate a model of the recording me- The exhag fie k, is geeae by the neghoring tiles.
dium comnprisng fixed magnetic structures Slt have devised Usin i to ine h f egbrtls, mad Mi, to denote
such a model.? It has many features of other micromagnetic
medium tessellation models,"5 but requires less compute the cneso~i~ng mnagnetizations, we may write
dion. Vft model a variety of media by varying Parameters
which represent the physical properties of recording media. H KKM. (3)
These parameters include tie size, film thickness, and
strngth of amnistropy, dipolar, and exchange interactions. A tUe dipolar field R, Is generated by the magnetic dipole
tile represents a single-domain nflcroarflctural entity, an moments of all other tiles in the meditum. These dipole mo-
may correspond to a single Fain, a part of a grain, or a ments are the product of the tiles' magnetizations with their
cluster oftgrains. volumes. Using similar notation, we may write

Boundsaon soage capacity of magnetic recording sys-
tems have been computed based an models of their physical ~ A( 2 M) 4
Operation.' We have presented a method to compute upper
bounds on the capacity of an ensemble of media and a singe
medium, Wrespective at the read and write transducers.'O The where A, representi; the appropriate linear operation to gen-
bound on the capacity of a single recording medmium serves erate the magnetostatic field at the Wie under examination
as a bound on the capacity of any recording system using due to the ith Wie in the sum. The dependence of A, on the
that medium for storage. The inclusion of readwit tran- -parameters from Table I is
ducers will reduce this capacity. The capacity bound is based(5
on an argument that only stable states of the model may be ~ ld 5
used to store information. Thus, an estimate of the number Of Jbu; proportion rersents the inverse relationship of field
stable states of the model provides a fundamental upper limit majgnitude with the cube of the distance between the source
to the capacity of information soage possible for a given dipole and the teat point. Equattions (1)-(5) imply that the
medium. The capacity bound as computed in units of infor- field components vary according to12

mation bits per single domain magnetic We. This capacity
can be transformed into the more mald capacity measure of h,-KM 2IK., h,_8M2 IdKa. (6)
bits per unit of medium area based on the Wie sine. When the model parameters are varied, the total magnetic

hieldf at a Wie is unchanged if both proportionality factors of

N. EQUIVALENT MEDIA E.()a nlm d

Table I displays the parameters of the medium model
Thie interactions of the tiles which make up the medium do- TAME . Meg- -add pU-EL
peead ,on these parameters. Through this dependence, the pa- W of

ra &as dtrmn the medium storage capacity.

The energyofa tileis determined by the normalized ICfez i"sh il

to the mimoeopy filW as in Puto, 11' ~ rf

b-D/H,, where H,-2KJIM. () N*1 A

I APPL Phy& If (10), 15 NOW 4 OOU14S7WM/Nl75 1W5W"=0194AS.OOs~t fft" S
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If ve reprsnt amedium byaquintuple of itsparme- -
etrsand use the symbol w to indlicate that two media gin-
arate the asam normalbud field values, we conclude for mny
positive values of the medium parameters

Tus, two parameters suffice to describe the influvence of all
parameters on the behavior of the medium model. We

my represent a medium by a quintuple, (kI111,or of grid points within the parameter ranges. 71e largest square
eqiaetyby the pair (K,,S). 1The parmeteus (K.,,I) in medilum patch for which a direct count of stable states may

ormodel are similar to the parameters h,. h., in the nu- be used to exactly compute the capacity bound in reasoinable
merical simulation work of Zhu nd Berrai 1 time using our simulations and computing resource is a 5X5

Our method for computing capacity bounds depends on medium. Figure 1 displays the capacity bounds comiputed for
the normalized field values. According to the model, a state a single 4X4 medium in bits par tile as a function of the base
of the medium is stable if cach tile in the medium has a 10 logarithms; of its trarisfonned parameters K,' and 0'. The
magnetization stable against reversal. That is, the normalize use Of a Slightly smaller patch allows a larg number of
field at each tile does not force the tile's masgnetization to stimulations to be nut. A plot of the average of the capacity
reverse direction. Thiso reversal test does not consider thermal boundst for 50 consecutive media has a similar shape. Note
effct. Effectively, the model represents a medium at abso- by comparison of the definition of K,' and 6' with Eq. (6)
lowe zero. Furhermore, roato of mantzto off the that the puaraetersK.' Said S correspond to the relatve mag-
easy axis are not permitted. Reversals of direction along the flitdes of the exchange and dipolar field components.
eay axis are the only variations of tile magnetization ac- Law patcelis reinr sttsia usyi to estimate the
counted for by this model. The easy axe of the ties are number of stable states N. As the patc size Increases N
independently genersted from a uniform distribution. The re- decreases; assa fraction of the total number of states. Estifin-
suits depend on the choice of distribution for the may axes; mqgN by a Monte Carlo simulation corresponds to estimating
Other distributions have been veStigate&.Z14 This MOde the probabiity of a Stabl State, assumniug a Iniforii distrlbu
constrains each tile to two magnetic gaes. ifsa medium has lion on possible states. This event grows rare as the patch
N stable states, the information storage capacity of that: me- Sim Increases, and Mionte Carlo simulation fails to estimate
dium is bounded above, by logs N.'0 The constraint of two the probability of such a rae event in reasonable time. More
states per tile implies an absolute maxtimum possible storage powerfu coputationlal methods are needed.
capacity (when all states of a medium are stabl) of I bit per One strategy to increase comnputational power is to

tile. implement simulations on a massively parallel architecture.
Thus, W oodude that two media which produce the Such a noiplementatio has been developed, and it does

Same proportionality factors in Eq. (6) share the same capac- improve computational efficiency. As an example, the mes-
ity bound in bits per tile. Mtrying the tile size yields difrent Sifely Parallel implementation can sample and evaluate
capacities in bits per unit area among wh wecl qia staes of a 32X32 medium approximately 12 times faster
tent media. than a single processo implementation., At present, this im-

provement is not sufficient to generate reliable estimates for
IN. APAMyM~ AND CAPACITY VALUE large patches in reasonable tins, although umproved sam-

Tabe 11 displays; ranges of pariamee values which in- h mtosaebigtued
dlude physically realiable Media. When these paramete
ranges awe transformed into the two-variable paramnete space I.EG FET
(K,.9), a bounding rectangle may be drawn around the set Althougha full computation of capacity bounds for large
of phlysically reahizable pwarameers, yielding transformed pa- numbers of tiles is not feasible at present, we can character-
remter ranges, ize the edg effects resulting from model simulations of

10- 4 -GK;.K102, 1lO6,.lo" (8 small numbers of tiles, We study the son of equivalen media
1 (8) represented by tramniorined medium parameters

To estimate the variation of the capacity bound over these (K,',#)"(0.1S,7.8X 10), a medium near the middle of our
pueasM d.,t capacity bound was computed for a ad parameterranges. A simulatioan wsrut toillustrase theeffet
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We have b~sinvlad the dependence ofdo iefudemental
Hsuat ci g capacity cfia .sdiam on piftytical prop-
arties. Our anlyi hasnshow that these us media with dif-
SKOeM paramete values which have the -am drq cmpac-

_______ ______ y. Miedia my be prouped heo equivalece classes by this

anayss and .,whch co mqim aay berp o unm d bia armte
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ u(KJF). Iarp values of K. lead to mAl values ofboth

tile, the largest pome1bl1 capacity consistent with the meditum
\1madel used. T1is in"a"e thot media fAN Which aimsoeOpy is

&a dminnt r ofmagnetic eunrgy have the greatest
potntal ixisbnotin oraL hevalue of K. necesary

to achieve such a medium Sive other mediuma properties can
NO od IIN V M k be computeduvalng Eq. (7)mad Fig. 1.

The computed capacity boundg do not decreasemne -
tonically with larg values ofiK. and I as mighti be expected

sf ll patch sam on the magnetic G ofeloc randomly gem- on physical prounds, but reach nonzero, platas This effect
ased media. A medium wan constructed in steps, beginning may be an artifact cauaed by the constraint precluding Mag-

with a 3X3 medium, and adding a new square ring of Wals at netization rotaton; it will be removed in future wor&
ecut sep (waftn a UXS, U7.7 etc). The magnetic field of
the center tile was examined at cub step. This simulation

wa u svrl rwto cl~2 lectreslsaoevera vrsandomly ~ S Gat o

Figure 2plotsth magnitude oftemagnetic fild vesu
the weep in the construction, for several ru of the simulatswokwsionrtdi.ptb NFGan o

field changes relatively lidte. Thes indicates that the field a
tile at the center of a randomly generated 17X17 medium '. HovlL& dw M .W M W MTn M*serves an a good representation for the field at a tile in the * MAG- II339h P192.. .Idc.adUW iia EETm
anterior ci a larger randomly generated medium. Similar ex- 2J It. Nabsi.t P.D. &eam Dapawtmc* of SEdlcal Eqineea& Wadi~-
periments may be run with other choices of medium param- 3guon Uaivu Dab-Deebe 1991.
Mers. L A.AOS imy D. 0. Pounea RL S. IndiA ad W. W. Muilec, in Pfo-

For thewe parameters, it appears that an 8-tie-wide bor- coadiop of the 30th Maiten Conkneiaon Coma. Cont.. an CoWp,
1992, p. 792.der around a smail patch will produce small patch capacity 'U. wwo1 and a. oue. cowqntL Phyn. 4,291 (1990).

bounds with reduced dependence on the patch size. For ex- 5
1.0. Zhian d IL N. DetAn J. Apl. PhyL . M,04 (1991).

ample, we randomnly geeae and evaluate do sability of 'J.-G. Do d IL N. Blti. J. APPt. Phy.. 0, 4709 (1991).~~ ~C. A. Prec A n. L 9ILf UK MM n TML p. MAG244 22A7 (1988).the center 5X5 collection of dien within a randomly gem-6 'C D. 11eeprdk A. Duel-HRe~. nd IL Kd~uauothy, MME Teane In-
aued 25X25 medis. The capacity bound estimated for an en- bm. Thomy U-37, 712 (1991).
semble of isolted 5X5 media based on 10' aamples is 0.44 'S. W. tddmanfUh m D. L Nwahe0 MDE Tanm MaW MAC-"9, 59
±0.02 bits per tile. The capacity bound estimated for an (99)
eneembie of 5X5 cores in a 2SX25 medium, baaed on 10' i A.u O'Sullv DA4. 0. 6 (IM)e~ .S uk uU .MteI
samples is 0.30±0.05 bits per tile. As expected, the latter 'I fw Pr m v. 1 aam m P amei Fibr Demewaeif Landau, 1964). p.
capacity is smailer due to the increane in the effective field S&
m agntdsin tecndu ote effect of the otrm ring..47 Thebo UsPmJA0e iYSnidy, I.muLLbe~c~
larg dIff erenc between the two motivates further study of as..G. z2am wd IL N. Dwowna. MEE T=Le Map. MP.G47,3 33(1991).
large media. "X b aind KuI N. Bwftam. HUE T=L Mean. IMC-2 317 (199).
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Hbd Oletmqig of freak edge bhigin flelds on msoo-rdo medi
FLD. owneWit we1. a. ma"qavz

ZakwONu PWPoeIkdm. $11016a GO mud D16%e caweg Patt Mwylm1d 2MO

1isecapshifty In impg individual vector omponmts of Aufc mWgetc bide lonil m be
devlopd eostly ad tinooqomtuuectvetechniqu bat bee applied to understand the fiel

distrbutios of eodd ate Apr from the comumonly maimerd -is-plan component in the
betls 1 hetrrkH 5,.a a-trm oompasrd, asbeen obseved along e dges.While th

H. seminsipsdew aie -5 " aa etsfin atealy from m. edge, a H, .fiedmages
revea localized bright and dark spoem on both sides of the ftrac This suggests that par of mutually
opposite magetic dipole layer parsist on both edge which ar oriented transerse to the track
direction. A systemmatic investietio was made of these side fringing flelda to understanid their
behavior sea function of recording wavelength.

L NYRODUCIIO where H, and H, refe to the in-planme components along the
of ~ co~ju..in U _ ackad cram-track directions, respectiel, while H, is the

trac receting. ~ =vertical component of the field. The angle 0 is the inclination
r wert acitrcdingZis atie dipootionatenra sei the of the probe relative to fth surface normal and # defines its

high resolution immaging fbc depatclryb m
am tramnmission electron mcocp.Ankm ta eaiesniiiybtenTei-lm n u-fpa

studied side writing with e"mphasin establishing the differ- byvrng wcaa-
ears hwen srogiyorentd eti, 1  ledt the in-plane coamponent to be preferentially imgd

Byun bete comp care d sthdierencl es in mageicdomawine In these experiments, the probe wasnie at -niclm
Byui erA cmpard te dffeence inmageticdoiain timof 0-30% and the angle # was varied between ( n

effitut of hea pole losur lan te bi-cl sh Ms 90P The patterns which we studied were recorded on thin-
effect ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fl oftrpi headd poegoeryoihsi-clkhp3 ot -* medi& with H,-957 Oe and

recenty, Kawabe and Judy focused on the micromagnebic M,=1.4 menku/cn2 An 18 tarn inductive thin-film head
structures Which exhibited Clockwise and coneclockwise with 14 p~m leading and 11.5 pin trailing pole widths was
magnetic vortices and showed that the transiton w'ere l sdt creame these patterns at fixedi current 7iie bt iirax was
at the track edges than at the cetes. c extend those adjustedi by varying the bead field h-'----' while keepin

g i misenitie mesasuement by inmaging the distut- th o velocity constant.
bution of specific mangneto-fleld vector comnponent of re-
corded patterns at a fixed distance from the surface. We point
out that the present method responds to the field-producing EL REULTS AND DISCUSSIO
(curl-lu) component of the magnetization and is therefore a A. H, mWH haqee: Edge -sNeets
natural complement to the above electron microecopies
which massmma the non-field-producing (divergence-free) The difference between the ortthooa in-plan urfac
Component of the magnetization' field comiponents for a single recorded track is shown in Fig

In this article we first discuss some intriguing features of 1. In Fig l(a), the azimuthal orientation of the probe mmag-
side writing. as obsewved principally by using two distinct netization was nomninally aligned parallel to the track so that
component immaging schemies, namel, on-track (H,) sewd- the contrast is due to the component in this direction (H,).
liye and cromm-tack (H,) sensitive imqtngg modes, Vk then This is distinguished from Fig, 1Ib), where the Probe wan
discuss their behavior asa funtio of recording wavelength, oriented 9W with respect to the track direction and the image

contrast is mainly fron the field component along the crom-
L tr~~ack direction (H,). A long-wavelengt pattern (X-20 m
L XP W~ffwas deliberately used to yield ston contrast and to render

Immages of the surface Asd wet obtane by mantc the features more prominently.
forc tenelig roco07 Daicaly ~ Figur 1(a) showe the usual bright and dark pattern cor-

ftscescaning ummslingmicrocopyý16 asiclly his esponing o a erimagnetization alongati alogthe
nmmgenerat e2D maipping ofir, gmetic-inihaced debtc- x 'du eide kh eta rc region, we see substan-
ti faprobe an a function of its positio on the surface. tial field extenson from die edges whose intensity gradually

The eletio oftheproe h whih povies he ontast dindumeis. with increasing distance from the edge In this
maehbmie, is related IDto the loAlMi by the ISI5Ioh37 specific case, the skide patew can be detected up to a liatral

Azrmin U(oe 0 cue #I.+coa *sin #M,+Wsn OH), distance of 4 Am from the edge, which is a significant frac..
(1) ton of fth pole width. Vk point out, howeve4 that thin mumm-

ISM IAppL. Phi& 7 1(t%9.if May W4e OWU M"M7109t MA~LOO 0 184 Asurudm kutsntb of P~Im
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be, was not corrected for out instrumental broadening, and
tdo actual disanc may be somewhat sbiorter." The aide, pat-
Meens appear to make an oblique, angle of roughly 4?0 with

the brack direction and in the direction of head motion This
sumeat the presence of an ancillary edge magnetization
which was preaiunably created by fth aide fthngig field of
the recording head, The characteristic shape of the side pat-
tern, iLe., the slant in the direction of head motion, may be M. W& Maadoo wo m a co.
attributedI to the motion of the media in a varying head -OW am (a a s j & W (H,), md (b)
fiedld" and may have bee further sagravated by fth uneven a-weak or Iumva ON bid tag
pol gometry of the recording heaid. The crone-track corn-
ponent image i Fig. 1(b) shows a markedly different feature
of the aide patterns. Instead of the side eutensious, we find a ventional systemi requiring the ful brack width for sgalW
saersa of alternatin bright and dark stripe which are local- detection.
imed along the edges. The crone-track diatance saepratin two VIf now facus on the subtleties; of these obaervations.
associated stripa ia about 16 inn, which is 2 jam longer than Note that the variations in the interior of the track in Fag
the leading pole width of the head. These Goeld patterns, 1(b) are not due to the H, conmponent peraistng at these
which po u n arwise on both aides of the trackt inmuttually regiona since there aa negligibly arnal H, field at thecetr
opposite directious, were clearly produced by a component of the track. Rather, these awe due to residual contribution
of magneftiztiontasesl oriented with respect to ath from the vertical field component H. which aa given in Eq.
track %%e nfe tha thin cross-track magnetization waa cre- (1), mimse with the nominally H,,-aeasitve imaging scheme.
ated by the y component of the recording head Aded which is T'hin point becomes clear if we consider the image of a track
concentrated mainly near the edges of its poles. with the aame wavelength but uneven magnetization pattern

It is interesting to note that since these edg stip are showain theineset.In thisncanewhen the bit sinemisn=4the
¶ correlated with the magaetidmo pattern of the main track, z component is greatly reduced which ceauses the edge strips

thun the sam te infomation contained, temin pattern can, to appe-armor promounced. The degree of differentiation
in principle, be obteaind by reading the tide stripe, Ins-ead into individual components in depenident upon the; specific
Employing these edges either as tracking servo or data chan- pater and fied components other than the preferential com-
whnei ay be appealing since these edge stripe are intionicafly ponent can similarly interact with the imaging
locaizd, having widths of lees than a Micron. A system probe.7 Nev~ertelss this feature of the tecnique, has Waso
using these edges as recording channel may he abl to alwdus to aoberve some interesting features of the sid
achieve a much aege track density in coprio with con- bend. Close examinaetion of Fig. 1(b) reveal that each indi-j PLfqý%e 7 &16i a IO eanvxý Majiergoy ad suale US?
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vided -* 0* Isasf cup da & -* at4mam wd locb s at pofing mai asuh olsabdth Hu >H. ear-

vokaW s. t~he img of w am asmai bof - ,uihl aeb a dat mabs g ais~ M
ahupyb inm do are a m SM adw & emiNa see high

of an PWOM d *2 luinswu hus- we m assh i- ,4 at the -6o oe and midway b -wu sma.
maw ft a*n a be4coping! ofnpn at *.ref inis Ues lim sI ae - nsi with the H, WdVabe

I ill di s.losigthemelt&*sectmand in ag- aS N .isf (). The tm~ I .. u, .I - f Sm width

or agiv Mak dooka th 1 1 -a mu whil e maimgngnde wus pnkushusie m
VUS 0 in Shi. we ~ex n the sallomii wham WO My, the pteore appea So have larg H, AMd coteta -well

maupot a*m dipoles ofappt Ipa I "blu ama at So boesme at thae i --- is saacb atrse dom do
whsmeass Smthodb rwigoss ,landm the ady. to Asm a ff, edg Aded. Pieurt-a we observe dWhat edge ammo.-

qusangools b i bian Isu F N .ft b) Sue tha bba get mut oallsei and do'snk weahema mang
show very N*i cok"buiat hie do ta the eS " of our -f apily with wavelen.ob is c. l withedgethe
amauhayla sed melania so dedi inagesulandotue WASsmbgm as ft 2(a). She" helS acm-hsack separation
thdas., ft nap Suo a quali t hp I II- b &aMtn betee Sm a ede ndumeumi born omaer imeisr
ti c.an Peris at hSu gew ohm thin wud sample Sm fixed at 13 pm at ilataredlfte wavelingS. and is riedue
medis to be able to sustals vmy sharp dlemsco uitin in Sm by a micron at Sme shortest wavelengths, Thuse obvatssice

fayntmbln 4- Ceti rcsecba wt upl htteaiiyo h e head to produce acrs
of *a mspe.suatm wear the -ands may be enselsticaly track magnatization declines quickly with frequenicy. and Sat

cho W WM a em theai pmadk boeig ofeluai Sme reording and tok

sa or characterize Sue edge efdb aSm waeC- Sme outcome of a particular bead and field couthisetion. This
le S I ilod to vaue dow to fe - a-. yla workt was done on isotropic media and it would be interest-

and understand howr SMe edge pate- and Sme effective uack- 1115 to coi q 1e our bervadous with highly oriented media.
width bahee is Sme r r Hn wavelengt is decrease&. We Mvrhls iti la Wsmlaeumaging of the
define be eaffiecie trackwiftdsthe- Sm a - f th S mano* filtc ndCU * 6M component revea signfcat
pla Sme widt at beth side patters;m mad we dellm Sme insights an recording characteristics.
bound"y betwemn Sme mm mauk edge and side Wrteni
giam in , imagin as Sm iseneethso at imaginary line
dr.e mum Sm Ua& with a similr lMoe warn Sme side We are graiefu to J. (Jorcuyca and Prateamr M. H. Kay-

leorad anegio an Murated in dnbi Um. in Flig. 1(a). det at Data Storage Systems Canter, Carnegie Mellon Uni
Figure 2 shows some representative c Impeau-resalved veraity, for helpful disaalamo and for prepain Sme samples

inmae for vasiom Patter wavelengthl ranging from 10 to nsed in this experiment
2.2 putL In Fig. 2(a), we find thattSm lateral exten of Sme side
wri.e amea diminish more or less proportional to Sme re- 'T. C Arnwh~nL L. Nmellp, P. bL einat, rd R. A. Fate L. ApiL.
corded wavelength, reduced from 3 pm at X-10 pun, 1 AM 2 ftys. 6% 47111(199).
fbrX?=3jpm. ndilqrett a = m y oadsn C Dym 0. C Red. L OUUI. It. C Uidtmrd J Ng, J. Apl.
a larg number of imagra similar to those in Frig. 2, we es- sfy .SN (1991).MOU 47(92

tablished some characteristic en in Sme behavior of Sme 4LA. BWMqUs M Tim M@V. IMA-U, 671(1Ing).
main track width From Sme loogest wavelength (x-'20O m) SX D. Gomm ULS lhxebA. A. Mty, aed L D. MayugaOz APPL ft
down to about k-3 pm Sme width imsmom or les Coed" at a A Ok o 19
15 p~m (I pms greater than Sme hand pol width), bu MS.D. Ab im U.S.# 2Wke (1". A d.dLD auy.lS
labea gradually at shorter wavelengths up to About 13 pms. RS.D. Go= L D. &eayupyz rd U. S. Brks (dmu I Ikp)
im, Sme effctive trackuridth IhorteIig is a two step pro- &CL R 1 @1 ad.A & INtI M MEE Thus. Map. MAG-13, 1457

cown First, occurring frm long tointuermeditate recrding ,(19M

waveenghsSm ide emnomaautom catram hi Sm D. L~adh, SMm. T M.bk@ MAG-IS. 1440(1977)
VOCIM A6 % We I' OR~ttion V*A1 ft L A. Is~y -13 Tarn 160 MAG-S, 361 (1986).

maskntrackmim at shout 1jstwider than Sme leading nL D. Mqgp aA. A. Aft LD.Gommada R L RwheJ. Appl
Pole. Thus, at extremely thort wavelengths, Sm mainsak ,I US& ft 79(1993).O
width deoet Nkewise and ajeade a value dam hI Io 'T. Lb. L A. Ckba t IL. M.5. 1.- Ore, -i SI K~u. lUSH M

Tam Aft MAO-U 710 Of"s.
the oveag pole width. V& specumeteoda thatmne Sm mai- "r- D. Ma red R D. Do"i Ipt @- Adrm.~ 111 1~t. .bpw
fade ftlim head hield dinisisbas with inureaing fre queeny,' O*aw-b, IS67) p. 25 ad Iae. tub
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Cacuaions ofthbe movtic A"hi emsanatig fom. raeu aSWIM dha constains an inhittie
sobe o idmikalo traclis an pre1-te1 The solution ae- obtained by sasumbig that the

mollsoantion is Ism thsooh e thijasnesat theffil and cambe repesun'edby Foure knu
ia the other two, dheswns. S&Ins are obtained for be ath ougldiaal and vuWaticulw& To
make thate =Imk asM Fouder dIab"'o ame obtained with atetn trasitons; that are both
q ,U~v andi itmp at maThsmagnet~ic f eldsarete uedtocaculat~e tevoltagefom an

ido~pdined Ihu th bn Bt m ontpntvotagecaned by tacwidthtackseparationhead
Segl- -I. and iasot bhf cam them be calculated. Examples wre givas and it is shown tha

the eilt can be huge Is Ito the tande infnit track width calculations, when the track width
or the tusel asporaden became aonemprab to the recorded wavelvenfth

L INTNO11UCTIOU The first magnetization pattern we will consider a in the
In te sminl aricl by~s, ~ mgneic l~ x direction. Tis would correspond to longitudinal recording
In te smina aricleby dla ' th maneti filds and can be written asfrom a reording sunrhee were calculated uSWAM" anm ifi-

aite track width. Sumc them three have been numerous ar- M-~ ,. i xcs otiie inteWrh: that have mtamised the effects of finifte L mukrceky()
track w~thi6 bet they have ~lay been for isolated tracks.nj
7b our knowledg, the problem hoo never bee. attacked in its where M, is the saturation magnetization. L.. are the nor-
entirety, for Multiple ftra. realized Fourier coefficoentsand k, and ky wre the wave

In order to detemnine the effects daft ite track widths, Iubr in the x and y directions (k,=2*a/)L,,
we have calculated the nmagnti fields from a recorded eam- k,.s2*mA,) while X, and k, are the wavelegths. Th1is rep-
face cotaining an infinite number of identical traks; Once reaentation as for a magnetization that as symmetric and or-
the magnetic flekls are determined, mensurable quantities pedtidve. Vie could, of courae, further generalize this by in-
such as the voltage from a magnetic recording bead can be dluding phase angles for a nonsymmetric eae or Fourier
calculated. Vie have performed numerous amac calculations integrals for a nmoeepeditve cae.
and the resulta can be compared to the same quantities cal- We will obtain solutions for 0 in three regions: (I) above
culated hor an infinite track width. For the read beand voltages the film, (W) in the fIlM- and (HI) below the fim. The three
we show the e1fect of rack widths and track separations on soluations wre
the output volages. % show that these effects can become
significant wha hen* wnveantk of the signal approaches the 00) - 7,O 00 *?e-bon k, coae k~y,()
Width Ofthetrack.

L. THEORY X.0

The magnetic medium is a thin film of tinesJin the 41M .kok o y 3
z direction and infinite extnat in the x and y directions. Viek,, 3

-sm that the malspetiatio is unifiorm through the thic-
see of the medianu and can be rPpreene by Fourier series (I ~~=Ecmk ody 4
is the other two d1e1ias The magnetic fied H in the
absence of asy cu ets, cam be writease the gradient of a
scalar potental, MH=-VO. The scalar potenial, muot satdy where k- ;0k-+kl. These solutions were obtained by using:
the equation V2*tb4wV.M, where M is the magntdaionm in (i) the symmietry of the problem (N) the fact doet must
the tbl-fllm mfess. TUB lettw equation comes from the vanish at z-±-, (iii) the method of seperation of variables
ceustiAte equation85-H+4vM,anddte*Aiuwel's equ*- and (Iv) the fact that the trigonometric functions form a Cora-
t101 V-0-0. We have seumdthe calculatios hr the plete crthogonal set.
usnow ti c ,epeqouato. D-pHf+4u'M, but hor The coefficients is Eqs. (2)-(4) may be determined by
teehe sal of tyI we wil pesent her theoe Whr requiin the continuity of the normael 8 and the transverse N
Psrl in the dA- m medium. at tesraeso h im zO--Te eut r
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*(o--wMiL ... (l-e-jk,/kZ, (5)

(6)

#=m2vM ,L~.(l -,'k~lk 2 , (8) -0.

determined by putting the frknehom Eqs.5-B)it
the aoiumoda Eqs (2)-(4) mand calculating temagnetic-
field components

For perpendicular recording the magsptizatioe will be in
the z direction, mad can be written as

MN=-M 3y P... cosn kxz cos koy. (9) 0

TU slutons illbe the same as for the longitudinal cowe
except fo he term in Eq. (3) which will now vanish

sinc V-M O inall three regions. The coefficients can now 1
be calculated as before with the result for the (I) region
Sime by200

08(j. -2gvM5  .(I -e-ka)/k. (10)

Ut have chose the relative phase for the magneti-
tion diatrbutions in Eqs. (1)mand (9) to bethe sumeanWal- 16
lace. The fields that we have calculated reduce to thos fiond
by Wallace, who used comspletely different techniqlues, in the0.
limit of one Fourie component (k,-ok, k,-+0). Wallce .10
showed that the fieds above the medium are identical for 2
longiudna and vertical recording. Our results show that thi
is no longer true if ky*0. -2

Vallace als calculated fth fields inside a high- 1
permeability head by using the method of images. In our 02

case, this would correspond to adding a fourth regon above
th reodn ei hre8-, I& o si h Fla. 1. 3D atmtaam of the aiqsedc4utd campuama: (a) H,(ry), (b)H=0 - l,(z.Y). and Wc)H,(xy).

ity of the head. We would then have to add an exponentially
increasing solution in the region between the head and the
Mim and then proceed as before. The modificatios are the The coefficients that would represent the muagnetizatio
same as those found by Wall=c and, in particular,. the field distribtion in the y or trac width direction are give by
inside the hea is found to be the am as the field previously 2-z.(~ ) m
found above the film except multilie by the factor 215/(AL =e[va(~ ) sin m m>O,
+1). WNW

Y'W+-b ' m-IL FOtWMR nusrmuuToees
where W in the rack width, b is the trac separation, and a is

For thes techniques to be usiful, we mumt find Fourier the seta transition engt in the y direction. The coeffi-
* series tha are both repreentative and easy to use. To this dents in Eq. (1) would now be simply L ...=X.Y.. T1he

end, we have made an extensive study of nummerous Fourier coeflents for vertical recording would be constructed sami-
seies4 ad have found that the msto usM oane are seume larly. 'ith the use of Eqs. (11) and (12) we are now in the
with areta transitions where a is the transition length The position to calculate the magnetic-field components.
Fowlierseriesdithuweme cm be showntobe iden al ato the
series that would be constructed from the linea superpoa 11 AITI-P CALCULATIONS

* j tion principle.5 The Fourie coeficients that would con.. ftecacltdfed r h~l
spood to a magnetization variation in the x direction are . Pmlso h acltdU opnnsw m
liven by in ft& 1. These fields were calculate for the cue of longi-

"Wiudla recording with the following vahme M,=1, z=0,
X.4 -20(0+ k/r2a+1) (11) )X=2D, W=20, b-10, 8=0.1, and a=1 (arbitrary units).j M L7 Appl Ptiyw., VOLM W0 No10, 15 ify tONswm M



rThese vaiues ,wm dassi for ilhiado.w T1w pseoil. of the ?3aCK WMu W11
H, nd 6 ,bHA"ldaalela cmaof the backs we smilar 1 0.5 1 .5 2 .6
to those found is the Merstatnrfor single pulses, but amo we

I have aco IIt- descriptionmofthe bidde evryrwbere, incld- e.G.

mg the spa= betwess the trucks.ThIi yfiedi e.,

V. HEAD VOLYME 0.4 .---- ~- 4-

Ws sow calcuhu.t the voltage hom an idealized repro-0.

&hft head by fliedig dtie am of champ of the~a m i

H, ovea the head ame in both the z and y diradetos with the TRACK SWAILATION, hIA
result

______ WA (sold mmy.).V- A+- 4 "M,,vNw,,Y X.Y. k ,, /___ 2l .Rny ui ahpm ma A(s

Xe-"(1 -e-k-)coo kx o ky, (13) can be considerable for small W (W<)i). Th is due to the
fac that the Wallace voltage is linear inW while our result is

where P is the velocity of the head relative to the medium, N proportional to Wl2 for small W and constanst b.
is the number ofhbeadtknit, W, is the width ofthehbead, and The resulft shown in Fig. 2 ame just a sampling of the
the PO (z,y,z) is now at the center Of the head. The Se IyM of Calculation that can be performed using Eq. (13).
calculation can be performed ftr perpendicular recording Another mieauable quatity that can he calculated from the
with the idensca result except that the facto (k/k)3 is re- magnetic A"ld is the displacement of the probe tip of a
placed by the fato (k./k). Magnetic f~ore scamuno taneling microscope7 (FT

Equation (13) is - extremely useful equation. When %t have shown previously how the probe ti deflections are
combined with Eqs. (11) and (12) it allows the calculation of related to the magnetic fields and bow the diferent cornpo-
the usual losses (spacing. thickness, and firequency losses), seats of the fields can be isolated by the orientation of the
but it also allows the calculation of effects due to the track probe. 'These calculations can now be repeated for the mag-
width, the track separation, the location of the I' - d ,lative netic fields that we have calculated here. It can be shown that
to the track, and the effects of the transition lengthsaon the the different components of the fields can still be isolated for
output voltage. The effects of a finite head -gap can be in- the cane of a rigid triangular probe that is constrained to
cluded in Eq. (13) by multiplying each term by the facor, rotate in only one direction. These isolation effects have been
sink~g/2`)I(k~g/2), where g is the w'dth of the head gap. confirmed experimentally.5 The calculations become quite

We will use Eq. (13) to calculate the peak output voltage complicated when the Hy component is included and space
in the Wallac case (one harmonic in the x direcutio); divide preclu.des their presentation here. We do, however, inend to
the result by the Wallace voltage; and then plot the result as pursue these studies, both theoretically and experimentally.
a function of the track separation b. The result is shown in
Fig. 2 (dashed curve), where the other parameters are: z=0, AKO LDMN
W/k=1, JA=O.01, and aA=0.02. It can be seen that the no authors wish to thank Shannon Keehn for invaluable
relative output first decreases and then levels off. These re- asstnewhthcoptr iltn.
sults are not unressonable since we have shown that our assac ihteCmue acltos

result reduces to that of Wallac when b-.O, and when b I L L WhnMe "si Synt. Ib* J. 36, 1145 (1951).
becomes finite the outpt Will decrease Until there is nO 2SM~ Jr emuane, C. D Mooc sod E. D. Dowel, M.pseac Recovdsug
longer any interaction between the tracks. Figure 2 thus con- (Mdozaw-HDL New York 19n7, sad the omy refemacs ur
tains two important results: (i) It shows bow far the backs 

3L D. htayegonZ B. P. Pwtl5l. mod S. Rezoik J. Ap.Pb 1'. 73L 544W
have to be separated to prevent interaction (about one wave- 4 L D. OsM E. IL Buda, A. A. Ad~y. L D. Maymqoyz, J. A. (Iceycayc,
length); and (ii) it shows the magnitude of the loss due to the zed hL IL Kzydm J. AppL Phys 73, 6181 (M99).
track separation (about 2D% in this case). SL C. )4slROD, tMEE TDM. WINs MAC-IS, 69 (1974).

We cn no kee thesepaatin costan (bA .5) 'N L PMMu J. AWL fhys. 41,1647 (197M).
We cn nw kep te searaionconsantOIX--5)and 7L L. Bof LD. Goem, A. A. Ady, ad L D). Mayertpn, MEBE Tue.

see how this loss changes as the width W is varied. The ld@pL MAGA4S 3135 (1I9).
result is also shown in Fig.2Zandit con be enothat the loss OL D.GomeELI. .wko, mod1. D. Mayepyz Wet guaeoefip).
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corowlelon In thi-flmn medi

Jut-Gin Zhu aid Hat~m V~r
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Thorma C. Anoldumwm
181W Ciwpwati^. Saerq Sysann Dbiska,, 3MW Cooke Ro'4 Sea Jw4e CAllenu 93193

Jdiromapelemodeling and time-domain experimental measurements are combined to study
spatia nomse correlations between two closely recorded tranitons in oraened loagitadinal than-film
media The Karlamen-Loeve eqpnsion method a sutilized to chaactemz the nome correlations.
The analysis shows that the nows correlation of the dipube exlb#li three principle modes:
amplitude variation, shift in unison, and breathing. The siapralinear increaser of nows at small bit
intervals in veil-oriented longitudinal fibn medina isdominatedl by the amplitude variation,.hc
anosn from large variation of dhe degree of percolation between ad*aen transiion onweTh
results firom the miromagntic modeling shows excellent agreement with the resultsobandfm
the experimental time-domain noise esrmn.

LIDITRODUC71100 I N

Not onlyis trnion noise i thin-film media nonsta- A.(x,,X2)=N A~(dV& ) 3

tionary. noms of closely recorded transition at high record-
inng densities is also, correlated due to ifetasto contains noise correlations between the two adjacent tranm-

ja mt Understanding noise behavior should help ad- dions in the di-bit. To characterize noise correlations, the
vanced recording system design. With the introduction of Kmun-fv (1(L) expansion, used previously In ana-
1110( advanced data Tecovtfingdsan~s kn1owledge of lyzing noise PrOPeties of isolated voltage pulses,3 is used to
noise correlation between adjacent transitions becomes ex- obtin~ thenise corlto i the dipolse here. In the KL
tremely important. expansion, the lcth noise voltage wave form in the assembly

Mficroinagnetic modeling can clarify the relationship of [Eq. (1)] ca be exprese by
medium noise behavior to film microstructure and magnetic
properties. Our previous modeling studies on di-bit itrasi=
Wions have characterized the nonlinear noise enhancement at AVk(x)=X cr.(k)01 (x), (4)

high recordling densities in the presence of inteitransition in- -
teractions. In this article, we present an analysis of film me-
dim noise at high recording &wdenste based on a combrinedt where o#k) are random variables with zero mean and
micromagnetic modeling and experimental measurements of {4t(x), 1= . )are the eigenfunctionsof A,(xi , 2),
eli-bi transition pairs. ' f~

IL METHOD OF NOISE ANALYSIS fJvx3#~~s 0 ~A) 5

Noise of a closely recorded di-bit transition pIt - Note that a, and a, are statistically independent provided
sents the simpliest case of intertransition bnteraetions. -' In l~ s
this article, we focu on noise correlation in such di-bits. N

IlOWeve, the method for the noise correlation analysis pie- I- jka~)X~j (6)
seated can be applied to any multiple transition patterns. N X-

Suppose that we hrve an nusmbly of voltag dipuss
read back ftrn, an asembly of dibi transition pairs. By sobh- Thus, 01(x) and 90,(r) will be referred to as diff~erent noise
tractuig the ensemble mean from echb dipulse, 0n6 obtinjs modes, pirovided i~j. The total noise power and weighting

an asemby o noie vltag wae fomsof each noise mode can be defined respectively as
&Vk(x)'=Vk(x)-k(x), h12..N 1

where NP= ?, (7)
N

V~)ji7 Vk(x) (2)
k-i

is the mean voltage wave form. The antocovariance Of noise 4-L()

flU I AppL PhV& 75 (10), 15 May 19SS 00214"S 7N47(0I57O2/8ISSoo @1994 Mark=Inetils of~ Ph
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FIG. 1. Aslomveranceof vapoka noisemxi A.z.r Waseamv, EOD i
do o 0.36hi Alom. D h -.0 of te tetheeroapan and the represebntativoisy dqiuhea (V(z))t ± nA dwandegi the oro-

the.ndbd taIto D-~tt ~respnafta dipolse variation of each momtode. Mw peveap mumbers
represent weoghtiu of each none mode ovea the w otalDoe power.

A micromagnetic model, developed previously, is used togetlher, thereby referred to as shift-in-unison Mode which is
to simulate di-bit transition pairs in a highly orinted thin- 15% of the total noise power. The three-node mode consti-
film medium. ne angles bewe th aurciytlii tutes only weights 5% of the total noise power with the two
easy axes of dhe grains in the modeled film are massmed to Puse moving toward or away from each other.
follow a Gausian distribiution mn tine film plane with~ standard Analysis of the corresponding magnetization transition
deviation 40-30*. The calculated orientation ratio through asseibly, {Mk(x),k=1. ,} provides understanding of
simulation of hysteresis loops is 3.6 .4 Zero integrgianlar eX the voltage noise modes since the eigemnodes of the magne-
change coupling and M,1Hk=O.2 were assumed in the cal- tlZtion transition noise and the cigenmiodes of the voltage
cuhkLan nose have approximate one-to-one correspondenice. Figure 3

Recrding of di"t transition pairs is simulated using th shows the three magnetization transition noise cigenmodes,
Karlqvist head field function. A gap length g=0.36 jAm and a corresponding to the three voltage noise modes shown in
head medium spacing d=0.06 pm are assumed. The read- Fig. 2. The eigenfunctions are plotted in the left-hand-side
back voltage wave form is calculated from the simulated column with average magnetization transition profile shown
mageIzation601 pattern by reciprocity theorem. N=60 di-bit as dashed curve. On the right-hand-aide columnn the conre-
transition pain are simulated with different random distribuj. sponding two noise di-bit transitions are plotted. Note at this
tion of the grain easy axis orientation to mimic recording at intetbit interval that the two adjacent transitions are signfi-
different locations of a filmn medium. Tie write interval be candly overlapped and transition boundaries have
tween the two transitions in a dibit, B, is vaie ho percolated.' The voltage noise amplitude mode is caused by
D5=1.08 pam to B5=0.24 jan. Detailed noise anlyi win lbe the variation of the degree of the percolation, as the first
given only for B5-0.36 1&m where the integrated noise power
reaches the mxMum4

Figure 1 shows the autocovarmianc of the read-back O.&6'

noise volOWg, A.(xl X2)- Alongthe diagonal line Ot 1 2), .W 0 *.

the profile represents the variance of the voltage dipulses m.

which exhibits two peaks at dipulse peak positions. Off the ----V __
diagonal line the autocavariance shows two well- 6

-ID w anegative peakS. 0

The left-hand-ie columnnin Fig.2shows the three most ' i~ .

significanteiena~ctions with the mean voltage dipulse
plotted as dashed curves. According to the number of zero 20 Is SO So1~ 06

crossaings, the elgemodes have been named one-node, two-. f
node, and three tiode modes. On the righit-hand-side column, ~ 4 1
corrSP(Mding noisy voltage wave forms, (V(x)) ± a#Ax), -As -' -. ~ z o 6

are plotted TIe AICu clearly shows that the one-node Mode 20 .. 0' tO.no) a ~ 0i (0 00 W~
corresponds to coherent magnitude fluctuation of dhe two
pealm in the dipule, thereby refeired tosas theamite
mode. Note that at this bit interval, this mode dominates the FIG.glm 3.k 0hiOaO'

ccp o heV~W oieelgedfmnofto downw to Fig 2 Mwe

here represents the two voltag pulses; essentially shiting pealle..

A AppI. Phoa. %ft Ms Nu, 10, 16 May 19S4 Di Warig, arid Afffthisim 676
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P.A.6. mom. we ploved n a huamcb of isAliim Wamem B. Tbe lhbd auve in

t M. 4. Ibee .igpfieme cigashu~cem of ov cakeliced from
fti 44UO diO MM OWOMRion froin the amplitude mode is small. At small bit intervals

sons -k.--where the total noise power increase sharply with decreasing
maneiztin rastin oie od sosThfctthth bit intev-al, the amplitude mode staml to dominiate the tran-

eilogof this transition noise mode is slighitly less; tha sii -- ju as the eMMMWIgfCtl simulto results
taatthe voltage is due to the slight ontaimode wbing; hwd

between the magnetization trouajtion and read-beck voltag V. CONCUSIow
noise The voltage shift-in-unison mode arises from a shift in
munio of the transition pai Tis& is likly caused by local Utilizing the KL expansion method, noise correlation of
vaiation of the magnetic reversal properties due to local a pair of interacting transitions in a well-oriented longitudi-
variation of the grain' easy-axis orientation. T7he voltage nal thin film is characterized mainly by three correlation
noise breathing; mode cotresponds to another type of Peron- modes: amplitude mode where the amplitude of the two
labon varization: If the transition boundaries become more puises; increase, or decrease, together; shift-in-unison mode
severely percolated the residual transitions become broader where the dipulse shifts its position while maintaining the

essential functional shape; and breathing mode where the

IV. MOMEMUITAL. MEASUREMENT two pulses move toward or away from each other. At intetbit
intervals before transition boundaries become percolated, the

A time-omasin measurement of medium di bit noise was noise is dominated by shift-in-unison mode. At small bit in-
performed on an air-bearin spin-stand tester A thi-fin tervals where the percolation occurs the amplitude variation
head with a track width W= 10 Aim and a flying height mode bcomes greatly pronounced, yielding a supralinear
du4jnn. was used for recording and read back. A sequence nois increase at high recording densities, while the shift-in-
of 100 dibit transition par with an index single transition unison fluctuation reduces its magnitude. Excellent agree-
were recorded on a previously dc saturated track ins lacei- mont on the noise characteristics between the micromagnetic
tudinal thin-film medium with orientation ratio 2.34.' A Tek- simulation and time-domain experimental measurements has
troatix digitizer, model R7D72DA, is used to capture the on- been obtained. Understanding of these noise characteristics
tire di-pulse sequence waveformn insa single record repeatedly should help to guide an improved recording system design.
for 30 times. T'he electronic noise in the wave form is elimti-
nated by averaging the multiple read back using the index ACICNOWLEGiUEN
Pulse for alignment The 100 dipulses in the electronic noise- Th thrwollkeotanD.C..Mefrhi

freewav fom frms he ipuse ssebly nd he nalsis continued support. This research is suppoirted in panl by the
of noise autocovariance is then performed. Yug Ivsiao wr ne rn o

*Figure 4 shows the eigenfunctions corresponding to NSF
largest three elgenvalue for interbit interval B =0.75 pi, ECS 9358309 and the 113M Faculty Development Award. San

where the total noise power reaches its maximumw clw fo Diego Supercomputer Center and Minnesota Supercomputer
a far cmparsonwit~ u~tionresits me inesmnoies Institute have provided grants for performing these studies.
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Noise correlations In dibit recording

Gwn H•rbt Un and H. NWl Bwtram
C~te for Mapoork Recordwn Research, U-airzy of Californa, 5- Dsea, La Jo"Ia
Calforwa 93093-0401

Hewlea-Padcrd Corporadon6 11413 Chinden Boulmar4 Bo&34 Idaho 83707

Medium noise correlations in dibit data patterns have been studied experimentally in thin film
disk/hear iscordinu systems. An empirical eigenfos ction expansion was utilized to identify ts e
dominat noise modes and pon le associated physical mecd nisms. At large bit separation where
noise power adds linearly, dit in-pha ise ean a jitter were found to be the leading
noise modes. The noise wavefot m shape associated with out-of-phase jitter approaches that of the
dibit signals (i.e., this mode of noise becomes amplitude-like) as the bit separation is reduced. In
addition, dibit amplitude variation due to the interaction between the two pulses generates the same
amplitude-like noise for a small dibit separation. Ampeitude mode noise increases as the bit
separation is reduced, causing the supralyear noise increase in high recording densityi Results from
nonlinear amplitude reduction measurement in dnbit recording indicate a th ose correlation between
the nonlindarities and the supramineur noise enhancement at high recording density.

Eparier studies have shownfor th h e integrated noise two temple points. Since the energy median locations are
power in thin film longitudinal recording media increases affected by the noise in the channel, this alignment intro-
with signal frequency, indicating the nonstationary nature of duces an extra amount of position jitter to the noise iorrela-

!the noise.' For new drives operating at higher density, espe- tion function of the center dibit, i.e., the noise correlation

cinlly w he ads are integrated into the system result- calculated after the alignment is composed of both the intrin-
ing in a high playback gain, the importarnce of medium noise sic noise of the dibit pattern and the alignment jitter intro-
increases. The uin erstanding of medium noise correlation is duced in the alignment process. The alignment jitter, namely
especially crucial for the PRML channel. The time domain the energy median fluctuation of the first isolated pulse in
noise latocorrelation fwsction is particularly suitable for Fig. 1, can be determined by measuring the fluctuation of the
characterizing the nonstationary noise.2 energy median separation of the first and second isolated

One of the difficulties in time domain noise measure- pulses. Since the two isolated pulses are well separated, and
merit is to generate a stable timing reference. Any fluctuation the fluctuations of the two energy medians are assumed to be
in the timing reference appears in the measurements as data independent and identical, the alignment jitter is determined
pattern position fluctuation. Ile time domain medium noise by the energy median separation fluctuation divided by V2.
correlation function was first measured by Tani3 using a de- The energy median is chosen as an alignment reference be-
layed trigger technique. A new measurement technique that cause it is relatively insensitive to white Gaussian noise. The

does not require special hardware trigger was recently alignment jitter is removed from the total jitter embedded in
introduced.4 In this paper, an improved version of this tech- C(1,01t2), which is determined by empirical eigenfunction
nique is extended to the dibit noise correlation study. expansion.5

The data pattern used in this study is ilustrated in Fig. 1. The experimental parameters utilized in this study are
A dibit pattern is placed between two well-separated isolated listed in Table I. For both setups, a two stage trigger tech-
pulses, which are captured for alignment purposes. En-
sembles of data patterns, each composed of 200-400 wave-
forms, were collected for each dibit separation. The energy
median of the first pulse, defined as the temporal point, ,
where energy to the left equals energy to the right, is calcu- s .. .
lated for each ensemble member. Each data pattern is then .200
shifted in order to align the energy median of the first iso-
lated pulses of all the data patterns. After alignment, the cen-
ter dibits were averaged and the noise associated with each 0
waveform was determined by subtracting the average. The j I
two-dimensional noise correlation function for an ensemble --='"
of waveforms was calculated by .. . .

1 .N0 .2 •Y

C(ti,t 2)=- i n (r,)n,(t 2), (1) ___0"tOO 400 600 S0o 1000 1100 1400 16o0 600 2
T (no)

where N is the number of waveforms in the ensemble, n1(t)
is the noise waveform for the ith waveform, and t, and t2 are FIG. 1. Waveform used in the study.
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nique was used with a digital oscilloscope. The primary trig- twecn the two puises in the dibit (e.g., the percolation fluc-v - get was the index of the spindle to ensure a once per revo- tuation). The noises resulting from these two mechanisms are
lution data capture, the second trigger source in the delay- almost identical (in vector space, the two noise vectors are
by-event mode was the repeating data pattern. Each nearly parallel) for small bit separations.
waveform was averaged up to 64 times to remove the sta- The noise power in the two leading noise modes is plot-
tionary electronic noise. After data collection, the trigger de- ted versus bit separation for setup 2 in Fig. 6. The errors are
lay event number was advanced for the next waveform cap- the spread of the result from multiple data collections. The

ture. Tbis process was repeated until the desired number of noise associated with in-phase jitter decreases slightly at
waveforms was stored. Dibit with different bit separations small bit separation. The noise associated with the amplitude
were measured. The waveforms were sampled at 2 mode (out-of-phase jitter for large bit separations) increases

GSamples/s by using a Tektronix DSA 602A scope for setup and hence becomes the dominant noise source as the bit
1. The sample rate for setup 2 was 400 MSamples/s by using separation is reduced. The two separate peaks of the noise
a HP54112D digital scope. The empirical eigenfiunction ex- correlation function are the direct result of the dominance of
pension was applied to the correlation function C(t ,t2).

3  
the amplitude mode noise. The amplitude reduction of dibits

The noise modes and associated mechanisms are discussed is also plotted versus bit separation in the same figure. It is
in the following section. The nonlinear amplitude loss for seen that the increase in the amplitude mode noise and the
each bit separation was also measured. This loss is defined as amplitude reduction occur approximately at the same bit
the ratio of measured dibit peak-to-peak amplitude to that separation, as noted previously by Melas et aL

7 
Comparison

expected from measured isolated pulse based on linear so- for setup 1 shows the same result. In Fig. 7, the ratio of noise
Sperposition. power to bit separation for the two leading eigenfunctions

The measured noise correlation function (after removing are plotted versus the ratios of bit separation to transition
alignment jitter) for a well-separated dibit is shown in Fig. 2. parameter for both setups. The data are normalized to that at
The data from setup 2 are used. It is clearly seen that the low density. The transition parameters were calculated by
dibit noise correlation can be determined from linear super- using the Wdllams-Comstock Model (343 and 127 nm are
position of the noise correlation of the isolated pulse

3
'
4 

at used for each setup, respectively). The supralinear increase
large bit separations. The leading two normalized eigenfunc- in the amplitude noise results in the supralinear noise en-
tions for the noise correlation function shown in Fig. 2 are hancement for a high-frequency recording, as observed in
plotted in Fig. 3. The dibit signal is also shown for compari- frequency domain measurements.'
son. The eigenvalue associated with the first two eigenfunc- Noise correlation functions were measured for dibit pat-
tions is much larger than the other eigenvalues in the expan- terns with varying bit separations. An empirical eigenfunc-
sion. This is true for the entire range of the dibit separations tion expansion was used to identify the leading noise modes.
used in this study, indicating the dominance of the two noise For large bit separation, in-phase and out-of-phase jitter were
modes in dibit recording. The first eigenfunction, almost found to be the leading noise sources. The shape of the
identical to the first-order derivative of the signal, is identi- eigenfunction associated with the out-of-phase jitter ap-
fled as the dibit position. fluctuation, i.e., the locations of both proaches that of the dibit signal, resulting in an amplitude-
pulses in the dibit move in the same direction (in-phase jit- like noise mode, almost identical to the noise generated by
ter). The second eigenfunction results from the fluctuations amplitude fluctuation of the dibit. As the effects of the two
of the locations of the two pulses in the dibit in the opposite physical mechanisms combine, the amplitude noise increases
direction (out-of-phase jitter) and resembles the first-order dramatically for a reduced bit separation, corresponding to
derivative of the positive and negative isolated pulses placed the supralinear noise enhancement in a high-frequency data
in the locations of the two pulses in the dibit. pattern. The comparison of nonlinear amplitude loss and

The measured dibit noise correlation function for a small noise measurement shows the supralinear increase in noise,
bit separation is shown in Fig. 4. The correlation function and the amplitude reduction occurs at about the same bit
exhibits two separated peaks. Noise power in the center of separation.
the dibit is very low similar to Ref. 8. The associated two
leading eigenfunctions are plotted in Fig. 5. The dibit signal

is also shown. The in-phase jitter remains and an amplitude- 'R. A. Baugh" E. S. Murdock, and B. R. Nataraian. tEEE Trans. Magp. 19,
1722 (1983).

like noise emerges as the leading noise mode. This mode of 'H. N. Bertrm and X. Chc, IEEE Trans. Map. 29, 201 (1993).
noise originates from two possible physical mechanisms: IY s. Tag, IEEE TMm. Magn. 21,1389 (1985).
First, the out-of-phase jitter (the shape of the out-of-phase '. H. Liu and H. N. Bertram, tEEF. Tra. Map. 29,3697 (1993).

jisthat of the dbit signal as the bit separation S. Yua and H. N. Bertram, JEE Trana. Map. 2, 84 (1992).jitter approaches M P. A entd J. MOon, IEEE Trans. Map. 24, 2712 (1983).
is reduced); and second, the amplitude variation of the dibit. 'L Nunnely, T. Anoldussen, M. Burleson, and D. Parker, IEEE Trans.
The latter may be caused by the nonlinear interaction be- Magn. 29, 3703 (1993).
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Magnetc• viscosity In high-density recording
-Pu-U• Lu and Staly H. OWamp
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For future ultrahigh-density magnetic recording, the magnetic viscosity in thin-film media will
become an issue due to the drastic reduction in grain size. An algorithm combining a Monte Carlo
method and molecular dynamics was employed to study the thermnal effects in thin-film media. The
component of the field perpendicular to the plane defined by the axes of shape anisotropy and
uniaxial crystalline anisotropy makes it necessary to use the three-dimensional energy surface to
find the minimum energy barrier. This barrier is used to sample the reversal rate and the elapsed
time. Hysteresis loops for various K.V/kT ratios and sweep times are simulated. Isolated and di-bit
transitions are written, taking into account thermally assisted switching. After the head field is
turned off, the subsequent thermal decay is computed for time spans as long as 6 months. Significant
aftereffect is found for grain volumes about twice that for ordinary superparamagnetism.

I. I'TOOJUCTION The molecular-dynamics part of the model is similar to

With the assistance of thermal energy, the magnetization the micromagntic model Of Zhu and Bertram.1 In the model,
Sof a particle can surmount an energy barrier and switch firom the film is considered to consist of a planar array of hexago-

one stable direction to another. This process will take a cer- nally shaped grains. The grains are hexagonal close packed
tain time compared with the quick approach of the particle and every grain is assumed to be a single-domain particle

magnetization to a local minimum when subjected a large with a nonmagnetic boundary; within each grain only coher-
external field. This phenomenon is an inherent behavior of ent rotation is assumed. Crystalline uniaxial anisotropy, mag-
ferromagnets and is well known as the magnetic aftereffect netostatic interactions, and the self-demagnetizing field of
or viscosity.1 The ratio of the energy barrier to the thermal each grain are included in the calculation. Intergranular ex-
energy UT (k is the Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute change interaction across the boundaries is not included in
temperature) determines the magnitude of the aftereffect. A this study. All grains have the same anisotropy energy con-
comprehensive treatment of thermal fluctuations was given stant K. and saturation magnetization M,. We have chosen
by Brown.2 In magnetic recording, the media must be ad- arrays of grains with random distribution of easy-axis orien-

equately resistant to thermal fluctuations. To maintain a cer- tations, confined to the plane.
tain amount of written signal so as to have adequate signal- The Landau-Lifshitz equation with Gilbert damping is
to-noise ratio (SNR) after thermal decay, generally requires a employed to describe the time development of the magneti-
K.V/kT much higher than the commonly known superpara- zation of each grain,
magnetic limit of about 25. Studies of the magnetic afteref-
fect have been widely reported for particulate recording dA I a

media.3-6 In their work on granular Fe-(SiO2), Kanai and d"-r -+-a (I • XlH) -+ T 7 X (AX H ()
Cherap

6 
first implemented an algorithm combining a molecu-

lar dynamics method and a Monte Carlo method to study the Here M is the unit vector in the direction of the magnetiza-
aftereffect and transition broadening in the media. This aigo- tion of the grain, -' is the gyromagnetic ratio, v is the time
rithm was introduced to treat an ensemble of spherically normalized to the period (yH f)-', and cr is the damping
shaped uniaxial particles with a distribution of easy-axis di- constant, which is chosen to be 1 for numerical convenience
rections and with particle magnetizations free to orient in in all calculations. Previous studies7 

have found that the
three dimensions. Good agreement with vibrating sample macroproperties such as coercivity and remanence are insen-
magnetometer (VSM) experimental results was found. While sitive to the damping constant. Although the precession time
no significant thermal effect is expected for current thin-film does depend on its value, this time is usually of the order of
media, which typically have KV/kT values of mor than nanoseconds which is very short compared with the elapsed
1000, it will be an important issue for future ultrahigh- time in the Monte Carlo simulations. H is the effective field
density magnetic recording media due to the dramatic reduc- acting on the grain, normalized to H,. Hk is the crystalline
tion in grain size in order to maintain reasonable jitter per- anisotropy field, H 6 =2KIM,, and M, is the saturation
formnmce. In this investigation, an algorithm was introduced magnetization. It is through H that the equations for the in-
to study the magnetic viscosity in thin-film media under con- dividual grains are coupled. The integration of the Landau-
ditions of ultrahigh-density recording. Lifshitz equations is conducted by a fourth-order Runge-

Kutta method.
N. MODEL In this Monte Carlo method,8 

the energy barriers AE for
A computer simulation model has been developed on all grains are calculated first. The probability per unit time

DEC 3100 and 5000 workstations, based on a combined for reversal of each grain can be obtained by utilizing Niel's
molecular-dynamics model and the Monte Carlo simulation formalism: ri= lr=fo exp(-AEilkT). Heren is the time
of aftereffect. constant, UEi is the energy barrier for the ith grain, and f0 is
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a frequency constant chosen to be IOW s-' as an
t approximtn.2 The reversal rate R of the assembly can be
found by summing all the reversal probabilities, - --

ri..

According to the probability r)/R, one of the magnetizations _. _______ ... "_____
is selected to reverse. The time At needed for this reversal to ,0.

happen can be sampled from the exponential probability den-
sity functio- I? exp(-tR), i.e., At=-in(0/R, where f is a
random v uniformly distributed from 0 to 1. FIG. i. The simulated coercivity H, (solid), normalized by the coercivity

T1; thin uses, as the time increment, the average withut thermal effect H1,, asgat logarithmic time scale for KV/kT=42,K. V/I T=83, K, V/A T= 1000. The dashed curves are calcalated from Eq.

time bciw-a successful reversals instead of the constant (.The dotted curves are a taelcldependetce on logE.

amount of simulation time increment in the conventional

Monte Carlo method. For the latter method, the number of odic, while an antiperiodic boundary condition was em-
time increments yielding a successful reversal may be but a ployed in track direction for isolated transitions. The head
small fraction of the increments tested. For this method, the fieled in to write transitions was a Ka .qnist field produced
time increment will tend to increase as the total activity de- fe used wite transti w a 2 anu field p ed

creaesrefectng he ncrasedtim bewee sucesful by a head with a gap length g =120 aim and a head mediacreases, reflecting the increased time between successful separation d=38.5 aim. The thermal effect during the writing
magnetization reversals. This method eliminates the unsuc- process was included. The 3D energy surface was used to
cessful switching attempts a priori and makes the simulation find the minimum energy barriers. The subsequent thermal
practical for any time length of interest although it starts decay was observed for as long as 6 months. The tempera-
slower than the conventional Monte Carlo method.

Generally, a grain has two forms of anisotropy. One is tare 1 s hows 300 nt
the rysallne niaialaniotrpy ad te oheris he hap inFigure 1 shows coercivities normalized to the value IH,0

the crystalline uniaxial anisotropy and the other is the shape in the limit of zero sweep time for KV/kT=1000, 83, 42,
anisotropy which is also uniaxial if an ellipsoid approxima- corresponding to grains with both diameters D and film
tion of the grain shape is assumed. The latter one can vary thicknesses 8of 23, 10, and 8 nom and sweep times of 10-7 s,
from zero to comparable, or even larger than the former, and 0.1 s, and 30 min, corresponding to recording, MH loop, and
can be in the film plane or out of the plane, both depending VSM measurements. Here D is the diameter of the circle
on the ratio of grain height to its in-plane dimension and M,. inscribed within the hexagonal grain. For all cases, K. was
The combined effects of these two anisotropies defines a 4X106 erg/cm 3

, M,BIHkD=0.1 (MsIHk=0.l), and there
plane; for magnetizations confined to that plane the aniso-toyis effectively uniaxial; but, thin-film media usually was no exchange interaction between grains. The step size of
tropy istribetion of the crysthin -fis oriatus, the applied field was chosen as that in a VSM measurement:
have a distribution of the crystalline easy-axis orientations, a small one of about 90 Oe in the vicinity of coercivity and
The magnetizations, and so the interaction fields, are free to a big one of about 90 Oe io the vining o g At znrorint n te flm lan orspae. he ffetiv fild n ech a big one of about 900 Oe for the remaining range. At zero
orient in the film plane or space. The effective field on each sweep time, or without thermal effect, the coercivities for
grain, including the applied field and the interaction field, is

usull no i th panedeine b th cystllneeasy axis three cases are all equal to a same value: Hed=0.435Hk.
usually not in the plane defined by the crystalline no For K.V/kT = 1000, no significant thermal effect on coerciv-and the easy axis from shape anisotropy. The grains are no ity is observed. However, when KV/kT=-83, which is very

longer uniaxial. In general, a three-dimensional energy sur- near the value of the likely ratios for the future single layer

face must be used in order to find the minimum energy bar-

rier which is the difference between the energy at a saddle media, the coercivity has pronounced time dependence. The
Hc obtained from the simulated VSM measurement is about

point on the surface and the energy at the local minimum. A 65 obtat from thermat effe asur is/about

two-imesioal scan mehod s eploed t serchfor 65% of that without thermal effect. For K.VIAT=42, the
two-dimensional secant method is employed to search for value is further reduced to less than half of H0. The rema-this barrier.

nence squareness and the coercivity squareness, however,
The molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo method are show tittle change for all cases. In his article,3 

Sharrock de-used alternately. The former is employed first to find the rived the following time dependence formula of coercivity

local equilibrium configuration and then, by the Monte Carlo fo llwigti m denne formof coetcivety
method, one grain magnetization is chosen to reverse and the for pariculate media without interactions among particles:
elapsed time for this step is sampled. The total elapsed time Hj(t) f kT fot /1/2,
equals the accumulated At for all steps. This process is re- ---- 1 lný 0.693)] (2)

peated till the desired simulation time is reached. This formula instead of the linear dependence on log(time)

I. RESULTS AND D S was found to fit experimental data well; but, our simulation

results for thin-film media fit with the log(time) curve for
The system we used for calculation was a 60X60X 1 r>l/f0 . Interactions among grains and lack of orientation

array of hcp grains. Easy axes were randomly distributed in may contribute to the difference.
the film plane. The boundary conditions in the track direction Figure 2 shows the thermal effect on (a) an isolated tran-
for di-bit transitions and across a track were set to be peri- sition and (b) a di-bit transition for a single-layer film with
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__ _ _worse when they become closer and interact with each other.
t .. .The magnezation at the bit center is reduced from about

." 0.6M, without thermal aftereffect to 0.54M, when includ-
6 ing the thermally assisted switches during writing. It further

decays to about 0.38M, after 6 months. The magnetosaatic

interaction from the magnetization beyond the two transi-
tions tends to reverse the recorded magnetization between

sri. them with the help of thermal energy. Some of the first ran-
. _ _ _sition is erased by the head field while writing the second

one.

00IV CONCLUSIONS
A combined molecular-dynamics and Monte Carlo com-

puter simulation method has been developed to study the
thermal effect in magnetic thin-film recording media. The

=o crystalline anisotropy, shape anisotropy, applied field, and
magnetostatic interaction field are included in the model. A

FIG. 27 (a) An isolated transition and (b) a di-bit transition ina single-layer three-dsmensional energy surface is used to find the mini-
film for caes without thermal effect, with thermally assisted switches dur- mum energy barrier in general. The writing process waslag33aeWnt and after 1 , Hn D=0.1 (Hd =Oay . simulated with thermally assisted switches taken into consid-4 5,30no inercto paarnd 6sa h decay. Here KM1,V0IkT-. n eration and subsequent thermal decay was observed for long

time spans. Significant aftereffect was found both in hyster-

D = =9 not, and M, &H 1D =0.1. These dimensions lead to esis loop simulations and transition decays for grain volumes

KVIkTo,60. This value is more than twice that for ordinary more than twice that for ordinary superparamagnetism.
superparamagnetism. In the figure, the horizontal axis is the
position represented by the number of the row along the ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

track direction and vertical axis is the magnetization compo- The authors would like to express their gratitude to Dr.
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The objective of this study was to identify any differences in the friction and wea characteristics of
particulate tapes produced with various magnetic particles and metal-evaporated (ME) tapes.
Accelerated friction and wear experiments were conducted with a tape reciprocated in a shoeshine
mode over a- aluminum drum. We have found that barium ferrite and Co-7Fe2  tapes exhibit the
least damage to themselves and the mating drum. The ME tape exhibited the least durability among
all tapes. The effect of tape roughness on friction was found to be dependent on the hardness of the
mating material. Friction increased with an increase in the roughness during the tests with a soft
aluminum drum due to severe plowing of the aluminum. However, friction decreased with an
increase in the roughness with a hard ferrite surface which is consistent with the asperity contacts
being elastic in nature (with no appreciable plowing contribution to the friction).

I. INTRODUCTION tact can also occur with the high speed rotating upper drum,
Particulate tapes with and finally little is known about the tribology of magnetic

magnetic particles are most commonly used for audio, I tapes in contact with materials other than those commonlymagnec p s aused for magnetic heads. The effect of tape roughness (for
and data processing applications. In order to achieve ever identical composition tapes) war also investigated for the
increasing higher recording densities, metal particle (MP) cases of mating the tapes against both a soft Al drum and a
and metal-evaporated (ME) tapes with high smoothness have hard of matiegrthead aginstboth a s - I drumM2d
been introduced. Particulate tapes with barium ferrite (BaFe) hard Ni-Zn ferrite head (microhardness -700 kg/mm2).
particles may be introduced in the future for ultrahigh-
density applications. Most of the research to date related to . EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
the tribology of the head-tape interface has been conducted The experiments were performed using a portable recip-
on tapes with yFe20 3 and Cr0 2 particles in contact with rocating friction test apparatus.' In this apparatus a tape re-
ceramic heads, and little understanding exists on the other ciprocates in a shoeshine mode using a motorized linear
tapes. Barium ferrite particles are smaller in size than other stage over a cylindrical mating surface of interest. One end
magnetic particles which may affect the friction and wear of of the tape is secured to a dead weight, and the other end is
the interface. High surface energy, high ductility, and high attached to a load cell. The coefficient of friction is then
reactivity of the metal particles and the ME films compared calculated using the belt equation.t Tests were conducted at
to oxide particles are expected to affect the tribological per- the following conditions: wrap angle=0.52 rad (30°), tape
formance of the metal tapes. ME tapes are expected to differ length= 150 mm, average tape speed=60 mm/s, and a con-
in tribological performance when compared to the particulate tact pressure of about 0.5 kPa. The tests were performed in a
tapes. class 10000 laboratory at a temperature of 22±1 *C and

The objective of this study was to identify any differ- 50-5% RH. Each wear test was stopped when either the
ences in the friction and wear characteristics of the various number of tape passes (one tape pass is tape motion over
tapes (Table I) when they were mated with an aluminum drum in either direction) was 7000 (test duration -6 h) or
drum used in video cassette recorders (VCR), camcorders, the coefficient of friction attained a value of twice its initial
and instrumentation and data recorders. An Al drum (with value. The tapes and the Al samples were subjected to mate-
trace amounts of Si and Cu and a microhardness of -160 rials analysts.
kg/mm2 ) was chosen as the mating surface for the following
reasons: in rotary head recorders there is continuous contact
of the magnetic layer with a stationary lower Al drum, con- M. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Friction ind wair of magnetlc teee matl with an
Al eurfoe

TABLE I. Summary of frictiou and wear data using varImus manetic ropes Table I gives a summary of the results of our experimen-
agint an aluminum drum (24.6 am rms) for 7 k pases.

tal observations along with tape compositions, surface
Tape Drum Tape roughnesses, and the initial, maximum, and final coefficients

Mag. patA/onmn (am) ,,, damage damage of friction. We also describe the extent of drum and tape

cto/nea21.9 0.33A0.25i034 L-F Law damage in a relative manner. We find that uniaxial scratching
eCo-v-3/A•Yot35.3 O3000IM0.,46 Sam Small (via an abrasive mechanism) and rolling particle impact wear

MP/WAJ, 02O3/M.7 o.23/0.16/023 Medium Medium (rolling particles are large Al asperities sheared by the teatD.FI•[/AI2O,,S.S 0.24/0 210.25 Sinal Smaul
ME(- , 0.24/0.21/0.25 Small Saudiu tapes) are the primary wear mechanisms for the drum. For
ME_____________________SmllMdium each mating tape used in these experments we find that ma-
d tape tWetd afe 45 s terial from the magnetic layer is transferred to the drum sar-
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to nS mating surface of Al

FIG. 2. Optical s of a virgin and wora Ae drun surfacees usd in

wear tests against varos taes The tape damage is found to be proportional (except in
the case of ME tape) to the drum damage in each experiment.
This suggests that Al debris plays an important role in the
tape wearing process. Several wear mechanisms for the tape

face. This material is either loosely adhered binder uniaxially surfaces have been identified. We find that pull out (via a
transferred to the drum (particulate tapes) or strongly ad- pull-out mechanism triggered by embedded Al debris), roll-
hered tape coating material that is locally transferred to the ing particle impact wear (as described earlier), and three-
drum (particulate and thin film tapes). Figure 1 presents op- body abrasion (the third-body particle being Al) are the pri-
tical micrographa of the worn drum surfaces and the virgin mary wear mechanisms. Figure 2 presents optical
drum surface is given for comparison. The drum surface micrographs of the worn tape surfaces. The CrO2 tape is
mated with the Cr0 2 shows evidence of excessive uniaxial severely damaged by pull out and the worn area is found to
scratching, clearly the CrO2 tape has severely damaged the have a large concentration of Al debris. In the case of
drum surface.' In the case of Co-yFe20 3 , the drum scratch- Co-yFe20 3 tape, pull out is also the primary wear mecha-
ing is relatively mild when compared to the CrO2 . The MP nism but the severity of the wear is much less than the case
tape is observed to scritch the drum more than the of the CrO2 tape. The MP tape is found to have pull out wear
Co-,Fe20 3 tape but slightly less than the CrO2 tape, this (in a teardrop-shaped Al-rich region) as well as three-body
severity of damage is somewhat suprising and unexpected abrasive wear scars (note Al debris in the wear tracks). The
since the metal particles have lower hardness and higher duc- BaFe tape is found to be only mildly damaged and the type
tility than the oxide magnetic particles. This observation can of damage is rollover particle impact wear and the formation
be explained however when one considers that abrasive head of teardrop-shaped fiat regions on the tape surface (due to a
cleaning agents normally added in the tape construction sandpaper-type abrasion of very fine Al particles). The wear
could contribute excessively to the drum damage in the case mechanisms for the ME tape are adhesive wear and rollover
of MP tape and that the metal particles are oxidized prior to particle impact wear. The adhesive wear of the ME tape is
tape loading for corrosion resistance. The BaFe tape is found consistent with the observations of drum wear. We found that
to scratch the drum only mildly (comparable in severity to the ME tape is particularly susceptible to impact wear, this
Co-e 2%03) and the scratches appear to be inflicted by very may be a result of the fact that ME tape does not easily
small sharp particles, this is consistent with the fact that embed large Al asperities that are sheared from the drum
BaFe particles are the smallest magnetic particles used in surface.
these experiments. The ME tape inflicts no abrasive scratch- The coefficient of friction for each tape as measured dur-
ing to the drum surface, however we do see evidence of ing the wear test is given in Fig. 3. The trends in the fric-
impact wear due to rolling Al particles in the interface and tional behavior of the tapes can be explained assuming an
unique to the ME tape the presence of adhesive-type wear elastic contact between the tapes and drum.' In an elastic
scars ar seen on the drum surface, contact regime, the surface roughness of each mating surface
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plays an impoetant role in determining the coefficient of the number of passes (Fig. 3). This could be a result of topi-

frction.' The CrO2 and the eP tapes both inflict severe dam- cal lubricant starvation and/or degradabon which leads to

S age to the drs ansurface which increases the surnfae rongh- excessive metal on metal contact and consequently a high
nes; thus we expect the coefficient of friction to decrease. adhesive contribution to the frictional force.
This is exactly what we see for these two tapes (Fig. 3). This
also confirms that in this paticular case the roughness of the IL The Met of surrase rouuhnme on hlion and
tapes plays no significant role in the trend in the coefficient ww of loPSS .tp d WIt a soft Al

of friction (CrO2 being rongh and MP being smooth, Table dam ind a hwd Ni-Zn Inmi hed

1). Also notice that this effect seems to saturate after about Figure 4 shows the coefficients of friction for a smooth
2000 passes, this suggests that the roughness of the drum (5.7 um nms) and an uncalendered rough (11.6 mm rms) MP
becomes saturated at this stage of the wear test. The tape that were reciprocated against both a soft Al drum and a
Co-Fe20 3 and BaFe tapes inflict only mild damage to the hard Ni-Zn ferrite head. We found that in the case of an Al
drum surface, ois suggests that the effect of tape roghnmess mating surface that the rough tape gives a higher coefficient
may play a significant role in determining the trends in the of friction throughout the test [Fig. 4(a)], this result was at-
coefficient of friction for these two tapes. The Co-FCe20 3  tributed to excessive plowing of the Al by the rough tape.
tape has higher roughness than the BaFe tape (Table 1) and This was proven by passing both the smooth and rough tape
we expect the Co-)Fe 20 3 tape to first be smoothened by the over the drum only one time. We then observed the drum for
drum surface to saturation and will only then begin to both cases looking for signs of excessive plowing in the case
roughen as it is damaged in the wear process. Hence for of the rough tape compared to the smooth tape case. Figure 5
Co-We20 3 tape, we expect the coefficient of friction to in- shows the evidence of plowing of the drum and severe dam-
crease to saturation and then decrease until the tape rough- age by three-body abrasion to the rough tape. We also found
ness saturates at a high value. This is exactly what we see for that in the case of a Ni-Zn ferrite mating surface that the
the Co-,e 20 3 tape (Fig. 3). The BaFe tape (being smooth) rougher tape gives a lower coefficient of friction than the
should only be roughened by the wear process and hence we smooth tape [Fig. 4(b)]. This is completely consistent with
expect its coefficient of friction to only decrease during the the expected result if the contact between the tapes and bead
wear test. This is exactly what we see (Fig. 3) for the BaFe is elastic with no appreciable plowing occurring at the
tape. Notice that the coefficient of friction saturates at a interface.' Analogous experiments were performed using
minimum after about 1000 passes. The ME tape clearly gave both rough (32.4 nm rms) and smooth (16.6 nm rms) CrO2
the worst frictional performance of all the tapes. Its coeffi- tapes and the same trends were obtained in these experi-
cient of friction increased with a nearly linear dependence on ments.

IV. CONCLUSONS

0. . | Among the four particulate tapes studied here,
Co-Ne20 3 and BaFe tapes inflicted the least damage to the
mating surface and to itself with the BaFe exhibiting a low
"and stable coefficient of friction. The ME tape succtmbed to

W 0 ) s~mm a severe adhesive wear mechanism and the coefficient of
friction attained a value of twice its initial value in only 4000

0 I .r passes. The effect of tape roughness (for tapes with identical

2 1 so me o composition) was found to be dependent on the hardness of
tt~numer ci~ proaa the mating material.

FIG. 4. Frietio pki of 5.7 ad 11.6am rmnaP apea with a mwat sfe 'nB. Rhuam, lh o ad Mechan• of Magmetic Storage De&wa
al (a) Al m o) -WnWtU-a fa ba. (Sprier, New York, 1990).
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Analysftof wrfte and read sparing loss for perpendicular recording

Volcl*o Tan"ka TOMAOl KoMuarl.ad Takash Itliosaka
Caumminceale sail hL*oafim Syames Resaore Lahrwsanie4 Tod&*a R&D Cmt KemuKai
Kauwzm 2lO4 Arpm

Spacing loss pheaanoena for perpendicular recording have been experimentally investigated but ame
yetansy-tcaly ucler.Tlu paer rovdesananalytical model of the write and read processes for
perpndiula reordng o sudyspainglowIn the write process, the magnetic transiton Length is

determined mainly by die head field gradient and demagnetizing field gradient at transit io
asuigperfectly square M-H loops of die perpendlicular media.' An arctangent transition is a

reasonable approximation just in the process of creating transhitin under a single-pole-type write
bead field. Decreased magnetization, however, between transitions due to a strong demagnetizing
field has to be involved to simulate the write process more accurately. A double arctangen, transition
model is newly proposed to represent both a sharp transition and magnetization decay away from
transition which is supposed to change the transiton length after writing. Magnetization decay is
characterized by a maximum demagnetization limit (If,< H) near the transition. Write spacing loss
(=Kw, d~. [dB]) is derived from the derivative of double arct~anet transition length in terms of
spacing. Read spacing loss (=K, dlk [dBD) is characterized by both exp-2wdA) and the
bead-to-media magnetic interaction parameter il as a function of spacing.' Exeimna proof is
shown with double-layer perpendicular media and single-pole-type flying heads. Write and read
spacing is independently controlled by the air pressur of the vacuum chamber enclosing the
spinstand. It has been found that the write spacing loss factor K., depends on the head field
distribution and wavelength. Measured K., values showed a maximum value of - 110 [dB] at short
wavelength where magnetization decay is considered to give little effect. K., decreased with
wavelength as the calculated loss factor behaved. The wavelength dependence of the read spacing
loss factor K, has been found to quantify the strength of the bead-to-media magnetic interaction.

'D. J. B1mitaly. IEE Mars. Mapa. 19, 2239 (1983).
'Y. Nakamura ei at, IEEE Trans. Mlap. 22, 376 (1986)
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Exper1imental Prelsah analysis of th Wohifauth relation (abstract
Foramc V~ anld Edward Dais Torre.
I-sna fo Mueg-fcs Reseach, Georg Witshmg- Um-strsa Pdashmsaago DIC 200)52

The Woblfarth relation' stales that, for noninteractiag particles, the ascending normalized remanent
major loop, u0 (H), is twice the shifted normalized virgi rematient magnetization. Resarchers2

claim to measaure the interaction field and characterize itias "positive" and "negative" depending on
whether it is "above" or "below" the axis on a Henkel plot or a &M plot. It haa been shown3 that
the moving Preisach model can compute all observed types of &M plots by varying only the moving
parameter, a, and over only positive values Thi type of behavior is characterized by the ratio of a
to the standard deviation of the interaction field. In this paper dhe measured &M plot for two
commercial recording media, namely longitudinal Wae and -yFe 2O3, is presented and the positive
moving parameter of each sample is identified. LeA us define the operative field of the system by
H,,,=H+ aM, where M is the total magnetization. It is then shown that, when plotted as a function
of 1o,. all samples deviate from the VAhlfanh relation in the same way, even thouigh they exhibit
"11positive" and "negative" &V when plotted as a function of the applied field, H, as seen in Fig.
1. It will also be shown that deviations from the Wohlfarth relation are due to a combination of
parameters, not only the interaction field. The model and the identification algorithm has been used
to simulate all the observed AM plots.

'E. P. Wohlfauth, J. Apoi. Plays. 29, 595 (1958).
'P. E. Kelly er aL, MEEE Tram&. Magn. 25. 3888 (1909); P.P. Bisset and A.

Lyberatos J. Mwp Map. Mater. "6, 27 (1991).
'F. Vajda and EL Della Tomr (unpublished).

0.3

-0.1

-0.2/

FIG. 1. AM plot (solid line) and operative AM plo (dashed line) of the
nape safmple
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Soft Magnetic Materials and Applications I M. A. Parker, Chairman

Magnetc flin structure of domain walls In Iron films obsmrved
with a magnetic force mkroscope

Rogw PmItsch.8 Sheryl Fos, and E. Dan Dahberg
School of PMy-c and Astriawnqý Umunisriy of Minnesoa, Mieanpo", Minnsfta 55455

Gary N
Nava Reseach Labbawtoashingtro D.C. 20375

The submicron magnetic structure of domain walls in a single-crystal iron film has been sudied
using a magnetic force microscope (MFM). The MFM tip was sensitized to the component of the
field perpendicular to the film plane. The sample examined was a 500-nm-thick single-crystal film
of iron, grown by moleculr-beam epitaxy (MBE). Before it was imaged, the film was magnetized
along its (in-plane) easy axis in a 2000-Oe field. Studies of the domain structure at numerous
locations on the film surface revealed a rich variety of micromagnetic phenomena. Parallel domain
walls, determined to be Bloch walls with a width of 70-100 nm, were seen along the easy axis,
spaced roughly 30 An apart. These appeared to be Bloch walls. Bloch lines were also observed in
the walls with an average periodicity of 1.5 pam. This is a value smaller than that predicted for Bloch
wall-line structures. In addition, a pronounced zig-zag structure was observed, as expected from
previous Fe whisker observations.

The sample examined in this work was an epitaxially the micromagnetic sample structure by the tip is negligible.
grown single crystal of iron, grown in the (110) plane., It is The importance of being able to separate topography and
a bcc, a-Fe crystal with unit cell a =2.866 A, grown on a fcc magnetism is especially apparent when examining the 15-
(110) GaAs substrate. The single-crystal nature of the film prm-square scan above part of the iron film shown in Fig. 1.
has been verified by x-ray analysis and magnetic measure- In this figure, the vertical axis corresponds to the [001] mag-
ments. In the images presented here, the vertical axis cone- netic easy axis of the film, and the horizontal axis to the
sponds to the [001] axis of the film. The hard axes are the [110] intermediate axis. The [111] hard axis is oriented 550
[111] body diagonals, 550 away from the [001], and the in- away from the vertical [001] axis.
termediate [110] axis is oriented 900 from the [100]. Because the MFM is sensitive to the stray field gradients

Representative high-resolution images of the (110) sur- and not the magnetization itself, it is not possible to deter-
face of a 0.5-p•m-thick, epitaxially grown iron film are mine the magnetization in regions where it is constant (e.g.,
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The images were acquired using a in the middle of a domain). In the case of this sample, how-
Nanoscop Ill scanning probe microscope from Digital In- ever, we are "fortunate" enough to have a number of
struments. The microscope was operated in the tapping/liftTM scratches in the film surface. Where the magnetization inter-
mode. This technique allows the separation of the topogra- sects these imperfections, magnetostatic charge builds up,
phy from the long-range, magnetic forces. A good example resulting in stray magnetic fields that can be detected with
of this is shown in Fig. I where the magnetic signal from a the MFM. By observing the polarity of the stray fields from
domain wall is shown on the left and the associated surface a scratch, it is possible to get an idea of the projection of the
topography is shown on the right. For this work, the noncon- magnetization onto the line of the scratch. Thus, the presence
tact scan height was maintained at 50 nm. of normally unwanted flaws in the sample allow statements

The MFM probes used in this study were microfabri- about the magnetization that would otherwise be impossible
cated Si cantilevers coated with 30 nm of a CoCr alloy. This to make.
coating was optimized for best response and resolution of the Using this, we can return to Fig. 1 and immediately ob-
MFM. When imaging with an MFM, one concern is that serve several "scratch signatures" in the magnetic image.
stray fields from the magnetic tip can modify the micromag- These can be used to verify the presence of a domain wall
netic structure of the sample. 2 An experimental test for this and assign directions to the magnetization of the two identi-
can be made by observing the dependence of the micromag- fiable domains in the image. Specifically, there is a deep
netic structure on the MFM tip scan height.3 For the iron scratch running hoizontally along the upper quarter of the
samples studied in this work, there was no variation of the topographical image of Fig. 1. An examinstion of the corre-
sample micromagnetic structure when the tip scan height sponding section of the magnetic image shows stray fields
was varied between 20 and 250 nm. Accordingly, for the above the scratch. On the left of the bright vertical line in the
remainder of this work, we will assume that modification of magnetic image, the contrast is bright (attractive interaction)

on the top and dark (repulsive interaction) on the bottom.
'Ptnent admam Dept. of ysics, St. Ot Cole, Nohed, MN. When the scratch crosses the vertical line, this flips to dark
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FIG. 1. A 15-gam-stuare scan of a domain wall. The left image is the FIG. 2. The gray scale image on the left is a 2.5-Am zoom onto a section of
magnetic signal and the right is the emaciated topographical image. In the the domain wall of Fig. 1. The tare tDa on the right-hand side of the
magnet image, the direction of the magnetization is clearly visible fhrm figure ure average wall profiles obtained by averaging roughly S linte scam
the stray fields nbove the scratches umning borizotaltly through the image. made across each of the two dark and center bright wall segments in the
On the left-hand side of the domain wall, the stray fields above the scratches gray scale image.
arc attractive (bright) on the top and repulsive (dark) on the bottom. The
situation is reversed on the tight-hand side of the domain wall. Also clearly
visible is a wide, bright envelope superimposed on the narrow Moch line
structure. The scale bar is foe the topographical image on the righL iv) Diffuse, overall bright (or dark) signal superimposed

4 on the wall that is at least three to four times as wide as the
alternating segments of the wall. This sort of structure i,

on the top and bright on the bottom. Thus, we can infer that visible in all the images.
the [100] component of the magnetization flips across the These observations [(iii) and (iv)] can be compared to a
vertical line, i.e., the vertical line is a domain wall. This number of predictive calculations. First, both Hubert

5 
and

effect is visible to a lesser extent in a horizontal scratch near Scheinfein et al.
6 

have predicted a Niel-type structure near
the bottom of the figure. the surface which caps the bulk Bloch wall. The film mod-

The Bloch wall seen in Fig. I contains many remarkable eled in Scheinfein and co-workers was a 0.5-Mim-thick single
features. Figure 2 is a 2.5-aun-square high-resolution image crystal of iron. Their work makes testable predictions and
of a section of the domain wall in Fig. 1. Also shown in Fig. leads to a qualitative understanding of at least some of the

2 are three traces which are averaged wall profiles for the features observed here. Their calculations predict that within
two dark and middle bright wall segments shown in the mag- the bulk of the sample, the transition takes the form of a
netic image. There are a number of observations that can be Bloch wall. The width of the calculated wall in the bulk was
made of both of these figures. These include: within 5% of the classical uniaxial result of S=-c(A1K)'1.

(i) Alternating dark and bright segments indicative of For a magnetic crystal with uniaxial anisotropy, K= r, and
Bloch lines in the domain wall. Alternating wall segments the calculation gives 8-=70 nm. At the surface, the Bloch
are visible in all the images. walls curl in response to demagnetizing fields to form Niel

(ii) Zig-zag structure, where the joints of the zig-zag walls. In this calculation the Niel "cap" of the wall is at
are the points where the dark and bright segments connect, least 300-nm wide, more than three times the bulk Bloch
This zig-zag effect is visible in every image. wall value. According to Lilley,

7 
cubic anisotropy has the

A qualitative explanation of features (i) and (ii) follows effect of changing the prefactor K. Following Lilley, for a
from simple magnetostatic energy considerations and was domain wall where the direction of the normal to the bound-
provided by Shtrikman and Treves.

4 
When a Bloch wall en- ary is along the (110] axis, the prefactor becomes K=5.6.

counters a surface, there is a buildup of magnetostatic charge Thus, by including the cubic nature of the anisotropy, the
on the surface. By alternating the sense of the wall rotation, domain wall width is predicted to be J= 125 nm. This is a

the sign of the charge on the surface also alternates, reducing value roughly 25-50 nm larger than that observed.
the magnetostatic energy. The loss of magnetostatic energy is Hartmanns extended some of these calculations to include
offset by a pin in wall energy associated with the transition surface demagnetizing effects. For iron at room temperature,
regions between the wall segments with opposite rotation Hartmann calculated x=9.03 for a domain wall well below
senses. Through a simple energy approximation method, Sh- the surface. At the surface, the wall narrows considerably to
trikman and Treves predicted the relationship between the K=0.7. Translated into distances, this implies the bulk wall is
period of the segmented wall T and the thickness of the film Otta=200 nm and the surface wall is 44. =15 nm. This
L to be TIL-0.38 for iron. For the sample studied here we calculation is based on the spatial extent of the vertical coin-
observed an average of TIL = 1.1, significandy larger than ponent of the magnetizatio,, and does not preclude the Niel
the predicted. Shrikmnan and Treves also explained that the cap effect predicted by Hubert and Scheinfein et al Given
magnetostatic energy could be further reduced if the Bloch the large range of predictions, the measured wall widths are
wall becomes canted along the line of the wall, resulting in a reasonable. A final note concerning the wall widths is that the
surface zig-zag Structure. CoCr film on the cantilever was on the order of 50 nm, so we

(iii) The sharp, Bloch wall-like section of the wall is would expect the magnetic resolution of the cantilever to be
always 70-100 nm wide. on that scale or larger.
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FIG. 4. From symmetry argumeats, the wall structure resulting from the
(a) (b) model of Scheinfein e aL can take on four possible permutatbons flree (A

them were chosen as "beg fits" for the averaged wall profiles shown in Fig.
2. Although there is rough qualitative agreement bheween the experanental

FIG. 3. (a) The results of the inromagnetacalculation of Schmflin et at. averages and a combination of the charge duisutiom. there are some nm-
for a 0.5-jam-thick iro film. The -antization as a function of position in portatt disparities. The most ubvious is the long wavelength signal it the
a domain wall is shown at the surface of the film (denoted "surface") and it experimental data that is not present in the charge difsributions.
the middle of the ,m (denoted "bulk"). At the top, the vertical component
of the magnetization in both regions is plotted and the bottom two curves
show the component neependicular to the wall plane. (bN The magnetostatic portion of the domain walls agrees with the models, there is
charge densities obtained from the magnetization curves in (a). an overall curve superposed on each of the walls which, if

4 originating from P., is much larger than expected. This is the
i ibright, diffuse structure observed in almost all of the mag-

The MFM is sensitive to stray fields arising from mag- netic images. An explanation for this large scale structure is
netostatic charge from the divergence of the magnetization still needed from micromagnetic models. In addition, the
(pm = -V.M). In the following analysis, we will hypothesize length scales of the asymmetrtes observed in the experimen-
that the MFM responds to a combination of magnetoatatic tal traces do not match the predicted charge distribution very
charges at and below the sample surface. To qualitatively well. Thus, while interpretation of the MFM response to
calculate the magnetostatic charge, we will use the two- stray fields above the iron film in terms of the micromagnetic
dimensional wall calculation of Scheinfein et aL The magne- model of Scheinfein et at. shows some agreement, there are
tization as a function of position resulting from this model is troublesome length scale question-, that must still be ad-
plotted in Fig. 3(a). For this model, there are two divergence dressed.
terms that contribute to the charge, p,= -aM,/ax and The technique of magnetic force microscopy has been
p,= - dMz/oz. Referring to Fig. 3(a), we can see that at the applied to domain wall structures in a 500-nm-thick ferro-
surface there is only a very small vertical component of the magnetic single crystal of iron. A wide variety of phenomena

magnetization. thisus, between b e middle of the crystal (we was observed in the sample, including Bloch walls, Bloch
wid! refer to this as the "bulk") and the surface there is a lines, and zig-zag walls. The structure of the Bloch walls
significant amount of magnetostatic charge originating from has been discussed in terms of a two-dimensional micromag-
the divergence of the z component of the magnetization. Al- netic model. Although the results presented are qualitative
though a quantitative statement about the magnitude of this several inconsistencies between modeled and measured data
charge cannot be made from observations of the differences were determined. Work is in progress on more sophisticated,
between the M. surface and bulk curves in Fig. 3(a), we can quantitative modeling of the MFM response to domain walls
see that the distribution of p, is symmetric about the center in iron, taking into account the extended nature of the tip, tip
of the wall and is roughly 150-nm wide. Thus, for qualitative domain structure, and topographical effects between the tip
purposes, we will assume it has the form of the M, curve and the sample surface.
[see Fig, 3(b)]. If we extend this result to three dimensions, This work was partially supported by the ONR, Grant
this should be the charge responsible for the Bloch lines No. N0014-89-J-1355. This is contribution 9309 of the Insti-
observed in the MFM images. tute for Rock Magnetism. The Institute for Rock Magnetism

Returning to the surface [Fig. 3(a)], we also see that the is supported by grants from the Keck Foundation and the
x component of the magnetization has significant divergence. NSF.
The charge density from the x divergence of the magnetiza-
tion p5 , where Px= - 0M5 lx at the surface is plotted quali- 'G. A. prita .0 J. J. Krebs, Appl. Phys, Len. 39 (1981).
tatively in Fig. 3(b). It is this contribution to the charge 'U. Hartmann, J. Appl Ph". ", 1561 (1988).
which may lead to the wide, diffuse signal surrounding the 3

H. J. Mamin, D. Rugar,. J. E tern, R. E. Fontana, Jr.,and P. Knsiraj, Appl.
narrow Bloch line structure of the walls. The total magneto- Phys. LtL $5, 318 (1989).
statie charge which results in the stray fields measured by an 'S. Shtrikan and D. rreves, J. Appl. Phys. 31, 147S (1960).

'A. Hubert, Theone der Donurenwande ma Gewoeir Medien (Springer,
MFM should be the sum of these two curves. Plots of the Bedia, 1974). p. 246.
charge density from the bulk p. and the surface p. and the 6M. R. Scheinfein, J. L Blue, K. J. Coakley, D. T. ierc . J. Celotta, and
three traces from Fig. 2 are plotted in Fig. 4. F.J. Ryan, Phys. Rev. B 43, 3395 (1991); M. R. Scheintfein. R. J. Celotta,

A qualitative comparison of the calculated charge densi- and D T Pierce, Phys Rev. tL 63,668 (t989); M.R. Scheinfein. 0. T
Pierce, and R. J. Celota, J. Appl. Phys. 6", `5932 (1990).

ties to the observed wall profiles (Fig. 4) shows a number of 
7 B. A. Liitey, Philon. Meg. 41. 792 (1950).

disparities. In particular, although the width of the narrow 'U. Hartmann, Phys. Status tidi A tot, 227 (t197).
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Influence of rf magnetron sputtering conditions on the magnetic,
crystalline, and electrical properties of thin nickel films

M. S. Miller, F. E. Stageberg, Y. M. Chow, K. Rook, and L. A. Heuer
Seagate Technology, 7801 Computer Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435

Thin nickel films with thicknesses ranging from 30 to 150 nm were deposited via radio frequency
(rf) magnetron sputtering. The influencL of argon pressure, film thickness, rf input power, and
deposition rate on the magnetic, crystalline, and electrical properties of the films was evaluated.
Depending on deposition conditions, film coercivity could be varied from 2 to 290 Oe while
saturation magnetization could be varied from 280 to 500 emu/cm3 . Higher argon pressures
produced lower coercivity films. The films exhibited a dominant fcc(IIl) orientation. Lower argon
pressures and higher rf input powers increased nickel grain sizes. Classical models based on domain
wall energy considerations and film microstructure are used to intrepret the observed experimental
results.

I. INTRODUCTION two-thirds of the peak coercivity value. Similar behavior has
Nickel is a simple ferromagnetic material with an fcc recently been reported for thin sputtered iron films.4

,N crystalline structure. The magnetic properties of evaporatedn For a specific input power, Figs. 1-3 also show that the
and electrodeposited2 thin nickel films have been studied a peak nickel coercivity tended to decrease with increasing ar-

function of film thickness, grain size, and substrate material. 3  gon pressure. The magnetic properties of the nickel films

The goal of this study was to evaluate the influence of rf were isotropic.
magnetron deposition conditions on the magnetic, crystal- Figure 4 shows that lower argon pressures can signifi-line, and electrical properties of thin nickel films t cantly increase the saturation magnetization of nominally

65-nm thick nickel films. For argon pressures above 8 Aim,

higher if powers also tended to increase film saturation mag-
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE netization.

Nickel films were rf magnetron sputtered onto 3-in.- X-ray diffraction analysis of nominally 65-nm-thickNickl flms ererf mgneronsputere ont 3-n.- nickel films revealed a dominant fcc (111) orientation with a
diam silicon wafers. A deposition matrix was conducted lattice parameter of 3.51 A. Adweak fcc (200) orientation was

whereby both the argon pressure and rf input power were attice prmte fi3.

systematically varied. An rf input power of 250 W produced also noted in the films. 5
a 0.-nms dpostionrat whle 200-W npu poer or- By using the Scherrer equation5 and the full width ata 0.2-nm/s deposition rate while a 2000-W input power cor- half-maximum (FWHM) values of the (111) diffractionresponded to a 1.3-nm/s deposition rate. The silicon substrate peaks, the crystalline grain sizes in the nickel films can be

was held directly above the sputtering target and simulta- estimated.
neously rotated about its center during deposition. Film Figure 5 shows that lower pressures and higher rf input
thickness was varied from 30 to 150 nm.Filmness thiks wasideterom ined va ao 10 powers increased the grain sizes of the nickel films. HigherFilm thickness was determined via a profilometer step input powers increase the amount of substrate heating which,
height measurement at five different locations on the wafer. input powes i ate amn oftr i
Film resistance was determined via a standard four-point in tum, promotes lateral glain growth.
probe measurement.

The magnetic properties of the samples were measured
with a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) and a low- ,W
field B-H looper. The maximum field of the VSM was 12.5 250i

kG. 25i -
An x-ray diffractometer using CuKa radiation was used 2I !

to provide x-ray diffraction data.

.lo 1  I OOO w

Ill. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ------
1oo1

Figures 1 through 3 exhibit the influence of thickness on " 7• i
nickel coercivity for films deposited at various argon pres- _o

sures and if input powers. With i , exception of the films I

deposited above 500-W input power at 4-hAm argon, the co- 2 400 600 - 0 0 20 1,0 tAW
ercivity of the nickel films show a similar behavior with F,- Thc00..-A,00•,

increasing film thickness. As the film thickness increases, the
nickel coercivity rapidly rises and reaches a maximum value
between 55 and 80 rim. At thicknesses greater than 100 nim, FIG. 1. Nickel oercivity as a function of film thickess for films deposited at
nickel coercivity tends to level off at a value roughly equal to 4,-tan pressure and various rf input powers.
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FIG. 6. Rentfivity of nominal 65-nim-thick nickel films vs argon press, re
for films deposited it a rf input powe1l.

FIG. 7. Theomeical dependence of nickel coercivity with film dtickness for
Bloch- and N•el-type walls.

irfwM~s

E,4= . (2) Conversely, voids in the films or oxidized grain bound-
aries reduce intergranular magnetic coupling and produce

Film coercivity H, is related to the variation of the wall domain wall pinning sites. These effects, which occur as ar-
energy along the direction s of wall motion via

6  
gon pressure increases and or as process temperature (rf

1 [E El dt power) decreases, are likely to reduce the width of the N6eI

Hc(t)=2"•j "t d-4 -- - (3) domain walls. For Niel wall widths where tf-w, Eq. (5)17 t ds shows that coercivity will vary quadratically with film thick-

For thin films with Bloch or cross tie walls, with thick- ness.
nesses t, such that t>w, Eqs. (1) and (3) yield the well Equation (5) also exhibits a linear dependence of coer-
known "4/3 law" of Niel: civity on M,. This relation can be used to account for the

\A
2

1/
3 

dt observed increase in film peak coercivity with reduced argon

H j(t)m,=4 2 CC (4) pressures, since lower pressures produce higher M, nickel
*M, ds films.

where dt/ds is assumed to be a nonzero constant. Finally, Fig. 7 employs Eqs. (4) and (5) to exhibit the

Similarly for Niel walls, Eqs. (2) and (3) yield theoretical dependence of coercivity on film thickness for
Bloch and Niel walls. The theoretical curves of Fig. 7 appear

H ~t)l=---- ý2+ý -• W- =aM,. (5) quite similar to the experimental data of Figs. 1-3.

Thus, for Niel wall widths such that wa't, there should L Reimer Z. Naturech. Tell A 11. 649 (1956).
be no first-order dependence of coercivity on film thickness. 

2w. Rnske, Ann. Phys. (Leipzig) 2, 274 (1958).
This result provides an explanation for the lack of ob- 

3
M. Pruuon, 7Thn Fer,ýosnec Fibirs (Butterwooths, London, 1964).

served coercivity variation with film thickness for the films 'Y. KL Kim and M. Oliveria, J. Appl. Phys. 74,1233 (1993).
deposited at 4-/an argon pressure and high input power. Fig- SB_ D. Cullity, Elemek- of X-ray Diffrction (Addison-Wesley, Reading,

MA, 1978), p. 102.
ures 4 and 6 indicate that low argon pressures and high pow- 6 B. A. Movchan and A. V. Demchiihin, phys. Met_ Metalg. (USSR) 28,
ers produce films with dense oxide-free microstructures. This 83(1969).

type of microstructure is likely to produce a high degree of 'j. A. Thormon, J. Vac. Sci. TlechnoL ., 666 (1974).

intergranular exchange and magnetostatic coupling.'
0 

Such OSs Middelhock, Femgaenc Dmn iM Thi NIFe Firms (Drkkeuji
Wed. G. Van Soest, N. V. Amsterdam, 1961).

highly coupled films would be expected to have relatively 
9
L Niel, C. R. Acd. Sci. 241, 533 (1955).

wide, w),t, domain walls. lOJ*0G. T.hu sad H. N. Bertram, . Appl. Phys. 63, 3248 (1988).
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Molecular magnets V(etravcynoethylene),.y(eolvent): Applicatons
to magnetic shielding

B. G. Morin and C. Hahm
Department of Physics The Oluo State Unwverst1% Colaminbw Ohio 43210-1106

Joel S. Miller
Department of Chamirury The Ulnersity of Utah, Sa Lake Ciy, Utah 84112

X J. Epstein
Dep-k-en of Physc anW Deparmen of Chenus"r, The Ohio Sta- UW-erOn
Cohlmbus, Ohio 43210-1106

The specific advantages and limitations of a new class of polymer based magnets [exemplified by
V(TCNE),.y(solvent) (TCNE=tetracyanoethylene)] for static and low frequency magnetic
shielding and inductive applications are evaluated using results of dc superconducting quantum
interference device martization and ac permeability measurements. Present materials have very
low density (p-I gfcm ), relatively high resistivity (--104 [ cm), and low power loss (as low as -2
ergcm-3cycle'-). Tne highest initial room temperature permeability observed to date (for
solvent=CH2CI2) of 1A,= 13 is modest for practical applications. Flexible processing methods are
suggested for optimization of magnetic properties important for shielding applications.

Molecular based magnets present opportunities for de- cipitate. Examples of solvents are: (i) V(TCNE) -y(CH2 CI2)
veloping a new class of lightweight materials for magnetic (X=Y=CH2CI2); (ii) V(TCNE),-y(CH3CN/C6H6 )
shielding and inductive applications, that are processible at (X=C6H6, Y=CH3CN); (iii) V(TCNE)t.y(CH3CN)
room temperature using conventional organic chemistry. The (X=Y=CH3CN). IR spectra showed an absence of C6H6 in
field of molecular magnetism is in its infancy compared with the precipitate. Samples of V/TCNE based magnets also
other classes of soft magnetic materials. The discovery in the were prepared using an alternate procedure.5 All samples are
mid 1980's of ferromagnetism at 4.8 K in the linear chain very reactive towards oxygen. Measurements were per-
electron transfer salt [FeCp•ITCNE] (TCNE=tetra- formed on powdered samples which were sealed under
cyanoethylene) marked the birth of molecular magnetism as vacuum in quartz tubes. Elemental analyses yield significant
a class of magietic materials.- The report3 in 1991 of room uncertainties in x and y. 3

temperature ferrimagnetism in the polymeric material The complex ac permeability was measured using the
V(TCNE).-y(CH2CI2) (x-2,y-0.5) was the first indica- mutual inductance technique for 10-104 Hz.6 The results
tion that this class may be of technological use. presented in Fig. 1 were measured on powder samples at 400

Magnetic shielding of low frequency magnetic fields is Hz with an exciting field of 220 mOe. For V(TCNE),
accomplished with soft magnetic materials.4 Current soft .y(CH2CI2) (both preparations) and V(TCNE),
magnetic materials suitable for magnetic shielding include .y(CH3CN/C4H6), the permeability was measured by cool-
transition metal alloys and ferrite ceramics.4 Transition metal ing to 2.0 K and stabilizing at each temperature before the ac
alloys may be tailored to have very high initial permeabilities permeability measurement. The ac permeability of
(fii-20 000) and low coercive fields (H,=0.006 Oe)
through choice of the transition metal concentrations, and
annealing procedure to increase crystalline order. Cold work-
ing and machining reduce the shielding effectiveness of these
materials to near that of high purity iron (.js-200). Ferrite
materials also require an anneal to reach their maximum per- " C

meabilities (lsi-3000). 14 iCRi4C

Results of dc superconducting quantum interference de- to
vice (SQUID) magnetization and ac permeability studies of a
V(TCNE), .y(solvent) molecule based magnets are pre-
seated. The specific advantages and limitations of
V(TCNE),.y(solvent) and other molecular based magnets
for static and low frequency magnetic shielding and induc-
tive applications are identified. Although no members of this _

class are immediately suitable for these applications, their ... ... ..
density, low power loss, and flexible low temperature proces- Tu,,•da m
sibility are promising for the development of lightweight
shielding materials.

Samples of V(TCNE),.y(solvent) are prepared by add- FIG. 1. Real amd imaginary permeability of V(TCNE),.y(Ct2 t2 ),
v/rCNE (alenate preparstik), vfr'NE),.y(CH3:•CJr•). MWd

ing a solution of V(C.H-) 2 in solvent X dropwise to a solu- Vfl- atE).-y(CHCN). Uprepbrated x' fo. V(TCN E).-y(CCNAIJ .ar
tion of TCNE in solvent Y, resulting in a black powder pre- and V(TCNE),.y(CH2C12 ) were previottiy publiabed in Ref. 7.
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............. lure T1 in V(TCNE)~.y(CH 3CN/l4HJ and V(TCNE)~
.. *~y(CH 3CN), where strong frequency dependence is seen.9  '

4 i ,.oMicrowave experiments at 6 GHz show very small (- 1) ini-
T•JO | Was K tiaJ permeability for V(TCNE)..y(CHP 2) and V(TCNE)

I. ... K (b) Cl) p f eq400

50 (a) 0.9: t 4. (b)- zation9 cuTs hesrea an mateinalyprs. o h 0 H cp,. , . , meability, A' and A", Fig. 1, do not follow the dc magneti-• s 0.0 ".0 144.6 zation curvesý for ths materials.
Z(6) FS (0t) The A' indicated that the energy loss is greatest for

0.5 ~V(TCNE),-y(CH3CNlCAH), and lowest for V(TCNE),
-0. 4 Y(CH 3CN). V(CNE)~.y(CF.,CN/C 6H16) has a re-entrant

* U •.,• spin glass phase below 10 K.7 for V(TCNEIy(CH 3CN),

TonsK T.100 K warming and cooling ac permeabilities, Fig. 1, show irme-
Ie) .d) versibility below Tf- 18 K.

Z. a The half hysteresis loops, Fig. 2, show low energy loss( .. .0 for V(TCNE),.y(CH 3CN) of 2 erg cm - cycle- 1 at 50 K and
5 t so 0.0 G. ,.0 0.1 erg cm- 3 cycle-1 at 100 K. This compares favorably with

Fi, toeld (00o) the losses for technological materials presented in Table I.
FIG. 2. Half hysteresis ioope of V(TCNE)..y(CH 3CN) at 50 K [(&) and (c)] Room temperature hysteresis for V(TCNE)0 • y (CH2C12) indi-
and 100 K [(b) and (d)]. Lower figures ((c) and (d)] have exlpended axes. cates a reminant magnetic induction 4wM = 10 G, coercive

field 60 Oe, and hysteresis loss of 5000 erg cm-3 cycle-1.
The coercive field for an alternately prepared V/TCNE based

V(TCNE),-y(CH 3CN) was measured as the sample was magnet is two orders of magnitude lower.
cooled from 30 to 5 K at a rate of 0.5 K/min, and then held Figure 4 presents the calculated static magnetic shielding
at 5 K for 2 min before sweeping up to 150 K at the same factor,"t 

defined as S= -20 log(Hi/H•), where HO is an
rate. hysteresis was m at and K with applied static uniform magnetic field and H, is the static

magnetic field inside the sphere. Results are shown for a 10
a Quantum Design MPMS SQUID magnetometer by cooling cm outer radius spherical shield of mass 1 kg. Shielding
in zero field from 150 K to the measurement temperature, factors S> 10 are for materials that have undergone extensive
and then measuring the magnetization as the field is ramped purification and annealing treatments, which have not yet
up to 100 Oe, down to - 100 Ge, and then back up to 100 Oe been developed for V(TCNE),. y (solvent) based magnets.
(at-0.33 Ge/s). The density of 1.0±0.2 g/cm' for both Table I gives a comparison of present molecular magnets
V(TCNE)1-y(CH2CI2) and V(TCNE)'.y(CH3CN) was deter- (including a variant prepared using solvent=C 4HsO1) with
mined in a glove box by pressing a pellet (1.3 cm diameter), other magnetic materials used in shielding applications.
and measuring its dimensions and mass. The demonstration Transition metal alloys offer high initial permeabilities (Ac,)
shown in Fig. 3 was performed by suspending soft iron rods and high saturation induction (Bj), at the cost of having
(common staples) above a SmCos permanent magnet [Fig. large densities (pd), large hysteresis losses (W), and large
3(a)], and then placing a pressed pellet (1.3 cm diameter) of eddy current losses caused by low resistivities (p,). Ferrite
V(TCNE)x.y(C-I 2 Cl2) above the magnet [Fig. 3(b)] at room materials have smaller saturation induction and smaller ini-
temperature under argon. tial permeabilities, but have lower eddy current and hyster-

The ordering temperature T, is above 350 K for esis power loss. V(TCNE),.y(solvent) based magnets as yet
V(NE)-y (CH2Cl2 35 (its decomposition temperature) have lower permeabilities [largest room temperature value to
130-140 K for V(TCNE)x.y(CH 3CN/CH)i~,7"8 and 8012 date being ,t 1= 

13 
for V(TCNE),-y(CH2 CI2), Fig. 2] and

K for VCTCNE)x.y(CH 3CN) from both ac permeability and low saturation induction, but have the advantage of being an

dc magnetization measurements. Initial permeability for order of magnitude less dense than transition metal materials
V(TCNE)•.y(solvent) is independent of frequency from 10 adhvn o dycretadhseei oss o on
Hz to 10 kHz, except near the spin glass freezing tempera- parhaiong for tedd linrentard chaseein mloseula or cmaget

Hz o 1 k~, xcet narthespi gassfrezig tmpea- parison, uji for the linear chain molecular magnets
[FeCpITCNE]' and [CCp;][TCNE]13 

are 3.1 (4.7 K) and
a) b) 3.6 (2.0 K), respectively, determined from their dc suscepti-

bilities. With increases in permeability, molecular magnetic
materials analogous to V(TCNE),.y(solvent) can be applied
to lightweight shielding of dc magnetic fields, and also to
lightweight, low loss inductive applications such as trans-
former, inductor, and motor cores. Figure 3 demonstrates the
effectiveness of V(TCNE),-y(CH2Cl2) in attenuating the

FIG. 3. (magnetic force exerted by a SmCo5 magnet on soft iron.
F (a) Folded soft iron roeb (topics) are show( atreacted to a SmeCof Though significant shielding is obtained for molecular
permanent mant (b) with a pellet (r=6.5 mam, rtl.7 nan) of
vrMNE),.y(Ct ) at - tempe shieldWig the mtgneiced the based magnets such as V(TCNE),.y(CH3CN), the effective-
soft ron rode hang freely. ness is much lower than that of currently used materials
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TADLE L Magmatic aimnalsrtl proeprties for shielding apgplicaaiosa. Messnreameaft awe at room tempetaamnee except whbere a footnote reference appears.
Saniraho. Wfhtcmo (5,) for V/rCNE based magnets is taken as 100 field whtich repreemtea induction outside ot the hysterests loop; sensatison smagnets.
maimisn amucls higher. Up and LF tannin ame MaZu~e tasrites for saedima trequency (MY, 0.1-2 Mfte) and low frequency (I.E. <0.21.MHz) applicasions.

ln~omnt humRefrenc. 3 4.7, 13, and 16.

Material 8, (0) , (G H, (0e) jo A,/pd p, (0 cm) W Ierecm') P, (g/cam3)

Fa (99.8%) 20500 8600 1.4 10 1.3 3X1O-' 30000D 7.9
Fe (99.9%) 21500 .. 1.0 200 25 1x1051 5000 7.9
Fe (99.95%) 21500 .. 0.05 10000 1300 lxl0-1 500 7.9
Mmneta 6500 3000 0.05 20 000 2300 6X10-' 300 8.7
MI Farite 4000 1500-2000 0.05-1.2 500-1000 100-200 3.3x 10' 250 5
LF Ferrtie 3500-500 800-1400 0.12-0.38 800-2500 160-500 50-700 45-130 5
V(TCNE).-y(CH 2CI,) 140 (320' 10 2D--60, 2 (140) 2 1x10', 5000 - 1

(315"') (19") (0.5") (13) (13') (13"')
V(TCNE)..y(C.AO) 21(P ... 10.'o -10 .. -

*V(rCN),*y(Clt 3CNICH 180" ... 15' -15, 1X10
5  

... 1
VOTCNE),.y(CHOI3  190, 0.3 0.15' 209 209 2...

* Alterntafpepwarationstechinique (Ref. 5); b20K; 250K;'150 K; '50 K; '75 YK;'60 K

(,5 ,V(rada..Y(CH3CN) - 0 ,01 rse ,VCTCNE),. 7 tOHrCN) try, inducing random anisotropy. 8 Though fthe acefonifrile
0.05 1LIp:"i"). Disorder may be added to content cannot be measured accurately it is suggested that T.~

is a measure of the relative concentration. Reduction of
through fthe presence of additional reactants, present either as Ta 4 nV(TCNE),-N indicates/Cthat toe level 100 Ksolvnt
solvent or solute, creating molecular "alloy" materials. In (CE 5 yC 3 N niaesta h ee f"ovn
V(TCNE), .y(CH2Cl2), dichloromethane is suggested to be doping" can be controlled by the relative concentration of
present primarily as a spinless interstitial dopant. As such, it reactants, both solvent and solute.
will add disorder weakly to the exchange through superex- It is suggested that through the fabrication of high purity
change and through van der Wiasis interactions with the molecular magnet "alloys," materials may be produced
unpaired-spin orbitals. It will also perturb the anisotropy by which are suitable for magnetic shielding and inductive ap-
changing the local symmetry. plications; at room temperature and above.

'Me role of acetonitrile in V(TCNE),.y(CH 3CN), and We thank C. Vasquez (DuPont) for sample preparation.
V(TCNE),.y(CH 3CN/C6H6  is much stronger, and is that of This project was supported in part by the Department of
a spinless substinaional as well as interstitial doat It Energy Division of Materials Sciences under Grant No. DE-
effects on the exchange are through coordinating with the V, FG-02-86BR456271.
directly changing the occupancies of the unpaired-spin orbit- 1a aS.ittipeddi K. JR. Croorack, J. S. Miller, and A . Epstein. Phys. Rev.
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Soft nmgnetic propertes of nanocrytallln Fe-HI-C-N films
J. 0. Choi arid J. J. ILee

Depafliwea of Mcrafinwgic Enuineenu& Seoul Ndauioual Unlwrsaij Sh"a. Kswmak
131-742 Seou, Komre

S. H. Han, H. J. Km, and . K. Kang
Mapetic Alloys LaboWo Karen Istnte of Sciece and TechnoJoty, PO. Box 131, Cheoqry.a&
130-650 Seoul Korea

Fe-Hf-C-N films with excellent soft magnetic properties were fabricated by Ar+N 2 reactive
sputtering for the first time. The newly developed films were found to have better soft magnetic
properties than those of Fe-Hf-C or Fe-Hf-N films. The best magnetic properties achieved in this
work are H, of 0.15 Oe, pff of 8200, and 4 i'M, of 17 kG. The thermal stability of the Fe-Hf-C-N

films was also found to be excellent, e.g., H, was less than 0.3 Oe and #a was about 4000 for the
films annealed up to 700 *C. It was observed by transmission electron microscopy that the films
consisted of two phases: a fine crystalline a-Fe phase whose grain size is about 6 run, and Hf(CN)
precipitates with a size of less than 2 nm. The fine grained a-Fe structures, together with finely
dispersed -H(CN) precipitates, is considered to be one of the main factors for the excellent magnetic
properties and thermal stability.

I. INTRODUCTION performed in the temperature range of liquid nitrogen tem-

Fe-M-C (M: early transition metals such as Hf, Ta, Zr, perature to 800 C under an external field of 10 kOe using
! etc.) and Fe-M-N naocrystaine films are reported to have the VSM. The effective permeability (p•) was measured at
ecad sft m agncpryties aretreprw te toheav I MHz by an impedance analyzer using a horse-sboe shaped
good soft magnetic properties together with high thermal femrte core. The microatnicture was investigated by trans-

stability.'
2 The nanocrystalline films can be obtained by the mission electron microscopy (TEM) and x-ray diffractometry

crystallization of precursor amorphous films. M-carbides or (mRD).

M-nitrides formed during the heat treatment are considered

to act as nucleation or pinning sites of grain growth, resulting
in nanoscale o-Fe grains. The fine grains of a-Fe is regarded IlI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
as one of the essential factors for magnetic softness.

In this article we first study the magnetic properties of Magnetic properties of Fe-Hf-C-N films produced

Fe-Hf-C-N films, in order to examine the effect of the simul- by Ar+N 2 reactive sputtering showed strong dependence

taneous addition of C and N. The magnitude of the free on PNZ. Figure 1 shows the dependence of H, on P,4 for

energy of formation of M-nitrides is generally larger than the films annealed at 550 *C. In this figure the film with

that of M-carbides.
3 

Therefore it would be of interest to ex- 0% PN2 indicates the Fe-Hf-C film deposited in the pure

amine how the process for the formation of nanocrystallites Ar plasma. H, decreases abruptly with PN,. reaching the
and the resultant magnetic properties change with the C and minimum value of about 0.17 Oe at 2% PN2, and then in-
N content in Fe-M alloys, creases with a further increase of PN2 . The content of

nitrogen incorporated in the films was almost linearly in-

II. EXPERIfENT creased with increasing PN2 . The typical compositions of

Fe-Hf-C-N films were fabricated in Ar+N 2 plasma by an the films were Fesi.4 Hf8 2C6.7N 3.7, Fe78.KHf 6 .CS.N. 2, and

rf magnetron sputtering apparatus. The target consisted of an Fe.3HfS. 7Cs5.6N16.4 at 2%, 5%, and 10% PNq, respectively.

Fe disc with small pieces of Hf and C. The partial pressure of In this figure p., is also shown. pi, shows the peak value of

N 2 gaS (PN2) was controlled in the range of O_10% keeping more than 7500. In the high PN2 region exceeding 5%

the total gas pressure of IX IO-3 Torr constant. The fabri- PN2 , Itef shows a relatively low value corresponding to high

cated films which were deposited onto Corming 7059 glass H,.
substrates were disc shaped with 10 mm diameter and I p:m Figure 2 shows the variation of 4"'M,, He, and #,g

thickness, The deposition rate was 470-620 A/min, mainly with annealing temperature for the films prepared at various
depending on PN2 at the power density of 3.82 W/crn The PN2 . In N-free Fe-Hf-C films, 4 irM, showed a rapid

composition of films was analyzed by Auger electron spec- increase at around 550 °C, which is commonly observed
troscopy (AES), and some of films also by Rutherford back- during the crystallization of Fe-M based amorphous
scattering spectroscopy (RIBS). When analyzed by AES, the alloyS-'."

5 
It is to be noted that as PN2 increases, 4"nrM, of

composition was calibrated with the standard sample ana- as-deposited Fe-Hf-C-N films increases and the increments
lyzed by RBS. The films were annealed at 350-700 oC for in 4 wrM with temperature become low. In Fe-M based al-
30 min in vacuum. The saturation magnetization (4aM,) loys, 4rM, is a structure-dependent property which in-
and coercive force (H,) were measured by a vibrating creases as the structure changes from amorphous to crystal-
sample magnetometr (VSM). Thermomagnetic analysis was line a-Fe, combined with Curie temperature (T,).

5 
Therefore
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FIG. 1. Coercive forc and effisciwv permeability ms a function of Pfor FIG. 3. Effective pelntiabitity an a runction at P for dth film wisere the
tie filint anncieald at 550 *t. ratics of [CMHfJ we 1. 1, OA6 0.5.

the increase in 41rM,, with PN n the a-deposted films netic properties. The reason for this is explained as follows.
implies that crystallinity changes with PN, as well as anneal- In the Fe-Hf-C-N alloys, it is expected that Hf has a strong
ing temperature. As is also shown in this figure, the filmsn tendency to form nitrides and/or carbides. These compounds
With PN, ranging 2%-5% show excellent thermal stability, -r likely to play an imnportant role in the micrastructure.

IHc being less than 03 Oe and pff being 4000 for th im Figure 4 shows x-ray diffraction patters of as-deposited
annealed up to 700 *C. However magnetic softness of th Fe-Hf-C-N films as a function of PN2 . The structural
films with 0% or a Plýof 10% and over is not good in the changes with PN2 are somewhat peculiar. As PN2 inrae

entire temperature ralge. the structure of the as-deposited film changes from an amor-
In order to understand the nitrogen effect, the PN at phouslike to a crystalline phase and again returns to an amor-

which pnf exhibits its peak value were determined at varying phous phase. It could be divided into two regions: region I in
ratios of [CXiHf] in Fe-Hf-C alloys. Figure 3 shows th which crystallinity improved and region 11 in which amor-
PN2 dependence of #a for the Fe-Hf-C-N films annealed at phization occurred again. In region 1, the tmicrostructure

550 *C. The ratios of [CJ{HfJ are 1.1, 0.6, and 0.5 which changed from an amorphouslike phase and HfC to a crystal-
corrspod t FC~Hf 4C,6  FC 3HIQC4 , ~ line one and Hf(C,N). On the contrary, in region 11 exceeding

FeS3.Hftta3qs, respectively. It is seen that the higher th 5% th tutr etre oa mojhulk
ratio of [CJ4HIJ the lower the PN, showing peak pernseabil- again In region I, the origin of the microstructural change

ity. This suggests that the critical total amount of Cand N with P W isconsidered tobe due to the fact that Nreacts

depends on the Hf content in order to obtain good soft mag- more readily with Hf than Cowing to alarger magnitude of
free energy of formation of HfN than HfC. As PN, increases,

20 _ . .

.515

-: F , O n -3 
p h

10.

0.1

-M 5

An-D 300 400 500 600 700

Annealing Temperature (*C) 3040 so
2-0 (dog)

FIG.2Z S*atuato asapetistion Maec" force, and inefctive permeablity
as a functio of awnaltlatenpetastne for the filans with various P.10FI. 4. XRD patterns of as-deposited film as a function of P,.
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-200-100 0 100 200 300 400 S00 600 700 sMc C) FIG. 6. TEM miacgragla and ddffxetion Paftite of Fe-Hf-C-N films an-
Temperature wsaled at 550'C: (a) bright kd imag; (b) a-Fe 0110) dark field image; (c)

HtCN) 011) + (200) dark fleld imag; (d) difAfation partern.

FIG. 5. flnmoflagnetic diagrarms asafnto fP. itdof two phases: a fine crystalline a-Fe phase whose

grain size is about 6 nmn and Hf(CN) precipitates with a size

the Fe H fC*aophu mti becmes deficietinHf of less than 2nam.Although not shown here due to space
conen owngto hepreiptatonofHf(CN) frmtem- Fe-Hf-C films consisted of large grains of both a-Fe and HfC

ti.This lowers the crystallization temperature ofthe mTrex precipitates, with sizes of 10-20 not and about 3 nm, respec-

bein crstalize. Inregon I, hweve, epectd tat lively. In region 11, however, a diffraction pattern similar to
beingcrystvelNlwoud.beIsrugion1,zoeder into an expattied tand y'-Fe4N was observed by both T7EM and XRD. Ithi phase

excesiveN wuld e slutinizd ino a a-F laticea may cause the deterioration of the magnetic properties of the
thereby the structure transformed to an amorphouslike one, maneedflsashw inFg2.Asenro teabv
which may be driven by accumulated strain induced from th rnesults oered fimssonainocryst2.Asln strcuesnd frotecabpi-

incorporation of N into the a-Fe latbCe.6 tatesuls can e beftined byanneysaling stuthe re-s-CNd f reim pith

7The above suggestion can be verified indirectly by the phase mxtures oftamorpous byneligte aFe-adHf(CN) pfeipmi-h

crystallization behavior of the remaining amorphous phase in thastmxues rahe tan orby ousing o N -fr e film wihafully amrep-

the as-deposited films through thermomagnetic analysis. The tae rahrta yuigNfeeflswt ul m

reuls reshwninFi. . sPN2 ilcesS'Irgo ,~In conclusion, we were able to fabricate Fe-Hf-C-N
Curie temiperature of amorphous phase (T,.am) UincreS0ase;n films with excellent magnetic and thermal properties. The
the crystallization temperlature (T.) of the amorphous phas excellent properties are believed to result from the very fine
decreases and the shape of the change in the reduced mag- grains of the a-Fe phase, together with finely dispersed
netization (0our77 K) near Tx becomes shallow. 7This mean Hf(CN) precipitates.
that the fraction of the remaining amorphous phase was de-
creased and crystallinity improved. In region H, on the con- 'N. Haiegawa. M. Saito. A. Kojima, A. Makino, Y. Misaki, and T. wa-
trary, the shape of change in a/0'77 K near T. becomes deeper .. b j. Ma o. Jp 14, 319 (199).
again, which means that the fraction of the amorphous phase LK Nakanishi, 0. Shimizu, and S. Yoshida, J. Mag. Soc, Jpe. IS, 371

increases. As for the crystallization behavior, the amtorhu (1991).
precursor of Fe-Hf-C-N is different from that of N-free Fe- l. Barno, Thrseruchamwca1lDea of Pure S&bsga,,cs (VCH. Weinbeim,.

1989).
Hf-C. T1he former has higher T,, and lower T. compared to 4

L. Suzuki. N. Kaiaoat,& A. Isome, A. Makino. and T. Mastimoto, Mater.
the latter, and the former is crystallized into a-Fe through Trans. JIM 31, 743 (1990).
two steps. SM. Nlace, M. Kodaims Y. loshi, and S. Yamanaka, iEEE Trans. Magn.

Figue 6shos 7M iage andthedifracionpatern MAG-17. 3062 (1981).
Figue 6 how ThMimaes ad th difiacionpattrn 6T. Egami and Y. Waseda, J. Nou-Crys. Solids 64, 113 (1984).

of the FeS1 4Hf8 C6 7N3 7 film produced in region I with 2% 7 . Seidel, G. Linker, and 0. Meyer, J. Less-Common Metals 145.
P N2 and subsequently annealed at 550 *C. The films con- 89(0968).
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Electrial charctstskc of spiral coil planar Inductors using amorphousf alloy ribbons as magneic layers
K Tnigsw&. M. Hiramn, and T. Sato
Adsvmced Materials atn Tefuomkv Reseawr" Laborawtoes, Nippoa Steel Corpmanou, Kanwasaki 211,
Japan

N. Tanaka
Hlaka Electric M•fg. Co., L9, Kawssak 211, Japan

Various types of plana inductors have been proposed for reducing the volume of switching
converters. Planar inductors using amorphous alloy ribbons as magnetic layers are also studied. The
purpose of this study is to clarify the relation between the electrical performance of the inductor, and
the properties and composition of amorphous ribbon. The experimental results show ta
superimposed dc current, 18, increases linearly with the product of B,. and ribbon thickness t,
where Igo is defined as the dc current corresponding to an inductance which decreases to 80% of an
initial value. In the case of stacking amorphous alloy ribbons, /s increases with gradual approach

to saturation, as the stack thickness increases regardless of ribbon thickness. However, the saturation
value of is0 depends on ribbon thickness. The saturation value increases with increasing ribbon
thickness. The above results suggest that from a practical viewpoint the use of thick ribbons is
preferable. With respect to alloy composition, the Fe-based alloy is more favorable compared with
the Co-based alloy because of its higher stored magnetic energy.

L. INTRODUCTION 14 mm square. The composition of amorphous alloys were

For the purpose of reducing the volume of switching Co°Fe4Si1 6B"Mo2 (Co-based for short) and
Fe75B12C4Ni1 Mo4 (Fe-based for short). One to ten sheets of

converters, efforts have so far been made to miniaturize mag- tem were st on easid of the pna to of ahspiral

netic devices. However, there are limitations in further miin- them were stacked on each side of the planar coil of a spiral
iaturizing conventional cores because of difficulties in core type, which gives larger inductance.' The planar spiral coil
ifturicationgan convnional c . bwith 38 spiral turns was formed on both sides of an alumina

Recently various types of planar inductors have been substrate, and connected electrically through a hole. The spi-

proposed,1-
4 which are laminations composed of a planar ral coil pattern and the direction of electric current flow are

coil, magnetic layers, and insulating layers. These planar the same on each side. The planar coil and the insulating

type devices are promising in view of their flat shape and layers were annealed in a N2 atmosphere after screen-

capability of high frequency use. printing treatment.

In this article we study planar inductors using amor- Inductance was measured at a frequency of 500 kHz and

phous alloy ribbons as magnetic layers. The effects of the a current, J~, of I mA with an impedance meter. Its super-
composition, ribbon thickness, and stack thickness of amor- imposed dc current characteristics were examined by means
phous alloys on electrical characteristics are examined in or- of superimposing a dc current, I&, of 50-300 mA with a dc

bias circuit.
der to optimize the constitution of magnetic layers. The re- In order to analyze the results of the above electrical
suits are analyzed using the finite element method.y

characteristics, amplitude relative permeability, A, and
maximum magnetic flux density, B,., of the amorphous alloy

IL EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The structure of planar inductors studied in this article is ISO
shown in Fig. 1. The amorphous alloy ribbons were prepared
by a rapidly quenching method

5 
and annealed after cutting a 5 ' 0 * i.4.5',m

. :.29.4 1

o 1-42.6urn

S150-

M[15 140
0 100 200 300 400 500

6 Stack thickness(um)

FIG. I. Stiucture of planar inductor: (1) substrate (alumina); (2) planar
spinal coil (Cu); (3) insulating layers (glass); (4) magnetic layers (amor- FIG. 2. Stack thickness dependences of inductance measured at a frequency
phous alloy ribbons); (5) through hole; (6) lead terminals. of 500 kWz for Co-based amorphous alloy nibbon of different thicknesses.
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ribbons were measured on toroidal cores. Amplitude relative plane of the magnetic layers. The plotted data coincide with
permeability, A., was measured at a maximum magnetic the solid curve. The A. used for plotting are data from amor-
field, Hm, of 0.4 A/m with a B-H analyzer (SY-8232). B. phous alloy ribbons wound on a toroidal core, which appar-

4 was measured with a dc B-H tracer. ently contain the effect of eddy current loss at high frequen-
cies. When stacking 18.7 Am thick Co-based ribbons, the

W.L RESULTS AND DICUSON data are a little lower than the calculated values. This differ-
ence is probably related to the stacking factor.

The inductance initially increases rapidly, and then Adc current is superimposd on an ac current when the
gradually approaches saturation as the stack thickness in- inductor is used as a choke cod for storing magnetic energy.
creases as shown in Fig. 2. The saturation value of the in- Figure 5 shows the superimposed dc current characteristics
ductance increases with decreasing ribbon thickness. This of inductance at 500 kHz in the case of stacking a sheet of
tendency is attributable to a ribbon thickness dependence of different thicknesses on each side of the planar coil. The
An. superimposed dc current, at which the inductance begins to

The A. increases with decreasing ribbon thickness as decrease, increases with increasing ribbon thickness.
shown in Fig. 3. Also, the At. increases with decreasing fre- Now, Igo is defined as the superimposed dc current cor-
quencies. These behaviors are related to eddy current loss. It responding to an inductance Lso which decreases to 80% of
is noted that the composition dependence of u. is small at an initial value. The inductance Lso is generally used in the
500 kHz. safety design of switching converters. Ig increases linearly

In order to analyze the results, we calculated the induc- with increasing ribbon thickness for Co-based and Fe-based
tance using the finite element method, where an axis- alloys but with different slopes as shown in Fig. 6. These
symmetrical model was assumed. linearities result from the dependence of the dc current char-

TIe calculated inductances increase with gradual ap- acteristics on magnetic fluxes within the plane, namely, the
proach to saturation with an increase in the product of rela- cross section of the magnetic pass, with a constant ribbon
tive permeability, 1,., and the thickness of the magnetic lay- size.
ers, t, as the solid curve shows in Fig. 4, where n denotes The stored magnetic energy of the inductor is calculated
stack numbers of amorphous alloy ribbons. This behavior from (1/2)L soso2 . The inductor using Fe-based ribbons can
probably results from a demagnetizing field effect within the store greater energy than that using Co-based ribbons.

10 • 300

-. 160 -

S• , 200" 140 •

IV Ccu.Wat.d C
S120 a Co-md..1 - S

Co.41ud,l1-4 -- 100
-- o 100 • 50.18.? ) a Co-.7s..

10F.-b...d.n a F.-besd

8000 100000 200000 300000 400000 1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0
. t(urm) Ribbon thickness 1t m)

FIG. 4. Dqeaence of Wdancm on the pmduct of mpltude relatve FIG. 6. Ribbon thickness depenuences of 180 meamwrd at a frequency of
Penoesiltyju*, s-d rlkbas thickones, t- SOD kilL
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The superimposed dic current characteristics are gene- When increasing the, stack number nt of amorphou alloy
ally known to depend on the magnetic saturation effect. We ribbons the superimposed dc current characteristics can be

4plotted the results of Igo versus the product of the maximum improved as shown in Fig, 8. But the improvement dimin-
magnetic flux density4 B,., and ribbon thickness, t, as shown ishes when the stack number is over 3.
in Fig. 7. The Ig increases linearly with increasing B,,:. 1Igo Igo increases with the gradual approach to saturation, as
can be predicted from this linearity. B. of the Co-based alloy the stack thickness increases at a frequency 500 kHz as
is approximately 0.6 T, and that of the Fe-based is approxi- shown in Fig. 9. The: saturation value of Igo increases with
mately 1.2 T. Magnetization of the magnetic layers exhibits a increasing ribbon thickness, and also with decraging fre-
minor loop under the dc current superimposed condition. quency. The dependence of Igo on thickness and frequency is
Strictly speaking, the superimposed tic current characteristics mainly related to eddy current loss and the stacking factor.
depend on the permeability of the minor loop, but macro- T1he above results suggest that from a practical viewpoint
scopically depend on B,,:. the use of thick ribbons as magnetic layers is preferable,

particularly at high frequencies.

160

140 n-:2 IV. CONCLISIONB

-. 120 *We have clarified the relation between the electrical per-

100 formance of inductors and the properties of amorphous rib-
80 bon. We suggest that a stack of thick ribbons should be used.

so~ With respect to alloy composition, an Fe-based alloy is more

0 0 10 20 30 00'IL. Kawate, I. Koyama, and K. Shirac MEBE Tans. Magp. I4AG-2S.,

MAG-27, 5277 (1991).
"~M. Minn. T. Yacki.i A. Tago X. Yanagisawa, and XC Sakskibar., IEEE
71rans. Map. MAG-21L 1969 (1992).

FIG. 8. Superimposed tic current characteristics measured et a frequency of 'S. Arsakws. ME. Yaimaguchi. H. Obztb.ki and K. I. Ana. Tech. Rep. 1EE
500 kltz for different stack numbers, nt, of 18.7 pmn thick Co-basd amer- Jpn. MAG-92 (1992).
pboms alloy ribbon 'T Sato, T. Ozewa, and T. Yamada, An. Fms Ser. B 36,148 (1990).
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Bending streass and blstbs behavior In Fe-rich amorphous wire
M. VizquWez C. G6mez Polo, J. Vli•zquz, and A. emando
Iagngao de M48--ua~ Aplicada Labmrsw-i Sahv-io *4Iay RLPJFE-CO-pt-N~ Liar Aptirrado de
Correos 155, 28230 Las Raose Mad5i& Spain

The aim of this work is to analyze for the first time the changes in magnetic properties of an Fe-ich
amorphous wire (Fe7,Si7 __B1 5) when it is submitted to bending stresses. Upon a reduction of the
radius of curvature, Re, of the wire (i.e., Wnrsing bending streses), the main changes in the
magnetic properties are summarized as follows: (a) Bistable behavior disappeas when reducing R,
below about 11 cm but it is again observed for Rc less than about 2.5 cm. This latter effect is also
obtained for short wires (less than around 7 cm) which do not show spontaneous bistability. (b) For
the case when bending stresses make bistability disappear, the susceptibility increases more than one
order of magnitude with regards to the case of bistable wire, and parallel to the increase of
susceptibility, a reduction of remanent magnetization is observed. The disappearance and later
occurrence of the bistable behavior with increasing bending stresses are discussed in terms of the
tensile and compressive stresses induced when the sample is bent. The possibility of having bistable
wires with toroidal symmetry is also discussed owing to its interest for particular applications as
pulse generators with reduced size and magnetic switches.

The magnetic bistability observed in highly magneto- radii of curvature, bistability starts being modified in the
strictive Fe-tich amorphous wires is a consequence of the sense of reducing the switching field and remanence (equiva-
particular distribution of internal stresses frozen in during the lent to the fractional volume of the core or fractional mag-
fabrication by the in-rotating-water quenching technique. netization involved in the switching process). For a radius of
Such stresses coupled to magnetization via the magnetostric- curvature less than around 11 cm, bistability is lost. But fi-
tion constant determine two regions within the wire, namely, nally, for R, around 2 cm this phenomenon is again recov-
a cylindrical core and an internal sheath having axial and ered. The same experiments were performed on short wires
radial easy axes, respectively. This domain structure is re- which do not show magnetic bistability before bending. Nev-
sponsible for the square loops observed when magnetization ertheless, after reduction of the radius of curvature, bistabil-
reverses its direction inside the core upon application of an ity can be recovered. It is noteworthy to remind that non-
ac axial field.' bistable short wires also recover bistability under large

The influence on bistability of tensile, compressive, and enough applied tensile stress.5

torsional stresses has been analyzed in previous reports.2-5 Figure 2 shows the dependence of a coercive field on the
The aim of this work has been to present the first results radius of curvature for two wires 6 and 10 cm long, respec-
concerning the influence of bending stresses on the phenom- tively. It should be noted that bistable behavior is not ob-
enon of bistability in amorphous wires. served for intermediate radius of curvature as mentioned pre-

Amorphous wire with nominal composition viously. In fact, coercive fields larger than 3 A m
Fern.Si5B1s and 125 pm diameter was kindly provided by correspon to coercing fields lare d loops.
UNTKA Inc. Pieces of different length (from 3 to 10 cm) correspond to switching fields typical of squared loops.
were taken for magnetic measurements. In order to measure Figure 3 shows the dependence of susceptibility X,

the axial hysteresis loops, the wire was inserted into a plastic around the remanence, on the radius of curvature. Suscepti-
tube 12 cm long with a 2 mm outer diameter. A primaiy coil bility takes larger values for the range of bending stresses for
wounded on the tube supplied the ac axial field (18 Hz in which bistability is lost. The observed decrease of suscepti-
frequency) while a pickup coil 2 -n wide and wound bility in bistable loops should be related to its reduced num-
around the exciting coil at its center position allowed the ber of domain walls and to the stronger forces that pin those
detection of axial magnetization by the conventional induc- walls. Parallel to the increase of X, a drastic reduction of the
tion technique. A second primary-secondary set of coils was remanence is observed which is associated to the disappear-
taken to compensate the changes of flux from the air. The set -iie of bistability.
consisting of flexible tube with primary and pickup coils and The modification of the magnetic parameters shown in
the amorphous wire can be fitted into a ring-shaped holed the preceding section has to be related to the magnetoelastic
piece having the possibility of taking different radius of cur- anisotropy induced by bending stresses. In order to analyze
vature. In this way, the axial hysteresis loops were measured more quantitatively that modification, we have calculated
as a function of the radius of curvature. bending stresses according to the classical theory of

Figure I shows the hysteresis loops for a 10 cm long elasticity.6 When a cylinder is bent, a shear stress, o,,,, and
bent wire for different radius of curvature, Rc. For the larger the stresses ao, o,,, and or, are induced where the 0 axis is

parallel to the axis of the wire, the x axis is perpendicular to

"*P, a %stitme de Cilea de M Sem, 144, 2MOO6 0 axis within the plane of bending, and the z axis is perpen-
Madid. SPts. dicular to this plane. These stresses are
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FIG. 1 Axial hysteresis loops for a 10 cm long wire under difemr radM of curvature: (a) 13 cm, (b) 7 cm, (c) 1 cm.

(, E(r*)
2  

where r* and Rc are the radius of the wire and that of the
S[(7+6v)(x 2

-1)(5+2v)z 2
], (1) curvature, respectively, and E and P are the moduli of YoungP+604'v (E=1.62X10" Pa) and Poisson (P=0.3). The coordinates

-(0+2v)E(r*)
2  

x=(R,-p)lr* and z=flr* are dimensionless being p and
cr 2(x'z)=-8R---1 +-- [3x

2
+z

2
1], (2) f, the radial and axial coordinates, respectively, in a system

with the reference placed in the center of curvature with the
, = x 1 [ axis perpendicular to the plane of bending (in such a sys-

X'z) -t* 8(1 + r')R [(8+l10v+4v 2
)x

2  
tern the axis of the wire has coordinates x=O and z=0).

S2E(r.)2 Figure 4(a) shows the dependence of a,, with the dis-
-(6v+4 V2)Z2-_(2+ v)] (3) tance to the neutral fiber for z=O (i.e., the plane parallel to

I Rýthat of bending and containing the axis of the wire). As

E(r*)
2
(1+2v) known, positive (tensile) and negative (compressive) stresses

U.2 (x,z) = 4 1 zx, (4) are obtained. Similar behavior is found for z different from
R,( 1 + v) zero. In Fig. 4(b), the variation of the rest of the stresses is

. 15 120-

S-To-"OO I _ýo

-80o
660

Bistobfe behaviour 7 +1
63- --

41 0 _- Q20- +

C) .0

U Non bistobility 0 • , . " -o- -
0 3 6 9 12 5 0 15Radius of curvature (cm) Radius of curvature (cm)

FIG. 2. Coercive field ma a function of the radius of curvature for wires with FIG. 3. Depeadence of susceptibility at the remasence on the radius of
different lengths: (0) 10cm and (+) 6 cm. cmvature for wires with different lengthe: (0) 10 cm and (+) 6 cm.
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,-.-.. ..... ....____-7 creasing radius of curvature), the initial core will decrease its

- _- volume or even disappear and a multidomain structure will
"be present. On the other hand, a pan of the shell will rein-
force its transverse easy axis, while in the other half, there
will be a counterbalance between compressive and tensileS_ -- •-w•-•0stresses. Accordingly, for a relatively large radius of curva-
.ture, the initial oaxial core is probably destroyed and half of
"the shell decreases its magnetoelastic energy constant with
both effects inducing a magnetic softening of the material.
This is the origin for the observed increase of the initial
susceptibility and decrease of the coercivity.

For the largest bending stresses obtained when the radius
-- of curvature is decreased below 3 cm, bistable behavior is
- observed again and susceptibility drops very quickly. In this

case, bistability should be ascrib'd to the appearance of an
eccentric core with axial easy axis generated by the tensile
stress of the convex region of the wire. In the residual vol-

FIG. 4. Dependence of the axial stress ura in the surface of the wire on mn ume of the wire, magnetization would lie transversely as a
radius of curvature. (a) Shows the dependence of oe5 on the distance to the consequence of the compressive bending stresses.
neutral fiber in a plane parallel to that of bending and containing the axis of The appearance of magnetic bistability in Fe-rich bent
the wire. for a radius of curvature R, =5 cm. being r=R,-p (see text). (b) wires for short enough radii of curvature, allows the design
Shows, for the same parameters. the dependence of a_, oa,. and oa on the
distance to the neutral fiber. (c) Shows the coordinate system considered. of reduced size paise generator elements. In such devices the

exciting circular field that causes the magnetization reversal
within the wire can be generated by an electrical current

also plotted. Comparison of results from both insets indicates flowing through a conductor wire perpendicularly piaced

that only in a small region close to the neutral fiber does at, across the plane formed by the bent sample. In this way, a

takes values comparable to those of the other stresses. Con- sharp voltage pulse is detected in a pickup coil wound

sequently, only a-9 stresses will be considered in the follow- around a certain point of the bent sample, when a critical

ing. In Fig. 4 the maximum cro values (obtained at the surface current flows through the conductor wire. Therefore, this

of the wire, r/r*=-1 being r=Rc-p) for the plane z=O, configuration can be used to build sharp pulse generator de-

are plotted as a function of the radius of curvature. vices and magnetic switches of reduced size.

According to Fig. 4, we can consider, only in a first This work has been supported by the Spanish C.I.C.Y.T.

approximation, that the bent wire is subjected exclusively to kProject No. MAT-92/01561 and IBERDROLA, S.A.

the tensile and compressive axial stresses for the regions of
the wire with convex and concave curvatures, respectively. 'F B. Humphrey. K. Mohri. 1. Yamasaki. H. Kawamura. R. MalmhiIll. and

The induced magnetoelastic anisotropy exhibits easy axis t. Ogasawara. Proceedings of the Svmlnstam os Magnetic Propterifes of
which is either parallel or transverse to the axis of the wire Amorphous Metals. edited by A Hernando et al. OEsevier. Amsterdam.

1987). pp. 110- 115.
depending on the curvature. -F. Kinosita. R. Malmbhill, K. Mohri F. B. Humphrey, and J. Yamasaki.

Bistable magnetic behavior is a consequence of the par- IEEE Trans. Magn. 22. 445 (!t,86).
ticular distribution of the intrinsic magnetoclastic anisotro- 3M. Wun-Fogle. H. T. Savage. L. T. Kabacoff. M. L. Spano. J. R. Callen.
pies in magnetostrictive wires which give rise to the coaxial G. A. Jones, and D. G. Lord. IEEE Trans. Magn. 25. 3611 (1989)."M. Vazquez. 1. Gonzalez, J. M. Blanco. J. M. Barandiaran. G. Rivero. and
core with axial easy axis and the shell with radial easy axis A. Hemando. J. Magr. Mags. Mater. 96, 321 (P19t1.
for Fe-rich wires. Upon application of bending stresses, 'A. M. Seserino. C. G6mez-Polo. P. Marin. and M. VazqL.Zz. J. Magn.

each half cross section of the wire is submitted to tensile and Magn. Mater. 103. 117 (1992).
compressive axial stresses, respectively, so that there will be s Timoshenko and J. N. Goodier, Theonr ofElasticrit, edited by Urmo

teBilao. 168), Chap. 13. Sec. 131.
a competition between intrinsic and applied stresses. As a J. Velitzquez. M. Vazquez, H. T. Savage. A. Hernando. and M Wung-
consequence of that, for increasing bending stresses (de- Fogte, J. Appl. Phys. 70. 6525 (199i1.
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r , - Relaxation In magnetic continua fo

V. L Sobolev, I. KIik. C. R. Chang, and H. L Huangt ~ ~~Department -f PAysWcA Nation=T-io Uniwernoý TaWoei Taiwan, Pepu~ic of Cki•m

Within a recently developed axiomatic formalism for construction of stochastic field equations of
motion a new form of the equation for damped dynamics of magnetization in ferromagnets is
proposed. It takes into account spatially inhomogeneous dissipation due to exchange interactioni
and replaces the customary dissipation constant (due to relativistic effects) by a dissipation operator.
This operator is constructed here by comparison of the resultant phenomenological spin wave
spectra with results of microscopic calculations. Dynamic description of relaxation of the modulus
of magnetization ie discussed.

A consistent description of the damped dynamics of the In Ref. 6 we proposed that the damped dynamics of
magnetization vector M(rj) in magnetic continua is a prob- magnetization be described by the equation
lem of considerable theoretical and practical interest, yet, to
date, possibly due to the difficulty of solving the resultant M,= yoMX[-HM-A2,7 Mj, (1)
equations, relatively little effort has been devoted to a gen-

Seralization of the original Landau-Lifschitz-Gilbert
T '2  where, for simplicity, we omitted the stochastic (noise) terms

iLLG) theory which is distinguished by the presence of a irrelevant to the present analysis of damped dynamics. In this

single dissipation constant e. In a recent significant equationM,=°Idt'HM= iedM(.# istheHamiltonian),
YO is the gyromagnetic ratio, and A2 , is the above mentioneddevelopment, 3 however, Bar'yakhtar (Ref. 4 provides a sum- isstio operatich ace here the amia eidissipation operator which replaces here the familiar Gil-

mary of his theory) argued that the observed discrepancy bert's dissipation constant eg. In general A2,7 may be an
between the value of e deduced experimentally from
dmiweenthall dragandfromferrougeti eprimesontane (m operator in both the magnetization components Mi and the
domain-wall drag and from ferromagnetic resonance (L is spatial variable r. In our previous study6 we used the simple
here much smaller) is due to spatially inhomogeneous dissi- form A =,1-2-- 71,, 2 ,7A where A is the Laplacian and 7)g is a
pative processes. He derived an equation of motion for mag- newly introduced dissipation constant associated with propa-
netization in which dissipative strength depends not only on gation of inhomogeneities through the medium. By construc-
the vector M proper, but also on its spatial derivatives and tion the magnitude of magnetization remains conserved. This
then recovered the exchange approximation expression for assumption is not altogether justified and we shall return to it
spin wave damping which cannot be obtained from the LLG in our concluding remarks. Equation (1), however, is but a
theory. special case of a more general class of equations, to wit

Dissipative forces, however, are invariably associated
with randomly fluctuating thermal fields whose combined M,= yOMx[-HM-A2.,fI, (2)
action drives the system in question towards the stationary
state of thermal equilibrium. The existence of this stationary where A,,, is a symmetric tensor (a 3x3 matrix) and the
state, neglected by Bar'yakhtar, can only be included in the components of the vector f are polynomials in M(') of de-
phenomenological theory within the framework of stochastic sired spatial symmetry. It can be shown6"' that the stochastic
differential equations (SDE, see, e.g. Ref. 5). To every SDE version of Eq. (2) describes evolution towards thermal equi-
one may then construct a (Stratonovich) Fokker-Planck op- librium, however, in the underdamped limit only. The gen-
erator and one demands that its stationary state is thermal eral form of this equation, valid for any dissipation strength
equilibrium, remains unknown.

We have recmntty derived 6 such a phenomenological We shall assume here that f-M and find a scalar opera-
SDE for damped magnetization dynamics in continua using a tor Ac, such that the damped system described by Eq. (1) not
real time modification of the celebrated Caldeira-Leggett only goes to thermal equilibrium (which must be the station-
formalism.7 In this stochastic field theory the dissipation con- ary value of the Fokker-Planck operator associated with the
stunt is replaced by a dissipation operator constructed in such stochastic equations of motion) but also yields the correct
a way as to satisfy a generalized fluctuation-dissipation (FD) dispersion relation for damped spin waves in a uniaxial fer-

theorem which guarantees that thermal equilibrium is the romagnet.
stationary state of the corresponding Fokker-Planck equa- Let us first consider the simplest microscopic model of a

tion. It is easy to write down a phenomenological equation of ferromagnet with uniaxial anisotropy. The Hamiltonian may

motion which has a given spatial symmetry, but the dissipa- be written in the following form:
tive operator is not a priori known and must be reconstructed 1
a posteriori by comparison with microscopic theory and ex- W= -- - J(R.,.)(So S,.)-I KI (S(, )2
perimental data on spin wave dispersion. Here we carry out 2I
this program for the special case of an easy axis ferromagnet
and then also discuss the more complicated easy plane model -guBHo-' SI, (3)
of high degeneracy.
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where J(Rt,.) is an exchange integral, K is the anisotropy dissipation operator is a scalar quantity. The phenomenologi-

constant, g is the g-factor, 1A is the Bohr magneton, and the cal counterpart of Eqs. (4) and (5) is then obtained if one sets
sum is taken over all lattice sites. The quantization procedure 2  _ _
for this Hamiltonian is described, for example, in Ref. 9. 1 Y; I (K,-K a

2
A), (9)

Within this model, in the case of the so-called easy axis type where M=IM(rt)=const. The dimensionless operator K,.,
of magnetic anisotropy (i.e., if in the absence of external combines the relativistic and exchange contributions to dis-
magnetic field magnetization is parallel to the easy axis) the sipation and yields
expression for the spin wave spectrum has the simple form (Ph)(k)(E+Dk2)(+zkl) (10)

yj:")(k = EoO + DD2 2(4,)Kak),(0
where EO=EA +E., for the dissipative part of the spin wave

where k=Ik• is the wave vector modulus. Further, spectrum. Cc, omenological expression (10),
EO=EA+EH with EA=SK= VoJHA (yo=gSID and 4=) and in which, in i ,oximation, we must set K, = 0,
E = yOIHO being the anisotropy and Zeeman energy terms, with the microscopic rcsult (5) we identify
respectively. The exchange stiffness constant is D=SJ~a2  3 T ý 2 T
where S is the spin of an ion, a is lattice constant, and in2
J(O)-J(k)•Jo(ak)2 in the long wavelength approximation K (x2; iS &,,) T, . (11)

ak4 1. It is common practice to consider also the limiting Beyond the exchange approximation, with EA * 0, a com-
exchange approximation in which one sets EA--0 and parison of Eqs. (10) and Eq. (8) yields
EH--0 so that the spin wave spectrum (4) takes on the form

4 ,w(k)=Dk
2. Spin wave damping1° may then be represented EAT2

as (12)

30 (Tý 2  [ T (5 The foregoing results show that for an easy axis ferro-
! 5 ,sF(k)=(ak) S2•1)lS- l , ( magnet it is possible to reconcile the demands of micro-

scopic and phenomenological, thermodynamic theories. So
where e,=SJo for brevity. Thus, in the long wavelength far, however, we have not succeeded in carrying out this
limit the k dependence of the spin wave spectrum and damp- program for the highly degenerate case of an easy plane
ing should be Y,(k)cck 4 and E_(k)ock- , respectively. These ferromagnet. 4 In this case, namely, the dissipative operator
results are of primary importance to test the correct choice of and the vector f cannot be chosen to be isotropic, as was
the relaxation term in the phenomenological equations for conveniently done here, but their choice must reflect the easy
damped dynamics of magnetization. Let us again recall that plane symmetry. This is a somewhat intractable problem
we also demand that the stochastic form of these equations since the theory then contains two nontrivial quantities to be

leads to the state of thermal equilibrium. In the case of an determined ad hoc, the vector f and the dissipation operator
easy axis ferromagnet, for example, our Eq. (3), the spin A2. We have little doubt, however, that a consistent theory
wave damping is determined by a process of four magnon of a uniaxial (both easy plane and easy axis) ferromagnet is
interaction. It may be described by the Hamiltonian (see, feasible within the proposed formalism of Eq. (2) which
e.g., Refs. 9 and 11) should, in principle, also allow to develop phenomenological

models of even more complicated dissipative couplings.8

H,= I '(1,2;3,4)crc2c 3c 4 A(kl+k 2 -k 3 -k 4) In deriving Eqs. (1) and (2) we assumed that IM(rt)I=M
1.2,3,4 =const. This assumtion allowed us to introduce a conjugate

+ H.c. (6) pair of action angle variables6 and to write down canonical
equations of motion. Problems arise if the above condition is

in which i-k, the summation is carried out over the wave violated and the rapid relaxation of M towards its equilib-
vectors of individual magnons, and rium value is incorporated into a theory which then contains

1 1 1 three dynamical variables (the components M,), rendering
'l(1,2;3,4) =-2-- D(kl.k 2+k 3 .k 4)+E.A . (7) the canonical formalism inapplicable. By the study of

2S 2Callen1 2 the relaxation of the magnetization modulus is re-

The resultant expression for spin wave damping within this lated to the number of magnons with nonzero k vector and
model (assuming k--0) has the simple form we expect that the missing dynamical variable is related to a

collective effect in this system.
EAT 2  This research was sponsored .by the National Science

'. - . (8) Council of Republic of China under Grant No. NSC-83-
0405-E02-001.

Dipole-dipole, magnetoelastic, and other interactions are ne-
glected.

The problem now is to find such a tensorial operator CVA
and vector f in Eq. (2) such that the resultant phenomeno- 'L D. LandSu, ColeaxedPapers, edited by D. ter Ham (Petgamon. Oxford,Si19 .5).
logical equations of motion are compatible with Eqs. (4), (5), 

2T. L Gilber, Phys. Rev. I9, 1243 (1955).
and (8) derived microscopically. For simplicity we consider IV. G. Bar'yshtar, Soy. Phys. JET 60, 863 (1984).
here Eq. (1) only, i.e., we assume that f=M and that the 'V G Bar'yakhtar, Physica B 1.5, 20 (1989).
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IGeneralized equations for domain wall dynamicsk
Vladimir L Soboievs) Huai U Huang, and Shoan Chung Chen

Dirparen of Physic.% N-1om T-wu U-"mt Taipei, Twwoj, Repub& of Ch-n
Generalized domain wall dynamic equations have been derived. The influence of the external
magnetic field normal to the anisotropy axis on the critical parameters of the domain wall motion
has been studied and illustrated.

1. INTROOUCTION and coordinate y normal to the DW; h,=H,/4iM is the

The phenomenological analysis of domain wall (DW) dimensionless external field applied in the x-y plane,

dynamics is typically based on the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert H =H,(cos *, sin O, 0); Ws i is the energy density de-

(LLG) equation which enables to consider different types of scribing the interaction of the system with the drive field

magnets and take into account various interaction both be- applied along the anisotropy axis

tween the internal subsystems of the crystal and with the Wdf= -21rM 2
{2hlcos 0),

external field."- Rigorous mathematical analysis is limited
to the simplest models

4 
which of course do not provide a where hA=H 1/4irM; Wd is the demagnetization energy

complete description of real situations, while the approxi- density. Following Slonczewskil we will consider Wd in the
mate approaches have proved to be fruitful for the investiga- form
tion of the DW dynamics.- 3

'
6

- The approximation for theo- I
retical investigations of the DW dynamics in ferromagnets Wd= -__Hl'
usually is to assume high values of the material quality factor 8ir
0Q1 I(Q=K/2rM

2
; K is the uniaxial anisotropy constant, where the demagnetization field H,, satisfies the equations

and M is the spontaneous magnetization). This approxima-
tion allows to neglect any change of the DW structure during curl H, =0, div(H,+4wrM)=0.
its movement. However, the account of these changes is of
principal importance especially for the case of Q -I and the In our case of the infinite medium the sample surface is not
investigation of the DW movement under the action of mag- important? In order to solve these equations we restrict our-
netic field normal to the anisotropy axis. selves to the DW on the surface of which the condition of the

In this article, generalized Slonczewski-type equations continuity of the normal component of magnetization is sat-

describing the movement of an isolated DW in the presence isfied
of an external magnetic field normal to the anisotropy axis (M,-n)=(M2 -n),
are obtained. For symmetric orientations of the in-plane

field, namely, parallel and normal to the DW plane, the equa- where n is the normal to the DW, and MI, M 2 are the mag-
tions are applicable to any materials with Q-- 1. For arbitrary netization vectors of neighboring domains. The expression
orientations of the in-plane field, the equations are limited to for the magnetic-dipole energy density may be represented as
Qý>1 materials only. Using these equations the analysis of follows:
the in-plane field influence on the DW dynamics and its criti-
cal parameters has been carried out. Wwd=2WrM

2(sin 0 sin (p-sin 0o sin 011)2.

Here 10 is the polar angle of the magnetization inside the
11. DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS domain. The equations for the determination of the magneti-

Consider an isolated DW wall in a ferromagnet with a zation angles inside domains obtained via the variation of the
uniaxial anisotropy along the z axis. The DW plane coincides corresponding energy density have the form
with the x-z plane and the y axis is along the DW move- Q s 0 cos 0 0 -h, cos 00+hA sin 0ý=0,
ment direction. The energy density of the system may be
written as follows:' (Po= *. (2)

WDw=2"trM2{A2 [,&,2+sin20OP'2]+Q sin2 &+
iQ In the DW dynamic problems H, as a rule, is much smaller

-2h, sin 0 cos(0- 4fH)}+ W, d+W*k. (1) than 4#rM (hil41) and, as a result, the asymmetry of the
solutions of Eq. (2) inside domains will also be small. The

Here A, is the Bloch DW width; 0 and ip are the polar and static DW structure can be obtained via the variation of Eq.
azimuthal angles of the magnetization vector (1). The boundary conditions for the equations describing the
M=M{sin 0 cos (p, sin 0 sin (p, cos 0), the anisotropy axis is distribution of the magnetization in the DW are as follows:
taken to be the polar one. In the one-dimensional problem
under consideration the O and (p angles depend only on time 0(y) Oo, at y-o--

Ir-0 0 , at y-+-,
"PerImanent address: Institute for Sing Crystals of the Academy of Sci-

ences of Ukraine, Khukov, 31t00t Ukraine. $'(y)=* as y..-_o.
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For the two symmetric orientations of the in-plane field, where

# HO-=
0 (parallel to the DW) and *H = w/2 (normal to the

DW), the static DW structure ha the forms R[° do, ) +sin'(*+ Sl)Jf(o°) - 2g( 4°H)

sis2 00 x [h, Cos *+sin do sin y0I sin((+3))]
sin O=sin 00 jcash ý+sin 1o0' f=y/Ao (3) -irtOo[Q sin o-2h, +sin do sin2 #]/2.

in which for *H=0 the DW width is 4e=A 5/cos do, and for (9)

H=•/2, Ae=Aslos o, where A 2 -=QA 2 I(Q+I). Note These equations allow to consider the DW movement
that in the case of the in-plane field normal to the DW, under the action of an in-plane field varied from zero up to
*H = the solution (3) is realized for H,>8M. It is nec- the anisotropy field.
essary to emphasize that these solutions are exact, in the
sense that they are obtained without making any approxima- M. ImNLENCE OF: THE 9N-P FIELD ON THE DW
tions for arbitrary values of the Q parameter. In the case of MOERDjN
the arbitrarily oriented in-plane field one can use Eq. (3) for
the static DW structure relying on the approximation Q• >1. The influence of an in-plane field on the steady state DW

We express the LLG equation in spherical coordinates movement has been already considered.s Here we will con-
and assume that the moving DW centered at q(t) has the sider the DW movement under the action of the drive field
same DW structure as desced by Eq. (3) in which it is exceeding the Walker critical field Hw=2wraM and for a
necessary to substitute f-.u=[y-q(t)]/A(t) and for azi- particular case in which the in-plane field is parallel to the

4 muthal angle DW (#H=0). Frpm Eqs. (5) and (6) we haveS°J~~~ ~ ~~~MA {hf o+g oh i

#p(y,t)= *+O(t){U(u+1r12)-U(u- ir/2)}. (4) q {ah(oo)+g(oo)h, sin '

Here A(t) is the time dependent DW width which now has to
be determined from the minima condition for the DW en- +f(0O)sin 0 cos 44, (10)
ergy; U(u) is a symmetric step function. The distinction of (dMA
our choice of (p(y,t) from the one used in Ref. 6 for the -=+ (hi-ar(Oo)g(do)h sn 0
approximate analysis of the DW motion is that we consider i Ow 0 )
the angle ip(yt) as coordinate dependent within the interval - ar(0o)f(Oo)sin 0 cos 0,. 011)
-(Ir/2)A<•y-q(t)<-(ir/2)A, corresponding to an effec-
tive DW width vrA. The choice Eq. (4) can be regarded as As was already done in Ref. 8 let us take the data from a
justified if at the same time for self-consistency sake we uniaxial ferromagnet with the composition
demand that (EU1 .7YbL.3)FesO12 for numerical analysis. This material has

the following parameters:9

0(u=-ir/2,t)=#, 0(u=ir/2,t)'=ir-0o. 4irM=1450 G; K.=0.176X106 ergcm-3

The prescription given above fulfills oa the inequalities
I44'-'I•'1A"A'I and Al1,41q during the .vall movement. Q=2.1; 1=0.062 Am;

The equations for the DW motion, derived in the same y=1.64X 107 Oe-1 s-1; a=0.061.
way as in Ref. 1, now have the form Here 1=o'Dw/4irM 2 is the material characteristic length and

4-aA O= A•oM{f(Oo)sin(*+ 4',)cos(*+ O/,)+g(O0) qDW is the DW energy density orDW=4 ýAK. The value-. of
the anisotropy field and the Walker critical field are

×[h, sin 4-sin Oo sin OH cos(4+4 ,)]}, (5) HK=3.45 kOe and Hw=44.2 Oe, respectively.

4A + aqr(0o) = Awamhl, (6) The analysis shows that the DW motion has an oscilla-
tory character. The time intervals during which the DW

where wm=4 7ryM, a is the Gilbert phenomenological pa- moves with a positive value of the velocity increase with
rameter describing the viscous damping, and f(0o),g(Oo), increasing the in-plane field. As a result the average DW
and r(do) are given by velocity increases with the in-plane field. At certain value of

f(do)=[wr sin' 00 + 2 cos' 1Oo sin 1, cos dO the in-plane field this regime of the DW movement changesfrom the oscillatory state to the steady state. For example,
X(i'-200 )]/2 cos 10, take an initial drive field H,=50 Oe, the change in the re-

(7) gime of the DW motion takes place at Hý =88 Oe. For higher
g(0o)=[ir sin 00 +cos Oot0r-20o)]/2 cos Oo, starting values of the drive field the changes in the regime of
r(0o)=[2 cos o-sin 0o(ir-210o)]/2 cos2 00. the DW motion take place at still higher values of the in-

plane field. Thus, the presence of an in-plane field leads to

the increase of the Walker critical field. To study the situation
The time dependent DW width A(t) is determined by the more detailedly, we carried out a numerical experiment. We
expression chose one particular value of the in-plane field and carried

out the numerical calculations of the time dependence of the
A 2 =ABQr(Oo)/n[ 0 ,4(t)J, (8) DW velocities for different drive fields, looking for the mo-
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ment at which the change in the regime of the motion takes we are ready to obtain the in-plane field dependence of

place. Doing so we obtained the different values of the criti- Walkercriticalfieldhw(h,).Asalientfeatureofthedepen-dence is shown in Fig. 1. Note that hw varies linearly with h,

cal drive field (Walker critical fields) for the different Values dn s ho in Fg.e1.ent thathe ve neal wit
of the in-plane field h, parallel to the DW, varying in a small atall bu ( a tuwith t aboe nal experi-
interval from. 0 to 0.3. The result shows that the dependence plane field dependence of the Walker critical velocity may be
of the Walker critical field on the in-plane field is practically obtained in conjunction with Eq. (10) and is given by
linear over the small in-plane field interval examined.

Our equations allow to obtain the dependencies of the '1(2(2Q+ I )r(900 )
critical parameters of the DW movement over a wide interval v w(h,) = ,1( 0 )
of the in-plane field variation. To illustrate, it is necessary
first to determine the critical value of the azimuthal angle, X[f( 0o)cos 4*,+g(O0)h,]sin 0, (15)
S, corresponding to the moment of the change in the re- where v w(h,)= Vw(h,) / Vw is the reduced Walker critical
gime of the DW motion. As was shown in Ref. 5, the critical velocity, and the critical velocity at the zero in-plane field5 is
value of the azimuthal angle of the magnetization (*='w/4 ve a the cta vli at o in-pl15 e fild is
at h,=0) corresponds to H,=f1w, and that the derivative of VW = -MAs FQ12(2Q+ I). Aplot ofEq. (15) showing the
the azimuthal angle with respect to the drive field tends to ,i-plane field dependence of the Walker critical velocity is

infinity at H,=Hw. We use the condition to obtain the de- presented in Fig. 2.

pendence of *'u(h,). The derivative of the azimuthal angle of Briefly summarizing, we have derived in this article the

the magnetization with respect to the drive field may be o generalized DW dynamic equation taking into account the

tahed from Eq. (11) in which s =t (steady state DW meo- in-plane field influence on the DW structure. As an illustra-
tion, the dependence of the Walker critical field and velocitytion). Tih condition that d*k,(h,)/dh,-. is equivalent to over a wide range of the magnetic field normal to the anisot-
ropy axis was calculated.

f( 0o)os 2.+g(iOo)h, cos *,,=0. (12ý
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r Magnetic induced unlkmal anisot1opy In NIF and NIFrCr films (abstract)
Twoy Tomng and Simon H. Limo
AppW Mpd Carp-sdm Gahm oyt 31

we report the experimental results of magnetic umaxial animseropy induced tuuing quprftn (K1 )
and annealing (K 2) of Nile and NiFeCr films. The NiFe and Ni-er films of around 30 ,n
thicimess were deposited using dc magpetron qputering. Glas and Ta (20 am) coated glass were
used a sustraL The maneic properts were determined using a B-H looper at 10 HL The
crystal orientation was determained usin x-ray diffractio The results show that the predictions
from a two-compoentanboropy model (that is/K211Ks +K2]) for a3 h 310 C anoeal min good
agreement with experimental data for both NiFO lass and NiFeCr/lass, but not for NifedT/glass
and NiFecr/flgless This can be explained by the orientation effect from x-ray diffraction studies.
The NiFe and NileCr have higher (111) preferred orientation when deposited on Th costed glass a
compared to samples deposited on glass only. The effec of annealing temperature and Ta
uaderlayer will be discussed. The activation enety for magnetic annealing induced anisotropy will
also be discussed.

'W. Meada, Z Aapw. by 1, 534 (1%5).
, 

2
X Nblmoo ad T. Punnoy, .m. J. AWl. FyL 12,•0 (1973).

Structural and magnetic properties of rf-sputtered Iron nitrides using NH 3
(abstract)

John 0. Xiao and C. L Chien
Deparftent off Pi~CS an dAsl~wsmo% Te John Hopbwn UnriwrAF Rabtnu^e Maryland 21218

Thin films of iron nitrides have attracted much attention due to their superior magnetic properties.
Conventional rf reactive sputtering using N2 gas encounters a number of difficulties, including
mixed phases, which are alleviated by the use of NH 3 gas. By controlling the partial pressure of
NH 3, we have been able to fabricate all stable Fe nitrides of C-Fe2N, -Fe2_3N, and -/-Fe4N in
sinle-phase films. The structure has been determined using an x-ray difftaotoeter. The magnetic
properties have been investigated using VSM, SQUID magnetometers, and Missbaucr
spectroscopy. All nitrides except Fe2N have high saturation moments with a large in-plane
anisotropy. The saturation moment decreases with increasing nitrogen concentration. The
M6ssbauer results, in excellent agreement with those from bulk samples, are consistent with
structural results and magnetization measurements.

Supported by ONIR Grant No. N00014-91-J-1633.
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rNuceItion of the nanocrystalline phase In Fe"•CulNb 3SIl1 sl, (abstract)

J. D. Ayers, V. G. Hars, J. A Sprague, and W. T. Elam
Naval Research Labaorator Washikgtn, DC 20375-5000

A new class of soft magnetic alloys derive their attractive properties from the fact that they contain
a high volume fraction of iron rich, nanometer scale, DO3 structure precipitates. These precipitates
are imbedded within, and separated from one another by, a portion of the amorphous phase from
which they formed. In an effort to determine the mechanism by which the addition of modest
amounts of Cu and Nb to Fe-Si-B amorphous alloys induce the formation of the metastable
nanocrystalline structure, melt-spun samples of Fe•_5CuNb 3Sil 33B9 , Fe7&5Cu1Si1 3 5B9 , and
Fe74.5Nb3Sit,13. were heat treated at 550 *C for times ranging from 2 to 60 min and studied by

means of transmission electron microscopy (TEM), x-ray diffraction, and extended x-ray absorption
fine structure (EXAFS) analysis. EXAFS spectra from the Cu absorption edge in the
Fe,-.sCutNb3Si13.13B alloy show that tiny clusters of a Cu rich phase are present even in the
amorphous, as-melt-spun ribbon, and that these clusters have close atomic packing. These clusters
are found to coarsen and increase in number during the first few minutes of heat treatment. TEM
observations show that a high proportion of the precipitates are nucleated within this same short

4 time, supporting the belief that the clusters catalyze nucleation of the D0 3 precipitates. Examination
of the alloys without Cu or Nb indicate that the Nb is important both for stabilizing the amorphous
phase component and for inducing formation of the Cu clusters.
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Symposium: Magnetic Circular Dichroism C. C. Kao, Chairman

44
Validity and the appilcablity of magnetlc-circular-dichrolsm sum rules
for transition metals (Invited)

Ruqian Wu. D"pnaeng Wang,$) and A. J. Freeman

Depantn of Phy-cs and ASrrowt Nor* -ste UW-ty E sWrook Illin 60208

X-ray magnetic-circular-dichroism (MCD) spectra are calculated using the thin film full potential
linearized augmented plane wave energy band method for transition metal surfaces. Together with
a model analysis, a clear physical insight is provided for this new and exciting phenomenon. The
MCD sum rule for the orbital moments originally derived from a single ion model are found to be
valid to within 5-10% even in the band approach which treats the strongly hybridized multiband
structure. However, the spin sum rule may result in a larger error due to the effects of s,p-d
hybridization. In addition, the magnetic dipole term is very important in the spin sum rule,
especially for atoms with lower local symmetry.

1. INTRODUCTION where A =-[1(1+ 1)-2-c(c+ 1)1/6c, B={1(I+ l)[/(l+ 1)
+2c(c+ 1)+4]-3(c- 1)

2
(c+2)

2
}/6c1(l+ I), and

Recently, x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (MCD), has C=[1(I+ 1)+2-c(c+ 1)]/21(1+ 1). For L adsorption
become an exciting new powerful tool for investigating the edges in Fe, the core and valence angular-momenta c and l
magnetism of transition and rare-earth metal systems based are equal to 1 and 2, respectively, and thus we have A = 1/3,
on recent advancements in the sophisticated use of synchro- B =7/3, and C=1/2. The number of valence holes, N1,
tron radiation facilities.'-s Its unique propertiew-, e.g., its high can be obtained from the integration over the density
element selectivity, offer a strong potential for magnetic ma- of states, p(E).In Eq. (2), T is the magnetic dipole operator
terials characterization and visualization. 9  {T=•[S-3•(•.S)], and T,=S,(1-3 cos2 0)/2 for S aligned

Physically, MCD measures the difference in absorption along the z direction).
between left- (with cross section, cr+ and right-circularly There are two major assumptions in the derivation of the
(with cross section, o'_) polarized incident light during the sum rule:'°-' 2 (i) the radial matrix elements are a constant
process of electric transitions from core states (2p for 3d for all transitions, (ii) no hybridization exists between differ-
transition metals) to the unoccupied valence states. Due to ent I shells (i.e., I is a good quantum number). In addition,
the strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC), the 2 prz and 2 P312 (T,) has to be negligible for the determination of (S,) di-
core states are no longer degenerate and thus the absorption rectly from the MCD spectra. However, as is well known,
peaks from these components are separated in energy (L2  assumptions (i) and (ii) fail in real materials and (T.) is
denotes the transition from 2 pi12 and L3 denotes the transi- small only for atoms with cubic local symmetry. Therefore, it
tion from 2p 3 t2).Based f on a) snliomis obviously necessary to verify the validity of these sum

Based on a single ion model analysis, Carra et al. 10- '_ rules and provide solutions for the possible problems in ap-
established a direct relationship for the MCD and total ad- plying them to real materials from a first principles energy
sorption cross sections, i.e., 0= (=u+-o-) and band approach in which all the complexities (such as a
or(= =a-,+ or- + a,), with the average spin and orbital mo- strongly hybridized multiband structure) are accounted for.
ments, i.e., (Se) (S_=+-1) and (L,) as To this end, we developed our full potential linearized

augmented plane wave (FLAPW) method to directly calcu-
Is, fL,+L2 "m dE C(L5) late MCD spectra, (L,), (S,), and (T,) in order to provide a
i,=fL3 +LozL dE Nh-fp(E)dE deeper understanding of these new exciting phenomena and

give guidance for the analysis and interpretation of MCD
and spectra. We found that the MCD orbital sum rules are valid

in the band approach to within 5-10%.13.4 For the spin sum
I=_o_=_ {,_+_[(c_ + 1_)/c]_r _dE rule the error bar beomes larger [14% for surface Fe(001),

+ dE and, the (T.) term is very important especially for atoms at
surfaces and interfaces.1

4

(S.)=(A(S.)+B(T,)) I. METHODOLOGYNh '(2) 1
Nk We employ a second-variational procedure to account

for the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in the valence band. In

'%satiftet of Physics, Academia Sin/ca, neijing 100080, People's Republic of this procedure, the wave functions of the unperturbed states,

China, namely, 0bj= X•/c4p, where 0, is the augmented plane wave
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basis in scnurelativistic calculations, are used as a basis set 0.3

to expand the SOC Hamiltonian. Therefore, we have a diago- M2 -. (a

nalized on-SOC Hamiltonian Ho and a traceless SOC ma-
trix as the perturbatn. Since the off-diagonal matrix cle- 0 . 0.o

ment of SOC are very small (usually a few meV in practical
calculations) compared to the bandwidth, a much smaller , .00 V o "
energy cutoff (e.g., 0.5 Ry above EF) can be adopted in the .0
diagunalizadon of the new eigenvalue equation -. 1

(Ho+-. L)jC,)=).jCj) (3) I2

to obtain the perturbed wave functions = C' c•. -6 .1,

For dipole-excited transitions, the croas section for ab- FeV)
sorption of incident light can be expressed as

4.0 48.0

,.(E) =Ji:j(*jp*.,)j2h[E-(E.-Eldk, n= ,z, (4) 3.5 -P(E) (b) 420

where p. stands for the momentum operators corresponding ..... 3.0
to the polarization of the light. In the second-variational pro- >
cedure described above, the matrix elements can be obtained 20 24n

from integrations of (*rJp 0 l j) as 1 5 io•-
MS 0 12-0

i(O'p CkC(tbjP.=I.4',•). (5) 6,0*o

0.0 .0

A seven layer slab is used to simulate the bcc Fe(001) '6e0)

surface with the lattice constant chosen as a =5.4168 a.u. AnE(ev)

energy cutoff of 12 Ry is used for the variational plane wave
basis set. Within the muffin-tin (MT) spheres, lattice harmon- FIG. I. The energy distributions of (a) L. and t L.t., aIbN the density of

ics with angular-momentum I up to 8 are employed to ex- states and 
1

L, -: o',for bulk Fe.
pand the charge density, potential, and wave functions. Con-
vergence is assumed when the average root mean square contributions from all the I values (mainly s, p, and d in 3d
distance between the input and output charge and spin den- metals). Thus we expect the sum rule to hold only in the
sities is less than 2.5X 10- e/(a.u.)

3
. region where the d states dominate (i.e., in the d band range

for 3d transition metals) since the quantities in Eq. (1) de-

pend differently on the wave functions (i.e., (L,) depends on
Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION p and d components, o,. and o, relate to s and d components

while Nh is independent of the wave function character).
Before describing the first principles results, a simple but As discussed above, the s,p contributions to (r,, and L,

helpful physical insight can be obtained from a perturbative are canceled due to either the summation over the two ad-
model discussion. We calculated o,,, oa-, a.,, L2 , T., and s. sorption edges (s states to oa.) or the small exchange split-
analytically up to first order in • for the Slater-Koster d and ting (p states to L,). As a result, we found that the calculated
s basis with minority spin (S_=-1).'

4 
For d states (with Rd L. and or,,, as shown in Fig. 1(a), track each other very well

representing the radial integration), independent of their an- in the whole energy range shown. Therefore, the assumption
gular wave function characters, we found the relations (i) that the radial matrix is a constant for each transition to the d
a-,=4Rd/5, (ii) XL 2.L 3 a-,, = (4R,/5)(L0 /2), and (iii) o-3  state is a good approximation. Comparatively, the denomina-

= 17,.L 3 -
2 

a,, =L3  (4RdI5)S.- From (i) and (ii), we obtain tors, i.e., p(E) and or-, track each other less well in Fig. 1(b),

the MCD orbital moment sum rulel
0 

if only the d states are especially in the bottom region of the d band because the s,p
involed. Interestingly, the s state contributes to neither a-, contributions do not cancel.1

4 
Thus, neglect of the multishell

nor L 3, and thus the proportionality between these two quan- hybridization is a good approximation for the numerators in
tities is expected to hold well even for real transition metal Eq. (1), but leads to some errors for the denominators.
systems. 

3
"1

4 
Obviously, (i) and (iii) denote the proportionali- Beyond the d band range, especially in the higher energy

ties between the numerators and the denominators on the left region (6 eV above EF), the deviation between p(E) and a-,
and the right sides of Eq. (2) for each d states and thus the becomes more important because they will accumulate dur-
MCD spin sum rule is also a natural result of this simple ing the energy integration and result in a large error for the

single atom model. quantities in Eq. (1) and thus the failure of the sum rule. To
A. 1The o~rtHo sum rle solve this problem, an upper energy limit has to be set for the

integrals in Eq. (1) to stay in the d band range. However,

In real materials, the angular-momentum I is not a good since different choices of this upper energy limit can intro-

quantum number, and the real wave function usually contains duce uncertainties for Nh and I, we propose to use the MCD

J. Appl. Phys.. Vol 75. No. 10 15 May 1904 Wu, Wang, and Freeman MM
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E(eV) FIG. 3. The energy distributions of(a) L. and l t.L, a.. (b) the density of

states anld YL.L•,L a, for surface Fe.
FIG. 2. The dependence of the integrated quantities on the band filling for

(a) (L,) (solid line. left scale), I, (dashed line, left scale), N, (solid line,
right scale), and 1, (dashed line, right scale) and (b) (S,) (solid line), (I,)
(dashed tine), and (T,) (dashed-donted line) for bulk Fe. E=O corresponds Note that in Fig. 2(a), the slope of NA and !, is obviously
to the position of the physical Fermi level. not zero at the arbitrary energy cutoff of 6 eV. This again

suggests the importance of the energy cutoff for the validity
of the sum rule. In addition, the deviation between N4 and 1,
becomes larger and larger at the bottom of the d band be-

(or equally the (L,)) curves as a criterion to determine the cause of the accumulation of the s,p influence in the inte-
range of the d bands for the integrations: thus we terminate grals. However, the effects of s,p states on (L z) and ,,, are
the integrations for I, and N4 where the MCD counterparts truely small since both of them quickly approach zero with
become acceptably close to zero for both L3 and L 2. In fact, an almost zero slope above 4 eV. This may hint a possibility
this criterion has already been used in experimentss by de- to determine (L.) solely from the proportionality between
termining the energy cutoff for I, according to the MCD the denominators without the uncertainties involved in ob-
spectrum using a spline fit and a step function subtraction.8  

taining the normalization factors, 1, and N,, if (i) the scaling
Now we know that this procedure serves to eliminate the factor (6.0 for Fe) between I, and (L,) remains constant in
contributions from high lying s and p states (or continuum different environments and (ii) I. can be measured abso-
states) and thus ensures the validity of the sum rule. lutely (not a relative value as in the present experiments).

For 3d transition metal systems, we found that it is suit- Indeed, as plotted in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) for surface Fe,
able to cut the integrations at 6 eV above the Fermi level. To we see that the two pairs of functions [i.e., L, vs
give a clear physical insight, we plot the four integrated Y.L3 ,L2 o,,, and p(E) vs XL3.L 2 o,] also track each other
quantities [i.e., the numerators and the denominators of Eq. very well; more importantly, they do so with the same scal-
(1)] as functions of the band filling (by varying E), from the ing factor for bulk Fe (cf. Fig. 1). Since the wave functions
bottom of the d band to the upper limit of 6 eV) in Fig. 2(a) of the surface Fe atom contain larger s,p components, the
for bulk Fe. Good proportionality between both numerators deviation between N, and I, even start from the begining (6
and both denominators can be found, especially in the physi- eV) of the integration, as shown in Fig. 4(a). However, the
cally interesting region (EF=0)-hence the sum rule holds sum rule still holds if a 5%-10% error bar is allowed. The
to within 5-10%. Quantitatively, for example, we can deter- (L,) for the surface Fe determined from the sum rule, 0.09
mine (Lr) from Eq. (1). (L,) obtained in this way is 0.05 UB, 1Aj., is also very close to that (0.095 AB8 ) evaluated directly.
which is very close to the directly calculated value 0.055 ,B By contrast, it is quite striking how the 1,. values track the
for bulk Fe. (L,) curve even for this large a change in shape and value of
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FIG. 4. Thle dependence of the integrated qlisonh Idfiinfo G.5. Tbenergydisribuionssof (a) S, and7T,,(b) S, and o, for
(a) (L,) (solid line, left scale), !. (dashed line, left scale). N0 (solid line, bulk Fe.riho sal), andI, (dinhed line right scale) ad (b ) S0(solid lin), (,)

(dashed line), and (T,) (duhed-doedtt line) for surface Fe. E =O caere-
sp~oids to the position of the physical Fermi level.

some evident deviations can be found between the two

(L,) from the surface to the bulk. In fact, this good propor- cuvsiFg.5binteeioofte ajry(-to4
tionality and the constant scalIng factor hold very welt for Fe eV) and minority (-2 to 0 eV) spin band bottoms. Therefore,
systems we studied so far [the Fe(OO1) monolayer, Fe sur- we expect that a proper energy cutoff for the integrations in
faces, and the Fe/Pd(001) interface, etc.]. Eq. (2) is even more important for Eq. (1).

In Fig. 2(b), calculated results for I, and (Se) are plotted
for bulk Fe. Together with I, and Nh shown in Fig. 2(a), we

S. TheP• sun rule found that the spin sum rule also holds with an error bar of
Unlike the case for the MCID orbital sum rule, all the 5%-10%. Interestingly, the curve of 7(T',)/3 shows a very

quantities in Eq. (2) are independent of SOC in the valence small magnitude in the whole energy range shown in Fig.
band (up to •). The s state contributes even to the numera- 2(b), corresponding to its strong oscillatory behavior [df. Fig.
ton' such as S, and es~. As a result, the sum rule is expected 5(a)]. Thus for atoms with high symmetry, the MCD spin
to work less well than the orbital sum rule does in real ma- sum rule can he applied to measure the spin moment directly
tennias. As seen from the single atom model,'4 

the contribu- by neglecting the (7",) term.
lion of T", to the MCD spin moment sum rule is large for By contrast, the (T 2) term becomes important for the Fe,
each d state although the sum ofT2" over the whole d band or surface atom due to the lowered symmetry. As shown in Fig.
over the t and e#sets (degenerate separately in the Oh 6(a), the magnitude of 7 Ti3 is even larger than that of SA3.
symmetry) is zero. At 1.2 eV, the S, peak is almost entirely compensated by that

Indeed, as shown in Fig. 5(a) by the first principles re- of T,--resulting in a very small Se at this energy in Fig. 6(b).
sults for S, and T2 for bulk Fe, T, strongly oscillates in the d Dramatically, the proportionality hetween o, and S0 still

p band region--even up to several times within the unoccupied holds for the surface Fe atom with the same scaling factor for
i minority spin peak. The magnitude of 7T,/3 is comparable to the center layer Fe atom, after such drastic cancellations he-

that of S4/3, especially in the occupied part. It is the dipole tween T, and S,. Therefore, the MCD spin sum rule also
term which ensures the proportinality between the numera- works for and surface atoms but with larger error (14%). As
toes in Eq. (2), i.e., o', vs S0 in Fig. 5(b). Due to the contri- shown in Fig. 4(b), the deviation between Is and (Se) starts
butions of s states (to both ors and St) and p states (to S,) even from the very beginning of the integration.
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2A -. CVONCLUSIONS

to2 From loa eniyeerybn studies, we have

aimed at direct measurements of(L,) and (S,) f Fe(001).
AAA 1 We found thal while the orbital sum rule derived fromn a

VV V Vrsingle ion model still hold in the solid state to within 5%-
4 10%, the spin sum rule may result in a larger error, in addi-

: ý :contributions should be excluded by using an appropriate
-7' .~upper energy limit for the integrations; and (ii) the magnetic

.2.6 dipole term must he included in the spin sum rile.
44 .6 4 -2 0 2 4 6

E(eV)
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X-ray magnetic circular dlchroism studies of muftilayered thin films of 3d
transition metals (invited) (abstract)

D. Weller, M. G. Samant, J. St6hr, and Y Wu
IBM Research Division, Almaden Research Center, 650 Harry Road San Jose, California 95120-6099

B. D. Hermsmeier
IBM San Jose, 5600 Cottle Road San Jose, California 95153

G. Held
IBM Research Division, T J. Watson Research Center Route 134, Yorktoua Heights, New York 10598

C. Chappert
Institut d'Electronique Fondamentale, Universit. Paris SAd, 91405 Orsay, Franc'

X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) is used to probe both the spin and orbital d moments
of Co in Co/Pd, Co/Pt, and Co/Ni multilayers, and in a Au/Co-wedge/Pd structure. While the spin
moment per Co atom is found to be constant witL.,n the experimental error, the orbital moment
shows a strong dependence both e.n fne chemical environment and on the thickness of the Co layer.
In particular, we find an orbital wnoment enhancement of up to a factor of three for a Co layer
thickness of four atomic layers iii the present Au/Co/Pd sandwich structure. This enhancement
decays to the bulk Co value, roughly following a 1/dc, dependence, thus confirming its interfacial
origin. The relevance of these observations with respect to the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in

these samples will be discussed.

Physical information in polarized x-ray absorption spectroscopy and x-ray
photoemission bpectroscopy (invited) (abstract)

Bernard Theodoor Thole
Materials Science Center, 9747AG Groningen, The Netherlands

Core level and localized levci x-ray absorption spectroscopy and x-ray photoemission spectroscopy
contain information that can bc extracted in a way independent of the theory used for the valence

band. The sum rule me,bod essentially integrates over core hole effects, which average to zero,
leaving only one-particle eirects. The results present interesting problems for both localized and
band structure theory. In particular, more information on orbital moments has already become
available, which needs a correct treatment of spin-orbit coupling. On the other hand, the multiplet
structure is for a large part due to interactions in the final state and therefore gives only indirect
information on the groun, state. The interpretation is more complex and theory dependent.
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{ • Element specMc magneuc hysteresis curves of Fe/Cu/Co multilayers
(Invited) (abstract)

Y. U. ldzerda
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375

H.-J. Un
AT&T Bell Laboratories, 600 Mountain Avenue, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

G. Ho
Departnent of Physics, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

G. Meigs
AT&T Bell Laboratories, 600 Mountain Avenue, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

A. Chaiken and G. A. Prinz
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375

C. T. Chert
AT&T Bell Laboratories, 600 Mountain Avenue. Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

We report the first results employing a new technique for studying heteromagnetic multilayers by
element specific magnetic hysteresis measurements. Dramatically different Fe and Co hysteresis
curves of Fe/Cu/Co trilayers were obtained by recording the soft x-ray magnetic dichroisml at their
respective L3 absorption edges as a function of the applied magnetic field. The complicated
conventional hysteresis curves, obtained by a vibrating sample magnetometer, were resolved into
linear combinations of the two individual elemental hysteresis curves, thus determining the average
atomic magnetic moments of each element within the multilayer structure (Fe is 2.0-0.08 IA and
Co is 1.1±0.04 ,uB). Furthermore, fine hysteresis features associated with one element,
imperceptible in the conventional curves, were also observed, and demonstrate a new and powerful
means for studying heteromagnetic multilayer systems.

'See, for example, C. T. Chen et al., Phys. Rev. B 42, 7262 (1990).
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r Core-level magnetic circular dichroimn In 3d and 4f magnetic systems
(invited) (abstract)

J T. Koide
Photon Factory, National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, 1-4 ho, Tsukuba, lbaraki 305, Japan

With the recent availability of circulary polarized synchrotron radiation over a wide photon energy
range from VUV to hard X rays, the magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) in core-level
photoabsorption has rapidly attracted growing interest, both experimentally and theoretically. This
novel technique can provide element-specific and site-selective information about the magnetic and
the electronic states in various magnetic substances because the core-level MCD process involves
optical transitions in which the one-electron initial states are well localized and have well-defined
angular momenta. In order to get insight into the local magnetic states in 3d and 4f magnetic
systems, we have studied MCD of ferrites, Fe1 ,Pt, alloys, and mixed-valence CeRh 3B, at the
core-absorption edges in the VUV-soft x-ray region. The experiments were performed by utilizing
directly characterized, circularly polarized undulator radiation and off-plane synchrotron radiation1

in conjunction with an ultrahigh vacuum compatible superconducting magnet of special design.2

Clear MCD signals were observed for CeRh 3B, in the prethreshold region of the Ce 4d 4f (N4,5)
edges. A comparison of the experimental MCD spectrum with theoretical ones' for uniaxial crystal
fields of A,=0 and 0.2 eV shows that the experimental spectrum qualitatively agrees with the

4 theoretical one for 4%,=0 eV. Theory predicts that the MCD pattern for A,<0.14 eV will be
essentially the same as that for Ac=0 eV. Considering a A, value of 0.1-0.2 eV, which was
determined from the linear dichroism measurement,4 the present result leads to the conclusion that
Ac,-0.1 eV. With a model based on the strong hybridization between the neighboring Ce 4fo(l4=0)
and Ce 5do(I= 0) orbitals together with the value of e .- 0.1 eV, we can successfully explain many
of the extraordinary magnetic properties of CeRh3B2. We will also present the MCD data in the M2,_
core-absorption region for ferrites (Fe30 4 and CoFe20 4) and Fe, -,Pt, alloys, discussing the results.

'T. Koide el al., Nucl. Insrumi. Methods A 30. 635 (1991).2
T. Koide et a., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 63, 1462 (1992).

3
T Jo and S. Imada, J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 59, 1421 41990).

'K Yamaguchi et al., Phys. Rev. B 46, 9845 (1992).
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Soft x-ray magneto-optical Kerr effect (Invited) (abstract)
C. C. Kao
National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

C. T. Chen
AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill New Jersey 07974

E. D. Johnson
National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

Y. U. Idzerda
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375

J. B. Hastings
National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) and its
applications to the study of magnetic thin films and multilayers due to the dramatically enhanced
dichroic effect and its element specific nature. In this work, the soft x-ray magneto-optical Kerr
effect, an effect closely related to MCD, is investigated. Detailed comparison between MCD and the

Kerr effect is discussed. As an example, recent results from a thin bcc Co film will be presented. In

the Kerr effect measurement, specular reflectivity as a function of incident angle and photon energy
was measured using both linearly polarized and circularly polarized x rays. To give the largest
effect, in the case of linearly polarized light, specular reflectivity was measured in the transverse
configuration, while in the case of circularly polarized light, the measurement was carried out in the
longitudinal configuration. In both cases very large changes in reflectivity, up to 40% in the linearly
polarized case and 75% in the circularly polarized case, were observed near the Co Lil and Lill

absorption edges upon reversal of the direction of the magnetic field. These results agree very well
with a macroscopic model calculation.
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Cooperative Phenomena: Critical C.P. Landee and
Phenomena and Disordered Systems S. A. Fnedberg, Chairmen

Application of the spreading of damage technique to the S = 1/2 Ising
thin film

I. V. Rojdestvenskia) and U. M. S. Costa)
Department of Physics. University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario N6A 3K7, Canada

We apply the spreading of the damage technique to a S = 1/2 Ising ferromagnetic thin film. We use
Metropolis dynamics to calculate the temperature dependence of the Hamming distance as well as
the Hamming distance distributions along the Markov chain. We suggest a modification of the

algorithm for calculating the Hamming distance in the case of Metropolis dynamics and we discuss
the results for the two-dimensional model obtained by the modified approach. For a film with three
layers we present the thermal dependences of the above quantities. We also suggest a new way to

introduce damage to the system as the difference in the boundary conditions. We discuss the results

of this new approach for the two-dimensional model.

1. INTRODUCTION rations in exactly the same manner by applying the same
algorithm, the same dynamics, and the same random num-

Recently a certain amount of research work has been bers. (iv) Take the configurational average by repeating the
done studying how a single perturbation spreads in a coop- process for several different initial configurations. (v) The
erative system. In genetics, for example, one can ask what quantities that are usually being calculated are the Hamming
effect a single mutation in a gene has on the whole animal. distance, i.e., the fraction of sites which are different in the
This study has been done in the case of cellular two lattices at a given time, and the total damage time, i.e.,
differentiation.' Another interesting problem is the study of the time for all the spins to be damaged at least once.
the consequences of small "damage" in [sing and cellular- For a given nonzero initial damage, after a long period
automata systems. This technique is known as "spreading of of time, one of the two following distinct regimes can be
damage" and has already been applied to the found, depending on the value of the temperature: (a) "cha-
three-dimensional

2 
and two-dimensional

3 
ferromagnetic otic" regime, when the damage propagates and the two con-

lsing model as well as to the Ising spin glass.4 figurations remain apart in phase space (average Hamming
The spreading of damage algorithm in Ising models is an distance being equal to 0.5 then), and (b) a "frozen" regime

investigation of the temporal evolution of two configurations when the damage heals and after some time the Hamming
which differ initially by the spin values in 1, 2, or up to distance will be zero. The sharp frontier between these two
one-half of the lattice sites. As the Ising model does not have regimes characterizes a phase transition at a given spreading
an intrinsic dynamics, one has to use an "external" dynam- rem e phase trnti ona ereingtemperature Td There is some controversy concering the
ics. The dynamics usually utilized are the Metropolis, the correlation between these transitions and the usual phase
Glauber, and the "heat bath" ones. All these dynamics imply transition in statistical models. For the two-dimensional fer-
flipping a spin with a given probability. An important feature

romagnetic Ising model, the spreading temperature T, coin-
of the technique is that the results depend strongly on the 3,6 while for thecides with the Curie temperature 'c hl o h three-dynamics chosen and, particularly for the heat bath dynam- dimensional lsing model, T' is different

2 
from Tc. Another

ics, on the type of initial configurations. This is contrary to interesting feature of the spreading of damage technique is
the case of usual statistical Monte Carlo modeling, where all that, if the Glauber or the Metropolis dynamics2,3 are applied

the dynamics give the same values for the magnetization, below T,, the frozen phase appear while for the heat bath
susceptibility, and specific heat, differing only in the conver- dynamics

5 
there is the chaotic phase.

gence rate.4

Generally, the spreading of damage simulation is done in The aim of the present paper is to discuss some modifi-
the following manner. (i) Take a configuration A in thermal cations of the spreading of the damage algorithm and to ap-
equilibrium at a given temperature T. (ii) Make a copy B of ply the modified technique to the two-dimensional S = ½ Ising

that configuration and introduce a damage by changing the model and the three-layer thin film. We suggest calculating

state of the spin at one or more sites. (iii) Treat both configu- the Hamming distance distributions along the Markov chain
and show that they might be useful in understanding the
details of the damage spreading process. We introduce a new

"Pemanent address: Dept. of Physics, St. Petersburg Marine University, concept of "limited" spreading of damage and discuss how
190006, St. Pdeebur, Russia.5mPermanest address: Departamenmo de Fisica. Universidade Federat de Ala- to identify this phenomenon by analyzing the Hamming dis-
gos, 57o60 000 Maceio, Agaoss, Brazil. tance distributions. We also suggest a new type of damage
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introduction through the difference in the boundary condi- 0 10 oo-0
tions for the two configurations, and we discuss the results of 00our simulation of the two-dimensional model with the dam- i •

i age introduced in this way. For the three-monolayer film with ; 0.•o25

different exchange parameters in different layers and be- -n Z
tween the layers we show the presence of the limited spread- ° 0
ing of damage phenomenon. Further results and discussion 0.00

will be published elsewhere.
7 
!. 5 0 6 0.8

1. T14E MODEL OF A THIN MONOCRYSTALLINE FILM
AND THE SPREADING OF THE DAMAGE rALGORITHM

We represent the thin ferromagnetic film as a S 2sing

ferromagnet on a simple cubic lattice with the nearest- L, -.
neighbor interactions having two equivalent surfaces in one 0

direction and being infinite in the others. The Hamiltonian 0 01 Hamming ditance
thus can be written in the following general form:

N-22

H JOSfSJ. - 7 I J5Sj I SSnar FIG. 1. The Hamming distance distributions for the 2D Ising model on a

00I square lattice. kTIJ'= :O 0.65; 0 0.61; V 0.59; Y 0.55; 01 0.50. Insert:
The temperature dependence of the average Hamming distance (see Ref.5

N-1 for the details).

It J p l, Spz+

the dependence coinciding very well with the results ob-
where N is the number of monolayers, the first sum corre- tained by Stanley.3
sponds to the interactions of the spins within the inner layers, Together with the calculation of (D), we studied the
the second to the surface-spin interactions, and the third to histograms of the Hamming distance distribution along the
the interactions between the layers. All the sums are taken Markov chain. This characteristic of the process of the dam-
over pairs of nearest neighbors. age spreading displayed an interesting temperature depen-

We use an algorithm for calculating the average Ham- dence. The Hamming distance distribution along the Markov
ming distance (D) that differs slightly from the standard one. chain is presented in Fig. 1. For the temperatures above

3

To explain the difference, we note that, if the Hamming dis- T, T-T,0.56, the distribution has a pronounced maximum
tance becomes equal to zero at a certain step, then, in the near D=0.5. When approaching T, from above, the maxi-
case of Metropolis dynamics, the two configurations eventu- mum becomes more and more flat. Below T, we have a rapid
ally will remain identical for the rest of the run as the same crossover of the distribution to the shape with the pro-
random numbers are applied. Hence it is logical to reintro- nounced maximum around D = 0; that means suppression of
duce the damage again every time it is suppressed. The same the damage. The critical regime in the vicinity of T, is char-
situation occurs if the Hamming distance becomes equal to I acterized by strong fluctuations of D. The larger the system
and both configurations become exactly opposed. Again, is, the more narrow this interval becomes and, hence, the
they remain so as they have the same thermodynamic more rapid is the crossover to the regime T< T,

weights and the damage is being suppressed. The algorithm
presented below is free from the above-stated problems. (i) 8. Damage Introduced through the boundary
At each step we calculate the fraction F of the sites with spin conditions
values different for both configurations. (ii) If F-0.5 we
define D = F, otherwise D 1 -F. (iii) If D =0 (that means The spreading of damage algorithm can be used as well
that F equals either 0 or 1) then the damage is suppressed to study the influence of the boundary conditions on the criti-
and we reintroduce it, e.g., flipping one spin in one of the cal properties of the system. To illustrate this, we make the
configurations and putting D = I/M, M being the total num- calculations of (D) and the Hamming distance distributions
ber of the sites. (iv) To obtain (D) we average D along the in the same model and with the same dynamics, but now one

Markov chain. sample of the lattice has periodic boundary conditions and
We discuss the properties of this algorithm elsewhere.

7  
the second has the free boundary. From the results in Fig. 2
we can conclude that the distribution function of D now has

WI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION pronounced maxima between D =0 and D =0.5 for the temn-

A. Two-dimonsional model peratures below T.. We should note that, contrary to the case
of the traditional introduction of damage, the values of (D)

The described algorithm has been applied to the two- are well defined even close to T_. This phenomenon can be
dimensional square lattice that corresponds to a film with a called limited spreading of damage and has been observed
single monolayer. The results of the calculation of the aver- before for the heat bath dynamics procedures below T 5 .5 We
age Hamming distance are presented in the insert to Fig. 1, have a simple physical explanation for this fact. In both con-
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FIG. 2. The Hamming distance distribitions for the 2D lsng model on a FIG. 3. The Hamming distance distributons for the tdwee-layer film
square lattice, the perturbation being in boundary conditions. kTIJB=:O Jr=0.2JO,J5=0.3JO, tbe perturbation being localized in the nwddle layer.
0.65; 0 0.58; V 0.54; T 0.52; 0 0.45. Ins.rr Tbe temperature dependence kTIJ'=:O 0.60; 0 ;0.55; V O.4; T 40. Inser Tlhe temperature depen-
of the average Hamming distance: linear size L =:V 20; 0 40; 0 80. dencies of the aver1ge Hammi distance for the three-layer film.

Jr= O.2J'.J=0.3Jr; (A) perturbation is localized in the surce layer, (B)
in the middle layer.

figurations the areas far from the boundaries, takcn sepa- some analogous quantity) for each layer separately and thus
rately, display the same type of behavior as in the case of the a study of the geometrical properties of the process of ferro-
standard way of damage introduction, e.g., ýD)= 0.5 above magnetic ordering.

T, and (D)=0 below. However, different boundary condi-
tions produce differences in the values of those spins in both D. Conclusions
configurations that are situated near the boundaries and, In the present paper we applied the spreading of the
hence, outside the correlation region of the central spins. The
wider the correlation region is, the smaller is the overall (D) technique to the investigation of the critical proper-
value. We crrelantonuegionisthesmalleristies of t me Ising thin ferromagnetic films. We suggested some
value. We can conclude that the accomplished calculations modifications of the standard algorithm and showed how to
might give us an opportunity to investigate indirectly th use the Hamming distance distributions along the Markovspinh Hmmngcorreeditrbuationsg.heMako
spin correlations. chain to interpret the thermal dependencies of the average

Hamming distance (D). We discussed a way of introducing

C. The spreading of damage In the Utme-monolayer the damage through boundary conditions and the limited
film spreading of damage concept. We applied the technique in

We investigated the spreading of damage in the ferro- question to the three-monolayer ferromagnetic Ising film.
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Firemze. Italy

The statistical mechanics of the two-dimensional ferromagnetic model with easy-plane anisotropy is
approached by the pure-quantum self-consistent harmonic approximation (PQSCHA), that reduces
the calculation of thermodynamic averages to effective classical expressions. In the PQSCHA, the
quantum corrections to the classical thermodynamics are reduced to suitable
(temperature-dependent) renormalizations of the interaction parameters, so that the full role of the
nonlinear excitations is preserved. A particular case is the XXO model (also known as the quantum
XY model), which undergoes a Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition at some finite temperature T_.
Since it is possible to calculate how much the effective exchange interaction is weakened by
quantum fluctuations, we can predict, for instance, the corresponding amount of reduction of Tc for
any value of the spin. Even in the extreme quantum case of the spin-l/2 model, our result is
compatible with the estimates of T, obtained by other authors.

The system considered in this paper is the 21) easy-plane a topological character, being driven by the unbinding of
ferromagnet, described by the Hamiltonian vortex pairs.

5  
For T< T. the correlation function

1 (cos(qA-9)) displays a power law decay, -ji-jj-'AT),
( +1 + S+whereas for T>Tc the behavior is exponential; moreover, the

L.4 susceptibility has an exponential divergence for T.TC+, al-

though long-range order is absent also in the low temperature
+ [D(S)2-/HS•], (1) phase, i.e., (cos ()=O for al T.

A different classical model is found for D = 0. In this
case the out-of-plane components s' of the spins are involvedwhere the index 1-(i',i 2) runs over the sites of a two-

dimensional Bravais lattice, and d-(dl ,d 2) represents the in the dynamics of the system, but still a BKT transition is

displacements of the z nearest neighbors of each site. expected for H = 0 at a finite temperature T,(k), which van-

The first sum describes an anisotropic exchange interac- ishes logarithmically
6
'

7 when the easy-plane anisotropy

tion between nearest-neighbor spins, with an easy-plane an- X--1. This system has been numerically simulated on the

isotropy X (0<?,<1), whereas the second sum contains a square lattice by Kawabata and Bishop,
8

,
9 

who (despite the

single-site easy-plane anisotropy D_-0, and the interaction use of relatively small lattices) have observed the crossover

with an applied in-plane magnetic field H, where Q=gtAB is from power-law to exponential behavior of the in-plane cor-
the gyromagnetic factor times the Bohr magneton. The quart- relations and obtained estimates of the transition temperature

turn mechanical spin operators S, belong to the spin-S repre- that confirm the theoretical asymptotic dependence of

sentation, S112
=S(S+l). For k=0, D=O, and H=0, the Tj(hvl), whereas their result in the XXO limit is

above Hamiltonian describes the XXO model, often also TA()=O)/(jS
2
)=0.78±0.02.

called the quantum XYmodel: For H=O the quantum system (1) preserves the rota-
tional symmetry around the z axis, and, from universality

. jy2 k (2) arguments, should display the same qualitative features of a
2 ka BKT system as its classical analogue, with only quantitative

modifications of the critical parameters due to quantum fluc-
If Eq. (1) is considered as a classical Hamiltonian (i.e., tuations. Such an assumption has been confirmed by recent

the spins are taken as classical vectors with some fixed extensive quantum Monte Carlo simulations of the spin-1/2
length S), in the limit of very strong easy-plane anisotropy quantum XY model (2),o'" which showed clear signatures of
D--- the z components of the spins are suppressed, and one a phase transition at T/(J&2

)=0.35 having a BKT character.
obtains the so-called planar model, The work by Ding and Makivi10-12 

hints that the quantum

1 effects mainly contribute to a renormalization of the interac-
- 2 COS(CIOSI+d)-.HS cos P,. tion parameters; moreover their analysis of the temperatureSLd I dependence of energy and specific heat reveals that the ex-

(3) citation spectrum of the system is dominated by spin waves
This model is also referred to as the XY model, for which up to temperatures very near the critical one.

Berezinskij,' Kosteritz and Thouless2 
(BKT) characterized The aim of this work is to take advantage of a recent

the phase transition, named after them, that occurs for H= 0 theoretical approach, the pure-quantum self-consistent ar-at a finite temperature TcI(JS
2
)=-0.89.3, 4 

The transition has monkc approxmialion (PQSCHA),t 3 
in order to simplify the
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treatment of the general quantum model (1). By means of the One can make use of the PQSCHA also for the qmutum

PQSCHA, the thermodynamics of the quantum model can spin Hamiltonian (1), as it can be expressed in terms of ca-
indeed be reduced to an effective classical problem, with the nonical operators. Thanks to its easy-plane character, it in-
effects of quantum fluctuations (which are treated exactly up deed makes sense to apply the M41m traon- nauioM,:7 i.e.,
to the harmonic level) embodied in the temperature- S+ =Sqel'{I- ( I + 1/2S)2]1/2I (StandSj-S•i, to

dependent renonmalized interaction parameters. canonical operators 4, and , with [4,fi]=iS- Il, where
Let us consider a canonical quantum system with mo- 9M S + 1 plays the role of '. Remarkably, the Weyl symbol

mentum and coordinate operators {),,q,} (the indexes for S÷ is S(9p,q) = S11 --pe'q, so that for the Hamil-
I corresponding to the N sites of some Bravais lattice) such tonian (1) one immediately finds (see also Ref. 18 for the
that [w1,iI=i~8u, and with Hamiltonian .Q,4). The one-dimensional case)
PQtSCHA,13 is most conveniently worked out in terms of
Weyl symbols,"",

5 
i.e., the phase-space functions r(p,q) -eX [•l-p I cos(q,-q,.,)

- "d&e-*'(q + ½jqM1q - ½f) associated with any opera- Ld

tor r, The main result of the PQSCHA is that one can write
the quantum thermal average of an observable t as a +Lppd]+ej (dp-h•'-coq,),
classical-like phase-space integral

]I f dp dq (7)
!(<)- f p(2 [eAN (p,q)]e-dtvq), (4)

(2where e=JS2 sets the energy scale, and we have defined the

with the effective Hamiltonian reducedfield h = H/(JS), as well as the dimensionless an-

••(pq) =e.Tp,q) --AeAIPo,qo) isotropy parameter d=D/J. For symmetry reasons, the mini-
mum configuration is {p0,j = O,qo., = 0}, and the coefficients
+sk and pq) are vanishing, so that the operator A acts sepa-

+P-kE in(sinlif,/fO, (5) rately on the momenta and on the coordinates. The relevant
k renormalization parameters are finally found to be three, de-

where (poqo) is the minimum configuration of ._ff(pq) scribing the pure-quantum square fluctuations of pi, q,, and
(we will assume it to be translation invariant) 8/d = qi - qjd namely Z_/ 1, P f _ Lll qq) fo
and A is the second-order differential operator M 2(4 -('jj)\ 2N-1kykq 

0
k, with

'M f/ 2Ni Y-|,1+., wit

A m [j½y'r)8,P,, + Ljq)&P,,q1 + f2 ge)dq 1 q ,where ZYk=•-d(--cos k-d). With a procedure similar to that of

(p) - N-l keAgkoJ)mk( 0 + o.4)a ' q) Ref. 18 the effective Hamiltonian can be rewritten in terms
kof (effective) classical spin variables, i.e., normalized vectors

S -N- •Ylek'('-J)okak, and -qq) sof= ( ',s),s I,1 = 1. It has the same form of the original
= N-l ke (I-)mk ak, are the renormalization param- quantum Hamiltonian (1), with suitably renormalized inter-
eters. The Fourier index k runs over N values in the first action parameters:
Brillouin zone, fk=-o'% and ak = (f/2ak)(cothfk
- f;'). Finally, the quantities Mk, crk, and oeL are self- / 1
consistently determined by Ae= e -2 -- 2 ($Si+'SYii+d) kS|St+al

Mk 1=ap1q jp 'J poeqo). (6) +2, (
=y +I [d(s•z)2-..x] +NG(T), (8)

.0 =Ieik(S-J) e• q.dp 6

Mk(W2+°)=o 'eik-(i-J)edJqAdl'•f(po,qo). where 4 = he-9V2, tf=1-Yp12, 7 = 02e-•A/q
2
, and

The parameters ak are equal to the difference between the G(T) is an additive correction that does not enter the calcu-

quantum and the classical (i.e., the pure-quantum) mean lation of operator averages. The Y's are evaluated self-

square coordinate fluctuations of a harmonic oscillator with consistently using

unit mass and frequency wih; they decrease with T, and, for m_'=.{2d+h

pht 1, aL'J' 2 P. Then, as T increases, the .4 "'s tend (9)

to zero, and JWe•p~q) reduces to the bare Weyl symbol mk~o2=e9
2

(h + 7,Z).
)*Tp,q). Actually, it can be shown that Eq. (4) shares the
high-T behavior of the Wigner expansion.' .16 The operator In the effective Hamiltonian the renormalized energy scale
eA yields a Gaussian smoothing of the phase.space functions (e--e9

2
) arises from the quantum fluctuations of the z comn-

on a scale given by the 4 -' )'s, ie., the pure-quantum fluc- ponent of the spins, whereas the renormalization of the in-
tuations of the canonical variables. Physically, this means plane magnetic field (h--h) comes from the azimuthal
that the system is not able to test a definite phase-space con- quantum fluctuations; the exchange easy-plane anisotropy is
figuration, but only averages over neighborhoods of finite made weaker by the factor r<l, due to the combined effect
size, according to the uncertainty principle. On the other of both types of fluctuations.
hand, the classical thermal fluctuations are embodied in the Using Eq. (4) one can then calculate averages and cor-
canonical ensemble phase-space integral (4). relations by means of classical expressions involving the ef-
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r1.0 - be compared with the values found by high temperature
__'____ _ ._ . expansions'9 (0-39), by real-space renonalization group

techniques2o (0.40), and by quantum Monte Carlo
simulationsm'" (0•35). We do not believe that our result

A3 could solve the controversy between these different out-
comes, also because our procedure to estimate the critical
"temperature uses as an input the result found in Ref. 9 with

SPrather small simulated lattices, and a more accurate MC
simulation is in order to get a more reliable estimate of Tc
for the classical XXO model.

The problem of the very existence of a BKT transition in
the S=, two-dimensional XXO model cannot be firmly an-

0.5 swered by the PQSCHA, which essentially is a semiclassical
1 approach. Nevertheless, the breakup of the BKT scenario

should be accompanied by the breakup of the renormaliza-
tion scheme of the PQSCHA, as it happens when the out-of-

0.0 0.5 1.0 plane fluctuations become so strong that the assumed domi-

TIe nant easy-plane character (justifying the use of the Villain
transformation) becomes meaningless. Actually, such a
breakup does not occur for the XXO model. This instability

FIG. 1. The effective exchange coupling for the XXO model vs temperature shows up when finite values of X are considered, as it can be
and for different values of the spin S (solid lines). The energy scale understood from Eqs. (9) for small enough temperatures,
e-JSZ= J(S+y)2. The dotted line represents the relation that gives the

critical temperature in terms of the effective exchange, T,(Jf)=O.7&5,f, as which are however less than the estimated critical tempera-
found in the classical MC simulations in Ref. 9. ture for X<0.5. As a matter of fact, also the quantum MC

simulations of Refs. 11 and 12 show the typical classical
BKT scaling behavior, leading us to conclude that quantum

fective Hamiltonian. Generalizing the derivation made in effects do modify the quantitative prefactors, but not the uni-

Ref. 18, and defining the classical average with the effective versality class of the transition, that is determined by sym-

Hamiltonian metries and dimensionality. Indeed, quantum fluctuations are
basically short ranged, and-in a renormalization group

.. i ds.)(...)e-0 , (10) scheme-they are to be integrated out, resulting just in renor-
reaized interaction parameters.

the magnetization can be expressed as (S•)
= SOe- "q'

2
(s4,ff. Similarly, the in-plane correlations

take the form (§xS•) =S
2 
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Magnetization and static structure factor behavior in a first-order helix-fan
Sphase transition

r. Rastolli, S. Sedazzau , and A. Tassi
Deparnmemo di Fisica, Universith di Parma, 43100 Parma, Italy

The behavior of noncollinear spin patterns when an external magnetic field is applied in the plane
of the spins can be successfully studied by analytic approaches for helix configurations
commensurated with the underlying lattice. Here we study the magnetization and static structure
factor as a function of temperature and field for a planar square lattice with exchange coupling up
to third neighbor. It has been limited to spin-spin couplings that stabilize a helix characterized by
a spin-spin turn angle Q =21r/5 and Q =41r/5 in a zero magnetic field. Analytic calculations in
harmonic approximation and Monte Carlo simulations are performed on finite size samples. At low
temperature, the static structure factor for Q = 21/5 shows an abrupt transfer of weight from the
satellite peak at the helix wave vector to the central peak for a critical field, which is weakly
temperature dependent. Above a critical temperature the evolution of the low field helix
configuration into the fan configuration occurs in a continuous way. Even richer is the
phenomenology found when Q=4sr/5, since a spin-flop phase intervenes for intermediate fields,
yielding two first-order phase transitions between distorted helix-spin-flop, and spin-flop-fan
phases.

The influence of an external magnetic field on helix spin planar square lattice with spins interacting via competing
patterns was currently believed to yield a simple distortion of exchange up to third neighbors. The zero temperature phase
the helix at low field, with a first-order phase transition to a diagram is shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 7. In particular, we con-
fan phase, where no spin components opposite to the field sider exchange competition giving helix configurations char-
exist, for a field about half the saturation field.' This scenario acterized by a spin-spin turn angle Q=2lr/5 and Q=47r/5 at
was sketched on the basis of zero temperature low field-high zero field, where the spin modulation appears in the (10)
field expansion of the energy of classical spin models with direction. Let us define the nearest neighbor (NN), next near-
continuous symmetry by an extrapolation in the intermediate est neighbor (NNN), and third nearest neighbor (TNN) ex-
field range. change interactions as J 1, J2 , J3, and the reduced quantities

However, this picture does not exhaust all possibilities. j 2 "J 2 J 1 , j3=J 3/J1 . Q=2r1r5 is achieved in the parameter
For instance, low temperature expansion"- and Monte Carlo space on the line I + 2j2= -j3( v- 1) with - 1/(3+
simulation2'4 prove that in the planar and Heisenberg antifer- 'Y5)<jh<0 and Q =47r/5 on the line I + 2j2 = j3( +)
romagnet on a triangular lattice, where the zero field zero with -1/(3- J/)<j 3<0.
temperature minimum energy configuration is the 1200 three Here we give only a summary of our main results. The
sublattice configuration, an additional collinear phase with low temperature expansion we perform is the harmonic ap-
two spin parallel and one spin antiparallel to the field inter- proximation for a generic external field under the hypothesis
venes at intermediate fields, that the five spin cell is preserved, even in the external mag-

Exact expansion of the energy of models with continu- netic field. This assumption is supported by the locking of
ous symmetry and exchange competition supporting helix commensurate helices in low external magnetic fields.5

configuration proves5 that commensurate phases are locked, In Fig. I we show the reduced magnetization as a func-
owing to nonanalytic contributions proportional to hP, where tion of the external magnetic field for selected temperatures
h is the reduced magnetic field and p is the number of spins for Hamiltonian parameters that give a zero field turn angle
per magnetic cell. Q =2w/5. For instance, we have chosen J2 = -0.422 75 and

At zero temperature the minimization of the energy of j3=-0.125. As one can see, the evidence of a first-order
commensurate helices supported by suitable exchange com- phase transition is obtained for Q = 21r/5 at zero temperature.
petition leads to a first-order helix-fan phase transition, only An analogous trend is obtained at low temperature within the
for the spin-spin turn angle Q<l/2, otherwise a continuous harmonic approximation. Obviously Monte Carlo simulation
distortion occurs.6 This result is based on the hypothesis that cannot yield a genuine discontinuity, owing to the finite size
the zero field magnetic cell is unchanged under the applica- of the sample, but a kink is observed at t=kBT/J 1 =0.05,
tion of an external magnetic field. Notice that this hypothesis whereas a smooth behavior is found at t =0.2.
is well grounded in low magnetic fields,5 but its validity is In Fig. 2 we give the static structure factor S(q, ,0) for
not assured at intermediate and high fields. t=0.05 and h =0.08 and h =0.1, where h = AH/l2.I, Ar is the

Here we study the finite temperature behavior of these magnetic moment per site, and H is the applied magnetic
models by low temperature expansion and Monte Carlo field. Monte Carlo simulation shows a substantial transfer of
simulation on samples of 25x25 and 50X 10 spins when weight from the satellite to the central peak for a small
periodic boundary conditions are assumed. We focus on a change of the magnetic field in the neighborhood of the
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FIG. 1. Reducd m ion w -M(,T)IAN versus reduced magnetic FIG. 3. Reduced magnkiulion versus reduced magnebc field of the model

field of the model with j 2 =-0.422 75, j 3= -0.125 (Q =2w/5) for selected with j.= -0.702 25, j,= -0.125 (Q =41/5) for selected temperatures: i = 0
temperstrum: t=O (continuous curve) t =0.05 (dots), and t=0.2 (crse). (continuous curve) 1 =0.2 (dots), and i =0.35 (crussf).

change of the spin configuration, that is consistent with sumption of a magnetic cell of five spins. The softening of
the analytic harmonic result. The analytic harmonic ex- the elementary excitation energy at q, = v suggests the onset
pansion and Monte Carlo simulation gives a coherent picture of a new phase of two spins per unit cell. So we have corn-
for Q=2ar/5. On the contrary, unexpected instabilities pared the zero temperature energy of the spin-flop confign-
are found in harmonic approximation at intermediate ration with those of the distorted helix and the symmetric fan
fields when the case Q=41r/5 is considered, with five spins per cell. We have found that the stable con-

SIndeed, the elementary excitation energies that one figuration is the distorted helix for 0<h<hi=0.334, the
finds by diagonalization of the energy expansion keeping spin-flop phase for h,<h<h2 =l.419, the fan phase for
terms containing, at most, two fluctuation angles with respect h>h2. In Fig. 3 we show the zero temperature magnetiza-
to the minimum energy configuration, are well defined for tion, where two first-order phase transitions occur at
the minimum energy configuration when Q=2ir/5 at zero h=h h=0.334 and h= h2 =1.419, respectively. The magneti-
field, but become negative about q,= r for a substantial zation jumps are very small (Am=0.049 at h, and Am
range of intermediate fields (0.7<h<1.3) when Q=47r/5. =0.010 at h 2), so that they are expected to be easily rounded
This is the signature of a phase transition induced by the off by thermal effects. Indeed, Monte Carlo simulations for
field involving a configuration that differs from both a t=0.2 and 0.35 provide a smooth behavior apparently con-
distorted helix and a symmetric fan, which are the phases sistent with the guess based on the hypothesis of five spins
one finds minimizing the energy of the model under the as- per unit cell. 6
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FIG. 2. Static stnctue facsor S(q,.0) for Hamiltonian parameters as in FIG. 4. Static structure factor S(q,,0) for Hamiltonian parameters as in
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However, the static structure S(q• ,O) is expected to what the regions of the parameter space are, where similarT i show the occurrence of a new peak at q = v when h = AtI, phase transitions occur.

the disappearance of the peak at q.-- Q=4v/5 in the range This research was supported in part by INFM.

hl<h<h2, and vice versa at hkh-. Figure 4 shows
S(q ,O), as obtained by Monte Carlo simulation at t=O.05
for h =0.3 and h =0.5, where the two peaks at q, =4r/5 and T. Nagamiya. Solid State Phys. Acad. NY 29, 346 11967).
q-ý=ir are clearly seen. 21L Kawamura. J. Phys. Soc. Jpa. 53, 2452 11984); H. Kawamura and S.

The results we have obtained raise various questions, J. Phys Soc. Jpa- 54, 4530 (19&5).
'E. Rastelli, A. Tassi, A. Pimpinetli. and S. Sedaza. PhIs Rev B 45,

since the possibility of first-order phase transitions from a 7936 (19921

commensurate spin configuration to another configuration 'D. H. Lee, J. D. Joaunopotl, J.W Negele, and D. P. Landau. Phys. Rev
with a different magnetic cell is a novel feature for spin LeU. 52, 433 (1984); Phys. Rev. BP 31 '1)1946J.

'A. B. Harris, E. Ra.elti andA. Tas. ,'hvs. Rev- B44, 2624 I(t,•l)
models with continuous symmetry. An interesting question is 'E. Rastelti, A. Tassi, G. Metegan, and A. Pimpimeti. J. Magp Magp. Mat
about the existence of a critical point for the helix-spin-flop 104-107, 173 (1992).
phase transition. Moreover, it is not clear for the moment 'E. Rastetli, A. Tassi, and L. Reatto, Physica B 97. 1 (19791.
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Magnetic properties In the Ising mixed spin-1/2-spin-1 superiattice
E. F. Sarmento, J. C. Cressoni, and R. J. V. dos Santos1DpartanenLo de Fisica. Universidade Federal de Alagoas. 57072-340. Macei4, Brazil
An effective-field theory that accounts for the self-spin correlation function is used to derive the

phase diagrams and magnetization curves of a magnetic superlattice, consisting of a mixed spin-
1/2-spin-I (with a single-ion anisotropy D) alternate monolayers of ferromagnetic material. It is
found that the phase diagrams exhibit a number of interesting phenomena resulting from the
dependence of the crystal-field interaction. Both limit cases for very large positive and very large
negative D reproduce respectively the T(3D)=5.07 and the T(2D)=3.08 lsing critical temperatures
which are in agreement with earlier results. On the other hand, in particular, no tricritical point could
he found. The magnetization curves are presented for a range of interaction strengths and D,
respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION with = lI/k8 T and E.= 1../,uý,+ 1,.,.,S . As has been

The recent advances of modern vacuum science, and in discussed. 5 we can obtain the exact spin correlation function

particular epitaxial growth techniques, have made possible for the spin-I layers as follows:

the preparation of a large variety of magnetic layered struc- ( 2 sinh()8E,)
tures, whose properties can differ drastically from the bulk S"\2 cosh(fE, )+exp -fPD) (3)

ones. One can envisage a superlattice in which the magnetic
films are in direct contact, namely, they are bound together 2 cosh(-• E) 4
by an exchange interaction between the interface atoms. cosh(#E,) + rap) - #

Phase diagrams in a ultrathin Ising films.' two-component where E,= - j ,JS-,+Eý._A,= . Introducing a differential
magnetic superlattice, 2 and infinite dilute Ising superlattice 3  I -/ w r ntroducing a differntial
have been studied. More recently,4 a spin-l/2 Ising model of

an alternating magnetic superlattice was studied. In this ar- (p,,)=(1l, exp1VJ_,S:)I, exp(VJ,,S;))f/(x)I, ,,
ticle we examine a magnetic superlattice consisting of spin- (5)
1/2-spin-I alternating monolayers of ferromagnetic material. (Sr)=(I1 exp(VJ,,S )II,, exp)VJ,.,;))F, • _x l - i6)
Our aim is to present a discussion of the phase diagrams and
magnetization curves in such systems. ((S')) 2=l 1 , exp( VJ,S:)

X [l . exp(VJ,,,u.x,))G(x)[,• (7)
II. MODEL AND FORMULATION

where f(x) =tanh (fx), and the functions F(x) and G(x) are
We con:,ider an infinite simple cubic superlattice in defined by

which spin-l/2 layers of material I alternate with spin-I lay- 2 sinh(flx)
ers of material 2. The system is described by the following Fx)- 2 coshm(x)+)exp(-8D)
Hamiltonian:

-Gx)= 2 cosh() i) (9)
. JiSiS- - JntLZA, -- JS2x 2 cosh(/3x)+exp(-$D)

The exact equations (5), (6), and (7) yield a set of rela-
-• D,(Sz)

2
, (1) tions between o'=(p,,,), m=(S,), q=((S,)

2
), and the asso-

ciated thermal multiple correlation functions occurring on

where S1 = I I and 0, = ± I, and the summations are the right-hand side, and will be used here as the basis for the

carried out only over nearest-neighbor (n.n.) pair of spins. J. present formalism. However, it is clear that if we try to treat

is the exchange interaction between spins on the spin-I lay- exactly all the spin-spin correlations which appear through
ers, which is assumed to be JI. J,,, =J, is the interaction the expansions of these equations, the problem quickly be-
between spins at the material I and its n.n. in the material 2, comes mathematically untractable. Therefore. we restrict

and J,,,,=J3 is the interaction between spins on the spin-1/2 ourselves to the simplest approximation in which all high-

layers. D, is the single-ion anisotropy parameter at the spin-I order spin correlations are neglected.

layers.
r'he starting point to discuss the statistic of our system is III. PHASE DIAGRAMS AND MAGNETIZATION

the evaluation of the mean values of (IA,,), (S',) and ((SI) 2).
For the spin-I/2 layers the expectation value is given by Within the present framework the magnetizations o', m,

and the quadrupolar moment q for our layered simple cubic
(,p)=(tanh(I3E,,)), (2) superlattice are given by

5820 J. Appi. Phys. 75 (10), 15 May 1994 0021-8979/94/75(10)/5820"/S6.00 0 1994 American institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Phase diagram on the (tA) plane for different values of J. FIG. 2. Phase diagram on the (tA) plane for different values of J_.

o-=(c3 +o's 3)
4
(qc 2 +ms 2 + I--q)

2
f(x)l,=O, (10) ture tc=kgTc/Jt. In Fig. 1 we show the transition lines or

the plane (tA) for JI=J 2 =1.0 and different values ofJ 3.
For positive increasing values of A the transition tempera-

Ira/ f ,4 .2 F(x)j=0o tures tend to that of a corresponding 3D A= 1/2 Ising model
= ! =(qc1 'ms 1 +1-q)

4
(c 2 + 2) + (X)'IG OI, in which one has alternate sheets with Jj or J 3 in-plane

interactions and J 2 interplane interaction. For negative de-
(11,12) creasing values of A the behavior is that of a 2D A= 1/2 [sing

where s,=sinh (jV), c=cosh (j~V) (i=1-3). In order to model with exchange interaction J 3 , as the magnetization of
wexamie notsinlythe phase diagrash (. ut also-3hpossibility the spin-1 plane vanishes.examine not only the phase diagrams but also the In Fig. 2 is shown the (tcA) phase diagram for
of tricritical point, let us first substitute ./1 =J 3 =1.0 and different values ofJ 2. In the limit of A--.r

q=qo+qlm2+q 2ma+q3a2 (13) one obtains the 3D Ising critical temperature. However,
when A-.-o- the coupling between the sheets plays no role

into Eq. (12) to obtain the q's coefficients. Replacing q in whnA -tecopigbwenhesesplynoreEqs. (10) and (11) we obtain. and the critical temperature is that of a 2D /u= 1/2 J 3 =I .0
Ising model. Both limit cases reproduces t,(2D)=3.08 and

o-=btm+b 2 r+b 3mof2+b 4m 2
a +bsm 3+b6 o3, (14) t,(3D)=5.07 which are in agreement with earlier results.

m=alm+a2o+a 3mo2+a4m 2o-+asm3 +a6qo", (15)

where a's and b's are coefficients not given here. By doing
successives substitutions of o [Eq. (14)] into m [Eq. (15)]
and by retain only terms in m and q((i 3) we obtain 1.0

m=djm+d2m
3

. (16) 1 -

The second-order phase transition is determined by d1 = 1, or 0.s

In the vicinity of second-order phase transition line, the 0.s

right-hand side of Eq. (16) must be positive. If this is not the
case, the transition is of the first order. Thus, the tricritical 0.4 J, -, - 1.0o
point is determined from dt=l and d 2 =0, simultaneously. .,5-o0a
However, our model did not present tricritical points. 2 -- 1.0

0.0, '
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS Kt Te/J,

By solving Eq. (17) numerically, we discuss the effect of FIG. 3. Mnetizations and quadrnpolo moment vs temperature
the crYstal-field interaction A=DIJ1 on the Curie tempera- (D=-t.O). "
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absolute value of D) the magnetization m at low temperature
is driven by the magnetization oaof the spin- 1/2 sheets, both

1.0 . starting at the saturation limit and going down to zero at the
same critical temperature. In the second one (large absolute

o0- value of D) the anisotropy field is strong enough to retain the
spins of the spin-I sheet in the eigenstate S=0, at low tem-

J, J'. 1.0 peratume. At higher temperatures the thermal fluctuations of S0.6 J,-s 0.5are biased by the magnetization oa and so m initially in-creases and afterward goes to zero at the same critical tern-
0 --,0- -- --q peratue as o,. The behavior of q is explained by the same

ressoning.

0. . 2.0 5.0 4.0
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"Monte Carlo calculation of the correlation range for the S =1 isotropicSHeisenberg feromagnetic thin film

* I. V. Rojdetvemald and M. G. Cottam
Dparment of Physics, University of Wesern Ontar, Lmd Onrio, Canada N6A 3K7

1.A. Favorks
FTuhy of Phy=4 LeMuo ad S- ateU-n-9es Rus sia

oe Handscomb Monte Carlo technique as used to investigate the critical properties of S = isotropic
Heisenberg ferromagetic films with nearest-neighbor interactions. We study a simple-cubic lattice
with the number of monolayers Ln =1.2 as done previously, but we now include the effects of
different values for interlayer and intralayer exchange parameters. We calculate numerically the
temperature dependences of the correlation range. For the two-monolayer film, for the investigated
temperature interval these results confirm our previous conclusions about the two-dimensional type
of critical behavior of the system with a renormalized (modified) exchange parameter. Numerical
data on the behavior of the surface-surface spin correlation function are also presented.

I. INTRODUCTION In our previous paper
6 

we investigated the thermal de-
pendences of the uniform longitudinal susceptbility for films

Recently some experimental workl-2 has been done with one, two, and three monolayers by means of the Hand-
to investigate the magnetic properties of quasi-two- scomb Monte Carlo technique. Our results provide evidence
dimensional ferromagnetic systems. For example, that, in a certain temperature interval, the temperature depen-

[C 6H5(CH2).NH3I2CuBr4 is interpreted as a quasi-two- dences of the susceptibility and the correlation range of thedimensional Heisenberg nearly isotropic few-omagnet3 With
ta e rromenee i L-layer film obey the two-dimensional expressions [Eqs. (1)the ratio of the intralayer exchange to the interlayer interac- and (2)] with the single exchange parameter J replaced by

tion parameter being as low as 0.04. The temperature of LJ. This result may provide for an explanation of the fact
second-order phase transition was found from th ucpi that the direct nuclear exchange parameter J =2.1 inK,
bility data to be around 10 K depending on the structural ththedrcnulaexagepamerJ21 &
index n. quoted in Ref. 2 as a result of fitting to the analytical expres-

Also the magnetization and longitudinal susceptibility of sions for the two-dimensional model, is the highest ever re-

2.5 monoatomic layers of 
3
He adsorbed on graphite are re- ported. In the discussion of the results of experiment,

2 
the

ported to be well described by the high-temperature expan- authors assumed that only one of two completed monolayers

sions and other present theories of the two-dimensional of 
3
He was magnetized, thus forming the two-dimensional

Heisenberg ferromagnet.
2 It is well established that the S Heisenberg system. However, if we assume both monolayers

=i Heisenberg ferromagnet with the nearest-neighbor inter- to be magnetized, we fit the same two-dimensional tempera-

action displays no phase transition in two dimensions
3

4 at ture dependences of the susceptibility and the correlation

finite temperatures, as expected from the Mermin-Wagner range, but now the fitting exchange parameter corresponds to

theorem.
5 According to the results of the momentum-shell 2J; hence J should be half the value quoted in Ref. 2.

renormalization-group theory confirmed by quantum Monte The aim of the present paper is to continue the numerical

Carlo calculations, the susceptibility and the correlation investigation of the critical properties of ultrathin monocrys-

range for S=2 have the following dependences4 on the tem- talline film with the S 1 isotric Heisenberg ferromag-

perature in the critical regime J/T11 1: netic Hamiltonian on the simple-cubic lattice and the number
of monolayers L =1,2. By applying the numerical technique

_•2 ( T 3 /2described in our previous paper,
6 

we calculate the tempera-
XT= 2 ý .(2 ,, Jý'(1) ture dependences of the correlation range, incorporating the

effects of the modified exchange parameter.

f-(T/J)•" exp( -r-) (2)

with s?= 1. We note here that the quoted expressions differ N. T HAMILTONIAN AND THE PROCEDURE OF
slightly from those in Ref. 4 because of differences in our C .ALC .ATM OF TH CORREI.ATION RANGE
notations. Some expressions similar to Eqs. (1) and (2), but
with different powers of T before the exponential, were sub- As before,6 

we take the thin film to be finite in one
sequently derived in Ref. 3. dimension with two equal surfaces and infinite in the other

two dimensions. The Hamiltonian thus has the following

q , (1, sMaform:

J. Appl. Phys. 71 (10), 15 lMay 1904 00214W-S9 194,?5821.O0 0 1904 American k ute of Ployll am
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FIG. 1. The temperature dependence of the correlation range f for the one-
layer film. N=O, 20; v, 30; v.40; 1 80; A, 120; -_ fit to the function
2.8//T-2.1. FG. 3. The temperaturte V of te coelation range j for the two-

layer film, Jb=2J. N=IL 0; 0,20; v, 30;v, 40;OU60;--,flttothe
function 5.9J/T-3.6.

H =-2 Jbb 'ssJ-2 7 J'%SSq
(pq) between the surface and bulk layt. and within the surface

layers, respectively, are taken over the r-',rs of tht nevrest
-2 7 JsrS1S., (3) neighbors. In our previous paper6 we ig, .--- tb, effect, f

(IY.) the modified exchange, i.e., we took jss=jf b=rfb.
where the three sums, corresponding to the interactions of The procedure of approximation of an infinitc thin iW-7
spins within the bulk layers, and the interlayer interactions by a finite spin system has already been discussed Ref. 6.

4

1n(f(J IT)' )1(f(Jbb/T) 1/2
/ 2)

3o . ....

- 0..

2. •

0 oo

bb 
1 2

J /Tjbb /T

IFIC, . IThe teprtr deedec of the correlation rag j for. the two. FIG. 4. The temperature depedec of the correlation range f fo the two-

I W flayer U n ,/" nJ . M- 0, 10;, 0, 20; v, 30; v,40; 0', W ,0 E, 80; , fit to layer f lM , J j*= 0.3,/•'. N = O, 20;, v, 40 :, ["1, 60;, IC W, _.. ft to the

dihe fu ncto n 5.811T-3.8. Ju nction 4.4 JIT-3.2.
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IK NUMERICA RESIULTS AND DISCUSmlON

SA. Or•W Oi (V 0too~ lem n moel)
A We calculated the thermal dependences of the correlation

s.-0.2 range f for the systems with the numbers of sites Nx N,
N= 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, e-,, 80, and 120 within the temperature

"a interval 0.4O T/JP1.3. Markov chains varied from 200
Monte Carlo (MC) steps/spin for TIJ 1.0 to 500 MC steps/

o spin for 0.4cT/Jf-JI.O. The averaging was made over the

• second half of Markov chain, the first half being left for the
relaxation. A comparison between our results and the theo-

0.1 reticl expresson for Cin Eq. (2 sshown in Fig. 1 h
slope of the straight line approximating the obtained depen-

dence of ln[J.//T)'7] vs J/T is 2.8, which is close to the
B o3 theoretical value wr for S- =2. The difference between our re-

ssuits for f and those of Ref. 4 can be possibly explained by
differences in the definitions of f in the two cases.

0.0 t
0.5 1.0 1.5 S. 7o-laym" film

bb In this case we introduce different constants of the ex-
T/J change interactions in the surfaces and inside the film. Under

FIG. 5. The temperanire dependence of the surface-surface correlator for the consideration were the systems with the linear size N=I 0,
two-layer film. A. P'= 2J"; B, = 0. 3JM,. 20, 30, 40, 60, and 80 spins. Our results for f (see Fig. 2) in

the case jb=jbb fit the expression in Eq. (2) with the expo-
nential power 5.8, i.e., approximately twice our value 2.8 for

the two-dimensional system. We previously employed simple
We apply the standard Handsomb procedure for the S = theoretical arguments

6 
to support this kind of behavior based

isotropic Heisenberg ferromagnet (see, e.g., Ref. 4 and ref- on the fact that the transverse correlations (see Fig. 5 of Ref.
ioroc therein). To obtain the expression for the estimator of 6) are saturated in the critical regime, providing for an effec-
erences t otive two-dimensional Hamiltonian.
the in-ple"! correlation range, f, we first calculate the in- Similar conclusions can be done for the case of
plane correlation function g(r)=(S(r)S(O)). However, when jb =bb (see Fig. 3). For the exponential power in Eq. (2)
calculating this function we take into account only the spati we get the value of 5.9, which is close to the above value of

radspius vctor relyng within the filme plane and co-diretted5.8. The surface-surface correlations for this case are stron-
radius vector r lying within the film plane and coWdirected ger than those for the previous one (e.g., see Fig. 4, curve A).
with the sides of the elementary plaquette. Within this as- Next, we studied the same system with jb= 0.3Jbb. The
sumptio n results of our calculations for the temperature dependence of
integer multiple of the lattice constant. The procedure of r ate presented in Fig. 4 and the temperature dependence ofe v a l u a t i o n o f g ( r ) i s a s f o l l o w s : a r p r s n e in F . 4 a d t h t m e a u e d p n e ce o

(1) At each step of the Markov chain we make a random the surface-surface correlator is shown in Fig. 5, curve B (see
(1)oAtce achsp of the l c c n we mRef. 6 for the details of its definition). Because the correla-

choice of the lattice site i. tions between the surfaces are much weaker now, we expect
(2) We choose randomly the distance I so that it dos the two-dimensional behavior of the modeled system to be

not exceed N12, N being the linear size of the system. less apparent. To test this we tried to fit our results to the
the two in-plane coordinates equal to that of a and the second same two-dimensional dependence, Eq. (2). The exponential
th-ne tw coordinate shifted by eqa with respect to in-plade power (i.e., the slope of the straight line approximant in Fig.

peri odi ndae incodtos 4) appeared to be 4.4, which is much smaller than in the two
periodic boundary conditions, previous cases.

(4) We calculate the quantity 0.25Aij for the pair of sites
i and j, with Aij = 1 when i and j belong to the same cycle of
the current permutation P(C,) and Aij=-O otherwise. P. Zhou, J. E. Druniheller, B. Patyal, and R. D. Willet. i ha. Rev. B 45.

(5) We average this quantity along the Markov chain. 12365 (1992).2H. Godfrin, R. R. Ruel. and D. D. Osberoff, Ph%-. Rev. Len. 86, 305
Having calculated the described correlation function we (1988).

then calculate the correlation range as IM. Takahashi, Prog. Theor. Phys. 83,815 (1990).
:P. Kopietz and S. Chakravarty, Phys. Rev B 48, 4858 (1989).

2'/ )]1/2 'N" D. Merrin and H. Wagner, Phys" Rev. Len. 17, 1133 (1966).
g(ri) . (3) 

6 Lv. Rojdeslvensky and L A. Favosk, I. Phys. Condens. Mauer $, L279
A ý (1991).
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Static critical properties of disordered ferromagnets studied
by superconducting quantum Interference device magnetometry
and small-angle neutron-scattering techniques

S. Pougot
Labwitodre de Physique des Solides INSA, Avenue de RangueiA 31077, Toulouse Cedes, France,
wd I1L.L., BP 156X, 38042, Grenoble cedex France

M. AIM
ILL., AP 1364, 38042. Grenoble Cede, France, and CEA/DREC4M, 91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex, France

M. NOuM
Laboratobw de Magrwtisme, CNRS, 92195 Meudon Cedex France

CdCr(2_,)ln(2.)S4 is a highly frustrated magnetic system based on CdCr2S4 , a well-known
Heisenberg 3D ferromagnet. A study is presented of its static critical properties as a function of
concentration, performed by low-field superconducting quantum interference device SQUID
magnetometry and small-angle neutron-scattering SANS techniques. Samples were prepared from
isotopic cadmium "14Cd with a low absorption cross section for thermal neutrons. Magnetic
measurements performed with low dc fields in the temperature range 5-300 K allow one to
determine the magnetic state of the samples, the reentrant temperature TG, the Curie temperature
Tc, and the critical exponent y of the susceptibility above Tc as a function of dilution in the domain
O<x<0.15. By directly measuring the critical magnetic fluctuations in zero field in SANS
experiments, access is gained to the magnetic correlation length ý, its exponent v above Tc, and
another independent determination of y. Whereas the pure compound exhibits exponents (y= 1.37,

v=0.70) compatible with a 3D Heisenberg ferromagnetic model, a pronounced increase of measured
exponents with dilution was found, namely y= 1.97, P= 1.03. The results are compared to the ones
of similar studies in the related system Eu, _x)Sr(,)S and to the renormalization group treatment of
strongly random ferromagnets, and possible mechanisms to explain how a small dilution can
provoke large alterations in the critical behavior and move the system in the strong disorder region
are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION H. SUPERCONDUCTING QUANTUM INTERFERENCE
DEVICE MEASUREMENTS

Disordered magnetic systems with competing interac- We carried out low-field magnetization with a commer-

tions usually display a very specific phase diagram charac- cial superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)

terized by reentrance phenomena: With decreasing tempera- magnetometer from Cryogenic Consultants, Ltd. Measure-

m first undergoes a ments were done in very small dc fields (H-40 Oe) by an
to e transtiont, then se p agwetr extraction method throughout a second-order gradiometer. Aferromagnetic transition (PM-FM) at Tc, then at a lowerg

calibrated flux attenuator is automatically switched on for
temperature TG reenters a magnetic state with spin-glass-like huge signals, e.g., in ferromagnetic phases. Residual mag-
properties. netic fields (H- I Oe) were carefully taken in account. Pow-

Despite a prolonged interest shown in the study of these der samples (m--0.04 g) enclosed in a plastic capsule and

systems, no general consensus regarding the exact nature of placed in a variable temperature insert were thermalized by a
the different phases has emerged so far and even the occur- regulated helium gas flow. Temperature was controlled by

rence of a real PM-FM transition at Tc is still questioned.' two thermometers and the gradient along the 6 cm extraction

Most experiments on amorphous metallic alloys
2 

tend to path was always kept lower than 0.2%.
confirm theoretical predictions of an unchanged critical be- We present in Fig. 1 initial susceptibilities of all four

havior at Tc but recent experiments in insulating systems
3  measured samples. The three more concentrated samples

appeared to be consistent with renormalization group saturate at 0.4 emu/cm
3
, corresponding to the inverse demag-

predictions4 that effective critical exponents should change netizing factor for 2:1 cylinders.
5 Only the two x = 0.00 and

in the limit of strong disorder. x=0.05 samples present a well-defined PM-FM transition;

The above considerations prompted the following sample with x=0.10 has a very high suscep-"�us to undertake a tibility but reaches the demagnewzing factor over a very
detailed low-field magnetization study in conjunction with small temperature range and no clear divergence of the sus-

small-angle neutron-scattering (SANS) experiments of the ceptibility is observed; the last sample with x=0.15 behaves

alterations with dilution in the critical behavior observed like a good spin glass. The small slope in the x=0.00
along the PM-FM transition line of an insulating system,

5  
sample susceptibility below Tc may indicate a slightly in

namely CdCr2 _2xln 2.S 4. homogeneous demagnetizing field in this powdered sample

5W~ I. Appi. Phyu. 75 (10), 15 May 1994 OO21-807aIBVN51O)J5B2WaU5.0 0 1994 Anudwim bIneft ofPtIwal
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FIG. 1. Initial magnetic susceptibility of CdC- 2.jtniS* for 0.0O<x<0.15 mesured in low de fields. FIG. 2. Citical hv of S Sdsymbols for x0.0,
open symbols forxpt0.05. Solid lines are fits ofthe xponet: y=136for
x=0.00 and y-1.9 for x=0.05.

but the pronounced decrease in the x=0.05 and x=0..10
susceptibility at low temperature comes from a reentrant dis- ment. However, we can see in Fig. 2 that in both samples the
ordered phase. We list in Table I characteristic temperatures: effective exponent 7<7= -A In XoT/A In(,r) increases with
TG deduced from thermoremanent magnetization and Tc de- temperature. Such a behavior has also been observed in

duced from the divergence of the true susceptibility. The true amorphous metallic alloys.
6

susceptibility X, is obtained from the measured one x., after IN. SANS ImuE ,aMS
corrections of the demagnetizing field, using the standard
formula: l/IX= IlXo+N. We restricted our analysis to the SANS experiments were performed at the Orphie reac-
temperature domain where uncertainties on the demagnetiz- tor of the "Laboratoire Lion Briliouin" (Paris, France) on
ing factor N yield errors less than 5%, i.e., for a reduced the PAXY and PAXE spectrometers, with a neutron wave-
temperature range r>8x 10-3. Data for the two ferromag- length at 6 A (t5%), 64x64 CM2 multidetector, and a
netic samples were analyzed above Tc according to new detector-sample distance of 5 m giving a Q range of 0.008-
scaling arguments6 involving the nonlinear reduced tempera- 0.08 A-t. Samples were placed in an ILL standard "orange"
ture 7= 1 - TcIT. Following this approach, we looked for cryostat with sapphire windows and the sample temperature
the divergence of the product XoT against the reduced tem- was regulated by an ILL controller with an accuracy better
perature 7. We display in Fig. 2 the critical behavior of the than 0.01 K. Inelastic scattering measurements performed on
two ferromagnetic samples: Fitted values of the effective ex- triple-axis spectrometers (to be described in a forthcoming
ponent measured in the range 8X10- 3<r<2X10-' are article), justify the quasielastic approximation in the SANS
y=1.36±0.02 for the pure compound, y=l.9±0.1 for the experiments on all measured samples. Data reported below
x =0.05 compound. are averages of the observed intensities over rings concentric

Our measurements on the pure compound compare well with the incident beam. A room-temperature background
with ac susceptibility results7 giving y= 1.38 and to the theo- (T>3Tc) was subtracted in order to obtain the magnetic
retical predictions for 3D Heisenberg ferromagnet y= 1.386. intensity after standard corrections for multidetector effi-
The effective exponent found in the x-0.05 sample is very ciency. Keeping a balance between limited neutron beam
close to the limiting value y'=2 of the theory for strong time, good transmission of samples (T-0.80-0.95), and
disorder.4 This striking variation of critical behavior with a the rapid decrease of the magnetic signal with temperature,
dilution as small as 5% is, however, consistent with the prox- we have restricted our study to the reduced temperature
imity of die critical concentration. Deviations at smaller re- range 8X10- 3<r<lO-'.
duced temperatures, as seen in the pure compound ac The principal finding was that for each temperature the
susceptibility7 or predicted by the theory for dilute samples, magnetic scattering integrated over all inelastic processes at
are beyond the precision of our measurements at the mo- all Q is very well described by a single Lorentzian as can be

seen for the x=0.05 sample in Fig. 3. This result enables us
to extract easily from the spectra the isothermal susceptibil-

TABLE I. a -aceatic temperatures " (reentant or spn glass) and Tc ity xO (without any demagnetizing corrections) and the in-
(,ounapetk) of CdCrt•.Uha•S as a function of the dilution x. verse correlation range K (f= 11K being the correlation

length). Whereas the x=0.0 and x=0.05 samples have a
__x TG (K) rc (K) similar behavior compatible with a divergence of xo and K,
0.00 84-3±0.2 for the x=0.10 sample Xo does not diverge and K does not
0.05 10.8-0.2 68.5±0.5 reach a resolution-limited value. These findings corroborate
0.10 18.2±0.3 ... the SQUID results and establish that the critical concentra-
0.15 16.9-±0.1..

tion xc for the disappearance of a true ferromagnetic order
" "ewphre the dc saseqptthl4y reahes is maximum. must be slightly smaller than 0.10; for this concentration
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2 the exponent increase. In the end, at each reduced tempera-
0 T. 77.SK jture, the correlation length in the dilute sample is markedly

larger than in the pure sample.

7 IV. DISCUISSION

We have determined that the critical concentration for
" 0.8 ferromagnetic order in the CdCr2 - 2,lnS 4 system is close to

___ _ 0.10 and we measured the critical behavior for ferromagnetic
0.4 * r a .S samples by SQUID and SANS techniques. Critical expo-x = 0. . nents y and Y change as predicted by the theory from ap-

0 .. proximately their pure values toward y= 2 and = I when
-20 0 20 40 60 going from the pure compound to the critical concentration.

Q2 (10-4 A-2 ) As for the correlation lengths we can add that they behave on
a reduced temperatere scale like in the AuFe metallic

FIG. 3. Inverse magnetic intensity of SANS spectra for the x = 0.05 sample system:
9 

Close to the critical concentration, ferromagnetic
at different temperatures clone to Tc. Solid lines display Lorentzian fits to correlations in disordered systems are much larger than in
the data. the pure system, inducing a wider critical region and a larger

number of correlated magnetic atoms despite the dilution.
4 Thts feature common to a metallic dnd an insulating system

ferromagnetic correlations are very large but do not diverge, must be characteristic of disordered frustrated systems, re-
We analyzed the critical behavior in a similar way as for gardless of details of magnetic interactions. Few studies have

the SQUID results, i.e., looking for the divergence of XoT been made on insulating compounds, mainly on the
and K against the reduced temperature 7= 1 - Tc/T. Apart Eul _.Sr0 S and Eu, _,Sr.SySel -y systems

3 
where a high de-

from a slight shift (0.3 K) in critical temperatures indicating gree of frustration can be obtained by tuning the sulfur con-
some mismatch in the thermometer calibrations, extracted centration y close to a critical value Yc = 0. 10. For example,
values of the y exponent are fully compatible with the the system with y=0.20 displays a phase diagram and a
SQUID finding of a strong increase with dilution: y= 1.37 critical behavior very similar to ours; but, in CdCr, - 25ln2,S 4
-0.02 for the pure compound, y=1.97_0.09 for the frustration enhancement goes with dilution, ln

3
+ ions playing

x=0.05 compound. a double role: topological disorder of the Cr 3
+ magnetic net-

As pictured in Fig. 4, the inverse correlation length K work and increase of antiferromagnetic next-nearest-
obeys the standard scaling law: K= o0--ir . We obtained from neighbor interactions, as seen in nuclear-magnetic-resonance
least-square fits to tlie data v=0.70_0.01, go=0.361- 0.015 spectra.'

0 
We end up with a site and bond disorder, which

A-' for the pure sample, and v=1.03±0.03, go=0.452 becomes relevant even at dilution as small as 5% and desta-
±0.010 A-1 

for the x=0.05 sample. The pure sample ex- bilizes very rapidly the ferromagnetic order. The enhanced
ponent corresponds nicely to the predicted values for a 3D frustration lowers the transition temperature allowing ferro-
Heisenberg ferromagnet and dilute sample exponent being magnetic correlations to develop on larger scales and forcing
equal to the limiting case of the theory can be viewed in this them to diverge more abruptly at Tc, as seen in the incr,:ase
framework as if the sample has already been pushed in the of critical exponents.
strong disorder limit. The critical amplitude K0 decreases ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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*-i' Thermodynamical properties of a Helsenberg model
with Dzyalonhinsil-Morlya Interactions

F. Lacerda, J. Rcardo do Sousa. and I. P. Fittpakdi
DepaUtaemo de Fisca, UmwrsadaE Federa de Pern•w--o 50670-901 Recife-PE, Brasil

Within the framework of a new correlated effective-field theory (CEF) the effects of the
Dzyaloshinski-Moriya (DM) interactions on magnetic properties of the spin-½ anisotropic
Heisenberg model are discussed. The CEF theory is based on a generalized but approximate Callen-
Suzuki spin relation for cluster with two spins, and makes use of the Honmura-Kaneyoshi
exponential operator technique. The phase diagram and the thermal behavior of magnetization are
analyzed for the simple cubic lattice, and compared with the corresponding two-spin cluster
mean-field (MFA) predictions. It is shown that for the easy direction (D=Dz, where D is the DM
vector coupling), the model exhibit a tricritical point (TCP), at which the phase transition changes
from second to first order. The TCP is explicitl) obtained, and the tricritical temperature, T,, is
independent of the exchange anisotropy parameter A (A=O and A= 1, correspond the isotropic
Heisenberg and Ising models, respectively), while the tricritical parameter, D, has dependence on
A. In spite of its simplicity, the Fresent CEF formalism yields results, which represent a remarkable
improvement on the usual MFA treatment.

4

Recently, models with Dzyaloshinski-Moriya (DM) in-
teractions have been studied in the literature, for describing a_ 2
certain class of insulators' and reentrant spin glass. 2 Some m -e (2)

qualitative aspects of the phase diagram of the spin-½ aniso-
tropic Heisenberg model with DM interactions have recently with
been analyzed by Cordeiro et aL 3 by using renormalization
group technique. On the other hand, only very recently a H.- -J[( 1 12 12
complete study-including all regions of interest in the pa-

rameter space---of the phase diagram of this model has been -(aS'+a 2S2), (3)
made within an appropriated version of mean-field (MFA)
treatment.4 As a new find, it was shown in Ref. 4 that the where aj (i = 1,2) = 7, JSV+ & with 6 denoting an elemen-
corresponding MFA scheme, although analytically simple, tary lattice vector and fl=(k8T)-'. Here (...) indicates the
leads to the prediction of a tricritical point (TCP) in the usual canonical thermal average and Trtj,2} is the partial trace
anisotropic Heisenberg model with DM interactions, which over the set {1,2} of spin variables.
has improperly been overlooked in all previous calculations. Using Eqs. (3) and (2), and D=D!, the average magne-

The main purpose of the present paper is to employ the tization is given by
same approximate procedure of Ref. 5 to study an extended
spin-I anisotropic Heisenberg model described by a Hamil- m=( sinh(u + v) (4)tonian, which consists of anisotropic dipolar exchange and cosh(u + v) + e - 2 cosh (u-v)2 + (4)DM interactions, and examine the existence of TCP in the
phase diagram (see, for instance Ref. 6). The Hamiltonian in where u=Pfaj=Xa KS'+,,, v=Pa2 =18 KS2+b, and
study is given by w=4K2 [(1 -A) 2+D2], with Do=D/J and K=8J.

By using the exponential operator technique intro-
duced by Honmura and Kaneyoshi,5  namely

H=-J 7, [(1-A)(SjS]+SVS)+SfSl] exp(aD,+bD,)g(x,y)=g(x+a,y+b), where DA(/ldk)
0J) (X=x,y) are the differential operators, and also using the

van der Waerden identity for the two-state spin system [i.e.,
-X D'(SjxSj), (1) exp(XS-)=coshX+SfsinhX) and, finally, using a decou-

'1 pling procedure that ignores all high-order spin correlations
(i.e., Si .. S')-(Sf)...(S'), ia*j*...*n), Eq. (4) may

where the coupling constant J>0 is restricted to the nearest- be written as
neighbors pairs of spins, A e[0,1] is the exchange anisotropy z-i
parameter and D is the DM interaction parameter. m=I fl (cM+ms,) - (Cy+msy)I g(xy)IY=°,

The determination of the average magnetization per 8, I2sites, defined by m=(( l/N) Y,,SD) (where N is the num- (5)
her of sites of the cluster), is obtained from the approximate
Callen-Suzuki relation derived in Ref. 7, that for N=2 is where c,=coshKD, and s,=sinhKD, with (,=x,y), and
given by the function g(x,y), defined by
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6-i- .0 - reduced rameter X, defined by X=
1(1- A)

2
+Do,obtained in both the MFA' and the present

4 CEF MFA correlated effective-field approximations (CEFI. In the fig-
ure, the solid and dashed lines represent the stable (4A3 <0)40 and unstable (A3 >0) solutions of (7), respectively, and the

black points denote the TCP. As can be seen in the figure,
when X increases from zero, the critical second-order phase

20 'transitions lines decreases from its values in the absence of
the DM interaction, reaching the TCP at (T,,Dt). The tri-

.- "- critical point, T, is found to be independent of the exchange
- ." ,anisotropy parameter A, with the constant value of

00 10. 20 3&0 40 T M=2.68. This value should be compared with the result
X TFA,=3.33 predicted by MFA4 

[i.e., TýFA = 2(z - 1)/3].
On the other hand, the tricritical parameter, D , is found to

FIG. t. The variation of K, asa function of X= JDT(-A) for be A dependent, given by D7 = 7.29- (1 -A)2 which
simple cubic lattice (z =6), obtained in the present CEF and in the MFA' should be compared with DtA 10.75-(1 -A) 2 .' We
trentmefts. The black point denotes the TCP. Continuous and dashed lines should note that in both approximations one obtains the in-
represent, respectively, stable and unstable solutions of Eq. (7). terestng result D,(A=0)<D,(A= 1), indicating a possible

universal behavior, since it is independent of the approxima-
tions. This tricritical behavior of the system may be inter-

sinh(x + y) preted as resulting from a competition between the exchange
g(x,y)= sinh(x+)e- ch(xy) 2+ . (6) interaction that tries to align the spins in the same direction

coshx~y+ e2 ~ csh (-y)+ wand the effect of the DM anisotropy, which has the tendency

In Eq. (5), z is the lattice coordination number, to destroy this alignment. Also, one should note that by im-
Utilizing the fact that ?)eren(Dr,Dy)g(x,y)Ir,y=0 , valid posing the Ising limit A=I, the system Hamiltonian in (1)

for any even functional 4'(D, ,Dy), and by expanding the reduces to a two-state (spin- ½) lsing Hamiltonian, in which

right-hand side of Eq. (5), one obtains the following equation the DM interactions play the same rule as the single-ion
for m: uniaxial crystal field anisotropy term does [i.e.,

-D Z,(S•)
2

], in the Blume-Capel models for D<0 (see,
m=Ajm+A 3m

3
+A 5 m5

+A~m
7

+Agm9, (7) for instance, Ref. 10, and references therein). It is well

where the coefficients A,, (n =1,3,5.7,9), which are not ex- known that, for some values of this uniaxial anisotropy pa-
plicitly present here, are temperature dependent and also rameter, the Bhume-Capel Hamiltonian may exhibit tricriti-

functions of the parameters A and D 0 . The equation (7) with cal oehavior.
a D 0 =0 reduced to the equation obtained in Ref. 5. The polynomial equatio3 (7) can easily be solved nu-

According to Eq. (7) the second-order critical transition merically in order to get m as functions of the reduced tern-

temperature (K- t) is obtained from the condition A I = 1 with
A 3 <0 (stable solution), and, when A 3>0 an unstable solu-
tion appear. The point at which A 1 =I and A 3 =0 (with

A 5 <0), separating the stable (A3<0) and the unstable 1.0
(A3>O) solutions, is the tricritical point (TCP), at which the
system undergoes a first-order phase transition. An analogous m I1S
expression like Eq. (7) were obtained in Ref. 4 within a 0.8 R
two-spin cluster mean-field treatment. is

At this point, it is worth mentioning that the reduced 0.6-
transition temperature in the absence of the DM interaction
[i.e., K,-' (A;D=0)], obtained within the present CEF pro-
cedure, for the limit cases of A= I (Ising) and A=O (Heisen- 0.4
berg) are given by Kc"' (A=1)=5.039 and K-1' (A=O) as
=4.891, in complete contrast with the single value of 6.0 0.2
predicted by the one-spin cluster MFA for the case of z =6. O
On the other hand, the estimated values predicted by the
two-spin cluster MFA scheme of Ref. 4 are K-1i (A=I1) 0.0 - 50
=5.847 and Kc"t (A=O)=5.719. We recall that the series 3 0
expansions results are, respectively, 4.511 and 3.360.9 Hence, Ksr/J
such a comparison between these results gives to the present FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of in in the present CEF approximation,
CEF treatment

5 
some qualitative, and, to a certain extent, forthbe sing limit (i.e., A=l), and for selected values ofDO=DIJ (numbers

quantitative confidence. on the curves), on a simple cubic lattice (z =6). Solid and dashed lines refer
I to the stable • ad unstable solutions of (7). while the dashed-dotted line in

In Fi. 1, the variation of the transition temperature K.- the curve labeled 3.5 is to strs the discontinuousiy of the magetization
in the case of z = 6, is plotted as a function of a convenient for D0;wD, (A= 1), in which region the first-order phase transitions appear.
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peratmr k#T1J, as well as its dependence with the other merit provides a subsecquent corrobocaton (beyond theusa
parameters A ard Do. Figure 2 shows the results for the MFA) of the occurrence of a TCP in the model under con-

temperature dependence of m in the case A = 1 (Ising limit), sideration.
for some typical values of Do (the numbers associated with
each curve). The continuous lines represent physically stable
solutions of (7), while the dashed lines are the unstable ones. This work was partially supported by CNPq and FINEP
As one can see from Fig. 2 for values Do= 1.8 and 2.6, the (Brazilian Agencies).
magnetization falls smoothly to zero when the temperature
increases from zero to To, characterizing a second-order 'V. Bindilaui, T. 0. Vu, Y. Shapir C. C. Ago"ta. E. J McNiff. R. Kershaw,
phase transition. Note that for the case D 0 =2.6, we also find LK Dwigbt, and A. Wold, Phys. Rev. B 45, 5328 (1992).
unphysically unstable solutions of (7), which are described L. Yi, G. Bitmer, and K. D. Usadet, Phys. Rev. B 47, 254 (19931, and

referenes therein.
by the dashed curve labeled 2.6 in Fig. 2. These unphysical Cc. E. Ceio Em V. .de Melt and M. A. Commentino, Z. Phys. B Cond.
solutions of (7) are also represented by the dashed regions of Mauer. $5, 307 (1991).
the curves in Fig. 1. On the other hand, we also find that for 4j. Ricardo de Sousa. D. F. de Albuquerque, and 1. P. Fittipaldi. sutxmned
D o =3.5>D, (A=1) [note that D7"(A= 1)=2.7], the mag- ts. LP edL.' A.

'T. tdogaki and N. Uryii. Physica A 181, 173 (1992).
netization jumps discontinuously from a certain value mr* to 

5M. KaufmaA R. B. Griflithds. J.I. Yeomans, and M_ E. Fisher, Phys. Rev

zero, at a temperature T* (see the curve marked 3.5 in Fig. B 23, 3448 (1981).
2), which characterize a first-order phase transition. 'F. C. Si Barreto and I. P. Fitlipaldi, Physics A 129, 360 (1985)

In c ,all these results are also qualitatively pre- 8 Honmura and T. Kaneyoshi, I Phys. C 12, 3979 (1979).
InCconclusion,. Domb, in Phase Transitons and Critical Phenoweaa, edited by C

dicted by our previous MFA calculations,
4 

and so, although Domb and M. S. Green (Academic, London. 1974), Vol. 3.
with some quantitative differences, the present CEF treat- "

5
A. F. Siqueira and I. P. FittipaIdi, Physica A 138, 592 (1986).
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A unified effective-field renormalization-group framework approach for the
quenched diluted Ising models

Douglas F. de Albuquerque and I. R Fittipaldi
Departamento de Fisica, Universidade Federal de Peramtbuco, 50670-901 Recife-PE. Brazil

A unified effective-field renormalization-group framework (EFRG) for both quenched bond- and
site-diluted Ising models is herein developed by extending recent works. The method, as in the
previous works, follows up the same strategy of the mean-field renormalization-group schenme
(MFRG), and is achieved by introducing an alternative way for constructing classical effective-field
equations of state, based on rigorous Ising spin identities. The concentration dependence of the
critical temperature, T,(p), and the critical concentrations of magnetic atoms, p,, at which the
transition temperature goes to zero, are evaluated for several two- and three-dimensional lattice
structures. The obtained values of T, and p,. and the resulting phase diagrams for both bond and site
cases are much more aci1,'ate than those estimated b) the standard MFRG approach. Although
preserving the same level of simplicity as the MFRG, it is shown that the present EFRG method,
even by considering its simplest size-cluster version, provides results that correctly distinguishes
those lattices that have the same coordination number, but differ in dimensionality or geometry.

Over the last several years the real-space mean-field Our prototype reduced Hamiltonian is the spin-! ferro-
renormalization-group (MFRG) method, introduced by lnde- magnetic Ising model,
keu et al.,1 has been used to provide useful qualitative and
quantitative insights into the critical behavior of a wide va- H j ( o - ). (1
riety of classical and quantum lattice spin systems.2 One of (ii)
the most severe limitations of the standard MFRG is the where for each nearest aeighbor coupling K,,(saJ,1 k8 T) are
inefficacy of the method to distinguish lattice structures. It is assumed to be in&pendent random variables with quenched
clear that within the scope of the usual mean-field classical probability distribution. The bond- and site-diluted versions
equation of state, on which MFRG is based, the lattice sym- of (1) are conceptually realized by assuming the parametri-
metry is lost, and the real dimensionality of the system is zation Kj = e11K (bond problem) and K,, = E,E K (site prob-
only partially incorporated through the coordination number lem), in which the e,, and ej are random variables governed
of the lattice. by the following quenched probability distributions:

In this work a new unifi, effective-field P(()=p(S)8(' .- )+(--p(B))&(.i•) and p1S)(C,)
renormalization-group framework (EFRG) for both -=p(S)&(.j - l)+(1 -p(S)) 6 (e,), respectively, for the bond
quenched bond- and site-diluted Ising models is presented by and site problems, in which p(l)(p(S)) are the bond (site)
extending recent works on pure3 and disordered4 Ising sys- concentrations of magnetic atoms.
tems. The scheme, which follows up the same strategy of the We shall consider two finite cluster with N'= l(o0,) and
usual MFRG approach,' 2 is based on an alternative way for N=2(ars and q'2) spins each of them characterized by cou-
constructing classical effective-field equations of state, by ping constants K' and K, respectively. According to the ex-

using rigorous Ising spin identities as a starting point. The
method is achieved by treating the effects of the surrounding
spins of each of the clusters through a convenient differential
operator expansion technique introduced by Honmura and (a) A (a') 9 9
Kaneyoshi,5 by which all the relevant self-spin correlations " \
are taken exactly into account. In order to illustrate the 0---- --- -------------------
EFRG procedure for diluted Ising spin systems,6 we discuss a'/' 05 I
the concentration dependence of the critical temperature, d
Tj(p), and the critical concentrations of magnetic atoms, p•,
at which the transition temperature goes to zero, for several (b) (b) ?
two- and three-dimensional lattice structures. Here we are o, /P- ' P0
particularly concerned with the efficiency of the EFRG 'VI,' \/
method versus lattice structure when working with the small- -- " -- o
eat possible clusters sizes; namely, clusters with one and two d' %t '%"' b d"

spins. Thus, we perform calculations by looking especially at
those lattices having the same coordination number, but dif- FIG. 1. Two-spin dusters geometry on the following latices. z=4(a) square
fering in geometry or space dimensionality. (a') KagDn; z=6 (b) plane triangular and Wb') simpe cubic.
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act Callen relations,7 the average magnetizations mN'lN) as- each cluster under consideration. Here, in the effective-fieldJ sociated to N' = 1 and N-=-2 clusters, are given by3 approximation, we shall proceed as follows: we take, on both
sides of these equations the thermal and spin configurational

MA(' (l1jeK;/),rD.) tanh x1_0 (N' = 1), (2) averages (denoted by ' then completely decouple the

mN=(H-le K)jý fl-l;eKVlo 1Ie KUDo+KZAD,ý) multispin correlation functions, namely ((or,0;-.. o.)),0) 0)"(.) kwith i*j"# . n. Based on this
Xf(xy)I=o;v,.o (N=2), (3) approximation and replacing each boundary configurational

where f(x,y)=sinh(x+y)/[cosh(x+y) +exp(-2K 2 ) spin average (o)). ((0.j))c) by the symmetric breaking

xcosh(x-y)], and D5=d1/k(X=x,y) are the differential mean-field parameters b'(bj), one obtains two equations of
states frn•,=mv) n h•m~ ,wihb xad

operators. The products H' over j and I are, respectively, for AiN'(m, and 1hNM(MN), which by expand-

over the isolated nearest-neighbors spins of sites 1 and 2, ing up to first order in these parameters and assuming trans-

whereas the product H' over k is restricted to the sites, which lational invariance, we have 4

are, simultaneously, nearest neighbors of both a-, and o,2 PN,(K',p';b')=A (K',p')b'+O(b 3) (N'=I),
spins. A schematic illustration showing the geometric struc- N'

tures of the two-spin clusters on lattices analyzed herein, is (4)

depicted in Fig. 1. 3)
* Equations (2) and (3) are exact and will be used here as mN(Kp;b)-A'J(Kp)b+O(b (N=2). (5)

the basis of the present formalism. By using the van der of
Waerden identity [i.e., exp(Xo'i)=cosh X+o0. sinh X; VX) for The coefficients N' andA,1 depend on dilution stud-
the exponential factors appearing in (2) and (3), these equa- ied, either bond or site dilution. By simplicity, the coeffi-
tions yield a set of formal exact relations between the clus- cients are given by
ters magnetizations mni, and MN and corresponding multi-
spin correlation functions associated to the various sites for At(,(K',p')-z(cosh(KiD,))z' tanhxI.=O, (6)

A(ý)(K,p)={2z'(sinh(KD,)),(cosh(KD,))zc'- (cosh(K2Dy))c'(cosh[KtDx+KDy])"+z"(cosh(KjD.)):'

× (cosh(K zDy)) '(sinh[KtD ý+K2Dy])c(cosh(K ,Dx+K2D ,)) '" l f(x,y)[x•o, (7)

where f(x,y) means the configurational average of f(x,y). that are, simultaneously, nearest neighbor of both o0- and o0,.
Here, z is the lattice coordination number, z' denotes the Hence, i = 2z' + z" is the total number of nearest-neighbors
number of sites that are nearest neighbors of or, (or a"2), but sites of the two-spin cluster (see Fig. 1). Now, by imposing
no neighboring '"2 (or o",), and z" denotes the number of sites the same scaling relation between the average magnetiza-

tions ,htv, and mnN, and between the parameters b and b', one
finds the following recursion relation:

T () to A(,(K',p')-A((Kp) (N'=I,N=2), (8)

which is independent of the rescaling factor. Although from
0.6 Eq. (8) alone one cannot determine the complete renormal-
Q4* ization flew diagram in the parameter space (K,p), however,

it is reasonable to consider the solution of the fixed-point
Q2 equation obtained from (8) by setting p =p' as critical points

0.0. Kc(p) of the system.
PM- 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 1.0 Equations (6) and (7) are valid for any kind of lattice

T ( M structure characterized by numbers z and i. It is clear from
0.e CO (7) that the coefficient A((K,p)associated to the two-spin

0.6 TABLE t. Values of the critical percolation concentrations pl," in the bond

0.4 (PB) and site (v=S) problems for several lattice sthuctures obtained in the
VA present EFRG and MFRG (the numbers in parentheses). The exact/series

0L2 values are taken from Ref. 7.

O 0 sq Ka ir sc
04 06 '0 1p.) 0.43(0.33) 0.57(0.33) 0.28(0.17) 0.20(0.17)

Exact/Series 0.500 0.449 0.347 0.247
FlG. 2. Concentration dependences of the reduced critical temperature p(,') 0.43(0.57) 0.79(0.57) 0.64(0.41) 0.52(0.41)
T,(p)IT,(l) for the (a) bond and (b) site problems, on the following lattices: Exact/Series 0.590 0.652 0.500 0.307
sq, Va, o, and me.
J. Appl. Phys. W. 75, No. 10, 15 May l194 . F. de Albquerque and . P. FItdafldi 5833
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duster, incorporate details of the geometry of the lattice be- tinguishes the geometry of the lattice structure. We should
yond its coordination number z, through the numbers z' and also remark that the present EFRG framework provides the
z'. In order to exemplify the use of Eqs. (6) and (7) we have exact asymptotic forms for the critical lines simultaneously
obtained numerically the nontrivial fixed point K'=K in both limits T,-,0 and p--1.
=K*=K, solutions of Eq. (8) (with p=p') for the square We conclude by saying that the satisfactory comparison
(sq), Kagomi (Ka), triangular (tr), and simple cubic (sc) lat- here presented, supports the belief that the results provided
tices. Note that the square and Kagomn are lattices having by the EFRG method can be given qualitative, and, to a
the same dimensionality (d=2) and common coordination certain extent, quantitative confidence.
number (z =4), but differing in geometry, while the trianjular This work was partially supported by CnPq and FINEP
and the simple cubic are lattices with same z =6 but differing (Brazilian Agencies).
in space dimensionality (see Fig. 1). The values obtained by
EFRG for the reduced critical temperature have distinct val-
ues of K 1

" (sq)=2.794, KC- (Ka)=2.083, K,-' (tr)=4.101, 'J. 0. Indekeu, A. Maritan, and A. L Stella, Phys. A 15, L291 (1982).
Kc 1 (sc) =4.993 in contrast with the unique values predicted 2 See, for instance, J. 0. Indekeu, A. Mamas, and A. L Stella, Phys. Rev. B

35. 305 (1987). and references therein.by MFRG, i.e., Kc- t (sq,Ka)=2.885 and K- 1 (trsc)=4.926; 31. P. Fittipaldi, Absa communicated at the STATPHYS 17, Rio de Ja-
we recall that the exact/series values are Kc"t (sq)=2.269, neiro, Brazil (1989); also see i. P Fittipaldi, J. Mags. Magn. Mat. (in
K" t 

(Ka)=2.143, K_-l(tr)=3.641 and K-l(sc)=4.511.8 press).C c 4. P. Fittipaddi and D, F de Albuquerque, JI. Magn. Mapn. Mat. 104-107,
The critical frontiers associated to the bond- and site- 236(199).

diluted Ising model are presented in Fig. 2 for the sq, Ka, tr, 2R. Honnt92 and T. Kaneyohi, J. Plys. C t2, 3979(1979).

and sc lattices, respectively. The bond (B) and site (S) criti- 'See, for a brief discussion, C. Jaysprakash, E. K. Riedel, and M. wortis,
cal percolation concentrations pc, at which Kc-1 (pc)=0 Phys. Rev. B 1, 2244(1978); and also S. R. McKay and A. N. Berker, J.

ot is hod, are given in Table 1. 7A . Phys. 64, 5785 (1988); and references therein.7
H. B. Callen, Phys. Len. 4, 161 (1963).

The results presented in Table I reveal that, in contrast 'c. Domb, in Phase Transitons and Critical Phenomena, edited by C.
with the MFRG predictions, the present EFRG correctly dis- Domb and M. S. Green (Academic, London, 1974), Vol. 3.

pt
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Critical be or of the anisotropic Helsenberg model by effective-field
renormallzation group

J. Ricardo do Sousa and 1. P. Fittipaldi
Deparnameno de Fisica, Unvversidade Federal de Pernambuco, 50670-901 Recife-PE, Bra•il

A real-space effective-field renornmhization-group method (ERFG) recently derived for computing
critical properties of Ising spins is extended to treat the quantum spin-1/2 anisotropic Heisenberg
model. The formalism is based on a generalized but approximate Callen-Suzuki spin relation and
utilizes a convenient differential operator expansion technique. The method is illustrated in several
lattice structures by employing its simplest approximation version in which clusters with one
(N'=I) and two (N=2) spins are used. The results are compared with those obtained from the
standard mean-field (MFRG) and Migdal-Kadanoff (MKRG) renormalization-group treatments and
it is shown that this technique leads to rather accurate results. It is shown that, in contrast with the
MFRG and MK.RG predictions, the EFRG, besides correctly distinguishing the geometries of
different lattice structures, also provides a vanishing critical temperature for all two-dimensional
lattices in the isotropic Heisenberg limit. For the simple cubic lattice, the dependence of the
transition temperature T, with the exchange anisotropy parameter A [i.e., Tr(A)], and the resulting
value for the critical thermal crossover exponent 0 (i.e., Tc-Tj()+AA"] are in quite good
agreement with results available in the literature in which more sophisticated treatments are used.

In a series of studies, several authors have generated the Hj1,= -J'a_ S" (2)
real-space renormalization-group (RSRG) approach to
quantum-spin systems such as Heisenberg, xy, and trans- and
verse Ising models.1-4 In particular, one is interested in the
effects caused by the noncommutation aspects of the Hamil- H11.2}= -J[(l - x)(SxSy+S'yS )+vSS]
tonian. In the absence of exact solutions for the RSRG -J(a_ S'+a2S), (3)
scheme, any of a number of approximations have been pro-

posed in the literature. Recently a new RSRG approach [de- where a, = £S'+sand a.(n = 1,2) = 76 1S+6, with $
noted effective-field renormalization group (EFRG)r-6 has denoting an elementary vector of the lattice and z the lattice
been introduced in the literature for the Ising model. The coordination number.
scheme, which follows the same strategy of the usual mean- According to the approximate Callen-Suzuki relation
field renormalization group (MFRG), 3 is based on an alter- derived in Ref. 9, the average magnetizations mN, = (S"')
native way for constructing classical effective-field equations and mN= -(SI+S2)) are given by
of state,5 and provides results which represent a remarkable
improvement on those obtained by the MFRG method. (ii (

T1he purpose of this work is to generalize the new idea of Ms, = [ý +$ s

the EFRG approach to treat the quantum anisotropic Heisen- 8 I
berg model with spin 1/2. The method is illustrated for sev- and
eral lattice structures in which clusters with one (N' = 1) and
two (N=2) spins are used. We obtain the critical temperature/ +l SZ +Z- t
as a function of anisotropy parameter and the crossover ex- mN= I(C.+S.+as) (cy+ S2+s)
ponent for the simple cubic lattice. 81 22

The anisotropic Heisenberg model has the Hamiltonian xg(x'y)',.. 0  (5)
given by

where c,=coshK D,, s,=sinhKD. (Y=x,y), D,= /,av,
H=-J )(SSj+SSj)+SiSD] (1) and g(x,y) is given by

W)> sinh(x+y)
where J>O is the nearest-neighbor exchange interaction, S' g(x,y) cosh(x+y)+e-2K cosh U' (6)
(v--x,y,z) are components of a spin-1/2 operator at site i,
and A is the exchange anisotropy (A=O and A= 1 correspond where u = V(x-y)2 +4K 2(1 -A)2 and KfJ/k5 T.
the isotropic Heisenberg and ksing model, respectively). The Equations (4) and (5) are approximate and will be used
critical temperature T , for A=0 in two-dimensional lattices here as the basis of the present formalism. In the limit A= 1
has been proved to vanish.7  

(lsing model) both equations are exact, and have been stud-
The Hamiltonian (1) for clusters with one (N'= 1) ied in Refs. 5 and 6. Here, we use a decoupling procedure

and two (N=2) spins, can be written in the axial which ignores all high-order spin correlations on both right-
approximations as hand sides of Eqs. (4) and (5), i.e.,

J. Apl. Phy. 7 (10o).15 May 104 0021-67994/7(1O)j,83oVM.o 0 1o94 American kmitbt of PhyXs 5836
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A.

(SISiz.. *S.Z)(SiN)( .. (S.1), so

with ij*j ...n, and we adopt (Sf) b and (S"') b' for
the clusters with N and N' spins, respectively (where b and 4.0 MWan

b'are the symmetric breaking effective fields). Before ap-
plying the decoupling, we should observe that in Eq. (5) sites
I and 2 of the two-spin cluster maly exhibit a set of common &D Ro

nearest-neighbors sites. Thlus, Eq. (5) can be recast in the ER

following form; 2_0

MIN~f (c.+SZ+a~ (CY+SZ+j's,)

xf (~+ ()00 05 1.0

where c,+,YcoshK(D,+Dy), s~,+,"'sinbK(D,+D,), and
z'I is the number of sites that are, simultaneously, nearest FIG. 1. Critical temperature K_' as a function of A obtained in NtERG (Ref.
neighbors of both S1 and S2. Now, expanding Eqs. (4) and 3) and EFRG (this work) fore th t no-dmeionatingular. lticesmi. o

(7) up to first order in the parameters b and b' one finds tropic Heisenberg model.

and
suits by Suzuki and Takano (K.-t 1=2.91),' Mariz et aL

mN(K,A,b)-AN(`"KA)b (N=2), (9) (K- 1 4.18),2 and Plascak (K-'= 3.4 . We recall that the

where the coefficients A W)(K') and A V')(K, A) are given series expansions result t o is Kct 1-3.360.
by Near the isotropic limit [i.e., A-.0], Eq. (12) may be

expanded, giving the following expression for the critical
A'"W = s, 1tanh xI 0 (10) temperature:

and Kc'(A) -K-?t (A =0) + A A' (13)

CN x + where A is a constant and 0 is the crossover exponent; the
+ Z' e Z' - cY-' -15 +YCZ i- I value predicted here of 0'=1.43 is to be compared with the

x +Yresults of Suzuki and Takano (46=1.56),' Mariz era!.

Xg(X'y)IX'Yo. ( 46= (1.27),2 and series expansions (,0=1.25).l0

By imposing the same scaling relations between the av- In Fig. 2 we show the critical temperature Kc1 as func-

erage magnetizations mMiv and rnN, and between the fields b tion of the anisotropy parameter A for the simple cubic lat-

and b', one finds the following recursion relation:

A(f'kK') =A (
1

'(K, A) (12) _________

which is independent of the scaling factor.
The reduced critical temperature Kc- is the nontrivial

fixed-point solutions of Eq. (12), K' =K=K* =14. For the 45te
isotropic model (4=0), we find for the reduced critical tem-
perature K- 1O- for all bidimensional lattices [such as,
square (z=4, z"0O), Kagomi (z=4, z'i= 1), triangular so
(z = 6, z'=2) and honeycomb (z =3, z'= 0)] which is the
exact result! Other renormalization-group treatments 1-3 do .
not correctly distinguish the geometry and the dimensionality1.
of the lattice structure, and as a consequence this leads to
A7'l values; which remain finite for the triangular and_ _ _ _ _ _ _

Kagg0nj lattice in contrast with the exact result K; 1 _07 In000 02 0.5 M -5 do
Fig. I the dependence of transitions temperature K,' with the
exchange anisotropy paramete A is presented for a triangu-
lar latic for JRFRG (this work) and FRG. 3  FIG2. iDepeadence of the critical temperature K,- with reape to the

For te cuic lttice(z=6 z' 0) an Awi, we exchange ardsotrop paramnewe A for the Ample cubic lathe, obttained by
Frdesimpleui ifce( ,2=0)adA-,w (a) M=RU (Ref. 1), (b) BPO trpreaent wovik), (c) MPRO (Ref. 3), and (d)

obtain K,-=3.69, which should be compared with the re- Maei d aL (Rd. 2).
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tics, " the ptrat EFRG, MFRG,3 Migda-Kanoff This work parti•lly suppoded by FACEPE- CAPES,
(MiCRO), and the Maria er -,. methods. CNPq, and ME (Brazilian Agencies).

We observe that, even for the smallest possible clusters,
the dependence of the transition temperature K-'1 on the ex- M Suuki and H. Tasw. Phys. Left. A 69, 426 (19N).
change anisotropy A (see Fig. 2) and the resulting value for 2AW M. Mariz. K . 7t- do SuMna, C t. -all, and .L . dos Sana, fty,.
the critical thermal exponent 0 predicted by the present L A I1, 95 (19@5).
EFRG awe in quite good agreement with the others RSRG J. A.@ak" J. phys A 17,597l(1984) AndM rferenmc& int e aWon J.

0. lndekem, A& Mahan, sad A. L SW.ILa &d 15. 291 (1992).
approximations and series expansion resuts In particular, '40. J Y and Z W. y , PhW . RCy. B 4k 11264 (1989); 7- X U aC. 7-
we have obtained critical temperatmes T, which reflect the Yang. A," 37.5744 (19•).
details of the lattice geometry beyond its coordination num- 'I. P Finipd dunrad • ommunkmod a the STATPHYS '17, Rio de
ber. For example, in contast with the MFRG (Ref. 3) and Jano, B L 19M, e abo. L P. Fmip.1 J. Map. Map. mum.

(1994) (to be pubfised).
MKRG (Ref. 1) predictions, the present EFRG povides in '. P. f atip nand D. F. de AlWbqW ', J. Ma. MapM. Mome 15. 1,
the isotropic Heisenberg limit (A=0) a correctly vanishing 236 (1992).
critical temperature for all two-dimensional lattices. 

7
N. D. Mermin and H. Wagner, Phys Rev. Len. 17, 1133 (1966).

F ,let us conclude by saying that owing to its Sim- 'T. Idopki and N. Ury, Physica A 181, 173 (1992).Finally, tF. C. Si Barreto and 1. P. Fittipldi. Physica A 129, 360 (1985).
plicity, the paradigm used in this article can be extended and ioC. Domb, in Phase Isian . .d Cical m edied by C.
generalized to others interacting quantum spin systems. Domb and M. S. Gren (Academic, Landon, 1974), Val. 3.
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Randm dcorted vitfsr1omagI lc ing model with mixed spins
Mw&m M. Can'ela and Roberto J. V. dos Santo
Dpwftameaxo de Fincia, CCE.N Uuawnsad~e Federa de Alagwms. Caiade Umwnaana, Macem; Ahqigu&

partition function of teba ti. Umhoisappidtstd h hs iga fa

S2+ 1 with prbblt p nteisoftroic csi hc h od edcrtd eea
phase diagrams are obtained spanning the various prmtrsae ftemdl

L INTROOJCflOW n

Decorated spin models were introduced by Syozil in A =[F(1.1)F(1, -1)]1/ 2 ,
connection with the deternination of the transition tempera- ~ ~ ~ o fetv qaeltiea
ture of an Ising spin model on a Kagomi lattice, starting
from its value on a honeycomb lattice. L.ately, the random Z=ANZodK), (4)
annealled antiferrornagnetic ksing model on a square lattice where N is the number of the bonds and Z0 is the partition
was used in the study of the phase diagram of (ui2 sheso function of the ordinary square lattice ksing model with cou-
higb-Tc superconductors. 2 The quenched version of the deco- plIng facto Kff
rated antiferromagnetac ksing square lattice was also studied, From the Onsager solution, 5 the critical temperature of
using an effective field theory to obtain the phase diaaram.3 the model is given by the equation
For a recent review on the literature and other applications of
decorated models, the reader is referred to the paper of sMn(2Kf) =±ti, (5)
Coutinho et L where the signs on the right-hand side are for the ferromag-

In this paper we propose a new approach to study ran- netic: (+) or the antiferromagnetic (-) cases.
dom quenched decorated models, which combine an effec- If the decorating spins are random variables, however,
tive treatment with the exact solution of Onsager for th H, will be a ranidomn function, since it depends on the kind of
square lattice.' decorating spin on the bond. In that case the previous results

are not valid any more. The approach proposed in this paper

U. GENERAL FORMALISM is to substitute Eq. (2) by

The Hamiltonian of the decorated system may be written A xP(Keflo'') =Tr' ep(- P(Hb)), (6)
as

where (Hb) is the average functional form of Hb and Tr is a
H=,Hb, (1) restrict trace that is to be taken on the appropriate spin vari-

b able. The remaining formalism is exactly as before, making

where Hb is the bond Hamiltonian and the summation runs ueo h xc nae ouin

over all the bonds of the lattice. If{fSjis the set of all the W.TE MODEL
variables associated with the decorating system on the bond
b that connects the lattice spins a and a', one defines the We consider an antiferromagnetic ksing a--tl square
decoration transformation as follows: lattice with nearest neighbor exchange interaction JA, and

A exp(Kaoo")=Tr exp[-PHb({S},o,ua')] with all the bonds decorated with spins S=Sl=tl;O with
(S) probability p or S=S2 =±1 with probability i-po. For each

kind of decorating spin the bond Hamiltonian is given by

where #= 1kT, and the trace operation is taken over all the Hbl= -JAaoro,-JSj(a+ or') -DS, 2  (7)

configurations of the decorating variables; Kff is the effec- Or
tive coupling between the spins a and a' and A is an analytic H12= -JA~r0'-JS2 (o`+ o"), (8)
function of the temperature and of the parameters of the
decorating system (this may affect the extensive variables of where J is a ferromagnetic exchange constant and D is a
the model but not the intensive ones as, for example, th single ion anlisotropy field. The functional probability distui-
critical temperature). bution for the Hamiltonian is, in this case,

It is straightforward to show that 2(5 =~ 5 H)( p~bH ). 9

I ((.)3) where ~x -a) is the function delta of Dirac. T1hus, we have
K=i F(I, 1)0) for the average form of Hb,

J.s App. Phys. 15 (10) 15~ tUV194 0014uWst/75(1¶of8WsatWIs 0 lIW4 Anwiemn hibnsa of Phyie
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A*F 0.5 AF~

0.0 0.5 LO 1.6 -1.0 0a5 0.0 0.5 LO

cc 6

FIG. I. rhaw digamp on the (t, - ) phan for 8- -1.O. (-)P=0.; FIG. 3. Mbae dtummonthe t,-A 4ptaw fora=0.8. (-)p-0-3;(-.

*(Hb=pHl+ (I -p)H2 (10) X, =exp(2aK,) cosh[2K,( I -p)]( 
2 

± 1), (17)

so that Eq. (6) becomes Yj =cosh(2pK,)cosht2K,(l -p)](, ± 1)

A exp(Kaaa')' = Ir exp( - $pHl) Tr -exp(2&K,), (18)
1511 (S21 where K,=J/k8 T, and the signs are (+) for the antiferro-
Xexp( -P(1-p)H~b], (11) magnetic transition line and (-) for the ferromagnetic one. It

afte peforing he racs, e fiall obainis not possible to obtain analytically the expression for
PC rtnn~ ta~e. w Y b~p(K,,a, 6 except for the ground state, and so this must be

Kf=- aK + Dn(X/Y), (12) obtained numerically.

with

X= cosh[2K(1 -p)][ I + 2 exp(p 8K)cosh 2pK], (13) IV. RESULTS AND CONCWUSION
In Fig. 1 we show the phase diagram on the

Y = 1+2 exp(p 8K), (14) (t,= 1/K,-a) plane for different values of p and for 8

where a= JA/J, 8=D/J, and K=,6J. =- 1.0. We notice the existence of a fertromagnetic (F), an
It is now a matter of little algebra to get the aealytic antiferrmagnetic (AF), and a paramagnetic (P) phas, and

expressions for the critical transition lines, connecting the the existence of a multiphase point in the ground state, where
parameters of the model: the three phases coexist. T'he multiphase point is given by the

a(Kp,)=lI2~)n[(/Y(42 1] (5) equation a=l1+p8612, for O> 8 >- 2 1p, a=O for 6< -2/
a(K,,p,)=(I2KIn[(1Y)42± )] 15) p, and a= 1 for 8>0. As p increases from zero, the antifer-

8(K.,p,a)= (1IpK,)ln[,(Xj1 Y,)], (16) romagnetic ground state becomes more stable, and we see
the appearance of a reentrance. This is in accord with

where Ueno's 6 hypothesis that the ordered phase appears as one
increases the temperature by lessening the free energy due to

2.0

1.5

te 1-o AF 1.01

to AF

I~0.5
F

0.0
0.0 05 10 1.5 o F

CC0.0 0`2 0.4 0.0 0.6 1.0

AWIA (-) J-2.0. FIG. 4. ft. diagra on the (t,-p) ph for a-0.8 ned 6-1.0.
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*enuMp~ Vi. ibis is clearly so, since increasing p means to plied to also study any kind of random distribation of the

ofnpreliate s the remenr o an of make s theo anting feirvroiag-. prnx ftedeoaigsse.Tsi rsnl ne
Howeve, as one also notices from Fig. 1, a further increase investigation.
ofnpcr ias e s the rum enroftanct n aes o the deo afngsin vrial, prmteso h ecrtn yt.Ti sprsnl ne
netic phase bws stable at high temperatures. This can be ex- ACNWEG NT
plained by the fact that although the number of spins states One of us (RJVS) acknowledges Dr. F. C. Si Barreto for
increases with p, the number of possible lattice configura- clarifying discussions on the present approach. This work
done of random decorated bands decreases with p a n
gets closer to saturation. Figures Z 3, an 4 Sho ason was partially supported by CNPq and FAPEAL (Brasilian

aspects of the phs diagram on the (t, -a), (1, - ), and ie.
(tc-p) planes for a fixd value of p and different values of 'LSo Pg,1hwPys6,36(91)

Aa fixed value of ix and different values of p and fixed L Jyn. Promos. doser Snays,. F,0 (1951).,PAbian . .Stny
values of a and 4, respectively. P

2
R. Itc. Baeauo 46, 452 io2 (1989). sd.P lira. n I lat

In conclusion, we have introduced a new approach to 'I. P. FflipsidJ.It. iRde Souam, and R. J. Vascooculos dos Saraos, J. Maps.
Study random quenched decorated models, which preserves MmgiL MLet 164-147, 279 (1992).

the use of the exact solution of the partition fuinction Of th AS 9Coino 46 C(1993).n iVnonu~ dnSuo.Pbs
host lattice, by making an approximation on the decoration 5L Osager, Pliys. Rev. 65, 111 (1944).
transformation equations. The present method may be ap- Y. limo J. PhyL Soc. ipo. 55. 2586 (1986).
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Phase diagralms of diluted e Isng films In a trasverse field
J. C. Cressoni
Depqaraw de FCai, U*wrsiuede Federal de Alqau" 57072-340 Maceao, Brazi
J. W. Tucker

orde bfPaore t k, on oppoitew ay. Ars loy of iSfoun Shehated S3 7uuH, Un d

E. F. Swnnento
Deprnmwu de Fisia, Uniersudade FederaldAr AlagOA4 57072-340 Mweea, Brai

An effective-field theory that accounts for the self-spun correlation function is used to study dhe
effect of surface dilution on the critica""l behavior of a ferrmgei Ising film in transverse surface

and bulk fields. Surface exchane enhancement (or reduction) is considered. It is shown that the

surface and bulk fields affect the critical ratio of surface to bulk interactions, at which the surace

orders before the bulk, in opposite ways. Although it is found that for the undiluted film this leads

to a critical ratio that is practically insensitive to field for common bulk and surface field strengths,

this feature is relaxed to a certain degree with surface dilution. The thickness dependence of the

critical temperature, and phase diagrams in the fields, interaction strength ratio, and dilution

parameter space, are presented.

I. NTRODUCTION surface is dilutedf,= I 0 when i refers to a surface site,

The development of the moleculu-heam-epitaxy tech- and unity for the bulk. J, is the nearest-neighbor exchange

nique and its application to the growth of thin metallic films interaction between spins at sites i and j, that takes the value

has stimulated renewed interest in both experimental and J, if both spins lie on the surface of the thin film and Jb
theoretical thin-film magnetism. Part of this theoretical activ- otherwise. fli= fb and fl, represent transverse fields in the
ity has been devoted to the study of fsing thin films. Among bulk and on the surface of the film, respectively.
the more recent investigations has been the study of thin The method we use is the single-site cluster theory, fully

the orerecnt nvetigtios ha ben te sudyof hin described in Ref. 5, that employed the differential operator

magnetic films having enhanced (or reduced) surface ex- decribe ind that erpWoede identi al o pator

change, both by mean-field theory'
2 

and within an effective technique and the Van der Waerden identities to account for

field treatment that accounts for the self-spin correlations.3'4 the single-site spin correlations. Following that procedure,

Both the thickness dependence of the critical temperature" we find in the current situation that for a fixed configuration
of surface atoms the thermal average (ocr-2(S') is given

and the magnetization profiles
4 

have been studied. More re-
cently, the influence of surface and bulk transverse fields on by

the critical behavior of Ising thin films has been studied in

depth by Sarmento and Tucker.
3 

Other studies on this prob-

lem have been reported'
7 

but only for the situation where the i

surface and bulk transverse fields are equal. + fi(o'j)sinh(JjV)]f 1 (x)j[.0, (2)
In real situations, the film surfaces are unlikely to be

regular on an atomic scale. It is therefore of interest to study where
the influences of surface irregularities on the magnetic prop- X
erties. In this article we examine one such aspect, namely, fi(x)=[X2+ 40 2]/2 taIlh (x2+4l)2), (3)
the influence of surface dilution on the critical behavior. A

limited study of the effects of this dilution has already been and V dlax. In deriving this result, use of the identity
made in Ref. 3 for an Ising film, but only in the absence of exp(X4j) = 1 - f,+ fj exp0k) has been made, and the multi-
transverse fields. However, even for that situation our results spin correlation functions decoupled in the Zernike-type ap-
are new because we have treated the configurational averag- proximation, as used in Ref. 5.
ing of the surface disorder in an improved way. The next step is to carry out the spatial configurational

averaging, to be denoted by (-..),. To make progress, the
L MODEL AND FORMULATION simplest approximation as used for the thermal averaging of

The system to be treated is an Ising magnetic film having neglecting the correlations between quantities pertaining to

a simple cubic structure with L atomic layers in the z direc- different sites will be made. That is,

tion, similar to that studied in Ref. 5, but with the addition of (XiXXk ... (Xi),(Xj),(Xk) -..
surface dilution. me modified Hamiitonian is

whence it follows that
ISH=-~JAS-

where • is a site occupancy numiber that is 1 or 0 depending
whether the site is occupied or .Thus, since only the +mz s (JjV)jf,(x)jxo. (4)
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where (f),)isunitywhen i rfers to abulksite, and is equal .
to the surface atomn concentration p for a surface site. T7he
improvement between the configuration averaging adopted / 4J'blb--

here and that employed by some other authors (including Hai Lit2.
and i) has been fully discussed by one of us inRef. 8.The 

2.0/ /eswential point is that the method we use includes correla- /20~
tions between the spatial disorder and the local 1 , /'nflgurational-dependent thermal averages of the spin I

iables-in particular, the exact identity ((eo')) jr)), / <'' '1
satisfied.-- --- --- --------- ----

1.2

A. PHASE DIAGRAMS

Allowing for the site magnetizations to take different
values in each atomic layer parallel to the surface of the film, 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

and labeling them in accordance with the layer number in p
which they are situated, the application of Eq. (4) to the film
in question leads to the following set of equations: FIG 2. Variaio of dhe critical temperature with surface dilution. The bro-

ntI p(pa' + -m 1 p, + I -p)
4 ( ab+ntfib),(X)L.-.O, (5) ken line is the infinite bulk transition tempterature. The numbers accompa-

nyn ahcuedenote the value of J,]J5.

M2=P(Pab+Ml,6b+ I -p)(ab +M~ieb)
4  Hai and L43 because of our use of the improved decoupling

X(erb+MSPb)fb(X)I,..O, (6) procedure in the configurational averaging alluded to above.

#bM,)4Linearization of these equations for small min leads to the
M-=(`rb+1bM,-l(ab+following L XL determinant:

X(crb+Pb,,+l)fb(X)I.-O for V'

3..L-,(7) a -

ML-1 =(ab+ML _2tb)(crb+inL - ~b)4 C b -

X IP(Pab+MLl~b+ 1 -P)Jb(X)15 .-. O. (8)

ML= (erb+ML- flb)[(Ppa.+ MLA~+ I1P)
4
lfi(X)Lr-.O, (9) Mane - 1 d - 1 , (10)

where er1=cosh(J.V), P8,=sinh(JV), crb=cosh(JbV), and.. .. .. .. .. .. ..

POb=smnh(JbV). It is noted that the concentration dependence -I d -I

in these equations is different from that reported earlier by - I b c

-la L

I.0

1. 1.0

-~ L40.9

12 1

i76
4 0.7

4 tt,/4=rg,/Jb5.o- -- - --- ---- ----- -- ..
1.1

1 .2 04

1.0 os
1.0 is5 2.0 2.51.

J./J, t 1.5 2.0 2.5

FIG. I. Vlarition of the critical tanptartuare with surface exchange enhance-
inm lar a unlafice Moltion of p-O.8 (attlid curvea). The dotted ctuve refer FIG. 3. Wriatioii of the critical temuperaturte with taita exchange enhance-
to the undiluted iMo. The numer accomipanying each curve denoten the film ment. The nmber accomupmnying eachi curve ia the value of p. The brolken
dddam L.'n Ah Hroke e is the I R 11t bulk transition temperature, line im the infindte bulk transition tempietuture.
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4~o 3. 03.0 1 .0.

2.0 --- --- --- ---

2.0

p 0.6 1.0

.0 1.0 2.0 0.0 10 2.0

""b j'b tIll J,

FIG. 4. Variation of (Q/Jb)lJ with the bulk transverse field strength. The FIG. 5. Variation of (J,/Jb). with the bulk transverse field strengh. The
number accompanying each curve denotes the value of 1,J1. The broken number accompanying each curve denotes the value of p.
line is the locus f1b=fl.

out results for p=0.8 . Comparison with the pure case (Fig.
1 of Ref. 5) shows that, as expected, the critical temperature

whose elements are falls with dilution, the fall being greater the thinner the film.

a = (1 -Xj )/Xz, b = (1 - 4X 3)1X 3 , This variation of the critical temperature with concentration
(11) is shown more clearly in Fig. 2 for a four-layer film. For

C=-X 4 1X 3 , d=(l-4K 1 K1 , large dilutions T, tends to a value independent of the surface

with exchange enhancement. Figure 1 also shows that the critical
ratio of the surface to bulk exchange, at which the surface

= 4p4A + 12p3 ( 1 -p)A 2+ 12p2(1 -p) 2A3  orders before the bulk, moves to a higher value with dilution
+4p(l-p)3 A 4 , of the surface. This variation is shown more comprehen-

sively in Fig. 3 for the case L = 4.
X 2 =p5As+4p4(1 -p)A 6 + 6,p

3
(1 -p)

2
,7 +4p

2
(l -p)

3
-As Whereas, in Ref. 5, it was observed that the surface and

bulk fields act on (J5 /Jb)c,* in opposite ways such that in the
+p( -p)4A9, (12 presence of a common field strength (f4, = fNb) the crossover

X 3 =pK,+(I-p)K2 , X 4 =Kl, (12) value of Tc for films of different thicknesses is almost insen-
sitive to fl, this feature is relaxed to a certan extent with

and surface dilution, as can be seen in Fig. 4 for the case when

Al = a3 bP ~s(x)I,.o,A2 ' as2 a 0 P (X)IxO, p= 0.6. As the minimum value of (Js/Jb)cf is reached whenthe infinite bulk transition temperature is reduced to zero,
A 3=asab6Jfs•O, A4=abAMsfs(X)f.-O, this occurs at a value of fib (right-hand extremity of Figs. 4

A5= st b•fs(X)IO, A=•3'Obf(x)Lo, and 5) independent of surface concentration. The value of
(3 ,A=this minimum will, of course, depend on the surface dilution,

A 7 =aaPfJ,(x)j._o, As= asPJ3 (x)j.o, (13) as can be seen in Fig. 5.

Aq= #•f,(x)j._0, 'o, Hong, Phys. Rev. B 41, 9621 (1990).

2 F. Aguilera-Granja andJ. L Moran-LUp Solid State Commun. 74, 155
K = abP.Jb(X)1.-O, K 2 = ab (X)tx,0o (1990).

T- THai and Zi Y LU, Phys. Statu Soli& B 16, 641 (1989).
The phase transition temperature T, in (JL,p j) param- 4G. WitrowSki, j. Mielnicki, and T. Balcezak, phys. Status Sols B 164,
eter space is derived from the highest eigenvalue of IMI=0, 299 (1991).
which can be put into a more convenient form for computa- E. F. Sarmento and J. W. Tucker, J. Mag. Map. Mater. 1i13 133 (1993).
tion by use of appropriate reduction formulas, as in Ref. 5. I-Z. Wang, X.Y. iao, and 1.-]. Wang. I. Phys Condenaed Matter 4,

3651 (1992).
To illustrate how the thickness dependence of the critical 

7
x-Z. Wang and Y. Zhao, Physics A 193. 133 (1993).

temperature varies with surface dilution, we present in Fig. 1 $J W. .Tucker, J. Map. Map. Mater. 12, 144 (1991).
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Relaxation dynamics in a reentrant (FeNi)Mn ferromagnet:
4 A percolation analysis

0. U, R. M. Rothko, and G. Yang
Departen of Physics, Us-ersiry of Manitoba, WmnWm Manitoba, Canada R3T 2N2

Measurements of the low-field thermoremanent relaxation in a reentrant (Feo.6Ni0 35)1 __Mn
ferroma•et with x = 0. 117 reveal a crossover, in the vicinity of the reentrant transition, from
equilibrium dynamics in the ferromagnetic phase to age-dependent, nonequilibrium dynamics in the
reentrant phase. Least-squares fits to two mesoscopically exact relaxation functions show that both
dynamic regimes can be described within a common theoretical framework of magnon relaxation on
a percolation distribution of fixed, finite domains of dynamically correlated spins.

I. INTRODUCTION magnet, with x = 0. 17. This system is shown to exhibit a
hedynamic crossover between a high-temperature regime of
Ile relaxation dynamics of "'glassy" systems ontinues equilibrium dynamics and a low-temperature regime of age-

Mato erialsoas diverse as eordinal aexperimental effort, dependent, nonequilibrium dynamics, and fits to the model

Sasd as ordinary glass, amorphous polymers, relaxation functions (1) indicate that this behavior may be
random magnets, and dielectrics all exhibit anomalously related to a change from aligned to antialigned cluster domi-
slow relaxation' in response to a sudden change in a system nance.
variable, and some, most notably spin glasses and polymers,
show an age-dependent behavior indicative of nonequilib- II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
rium dynamics. While the ubiquitous stretched exponential
q(t) exp-Q(t/1,)P] has emerged as probably the best two- An alloy of (Feo.65 Ni0 .35) 1_,Mn. with x=0.1 17 was
parameter, empirical description of a wide range of glassy fabricated by mixing appropriate amounts of 99.999% pure
materials, systematic deviations indicate that its applicability Fe (Johnson-Matthey Chemicals), 99.99% pure Ni (Johnson-
may be limited to a particular regime of observation times. Matthey), and 99.98% pure Mn flake (Aldrich Chemical Co.)
Furthermore, neither the stretched exponential representa- on the water-cooled copper hearth of a titanium-gettered ar-
tion, nor any other class of empirical functions (such as loga- gon arc furnace, using a tungsten electrode. The ingot was
rithm, simple power law, "enhanced" power law, power-law repeatedly inverted and remelted in order to achieve a homo-
stretched exponential product) appears to be universal, and gencous consistency. The ingot was cold rolled into a thin
all lack a sound microscopic basis, sheet, and a long, needle-shaped sample with dimensions

Recently, Chamberlin and Haines have proposed a phe- 8.14X0.36X0.24 mm3 was spark cut from the sheet. The
nomenological model2 of relaxation dynamics in random sample was encapsulated in a quartz tube under a partial
systems which, although not a microscopic theory, may nev- pressure of argon gas, annealed for 4 days at 920 C, and
ertheless provide the physical basis for the prevalence of this then quenched rapidly into water. The magnetization and vis-
anomalous behavior. The model describes the relaxation of cosity measurements were performed with a variable-
isotropic, low-energy dispersive excitations (magnons) temperature, variable-frequency superconducting quantum
within a fixed distribution of finite, dynamically correlated interference device susceptometer described in detail else-
clusters of spins (domains). Each cluster relaxes indepen- where in the literature.4
dently with a relaxation rate which is assumed to vary expo-
nentially with inverse cluster size s as w5-exp(C/s), which INL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
is a characteristic of finite-size quantization of elementary
excitations. Percolation theory3 provides the distribution of Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the static
cluster sizes, n,-zs-exp(-s') with #=-1/9 and j=Zr3, magnetization of the (Fe .65Ni035)oaw3Mno.,7 sample, mea-
which, when combined with the exponential decay typical of sured under both field-cooled (FC) and zero-field-cooled
thermally activated dynamics, yields two mesoscopically ex- (ZFC) conditions in an applied field H. = 1.0 0e. The profile
act relaxation functions, is consistent with that observed in other studies of similar

compositions,5 and with the magnetic phase diagram,6 which

1 exp( -x 2 /3)ep -to.,e±Clx)dX, (1) predicts a Curie temperature Tca 170 K and a reentrant tem-
() - -perature Tj--70 K for this alloy. For all temperatures

T<170 K, MrC(T)>Mz,(T), indicating significant irre-
for domains aligned (-) or antialigned (+) with the applied versibility everywhere below Tc.
field, where o4 is the relaxation rate of an infinite cluster. Figures 2 and 3 summarize the essential features of the
Thus, this model transcends the details of specific systems thermoremanent relaxation at several representative mea-
while offering a common link to fundamental excitations. surement temperatures T,., and for various wait times t..

In this article the predictions of this percolation theory The isotherms were obtained by cooling the sample in a field
are compared with measurements of the low-field thermore- H1=5.0 Oe from a reference temperature Tf=/170 K,
manent relaxation on a reentrant (Fe.65sNi0.)_ -Mn. ferro- where relaxation effects were negligible, to the measurement
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FIG. 1. Temperature dpendence of the field-cooled (FC) and zero-field-

cooled (ZFC) astai magnetization of tFe0 wNio~)uwMn0 1 1 s Measuared in OH.- 1.0 Oe. 

O
temperature T. (cooling times were typically tm-900 s), 4 5
aging the system for a time tý at a constant temperature T., Log t !

and then abruptly reducing the field to zero and recording the
decay over an observation time interval 2 S'Ct'.104 S. The FG 3. 71emoreuanelaxtio at T.56, u, and 85 K for varous
system possesses two distinct thermal relaxation regimes. wait times st.. The solid curves awe best fits and the vertical arrows mark the

(a) One is a high-temperature regime of equilibrium dy- average relaxation times i. and i_.
namics, for Taa-65 K, which corresponds closely with the
ferromagnetic phase, where the curvature of the isotherms is
uniformly concave up (see the T. = 70 and 85 K isotherms system age, for all wait times t:CIo04 s. The simplest eM-
in Fig. 3), and where there is no measurable dependence on pirical description of these "ferromagnetic" isotherms con-

sists of the superposition of a weak power law and a con-
stant, MR(t)=Mo+M ¶t-', with m;-O.06.

(b) The other is a low-temperature regime of nonequi-
librium dynamics, for T.gC60 K. which is essentially coin-
cident with the reentrant phase, where the isotherms exhibit a
crossover from positive to negative curvature, through an
age-dependent inflection point which propagates systemati-
cally toward longer observation times with increasing wait
time t, (see the T.=48, 52, and 56 K isotherms in Figs. 2
and 3). The shape of these "reentrant" isotherms is repli-
cated with considerable accuracy by the empirical superpo-

TMw2 K (4) 3sition of a stretched exponential and a constant,
M 5-(pn=M t+Msexp(-tred )pn, with values of n and T
typical of pure spin glass-s.

Since weak power-law decay is a characteristic of
"good" random ferromagniets such as Pd0 qa6Fet.1 o4,~ which

___ has ideal critical exponents and no reentrant phase, while
so age-dependent, stretched exponential dynamics is one of the

defining features of the spin-glass state, a thermally driven
IM crossover from equilibrium to nonequilibriumn behavior of

1W ~ the type described above is clearly consistent with a physical
m x a-tm 300 picture of orientational collapse from parallel to random spin

alignment below Tas60-65 K. However, the physical
4. '5 mechanism underlying the dynamic response is not well un-

Log t derstood in either regime, and while phenomenological

FIG. 2. Thetmoenammnnt relasion M T,=48 ad 52 K for varom waft models" of domain growth, pinned to the disorder and lim-
uimes I, 'The solid curves aw beat fib and it* ve arrow mark te ited by an overlap length scale, ae able to simulate much of
average relna tio m dues i. the experimental systematics in the spin-glasareentrant
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TABLE 1. Beg-t parameters to M_(t)+M0 . TABLE II. BeSl-ft parmeler to M÷(1)+ M.

T. ,. tU M, a T. t. Mu
(K) (s) (10-'emu/g) (0-'emu/g) (s-1) C (K) (s) (10-'cmwgJ (10-

3
emloi) c i(s-,) C

70 60 57.1+-0.8 27.9±1.7 (4 .6 ±-,.0)X10 61.7±0.3 48 60 1133 t 0.1 10.6 ± 0.1 (21.6 ± 0.5) x 10-6 25.7 = fRI
85 60 65.7±1.2 20.2±1.4 (l.2±0.5)x104 79-1±1.8 48 180 113.6 ± 0.1 9.8 = 0.1 (26.5 :t 0.5) x 10- 22.8 ± 0.1

48 300 114.2 = 0.1 9.6 = 0.1 (24.9 ± 0.5) x 10-1 21.8 = 0.1
52 60 103.7 1 0.1 16.2 ± 0.1 1126 t 013) X 10 35.4 " 0.2
52 120 102.4 ± 0.1 15.6 -t 0.1 (14.5 "- 0.3) x 10-1 33.2 0.2

phase, the specific analytical forms peicted for the decay 52 180 103.8 ± 0.1 15.0 ± 0.1 (15.3 ± 0.3) X 10- 31.5 - 0.152 300 104.0 ± 0 1 14.5 = 0.1 (16.2 ± 0.3) X 10-6 29.9 . 0.1
do not appear to be relevant to real systems. On the other 52 90 104.1 ± 0.1 13.6 ± 0.1 (13.9 ± 0.3) x 10 1 26.9 0 1
hand, the two mesoscopie relaxation functions in Eq. (1), 56 60 93.2 ± 0.1 27.4 ± 0.1 (3.09 ± 0.09) x i0- 594 ± 0.3

based on a model of activated dynamics within a percolating 56 120 92.2 ± 0.1 25.4 ± 0.1 (3.93 ± 0.11) x 10-1 54.5 ± 0.3
system of fixed domains, are able to reproduce both the em- 56 180 95.3 _- 0.1 24.7 ± 0.1 (4.14 ± 0.10) x 10-1 52.4 ± 0.2

56 240 92.5 ± 0.1 23.7 ± 0.1 (5.28 ± 0.14) x 10-1 50.1 t 0.2pirical power law and stretched exponential in appropriate 56 300 92.5 t 0.1 23.7 ± 0.1 (4.71 ± 0.12) x 10- 49.8 - 0.2
linits,2 suggesting that many of the apparently diverse relax- 56 600 92.5 ! 0.1 22.6 t 0.1 (4.46 = 0.12) x 10-6 47.5 ± 0.2

ation effects in disordered materials may have a common
physical origin in quantizet dispersive excitations. In fact,
least-squares fits of the isotherms in Figs. 2 and 3 to the
functions M,(t) and M_(t), individually and in superposi- mains (or clusters) of dynamically correlated spins, and that
tion, ultimately favored the following representations. the dynamics in the ferromagnetic phase are dominated by

(a) In the high-temperature ferromagnetic phase the domains which are aligned with field, presumably because
best description was achieved by superposug the aligned the reorientation of antialigned domains on field cooling is
function on a constant baseline, M_(t)+Mo, as shown by relatively unhindered in this phase, while, in the reentrant
the solid curves through the T, = 70 and 85 K isotherms in phase, such reorientation is inhibited, and the decay is due
Fig. 3, and the vertical arrows mark the characteristic relax- predominantly to slowly relaxing, higher-energy antialigned
ation times of the average-size aligned domains, domains. However, the wait-time dependence of the fits in

_[w- cxp(- C/i)]-, where i=(19/6)3
2. The fits were the reentrant phase may reflect the inadequacy of a single,

indistinguishable in quality from the empirical power-law fixed domain size distribution, due to possible domain
fits, and the best-fit parameters, listed in Table I, satisfy the growth in the early stages of aging, and the microscopic
condition Ciat. 1, for which M_(t) reduces to a simple origins of the aging process have yet to be resolved within
power law.2  this formalism.

(b) In the low-temperature, reentrant phase, the most
consistent results were obtained with a simple superposition ACKNOWLEDGMENT
of the antialigned function and a constant baseline, This work was supported in part by a grant from the
M+(t)+Mo. However, the quality of the fits was clearly Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of
dependent on the age of the system: for relatively short wait Canada.
times (te,,300 s), the fits were measurably inferior to the
stretched exponential fits, but improved systematically with
increasing age until, for t,,>300 s, the two representations 'R. G. Palma, in Heidelberg Colloquumn Glassy Dynaiics, Proceed-
became essentially interchangeable. The solid curves through i Heidelberg, 1986 (Spriner, Berlin, 1987).S'R. V. Chamberlin and D. N. Haines, Phys. Rev. Le& 65, 2197 (1990).
the T%= 48, 52, and 56 K isotherms in Figs. 2 and 3 show 'T. C. LubenAky and A. J. McKane, J. Phys. A 14. L157 (1981).
the best fits, and the vertical arrows mark the characteristic 'H. P. Kunkel, R. M. Roshko, W Run, and G. Wiliiams, Philos. Mag. B

63, 1213 (1991).relaation times of the average-size antialigned domains SR. D Barnard, Ch. Boltger, S. Thamm, and J_ Hesse. J Phys. Condensed
i+,[.4 exp(+C/i)]-'. The corresponding fitting p-m- Mater 4, 7219 (199'%
eters in Table II satisfy the condition C(o.+t 1 for M.(l) to 6A. Wulles, Chi. IBoutger. J Hesse, J. Sievert. and H. Ahters, J. Magn.
reduce to a stretched exponential. 2  

Magn. Mater. 14107, 2069 (1992).
The preceding analysis shows that the relaxation dynamn- 7P. D. Mitchler. R. M. Roshko, and W Ruan, Ph"los. Mag. B 68. 530
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Spin glasses with cubic anisotropy
Z. Domanslo, T. K. Kope6,a) F. Pizmidi, and P. Erd6s
Institute of Theoretical Physics, University of Lausanne, CH-I015 Lausanne, Switzerland

The infinite-range quantum spin glasses with cubic anisotropy (K) are studied using a combination
of the imaginary-time representation with the n-replica approach and the thermofield dynamic
method. Mean-field theory phase diagrams in the temperature-anisotropy plane (T,K) are presented
for quantum spin numbers S ranging from 2 to 9/2. At T=O, the ground state is nonmagnetic and
the spin-glass order is absent for integer spin and large cubic anisotropy, the sign of which depends
on S. For half-integer S and sufficiently low temperatures the spin-glass phase persists for
arbitrary K.

In recent years it has been found that many properties of along the respective coordinate axes. The model described
spin glasses are strongly influenced by various types of by Eq. (1) undergoes a transition between the paramagnetic
anisotropies. Examples are anisotropies due to the crystal (P) and the spin-glass (SG) phases as a function of the tem-
field of the host' or nonmagnetic impurities which affect the perature T and the anisotropy strength K. To our knowledge

4spin interaction symmetries. 2  the boundary between these phases has not been calculated
Experimentally, strong uniaxial anisotropy of the mag- previously even in the classical case. The purpose of this

netic susceptibility has been observed in a number of hex- work is to use available approaches from which the phase
agonal metallic spin-glass systems." 3 From the theoretical boundary can be calculated.
point of view, anisotropy brings about several new features We present the results of two alternative investigations
which have been investigated for classical spin models with of this model. One is the Matsubara imaginary-time repre-
or without a magnetic field, and a multiplicity of phases has sentation combined with the n-replica approach and the other
been found.4 The corresponding quantum spin problem can is the thermofield dynamic method9 (a real-time finite-
yield results which are qualitatively different from their clas- temperature quantum field theory). Here we restrict ourselves
sical counterparts.5'6 For example, for large negative uniaxial to the simplest approximations. Within the Matsubara time
anisotropy one expects, for integer spins at low temperatures, formalism we employ the static approximation (SA) which
a condensation in the state resulting in a nonmagnetic spin neglects the imaginary time dependence of the so-called dy-
phase accompanied by the destruction of the spin-glass namic self-interaction of the spins created by the quantum
character.6  fluctuations. In the latter approach, we derive the results us-

In the present paper we look at the effect of the single- ing the instantaneous approximation (IA) for the dynamic
ion cubic anisotropy on a spin glass. This problem has not self-interaction, i.e., we approximate its real-time part by an
been treated extensively in the literature: only a few studies instantaneous term.
of the spin glass in the presence of cubic anisotropy have For both approaches the derivation of the critical line
been made for the classical7 and for quantum Isings spin equations follows closely that for the quantum Ising model
models. We analyze the quantum version of the vector spin- discussed in detail elsewhere.8 Here we report onl, the most
glass model for the spin cases ranging from S = 2 to S =9/2, important results referring to the location of the phase tran-
and present the corresponding phase diagrams. sition line. Thus, for the spin-glass freezing temperature from

The Hamiltonian of the model is given by the Matsubara time formalism we obtain

1Sj=l =+Si+=1

(1)

Here S,=(Si,,Syj,Sa,) is the quantum spin operator re- x d - Tr exp[H-(f1 ..... f,)]=O. (2)
ferring to the ith member of an ensemble oi N local mo-
ments S. An index m = 1,2,3 stands for x, y, and z. For d = 1 The effective single-ion Hamiltonian is equal to
we have the Ising model. Cases d=2 and d=3 correspond to
the XY and the Heisenberg models, respectively. The Jij HS= ,2Nft f 4 fi+l,4T
(.J1 =Jj) are quenched random exchange interactions gov- e x y + J9= lkT"

emed by independent symmetric Gaussian distributions with (3)
mean zero and variance JI ,1N. The second term in the
"Hamiltonian (1) describes the cubic anisotropy field of In the second approach which relies on the thermofield
strength K favoring spin alignment along the edges (K>U) or dynamic method the phase boundary is given by
diagonals (K<O) of a three-dimensional cube with edges 1 =Jx0, (4)

"-Permmeat addrm: Inttute for Low Tmpemme and S Reserh, where X0 is the local static susceptibility related to the single-
Poish Academy of Scieaces, P.o. Box 937, 50-950 Wroeaw 2, Poland. site effective Hamiltonian:
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FIG. 1. The amisofrnp-tempersture phase diagram for the Ising model with FIG. 2. The anisotioy-emperature phase diagram for the XY model (SA)
S=2: mnsia ytme approach SA (solid line); thermoliield dynamic method with S=512 (dasb-dotted line). S=3 (dashed line), and S=7/2 (solid line).
IA (broken line). The lines separate the SG phase from the parantagnetic The lInes separate the SG phase from the paramtagnetic region. Temperature
region. T: temperature in Units of j=((j2).N)t 12; K: anisotropy in units (T) and aninotropy (K) are in units of J.
Of J.

1.0

Heisesberg model
ef 2 S-K(S.4+S,4+S,). (5)

We calculated the phase-separation lines for the Ising, the
XY, and the Heisenberg models for a few relevant low spin 0.5
values, i.e., for 21-S:-9/2. A qualitative difference between
the imaginary-time static approximation and the thermofleld-------
dynamics instantaneous approximation is found for S=2 for
the Ising and the XY models. For large negative anisotropy
(K<O) the former method predicts an asymptotic behavior,
whereas the latter yields a finite critical value K,(T=O) (see K
Fig. 1). For S>2 in all models, both approximations used

*give the same qualitative behavior, although quantitative dif- S
ferences are present. Figures 1-3 show examples of the re-
suiting phase diagrams for the Ising, the XV, and the Heisen-
berg models. In the models studied for integer spins and -.
sufficiently large anisotropy (K>0 for even S and K<0 for
odd S) the phase transition between the SG and paramagnetic
phases occurs at all temperatures. For half-integer S the spin-
glass phase persists for arbitrary K.

Similar behavior, though in a different context, was ob-
served in the model described by Eq. (1) when the random -1.01
long-riange interactions J~ were replaced by ~ferromagnetic 3 T 6 9
short-range ones. 0 In the integer spin case a condensation in FI.3 iaisroytmetu psedgamfrteHsnbg

denonmagneuc Spin Stt 'it"Weesfrnonmiteger model (IA) with S=4 (broken line) and S-9/2 (woid line). fhe lines uepa-
Spo one observes an asymptotic behavior for negative and fta the sr, phs rom the paranmagnetic region. Thngterature (7) and an-
positive values of K. It is interesting to note lhailý in the isotropy (K) ate in anita Of J.
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M Icmroecn plo random magnetic anisotropy constant In crystalline
S DYxYj _xAl2 (x:=0.3, 0.4)

A. del Moral, M. Ciia, and J. 1. Anaudas
Laboratorjo de Magnetwmo, D•prdmeneo Fisca de Materia Candwnsada
and ICMA, Universidad de Zaragoza and CSIC, 50009 Zaragoza, Spamn
J. S. Abell and Y. J.BI
School of Metaljuy and Materias, Umnersty of Birmingham, Binniugham BI5 2Tl United Kngdom

Cooling in a weak magnetic field the random magnetic anisotropy (RMA) spin glasses DyxYj -MA2
(x =0.3, 0.4) induces unidirectional and uniaxial anisotropies, on top of the cubic coherent one. The
unidirectional anisotropy constant KamA has been determined at 3.8 K, amounting at zero applied
field 127 and 255 J/mV for x=0.3 and 0.4, respectively. The predicted model ratio between K(*RM
and the uniaxial constant/tOm A, i.e., /t =2KmA, has been confirmed. As by-product the relevant
RMA parameter D 2Ij, where D is the RMA crystal field strength and J, the exchange constant has
been determined, as well as separate estimates of D and J.

. INTRODUCTION AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS Single crystals with Dy concentrations x=0.3, 0.4 were

grown by the Czochralski technique, the samples being discs,
The intermetallics DyxY,-.A12 crystallize in the cubic with their base parallel to the (110) plane, containing the

Laves phases structure. Extensive magnetic measurements: (100) easy axis, for the CC anisotropy. The RMA origin easy

low field ac susceptibility,1' 2 low field FC and ZFC axis was induced by cooling the samples from the PM phase
magnetizations,3 4 Afrott plots,4 hysteresis,3'3 ferromagnetic- in the presence of the measuring magnetic field (0.3-20
like critical scaling.3 critical scaling of the nonlinear kOe), down to 3.8 K, both compounds being in the SG
susceptibility,1,4 law of magnetization approach to regime." 3'4 The FC direction was (100), to have the CC and
saturation,3ý6 small angle neutron scattering (SANS),7 obser- macroscopic RMA easy axes coincident. The magnetic an-
vation of Gabay Toulouse transition lines, 4 and Bragg neu- isotropy was measured from the perpendicular to the field H,

tron scattering,8 point out the existence of a weak random magnetization component MI, inasmuch as the anisotropy

magnetic anisotropy (RMA), induced by the yttrium substi- torque is Lk=MIH. The sample was rotated within the field

tution and, in part, of magnetoelastic origin,3 superposed to and in the (110) plane, and M, recorded versus the angle of

the cubic coherent one. The magnetic phase diagram,1"3'6 en- rotation 'I formed by H with (100) direction. Corrections

compasses paramagnetic (P), spin glass (SG), correlated spin were made to determine the angle 0 formed by the magneti-
zation vector M with the (100) initial direction. M. wasglass (CSG), random-ferromagnetic (RFM), and ferromag- mesrduiga nuto-xrcinmgeoee. T

netic (FM) phases, with a triple point at x,=0.31 and T,=5.9 measured using an induction-extraction magnetometer. The

IL The 'rdced9 lo-eprtr first-order paetransi- magnetic field was accurately monitored with a calibratedILTepredicted low-temperature fstodrphase tas- Hall probe.

tion from CSG to FM, driven by the cubic coherent anisot-

ropy, was observed6A by the first time. Estimates of the RMA
crystal field strength parameter D and of the ferromagnetic II. OUITUNE OF MODEL OF MACROSCOPIC RMA
exchange constant J yield ratios D/J,,.05.3 A determina- Two models have been proposed which predict the ex-
tion of (D/J)2(R./a)3, where a is the lattice constant and R. istence of unidirectional and uniaxial anisotropy contribu-
the structural correlation length, shows an increase of tions in RMA and DM spin glasses and ferromagnets with
A-(D/J)2 with decreasing x. RMA. One is the anisotropy triad model of Saslow,'13 the

We have now focused on the determination of the mac- other the model proposed by Henley et aL.4 (HSH). We will
roscopic field-cooled-induced anisotropy of RMA origin, adhere to the HSH model, with specific application to our
with the determination of the corresponding anisotropy con- problem of weak RMA crystalline systems. We start with the
stant KRKA, the system exhibiting. at the lower fields of mea- usual RMA Hamiltonian,
surement (H-.0.7 kOe), both unidirectional and uniaxial
RMA origin anisotropies. Most anisotropy measurements up H=J2 Y, S*S7+Dl (pfS&)2, (1)
to now have been done either in canonical SG, '.1 @.D ia
polycrystalline,'o or crystalline uniaxial," and where the an- where Pij are the local RMA easy axis (EA) direction. i,j
isotropy is of Dzialoshinsky-Moriya (DM) type, or in rare stand for the sites and afl for the spin components. We
eanth-tramition metal amorphous alloys, where the anisot- assume uncorrelated EAs, i.e., (pifp7)N4,5.j8,,
ropy is of RMA character only.' 2 In our present Dy~Y, -. A12  where (...), stands for the spatial average. In our situation of
cryatals we have the additional complication of the cubic weak RMA (DIJ small), in any metastable state of the SG
coherent (CC) aniotropy, three orders of magnitude larger system in zero applied field, spins will try to remain aligned
than the induced weak of RMA origin, making the determi- due to the strong exchange, tilting away from the local EAs.
nation of the latter considerably more difficult. Then, from the situation of perfect alignment of spin and EA

G I . ,1
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direction co o , exchange energy will increase on av- o10' ,,oo

erage, AE., = J(S' Sj - Pi*P9 ). = J(S' Sj - ai

From the point of view of the weak anisotropy, s•i• s will

appear perfectly aligned by thc stong exchange, so that ,1.5 Y
(SiST)= 60., the decrease in anisotropy energy being, for a T=-5.K
single-ion i, 

T38

AE. -D'.@,paf. NZ
AE--D(y~86 pipip). B-"

In equilibrium AEur+AE =0, obtaining (S,*S9)., 0.5

o-(D/J)pjpp,, which introduced in Eq. (1) yields for the
average RMA energy, per spin,

D 2  0
E.= --- P (2) 0 4 8 12 16 20

S a, P Applied field (kOe)

Performing now a uniform or bodily rigid rotation, R(O), of FIG. 1. Field dependence of te cubic anisotrMpy constant K, and K2 at 3.8
the spin system part in Eq. (2), i.e., of (p,*pf),, where R(O) r, for Dy0oY0.AI 2 (0.0) and DYO4Yo6AI2 (A.A).
is the S03 matrix, the average anisotropy energy cost becom-

igfrom Eq. (2) is
2) being the induced thermoremanent one (TRM), due to the

D3 RMA. At finite but low enough fields, the magnetization vec-
AE ,A 7 1tor will be M=XH+M,, where X is the first-order cubicsusceptibility (isotropic) and M,, the TRM. We have traced

Introducing a reference frame system fixed to the sample and Fr(6) torques for decreasing fields, between ;20 and -O.25
averaging AERAu over the local EA disorder, one obtains a kOe. In Fig. 1 we present the field dependences of KI and K2
macroscopic anisotropy energy for the metastable state of the for both compounds, and we can observe how both constants
form (except for a constant term), decrease with decreasing field, the RMA torque dominating

EmA= -KK cos 0- 2K.A COs2 , (4) at low enough fields. At high fields, torque curves show in
fact clearly sin 40 and sin 60 components (see Fig. 2).

where In Fig. 3 we present the measured torques at the fields of
4 D2  measurement H=0.30 and 0.25 kOe for x=0.3 and 0.4,

KkA= 1-5 N 7-, (5) respectively, together with fits including only sin 0 and sin 20
components. Notice, for x=0.4, the strong unidirectional

N being the ion number per volume unit. The total anisot- character of the torque. The 0 dependent torque is superim-
ropy energy is ER!"• plus the CC one E., the torque acting posed on a constant one, responsible for the rotational "hys-
upon the magnetization vector, Fr.=-[d(E A+Ec)/d0], teresis" observed when performing a 2v rotation, not con-
becoming sidered in Eq. (6). The origin of this torque could be ascribed

l K t1  K to a magnetization component rotating in phase with E, cast
r.,(9)= -KPmA(sin 0+2 sin 20)- •--+'- sin 2• by spins with short relaxation times.

(3K1  K2 • 3K 2  xtaO'
- -+--sin 40+-- sin 60, (6) '

8 16) 64 DY DY,,AlS• o •', T=3.SK

where K1 and K2 are the CC anisotropy constants. Therefore,
the uniaxial RMA torque is contaminated by the CC anisot- 0 I
ropy one, one of the main difficulties for the determination ofKRMWA,

W. EXPEIMENTAL RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

The CC anisotropy constants KI and K2 are (see below) 0

around three orders of magnitude larger than Kp.IA. Then,
high-field measurements where the sample is likely a single ,

domain are useless to determine KRMA. To perform such a 0 9o Im 270 3W
determination we need to average out the CC anisotropy. e(dee-
This has been realized by decreasing the measuring field be-
low a experimentally determined level where the crystal be- FIG. 2. High-field (Ht10 kWe) torques at 3.8 K vs the asgle 9 of the

comes decomposed, in the H-O limit, in six systems of v th iro a the (110) plane, for
the x=-03 (0) and x=0.4 (0) compounds. The curves ae Fourier fits

magnetic domains, along (100) directions, giving an average including sin 2, sin 49. and sin 60 componen. The coefficient of
spontaneous magnetization (M,)=0, the only magnetization sa n is irrelevant

J. Appl. PhIs., Vol. 75, No. 10, 15 May 1964 del Moral at f. 551
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Dy.YAt, for the RMA contribution. This should be the effect of the
T= 3.8 K CC anisotropy contamination, as demonstrated in the Fig. 4

04 insert where we plot (172 -2r 1 ) below w0O.7 kOe (points 0)
0 and [KI1 4)+(K2/164)I, determined from the coefficient of

0, the sin 29 torque component for higher fields (points 0), for
x =0.3. The merging of both lines probes the point. Therefore
the model Eq. (4) for the induced macroscopic RMA origin
anisotropy has been plainly confirmed.

0 Our final task is to determine D2 IJ, from the model ex-
pression (5), using the H=O, KRA values. We obtain

-2W ________________ D 2/j =0.007 and 0.01 in K, for x =0.3 and 0.4, respectively.
90 tSO M 360 This parameter is quite relevant inasmuch as it determines

8(degrees) the magnon gap & in weak RMA systems, 6 i.e.,
&--(2115)(D 2 1j)(R.1a)_1. We can also separately estimate

PlO 3.Sate a Fj. wih alid feldH~i 25r~ (0 s03. 0) the D and J values. It was shw 6 that for x=0.4, DIJas
x =0.4. The curves are the fits with the theorefrica torque obtained tron F4. 0.045, assuming R~sal~a. T'herefore from the D2 / value
(4). Tbeconstmnt torque background irs 19381 ad357J/,n',fox=0.3and we obtain D 950.23 K/ion and J -5. 11 P.
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Temperature dependenc. of the hyperflIne field distributions
In the F% 3.5-xNdxZru (x=O, 2) amorphous alloys

G. K. Niocbldes, M. Plsan, D. Niarchos, R. D. Taylor," and K V. Rao)
NdatWJ Ce-r for Sc&,zW Resach "Deauobs "I nume of Mmerias Sc&ice Ago"a Para.kev
Anft 153 10, Greece

The 112 K spin-glass Fe•_,&r• and the reentrant Fc,,.Nd2Zr 6.s amorphous alloys have been
studied at various temperatures with M6ssbauer spectroscopy technique. At around T= 135 K for
the Fe•3,Zr6.5 and at around T= 255 K for the Fegj•Nd 2Zr&s, six broad lines appear, which are not
well resolved. This broadening is ascribed to the magnitude distribution of the magnetic moments
of the Fe atoms. From the fitting of the Massbauer spectra at T= 4.2 K, the mean hyperfine field
(H) and the Ecart-type standard deviation oH were estimated, and are (i) for the Fe93.,Zr63 sample,
(H)-205 kOe, and arH- 7 7 kOe; (ii) for the Feq9 sNd2Zr6.5 sample, (H)'-228 kOe and aH", 7 0

kOe. These values are found to be relatively consistent with the expected degree of magnetic
fustratio of the correspondingly Fe moments, according to the Fe content of these alloys.

SL IhTRODUCTION double transition behavior, where the width of the ferromag-
netic plateau increases with increasing Nd content. This be-

It is known that the Fe-rich Fe-Zr amorphous alloys havior of the Nd substituted samples was rather expected,
exhibit interesting magnetic properties at cryogenic since Nd couples ferromagnetically with Fe atoms, and this
temperatures.' Especially when the Zr content is 8-12 at. % results in an increase of the amount of the FM interactions.
ac susceptibility measurements have shown a double transi- In order to have a better picture of the magnetic states of the
tion (reentrant) behavior below room temperature. That is, as amorphous alloys Fe93.5 Nd.ZrM on a microscopic level,
the temperature is lowered, a first transition occurs at T= Tc, we carried out detailed M6ssbauer studies of the samples
which presumably is a paramagnetic to ferromagnetic state with x = 0 and 2 at. % of Nd content, at various tempera-
transition. When the temperature is lowered further, a second tures.
transition is encountered at T= T,! bearing the characteristics
of a ferromagnetic to a "spin-glass-like" transition. The
mechamism responsible for the phenomenon at the lower

temperature transition has been for the last decade the topic Ingots of nominal composition Fe93 .5_.NdZr5 with
of contrversial results and diusions.2

-6 However this be- x 0 and 2 were prepared in a arc-melting furnace under a
havior can be explained 7" in terms of the statistical fluctua- continuous flow of argon gas, and subsequently melt spun
tions of the coexisting and competing ferromagnetic (FM) under a relatively low pressure of argon atmosphere. The
and antiferromagnetic (AFM) exchange interactions, where obtained ribbons were 5-60 cm in length, 20 AL thick, 1.5
the Gabay-Toulouse'° magnetic phase diagram would apply. mm wide, and shiny. The amorphicity, chemical composi-
Various recent experimental studies indicated that the coex- tion, and the quality of the samples has been verified using
istence of FM and AFM inte (which is due to the x-ray diffraction and Inductively Coupled Plasma absorption.
amorphization of these alloys) leads to a frustration of the ac susceptibility measurements were performed using a cali-
magnetic moments and consequently to the "collapse" of the brated and balanced mutual inductance bridge, employing a
collinear (ideal) ferromagnetic order. The degree of collapse two phase PAR lock-in signal analyzer, so we were able to
depends on the relative amount of the AFM interactions in- measure both components of X~c, the real X', and the imagi-
volved. In the case where the concentration of the AFM in- nary y( simultaneously. The ac results were also corrected
teraction is low (i.e., Fe content 88 at. %-93 at. %), a non- for demagnetizing effects. For the dc magnetic studies we
colinear ferromagnetic state meults," while in the opposite employed a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer and a
case (Fe content >93 at. %), a totally disordered magnetic PAR VSM. The M6ssbauer measurements were obtained
state (spin-glass) would he expected below some temperature with a constant acceleration spectrometer using a 57Co-Rh
T-. source.

In our recent work,12 we investigated the magnetic prop-
erties of the amMphous Fe93.5 ,Nd.Zr6.5 alloys, where *. RSULTS AND DISCUSSON
x=0, 1, 2, and 3. It was found that the x=O sample under- A. .Ou.Z..
goes a single transition from a paramagnetic to a spin-glass
state at T.,=112 K, and was suggested that this alloy could In Fig. 1(a) are shown the M~ssbauer spectra of the
represent the percolation limit of the long-range ferromag- amorphous FeZ-6.5 at various temperatures, starting at RT
uetic ractios. The Nd substituted samples exhibit a down to 4.2 K. The observed spectra were analyzed using the

Le CMao progrm,13 and the distribution of the magnetic by-

*)Abo at the Lm Ahims Nadema t.aWoMy. perfine fields P(H) was obtained for each spectrum. The RT"*A lb a dw Rg 1 111 - of TCbd ow Dqima of CdmeWMsd . spectra show a paramagnetic behavior with broad absorption
im S-lO 44 hah, Swedga. lines indicating the existence of some distribution of quadrn-
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The substitution of Fe by Nd results in an increase of the
FIG. 1. Mauistiatzespumer at (a) Mr. 131,117, 100,90,SO, 45, and A.2 Xfor temfperaturfe, where the Mi~ssbauer spectra show a magnetic
Fe, ZE6 (b) and at KR, 235. 196, 115. 62, and 4.2 K for Fe4,,5 Nd2Zr65S. character. In Fig. I1(b) and Fig. 2(b) are also shown the Wess-

bauer spectra and the hyperfine field distributionts, respec-
poleintracions Inaddtio, th lo veocit aborpion tively, of the Fe, 1 5Nd2Zr6. amorphous alloy for some tern-

porli eepner atind. sinaditionape then low hihelocity bone.oi peratures; in the range of 300-4.2 K. At T=300 &, the
pabis depradsightl shavebencuedro tan therelhigh velocity the spectrum is similar to the one of Fe93 5sZr,5 alloy, and the

Tisoe mhight have been cuausdfruome acorreltions1 bhetweenth average quadrupole splitting according to the fitting results is
ismrsitadtequadrupole inteittins.g wa foundtbe&E)03misan ad to be the same as in the case of Fe93_JzZ.. As the

the 0`AEQ = 0.-1 mm/s. Between RT and 150 Kthe spectra do~ temperature is lowered at T= 255 K the magnetic structure
not indicate any change. Down to 135 K the evolution of the
whole spectrum is characterized by a sharp increase of the
line broaenng with decreasing temperature. Between 135
and 45 K there is no longer any resolved structure in the 200 FeOO,,5Ndo~o2 Zro0 06 5
lineshape. In addition, it can be seen in frig. I that the spectra
exhibit a magnetic character down to 90 K, but the lines are
broad and not well resolved. A major part of the spectra is
due to the Fe atoms in the paramagnetic state. The distribu-
tion of H[Fig. 2(a)] down to 90K exhibits atail on die 100
side of its maximum, while at temperatures lower than80ht
where the sextet gradually appears, this tail moves to the left
side of the maximum. At 4.2 K the fitting of these spectra/
gave the following results: (H) = 205 W~e and a,,,= 77 kOe.
Using the conversion factr 150 kG/1&a, (H) corresponds to e 08
an Fe mament of 1.361m.HRem,also, it has to b oe~d ta 00 0 0
the paramagnetic character at 4.2 K is reduced substantially. Temperature (K)
In Fig. 3 the thermal evolution of mean hyperfine field (H)
versus temperature for Feo,3 Zr_ and F% ~.N2 r~i pre- J10.3. V..ate df (H) f.r F%,&., md PNdZ (faDtfin h. e

armed. ae"ey guides).
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FIG. 4. Real part x'(T) for Fe%,a.s _, (0) md Fe•_,d-~r•, e u.

FIG. 6. Magnetizaton vs temperature for Fer: ,NdZ&,.

starts appearing, but the absorption lines show a strong over-
lapping. At this temperature, the mean field from the fitting as the temperature, for which the irreversibility between the
procedure was found to be (H)=79 kOe and O'H=

4 7 
kOe. ZFC and FC data occurs. The X'(T) data for Fe, 33Zr6 5 show

In addition, the H distribution exhibits a tail on the right side a single transition at T-Tg:=112 K, while for
of its maximum value, and this behavior reverses as the tem- Fet.sNd2Zr&5, T,=235 K. Following Meyer etaL,"

5 
at

peratureisreducedto T= 196 K, while ra varies from 5O to T= T a spin glass system stays essentially within one
70 kOe. The behavior of the (H) field demonstrates that a well,1 " but there are numerous rapid transitions between ex-
significant portion of Fe exhibits a paramagnetic character. cited states of the system within this well. The M6ssbauer
As temperature is lowered further, the magnetic hyperfine spectra appear static in this temperature range, because these
lines progressively separate out as the overall splitting in- intrawell effects occur on a very short time scale, as with
creases. At T=4.2 K it is found that (H)= 228 kOe or magnons in a ferromagnet. In the spin glasses, there are in-
1.52/r aander H=

7 0 
kOe. Interpolating the results of Fig. 3, terwell relaxation processes that accelerate rapidly as the

the temperature above which (H)=O is found to be temperature is raised. If the system is jumping rapidly be-
Tm=255 K for Fem•~dZz 6.5 and TA=135 K for tween wells on the time scale of some particular experiment,
Fe,.Zr.. For the x= 2 sample, there is a break in slope in it will appear to be paramagnetic. For T< Tm, the samples
the temperature dependence of (H) at 110 K, which can be possess a static behavior, while between Tm and Tm there
attributed to the reentrant spin-glass transition, might be jumps between different wells at less than the

The above temperatures (TN) are about 20 K higher M6ssbauer frequency.
than the corresponding transition temperatures extracted
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Blocking of logarithmic temporal relaxation of magnetic remanence
by plezomagnetically Induced domains In Fe, _xZnxF

J. Kushauer, C. Binvek, and W. Kl]eernann
S~~Angewantte Physik Univrsity of D-~sbirg, 47048 Duisburg, Ger-ay

Faraday rotation and superconducting quantum interference device magnetometry were used to

investigate the relaxation of the weak-field induced remanence, p1, of the random-field Ising model
system Fe, _Zn,F,. The stretched logarithmic decay law, as predicted by Nattermann and Vilfan for
the case of compact domains with fractal surfaces, was confirmed for freezing fields of 3-B--5 T.
Virtually constant remanence, /4 was found at low fields, 0.0002--B--1.5 T. This ferrimagnetic
moment is due to the piezomagnetic effect acting on random-stress induced immobile domains.
Chemical etching, which removes surface stress originating from the sample preparation, proves to
decrease the remanence by about 50%, part of which is restored after renewed optical polishing.

I. INTROOUCTION induced AF domains. They are expected to carry weak ferri-

Diluted uniaxial antiferromagnets (AFs) exposed to a magnetic moments owing to symmetry-allowed piezomag-
ifDiexterniaal fntifeldoa well kn pow d to e t netism of the rutile-type crystal structure."' In fact, the for-

uniform external magnetic field, B, are well known to exhibit mation of surface-stress induced AF domains was evidenced
the critical behavior of the random-field Ising model previonslyll on MnF2 via neutron topography. On the other
(RFIM).' 2 Recently, considerable interest has been focused previousl m agnet ron topg On thelother
onto their nonequilibrium behavior after field cooling (FC) to had a lB = 10-3magnetization persistin i eld as

sttes 3 arswih low as = 0 mT were recently observed.' Very probably,below T.•8T(B). Metastable domain sta arise, which this hitherto unexplained' 2 ferrimagnetism is related to re-are characterized by finite correlation lengths of the AF order sidual stress originating from sample growth and prepara-
parameter4 and excess magnetization, AM, which is prima- tion.
rily concentrated on the domain walls.3 After removing B a This idea will be pursued in the present paper. First, we
small portio'; of about 10% remains as long-lived thermore- recall9 the crossover from logarithmically relaxing to piezo-
manent magnetization (TRM), A. In the absence of random- recall y t ros er from log amile to peZo-fied (F) iningat =0,~sevoveswit tme ia andm- magnetically frozen TRM on a sample of Fe0 47Zno.5F 2field (RF) pinning at B=0,/IA evolves with time via random- when decreasing B from 4.86 to 0.001 T. Second, on aexchange lsing mode! (REIM) dynamics. 5 

This was
demonstrated on prototypcl sREIM)ystems like was sample of Feo 6Zn. 4F2 with smaller stress-induced TRM, ademonstrated on prototypical systems like Feo.7Mgo.3CI26 weak B dependence, AocB°'°5, is found for B<0. I T. This is

and Feo.47Zno.53F2
7 as well as in Monte Carlo simulations.s It e dped ene iomB 00 5,is of the t .this is

was noticed that no significant growth of the correlation explarmed by the inhomo enein of the built-in stress fields.length, after removing B, is visible in neutron scattering Furthermore, by chemical etching of the surface the TRM is
eeeng ts. afthi remeaingBs thatithe recion ofutherlong-liveg asymptotically reduced to its bulk value. Subsequent me-
experiments .4 This means that the reduction of the long-lived chanical polishing partially restores the surface-stress in-TRM arises merely from local rearrangements of the spins duced TRM. Its time independence is demonstrated.
on the AF domain boundaries. For this situation stretched
logarithmic decay with time, t, I1. EXPERIMENTAL

•(t)=a[In(t/')]-*, (1) Relaxation of the field-induced TRM was observed9 on

was predicted by Nattermann and Vilfan (NV)5 and con- the same diluted sample of FeO.47Zno.53F2 used previously. 7

firmed by measurements on Feo. 7Mgo. 3C12
6  

and In a longitudinal magnetic field, parallel to the crystallo-
Feo.47Zno.53F2

9 after FC in weak fields, B/lJI _0.1, to low graphic c direction, the Faraday rotation (FR) angle 0, xM,
temperatures, T/TN-0.I. J, TN, and 7 are the leading ex- was measured with light of wavelength k=442 nm using a
change constant, the Niel temperature, and a microscopic compensation circuit with a resolution of A"-5X 10-4 deg
relaxation time, respectively. In accordance with theory 5 ex- and previously described modulation techniques.6 The data
ponents *=0.4 .0.55 were observed. At larger fields, were taken after FC from T= 2 Tm(-80 K) to T=2.8 K. Af-
B/IIJI--, and higher temperatures, T/TNsl1, however, the ter stabilizing the temperature T to within AT=1 inK, the
polydispersivity of the TRM decay function is better de- field was switched off. The switch-off time was properly 7

scribed by ordinary or generalized power laws.7 This is _r- taken into account when fitting to the different decay laws.
lated to volume relaxation processes of interpenetrating frac- Commercial superconducting quantum interference de-
tal domains, which render the system spin-glass like.3  vice (SQUID) magnetometers (Quantum Design MPMS2

Surprisingly, recent TRM experiments on Feo.47Zno.53F2
9  and MPMS5S) were used to determine the TRM of two

did not reveal better agreement with the NV prediction, Eq. samples, Feo.47Zn.53F2
9 and Fe..Zo.A4F2 , after FC in a con-

(1), in the very low B range. On the contrary, constant weak stant field, O.000241B05 T, from T- 2TN to T= 10 and (for
TRM emerges, which is virtually independent of B<1.5 T obtaining the paramagnetic response) 55 K. Furthermore, the
and t. Its temperature dependence approximately follows that low-field TRM, A(0.24 mT), of the Fe0 .6Zn0.4F2 sample was
of the AF order parameter. It was argued9 that this unex- repeatedly measured both at T=10 and 55 K after stepwise
pected effect is due to the formation of random shear-stress etching with diluted nitric acid (4 vol % HN0 3 in H20 at
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FIG. 1. Remnant Faraday rotation angle, 0, vs time, t, (a) measured on FIG. 2. Log-log plots of the TRM, p- of Fe, -,ZnFe, [x=O53 squares
Fe547Zn05 F2 with X=.442 nm at T=2.8 K after FC with B=4 T (Ref. 9). (Ref. 9); x=0.4: circles] vs freezing field at T=10 K. Ibe solid and dashed
The solid line is a best fit to the NV function, Eq. (1). Deviations of the lines represent B' and 8" depensdences (see the tent). The inset shows the
experimental data. 0 vs t (a). fromt the best-fitted NV function and the Power t dependence of jA for the x=0.53 sample in zero field after FC with B =0.8
law approximation, 0-i -, are shown as AO vs I [(b) and (c), respectively). T to T= 10K.

T=~293 K). After 5 ht total etching time the sample was re- spin-glass-like domain state,-' where the PP or the GP are
polished with 7 and I Arm diamond abrasive in order to dem- found to be valid .7 At lower fields, 8<3 T, perturbations due
onstrate the surface stress induced ferrimagnetic moment. to piezomagnetic domain formation become important as
The loss of weight of the sample due to etching and polish- will be discussed below.
ing was monitored at each step. Figure 2 shows the remnant magnetic moment, Xr in

zero field (B<0.2 mT) as a function of the freezing field

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION after FC to T= 10 K for Fe0.47Zn0.53F, (squares) 9 and
Fe0 6Zn0 4F2 (circles). Straight interpolated lines in the range

Figure I(a) shows the time dependence of TRM inea- 1.5--B--5 T are best fits to A~=bB 2-c with adjustable param-
sured by FR angle, 0, in zero field, after cooling in a mag- eters b and c. These parabolas indicate RF-like behavior
netic field of B =4.OT down to T =2.8 K. On the experimen- corrected for relaxation loss in the vicinity of Tc(B ).3, In the
tal time scale up to 3500 a the magnetization drops by about low-field range the AL vs B data level off to become virtually
o.5a, while the scattering of the data is in the order of 5 mdeg constant, /AO-44 Aim for x=0.53 within 0.001--Brt 1.5 T
and does not affect the resulting shape of the relaxation and pL-15 Aim for x0.4 within 0.I1tBr-l.1 T. These re-
curve. Among the different fitting functions, NV, pure (PP), manences are attributed9  to piezomagnetic moments,
and generalized power law (GP), NV turns out to be the best M~-2'.411 They are generated by accidental built-in
choice.9 This becomes evident from Y2 tests9 and from direct shear stress, a,,,, and controlled by the external field, B., via
comparison of the deviations A8 between experimental data minimization of the magnetostatic energy, E. = -maB. As
and model functions. This is shown in Fig. 1, where AO argued previously,9 randomly distributed shear stress fields
clearly yields smaller rms values for NV (b) than for PP (c). with alterating signs of the rM , components give rise to
Although the GP yields similar J numbers as NV, it does not antiferromagnetic domains with alternating signs of the AF
qualify as the best fit function since an additional fitting pa- order parameter, B ,while cooling through Th(i ) with
rameter is involved. Another crucial argument in favor of the BOJer tdp . All domains contribute to m, with the sign of B_.
NV theory is the appearance of the predicted exponent, Only at very low or really vanishing freezing field 1A=0 will

0h-0.4 [4frwe.38 in the case of Fig. e(a)]. This holds for be achieved,t 2 where nonvanishing stress fields might still
intermediate freezing fields, 3-1B 5 T, at low temperatures.9  

create piezomagnetic moments with zero average, (i,) =.
At larger field, B>5 T, the system crosses over into the The different (<0 values found for both samples seem to re-
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18 ,squares and diamonds). It is seen that these quantities de-
crease linearly with I by about 3% within the total etching

403.6 time of l6X 104 s. This is a consequence of the los of mass
4 - during the chemical attack. Far greater effects are found with

16 the low-T magnetization (open circles), which is primarily
due to stress induced piezomagnetic moments beside a

36-3.2 nearly negligible unperturbed AF contribution [MAF(lO
*-K)-MPM(S5 K)/6-0.5 A/mi) 3 Within 104 s nearly 50* of

14 E the initial magnetization are removed. Thte pu vs t data are
E32 o-best fitted to an exponential decay law, pujts~e ' +As with322.8 volume and surface contributions p, =9.2 A/m and A. =8.0

__ A/m, respectively, and a time constant r-580 s. Obviously, a
12 large amsount of stress centers is very efficiently removed

28 -from the surface by a first-order chemical reaction, -dpil
0 1 5 4& dimIA. Very probably these sum sfields are due to the surface0 0 5 2 treatment of the sample, which was optically polished dir the

10 beginning,:i =0. In fact, repolishing of the slightly roughened
o C surfaces after the etching procedure at = 1.6X 10 s recovers

4 ~about 20% of As, (Fig. 3: full circle) despite a volume loss
00 0 o due to abrasion of about 12% (inset of Fig. 3: solid symbols).

20 IV. CONCLUSION
0 5 to t5 Th Ie field-induced thermoremanence of the prototypical

t[I 000s] domain state system Fe1 -,ZnF2 (x =0.53) is confirmed to
follow the stretched logarithmic temporal decay law of Nat-
termann and Vilfan.5 At weak fields, B --l.5 T, the relaxation

FIG. 3. Magnetization at T=t1 K (,w circles) and 55 K (M; sq~uares) and raedrop to nearly nesrb vls.Aot5% fth
mass (mi; diamonds) of a sample with x =0.4, field cooled and measured ii aeonumasrbevlss Aot5%o h
110=0.24 mT. as a function of etching time up to I =l.6X 10 s (open sym- virtually constant residual magnetic moment of an x =0.4
bots) and after subsequent optical polishing (solid symbols). sample is demonstrated to be due to surface stress by virtue

of the longitudinal piezomagnetic effect.'0 Revision of re-
sults obtained previously2'3 in the critical regime with fairlyflect different average stress fields, (os,,). The lower stress in weak fields, 1 s-Bi t2 T, appears desirable.

the x=0.4 sample-about 1/3 of that of the x=0.53
sample--gives rise to a marked field dependence, jutocB'1 05 ' ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
at very low fields, 0.0002--B'-01 T, where the thermal en-
ergy comes close to the magnetostatic one, (E.ý. Htnce, Thanks are disc to V. Jaccarino for the high quality crys-
thermal disorder will destroy the complete alignment of the tals. Work supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
domains and thus decrease ým) through Sonderforschungsbereich 166.
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One-dimensional antiferromagnetic behavior In AVOPO4 (A =NH4, Na)

prepared from hydrothermal conditions
Charles J. O'Connor
Department of Chemisir, University of New Orleans, New Orleans, Low•sana 70148

Victoria Soghemonian and Robert C. Haushalter
NEC Research Iawmwe, Princeto., New Jersey 08540

Zhanwen Wang and Jon Zubieta
Department of Cheaistry, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York 13244

Two vanadyl phosphates have recently been prepared in superheated aqueous solutions. These
materials crystallize as infinite chains of corner sharing V0 6 octahedra. The magnetic susceptibility
of NaVOPO 4 and NH4VOPO4 has been recorded over the 2-300 K temperature region. At higher
temperatures, both compounds exhibit Curie-Weiss paramagnetism, where C = 0.416 emu K/mole,
8=--31 K; C=0.417 emu K/mole, &=--4.7 K, for NaVOPO4 and NH VOPO 4, respectively. At
lower temperatures, there is a maximum in the temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility of
each compound. The data for the two compounds have been successfully analyzed following the
Bonner-Fisher numerical calculations that describe the magnetic behavior of antiferromagnetically
coupled S = 1/2 one-dimensional chains. The results of the Bonner-Fisher analysis of the magnetic
data are g=2.00, J/k= - 18.6 for NaVOPO4 ; and g=2.1, J/k= -3.26 K, for Nt4 .VOPO4 . The
theoretical analysis of the NH 4VOPO4 analog also required the addition of a molecular field
correction (zJ'/k= -2.1 K) to the Bonner-Fisher calculation in order to adequately fit the data.
The trans crosslinking via phosphate bridges of the magnetic chains in NH4VOPO 4 gives rise to the
onset of long-range antiferromagnetic ordering at TAF 3.71 K.

I. INTRODUCTION B. MagnetlIsm

The use of hydrothermal synthet;' techniques has proven The magnetic susceptibility data were recorded on 155
to be an extremely valuable procedure in the chemistry of and 81.8 mg polycrystalline sample of NaVOPO4 and
microporons solids.1 Several interesting and intricate struc- NH4VOP0 4 , respectively. Data were recorded over the
tures have been isolated and some unusual magnetic proper- 2-300 K temperature region using a Quantum Design
ties have been observed when magnetic ions are incorporated MPMS superconducting quantum interference device
into the solid.2  (SQUID) susceptometer. Measurement and calibration tech-

Several vanadium phosphates of the formula A VOPO 4  niques have been reported elsewhere. 7 The magnetic data are
have recently been reported, where A = Li, 3 Na,4 K, 5 and shown in Figs. I and 2 (NH 4VOPO4) as molar magnetic
NH4 6 Lii and co-workers have recently reported the crystal susceptibility plotted as a function of temperature.
structure and Curie-Weiss magnetic fit of NaV0P0 and Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
have reported a negative Weiss constant. Haushalter and co-
workers have also observed antiferromagnetism and deter- The two complexes crystallize as infinite chains of cor-
mined the crystal structure for NH4VOPO 4 .6 In this report, ner sharing V0 6 octahedra. The linear chain structurcs of the
we examine the magnetic susceptibility of NaVOPO4 and 0.01
NH 4VOPO4 over the 2-300 K temperature region and suc- 0.07 ;
cessfully model the magnetic data with the Heisenberg
S = 1/2 antiferromagnetic linear chain interaction.

0

II. EXPERIMENT E
A. Syn'Jwss 80

NaVOPO4 : A mixture of 1.5 g Na4V20 3 and 0.75 g V 20 3

was added to 10 im of 7.5 M H3 P0 4 in a 25 ml Teflon lined
vessel and heated to 200'C for three days. The original 0 100 200 300
product contained several transparent light blue crystals, but Temperature (Kelvin)
these were readily separated from the bulk polycrystalline
green solid by manual separation. FIG. I. The magnetic susceptibility of NaVOPO4 plotted as a fuinction of

NH4VOPO 4 : A mixture of CsVO3 :V:CH3PO3H2 : tmperature over the 2-300 temperature region. The inset shows an expn.
(NH4)2HPO4:(C2Hs)3CI 3 'Br:H20 in the mole ratio sion of the magnetic susceptibility data corrected for a 2.1% paramagnetic

impurity and plotted over the 2-9O K temperature region. The crves3.96:1:4.88:11.97:4.96:1498 was heated in a Teflon lined through the data are the fits to S= 1/2 Heisenberg antifermagnet linear
vessel at 200 °C for four days. chain model as described in the text.
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FIG. 2- The magnetic susceptibility of NI-aVOPO4 plotted as a tunction of
temperature over tne 2.3-300 temperature region. The inset shows an ex-
pansion of the 2.3-10 temperature region. The curves through the data are
rt.t fits to the theoretical models as described in the text.

two materials are illustrated in Fig. 3 (NaVOPO4 chain I and
NH 4VOPO chain 2). Note that I exhibits only trans coordi-
nation within the chain while 2 exhibits alternating cis-trans
coordination along the chain. Figure 4 illustrates the cross
linking of 2. The presence of .ranscoordinated cross linking 715. 4. The crystal packing of NH4VOPO, showing the linear chain ar-
in 2 is imponant to understand the interchain magnetic inter- rangement of cis-trans-comer sharing VO. octahedra. Extensive crosslink-
actions that lead to an antiferromagnetic transition. ing with coordination trans- to chain propagation via phosphate bridges is

The high-temperature magnetic susceptibility data (T aso evident.
> 100 K) for NaVOPO4 (1) and (T>25 K) NH 4VOPO 4 (2)
exhibit Curie-Weiss paramagnetism

C Ng
2

1r2S(S + I) The electron structure of both complexes corresponds to one
XTV - 3k(T-O) (1) unpaired electron pet VO formula unit. This results in a

Curie-Weiss g value of g = 2. 1 for the V(IV) ion in each

with C=0.416 emu K/mole and 0=--31 K and C=0.417 analog.
emu K/mole and 0=--4.72 K for (1) and (2), respectively. At lower temperatures an anomaly is observed in the

temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility data
of both samples. Both materials are structural linear chains
that are propagated along comner sharing VO,, bonding path-
way. As the temperature is lowered to around 20 K (for
sample 1), the magnetic susceptibility of the sample passes
through a maximum and begins to decrease at lower tem-
peratures. This behavior is expected for short-range antifer-
romagnetic exchange in the crystal lattice.

The magnetic exchange that is expected in a d' vana-
dium (IV) with spin S= 1/2 is represented by the isotropic
Heisenberg spin Hamiltontan.

_ý= - 2J, S,Sj. (2)

Within the context of the crystal structure of these materials,
the magnetic exchange is expected to be propagated via a
one-dimensional magnetic exchange interaction along the
structural chain axis.

The behavior of a one-dimensional Heisenberg linear
chain has been described by Bonner and Fisher.! The

l Bonner-Fisher Heisenberg linear chain calculatio" was ap-
plied to the magnetic susceptibility data of these complexes
to determine if the short-range order can be theoretically ex-

FIG. 3. The coordinating pattern of the linear chains in (1) NaVOPO, and plained by the one-dimensional magnetic interaction. The
(2) NH4VOPO4  magnetic susceptibility data of I were fit over the entire re-
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gion including the maximum to the Bonner-Fisher numeri- agreement with the measured magnetic susceptibility data

cal calculation corrected for the presence of a paramagnetic until the onset of long-range order at T= 3.71 IC
impurity. The fitted parameters for I are g=2.00, J/k= There are several other examples of phosphate bridged V
- 18.6, TIP=O.00009 emu/mole, and 2.7% paramagnetic (IV) structural linear chains reported in the literature.

9
-

1
1 In

impurity. The smooth line drawn through the data points in general, the previous reports of low-dimensional behavior

Fig. 1 is the theoretical curve with the parameters indicated, have required significant interchain interactions, for ex-
The paramagnetic impurity was subtracted from the mag- ample, dimeric interactions

9
"° or alternating chains."

netic susceptibility data and the result is plotted in the inset
of Fig. 1 along with the fitted curve calculated from the IV CONCLUSION
linear chain model. The magnetic analysis of NaVOPO4 re-

quired no additional interaction term to fit the data, consis- Two crystalline solids of the formula A VOPO 4
tent with well insulated one dimensional magnetic behavior. (A = Na,NH 4) have been prepared from hydrothermal syn-

The same procedure was used to analyze the magnetic thetic techniques. These materials crystallize as infinite

susceptibility data of 2. For this compound, it was observed chains of corner sharing V0 6 octahedra. In the high-

that the Bonner-Fisher calculation did not satisfactorily fit temperature region, both complexes exhibit Curie-Weiss

the temperature region in the vicinity of the maximum. paramagnetism with antiferromagnetic Weiss constants. The

Moreover, at a temperature of about 3.71 K, there is an lower-temperature magnetic susceptibility of the two coin-
abrupt deviation of the magnetic susceptibility data from the plexes exhibits a broad maximum and the data are success-

broad maximum. Since there is enhancement of crosslinking fully analyzed with the numerical predictions calculated by

through transphosphate bridging in 2, a molecular field cor- Bonner and Fisher using the Heisenberg S = 1/2 antiferro-
rection to the linear chain model was used to approximate magnetic linear chain model. The ammonium analog requires

the effect of interchain magnetic interactions, a correction for interchain magnetic coupling and exhibits an

The equation that describes the effect of a molecular antiferromagnetic phase transition at T=3.71 K.

exchange field is shown below:
7

X I 'R. M. Barter, Hydrothermal Chemistry of Zeolites (Academic, New York,

I- + TIP, (3) 1982); R. C. Haushalter and L A. Mundi, Chem. Mater. 4, 31 (1992).
WV. Soghomonian, 0. Chen, R. C. Haushalter, J. Zubieta, and C. J.
O'Connor, Science 259, 1596 (1993); K.-H. Lii, R. C. Haushalter, and C.

where X' is the magnetic susceptibility of the linear chains in J. O'Connor, Angew. Chem. 99, 576 (1987); Angew. Chim., Int. Ed.
the absence of the exchange field and x is the molecular (Engi.) 26, 549 (1987).
exchange field influenced magnetic susceptibility that is ac- 3A, v. Lavrov, V. P. Nickolaev, G. G. Sadikov. and M. A- Porai-Koshits.

tually measured. The exchange field coupling parameter is Soy. Phys. Dokl. 27, 680 (1982).
we* H. Lii, C. .Li, T. M. Chen, and S. L Wang, Z. Krist, 197,67 (1991).

zJ', where z is the number of exchange coupled neighbors. 5
'M. L. F. Phillips, W. T. Harrison, T. E. Gier, G. D. Stucky, G. V. Kulkarni,

The result of the fit of the molecular field corrected and J. K. Burdett, Inorg. Chem. 29, 2158 (1990).
Bonner-Fisher calculation to the magnetic data, neglecting 

6
R. C. Haushahter, J. Zubieta, and C. J. O'Connor (unpublished).

the data at temperatures below 4.0 K, is illustrated as the 'C. J. O'Connor, Prog. Inorg. Chem. 29, 203 (1982).n dj. C. Bonner and M. E. Fisher, Phys. Rev. A 135. 640 ('964).
smooth curve in the inset of Fig. 2. The parameters used in 'G. Villanaeuve, K. S. Suh, P. Amords, N. Casa-Pastor, and D. Beltran-
the fit were g=2.10, J/k= -3.26, zJ'/k= -2.1 K. The Porter, Chem. Mater. 4, 108 (1992); G. Huan, J. W. Johnson, A. J. Jacob-
need for a large interchain coupling parameter (zJ') is con- son, and D. P. Goshorn, ibid, 3,539 (1991).

10J. W. Johnson, D. C. Johnston, H. E. King, T. R. Halbert, J. F. Brody, and
sistent with the onset of the three-dimensional phase transi- D. P. Gonhorn, Inorg. Chem. 27, 1646 (1988).
tion. The magnitude of this parameter requires that it be "D. C. Johnston, J. W. Johnson, D. P. Goshorn, and A- J. Jacobson, Ptys.

viewed with caution; however, the model shows excellent Rev. B 35, 219 (1987).
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ac susceptibility on the dilute antiferromagnet MnxZnl- F2 close
to the percolation threshold (abstract)

F. L. A. Machado, F. C. Montenegro, E. Montarroyos, J. C. 0. de Jesus,
A. Rosales-Rivera,a) and S. M. Rezende
Dvanmento de Fisica, Unwersidade Federal de Pernamnbuco, 50732-910 Recife-PE, Brazil

ac susceptibility measurements have been performed on the dilute antiferromagnet Mn0 .35Zn0 .65F2 in
the absence of an external uniform field. For a driving field of amplitude H.-1.0 Oe applied
parallel to the easy [001] direction, a frequency-dependent susceptibility has been observed at low
temperatures. When the driving field is applied perpendicular to this direction, a departure from the
Curie-Weiss behavior indicates that some spin clusters are spatially oriented at low temperatures.
The presence of these randomly oriented magnetic moments may cause the random-exchange [sing
model to be inappropriate' in explaining the zero-field behavior near to the percolation
concentration xe. A random-anisotropy model may be useful to explain the magnetic features of
MnZn, _,F2 close to xp.

This work was partially supported by FINEP (PADCr), CNPq, and
FACEPE (Brazilian agencies).
"Permanent address: Departamento de Fisica, Universidad Nacional de Co-

lombia, A. A. 127, Manizales, Colombia.

'F. C. Montenegro, J. C. 0. de Jesus, and A. Rosales-Rivera (unpublished).

The frequency dependence of the ferro-to-spinglass transition
of amorphous Fe-rich Fe-Zr (abstract)

J. Nogu6s and K. V. Rao
Department of Condensed Mater Physics, Royal Institute of Technology, 10044 Stockholm, Sweden

It is well known that competing magnetic interactions in amorphous Fe-rich Fe-Zr alloys result in
a ferromagnetic-like transition below room temperature (for example, Tc-235 K for a FeunZrjO
alloy). The field dependence of the ac response of such a system with competing interactions is thus
complex, with the possible coexistence of ferromagnetic domains and spin freezing processes. One
consequence of this is the observed' Hopkinson peak in ac susceptibility and its strong field
dependence when measured at ordinary fields (>80 A/m). The existence of such a complex
Hopkinson peak, which arises from the contribution of domain wall motion and hysteretic effects,
makes it very difficult to identify, unambiguously, a spin freezing temperature. The purpose of this
paper is to clarify this point. Complex ac susceptibility [x'(T), X"(T)] measurements have been
carried out over an extended range of field amplitude (0.08-8000 A/m) and three decades of
frequency (1-1000 Hz) along the axis of a single sample of melt spun FesuZrjO ribbon. We find that,
below the threshold field, there is a unique spin freezing temperature with almost no frequency or
field dependence. At higher fields (>80 A/m) the viscous susceptibility, X"(T), peak at low
temperatures shows a strong temperature, frequency, and field dependence, indicating a
superposition of the effects of "induced" long range order with the spinglass state. The ferro-to-spin
glass transition temperature using this approach has been found to be Tsf= 2 5 K.

'J. Noguis and K. V. Rao, IEEE Trans. Magn. 29, 3246 (1993).
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r -- Cooperative spin-crossover transition: Effects of the antiferro- and
ferri-ordered phase (abstract)

Benjamin G. Vekhter
Chemistry Department, Northwestern University, Evamson, Illinois 60208-3113

The considerable increase of magnetic moment M with increasing temperature T [the
spin-crossover (SC) effect] in some transition metal complexes is caused by a predominant
occupation of the excited high-spin (HS) state which has a larger statistical weight than the low-spin
(IS) ground one. Rather unusual experimentally observed M(T) behavior that provides for
molecular electronics applications with such compounds, gives evidence of the importance of
cooperative intermolecular interactions. The microscopic theory of cooperative SC transitions is
developed. This is based on the phonon-mediated ion-ion interaction and accounts for the possibility
of a phase with antiferro-ordered local distortions around the magnetic ions, in addition to the
homogeneous ferro-phase that was the only one considered previously. If the parameter V1 of the
antiferro-coupling (J<O) is greater than the energy gap A between the IS and HS states, then at
T=O one-half of the ions are in the "excited" HS state while the other half reside in the LS state.
A temperature increase causes a M(HS)/2-'M(HS) transition to the phase where all the ions are in
the HS states. The larger is the value of VI1, the higher is the transition temperature. If V/1<A, then

4 at T=O all the ions are in the LS state because the intermolecular correlations are too small to lead
to antiferro-ordering. However, if V I is close enough to A, then the intermediate ferri-ordered phase
appears, resulting in two [M(LS)--M(HS)/2--,M(HS)] consecutive transitions (two-step SC
change). The closer V1 is to A, the lower the temperature of the first transition is and the wider the
temperature interval of the ferri-phase existence is. Hysteresis phenomena and effects of magnetic
dilution and external pressure, examined within the framework of the developed microscopic
approach, are in a good agreement with experiment.

J. Appl. Phys. 75 (10). 15 May 1994 0021-8079/94/75(10)/5863/1/600 0 1994 American Institute of PhF w 5863
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Nanocomposite formation in the Fe3O4-Zn system by reaction milling
Laszlo Takacs
Deparment of Physics; Unversily of Maryland, Balmunore Coanty, Baltimore, Maryland 21228

Martha Pardavi-Horvath
Inswntie for Magnetics Research, George Washington Universiy, Washington, D.C. 20052

Magnetic nanocomposites of small iron particles embedded in nonmagnetic zinc oxide matrix have
been prepared by ball milling, with an in silu displacement reaction between a metal oxide (Fe3O4)
and a more reactive metal (Zn). The phase composition of the samples has been analyzed by x-ray
diffraction. Metallic zinc disappears during the first 100 min of milling and the magnetization
decreases to almost zero, indicating the formation of a nonmagnetic intermediate iron.zinc oxide
phase. This intermediate phase decomposes into iron and ZnO upon further milling. The change in
magnetic properties also reflects the decreasing size of the iron particles. The final particle size is
about 9 nm, as estimated from x-ray diffraction linewidth measurements. The final product of the
process is a semihard magnetic material with a room-temperature saturation magnetization of 40
emu/g and coercivity of 400 Oe. A significant fraction of the final Fe particles is superparamagnetic.

1. INTRODUCTION process, involving one single intermediate phase. However,
the diffraction results are quite ambiguous due to the broad-

The interest in the magnetic properties of small particles ening and overlap of the diffraction lines. More information
is driven by basic questions concerning superparamagnetism, on the reaction sequence is expected from the magnetic mea-
interparticle interaction, magnetization processes, etc.' Po- surements.
tential applications in recording, pigments,2 and magnetic
refrigeration3 are also considered. In this paper, we will re-
strict our attention to nanometer-size magnetic metal par-
ticles embedded in an oxide matrix. Conventionally, such
systems are prepared by vacuum deposition4 and chemical5  II. EXPERIMENTAL
methods. As it was shown recently, metal-metal-oxide nano-
composites can also be prepared by mechanical alloying. In- Reaction milling was performed using SPEX 8000
tentional cheniical changes induced by ball milling offer ad- Mixer Mills with round bottom stainless-steel vials. The vi-
ditional control of the preparation process. 6-8  als were filled in a glove box under argon. Each sample was

Our first attempt to prepare a magnetic nanocomposite prepared separately, without opening the vial at any interme-
by reaction milling involved the reduction of magnetite by diate stage. The composition of the starting powder mixture
aluminum metal in order to obtain a nanocomposite of iron corresponded to the stoichiometry of the
particles in alumina.6 This system was chosen because simi- Fe304+4Zn-3Fe+4ZnO
lar nanocomposites had been prepared by other methods and
thoroughly studied.4,5 Unfortunately, the reaction is highly reaction with 10% extra zinc. Low (97%) purity starting ma-
exothermic, the impact of the milling balls can initiate self- terials were used, because a significant amount of contami-
supporting thermal combustion.9 In order to obtain a nano- nation from the milling tools is unavoidable anyway. Zinc is
composite, combustion had to be suppressed by inert a malleable metal, which can collect in a large, compacted
additives.6 chunk on the wall of the milling vial. This problem could be

Higher magnetization can be achieved if a less exother- avoided by using a combination of large (45.5 g) and small
mic chemical reaction is chosen, so that the dilution of the (3.5 g) balls as milling tools.
reaction mixture is not necessary. The reduction of magnetite The phase composition of the samples has been analyzed
by zinc is such a reaction: it releases 17 kcal during the using a Philips x-ray diffractometer with vertical goniometer,
exchange of one mole of oxygen atoms between iron and Cu tube, and intrinsic Ge detector.
zinc, as opposed to 68 kcal when magnetite is reduced by Hysteresis loops have been measured in a vibrating

Saluminum, sample magnetometer at room temperature. Saturation mag-
The mechanochemical reduction of a metal oxide by a netization (MJ), the remanent magnetization (M,), and co-

more reactive metal usually occurs through a complex series ercivity (He) have been determined from measurement of
of overlapping reactions, forming several intermediate, meta- major loops. Samples were exposed to a saturating field of 9
stable phases.' 0 X-ray diffraction data suggest that the reduc- kG before measuring the major loop. In fact, saturation has
tion of magnetite by zinc is a relatively simple, two-step been achieved for all samples in less than 4 kG.
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FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterms of ball-milled Fe3O4-Zn system for inter-
mediate milling times. A more complete set of data has been published in with an increased coercivity and remanence. Figure 3 shows
Ref. 10. the dependence of Ms, M, and H, upon the duration of ball

milling.
10. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION The diffraction and magnetic data will be discussed si-

multaneously in order to achieve a better understanding of
A preliminary understanding of the reduction of magne- the sequence of changes.

tite by zinc was based on x-ray diffraction data alone.tO The
diffraction patterns for intermediate milling times are repro- A. FIrmt 60 min of milling

duced on Fig. 1 for the most informative range of diffraction X-ray diffraction indicates that the amount of zinc de-
angles. Clearly, broadening and overlap of the diffraction creases very quickly, only trace amounts remain after 60 min
lines makes the unambiguous interpretation of the results of milling. The most intense (101) line of zinc metal at 43.30
quite difficult. may be the source of the shoulder on the high-angle side of

The results of the magnetic measurements are shown in the largest peak and its well separated (100) peak (at about
Figs. 2 and 3. The saturation magnetization M, characterizes 390) remains within statistical uncertainty. The amount of
the amount of the magnetic phases present. The remanence magnetite decreases more gradually. Both the presence of its
M, and coercivity Hc are typical of the magnetic hardness diffraction lines [e.g., (220) at 30.1*] and the gradually de-
and particle size of the phases. The coercivity is independent creasing saturation magnetization indicate that a significant
of the amount of the phase present, changing characteristi- amount of magnetite is still present after 60 min of milling.
cally with the size of the particles. In Fig. 2 room- As seen in Figs. 2 and 3, the coercivity slowly decreases
temperature hysteresis loops, measured after 20, 100, and between 20 and 60 min of milling, suggesting that the mag-
540 min of milling show the change in saturation magneti- netization originates from the same phase (magnetite) and
zation of the samples, illustrating the transformation from the the particle size and defect structure of that phase does not
initial magnetite phase to iron through a nonmagnetic inter- change significantly. Some ZnO appears immediately after
mediate phase. The similar shape of the major loops after 20 the start of the milling, the intensity of its diffraction peaks
min mixing and 540 milling is due to the fact, that the origi- increases gradually during the whole process [see, e.g., the
nal magnetite particles are magnetically harder with a higher well resolved (100) and (102) lines at 31.80 and 47.60].
coercivity, and after prolonged milling the size of the result- None of the above phases explain the most intense dif-
ing iron particles is decreased near to the single domain size, fraction peak at about 42.40. The intensity of the broad peak

at about 360 is also too large to originate from overlapping
_ _ _ _peaks of magnetite and zinc oxide. We suggest that these

50 lines originate from a nonmagnetic mixed Fe-Zn-O interme-

I diate phase. Its structure may be related to the structure of
_7 wurtzite (with main peaks at 36.10 and 420) or it may be

noncrystalline. Preliminary transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) results suggest the presence of a eutectic composite.I
Similar intermediate mixed oxide phases were detected when
reducing CuO by Fe (Ref. 7) and magnetite by Al. 6 However,

40n in those cases the formation of the final metal phase begins
simultaneously with the formation of intermediate phases,

40 -3 -2 o1 0 3 4 while in the present case the formation of a-Fe starts signifi-
Wp, id., tiOe cantly later. (The small sharp diffraction peak at 44.70 may

FIG. 2. Room-temperature hysteresis loops for Fe3O4-Zn system, measured indicate impurity from the milling tools. It is not present in
after 20, too, and 540 min of milling, any of the other samples.)
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r -' k. 100 min of min " The missing iron might be accounted for by a substantial

The most astonishing property of this sample is the ex- superparamagnetic fraction, as is frequently the case in nano-

composites, like the case of Cu-Fe3o 1
22

1 i ~tremely low saturation m agnetization. This, together with the om sie ,lk th ca e o Cu F 04 .'

S x-ray diffraction pattern suggest that most of the sample con-

sists of an intermediate Fe-Zn-O, a nonmagnetic mixed oxide IV. CONCLUSIONS

phase. The small magnetization in Figs. 2 and 3 originates The application of mechanical alloying to manufacturing
from the residual magnetite as indicated both by the diffrac- technically useful materials requires detailed understanding
tion pattern and the still quite high coercivity. Very little if of the mechanism of the process. The reduction of magnetite
any metallic iron is present. by zinc may be a useful model reaction due to its well-

This sample sharply separates the two steps of the separated reaction steps. Although intermediate phases, simi-
mechanochemical process: the formation of a mixed Fe- lar to the mixed iron-zinc oxide form in most similar sys-
Zn-O and its decomposition into ZnO and metallic iron. tems, the formation and decomposition of those phases occur
Such a strict separation of the two processes is not possible concurrently. 6,7

on the basis of the x-ray diffraction data alone, and only the Magnetic measurements supported the characterization
magnetic data can confirm the process. of the metal-metal-oxide displacement reactions between

magnetite and aluminum
6 

and iron and CuO." The role of
C. 100 min of milling the magnetic data is more crucial in the present case, where

4 The main process between 100 and 180 min of milling is the very sharp minimum of the saturation magnetization in-
the decomposition of the intermediate mixed oxide into me- dicates the most clearly the separation of the two steps of the

tallic iron and ZnO. This is suggested by the significant in- reaction.
crease of the intensity of the ZnO diffraction lines. Also, the The magnetic properties of the final Fe-ZnO nanocom-
Fe-Zn-O peak at 420 reduces to a shoulder and a peak close posites are typical of a semihard magnetic material with a

to the (110) diffraction peak of a-Fe appears. Although this significant superparamagnetic fraction. Further work on de-
change could be viewed as a mere shift of the peak at 420, it termining the microstructure of the composite is in progress.

actually signals a major change in the phase composition.
The change of the magnetic parameters fully supports ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Fe-A1203 nanocomposites prepared by high-energy ball milling
Sren L.nderoth
Materials Deparn. Ris National Laboratory. DK-40W Roskle, Denmark

Michael S. Pedersen
Physics Depanrtma Technical Uniwrsity of Denmark DK-28W0 Lyngby, Denmark

Nanocomposites of a-Fe and a-A203, prepared by high-energy ball milling, exhibit coercivities
which are enhanced by about two orders of magnitude with respect to the bulk value. The degree of
enhancement depends on the volume fraction (x,) of Fe, with a maximum for x. -0.25. The effect
is ascribed to the production of single-domain magnetic grains. Mssbauer spectroscopy reveals the
presence of iron oxide phases which could not be seen by x-ray and electron diffraction
measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION sample was smaller than 0.25 mm s-' (FWHM), both at
room temperature and at 80 K. The spectra were fitted withMagnetic particles in the size range below about 15 rim Lorentzian lines using a least-squares method.

are single-domain particles. Such particles are of significant Maretzan in u eas tsquare method.
technological importance because single-domain particles Magnetization measurements were performed at room
exhibit superior magnetic properties compared to multido- temperature employing a vibrating-sample magnetometer.
main materials, e.g., single-domain particles can yield coer-
civities 100-1000 times higher than that of the bulk
material.' Agglomeration of single-domain sized particles IN. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
typically diminishes the otherwise enhanced magnetic prop- Figure 1 shows the x-ray diffraction spectrum of the
erties. Separation of the magnetic particles by a nonmagnetic Feo.3(A]20 3)0.7 sample. The peaks are significantly broadened
material may retain, or even improve, the superior magnetic with respect to the peaks in spectra obtained of JM-sized
properties, e.g., films of ultrafine magnetic particles embed- particles. Besides a-Fe and a'Al 20 3 also WC is observed in
ded in a metal or ceramic matrix have resulted in large- the x-ray diffraction spectrum. From the excess broadening
coercivity materials.2 Usually such films art prepared by of the lines the crystallite size of the a-Fe is estimated to be
cosputtering of two immiscible elements, e.g., Fe-Cu or about 9 nm. The x-ray diffraction spectra of the samples with
Fe-A120 3 .2-3 Here we report on the preparation of Fe-AI20 3  different volume fraction of Fe indicated similar mean sizes.
nanocomposite powders by high-energy ball milling. Dark-field transmission electron micrographs of the sample

with x,=0.1 confirmed the presence of nanometer-sized
crystallites, but indicated a wide distribution of crystallite

I. EXPERIMENTAL sizes.
Neither the x-ray nor the electron diffraction patterns

Ball milling of fine powders of a-A]20 3 and a-Fe (1-10 indicated any presence of iron oxides in the samples. How-
pAM) was performed in a Fritsch (Pulverisette 5) planetary ever, M6ssbauer spectra of the samples clearly showed the
mill. Powder to ball weight ratio was 1:20 with a total of 9.6 presence of iron oxide. Figure 2 shows M6ssbauer spectra
g powder per vial. The ball and vial materials were tungsten obtained at 80 K. The six-line pattern of a-Fe is easily rec-
carbide. The vial was sealed in an argon-filled glove box ognized. The remaining spectrum is well described by a dou-
before milling the powder for 70 h. Samples with Fe volume blet (8=1.1 mm s- 1 and a quadrupole splitting of about 1.9
fractions (x,) in the range 0.1-0.5 were prepared and inves- mm s-') due to Fe2 +. The linewidth of absorption lines due
tigated. to a-Fe are broadened with respect to the intrinsic linewidth.

The prepared samples were studied by a number of tech- This broadening is most probably due to a large fraction of
niques: x-ray and electron diffraction, transmission and scan- the iron atoms being situated in interface regions, with modi-
ning electron microscopy, MWssbauer spectroscopy, and fled hyperfine parameters due to lattice distortions in this
magnetization measurements. region. Plastic strain may also be affecting the M6ssbauer

X-ray diffraction measurements were obtained by using spectrum. M6ssbauer spectra of assemblies of 5 nm nanopar-
Cu K. radiation from a Philips powder diffractometer ticles of a-iron have previously been shown to exhibit broad
equipped with a single-crystal monochromator in the dif- absorption lines due to the presence of an interfacial
fracted beam. component. 4

Transmission electron microscopy and electron diffrac- The relative area of the component ascribed to iron ox-
tion studies were performed by using a JEOL 2000x micro- ide was, from the Missbauer spectra, observed to increase
scope operating at 200 kV. with decreasing x.. In Table I the relative number of oxi-

MWssbauer spectroscopy spectra were obtained by using dized iron atoms, obtained from fittings of the spectra in Fig.
a constant acceleration spectrometer with a source of 5Co in 2, are given as a function of x.. Surely, this is the main
rhodium. The linewidth obtained for an a-Fe foil reference reason for the observed decrease of the saturation magneti-
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1. X-ray diffraction curve of ball-milled Fe, (Ai20,),,. Squares, balls, and mangles indicate the positions of the diffraction fines of a-Fe. a-AI,03. and

retspectively.

zation (M,) per iron atom for decreasing x.. Table I shows oxide may also affect other magnetic properties, e.g., the
M_, as well as Mk' , where the latter is the saturation mag- coercivity of iron particles have been found to be much in-
netization per iron atom corrected for the number of iron fluenced by surface oxide components.

5

atoms in the oxide when these are assumed not to contribute Figure 3 shows the coercivity, at room temperature, as a

to the magnetization of the samples. The presence of iron function of x.. Maximum coercivity (-3x 104 A m') is
found for x,,-O.25. For comparison, the coercivity of bulk
a-iron is about 2X 102 A m

t
-, i.e., about two orders of mag-

nitude smaller. We ascribe this enhancement of the coercivity
to be due to a reduction of the crystallite size to the size

X'= .1 region of single-domain particles. If the crystallite sizewould be much less than the about 10 nm deduced for the
crystallites of the presently investigated samples, superpara-
magnetic behavior would begin to cause very low coercivi-

0. ties.
When approaching the percolation limit (x,--0.5) the co-

ercivity decreases. This is probably due to magnetic ex-
change interactions between the crystallites. Above the per-

colation threshold the particles may no longer be regarded as

truly single domain. In Fig. 3 coercivities found by Ambrose

STABLE I. The relative number of oxidized Fe slom ame given an a function
of the volume fraction (x,) of Fe in the Fe-A120, nauocomponja The
saturation magnetizatio (Mr) is per Fe atom in the sample. hf'-" in
corrected for the amount of oxidized iron, asuming that oxidized ron atom
contribute inignificantly to the magnetization. The magnetization of bulk
iron at 298 K is 217 J T` kg-'.

0iidized Fe Ml" k

-12.0 0.0 12.0 (%) (JT-' kg-) (JTt kg-
1
)

e )0.1 49.5 91.6 181
velocity (mm/s) 0.2 23.2 157.3 205

0.3 19.4 172.2 214
0.4 17.0 176.0 212

FIM. 2. 1Nt eer specta of ball-milled Fe,(Alo2W _ samples, wi-h x. 0.5 8.6 188.8 207
benan the volume fraction of iron. The spectra were chtained at 80 K.
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FIG. 3. Room-temperature coericvity as a function of x, after 70 I of ball
milling. Sotid triangles are data from Ref. 6. 01

et aL6 On similarly prepared samples are also shown. The Fe.____A __201____1__.

cofiiisotie nthe present work are found to be 0 0 2 03 04 05 06

betwen pwderandballs).
Figure 4 shows the remanent magnetization for the dif- FIG. 4. The upper figure shows the remanent magnetization per mass unit of

ferent samples at room temperature. The remanent magneti- the sample. The lower figure shows tie remanerat magnetization, relative to

sition region where also Hc has its maximum value. The romtpeau.
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Synthesis and properties of d'-Fe.N2 In magnetic particles
Xaohua Bao and Robet M. M.Izger
DetMeM of Che•isty and Center for Maserdals r I* matm TTrhnolor U'mwrsuy of Alabama,[ Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35487.0336

Depate of Physics, Uouversai di Parma, Vale delle Scienze, 1-43100 Parma, IMay

The e'-Fel6N2 phase was synthesized by a nitriding, quenching, and tempering Pr-cs starting
from Fe203. Acicular -tFeZ03 Was first reduced to a-Fe under H2, then it was converted to
y-austenite at 650-700 *C by nitriding using a NH$-H2 mixed gas. A martensitic transformation to

a'-martensite occurred when the sample was quenched in liquid nitrogen. Finally, the a"-Fee 6N2phase was formed from the ar'-martensite by tempering in the temperature range 120-200 *C. In
order to increase the extent of the martensitic transformation, acicular Fe203 particles with 10-15

at % MnO 2 were prepared by oxidizing Fe++ and Mn++ in alkaline aqueous solution. When a
quenched sample, which contains martensite, a-Fe, and austenite, was tempered at 200 °C for
different times, the magnetic moment first increased (transfornation of a'-martensite to a'-Fe1 6N2);
the highest magnetic moment was obtained at about 60 min of tempering. Using even longer
tempering times, the magnetic moment decreased (decomposition of d-Fel 6N2 to a-Fe and
,/-Fe4N). Only a very small amount of y'-Fe4N was formed after tempering at 120 °C for one week.
The average coercivity of the samples nitrided at 650-700 *C is about 200-300 Oe; the sample
magnetization is about 170 emu g-1 . M6ssbauer spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction confirm the
presence of a'-Fe,6N2 . The estimated mole fraction of a"-Fe16N2 (which should be called more
simply FesN) is 0.30-0.40. The low coercivity of the final product indicates that sintering of the
acicular particles occurred, presumably because the silica protective coating of the particles did not
resist the high temperatures needed to form austenite.

Because of the reported large saturation magnetization ported metastable existence region4 for a-Fe16 N2 (about
(>300 emug-1) of d'-Fel 6N2 , intensive efforts have been 300 C): in neither case was a detectable amount of
made to form this material in thin films by different a'-Fe16N2 formed. Here we wish to report the formation of
methods. t-3 a"-Fe16N2 was first reported by Jack 3 in his a"-Fe1 6N2 particles (mixed with a-Fe and r-austenite) in a
comprehensive study of the Fe-N phase diagram. In this practical and economical procedure.
phase diagram,4 the a"-Fe 16N phase has a body-centered For unalloyed particles, the starting material, acicular
tetragonal structure3 (a =5.72 k c =6.29 A, space group 14/ v-Fe2O3 (from Magnox), was coated with sodium silicate or
mmm) and is metastable for FeN, (6<x<11, 150 °C<T sodium borate at pH<7, filtered, washed with deionized wa-
<300 VC). This compound was formed by a nitriding, ter, and dried. For alloyed particles, manganese-iron oxide
quenching, and tempering process and was considered as an (MnO2-Fe2O3 ; 10-15 at % Mn/Mn+Fe) was prepared by
ordered form of nitrogen martensite. a"-Fe1 6N2 also precipi- oxidizing FeSO4 and MnSO 4 in alkaline aqueous solution
tates at the strain boundaries of supersaturated "nitrogen fer- through which air was bubbled, and then coating the result-
rite" (FexN). 5-7 (Incidentally, the historical name a"-Fe16N2  ing particles (typical sizes: 0.3 /anx0.06 /AmXO.06 pan)
should be replaced by the simpler name FeSN, as has already with sodium silicate or sodium borate to protect them from
been done elsewhere.4 ) spontaneous combustion.

Kim and Takahashi' first reported the high magnetic moo- 2.0 g of SiO 2-coated y-Fe20 3 or MnO 2-Fe2 0 3 powder
ment of a"-Fe1 6N2 (Bs=2.83 T) in polycrystalline Fe-N thin were loaded into a quartz reactor in a Fisher Isotemp
films deposited by evaporation. Komuro et aL2 reported its controlled-temperature furnace, through which nitrogen gas
formation by molecular beam epitaxy on Fe(100)/ was passed until the temperature increased to 450 *C, then
Ino.2Gao.8As(l00) and In0 .Ga0.sAs(001) substrates; the re-
ported saturation magnetic flux density Bs was from 2.8 to
3.0 T (3.1jt8 to 3.3jBs per Fe atom).2 Nakajima and
Okamoto9 reported the formation of crystalline d'-Fe1 6N2
phase in nitrogen-implanted epitaxial iron films on MgO
substrates. Implantation of N2* ions transformed a-iron into I "
partially ordered nitrogen martensite (a'-FerN) and I I I
a"-Fe1 6N2 (the ordered form of martensite). The amount of - I ,
tr'-Fel6N 2 was increased from 16 to 24 wt % by annealing in j - .• 4 _
vacuum at 150 °C for 2 h. Gao and Doyle'° recently reported 4 ,,

powder x-ray diffraction evidence for the formation of
a'-Fel6N2 on sputtered single-layer Fe-N films. ..

In our previous work," we tried to both nitride aFe and riG. 1. X-ray diffractim spectrum for sample containing 15 at % Mn,
denitride y'-Fe4N directly at temperatures close to the re- treated with NH3:H2. tempered for 60 min at 200*C.
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tee - TABLE L Hyperfine magnetic ields. Hw *kel, quadrupoe splimings. AE,

(mam s-'), and minter shift aganm pae irm, IS 1ram s '). fte de coantik-
" . tiom to the spe•tum of Fig. 3.

oSpecies site H, AE, Is
o'-Fe,,N2 Fe 1 292 -0.17 0.01

o d-FetlNz Fe u1 397 - 0.04 0-07
a` o• -Fej6N7 Fe mU 317 0.15 0.10

2 . 5.Fc -- 330 0 0
140 y • , t"autenft•O ...... 0.14

-IOlt o 426 40 66O $i IN I10 140 ......- 0.37 0.07

FIG. 2. Plot of sa mat netic moment against tempering time at
200 *C for 15 at % Mn-Fe sample. above 600'°C, form nitrogen r-austenite, when austenite is

quenched to low temperature, it undergoes a "murtensiticn "

H2 gas was passed at 450 °C for 2 h to reduce the oxides to traformation to a'-marteusite (a solid solution of N in Fe):

Fe or Mn-Fe alloy powders. These powders were nitrided the conversion efficiency to martensite depends on the

under a hydrogen-ammonia mixed gas (volume ratio 7:1- quenching temperature. In our work, the 7-FeN particles

10:1) at 650-700 *C. After the nitriding, the reactor was were quenched at different temperatures by putting the
Squickly quenched into liquid nitrogen. The quenched sample quartz reactor into ice water, dry ice acetone, or liquid nitro-

4 was finally tempered under nitrogen at 120-200 °C for dif- gen. Powder x-ray d data showed that, the lower the
Sferent periods of time, quenching temperature, the higher was the extent of marten-

The phases of the products were identified by powder sitic transformation. This is because the speed of the tern-

x-ray diffraction (Rigaku DXG-2B) using Cu Ka X radia- perature change in the sample determines the molar ratios of

tion. The magnetic properties (magnetization, coercivity) a'-martensite, a-iron, and retained ,-austenite; this is de-
were measured using a vibrating sample magnetometer scribed by the time and temperature transformation (TIi)
(Digital Measurement Systems) with a maximum field of 14 diagram for the martensitic transformation. 2 

The extent of
kOe. The Mn content was known from the initial molar ra- the martensitic transformation can also be increased by al-
tios, and also determined by an x-ray fluorescence spectros- loying manganese (10-15 at %)4 into the particles.

copy attachment to a JEOL 8600 Super Probe scanning elec- The x-ray diffraction pattern showed that quenched
tron microscope. The presence and the contents of different samples were composed of a-Fe, a'-martensite and
Fe phases were evaluated by transmission M6ssbauer spec- ,-austenite, while the tempered samples contained a-Fe,
troscopy. The absorption spectra were measured at room -austenite, and a"-Fel 6N,. The x-ray diffraction powder
temperature using a 15 mCi 

57
Co(Rh) source, and standard pattern for a tempered sample (Fig. 1) shows peaks due to

constant-acceleration techniques. A least-squares minimiza- aFe [(110), (200), (211), a=2.86 A]; a"-FelN, [(202),

tion routine was used to fit the spectra as a superposition of (220), (004) and (312), (422), and (314)]; and ,-austenite

Lorentzian lines. [(111), (200), (220), (113); a =3.64 A], two peaks that may

According to the Fe-N phase diagram,
4 iron particles, possibly be due to Mn2N [(002): d=2.216 A, and (040):

when nitrided under NH3/H2 mixed gas at temperatures d=1.228 AJ, plus one unassigned peak [d=2.611 A]. The
angular resolution of the x-ray diffraction pattern was not
sufficient to detect the expected small lattice expansion due
to the presence of Mn (whose single-bond metallic radius is

: ," ". - .- - 0.5% larger than that of Fe). The peaks due to a"-Fe,6 N2 are

t", ~ ''kf broad, and mostly overlap with peaks due to other species.
The one nonoverlapped peak at d= 1.571 A is consistent
with the (004) and (312) reflections of a"-Fel 6N 2. Estimates

I Iof the molar fractions of the several phases seen in Fig. I
could not be made with certainty.

TABLE 1. Relative population for 15 at % Mn alloyed particles tempered at
200 C for different times (t/min).

dj r.."Ot Population (%)

-. , Species Site t=45 r=60 t=50 t=210S• I ft 13.9I
____________ _ t d'-Fe, 6 N 2  Fe t 12.3 9.7 14.2 t3.9

,, o-Fet6N2  Fen 12.3 9.7 8.4 10.3

Vocity••In r') Ca-F16,N2 Fer tn 15.9 15.8 13.7 13.4
a-Fe ... 29.5 29.1 32.7 32.0

FIG. 3. TIamtissimot Mabattuer spectoim for sample conlaining 15 at % y,-aatenite ... 30.0 35.7 31.0 30.4
Mn, treeted with NH-3:H2. tempered for 150 min at 200 *C.
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Recent transmission electron microscopy has shown un- Fe 11 site might be a consequence of some lattice irregularity.
ambiguous evidence for the presence of the ad-Fe16N 2 phase; The amount of retained nitrogen v-austenite varied from

this evidence will be discussed in a later publication. 31% to 36%, during the tempering process at 200 °C: this
The saturation magnetization for unalloyed Fe particles relatively high percentage is due to the stabilization of the

(no Mn) before tempering was about 170 emu g- t , which is y-austenite phase due to Mn.
considerably lower than that of bulk a-Fe (210 emu g -), The amount of Mn/Fe estimated by x-ray fluorescence is
possibly due to the surface oxidation of the sample. Alloying 20 at %, while the mixing stoichiometry was 15 at %.

manganese (15 at %) reduced the magnetic moment of the In the Fe-Mn binary alloy system,'
6 

the magnetic mo-
particles to about 150 emu g- 1 before tempering. When the ment at first drops slowly as the Mn increases; when the Mn
martensite-containing sample was tempered at 200 °C for concentration is greater than 7 at %, the a phase transforms
different times, the magnetic moment at first increased, due to the nonmagnetic y phase, and the magnetic moment drops
to the transformation to ad-Fe, 6N 2 : the highest magnetic mo- rapidly. In our samples, the a phase is still present (0.3 Fe
ments (os-= 170 emu g-1 for 15 at % Mn alloyed particles) atom fraction); the Mn atoms may be distributed very in-
were obtained for tempering times of about 45-60 min (Fig. homogeneously, or the quenching from high temperature to
2). For longer tempering times, the magnetic moment de- liquid-nitrogen temperature may have stabilized the a phase.
creased, because the d'-Fel 16 N 2 phase decomposed to a-Fe We now estimate the contribution of FesN to the mea-
and -/-Fe4N; this decomposition was much slower at the sured magnetization. Put most simply, the addition of N to
lower tempering temperatures. After tempering at 120 °C for the (Fe,Mn) alloy increases the measured magnetization
one week, only a very small amount of y'-Fe4N was detected from 150 to 170 emug-'. For the 15 at% Mn alloyed
by powder x-ray diffraction. Sintering was observed after the sample with t=60 min tempering, by neglecting the possible
high-temperature nitriding above 600 *C: the coercivity of presence of small amounts of other ferromagnetic phases
the final particles was only about 200 Oe (for both pure Fe (such as 7-Fe 20 3 and y'-Fe4N), by neglecting differences in
and Mn-Fe particles), while the coercivity of the particles densities, by assuming 0.85 atom fraction Fe/(Fe+Mn), by
reduced and nitrided at 450 *C was about 600 Oe. The aver- using the measured 0.352 Fe atom fraction of FesN with
age final particle shape may have become less acicular when oqs=310 emu g-', and 0.291 Fe atom fraction of a-Fe(Mn)
nitriding above 600 °C, and coating the acicular oxide par- with O's= 2 10 

emu g-, the calculated magnetic moment of
ticles with sodium silicate or sodium borate did not keep the the sample becomes 144 emu g-, in moderate agreement
particles from sintering. with measured value of 170 emu g- 1. If we do not correct for

The M6ssbauer spectra for all samples (tempered for dif- the presence of Mn, then the calculated moment becomes,
ferent times) are very similar. Figure 3 shows the Missbauer fortuitously, 0.291 X210+0.352X310= 170 emu g-1.
spectrum of 15 at % Mn alloyed particles tempered at 200 °C We have shown that in a particulate sample prepared
for 150 min. It can be interpreted as a superposition of con- under close to industrial conditions, up to 30 at % can be
tributions from pure a-Fe (one sextet), from y-austenite (the converted to Fe8N, historically known as a'-Fe, 6N2. The
central peak and quadrupole doublet), and from a"-Fe1 6N 2  measured moment is in agreement with estimates that FesN
(three sextets). These three sextets correspond to the three should have a dramatically large bulk magnetization. The
different sites Fe i, Fe u, and Fe lit in the crystal structure3 

of coercivity could not be raised above 200 Oe, because the
a"-Fe1l6 2 , i.e., they correspond, respectively, to Fe atoms acicular particles sintered at the high temperatures used. Fur-
which are first, second, and third nearest neighbors with re- ther work on better coating procedures is in progress.
spect to nitrogen atoms. Table I gives the hyperfine param-
eters for the contributions to the spectrum: hyperfine mag- 'T. K. Kim and M. Takahashi, Appl. Phys. Len. 20, 492 (1972).
netic fields (Hh,) in kOe, quadrupolar splittings (AEQ) and 

2
M. Komuro, Y. Kozono, M. Hanazono, and Y. Sugita, J. Appt. Phys. 67,
5126 (1990).

isomer shifts against pure iron (IS) in mm s-'. Figure 2 and 'K. H. Jack, Proc. Roy. Soc. London Sect. A 2, 216 (1951).
the He, data of Table I agree quantitatively with the Mass- 'K. H. Jack, Proc. Roy. Soc. London Sect. A 2M 200 (1951).
bauer results of Nakajima and Okamoto,D

3 
but disagree with 5P. Ferguson and K. H. Jack, Philos. Mag. A S2, 509 (1985).

the lower-resolution data of Sugita et aL ;4.i note that Mn is 6U. Dahmen, P. Ferguson, and K. H. Westmacott, Acta Metall. 35. 1037
(1987).
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Magnetism and spin dynamics of nanoscale FOOH particles
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The nature of magnetism and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spin dynamics in 30 A
particles of FeOOH have been investigated in the range 5-350 K. X-ray diffraction shows that the
particles are neither a-Fe20 3 nor a-FeOOH based and they convert to Fe30 4 (a-Fe2 O3) on beating
to 800 K in vacuum (air). Magnetization M vs T data show a blocking temperature T8 in the range
40 K<T8<l00 K so that for Ta100 K, scaling of M with HIT for H up to 50 kOe verifies
superparamagnetism. In EPR, both the linewidth AH and the g value decreases upon increasing T
so that near 300 K, g=2.05 (characteristic of Fe3+). A model of motional narrowing is used to
explain the AH vs T behavior. The dramatic changes in M, Al-, g value, and the recoilless fraction
of MWssbauer spectroscopy observed near 50 K are all related to the thermal motion of the
superparamagnetic nanoscale particles.

I. INTROOUCTION II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

In this work, the nature of magnetism and spin dynamics A superconducting quantum interference device
of nanoscale (-30 A) iron oxyhydroxide particles have been (SQUID) magnetometer (Quantum Design Model MPMS)

was used for magnetic studies in the 5-350 K range and for
investigated by temperature dependent magnetization and fields up to 50 kOe. The EPR studies reported here on the
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, as-received sample were carried out on a Brucker x-band
supplemented by Missbauer, and x-ray diffraction (XRD) spectrometer for the range 10-350 K. The linewidth All
measurements. This sample, available commercially (called reported here are the peak-to-peak field separations in the
nanocatrm by Mach 1, Inc.'), is used in rocket propellants and absorption derivative and for g-value measurements, the cav-
it is also a part of a group of iron-based oxides with potential ity frequency ti was measured at each temperature and the
applications in direct coal liquefaction.2'3 in addition to the resonance field H0 is determined by the location of the zero
inherent interest in the properties of nanoscale particles vis- of the absorption derivative. Then, g =0.71448t4/H0 , where v
a-vis bulk materials, the structure of this material is also is in GHz and H0 in kOe. The XRD spectra mere taken on a

controversial. Whereas, the phase of this material is de- Rigaku D/Max diffractometer.

scribed as a-Fe20 3 by the manufacturer, a recent work by
Zhao et al.,4 using the extended x-ray fine structure Ill. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
(EXAFS) and the x-ray absorption near-edge structure
(XANES) studies indicate the structure to be an iron oxyhy- Figure I shows the XRD 10 scans of the as-received

droxide (FeOOH), with the valence state of iron being Fe3+. sample, a vacuum-sealed sample heated to 700 K, and a

Bulk a-FeOOH is a known antiferromagnet with TN= 3 58 K sample heated to 700 K in air. For comparison, stick dia-
grams of the expected diffractograms for a-FeOOH,

(Ref. 5) so that an EPR signal from a-FeOOH is not ex- a-Fe20 3, and Fe 3O4 are also shown. From the broadened
pected for T< TN. initial room-temperature EPR of the nano- (due to small particle size) two-line diffractogram of the
cat yielded a strong signal with g=2, characteristic of Fe3 + nanocat sample, it is not possible to identify its phase. How-
indicating that either the structure is different from ever, it is quite clear that the material structure is not based
a-FeOOH and a-Fe20 3 or the TN< 3 0 0 K for the nanocat. on the structures of either a-FeOOH or a-Fe203 since some
Temperature variation of the EPR was then undertaken prominent lines of these structures are not present in the
which yielded strong temperature variation of the g value nanocat diffractogram. Rather, a case may be made that basic
and the linewidth. To further elucidate the nature of magne- structure is based on Fe30 4, although severe broadening of
tism in this material, temperature and field variation of the the line due to small particle size7 limits an accurate identi-
magnetization were also investigated, supplemented by fication. Using the Scherrer equations and half width of the

room-temperature XRD studies of the sample annealed under two lines from the high-angle side where there is no interfer-
ence from the other lines of Fe3O4, a particle diameter =20different conditions. Finally, the recent temperature- I• isetmtd-hsi ngo gemn ihterslso

7dependent M6ssbauer studies of Ganguly et aL6 are also con- A is estimated. This is in good agreement with the results of
transmission electron microscopy measurements8 which

sidered in the interpretation of the data. Details of these re- yielded a near Gaussian distribution of particles with a mean
suits are presented below, diameter of about 30 A and particle range from 15 to 45 A.

In Fig. 1, we also show XRD patterns of the sample heated
"uAddmm cxrespo9&nenm tohis "uor. to about 700 K both in vacuum and in air. These studies
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temperatures of 5, 40, 100, 250, arid 350 K. Since for super-
paramagnetism, M should scale as HIT, we show in Fig. 3

plots of M vs HIT for the temperatures note( above. The
FIG. 1. X-ray diffractograms of the as-received nanecat, and nanocat heated data at 100, 250, 350 K collapse on to one curve as expected
to 750 K in vacuum and in air. Stick diagrams of magnetite, hematite. and for superparamagnetism for T~aT 8 (Refs. 8,10) so that T,
gochie (a-FeOOHl) awe shown for comparison. for this material is in the range 40 K<TB<100 K, perhaps

more closer to 100 than 40 K (Fig. 2).

clearly show that heating in vacuum produces Fe 3O4 whereas Figure 4 shows the EPR spectra at 20, 70, and 310 IC It

heating in air leads to a-Fe2 0 3. This result may provide some is clear that both the g value and the linewidth Al increase

insight into the structure of the nanocat.
4  as T decreases. Also the line shape becomes quite asymmet-

The temperature variation of the magnetic susceptibility tic at the lower temperatures. Figure 5 shows the temperature
X=AL.'f, measured in H= 100 Oe, for tne zero-field-cooled variation of AH and the g value for the as-received sample.

(zfc) and the field-cooled (fc) cases, is shown in Fig. 2, using
the protocol described elsewhere. 9 

The two curves begin to
separate at temperatures as high as 200 K, although clear
distinction is perhaps best evident only below about 100 K
and there is a distinct peak in dxHdT near 50 K C To verify 2DK
whether TB-100 K is indeed the blocking temperature for g.2445
superparamagrietism,10 we measured M vs; H at the selected

3 o

0 F 310 K

Lo *

S...,... .. ,...i.... . .. ,.... sna 10 20 35M0 4S0 500 s

0 50 1N 0 t t 20L 220 300 3s0 H (0.)

FIG. 2. 'Magnete susceptibility X=M/H vs temperature for the zero-field- FIG. 4. Magnetie field scans of the eCPR ape=ra of fse mmocat at three
nooled (4f) and field-Donded (f) nanocat in H=-1O Oe. temr ettures.
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-4, -- material. Part of the g shift with lowering T (Fig. 5) may be
"200 due to the increase in the demagnetizing fields. A demagne-

5 •tizing field -100 Oe at 10 K is estimated from the data of

3 Fig. 2. However, shifts in Ho are -1000 Oe at 10 K. There-
000 fore the g shifts as well as the observed asymmetry of the

30 --. ýH (oei line shapes at the lower temperatures is not understood at

-"800 present.
The M6ssbauer spectroscopy studies of this sample by

2 - Ganguly et al 6 
show that the recoilless fraction decreases

600 dramatically with increasing T, becoming effectively zero
20 -.. .... ....- ._. near 50 K so that no M6ssbauer spectra is observed above 50

0 ,00 200 300 K unless the sample is compacted or frozen in cornuba wax.
T (K) One can therefore infer that dramatic changes in X, AH, g,

and the recoilless fraction of the nanocat observed near 50 K
are all related to the same phenomenon, viz., thermal motion

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the EPR linewidth .11i and the g value of the nanoscale superparamagnetic particles. The motional
for the nanocat. narrowing of the EPR line is a dramatic consequence of this

thermal effect. Preliminary measurements at still higher tem-

Comparing the data in Fig. 2 and Fig. 5, it is evident that peratures have shown that this narrowing continues till about

there are correlations of the temperatures at which significant 550 K above which the sample begins to convert to Fe304

changes in x, g, and AH occur, when heated under vacuum. Further studies in this interest-

We consider the narrowing of the EPR line with increas- ing system are in progress.

ing T as one of the most interesting results of this work.
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Magnetic properties of microemulsion synthesized cobaft fine particles
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Two microemulsion systems, the ternary system H2 0/AOT/isooctane and the binary system DDAB/
toluene, were used to prepare metallic cobalt particles by borohydride reduction of a cobalt salt. The
particles prepared in the AOT system were extremely small and superparamagnetic with magnetic
moment per particle of l

1
.5z.B, a blocking temperature of 2 K, and a,= 146 emu/g at 1.7 K. The

magnetic moment and os combined imply a particle size of about 5.4 A. However, the particles
made in the DDAB system were relatively large, -10 nm. They were ferromagnetic at room
temperature but with no coercivity.

I. INTRODUCTION sample of Co particles in AOT. Powder samples were ob-
Slnversed micelles can be formed by dissolving surfac- tained by flocculating the colloids with acetone and water,

tants in organic solvents either in the presence or in the ab- then filtering, and washing with water to remove the AOT.
Some powder samples were heat treated at 550 °C for 2 h

sence of water. These micelles can solubilize inorganic re- under Ar protection in order to make the particles grow
agents, and mixing of such solutions can be used to create
very small particles. The particle size can be controlled by and/or crystallize.

5

adjusting the water to surfactant molar ratio or reagent con- The second system was the cationic surfactant/solvent

centrations. Recently, the microemulsion synthesis technique system with didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (DDAB)

has seen considerable use in preparing metallic particles,'12 at 10 wt % dissolved in toluene. CoCI2 .H20 was dissolved in

semiconductor particles,
3 and metal boride particles.

4 Our the DDAB solution at concentrations of either 0.005 or 0.01

goal is to study the magnetic properties of very small par- M. A 5 M NaBH4 aqueous solution was added in excess and

ticles, and we are exploring the microemulsion synthesis stirred vigorously. The solution turned from blue to black
tecniques asdw ar expossiby viabemethod irof s synthesis. I and formed a stable colloid. The colloids were stable fortechnique as a possibly viable method of synthesis. In this
work we describe two different microemulsion systems to more than one month, which is more stable than those made
prepare cobalt particles. One of the systems is the ternary with AOT. This is most likely due to the fact that the surfac-

* prpar coaltparicls. ne o th sytem istheterary tant DDAB adheres irreversibly to the metal colloid
system H20/AOT/isooctane with the precursors of the reac- part 2 adheres insible in he metan itlwoition confined in the micelles in the presence of water. The particles.

2 
Since DDAB is insoluble in hexadecane it wass

added to the colloid to force the DDAB out of the solution.
other is the binary system DDAB/toluene. The precursors are This procedure leaves the surfactant coated particles unprec-
trapped in the empty cavity without water. Sodium borohy- iproedure reaves the particles wertigly floc-
dride is used as the reducing reagent. The synthetic methods ipitated. The remaining colloid particles were slightly floc-
and concomitant small size have considerable effect on the te and coul be remove froma
magnetic properties. the precipitated DDAB by gentle filtration.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

All organic solvents and the distilled, deionized water A. Co particles made from the H20/AOT/isooctane

were degassed with Ar. All the reactions were carried out system

under Ar to prevent the oxidation of the final products. The as-prepared particles in both the paste and the pow-
The first system we used to produce Co particles was the der showed no structure in the x-ray diffraction (XRD) spec-

anionic surfactant system H 20/AOT/isooctane. 11.2 ml of tra, suggesting the particles were either smaller than the reso-
0.27 M AOT (sodium di-2-ethyl hexylsulfosuccinate) in lution limit of the XRD (-3 nm) or amorphous. However,
isooctane was mixed with either 0.6 ml of 0.3 M CoCI2 or the XRD spectra of the powder samples heat treated at
0.6 M NaBH4 aqueous solutions. They were stirred and soni- 550 °C for 2 h showed solely the presence of Co.
cated until transparent. The molar ratio w of water to AOT in Transmission electron microscope (TEM) was used to
the water-in-oil microemulsion was 11. The ratio of Co

2
+ to size the particles in the paste and powder samples. The par-

BH4- was 1:2. When the two microemulsions of CoCI2 and ticle sizes in the powder were estimated at about 4 nm in
NaBH4 were mixed together, the solution turned from light diameter. In the paste sample the largest particles were -3
pink to black in a few seconds. This black colloid was stable nm or perhaps smaller, but our ability to measure this size
for about ten days. Exposed to the air, the colloid turned became limited by our TEM resolution.
from black to light brown in about an hour. The isooctane Magnetization is plotted in Fig. I as a function of the
could be evaporated at room temperature to yield a paste applied field for the as-prepared paste sample. We see the
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-A 1.7 TABLE I. Summary of o, and IA for samples made in the AOT sysem with

02

0 60K , (paste) Co in ar (CoU )
0100. (emu/g) I g paste (mg) (emu/g) (p,)

-Sample I 0.492 3.3 149 11.7
-0.2 Sample 2 0.439 3.1 142 11.7

Sample 3 0.507 3.5 146 11.0
-0.4

-4 0 4

H ( o' O.) found from V= 25kTa/K (Ref. 6) yields a diameter of 15 A.
Often small particles have order of magnitude larger anisot-

FIG. 1. Magnetization as a function of applied field for an AOT paste ropy than the bulk.
7 

If this were the case, the diameter would
sample at different temperatures, be 7 A. These values are qualitatively consistent with the

moment derived size.

sample cannot be saturated even at 1.7 K and 55 kOe. This The size calculated from the magnetic data is much

ThIe saturation Mag- smaller than that measured by TEM. One possible explana-implies that the particles are very small. tinhseha echpatileintetEipituesmamcnsst-

netization or, was found from a linear extrapolation of a r vs tion is that each particle in the TEM pictures may consist of

I/H graph. High-temperature curves of o, vs H show a kink several 5 A particles which are closely packed and could not

at low field. When considered with the nonsaturability, this be resolved by our TEM. High-resolution TEM study is nec-
suggests that the sample consists of particles of two different essary to determine if the substructure exists. Otherwise

sugess tatth sapl cnsitsof arices f wodifernt some unexplained and prhap novel magnetic effect may
sizes, a superparamagnetic and a ferromagnetic fraction. If e u ed. pe gn y
we subtract the ferromagnetic fraction of magnetization and have occurred.
replot the data with H/T, the three curves for temperatures
20, 60, and 100 K superimpose as shown in Fig. 2, to imply B. CO pet11les prepared from the DDAB/toluene

superparamagnetism. system
The low-field susceptibility x was measured as a func- XRD of the as-prepared particles from the DDAB/

tion of temperature and found to obey the Curie Law toluene system showed the particles were metallic cobalt.

UýA• Note that the products prepared from both systems were co-

=-' (1) bait instead of C02B. Previous work5 in nonmicelle aqueous
solutions showed the product of the reaction to be C02B

where At is the magnetic moment per particle and k is Solt- under anaerobic conditions, Co if in air. The difference might
zmann's constant. From the slope of X-1 vs T and the a, be related to the water structure in the water pool of the
value, AL was obtained. The mass saturation magnetization micelle. At low water content, water molecules bind at the
and magnetic moment per particle are listed in Table I. The micelle interface so that no free water can take part in the
saturation magnetization of the Co particles is - 10% smaller reaction. Pileni et al.

8 
found the oxidation states of copper

than that of bulk Co (o'co= 162.5 emu/g). From o,,, /z, and metallic cluster changed with the change of water content in
the density of bulk Co, p=8.9 g/cm

3
, we calculated the par- the micelles.

ticle diameter to be 5.4 A. We also cooled the sample in zero
field, then measured the magnetization at 50 Oe while warm-
ing, to find a blocking temperature of TB=2±2 K. If we
make the assumption that these particles have the bulk an-
isotropy K=4.5X106 erg/cm

3
, then the particle volume

0.2.

0.0~

o:ZK

-0.2 o 0K
a: t0OK

-4 -2 0 2 4 0 0 )mm

H/T I. ine o./IC)

FIG. 2. Dependence of magnetization with the ferromagnetic fraction re- FIG. 3. TEM photograph of the cobalt particles made in the DDAB system
moved on HIT for the AOT paste sample at different temperatures, with [Co

2
+]=0.0 M.
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TABLE 11. Summary of magnetic data for the cobalt paunishs made in the
DDAB system.

S(C~o-" 0.005 M 0.01 M

TEM size 7.5±1 ni 13±2 un

H, 000 K) 0 00 00e,•H, (10 K) 820 Oe 5ý- Oe
ST, >350 K >350 K

"30L r factant systems. Particles made from the AOT system were
1 extremely small, 3 nm or smaller. Whereas the particles

made from the DDAB system were relatively large, around
• -3, tO nm. This caused the particles to show quite different mag-

netic behavior: superparamagnetic as opposed to ferromag-
H (ilo oe) netic.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
FIG. 4. Magnetization as a function of applied field at temperatures T=10
and 300 K for the cobalt particles made in the DDAB system with We have made Co particles in both the H 20/AOT/
[Co

2
÷]=0.01 M. isooctane and DDAB/toiuene microemulsion systems. We

found the sizes of the particles to be quite different, which
caused the different magnetic behavior. At room temperature

TEM showed that as we changed the concentration of the larger, ferromagnetic particles were very soft. The mag-
Co2" ions from 0.005 to 0.01 M, the average particle size netic moment of the smaller superparamagnetic particles did
increased from 7.5 to 13 nm. An example TEM micrograph not match well with the saturation magnetization and TEM
is given in Fig. 3, Many of the particles appear not to touch determined particle size for undetermined reasons.
their neighbors, an indication of their thin surfactant coating.

Magnetic studies were carried with the superconducting ACKNOWLEDGMENT
quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer. After This work was supported by NSF Grant No. 9013930.
the samples were cooled in zero field, the magnetization was
measured during warming. No obvious phase transition was 'M. Boutonnet, J. Kizling, P. Stenius. and G. Maire, Colloids Surf. 5, Z(Nt
observed from 10 to 350 K, implying the blocking tempera- (1982).
ture was >350 K. Hysteresis curves are given in Fig. 4. At 2

J. P. Wilcoxon and A. N. Mex, U. S. Patent No. 5 147 841 (1992).

T= 10 K, both samples had a coercivity of several hundred 'P. Lianos and J. K. Thomas, Chem. Phys. Lett. 125, 299 (1986).
oersted. At room temperature there was no coercivity, but the 'a. Ravet, N. B. Lufimpadio. A. Gourgue. and J. B. Nagy, Acta Chim.

Hung. 119, 155 (1985).
samples were saturated with an applied field of 5000 Oe. The 5

G. N. Glavee. K. J. Klabunde. C. M. Sorensen, and G. C. Hadiipanayis.
reason why these ferromagnetic particles were so soft is not Langmuir 8, 771 (1992).
clear yet. Saturation magnetization per gram Co could not be '& D. Cullity, Introduction to Magnetic Materials (Addison-Wesley, New
measured because the Co concentration of these samples , 1972).

'G. Xia. S. H. Lion. A. Levy. J. N. Taylor. and C. L Chtien, Phys. Rev. Bt
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Carbon-coated gadolinum and holmium carbide nanocrystallites have been generated using a
modification of the Huffman-Kritschmer carbon arc process. Bulk amounts of these particles were
isolated from the other by-products using a magnetic field gradient. Transmission electron
microscopy revealed the presence of 10-50 nm diameter crystallites coated with numerous graphitic
layers. The nanocrystallite phases were identified as GdC 3 and HoC., respectively, by x-ray and
electron diffraction. Magnetization measurements were performed using a superconducting quantum
interference device magnetometer between ±5 T at temperatures ranging from 4 to 200 K. The
magnetization curves were shown to scale as a function of HIT. The RE3

1 sites in RE2 C3 have C3
site symmetry. For Gd2C3 the universal curve was fit with a Brillouin function consistent with the
Gd-3 free-ion ground-state values of J =7/2 and g =2. The 518 Ho3+ free-ion ground state is split,
presumably due to a C3 symmetry crystal field. Consequently, for Ho 2C3 the Ho-+ free-ion
parameters could not be used to fit the experimental data. Empirical fits to the Brillouin function
yield a reduced moment of 7.5/.L, compared to the free-ion value of 10.6/iB. A similarly reduced
moment was observed in holmium-containing endohedral fullerenes.

I. INTRODUCTION II. STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION

A new area of fine particle magnetism arose when it was High-resolution transmission electron microscopy
noted that carbon-coated nanocrystallites. could be produced (HRTEM) revealed faceted nanocrystallites, roughly spheri-
in a carbon arc;' subsequently this technique was applied to cal and 10-50 nm in diameter. Surrounding each nanopar-
the generation of magnetic nanocrystallites.2 Both para- and ticle were multiple graphite layers with the characteristic
ferromagnetic nanocrystallites have been generated by this spacing of 0.34 nm (Fig. 1). Energy dispersive x-ray fluores-
method; preparation details are discussed elsewhere. 2 4 Here cence spectroscopy (EDS) indicated the presence of the rare-
we describe the magnetic behavior of the cubic rare-earth earth elements only within the nanocrystallites.
sesquicarbides, Gd2C3 and Ho2C3. X-ray diffraction scans made with a Rigaku diffracto-

These nanocrystallites are one of several compounds meter were characterized by the presence of large graphitic
produced in a modified Huffman Kritschmer carbon arc. peaks, with weaker, broadened peaks indexed to the rare-
One of the graphite electrodes is hollowed out and packed earth sesquicarbide phase, RE 2C3. The rare-earth sesquicar-

with a mixture of metal oxide and graphite cement. The mag- bides are cubic, having the Tr 143d space group with eight

netic nanoparticles are separated from nonmagnetic species sesquicarbide formula units per unit cell. 5'6 Each rare-earth

by a magnetic field gri :ient. Though the separation from ion in the sesquicarbide is at a site of C3 symmetry with nine

carbon components is incomplete, this process significantly nearby carbon atoms and eleven nearby rare-earth ions.7

enriches the magnetic fraction. The isolated black powder Since the background contributions to x-ray diffraction in

contained small magnetic nanocrystallites encased in larger these samples were large, the lattice parameters of the nano-
a rontained scarbn pagticl. nAnosmalliamoutes f enasdinlger crystallites were obtained from electron microdiffractionamorphous carbon particles. A small amount of endohedral (Fig. 2). For Gd 2C3 the nanocrystallite and bulk lattice pa-RE fullerenes was also produced, rameters are 0.8024 and 0.8330 nm, respectively.2 Such lat-

tice contractions (3.7%) have been associated with surface
tension-induced excess strain frequently observed in

"
A

uthot to whom correspondence should be addressed. nanocrystallites.
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FIG. 3. Gd 2C, nanocystallite magnetization (emu/g) vs HIT for data sets
collected at 4,5. 6, 7, 10. and 100 K exhibiting a characteristic paramagnetic

kp scaling consistent with a Gd3÷ ground state.

FIG. I. Transmission electron micrograph of a gadolinium carbide nano- M =ngJABBj(x), (1)
crystallite enclosed by several curved graphitic sheets, taken with a JEOL
4000 high-resolution TEM. where

B(x)=(2.J+ 1/J )coth((2J.+ I )x!2J)- ( 1/2J)coth(x/2J).

Ill. MAGNETIZATION (2)

Magnetization curves were obtained at temperatures be- Here n is the number of magnetic atoms per unit volume, g

tween 4 and 300 K, for fields between _5 T, with a Quantum is the Lande g factor, J is the total angular momentum, AB is

Design superconducting quantum interference device the Bohr magneton, and x =gJriBHIk T. The ground elec-

(SQUID) magnetometer. The samples were unoriented pow- tronic state of the Gd
3* free ion is S7/2, and g=2.00 for an

ders of GdC 3 and HoC3 immobilized in epoxy. S state. The results of the fit to the magnetization data were
J=3.67 (x2=0.000341) using the theoretical g=2.00 value.

A. Gd2C3  compared with the theoretical value of J = 7/2.

For Gd 2C3 nanocrystallites the magnetization data, when The inverse susceptibility, 1I(X-Xo), for the GdC 3
scaled as a function of HIT, lie on a universal curve, indi- nanocrystallites is plotted versus temperature in Fig. 4. The
cating paramagnetic behavior (Fig. 3). Though bulk gado- values of the Curie temperature, 0=(-2.94-+2.57) K and
linium metal is ferromagnetic, with a Curie temperature of the Curie constant, C=(0.113+0.025)x10-2 emu K/gOe
292 K, we detected no evidence of hysteresis. The magnetic (per g of sample) were obtained by fitting the equation
behavior of bulk Gd 2C3 is unknown, but bulk GdC2 is para- (X-Xov)-=(T+0)/C. (3)
magnetic with a moment slightly less than the free-ion value,
and with an antiferromagnetic transition at 42 K.t0 P-Gd3C is B. i0C 3
ferromagnetic at room temperature."

The paramagnetic magnetization M as a function of HIT The magnetization curves of carbon-coated Ho2C3
was fit with a Brillouin function, Bj(x). nanocrystallites also scale with HIT (Fig. 5). The ground

electronic state of the Ho3 + free ion is -51; g= 1.25 andJ=8.
However, the best empirical fit to the susceptibility corre-

E 5060

Ho2C3,
SS.

-so I so t le) tO 206 235
25 T(K)

FIG. 4. Gd2C3 nanocrystallite Curie-Weiss fit to inverse susceptibility vs
FIG. 2. Ho 2C3 electron diffraction intensity, showing main reflections. temperature data taken in a 5 T fixed field.
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FIG. 5. Ho7C3 nanocrystaillite magnetization (emu/g) vs HIT for data sets FIG. 6. Fit of low-temperature SQUID magnectometer data (24 3. 4. and 5 K)
collected at 4. S. 6, 7, 10, and 100 K. alonog with an empirical fit to a foe a sample c7t=anigholmiuent cohedra fullerenes. In this fit g was
Brilloutin function using the Ho

3
' free-ion g value of 1.25. fixesl at the o

3
freinaleof 1.25, and the effective msoment was

found to he 6.41p,~

sponded to an effective magnetic moment magnitude of
g[J(J+ 1 )]"-27.5, with x2=0.00281 for the fit, rather than gated by SQUID magnetometry. A fit of the HIT scaled data
10.6 predicted for the free ion. to a Brilloumn function indicated free Gd3* ion 8S7, ground-

The neutron diffraction studies! have indicated that the state paramagnetic behavior in Gd.2C3. In isostructural Ho-2C,ý
value of the projected moment gi for Ho34 in Ho3C 3 corre- the departure from free-ion behavior is attributed to crystal
sponds to 7.3 ±0.2 instead of the free-ion value of 10.0. The field splitting of the highly degenerate Ho 3 ' 51 ground
saturation moment was essentially independent of moment state.
direction. Detailed calculations of the crystal field splittings
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Magnetic properties of carbon-coated, ferromagnetic nanoparticles
produced by a carbon-arc method

E. M. Brunsman, R. Sutton, E. Bortz. S. Kirkpatick, K. Midetfort, J. Williams, P. Smith,
M. E. McHenry, S. A. Majetich, J. 0. Aran. M. Do Graet, and S. W. Staley
Canegi Melon Umversu)t Pisbuwgk, Pemnsylvania 15213-3890

The Kritschmer-Huffman carbon-arc method of preparing fullerenes has been used to generate
carbon-coated transition metal (TM) and TM-carbide nanocrystallites. The magnetic
nanocrystallites were extracted from the soot with a magnetic gradient field technique. For TM =Co
the majority of nanocrystals exist as nominally spherical particles, 0.5-5 nm in radius. Hysteretic
and temperature-dependent magnetic response, in randomly and magnetically aligned powder
samples frozen in epoxy, correspond to fine particle magnetism associated with monodomain TM
particles. The magnetization exhibits a unique functional dependence on HIT, and hysteresis below
a blocking temperature T 8 . Below TD, the temperature dependence of the coercivity can be
expressed as H,=H80 [1 -(TIT,)

1 1 21, where H,, is the 0 K coercivity.

I. INTRODUCTION which is favored at the high plasma temperature. The nature

We report here on the synthesis and separation of of the carbide or supersaturated metal present in the soot

carbon-coated ferromagnetic transition metal (TM) and TM- depends on the metal/carbon phase diagram. The raw soot is

carbide nanocrystallites.
1 These were produced by the ground to a fine, Mun-sized powder and passed through a

Kratschmer e al.
2 carbon-arc process commonly used to magnetic field gradient to separate the magnetic from thesynthesize fulerenes. 3 Endohedrally doped 4 fullerenes have nonmagnetic species. The shear action of the grinding pro-

bynthesize fulletenpou ed b ndohly m y tcon e llerodes. Itwase cess has not been seen to damage the nanoparticles. A ferro-been produced by modifying the carbon electrodes. It was m g ei atce ih m g ei ai n M e saf r e
subsequently found that carbon-coated metal or metal car- magnetic particle, with magnetization M, sees a fore:
bide nanocrystallites could also be generated with these FM=(M.V)H. (2)
modified electrodes. The first of these nanoparticles to be
produced was LaC.

5
2

6 
We have recently described the prepa- In the first pass through the separator 95% by volume of

ration of rare-earth carbide nanocrystallites
7 

and their isola- TM-containing soot was retrieved; however, only a small
tion. fraction of this magnetically responding powder is ferromag-

The magnetic particles produced by our carbon-arc pro- netic. Thus it appears that this "magnetic" powder contains
cess are predominately monodomain. These nanocrystallites ferromagnetic TM nanocrystallites embedded in larger car-
are of potential interest for applications for which ferromag- hon particles. Small amounts of fullerenes, including en-
netic iron oxide particles are currently used, i.e., in data stor- dohedral species, are also present. The nonmagnetic soot
age, for toner in xerography, in ferrofluids, and as contrast contains amorphous carbon, graphitic nanoparticles, and
agents in magnetic resonance imaging. The carbon coating empty fullerenes. Most of the fullerenes were removed by
provides an effective oxidation barrier. We describe magnetic extraction in carbon disulfide.s We have produced Fe (car-
measurements on carbon-coated TM nanocrystals which bide), Co, and Ni nanocrystals by this procedure.
have revealed interesting manifestations of fine particle mag- The structure and morphology of the magnetic powder
netism, including superparamagnetic response. Our data pro- were examined by x-ray diffraction and electron microscopy.
vide the first link between fullerene-related nanocrystals and X-ray diffraction revealed the fcc rather than hcp cobalt
fine particle magnetism with the aim of producing materials phase, typical of fine particles. Energy dispersive x-ray fluo-
interesting for magnetic applications. rescence spectroscopy (EDS) indicates the transition metal to

be uniformly distributed. Scanning electron microscopy
II. EXPERIMENTAL (SEM) reveals submicron-sized nominally spherical par-

Graphite rods (0.25 in. diam) were drilled and packed ticles. Closer inspection was made with a JEOL 4000, 400

with a mixture of transition metal oxide (TM=Fe, Co, and keV, high-resolution transmission electron microscope

Ni) powder and a combination of graphite powder and (HRTEM). The 0.5-5 nm range of radii observed for the

graphite cement and baked to drive off water vapor and to encapsulated Cc is about a fifth of the 5-25 n range pre-

cure the graphite cement. Our starting materials had an v.iously observed for Gd2C3 nanocrystallites. Our particle

-0.04 TM/C molar ratio, consistent the LaC2 preparation sizes are roughly equivalent to those observed by Bethune

scheme.
5
'

6 These rods were set in the upper electrode posi- et aL
9 

but without the spider web-like morphology of carbon

tion of a dc carbon arc, with a disc-shaped graphite anode.' nanotubes reported in their paper.
Rods were consumed under 100 A, 30 V arc conditions, in Magnetization data for the TM nanocrystallite powder
125 Torr of He. In general, a metal oxide, MeO,, is reduced samples have been obtained with a Quantum Design super-

in the plasma arc according to the reaction conducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magneto-
meter. Powders containing nanocrystallites were stabilized

MeXO,+yCesxMe+yCO, (1) by epoxy. Samples containing randomly aligned particles and
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FIG. 1. Magnetization data plotted as a fucin oIT atteprueso
5, 10.15. 20.,25. 50, 100. and 200 K for randomly oriented nantocrystalline
CO/C particles iuniobilized by epoxy.(b

Bthose aligned in the field provided by a pair of FeNdB pe- 5
manent magnets were prepared for observation. M(H, T)
then was determined in solenoidal fields between ±-5 T at
temperatures ranging from 4 to 300 K. a

Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 4

We have synthesized nanocrystalline Gd,C3l (Ref. 7) and 40 S
Ho2C3 paramnagnets and nanocrystalline Fe, Co,l and Ni fer- -1in
romagnets. The ferromagnets display textbook superpara- 4.1 4i 41.10 4 AM am sit 0 W3 6.5em

magnetic response.""'- 2 The hysteretic and temperature- a
dependent magnetization, in randomly and magnetically FIG. 2. Low field magnetization curves at 5 K for Co/C particles (a) ran-
aligned powder samples frozen in epoxy. are characteristic of dmyoine n b antclyaind

fine particle magnetism. As an example, we illustrate the otyrinead(bmgeiclylge,

behavior of monodomain Co particles. Magnetization data
for the randomly aligned nanocrystalline Co/C particles ar erage particle volume. Assigning the bulk value to M, we
plotted versus HIT in Fig. 1. Data were taken at eight tem- can infer a particle volume from the Langevin fit. Also coer-
peratures covering the range between 5 and 200 K. In Fig. civity data exists for elemental and other common magnets
2(a) an expanded view of the 5 K curve is shown. In Fig. as a function of size.'13 Comparison of our magnetically de-
2(b) the corresponding plot for the magnetically aligned termined coercivities Hc with these data offers another way
specimen is given. Hysteresis is present in both . of estimating mean particle radius. Finally, the blocking temn-

The coercivlty Hc present at the low temperatures was perature TB also offers information as to the magnetic par-
plotted versus T and fit to the expression ticle size. TB is the temperature at which metastable hyster-

Hc =Hco[l I (T/TB)l12]. (3) etic response is lost for a particular experimental time frame.

See Fig. 3. The intrinsic Hco was determined to be -450 Oe
and the blocking temperature TB, to be -160 K. Note thatSi
the coercivity data for both aligned and randomly oriented
specimens lie on the same curve. e

Direct observation of particles by TEM gives a sense of
the distribution of particle sizes. These particle sizes can then e
be compared with those inferred independently from other
types of magnetic measurements. The scaled magnetization -

data (e.g., Fig. 1) can be fit to a Langevin function L using e
the relation

where M0 is the 0 K saturation magnetization and a =.H/
kT. The effective moment #c is given by the product M,(V'), FIG. 3. Hc(T) vsaF for aligned and unaligned Co/C parkties. Thec block.
where M, is the saturation magnetization and (V) is the av- ing temperature, Ts, is 160 I.
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TABLE I. Anisotropy, coercivity. and moment data for certain nanocrystal- possible these are compared with TEM observations of the
lites particle size distribution. In most cases these are seen to be in

a excellent agreement. The discrepancy between radii deter-1Crysalline anmsouopy Blocking Cluster db nl
energy (K,) temp. Coercivity moment mined by T, analysis for y-Fe2 03 suggests a smaller anisot-

(l 4 errgvt') Ts (K) Ho (Oe) (10 A. ropy constant but not by several orders of magnitude as has

been previously suggested.2
1

Co -27 (4 K) 160 454) II

Fe 5.7' (77 K) 80 350 10 IV. CONCLUSIONS
Ni -61 1100 K) M50 260 25
y-FeO, -0. 46 ' (RT( so 370 6.7 The Kritschmer-Huffman carbon-arc method has been

References 15. 16. used to generate carbon-coated TM and TM-carbide nanoc-
5Reference 17. rystallites. These were collected by magnetic gradient sepa-

'Reference 18. ration. Particles have a spherical morphology with an
'Reference 19. -0.5-5 nm radius (for Co) from TEM. These monodomain

particles exhibit superparamagnetic response with hysteresis
only at temperatures T< TB . Analysis of the Ta data, as well

Below T., hysteretic response is observed since thermal ac- as the Langevin fits, allows calculation of mean-particle radii
tivation is insufficient to allow the alignment of particle mo- for superparamagnetic particles. The radii so calculated are

ments with the applied field in the time scale of the measure- in agreement with TEM observations and with prior mea-
ment. For spherical particles the rotational energy barrier to surements of fine particle magnetism in TM particles.
alignment is given by the magnetocrystalline anisotropy en-
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Structural and magnetic properties of ultrafine Fe-Pd particles
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The structural and magnetic properties of evaporated ultrafine Fe-Pd particles have been studied
near the equiatomic composition. Particles with an average size in the range of 65-360 A were
obtained with the argon pressure varied between 0.5-40 Torr. All of the as-made particles had a face
centered cubic (fcc) structure and they were magnetically soft. A fcc to face centered tetragonal (fct)
phase transformation was observed after annealing the powders at 500 °C resulting in
room-temperature coercivities up to 3.6 kOe and a magnetization (at 55 kOe) around 95 emu/g. An
enhanced magnetic moment of about 3.0g8 per atom was found for Fe.

I. INTRODUCTION vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) with applied fields

Fe-Pd alloys have been of special scientific interest be- up to 55 kOe. The particle structure and morphology were
cause the Fe atoms induce a large host polarization leading to examined by x-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission eec-
an overall enhancement in the magnetic moment."-2 Accord- tron microscopy (TEM).
ing to the equilibrium phase diagram of FeI -,Pd. alloys.3

below 1000 °C an Fe-rich bce phase is expected for O<x Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
<0.2, a bcc-fcc mixed phase for 0.2<x<0.45, and an fcc The average particle size D was found to depend on the
phase for x>0.45. There are two ordered-disordered phase argon gas pressure during evaporation, increasing monotoni-
transformations in these alloys; one to the FePd face centered cally with increasing argon pressure. Because of the differenttetragonal (fct) phase near the 50% Pd composition and an- clywt nraigagnpesr.Bcueo h ifrn
otheraton da celcen d (fcc) phase inar the r0%Pdcomposit dange o vapor pressures of iron and palladium the particle composi-
other to FePd3 face centered cubic (fcc) phase in the range of tion was found to be slightly dependent on the evaporation
62.8%-74.4% Pd. The ordered fct phase is a hard magnetic pressure (Table I), with a lower Fe content obtained at higher
phase because of its high anisotropy.4 In Fe-Pd thin films no Ar pressure. The Fe content of evaporated powders was in
superlattice structure was detected for the concentration re- the range of 44-51 at % when a master ingot of Fe45Pd 55
gions around 50% Pd and 75% Pd.5  was used.

Magnetic ultrafine particles in the nanometer scale pre- X-ray diffraction patterns showed that all the as-made
pared by evaporation are very easy to bum and need a pro- particles have a face centered cubic (fcc) structure [Fig.
tective coating to resist oxidation when exposed to the am- I(a)]. With increasing Ar pressure the (111) diffraction peak
bient. The magnetic properties of ultrafine particles are is shifted to smaller angles indicating an increase in the lat-
mainly influenced by the size of the particles and by the tice parameters (Table 11). This change of lattice parameter is
surface layer of the properties. 6.7  the result of a composition change, where a larger lattice

In this paper we studied the size effects on the magnetic parameter means a higher percentage of palladium. However,
and structural properties of Fe-Pd ultrafine particles with ICP composition analysis data showed a lower Pd percentage
both the fcc and fct structures, in the smaller particles. These contradictory results are due to

the fact that the ICP composition analysis data represent the
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS entire particle composition while the x-ray diffraction shows

Bulk Fe-Pd alloys were made by arc-melting high-purity only the structure of the fcc Fe-Pd major phase. We believe
Fe and Pd metals in an argon atmosphere. Ultrafine Fe-Pd that a small amount of Fe-O forms on the particle surface
particles (UFP) were produced by gas evaporation and con- leaving an Fe-Pd core with an Fe content below the equi-
densation of a piece of bulk Feioo0_Pd. in an argon atmo- atomic composition. The smaller particles have a larger sur-
sphere. A tungsten crucible was used as the heating element, face area, which results in an inhomogeneous FePd compo-
Control of the particle size was obtained by varying the ar- sition distribution.
gon pressure from 0.5 to 40 Tort during evaporation. The
particles were passivated with an Ar/air mixture before they T 1 C as a function of Fe-Pd pariicle size.
were taken out from the evaporation chamber. Then they TABLE___ompsitio____a__nctin __f__-Pdprtic __sie
were annealed under vacuum (10-5 Tort) at temperatures in Composition Average paricle size (,A)
the range of 400-800 *C. Ingot 65 135 230 36

The composition of the particles was determined by ICP Fe45Pd•5  Fcs.3  Fe.o 7  Fe4,.1  Fe,2
spectroscopy. The magnetic properties were measured by a Pda, Pd53 PdM2. Pd35s
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) and
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FIG. 2. Fe-Pd particle morpaology. (a) as-made. (hN annealed.
FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns in Fe-Pd particles.

fraction peaks are stronger in the annealed smaller particlesThe x-ray diffraction peaks were weak and broad in the [Fig. l(c)] indicating an increase in both the amount and
as-made samples and sharp in the annealed samples. The grain size of the oxides. No phase transformation was ob-
sharper peaks indicate larger particles. TEM pictures showed served in the as-made particles with a size below 100 A. This
that the particle size is consistent with the x-ray diffraction result is consistent with the core-shell morphology picture
results. The as-made spherical particles had an average size where the composition of the Fe-Pd core in the smaller par-
in the range of 65-360 A corresponding to an Ar pressure titdes deviates from the equiatomic range. In order to obtain
between 0.5-40 Torm. After heat treatment the average par- equiatomic FePd core in the smaller particles the composi-
ticle size increased to 115-430 A. The heat treatment also tion of the master alloy had to be shifted toward the Fe-rich
led to sintering of the smaller particles (Fig. 2). range. Table 11(b) shows the lattice parameters of the smaller

The fcc to face centered tetragonal (fct) phase transfor- particles with a size below 100 A. An attempt was made to
mation was observed in the larger particles after a suitable eliminate the surface oxidation by sandwiching the smaller
heat treatment. X-ray diffraction patterns showed clearly the
superlattice reflections of fct (002), (202), [Fig. l(b)], with a
trace of Fe30 4 present in the particles. The Fe30 4 x-ray dif-

TABLE 11. Lattice parameters of Ft-Pd particles. . - lt

Composition Particle Lattwce
Of size parameter Composition

master ingot (A) a()Fe (at %) .

360 3.822 44.2 ,a S
310 3.810 ...F 5 55  230 3.806 47.8

t80 3.806
135 3.804 49.7 -. c . so i.a
90 3.852 ... 2? (degree)
65 3.881 51.6

FesPd,,s 90 3.805 525
FeesPd" 75 3.801 59.14 FIG. 3. X-ray diffraction pattern of Ag/FePd/Ag sandwiched particles

(80 A). The A] peaks come from the A] foil sutstrate.
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520-- ~TABLE 1H. Magneic anwa of annealed Fe-Pd particies (lot) at G K.
As-made Fe K lergicm') 1 (Fe) A. (te)

-70size (A) (at %) -to as-made H.T.

* o 360 44.2 2.3 2.97 2.86

'500 230 47.8 3.65 2.68 3.08
_ 0. - 135 49.7 2.59 1.87 2.58

, 1 . % 52.5 1.96 2.26 2.32

3D, OOK 75* 59.14 1.69 1.46 188

9O 11 K -arK•.o- • .H, 10 K

t -. 95 K . close to that of bull, samples.8 The moments are slightly
100 150 2 250 30 35 'us different in the annealed samples and this is probably due to

P-,d i.) differences in the magnetization values of the fcc and fct
phases and to a different Fe-O content in the samples.

The as-made powders had a coercivity in the range of
FIG. 4. Magnetic properties of as-made Fe-Pd particles, (-1nominal Tea-aepweshdacecvt nterneo
FiPd. ... Mn with adjusted composition. 0-500 Oe which was dependent on particle size. The coer-

civity in the 65-90 A particles was zero at room tempera-

ture, and increased with particle size reaching a maximum

particles between two Ag thin films. After annealing, the value of 500 Oe around 230 A particles, and then it de-

sandwiched FePd particles with 80 A size show the fct phase creased again in larger partict.s. A different behavior has

when an Fe45Pd 55 master alloy was used (Fig. 3). This evi- been observed at 10 K for particles with size below 200 A.

dence supports the predicted particle morphology which in- The largest coercivity has been obtained in the 75 A particles
fluences the structural properties. and this behavior is similar to that of Fe/FeO and Fe-Cr

The magnetization of the as-made particles was found to particles and is believed to be the result of the FePd core/
be highly dependent on particle size (Fig. 4). The magneti- Fe-O shell particle morphology. After annealing, the samples
zation increases with particle size to the maximum value of with the fct structure had much higher coercivities (Fig. 5)

100 emu/g obtained in a sample with a size around 300 A. with a maximum coercivity 3.56 kOe at 295 K correspond-
The decrease in magnetization observed in the larger par- ing to a particle size around 280 A. The behavior of the
ticles is due to a change in particle composition towards coercivity as a function of size is similar to that of as-made
higher Pd content. The lower magnetization of smaller par- powders. The estimated sinle domain particle size for equi-
ticles in the nominal Fe45Pd5_5 (solid line) and adjusted * atomic FePd is about 350 A.
composition samples (dashed line) is probably due to both IV. SUMMARY
surface oxidation and the Pd-rich core phase effects. The
magnetization of annealed samples does not show much de- In the larger Fe-Pd particles the magnetic moments and
pendence on particle size (Fig. 5), and its value is close to the phase transformation behavior are close to those of bulk.
that of Fe-Pd thin films.5  The magnetization and coercivity of these particles are

In fine Fe-Pd particles with both the fcc and fct phases, mainly governed by the FePd core phase (both fcc and fct).
the magnetization value per Fe is obviously higher than 220 In the smaller particles, however, a larger lattice parameter
emu/g. Table Ill shows the magnetic moment of the samples. and a trace of Fe30 4 indicate a particle morphology with an
The samples with the asterisk (*) are those prepared from Fe-Pd-rich core surrounded by an Fe-O shell which we be-
Fe-rich-Pd alloys. The moments decrease with decreasing lieve affects the fcc to fct phase transformation and the mag-
particle size. The magnetization of the larger particles is netization of the particles.
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Fine structure and magnetic properties of Mn- and Co-doped nanocrystalline
rFe2 03

Ming-Cheng Deng and Tsung-Shune Chin
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, National Tsung Hua University. Hsinchu, 300 Taiwan,
Republic of China

F. R. Cheni
Materials Science Center Tsing Hua University, Hsinchu, 300 Taiwan. Republic of China

High resolution TEM (HRTEM), M6ssbauer spectroscopy and SQUID magnetometry were utilized
to study the fine structure of equiaxed, Mn- and Co-doped -- Fe20 nanocrystals with a particle size
of 30-50 not. The allocation of cation distribution, based on a redox mechanism and known cation
site preferences is" (Mn.Fe.)[Mn 7 MU 6Co4 Fe.341.2 _0 ]0., in which El is the vacancy, (..)

is the A site, and [..] is the B site. This leads to an Fe occupancy ratio of B sites to A sites of 1.38,
as verified by Mbssbauer spectroscopy. The calculated saturation magnetic moment of 2.99/LB/MF
is very close to the measured 2.84A/BMF. HRTEM micrographs of the air-cooled nanocrystals fits
well with the simulated lattice images using the proposed cation distribution (without directional

ordering). While the HRTEM micrograph of the core of an annealed nanocrystal are not in good
agreement. This is thought to arise from directional ordering inside the annealed particles.

INTRODUCTION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Acicular y-Fe20 3 , Cr0 2 with or without surface Co coat- The air-cooled ,-(Fe, Mn, CO)20 3 (11.8 at. % Co, 14.7
ing are ferrimagnetic or ferromagnetic nanoparticles well at. % Mn) particles are equiaxed with a size of 30-80 nm

known as traditional magnetic recording media.' They owe (average 50 nm), and have a coercivity of 1380 Oe, a room
their coercivity, 200-800 Qe, to shape anisotropy. Recently, temperature saturation magnetization of 71.1 emu/g and re-

high coercivity (1300-2150 Oe), equiaxed nanocrystalline sidual magnetization of 50.0 emu/g.
2 

It is identified to be a
(30-80 nm) y-Fe 20 3 particles doped with Mn and Co were pure spinel stru-ture (f which the lattice constant equal to
reported to be obtainable by coprecipitation from an aqueous 0.8353 nm from XRD analysis.
solution and heat treatments.

2
-

4  There are a great variety of possibilities of the cation
The reason why the coercivity is much improved by the distribution due to the oxidation extent of the species in

Mn and Co doping is speculated to arise from directional '-(Fe,Mn,Co)20 3, oxidizing from MnxCoyFe 3 _,-.O4 (their
ordering.2-

5 
The mechanism of the annealing and the role of corresponding magnetite precursors) and, in turn, depend

Mn are thought to facilitate the migration of Co ions to a upon oxidation temperature and oxidation time. Trials to
directional ordering manner. Tailhades et a. proposed a cat- solve exactly the true site occupancies is hardly possible.
ion site occupancies by a reduction-oxidation (redox) model However, several rules of site preferences for Fe, Co, and
at different oxidation temperatures for Mn- and Co-doped Mn ions, respectively, in magnetite has been worked out by
acicular yi-Fe20 3 particles with coercivity of up to 1800 Oe.

5  
Hastings and Corliss:

6 
(1) 80% Mn+

2 
occupies site A while

There are, however, no studies on the equiaxed ones and no 20% Mn+2 at site B as determined by neutron diffraction; (2)
exploration on the directional ordering. These were the pur- electron exchange appears between Mn+

2 
and Fe+

3
, thus

poses of this study. Mn+3 and Fe+
2 

exist at site B; (3) Co+
3 is destabilized in the

presence of Fe+
2
, and it tends to be reduced to Co÷

2
.

Following the above criteria one knows that Mn ",
Co0 2 , and Fe+

2 
tend to occupy sites B, while Mn+ 2

, Mn÷
4
,

and Fe+3 may occupy either sites A or B in the magnetite
EXPERIMENTAL structure. While for the maghemite structure, a redox model

has to be proposed to modify the cation distribution estab-
The nanocrystalline particles were prepared by copre- lished in the corresponding magnetite precursor.

cipitation from an aqueous solution, containing 11.8 at. % The cation distribution of the air-cooled
Co

2
I, 14.7 at. % Mn2+ and 73.5 at. % Fe

2
+, by triethylamine y.-(Fe,Mn,Co) 30 4 particles is proposed as

and heat treatments, which included calcination (to
6ta-Fe 20 3), reduction (t, Fe30 4) and oxidation tto rFe20 3) (M4+ Fe3+, 3+ Coe2 0+F2+s,. 3Fel+ ,)]
then air cooling, or with further step annealings.Zt4

Magnetic properties of the particulates were either mea- where those in (-) denoting sites A, while those in [...]
sured by a VSM (maximum field 2 T) at room temperature or denoting sites B, and 0 denoting cation vacancy. As Co 11.8
a SQUID (maximum field 4 T) from 10 K to 200 K. The at. %, Mn 14.7 at. % is deduced to the magnetite formula,
lattice images of the particles were obtained by a Jeol x = 0.44 and y = 0.34, substituting into formula (1):
4000CX 400 kV HRTEM. M6ssbauer spectra were obtained

with a y-ray source of Co
57

. (Mn.3 5 Feo.6 5)[Mn.0 9 Co 4 Fe.3 Fe1.2 (2)
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o I , 'Y' Z" M FIG. 3. (a) The simulated [1Oi] lattice image from the proposed cation
Chami¢ distribution; (hi the simulated [tllI] diffraction pattern of the same formuja.

FIG. I. A Mossbauer spectrum of the air-cooled y-(FeMn.CotO, particles.
The innermost curve denotes deconvoluted iron at site A, the intermediate The magnetic moment per formula is calculated to be
curve that at site B. while the outermost curve outlines the datum points. 2.99,e 8 /MF. The magnetization in a fie'i of 4 1 at 10 K is

measured to be 71.7 emu/g, corresponding to 2.84/,u/MF,
which is only 5% less than the calculated one from the pro-

When they are oxidized at 270 to 360 'C, the redox mecha- posed formula.
nism proposed and verified in part by Tailhadest 

is adopted. Figure 2(a) is the lattice image of an air-cooled
Formula (2) can thus be deduced to be y-(Fe,Mn,Co)b0 3 particle along [10i1 direction, Figure 2(b)

n2 '4-Fe 3+ * .shows the Fourier transformed diffraction pattern of Fig. 2(a)
(Mn° 24 t-°.24".[MnO.tson° 37 ° Fet.67-0 .49.-W67, by the Mac Tempas software, 7 

and is indexed exactly with

X E-0 .33-t) 3- 0.
3 3

y]04 (3) the [101] incident electron beam direction. The proposed cat-
ion distribution model was used to simulate the lattice imageThe net magnetic moment per formula is calculated as and diffraction pattern, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b),

3.33- 0.52x - 0.33y from the proposed cation distribution. and i n patt h as shown in Fig. 2.

It predicts that the saturation magnetization would decrease which are in good match with those in Fig. 2.
as the Mn content increases. This was experimentally ver - Figure 4 is the lattice image of an annealed
faed. y-(Fe,Mn,Co)20 3 particle (with a coercivity of 1850 Oe)

The cation distribution of the air-cooled sample (x along the [114] direction. Both the upper region (near the=0.44, y=0.34) was deduced from formula (3) to be surface of the particle) and the lower region (near the core of
the particle) is identified as the spinel structure by the Fou-

(MntFeos,)[Mn3Mn1Co.Fe2 3 o.o]O4 . (4) rier transformed diffraction pattern. The lattice image of the

Formula (4) does not tell the arrangement of cations in upper region is in good match with the simulated lattice im-

sites B, that is to say, those in sites B are random, Figure I age, while that of the lower (core) region is not. This indi-
shows ,tat isosay, thospetm of sthes air-coed partmigres. Te cates that disordered cation distribution model is no longer
shows a Ml ssbauer spectrum of the air-cooled particles. The suitable to explain the lattice image. This means that a kind
calculation of Fig. 1 shows an Fe occupancy ratio of sites B of ordered cation arrangement, specifically those in sites B,
to sites A as 1.38, in an exact match with the proposed one, exists in the core region. If so, the high resolution TEM

micrographs provides, for the first time, direct proof for the

(a) (b)

5 A

a *

FIG. 2. (a) The [10i] lattice image of an air-cooled "tiFc.Mn.Coi,0 3 par-
ticle; (b) the Fourier transformed diffraction pattern of (a). FIG. 4. The [i14] lattice image of an annealed "r(Fe.Mn,Co)iO, particle.
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r
existence of directional ordering inside the core of the nanoc- and ordered cation distribution within the B sites. It offers a
rystalline particles. And the directional ordering seems to be possible evidence of the directional ordering, which is be-

destroyed for a few layers on the particle surface, this is also lieved to be the main reason of a substantial increase in co-
first disclosed. ercivity due to annealings.
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Elongated superparamagnetic particles

Amikam Aharonia)
Department of Electronics, Weazmann Institute of Science, 76100 Rehovoth, Israel

The relaxation time for superparamagnetic behavior is calculated for prolate spheroidal particles
with a uniaxial, crystalline anisotropy superimposed on their shape anisotropy. Possible applications
to the analysis of some experiments, in particular for the case of quantum tunneling, are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION II. PROLATE SPHEROIDS

AD' physical systems have a finite probability for jump- The magnetostatic self-energy of a saturated general el-

ing over an energy barrier, Ea, due to the thermal fluctua- lipsoid can be written 2 in thw %•m
tions at a finite temperature, T. This probability is usually E. ,=4 V(NýM2 + (6)
expressed as being proportional to exp(-E&/kBT), where where V is the volume of the particle, and M is the magne-
kB is Boltzmann's constant. In the particular phenomenon of tization vector. The parameters N., N,, N, are called the
superparamagnetism the thermal fluctuations flip the direc- demagnetizing factors. They depend on the ratios of ellipsoi-
tion of magnetization back and forth during the time of the dal axes, a, b, and c, specific expressions for which have
measurement. Obviously, it is encountered only in small fer- been given2 in terms of elliptic integrals.
romagnetic particles for which the energy barrier (which is For the particular case of a prolate spheroid, namely an
proportional to the volume of the particle) is not too large. ellipsoid for which two axes are equal, say a b and c>a,

However, in this case it is customary' to speak of the
relaxation time, r, it takes the magnetization to flip, rather two demagnetizing factors are the same, Ns =Ny. Obviously,
than in terms of the probability of flipping. The classical Eq. (6) can be written in this case as
expression' for this 7 is E.=21 Vt(N,-N)M2 +N ] (7)

ri-=fo e-, (1) where the last term, with the saturation magnetization M, is
where f0 is a constant, and where generally a constant, and may be omitted. In this case, the expressions

for the demagnetizing factors are also more elementary. Spe-

a=EB/(kBT). (2) cifically, by using the notation

Most theoretical studies of superparamagnetic relaxation m =c/a (> 1), f= ,]m2-1/n, (8)
were carried out for the case of a uniaxial anisotropy in the equations of Osborn2 become
spherical particles, for which the total energy is

E=K.Vsin2 0, (3) N,=4--T 1- In( 1- - 1 (9)

where K. is the anisotropy constant, V is the volume, and 0

is the angle between the magnetization and the easy axis. In N,=2Ir-½' N_. (10)
this case the energy minima are Ernin=0 for 0=0 or iT, the Dropping an additive constant, and defining the angle 0
maximum is E.., = K,, V for 0=-ir/2, and the energy barrier from the z axis, Eq. (7) can be written in the form
is sE.,=KVsin2o, (11)

EB=Emax-Emin =Ku V. (4) where

In this case, and only in this case, the more general expres- _M2
sion in Eq. (2) becomes the more-commonly quoted K (N7 -Nz)Ms. (12)

a=KV/(kBT). (5) This energy is thus formally equivalent to a uniaxial anisot-
ropy as in Eq. (3). Therefore, if a uniaxial, magnetocrystal-

For a cubic anisotropy, in ferromagnetic spheres, the ex- line anisotropy is also present, and if its easy axis is also in
pression isI only slightly different from that of Eq. (5), but the same x direction, the coefficients of these anisotropies
for nonspherical particles there is no reason at all to use this simply add to each other.
relation. Nevertheless, in recent years it has been quoted, and Consider, however, a magnetocrystalline anisotropy of
used in analyzing experiments on quite elongated particles. It the same form as in Eq. (3), whose easy axis is at an angle 0
is the purpose of this paper to generalize Eq. (5) for the case to the z axis. When added to the shape anisotropy of Eq. (11)
of elongated particles with a magnetocrystalline, uniaxial an- the total energy per unit volume is
isotropy superimposed on their shape anisotropy, so that the
energy barrier is not KV. The correct energy barrier that U=E/V=KJ sin

2 
O+K, sin

2 
(B-•,). (13)

should be used in Eq. (2) for such particles with this combi- To within an additive constant Eq. (13) is the same as
nation of anisotropies will be calculated in the next 

section. 2U= -K, cos (20)-K,, sin (
2t) sin (20), (14a)

"•Electronic mail: a.aharoni@ieee.org. K =Km + K. cos (2 it). (14b)
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r Therefore, the solution of dU/dO=O is lytically as well, but it is not as simply written in a closed
form as in the case H=0. Therefore, in this case it is bettertan (20.)=K,, sin (2*)/K. (15) to evaluate the energy barrier numerically.

Hence,
cos (20.) t K/K, (1a) C. Surface anlsotropy

2 (In the foregoing, an angle 0 was defined for the whole
sin (20,,)= -&K, sin (2)/K. (16b) ellipsoid, independent on the position within it, thus taking

where for granted a coherent rotation of the magnetization in the
particle. This mode is assumed in almost all the calculations

Ke- = VKK + 2K,.K,, cos (2'). (17) of superparamagnetism in the literature, except for one theo-

The double solution, with ± in Eqs. (16), originates from the retical study 3 which allows a certain noncoherent reversal
two possibilities of extracting the square root. It should be mode. It is most probably a good approximation for all small
noted, however, that there are only two possibilities, and not particles because exchange is so strong in them that all other
four, in assigning signs to the expressions in Eqs. (16). The forces are negligible in comparison. Superparamagnetism in
sign of one of them is the same as that of the other, due to the a set of two dipoles4 prefers ;:oncoherent reversals, but in
constraint imposed by Eq. (15). this case there is no exchange coupling between the two

Substituting from Eqs. (16) in the energy expression of dipoles.
Eqs. (14), the energy extrema are Generally, the surface anisotropy, in as much as it is not

negligible, should enter the Micromagnetics calculations as a
Um,&" K, Umin- 1 K-1. ( modification of the boundary conditions. 5 However, if there

• Hence, the energy barrier to be substituted in Eq. (2) is is no space-dependence of the magnetization, the angles on
the surface are exactly the same as the angles inside the

E=K,,V, (19) particle. Therefore, for the coherent rotation approximation,

with K, of Eq. (17). This relation is similar to Eq. (4), and there is no difference between a bulk and a surface anisot-
the expression which has to be substituted in Eqs. (1) and (2) ropy, and the latter may just be added to the shape and mag-
is only numerically different from that of Eq. (5). The nu- netocrystalline anisotropies, in the same way as has been
merical value of K. may be larger or smaller than K,,, de- done in the foregoing. It is only an approximation, especially
pending on the value of the angle #A. since the coherent rotation is not6 an eigenmode of Brown's
A. Particular cases equations when there is a surface anisotropy. It is, however, a

well-justified approximation, and one which is being used
(1) 0=0. In this case the anisotropies are in the same anyway for the other energy terms. It is particularly impor-

direction, and just add up; and indeed Eq. (17) yields for this tant to note this point because Awschalom et al.7 mention
case that the particles in their experiment "are likely to be amor-

K,= IK,,+KI. (20) phous rather than crystalline, and their anisotropy is presum-
ably dominated by surface and shape effects."

(2) #P= ir/2. In this case the anisotropies are perpendicu-
lar and subtract from each other: Ill. APPUCATIONS

K,= IK,,-K.,. (21) A. Blocking temperature

(3) K, +K,,cos(2b)=0. This case needs a special atten- Bocquet etaL.8 compared measurements of different
tion, because formally the solution of Eq. (15) is not valid samples of fine-particle goethite. The length-to-width ratio
when the denominator vanishes. It is seen, however, that Eq. (m in the notation used here) varied8 between 1.55 (for a
(17) yields for this case length L.,: 704 nm and a width of 455 nm) and 18.4 (for a

Ke=K.I sin (2,P)I. (22) length of 295 nm and a width of 16 nm). But in spite of this
wide variation in m, Bocquet et al.

8 
expect the blocking tem-

If the value of tP for this case is first substituted in Eqs. (14), perature for superparamagnetism to depend only on the par-
the energy density is ticle volume, using a relation similar to Eq. (1), with Eq. (5)

2U -K. sin (2 ') sin (20). (23) substituted in it. They8 evaluated the anisotropy, K,,, for one
of the samples, with m = 15.8, for which this anisotropy was

The maxima and minima are thus those of sin(20), namely not very different from that of bulk goethite, and assumed
+ 1, and the result is as in Eq. (22). that the same value should apply to all the other samples.

In view of the present results, the combination of shape

B. Magnetic field and crystalline anisotropy at this particular m can be very
different from that of the other samples. Therefore, the analy-

It is not difficult to add the energy of interaction with an sis of the data should be modified, and the conclusion of
applied magnetic field to the energy density of Eq. (13) or Bocquet et al.8 about the possible onset of superparamag-
Eqs. (14). Only in that case the solution of iU/dO=O in- netism in fine particles of goethite is not conclusive.
volves (for HIIz) the roots of a fourth-order polynomial in The present analysis may also change, if the assumption
sin0 or cos0. In principle this solution can be obtained ana- of a coherent magnetization rotation breaks down for ex-
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tremely elongated particles. But it seems more likely that the log(w,) and the volume, V, according to Eq. (1), as if all the
coherent rotation will remain a good approximation for all samples had the same K, in spite of the reported variation of
small particles of a regular shape, because of the strong ex- m between them.
change interaction. It should be noted, though, that this correction by itself is

not likely to account for the wide discrepancies between
9. Quantum tunneling theory and experiment. It is quite possible that this particular

The particles in the experiment of Awschalom et aL.
7  theoretical model

9 
does not apply to this particular

may have been prolate spheroids, but they may also have had experiment. .

three unequal axes. For the more general ellipsoids one APPENDIX
should use Eq. (6) which can also be written, to within an It may be worth noting that for a small f, a power series
additive constant, in the form expansion of the logarithm in Eq. (9) leads to

E,= V[(N,-Ny)M2+(N,-Ny,)M2I. (24) 4ik[ .,1 4 .. 7r 2- 1__m~~k
This form has been assumed in the model of Chudnovsky Nz=-- + 1 2k tAl)
et al. 

9 
for quantum tunneling of the magnetization. Here, [ m-3

only the case N, = N. is studied, for which the theory9 does 'I S. Jacobs and C. P. Bean, in Magnetism, edilcd by G. T. Rado and H.

not apply. However, for calculating the energy bar, ier it is Suhl (Academic. New York. 1963), Vol. Ill. pp. 271-298.
sufficient to consider a rotation in the y-z plane, with 2J. A. Osbom, Phys. Rev. 67. 351 (1945).

M, = 0. The foregoing is then a sufficiently good approxima- I. Eisenstein and A. Abaroni, Phys. Rev. B 14, 2078 (19761.4 A. Lyberatos and R. W. Chantreil, J. Appl. Phys. 73. 6501~ (1993).
tion for the case of two nearly equal axes, for which the 'A yeaond . J. App i. 3302 7 3.
demagnetizing factors are only slightly different from those 'A. Aharoni. J. Appl. Phys. 64, 6434 (19887.

in Eqs. (9) and (10). The use of Eq. (19), with K, which 1D. D. Awschalom. M. A. McCord, and G. Grins.ein, Phys. Rev. Let. 65,
depends on the axial ratio, m, could thus make a large dif- 783 (1990).
ference to the analysis of Awschalom er al.,

7 who ignored the 'S. Bocquel. R. J. Pollard, and I. D. Cashion. Phys. Rev. B 46. 11 657
(1992).

different m in their samples. They 7 
measured a resonance at 'E. M. Chudnovsky and L. Gunither, Phys. Rev. Lett. 60. 661 (1988(; Phys.

a frequency to,, and looked for a linear relation between Rev. B 37. 9455 (198).
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Interactions between single domain particles
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We present a variation of the Wohlfarth-Henkel technique for studying interactions in single
domain particles (SDPs) in which samples are prepared in different remanent states before the

remanent magnetization curves are measured. By analyzing the resulting series of switching field
distributions (SFDs), it is possible to separate the effects of positive (magnetizing) and negative
(demagnetizing) interactions, even when one type dominates the other. The method is applied to two
types of samples consisting of uniform SPDs of magnetite produced by magnetotactic bacteria: (1)
whole bacterial cells containing single, linear chains of SDPs; and (2) SDPs extracted from the cells
and allowed to aggregate into clumps.

I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

One approach to understanding the effects of interactions Samples were first given a saturation remanent magneti-
in a remanent magnetic system has been a plot of the isother- zation by the application of a large positive field. The Md(H)

mal remaneta magnetization M,(H) versus the dc-remanent curve was then measured to some negative field called the

demagnetization Md(H), where both parameters are normal- preparation field Hp. At this point, the sample had some net

ized to the saturation remanence. These plots, referred to as remanent magnetic moment MP. Starting from this state.

"Henkel plots,"' are based on the work of Wohlfarth 2 who M,(H) was measured. Another large saturating field was

considered the magnetization reversal of a collection of non- again applied, bringing the sample back to its initial state and

interacting uniaxial single domain particles (SDPs). For this the pro~esa was repeated several times using increasingly

case, a Henkel plot is linear, with a slope of -2. When larger negative values of HP. The derivative of M,(H) with
respect to the acquisition field was then pi, All magnetic

interactions are present d the Henkel plot will be nonlinear measurements were made at room temperatue with an alter-
and the curvature will depend on whether the interactions are nating gradient force magnetometer in fields up to 10(X) Oe.
positive (magrictizi•g) or negative (demagnetizing). In gen- The coercivity of the particle samples was always near 30W
eral, a magnetic system can have both positive and negative Oe. Henkel plots were made for comparison with the method
interactions. Often, however, one type of interaction will be outlined above. In this case, the initial state for the Mj(H)
dominant. If a Henkel plot is made of suth a system, the curve was produced by dc demagnetization in a negative
dominant interaction may obscure the effects o. the other, field equal to the remanent coercivity.

In this paper, we present a variation of the Hen':el tech- Sartples ased in this study consisted of a collection ot
nique for studying interaction effects in which samples are SDPs produced by the magnetotactic bacteri., strain MVI.'
prepared in different remanent states before the remanent Bacterial SDPs are ideal for interaction studies because of
magnetization curves are measured. The derivative of each their narrow size and shape distributions. Variations in the
of these remanent curves produces a switching field distribu- coercive fields of bacterial SDPs should be primarily due to
tion, pg. By analyzing the resulting series of switching field interactions rather than a combination of interactions and
distributions, it is possible to separate the effects of positive particle size distribution effects. Magnetotactic bacteria syn-
and negative interactions as well as the dependence of the thesize intracellular membrane bounded magnetite particles
interactions on the remanent state of the system. This tech- called magnetosomes. Magnetosomes in MVI are truncated

nique has been applied to two magnetic systems each cn- hexahedral prisms with average dimensions of 53X35X35
onm.5 Inside the bacteria, the magnetosomes form a singlesisting of assemblies of uniform SDPs of magnetite (Fe304) linear chain of 10-20 particles per cell, with an average dis-

produced by magnetotactic bacteria.3 Ile first system was a tance between magnetosomes of -10 nm. The magneto-
collection of whole bacterial cells containing single. linear somes are oriented with their magnetic easy axes aligned
chains of SDPs. The chains are physically separated from along the chain axis, forming an effective magnetic dipole.

each other by the cell bodies, resulting in a relatively nonin- The bacterial dipoles are separated from each other by the
teracting sample. The second systemr was a collection of the cell bodies limiting interchain interaction distances to a few
same uniform bacterial SDPs extracted from the cells and microns. Because of this configuration, negative chain-chain
allowed to agglomerate, resulting in an interacting magnetic interactions should be small.
system. Magnetosomes are easily extracted from cells by dis-

solving the cell membranes in a hypochlorite solution and
"Present address: Department of Physics, Saint Olaf College, Northfield, collecting the magnetic fraction with a magnet. This treat-

MN 55057. ment disrupts the internal chain structure and produces an
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agglomerated sample of SDPs. In such a system, one expects
predominantly negative interactions from closed chain con
figurations.

Samples for remanence measurements were prepared by .; A - No Interactions
drying dilute suspensions of whole cells and extracted mag- a
netosomes onto glass slides in the presence of the earth's ' ,5

nmagnetic field (0.5 0e). Remanence ratios (M,/AM) of -0.5, .
measured from the full hysteresis loops, confirm that samples
are randomly oriented and that the drying procedure pro- -B - Pbsitive Interactions

duced little or no net particle orientation. ,

10. NON ITERACTING CASE

As a first step in the analysis, we will explore the case of C - Negative Interactions
a randomly oriented ensemble of completely noninteracfing
single domain particles. In this situation, the remanent be- ,
havior of the system has been described previously.6 Accord-
ing to the Stoner-Wohlfarth model of a SDP, the particle t [ D - Positive and Negative
coercivity is the same in both the positive and negative di- •. Interactions
rections and depends only on the anisotropy and angle to the HI ,
applied field. For a random, noninteracting collection of par- ut

* ticles, two important points concerning the switching field
distribution PK are: The switching field distribution (pK) for
remanent acquisition should have a sharp cutoff at the prepa-
ration field H,. Successive PK curves should superpose for
fields less than their respective cutoff points. These points FIG. t. A set of switching field distribution (px) curves for single domain

are illustrated in Fig. I(A) for two different preparation particles. Each case [(A)-(D)] provides an example of the behavior of the
pK curve for successively increasing preparation field (H,) values. WA Itn

fields. Variations from these two ideal conditions indicate the the case of no interactions, successive pr curves simply superpose. (B) If
presence of interactions, there are only positive (magnetizing) interactions present, the system will

begin to switch at lower values of H<H1, producing a larger pA at small
IV. INTER TIrON CASEg fi-d values. The system will be completely switched by the time the prepa-

ration field is reached, resulting in a cutoff at that point as in the case of no

Positive interactions assist the magnetization process, interactions. (C) For the case in which the system exhibits only negative
(demagnetizing) interactions, successive curves superpose until the initial

whereas negative interactions hinder it. Therefore, interac- preparation field value. Then successive curves will start to diverge as the
tions will modify the shape of the ideal noninteracting pK negative interactions are overcome. To entirely switch the system, it may he
curve in two distinct ways. First, positive interactions will necessary to apply a field significantly larger than the preparation field. (D)
shift PK to lower fields, and for successive initial magnetiza- in the typical situation where both types of interactions are present, featuresmantz- of cases (B) and (C) are combined.
tion states, the pK curves will no longer superpose for fields

less than HP,. However, positive interactions should not af-
fect the presence of a sharp cutoff of pi at the preparation
field Hp,. The positive interaction case is schematically illus-
trated in Fig. I(B). Secondly, negative interactions, on the
other hand, will shift pK to higher fields. Here, pc curves for
successive initial magnetization states will not superpose for H,.tm I

fields larger than H,,. This is shown in Fig. 1(C). The more .
realistic case of both types of interactions is shown in Fig. I___ _I(D). •M,.

Thus, the main advantage of our technique over th• con- a
ventional Henkel plot is that it is possible to observe both
positive and negative interactions in a sample with the same
measurement. As we will show below, this is true even if one 100
type of interaction dominates.

0 2n 4M 0 t ago 1000

V. RESULTS Magnetic Field (0e)

A family of PK curves for an ensemble of whole cells is FIG. 2. A family of switching field distribution (pX) curves for relatively
shown in Fig. 2. As expected, successive curves superimpose noninteraoting chains of single domain parlicles. The numbers on the curves
for low-field values, indicating minimal positive interactions, correspond to the preparation field values (Hp). A Henkel plot for the same

Magnetosomes arranged in a chain experience strong mag- system is inset in the upper right coraer. Whereas the Henkel plot suggests
that this is a relatively noninteracting system, the behavior of the px curves

netic coupling resulting in collective magnetic response. In is similar to that diagrammed in Fig. I(C), indicating the presence of nega-
this case, the positive interactions are so strong that the chain tive interactions.
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Because this was a random collection of uniform SD•s,-i some of the particles are expected to interact positively. TIbis
is confirmed by nonsupenposition f te p curves at low
fields. Thus, despite the high level of negative interactions,

230 our method was able to pick out a small positive contribu-
200 tion.

SVI. CONCLUSIONS
J We have demonstrated the utility of examining the

0 a00n 0 600 om t0n
Masgnec Fiel (00 switching field distributions of families of remanent curves

as a means of separating positive and negative dipolar inter-
actions between single domain particles. In addition, this

FIG. 3. A family of switching field distribution (pf) carves for a system of technique is sensitive to interactions, even when a conven-
highly interacting single domain paricks. The anmbees on the curves cos- tional Henkel plot indicates the system is non-interacting.
respond to the prepamtion field values (H,). The Henkel plot of this system When interpreting de data shown in this paper, it is impor-
(shown in the inset is the upper right corner) indicates the presence of
negative interactions. This agrees with the family of pok curves. However, tant to note that pK depends on both the applied field and the
the pk curves also indicate the presence of significant positive interactions micromagnetic state of the system. In an interacting system,
[see Figs. I(B) and I(D)]. it is possible to have the same bulk magnetization value for

* very different micromagnetic states. In general, the micro-

of particles behave as a single magnetic particle, which is magnetic state is not possible to define, but some statements

iufficient enough to maintain the superposition of the PIC can be made about it by careful examination of the interac-
Scurves for fi,'Vds less than Hp. A Henkel plot for this sample tions. Further work is presently in progress in this area.

(Fig. 2) is approximately linear with slope -2, suggesting no
interactions (positive or negative). However, this type of ACKNOWLED•MENTS
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The peak value of switching field distribution X., coercivity H, and saturation magnetization M,
are measured as functions of temperature T in Co-y-Fe2 03 and -pFe20 3 powders. It is found that
Xm. has a maximum at T= T. and evidence is presented also for the existence of a theoretically
predicted minimum at T= T. <T.. Coercivity is decreasing with T. For Ba-ferrite platelets we find
that Hc has a maximum at T= T, and a minimum at T= T,•- Tp, where X. has a local maximum.
The possible origin of this unusual behavior is discussed.

Recently' we studied theoretically the response of an cussed in Ref. 3 and the influence of easy axes misalignment
array of identical thermally relaxing noninteracting particles in Ref. 4.
to time varying applied magnetic field H(t). The particles It appears that for particulate recording media the as-
were assumed to be uniaxial, with easy axes parallel to the cending section of X,., falls squarely into the region of room
direction of H so that their energy temperatures and observations of dX_/dT>O have, indeed,

been reported previously.5 Here we plot our newly obtained
E=K'1

2
V(I -a2)3-HMVa 3 . (1) experimental curves of the SFD peak value Xy.(utT) for

Co-y-Fe2O3 and r-Fe20 3 powders and for Ba-ferrite plate-
Here K42) is anisotropy constant, M, saturation magnetiza- lets. The coercivity and SFD of the first two materials behave
tion, V activation volume, aj are direction cosines of mag- in accordance with the theory of Ref. I while barrium ferrite,
netization, and we set H(t) =H. cos wot for the biasing field, known for its exceptional T dependence of coercivity, cannot
Its amplitude, H.=2K(2)/M,, is the nucleation field and adequately be described by Eq. (1) alone. Its properties are
H(t) drives a major hysteresis loop. At temperature T we discussed separately.
tabulated the nonequilibrium magnetization M[&i,TIH(t)] Commercial magnetic recording powders of acicular
and derived thence the coercivity H,(ot, T) and the switching Co-r-Fe203 (average length 0.3 ism and aspect ratio 8-10)
field distribution (SFD) XJw,TJH(t)]-AMJw,TJIH(t)]I and y-Fe20 3 particles and barrinum-ferrite platelets were
AH(t). The SFD function X was found to have a peak at, or mixed (separately, of course) in a resin polymer to form a
close to, coercivity: X.(ow,T)-Xw[o,TIH(w,T)1. If K(2) slurry which was then deposited on a glass substrate and
and M, are temperature independent then the model (1) oriented in a magnetic field of 3000 Oe. The particle packing
yields dH,/dT<O for all T but, surprisingly, at a fixed sweep fraction was about 70% of weight and 30% of volume in all
rate w the function X,(w,T) has a local minimum at T= T. samples. A sequential program with identical measuring con-
and a local maximum at T=Tp>T,. For O<T-IT, ditions over the whole temperature range was used to record
Xm.(w,T)%T1T 2 and coercivity is given by Sharrock's the hysteresis loop of each sample as measured by a vibrat-
formula1' 2 while ,(uT) xT-' for very high temperatures ing sample magnetometer (VSM). The oriented direction of
Tc>T5ýTp as the system approaches thermal equilibrium, the sample was parallel to the applied field in the in-plane
Obviously, in an infinitely slow sweep, (&--0, this regime measurement. The thickness of the magnetic coating could
prevails throughout the entire temperature range while at not be determined with sufficient precision and we present
very fast sweeps the system remains near thermal equilib- therefore the total measured magnetic moment !. rather than
rium only at high temperatures close to the Curie point Tc. the magnetization M,.

The two descending segments of Xu(,T) are separated From Figs. I and 2 we see that the coercivity of the
by an ascending section at the intermediate temperatures Co-r-Fe20 3 and y-Fe2O3 powders decreases uniformly with
T,< T< TP, where a transition between the low- and high- temperature and, at the same time, that Xw. has a distinct
temperature switching regimes takes place. At present, how- peak at T= TP. The thermal equilibrium region close to the
ever, there exists no analytic formula for X. which would Curie point Tc> Tp is not shown in our graphs since large
bridge the gap between the two limits and the SFD function thermal fluctuations make experimental observations here
x can only be studied through analysis of arrays of hysteresis too difficult. The experimental high T section of )( in Fig.
loops. 1 drops off faster than T - and, as the relatively high coer-

The relation of X. to the SFD width was further dis- civity shows, the system is not in thermal equilibrium. At
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FIG. I. Co-y-FeO 3 powder: Experimental dependence of the peak switch- FIG. 3. Ba-ferrite platelets. Units and markings same as in Fig. I but with
ing field distribution value x_. coercivity H, and saturated magnetic mto- H, (l• Oe). Three samples as in Fig. 1.
ment 1, on temperature T. Units and markings: xt. larbirrary scale. full

Smline). HI, 4Q0 0e, long dash). and I, (arbitrary scale. short dash). The lines
merely guide the eye. Three samples from the same production batch, dis-

* tinguished by the symbols (0). (*). and (A). model (1), no effect on the overall behavior of H, and Xt_,:

The two graphs Xm,(wT) and Hc(ow,T) merely undergo a

scaling transformation which is one-to-one, i.e., no new ex-
temperatures T,< T<Tp the experimental SFD function trema can occur. In order to study the T dependence of mag-
,n_ grows with T. On the other hand, if T-O then the netization we attempted to interpolate our data on the whole
Stoner-Wohifarth limit is reached in which Hc-H,,. The temperature range according to the simple formula
SFD function is a & function, Xe&(H-H), and Xma"--,

Obviously, there is therefore dXmas/dT<O on some interval !,(T) =,(0)( I - T/To)a (2)

T<T. and the function Xma must have a minimum at and found poor agreement between the interpolated values of
T= . This low-temperature, almost irreversible

6 
regime 

T
c and those reported in literature.

7 
Also the critical expo-

described by Sharrock's formula,
t 2 

Xr.,cT- 112, could not be nent o- deviated markedly from the theoretical bulk value'
reached even at liquid-nitrogen temperatures though a trend o= 1/3. We conclude that Eq. (2) is not adequate over large
towards a local minimum in this region may be detected in temperature intervals and propose that the experimental
Fig. 1. According to the theory of Ref. 1 the local minimum curve M,(T) be used if the theory based on Eq. (1) is to be
shifts to higher temperatures and, at the same time, becomes matched with experiment. A separate measurement, currently
shallower with increasing sweep rate, which, however, is dif- in preparation, of the function K(2)(T) is also required. A
ficult to manipulate in VSM measurements. fully consistent quantitative description of the powdered

It was shown in Ref. I that uniform decrease of samples, however, is rendered difficult not only by the re-

K(2)(T)>0 and M,(T) with temperature has, within the quirement that MJ(T) and K(2
4
(T) be a priori known, but

also by the intrinsically stochastic nature of thermal
switching

4 
(the thermal decay rate is only the mean value of

the relaxation rate) and by the distribution of activation vol-

umes within the sample which must be related to its mag-
netic viscosity.

8 
Moreover, the thermal decay rate prefactor

has a poorly understood temperature
9 

and field'
0 dependence

which cannot be neglected on the large intervals studied.
The barrium ferrite data of Fig. 3 show that its coercivity

has a minimum at T= T,., and a maximum at T= 7T,> 7T,, and
that H, increases" with T at room temperatures, but de-
creases at very low and very high temperatures as has been
reported previously.

2 
The SFD function x,,((o,

T
) behaves

as in the previous two cases of Co-,-Fe20 3 and )-Fe20 3 but
- . its peak at T= Tp is at markedly low temperatures. It is cer-

- t- , ( ~. . tainly remarkable that TP, -T. where coercivity reaches its
minimum and it should also be noticed that at the peak re-
gion of coercivity, for T7-,,p>Tp, the function x. de-

'[ creases very slowly. The peculiar increase of coercivity at
FIG. 2. ".Fe20 3 powder. Units and markings same as in Fig. I but with H, room temperatures was explained by Kubo ef at.' as a con-
(20 Oe). One sanple. sequence of shape anisotropy which opposes alignment of
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magnetization with the easy axis perpendicular to the platelet there must exist also a low-temperature minimum. Measure-{ plane. In Eq. (1), then, eK2)_ K 2)=K 
2

- NM2, and for the ments of anisotropy energy all the way to T(- are currently in
nucleation field one obtains H,=2 K1

2)
1
/M,-NMJ. As- preparation and shall be reported on in near future, together

suming that the ratio" K1
2

)/M5 or K'
2
) alone"'

2 
are tempera- with hysteresis calculations based on Eq. 03) and the theory

ture independent then the relation H,%H. yields dH,I/dT>O of Ref. 1.
since dMIdT<O. This relation is certainly applicable lo-
cally, on a small temperature interval, but a theoretical model 'L Klik, C. R. Chang, and H 1. Huang, Phys. Revý B 47. 865 (1993); H.

of Ba-ferrite coercivity valid for all T is, to date, lacking, in L Huang, . Klik, C. R. Chang. and K. K. Lumg. J. Maga. Magp. Mawr
particular in regard of the prominent high-temperature peak 12, 177 41993).

at - 150 *C. The existence of an easy cone1
3 

rather than of an - M. P. Shafrock, IEEE Trans. Mapt. MAG-246 193 (1990).
dby Kubo and Ogawa; 4  'L Klik and C. R. Chang (unpublished).

easy axis was assumed athis model 'I. Klik, H. L. Huang. and C. R. Chang, J. Appl. Phys. 73, 6662 11993).
includes also the quartic term 'K. O'Grady, IEEE Trans. Magt. MAG-Z6. 187011990).

E = K,4 V( -a2) 2 + k 2
,V( - a2) -HMVa, (3) 5

A note on terminology: Thermally activated jumps over a barrier take
- 3 place in both directions. though possibly with different prtobabilities. If the

and if k = k' )/K4) then the nucleation field becomes13  
jump probability in one direction is zero we talk of a purely irreversible
process (Stoner-Wohlfarth limit), if the jump probabilities in the two

K44
) I[2k/31" 2  

if 0<k<6sdirections are equal (detailed balance) we talk of a purely reversible pro-

MH"=-A. 12k-4 if 6<k (4) 'G. Bate. J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 10, 413(1991).
't. Klik and C. R. Chang, Phys. Rev. B 47, 'O't ý1993): S. H. Charap. J.

Kubo and Ogawa' 4 
measured the temperature dependence of Appl. Phys. 63, 2054 11988).

"saturation magnetization and anisotropy constants and found 'I. r1ik, J. Appt. Phys. 73, 672T 11993).
"I. Klik. C. R. Chang, and H. L. Huang, Phys. Rev. B (to he published).Eq. (4) to give a good quantitative agreement with experi- 0. Kubo, T. Ido. and H. Yokoyama. IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-IS, 1122

ment. Unfortunately, however, their data did not include the (1982).
high-temperature region of maximum coercivity and it re- "A. R. Corradi, D. E. Speliotis, G. Bottoni. D. Candolfo, A. Cacheni. and F
mains an open question whether the model (3) is applicable Masoli. IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-.2, 4066 (1989): M. Kishimoto and
also in this region. Similarly, it is unclear whether the SFD S.-I. Kitahata. ibid. 4063.

aC. R. Chang. J. Appl. Phys. 69.2431 (1991): G. Herzer, W. Femengel. and
peak value V,(mw,T) shown in Fig. 3 is compatible with Eq. E. Adler. ). Magn. Magn. Mater. 58. 48 11986).
(3); we recall yet that Xm,_ diverges in the limit T-0 so that "0. Kubo and F. Ogawa, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-27. 4657 11991),
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-Dynamics of fine particles observed In zero-field neutron scattering
M. Hennion, C. Bellouard, and I. Mirebeau
Laboraou•e Lion Brilloain (CEA-CNRS), CEN-Sactay 91191 Gif-sur-Yveue Cedex, France
J. L. Doffmann

Laboratmre de Magnefisme CNRS. I pl. A. Bruind 92125 Meudon Cedex, France

R. Ober

Laboraoire de Physique de Ia Mataire Condensee ERA-CNRS College de France,
75231 Paris Cedex 05, France

We present here a dynamical study of Fe particles (0-50 A) dispersed in an alumina matrix,
performed by inelastic neutron scattering, in zero applied field. The line shape of the energy
spectrum, quasielastic or inelastic, allows us to define three temperature ranges, attributed to three
distinct regimes for the transverse fluctuations. At high temperature, the line shape is quasielastic
with a nearly temperature independent energy linewidth. At intermediate temperature, one observes
the expected precession mode with an inelastic line shape. At low temperature, a "reentrant"
behavior occurs, which locates the disappearance of the precession mode, likely due to the effect of
interparticle coupling.

Up to now, the magnetic properties of single domain easily reached. This new sample has been studied by magne-
* particles have been extensively studied by susceptibility.' tization, x-ray scattering, neutron diffraction at small angles,

Mossbauer,2 and ferromagnetic resonance, 3 namely, at fre- and inelastic neutron scattering. We present here the x-ray
quency rates going up to 109 s-1. Neutron experiments ex- scattering experiment at small angles and some results ob-
tend the frequency window to 10°0_10t2 s-t . Moreover, tained by inelastic neutron scattering.
zero-field measurements provide direct information on the Fe particles dispersed in an alumina matrix have been
intrinsic properties of these systems which is of special in- obtained by copulverization as in Ref. 1. Magnetization ex-
terest for particles with random anisotropy axes. In a previ- periments allow the determination of a mean-particle diam-
ous study4 of very small Fe particles (0-25 A) in an alu- eter of about 50 A. The x-ray scattering obtained at small q
mina matrix corresponding to about 20% Fe in volume, the values is reported in Fig. 1. It consists of two parts: an in-
observed energy spectra have shown the existence of a dual creasing intensity at very small angle and a peak around
dynamics with two typical relaxation times for the particle q=0.17 A- 1. This latter, very similar to the peak observed in
magnetization. The large time, which is revealed by a the first studied sample, indicate the existence of a typical
resolution-limited component of the magnetic intensity, was size of particles, and of a characteristic interparticle distance
attributed to the "longitudinal" fluctuations corresponding to (25 and 46 A, respectively within the same analysis as in
the relaxation between the metastable states, defined by the Ref. 7). The very small q contribution indicates the existence
particle anisotropy energy. The fast time was attributed to the of larger particles. Being out of the Guinier approximation, it
transverse fluctuations of the magnetization trapped in one of cannot be analyzed quantitatively. Comparison between
its metastable states. Following theory,5'6 the evolution in magnetization and x-ray scattering indicate therefore that the
temperature of the dynamics is governed by the ratio E,/kT, size distribution is likely more important in this sample than
where ER is the energy barrier between the metastable states. in the first one.
In a uniaxial assumption, usually justified by the existence of
a shape anisotropy, one has Ea=KenfV (Kff is the density of
anisotropy energy and V the volume). For EBIkT<I, the two
dynamics are expected to merge at high temperature in a ,
single relaxation process which obeys the Debye law with a 12 - +. n

Curie susceptibility V(T)OcIIT and a characteristic time
ral/T. Experimentally, in the high T limit, the relaxation a tht
time deduced from the energy linewidth r (7--l/2vrF) no>

more decreased with T but was found limited at some value, t 0-
which could be related to the anisotropy energy of the par-
ticle. In the opposite limit EB/kTT4 1, one expects6 to observe 01 ° 0 53 0
inelastic processes corresponding to the precession mode of a

the Landau-Lifshitz equation. Instead, down to 25 K, the q (V)
fast dynamical component kept a quasielastic line shape.
This could indicate that the condition Ea/kTf,1 was still not FIG. t. Comparison between the q dependence of the x-ray scattering in-
fulfilled in this sample, so that we were actually observing t tensity and the q dependence of the resolution-limited peak C , measured at

300 K. The x ray and neutron intensities have been scaled at the peaktransitory regime. To check this conjecture, we have studied position. We have omitted the neutron intensities at the smallest q values,

a sample with larger particle sizes so that this limit could be being out of the scale (for q=0.0775 A'. I'=295 a.u.).
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wiTHzt FIG. 3. q dependence of the energy-integrated intensity C, in arbitrary units

measured at 300 K.

SFIG. 2. Examples of fitted energy spectra usn the single Lorentzian form

(1I=300 K) and the double Lorentzian one (T=75 K). with the q dependence of the x-ray profile (mere nuclear

contribution) as in Fig. I for T=300 K, we conclude to the
existence of a resolution-limited magnetic component

Inelastic neutron scattering experiments have been car- (7"<6×la-ti s) at this temperature. In Fig. 3. we have re-
rned out at the Orphee reactor (Laboratoire Laon Brillouin) ported the q dependence of the energy-integrated intensity of
using the three-axis spectrometer 4FI and the neutron cold the other magnetic component C2 (q) at the same T=300 K
source facilities. The collimations and the incident neutron value. The observed q dependence of this dynamic magnetic
wave vector (K,=1.05 A- t) determine a resolution window component is related to the spatial extension of the particle
(FWHM) of 2F0=20 peV, corresponding to a characteristic magnetization. The experimental energy range (some 1/100
time l'o=I/2#'F0 =6× I0-n s. Three values of the momentum of meV, therefore much smaller than the Fe-Fe exchange
transfer q (0.045, 0.0775, 0.118 A-') have been studied over energy), as well as this q dependence, ensure that we are
the whole temperature range 10-480 K, whereas a more observing the dynamics of the particles, fluctuating as a
complete q range has been studied at 300 K. For each q, the whole. This dynamical component is described now.

*energy spectra may be analyzed as the sum of a delta func- In Fig. 4 we have reported the temperature dependence
lion of intensity C, and of an energy function corresponding
to the inelastic cross section, both convoluted with the spec-
trometer resolution. The inelastic neutron cross section o,.•
I(q,wo) where q and wJare the momentum and energy trans- * e• 0,-u=

120.0

fes resecivly depend on th incidentc and fina neutronrt neniyCi rbtay nt

wave vectors and of the spin correlation function S(q,f) by
c(q,ot)bu(Kj/N))S(q,w). In the linear response theory,

S(q,et) is expressed as S(q,ao)=cnln(om)+ lixc(q, ,n
l=0)F(q,i). Here, n(sc) is the Bose factor, xb(q, u--0) * t

the static "transverse susceptibility" (as justified below) and ,r
F(q,uo) the spectral weight function. Depending on T, the the s T

beurer faiitis .aeotInedb uslaiong an speta functioent neton vle.Teqbeve dpneneo thi dynami agei

of either a single Lorentzian form (of iinewidth ri centered at oe onth

etter ofit 217=2 o aied correspodn g to setal fchaatrsi antztion. FThe exprimnta enrg rag (sm 1/100

tim0) or a double Lorentzian one (centered on mome with a 0, t
linewidth q). These two forms correspond respectively the
Debye model (high T limit) and to the Landau-Lifshitz 0.02

model (low T limit) in Ref. 6. Examples of fits arresported
in Fig. 2. In the approximation bokT, valid here, the energy c-o'

integrated intensity, C2 (q), is directly related to x'(q, = 0),
by 1oo 200 300 400 nooThe delta function or "resolution-limited" peak Cr con- 7 (K)

sists of a nuclear contribution and possibly of a magnetic
component with a characteristic fluctuation time i larger than FIG. 4. Temperature dependences of the tranoverse susceptibility x'(q,

the time defined by the experimental resolution. Comparing s=o). the r and te parameters deduced from the single Lor+ntzian or

the q dependence of Cl (magnetic+nuclear contrizian analysis of the energy spetram at q =0.0775 A-t
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of F, iti0, and A/' for the intermediate q=0.0775 A•-' value. 5 xlIW erg/cm3) very close to that expected for Fe anisot-

The energy line shape of the spectrum allows us to define ropy. Whether this result is meaningful or not, remains to be
three distinct temperature regimes when decreasing T. checked by investigating other kinds of particles. Below 350

(i) In the first regime corresponding to 500 K>T>200 K, the increase of F as T decreases is very likely related to a
K, the energy spectrum is quasielastic (see Fig. 2 for T= 300 preliminary effect of interparticle interaction. This is corn-
K), namely, better described by one Lorentzian (ou04r). The forted by the occurrence of some short range interparticle
linewidth r is roughly temperature independent down to 350 order revealed by SANS experiment at these t~mperatures
K and increases below whereas the susceptibility is close to and which will be reported later. The quasielastic nature of
11T. (0 In the second regime, 200 K>T>50 K, the signal the dynamical signal as well as the I/T behavior of X'(T).
apr,.ors weakly inelastic (f0>r) with heavily damped which were already observed in the previous ,ample, midi-
modes (see Fig. 2 for T=-75 K). In this T range the trans- cate that this regime is close to the "isotropic" one. Never-
verse susceptibility exhibits a plateau. As T decreases fur- theless, unlike the previous study, the isotropic regime is not
ther, " increases up to a maximum value and decreases completely reached even at 480 K since we still observe
beyond. In this same T range the damping r value is roughly some magnetic intensity in the C, component at this T value.
constant and increases when cat decreases. (iii) Fina~ly, be- Below 200 K, we observe an inelastic line shape in
low 50 K, the energy spectrum appears again better fitted agreement with theory." It corresponds to the evolution to-
with a single Lorentzian (ns0,4l). The transverse susceptibil- wards the precession mode of the Landau-Lifshitz equation.
ity starts to increase steeply with a variation very close to One expects )e to obey a l/w0 variation, which is ;n qualita-
1/T. The two other q values show the same three temperature tive agreement with the observations. In the present case, this
regimes but one observes a significant shift of the transitions transition may be driven by temperature as well as by the
towards higher T for the smallest q and lower T for the interparticle coupling, this latter producing an enhancement
larger q. Since one expects the change of regimes ruled by of the effective anisotropy KCV as discussed in Refs. I and 4.
the KV/kT ratio, these shifts can be easily explained by a Therefore, down to 200 K, the transverse excitations cit be
volume effect observed here through the q dependence. The described in terms of local modes, indicating that the inter-
evolution observed at the intermediate q =0.0775 A-' value particle interactions which are strongly temperature depen-
appears therefore characteristic of the behavior of a particle dent, are still weak. Below 50 K, a kind of "reentrant'" be-
with an intermediate size in the distribution. havior occurs, revealed by the steep increase of the

As for the previous sample, one can attribute this dy- susceptibility whereas the energy spectrum turns back to-
namical magnetic component to the "transverse" fluctua- wards a quasielastic line shape. Clearly, in this new regime,
tions of the single particle magnetization. Accordingly, the the competing interparticle interactions have destroyed the
slow dynamics revealed by the magnetic contribution in the local modes. It must be noticed that this new regime is oh-
resolution-limited peak, may correspond to the "longitudi- served in the transverse dynamics only, since no special
nal" fluctuations or relaxation between the metastable states, changes occur in the short range interparticle ordering oh-
These definitions are meaningful locally, that is to say for a served by SANS.
single particle anisotropy direction. In the high-temperature
regime, the overall striking result is the similarity between 'J. L. Dormann, L. Bessais, and D. Fiorani. j Phys. C 21. 2015 (1988).
these observations and those made in the previous sample, 2S. Morup, 1. A. Dumesic. and H. Tops6e, in 4r'elications of Aossbauer

Spectroscopy, Vol. 2. edited by R. L. Cohen (A,. mic. New York. 19801.
with essentially a strong shift towards higher temperatures in 

3
For instance, U. Netzelmann. J. Aptl. Phys. 68, 1800 (1990). and refer-

the present sample. From 350 K up to the highest T value ences herein.
(480 K), the r linewidth has reached a nearly temperature- 'M. Hennion. C. Beltouard, I. Mirebeau. J. L. Dormann, and R. Ober,

independent value (0.013 meV) very close to the asymptotic Europhys. Len. 25, 463 (1994); M. Hennion. C. Bellouard. 1. Mireheau.
H. Blank. 1. L Dormann, and C. Djega-Mariadessou. in Studies of A4ag-

one (-0c.01 meV) measured above 100 K in the previous nei Properties of Fine Particles. edited by J. L Dormann and D. Fiorani
sample.

4 
In particular, we never observe the increase of r (Elsevier, Amsterdam, 1992).

with T predicted by theory. We are faced, therefore, with the -W. F. Brown. Jr.. Phys. Rev. 130, 1677 (1963).
same puzzling result as before. As already noticed, this as- 'Yu. L. Raikher and M. I Shliomis, Soy. Phys. JETP 40, 526 (1974).

.7. Mirebeau, C. Bellouard, M. Hennion. J. L. Dormann. C. Djega-
ymptotical value, when converted in effective anisotropy Mariadessou. and M. Tessier. J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 104-107.
field (1'- VHef, H`=2Keff/M,), yields a K" value (K/ 1560 (1992).
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Magnetic properties of fine Ni particles coated with Pd (abstract)
Makoto Yamaguchi, Yoshichika Otani, and Hideki Miyajima
Department of Phy.ics, Faculty of S'ence and Technology, Keio Univ.sitoy. Hivoshi 3-14-1, Kohoku.
Yokohama 223, Japan

Ni-Pd composite fine particle is an ideal system to study surface and interface magnetism because
of its large surface area compared with the total volume. In this work, magnetic properties of Ni-Pd
composite fine particles were studied in terms of the magnetic proximity effect and the effect of
hydrogenation. The composite particle consists of Ni core and Pd shell. Five different particles with
different Pd shell thicknesses, 50, 100, 150, 200, and 350 A, were prepared. The average diameter
of the Ni core is about 0.7 pma. The Curie temperatures of all the samples are lying around 6301 K
and are nearly equal to that of a bulk Ni. Unlike pure Ni. the samples exhibit a relatively large
coercive force of a few hundred Oersted in the temperature range from 4.2 to 750 K. The
magnetization of the Ni core is found to be somewhat lower than that of pure Ni. An enhanced
interface anisotropy due to the Pd coating (-- 1.5 10

5 
Ji/m

3
) seems to impede saturation. Before

hydrogenation. there appears quite a large thermal hysteresis. On heating, the isofield magnetization
exhibits lerromagnetic behavior with a rise of magnetic moment below 30 K, suggesting that there
is induced magnetization in the Pd shell. The change in magnetization follows the Curie-Weiss law,
which gives a Curie temperature of 22 K. However, the steep rise of magnetization is not observed
in the cooling process. After hydroge .uýkjn. this ferromagnetic behavior completely vanishes. There
is also observed no lattice expansior, but this isovolumetric constraint seems to have little change
on the saturation hydrogen loading.

Nuclear magnetic resonance studies on the surface magnetism
of vanadium ultrafine particles (abstract)

Yukihiro Hirayama, Tomoki Erata, Eiji Kita, and Akira Tasaki
Institute of Applied Physics, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan

Nuclear magnetic resonance studies were carried out on the ultrafine particles of vanadium prepared
by the gas evaporation method for making clear its Curie-Weiss like magnetism, which appeared
besides the ordinary Pauli paramagnetism reoorted already.' The observed NMR signal was
composed of two lines; one of those signals was identified as being from metal vanadium because
of its Knight shift, 0.58%, and the other line with less intensity had a 0.7% Knight shift. Since the
relative intensity of this low field shifted line was proportional to the inverse diameter of the particle
and increased with the decrease of temperature, this line can be identified as being from the surface
region of the particles. The spin-lattice relaxation time of the surface region has shown the
Corringa's relaxation, which indicates that the surface electrons show metallic character. The
resonance line with a 0.7% Knight shift originated from surface vanadium suggests the existence of
the narrow band at its Fermi level and a rather localized character of the surface electrons, and this
characteristic surface region increases with lower temperatures. The origin of the observed
temperature dependent paramagnetism of vanadium ultrafine particles can be considered as the
surface magnetism still having a metallic character.

'H. Akoh and A. lasaki. J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 42. 791 (19771.
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Polyphase eddy current testing
I. Marinova, S. Hayano, N. Ishida, and Y. Saito
College of Engineering, Hosei University, Kajino Koganei, Tokyo 184 Japan

Y. Hirama and M. Yamamoto
R&D Hitachi Building Systems Engineering and Service, 16-23 Nakagawa Adachi-ku, Tokyo 120 Japan

Polyphase eddy current testing is proposed. The operating principle of this system is as follows. The
polyphase eddy current testing system may be regarded as one of the polyphase transformers.
Primary balanced polyphase coils are star connected and secondary polyphase circuits are composed
of the target. When balanced polyphase currents are fed into the primary coils, zero phase voltage
is dc 2cted if the target has defects. No zero phase voltage is detected if the target has no defects.
It is found that this method has a higher sensitivity compared with that of conventional eddy current
testing.

I. INTRODUCTION M
k=--, O<k< 1. (!)

The search for ciacks and defects is one of the most VL tL2
important elements of the nondestructive testing of many
equipments, e.g., elevators, escalators, lifts, etc. Various test- If there are no defects in the target, this would correspond to
ing methods, such as eddy current testing, electric potential the secondary circuit short (R,-O) and input impedance Z
method, ultrasonic wave imaging, and x-ray tomography, are becomes
currently utilized.1- 7 Among these methods, eddy current
testing method does not require complex electronic circuits Z=R, +jwL, ( 1- k2). (2)
and direct contact to object. Further, objects of which major
frame parts are composed of conductive metallic materials If there are defects, then resistance of the secondary circuit
can be selectively inspected by eddy current sensors. In the becomes R2 -, and the input impedance Z changes,
present article, we propose a novel eddy current testing
method utilizing polyphase alternating currents. The operat- Z = R, +joLt. (3)
ing principle of this new method is as follows. First, the
polyphase eddy current testing system may be regarded as a Analyzing Eqs. (2) and (3) it is obvious that the sensitivity of
polyphase transformer. Primary balanced polyphase coils are cconventional ECTr depends on the parameters ,i, L 1, and k.
star connected and secondary polyphase circuits are com- Therefore, it is desirable that the inductance L , as well as
posed of the target. When balanced, polyphase currents are coupling factor k are as large as possible, but due to the skin
fed into the primary coils, zero phase voltage is detected if effect, it is not desirable to increase the angular velocity W.
the target has defects, no zero phase voltage is detected if the To detect defects in axial as well as circular directions from
target has no defects. Conventional eddy current testing the interior of cylindrical pipe, a multicoil ECT system,
method detects only the input impedance difference caused shown in Fig. 2 may be used. However each of the coils in
by the defects in the target. As an initial test, we measured a multicoils is scanned by complex electronic circuits; also, the
zero phase input impedance instead of zero phase voltage. It scanning speed is limited by the relaxion time of eddy cur-
was found that our new method clarified a possibility to en- rent
hance the sensitivity of the eddy current testing compared
with conventional eddy current testing.

II. POLYPHASE EDDY CURRENT TESTING

A. Conventional eddy current testing

As shown in Fig. 1 the conventional eddy current testing
(ECT) system may be regarded as a single-phase trans- 0
former. The equivalent transformer is composed of the pri-
mary exciting coil having resistance R, and self-inductance
L1, and the secondary coil, being the metallic target having
resistance R2 and self-inductance L2 . Let us denote M as a
mutual inductance between the primary and secondary ctr-
cuits and k as a coupling factor defined by FIG. 1. Principle of conventional eddy current testing systerr.

5904 J. Appl. Phys. 75 (10), 15 May 1994 0021-8979/94/75(10)/5904/3/$8.00 © 1994 American Institute nf Physics



primary coils

4S
Ic

FIG. 2. Multicoil eddy current testing system.

FIG. 4. The balanced polyphase current system used to scan the target.

B. Polyphase eddy current testing

In this article we propose a novel eddy current testing

method utilizing pollyphase alternating currents in order to -

increase the sensitivity of ECT system. The polyphase ECT
system consists of polyphase coils and target. This system 4i 36

may be considered as a polyphase transformer. Primary bal-
anced polyphase coils are star connected. Secondary -

polyphase circuits are composed of the target (see Fig. 3). t 410 731

For a star-connected system, with the time origin taken at the
maximum positive point of the phase a voltage wave, the
instantaneous voltages of the three phases are

V = v'2V cosýor wt 3 V2 Re(ej(_("3, )

0 x

V,.=, v2 V cos Ut +-'2-- =v2V Releil t+12ii13H)j,vcs FIG. 5. Tested target tube with a defect (unit of mini.

where V is the rms value of the phase voltage. Considering a
operator defined by

a=e-i2 3 ,(5) a d

we can express

Vo-= -(V+ Vb+ V,.),

Vp= 7(Va+ a
2

V, + a Vc), (6)

VN = 7( V + a Vb + a2Vc),

where V0, Vp and VN are the zero sequence, positive se-
quence, and negative sequence. For the balanced three phase
voltages, they become

FIG. 6. Tested conventional eddy current sensor with a =5 trm, b=5 mm,
Sprntnftla c=35 mm. d=1O mm, and 50 turns.

Pntypbhm ECT

FIG. 7. Tested polyphase eddy current sensor with d=20 mm. c -35 trnm.
FIG. 3. Polyphase eddy current sensor. The number of turns is 50) or 80).
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FIG. 9. The change of the inductance in x direction: lai poiyphase cdd,
current testing with 50 turns; lb) polyphase eddy current testing w~ith ?,)

FIG. 8. The change of the inductance in x direction using conventional eddy trns.

current testing.

9(b) show that the defect, increasing the impedance of the
target (secondary circuits) caused a change of the imped-

V11 = 0, ances of the primary coils. This lead to an unbalanced
Vp=v2V Re(eJ"), (7) polyphase current system. Near the defect the zero-phase

voltage appeared and zero-phase impedance changed with
Vv = 0. position of the probe coils during the x direction. The induc-

Figure 4 shows that with balanced polyphase currents, tance, corresponding to zero-phase impedance. began to in-
the primary coils generate a revolving magnetic field and this crease around the defect. It reached a maximum when the
it used to scan the target. middle of the polyphase coils was under the defect. After

To detect defects in the target, balanced polyphase cur- that, moving the polyphase coils in the x direction, the in-
rents are fed into the primary coils and the zero phase volt- ductance decreases depending on the impedance of the sec-
age V 0 is measured. If the target has defects then zero phase ondary circuits. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show that changing the
voltage Vu1 is detected. If the target has no defects then zero number of turms it is possible to increase the sensitivity using
phase voltage V1 is not detected. Conventional eddy current the polyphase ECT. Thus, we succeeded to obtain 0).78',
testing method detects only the input impedance difference relative measured difference applying polyphase ECT with
caused by defects in the target. 50 turns while using polyphase ECT with 80 turns or con-

ventional ECT it is t0.37% or 0.49%, respectively. Instead of
III. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND RESULTS zero-phase impedance, we measured a zero-phase voltage.

This increases the sensitivity of our new polyphase ECT.In order to investigate the efficiency of the proposed

novel ECT system, a tube target with defect shown in Fig. 5 IV. CONCLUSION
was examined. First, conventional ECT was applied to detect
the defect. Figure 6 shows that a conventional eddy current We proposed a novel ECT to detect defects in targets.
sensor with two serial connected coils was used. The input Experimental work concerning the ECT system utilizing
impedance was measured by a resistance bridge. The experi- polyphase alternating currents has been carried out. Star con-
mental frequency was I kHz. Second, the polyphase eddy nection and balanced polyphase currents are used as primary
current sensor, as shown in Fig. 7, was employed to examine coils. Examination of the zero phase voltage was proposed to
the target. Polyphase coils were star connected and supplied detect the defects. Comparison with conventional ECT was
with balanced polyphase currents. In order to compare the made. It has been demonstrated that the new method en-
sensitivity of this method with conventional ECT, the zero- hances the sensitivity of the eddy current testing compared
phase impedance was measured instead of the zero-phase with conventional ECU.

voltage.
Results showing the change of inductance in the x direc- 'Y. Hirama and N. Sahoda. Paper on Technical Meeting of Magnetic% in

MAG-92-73. 143 11992).tion around the defects applying both conventional and 2T. Doi. H. Saotome, S. Hayano. and Y. Saito. Applied Eletromagnetics in
polyphase ECTs are presented in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. Materials and Computational Technology (Hokkaido University Press.
The polyphase eddy current sensors with 50 and 80 turns are Sapporo, 19921, 61.
used in Figs. 9(a) and 9tb), correspondingly. 

'
H. Saotome, T. Doi, S. Hayano. and Y. Saito, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-
29. 1861 (1993).

The results of Fig. 8 show the change of inductance 'Y Oohira. Y. Hirama, S. Hayano, and Y. Saito, in Proceedings of thecorresponding to the change of the field distribution in the ISEM. Sapporo. Jan. 1993.
coil volumes during movement in x direction. The changes 'T. R. Schmidt. Mater. Eval. 42. 25 (t1984),
of the field distribution are produced by the defect, which ýw. Lord. S. Nath, Y. K. Shin. and Z. You. IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-25."3010 (1989).changes the impedance of the target, and the coupling be- 7E. Cardelli, N. Esposito, and M. Raugi, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-29.
tween target and primary coils, respectively. Figures 9(a) and 1849 (1993)
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Defect recognition in conductive materials by local magnetic-field

measurement
T. Doi, S. Hayano, I. Marinova, N. Ishida, and Y. Saito
College of Engineering, Hosei Universi., Kajino, Koganei, Tokyo 184, Japan

Among the various nondestructive testing methods, the electric potential method requires relatively
simple device and measurement. However, because of the high electrical contact resistance,
sometimes it is difficult to measure the correct local electric potentials by direct contact. In order to
overcome this difficulty, method is proposed which involves substituting the local magnetic field for
electric potential measurements. The comparison with the conventional electric potential method
demonstrates the usefulness this method, especially for materials with low resistivity.

I. INTRODUCTION where C,) is a system matrix without a defect or crack. This
means that the potential vector X is composed of the two

In order to prevent accidents in aircraft, iron bridges, and input vectors Y and Y.. The vector Y is the equivalent field
nuclear reactors, crack or defect recognition is of paramount source vector
importance. Various nondestructive testing methodologies,
e.g., eddy current testing, x-ray computed tomography, ultra- Y=(C, 1-C)X, (3)
sonic imaging, and the electric potential method, have been caused by the defect or crack. The vector Y, is the externally
exploited and utilized. Among these methods, the electric impressed field source vector. Thus, the defect or crack rec-
potential method requires relatively simple instruments and ognition problems can be reduced into the equivalent source
techniques.1-3 However, because of the high electrical con- vector Y searching problems. Obviously, this equivalent
tact resistance and relatively low resistance of the target, source vector Y depends on the solution vector X. Further,
sometimes it is difficult to measure the correct local electric this solution vector X is a function of the externally im-
potentials by direct contact. In order to remove this difficulty, pressed field source vector Y,. Thereby, the equivalent
we propose a new method which substitutes the local mag- source vector Y can be expressed as a function of the im-
netic field for electric potential measurements. This makes it pressed field source vector Y,. That is,
possible to implement the electric potential method without
requiring direct contact to measure potentials. Most of the Y=f(Yp). (4)

defect recognition problems are, in essence, reduced to solv- Introducing this functional relationship into our SPM
ing inverse problems. Previously, the current distributions in method leads to the following advantages. First, this method
the human heart and brain have been successfully estimated requires a quite low CPU resource compared with those of
from the local magnetic fields by the sampled pattern match- the original SPM method, because the SPM process has to be
ing (SPM) method. The SPM method has been exploited for carried out only for the vectors satisfying the relationship
solving the inverse source problems, and this is applicable to (4). Second, relatively accurate solutions can be expected.
defect recognition problems, i.e., medium parameter identi- because one of the characteristics of the solution vector Y is
fication problems. 4

-
7 

We apply this SPM method with some known. Finally, changing the direction of vector Y. reaches
modifications to our new electric potential method. The com- the correct solution vector Y similar to the computed tomog-
parison with the conventional electric potential method dem- raphy. This new method is called the projective sampled pat-
onstrates the usefulness of our new method, especially for tern matching (PSPM) method, because the functional rela-
materials with low resistivity. tionship (4) is the directional dependence of the known

vector Y,. In the present article, we examine the character-
istics of the PSPM method. As a result, we propose here the

II. PROJECTIVE SAMPLED PATTERN MATCHING simple implementation techniques to improve the accuracy

METHOD of PSPM method.

A. Key Ideas
B. System equations

Let C. X, Y, be the system matrix, potential, and input

current vectors, respectively. Then, it is possible to write In Eq. (2), let us assume that Co is a square matrix of
"size m by m; X, Y, and Y, are the mth-order column vectors,

CX= Y, (1) then taking the inverse matrix of Co and multiplying it to
both sides of Eq. (2) yields

as a discretized electric current flowing system equation of a X= Co 
1 + Co 'Y,= Co 

1y + X0, (5)
conductive material having a defect or crack. This system where Xo (= Co Y1) is a potential vector without a defect or
equation can be modified into crack. Subtracting X0 from Eq. (5), we have

CoX=(Cs-C)X+Y,=Y+ Ys, (2) Xd=X-Xo =Co 'y. (6)
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-FIRST PA

NUMBER OF PILOT POINTS NUMBER OF PILOT POINTE

(a) (b) (a) (b)

(c) (d) (cl (d)

FIG. 1. Single defect recognition by measuring the electric potential around FIG. 2. Plural defects recognition by measuring the electric potential around
a target area. (a) y vs number of the pilot points in the pr'ocesses of electric a target area. (a) y vs pilot points in the proc.esses of electrical potential
potential method, (b) exact solution, (el recognized defect by measuring the method, (b) exact solution, (c) recognized defect by measuring the electrical
electrical potentials (d) recognized defect by measuring the magnetic fields. potentials (d) recognized defect by measuring the magnetic fields. The num-
The number of subdivisions In = 180 1, and the number of measured points ber of subdivisions In = 180 1, and the number of measured points a = 7 2
n=72. The direction of the externally impressed current input vector Y. The direction of the externally impressed current input vector V, was
was changed 72 times with 5' subdivision. changed 72 times with 5° subdivision.

Generally, it is difficult to measure the entire difference
vector Xd in Eq. (6) so that we can only obtain a part vector I=O

Xp, of Xd. This yields the system equations of the defect or Pilot point solutions of Eq. (7) mean that the magnitude
crack recognition problem. Namely, denoting n as a number of the solution is represented by the space occupying rate of
of measured points, we have unit input.

X,=DY=(a yda, (7)

i= I 0. PSPM method

where D and Xde are the n by m partial matrix in Co t and The SPM method is applicable to inverse problems

measured difference vector with order n, respectively. The Yi where the solution vector Y is not a function of the known

and di in Eq. (7) are the ith element of Y and ith column function Y 1,

vector in D, respectivelyo Yo rf(Ys). (10)

peralHowever, if a relationship (4) is established, then the
c d n atcn t SPM prcesses are carried out only to the vectors d, (i

If a point h takes the maximum of t 1,2,...,m) satisfying the relationship (4).
c itio pIf medium parameter identification problems satisfy re-
f m de/(aXpsudrJ)e id= 1,p2i...nt s, (8a) lationship (4), the SPM processes is continued up to the kth

then h is the first pilot point. If a point g takes the maximum pilot point until the following condition is satisfied:

of kXp kl Ij• , '• d

yhj=X T '(dh +dj)/(l Xp Idh +djl) I- ,2,....m,j~h, NX01 dj i d

(8b) I01

then g is the second pilot point. A similar process to Eq. (8a) where the vector Xop is composed of the measured potentials
or (8b) is continued up to the first peak of y. '6 having a defect or crack.

Thus, the pilot point solutions are given by the follow- This method is called the PSPM method. The PSPM
ing. method has the following advantages: (i) low CPU resource;

Ife is a pilot point, then: (ii) relatively accurate solutions( (iii) changing the projective
f a poinangles with tk and taking the average of entire solutions to

his te freach the correct solution vector; (iv) the pilot point solutions
if i is not a pilot point, then: (9) awr available if the known vector Xi encloses a target area.
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0
(a) exact solution exact solution

I {a)

(b) (c) (a) (b)

FIG. 4. The examples taking an average of the results obtained by electric
FIG. 3. Improved plural defects recognition: (a) Improvement by shrinking potential and its modified methods (exact solution): (a) two defects, (b) three
the target area. (hW and (c) show improved results by removing the pilot defects.
points up to the first peak for the electric potential and its modified methods,
respectively.

by shrinking the target area. Also, Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) show
improved plural defects recognition by removing the pilot

A curve obtained by plotting the pattern matching rate y points up to the first peak of y.
in Eq. (8a) or (8b) versus number of the pilot points reveals It must be noted here that the electric potential method

(i) if the curve continuously increases with addition of pilot always yields overestimated results in defect size. Con-
points then the target area has a single defect or indistin- versely, the modified method yields undcrestimated results.
guishable plural defects; (ii) if the curve has a deflection Therefore, if it is possible to measure both electric potentials
point then the object has plural defects. In this case, each of and magnetic field, the defect will stand midway between the
the plural defects can be distinguished by shrinking the target results. Figure 4 shows examples of taking an average of

area or removing the pilot points up to the first peak value of both results.
y. This is because the pilot points up to the first peak value of Thus, the electric potential and its modified methods in

y provide globally good pattern matching vectors common to combination with PSPM provide highly reliable results even
the entire defects. if the plural defects are included in the target region.

E. Examplu IlL CONCLUSION

The two-dimensional electric potential method was cho-
snaThe exa-dimple.sh electric potential method was ca d As shown above, we have examined the PSPM method

sen as the example. The electric potentil method was carriedplural
out not only in the conventional way but aiso the modified d rognitheion obl e improve demonstral
way, which measured the magnetic fields instead of the elec- defects recognttion problems. Examples have demonstratedtric potentials, that the plural defects recognition is improved by our

tric otentals.method.
Figure I(a) shows one of the y versus number of pilot

points curves in the processes of the electric potential S. Kuhb, K. Ohji, and T. Sakagami, lnt. . Appl. Electromagn. Mater. 2. 81
method. Obviously, this curve continually increases with ad- (1991).
dition of pilot points, so that the target area has a single 

2Y. twamura and K. Miya` IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-26, 618 (1990).
defect. In fact, results of PSPM method show the single de- 

3T. Miyoshi and S. Nakano, Trans. Jipn. Soc. Mech. Eng. A $2, 1097

fect as shown in Figs. 1(c) and I(d). (1986).
4ys Saito, E. Itagaki, and S. Hayano, J. Appl. Phys. 67. 5830 (1990).

Figure 2(a) shows one of the y versus number of the 'H. Saotoite, Y. Kitsuta, S. Hayano. and Y. Saito, Int. J. Appl. Electro-
pilot points curves. This curve has a deflection point, so that map. Mater. 3, 297 (1993).
the target area must have the plural defects. In fact, the result 6H. Saotome, T. Doi, S. Hayan., and Y. Saito, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-
of the PSPM method shows the plural defects as shown in 29, 1861 (19Q3).7T. Doi, H. Saotome. S. Hayano, and Y. Saito, in Proceedings of the 2nd
Figs. 2kc) and 2(d). iapao,-Hungarv Joint Seminar, edited by T. Honma et al. (Hokkaido Uni-

Figure 3(a) shows improved plural defects recognition versity Press, Sapporo, 1992), pp. 61-66.
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Component-resolved Imaging of surface magnetic fields
R. D. Goirz, E. R. Burkea) and 1. D. Mayergoyz
Department of Electrical Engineerung, University of Maryland at College Park, Maryland 20742

Successful imaging is demonstrated of the three individual Cartesian components of the vector
magnetic field from a magnetized surface. This is accomplished by exploiting the capability of the
magnetic force scanning tunneling microscope to generate two-dimensional mapping of definite
combinations of orthogonal magnetic-field components. This method is applied to
well-characterized patterns on thin-film longitudinal recording media and some peculiar
characteristics of recorded magnetization patterns are found, including the presence ot a significant
cross-track magnetization component persisting along the track edges. The experimental approach
and the unique physical insights acquired by simultaneously investigating individual magnetic-field
components are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION first time, high-resolution imaging of the individual Carte-

Despite obvious fundamental impetus and potentially ex- sian field components of magnetic recording patterns.

tensive technological applications, high-resolution imaging II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
of individual components of the vector magnetic field near
magnetic surfaces has not yet been accomplished. Lorentz Details of our experimental apparatus and probe fabrica-
transmission electron microscopy (TEM and spin-polarized tion techniques have been reported elsewherelI" 2 and we
scanning electron microscopy2 yield images of minute mag- merely reiterate the main points. A thin, flexible, triangular
netization structures, but not the field components exclu- nickel film"5 is placed as a substitute to th, usual rigid STM
sively. Electron-holographic interferometry 3 is capable of di- tip, and scanned across the surface as a conventional STM
rect observations of magnetic-field lines in two dimensions, probe.'" This probe geometry, which may yield somewhat
and it would be interesting to see its capability extended to lower resolution than sharply et-hed ferromagnetic wires,.7

differentiate components of the field along the surface plane has the advantage of confining the probe deflection only
as well. Other field sensing devices such as those based on along its normal direction which greatly simplifies the inter-
the principles of Faraday induction, magnetoresistance, Kerr action and corresponding analysis. The probe, biased at a
effect, Hall effect, superconducting quantum interference, small potential, is placed at about a nanometer from the su
and magnetostriction, at present, suffer from several inherent face to induce tunneling current while a feedback system
limitations. They eithe- lack adequate sensitivity, have lim- adjusts the vertical height of the probe to keep the current
ited spatial resolution, or face formidable technical difficul- constant. This height is recorded as a function of the probe's
ties in dutccting individual components separately, lateral position and displayed using computer graphics. The

One class of microscopy collectively called scanning measureme.nts reflect a combination of magnetic and topo-
probe microscopy offers the best promise in field-component graphic structures because momentary changes in the gap
detection. Spurred by the invention of the scanning tunneling come as a result of magnetic-induced probe deflections as
(STM)4 and the atomic force (AFM)5 microscopes, the tech- well as the surface texture. The probe's magnetic and me-
nique of magnetic force microscopy (MFM) has lead to the chanical properties were carefully selected to enhance the
imaging of local variations in the gradient of the force be- magnetic contribution over the topography" and to ensure
tween a probe and the magnetic field.6 Experiments have that the probe interacts as a point magnetic charge at the
shown that the MFM exhibits sensitivity to specific compo- apex.14

nents of the field.1 Thus far, notwithstanding a great deal of The samples were deliberatel) recorded patterns on oth-
interest in the scientific community,7-1" no systematic dem- erwise ordinary commercial isotropic thin-film rigid disk me-
onstration of three-dimensional field component imaging .:a- dia, and are identical to those in previous studies."-'2 1 We
pability has been reported. concentrated on two pattern arran-ements, namely: (i) a se-

Over the last few years, we have been involved in the ries of alternating magnetization with identically spaced 20
development of magnetic force scanning tunneling micros- /tint periodic transitions, and (ii) a series with the same wave-
copy (MFSTM)," which is cognate to MFM, but fundamen- length but with one specific magnetization direction longer
tally different since this method does not map contours of (17.5 /.r-' than the other (2.5 iAn).
constant forcet ( or force gradient, 9 but measures the field
intensity at a fixed distance above the surface."2 We have Il. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
modeled the contrast mechanism,"'13 developed special The magnetic-induced variation in vertical displacement
probes,' 2 and experimentally demonstrated the images to be Az and, hence, the contrast mechanism is governed by the
proportional to certain components of the surface field.14 in relation"l
this work, we extend this capability aud demonstrate, for the

AzxH, sin 0 cos 0 cos 6+H. sin- • 0, (1)

"Laboratory for Physical Sciences, 8050 Greenmt ad Dr.. College Park, MD where H. is the field component parallel to the surface plane
20740. and along the direction of magnetization, while H. is the
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FIG. 1. Dependence of magnetic-field images on the probe orentaion vec- FIG. 2. Component-resolved surface field images of an Unevenly Spaced
tor p, with enhanced detection of (a) H,, (b) H, and MH, and (c) Hyad Hz magnetization pattern. The moat prominem component are (a) H', (b) H,
components. The pattern is an evenly spaced alternating magnetiation sche- and Hy, and (c) H,. The pattern is an evenly spaced alternating magneti-
maticaily shown in the bottom of (c). Zation scemicaally show in the bottom of (c).

field component in the normal direction. The angle 0 defines
the inclination of the probe measured relative to the surface by a profile drawn along the track agrees quite well with the
normal, while 0 is the angle made by the projection of the expected shape of the H, component for this type of
probe on the surface and the direction of magnetization.13  pattern.722 As 0 is increased to about 30%, we find a moder-
The image then represents a two-dimensional mixture of the ately dissimilar image in Fig. 1(b) where A=(vJ/2). + 1j.
longitudinal and vertical field components, and the amount The H. content is now reduced and combined with an appre-
of relative contributions can be adjusted by changing the ciable H, contribution. The presence of the H, component is
probe's orientation. Generalizing Eq. (1) to three dimensions, indicated by the faint appearance of bright and dark struc-
we obtain tures localized along the track edges. Close inspection re-

Azoc(P.H1 )sin 0COS O+H 1 sin
2 9, (2) veals slight enhancements in contrast near the comers

formed by the transition zones and the edges. This feature
where P is a unit vector in the direction of probe projection comes from the cross track component of the fringing field
on the surface plane. In this form, we can interpret the con- near the comers which arises even when the magnetization
trast mechanism as the contributions of the vertical compo- pattern is ideally oriented exclusively along the x axis.23 

In
nent H 1 plus the in-plane field H1 in the direction of t. The addition, since the edge structure is not merely confined at
dependence of the image contrast on P is illustrated in Fig. 1. the comers but also forms extended bands along the edge,
In these images, the probe was fixed as the sample was ro- then the image of Fig. 1(b) suggests a significant magnetiza-
tated about its normal axis. The coordinate system is defined tion along the edges and is oriented in the cross-track direc-
such that the x and y axes coincide with the track (or mag- tion. This observation is further reinforced in Fig. l(c) when
netization) and cross-track directions, respectively, the probe is aligned along the cross track direction or A =i.

In Fig. 1(a), A =1 and the image predominantly exhibits In this case, the side bands appear more prominently because
the in-plane component along the track (H.) which appears of the drastic reduction in the H, contribution. The bands
as equally spaced bright and dark regions corresponding to occur as pairs in opposite directions in both edges, which
the alternating magnetization pattern. The line shape made clearly supports the contention that layers of transversely ori-
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ented magnetization ak-ng the edges were inadvertendy cre- lute intensities between this image aW the others since the
awed. This behavior can, be very important in magnetic re- mechanical properties and contrast sensitivity are different.
coaling technoloy, and we discuss the Implications in a Nevertheless, these images provide a plausible demonstra-

related article.4 The enhancements at the corners previously tion on selective high-resolution imaging of the three-
evident in Fig. 1(b) are now less pronounced; this is because dimensional components of the surface field.
at distances close to the surface, the fields at the comers are In summary, by using the magnetic force scanning tun-
oriented midway between the two orthogonal i and ý direc- neling microscope (MFSTM), it is possible to generate im-
tions; so that the effect is most conspicuous at intermediate ages which enhance specific magnetic-field components to
probe orientations, show unique manifestations of the individual field compo-

Note in Fig. 1(c), that what used to be an alternating ments. Admittedly, considerable sophistication in both the ex-
series of broad H, distributions in the interior of the track in perimental methods and theory are needed to be able to comn-
Fig. 1(a) are now localized along the transition regions. This pletely untangle the individual Cartesian components of
arises from the vertical field component H1 (or H,) as de- H=[H,,H,,H,]. We are confident, however, that with ad-
scribed in the second term of Eq. (2). The H, component for vances in analytical calculations of field distributions23 corn-
this type of pattern is localized near the transition zones bined with enhanced graphics capabilities, it will be possible
where V.M is largest.22 Since the coefficient of H, depends in the near future to completely generate images of magnetic
only on the inclination angle 0, then H. contributes the same field distributions along any arbitrary spatial direction.
amount to the image contrast regardless of P. Its effect, al- We would like to thank John Gorczyca and Professor M.
beit, is masked by the dominant H, component when 0 =-i. H. Kryder at Data Storage Systems Center, Carnegie Mellon
When • = , however, the H, contribution declines, causing University, for helpful discussions and for providing record-
the H, component to markedly emerge. Thus, by obtaining a ing samples, and to IC Ruybalid for her assistance in various
set of images with judiciously chosen probe orientation aspects of this project.
angles 0 and 4., we can reconstruct distinct pictures of all
three individual field components. We further illustrate this
idea in Fig. 2. 'L. S. Suits, R. H. Geiss, C. 1. Lin. 0. Rugar, and A. E. Bell. Appt. Phys.

In contrast with Fig. 1, Fig. 2 is a series of patterns let. 49, 419 (1986), L Reimer, Transmi.sson Electron Microscopy,
Spinger Series in Optical Science. Vou. 36 (Springer, New York. 1984).
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bottom of the figure. The image in Fig. 2(a) was obtained 'R. J. Cellots and D. T Pierce, Science 234, 333 (1986).
with 8-30° and A=!, and shows the H, field component 3
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with slight hints of H, at the transition regions. As expected, Phys. Rev. eltt. 6, 457 (1991).
4G. Binnig, H. Rohrer, Ch. Gerber, and E. Weibel, Phys. Rev. Len. 49. 57
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track edges. These side structures presumably resulted from 'p Gruntter, H. J. Mamin, and D. Rugar, in Scanning Tuneling Microscopy
the motion of the recording head25 and may have been fur- 11, Springer Series in Surface Science Vol. 28, edited by H.-J. Guntherodt
ther aggravated by the head's unequal pole-width geometry. and R. Weisendanger (Springer, Berlin, 1992), p. 151 and references

therein.These side effects, if present in actual recording systems, 'U. Hartmann. T Goddenhenoch, and C. Heiden. J. Man. Magn. Mater.
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F Measurement of Young's moduli for film and substrate by the mechanical
resonance method

Y. H. Loe•, Y. D. Shin, and K. H. Lee
Department of Physics, Jeonbuk National University, Jeonju 560-756, Korea

J. R. Rhee
Department of Physics, Sookmyung Women s University, Seoul 140-742Z Korea

Young's moduli for films and substrates are obtained by measurement and theoretical analysis of the
resonance frequencies for cantilevered substrates with and without films in the flexural vibration
mode. Young's moduli of 7.1, 19.2, and 21.3X1010 Pa obtained for the glass substrate, Ni, and
Ni53Fe47 films agree with the published values for bulk material within 10%. Decrease of the
resonance curve Q value is observed for substrates with films, which implies an increase of internal
friction.

I. INTRODUCTION wire of 0.2 mm diameter. A cover glass (0.15 mm thick, 7
The conventional static method of bending a bar with inm wide, and 22 mm long) is used as substrate upon which
Teighe cnvmeasuintYouna'st meoduofbenig hard boarith Ni or Ni 53Fe 47 film of thickness 0.7-1.0 pm is deposited.weight in measuring Young's modulus

t 
is hard to apply to The mass of the iron piece M is about 20 mag. Diameter of

thin films on a substrate, especially for very small samples. the microphone E is 10 mm, and the frequencies are moa-

Young's moduli of thin film and substrate, needed for the the microphone 1052n.

study of magnetostriction in thin films, have used their bulk sured with Fluke 1952B.
values.2 Due to film thickness and interface effects, it is im-
portant to directly measure the Young's modulus of a thin Ill. CALCULATION OF RESONANCE FREQUENCIES
film in contact with its substrate. To this end, the present
work has been carried out. In this section, the procedure for calculating Young's

moduli from measured resonance frequencies is presented.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP A. Simple cantilever (with S only In Fig. 1)

The schematic diagram of the apparatus used is shown in When a small periodic perpendicular force is applied to
Fig. 1. An iron core C with a solenoid L acts as a small the free end, the cantilever (with length 1, width b, thickness
magnet. A signal generator (HP 3310B) is the power supply a, density p, and Young's modulus E) would look like Fig. 2.
A for the magnet. The sample is a glass substrate S with or With x and y defined as indicated, the equation of motion is3

without a thin film F deposited on it. One end of the sample 94y .2y)
is held by support B and a small piece of iron M is attached El x +pab -r = 0, (1)
to the free end. The ac current in the magnet makes M and
hence the sample vibrate, and the resulting accoustic wave is where I= a 3b/ 12 is the secondary moment of the cross sec-
detected with a nearby microphone E. The output signal of E tion. With constants A and B, substitution of
is amplified by G and displayed on D, a voltmeter and oscil- y = Y(A cos at +B sin (ot), with #4 to

2pa b/EI,
loscope. Mechanical resonance frequency is obtained by (2)
plotting the frequency-response curve of the sample. Young's into Eq. (1) leads to
moduli for film and substrate are calculated from the mea-
sured resonance frequencies with and without a film, as dis- (d 4 Y/dx4)-#Y=O. (3)
cussed in Sec. I. The general solution of Eq. (3) is

The actuator (L and C) is made of iron core C (28 mm
long with 2.5 mm diameter) wound 1000 turns with enamel

y

f f +df

C Ci

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of measurement system. A: signal generator; L
and C: actualor/electromagnet; M: iron piece; S: substrate; F: film; E: mi-
crophone; G: amplifier, D: voltmeter and oscilloscope FIG. 2. Cantilevered sample geometry under fiexural vibration.
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TABLE L Sampt paramen , a: thickn.s men (with subscript s f•r absmtre, for fiio), b: wih" in I lg. in , o: mn W mg Iwith subscript
i for iron piece); p: density in g/cm'.

Nzam/subtatel a, a! b ar,w af M, A, p,

Ni/giass 0.160 0.70 7.3 18 50.15 0.82 21.8 2.39 8.9
Nis3fe47/glass 0.152 1.0 7-2 18 47.91 1.09 26.6 2.43 8.4

Y =C I cosh /3X + C2 Sitnh /3X + C 3 COS flx 4 C4 sin PXi, Thus, Young's modulus Ef of the film can be obtained by
(4) measuring the resonance frequency w1 (and tu,) of a filmed

with constants CI, C2, C3, and C4 to be determined by the substrate with end mass as shown in Fig. 1.

boundary condition.
B. Simple cantilwer with end mass (with S and M In IVinEIMN N DSUSO
Fig. 1)

When an iron piece M of mass m, is attached to the free The Ni film of 0.7 pin was deposited at a substrate tem-

end of the above simple cantilever of Sec. III A, the bound- perature of 200 'C at 2X 10-5 Tort with deposition rate of I

ary condition for Y in Eq. (4) reads
4  A/s. The Ni 53Fe4 7 film of 1.0 Am is deposited at room tem-

perature in 5X 0-3 Ton" argon environment with rate of 2
dY A/s. The sample parameters are given in Table I.
dx The frequency response curves before and after film

d
2

Y deposition are shown in Fig. 3 for the Ni film case. With a

S=0, film on the substrate the resonance frequency is raised, but
the Q value is lowered. This is attributed to internal friction

and of the thin film and the film-substrate interface. For the
[d3yý Ni 53Fe4, film case, response curves similar to Fig. 3 were

E•1( T _ -m w 2Y at x=l. (5) obtained.
Young's moduli were calculated using Eqs. (7)-(00) and

Then the frequency equation becomes results are given in Table 11. One notes that the Young's
modulus of the glass substrate is in the range of the Jena

1 + cosh /31-,pj l(cosh 81 sin 61-sinh #1 cos /1) 0, Crown bulk value; however, that for thin films shows some
(6) reduction from the bulk value.

5
.6

where .=m,/m, with substrate mass m,=pabI.
With the given A value, the root R, of Eq. (6) for 61 is

obtained numerically and hence Young's modulus E, for the V. CONCLUSION
substrate is expressed as

The mechanical resonance method, similar in principle
E,= 12(m/b)(l/a,)

3
(w,/R~S)

2
, ( to the vibrating-reed method for internal friction studies,

7

using the P-E relationship given in Eq. (2). with a electromagnetic drive and accoustic detection system
is used to measure Young's moduli of magnetic thin films

C. Filmed cantilever with end mass (with F/S and M and substrates with very small sample size. For Ni and

In Fig. 1)

When a thin film (with thickness af, density pf, and
Young's modulus Ef) is deposited on the substrate described . -, ,u

in Sec. IlI B, the frequency equation is of the form of Eq. (6) s.aam nsy

with replacement of some parameters as follows: 14

m,= psasbl-emts= (psas + pfaf)bl, 12

EJl = a'bEI12- -Ef1f= (1 + 3aE)EJ,, (8) 510

with a=a fa, (41) and e=E/E,. 6
For a given Af=mj/mf, with a procedure parallel to

that in Sec. Ill B, the numerically obtained root Rf o •f .r2
(6) is

R4= 4= m2 3 3bE (9 25 2 28 M 27M 275RS (lsfl)4=1 2ws.m,,I3/( 1 + 3ae)abE, (9) Frequency (Hz)

which leads to

FIG. 3. Resonance curves for cantilevered sample with and without 0.7 Am
f(10) Ni film.
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TABLE U. Young's modali and related sample parameters. f: measured resonance frequency in Hz (with subscript s for subsrate oaly, st for filmed
btrsatc); R: root of the frequency Eq. (6); E: Young's modulus in 10'0 Pa (with subscrip f for film); Q: quality factor of resonance curve.

Film/substrate [ ~ R, R,f E, F.E , Q , 2/

Ni/glass 251.6 265.5 1.45312 1.45692 7.1 19.2 164 115

NisFe.,/glass 224.9 230.8 1-39467 1.400 12 7.0 21.3 173 121

Ni53 Fe 4 7 thin films, Young's moduli turn out to be somewhat 'See, for example, Handbook of Chemas-y an.. ,is.s 52nd ed., edited
by R. C. Wast (Chemical Rubber Co., Cleveland, OH, 1971).

smaller, but in the range of their bulk values. Since the 2
M. Kaneko, S. Hashimoto, M. Hayakawa, and K. Aso, J. Phys. E 21, 487

value of the resonance curve is easily obtained by the proce- (1988).
dure of this work, it would be useful for study of thin-film 'F. S. Tsr, I. E. Morse. and R. T. Hinkle, Mechacal Vdýraoxs, 2nd ed.

internal structures. (Allyn and Bacon, Boston, 1978), Chap. 7.4
T. Matsuhira, Fuadamentals of ibrauion Analysis (Kyoritsu, Tokyo,
1952), p. 229 (in Japanese).

'D. Halliday, R. Resntck, and J. Walker, Fundamentals of Physwcs Ex-
tended. 4th ed. (Witey, New York, 1993), p. 368.
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A new structure of torque sensors using thin pickup head-Use of mutual
coupling modulation

I. Sasada and F. Koga
Deparhuent of Elecironucs. Kvushu University 36, Fuhtoka 812, Japan

A new structure is proposed for the magnetoelastic to'que sensors using a pair of figure-eight coils
as a pickup. Mutual coupling between two figure-eight coils is used as a measure of torque applied
to a shaft. The mutual coupling is governed by torque-induced anisotropic permeability at the
surface of the shaft. Basic characteristics of the torque sensor are examined using a tempered steel
shaft of 25 mm in diameter and a pair of 25-turn figure-eight coils. Sensitivity was 16 WV/N m and
hysteresis was 1.3% at the coil excitation condition of 60 kHz, 0.8 A (RMS). Exciting power needed
to reduce hysteresis is much smaller with this structure than with previous methods using
self-inductance as a measure of torque.

1. INTRODUCTION primary coil with its crossing parts long the axis direction

Torque sensors are considered as one of the key elements of the shaft, as shown in Fig, I(c). When the direction of the

needed to construct intelligent control scheme for systems applied torque is reversed, the direcrion of the circumferen-

such as robotic systems, machining tools, and automobiles. tial component is also reversed. In this manner, the mutual

Torque sensors based on the magnetoelastic principlet -3 are coupling of the two figure-eight coils is uniquely governed

considered to be most suitable in those applications, because by the applied torque. The output of the torque sensor is

indmctive coupling allows for noncontact structures and du- easily obtained by an ordinary phase sensitive rectifier. The

rability. roles of the two figure-eight coils can be exchanged. As the

Miniaturization
4

y
5 is an irportant aspect of the torque primary side and the secondary side are electrically isolated

sensors, so as to incorporate them into mechanical systems. by virtue of mutual coupling, it becomes easy to design a

We have proposed a new, thin pickup coil for magnetoelastic signal processing circuit afterward.

torque sensors. which consists of a pair of figure-eight coils It should be noted that although the only difference be-

storqued sorthogonaly w ch consis Th a brove gmethod was tween the new and the previous structure6 is that the pickup
based on the measurements of the difference in self- coils are rotated in the coil plane by 450, the operating prin-

inductance of both figure-eight coils while facing a steel ciple is absolutely different.

shaft under torque. In this method, the coil exciting power
necessary to reduce hysteresis was not low.6  Ill. EXPERIMENT

In this paper, we propose a further simplified and low- Because of the similarity in structure, the experimental
power version of the torque sensor using a pickup coil of the setup used is the same as used previously.6 A pickup coil
same kind, in whichi mutual coupling between two figure- consisting of a pair of figure-eight coils was prepared by
eight coils is used as a measure of torque instead of self- stacking two copper wires of 0.2 mm in diameter in the form
inductance. Similar characteristics are obtained as in the pre- of a figure-eight. The two figure-eight coils were rotated 90'
vious study 6 with much less exciting power. relative to each other. The number of turns for each figure-

eight coil was 25. The outer diameter of the figure-eight coils
II. NEW STRUCTURE OF THE TORQUE SENSOR

Figure 1 shows the operating principle of the torque sen- primary coil
sor proposed in this paper. One of the figure-eight coils Is
placed on a shaft having a magnetoelastic effect with an air
gap between them. One of the crossing parts of the coil is
aligned along the circumferential direction of the shaft.
When the shaft is free from applied torque, the magnetic flux (a)

in the shaft generated by the figure-eight coil is, in principle,
parallel to the axis of the shaft, as shown in Fig. l(a). On the primary coil secondary coil
other hand, when torque is applied, the exciting flux is
skewed toward the direction of the easy magnetization axis.
The direction of the easy magnetization axis is along the line
of tension, as shown in Fig. INb, if the saturation magneto-

striction constant of the shaft is positive. This means thato tesoa hw nFg () ftestrto ageoZZ
circumferential component of the flux appears upon applying (b) (c)
torque to the shaft, and the polarity (or phase) of the flux can
be uniquely determined. This component can be selectively
picked up by putting a secondary figure-eight coil on the FIG. t. Operating principle.
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Symposium: Enrvironmental Magnetism M. Sharrock, Chairman
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weV. drainsize Experimental data of J,, and H,, have also been used byI.. Thompson and Oldlield7 to construct Fig. 4. to identify the
different magnetic domain states of magnetite, as well as to

~400a nra %j aý indite the presence of hematite in a given mixture through4-60.its unusually high coercivity of remanence (H,,>200-300J

'- a-- -in- ~' . MAGNETIC RECORDS OF PAST CUMATE
CHANGE

*The most reliable magnetic proxies of climate change
have come from concentration variation of magnetite in ma-

~ ~j.II [ Synthetic Magnetite
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r . ringe sediments. Such magnetite owes its origin' to (i) distant tinies.25 We discuss here three situations where the availabil-
volcanic eruptions and forest fires, or (ii) ice-rafted detritus ity of high-precision and high-resolution magnetic suscepti-
during warm interglacial times, or (iii) monsoon winds blow- bility data have confirmed many details of the Milankovitch

andies mcefotwspnto i f thtig eogial mageti First, Blomendahl et aL have studied X versus depth ob-

so-clle Miankvith teor oficeage. Ths teor clims taied romfou wielyseparated cores of ocean sediments
that variations inte()eccentricity of the Earth's orbit in the eastern Atlantic, next to west Africa. 26They have
around the Sun. Oil) the obliquity or tilt of the Earth's rotation shown that X profiles correlate very well with variations in
axis, and (iii) the precessional motion of the Earth's poles- the glacial ice sheets that carry magnetite-bearing rock debris
all three contribute to variations in insolation from the Sun, to lower latitudes during warmer times. Second, they have
and cause periodic cold glacial and warm interglacial observed similar records of changes in wind-borne magnetite
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rn th -rbansaaapoyo changes in the inteniuti of NOrmajisad Low-Tamporature aaOe
paeoanonsoons off the Arabian coast.

Finally, we owe to magnetism our first attempts at a

maes omo tereibl rox aafrglobal cliate

truls frma standard ratio of 1101liOl preserved in the
CaCO3 shells of fossil foraminifera in ocean sediments. Such -

gilobally averaged 'or SPKCmAPI 6 140 on the right-hind side
of Fig. 4 was shown by Kukla et aL-'N to compare well in
character with the X vcrsus depth data from Xifeng and Luo- -tsa,ý&COA o
chuan in the central C'hiniese loes~s plateau. It was claimed
that during glacial times, strong winds from the desert bring Altf-& ,$p WO 5* C. .O .'- . . .

nonmagnetic silicates which dilute the concentration of the -- --- ----

.vorldwjde -rain" of magnetite caused by volcanic eruptions ttoU

* and forest fires. enctce. Kukia et al. concluded that low tetm-
perature in central China Gow k) have varied in phase with FI
low temperatures recorded by the oc-ean sediments #high lt, km Iu S raimal and ýTysgý lomt aS'PI tiw Bkocstsi
J8101. Tbt Weiprsewir-&pcmdr SP rtmimwe , rmp mJ w K to 4"m~

Hovan etr al. *" have now shown that the 8 "'0 record wiiwso tift-n. %P wws
from a sediment core in the northwest Pacific f Ilkiw% the
acceptd globally averaged Isnus4APi wce volume recrd.
They then show that the enlian flux of separated sand grains thetc mixture of 1,0:5A SP and MD magnetite Giraphica
in their ctire show signs of strong aridity and high wind methods oif extrapolation of SP remnannce to 15 K allow the
speed li~e., greater flux I during the colder glacial timc% Ipos- estimation of the SP contribution which is then divided by
tive 85"0 values). the total J, at 15 K to oliain SP lotal fractions shown in Fig.

However, their correlations art only approxainate. he. Nial This fraction,. and not low-field k. more accurately rep-
cause when the Xifeng magnetic record ms inde-pendently resents past change-s in summer monsoon intensity
dated by the presence of a known geotnagneteis polarity re- (Out data show that during the coldest glacial periods. L-
vensal. it does not match exactly the enlian flux record Thus-, and LI, both sates s&-m the expected minmas in SP fraction.
the locations of interglacial S layers had to be -corrected- but. the more humid site. Xifeng, has a cxituiAscstilv higher
downward in order to mateh the oceanic climate record in fracio of SP gramn% due to greater local pedogenesas ThN
tolian flux. I now believe that the lack of an exact fit is due difference betw-een the rw-n profile land Baic-aiusn. humid
to an incorrect model for it variation, but thm attempt by xtfing? thus4 allows us to observe the regional variations in
Hovan ma al. was an importasit first step toward establiahing a the impact (if glob~al climate cha~nge% Even an uncspected
direct correlation between continental and tieratic cliomate observation, that during S,, rime 15- 10 ka before priesent
records, NOt sites had similar pedogenesis has been confirmed inde-

Maher and Thompon~s work"' shows that the problem pendentil Figur(A bh I shows the bulk grain-size variation of
above owes its origin at least Partly, to two sources of Mialt- whiole sediments imagnetic and non-magnectic) of the S, ho-
netitt in the high sireptibility S layers. One %murce: is in- rijrits of the two satesi both the magnetic and N'lk grain-siz
deed magnetite brought frot elsewhere, The other is fine- data say that pedogenvesis was the seine during S. tame One
Fained superparamagnetic (SP) magnetite proiduced in-t posaibtle interpretaton is that at this tome the sumnmer nmes-
by pedogenic alteration fisil forming) of paramagnetic salt- wwon came from South China Sea, parallel to the mountain
cate due to high hunaidity and itemperatuare during sluamme rang. thus remsoving the rain shadow Future detailed wonr
motasons. The magnetic prosy recort thus conairn both the at these and other stes in the Chines loess plateau are on-
global climate record anid its regional modification. * hav going, both at our laboratory and elsewhere. The goal is ito
now s-evloped a methodet to estimnate the toal SIP fraction iieparaft true global climate change sigatures from the re-
from each hoirtizo said contrsted this fratilon for two nearbiy xina -ne for Asta. so that we can finally' attempt a valid
sites in China. Bsacaoyuata and Xifeng, separated to Lipn comparison bertweeti global ocr-attc and continental climates
sham, a mountain rang Which causesn a rain shao&w in the and verify the validity of the currrenat numerical paleoclansate
arid site, Baicaoiyuan models for preales" Past aemperals iesfo the whole Ea1111h

Our method depends on warming a high-field Q2.5 T)
low-tempershite (15Ii J( 1, in remv field to sewparate the CNV U MET
temperatutre-dependent koits of remanence In all grains that AIEWAGS~
ame SP at 300 K from the remanence carried by coase- This study was supported by NSF Grant No. EAR
pained magnerite. daistingishd by their slsa VrpWwey "rn- 9,1W624, The Institute for Rock Magnetism is funded by the
"iton at - 120 K. Figure 5 shows the coimparison of a glacial Keck Foundation, the National Science Foundation, and the
loes (L,.) and its overlin interglacial soAl (Si, with a sin- University of Minnesoita I thank Diana Jensen anid Michelle
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f ; ~Collecion, mnesremenut, and analysif of airborne magnetic particulatefrol ution In the envivroment Onvited)

D4--mva of Phy'sza V--auivi Of P-uyh~Ui, PAduM ii POKS~I*~i 19)04.639

Magnetic particulates in the environment. collected from surfaces and directly from the atmosphbere.
ame reported. A significant percentage of magnetic material mn many air-borne samples consists of
spherical magnetise from coal-burning utlities and from iron/steel manufacturing with paWicde
diameters 2- 10 ism which correspond to average coercive fields of - 100 Oc and remtanence to
satuaration ratios of -0.1.- The amount of air-borne magnetic material that settles to the round varies
inversely with distance from its source.

L INTNOOUCTION decanted, and the magnetic particles are transferred to'a thin-
A cmmo coponnt f rspiabl manewpancu- walled plasti bos They follow a magnet moved beneath the

lAt commag s. cpronuent ofuresirathe fomagnticno daiu- surface of the box. and become concentrated into a circular

comounla r b oxdatonof e-cntamugdus le..coaw compract about -30 Am thick. If all the collected material
coshoands portiuae fromidaionoofstee making') Austud Which has the same magnetization, the total moment of the col-
characnrzd pthe esnisafrom from eternmal combustion foec ladted sample is proportional to the circular area of the comn-
elaectricd thier generaion fromedxthtaeruatel comusto frPact. In this way an Approximate value of the towa magnetic
two. data fo &Ku gas emissions of particulates is still lacking moment per unit area deposited on the original surface can
for bitumwinos coal fired, lignse-fired. and residual oll6red be obtained without making any direct magnetic measure-
utility boIICIs. Caontro of toi emsin reIe ipoe ments on the sample. If sinilar surfaces (i.e.. the same spe-
afoemarian about the spread and willing of sir-trorne par cies of tree) can be found at varying distances from a source
t~icuaes. since mose heavy metals we found condensed on o particulates, die density of deposited magnetic particulates
particles rather than present as vapor.' Particles from th can be measuared as a function of distance from the source.
irowlstee indtiatry Or coal combustio are relatively mot.
hairardous than soil-4erived particles.4 In Utah County. IL GuMmY suftaceNO a ONd M~nms mage
deaths roae in proportion to air-borne particles leS than 10 To collect magnetic particulates directly from the atino-
pmn in size. a Particle concentration of 100 jagicm' inecreasd sphere rather than frotm coated surfaces, we have used sticky
the death rae by 16W' There is little direct information tape, a cover gSim costed with a gummy layer, or a perma-
about the expected rates Of removal Of atmOs~hemi Par5Oic nem magnet. A magnet increases collection rates by a facto
lates as the result of deposition on trees. butildings. orther of -25. The magnet as covered with a layer of weighing
objects on the Eabsi . paper so that the magnetic particles can be easily removed. A

Tno study examines the sources and transport of air- magnet can also be used to remove particulates from sand,
borfe msagnetic maleriaL and describes methodls to collec upholstery flber wooden tabl~es, and benches, an many
and measure manetization of partiulats found On Pla"M other sources that are too rough or porous for the moist us-
buildings and other surfaces; in trains, upholstery, spidersu
webls. beach sand. asbestos. voicami ash. weld spattr stack Magneti material collects on permanent ma"e disks at
efihea from iront/stel mtills. and froni coa-tmiuritg utitities. rates generally in the range of 5-100 Aemu/cm /day. or on

Saples were collected by volumers f~rom a wide vartiety of nonmagneti sticky tape or greas-covered slides at rates of
loain in seealcunr 0.2-4 pemu/crn 2/day. T'he higher depositions rates are often

found near local iron/steel manufacturing or coal-burning
L 11AWLE COLLECTION power generation sites-
A. W~hi w g tem If appropriate natural or man-made surfacies are avail-

able, wiping with a moist tissue is a much more efficient way
S'afficent" agneti material for Manurin magn61etiz- to collec Samples than the use of magnets or sticky surfaces.

"Onc. byaar 100s & particle Si- and shA$*. and changes in The total magnetic moment of a sample collected by wiping
maputhtintionwithi tpraue -- -cbe obtained by wipiag&a 10010 cm2 of a sincooth tree trunk would take 200 days to
smooth , -"yr surfce such as a tree treak or wooden Sid- collect on a I cm2 magnet, or 5000 days on a I cm2 sticky
W4g wath a moist tdean of the kind called a towlette which surface (in the same locationt).
am Sometimies dherItu--d with *irlin meals, Vi hav oan-

~dsda puoveduxe by whc particles wre acquired fromne to 11 PATCLANDUING AND w(AMIPNflON
ame of ahowt JWO er 2 usofg both aides of a moisttu.
The 1lam is lthan placed ia eake of wate and agitatd or When the samples are dry, magnetic particles can be at
stlaw4 MOPAC ; i ll, collees above a small permanent leas partially seaae from nonmagnetic material (if nec-
maNet placd nder* the bottom@s- face of the beaker. hmos esuvly) usig a paper-covered permanent magnet. However,
of Soe w1111 tla 628m0101 and Nonmagnutic FIPatca we sall magnetic particles collected or handled with a patina-

JAp pl. Fh 7 (101, 15 6W lef 00II-W/7S(1CMlUO1,WS0 0 104 Aarnut Weamf t of 111o 591
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climps. To resolve individual particles in a inicropapit, the9clumps; mut be disperse while maintaining a relatively high

coafteltratiom of parlickes One Method is to transfer particles
to a small sheet or fadl by bersihing ia across the surfac of
the mlagnetic compact = 7

To study siz and Shape distrbutiocs of parmicles col-
Wocod from various structures magnetic material is concen.
vteaed onto a small fiat xurface. Magnification of at leas
50OX is required to resolve I 14m spheres. Wben the par-
ticks are clumped, have broad siue distributiont, or hie in
different planes, a scanning electron miucroscope (SEW Z

gives better resolution and preater depth of field than an op-
t"cs microscope. An SEM equipped with an x-ray analytical 2
apperatu als permits chemical anialysi of the particles

N. IMAGNEIC MMLAUENTSW

A high-isenitivt magnetomete is required to measure 0 O 200 300 40

the magnefizzaioss of typical samples asch as 2-500 mg of H 30)0

4diamagnetic lead or burk matrial cmatring low concentra- 1
tions of magnetic materials 20 jim magnetrie sphere from ia ' O
coal or oad combustion and iron/steel manufacturing. or fibers t 5

from spide webs and houtse dust. An alternating-pradient i'
force m~apwmnetote (AGFM)'-* with sensitivity of 10-1
eMUfth' Was Chosen in pre~fence to a supecWonductinkg
quantum interference device (SUID) becausec the AGFM is 2 o00 120 A- s io2020 24 8

much faster (magnetic moment versus field curves in 30 s. So 10 0IO 2020 24 20 20

Moment at constant field from 77to 300 Kin 10min), and T (K)

can measure a moment up to the Cuarie temperature of mag-
netite. 574 T.

V. PupaE KAGIUiEW .

Since air-hme magnetic particles are oftlen magnetite, it
is useful to know how the structure-sensitive properties of
pure magnetite depend on particle size and temperature. VWe 0
prepared a series of R30,4 particles with progrensively00a.
smaller size ranges by successive grinding of 035-1 mm 0natural grains (Hc=2-6 Oe) between etched microscope
slides. ibe resultant coercive field; span two orders of mag-
nitude. Low-temoperature measurements permitted the peep- 00- 100 200 300 400
ration of plots of II. (77 K)/H, (300 K) vs M, (300 K) (Fig. H 30)(e
14)1k these show a tenfold increase in H, at 77 K for par- N 30)(0
ticks With the smallext H'. FG I. Is) H, (77 UN,(300 K) vs H,(3W K).(b) M, WYt, M K) vs

For the lower coercivt field magnetite there is a large T w a tuadjom of H, (300 K); sod WC 6 vs He (300 K): All Ior aurhed
abrupt decrease in remaenece Af, (W) near 120 K when aew FjO., with dw for perudrs ftom wW4Wul-saa mod rouNtrel
warming from 77 K (ftg l(b)j Vie espies this change in mmeuo kdtaed in (c).
U, by the quantity 8, where

8-[M,(77 K)-M,(e)JIN,(77 K). (1) fossilfuelis basically nonmagnetic,some produces magne-

UN'e' is found by extrapolating back to 77 K the remanence tf when burnd t 0 The magnetization of ash resulting from
veuas temperature measured on warming above the trans- tebrigof many fossil fuels and other combustible ma-
tion. A plot of 8 vs H, (Fig. 1(c)] shows a difference in thersi eqialenet tio 500 coa 000 a muc higer -6000

lbftow-epratuelo -e300nc behairfr gntt ihH ppm Fe3O4 , due primarily to oxidation of iron in the FeS2
abov or elow-~ ~(pyrite) component of coal. Low-sulfur coal is comparatively

VL SLWIU O ANW M PRMOTESrare, ordinary bituminous, coal has a sulfur content of 1.0%-
VI. O~MII P A GNN PA iC~ATU4.5%. When FeS2 is heated to - 1350 K in the absence of sir

The magnetic moment of most unburned foessil fuel ma it dissociates to form pyrehohite (FeS) and sulfur gas. At
small, aqulva~e so -10 Wam Fe,0 4 by weigt Although higher tmperastures, FeS decomposes into sulfur and iron. In

OW I~ W Phys.. V4L 78. NO. 10. 15 ME 1904 PhiipJ. Flmijsr



0) c) urfing mantization as A function of distance from these

diameter of icompacts collected by standardized Wiping Of an

area A of relatively smooth tree trunk bark, as described
above. To a first approxmation, M/A firom coal-burningU twith the distance X from the source:

MIA = CIX. (2)

_ _The constant C ranges from -20 t20 a ukm/crn2, de-

trols. In samples from a localized source, the particle con-.
centration is generally higher in the direction of the
prevailing winds.

(I A high percentage of magnetic particles in many areas is
spherical. regardless of magnetization Level. Energy-

- ~dispersive x-ray analyses in the SEM show ftha the particles
consist mainly of Fe and 0. T7hese spherical particles have
been found in seven U.S. states ranging from industrial areas

4 ~FIG. 2- Parutirasa Collected hos (a) bocma ash of a coal-hernis" moem in Pennsylvania and New Jersey to rural area in these states

ibarainls wam * d tre uash tn .8 ineg w paieae coal.wc)inac Pon, a18h (C and in Maine and Vermont. Asan example, a high percentage

a ftv auk 0.2 km from non no we mu~hog 11 ,wid j of spheres was found in central Philadelphia, where MAl/

me. W S)No amg~ cut v ith a toack; (hi ft won baob ofa apark erooo -20 laemu/cin', and also 55 kmn southeast downwind of
01 1 0) We Wbhewaersd samaSoaahsrn Regio BsltAa Read vrain. (J Philadelphia in the rural pinelands at Batsto, NJ, where MIA

as apboleared sea is s Lmadam Uadespmad usd (i okk h I jofmuicm2
z. A smaller percentage of spherical magnetic

* Samples to), (bS.I). 40 ). W j. Wi q) n (k) were colice ON$m a Papr-
* covesd pe-140CAS amega samples Id). 0 IcSf). .. (S) wens ctonee by particulates was found on the west coast in Seattle, WA

w*06 with a 1010 6100. Sample 4a) uam 200 Inn km vad (bS-Ski ose 20 (N/A -10 Aemu/cmz), where there is less coal burning.
Am bar. There are almost no spherical particles 75 kmn to the west and

upwind of Seattle in the Hob Rain Forest of the Olympic

this Process spherical particles of tw ar form~ed an suse National Park (N/A -0.4 Aremulcm2). Magnetic spheres

quently oxidized Io magnetite (Fe3O,) [Figs. 2(s), 2(b), an were almoat nonexistent in Israel (N/A -0.3 juemu/cm 2),
2(d)]. For every weight percent sulfur in coal there is ap- where there is minimal coal combustion or iron/steel indus-

proximately 7% of pyrite-originated iron oxide in the ash."1 rr-

If coal-burinkg power plants in the U.S. were spra un When only a portion of the magnetic content in a sample

forusly across the country, and one percent of the fly as is pure FI:3O4. 8 falls below the curve in Fig. 1(c). Having

became air borne an sete to th grud antzto measured the coercivity for each sample, the average value

would accumulate at a rate of -0.7 gimu/cnV/day. Thisis of 8 for a collection of particles from iron/steel manufactur-

the range of measured values in man noidstil ing is 0.4, and from coal-burning utilities is 0.25. The sim-

Fly ash from oil combustion [Fig. 2(c)] contains les iron PIC interpretation of these results is that the collected par-
than ash from coal cobsin"Relatively lag manei ticdes are -40% and 25% pure magnetite, respectively.

spheres up to 200 i~,wr ndi hswork in uposey On this interpretation, measured values of 8 indicate that
on ilbris rmi", wero te f round in d roofuphostnear fth Composition Of magnetic particles from a single source

odil-buntingferies, n nteuud n ofol can rang from 0% to 100% pure Fe3O,.

X-ray-dffrcioni analysis shows that the crystalline por Spherical iron oxide particles also come from weld
tion of magnetic fly ash from coal combustion is composed spatter,'" torch cutting, and from iron machined by spark

primarily of magnetize.3 'Me magnetite Particles are spiien- crosiori5 (Figs. 2(0)-2(h)]. Large qusatities of magnetic dust
cal, with a charactristic "orange-peel" surface when viewed are found in the lungs of welders.

under the microscope. Over W0 tons of extraterrestrial black metallic spheres,
Thbe ferrous metallurgical industr cotiue topriu 10-SO Ium in size, are reported to reac the Earth each

late Pollution of the atmnoaphere In a number of operiatins." year." Micrometeorites are collected from deep-sea sedi-

LZVels Of lu1Ng CoaMiastianoi We hih among bls u ments, remote Arctic ice cores, high-altitude balloons. rock-
"ser Workern. Magnetc dust Pollution from irown/eel mills eta, and manned Earth-orbiting satellites.2 Even if these par-
is reported to vary witlh dhan=su from a wil. an Much of tides have the magnetic moment of magnetize and are

the W i Sperial Waftft"(Fi. 2e~ldistributed uniformly over the earth, magnetization would
the imEa shercal~~ff~iS(Fi 2()].accumulate at a rate of - 10-2 pemu/cm2/day, several orders

VL&B*LtNV of magnitude below the lowest levels we have measured.
Flakelike magnetic particles given off by the braking

Diaespemo FauW u for dust from coal-bmurig utilities system of rail vehicles are present in high concentrations in
Or from iron/s1tel manufacturin have been found by inca- older coaches on Southern Region British Rail trains (Fig.

A1 AgppL PlVW.. W 75. No. 10.,15 May 19S4 Ph~p J. Fandess GM



21. On these vehicim cast-iron brake blocks are applied to
noel main wheels using clap-type actuators worked by corn-

prese are. Similar dust found througlout the Landon Un-
dergound in lar quanites is com nouly referred to as
"trunnel don." The magnetic metal wear portion of the dust
is generated primarily by erosion of wheels and rails (Fig.

20) hsmaterial is not spei al ns generally not mag-
euatite. Its magnetic properties have not yet been extensively too"

measured.
Iron occurs in volcanic ash as soluble salts, coatings of rim

oxides and sulfides, as a constituent of glass, and in mineral
phasesu- 16% of ash particles collected from Mount St. G,
Heee after its volcanic eruption contain some magnetic ma-
terial, but they are not spherical (Fig. 2(k)].

Magnetite found imbedded in raw asbestos and in ashes-
tos products has low coercive field. Low-temperatue mena- -
surements on this material show a decrease in remancnce of
up to 90% when warming through 120 K. indicating that it is
primarily slowly grown Fe30 4. 1

Micrographs of magnetic material removed from tail 0 I III1 2 3 4 5 678 9
pipes of diesel and gasoline vehicles include only a few . 2Spmicks.SAMPLE NUMBER
spherical Particles.

Vim. DEWOSION OF PARTIlCLES ON SURFACES FIG 3. &v mapeftirabwof bork. teMands hopfm m ifen

At the lower boundary of the atmosphe, particles may
be removed petnmanently from the air by deposition on ob-
jects. Deposition may take place by one of three mecha- High-temperature measurements have been made on

nisa: sedimentation, diffusion, or impaction.a.2 magtic paride extracted from twigs. They show the Cu-

A Pu rie temperature of magnetite, 574 *C.
On average, the amount of material acquired by wiping

To check whethe~r magrinehtiou of piaino is confined to smooth trunk bark is equivalent to a 5 day accumulation on a
their surfaces, we have examined cross sections of twigs and gummy surface exposed at the same site. This is much lower
found the magnetiatio of the cote to be almost two orders than the accumulation on thick or gummy bark, which incor-
of magnitude below that of the surface. Magnetization on die pora parices into its stecture.
surface of a twig is higher at leaf and bud scars than in -ea r
areas A scarred region is rough and at some stage gummy.
enabling it to retain more airborne particulates, I 4 o

Since magnetic material in plants is found mainly on the
surface, we express magnetization of leaves and bear per unit Up to five times as much magnetic dust is collected by
area rather than per unit mass. Measured mapetizatioe v- wiping exposed house siding as by wiping smooth tree
eis within a geographic region depend on the type of plant trunks. If the siding is protected from rain by an overhead
surface, its age, ard its surface characteristics as well as on structure, the magnetization levels are about five times
local emission levels and distance from an emission source, higher than if the siding is exposed to the weather. These
Relative magfitules of surface magnetization for green obsenrations suggest that outdoor surfaces tend to reach an
leaves, brown leaves, twig bark, and trunk bark ar - 1, 2.5, equilibrium concentration of magnetic particles, with old
50, and =NI, respectively (Fig. 3). Theae relative magnitudes particles being washed sway as new ones arrive.
are approximately the same at all locations studied.

An explanation for the difference in magnetization level
for adjacent brown and green portions of a single leaf is that
the brown surface is rougher, and covered with fungi which
accumulate during senescence. Fungi collect ar-borne par-
ticulats in the saum way as a filter in an ar-handling
system- 3 Magnetization of leaves covered with a thick layer (c )
of fgi (Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)] shows a gegaphc distribution
similar to that of fungus-fire green leaves, but is an order of
magnitude greaser (Fig. 3). Fungi that grow on rooting log
[F. 4(c)] we often mechanically welf-suppoting and due to FIG. 4. (a) P . (M,,am ,W) on a syamore k4. /IA
rW'eliy long exposure timds, tbe mAgneization is an order m 1 m OemAciu. WM m aew o In fi lest. MIA -'5 yemume, aWd (c)
of mnagitude preter than for thick fuagi on leaves (Fig. 3). Carea•. Wunoej. MIA - 1400 peo./&

~aM J. App Ptiys., V.L 75. No. 10, 15 May 104 Pbip J. FWids•
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Houme dum and sper webs are highy efficient collector

of magnetic psmcles. Magnetic particulates are distributed (b3
throughout homse dust (dust balls found under furnutum). •(l

Magnetizatioa per unit mass of dust at a given location is to)
relatively indepenident of the size of the dust baill implying

that magnetic and nonmagnetic components of dust accuumu- W W

unit maw: generaly 2X10' and 2×10' pemu/galhog
many spider webs have an average life of only I day. From
maueet of magtmtinttion and of particle diameter
baud on values of He, house dust and spider webs in some
locations contain between 101 and 107 magnetic pi ies per I')81'm

Upholstery fiber is an effective medium for collecting

particles, which can be easily removed with a paper-covered _ I

magnet. In a London Underground train, as much as 300 mg
of magnetic dust can be removed in less than I rin from a
1OO cm2 

area of a seat covered with closely woven fabric F . M • emoved b wiping elatively swoi ere
(- I mm nap), using a 1-in.-diam oermanen magnet disk. with a dme in (a),tb) Eanjand Wc) France; (d) Japan. W) Czechosmakia;

Simila amounts have been removed from seats in Southern if) the Ncbeetd and ().(h) the u.s.

Region British Rail trains.

D, Rood dust The relationship is different for crushed and for slowly

Magnetization deposited near the edge of a oad has grown magnetite. For crushed Fe3O,, d is related to H, (Oe)

been measured by collecting particles on sticky tape wound by the expression

circurmfentially on a pole or treet. llae particles are pni- d (pm)=(H,1C)-
2

"
3
, (4)

marly noospherical road dust, some of which comes from
fta and attrition of vehicles, pipes, and other iron/meel sur- where C is 171 Oe •m"'n

3
.

faces. Accumulation rates are approximately eight times Using Eq. (4) and experimental values of H, particle

higher on the tape surface facing oncoming tradfic, stce road diameters for small diameter, high H, spheres collected from I
dust appears to be carried along in the wakes of moving the atmosphere are calculated to extend from -2 pm
vehicks. Rates at the edge of a roadway vary with elevation (H,= 127 Oe) to -10 pm (H=64 0e). similar to the sizes
E in meters above ground level as we observe in micrographs [Figs. 2(a)-2(e) and Fig. 5].

= (3) Based on H, the average diameter of particles on trunk
bark [Eq. (4)] is -50% greater than on green leaves; par-

where Ma is the magnetization averaged over four direc- ticks removed from bark by wiping with tissues are more
tions (N,S,EW); k is as large as 100 MMemu mI 

5
/cm

2 
day for than twice the average diameter of the high percentage which

heavy trafti. At distances of 100 m or more from many remain imbedded.
roadways. accumulations are much lower and there is no When magnetic samples are measured as a function of
significant dependence on direction or elevation, distance from a coal-burning utility plant or from iron/steel

manufacturing, we find a gradual reduction in H, as well as

IX. COERCIV FIELD OF PA TMm IcuES the decrease in MIA described earlier. One reason for this
behavior in H, could be a background of lower coercive field

Discounting road dust, magnetic particles from the envi- magnetite from the soil which makes a relatively larger con-
ronnment fall into two general categories. A lower coercive tribution at greater distances from the source. A reduction in
field material found in asbestms, peat moss, soil, and some HM could also be due to an increase in particle size at greater
sand is slowly grown, unstrained Fe3O4 with relatively large distances from the source, although it would seem that larger
particle size, not as readily transported through the air be- particles should settle from the atmosphere faster and so be
cause of its size. Higher coercive field particles in the second concentrated near the source. Using Eq. (4). the average par-
class are small enough to be air borne and behave like tice diameter would have to double as the distance from the
crushed magnetite. They are primarily rapidly cooled, oxi- source ineased by an order of magnitude in order to ac-
dized iron spheres from power-plant coal and oil combus- count for the decrease in H,. It has been suggested that in
tiom, and from iron/steel manufacturing. Locations at which the particle size range between I and 10 jam, the smaller
these air-borne magnetic spheres are found span the globe particles which normally settle more slowly are removed
(Fig. 5). from the lowest atmospheric layer by impaction on trees and

Heider, Dunlop, and Sugiura4 found a relationship be- buildings while those as large as 10 pm are kept air borne for
tween paticl diameter d and coercive field in magnetite. extended time by turbulent diffusion.

2
1 Since there is a broad
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distribution inparicl size in vkmtally all our samples. it is Reichard; Bill Schuele; Mike Sharrock, Kyungbo Shin-, Muma
difficult 1 toge a reliable value for average particle- Jse fhow Slatnkman; Eugene and Stephanie Sun; Dick Teak; Broese
examinationoafmicrpaphis. van Groenou; Gilbert White; David Wilson; anld Foster Win-

Eiainea of d based an H, indicate particles f~rom tol tn
steel .mfanstwlug are an averae -2.5 times larger than
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Crfttkca Phenomena Pedro Schilotman, Chairman

Dymnamis of #we on~wnslowonal spin-i HNeklbtrg ant~flf011MOma
wft -cw and OVWigf anfotrop

Swt amng. Yabnp.l Yui. V. S. Vlswant. Joschir Stoitte,0 and Gertwd W~ater
DVurNWr of Pfrjsic noe L~mvWWs., of Rhode IslerA Kmgsrouu Made Island 02M I1-MI17

7ue r-o dynamical properties of die oee-dimensional s -I XXZ model with an additional
saite-aiae term awe investigated by -em of the recursion method, The dynamic structur factors
S,ý(q= mr,n.). umx,z bear the characteristic signatures of several different phase transitions. In
the s = I Hisetiber antifierroemapet. the intrinsi Iinewidth (at fixed q) of S,,(q, w) ms larger for
small 9 then loe q wear mr, i contrast to well-established results for the corresponding s =1 model.

Spin clinmm with quantum number s- have been the question with an application of the recursion method. The
object of sustained laI -e study ever sincoe 1963, when second goal will be a study of line shapes of Sm(q,*)) for

4 ~Hakldae' first predicted the exsec of a noemagneick an experimentally relevant siftuation.
phase with an excitation gap for the isotroic Ilemsemberg The recursion method, which, in the present context, is
sanlferomagee. That rese-rc activity ban led to a broad based on an ordhogonal expansion of the wave function
coininme on the main fesaures, and many intricate details of j() S(-rj),SIO=N - ' 2 1,e~"vS1 yields (after
the T -0 phase diagrams pettalalag to severa model Hamil- several! intermediate Steps) 75 a sequence of continued-
Somnans involving; spie-l chains. The prototype among them fractin coefficients ~1'q,~() for the relaxation
is the ilsisenbee antiferromagnet with exchange and single- function,
site anisotroples,

*o"qz (2)

Within, the domain OorJ,1Jw2. Ow.DlJw.2 cnie
here for the two nansotrop parameters, a tow og from which the T=0 dynamic structure factor can be in-
tinec T-0 phases hav been ideoatiWe: 2 -5 (i) A Niel phase fded as
(N) with andhifrromamaefti long-range order in z direction is
realized for suflciesidy large J.1J. 00i A singet phan (S) S,.M(q,a)-4(S*S!)e(W) lim 9q[cI M(q'e- aWl].

chmermiasrid by 1a 1odeen -a ground state and an cxci- (3)
taton gap exists, be iMW DIJ. (iii) A critca li - (C) with
aigabricAly decying iW-plan correlation function WiV,.) The finite-aizi pround-state wave function 1#0) must be comn-
is presenmt for sufficiently amal JIi and DIJ. (iv) Casilla- -iie up front. We use the conijugate-gradient metho for
ous to these thee. phases is the please (H)-the one first that taskL9

predicte by Ialume. Like (S), it isI hr eiza Iby a nom- Despite the nontrivial N dependence of IA)) in the
manetic sionle ground uate with an excitation gap.* The present aipplication the first Ko.N/2 coefficients
pound Ites is critica on the boudaIes of (M). The (CIII Mq,.. 1() are, at most. ,we** site dependent.

raionis of the Kosterlia-Thoulrms type, and the (NIH) They rfetkey properties of Smý(q,w) for the infinite sys-
t is~a of the 2D-hlng variety. Both transitions we tent moe faithfujy than the stibquen coeffiients, which

specified by a single sat of critical ex;p- ,a- for ftentadre depend sftvqiy on N. Our contineed-fraction analysis uses
-btm boundary. exetat the edlpomits. The critical expo- at anearly siz-independlent coefficinens (i) for the detection

softs of tie (SIM) tIide by coU.very conitinuously of dynamicaly relevant excitation gps$ and 00i foe the de-
SIon the Phase bounM y Mat erminstion of the spectral-weight distribution in Sitx(q,wm).

Whot is theA chraIteris signature of the four phase*, As is typical in quantmems many-body dynamics, the
aned do impiact of the herec 'r -io on fth r- 0 dynamic nearly size-independent sequences Af"(q), k - 1,...K, ob-

- . M fsnr 5,.(q~e.), delistdma the Fouie transforms tuneed here grow linearly with k, on averagemand exhibit one
of the specs-theme correatlon ntom humcdow.,~-z or sevra patterns that translate into specific properties of
The firat pVl of dos seedy is to fteatgae thi important S,,,(q~e,) related to the type of ordering, the presencre of

____ ____ ___excitation gaps. the an of bandwidiths. and the exponents of
10 "6 itss bow ra ""k wverm DWMII 4= 0M. inared singuhaddes. Thbe tecimiques of analysis fohi thee
WJI OWMW prcoperties have been describe in previous or concurrent ap-

J. W phys, 15 (10). Is UNIF 104 cMl4IWakWIVA(WSWW*~O e16 IMuertmad kbW s t of R Ve 5017
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_____ ___ - For the second line in parameter space [see Fig. I(b)],
'Il~ V1- we keep the exchange parameter fixed at J/iJ = I and vary

I the sinigle-site parameter DIJ. At DIi =0, which is equiva-
[cut et~othe midpoint of lne(a), thes'.gapstartsout nonzero
and grows with increasing DI., which reflects the fact that

061 o/" W/2 ow-requncyoutof-paneflucuatonsarelore and more
~ I supressedas the easy-plane anisotopy becomes stronger.

os~~n Tes,., gap, by contrast, has a decreasing trend. Starting

W D/J.from the same value at DIJ - 0, it reaches a minimum near
02. zero at DiJ =1.0 and then grows again. The minimum

marks the (HIS) transition between two nonmagnetic
C/M W/Mphases, where only the staggered in-plane fluctuations be-

0 0 OW crtcl
00 05 tO 15 to Now we shift the line eD/J w.2 in parameter space

fromJJJ= I [Fig. l(b)] toJ2 IJ = 1.5 (Fig. 1(c)]. At DiJ= 0
the system is in the Niel phase. Here the S' . gap is large,

M- It I Dyrnrnk-ly Meinl arain C~O bo foeru OWMnS taciccsi &ad reflecting the transverse spin waves of a uniaxial antiferro-
5' tuiaa w atoq alig tm ino a peuIr , w-e al IM Hwishou 11) magnet, whereas the S'W gap is effectively zero. reflecting the
Tb. PVGare daWftGornK 6wAs9 'It i 'F~i emimdfi twofold degeneracy of the ground state associated with anti-
meltkaru Af^(vtw*l '.t -K anwad by mee of 'w MC""

henow lek BN - 12 Vaumd"---- wav t Th eww teromagnetic ordering. As DIJ increases from zero, the V.
~ t~u n ftm fu boa. tilk piniMu se om phair gap stays near zero up to the (N/H) phase boundary at DIJ

'0. 5, where it starts to increase very rapidly with no further
change in course. The S~. gap decreases fromt some Iarge
value as DIJ increases from zero. It goes through a minti-

pliestiom of the recursion me~thod to the I D an 2 mum near zero at DIJ-. 1.7, marking. as in Fig. I (b), the
s -I XXZ models"- and the ID spin-s XYZ model1.' 0  (HIS) transition, now shifted to a higher value of sinrgle-.site

For our first wtas. which is to map out the rather complex antor. in agreement with the broadly accepted
phase diagramn of (1) in the given parameter range, we PIF.
choose an operator (in our case S; with q= r and us=x.z) Thbe significance of the results displayed in Fig. Itis that
which we know or expect to represenat the critical flcta they have been derived entirely from the ground-state wave
Waos along a specified phase boundlary. The method of deter- function of a chain with just N= 12 spins. It is certainly
mining the dynamically relevant excitation gap for that op- surprising that the spectral signatures of a rather complex
erator involves the matching of the nearly size-independent phase diagram are so clearly encoded in that quantity and
coefficieuts &A(q)_...;, &(q). with the firs K coefficients that this information is so easily retrievabl.

a11fl,..~ll)of a suitable model dynamic structure factor The same type of gap analysis carried out for the q de-
that has a gap of size 0l." Since the matching criterion is not pendence of the operator SM yields the dispersion of the low-
unique we cannot expect to obtain fronm tha analysis acen- eat branch of excitations, which is dynamically relevant for
rate values for the gap sizes, Nevertheless, it proves to be a S,,(q.ai). Toward our second goal we reconstruct the dy-
reliablie indicator for the identification of phase boundaries nainic structure factor itself via (3) from expression (2) with
and the dynamical vanitbles that are subec to critca fluc- coefficients a1() &()and a termination functon
tustiona. tailored, such as to extrapolate the recognizable pattern of the

For this shor work, we have carried out the gap analysis first K coefficients. A detailed account of the reconstruction
along threer lines in (JI,/iDIJ) space. In Fig. I1(a) we have has been reported in Ref. 8. Here we must limit the discus-
plottd the JIi dependence for fixed DIJ - 0 of the excita- sion to a couple of specific issues: What is the main differ-
tOne gple which wre dynamnically relevant for the operators ence in line shape between the functions S,,,Aqg.w) of the
S' . (eireles) and S' , (squares. At J/i - 0, our analysis yields s - I Heisenberg antifenromagnet and its s counterpart
a S!, gap very cdose so zeo, sd kt remains wear zero ove and what is the impac of a Small easy-plane single-site an-
om. ranp of J,/J values, reflecting the extended critical isotopy on the peak positions and line shapes in the s-

phase (C). The WWp V, pp in tha region indficates that the case?
nt-i"-phle fluctuations are not critical. Even pea the tran- Figurte 2(s) shows the reconstructed (normalized) dy-
MOBlo, dw the 11~ Phaae, muPed (C/H) in Fig. I (a), the namic structure, factor 9,,,(q,sa)-S",Aq'n)/(S'OSr'%) at
$1, aPI opens Oely very slowly, which as typical near a q - w6 andq -5 v/6 for the ID s-lI Heiseanberantiferro-

nearlita-iboulnM-tp plume boundary Itis ist inomrked magnet. For both wave numbers, the function consists of a
11 e - to the amor aid closing of the S!. gap at the other single peak with nounzro intrinsic linewidtlt. 7This is in strong

P ~end of the Heildwn phase Mwe (H/N) -ramti, muark the contras to the results obtained from truncated continued
nsew of itiharmomapeaic long-range order, thde z dkre- fraction" or equivalent procedures,1 which ame smms of 8

*&Tie- l WV lag 5. fap newr the phase boundary canftirs functions, often broadened into Lo~rnzians for graphical
Haldm's redI'Mion that the is-pbse fluctuatioes have so representation.
Port is tranitiom. We note two main differences between the results of Fig.

.8,J WpL~ 8 PhY o. tO MM& . is may 1004 Dug of at.
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r ' , the anisotropy causes an maeas ian ian-pilane Ine-S" 5" 0/J.0 width. rlhe peak positions of the reconstrutctd functions

I S,,,,(Suw'6,s.) shown in Fig. 2 are in good agreement with the110 q-0s- energies of the lowest-lying dynamically relevant excitation
,q-,,/ ofa chain with N= 12 spins. The latter, quoted from Ref. 12,

___ _ ._ _ _____ I are indicated by afows in Fig. 2. However. for q = r/6 the
o 0 - 1 peaks lie significantly higher than the lowest N = 12 excita-0/. 0 as,.,--:• tioti.

D/J. he significance of the point (IIJ='. D/J=0.18)
10 ino ,,s,6•nthe param.eer space of Hamiltonian (1) is its physical

I realization by the quasi-ID magnetic compound
o_________" _"" _Ni(CKAHN2 )2NO2CIO4  (NENP). A recent inelastic neutron
00 scattering study on that compound" observes well-defined00 10 W 20 30 resonances for 0.3seq• w, including q= 5v/6, where our

result predicts a peak with small but nonzero linewidth. At
smaller wave numbers including q -w/., the resonance in the

FIG 2. Nut 1oed dye~ mmueom bof S.(q..4J(S-S- ) a ir001 experiment has disappeared in a broad background intensity.
Is) ,the tD - i .k.esia 3  -m is;o • d tb) the • w nwm w,,, = Here our analysis predicts a broad signal, which, when mul-
addaome emay-paiat uw&-u, awmK w. OiJ -0. I& V* Aw ,reset imo tiplied by the very small integrated intensity, becomes indeed
o-u~. mad q-w*I 35iw* They hove bere dwived frmK-6 Cestafted- uneecal for al prciaupss

4 fo~rwmt uicO9 gib .lr(q).k-l Kc x wwdfmwftheN-l2gwvtd-
iuft wave fment combieed wib the coi•md-bucbum, andyms de•nbed
* Ole 8, The urwne w the peak Otecwh auve vkhak the omrsj to tMe AC OWEGEfI
kwaes 91eaIMe wt• h 8wero Mie ekd ams.. S,.tq. a) Gof the N - 12

-4,,-, This work was supported by the U.S. National Science
Foundation. Grant No. DMR-93-12252. Computations were
carried out at the National Center for Supercomputing Appli-2(a) and th correspodiag reults of the s= model ae •catio University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. I. S.

Ref. 8): (a) the peak positions at wave aminiers q and w-q gratefully acknowledges support by the Max Kade Founda-
ar thessame fors 3 - but differ subaanmially for s = 1. The lon.
symmetric dispersion of the x - chain is exactly known, anid
the asymmetric dispersion of the s - I chain la been well F D M Ha .Phe . Re. e,. . M. 1153 (1963); Phyv Le.o A 93. 464

ished by extensive nuwria diausolbttiona.".' (b) 1,983.
The eWigk is known to icrea monotosically with in- fIL BOeO. £ It .Mad MK K • l Phy. ev •H • 3914 (t1931.
creasig q in dte s- I cMe.4.1 but in Fig. 2(a) tsh s-I 'U Mme sd T S.Kealder. Phy Rev. B 38. 213 419i4).eislt at small q ba a c ia larger linewiddh than the d ' chu"lz T Zimsas Pbys. Rev'. 633, 4291586)4

H- J. SdmhL. MPhy. Rev. B 34. 637.2 (t198esone at q meat f. Or s=I reslts are consent with the " de phli dwpe. see Rit, 2-5 and J C Bome. J A&pp
itdlap of Red&. II and 12 that the spectral weight in PkYi S,. 3%311967).

S,,(q.a) is dominated by a single . function at q 1wa r, V. S, Vramash sad G. MaUler. . Apo. fIy. 67. 5486 (1990): 76. 6178
but less so at small q. The opposite trendl[ of line broadening 49 y .S mh. I .J Swim. bd G. Men. py, Rev. B (in
in the s3 - and 3 - I chains may be wuderstood by neipet- Pe. i

in& the obser•vable excitations as composites of different 'm. P a4*wwt. V. s v.wSarlh. wed G, Mtter. Pby. Ivi. , B 6 "7696
kinds of elementary states. .thi13)

The presence of s casy-plan anisocropy, DIJ "S. ' H.. I J, sLd E • a-mD Phy. Rev, 8 k . 3291(1993).
-0. 8. altes die functions S..(mw) and S,.w(5s6,w), as "o0 ColiseS. TbV .kj*o md R ILK=. P•hM RAev. 8 46.10954 (112);
shon in Fig, 2b). In-plane (xx) and out-of-plane (zz) flw. I. f,5 C S. t399 ( 93L.
tMations - now represented by sepae peaks. At s. Miler. H. lTo. H. Bek. s.d J. C. BoA . P p Rev. B 24. 1429
the m-plane peal has moved tip and the out-of-plan peak "S. Ma. C. 11oholim. D. 14. Reich. 1B J. Skierhe. snd IL W Eb ftys.
down. At small w-q. they have moved in opposite direc- Rev Ln 0. 3•71 (1992
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Knai, the pnocipal axes of pahIp y l wet along t noun at relatively low field, if in excess of the demagnCtAz-
* mOMMIic twofold aum [010J. the [1011 direction, and the tag field. is seen only for the [101] dire-tion and is indicative

dmcumd porCedicular so the ceavae plow, 60l), Figure of ferromagnetism. At 1.839 K -• 74% of T,) and 14 kG the
2 shows the molarsiweputIbday versus T below 10 K aW" Magietuatii 2.9ps , just slightly below the saturation
each pricipul asa, Tlm 1 10 1 direc is evidely the tele. valhe of 3W00)u3 fo an S=3/2 system assuming g=2.00
ro agnc easy saw. and (wwt low-field da ~ ai de. Although this is about 3% less than seen under comparable
magimtuation hittaed value below T.. which m clearly - 25 cond•ltons for the normal maleren; the ddifferen is within
K. Aln the otmhogomal (0101 md (101). dir•-cions the . ezemrtl un certality. Some noaSnearity is apparent
ceptibtY hal Much snmae vailies and even lbits aOng 10 10) and uI00) directions at 4.2 K. and some.hat

-l mumsa 1 24533) K. wi dfft degrees of low field curvature a 1.8 K. Also dis.
k 0 d944 10) eWatmod along [010) and at 2.4• 1) K. with cenile it an upturn in magnetization along them two axes
4 0,-754 10) eat/uol. alo t 101).. Rather " . at i.t K tog la1W fields. Thln may be due to an incipient
hav" wa observedtm in te aomal maweiaL though there W~u-reorientat"o transition. The behavio along [0101 and
the VAcplibility tataed a higher valoe aslog 1101), than 1101 is also Similar to that in die normal materal. though
aong [0101 Given the extremely large sm of 4 b. the lesser prccsion of the earlier data- made the curvatures
ever. small malipnmeeus could affect the eawe valus or k "-

letal and 4 at,, near the traftidd Well abov T, the susceptibility can be analyzed includ-
Fir3sosthe mapnmeut ve-o an ld mg the effects of axial and rhombic crysl field disiaoons.

for each saam at vw~ Wmgarr Anapo of. which produce a Merofield splitting -6of the 'A pround term
The sipn Hanuhonatan is

_... .. . . H- Dit'- S S * I i 13 F1 +

3 - -*4,R.,+MCASj(I

toIn fe field the etp.,Alan cormpond to a peau of Krame
-"a douxble separated biy 6-2(D: + 3E:)l :. If D>0 andl J

DI is smuall.the grounddoubk4 is ementiallyIl)ade
AV Itupper doublet If 32). If D<0 the lewis ar revered,

S..tS.gl,, S --l. ion eptibmilies t , and t, can be c hcuIted,'
L mad the ucry" tilities wrinea teinsof these using

re.btm between [l . [010) 6OlO e), and x.y.z am give
by The structure Basedoan the x-ray VVIRIs We use here

*11 .1,-01 .QIOJ a20.r7. ,-4.". and "-21.1' (Fig. I as earier for

0 0SN4C.1 kC1 The exchange inaction,
0 4 8 12 16 -2JX., -S,. mut also be acunted for. for which the

H (iG) meanoi eld approanuation mit ia sued'

-"M - MNM 0 FSXCA" - fW a J'XA I - 2r-J1Ng.,)2'J. (2)

1 1M1 a' W. WI itbak Onva *mo -o ama As averale mineraction J over : neighbors will be obtained.
i a O tt In togR 4 appears the best fi (rts deviation 0.92%) ob-
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r ~~4 , . -~a 5-20 K fit, As noted earlier, if the present fit is extended to
FeISCN(*CD,D)J 0 5 K larger IDI and JEl emerge, ones which are almost ex-

11011axisactly the same as for the normal material. However, zi/k
[3uSI remains significantly larger (0.91 K) than for

Fe[S,CN(CH%),12Cl. The g, v'alues in a 5-80 K fit are mar-
ginally enhanced but remain 1%-2% smaller than those of

tal uncertainty. Fitting normal material data with T0,, = 7 K
leas t ony isigifiantvaratins(0.05 K or less) in

1 16%0 ~w ykEk, nd ~lk We elive hatonly the zJ/k value
T 14861 Kthew nral patericalysgifcn difference whchaetwihnexenmten-w

1' 10 006 .materials, being 10%-20% larger in the deuterated system.
0 - The critical exponent y in Fe(S2CN(CD~i),IJ2Cl is indis-

3 -2 -1 0tinguishable from that of the normal material. This universal
((T -T YTj parameter is characteristic of a magnetic model class, which

is presumably then the same in the two materials. It is clear.
however, that T, is slightly enhanced in the deuterated ma-

PiM 5 itiras law in Go the indial wsCepi*.ihiy along [111in rial. by about 1.2%. This is consistent with the larger zi
t-eICN(.O,~j~l ~value, though single-ion anisotropy also plays a major role in

determining T_. It is hypothesized that the heavier deuteron
tattled to data between 7 K - 3T, )and 80 K. all three axes vibrates with a esramltd than does hydrogen, making

bein fi siultneosly wih pamccrindcatd. U f t- he deuterated mlce fvicysmaller.Ifitroeua
ted parameters arc only slightly sensitive to the minimum separations are then also slightly smaller an enhanced ex-
temperature fitted, and the uncertainties encompass values change interaction, and enhanced T_. are expected.
from T_, 6 and 8 K fits. Using Ta,, = K leadls to D anid There is evidence in the literature for the suggested deu-
E about 7% and 30% larger in magnitude isame sl5~ign) an teratton effect. for example, the molar volume of soltd CD,
zi about 9% smraller, but a substantially worse fit. In view of is about 1.5% smaller at 70 K than that of solid CH4.1 'o Deu-
the mecan-field approximsitton employed. T. as low as 2T, teratione also leads to a decrease in unit cell size for
is bestu avoided. The choice off x,y, and z axes in Fig. I ý- C4H,1NO 4Brt and HF.t The lesser zero-point energy of an
necessary tn order to obtain, as required," D and E satisfying X-D bond relative to an X-H bond is the common feature
[El %' DI;3, in thesw examples.

The inaitial susceptibility to along the ferromagneti ACWWED M
1011 axis was analyzed according to the critical law for This work was supported by National Science

ft-U 1. (3) Foundation-Solid State Chemistry-Grant No. DMR-

where i-(T - T, )i F,_ The best fit (ruts deviation 1.7, in 9213198. Support from the College of William and Mary is
the range 2,491 -2.889 K 1O.00Y20<t<0. 1629 is Amon in Fig- also acknowledged.
i, with parameters indicated. Data somewhat beyond 2 W19 'G C Detý,* F Pilamto avi R, L Carlin. Ptyi.ca B "5. 380(1 19781;
IL to t - 0).2160, arc also plotted aind conform well to thet Pbi't Re, 8 26. 22945 (1979l
fitted line-, higher temperature data do nou The precision of :G C Dtwoin and J A. (,-en, J. Chtem. Ptis. 73. 21-11 1t9M)0.
the fitted patrameiters is besser than the uncertainties indicated. '( C. DeFoess an SJ A, uLiOtms Ie. Ma4,tQ t9ta-Mg-Mae 5. 71
which include efifects of iusng %fightlly different T_ and I tto. I (btan ph" $4 .1.1438(19%),
r- tn the fit 'N A.., M Sots., HJ So.S aW S Scki, J. Pitys. Cktm. Solid, 38. 1.41

~~ Kait(wamu~raJ I lu, Sue Jpn,5.SS20" 119t6); J. Appt. Pbv. 6t. 35'10
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Spin-1/2 Helsenberg antiferromagnet on the square and triangular lattices:
A comparison of finite temperature properties

N. Elstner
Pkyssjc Department. LU'nersiv• of California. Santa (Cruz. California 9.-"4

R. R. P. Singh
Physics Department. Unitersttr of California. Davis. Californui 95o06

A. P. Young
Phvsi" D•partent, Unwier.viy of Caliue.na, Santa Cruz, (California 95064

We compare and contrast the behavior of the sVn-half Heisenberg antiferromagnet on the square
and triangular lattices. For both models, high temperature expansions are obtained for the structure
factor at the ordering vector, the correlation length, the uniform susceptibility, and the entropy. We
show that the antiferromagnctic correlations at- significantly larger for the square lattice than for the
triangular lattice. Analysis of the structure factor and the correlation length shows that the spin
stiffness is an order of magnitude smaller in the triangular lattice than in the square lattice. These
results indicate that the triangular lattice, although weakly ordered at T = ), is close to a quantum
critical point. T'us. in contrast to the square lattice, a semiclassical spin-wave picture may not be
sufficient to describe the ground state.

There has been considerable interest during the last years They also find the low lying spectra to be consistent with
in the nature of the ground state of two-dimensional quantum LRMO. However. the similar data led Leung and Runge'" to
spin systems. Most attention has been given to the spin-,/2 conclude the absence of LRMO. The Ising expansions,1' ex-
Heisenberg antiferromagrnet HAF) on the square and trian- trapolated assuming long range ,t'. .,ggest a sublattice
gular lattices. Both systems show long range magnetic order magnetization of 20% the cl,t',cal ,aluc However. the ex-
(LRMO) in the classical case, but the behavior in the quan- trapolations also smt!gLested that the Heisenberg moddl at
tum regime has been a subject of long standing debate. Al- T=O is %e, close to the critical point for antiferromag-
though there are still no mathematically rigorous arguments nericum. Thus. these zero temperature studies are unable to
for the ground state of the square lattice, there is overwhelm- rsIve the questior of whether the ground s ,te has long
ing numerical1 -'4 evidence supponiing LRMO. The numerical range order.
studies demonstrate that zero temperature properties of the High temperature expansions present an unbiased
system like the ground state energy, the sublattice magneti- method for studying the finite temperature thermodynamic
zation, the spin-stiffness constant, and the spin-wave velocity properties of a physical system. We have recently calculated
are given 4tuantitatively by the spin-wave theory truncated at the high temperature serics for various quantities (structure
order I/S"."' Furthermore. finite temperature properties, factor at the ordering wave vector, correlation length, uni-
such as temperature dependence of the correlation length. form susceptibility, entropyl for the square and triangular
agree extremely well with a renormalized classical picture ' lattices up to order 13 in liT. Systematic Pade extrapolation

In contrast to the square lattice, the HAF on the triangu- of these series show that. while both lattices appear to have
lar lattice is a frustrated spin system. In the classical limit. LRMO at T=O. there are striking quantitative differences in
this frustration is relieved by the neighboring spins pointing their low temperature behavior. The triangular lattice is much
at I1"0 with respect to each other and ordering in the three weakly ordered compared to the square lattice, and its order-
sublattice pattern. For the quantum case. the spin-wave ing tendencies are not apparent until much lower tempera-
theory"' predicts that the ground state remains ordered in the tures.
three sublattice pattern. with an order parameter comparable The Heisenberg antiferromagnet is defined by the Hamil-
to the square lattice. However. many alternative propositions Ionian
for disordered gpound states have also been made. Most no-
tabl' are the resonating valence bond theory of Anderson"'
and the variational mapping onto the quantum Hall state by H=JX, S, S,. J>O. (Il
Kalmeyer and Laughlin.1 2

Numerical studies of this model include vanational
studie•s" exact diagonalizaton of small systems.,"" ISin1 The S, are spin- 12 operators and the sum is over all
expansions." and recent high temperature expansions, nearest-neighbort NN) pairs of sites on the two lattices. From
Monte Carlo simulatiors for this system are difficult due to now on we wt the exchange coupling J equal to unity. The
sign problems. While most studies favor LRMO. there are classical ground state of the square lattice contains two sub-
considerable variations in the extent ti which the system is lattices with NN spirts being antiparallel. On the triangular
predictd to be ordered, The exact diagonalization study of lattice the spins form three sublattices with a relative angle of
Bemu ef al. "4 predicts a suhlattice magnetization about " 1200 toward each other Thus the ordering wave vector Q is
of the classical value, nearly the same as in spin-wave theory. given by
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4 .. ... IIg I I _ I . ..
Q=W(Ill)(sq. lattice). Q=- (l,0)(tr. lattice) (2) 0-7 14/7j

in units where the lattice spacing is one. 0.8 6 /1-
The antifr,,magnetic structure factor is given by 0.5

10.4 .0

SiQ)=Y.• ©Xp[iQ.(R,-R,)]S"S-J). -•• "

S•0.3- 04 4)

The phase factors ar unity if the two sites ar on the same 0.a
sublattice and - I (square lattice) or - 1/2 (triangular lattice) 0
for different subatices. A similar expression can be derived 0.2
for the correlation l)ncgth 0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2

O0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2
- (R-R,)' exp[iQ.(-,-R,)](SzS). (4) T/TE,

For wave vectors q near the ordering wave vector Q, this FIG. 1. Tr amv:tc¢: T IatS0Q)) vs TIT,. Tc ploot mprescat fL.Ml
gees with the Ornstein-Zemickc form P in te• t ,Iran .re =i tu(7 + 0.08). Te insr shows

Stq)-vS(Q)4I +e(q-Q)
2 J. In addition to these two quanti- •r •,utsforftometaim kh.TrU4Tr.:/,AlsTIT1J;u=t (T+o.2).

ties we have generated the series for the logarithm of the
partition function In Z and the uniform structure factor S(q

=% second coefficient of the series for e. The series were ex-

before preenting the results of our extrapolations we tended beyond their radius of convergence by the method of
discuss the expected behavior at low temperatures. For an de beyont s oordered grnd ste the c tion length is expected to approxuans.
grorderpouendtiale ae cIn Fig. land 2 we present out results for T 14S(Q)]

as function of temperature. Extrapolations of

(-AlTl exp[C/TI I +O( T)). (5) T log(4TTl 2 Tj) are shown on the inserts. For these plots we
first made an Euler transform to a new variable u = I/(T + a)

The corresponding result for the structure factor at the order- (values for a are given in the figure captions). The Pade
img wave vector is analysis was then done in this variable. The main reason for

0thi procedure is that the transformed series behaves better
$(Q)=A5 T' eap(2C/TI I +0(T)). (6) then the original one.

For the square lattice, thee exist analytic results for the clas- The plot for the square lattice shows an increase of
sical values of the parameters in t e T log[4S(Ql] and T loW4Tf IT.() with decreasing T tend-

ing toward the known zero temperature value of 4 7rps. In the
.rO. y2, C=2wp5  with p,sS2 . (7) temperatureregime 0.4<T<lourextrapolationsforthecor-

relation length are in excellent agreement with OMC results
Herm p, 's the spi stffness coefficint for t the spins. from Ding and Makivic,2 although the latter define the cor-
For the trigular lattice the situation Is mote complicated. relation length through the exponential decay of the spin-
The pound state is noncollinear resulting in two distinct son correlatio function. Out extralations break down be-
stiff s. However, calculations by A el aL "' deter- low T-0.3, because at such low temperatures the correlation
mined the parameters to be length is much larger (approximately 50 lattice spacings at

x= -0.5. y-3, C-6.994S2. T T-I14) than our largest system size (13th order).
The corresponding procedure for the triangular lattice

Thus, the classic values of C for the two lattices differ by reveals a different behavior, T k[4S(Q)] and
less than 2D%. LAtest high precision quantum Monte Carlo T o44 2Itj both decrease. We ar a to extrapolate
simulations of the square lattice found the spin stiffness to be our data down to T=0.2Td. Even at T-0.25, the correla-
p,=0.l86(4).' which is consistent with results from ]sing tion length is quite small (les than 2 lattice spacings). How-
expansions at T=O, ps=0.I80. 301.2 This is a reduction to ever, our data extrapolate to a value of 2C-0.2 as T-0.
rougly 70% of the bare (classical with spin-S) value of apparently nonzero but less than 10% of the bare value of
0.25. 3.497!

% analywzd the series for T koj4SjQ)) and One may argue that there could be a crossover to a dif-
Tr k*4T(2 T1 J assa fanctmn of temperature where T., the ferem behavior at temperatue lower than T= 0.15. However,
uma held trantitit temperature has value Tj= I for the if this soultd be the case ever) method to determine the zero

sqwe lattice end 7.,-0.75 for the tian latc. Note tempaerature behavior will run into problems.
dtt these quantities go toward 2C as T--0. At infi•e teI- Another interesting quantity revealing differences be-
postal T lk4S(Q)l goes to the fldd transition tem- tween the two latices is the entropy. In Figs. 3 and 4 we
perauTr rt and T og(4Tf 21T,1 ) to a contant given by the present the extrapolations of the entropy per site, S/N, as

W"6 J. Aptot. Ptuw. VaL. ~ No. to.1IS May imOEWw Wt~gr, and wj ~trj
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i function of temperature. 'The infinite temperature limit is striking quantitative differenices between the square and the
given by ln(2). For the square lattice S/N is clone to zero for triangular lattices. While the factor C, which determines the
T=0.25, but for the triangular lattice it is about one-third of streflgh of the exponiential, is similar for both systems in the
the infinite temperature value. This again shows that the classical limit, drastic differences occur in the quantum re-
characteristic energy scale, i.e., the spin stiffness, is much gime. For the square lattice C is reduced to roughly 70% of
smaller for the triangular lattice than for the square lattice. the bare value; a reduction that can be described quite, well in

The inserts of Figs. 3 and 4 show the results for the a 11S expansion. On the other hand the corresponding value
-nifor susceptbility X(0)'=T-'S(0), which is expected to for the triangular lattice is less than 10% of the classical

go to a finite value as T-.0 and to have a maximum at some limit, which seems to indficate that a semiclassical spin-wave
intermediate temperature marking the onset of short-range picture may not be sufficient to describe the ground state
antiferromagnetic order. Again this maximum occurs for the propertes of the Heisenberg antiferromagnet on the triangu-
square lattice at significantly higher temperature (T,,k-0.9) tar lattice.
than for the triangular lattice (Tp,,-0.3). Th1is work is supported by NSF Grant Nos. DMR

To conclude, our results show that the triangular lattice 9111576 and DMR 9017361. One of us (N.E.) acknowledges
has weak LRMO at zero temperature. However, we find support from the Deutsche Forscbungsgemeinschaft.
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Disorder-driven first-order phase transformations: A model for hysteresis
Karin Dahmen, Sivan Karthe James A. Krumhansl,a) Bruce W. Roberts,
James P. Sethna and Joel D. Shoreb,

Laboratoty of Aforic and Solid State Physics. Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853-2501

Hysteresis loops in some magnetic systems are composed of small avalanches (manifesting
themselves as Barkhausen pulses). Hysteresis loops in other first-order phase transitions (including
some magnetic systems) often occur via one large avalanche. The transition between these two
limiting cases is studied, by varying the disorder in the zero-temperature random-field ksing model.
Sweeping the external field through zero at weak disorder, we get one large avalanche with small
precursors and aftershocks. At strong disorder, we get a distribution of small avalanches (small
Barkhausen effect). At the critical value of disorder where a macroscopic jump in the magnetization
first occurs, universal power-law behavior of the magnetization and of the distribution of
(Barkhausen) avalanches is found. This transition is studied by mean-field theory, perturbative
expansions, and numerical simulation in three dimensions.

The shapes of hysteresis curves in magnetic materials sequence, however, of introducing interactions between the
Svary widely for different materials. This variation manifests magnetic domains, is that the transition from infinite ava-

itself in variation of parameters, such as the coercivity, rema- lanche to noninfinite avalanche hysteresis loops is accompa-
hence, and susceptibility. Of particular interest to us is the nied by critical fluctuations and diverging correlation
variation of the sizes of Barkhausen noise pulses.' These lengths. As one knows from the theory of phase transitions, 7

pulses are a manifestation of avalanches taking place in the this allows one to write down scaling laws with universal
magnetic system, with groups of domains (or spins) flipping exponents that are valid near the transition point. By "uni-
over in one avalanche. One distinguishes between the small versal," we mean that the behavior is independent of many
Barkhausen effect and large Barkhausen discontinuities. The details of the system (and thus the same for theoretical mod-
small Barkhausen effect is the observation of small pulses els and real materials), and depends only on the dimension,
representing small avalanches in the system. None of these the range of interaction, and the symmetries of the order
pulses sweep through the entire system. Often, soft magnetic parameter.
materials after annealing show mainly the small Barkhausen We consider a simple cubic lattice. Each site i in this
effect.2 There are other materials that have hysteresis loops lattice can represent an entire magnetic domain. The magne-
that are more square and have large jumps in the magnetiza- tization at site i is s,. It can be pointing either up or down,
tiom. These jumps are often called "large Barkhausen i.e., si= ± 1. The Hamiltonian of the RFIM is
discontinuities"2 in magnetic materials and "bursts" in a
similar effect in Martensites. 3 These large jumps represent
avalanches that sweep through a sizable fraction of the sys- .= - • Jsisi- Y, (fisi +Hsi), (1)
tem. In the thermodynamic limit, we call avalanches that
sweep a finite fraction of the system "infinite avalanches."
There exist models like the Stoner-Wohlfarth model and the where the first sum is over nearest-neighbor pairs. This term
Preisach model,2'' that can describe both types of hysteresis represents a ferromagnetic interaction of magnitude J be-
loops. The Preisach model, and other models, break up the tween the domains. At each site in the crystal a random mag-
hysteresis loop into contributions from elementary hysteresis netic field f, is added to model disorder (like defects, etc.) in
domains, each with their own value for remanence and coer- the crystal. We assume a Gaussian distribution of width R for
civity, with no interactions between the domains, these random fields. H is the strength of the external, homo-

We study hysteresis in the zero temperature random-field geneous magnetic field. As we change the external magnetic
Ising model (RFIM), where ineraction between hysteresis field H adiabatically, the system does not relax to its true
domains (spins) is implicit.5 We note that we are not consid- equilibrium ground state. Instead, it stumbles from one meta-
ering the equilibrium RFIM or any T-0O limit of that model, stable state to another in response to the changing field. For
The dynamics of the approach to thermal equilibrium in that experimental systems with high enough barriers to relaxation
model has been well studied.6 However, we are interested in for each elementary domain, such that thermal fluctuations
a model with the same Hamiltonian as the equilibrium can be ignored on experimental time scales, this assumption
RFIM, but with a (very natural but nonequilibrium) specified that the system does not relax to its true ground state is valid.
dynamics. 5 By varying the randomness, we can use this This applies to most magnetic memory devices (b y design),
RFIM to describe hysteresis loops, both with and without and also other systems, like athermal Martensites.
large Barkhaunen discontinuities. The most interesting con- A domain on a magnetic tape will flip over when the

force from the external field exceeds the coupling forces due

'VPrmeat ade 515 Stic Ro AmheM M 01002. to the neighbors plus any forces from random anisotropies or
'W*rat aidin Deputmet of Plysis, Simom Fraer Univeisity, random fields within the domain. Our model uses precisely

Bwaaby, Drkul Colnata VSA IS6, Canada this dynamics. To define a dynamics for this system, we as-
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FIG. 2. Varying the disorder. Three H(M) curves for different levels of
disorder, for a 6 system. Our current estimate of the critical disorder is

FIG. 1. Hysteresisloopshowing r mettmory.The magnetization as (RW=2.23 1 (we set J= 1). At R=2<R, ,there is an infinite avalanche thatFiG.1, yst~l~s lop how •tt'•-poi me . '• lnal~ut,'ra~o as sems to apWar abruptly. For R = 2.6 >R, the dynmicks is macroscopicaliy

a function of external field fora 303 systenswith disorder R=3.5 J. If the smooth, although, of course, microscopically it is a sequence of sizeable
fieldHis made to backmtack from H, to Hc a id wept up to H. again, it avalanches. At R=2.3, near the critical level of disorder, extremely large
rtrs to precisely the same state at Ha. from which it left the outer lo events become common. Inset: Log-log plot of the integrated avalanche-
It remembers this "return-point." even if it is forced to rn through sub- size distribution Di,(s,r) vs avalanche size s. D.(sr) is the integral of
cycles within cycles, and so on, as the figure shows. A simple froof for this D(s,r,h) (see the text) over one sweep of the magnetic field frno - to

I ~"return-point memory" in certain systems is given elsewhere.- "+=, averaged here over five systems of size 1203 and plotted at R=2.3,

R=2.7, and R=4.0. Notice the power-law region Di(s)-s-('l' and
the cutoff at s,,,-(R-R)- "'.

sume that as the external magnetic field is changed adiabati-
cally, each domain will flip when the direction of its total its own. There will be only small avalanches happening. En-
local field, pirically, the coercivity decreases further for increasing R.

There must be a critical disorder Rc separating these two
F'iwn Jsi+fi+H, (2) regimes. In other words, the line of critical fields H"(R) at

i which an infinite avalanche occurs, ends at the point Hc(R,).
changes. Initially, all domains are pointing down at a suffi- For R>R, the magnetization curves do not show any infinite
ciently negative H. The system then transforms from nega- avalanches. This has been verified both experimentally 3 and
tive to positive magnetization as the field is swept upward. in our simulation in three dimensions (R, = 2.23 J numeri-
Related approaches were discussed in Ref. 5. In addition, cally). In two dimensions, the numerical results suggest that
other related work has come to our attention.

8 
The result of a R, is zero. We have found numerical

5 
and analytical

5
'
9 

evi-

simulation of this system for a width of the Gaussian distri- dence that the transition occurring at RC from infinite ava-
bution of random fields R = 3.5 J in three dimensions is lanche to noninfinite avalanche hysteresis loops is continu-
shown in Fig. 1. The outer loop shows the external magnetic ous: One finds avalanches of all sizes at that point. As one
field being slowly increased until all domains are pointing up approaches the critical end point at [R,,H:(R,)] in the
and then decreased back to the initial value. Figure 2 shows (R,H) plane, we find diverging correlation lengths and pre-
the upper branch of three similar hysteresis loops at different sumably universal critical behavior. This transition between
disorders R. One sees that for increasing values of R the size the two regimes has a natural parallel with ordinary equilib-
of the jump or large Barkhausen effect goes to zero and the rium temperature-driven phase transitions. To make this par-
hysteresis loops look softer. In fact, one expects that for allel concrete, consider the pure equilibrium Ising model in
small R compared to the coupling J, one of the first domains three dimensions. In this model there is a transition at a
to flip will push over its neighbors, which will cause their certain temperature where the order parameter (which in this
neighbors to flip and so on, until a finite fraction of the case is the magnetization) takes on a finite value. This tran-
system is transformed in one "infinite avalanche," which sition occurs when the ordering tendency of the bonds be-
manifests itself as a jump in the magnetization curve. The tween spins overcomes the disordering tendency of thermal
critical magnetic field H,(R) at which this jump occurs in fluctuations. In our model, the order parameter is the size of
the upper branch of the hysteresis loop, decreases monotoni- the infinite avalanche AM[Hc(R)]. We have a finite value
cally with increasing disorder R, starting from Hf'(O)= zJ, for our order parameter when the "ordering" tendency of the
where z is the coordination number of the crystal. bonds between spins overcomes the disordering tendency of
Experiments, 3 as well as our numerical simulation3 and ana- the random fields. For us, ordering is represented by the ex-
lytical calculations' suggest that the onset of the infinite ava- istence of an infinite avalanche, where a large number of
lanche at H,(R) seems to be abrupt for R < Rc in three di- domains flip at one field. We also note that the analog of the
mensions, as H is slowly changed. equilibrium correlation length for our model is the size of the

In the other regime, where the disorder R is large com- largest finite avalanche.
pared to the coupling J, each domain will essentially flip on From both mean-field approaches and renormalization
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FTABLE 1. Universal exponents for critical behavior in hysteresis loops. The was thought to be due to finite size effects. in the view of our
exponents 0 and J tell how the msagnetization scales with r=- (R, -R)IR, model, we would suggest that the power laws inight be an
and h-H-H,. respectively, for example, {MH-l~R)( indication of an ordinary critical point instead of self-

-( H)t at X" The correaton length exponent V is measured (flU-
mesicaily) using finite-size scaling. Trhe exponent a tell bo th uofo organized criticality. We would expect the cutoff in the dis-
the avalanche size distribution scales with r, and 1' is the exponent of the tribution to move to larger and larger avalanche sizes, as the
power-law decay of the differential avalanche size distribution D(s.r~h) at ciia on sapoce ytnn h admesRt t
the critical point (P 0 and A =0). ciia on sapoce ytnn h admesRt t

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ___ critical value R, . We think that similar effects might be ob-
e epanionsimultion served, for example, upon changing the distribution of ran-

Exponent writh e= 6- d, at e--3 to three dimensions dom anisotropies. (Though the fact that randoms magnetic
2-E1=1 1 ±01fields break time-reversal symmetry, whereas random

0.506- 0.17±0.07 anisotropies do not, could change the values of the critical
P6 1.5 +O(*')-1.5 2.0 ±0.3 exponents.) Furthermore, we expect this effect not only to be
8 3+e-6 (wround 12) found in magnetic materials. Indeed, for a FeNi alloy, which
V`7.. 2.9 ±0.15 is an athermal Martensite, an increase in grain sizes has been
r . 1.35±0.2 seen to lead to a crossover from noninfinite avalanche to

infinite avalanche behavior. 
3
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Magnetic properties of the two-dimensional "triangles-in-triangles" Kagomi
lattic Cu9K2(cPa)6 (X=FCI,Br)

¶ Sanchit Maruti and Leonard W. ter Haar'
DReparent of Che•istr University of Texas, El Paso, Texans 79968

Magnetic properties of the isosatnctural series of compounds known as CU9 X 2 (cpa)6

(cpa=carboxypentonic acid; X=F,CI,Br) are reported as a function of the 1&3-halide ion. The
interconnection topology within each layer is a hexagonal arrangement of trimeric units, i.e., a
"triangles-in-triangles" Kagom6 lattice. Magnetic field dependent susceptibility data in the range
1.7-250 K demonstrate that all three compounds have a magnetic ground state which is highly field
dependent at lower temperatures, but that phase transitions to long-range order are not observed
down to 1.7 K. Development of 2-D antiferromagnetic models appropriate for the chemical nature
and symmetry of the Cu,• 2 (cpa)6 lattice will require a two J-value solution (intratrimer and
intertrimer), and although theoretical results for this type of lattice are as yet unknown, analogies
can be clearly drawn to the Kagome problem. The Curie-Weiss temperatures in the range of -250
K strongly suggest spin frustration in the absence of any traditional long-range order. Magnetization
studies exhibit an intermediate saturation level corresponding to a ground state of one unpaired spin
per unit cell at field values well below 1.0 kG, supporting the conclusion that the two J values areantiferromagnetic.

4

I. INTRODUCTION scribed elsewhere. 5 Data were corrected for temperature in-
, The Heisenberg antiferromagnet on a square lattie is dependent magnetism using Pascal's constants6 for the dia-

well accepted as having an ordered ground state.' Other magnetic components and a T...P./Cu(lI) of 60x1f- 6 emu/
more novel topologies for quantum (S-=-1/2) antiferromag- mole.
netic lattices are now of interest because of the unique
ground-state properties that may derive from such features as
next-nearest-neighbor exchange interactions and triangula- I11. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
tion (which can lead to spin frustration). Ongoing theoretical
studies in the literature focus on such exotic systems as the 2-carboxypentonic acid is a polyhydroxypolycarboxylic
triangular, union-jack, honeycomb, and Kagomi acid obtained from the redox rearrangement reaction of
antiferromagnets, 2 but known experimental examples are still ascorbic acid using Cu(l1).7 Its structure is conducive to a
limited. We recently reported3 the synthesis and structure of multitude of ligating possibilities in which interconnected
CuF 2(cpa)6 -xH20 and demonstrated that it is isomorphous high-nuclearity species are clearly possible. The structures of
with the Cl and Br congeners.4 As part of our continued all three Cu9 X2(cpa)6 compounds are isomorphous; the
effort to understand and utilize these compounds in a guest- preparation of products can be verified by powder x-ray
host chemical approach toward molecular-based magnetic diffraction. 3' 4

materials, we now report that the magnetic properties of all The crystal structures of all three products quite clearly
three compounds are similar in nature and that the effect of suggest3 the schematic of the magnetic lattice which can be
the halogen substitution is minimal, used to correlate the magnetic properties to the chemical

structure. Two unique environments are found for the Cu(!1)
If. EXPERMENT ions. The copper designated Cu,•,(Cu,) is in a square py-

ramidal coordination and near a crystallographic threefold
CUC12-2H 20 was reacted with ascorbic acid (2:1 mol axis, thereby generating a trimeric unit, as shown in Fig. 1.

ratio). The mixture was heated and allowed to stir until the The basal coordination sites are oxygens from two different
precipitation of CuCI was complete (-0.5 h), after which the cpa anions, and the apical coordination site is filled by the
CuI was filtered off. CuX2 (1 mmol) was added to the clear common prhalide ion located on the threefold axis. It is this
solution followed by the addition 0.10 M NaOH to raise the bridging halide ion that is different among the three struc-
pH to a value of 6. Excess (25 mmol) KX was added. Blue tures, and is the subject of this paper.
hexagonal prisms were collected after two to three days. In There are six Cu, ions (i.e., two p 3-halide trimers) per
all cases, materials were freshly prepared for immediate use, unit cell. Cu, (Cu.) is located on a crystallographic
or fozen. Solvent water loss from within the channels of the twofold axis. It has four short Cu--O equatorial bonds and
structure can be rapid in our dry climate, two longer Cu-O axial bonds; see Fig. 1. Two carboxylate

P Magnetic susceptibility data were ollected in the temn- groups (of a single cpa) bridge a Cu,, site to two Cu, sites of
perature range 1.7-250 K using a Quantum Design super- two trimers. Three such Cu. sites are connected to every Cu,
conducting quantum interference device (SOUID)-based based trimer; two such trimers are connected to each Cu,,.
magnetometer utilizing modifications and procedures de- To further develop the structure of the extended lattice, the

fragment shown in Fig. 1 can be repeated so as to form a
"Ande to whom a11 eorreeepdeu shMuld be addessed. polymeric sheet in the ab plane. The layer shown in Fig. 2
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FIG. 1. Trimer of three square pyrainidal Cu, icons bridged to three octahe- T,006s

dral Cu..

tFIG. 3. Magnetic data [(0) ., (V) 
1
1., (0) .t... X.Br H=10 kG.

stacks in the c direction; the layers are held together hydro-
gen bonding. This stacking of the layers results in channels ing paramagnetic S = 1/2 ions (-3.7 emu K/root). But the
that are -20 A in diamleter. X.T value at 250 K is clearly reduced with respect to such a

Representative 10 kG data are plotted in Fig. 3 for the C value. Coupled with the decreasing nature of X.,T at lower
bromo compound, as x., IIX., and X.T using the molar temperatures, these results are indicative of the very strong
basis of the unit cell formula, Cu9X 2(cpa) 6. Both the chioro antiferromagnetic exchange that is also suggested by the
and the bromto compounds exhibit magnetic behavior similar large negative 9 values.
to the fiuoro3 compound. X. diverges atllow temperatures for At high fields (10 kG in Fig. 3), the XT plot clearly
all three compounds; it does not exhibit a maximum as a indicates that a minimum effective spin value is reached be-
function of temperature for any of the compounds. Instead, fore a rounded maximum occurs upon further cooling. The
X,.T is very characteristic in that it reaches a minimum near temperatures at which such rounded X.T maxims occur is
60 K and then rises toward a marbuiwm near 6 K before highly dependent on the applied field; the maximum in-
falling again to lower values. This X.T maximum is field creases in magnitude and shifts to lower temperatures with
dependent in both magnitude and temperature. smaller applied fields. The variable-field data in Fig. 4

For all three compounds the Ix,., plot exhibits three dis- clearly demonstrate this feature--note that x,.T has not yet
tinct regions. For T>150 K, the data are linear as a function reached a maximum down to 1.7 K at 10 G.
of temperature and can be fit by the Curie-Weiss law, The CU9A'2(CPa)6.XH2O materials are clearly unique,
X. =CI(T- 0), with the best-fit parameters summarized in particularly among two-dimensional magnetic materials.
Table 1. The line in Fig. 3 is drawn using these parameters. First, the chemical lattice shown in Fig. 2 corresponds to the
For 25<T<150 K, the slope of the I1X0. curve changes con- magnetic schematic, or connectivity pattern, displayed in
tinuously and it is not appropriate to use a Curie-Weiss fit. Fig. 5(d). Comparison to other triangulated lattices [Figs.
Again, below 25 K the data become increasingly field depen- 5(a)-5(c)] emphasizes a number of topological similarities
dent at progressively lower temperatures. For T>125 K, and and differences. Second, triangulated spin systems are no-
using an average g value of 2.1 for Cu(ll), the C values per table for the spin frustration they may exhibit. Although a
unit formula are that expected for nine moles of noninteract- number of triangular molecular clusters are known,8

Cu,' 2.(cpa)6-xH2O lattice suggests a new direction for the
design and synthesis of extended magnetic lattices. Third,
triangulated magnetic lattices are of particular interest as ex-
perimental testing grounds for the physics associated with
degenerate ground states and finite entropies (at T=0), as
this relates to the order-from-disorder problem. 9

Chemically, the CU9X 2(CPa) 6.xH 2O lattice consists of
two different spin sites and two exchange parameters (which
are unlikely to be of equal magnitude). Topologically, the

TAKLE 1. Magnetic propeuties of CuwX2(cpa),; H = 10 000 G.

C hefta XT"• @25 K

Compound (emu KIm0l) (K) (emu LIMto)

CuF 2(cpa)6 3.84(0.1) -237 (5) 1.71
Cu9 2(CpB) r 3.64(0.1) -226(5) 1.88
Ce 2(cpH)6  3.73• 0.1) -243(5) 1.90

* -~ imFIG. 2. Tfime ft layer squaare wheremdC ione cbunrichanel is thee oatah-T,•
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ment f thetrianlesei) fects SincJales thre is presently-

4 Anderson's RVB structure for superconductivity in doped
500P Gcuprates

1 for which one feature of the liquidlike RVB state
0 3 4 1 1 1 1 2 is the absence of long-range order in the ground state, it will

T~mpesiur (K)be of interest to perform ac susceptibility and heat capacity
experiments on the Cu9 X2(cpa)6 system. Theoretical studies
on the Cu9X2(cpa)6 ground state will be difficult since a large
number of sites will be required to make any finite cluster

creases in mgiueadshifts ionwrtmesevauswt erae
applied field srnt.Curvea serveasgietthey.teelnsaswlasdrviesoandtruhmtl

subtittio an gust-ostchemistry.
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parameter. The trimeric units are interconnected to one an- L.abs, as well as financial support from the DOD-DLA for the
other by way of four equivalent exchange interactions be- SOUID magnetometer.
tween four Cur sites (of two trimers), and the Cu. site that
interconnects two such trimers. We refer to these exchange 'Eiranousakis, Rev. Mod. Pirys. 63. 1 (1991), and references therein.
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Magnetic properties of two copper (ll)halide layered perovskites
N. Siwo, T. E. Grigekit,* and John E. Drumheller
Department of Physics, Montana State University, Bozemann, Montana 59717

K. Emerson
Deparnent of Cheinistry, Montana State University, Bozeman, Montana 59717

R. D. Willett

Deparmien of Chemistry, Washington State University Putllman, Washington 99164

The magnetic properties of the powdered layered structures of 3-ammoniumpyridinium
tetrabromocuprate(fl) and 3-ammoniumpyridinium tetrachlorocuprate(ii) have been studied from
4.2 to 150 K. The data were interpreted using both ID and 2D series expansions for the Heisenberg
model, combined with the appropriate mean-field corrections, yielding interlayer exchanges with
J2hlk values of (- 11 t2) K for the chloride salt and (-52±7) K for the bromide salt. The intralayer
exchange (Ji,/k) values were found to be (14t2) K and (20t2.5) K for the chloride and bromide
salts, respectively. The new results are compared with previous results for the eclipsed layered
structure series NH 3(CH2).NH3CuX4, where X=Br or CI and n = 2, 3, 4, or 5. As the halide-halide
separation distance decreases the transition from magnetic isolation of the layers to a strong
interlayer exchange is observed. The new study allows confirmation of the power dependence on the

Z balide-halide separation.

Special interest has been shown in recent years in the compounds are noncentrosymmetric and that they have rela-
magnetic properties of the ACuX4 crystals, where A stands tively short interlayer halide-halide distances (3.992 A for
for a dication, and X stands for Cl or Br,1- 8 

since variation of X=CI and 3.889 A for X=Br). Therefore, predictions about
distances between the nearly planar CuX4 layers of succes- their magnetization, made by comparison with other crystals,
sive compounds in the group results in variation in the values were limited, and subject to the fact that insufficient data
of the interlayer exchange parameter J2h, and makes it pos- existed to make satisfying correlations for the tetrahedrally
sible to investigate the magnetic insulation between layers. distorted anions.

1

In spite of the fact that the interlayer exchange occurs Data were taken on a model 155 EG&G P.A.R. vibrating
through two intervening halides, a significant superexchange sample magnetometer. The crystals were grown according to
path was found,2U5' 7 resulting in some cases not only in the literature.'. 9"10 The magnetization was measured at 6000
quasi-2D systems, but also 3D,

3 
and even ID magnetism.5"

7  
Oe field over the temperature range 4.2-150 K. The data

, These results were reported for samples in which the Cu ions were interpreted using both ID and 2D series expansions for
lay directly or nearly directly above one another (eclipsed the Heisenberg model, combined with the appropriate mean-
structure). field corrections.1n-1

4 
Error values were obtained by compar-

An important factor affecting the interlayer exchange ing between results for different data sets. This procedure
mechanism is the distance between the two intervening ha- gave larger error values than the small statistical errors esti-
lides, denoted as the X-.. X bond length of the linkage Cu- mated by the computer program for each data set alone.
X ... X-Cu between the layers. The power dependence of the A fit of the chloride susceptibility data to the 2D
exchange parameter J2h on the halide-halide separation was model"l"2 is shown in Fig. 1. Error bars are smaller than the
found 2 to be J2h-d*, where a=- 10±2 for X=Br and sizes of the markers in the low-temperature range. Both salts
-6t2 for X-Cl, and d is the X ... X bond length. demonstrate antiferromagnetic exchange between the layers,

Since the 3-ammoniumpyridinium tetrabromocuprate(II) J2A5 k= -52+-7 for (3AP)CuBr4  and -11±2 for
[(3AP)CuBr4 ] and 3-ammoniumpyridinium tetrachlorocu- (3AP)CuCI4 . Both salts demonstrate ferromagnetic exchange
prate(ll) (3APCuCI4) are examples of this structure they are within the layer, with positive J, lk = 14- ±2 for the Cl salt
appropriate to further investigate the dependence on the in- and 20±2.5 for the Br. Owing to the larger size both in-plane
terlayer bond length. These monoclinic crystals have layers and out-of-plane couplings for bromide are found to be
of (CuX)). arrays of tetrahedrally distorted anions, stacked larger in magnitude than those for chloride, as expected. The
in eclipsed conformation.' The (CuXi). arrays are approxi- Cu2+ g values are found to be 2.05±0.06 for X=CI and
mately two dimensional, but some deviation from planarity 2.12±0.225 for X=Br.
within the layers has been found with an intralayer bridging These results are compared with those reported in previ-
angle Cu-X--.Cu of 161.2* for chlorine and 157.60 for ous work for similar crystals.' The graphs of JnI k values
bromine! It should he noted that the layers in these two versustheCu-XbonddistanceareshowninFig2for

X=Br and X=Cl, adding the values of Jik/k obtained for
(3AP)CuX4 . Within the limits of error these new results"1arrmw addrs: Contw r Sutpcrond-otivity Resach. Depn Or agree with previous work and the assumption that the JIk

ftyura4 UaiVCnjY Of MaryWand, Categ POLt Marylanld 20742, and Re-
Maor Radllt*00 DIUo Naborti, d battft of Sa•mdads =it TedMo. values of (3AP)CuBr4 and (3AP)CuCI4 would be strongly
OaitbGetmg. MarylAd 2M99. dependent upon the Cu..-X bond distance' is confirmed,
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FIG. I. Fits of the data of (3AP)CuCI., The experimental data points are 2
marked as cucles The model calculated for the optimal values is marked as
a solid line. Lt IXs..X A

FIG. 3. The natral logarithm of JSlk vs the natural logarithm of X ... X.

showing that longer bonds result in weaker interaction. Previous data points were obtained from Refs. 1-3. 5, 7, 8, and 13. For
X=Br they are marked as squares, and the new result for 13AP)CuBrA is

The natural logarithm ofzhi/k values versus the natural marked as a solid square. For X=CI they are marked as tringles, and ft
logarithm of X ..X are shown in Fig. 3 adding the new val- new result for (3AP)CuCI4 is marked as a solid triangle.
ues obtained for the (3AP)CuX4 salts. The transition from a
quasi-2D Heisenberg system to a 3D or ID system is ob-
served by comparing the relative strengths of the interlayer sidering the short halide-halide distances these results are
exchange parameters, which gradually become larger than well understood and compare favorably with the magnetic
those of the intralayer exchange parameters. From the slopes, structure of (2DA)CuX 4 2.7.15 where 2DA stands for ethyl-
the power dependence ofJ2 , the interla ,er e-: .. nc . on the enediammonium, and X=CI or Br. Those were further inves-
halide-halide distance can be calculated. Assuming J2h-d' tigated by growing a mixed sample, (2DA)CuCI2Br2, in
we find a=-10.9±-2 for X=CI and a= -6 .2 for X=Br. which Cl anions substitute for the Br anions in the layer.2 

In
The chloride salt forms a 3D magnetic structure, since this case the interlayer exchange parameter was reported to

the absolute values of the inter- ana intralayer exchange pa- be J 25 /k = - 31, almost half the value for the purely bromine
rameters are so similar. It is interesting that the interplanar case (2DA)CuBr4,

7 
in which J 2h4 k = -- 68.4. Since the inter-

exchange through the two-halide bridge is dominant in the layer X..-X bond lengths were very similar in both crystals
case of (3AP)CuBr 4 , indicating that the bromide salt with the (3.7 ±0.2 A for the mixed sample, 3.602 A for the pure
stronger exchange may be described as a one-dimensional sample), it is not clear how the presence of the chlorides in
antiferromagnetic chain. Therefore, the values of J 2h/k were the planes of the layers affected the interlayer exchange. This
double checked with ID models

t 3t
1
4  

yielding and other interesting examples found in the case of bromide7

J 2h/k= -57±3 for X=Br and -9.5±0.5 for X=Cl. Con- suggest that the exchange mechanism for these salts is not
trivial and further investigations are needed, especially when
the X.. X bond lengths are very small. For further studies it

40 may be interesting to repeat the process of growing a mixed
sample for (3AP)CuX4 .

J,,, Special thanks to Dr. George Tuthill for his remarks and
30 osuggestions and to Ran Sivron for all the helpful comments.

a We thank Liu Ying for confirming the bromine data with ac
" " 3 susceptibility measurements. Research sponsored by NSF

Grant No. DMR-9011072.
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Can the universal jump be observed In two-dimensional XY magnets?
S. T. Bramwel
/nonsw Laue-LaNgevin, 156- X 3WO42 Grenoble, France

P. C. W. HokdsWoIth
Laboraowoe de Physique, Ecole Normak Sureneure de Lyon, 69634 Lyon, France

The universal jump in the spin-wave stiffness is a characteristic property of the
Kostertitz-Thouless-Berezinskii phase transition in an infinitely large 2D-XY magnet. It has
recently been demonstrated [S. T. Bramwell and P. C. W. Holdsworth, J. Phys. Condens. Matt. 5,
L53 (1993)) that finite-size rounding is much more important in two-dimensional than in

three-dimensional systems. This is because the properties of the phase transition depend
logarithmically, rather than algebraically, on the system size. Consequently, finite-size rounding will

be dominant in any real, macroscopic 2D-XY magnet. How the rounded universal jump still exhibits

observable universal properties is discussed.

The Mermin-Wagner theorem,' which predicts that two- size magnetization of the 2D-XY model, by replacing K in

dimensional systems with continuous symmetry of the the harmonic expression with Kft,.
IHamiltonan cannot sustain long-range order at finite tcm-
perature. has become part of the folklore of physics. How- MN,T)=t2N) lr.Xd (i)
ever, although lost in the literature, it has been pointed out we find that the rounding of the KTB transition is abnor-
several times2 that power-law decay of the low-temperature mally large compared with that of a second-order phase tran-
spatial correlations will result in long-range order on the sition, with TKT being shifted logarithmically with system
length scale of any realizable lahbordtory system. Thus, these size. Our principal result is that this broadened transition

two-dimensional problems have the very interesting property region is characterized by a universal finite-size magnetiza-
that a macroscopic system is far from the thermodynamic tion. with universal exponent 6=0.231..., the signature of

limit, vortex unbinding. This result is in excellent agreement with

We have recently given several illustrations of this
3
' for the many independent experiments.

the finite-size magnetization, M(N,T), of a two-dimensional It should be noted that 6=0.23 occurs in any XY system

XY (2D-XY) model of N spins. One finds, using a harmonic in which 21) critical fluctuations are dominant regardless of

approximation, that M(N,7)=(2N) ""'. where the the dimensionality of the magnetization itself. This is in

"spin-wave stiffness" K=J/T, with Tthe temperature andJ keeping with the general conclusions of the renormalization

the couping constant. For example, putting T/J I and tak- group theory of phase transitions. 1" Thus, the 2D magnetiza-

ing N= 10", gives M(N,T)-0.2. For an atomic spacing of tion of ultrathin films, and the 3D magnetization of layered
3 A, this corresponds to a system about the size of a postage magnets, both show a broad region of ,=0.23, just as analo-stamp, gous 2D-ising-like systems show -1/8.'7 " in the layered

Kosterliti and Thouness, and Berezinskii (KTB)' showed magnets the finite size, typically 10' spins, is an effective
parameter deternined by the interlayer coupling.

3

that, although such systems cannot have a regular symmetry In this article we discuss the spin-wave stiffness, and
breaking phase transitiou, they do have a novel kind of phase show that the universal jump cannot be seen in its purest
transition mediated by the unbinding of pairs of topological form, but that its finite-size remnants have their own very
defects, or vortices (KT theory). Below the transition tem- universal character. The article is also relevant to work on
perature. TKr, the correlations are critical, with power-law superfluid helium films, where the equivalent of the spin-
decay; above TKT they are short raned. with exponential wave stiffnass, the helicity modulus, has been measured with
decay. Renormalization group theory- prdicts that K=JIT great precision."4 and successfully fitted to dynamical theo-
is retmodalized by the presence of vortex pairs to an effec- ries of the 2D-XY model.15
tive value Kg-J.WT. At the transtion temperature there is a In Ref. 4 we introduced a model which is described very
dicodntinuon jump in Kg from the universal value precisely by KT theory, and which we refer to as the har-

Kd,- 2/v to zero.8 monic XY (HXY) model. We use the Hamilonian
We investigated the finite-siz behavior of KTB

sy.Usin3,
3 and used the renormalization group equations and H= -J[ I - (1/2)(09- 9,- 2vn)

2 ].

Monte Carlo simulations to explin the magnetization ob- where , is periodic on 2w. and n is an integer ensuring that
eivWd in layered magnets, and more recently in ultrathin (0,- Oj9-2n) is bounded between ±.r. T'his model con-

filim"' These systens awe clearly two dimensional up to a talus only harmonic spin waves and vortices, so renormaliza-
lage legth scale, and would be considered among the best ton of K., is due entirely to the vortex pairs. In the 2D-XY
realiafonm of the 2D-XIY model, were it not for the observa- rodel, with pai interaction in the Hamiltonian, cos( ,- *,),
tion of a magnetition in the two-dmesiona crifical re. there are in addition anharmonic. yet analytic correcions to
-. V& approximately calculate the enormalized finite- spin-wave theory, which come from foutth-order and higher
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FIG. Lis.T, 1 vs TIT~ frm experimenhal dnta and hrom Monte Carlo FIG. 2. Kýa vs TITKI from experumental data and from Monte Carlo mag-
magcasamdat lo 1'7qa s yamos. obtained by inventing Eq. (UI HXY nefizaabon data for 104 spin syatemse. obtained by inverting Eq.() h

rdek to the Winnowi XV inwlel. daulgd tine 6wkiates the universal value Kd'-2hr.

*~ ~ ~ ~trsi anC , texpansilon of te csineis uneg-tion. withe term olws terslsofRf ,wer eso ha ae

field and other perturbation terms favoring a two- folwng versalsvlue ofi atf a, shifted wersowtht ~r tke
dimensional spe plane. In this cawe fuctluanions; out of the isuieslvle2wa hfe eprtr
spin plane result in further corrections to harmonic spin- Ta(L)/J-Txr,9J+ ir2/4c(ln L)2 . (2)
Wae" theory.

2 1
Rb2Cr"l, was originally identified as an experimental TheC constant c is nonuniversal. taking values 1.5, 3.3, and

reaiztion of the 21)-AT lferroenagnt by Hutchin ef eL L'1 3.1 for the HWT 2D-XY, and Rb2CrCI 4 data, respectively,
The ratio of neares 0C.". or to enlayer exchange jlj' Ii which results in different values of P for each system. This
sboal 101'. In our woor we prps tha plaa magnets diffeenc is due to a reduction in the vortex core energy
have diWMmW oflucuasous on all length scales up to caused bydie anha- itic~ontributions to thespin waves.
L - Lg- jl~jT in unit of 1te larttie constant, aNd hence On the present length scales, c can be considered to be con-
correspond to finit 21)-X? systems of ibis size (-10' spn slant, although it does evolve very slowly with system size.'
for RbQO)W. IUstatic magneticbehavior of RbjCrC1.,in A remnarkable feature of Fig.2 is the intersection of all
the two imeasional temperature regime. , as een explined three curves at TKT. This feature falls naturally out of our
completely and qunitatively by our model."9 We caba calculation. Fromn the renormalization eqluationl (4) of Ref. 3
calculate Kal and JW (- TKatr) directly from the magnetiza- wC find
dots data of Ref. 19 by inverting Eq. (1). A 4TT / l() 3

In Fig. I we compere J4 STK vs T/TKT fo Rl=K. T2C2 ior1itlnL. 3
with that derived in the same way from the Monte Carlo dawIs Tus, the calculation predicts that Keff(TiT) is independent
of the 10' spin AT and HXY systems of Refs. 3 and 4. of c, and depends only on the size L. As all three systems
TOO-0.72, 0.N96 1.35). respectively (.1 for Rb2 OCIC4 is considered have the same two-dimensional size, the curves
eqikvdvaen to 2132 in the notation Of RC&a 19 and 22). sow-. should indeed intersect at this point. For L = 100 we predict
ing clearly how anhannonic corrections reduce- the transition AK -0. 069, which is in excellent agreement with the value
ftenperator.'6 At low temperature J, is constants for the read from Fig. 2 of 0.064.
HXT model. indicating that the s"sam consali. harmontic In the thermodynamic limit these results map onto those
spi waves only, whera for the 2D-6XY model and of Obta and Jamnow." In this cawe T*-Trcr, AK-O, and
Rb3CzCI 4 . Jog is renonnalized strongly by the anharmonic the three curves intersect at the point of the universal jump.
Inurections Above a well-defined temperature near TT,' In this limit AK is predicted to approach zero as
Volte pairs camse a More ropid d~erws in Ja. The curves ITx,;- T.' Our res~ults suggest that for real systems finite-
ag~poeefh emeb othe a this region although t! .y are not size rounding will prevent the observation of this cusp.
soertpose.d This is to be compered with the findings of As an independent test of out interpretation of layered
Oba wi and Jamow who showed that, for =aninfinte system. magnets in term of a finite-size 21)-AT model, we compare,
Iorr?-'Ion.to to a-wve theory become, irrelevant in the in Fig. 3 the spin-wave stiffness of Rb2CzCl4 found by iii-

lins T- TL-. Our F~I compares very faorably with their verttig Eq. (1) with that determ -ined by two other methods.
ftg.2for tep Iae bAlo Trr. bat dilfers in the caritic In the fist we derive Kag directly from the Tin-wave fin-
region bectt. of the ofmidreabir finite-size effects. quencies oo_*, reporte by Hutchings er aL I mtn

1= I. A Pf. e 7, V41L N& 16 15UV iso S. T. Bow too P. C. W. H~hO~



r 1.2 Finally, it is worth noting that the curves of Fig. I are
directly comparable to the reduced period shift versus tem-

Theoretical perature curves measured in the torsion balance experiments

K~ft "l/ on helium films.1 4 
However, the shift TO - TKT for these sys-

" I ,tems is much smaller, indicating a much larger XY system
size. In fact, the torsional oscillator probes a finite length

-- W scale, which according to tits to the dynamical theory of
Ambegaokar etal.'

5 is about lW interparticle spacing: 14
The XY system size for the ultrathin superfluid films is pre-

Rb2CrCI 4  sumably much larger still, and hence macroscopic. This con-

T = 43.3K trasts with the situation in ultrathin magnetic films, where

0.0 1 effective AY system sizes are limited by defects and weak

0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 interactions, and are unlikely to exceed about 103 lattice

TrUKT spacings.'°''
3

In conclusion, the universal jump cannot be observed in

FIG. 3. A,n
4
JT vs T,'TKI for RbhCrCt determined by: 11) neutron intlastic 2D-XY magnets, at least not in its purest form. The jump is

santtering (circles. Ref. 22). (2) weak-field magnetization (squares. Ref. 23). rounded, but still has universal characteristics. As a result of
and 131 magnetic Bragg sctanring (dashed line, Ref. 11). The horizontal line the extreme finite-sire broadening of the 2D critical regime.
indicates the universal value Kn=2,'n. *these characteristics are easily observed in both experiment

4 and Monte Carlo simulation.

2JS 2 
(o(T)

Kcf- k .T W(0) (4)

In the second we use the magnetization-field exponent e
5
(T)

measured by Cornelius et al.,23 and the relationship 'N. D. Mermin and H. Wagner, Phys. Rev. Len. 17, 1133 (1966.

t = 8trK~f,- I.' We also plot the theoretical slope dK~ff1 dT at 'See, for example, Y. tmry and L. Gunther. Phys. Rev. B It. 3939 (1971);
T .M The agreement between the three curves and the the- M. M. Telo de Gama and P. Tarazona. Phys. Rev. A 41. 1149 119901; V L.

iTerezinskii and A. Ya Blank. So,. Phys. JETP 37, 369 (19731.
retical prediction is impressive, considering the diversity of 'S. T. Bramwell and P. C. W. Holdsworth. J. Phvs. Condensed Matter 5.

method involved, giving very strong evidence that our inter- L93 11A931.
pretation of these systems is correct. 'S. T. Bramwell and P C W. Holdswotth. Phys. Rcs. B (in pressi.

'J. M. Kosterlitz and D. J. Thoulcss. J. Phys. C 6. 1181 (1973); V. L.
This agreement brings up an interesting point concerning B isO Phys. SE'P 32. 493 11971).

renormalization and the dynamics of the 2D-XY model. It J. St. Kostrrlitz. J. Phys. C 7. 1046 11974).
can be argued24 that the spin-wave frequency w should renor- J, V. Jose et al., Phys. Rev. B 16. 1217 1109771.
malize as si1f, rather than asJ . Using semiclassical ar- 'D. R. Nelson and J. M. Kosterlitz, Phys. Rev. Lct. 39. 12• (1977)

'S. T. Bramwell and P C. W. Holdsworh. J. Appl. Phys. 73. W%)96 (1993).guments one can show that, in the harmonic case, a spin "w Dunrr et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 62. 206 (1989).
wave corresponds to a harmonic oscillator with angular force MM E. Fisher. Rev. Mod. Phys. 46. 597 11974)

constant J and moment of inertia I_ I/j,21 which gives •H. Ikeda and K. Hirakawa. Solid State Commun. 14. 529 41974).

- vi/I - J. On renormalization. a simple picture would C. Lia and S D. Bader. Springer Series in Physics 50. 22 (1990).
tD J. Bishop and J. D. Reppy. Phys. Rev. B 22, 5171 (19•(1•be that one changes the length scale to a new system of V. Ambegookar eral.. Phvs. Rev. B 21. 1981).

oscillators, with modified force constant, but unchanged mo- "J. Villain. J. Phys. (Pans) 36. 581 (1975).

ment of inertia. This would give a new frequency W,. T Ohia and D. Jasnow. Phys. Rev. B 20. 139 (19791." Ais Nielsen et al... Phys. Condensed Matter 5. 7875 (194)3).
- ")JJff" Coti and Griffin2 '4 put this argument on a more "L. P Regnault et al.. 3. Magn. Magn Mater. 15-IS, 1021 (9801.).

rigorous footing, after mapping the problem onto Maxwell's WK. Hirakawa. J. Appl. Phys. S3. 1893 (1982).
equations. However, the data of Fig. 3 suggests that this ar- 'C. Kawabata and A. R. Bishop. Solid State Commun. 60. 167 (19861.
gument is not correct for real systems, as the best agreement M. T. Hutchings et al.. J. Phys. C 14,5327 (1981): M. T. Hutchings et al.,

between the static and dynamic measurements for Kf is J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 54.57. 673 •1|86).
-f is 'C. A. Cornelius et al.. J. Phys. C 19. '%)9 (19861

found by assuming that the frequencies renormalize linearly :R. Cote and A. GCnffin. Phys. Rev. f 34, 6240 11986M.
with J~n. -F. J. Dyson. Phys. Rev 102. 1217 119561.
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Strong thermal fluctuation effects on the dynamics of Bloch walls

M. Harit, D. Garanmn, and J. Koetzler
inumt, afir Angewandic Physih, Unzwrsitaet Hamwur& D-20355 Hamburg, Germany

Approaching the Curie temperature of the uniaxial Ba and Sr hexaferrites from below in zero
magnetic field, a rapid decrease of the domain wall relaxation rate r. is observed which attains a
minimum at T*=0.99 T,. Above T* the increase of the relaxation, r,-(T,-(T)-°8, agrees with
that observed previously on low-temperature ferromagnets' and is assigned to the presence of linear
domain walls. Accordingly, the speeding-up of r. towards T. is associated with the divergence of
the correlation length of a 3-dimensional Ising-magnet determining the width of the linear wall. The
temperature T* is found to be significantly larger than To predicted by mean field work of
Bulaevskii and Ginzburg2 for the second order transition from linear to Bloch domain walls, which
is characterized by a continuously increasing transverse magnetization, ma - (T* - T)OD, in the
wall. Adjusting the temperature variation of the relaxation rate below T* to a recent kinetic theory
for elliptic walls, 3 one finds B=-0.10 to be close to the 2-dimensional Ising value. Along with the
suppression of T* this constitutes the first signature of severe fluctuation effects in domain walls. 4

'IM. Grahl and J. Koemtier. Z. Phys. B 75, 527 (1989); J. Koetzler et aL.
Phys. Rev. Left. 64. 2446 t1990).2L N.•lwvskii and V. L Gibutg. Sov. Phys. JETP 1S. 530 (1964).

'D. A. Oaranin, Physic A 17, 467 (1991).
'J. Koetzkr et at.. Phys. Rev. Lett. 71, 177 (19931.
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Depth-dependent magnetic correlation length In terbium (abstract)
! P. M. Gehr'ing

Materials Science and Engineering Laboratory, National Institute of Standards and Technology,
aithersburg Maryland 20899

K. Hirota
Department of Physics,&" Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

C. F. Majkrzak
Materials Science and Engineering Laboratory, National Institute of Standards and Technology,
Gaithersbur& Maryland 20899

G. Shirane
Department of Physicsl) Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

High q-resolution neutron-scattering measurements of the critical scattering in Tb above the
magnetic-spiral phase transition temperature T, exhibit a two-component line shape, as recently
documented in Ho.' This implies the existence of a second length scale, which runs counter to our
present understanding of second order phase transitions. By using a narrow beam only 300 pan
wide, and then translating the crystal through the beam, we have established that the origin of the
second length scale lies within the near surface volume or "skin" of the Th crystal.2 

This is
manifested by a large enhancement of the scattering intensity at the c-axis face of the cube-shaped
crystal. In this context the meaning of skin is distinct from that of surface since the second
component is spread over several hundred micrometers and not just one or two. In addition, we find

that not all skins are equivalent. The intensity of the second component scattering is greatest in those
faces that are orthogonal to the c-axis face. Such an anisotropy is easily motivated on physical
grounds given that the spins in Th are confined to the basal plane below T5.

"'Supported undet DOE Contract No DE-ACt276CH00016,

T. R. Thurstoa, G. Helgesen, D. Gibbs, J. I. Hill, B. D. Gaulin, and G.
Shirane, Phys. Rev. Lett. 70, 3151 (1993).

2
P. M. Gehring. K. HirotaC. F. Majktrak, and G. Shirane, Phys. Rev. rti.
71, 1087 (1994).
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,-- Thin Film Recording Media I K. Johnson, Chairman

Ba-ferrite thin-film media for high-density longitudinal recording (invited)
T. L. Hylton, M. A. Parker, M. Ullah, K. R. Coffey, R. Umphress, and J. K. Howard
IBM AdStar, San Jose, California 95193

Ba-ferrite is an attractive candidate for future high-density recording media because of its large
coercivity, corrosion resistance, high hardness, and durability. In contrast to most recent work on
Ba-ferrite thin film media, polycrystalline films with large in-plane remanence for longitudinal
recording are emphasized. Films are prepared on a variety of substrates by on-axis sputtering at low
temperatures from stoichiometric targets followed by a postdeposition anneal in a rapid thermal
processor at -850 *C to induce crystallization. Structural and chemical properties have been
investigated by force microscopy, Rutherford backscattering, and other means. Stoichiometric films
have large 5000 A grains that are unsuitable for high-density recording. However, grain sizes as
small as 200 A have been produced by doping with small amounts of Cr20, and other additives.
Compositional changes also influence crystallite orientation. Exceptional durability has been
observed on disks without overcoats, presumably due to a fine-scale texturing that occurs during

4 crystallization. Coercivities are greater than 4000 Oe even in small grain films. The effect of grain
size on coercivity and signal-to-noise ratio of several Ba-ferrite disks is discussed. It is argued that
the grains are magnetically decoupled based on the magnetic properties of these films.

I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Barium ferrite (BaFe, 201 9) recording media in the form A popular technique used to prepare the strongly c-axis
of particulates suspended in a binding material has been textured films of interest as perpendicular recording media is
widely investigated as a recording layer on magnetic tape to sputter Ba-ferrite from two facing, roughly stoichiometric
and flexible disks. Several investigations of the use of longi- targets with substrates oriented perpendicular to the targets at
tudinally oriented Ba-ferrite particulate media on rigid disks the periphery of the plasma.5' 7 This arrangement minimizes
report that the performance of these disks is surprisingly the bombardment of the film by energetic particles during

close to that of Co-alloy thin-film disks with magnetic layers growth, which is known to create problems in maintaining
only 25% as thick as the Ba-ferrite particulate layer.' 2 The film stoichiometry. Substrate temperatures are typically 550-

exceptional performance of this particulate media has been 700 *C and crystallization proceeds during deposition. In

attributed to the large anisotropy field and the magnetic de- contrast to this technique, we prepare our samples by S-gun

coupling of the particulates. 3 Also, over the past decade there magnetron sputtering in a conventional geometry with tar-
has been substantial work by a few researchers in the devel- gets facing the substrates at a distance of about 10 cm. Sub-haspbentof b a-lewrkt byia-fewm reseafrcherpeinthdivel-r strates are unheated and move with continuous "planetary"
opment of Ba-ferrite thin-film media for perpendicular motion over four different sputtering guns. Doping and al-

recording.4-14 As the magnetic easy axis in this material is moyin ar aomplished sputtering two or mor art
paralelto he axs, lage ffot hs ben adeto eveop Ioying are accomplished by cosputtering two or more targets.

parallel to the c axis, a large effort has been made to develop Ba-ferrite targets are stoichiometric and typically sputtered
processes for obtaining thin films with a high degree in with rf power; however, after several hours of rf sputtering
c-axis perpendicular orientation. In contrast to the works just the targets become conductive and dc sputtering is also pos-
described, our effort has been directed toward the prepara- sible. New targets require several hours of sputtering to
tion of fine-grained, polycrystalline thin films with substan- achieve reproducible film properties. Presumably the stoichi-
tial in-plane remanence for use as a high-density, longitudi- ometry of the surface of a new target changes during the first
nal recording media. We are motivated in this effort by the
following properties of these Ba-ferrite thin films: (i) large
anisotropy and coercivity; (ii) excellent durability and hard-
ness; (iii) excellent corrosion resistance;' 5 

(iv) ease of prepa- TABLE I. Tlpical range of deposition parameters in the deposition of Ba.
ration relative to the perpendicular Ba-ferrite thin film me- ferrite films.
dia; and (v) compatibility of longitudinal media with Pressure 2-8 reTorr
available magnetic recording heads. In this article we report % 02 in Ar 5%-i0%
on the preparation, microstructure, tribology, magnetic prop- Flow 40 scam
erties, and recording performance of Ba-ferrite thin-film, Ion- POWer 200-500 w de or rf
gitudinal recording media. In particular we discuss our ef- Bias (negative) 0-80 V dc

"Ti.ickness 500-1100
forts to reduce the grain size in these films and its impact on Rate 8.5-11 A/mi.
magnetic and recording properties.
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TABLE 11. A summary of our work on preparing Ba-ferite films on a Energy (Mev)
variety of substrates. Reactivity with the subutrate was determined by the 0o5 1 1 5 20
amount of film-substraft intmediffuitn after high-temperature a•nnalig -.

Samples with "siall " reactivity have god magnetic propeties and limited
mtardifftmion with a 1000-A-thick film. The converse is true for samples
with "tarp" reactivity. "Good" adhemion means films are resistant to
scratching with staihles-stel tweezers.

Substrate, Description Vendor Reactivity Adhesion

Fused si J1, glass MVlpey-Fisher small good
Fused q, .02 1 t'eres small good
7913 glass 96% SiO2 glass Coming small good
7059 glass alkali-free glass Comning medium good
0317 glass soda glass Coming medium good
Oxidized Si SiO, glass small excellent D 1ýo 200 300 400 50o
UDAC C glass Kobe precision very large very poor ChC,-e,
Si cubic, (100) (111) large good
A120 3  be., A,R.C plane Insaco small good
MigO cubic, (100) Ceres large good FIG. 1. The 

4
He backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) of a 970-A-thick Ba-

Y20 3 -ZiO2  cubic, (100) Ceres very small poor ferrite film before and after crystallization by a high-temperature anneal
LaAO3, cubic, (100) Ceres very small poor clearly shows an interdiffused layer at the substrate surface nominally 310 A
SrTf03  cubic, (100) Ceres very small very poor thick. Also evident is a reduction in oxygen concentration and Ilos of

trapped Ar after annealing. No significant change in the total number of
4 counts under the Ba and Fe peaks is observed after annealing.

few hours of sputtering until a steady state is reached. Typi- variety of single-crystal, dielectric oxide substrates to exam-
cal sputtering conditions are shown in Table 1. ine the Ba-ferrite film morphology and reactivity on these

The films are nonmagnetic, insulating, and amorphous materials. The table gives a qualitative description of the
after deposition. Crystalline, magnetic films are obtained af- amount of interdiffusion observed between the substrate and
ter removal from the vacuum system by annealing in a Ba-ferrite film following a typical anneal at 850 'C as deter-
quartz-lamp-driven, rapid thermal processor. Similar pro- mined by Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) and
cesses using conventional furnaces have been reported by the film-substrate adhesion as determined by a crude scratch
several authors previously.

t6
-

9 A typical annealing condition test with stainless-steel tweezers. Notable among these
is 850 *C for 10 min in I atm of 02. Processing times as single-crystal substrates is sapphire in a variety of orienta-
short as 10 s are possible for temperatures of 950 *C or more. tions. We observe strongly oriented, epitaxial growth of Ba-
Annealed films are polycrystalline with grain size and orien- ferrite on these substrates

2
1 and coercivities in excess of 9

tation that depend strongly on the composition of the film, kOe for samples annealed at temperatures high enough to
which we describe in more detail below, promote significant diffusion of Al into the Ba-ferrite film.22

Table 11 summarizes our efforts to prepare Ba-ferrite thin
films on a variety of substrates using the technique described III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
above. The ideal substrate is inexpensive, mechanically ro-
bust, and compatible with high-temperature annealing, while Figure I is a RBS spectrum of a Ba-ferrite film on SiO 2
providing limited interdiffusion and excellent adhesion with sputtered from a stoichiometric BaFel 2Oi9 target before and
the Ba-ferrite film. The most promising substrates so far after annealing for 10 min at 850 °C in 02. Analysis of the
identified are oxidized Si, SiO2 (fused silica or fused quartz RBS data of the as-deposited film yields a composition
glass), and Coming glass No. 7913 (Vycor 96% silica sheet Bal.07Fe12Ar0.4029. After annealing, the Ba peak shows an
glass). These substrates are quite similar and were used for obvious diffusion of Ba into the substrate. A model assuming
all the results reported below. Unlike the pure silica or Vycor a single, homogeneously interdiffused layer of
glasses, other glasses have failed as substrate materials pri- Ba0 .5Fe3Si40 1 3 (310 A) and a homogeneous ferrite layer
marly because their softening points are smaller than or BatmFe1 20 21 (550 A) provides a good fit to the data. Al-
comparable to the typical 850 °C annealing temperature. though this model is likely to be an oversimplification of the
Very rapid annealing times (<15 s) have only been partially real structure, our reason for considering it will become more
successful in crystallizing Ba-ferrite films on some of the apparent below. Others have reported similar film-substrate
lower-temperature glasses described in Table if. The amor- reactions on samples crystallized in siu at temperatures of
phous carbon substrates have superb high-temperature capa- 650-750 *C.'9"2' After the anneal the small Ar peak present

bility, but are extremely reactive with Ba-ferrite and in oxy- in the as-deposited film disappears, and the film is reduced to
gen atmospheres. We have achieved limited success growing a more nearly stoichiometric oxygen concentration. The ex-
Ba ferrite on a dual buffer layer structure of sputtered cess oxygen present in the films before annealing may be the
SiOAi/C. Others have reported c-axis textured Ba-ferrite result of energetic bombardment of the film by oxygen spe-
films crystallized during de&sition at 580 *C on C substrates cies during deposition. Consistent with observed loss of 0
with Si0j/Cr buffer layers. Although expensive and unsuit- and Ax, profilometer measurements reveal a 10%-15% re-
able for use as a disk substrate, we have also investigated a duction in film thickness after annealing, although this may

J. Appl. M"., Vol. 75, No. 10, 15 May 1094 Htmn at. WSi
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FIG. 2. AFM image the surface topography of an undoped Ba-ferrite film FIG. 3. Doping Ba-ferrite (n =6) thin films with Cr 2O3 has a large impact on
(n=*6) with a deposited thickness of 1000 A on a Sin 2 substrate after an- the average grain size. Averages were determined by measuring several
neatlig. ight areas am higher than dark ars Plate- and needlelike mor- grains with both needle and plate morphologies. Cr20 3 concentrations of
phologies are apparent with needlelike grains having dimensions of roughly 0.1-1 vol % yield an average grain size of order 200 A. but larger concen-
3000X500 A2

. trations result in increasing grain size. Asterisks denote doped films and
circles undoped films.

also be a result of compaction during crystallization. As we
describe below the interdiffusion between film and substrate recording at densities of 10 Gbit/in. 2 

will require 100 A
strongly affects magnetic properties and suggests the need grains that are magnetically decoupled from neighboring
for a buffer layer between film and substrate. On the other grains. In order to reduce the grain size in these thin films we
hand, a structure without a buffer layer is simpler, and the have doped our Ba-ferrite films by cosputtering with other
interdiffused layer may promote adhesion. Also, the compo- materials including ZrO2, Cr20 3, Y 20 3-stabilized ZrO 2,
sition and thickness of the interdiffused layer changes insig- Sin 2 , and Pt. With the exception of Pt, all of these materials
nificantly even for annealing temperatures as high as were effective in reducing grain size to varying degrees. The
1000 *C indicating that it is quite stable. most effective dopant in the range of compositions so far

Figure 2 is an atomic force microscope (AFM) image of investigated is Cr20 3, deposited by reactive cosputtering of a
the surface topography of a typical Ba-ferrite thin film. Two Cr target under the conditions described in Table I. In Fig. 3
distinct grain morphologies are readily apparent: (i) many we show the change in grain size observed after addition of
needlelike grains with aspect ratios of about 6:1, and (ii) various amounts of Cr 2O 3 to a roughly stoichiometric
fewer platelike regions of larger area. Transmission electron BaFe12O1 9 host by cosputtering and annealing in the manner
microscopy (TEM) indicates that the grains are columnar described above. A range of volumetric additions from ap-
and that the two different morphologies are the result of dif- proximately 0.1%-1%, determined by rate calibrations of the
ferent orientations with respect to the substrate surface of the targets, produces a five-to-tenfold decrease in the average
crystallites of the same shape. Namely, a range of orienta- grain size as compared to undoped films and grain size in-
tions exist from c-axis normal to the substrate yielding large creases again for higher levels of Cr2O 3 addition. Some films
platelike grains to c axis in the substrate plane yielding show average in-plane grain dimensions as small as 200 A,
needlelike grains. The needlelike grains are essentially plates which approaches the grain sizes that will be required in
viewed edge on, where the growth of the plates is interrupted future high-density recording media. Figure 4 is an AFM
at the film-substrate and film-vacuum interface. The rela- image of the surface topography of a Cr0O3-doped film with
tively narrow size distribution of the grains implies that grain small grain size. The structure and magnetic properties of the
growth has proceeded normally, without discontinuous doped and undoped films are discussed in more detail below.
growth of large grains. These observations are consistent We point out that the small amounts of Cr 20 3 used in these
with the typical hexagonal platlet structures of Ba-ferrite experiments should not have a significant impact on the in-
grains in bulk ceramics, where abnormal grain growth occurs trinsic properties of the Ba ferrite, such as the saturation
only at temperatures much higher than those reported magnetization Mr and the magnetocrystalline anisotropy
here.2425 We have previously reported on the growth kinetics field H, .2
of these platelet-shaped grains on sapphire substrates.26 Con- The as-deposited films are extremely smooth, but a fine-
trary to the acicular particles found in most particulate re- scale roughness develops after crystallization, Figures 2 and
cording media, the easy axis in the Ba-ferrite needle-shaped 4 show that the needlelike grains protrude above the level of
grains is parallel to the short dimension, owing to the very the platlets on the film surface. Hence, the Ba-ferrite surface
large crystalline anisotropy of this material. has an intrinsic source of texture that may be beneficial in

The pain sizes in Fig. 2, roughly 30(0x500 A for a reducing friction forces between a head and a Ba-ferrite disk.
typical needle-shaped grain, are too large to be useful in a As one might expect, the roughness of the Ba-ferrite film
high-density recording medium. Murdoch" has estimate that correlates well with the grain size. An undoped Ba-ferrite
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FIG. 4. AFM image of the surface topography of a Ba-ferrite film (n =6) FIG. 5. Magnetization hysteresis of a Ba-ferrite film (it= 5) doped with
doedwith a ly 0.5 vol % C02%3 with a deposited thickness of Cr2O3 with a deposited th"ins of M0 A for field Wpied parallel and
1000,A on a i0 substrate after annealing. Th grain morphology is similar perpendicular to the film plane. Tis sample shows large S=0.61 for the
to that shown in Fig. 2, but the dkoensions of a typical needlelike grain have field parallel, indicating a prefered in-plane orientation of the crystallites.
been reduced to 375X750 A2

. Other paramerers for the parallel field hysteresis loop are H,=5.1 kOe and
a coercive squareness S* =0.83.

film with grains several thousand angstroms in size has a rms
roughness of typically 200-300 A, while a Cr20 3 doped film tion thickness, as compared to the 0.70 memu/cin

2 
that we

with 200 A grain size has rms roughness of typically 20-30 observe. Allowing a 10% shrinkage of the film after anneal-
A. We frequently employ a stylus profilometer to obtain a ing, a possible explanation for this observation is a 190 A
crude estimate of the film roughness and, thereby, the grain Ba-ferrite layer with M 5=375 emU/cm

3 
and a 260 A non-

size. Occasionally, other structures are observed that roughen magnetic interdiffused layer at the film-substrate interface. A
the Ba ferrite surface. Figure 4 sl,:ws a weblike series of more complete analysis shows a roughly linear relationship
ridges about 0

.5MAm apart. We have also observed hillocks in between the magnetization and film thickness with M,-0 for
the form of blisters where the film detaches from the sub- deposited thicknesses in the range 250-300 A. With few
strate over submicron areas, especially on thermally oxidized exceptions, the Ba-ferrite films on SiO 2 show no evidence of
Si substrates. The origin of these additional structures is un- secondary magnetic phases, supporting the idea that the in-
clear. terdiffused layer is nonmagnetic and distinct from the Ba-

The tribological performance of several Ba-ferrite disks ferrite crystallites on its surface. These results are consistent
without overcoats has been evaluated using a contact-start- with the RBS data discussed above.
stop (CSS) test. The disk substrates (0i02 and oxidized Si) All our films exhibit a significant remanent moment M,
are extremely smooth and the only texture to the disk surface for fields applied both parallel and perpendicular to the plane
is that provided during the crystallization process. Ba-ferrite of the sample. In all cases, a large in-plane squareness
disks lubricated with a conventional perflouropolyether and S=MIM, correlates well with a large number of needle-
fabricated with and without dopants to reduce grain size have versus platelike grains in the microstructure, while for large
demonstrated excellent durability against Al20 3-TiC sliders, out-of-plane S the reverse is true, consistent with our assign-
Several disks have shown no wear after 30 000 CSS cycles ment of different crystallite orientations depending on the
with stiction values from 3-10 g under ambient conditions, shape of the grain. In general, larger in-plane S results in
Conversely, several disks have also been observed to fail larger read-back signals and is therefore desirable in longitu-
after several thousand cycles. While these results are mixed, dinal recording systems. The magnitude of in-plane S versus
they are also very encouraging because they suggest that this out-of-plane S varies depending on the film composition
media may not require an overcoat, thereby reducing the (and possibly other factors that remain unrecognized). In
spacing between head and disk and simplifying their manu- general, for compositions in the range (BaO)-it(Fe 20 3) with
facture. In fact, the disks that we describe in this article have S<n<7 we observe that samples with larger Ba concentra-
only one thin-film layer--the Ba-ferrite itself. The distinction tiGns show greater in-plane S, independent of Cr20 3 doping.
between the "good" and "bad" disks is unclear and the sub- We also observe that thicker films show a larger in-plane S.
ject of ongoing investigation. In particular we seek to eluci- This may be related to the compositional effect just de-
date the role of lubricant thickness, grain size, and debris scribed; as the interdiffused layer forms while annealin& a
from the sputtering process on the tribological performance. thin ferrite film should be left relatively poor in Ba as com-

Figure 5 shows the magnetization hysteresis for a pared to a thick ferrite film. The film thickness effect can be
Cr2O3-doped and crystallized Ba-ferrite film, 500 A thick as effectively compensated by using a Ba-rich composition for
deposited. If bulk values for M, are assumed (-375 very thin films. The sample shown in Fig. 5 has the Ba-rich
emu/cm

3 
at 20 ), then we would exrect an areal magneti- concentration n=5 and shows large in-plane S=0.61 for a

zation at saturation of 1.88 memu/cm -based on the deposi- 500 A sputtered thickness (and a 190 A magnetic thickness).
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FIG. 6. Coercivity vs average grain size for a number doped and undoped FIG. 7. Signal-to-noise, ratio at 0.5 Gbit/in' of four Ba-feirite disks with
Ba-fermite films, Films with smaller grain size are generally observed to have modest coercivity (see Fig. 6). The data show a reasnaable corelation to a
larger H, even down to average grain sizes of 200 A. Coercivities of most model that assumes magnetically decoupled grains. Also shown are the
films are slightly too large to be wriiten with available heads, model's projected SNR of the 200 A Ba-ferrite samples with large coercivity

that we are unable to write. The model predicts a 13 dB drop in SNR when
4 the density increases from 0.5 to 10 Gbitlin

3

A typical film of the same thickness with n =6 is oriented

preferentially out of ane with an in-plane S-0.45. Films of

thickness >1000 A with n=6, have typically in-plane predicted by the uncoupled model of the 200 A Ba-ferrite
S-0.54. film with large coercivity that we are currently unable to

In Fig. 6 we show a plot of coercivity H, versus grain write. As shown in the figure, the model predicts a 13 dB
size for a variety of undoped and doped Ba-ferrite films. We drop in SNR as the recording density increases from 0.5 to
point out that the coercivity generally exceeds 3 kOe, a 10 Gbit/in.2 At grain sizes of 100 A, however, the predicted

rough lower limit on the media coercivity required for 10 SNR is a respectable 28 dB. Given the data presented here,
Gbit/in.

2 
recording. The general trend is that the coercivity we believe that Ba-ferrite is an excellent candidate to achieve

increases as the grain size decreases down to the smallest such small, decoupled grains while maintaining a large coet-
grain size samples. To what degree the change in grain size civity.
actually determines the coercivity is unclear, but the trend is Several other observations imply that very little inter-
promising because there is no evidence of thermally assisted granular coupling exists in these thin films. The magnetiza-

magnetization reversal, which decreases H, and ultimately tion hysteresis suggests that these samples may be well de-
limits the maximum recording density. Currently available scribed as collections of decoupled magnetic particles with
heads are unable to write films with coercivity in excess of uniaxial anisotropy

3
l having orientation distributions ranging

approximately 3.5 kOe. Unfortunately most of our smallest from random in three dimensions (S=0.5) to random in the
grain samples, which would be expected to have the best two dimensions defined by the substrate plane (S=0.64).
recording noise performance, have coercivities well in excess Samples become more like the two-dimensional model as the
of 3.5 kOe and cannot yet be evaluated. Sui and Kryder29 concentration of needlelike grains versus platelike grains in-
have recently reported a reduction of both the grain size creases. Also, in the literature on Ba-ferrite particulates and
(down to 500 A) and coercivity by doping Ba-ferrite with ceramics, grain size is known to correlate with the coercivity.
modest amounts of CoTi prepared in a manner similar to that "Tpically, coercivity is observed to increase with decreasing
described here. We are optimistic that future work will result grain size,

3 2 until grain sizes are so small that thermally ac-
in films with 100 A grain sizes and a modest coercivity tivated reversal becomes important.33 Figure 6 is qualita-
through some refined doping and/or preparation techniques. tively consistent with this picture, although we have ob-

In Fig. 7 we show a plot of the signal-to-noise ratio served a few films doped with large amounts of Cr2O3
(SNR) versus grain size of several Ba-ferrite disks. The two having grain sizes of several thousand angstroms and coer-
smaller grain disks were measured at a recording density of civities of 5 kOe. Finally we comment that the superex-
0.5 bit/in.2, and the two larger grain disks were measured at change mechanism, which is responsible for the ferrimag-
0.2 Gbit/in.2 In the latter case the SNR was scaled by a factor netism in Ba-ferrite, depends strongly on the angle made by
0.2/0.5=0.4 to give an effective SNR at 0.5 Gbit/in.2 For Fe-O--Fe bonds and, hence, the crystalline order. There-
comparison, a model 3° of the SNR assuming magnetically fore, it is not unreasonable to expect that the intergranular
decoupled grains, SNR=IO log(nl/nb) where ns and nb are exchange interaction across high-angle grain boundaries in
the grain and bit densities, is superimposed on the data points these thin films might be severely weakened as compared to
for nb=0.5 and 10 Gbitun. We note that the measured SNR the intragranular interaction and as compared to the inter-
versus grain size shows a reasonable correlation to the un- granular interaction across high-angle boundaries in ferro-
coupled model, suggesting that the grains in the these films magnetic metals, where the exchange interaction is mediated
are also uncoupled. Also shown is the SNR at 0.5 Gbitrm.2  by conduction electrons.
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F - Microstructural invesWgatlons of barium ferrite longitudinal thin-film media
B. Y. Wong, X. Sui, D. E. Laughlin, aid M. H. Kryder
Data Storage System Center Carnegie Mellon U,,versiy, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

Crystalline barium ferrite films with in-plane magnetic anisotropy have been obtained by
postdeposition annealing of amorphous sputtered films. The magnetic properties, the
crystallographic texture, and the microstructure are very sensitive to the sputtering and
posideposition annealing conditions. It was found that both H, and the grain size decrease with the
addition of Co and Ti ions. However, an excessive amount of dopants leads to a loss in the in-plane
anisotropy. Barium ferrite films produced by this technique contain physical voids or channels

separating the grains which help to decrease the exchange coupling between grains.

1. INTRODUCTION made and the amount of Co and Ti in the films was adjusted
Barium ferrite has been demonstrated, in the particulate by controlling the thicknesses of the respective layers. The

form, to have excellent magnetic and recording characters- total film thickness was between 130 and 200 rim. A forward

tics for flexible media such as tape or flexible disks.1
-4 Re- sputtering power of 50 W was applied. A total sputtering gas

cetiys ther hasbeen intedi st inausingpe thflexiblm bariums fe- (Ar/0 2) pressure of 5 mTorr with an 02 partial pressure of
ently, there has been interest in using thin-film barium far- 0.6 mTorr was used. The deposited films were first annealed

rite for rigid disk media. The mechanical hardness and inert
nature of barium ferrite ensure a long media lifetime and in air at 600 nC to allow for composition homogenization
! within the film and this was followed by an annealing at

may enable a low flying height with no overcoat. Barium 820 *C to induce crystallization. The annealed films were
ferrite films sputtered under normal deposition conditions are
amorphous in nature. Hence, crystalline barium ferrite films examined in plan view and cross section by transmission

have to be obtained by either applying in situ substrate heat- electron microscopy.

ing during deposition or through a postdeposition annealing Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
process. By using the first technique, previous investigators
have examined its usefulness as perpendicular rigid disk The magnetic properties and the chemical composition
media.5"6 Our recent works have explored the possibilities of of films A, B, and C are given in Table 1. H, of film A is
utilizing it as thin-film vertical and longitudinal media by similar to that found in particulate media '2 but the saturation
employing the latter approach.7"8 In this study, we examined magnetization M, is slightly lower than the bulk value of
barium ferrite thin films with suitable magnetic properties 380 emu/cm3. In film B, H, falls with the addition of Co and
and microstructures for high areal density recording. As in Ti, which is most likely due to a decrease in the crystalline
the case of flexible media, the in-plane coercivity H, is ad- anisotropy.9-10 The excessive amount of dopants in film C
justed by the incorporation of Co and Ti. The microstructure causes a sharp drop in M, and also leads to a realignment of
is controlled by the chemical composition, the sputtering, the magnetic easy axis from the crystallographic c axis into
and the annealing conditions. The interplay between these the hexagonal basal plane.'8 Hence, the easy axes are no
entities is reported in this article, longer in plane but are randomly distributed and this causes

a drop in coercivity and S*. It should be noted that the
11. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE barium content in both film B and film C is less than in

stoichiometric barium ferrite.
Amorphous multilayer barium ferrite films were if-diode The x-ray spectra of these three films along with another

sputtered onto thermally oxidized Si substrates in a Leybold film D, which was deposited with rf magnetron sputtering
Heraus Z-400 sputtering system. Two targets were used:
BaFe]2019 and Ba,. 03Co0 .85Ti1 .17Fe9.s6Oi9. Multilayer films
with alternating layers sputtered from these two targets were

anC. -(0008) (22014)

TABLE t. Chemical composition and magnetic characteristics of films A, B,sad C. -(I 15D) ,22•0O !i

Film A a B

Chein. st (N-o

pcomp. BaFe, 2019 Ba0.9C0o-3ri0FeO019 Bao.78C"oo5Tri,17Fe9AO60(01)

S4066 2207A 7....

U, 340 340 170 15 25 35 45 55 65 75
(emu)l/cm

3
) 2 thet

S 0.63 0.62 0.39

S 0.9 0.88 0.45
FtG. 1. X-ray diffraction spectra of films A-D.
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FIG. 2. Pure barium fenrie thin film: (a) and (W) plan-view bright-field (BF) FIG. 4. Co-Ti barium ferrite thin film: (a) and (d) plan-view BF images; (b)
images. (b) [11201 and (c) (1010] microdiffractinn patterns of platelet I and [10iO] and (c) (120M microdiffraction pattems of platelets l and 2 showing

grain 2 showing the in-plane easy-axis alignmenr. the in-plane easy-axis alignment.

The incorporation of Co and Ti ions resulted in smaller
and has a c axis perpendicular to the plane texture,7 are grain size. In film B, the average plate length has been re-
shown in Fig. 1. A strong c-axis in-plane texture can be duced to 150 nm with an aspect ratio of nearly 5 (Fig. 3).

A found in films A, B, and C. They were annealed at 600 °C for This decrease in aspect ratio should have a small positive
10 h and then at 820 TC for 3 h. The degree of in-plane effect on Hc since the c axis is perpendicular to the longer
texture appears to be strengthened by the addition of Co and axis of these plates. The finer grain size is advantageous for
"Ti, as indicated by the diminishing intensity ratio between increasing the signal-to-noise ratio in recording media. In
(1120):(10i7) and (1120):(1124) peaks. film C, the high quantity of dopants leads to a reduction in

The microstructures of films A, B, and C are shown in the number of acicular grains and gives rise to a much finer
Figs. 2-4, respectively. The acicular grains are barium ferrite grain size (Fig. 4). In addition to the acicular grains, an array
platelets observed from the edge7 and they can be found of fine equiaxed grains with an average grain size of 16 nm
readily in all the c-axis in-plane textured specimens. The can be seen. Fine defect structures [arrow, Fig. 4(d)] resem-
majority of such grains in the films studied have their [1120] bling stacking faults being observed edge on can be found
zone axis perpendicular to the plane of the film which means within some of the grains. The stacking faults probably arise
the c axis is in the film plane. Film A, which lacks doping, from the misstacking of the oxygen ions closest-packed
consists mainly of such acicular grains and the average plate planes due to excessive Co and Ti ions and a deficiency of
length is approximately 380 nm with an aspect ratio of about Ba ions. The high Co-Ti content can also account for the loss
6.8 [Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)]. Figures 2(b) and 2(d) are microdif- of platelet shape anisotropy usually associated with barium
fraction patterns of platelet 1 and grain 2. The [1120] and ferrite. The reduction in grain size could be a result of an
[1010] zone axes reveal the c-axis in-plane alignment of enhancement in nucleation sites through the addition of Co
these grains, and Ti ions. The acicular grains can be completely eliminated

by altering the annealing conditions as shown in Fig. 5. This
film has the same composition as film C but was annealed at
600 'C for 5 h and then at 800 TC for 3 ht. Only fine-equiaxed
grains similar to those in film C are present.

From the bright-field (BF) and stereographic images,
barium ferrite grains in these films are physically separated
and the reasons are twofold. First, the inherent platelet mor-
phology of barium ferrite particles does not favor a high- packing density and thus results in physical votds between

FIG. 3. Co-ri barium feme thin film (mlultayer): (a) and (b) plan-view BF
images; (c) [1010] and (d) [10•t miendicr o patterns of platelets l and
2 showing the in-plane easy-axis aligmenm. FIG. 5. Co-Ti barium ferrite thin film: (a) and (b) plan-view BF images.
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postdeposition annealing conditions. The grain morphology
and the grain size is controlled by the amount of Co and Ti~present in the films and the annealing conditions. Further-
more, Hc can be adjusted by controlling the amount of dop-

ants incorporated into the film. However, excess Co-Ti dop-
uig leads to the basal plane becoming a preferred orientation
and causes a loss of in-plant anisotropy. Films fabricated

• : •: •. ,: •,•i~i •=•. •~iiwith this technique have been found to have physical voids~and channels separating the grains which should help de-

crease the exchange coupling between grains.
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Low-temperature deposition of hexagonal ferrite films by sputtering
Akimltsu Morlsako, Hiroaki Nakanishi, and Mitsunori Matsumoto
Faculty of Engineering, Shmishu University, 500 Wakasatro Nagano 380, Japan

Matahiko Naoe
Department of Physical Electronics, Tokyo Institute of Technology, 2-12-) O-okayama, Meguro-kk,
Tokyo 152, Japan

Pb-substituted Ba-ferrite films were prepared at various substrate temperature T, by dc magnetron
sputtering and their crystallographic characteristics and magnetic properties were investigated. The
substitution of Pb facilitates the crystallization and improves the crystallinity for hexagonal M
phase. All of the films prepared at T, above 460 *C exhibit a good c-axis orientation and the c-axis
dispersion angle (4050 for Pb-substituted Ba-ferrite films is as small as 1V. The coercivities (Hcjf)
and Hc) and saturation magnetization M. of Pb-substituted Ba-ferrite films are 0.7-1.0 kOe, 0.2
kOe and 250-300 emu/cm 3, respectively.

SINTROUCTION dencies of their crystallographic characteristics and magnetic
Sproperties on T, were investigated.

Many researchers have focused on perpendicular mag-
netic recording since it was proposed by Iwasaki and
Nakamura.1 Perpendicular recording is substantially prefer- It. EXPERIMENT
able for high-density recording under the geometrical condi-
tions of the head-medium configuration. BaM films had been prepared by means of rf diode sput-

There are various candidates for the perpendicular re- tering in our previous studies. In order to compensate the

cording materials such as Co-Cr thin films,2 Fe- and Co- lack of Ba content in the films and to obtain the films with a

plated films on aluminum oxide substrate, 3 and Ba-ferrite stoichiometric composition of BaM (i.e., n =6 in

particulate medtium.4 BaO-nFe2 03 ), Ba content in the target was increased to 1.7

Good chemical stability and mechanical durability as times (BaO.3.5 Fe2O3) that of stoichiometric composition of
well as excellent magnetic properties are essential for record- BaM. The decrease of Ba content in the films was considered
ing medium. The authors have been studying a magne- to be scattering loss mainly caused by the bombardment of
toplumbite type of hexagonal Ba-ferrite (BaM) thin films high-energetic ions from the plasma.

prepared by sputtering5 and sol-gel method6 and reported In dtis study, the dc magnetron sputtering system was
that BaM sputtered rigid disks with small c-axis dispersion used to prepare Pb-substituted BaMK(Ba.Pb)M] films. The
angle (A40,) possess excellent recording characteristics. 7 Ac- target is a sintered ferrite disk (8 cm diameter) with stoichio-
cording to their reports, the recording density D5 0 depends metric composition of BaM (i.e. n =6 in BaO-nFe20 3) and
on &Ao and the smaller A& results in the higher D5 0 . Pb content was controlled by the number of Pb chips of 5

There are some problems to be solved in a preparation of mm square on this disk. The substrate is a thermally oxidized
BaM films. One of the most important problems is that a silicon wafer and T, is measured with a thermocouple in
high substrate temperature T, is necessary to crystallize the contact with the substrate surface. The discharge gas pressure
hexagonal M phase. The T, for preparing BaM films with P., which is a sum of argon and oxygen partial gas pres-
Ak as small as 2-3* is about 620 °C,5 and such a high T, sure, was set at 2 mTorr. The partial oxygen gas pressure Po2
limits the selection of substrate material. It is strongly rec- was 0.03 mTort and the thickness of (Ba.Pb)M films was
ommended to reduce the T, during deposition for the practi- about 1200 A.
cal fabrication of the recording medium. Although the au-
thors have already examined the low-temperature deposition M. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
and successive heat treatment, BaM films with c-axis orien-
tation could not be prepared.s The n for the stoichiometric composition of BaM is 6.0,

It is known that there are some divalent ions such as where a molecular formula is BaO-nFe2O3 . The composition
Ba++, Ca++, Sr÷+, and Pb++, which have approximately of films prepared in this study was about 5.5 in (Ba-Pb)O
the same ionic radii as that of the oxygen divalent ion and .nFe20 (i.e., Pb. 5ssBao 3 Fet 2O1 ) at 10 Pb chips.
these elements are the constituents of the hexagonal M-type Figure 1 shows the x-ray-diffraction diagrams for the
ferrites. Among them, Pb is the easiest to obtain as a pure films prepped at various T,. - The films prepared at T, of
metal and the melting point of PbM is 1315 oC, while that of 410 °C consisted of a spinel-like phase with the crystal ori-
SrM and BaM is 1500 and 1565 °C, respectively. Although it entation of the (111) plane which is the most closed-packed
is expected that the low melting temperature leads to lower- plane and those prepared at T, of 460 oC consisted of a
ing the crystallization temperature of hexagonal ferrite, there spinel-like phase and M phase without c-axis orientation.
are few studies on the PbM Rlms. When T, was elevated at 480 °C, the diffraction lines were

In this study, Pb-substituted BaM [(Ba-Pb)M] films were only from both c plane of the hexagonal M phase and (111)
prepared by dc magnetron sputtering system and the depen- plane of spinel-like ferrite. At T, of 530 °C, the intensity of
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5k -
9 8 to clarify the effect of Pb substitution, f,. of the simple BaM

films'0 
prepared by rf diode sputtering is also included,

0-1" shown by solid circles. The f, reaches 1.0 at T, of 480 °C f,:20 40 4 50

28(deg.) (Ba-Pb)M films, while that for simple BaM films reaches 1.0
at 550 *C. From these results, it is found that the substitution
of Pb facilitates the crystallization and improves the orienta-

FIG. I. X-ray-diffration diagrams of (Ba Pb)M films prepared at various lion of c axis for hexagonal M phase.
T,. Figure 3 shows the dependence of A850, on T5. A050 for

(Ba Pb)M films below 550 °C is almost constant and as
diffraction lines from the c plane of M phase be~omes small as about 1'. Further increase of T, results in slight
drrong hismeanes fm the M plase grofs M y p ase aboutms increase of AO". These small values of AOs5 are suitable for
song. This means that the M phase grows rapidly at about the high-density recording media, where the ring-type headthis temperature.

Figure 2 shows the dependence of a c-axis orientation is used in perpendicular magnetic recording.
7

Figure 4 shows the dependence of saturation magneiiza-factor ,fc (Ref. 9) for M-phase crystallite 0n T,. When the C tion M, for (Ba.Pb)M films on T5. The films prepared at T,

axis is completely oriented perpendicularly to the film plane, beow M, ofi abou 50 emicm
3 
preinreases

f, takes the value of 1.0 and when other planes of M-phase below 460 d C exhibit Me of about 50 emu/c 5 . Ms increases

crystallite are detected together, f, is less than 1.0. In order rapidly with increase of T, from 530 to 550 *C. This core-

,,.•T=300 0 l
P,-2nT- s P' tanW 0

1.0 -- oo-o--o0.- 0
.ý200

0 E
0.5 } , :100 0

Ts (°C) Ts (°C)

FIG. 2. Depewdemm of c-aais oCtrlibon fdoam f, for (Bf.ab)M fims and FIG. 4. Dependence of saturation magnetdiaion M, of (Ba-Pb)M films on
eaM film o T,. T1,.
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1.5 It is found that the substitution of Pb facilitates the crys-
T. tallization and improves the crystallinity for hexagonal M

0phase. All of the films prepared at T, above 460 °C exhibit a
good c-axis orientation and the c-axis dispersion angle

1.0 (A 0 ) for Pb-substituted Ba-ferrite films is as small as V.
The coercivities H,, and H,, and saturation magnetization

0,1O0 Mr of Pb-substituted Ba-ferrite films are 0.7-1.0 kOe, 0.2
00 kOe, and 250-300 emu/cm3, respectively.-0.5 f
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Surface roughness and magnetic properties of In situ heated
and postannealed thin films of perpendicular barium ferrite

Kyusik Sin and John M. Sivertsen
SThe Center for Micromagnetics and Information Technologies (MINT), Department of Chemical

Engineering and Materials Science, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

Jack H. Judy
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

The surface roughness and magnetic properties of thin films of hexagonal barium ferrite (BaFe)
deposited on SiO2/Si and Si substrates by facing target sputtering were studied using in situ heating
during deposition and postannealing after deposition. The perpendicular coercivity of the BaFe films
varied between 775 and 1430 Oe with substrate temperature for both in situ heated (560-620 0C)
and postannealed (800-1200 °C) films. The effect of temperature on the surface roughness of
BaFe/Si was greater than that of BaFe/SiO 2/Si. The results of this study indicate that the mean
surface roughness (R, = 11.4-27 nm) of BaFe films on Si substrates was greater than the roughness
(R,,=3.9-17 nm) of BaFe films on amorphous SiO 2/Si substrates. This increase of surface
roughness with increasing sul -:rate temperature is due to the evolution of grain boundaries and step
formation during deposition and annealing.

I INTRODUCTION An atomic force microscope (AFM) was used to mea-

T7hin films of magnetoplumbite (M) type barium ferrite sure the morphology and roughness of the BaFe film surface.

(BaFe) have potential for high-density contact or qThe surface roughness was characterized by maximum
ahigh quascon- height R.. and meat surface roughness Ra. R. is defined

tact recording because of high mechanical hardness and sr o
chemical stability. Either conventional or facing target sput- bY6

tering (F1S) methods' can be used to prepare stoichiometric If(Yf f.,.
Bale films which have good perpendicular magnetic R=-JT J If(x'y)Idxdy,
properties.2"

3 Because high temperatures (550-600 °C) are

required to grow hexagonal BaFe, the substrate heating dur- where f(x,y) is surface position relative to the mean plane.
ing film growth or postannealing after deposition can have a Lx, Ly are the dimensions of the surface. Rm. is the height
significant effect on the surface roughness of the film. The difference between the highest and lowest position in the
surface roughness of magnetic recording media is one of the plane.
most important factors of the head/disk interface4'5 for ex-
tremely low-flying heights or quasicontact recording. Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The purpose of this research is to study the effects of
high-substrate annealing temperatures during deposition and Figures l(a) and 1(b) show the perpendicular coercivity
after deposition on the crystal structure and surface morphol- of the BaFe films deposited on SiO 2/Si and Si substrates at
ogy of thin films of Bate deposited on Si and thermally high substrate temperature (in situ heated) and annealed after
oxidized SiO2/Si substrates, deposition without substrate heating (postannealed), respec-

tively. In the case of in situ heated samples from 560 to
11. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 620 'C, the perpendicular coercivity of BaFe/SiO2/Si in-

creased as the substrate temperature increased and showed a
Thin films of BaFe were prepared on thermally oxidized maximum value at 600 *C. It decreased to 906 Oe at 620 °C.

silicon (SiO2/Si) and (001)-oriented bare silicon substrates The decrease of coercivity at 620 °C might be due to grain
using a dc magnetron FTS system. The thickness of the growth. The perpendicular coercivity of the BaFe/Si sample
amorphous SiO2 was 10 000 A. Co- and ']i-doped barium also has a maximum coercivity of 1050 Oe at 600 *C; how-
ferrite (BaFe:BaFe.65Co.•5To.70,9) targets were used in ever, the temperature dependence of the coercivity of
this experiment. A gas mixture of argon and 5% oxygen was BaFe/Si was lower than that of BaFe/SiO2/Si. A higher coer-
introduced after the chamber was evacuated to 2X 10-6 Tort. civity of BaFe/Si than that of BaFe/SiO 2iSi at 560 'C might
The total pressure of the gas mixture was 0.5 mTorr. One set be due to a larger difference in the thermal-expansion coef-
of samples was prepared using in situ heating during sputter- ficient between BaFe and Si than that between BaFe and
ing in the chamber and another set was prepared using post- amorphous SiO 2 . The coercivity of postannealed
annealing after deposition without substrate heating. The BaFe/SiO2/Si samples also increased with annealing tem-
thickness of the BaFe films was fixed at 2200 A. perature and showed maximum perpendicular coercivity of

The magnetic prolwties were measured using a vibrat- 1400 Oe at 950 'C. The coercivity of postannealed BaFe/Si
ing sample n'agnetometer. An x-ray diffractometer (CuKa) samples showed maximum perpendicular coercivity of 1400
was used t, determine the crystallographic texture of the Oe at 900 °C and the temperature dependence of coercivity
films. on the annealing temperature was also lower than that of
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p e 580 oa and Figs. 3(b) and 3(d) were prepared at the substrate
750 800 95 9W Mo 100 10 temperature of 620 °C. The AFM micrograph shows an in-

(lbl romperaturo ft) crease in grain size with increasing substrate temperature.
One of the important features to note is that the film creates

FIG. 1. Effect of Wa substrate temperature and (b) annealing temperature on steps during the growth stage at high substrate temperature
perpendicular coercivity of thin films of BaFc on SiO2iAi and Si substrates, (Fig. 3(d)]. BaFe grains first grow as platelets and then a new

platelet nucleates on the platelets so that overlapped platelets
might be formed. The formation of overlapped platelets was

BaFe/SiO 2/Si. It decreased abruptly to 20 Oe at 1200 'C. also observed using iransmission electron microscopy
This drastic reduction of coercivity might be due to the in- (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

3

stability of BaFe phase at 1200 *C. The surface roughness of BaFe films was characterized
As shown in a previous report,3 x-ray diffraction shows by R. and Rm.. values where these values were obtained

peaks from the basal plane of the hexagonal BaFe phase from a surface area of 2X2 /m
2 

and 5X5 pAM
2 

for the films
from both in sira heated and postannealed samples. Figure 2 which have larger grain size. Without substrate heating, the
shows the intensity of x-ray diffraction from the (00.8) plane R. and R. value of as-deposited BaFe/SiO 2/Si was 0.4 and
for both in situ heated and postannealed samples. In the case 3.6 nm, respectively. Such a smooth surface is one of the
of in situ heated samples, BaFe/SiO2/Si showed a much unique advantages of using a facing target sputtering system
higher intensity than BaFe/Si samples. The reason might be which deposits films without bombardment of gamma (y)
the smaller difference in thermal-expansion coefficient be- electrons and negative ions to the substrate surface. R. val-
tween BaFe and SiO2 than that between BaFe and Si. In the ues were slightly lower for BaFe films on a SiO 2/Si substrate
case of postanoealed samples, both BaFe/SiO 2/Si and
BaFe/Si showed a smaller x-ray intensity than in situ heated
BaFeISiO2/Si. This indicates that in situ heating is more ef-
ficient than the postannealing method. 25 . . . . . , ,

Figures 3 and 4 show AFM micrographs and measure- -sa
ments of surface roughness of BaFe films on SiO 2/Si [Figs. 11 R,(i) "
3(a) and 3(b)] and Si substrates [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)] which
were prepared with in situ heating during deposition. Figures ,
3(a) and 3(c) were prepared at the substrate temperature of

4 25

20

3o

5 0o 00 So5 5 57oo 5 6M 1`0 070 M70

5o 55o 5oo 55o 1oo 750 5oo 850 000 ass cooo T.eafltw- (*C)

FIG. 2. Intensity of x-ray diffraction from (008.) plane for in sire heated and FIG. 4. Effect of substrate temperature (in situ heating) on roughness of thin
postanncaled BaFe on SiO2i and Si suhatrates. films of BaFe on SiO2/Si and Si substtes.
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for both in situ heated and postannealed samples because ofl0 tg
the smoother surface of amorphous SiO2/Si. The smallest FIG. 6. Effec of annealing temperature on roughness of thin films of BaFe

i on SiO 2/Si and Si suhstrates.

measured R. value was 3.9 nm for in situ heated and 5.6 nm
for postannealed film; however, the R. of postannealed
BaFe/Si increased significantly at 1000 *C. The maximum IV. CONCLUSION

height, which is an important parameter from the tribological The surface roughness and magnetic properties of in situ
point of view, increased from 46.6 to 100 nm for in situ heated and postannealed thin films of hexagonal Barium fer-
heated BaFe films on SiO2/Si substrate: BaFe films deposited rite deposited on SiO 2/Si and Si substrates by facing target
on Si substrates showed much higher values of roughness. sputtering were studied.
As the substrate temperature increased from 560 to 620 'C, The coercivity of the BaFe films increased with increas-
the Ra increased from 11.4 to 27.5 nm as the Rm. increased ing substrate temperature and showed maximum coercivity
from 73.4 to 224.1 nm. of 1050 Oe at 600 *C for in situ heated BaFe/Si film and

Figures 5 and 6 show AFM micrographs and surface 1430 Oe at 900 'C for postannealed BaFe/Si films. The sur-
roughness of postannealed BaFe films, respectively. These face roughness was higher for films on a Si substrate than on
films were deposited at room temperature and annealed in air amorphous SiO2/Si substrates. The smallest measured R.
from 800 to 1000 'C for 4 h. The annealing temperature for value was 3.9 nm for in situ heated BaFe/SiO2/Si and 5.6 nm
samples in Figs. 5(a) and 5(c) was 800 °C, and 1000 °C for for postannealed film. The effect of temperature on the sur-
samples in Figs. 5(b) and 5(d). The grain size and surface face roughness of BaFe/Si was greater than that of
roughness of BaFe/SiO2/Si were similar to those of BaFe/Si BaFe/Si0 2/Si. The increase of surface roughness with tem-
at 800 °C; however, as the temperature increases, the differ- perature is due to evolution of grain and step formation dur-
ence becomes large. BaFe/Si shows large surface roughness ing deposition and annealing.
which might be due to interaction between BaFe and Si or
reconstruction of the (001) Si surface. The AFM micrographs 'M. Naoe, S. Hasunnma. Y. Hoshi, and S. Yamanaka, IEEE Trans. Magn.
show a large growth structure for both samples on SiO 2/Si MAG-17, 3184 (1981).
[Fig. 5(b)] and Si substrates [Fig. 4(d)]. The average grain 'M. Matsuoka, Y. Hoshi, M. Naoe, and S. Yamanua. IEEE Trans. Magn.

MAG-20, 800 (1991).size was about 1500 A for films annealed at 1000 °C and the 
3

K. Sin, J. M. Siveruen, J. H. Judy, Y. Hoshi, and D. Spelimis, J. AppL.
surface structure became about 5 /Am when annealed at Phys. 73, 6689 (1993).
1200 'C. Hexagonal plates and growth steps were observed. 

4
H. Morita, K. Fukuda, and J. Ezaki, I. Magn. Soc. Jpn. 15, Suppl. 2, 733
(1991).These results indicate that postannealed BaFe films grow as 3
B. Bhushan, Tribology and Mechanics of Magnetic Storage Devices

platelets and they overlap during growth as in the case of in (Springer, Berlin, 1990).
situ heating during deposition. 'User's manual for Nanoscope lit, version 2.3, Digital Instruments.
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Preparation of Co-Zn ferrite films at low substrate temperature
by plasma-free dc sputtering for magnetic recording media

N. Matsushita, K. Noma, S. Nakagawa, and M. Naoe
Department of Physical Electronics, Tokyo Instiuie of Technology, 2-12-1 0-okayama, Meguro,
Tokyo 152, Japan

Co-Zn ferrite films with small grains for magnetic recording media at ultrahigh density were
deposited "plasma free" on a substrate by using the dc facing targets sputtering apparatus without
subsequent annealing process. The films deposited at a substrate temperature T. as low as 90 °C
were composed of crystallites with excellent (111) orientation and exhibited a saturation
magnetization 47rM, of 3.3 kG and an in-plane and perpendicular coercivity H,11 and H,- of 1.8 and
2.2 kOe, respectively. The films deposited at a T, of 250 °C exhibited 47rM, of 4.8 kG and
possessed almost the same Ha and H,1 of 1.5 kOe.

I. INTRODUCTION 11. EXPERIMENTS
ScThe specimen Co-Zn ferrite films were deposited using

i ~~~~Since it has become difficult to attain high recording th T aprtu.AaiofC.5no4F200ples9
reoig the FT'S apparatus. A pair of Co0 siZno.45Fe2.0O 4 plates 90

density using particulate media with fine particles of ferrite, mm in diameter were used as targets. These targets were
such as -Fe20 3 :Co and r-Fe20 3 :Os, the films of Co-based sintered from the starting mixture of (CoO)o.., (ZnO)0 5, and
alloys such as Co-Cr,' Co-Cr/Cr,2 and Co-Ni-Cr are mainly (a-Fe20 3)1.0 powder at 1200 °C in air by a conventional dry
used for the magnetic layer in recording media. However, ceramic technique. Since Co-Zn ferrite targets sintered by
protective and lubricant layers are necessary on them be- this process had too high a resistivity to sustain stable dc
cause of their poor chemical stability and low corrosion re- glow discharge, they were reduced in hydrogen atmosphere
sistance. In addition, it has been difficult for these alloy me- for 1 h to decrease their resistivity. Ar and 02 gases were
dia to exhibit coercivity higher than 1.5 kOe which is introduced individually into the sputtering and depositing
necessary for ultrahigh-density recording media. On the con- chamber as working gases. The total gas pressure Pt and
trary, since the sputtered films of ferrimagnetic oxide such as the partial oxygen gas pressure Po2 were set at 2.0 and 0.02
a spinel type of Co ferrite (CoFe20 4) and a magnetoplumbite mTorr, respectively. The Co-Zn ferrite films were deposited
type of Ba ferrite (BaFel20,9 ) exhibit moderate saturation on 15× 15 mm 2 substrates of thermal oxidized Si wafers for
magnetization 41rM, and high coercivity H, as well as a 180 min. The substrate temperature T, was varied in the
remarkable chemical stability and high corrosion resistance, range from 90 °C (without heating substrate) to 500 'C (with
they are expected to become applicable for high-density re- heating substrate) and the film thickness was in the range
cording media.3' 4 Recently, films of a spinel type of Co-Zn from 0.7 to 1.0 Am.
ferrite have become attractive for recording media because of Film composition was determined by inductive coupled
their capability of stably forming the smallest magnetic do- plasma analysis (ICPA). The surface texture and cross-
mains among all kinds of ferrites. However, it has been dif- section morphology was observed by scanning electron mi-
ficult to prepare ferrimagnetic oxide films with good crystal- croscope (SEM). The crystallographic characteristics such as
linity and sufficient magnetic characteristics using a the crystallite size (D) and the full width of half-maximum
conventional sputtering system, such as diode and magne- of rocking profiles A& were estimated from x-ray-

tron, because of serious plasma damage and the low kinetic diffraction diagrams and magnetic characteristics such as

energy of adatoms. Therefore, CoFe2O4/ZnO double-layered 4arM, and H, were determined from the hysteresis loops

films were deposited "plasma free" on substrates by using measured by using a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM).

the facing targets sputtering (FTS) apparatus as shown in a
previous article. 5 Although CoFe2O4/ZnO double-layered Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
films had visible (111) orientation even at the substrate tem- A. Film comIpoetl•n
perature T, lower than 100 °C, the elevation of T, above Figure 1 shows the compositions of the target used in
500 *C was necessary to obtain sufficiently good magnetic this study and films deposited at various T,, in which the
characteristics; however, the deposition of these layers on content of metallic ion is normalized for
low heat resistance substrates has to be achieved at low T, Cco+Cz+C1 ,-=3.0. The T, without heating substrate was
for the entire process. elevated to about 90 °C by the radiation from the plasma.

In this study, Zn substitution of Co ferrite was used for While Cc. were constant in the target and all films, C, of
the purpose of increasing the 4srM, (Ref. 6) and decreasing the films deposited at 90 *C (without heating substrate) was
the H, of the deposited films. Crystallographic and magnetic smaller than that of the target, decreased gradually with in-
characteristics as well as surface texture and cross-section creasing of T, up to 400 *C, and was almost zero at T, of
morphology of films deposited at low T, were precisely in- 400 *C. On the other hand, CF. increased with increasing of
vestigated. T, as opposed to the decrease of C7. As shown above, the
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FIG. I Compositions of Co-Zn ferrite films determined by ICPA (content of
metalic ions is normalized for C,+C•+CrC=3.0). supra

substitution of Zn ions in the films became difficult with 2 0 (deg.)

increasing T,. It was found that the distribution of Zn and Fe
ions had a close relationship to the crystallographic and mag- FIG. 3. X-ray diffraction diagrams at various T
netic characteristics.

B. SEN observation them were measured by using atomic force microscopy

The films deposited at T, of 90 and 400 TC revealed (AFM). R. and R., of the film of Fig. 2(a) were 1.42 and

completely different surface textures and cross-section mor- 1.73 nm, and those of the film of Fig. 2(b) were 94.9 and

phologies as seen in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. Al- 116.8 nm, respectively.

though a uniform morphology as well as very flat surface
were seen in Fig. 2(a), the film deposited at T, of 400 °C C. Crystal orientation and crystallographic

revealed the excessive growth of crsytalline grains and a characteristics

rough surface as seen in Fig. 2(b). The center-line average Figure 3 shows the x-ray-diffraction diagrams for the
roughness R, and the root-mean-square roughness Rems for films deposited at various T,. The film deposited at 90 TC

was only composed of crystallites with excellent (111) ori-
entation. However, for films deposited at T, of 250 C, al-

. . - though the x-ray-diffraction intensity lXaD corresponding to
(111) fairly increased, the (311) peak was also visible. 1XRD

of (311) increased with increasing of T, and the films depos-

ited at T, above 400 TC were composed of only crystallites
with (311) orientation. This (311) peak is commonly visible

and exhibits the largest IxRD in powder-x-ray diffraction dia-
gram of spinel ferrite. The Co ferrite (CoFe20 4) films depos-

(a)

._2

S• o C-Zn ferrite

S-1--0-- Co ferrite/ZnO
(b))

(b) 0l 100 200 300 40M0 500
Substrate Temperature Ts (tC)

FIG. 2 SEM pbolagorla of Co-Za ftmlte flibnt deposited (a) at T, of 90 °C FIG. 4. Dependencies of saturation magnetization 4srM, on substrate tem-
(witboe heating tntaanate) and (b) at T, of 400 "C (with healing nsibstate). perature T,.
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hanted atS 111 f i P lan e

Co-Zn frreff

-Ar- Hc,

Substrate 6 Teprtur T 5 00 FIG. 6. Sketch of easy and hard axes. (100) and (0 11), of Co-Zn ferriteSubsrateTempratue TsVC)crystallite with (111) orientation.

F tIG 5. Deeucce fi-ln n P nkacecvle n are distributed in a circular cone whose generation line
H_ o subuat temeraure . -canted at an angle of 35.3* to the film plane when films had

(111) orientation as seen in Fig. 6, Hr1 and H, were both
ited under the same sputtering conditions, P.. of 2 mTorr, relatively high and they were not so different from each
P0 2 of 0.02 mTorr, and T, of 90-600 'C, were mainly corn- other. Therefore, these films may be applicable for isotropic

posed of crystalfites with (311) orientation.' Therefore, the media with ultrahigh density. Since Zn ions could substitute

difference of the crystal structure between Co-Zn ferrite and at T, in this range as seen in Fig. 1, the substitution of Fe

Co ferrite films deposited at lower T, below 300 TC seemed ions by Zn ones in tetrahedral A sites seemed to be useful not

to be caused by the substitution of Zn ions in tetrahedral A only for increasing 4whM, and decreasing H, but also for
site of spinel structure. promoting the formation of the most closely packed plane of

The crystallite sizes (D)(lt1) calculated by Sherrer equa- oxygen ions and decreasing the crystallization temperature of

tions on the ( 11) peak were as large as 350 A even at T, of Co ferrite films.

90 -C. Although A091t 11 ) took the minimum value of 2.5° at IV CONCLUSION
T, of 250 °C, it was as small as about 5' even for the film
deposited at T, of 90 TC. Co-Zn ferrite films were deposited by using the de fac-

ing targets sputtering apparatus without subsequent anneal-

D. Maggnrtc chwatertstalk: 4mN, and H. ing process. Films deposited at the substrate temperature T,
as low as 90 *C were composed of crystallites with excellent

Figures 4 and 5 show the T, dependencies of 4irMs and (111) orientation and the film surface texture exhibited ex-
the in-plane coercivity and perpendicular coercivities HcH cellent smoothness. They possessed the moderate saturation
and Hc, of Co-Zn ferrite and CoFe2O,/ZnO films, respec- magnetization 41rM, of 3.3 kG and the in-plane and perpen-
tively. It was confirmed that 4wM, was increased by the dicular coercivity Hrt and Hc" were 1.8 and 2.2 kOe, respec-
substitution of Zn ions onto tetrahedral A site of Co-Zn fer- tively. Since a very low-temperature process has been
rite at T, up to 250 *C. It took the maximum value of 4.8 kG achieved in this study, Co-Zn ferrite films seemed to be ap-
at T, of 250 *C and then decreased with increasing of T, plicable for flexible disk and tape with high recording den-
above 250 *C. This seemed to be caused by the fact that the sity even if low heat resistance sheets such as polycartonate
number of Fe.3 

occupying the A site increased with decreas- (PC) disks and polyethylene terephthalate (PET) tapes are
ing the number of Zn2+ at T', above 250 *C, as mentioned used as substrates.
above and shown in Fig. 1. It should be noted that 4arM, of
Co-Zn ferrite film was as large as 3.3 kG even at T, about 'S. Yamamoto, Y. Nakamuna, and S. Iwasaki, IEEE Tns. Map. MAG-23,
90 *C (without heating substrate), while that of 2070 (1987).

CoFe2O/ZnO film was as small as only 0.5 kG. On the other 'H. Suzuki, N. Gods. S. Nagaike, Y. Shiroishi, N. Shige, and N. Tumita.
WEE Trans. Map. MA-27, 4718 (1991).hand, although H,1 and Hr1 of CoFe2O4/ZnO films depos- '1H. Torii. E. Fujii, and M. HantorL IEEE Trans. J. Map. Jpa. JMJ.4, 765

ited at T, of 100 *C were very low, those of the Co-Zn ferrite (t991).
films deposited at T, of 90 *C were as relatively large as 2.2 'M. MatmUka, Y. Hoshti, M. Naoe, and S. Yamanak, IEEE Trans. Map.
and 1.8 kOe, respectively, and those of ones at T', of 250 °C MAG-tI, 1119 (1982).' N. Matveltift, S. Nakwgwa, mud M. Name, MFEE Trans. Maph. MAG-28,

took the same value of 1.5 kOe. Since the easy and hard axes 310N (t992).
of Co ferrite are (100) and (111), respectively, and (100) axes 6G. A. Petin and D. W. Forester, Phys. Rev. B 4,3912 (t1971).
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Magnetic and crystallographic properties of Co-Cr-(Ta,PtI/Cr fims
deposited by excimer laser ablation

A. lahikawa K. Tanahashi, Y. Yahisa, Y. Hostce, and Yt Shiroishi
Ceparad Research Laboratoe Hiachu, Ltd 1.28, Higar.u-koigakab, Kokabw)ni-uhi, Tokyo 185. Japan

The crystal smucture and magnetic properties of Co-alloy films deposited by KrF exciner laser
ablation were investigated. A pulsed laser beam with wavelength of 248 am was focused onto the
deposition targets which were fixed in the vacuum chamber. Cr underlayer and Co-alloy films were
successively deposited at a rate of 0.012 nm/pulse. The film surface was microscopically smooth
compared to the sputtered films. This may be due to the low shadowing effect during the laser
deposition. The composition of the film was reproducibly controlled, though there was a slight
difference between the composition of film and target material. The coercivities of Co-Cr-Pt/Cr
films formed on the Si and Ni-P substrates at 250 °C were 130 and 220 Oe, which were about
one-fifth of the coercivity of sputtered films. Crystallographic analyses showed that Cr underlayer
had no crystal orientation, and Co-alloy film consisted of fine fcc-type crystal grains. Low coercivity
of the laser-deposited film is probably due to the lack of hcp Co phase.

I. INTROOUCfON plasma spectroscopy (ICPS). Magnetic properties were mea-
! Sputtered Co-alloy flms formed on the Cr underlayer sured by a vibrating sample magnetometer with a maximumsputte red Co-allo y f od onte Cr uidelyer applied field 13 kOe. The crystalline structure of the film was

show high in-plane coercivity and have been widely devel- analyzed by scanning electron microscope (SEM) obser.
op for longitudinal magnetic recording media 3 The sput- ion, xray diffraction, and transmission electon microscop
tered film structure is granular owing to a shadowing effect
which is caused by the Ar gas in the deposition chamber. 4  (TEM) micrograph.

This grain structure is advantageous for the reduction ut the
media noiseS however, it is important to control the grain
size of the magnetic film to be smaller than the recorded bit IN. RESULTS AND ISCUSSON

size.67 Moreover, the microscopically smooth media surface The energy density of the laser beam on the target sur-
is preferable to keep head-media spacing small. face was estimated as -10 J/cnu2/pulse. The diameter of the

.Pulsed laser depitions-t° is one of the possible tech- deposition area where the relative thickness variation is less
niques to fabricate the fine-grain structure since the film can than ±5% was 17 umm. This shows that substrate rotation is
be formed in a vacuum. It has been also reported that this necessary to obtain a uniform film thickness. Maximum
method is suited for control of the film composition. Thus, deposition rate of the Co-alloy film at a laser repetition rate
we evaluated the laser deposition method for the fabrication 10 Hz was 0.012 nm/pulse. The time-average deposition rate,
of Co-alloy thin-film media. There are several works con- which is defined by using the laser oscillation time, is 0.12
ceaning this method; however, little is known of the magnetic nm/s, which is defined by using the laser oscillation time, is
and crystallographic properties of such films. 0.12 nm/s, which is one order lower than the conventional dc

magnetron sputtering.
. EXPERIMENT SEM photos of the surface structure of the laser-

deposited and sputtered Co-Cr-Pt (30 nm)/Cr (50 nm) films
Figure I shows a schematic diagram of the experimental are shown in Fig. 2. The surface of the laser-deposited film is

deposition apparatus. The pulsed KrF laser with wavelength microscopically smooth and no crystalline grain is observed,
of 248 nm and power of 500 ml/pulse was focused by the while grains of average diameter 30 am can be seen for the
quartz lens, and irradiated at an incident angle of 45° onto
the deposition target which is fixed in the vacuum chamber.
The irradiated area was scanned on the target surface to pre-
vent local ablation. The deposition material was changed ______

from Cr to Co alloy within 10 s by rotating the water-cooled ,.
target holder. A Ni-P-plated Al-Mg or Si substrate was

placed on the heating block which faces the target at a dis-
tance of 40 mm. The base pressure of the chamber was
3X10-

4 
Pa, while the pressure raised to 3X10-

3 
Pa during

the substrate heating and laser ablation. The sputtered Co-
alloy/Cr film was also fabricated using the conventional dc
magnetron sputtering apparatus to compare the film proper-
ties. The base pressure of the chamber and At gas pressure
during deposition were 3X10-4 and 0.7 Pa. The composition
of the Co-alloy film was determined by inductively coupled FIG. t. Schematc diagnm of the experimental Imer depositim appatmu.
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FIG. 2. SEM photos of the stuface atrudure of the CoCrPt (30 mn)/Cr(5O spesre . a

am) film deposited at 250 *C: (a) laser deposition, (b) sputter-deposition; Ar

pressure: 0.7 *P density B, for the same samples which are shown in Fig. 3.
No remarkable change in the B, by the deposition method is
observed.

sputtered film. The flat surface of the laser-deposited film is X-ray-diffraction spectra for the sputter-deposited and
probably formed owing to the low shadowing effect during laser-deposited Co-alloy films formed on Si substrates with
the laser ablation, thickness of 200 nm are shown in Fig. 5(a). For the sputter-

Th, compositions of the Co-alloy films and correspond- deposited film, a strong diffraction peak of hcp Co(002) and
ing target materials are shown in Table 1. All data were re- relatively weak diffraction of hcp Co(100), Co(101), and
producible and no local variation in the deposition area was Co(t10) are observed, while the laser-deposited films for
observed. The relative difference between the film and target various alloy compositions show the diffraction peaks of fcc
composition is less than 5% for the Co-Cr-Ta alloy. How- Co(lll) (dt..=0.2059 nm), Co(200), and Co(220). Weak
ever, Cr concentration in the Co-Cr-Pt film is relatively diffraction of hcp Co(100) and Co(101) are also observed.
20%-30% lower than the target composition. The decrease Diffraction spectra for the Co-alloy(30 nm)/Cr(50 nm) films
of Cr content in the Co-Cr-Pt film might he due to the vola- are shown in Fig. 5(b). Diffraction peaks of bec Cr(110) and
tilization of Cr from the film during the high-energy (200) are observed for the sputter-deposited film. However,
deposition.t' the laser-deposited films show no diffraction from the Cr

Figure 3 shows the coercivities for the laser-deposited underlayer, and a broad diffraction peak of fcc Co(Ill) is
Co/Cr, Co-Cr-Ta/Cr, and Co-Cr-Pt/Cr films and the sputter- observed for some alloy compositions. The diffraction of
deposited Co-Cr-Pt/Cr film formed on Si substrate at a tern- laser-deposited Co/Cr film could not be indexed. Figure 6
perature of 250 TC. The coercivities for the laser-deposited shows the dark-field image of a TEM micrograph for the
film are as low as 20-150 Qe, which are roughly one-fifth of laser-deposited CoCr7 Pt4 (fcc)/Cr film. The crystalline grain
the value of the sputter-deposited film. The coercivities of size of the magnetic film is as small as 10-20 nm. The vague
the laser-deposited Co-Cr-Ta and Co-Cr-Pt films decrease as diffraction ring is attributed to the poor crystalline orienta-
the Cr content in the films increases. Among the alloy coin- tion of the fine grains. The low coercivity of the laser-
positions, the CoCr 7Pt 4 film showed the highest coercivity. deposited films is probably due to the lack of the hcp Co
Further, the coercivity raised up to 220 Oe by using Ni-P/ phase which is essential for a high magnetic anisotropy. The
Al-Mg as the substrate. Figure 4 shows the saturated flux fcc Co of the high-temperature phase is possibly formed by

the laser-depositing atom which has relatively high energy
(-100 eV).tO

TABLE I. The composition of the Co-alloy films and corresponding target
materials. The values in parentheses show the ratio of film composition to
targe composition. C

Target composition (at. %) Film composition (at. %) " •

CD Cr Pt Ta- o Cr pt Ta .

86.1 9.90 ... 3.98 85.9 10.1 ... 4.02 eor' + r"
(1.00) (1.02) (1.0o)

82.1 13.9 ... 3.99 82.6 13.6 ... 3.81
(1.01) (0.98) (0.96) Ca, a, ,

i ~TWM Warap a mm r
85.9 10.1 4.03 ... 88.4 7.28 4.25 ...

(1.03) (0.72) (1.05)

81.0 15.0 4.02 ." 83.6 12.5 4 -00 FIG. 4. Saturatio flux density for the laser-deposited films and the sputter-
(1.03) (0.83) (1.00) deposited film vs the time-average deposition rate. Sputtering Ar pressure:

0.7 Pa.
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CanAaw FIG. 6. Dark-field image of TEst nicrograph for the taser-deposited
CKW. L_ CoCr7Pt.(fcc)/Cr film: (a) plan-view. (b) cross-sectional view.
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Transverse susceptiblifty and ferromagnetic resonance of HI-S
Mei@ Os tape

I&MOO fi Wmbtop der •EWt~mc Ask4mi Ux""u~ of TechnoAW• Terkre 55, 52056
AaCheM Gemm"y

analyen aun ptulia t r Ma ) and fesr. he rest o and a surp emon (FMR) ate measured on
commercially available metal-evaporated video tape manlfactured by the contnuos varying
incidence method, so that the colupns art inclined at an angh ri with respect to Hhe recordind
dir'ectiont. Due to the denmagnlettzatuo• of the tape the magnetization vector is at an extr'insic
inclination angle 0,,<O0, with respect to the recording direction, which is determined to be 24* by
analyzing angular remarience curves. Thle results of"IS and FMR meaurments on the dependence
of the angle ONv between applied field and tape normal are symmetrical to ON= Aem. In-plane TS
measurements parallel and perpendicular to the recording direction lead to HA = 440 kA/n and an

intrinsic inclination angle 0#=44°. Using these values, measured and calculated resonance field
values H. are in good agreement except for 0*< ON<50*. The analysis of H. in the vicinity of
#N= 2 4

° leads to HA=
6 4

0 kA/m and 
0 ,= 3 7 °. Thus, Stoner-Wohlfarth behavior with lower

anisotropy field strength as determined perpendicular to the preferential axis of magnetization is
suggested. In contrast toT'S measurements, no results can be found that fit the resonance field value
both parallel and perpendicular to the film normal.

I. IHOUCTION tization vector by 1 and 9) the equilibrium state is deter-
mined by minimizing the free energy per unit volume G,

Metal-evaporated (ME) recording tape is one of the most

promising magnetic tapes because of its excellent magnetic G/K 1 = -[sin 0 sin O0 cos ip+ os 1 cos O4]z-2a cos 6
properties. The measurements discussed in this article are +10Isin 0 Sin ON COSo- PN)+ C s C S

performed on a commercially available metal-evaporated
video tape, Sony I--8 metal-E. This tape is manufactured by (1)
oblique evaporation of CooNim in oxygen atmosphere in a normalized by the first order anisotropy constant KI. Abbre-
roll-to-roll coater. As a result of the continuous varying inci- viations are a= H/HA, = MS/HA and the anisotropy field
dence (CVI) method a curved columnar microstructure oc- strength HA=2Kft/AoM,. M, is the saturation magnetiza-
curs: The columns are inclined at some average angle 0

1m tion of the tape taking the volumetric packing fraction into
with respect to the recording direction. account.

"Tue transverse susceptibility (TS) method was applied in For the determination of the transverse susceptibility a
the past in the field of magnetic recording t 2 as well as to perturbation approschZ? is used, with the additional free-
hard magnetic materials. 3 All measurements were performed energy density in the excitation field
on stacks of the tape material using an experimental setup
described earlier.3 Ferromagnetic resonance absorption GIK1 = 2a. sin0 cos(- v,) and a,=HClHA. (2)
(FMR) measurements have been carried out previously using The resonance frequencies for the elliptical precession mo-
particle assemblies with dominating magnetocrystalline an- tion of the magnetization vector around its equilibrium posi-
isotropy and magnetic recording media.4 The absorption
spectra are obtained using a cylindrical H0 ,1 microwave cav-
ity with stacks of tape samples placed in the center of the z
cavity, where the applied static magnetic field and magnetic
component of the microwave field are perpendicular. 6  ,..

a6

& THEORY

In order to determine the theoretical TS and FMI1Y
curves, consider the coordinate system given in Fig. 1. The z -"

* axis is chosen parallel to the dc bias field direction perpen-
dicular to which there is an additional ac excitation field H.
Furthermore, the curved anisotropy axis of the ME tape is x
approximated as a straight line with an angle #1 to the re-
crding direction and defines the x-z plane. The orientation FI. 1. CO* at The S a •utOWrip 0y am (ea.) is bacd

of the flm plane is indicatd by the tape normal N or 161v and 6.k) -• =%k Add. . , ** * ID (es-

p'., respectively. Characterizing the position of the magne- (r.d.) is mws ina the wnt.
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rion ar calculatedo and the natural prcession frewaqacc

w,,, which is the eigenfrequency for vanishing applied field, I R

is determined to be
Wast YA'o/HA lcos2( ftM- #.,) - • sin2 O•

x Vocos 2(0, - 0..,) + P cos 2 10,., (3) 1AN

with the gyromagnetic ratio y and the angles 0. and I0.
[see Eq. (4) and Fig. 1]. .1 -2% 1 2 me

Analyzing the theoretical results, ME tape behaves like a ,,,aainso,•.
single-domain particle with an effective easy axis parallel to
the equilibrium orientation of the magnetization vector in
case of vanishing bias field. Therefore, the angle between FIG 2. Result of the in-plafk e iS measuement perpendialar to the record-
recording direction and effective easy axis defines the extrin-
sic inclination angle de. Particularly, the magnetization
vector always lies in the plane defined by H and the effective -o>o.. can be detected if the external magnetic field is ap-
easy axis represented by 10, which is related to Oiw and 0 plied parallel (perpendicular) to the preferential direction of
by the magnetization vector. Taking into account the detagne-

Ssin 2Oei=sin2(Ois-Oext)]. (4) tization due to the shape of the magnetic tape and an incli-
nation angle O10t between recording direction and the average

Ill. MEASUREMENTS ON METAL-EVAPORATED TAPE crystal c axis, similar results can be observed by only con-
A. sidering the external inclination angle 0,,,: lowest (highest)A. Traneverse S lbility resonance field strength occurs, if the external field is applied

According to the calculation given above, the two sig- at 0,, (O0.+90*) with respect to the recording direction.
nificant curves for the TS of metal-evaporated tape are the Figure 3 shows measured and calculated resonance field
out-of-plane measurement parallel to 4.t and the in-plane strength He,(ON) of metal-evaporated tape in dependence
measurement perpendicular to the recording direction, on the angle between static magnetic field and film normal.

In the out-of-plane case, the easy axis as well as the bias In contrast to the measurements performed by Kohmoto and
field is oriented perpendicular to the excitation field. The Alexander,12 the shift of the maximum resonance field
coincidence of the measuring angle with d_ can be con- strength H4 to angles 1N>O for metal-evaporated tape is
firmed by the largest field range of practically constant TS obvious. The external inclination angle 0e, is determined to
around H= 0 and by the symmetry of the measuring results, be 24* in accordance with AR and TS measurements. Using
For the ME tape investigated here, this procedure yields 0i.=44° and HA= 4 4 0 kA/m as obtained by the TS mea-
O€e=24° in accordance with the results of the angular rema- surement (fit 1 in Fig. 3), the calculated resonance field
nence (AR) measurement.9  strengths are in good agreement with the experimental re-

In case of in-plane measurement perpendicular to the suIts except for ION-Ocj<20°.
recording direction, the easy axis and the excitation field are In order to fit the out-of-plane measurements nearly per-
perpendicular to the bias field. The equilibrium state of mag- pendicular to the preferential axis of magnetization, the an-
netization becomes unstable at the transition into saturation, isotropy field strength is determined to be HA = 640 kA/m
which is indicated by a theoretically infinite TS. Whereas in (fit 2 in Fig. 3). So, the intrinsic inclination angle can be
case of an ellipsoid of revolution with coinciding crystallo- calculated to be Oit=37* comparable to results of Richter."
graphic and rotational axis the field strength Hp at this point Measured and calculated curves are fitted at a field strength
is the effective anisotropy field,tO it now depends on M,, HA Hh= 1650 kA/m high above the switching field strength
and 10,,. Since the relation between jO, 0im, and #ext is al-
ready known [Eq. (4)], 0j, can be calculated to be

tan =(l +P/ap)tw 0., with a,=HIH•. (5) 1,e0as, r I *

By uqe of the experimental results Hp= 320 kA/m (Fig. 2),

O0.t=24* and M,=380 kA/m," Ow is evaluated to 440,
corresponding to HA =440 kA/m. If HA is determined using I k2

a fit to the curve measured parallel to the recording 70 . . -ft

I direction3 the value HA, 0 obtained is about 5% higher. . .

-W -46.46 -4 * 24 43

B. Fenm agt 
&recaince

Out-of-plane resonance spectra varying the angle 1&N be- FIG. 3. Measued and calculated ramisooe field strength H, for metal-
tween static magnetic field and tape normal are m at evaporated tape. Usin' HA = 440 kAsm as obtained by IS meamemena (fitm d at ), typical devintio occur for oientatim nearly perpendicuan to t ef-
37.3 GHlz. Due to the resonance behavior of single-domain fective eay eais. To fit these resonace field valmes HA =640 eAhn is used
particles the lowest (highest) resonance field strength for (fit 2).
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Hn.=HA[cos 2( 0 5 t-O•)+p cos 20,n] curve perpendiclar to the recording direction should vanish,
3 Minwhich is not the case in practice, the consideration of a tex-
=830 kA/n, ture function with an out-of-plane distribution seems

so that incoherent switching behavior does not influence the necessary.' If, therefore, a Gaussian distribution symmetrical
determination of the anisotropy field. In order to analyze the to the recording direction is assumed at a rough estimate, the
switching behavior of the particles the measuring frequency standard deviation amounts to 220 for the MP tape and to 60
must be lowered (ow<waj,), so that microwave hysteresis oc- for the ME tape. The latter results were obtained without

curs. Using tj>w,, FMR determines the anisotropy field considering the demagnetizing effect of the tape which in
strength considering the stiffness of the magnetization vector general reduces the observed inclination angle. Thus, these
to its equilibrium position. The explanations due to the standard deviations may be regarded as concerning the angle
switching behavior and due to the stiffness are quite Oem, whereas the correct value for in, should be higher.
similar,' but the calculation is in contradiction to the experi- Looking at the FMR results for ME tape, the deviation
mental results for IO&N-OeI,>20°. Maximum resonance field between experiment and calculation occurs for an applied
strength HA considering inclination is calculated approxi- field nearly perpendicular to the effective easy axis. An im-
mately to be perfect texture cannot affect this deviation, because misalign-

- ( ment of the particles causes a broader resonance spectrum,
SHh-,7HA(Ot/rad-0.278), (6) but maximum resonance field value is not influenced. Con-4 for 35°<0iqt<45°, and that value of HA yielding O1%.=24*. sidering the demagnetization due to the particle shape and a

volumetric packing fraction less than 1, the results of HAC. Comparlon to measuremelnt on metal-partlcle have to be explained as the effective anisotropy field strength
tape of the particles.

Since in case of an ideally textured MP tape there is no In contrast to the results performed on longitudinal and

inclination angle of the easy axes with respect to the film perpendicular recording media in case of ME tape no value
plane, in-plane measurements of the TS should be sufficient of anisotropy field strength can be found to simultaneously
for the determination of the magnetic anisotropy. For the fit resonance spectra parallel and perpendicular to the effec-
Sony MP tape investigated here, the measurement perpen- tive easy axis. Coherent rotation with lower anisotropy field
dicular to the recording direction yields a peak-field value of strength as determined perpendicular to the preferential axis
HP= 380 kA/m (Fig. 2) whereas HA,O is evaluated to be 585 of magnetization is suggested to be a valid mechanism.
kAWn. According to the FMR measurements, HA= 5 85 Summarizing, the equilibrium state of the magnetization
kAWm holds for the MP tape for all orientation angles ON, vector can be described as predicted by Stoner and
showing no deviations as mentioned in the measurements on Wohlfarth,14 whereas these results do not necessarily imply
ME tape. that irreversible switching occurs by uniform rotation.
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V - Low-temperature sputter deposition of high-coercivity Co-Cr films
Sfor perpendicular recording

Naold Honcl mid Kazuhim OuwN
Ah• em • Itwrc taae of Advanced Technology Akwoi k 1-6 Japan

Shun-M• wvasa
Tohai innWide of Tecwkog% SendoA 982, Japan

A low-temperature magnetron sputter-deposition method for Co-Cr medium has been developed.

Films of 17 wt % Cr-Co were deposited to a thickness of 100-200 nm onto glass substrates over an
extremely wide range of Ar gas Pessr at room temperature. A high hop c-axis orientation to the
film normal (A6&<6°) could be obtained even at pressures over 50 Pa (375 mTorr) when the films
were deposited onto a well-oriented c-axis Ti underlayer. Co-Cr films with a perpendicular

4 coercivity as high as 1000 Oe with an anisotropy field of 5 kOe were obtained at extremely high Ar
pressures; eg., 70 Pa (525 mrTor). Scanning electron microscopy observations showed that the films
had a fine columnar structure with distinct grain boundaries and the grain size was dramatically
reduced with the introduction of the Ti underlayer. It was determined that the large anisotropy field

* for the Co-Cr films is attributed to crystalline anisotropy. The mechanism of magnetization reversal
in the films is suggested to be rotational.

I. INTRODUCTION field Hk(.L) for the films was evaluated from the area

Co-Cr films have been extensively investigated as bounded by the initial magnetization curve and the saturation
ultrahigh-density recording media.1- 3 Such films require level in the first quadrant of the in-plane M-H curve. The

high perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and high coercivity. temperature dependence of the magnetic properties and an-

Sputter-deposited Co-Cr films with high anisotropy and co- gular dependence of the coercivity of the films were mea-
er-desithae Ceentho-Crt filmswithinable onsured as a means for investigating the origin of the magneticercivity have been thought to be attainable only under con- -

ditions of high temperature and low Ar gas pressure.4 These anisotropy and the magnetization reversal mechanism. The

conditions, however, impose difficulties in the design of pro- hcp c-axis orientation of the films was evaluated by the half-
duction sputter systems for hard and flexible disk media and width of the (002) x-ray-diffraction line using CuKa radia-

tion.
impose heat restrictions upon the substrates used. To avoid

these problems, a new sputter-deposition method which en-
ables low discharge voltage and low temperature for Co-Cr 1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
medium has been developed. An extremely wide range of At A. Ar prom ro depende"ce of coercmty
pressure together with underlayer effect was studied. The
microstructure and magnetic properties of the films am also Figure 1 shows the Ar pressure dependence of perpen-
investigated. dicular coercivity Hc(.L) for 100- and 200-nm-thick Co-Cr

films deposited at room temperature onto well-oriented Ti

IL E FUENT underlayers. For Ar pressures greater than 50 Pa, the dis-
charge voltage is reduced to as low as 300 V as compared to

Films were deposited by dc magnetron sputtering using 500 V for Ar pressure of 0.2 Pa.5 Using the Ti underlayer, the
3-in.-diam targets. A 17 wt % Cr-Co alloy target was used for c-axis orientation of the Co-Cr films was improved (AO50
Co-Cr films. Sputter-deposited Mi was used as the less than 6*) even at the highest Ar sputter pressure. The
underlayer.5 The target-substrate separation disance was 55 coercivity is very low at low Ar pressures as noted in earlier
mm and the input power was 200 W for all cases. All depo-
sitions were made on slide glass substrates. The thicknesses
of the films were 100 nm for the MI undekrayers and either 1200 12 ,
100 or 2N0 am for the Co-Cr films. The deposition condition
for the M underlayes was held constant at Ar pressure of 0.2 1000 0
Pa and at room temperature. These conditions assure high . 800 8
c-axis orientation of the Ti film.6 For Co-Cr depositions the •
Apressure ranged from 0.2 Pa up to 100 Pa and the sub- 600 -
susie temtperature was set at room temperature except for a40
reference film which was deposited at 250 C. 200 2

Microstructure of the Co-Cr films was observed by a 0
field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE SEM) for 0 10 100
both the surface and the fractured cross section. Magnetic Ar Pressure tPa]
properties of the films were measured using a vibrating
sample magnetometer (VSM). The perpendicular anisotropy FIO. 1. At prewat dependenc of ,(±.) ad H,() For Co- f Alms
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(a) 02F. (b)IMO? W (~5M FIG, 3. Model for microstructure change of Co-Cr film with At pressure-

U U layer, especially at high Ar pressures (around 50 Pa) whereU ~ the reduction is evident [compare Fig. 2(c) %sith Fig. 2(e)il.
M 5VAThe grain diameter is reduced to about 35 nm from abour 60

nm. The reduction was also confirmed by an atomic force
- - ~ 0Omicroscope (AFM) observation of the film surface. Co-Cr

depositions at these Ar pressures with the Ti underlayer ex-
4 (d) 100P5 (e) 50ftwv3M uimtk hibit a fine-grained columnar structure with distinct bound-

aries.
FIG. 2. SEM observation of sufFace and cross section of Co-Cr films At higher Ar pressures (above 50 Pa), a reduction in
deposited at Ar pressure of 0.2-100 Pa. (e) for Ti underlayer. grain size with Ar pressure was observed [Fig. 2(d)], In the

Thornton model,d the reduction in grain size is shown for
r However, at pressures above 5 Pa, thm coercivity low substrate temperatures below ToTf <.h , where Ta . de-

nreprs.e notes the melting point of the material. However,

for the 200-nm-thick films and 1030 e for the 100-nm-thickn-graine olmr alloy ithist incthe

films at around 30 and 70 Pa, respectively. (The thickness model predicts grain size growth. The deviation from Thorn-
dependence of coercivity will be presented elsewhere.) The ton's model may be explained by the decrease in migration
perpendicular anisotrop. field Hk(i) for all films was about energy for the deposited atoms due to collisions with Ar

5 kOe regardless of coercivity, as shown in Fig. 1. The Co-Cr atoms at higher AS pressures.

films deposited without the Ti underlayer at high A pres- .The mictostructure change with Ar pressure is summa-

sures showed an increase in coercivity up to 600 oe, but the nzed in Fig. 3 as a schematic model for the present Co-Cr

films had low crystal orientation and low perpendicular an- films deposited onto the Ti underlayer at wide Ar pressure

isotropy fields less than 2 k~ e. range and at room temperature.

B. Mlmroftragturd C. Magnetic propertise

The microstructure was investigated for the films depos- The m -H loops of three samples listed in Table I are
ited over a wide Ar pressure range onto Ti underlayers. Fig- shown in Figs. 4(a)-4(c). Sample no. I [Fig. 4(a)] was Tre-
ure 2 shows the surface and fractured cross section of the pared by a high-temperature deposition as a typical conven-
Co-Cr films 200 nm thick observed by SEM. The figure tional Co-Cr film with a high H"(i). 4 The perpendicular co-
shows that at low Ar pressures, the grains are small with faint ercivity of sample no. 2 [Fig. 4(b)] is very small in spite of
grain boundaries [Fig. 2(a)]. A transition region with fine the large perpendicular anisotropy field. The M-H loop in
grains is abserved at around 5 Pa [Fig. 2(f)]. Then at about the film normal shows a shoulder which suggests that the
10 Pa the grains become larger with increasing Ar pressure magnetization reversal of the filim occurs primarily by
up to 50 Pa [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)], whereupon a columnar domain-wall motion."n 2 Sample no. . [Fig. 4(c)] has almost
structure with distinct grain boundaries is observed. The the same anisotropy field as sample no. 2 but exhibits a much
change of film morphologies is recognized as corresponding higher coercivity [HimL)>l000 deo. The M-H loops are
to the transition from zone T to zone I film strlcture as similar to those of s ample no. I [Fig. 4(a)] suggesting that
proposed by Thom ton for thick sputter-deposited films.r 0 it the magnetization reversaal mechanism is rotational." The
is also clear that tne grain size is reduced by the Ti under- dispersion of the crystal orientation of sample no. 3 is as

TABLE i. Sputering conditions and mgneitic proper laos of Co-Cr films.

Sample At press. Temp. aaot-C, Abh Hn , Ho M,
no. (Pa) wit) (em) (deg) re00 (kOe demurcmi)

1 0.2 2'q0 1801 3.9 1860 7 550
2 0.2 180 4.3 1310 4.8 510
3 70 25 100 5.8 1030 S 550
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FIG. 6. Angular dependence of H, for Co-Cr films in Table I.

FIG. 4. M-H loops for Co-Cr films in Table 1. tively agreed with that for sample no. 1, as shown in Fig. 6.

The dependence for no. 2 is entirely different from the other

two and is a typical curve for films with magnetization re-

Small as samples no. I and no. 2 indicating that the large versal regulated by domain-wall motions; i.e., the angular
anisotropy also originates from crystalline anisotropy. dependence is concave near 90'. By contrast, the angular

SIt is indicated above that the large anisotropy in the dependence for films no. I and no. 3 is convex at around 900
Co-Cr films deposited at high At pressures is derived from indicating the reversal to be regulated by a rotation
the film crystalline anisotropy. The SEM observation in Sec. mechanism.',13
III B, however, shows these films to have a fine columnar For film no. 3 the rotation magnetization reversal mecha-
structue with distinct grain boundaries, This structure may nism and the observation of a columnar microstructure with
also induce a large perpendicular anisotropy originating from distinct grain boundaries strongly indicates that Co-Cr films
the shape anisotropy. The temperature dependence of the an- deposited at high Ar pressures and at room temperature have
isotropy field was measured for the three samples and is magnetic separation between the grains. The magnetic isola-
shown in Fig. 5 together with temperature change of the tion between grains could also be responsible for high coer-
saturation magnetization M, for each sample. The tempera- civity of the films. The isolation in the films have been sup-
lure dependence of the anisotropy field for all three samples ported by a noise level decrease in the Co-Cr disk medium
is almost the same and is larger than that of the saturation prepared at a high Ar pressure.

14 
The Co-Cr films are likely

magnetization. These results suggest that shape anisotropy candidates for high-density recording media.

does not contribute to the overall perpendicular anisotropy

for these films. Note that, the decrease in the anisotropy field ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
for no. 3 is a little bit larger than that for no. 2 in which thecontib~ tin of sha e a iso ropy is egl gib e j dge fr m ~The authors w ould like to express th eir thanks to J. A rn-co ntributi n of shape anisotropy is negligible judged from its ak ,S O am t ,T Ch b , nd K r d o A T f rt ei
dense microstructure. It is concluded that crystalline anisot- ake, S. Okamoto, T. Chiba, and K. Harada of AiT for their

ropy is the main contributor to perpendicular anisotropy for
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In order to clarify the magnetization reversal mecha- 2070 (1987).
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Improvement of anisotropy of perpendicular magnetic recording tape
by Ta addition and Kr sputtering gas (abstract)

Wyoshi Kuga, Hideaki Yoshimoto, Yoshiro Yoneda, and Junji Numazawa
Science and Technical Research Labs., NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corpo• Kinula,
Sezagaya-ka, Tokyo 157, Japan

Masahiko Naoe
Department of Physical Electronics, rokyo Institute of Technology, 2-12-1 0-okayama, Megwvoa,
Tokyo 152, Japan

A perpendicular magnetic recording tape requires a high magnetic anisotropy field H'1 and a small
distribution of the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy field arkIlHk. It can be expected that by the
extension of the interplane distance of (002) plane d{o(2) in Co-Cr, a perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy energy will be increased and Hk becomes higher. It can be also expected that the ah/lHk
becomes smaller by the improvement of the crystallinity of Co-Cr film. Therefore, in order to
achieve the above, the following experiments were attempted. At first, a small amount of Ta was
added to Co-Cr. This, as a result, extended the d(002) of the Co-Cr from 2.033 to 2.046 A.
Consequently, Hk was increased from 4.4 to 5.1 kOe and Thkl/Hk was reduced from 0.14 to 0.11.
Second, as a sputtering gas, Kr gas was used instead of Ar gas. The use of Kr resulted in greater
crystallinity in the film, increasing the peak intensity 1(002) of x-ray diffraction of the Co-Cr-Ta from
2090 to 2500 cps. Consequently, o-*k/Hk was reduced up to 0.07. Last, a recording and reproducing
experiment with the Co-Cr-Ta tape was attempted with the use of a hilical-scan VTR machine. As
a result, a reproduced output of 56 nVo-p (pum T m/s) was obtained at the recording wavelength of
0.33 pAm. This figure is equivalent to the output at the recording wavelength of 0.66 Am of
metal-powder tape.

I
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* Emerging Hard Magnets Based on Interstitials F. J. Cadieu, Chairman

High field magnetization measurements of Sm2Fe917 , SM^F1 N, SM2 Fe17D5 ,
and Pr2Fe17, Pr2Fe 17 N3 (invited)

0. Isnard
lnstini Laue Langevin, HP 156, 38042 Grenoble Cedex, France

S. Miragla
Laboratoire de Cristallographie, CNRS 166X, 38042 Grenoble Ceder France

M. Guillot
Service National des Champs Intenses, CNRS 166X, 38042 Grenoble Cedex. France

D. Fruchart
Laboratoire de Cristallographie, CNRS 166X, 38042 Grenoble Cedex, France

We report high magnetic field magnetization measurements of the ferromagnetic compounds
Sm2Fe17, Sm 2Fel.N 3, Sm 2Fe17Ds, and Pr2FeI7 , Pr2Fel 7N3 performed up to 200 kOe in continuous
field. We present isothermal magnetization curves measured at 4.2 and 300 K on oriented powder
samples. The M(H) curves show that the axial anisotropy fields obtained for the nitride are larger
than those previously reported. The results are discussed in the light of neutron powder diffraction
data. The magnetic anisotropy constants K, and K2 have been determined, taking into account the
angular distribution of the grain axis.

I. INTRODUCTION for Sm2Fet7 N2.7 , comparable to that of Nd2Fe14B (512

Since the discovery of Nd2Fe14B in 1983, the search for k "Im3).1
3 '5 Sm2Fe11N27 offers some intrinsic advantages

new hard magnetic materials has turned toward iron-rich such as a higher Curie temperature: 477 °C instead of 312 °C

compounds. Many works have been devoted to the study of for Nd2Fel 4B.
the effect of hydrogen on the intrinsic properties of interme- In addition, R2Fe17Z. compounds (Z=H, C, or N) are
tallic phases. It has recently been found that hydrogen is not interesting from the fundamental point of view since light
the only light element that can be inserted into intermetallic element insertion allows us to probe the physical properties

compounds. The discovery of new ternary magnetic materi- of the compounds. Depending on the location of the intersti-

als based on rare earth element-transition metal and ';-,ht tial in the crystal cell and its specific chemical properties

elements, i.e., B, C, or N has triggered a renewed interest in (size, electronegativity, etc.), parameters such as Curie tem-

permanent magnet materials. Among the new phases some perature, crystal electric field, magnetization, or magneto-
have previously unknown structures such as Nd2Fe 4B,,2 crystalline anisotropy can be modified, leading to better

Y 3Fe62B1 4,3 Nd2Fe23B 3 ,' and R6Fe 13Si,
5 whereas others can knowledge of the magnetic interactions encountered in these

be regarded as interstitial compounds whose crystal structure structures.
is closely related to that of a binary alloy: ThFe C ,6 We present high field magnetization measurements per-
R2Fe 1  x,7C8 R2FelTH 5,9 R2FelTN,10 R(FeM)1N ,1 formed up to 200 kOe in continuous fields on Sm 2Fe17,

R(FeM) 12C., and R(FeM)I 2H.1
2 

compounds. The most strik- Sm2Fel 7N 3, Sm2Fe1 7D5 , and on Pr2Fe1 7, Pr2 Fe17N 3. The

ing feature of these new interstitial compounds is the in- magnetic anisotropy constants KI, K 2 are determined from
crease of Curie temperature (Tc) above that of the parent the isothermal magnetization curves measured parallel and
material. This effect is remarkably large in R2Fe1 , where perpendicular to the EMD. The intrinsic magnetic properties
insertion of H, C, or N leads to an increase in T, of about of these compounds are discussed and compared. Emphasis
200, 350, and 400 *C, respectively. Much attention has been is put on the influence of each interstitial element on the
paid to the Sm 2Fe17N, and Sm 2FeI 7C, phases which have magnetocrystulline anisotropy. Results are discussed in light
both an easy magnetization direction (EMD) parallel to the C of previous neutron powder diffraction study, and the influ-
axis of the Th2Zn,7 structure and a substantial anisotropy ence of the synthesis route on the properties of the nitride is

field. These two features make these compounds promising also discussed.
candidates for permanent magnet applications. The conven-
tional figure of merit used to compare permanent magnetic II. SAMPLE PREPARATION
materials is the energy product (BH)., which is propor-
tional to the maximum energy that can be stored by the mag- The starting alloys were prepared by induction melting
net in the field it creates. The theoretical maximum energy in a cold crucible under an argon atmosphere. For the prepa-
product is (BH)._=poM2/4, where M, is the saturation ration of Sm 2Fe17 , a small excess of Sm was added in order
magnetization. It has been estimated to be about 470 kJ/m 3  to avoid a-Fe precipitation in the subsequent reactions that
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lead to the hydride or nitride. We will now describe the •

preparation of hydrides and nitrides, respectively.
The main route that has been used to prepare these in-

sertion compounds is a solid-gas reaction where the starting
alloy is ground into a fine powder. The reactions have been
performed at pressures ranging from 1 to 10 bar. Some
samples needed a thermal activation at about 150 *C. If one
disregards surface effects the hydrogenation process is rather
well understood. It is a continuous process since pressure-
composition isotherms show the typical solid solution shape
with no absorption plateau.' 6 Such a plateau would suggest
the existence of a phase separation due to the formation of
distinct stoichiometric phases. Surface effects prevent a clear
analysis of the reaction kinetics; however, a rather reliable
picture of the process can be derived from the lattice param-
eter behavior from in-beam hydrogenation as will be seen
later.•17 The maximum amount of absorbed hydrogen esti-
mated by gravimetric and volumetric methods was 5 hydro-
gen atoms per formula unit, which was subsequently con- 62

firmed by structure refinement.
The choice of nitrogen as a prospective interstitial was

initiated by Coey's group. The early nitrogenation attempts FIG. [. R2Fe1, crystal structure, Large and small circles refer to rare-earLb
and iron atoms, respectively. Octahedral and tetrahedral sites arC labeled 1

were made using an ammonia flow at moderate pressures and 2. respectively.
(-'1 bar).' 0 This process led to the decomposition of ammo-
nia into hydrogen and nitrogen with one or both of them
being absorbed by the starting alloy. Later, most groups
turned to nitrogen gas with a typical reaction temperature
between 450 and 550 TC. The largest nitrogen concentration Ill STRUCTURE
that can be accommodated in these compounds is 3 N atoms
per formula unit. It is now established that the Sm 2Fe17 ni- A significant increase of the unit cell volume is observed
trides are metastable compounds which decompose into as well as a fairly anisotropic cell expansion which takes
SmN ard Fe or an Fe nitride in a thermally activated place in the basal plane rather than along the c axis of the
manner.18l&9 For this reason most low pressure nitrogenation hexagonal lattice. Neutron diffraction experiments have lo-
routes lead to the formation of these coercivity-hindering cated H and N.9,26-

7 Mainly two kinds of available sites have
products, because the reaction temperature has to be raised to been pointed out. Ihe larger sites are six-coordinated holes
values close to that of the decomposition temperature. The that can be regarded as distorted octahedra with four iron
formation of iron particles during the process must be pre- atoms and two rare earth atoms at the comers (Fig. 1). Corn-
vented since soft magnetic extra phases can act as nucleation plete filling of these sites corresponds to the formulas
sites for reverse magnetic domains and cause a decrease in R2Fe17H3 and R2Fe1 7N3 , respectively. The other available
coercivity. sites are four-coordinated sites which can be considered as

We recently proposed a high pressure nitrogenation distorted tetrahedra with two iron atoms and two rare earth
process2° that permits a lower reaction temperature; by doing atoms at the corners. The latter sites can lt additionally oc-
this, the diffusion of metal atoms and the disproportionation cupied by hydrogen but not nitrogen giving a final concen-
reaction are slowed down. This leads to cleaner samples with tration R2FC17H5 . A full occupancy of these sites is not pos-
almost no a-Fe and with nitrogen compositions closer to 3. sible owing to steric considerations and repulsion criteria. A

The reaction kinetics and the nitrogen insertion scheme time-resolved neutron diffraction experiment in which the
are a matter of controversy. It has to be known whether ni- in-beam desorption17 of a hydride was followed has shown
tides with intermediate compositions are stable or not. In that the octahedral sites are filled first, up to the concentra-
order to understand the nitrogenation process, a sample of tion R2Fe17H3 , after which the tetrahedral sites are filled.
Nd2Fe17 was heated under a constant N2 gas flow at normal This filling scheme is nicely supported by the lattice param-
pressure in the beam of a neutron diffractometer and the eter behavior as a function of the interstitial concentration.
diffraction patterns were recorded as a function of the reac- An important structural result concerns the increase of
tion time.'s This study showed that even at the beginning of certain interatomic distances induced by interstitial insertion.
the reaction the nitrogenated phase is highly charged, with a These distances are the so-called Fe-Fe dumbbells, which are
composition that remains constant during the course of the very short in the host structure and are relaxed upon intersti-
reaction. This picture is supported by Kerr microscopy ex- tial insertion. The relaxation of the local stressed parts of the
periments carried out by Mukai et aL21 Colucci ef aL2 2- in structure is believed to favor positive Fe-Fe exchange
a microanalysis study of the nitrogenation process reached interactions28 and accounts for the spectacular increase of the
the same conclusion. Curie temperature that is observed upon insertion.
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IV. IEX MENT FIG. 4. Sm2Fe17 Ds magnetization curves at 4.2 and 300 K.

Magnetic measurements over the temperature range 4.2-
300 K were performed using an automatic system provided
with a cryostat associated with a calorimeter and described in isotherm curves M(H) obtained at 4.2 and 300 K are shown

Ref. 26. The extraction technique was used to measure the in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5 for Sm 2Felt7N 3, Sm 2Fe1 7D5 , and

magnetization in continuous magnetic fields up to 200 kOe Pr2FeI 7N 3 oriented samples, respectively. The experimental

produced by a water-cooled Blitter magnet. No single crystals accuracy is estimated to be -- 2%. The Curie temperature of

are available due to the high twraperature instability of the the samples was determined using a homemade Faraday type

nitrides. Thus, to distinguish beths en the easy plane and device; the powder was sealed in silica tubes to avoid out-

easy axis magnetocrystalline anisotropy, samples were made gassing and oxidization at hig'h temperature.

from oriented fine powders with a particle size smaller than It can be seen that all the /,amples exhibit a high anisot-

25 Am. The magnetic field was applied eii,,; Parallel or ropy. In a field higher than about 25 kOe, no hysteresis was

perpendicular to the alignment direction. The powder was detected when applying an increasing or decreasing field. No

aligned at room temperature using an orientation field of
typically 10 kOe and fixed in epoxy resin. Magnetization

4C1

%m.2 FeI7 A3 300K 32"[

2- "...

P~~gI " ..... ..... ..... .... .* .

N. ...... .o,-0°0 :1

f20 P2 '7 4

21 1 0 1 1g 5 20 LMagnetic Feld (kOe) (kG.)
M., k(oe)

FIG. 3. Sm2 Fe,,NN mnanettiatan cotves at 300 K. tIett: I/H
2 

extrapola.
tion. FIG. 5. Pr2Fe1 7 N, mag. ,rves at 4.2 and 300 K.
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TABLE I. ReIsvo maginet fea es of doe maidld compoa&.

4.2K 300K

T, Ms K, K, M, K, K2
(K) (pB/lu) (M)iM 1) (Mi/m3) (Blf) (Mi/M 3) (Mi/m

3
)

Sin2Fe7 385 29.9 -3.0±0.4 W21<0.1 26.3 -1.75!0.3 IK21<0.05
S.12FjeADs 565 34.9 -3.8-±0.25 0.55±0.3 31.5 -2.80±0.2 0.55±0.2
Sm-,F1tj7N 3  755 40.5 10.8-+0.4 -4.1 ±0.4 37.8 10.4:t0.4 -5±1

Pr2 Ie,, 293 35.2 -3.7±0.3 0.55±0.1 1606
Pr2 FelN 3  731 38.5 -4.5±0.5 0.8 ±0.3 36 -4.0±0.5 0.5±0.2

*olun in applied kM of 20 kOe.

change was found in any of our M(H) curves when the model proposed in Ref. 31 applied to Nd-Fe-B. The free
cooling of the sample was made in the maximum field or energy of a single particle, i.e., a small single crystal, is
without field. All the compounds display basal plane anisot- given by
ropy, mainly determined by the Fe-sublattice anisotropy, ex-
cept for Sm 2Fe17N3 where uniaxial anisotropy was found EF=Kj sin' 0+K, sin4 0-MH cos.O- 0), (2)

over the entire ferromagnetic temperature range. At 4.2 K the where 8 is the angle between the c axis and the magnetiza-
high field measurements on Sm 2Fe11N3 show that even in tion M,) and 4, is the angle between the magnetic field H and
200 kOe, the saturation magnetization is not achieved, al- the c axis. The first two terms represent the magnetocrystal-
though the anisotropy field is around 200 kOe at room tern- line anisotropy for uniaxial crystals (anisotropy constants of
perature (Figs. 2 and 3). higher order than K 2 were neglected). The magnetization re-

solved along the H direction is

V. DATA ANALYSIS M=M, cos[ 04-90(04,H)]. (3)

We discuss first the law of approach to saturation. In Therefore we can obtain M(H) if we know the distribution
magnetic fields above 40 kOe the magnetization curves were f(O) which gives the probability that the angle between the
found to be fitted by M(H)=M,+ a/H2 with a goodness of EMD of a particular grain and the field H is equal to 4,.
fit better than 0.998. In Table I are reported the values of M, It seems reasonable to assume that the distribution of the
per mole deduced from extrapolation of the M(H) curves EMD is a Gaussian function around the direction of the
with H parallel to the alignment direction. The values of the aligning field. To facilitate the numerical calculations, the
Curie temperature have been listed as well. Nitrogenation or distribution used was 40% of the grains for which 0=0, 28%
hydrogenation lead to a strong enhancement of the saturation (0,=5'), 18% (46= 10'), 9%, (0= 15'), 3% (0=20°), and 1%
magnetization and R large increase of the Curie temperature. (4=25°). Within this approximation the component of the
This behavior originates from the crystal lattice expansion as magnetization parallel to H at a given temperature can be
discussed in previously published papers. expressed by

The magnc~ic . nisotropy is the only parameter whtur
affects the magnetization curve through a I/H

2 ter-m for an% 1
crystal symmetry. Since in high fields domain wall p,,r-t, M =- M', cos(ooi- a), (4)

are no longer acti e, any change in M(H) results from a i-1

rotation of the magnetic moment. where the summation covers all N magnetic grains. For each
Iron particles in the R2Fej7N3 phase should result in a set of parameters (M., KI, K2 , 4,,, and H) the equilibrium

linear dependence of the magnetization with applied field angle is deduced by minimizing the free energy. Using M,
which is a characte-istic of the presence of a soft magnetic and 0,b values extracted from the approach to saturation and
material. The good Agreement with the 1/H 2 saturation law the Gaussian distribution, respectively, KI, K2 , and 0 were
(see the insert in Figs. 2 and 3) unambiguously witnesses the refined to fit the observed M(H) curve in the range 30-200
almost complete absence of elemental iron particles. kOe from

The determination of anisotropy constants K. from mag-
netization curves of polycrystalline samples is not straight- 2K1 sin 0 cos 0+4K2 s
forward because imperfect alignment leads to erroneous val- MH s (5)
ues. It is quite difficult to deduce K, even from the most -- 7 sin(O-Ok,)
general law of approach to saturation proposed by Niel" N

In this procedure K, and K2 were assumed to be field inde-
M(H)f=M,+ " (1) pendent. Since for each studied compound, the values of M,

i were found to be equal for both alignment directions, no
because of the lack of explicit relationship between ai and anisotropy of M, was taken into account.
KJ .3 In order to obtain accurate values of K1 from magne- A good control of the above distribution was obtained
tization curves of partially oriented samples we start from the from the study of a magnetically aligned resin-bonded
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mnisotropy in comparison with PrFe1l. This demo..trtes
Sm2 Fe17 N3 (tsam) that N atoms increase the crystal elearic field acting on the

. . .......... rare earth site.
", Since Sm2Fet7N3 offers a unique combination of high

4.2 K T¢, strong uni•• i• anisotropy with little temperature depen-

dence and kWrg remanence, Fig, 6 shows half of the hyster-
0.S. esis cycle measured at 4.2 K for the paurallel oriesied powder.-_~~ H (khab

• H kO=)A very respectable saturation magnetization of/,=oM, = 1.57

T is obtained above about 15 k•; this corresponds to a
thoeia Maxm um== energy product JA,"2/4 of 490 kS/m3.

-,0.s,,The remanent magnetization and the coercive field are found

"-1.0. equal to 0.95 T and 2.1 kOe, respectively. The observed
cycle corresponds to an estimated value of (BH)=, of 5
MG Oe. This result is much smaller than previous determi-

i .- nations, but mote that this is the hysteresis loop of untreated
_ _particles: no particular mechanical or thermal treatments

o-1 -10 -S 20 were applied after the orientation of the grains to improve
4 coercivity.

FIG. 6. Smn2FeN, hysteresis loop at 4.2 K. DI.

Our contribution is mainly experimental, but some theo-
Gd2Fe17 powder sample, measured perpendicular to the retical approach has recently arisen. The electronic structure
alignment direction at 4.2 and 300 K. A satisfactory fit (bet- calculation performed by Jaswal3 on R2Fe1 7N, has shown
ter than 3%) to the magnetization curve in the 30-200 WOe that the tremendous increase of the Curie temperature can be
range was obtained using the parameters M,=0.955T, understood theoretically using the spin fluctuation theory.37

Kt=-(2.0±0.1)MJ/m3, K 2=-(0.1±0.05)MJ/m3 
in reason- According to Jaswal, an increase in the magnetization and a

able agreement with a single crystal determination for substantial decrease in the density of states for the up (ma-
Gd2Fel7-32 K 1 = -(2.8±O.1)MJ/m 3

, K 2 =(0.14±0.05)MJ/m3 jority) spin are responsible for the Tc improvement. The
or for Y2Fet7 : K1 =-2.3 MJ/m

3 
K, = -0.11 MJ/m3.33 Be- itnase in magnetization as well as TC are mainly due to the

low 30 kOe the magnetization process is dominated by do- cell expansion that occurs upon inserting light elements lead-
main wall motion rather than by homogeneous rotation of ing to a narrowing of the Fe-d band due to a reduction in
magnetization as included in this model, overlap. This is a pure steric effect that is observed for C, N,

The intrinsic magnetic properties and the deduced an- as well as H. This is not the only effect of the interstitial on
isotrpy constants are summarized in Table I for the studied the magnetic properties. It has been shown2° that the mo-
samples. Introduction of interstitial atoms produces a large ments carried by the iron near neighbors of N are signifi-
increase in Tc : more than 400 K for Pr2Fe17N 3 but limited to cantly lower than those on the other iron sites. This was
200 K in the hydride. The second salient feature is that while confirmed by band structure calculation36- and interpreted
Sm2Fe1 7N3 presents a strong uniaxial anisotropy, Sm2Fe1 7D 5  at the light of strong hybridization between the Fe and N
shows in-plane anisotropy at 4.2 and 300 K Our results on electronic state.20 This feature has been also observed on
Sm 2Fej7N3 can be compared to those of Katter et aL

3
4 ob- R2 Fe17 carbides. 9

tained at 293 K. The values of the room temperature mag- The influence of interstitial elements on the physical
netic polarization 1.57 T are in good agreement; in contrast properties of R2Fet7 N3 can be divided into two classes.
the anisotropy constants are rather different: a value of K ,  (a) That induced by the volume expansion of the unit
20% higher, and a large negative value for K2 . We suggest cell, such as the increase of Curie temperature and magneti-
that in our compounds the nitrogen uptake attains its maxi- zation. These consequences of the interstitial insertion have
mum value, which explains these large differences in K,. steric origin and are not dependent on the chemical nature of
This point of view is confirmed by the high Tc value of our the interstitials but only on their size.
samples. (b) That related to the nature of the interstitial itself, such

At 4.2 K the anisotropy constants and consequently the as the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. We have shown that
anisotropy fields are nearly the same in Sm2Fej7 and insertion of H and N have opposite effects on the anisotropy
Sm2Fe17D5 , the planar anisotropy of the hydride being of the rare-earth site. As discussed above, C or N have also a
slightly lower. This effect is explained as the result of a ten- local effect on the magnetism. Forming strong bonds with

* dency of hydrogen to decrease the anisotropy of the rare their iron near neighbors, these light elements tend to limit
earth as supported by M6ssbaner experiments performed on the size of the magnetic moment carried by their iron near
(d 2Fe17Ds compounds.3 Note that, to our knowledge, this is neighbors. This effect is also dependent upon the nature of
the first determination of K , for Sm2Fe17 hydrides. For the interstitial and has not been observed with hydrogen.
Pr2 Fe17 as the Curie temperature is at room temperature and Our study shows that the energy product, the saturation

no anisotropy was observed. The anisotropy constants ob- magnetization, and the remanence of the interstitial com-
tained for Pr2Fej7 N3 reveal an enhancement of the planar pounds are comparable to those of the Nd-Fe-B compounds.
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Thbe M~sabaner spectra of Sm2Fe17 and Ho2Fez7 and their nitricdes have been measured between 295
and 85 K and analyzed with a model which is consistent with out earlier work on R2Fe17 and

R2Fe•,N, compounds, where R is Pr, Nd, and Th. This model is completely consistent throughout
these rare-earth compounds and is in agreement with the crystallographic changes occurring upon
niutrogenation and with the prediction of band structure calculations. The dramatic increase in Curie
temperature in the nitrides results from the expansion of the crystallographic lattice, an expansion
which is mainly centered on the 9d and 18h iron sites as is indicated by the increase of their
Wigper-Seitz cell volumes upon nitrogenation. The 9d and I 8h sites show a larger enhancement
of their hyperfine fields as compared to the 6c and 18f sites as a result of improved ferromagnetic
exchange between these sites and their near neighbors because of the lattice expansion and the
consequent reduced iron 3d-iron 3d overlap.

The R2Fe, 7 compounds, where R is Pr, Nd, Sm, and Th, degeneracies, and the isomer shifts were constrained equal
crystallize in the rhombohedral Th2Zn17 structure' in which for the two or three magnetically inequivalent sites originat-
iron occupies four inequivalent crystallographic sites. Coey ing from the same crystallographic site. The linewidths of all
et ai. 3 have shown that nitrogenation of these compounds the spectra discussed in this paper are in the range of 0.25-
induces a large lattice expansion and an -. 400* increase in 0.28 mm/s. As a result of these narrow linewidths we oh-
Curie temperature. We have recently analyzed the M6ssbauer serve more highly resolved spectra, an improvement which
spectra of Nd2Fe17 , Pr2Fe17, and Th2Fe17, and their nitrides permits a more detailed spectral analysis, but places tighter
with a model 4 6 based on the Wigner-Seitz cell volume. In restrictions on the model and the resulting hyperfine param-
this paper, we extend this analysis to Sm2Fe17 and Ho2Fe17  eters.
and their nitrides, and show that this model is consistent In order to check the validity of our analysis for
throughout the rare earths studied and is in agreement with Sm 2Fe17N., which shows uniaxial anisotropy, and to extend
both the crystallographic changes occurring upon nitrogena- our work through the rare-earth series, we have extended
tion and band structure calculations.7-10  

earlier work12-1
4 

on Sm 2Fe1 - and Sm2Fe,7 N, and analyzed
The samples were prepared" and their spectra were the data as discussed 4 6 for the other R2Fe 17 compounds. The

measured and fit 4 as described previously. Between 2% and experimental results are similar to the earlier work but show
7% of a-iron was found in the spectra of the R2Fe, 7 coin- linewidths of -0.26 mu/s, a value which is substantially
pounds and between 5% and 20% of a nitrided iron phase smaller than the values found by Hu and Coey14 for
was found in the R2Fe17N. compounds. The isomer shifts are Sm 2Fe, 7 , or by Chen et al.13 for Sm 2Fel7 and Sm2Fe17N,.
given relative to a-iron and the estimated errors are at most The 85 K spectrum of Sm2Fe17N. is shown in Fig. I and the
t0.5 kOe for the hyperfine fields, ±0.005 mm/s for the iso- hyperfine parameters of Sm 2Fe, 7 and Sm2Fe, 7N_, obtained
mer shifts, and ±0.01 mm/s for the quadrupole shifts, at several temperatures, are given in Tables I and II.

Figure 1 shows the 85 K Mbssbauer spectra of The assignment of the sextets to the different crystallo-
R2Fel 7N., where R is Pr, Nd, Sm, and Ho. More extensive graphic sites is based first upon the relative areas and then,
Missbauer spectra have been published elsewhere. 4 -6 Be- for the 18f and 18h sextets, is based upon their isomer
cause the magnetization 3 is oriented along (001] in shifts, hyperfine fields, and Wiguer-Seitz cell volumes. In
Sm2Fel7N,, in the basal plane along [100] in Sm 2Fe1 7, general, the larger the Wigner-Seitz cell volume of a site, the
Nd2Fe,7 , Ho2Fe17 , Nd2Fe,7N., and Ho2Fe17N., along (010] larger its isomer shift. Further, the larger the number of iron
in Pr2Fe1,7 Pr2Fe17N., and Th2Fe17 , or along a general direc- near neighbors for a site, the larger its hyperfine field. Figure
tion in Th2Fe17N,, the Misabauer spectra are analyzed with 2 shows the 85 K isomer shifts in Sm 2Fe.7 and Sm2FeT7N.
four, seven, or ten sextets representing the resulting in- versus the Wiguer-Seitz cell volumes for the four crystallo-

equivalent magnetic sites. In order to both reduce the number graphic sites.l''
5
-1

7 
This figure illustrates both the above-

of adjustable parameters and to obtain a physically meaning- mentioned correlation and the effect of nitrogenation upon
ful fit, we used the following constraints which are more the isomer shifts. All four isomer shifts increase upon nitro-
restrictive than those used by other authors. 2

3
,12-1

4 
One line- genation, the 6c and 9d because of the lattice and Wigner-

width was used for all lines in a given spectrum, the relative Seitz cell expansion, the 18f because of the presence of a
areas of the magnetically inequivalent iron sites were con- nitrogen near neighbor, and the 18h because of both the
strained equal to their relative crystallographic and magnetic Wigner-Seitz cell expansion and the presence of a nitrogen
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RELATIVE ENERGY (J-10-) TABLE IIf. Mob-a spectral hyperfne puWa-fers fr Sm2 Fe1 jN2 .,.

T. TK 6c 9d 181 18A Wt. ve.
85 413 395 355 311 353

21.0 (kO1) 155 411 395 354 310 352
225 407 392 349 306 348

2. 295 394 378 337 297 337

85 0.285 0.045 0.144 0.215 0.168
97.o (m111s) 155 0.255 0.030 0.130 0.210 0.155

225 0.230 -0.010 0.100 0.180 0.124s.o 295 0.160 -0.070 0.040 0.120 0.063

oo.o Sb 85 -0.09 -0.02 0.44 -0.21 .-
(mrm/s) 155 -0.09 -0.02 0.44 -0.21 .

225 -0.09 -0.02 0.41 -0.21
99.0 295 -0.07 -0.02 0.35 -0.21 ."

S*'Relative to room temperature a-iron.
0 .The QS values are the quadrupole shift except for 6c site for which it is the
/ quadbupole splitting for a 0 value of 0*.

- 95.0 near neighbor. Very similar plots have been obtained for the
other rare-earths compounds. 4

-
6 Figure 3 shows the 85 K

m isomer shifts in R2Fe, and R2FeI7N.. The smooth variation
99.0 of the isomer shifts, and their increase upon nitrogenation,

for the different rare-earth compounds strongly support the
98.5 model and our assignment of the sextets.

Figure 4 shows the 85 K weighted average hyperfine
9..0. fields in R2Fe17 and R2Fe17N. for the different rare-earth

o00.0 compounds and reveals small variations with the rare-earth
atom. Sm 2Fe17N. shows the largest field because of its

99.0 uniaxial anisotropy. Th 2Fe1 7 shows the largest increase upon

nitrogenation, in agreement with the large observed increases
96.0 in its magnetic moment and unit cell volume. Pr2Fe17,

Nd2Fe1 7 , and Ho2Fe17 show very similar increases of 40-50
97.0 kOe in their weighted average hyperfine fields upon nitroge-

FIG.0 av7 1 nation. abl 6 foraph o.8 -6 -4 -2 0 4 6 8 Our model
4 6 

for the analysis of the M6ssbauer spectra
SOURCE VELOCITY (MIM/SI of R2Fel 7 and R2Fe17N. is in excellent agreement with all

available crystallographic data on these compounds and the

resulting hyperfine parameters show both a smooth variation

FIG. 1. The MWesbauer effect spectra of several R2Fe17N, compounds oh- with the rare earth and the expected variation with tempera-
tained at 85 K. ture. Finally, the dramatic increase in Curie temperature in

the nitrides results from the expansion of the crystallographic

TABLE 1. M6ssbauar spectral hyperfine parameters for Sm2Fe 7 .

T, K 6c 9d, 9d 3  18fI2 18f, 18h12  l8h6 Wt. ave.

H, 85 354 304 288 286 324 275 281 298
(kOe) 150 335 287 272 269 303 261 265 288

225 307 257 246 244 277 238 238 255
295 262 214 219 206 236 202 195 216

85 0.245 -0.080 -0.080 0.050 0.050 0.060 0.060 0.054
(min/s) 150 0.205 -0.115 -0.115 0.000 0.000 0.020 0.020 0.011

225 0.160 -0.150 -0.150 -0.050 -0.050 -0.040 -0.040 -0.055
295 0.090 -0.180 -0.180 -0.100 -0.100 -0.090 -0.090 -0.088

as,b 85 -0.13 -0.34 0.06 0.42 -0.09 -0.33 0.69 ."

(Wrna/) 150 -0.11 -0.28 0.04 0.42 -0.08 -0.35 0.66 ...

225 -0.10 -0.18 0.04 0.42 -0.08 -0.39 0.63 ."

295 -0.08 -0.13 0.04 0.42 -0.05 -0.36 0.46 ..

aelaiive to morm mperatume n-im."b'Te OS values ar the quadrupole shift except foe 6c sile foe which it is the quadrapole splittin for a 0 value of 90*.
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FIG. 4. The 85 K weighted average hyperfine Sell in R2Fe 17 (solid symn-
.o.1 bols) and R2Fe17 N (open symbols) as function o aeerh

Wi 12.al 13 Vlme magnetic coupling. In contrast, the distances between the 6c

and 1Sf sites and their near neighbors either increase or

FIG. 2. The correlation between the Wigner-Seitz cell volume and the 85 K decrease upon nitrogenation, changes which yield a smaller
isomer shift for each site in going fromt SMZFC17 (Closed Symbols) to improvement in the ferromagnetic exchange coupling for
SmFe17N. (open symbols), these two sites.
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j The effects of group IV BN B/Vt B additions on the magnetic properties
of Sm2+5 Fe1 7 carbonitrides

X. Chen, Er. Girt, and Z. Altounian
Center for the Physics of Materials, Department of Physics, McGill Unimersiro 3600 Universily Street,
Mamrei Qwubec, H3A 278 Canada

Curie temperature, anisotropy field, and lattice constants are measured for the Sm2 +aFet,1ML0 4
(br-0.6) carbonitrides for M=Ma, V, Cr, Zr, Nb, Mo, Hf, Ta, and W. It is found that minor additions
of M reduce the Curie temperature, with the largest decrease of 28 K for M=Mo, and that the
fluctuations in Curie temperature are not related to the changes in unit cell volumes. Compared with
Sm 2+aFe5 7NxC,, most of the M additives reduce the anisotropy field with the largest decrease of
about 10 kOe for M=Zr. The V addition has almost no effect on the anisotropy field and the Ti
addition gives a 4-5 kOe enhancement of the anisotropy field.

I. INTRODUCTION (80.6). X-ray diffraction shows the main phases of the
Sm2 Fe,7 nitride, carbide and casbonitride have excellent Th 2Zn17 rhombohedral structure and secondary phases of

magnetic properties, and are suitable for producing high per- SmFe2 in the starting materials. The ingots were ground into
formance magnets.'-5 The techniques for manufacturing
tee antc mt sC 2H2 at the same temperature for 10 min. The resulting,th e s e m a g n e ts a re m ec h a n ic a l a llo y m ng, ' , m e lt-sp in n in g , ' s p e i e s w r s d f r t e H n , m a u e e t . Tmetal bonding,9

"
0
° and hydrogenation decomposition desorp- specimens were used for the HA and Tc measurements. Tc,

tion recombination (HDDR). de2 A long homogenization was determined by making use of a thermogravimetric ana-pionreoess bisaof n qured to.... e lnae the mogenizationd ot lyzer (Perkin-Elmer TGA-7) in a small field gradient. Theprocess is often required to eliminate the a-Fe and other SPD) measurements were performed in a pulsed magnet of up
magnetic soft phases in the starting materials when metal SPD meamenterperfore intapu ed to up
bonding9 "e and HDDR" methods are used. It has been o kOe. Sample temperature was maintained to within
reported12 that minor additions (-2 at. %) of IV B/V B/VI B --I K during the measurements.

group elements significantly reduce the amount of the pre- Il. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
cipitated a-Fe in the starting materials, thus eliminating the
need for a long homogenization process. For example, a per- Figure 1 shows thermomagnetic scans of the
manent magnet, Sm2÷sFet-Ti0.4 N.CY (&C-0.6) made by Sm2+aFe,7M0 .4 (M=Ti and W) carbonitrides. For compari-
HDDR method, has an intrinsic coercivity of 18 kOe and an son, the curve for Sm 2+±Fe,7NCy, which shows the highest
energy product of 9.8 MGOe at room temperature.' 2 It is To, is also plotted. It is obvious that the T, depends on M.
expected that such good performance is not only due to the The decrease in T, is also observed for other additives as
reduction of a-Fe in the starting materials, but also due to the shown in Table I. The largest decrease, about 28 K, in Tc is
effects of these additives on the intrinsic magnetic properties. observed for M=Mo. For M=Ti and Nb, which show excel-
Endob et aL13 have investigated the effects of minor addition lent performance as permanent magnets,'2 the decrease in Tc
of impurities, including several refractory elements, on the is 19 and 17 K, respectively.
intrinsic magnrlic properties of Sm 2Fe, 7 nitrides. Their re-
sults show that Co addition increases the Curie temperature,
Tr, and that Ti, V, or Co additions increase the anisotropy
field, HA. Since in their work, the anisotropy field was mea-
sured by VSM on aligned powder specimens, it is believed
that the HA values have been underestimated.1 3

,
4 In the

present work, the effects on the intrinsic magnetic properties .
have been investigated for the IV B/V B/VI B group addi- I
tives. The HA was measured by the singular point detection
(SPD) technique"5 in an 18 T pulsed field over a temperature
range between 480 and 590 KY In this temperature range, the

SPD signals associated with HA are very strong, so that the
experimental errors are minimized.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Elements (purity 99.9%) Sm, Fe, and M, where M=Ti, 300 4ti e - -iO

V, Cr, Zr, Nb, Mo, Hf, Ta, and W, were arc melted at least six T (K)
times, followed by induction melting at least three times.
Excess Sm was added to compensate for Sm loss during FIG. 1. Thenn gnetic scan of the Smo2+Fe,1M, 4 caktboides for

melting. The composition of the ingots was Sm 2+a Fel7Ma 4  M=Tr, W, and Fe, showing that the T_ denoted by srows, varies with K
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TABLE 1. Magntiefc propertisAM landtutice consantsato Sai2.0 Fe17M.ANC,.

4 HA (kOel

Temperaturve (K) 480 500 520 550 590 T, (K) a (am) c (am) V Inns
3
)

Sn"Z-OFe17NC 87 78 70 59 50 758 0.875 1.265 0.839
SmS,.JFe1T1M4N,Cy 91 83 74 64 47 739 0.873 1.266 0.836
Sns2,SFC17VO,4N.C, 811 78 70 62 47 741 0.873 1.267 0.836
Sas2.,Fe17Cr5 .4NC, 81 74 67 56 46 746 0.872 1.268 0.835
SM2,8 Ik7Z`&4N~C, 75 69 63 51 42 750 0.871 1.270 0.834
SM2,5 Fcj7Nbo.4N.,Cy 85 75 67 57 44 741 0.873 1.267 0.8236
Sm21,Fe,7 h1%4Nr,C 80 72 65 55 41 730 0.873 1268 0,837
Sin2,5 Fe17Hfo4N,C. 77 71 64 52 43 757 0.872 1.267 0.834
5m2 ,,Fe,,Ta0 4N.C, 86 76 69 59 47 751 0.873 1.267 0.836
Sm2,5 FeiWMeN.Cy 80 72 64 53 43 731 0.872 1.269 0.836

Sine he cmsein Tc is mainly due totevlm carbonitriding conditions. As compared with those used in
exaso of thJattice o c Fl nitride, criean Re.5th rbirdngem rtuesdinhepresent

Carbftiride""6it i ineresingto ivesigat th reltio- wok i lowr ad th tie ismuc loner. conditioniion
ship between Tc and the lattice constants. Figure 2 shows the more nitrogen atoms are introduced into the specimens, re-
x-ray powder diffraction Of Smu2 1jFe1 7MO0.4 carbonitride. suiting in a highser HA . Similar results have been reported by
The lattice constants obtained for all Smn2+85 Fe,7M0 4 carbo- lriyaxna et al. 7 and Wei et al 18 They observed that the HA
nitrides are shown in Table I. It is shown that the decreases in increases with the nitrogen content until the nitrogen content
T, are not accompanied by the decreases in unit cell volume, reaches 3.
An example is the specimen for M=Mo, which has the low- As is shown in Table I, HA varies with M. At 590 Y,
est T, but the largest unit cell volume among the specimens Sm 218 Fe1 7N.C,, has the highest HA for its higher T_. At
except SM2 . 8 Fe, 7N.C,,. Therefore, the fluctuations in the Tc other temperatures, most of the M additions reduce the HA

are not related to the changes in unit cell volumes, with the largest decrease of about 10 kOe for M=Zr. Corn-
The anisotropy field was measured over a temperature pared with SM2 +aFe,7NxCy, the V addition has almost no

range between 480 and 590 K by the SPD method. 15 In this effect on HA and the IT addition increases the HA by about
temperature range, the peak positions associated with HA can 4-5 kOe. Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of HA
be easily located, so that the uncertainty in the values of HA for SM2 ,,Fel 7N~C, and 5m2 +eFe, 7M0.4 N.Cy (M=Ti and
is less than 2 kOe. Figure 3 shows an example of SPD sig- Zr). From these curves, a gain of several kOe in HA~ by Ti
nals, where the second derivative d 2 M/d 2 is plotted against addition is expected at room temperature.
the external field at various temperatures for the specimen Iriyama et a!.17 and Wei et al.18 have studied the rela-
with M =Cr. The values of HA obtained by this technique are tionship between the HA and nitrogen content of Sm 2Fei7N.
shown in Table 1, where the HA Of SM2+8 Fe,7N.Cy is also (x = 2-6). They report that HA increases and then decreases
shown for comparison. It is worthwhile to mention that HA with nitrogen content, with the maximum at x=3. Telattice
of Sm2 +8 Fel 7NxC,, obtained here is about 3 kWe higher than
that reported in Ref. 5. This gain in HA is due to the different

T=500 K
am2+6F'1?Mao.4N.C, * *-F. H,-48 k~

H,5 line

T15000 K

20 40 00 so 100
Appliod Fi.Id (80.)

2 It FIG. 3. Example of SPD signals: d
2
M/dl

2 
vs external magnetic: field at

vauiuj temnperatures for Smr+,F e17Cr04 arsbonitride. Thre kinkts are related
FIG. 2. X-ray (Co K~a) powdef diffraction of So2jp. e,,Mos4 cazbonirride. to the anisotropy field.
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Phase transformation Induced by gas phase reaction In RFeloSICx alloys
¶ E. W. Singleton and G. C. Hadjipanayis

"Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware 19716

V. Papaefthymiou
Department of Physics, University of Ioanrina, 45110 Ioannina, Greece

Z. Hu and W. B. Yelon
University of Missouri Research Reactor, Columbia, Missouri 65211

A new series of rare-earth iron intermetallic carbide compounds has been prepared by the reaction
of powders with methane gas. The all3ys prior to the methane heat treatment had the 2:17-type
structure, R2(Fe,Si)1 7 (R=Y, Ce, Pr, Nd, and Sm). After heat treatment in temperatures up to 873 K
the alloys absorb carbon and retain their original structure with a volume expansion over the
carbon-free unit cell. For higher heat treatment temperatures (973-1073 K), a phase transformation
occurs leading to the BaCdl,-type structure. These compounds have a lower Curie temperature than
those with the Th2Zn1Ttype structure, in the range of 453-495 K. Rietveld analysis of neutron
diffraction data on NdFej0 SiCý with the BaCdjj-type structure are reported. In addition, the average
hyperfine parameters determined by M6ssbauer spectroscopy are reported for the Nd compounds.

The gas interstitial modification (GIM) technique' has high resolution powder diffractometer at the University of
been used to improve the intrinsic magnetic properties of Missouri Research Reactor (MURR). This instrument uses a
several iron-rich rare-earth iron alloys by linear position sensitive detector to collect data over a 20'
introducing interstitial nitrogen or carbon. This discovery angular span in V setting and measures the full diagram with
has led to work aimed at obtaining permanent magnet 5° settings from 50 to 1050. The diffractometer uses a bent
materials based predominately on Smn2Fe17(N,C)Q and perfect Si (511) monochromator at 1.4683 A. The data were
Nd(Fe,M)1 2 (N,C)Q alloys.2- 4 In this paper, we report a novel analyzed using the Rietveld technique 9 as implemented in
technique for producing BaCdj, (1:11) structure-type alloys the FULLPROF program") which allows multiphase refine-
from samples which initially had the R2(Fe,Si),7 (2:17) ments and inclivdes the magnetic refinements. Analysis
phase. The BaCdjj phase is stable in rare-earth cobalt alloys5  showed two mdjority phases consisting of the NdFe, 0SiC,
and rare-earth cobalt-iron alloys with the composition phase and a-Fe. In addition, two small broad peaks from a
RCo9 _-FeSi2 , 0<x.<0.55.6 The BaCdl,-type structure also third phase were observed and could not be identified. The
forms from the melt in the series RFej0SiCo.5 with R=Ce, Pr, regions corresponding to those peaks were excluded from the
Nd, and Sm where small carbon additions stabilize the 1:11 final refinements.
phase.7 The x-ray diffraction data confirmed that the original

In this study GIM treatment in methane gas of the alloys had the 2:17-type structure and those heat treated in
R2(Fe,Si)1, alloys lead to an expanded lattice due to intersti- methane in the temperature range of 450-650 °C retained
tial carbon atoms and a corresponding increase in Curie tem- their original structure with an expanded lattice, while those
perature of up to 166 K. For methane heat treatment at high samples heat treated above 650 °C underwent a phase trans-
temperatures (T>973 K), a phase transformation to the formation to the 1:11-type structure. Figure 1 shows the lat-
BaCdl-type structure occurs. Earlier we have reported the tice expansion and phase transformation seen in a typical
structural and intrinsic magnetic properties of this new series sample. X-ray diffraction of the homogenized Pr-Fe-Si alloy
of alloys8 and a summary of the results is shown in Table I. is shown in Fig. I(a) and is of the 2:17-type crystal structure,
In this paper, we report the results of neutron powder diffrac- with the diffraction peaks labeled accordingly. Figure l(b)
tion studies on a NdFet 0SiC, sample, and standard 57Fe shows the x-ray diffraction pattern of the same sample heat
M6ssbauer spectroscopy for the Nd-Fe-Si-(C) samples. treated in methane gas at 500 'C for 3 h; the sample has the

Samples of nominal composition RFe,0 Si (R=Y, Ce, Pr, original crystal structure but with an expanded lattice. Figure
Nd, and Sm) were prepared by arc-melting high purity ele- 1(c) shows the formation of the 1:11-type crystal structure in
ments. The sample preparation, x-ray diffraction, and mag- a Pr-Fe-Si sample heat treated in methane gas at 700 °C for
netic measurement techniques have been described 3 h.
previously.8  The Tc of the compounds was determined from low

Conventional transmission mode 57Fe M6ssbauer spec- field thermomagnetic sweeps up to 800 'C. Upon carbon up-
troscopy was performed on a series of samples containing take in the low temperature carbonation range of 450-
Nd. Room temperature spectra were obtained with a conven- 650 TC, the Tc increases dramatically corresponding to the
tional constant acceleration spectrometer using a 57Co(Rh) formation of the expanded 2:17 phase. For methane heat
source. Isomer shifts are given relative to Fe metal at 295 K. treatments above 650 'C the 1:11 phase forms with a lower

A powder sample (-1 g) of the Nd-containing sample Tc. This Curie temperature is higher than those reported in
having undergone methane heat treatment at 973 K for 3 h Ref. 7 in alloys containing carbon content of x=0.5. The
was prepared for neutron diffraction studies. The neutron dif- increased Tc over the carbon 0.5 alloys is in agreement with
fraction data were collected at room temperature using the the larger lattice constant seen in the G(M-produced alloys
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TABLE I. Summary of structural and magnetic properties of selected samples. For each rare earth, the first sample hsted represents the homagenized sample.

nThe remaining samples correspond to heat treatments in methane gas for the temperature and time indicated. Saturation magnetiZAion and anisotropy field
! were detamin! at room temperature. Values of M, are corrected for a-Fe and determined using the law of approach to saturation.

Heat treatment
Rame Structure a c V AVIV T, M, HA
earth r ca Te (h) type (ran) (am) (7m6) (× 101) W (emu/gi (kOe)

Y 1100 48 T~h2Nij7 0.768 0.827 0.422 476

Y 600 3 Th2Ni17 0.790 0.841 0.454 7.6 642
Y 700 3 BaCdj 1.011 0.661 0.676 471
Ce 1100 48 Th2Zn1,1 0.846 1.243 0.770 434 80
Ce 500 3 hb-217 0.869 1.308 0.856 11.2 523 85
Ce 700 3 BaCd11  1.016 0.662 0.683 461 97
Pr 1100 48 Th1nU17  0.854 1.247 0.788 475 104
Pr 500 3 Th2ZD7n 0.875 1.277 0.847 7.5 608 111
Pr 700 3 BaCdjt 1.019 0.660 0.686 507 90
Nd 1100 48 Th2ZnB7 0.853 1.239 0.781 485 116 46
Nd 500 3 T12 Zn17  0.871 1.246 0.822 5.3 603 123 60
Nd 700 3 BaCd11  1.012 0.662 0.678 505 93 ...
Sm 1100 48 Th2Znt7 0.858 1.243 0.783 547 101 ..
Sm 500 3 Th2Znl 7  0.868 1.283 0.836 6.8 613 104 80
Sm 700 3 BaCdt 1.t'3 0.660 0.677 495 96 45

which results in a larger Fe-Fe distance. Carbon content x enized Nd-Fe-Si sample, and of Nd-Fe-Si-C heat treated in

was estimated by mass increase of the samples and x >2 was methane at 500 and 7M0 'C for 3 h. The theoretical fits to
found in the 1:11-type samples. In the 1:11-type structure, these spectra are given by the solid lines. The spectra were

carbon atoms are found to fill octahedral voids formed by analyzed with an appropriate number of independent Zeeman

two rare-earth atoms and four iron atoms. Full site occu-
pancy would allow two carbon atoms per unit cell in the 1:11

compounds. This higher than expected carbon content could
be the result of the formation of RC or some Fe-C phase. The
magnetization seen in the 1:11-type compounds is higher ".7

than reported in Ref. 7. This is in agreement with the in-
creased Curie temperature of the GIM-produced samples.

Figure 2 shows the 57Fe Mossbauer spectra of a homog- WI
a4 t-i

b)sa

vlct (nalsoI

4 4 -7 4 -5 4 -a 2 -i * i "2 5 4 5 a , 7

ZIAt 3M, AO 40. 41ti no 5

Angi (O) FIG. 2. Room temperature 
t
"Fe M6ssbaucr spectra of (a) NdFeoSi bomog.

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction pattern of (a) PrFcoSi homogenized sample; heat enized sample; heat treated in CH4 at (b) 500 oC for 3 h and (c) 700 *C for
treated in CH4 at (b) 500 T for 3 h and (c) 700 "C for 3 h. 3 h. The solid line is a calculated fit to the data.
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TABLE 11 Hyperfine pameters ine by Msauer [pctny TABLE Ill. Refinment results for NdFejtSiCy. The nuclear coordinates (in

units of the cell constants a and 0) arc x,yz; jA is the moment and are given

Tample AE HyIrfn paaetr 17trmne by Munitaus oftocoy T B ohrll Rfemaetntrsls (A);occpac a1 s. ah nuclarctonordnthes (inp
(phase) Site (min/s) (mails) (kG) (kG) % (mm/s) lation of the site; R(wp) and R(mag) are quality-of-fit indices for the nuclear

and magnetic scattering, respectively. Parentheses after the atom symbols in
Nd'Fe14Si3 6c 0.11 -0.03 258 4.0 8 0.19 the first column enclose the occupancy factors and site symmetry designa-

9d -0.06 -0.13 229 3.0 17 0.19 tions; those following a numerical value contain the statistical uncertainty in(2:17 type) 18f -0.09 0.07 212 5.0 32 0,19 the final digits.
18h -0.02 0.24 187 7.0 43 0.19

Atom x y z Ocap p
Nd,Fel4Si3C. 6c 0.11 -0.08 264 5.0 8 0.17

(2:17 type) 9d 0.00 -0.14 233 1l.0 17 0.17 Nd(4a) 0.0 0.75 0.125 1 2.303)
18f 0.01 0.25 195 13.0 32 0.17 Fe(4b) 0.0 0.25 0.375 1 1.7(3)
18h 0.08 0.14 174 14.0 43 0,17 Fe(32i) 0.1277(2) 0.0470(2) 0.1952(3) 1 1.7(3)

Fe(8d) 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.424(16) 211(3)
NdFetoSiC, 0.07 -0.26 259 4.0 10 0.26 Si(8d) 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.576(16)

0.10 -0.10 184 1.0 10 0.26 C(8c) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.952(12)(1:11 type) 32i 0.0 0.24 161 12.0 80 0.26
a_= 10.1601(30 A c =6.5134(3) A V=682.686 A'
/a(total)=18.49 AL8 /f.u. a-Fe=32.7% (volume)

R,=5.42 R,, = 12.4

4 isubspectra according to those reported previously" and as-
suming a distribution of hyperfine fields in each subcompo- ometry of NdFe9.85Sil.15C.•. The position parameters for the
nent. Results of the fit are reported in Table II. Because of Fe 32i site are also somewhat different from the previous

the low resolution of the experimental spectra this analysis report.7

has an arbitrary character to some degree. All of the Moss- The magnetic moments were found to be aligned in the
bauer spectra contained about 37% of disordered alloy (Fe basal plane and are also given in Table Ill. The Fe moments
with 4.5% Si). The Mossbauer spectra in Fig. 2 are the result are close to their saturation values around 2ALB and the bulk
of proper subtraction of the impurities.

1 2 
We could not assign moment, found by summing the individual site moments is

all the sextets of the Mcissbauer spectra obtained in the corn- 18.5 ,Bc/f.u., more than twice that refined by Le Roy et alt

pound NdFetoSiC 2 _,.. The most intense sextet corresponds to for the Cq.5 compound. This is consistent with the increased
the 32i site. Curie point found for the present compound (Tc=505 K).

From the analysis of the spectra, the first two compounds The total moment found by neutron diffraction is signifi-
[Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)] have a 2:17-type structure and the third cantly greater than that found by magnetization measure-
[Fig. 2(c)j is of the 1:11-type structure. Based on the area ments made with the VSM (M,- 12.6/.A/f.u.). This differ-
ratio of the independent subcomponents we can calculate the ence could be due to non-saturation effects because of the
composition as Nd2Fe, 4Si3 and Nd2Fe14Si3C. for the 2:17- relatively low field used to magnetize the sample with the
type compounds. Curie temperature and lattice parameters of VSM (20 kOe).
the homogenized sample are in agreement with this analysis This work supported by DOE Grant No. DE-FG02-
and those reported previously.13 The hyperfine fields of the 90ER45413.
Nd2 Fel4Si3 at room temperature are larger than those of 'X P. ZEzong, R. J. Randwanski, F R. DeBoer. T. H. Jacobs, and K. H. J.
Nd 2Fe17 .1l This is due to the increased Curie temperature Buschow, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 86, 333 (1990).
over the nonrsilicon-containing compound.14 

The average by- 2J. M. D. Cocy and H. Sun, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 87, L251 (1990).
perfine field found in the 700 °C heat treated sample 'Y. Z. Wang and G. C. Hadjipanayis, 1. AppL Phys. 70, 6009 (1991).

e ,is larger than that found previously in 4 C. Hadjipanayis, Z. X. Tang, W. Gong, and E. W. Singleton, Proceed-(NdFeSiC2  is lagrtdings of the 7th International Symposium on Magnetic Anisotropy and
NdFeoSiC0..' 5  

Coercivity in RE-TM Alloys, Canberra, Australia, July 1992 (unpub-

While the neutron refinement showed more than 30% lished), p. 403.
a-Fe by volume, the refinement of the NdFel 0SiC, phase '0. I. Bodak and F. 1. Gladysbevskii. Dopov. Akad. Nauk. Ukr. RSR, Ser A

5, 452 (1969).was stable and well behaved. The structure was refined in the Y. Berthier, B. Chevalier, J. Etoureau, H. R. Rechlenberg, and J. P.
space group 141/amd using the refinement of similar material Sanchez, 1. Magn. Magn. Mater. 75, 19 (1988).
by LeRoy et aI.7 as the starting point. The results of the 'J. Le Roy, J. M. Moreau, C. Bertrand, and M. A. Fremy, J. Less-Common
neutron refinement are summarized in Table Ill. The Si at- Met. 136, 19 (1987).

'E. W. Singleton and G. C. Hadjipanayis, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 128. LI2oms were found to occupy only the 8d site (0 0 2) as has (1993).
previously been reported, 7 

with a slightly greater than 50% 'H. M. Rietveld, J. Appl. Cryst. 2, 66 (1969).
fraction. Thz other Fe sites were consequently fixed to full 

t
"euu.nor Reitveld refinement code. J. Rodriguez Carjaval, Institute Lane

occupancy as was the Nd site. The lattice parameters are tLangevin, Grenoble, France.
"B.-E Hu, H.-S. Ui, H. Son, and]. M. V. Coey, J. Phys. Condens. Matter3,

significantly larger than previously reported for a sample 3983 (1991).
containing approximately 25% C on the 8c site (0 0 0) and is "2M. B. Steams, Phys. Rev. 129, 1136 (1963).
consistent with a higher refined occupancy of that site. The '3 R. van Mens, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 61, 24 (1986).
lattice par.neters found are also in good agreement with t4E. E Alp, A. M. Umarji, S. K. Malik. G. K Shenoy. M. 0. Huang, E. B.

Boltich, and W. E. Wallace, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 68, 305 (1987).
those found b, ' :ay diffraction (Table I). We find nearly full sj. M. Cadogan, Hong-Shuo Li, M. A. Fremy, and J. M. D. Coey. in Ref. 4,
occupancy of that site (95%) corresponding to a final stoichi- p. 50.
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A detailed study of nitride precipitates in Nd 2Fe97
C. C. Colucci, S. Gama, C. A. Ribeiro, and L P. Cardoso
Insntuto de Fisica Gleb Wataghin, Universidade Estadual de Campinas-UNICAMP Caixa Postal 6165,
13083-970, Campinas, SP, Brazil

We report electron microprobe measurements of the diffusion profile in partially nitrided samples of
the Fe17Nd2 phase. The results are fully consistent with a step-like profile. This confirms thai the
nitrogenation process is one of precipitating a fully nitrided phase from a nitrogen-free phase. We
report also x-ray diffraction patterns for the partially nitrided samples as a superposition of the pure
and nitrided patterns, with displacements and broadenings of lines due to mutual stresses between
the phases.

INTRODUCTION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As is now well known, the Fe17R, (R=rare earths) Figure 1 shows typical EPMA results for our Nd based
phases can absorb up to three nitrogen atoms per formula material. It is clear from this figure that on one side of the
unit (f.u.). increasing significantly the Curie temperature interface the signal is approximately at the saturation nitro-
(Tr).12 Regarding the nitrogenation mechanism, two models gen concentration value and on the other side of the interface
have been advanced. The first says that the nitrogen forms a it is less than the MDL (the interface is defined by the fitting
solid solution, so that under partial nitrogenation of an iso- procedure described below). Even though we observe a great
lated powder particle, a shell-core type diffusion profile with scatter of the nitrogen content in the nitrided region, it is
a smooth concentration gradient can be observed.3 For a par- clear that we have an interface between the two region with
tide with 20 am size and stoichiometry Fe 7RN 1.5 , a con- a width less than 1 um. To interpret these data we modeled
centration gradient about 5 /em thick is predicted.3 The sec- the lateral distribution of the x-ray generation by the electron
ond model says that for the lighter rare earths the probe as a Gaussian function with an effective width o-.8
nitrogenation mechanism is such that, even for very small Convoluting this with a step concentration function to de-
amounts of absorbed gas, a fully nitrided phase precipitates scribe the interface, we obtain an expression for the EPMA
directly from the starting phase. The observed diffusion pro- signal proportional to F(x) =AG(x/o-), where A is the satu-
file shows a step function concentration gradient.4- 6  rated mean x-ray signal for nitrogen and

The objective of the present work is to present further 2)
evidence confirming the second model, through careful elec- G W)= ý2 f exp-
tron probe microanalysis (EPMA) and x-ray diffraction mea- 7  T
surements on Fe 17Nd, samples. For the experimental determination of o- we made an

artificial sample with a step concentration profile by polish-
EXPERIMENT ing one piece of nickel and another of cobalt, pressing the

polished surfaces together and polishing the surface perpen-
Samples were prepared from 99.99% Fe and 99.9% Nd dicular to the interface. The WDS spectrometer was tuned to

through arc melting and annealing at 1000 'C for seven days. the Ni line and a 0.1 Aum step scan was done crossing the
After this, the samples were crushed, milled, and sieved (200
mesh). The nitridation was performed in a Sieverts apparatus 2.0
at 400 *C. For the x-ray diffraction measurements we used Fc,,NdN, -Fe,,Nd, inerface scan
Fe Ka radiation. For the EPMA the powders were hot em- . .
bedded in conducting resin.4 We used a wavelength disper- I 0 ,
sion spectrometer (WDS) with 18 kV as the accelerating .2

voltage. The position of the electron beam was controlled by U,
a microcomputer. The electron beam was first focused on a
point in the interior of a nitrided grain and moved in 0.4 pm 0
steps along a line perpendicular to the interface to an un- znitrided region. For each step, the intensities of the Fe K,.and Nd L . lines were measured for the sample and for a % -

standard, in this case thfr pure 17:2 phase itself. After a data 0 0
reduction procedure for quantitative EPMA, 7 the nitrogen -5 -4 . -I o 1 2 4
content was obtained by difference. Based on the peak to Distance ln)

background ratio of the signals we determined the minimum
detectability limit (MDL) of our EPMA measurements, to be
about 1.5 at. % N. FIG. I. EPMA rsults for the FelNd7N,, smpe.
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FIG. 2. Nickel EPMA signal for the Ni-Co sample.

interface. The results are shown in Fig. 2. To determine or we

numerically differentiated the data and fitted them to a 337 3.,5

Gaussian. For this we obtained o=0.31 pin, so that we can 20 (deg)
consider that the thickness of the interface between the ni-
tride and pure phases is less than or of the order of the probe FIG. 3. (113) x-ray diffraction lines for the (a) pure, (b) FetNd2Nts. and (cW
size (see Fig. 1). This is strong evidence for the sharpness of saturated samples.
the interface, confirming the step nature of the nitrogen con-
centration.

As stated in the Introduction, if the solid solution model
were valid, we should expect a smooth variation of the ni- lus of the phase (we chose the value for Fe), we estimate the
trogen concentration over a distance of several pm (at the maximum tension in the system as o-,.- 1

60 0 
MPa. The

stoichiometry x= 1.5, -5 am). This smooth concentration pure phase line broadening was used to estimate the average
variation would be easily measurable by our technique. Our inhomogeneous stress a.,. Since A(20)-0.0035 rad, we
observations, however, are fully consistent with results ex- have Ad/do=A(20)/2 tan(0)=5.1× 10-3, and using the same
pected for a step concentration profile convoluted with a fi- value as above for the Young's modulus, we have o',, 1000
nite size function describing the electron probe. We can con- MPa, again a reasonable value.
clude, then, that the diffusion mechanism is really one of

precipitation of a fully nitride phase in a matrix of the pure
nitrogen-free phase.

We also performed x-ray diffraction measurements on CONCLUSIONS
our samples. The results are similar for all samples. Figure 3
shows the (113) diffraction lines for (a) the pure, (b) the We can conclude that:
x= 1.0 intermediate, and (c) the saturated samples. It is clear (1) the EPMA measurements confirm the step like nature
that for the nitrogen-free and saturated samples the corre- of the nitrogen concentration diffusion profile, instead of a
sponding lines are narrower and stronger than the one for the smooth one.
intermediate sample, which clearly shows a double peak. (2) the x-ray diffraction measurements show the diffrac-
This double line clearly is the superposition of two patterns, tion pattern for intermediate nitrogen concentrations as the
one for the pure and the other for the saturated sample, con- superposition of two patterns, one of the pure phase and the
firming again the coexistence of a fully nitrided phase and of other of the saturated phase. The observed displacements and
a pure one. broadenings of the lines are attributed to the highly stressed

Furthermore, the superposed lines are not as narrow as condition of the sample under partial nitrogenation and allow
the ones for the phases, neither are they in the exact positions an estimate of the maximum and average stresses in the
expected, but are broadened and displaced. Also the line cor- samples.
responding to the pure phase is displaced in the opposite

sense as the saturated one. These opposite line displacements
originate in the fact that the pure phase is stretched while the
saturated one is compressed. The broadening shows that ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
these deformations are not homogeneous. This state of ten-
sion has already been observed by M6ssbauer effect mea- We acknowledge financial support from FAPESP-
surements in the Pr system.

5 
The displacement of the line for Fundagio de Amparo i Pesquisa do Estado de Sio Paulo,

the pure phase is Ad/do-O.0081, and using this as a maxi- and CNPq-Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Cienti-
mum deformation, and a reasonable value for Young's modu- fico e Tecnol6gico.
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Aligned high anisotropy Pr(Fe,Co,Mo) 12N film samples

R. Rani, H. Hegde, A. Navarathna, and F. J. Cadieu
Department of Physcs, Queens College of CUN1, Flusung, New York 11367

Highly aligned (002) textured sputtered films of Pr(Fe,_,_,CoyMo,)N,, where y=0-2.5, and
z=0.4-1.0 compounds have been successfully synthesized. Before nitriding, the films exhibited
nonuniaxial soft magnetic properties with room temperature coercivities of 0.70 kOe. A profound
change of magnetocrystalline anisotropy occurred on nitriding. X-ray diffraction traces showed that
the ThMnl2-type tetragonal structure was retained with a saturating increase in cell volume over the
first 15 nin of nitriding time at 750 K. The coercivity, however, reached a maximum for a nitriding
time of 25 min at 750 K. Samples nitrided for times greater than -25 min were taken as fully
nitrided with -,1 N per ThMnj2 formula unit. The samples slightly richer in Pr showed somewhat
higher coercivity perpendicular to the film plane as compared to stochiometric Pr(Fe,Co,Mo) 12N
films. From high field measurements to 80 kOe, the maximum room temperature coercivity
perpendicular to the film plane was 9.4 kOe, which rose to 22.0 kOe at 10 K. The 4 rM, value at
80 kOe measured perpendicular to the film plane was 11.6±0.5 kG at 293 K, 12.5 kG at 10 K, for
PrtuocFet0.36Cot.16Mo0.oN samples, and 10.5±0.5 kG at 293 K for PrI 05Fej 1 17MO0.T7 N samples.
After high field magnetization to 80 kOe, for measurements perpendicular to the film plane, the
static energy product was 23.6 and 32.9 MG Oe at 293 and 10 K, respectively. The estimated
anisotropy fields were 96 and 144 kOe at 293 and 10 K, respectively, for low cobalt film samples.

INTRODUCTION melting in an inert atmosphere from pure elements of at least

In this paper we report that high anisotropy oriented 99.9% pure. The sputtering deposition chamber had a base

sputtered film samples of Pr(Fep2_y_,CoyMo,)N,, where pressure of 5X 10- mTorr. The sputtering gas pressure was

y =0-2.5, and z=0.4-1.0, compounds have been synthe- 75 mTorr of argon. The deposition rate was - 1.2 A/s. These
sized for as low as 10 min of in situ nitriding times, Yang films were nitrided in situ at 570 Torr of N, for times ranging
et al.' 2 recently reported the formation of arc melted from 5 to 150 min. The nitriding temperatures were varied
PrMoj.5Fej0.5 compounds and their nitrides, with 2 kOe co- from 700 to 850 K. The magnetic data reported were mea-

ercivities at room temperture for the nitrides. For our Pr sured using vibrating sample magnetometers. The x-ray dif-

ThMn[2-type nitrided films, room temperature coercivities of fraction data were collected with a digital system using
greater than 9 kOe have been measured. Before nitriding, the Cu K, radiation.
films exhibited nonuniaxial soft magnetic properties with
room temperature coercivities of -.0.70 kOe. The film syn- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
thesis procedures were similar to those previously used for Figures 1 and 2, respectively, show T=293 K, and
the synthesis of other highly aligned ThMn12-type systems.3 T= 10 K, hysteresis loops for a Prj.04Fej0.36Co,•,6 Moo.4N
In addition the deposited films were in situ nitrided as re- sample. This film exhibited an extreme degree of texturing
ported for other ThMnlz-type systems.4'5 The increase in cell such that the c axes of the grains were aligned perpendicularvolume upon nitriding saturated before the coercivity to the film plane. For T=293 K, the perpendicular to the film
reached a maximum as a function of nitriding time. The ni-
triding time required to reach a maximum coercivity was .................
shorter for higher nitriding temperatues. For a nitriding tem- T = 293 K
perature of 750 K the cell volume increase saturated after 15 1oI
min, but the coercivity did not reach the maximum value
until a nitriding time of 25 min. Samples nitrided for times Z 5
equal to or greater than that required to reach the maximum s
coercivity were taken to be fully nitrided with N. N per 0 0

ThMn12 formula unit.6 7

EXPERIMENT -10

Oriented films of approximately 2-3 /Am thickness were - ___........ ........
synthesized by the direct crystallization of the desired coin- -o --6 -30 0 30 s• 90
positions through rf sputtering onto heated polycrystalline Htnternal (k0e)
A120 3 substrates in the temperature range of 675-800 K.
Due to the relatively small thermal expansion coefficient of
A120 3 the films are under tension when cooled to room tem- FIG. 1. Hysteresis loops are shown, T=293 K. for a

Pr, 0Fet1.Co. 1 6Moo.uN sampie. For the flux density directed perpendicu-
perature from the deposition and nitriding temperatures. The lar to the surface, the 4,rM, was 11.6 kG. ,-, was 9.4 kOe, and the static
sputtering targets used in these studies were made by arc energy product was 23.6 MG Oe.

9006 J. Appl. PhyS. 75 (10), 15 May 1994 0021-8979194175(10)/6006MM.00 0 1994 Arnitan Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Hysteresis loops arc shown, T=10 K, for a
Pr1 .q.Fe1oCoj. .Moo.N sample. For the flux density directed pcrendicu- FIG. 4. (a) An x-ray diffractometer trace, Cua, for the sample of Fig. 3 is

[at to the surface, the 4wM, was 12.5 kG, ,Ie was 22.0 kOc, and the static shown before nitriding. (b) An x-ray diffractometer trace for Figs. I and 2 is

energy product was 32.8 MG Oc. shown after nitriding. Arrows indicate the position of AI2O0 substrate lines.
The volume increase upon nitriding was -6.9%.

plane saturation flux density, 4 irM, = 11.6-0.5 kG, intrinsic
coercivity iHc=9.40 kOe, and maximum energy product pared to that perpendicular to the film plane. The field re-
BH_=23.6 MG Oe. For the T=10 K curve, quired to obtain saturation in the direction perpendicular to
4vlMa= 12.5-0.5 kG, jH,=22.0 kOe, and BHm,.=32.8 the film plane, obtained by extrapolation, was 34.8 kOe. The
MG Oe. As will be discussed shortly this film was in situ at. % of Pr was slightly higher as compared to the stochio-
nitrided for a time long enough to maximize the coercivity. metric composition for Pr(Fe,Mo,Co)12 films.
Such samples were taken as fully nitrided with -1 N per Figure 4 shows the x-ray diffraction traces, CUK. radia-
ThMnl, formula unit. The nitrided tetragonal lattice cell pa- tion, after nitriding for the sample of Figs. I and 2, and
rameters were a =8.78 A, and c = 4.87 A. Note that measure- before nitriding for the sample of Fig. 3. The direct synthesis
ments perpendicular to the film plane correspond to measure- of Pr-Fe-Mo-Co films into ThMn12 phase with systematic
ments parallel to the crystallite c axes. From these curves, control of deposition conditions allowed us to obtain an ex-
the anisotropy fields of this Prt.04Feto.36Cot.16Moo.44N treme degree of crystallographic texturing upon deposition.
sample were estimated to be 144 and 96.5 kOe at 10 and 293 Following in situ nitriding the ThMn12-type tetragonal struc-
K, respectively. The anisotropy fields for Pr(Fe,MoCo)12 N ture was retained with an increase in cell volume which satu-
film samples did not differ significantly over a wide range of rated for a nitriding temperature of 750 K after about the first
cobalt compositions, i.e., from 2.8 to 15.0 at. % metallic 15 min of nitriding time at 6.9%. This behavior is shown in
composition of the 1-12 phase. Fig. 5. The observed cell volume increase is larger than that

Figure 3 shows hysterisis loops for an un-nitrided observed in bulk samples because of film volume strain ef-
Pr1 03Fe10.4Co1 13Mo0.40 sample synthesized under similar fects. The full width at half-maximum of the x-ray diffrac-
sputter conditions before nitriding. It exhibited soft magnetic tion lines was unchanged after nitriding. The lines were
properties consistent with easy plane anisotropy. The room fairly sharp before and after nitriding even for samples with
temperature flux density was higher in the film plane as com- very short nitriding times.

In Ip1ane Nitriding Temp. = 750 K
to e,, 30

tO38 0--------------------04

5 375-

i plane 370 ' •_,• .• 370 ,

q -5 w 365

-10 - 360

Applied Field (k0e) 35j0 a 0 to 2 3D 40

FIG. 3. Hysteresis loops measured at T=293 K, for an un-nitrided Nitriding Time , t (min.)
PrtmFeCoCo| 13 MoaQ sample exhibiting easy plane anisotropy are shown.
After nitriding the easy plane anisotropy behavior switched to uniaxial be- FIG. 5. The cell volume as a function of nitriding time at 750 K is shown
havior as shown in Figs. I and 2. for Pr(FeCo,Mo),2 nitrided in 570 Tort N2 .
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o0.5 the N sites are filled. The maximum in coercivity has been

-Nitriding Tam. - 750 K taken as the indicator of full site occupancy rather than the
o" •cell volume saturtion time for that reason. It should also beco 9.0

9.0 '', noted tbat in spite of the larger cell volume expansion ob-

served in the film samples due to additional strain effects,
U%

7.5 that the anisotropy values reached approximately the same

0 •,values as have been observed in bulk samples. Longer than
necessary nitriding times resulted in some phase deteriora-

5.0 ti.. tion with a lower than optimal coercivity. For higher nitrid-
"a "ing temperatures less nitriding time was required to optimize

4.5.. the coercivity. For 850 K, the optimum nitriding time was4.5

0so 5oo iso found to be 10 min.

Nitriding Time (Minutes) The room temperature easy plane anisotropy field of
Prl.o5Felt.20Moo7 6, and Prt.o3Fe1o.44Co1 t3Moo.,0 samples,

FIG. 6. The variation of room temperature coecivity , . perpendicular to were 30 and 34.8 kOe, respectively. On nitriding a profound
the film plane is hWmn as a function of nitriding time at 750 K, 570 Tort change of magnetocrystalline anisotropy occurred, the easy
N2, for film samples of nearly the same composition. All films were sputter plane anisotropy switched to easy axis anisotropy. At room
synthesized under the same conditions except for the nitriding time. temperatures, the saturation flux density measured perpen-

dicular to the film plane for high field measurements up to 90

The variation of ,Hc was also studied as a function of kOe of applied fields was 10.5t±.5 kG for

nitriding time. A series of film samples were sputter synthe- rt.05FeJt-17Mu. 7 gsN, and 11.6-+0.5 kG for

sized under similar sputter conditions except for the nitriding P .04Fel0.36Cot.n6Moo.44N samples. The available flux den-

time. As shown in Fig. 6, the maximum room temperature sity and coercivity were both higher for Co-containing

coercivity, /H, perpendicular to the film plane was 9.4 kOe, samples. The highest room temperature coercivity and en-

for the film sample directly crystallized at 725 K and 75 ergy product were obtained for a Prt.o4Fem0.36Co1.l 6Mo0.44 N.

mTort of argon and nitrided at 750 K and 570 Torr of N 2 for sample. For this film at 293 K the perpendicular to the film

25 min. An attempt was made to determine the minimum plane saturation flux density, 4VrM3=ll.6t0.5 kG, the in-

nitriding time at various nitriding temperatures to optimize trinsic coercivity Hc=9.40 kOe, and maximum energy prod-

the coerctvity. The nitriding time for the uct BHt.a=23.6 MG Oe. At 10 K the corresponding 4 rM,,

Prt.04Fel 0 .36Colt 6Mo0.44N sample at 750 K to maximum co- /4f, and BHm., were 12.5±0.5 kG, 22.0 kOe, and

ercivity was 25 min. However, the minimum nitriding time BHa=32.8 MG Oe, respectively. These are the highest val-

to maximum coercivity was 10 min at 850 K, and the room ues ever reported for Pr(Fe,Mo,Co)1 2N ThMn1,-type

temperature coercivity measured following low field magne- samples.

tization to 18 kOe perpendicular to the film plane was 6.4 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
kOe for a similar composition sample.
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each nitriding temperature, the minimum nitriding time was work was supported by the Dept. of Energy.
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perpendicular to the plane coercivity reached a maximum Let. 55, 2042 (1991).
after the volume increase upon nitriding had saturated. This 2

Y.-C. Yang, 0. Pan, X.-D. Zhang, J. Yang, and M.-H. Zhang, Appl. Phys.
is consistent with the cell volume increase being due to N Let. 61, 2723 (1992).
atoms occupying sites at the midpoint of the c-axes cell 'F. J. Cadieu, H. Hegde. A. Navarathna. R. Ranit and K. Chen. Appl. Phys.
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Anlsotropy and flux density enhancement in aligned ThMn 12-type
j NdFe 11Co1 _yMOyN film samples

A. Navarathna, H. Hegde, R. Rani, and F. J. Cadieu
'• Physics Department Queens College of CUN1, Flushing, New Yor* 11367

t ~Highly aligned sputtered film samples of ThMn1 2-type NdFe1 2 -y. CoyMo:N, y + z'- 1, have been
[ synthesized. For low Co concentrations it has been possible to enhance the saturation flux densities,

the coercivity, and the anisotropy field of the nitrided samples. Films which have a gradient along
the substrate length in the Fe to Co ratio have been synthesized to determine the maximum
coercivity and anisotropy values that can be obtained for the Nd(Fe,Co,Mo)1 ,N nitrides. Maximum
room temperature coercivities and anisotropies of 11.3 and 145 kOe were obtained for a
ThMn1 2-type Nds 9Fen0.3Cos.oMo4.sN (002) textured film sample. At lower temperatures the

S~coercivity and anistropy rose smoothly to 29.5 and •200 kOe, respectively by 10 K. Based on
S~nitriding studies on similar films, all nitride sites should be occupied at -1 N per ThMn1 2 formula

unit for the high coercivity films reported.

INTRODUCTION on nitride studies for analogous Pr(Fe,Co,Mo)1 2N films, all
t the nitride sites should be occupied at •l N per ThMn 12

Wehv eetysonta ihyaindsutrd formula unit4 for the nitriding times and temperatures used
i film samples of ThMn12-type NdFe11Coo~M~o0 5 N can be for these films.5

synthesized to exhibit a room temperature static energy prod-
uct of 46.3 MGOe with the flux density oriented perpendicu-
lar to the film plane~t The Nd(Fe,Mo)t2 compound was EXPERIMENT
shown to be the most promising in film synthesized samples The approximately Nd(Fe1 _yCo,)II1 sMo0 ,sN aligned
since highly aligned and a-Fe free samples could be made film samples were synthesized by rf diode sputtering from a
for T= Mo. 2 We have been able to synthesize the NdFe11 Mo coiarrane ntfthetrgswthheom stos
compound in film form with a high degree of crystailo- aslindiat rrned. to he treswt he moiin

graphic texture, where the c axis of the individual crystallites
are highly aligned perpendicular to the film plane. We have
been able to, replace at least half of the Mo by Co and in- Tre{a. B)(t %)(t.%
crease the saturation flux density as well as the anisotropy Tre a.% a.% a.%
field of the nitrides.' The major problem of bulk ThI~n 12  Nd 8 8 8
type samples is the common belief that large concentrations Fe 87.5 84 78.5
of a third nonmagnetic transition metal such as Mo, V, or Ti Co 0 4 9
is required to allow the stabilization of the ThMn, 2 phase. Mo 4.5 4 4.5

Earlier it was shown for bulk samples that nitrided
samples of ThMn12 -type Nd(Fe,T)12N, T= Mo, Ti, or V cx- The atomic fractions of Nd and Mo thus remained fairly
hibited potentially attractive properties as permanent constant across the length of a substrate while the relative
magnets.3 Anisotropy of 80 kOe at 300 K and 115 kOe at 1.5 amounts of Co to Fe increased along the substrate length
K for NdFeT'flN4 bulk samples were reported. 3 The ob- from the side opposite target A to the side opposite target C.
stacles were those of lack of alignment, the formation of The Co atomic composition ranges from 1.3 to 6.3 at. % of
a-Fe, and the low-flux densities which resulted from the the metallic elements across the substrate. Some Mo was
large concentrations of the nonmagnetic T element used to retained in the samples since in our experience this aids in
stabilize the ThMn1 2 phase, obtaining coercivity and suppressing a-Fe formation for sto-

In this paper we report the magnetic properties of ichiometric samples. The samples were directly crystallized
NdFet 2 5y~CoMo5 Nq, y + zo 1, aligned film samples to onto heated substrates so that the c axes of the ThMn, 2-phase
study the effects of anisotropy and coercivity enhancements crystallites were oriented perpendicular to the film plane.
upon the substitution of small amounts of Co for Fe. Such The samples were nitrided after deposition by heating the
samples thus consist of approximately 88-at. % magnetic samples in 500 Torr N2 at 550 °C for 2 h. Based on studies of
transition metal, 8-at. % Nd, and only 4-at. % Mo atoms in analogous Pr films, these nitriding conditions should result in

*the ThMn,2 structure, It should be noted that it has not been essentially all the nitriding sites being occupied at 1 N per
possible to stabilize the ThM~n1 for such magnetic element formula unit.4 Results for only certaln samples can be re-
concentrations by any other means. An added benefit of these ported here. The resulting film compositions along the length
magnetic element enhanced samples is that the anisotropy of a substrate were determined by directly analyzing film
field and intrinsic coercivities have been increased across the regions with electron excited x-ray fluorescence in a scan-
range from room temperature to low temperatures. Room ning electron microscope (SEM). The magnetic properties
temperature ,H'/ values as high as 11.3 and 29.5 kOe at 10 K wer measured by two different vibrating sample magne-
have been measured for the aligned nitrided samples. Based tometers (VSM). A low-field VSM at applied fields up to 18
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FIG. I. Hysteresis loops are shown for a 2.5-pro-thick FIG. 3. Hysteresis loops as measured at 293 K are shown for a 1.5-uM-thick
Ndsoe&0FrrcostMoa4N sample as measured at 293 K, perpendicular to the NdsFeW.3Coh,'Mo'.8N predominantly (002) textured film sample.

4film plane, the high flux density loop, the in plane demagnetization loop, and
the initial flux density perpendicular to the film plane.i rain a trace of a-Fe as indicated in the x-ray diffractometer

data shown in Fig. 2. The x-ray diffraction traces yield a
kOe, and a high field one with applied fields to 90 kOc. The better estimate of a-Fe concentration than using one half the
sample thicknesses were determined by SEM measurements. 2nd quadrant drop because the minimum wall reversal width
The x-ray diffraction traces were collected by a digital step- for these aligned grains is unknown. This sample was
ping motor system using CuKa radiation. Corresponding strongly (002) textured, but not to the same extreme degree
samples before and after nitriding were measured. A demag- as previous films which were made to maintain uniform
netization factor of 4w was used to compute the flux densi- composition films. The room temperature magnetocrystalline
ties as measured perpendicular to the film plane, and zero for anisotropy obtained by extrapolating the in plane flux density
the in plane measurements. to the perpendicular value was 145 kOe.

Figure 3 shows hysteresis loops as measured at 293 K

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION for a Nds 9 Feso3Co&5 M0 4.N predominantly (002) textured
film sample. The main points of interest for this sample are

Figure 1 shows hysteresis loops for a that the room temperature coercivity has beet? increased to
NdS0FeM8sCol.8Mo4.4N sample as measured at 293 K, per- 11.3 kOe and the room temperature anisotropy field to an
pendicular to the film plane, the high flux density loop, the in estimated 145 kOe. The room temperature static energy
plane magnetization loop, and the initial flux density perpen- product perpendicular to the plane was also respectable at 30
dicular to the film plane. For this sample the room tempera- MGOe. Figure 4 shows an x-ray diffraction trace for this
ture remanent flux density was 16.2 kG and is essentially the sample after nitriding. Since this sample was only 1.5 lcm
same as the saturation value. The room temperature jH4 per- thick, the characteristic polycrystalline A120 3 substrate lines
pendicular to the plane was 8.7 kOe, and the static energy are clearly evident at 20=35.130, 37.78', 43.360, and
product was 30.4 MGOe. The large drop in flux density upon 52.55*. Only a small a-Fe peak is evident at 44.700. The
entering the demagnetization quadrant greatly lowers the second strongest ThMnl2 reflection is the (202). Hysteresis
possible energy product from that theoretically possible for loops for this sample as measured at 10 K are shown in Fig.
such a high-remanent flux density. The drop in flux density 5. By 10 K the magnetic properties had increased to
as H internal reverses is expected because such samples con- 4wrM ¶=16.5 kG, ,H,=29.5 kOe, and BHmuu=40.5 MGOe.

o000

0 J

a5 as a5s 4 45 50 5 5 3 3 0 45 so 5

20 Angle (Cuj 20 Angle (Cu0.)

FIG. 4. An x-ray diffradometer trace, Cu,. radiation, is shown for the
FIG. 2. An x-ray dilffactometer trace, Cur, radiation, is shown for the nitrided sample of Fig. 3. The telragonal nittided lattice parameters were
nitrided sample of Fig 1. a =8.75, c =4.87kA.
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FIG. 6. Hysteresis loops as measured at 10 K are shown for a 2.3 1-jan-thick
FIG. 5. y loops the sample of Fig. 3 are shown as measured at Nd, 7Fes4Co, 5Mo 3.N (002) textured film sample.
to K.

substitutions reported. Despite the new high values of H,
The anisotropy field at 10 K can only be estimated to be a and HA obtained for an Fe to Co ratio of 13.4 to 1, the room
relatively high value of 200 kOe. temperature BHm, value of 30 MGOe was comparatively

For comparison, hysteresis loops measured at 10 K for a low because of the partial decrease of the flux density for
Ndr7 3Fe84.6CoMMo 3.8N uniform composition film is shown small demagnetizing fields. The high value of jHc = 11.3 kOe
in Fig. 6.1 For such uniform composition films very high measured at 293 kOe is the highest value reported for
energy products were measured. At 10 K the 4r:M5 , iHc, and ThMnl.-type systems.
BHx values were 17.0 kG, 24.0 kOe, and 59.6 MGOe. The
corresponding values at 293 K were 15.5 kG, 8.7 kOe, and ACKNOWLEDGMENT
46.3 MGOe. F.J.C. was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy.
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in film samples made with a gradient in the Fe to Co ratio Magn. 29, 2812 (t993).
along the substrate length. The highest intrinsic coercivity 2
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and anisotropy values obtained at 293 K were 1H,= 11.3 kOe Trans. Magn. 28, 2838 (1993).
and HA 145 kOe. The corresponding values were 29.5 and 'Y. C. Yang, X.-D. Zhang, L-S Kong, and 0. Pan. Appl. Phys. Lett. S8.

2042 (1991).
200 kOe at 10 K. The room temperature anisotropy field aY.-c. Yang, et aL, Solid State Commun. 78, 313 (1991).
remained relatively high at - 145 kOe across the range of Co 5R. Rani, H. Hegde, A. Navarathna, and F J. Cadiau (these proceedings).
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Hydrogenation decomposition desorption recombination magnets basedon Sm2+6 Fe17Mo.4 carbonltrides (M=IVB/VB/VIB group elements)

X. Chen and Z. Altounian
Center for the Physics of Materials, Department of Physics, McGill University, 3600 University Street,
Montrial, Quibec H3A 27-8, Canada

The hydrogenation decomposition desorption recombination (HDDR) process is carried out to
produce permanent magnets based on Sm 2+,FeTMo4 carbonitrides, where M=Ti, V, Cr, Zr, Nb,
Mo, Hf, Ta, and W; and &0.6. It is found that minor additions of M significantly reduce the
amounts of a-Fe and SmFe 3 in the starting materials. The best isotropic HDDR magnet obtained is
for M=Ti, which has an intrinsic coercivity of 18 kOe and an energy product of 9.8 MGde at room
temperature.

I. INTRODUCTION surements were carried out in a pulsed magnet with a maxi-
mum field of 180 kOe. Sample temperature was maintained

Since the discovery of Sm 2Fe, 7 nitride, carbide, and to within ±1 K during the measurements.
4 carbonitride,'- 5 a lot of efforts have been made to produce

high performance magnets based on these materials. Some of
these efforts include mechanical alloying,6 '7 melt spinning,8  Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
metal bonding,9 °10 and hydro enation decomposition desorp- The Sm2+ 6 Fe17Mo.4 compounds prepared by arc melting
tion recombination (HDDR).l The HDDR process has been and induction melting show very small amount of a-Fe and
successfully used to produce Nd2Fel4B-based magnets with SmFe3 phases for all values of & under investigation
high coercivity." "3 A coercivity, He, of about 12.6 kOe is (0ý8&0.6). The x-ray diffractions show the main phase of
reported for bonded magnets made of HDDR Th 2Znl 7 rhombohedral structure, and a secondary phase of
Nd,5Fe77B8-type alloys.14 

This is a very high value, as coin- SmFe 2. This is shown in Fig. 1(a) for Sm 2,.Fe, 7Ti0.4. Ap-
pared with the anisotropy field of about 80 kOe at room parently, the minor addition of M has made a-Fe and SmFe 3
temperature.' 5 In contrast, the coercivity so far reported for unstable in these alloys. Therefore, it is not necessary to
the HDDR Sm2Fe17 nitride is rather low, less than 9 kOe," in carry out a long time homogenization process which is often
spite of the large anisotropy field of about 140 kOe16 for this required for Sm 2Fe,7 to eliminate the a-Fe.
nitride. This relatively low coercivity is related to the sec-
ondary soft phases, mainly a-Fe, of the specimens. In order
to have high performance magnets, these soft phases must be I I I

eliminated as much as possible. The present study is to in- Oa-Fe * S.mm - S. hydride
vestigate the effects of IVB/VB/VIB group additions on the StN SMFe3

coercivity of Sm2Fel 7 carbonitrides made by the HDDR pro- (a)
cess. I

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS L (b)

Alloys consisting of elements (purity 99.9%) Sm, Fe,
and M, where M=Ti, V, Cr, Zr, Nb, Mo, Hf, Ta, and W, were
arc melted at least 6 times, followed by induction melting at
least 3 times. Excess Sm was added to compensate for Sm a
loss during melting. The composition of the ingots after
melting was Sm 2+,5Fe17M0 .4, where 8cf0.6. X-ray (Cu-K,)
powder diffraction was used to check the presence of sec-
ondary phases.

The hydrogenation decomposition was carried out by
heating the specimens in H2 at 800 °C for up to 40 min. The
desorption-recombination occurred simultaneously when the
decomposed specimens were annealed in vacuum, produced Z5 4 1 0 41 50 55
by a mechanical pump, in a temperature range between 740 2 1
and 860 °C for up to 30 min. The resulting HDDR specimens
were ground into powder (<32 Am), and then nitrided in N2  FIG. t. X-ray (Cu-K,) powder diffraction of Sm2,FecTi0, (a) of the
at 460, 480, and 510 °C for up to 18 h, followed by carbur- starting compound made by arc melting and induction melting; (b) after

hydrogenation decomposition; (c) after HDDR, before carbonitriding; (d)izing in r2H2 at the same temperatures for up to 15 min. The after HDDR and carbonitriding. The secondary phases are indicated by the
carbonitrided powder was cold pressed. Hysteresis loop mea- special symbols.

6012 J. Appl. Phys. 75 (10). 15 May 1994 0021-8979l94*75(l0)M012/3IS6.00 0 1994 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Theroanpezic scam. Of 5M24e1 i7Mo4 (heatin rate5 K/mmi). The
onset tansperaure of hydrogention decomposition, indicated by arrows, FIG. 3. Coercivity of Ses2+jei7TtAN~C, as a function of temperature
dependasonM. where the desorption recombination process is carried out for 10 min, fol-

lowed by nitriding and catburizing the specimens at 510 -C for 120 and 15
min, respectively. The solid line is a guide to the eye.

Figure 2 shows a thermopiezic scan for M=Ts and Nb in
hydrogen gas. The pressure decrease between 460 and 550 K
is due to hydrogenation of the compounds. As is shown in more ar-Fe into the specimens. This advantage is discussed in
Fig. 2 for M=ri and Nb, the onset temperatures for hydro- detail in Ref. 5.
genation decomposition, indicated by arrows, are related to Since Sm evaporates during the HDDR process due to
M. At 1073 K, all Sm2 +8Fe1 7M0 4 decompose quickly. The its high vapor pressure, the near stoichiometric composition
time required to reach a complete decomposition was deter- (&-0) of the starting material leads to large amounts of a-Fe
mined by the pressure change of H2 gas. It ranges from 10 to in the HDDR Sm2Fel 7M0*4 specimens. However, when 8 is
40 min, depending upon M. When decompostion is comn- in the range of 0.5-0.6, the amount of a-Fe in the specimens
plete, only the a-Fe and Sm hydride are observed in x-ray after HDDR process is negligible. Further increase in 8 has
diffraction, with no detectable trace of M. Thlis is shown in no effect on reducing a-Fe. For all specimens which will be
Fig. 1(b) for W=TI. reported later, the values of 8 for the starting materials are

In order to obtain high coercivity, different conditions
for the desorption recombination process have been tried.
Figure 3 shows the coercivity as a function of temperature-
where the desorption recombination process was carried out
for 10 Min for the decomposed SM2+8Fel7T111. T'he nitrid- SxdO7'.N~

ing and carbiding were carried out at 510 *C for 120 and 15
min, respectively, in this test. It will be shown later that other ___-

carboniltriding conditions will give higher coercivity. It is 473 K
clear fromn Fig. 3 that the best recombination temperature is __lo

about 800 TC. At this temperature, several recombination
tinues, up to 30min, have been tried. From these tests, it is o-
concluded that to obtain grain sizes favorable for high coer- c
civity, the desorption recombination process should be car- 300_
ried out at 800 *C for 10-15 min. As is shown in Fig. 1(c)
for Sm2 ,,Fel~y11 34 , the specimens after thee whole HDDR__
process contain the main phase of Th2Znl 7 rhombohedral
structure with amall amounts of secondary phases of a-Fe,
SsnFe2, and SmFe3. 1The SmFe2 and SmFe3 phases disappear -@D
after carbonitridling, as is shown in Fig. 1(d). This is because _ _____ _____

the two I jinses decompose into SuN and a-Fe upon -20 -80 -t0 0 10to 30
ninteding ','-Cownpaing Figs. 1(c) with 1(d), it is found that R (ko)
the amount of a-Fe remains almost unchanged after carbo-
nitridirg indicatinlg that carbotnittiding does not introduce FIG. 4. Hysteresis loops of S02.8 1~NC at 3M0 373, and 473 L.
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between 0.5 and 0.6. The actual values of 8 of the final

magnets are expected to be less than 0.6, because of the loss
of Sm during the HDDR process. 'Y. Otani, D. P. F. Harley, H. Sun, and J. M. D. Coey, J. Appl. Phys. 69,

Coey and Hurley'
9 have shown that insufficient nitriding 55S4 (1991).

results in nitrogen-poor cores inside the pas-icles, which re- 2j. M. D. Coey, H. Sun, Y. Otani, and D. P. F. Hurley, J. Map. Magp.
tIn order to eliminate these soft cores. Mater. 96. 76 (1991).duce the coercivity. I 3B-P. Hu and G.-C. Uu. Solid State Commun. 79, 785 (1991).

two other carbonitriding conditions are investigated. Signifi- ýX C. Kou, R. Grosinger, M. Katter, J. Wecker, L Schultz, T. H. Jacobs,

cant increase in coercivity, e.g., AH, = + 3.4 kOe for M=Ti, and K. H. J. Buschow, J. Appl. Phys. 70, 2272 (1991).
was observed when nitriding was carried out at 480 °C for 9 5X. Chen, Z. Alsounian, and D. H. Ryan, 3. Magn. Magp. Mater. 1M, 169

h, followed by carbiding at the same temperature for 10 mi. (1993).
6L Schultz. K. Schnitzke, J. Wecker, M. Katter, and C. Kuhrt, J. Appl.

Compared with this carbonitriding condition, no significant Phys. 70, 6339 (1991).
increase in coercivity was obtained when nitriding was done 7J. Ding. P. G. McCormick, and R. Street, J. Alloys Compounds 169, 83
at 460 °C for 18 h and carburizing for 15 min. These results (1992).

s8F. E Pinkerton and C. D. Fuerst, Appl. Phys. Let. 66, 2558 (1992).
Suggest that carbonitriding at 480 *C for about 9 h is the best 'M. Q. Huang, L Y. ZTang, B. M. Ma, Y. Zheng, 1. M. Elbicki, W. E.
condition to eliminate the soft cores in a reasonably short Walace, and S. G. Sankar. J. Appl. Phys. 70,6027 (1991).
time. The best magnet obtained is for M=Ti. Figure 4 shows "°S. Suzuki and T. Miura, IEEE Trans. MaW. MAG-2&, 994 (1992).
the hysteresis loops of a Sm 2+6Fe1 7Tio.4NC magnet at "C. N. Christodoulou and I Takeshita, J. Alloys Compounds 196, 155

(1993).
three temperatures. Assuming full density, this magnet has "P, J. Mdttloess, X J. Zhang, H. Forsyth, and 1. R. Harris, J. Less-

the coercivity and the energy product of 18 kOe, 9.8 MGOe Common Met. 162. 379 (1990).
at 300 K.; 14 kOe, 7.8 MGOe at 373 K and 9 kOe, 6.5 MGOe "X. J. Zhang, P J. McGuineas, and 1. R. Harris, J. Appl. Phys. 69, 5838

at 473 K. The coercivities and the energy products for other (1992).

additives are listed in Table I. The good performance of the 1 McGueness. X J. Zhang. X J. Yin. and 1. R. Harris,(J. Les-Common

magnet with M=Ti can be, in part, explained by the en- " R. Groasinger, It. Krewenka, R. Eibler, H. R. Kirchmayr, J. Ormerod, and

hancement of anisotropy field, which is about 4-5 kOe K. A. J. Bschow, J. Less-Common Met. 113, 167 (1986).

higher than that of Sm 2Fe17 carbonitride.
20  16

M. Katter, J. Wecker, L Schultz, and R. Grossinger, J. Magn. Magp.
Mater. 92, L14 (1990).

In conclusion, by the HDDR process, high performance 
17c. N. Chri~sdonlou and T. Takeshila, J. Alloys Compounds 194, 31

isotropic permanent magnets based on Sm 2+&Fe17M. 4 car- (1993).
bonitrides have been made for M=Ti, Nb, etc. Compared t8C. N. Christodoulou and T. Takeshita, J. Alloys Compounds 191, 279

with the isotropic magnets based on Nd-Fe-B made by (1993).
'9J. M. D. Coey and D. P. F. Hurley, J. Magp. Map. Mater. 104-167,1098

HDDR process, these magnets have superior magnetic prop- (1992).
erties, especially at elevated temperatures. "x CheAn Er. Girt, and 7- Altounian (these procedings).
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Nlitding of melt-spun Nd-Fe-Mo alloys
F, E. Pink~ron, C. D. Fuerst, and J. F. Hedr
Physics Depo.rrene General Motors NAO Research and Development Center, 30500 Mound Road, Warren,
Michigan 48090-9055

The hard magnetic properties of nitrided melt-spun Nd-Fe-Mo ribbons have been investigated as
functions of composition, quench rate, and nitriding time. Ingots having the compositions
Nd1FeloMO2 , Nd1.15Fe10Mo2, Nd1 .3Fel 0Mo2 , and Nd1 45Fe10Mo2 were melt spun over a range of
quench rates specified by substrate wheel velocities v, in the 5 m/srrv,•40 m/s interval. Ribbons
prepared with u,-17.5 m/s from the Ndl. 15Fe1oMO2 alloy consist only of stoichiometric NdFejoMo 2
with the ThMnl2 crystal structure; at higher quench rates the ThMn1 2 structure is suppressed. It is
found that all ribbons prior to nitriding are characterized by intrinsic coercivity H,,<0.4 kOe. For
ribbons direct quenched at wheel speeds between 12.5 and 17.5 m/s, nitriding produces
technologically significant coercivity (Heir6 kOe). The maxima in the technical magnetic
properties as functions of v, resemble those observed in direct-quenched Nd-Fe-B ribbons.

Since the discovery by Yang et at. that nitrogen absorp- From the x-ray analyses we found that the
tion can enhance the Curie temperature To, saturation mag- Ndl.15FeloMo 2 starting composition yielded essentially
netization M5 , and magnetocrystalline anisotropy of RFe 1 Ti single-phase NdFe1 oMo 2 ribbons, but only for quench rates
(R denotes rare earth) compounds, nitrided RFe, 2 _xT, (T in the v,-<17.5 m/s range. Figure 1 illustrates this point. A
including Mo, Ti, and V) phases characterized by the tetrag- powder diagram calculated for NdFe,0 Mo2 using the nuclear
onal ThMn1 2 structure have become of interest from the per- coordinates and site occupancies determined via neutron dif-
spective of permanent magnet applications. In the case of the fraction by Yelon and Hadjipanayis 9 

for NdFeoMoG2N, is dis-
NdFel2_xMo, systems, which form for molybdenum con- played in Fig. l(a), and Figs. l(b), 1(c), and l(d) are the
tents in the 1.01Exl2.5 range,

2
-4 

nitriding has been reported patterns observed for ribbons melt spun from the
to improve T, by 130-170 K, to increase M, at 300 K by Nd1 15Fe10Mo2 ingot at v,=15, 20, and 30 m/s. Lattice con-
7%-17%, and to change the easy magnetization direction stants a =8.61 A, c =4.81 A,, in excellent agreement with the
from basal plane to c-axis orientation with a room- values given in Ref. 3 for NdFeloMo 2, were inferred from
temperature anisotropy field H,-70 kOe.

4
-8 Here we de- the peak positions for the 15 m/s sample [Fig. l(b)]; those

scribe an effort to magnetically harden NdFe1 oMo2 by nitrid- parameters were employed in computing Fig. 1(a). Compari-
ing direct-quenched melt-spun Nd-Fe-Mo ribbons, i.e., son of Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) demonstrates that only NdFejoMo 2
ribbons in which ThMn12 grains having optimum size are is detectable in the 15 m/s sample. This identification is con-
formed directly on quenching from the melt. The technical sistent with quantitative elemental analysis of the 15 m/s
magnetic properties have been examined as functions of ribbons by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission
composition, quench rate, and nitriding time. spectrometry, which indicated a slightly rare-earth-rich corn-

Four starting compositions having fixed Mo and Fe but position of Nd1 .oFeio.0 Mo2.01. The diffraction pattern for the
varying Nd concentration were chosen for this investigation: v,=20 m/s sample [Fig. 1(c)] shows line broadening indica-
NdIFe10Mo 2, Ndl. 15FeloMo2, Nd1 .3FeleMo2, and tive of decreasing particle size, perhaps combined with in-
Ndl.45Fe1oMO2 . Ingots were prepared by induction melting cipient deterioration of the ThMn1 2 character through disor-
high-purity elemental constituents in an argon atmosphere. dering of the transition-metal sublattices. At u, =30 m/s [Fig.
Each ingot was melt spun, again under argon, by ejecting 1(d)] much of the fine structure has been eliminated; further
molten alloy through an orifice (0.6 mm diam) in a quartz particle size reduction associated with the higher quench rate
crucible onto the surface of a chrome-plated copper disk (25 cannot by itself account for the modification of the line pat-
cm diam). The quench rate was varied by changing the sur- tern. Figure l(d) suggests transformation to the disordered
face velocity v, of the disk, with v, in the range 5-40 m/s. hexagonal TbCu7 structure, evidence for which has also been

Nitriding was carried out on ground (<45 jum diam) reported for melt-spun Sm-Fe alloys.1°

powders of the melt-spun ribbons under a static 120 kPa Results of nitriding the Nd1 .15Fe10Mo 2 ribbons are sum-
pressure of N 2 gas. All samples in this work were nitrided at marized in Fig. 2, which displays B,, (BH)n, and H,, as
740 K for times varying from I to 88 h. X-ray powder dif- functions of nitriding time for five different quench rates
fraction (CuKa radiation) was used to identify phases in the corresponding to v, =10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, and 30 m/s. Before
ribbons before and after nairiig. Magnetic properties were nitriding the intrinsic coercivity is negligible, H,,-0.2 kOe,
measured using a vibrating sample magnetometer with a as is the energy product, but Fig. 2 makes it dear that the
"maximum applied field of 19 kOe after premagnetizing in a incorporation of nitrogen produces technologically signifi-
pklsed field of -100 kOe. No demagnetization correction for cant magnetics. Values of H,, and (BH)x exceeding 4.5
the geometry of the samples was made, and a density of 8.2 kWe and 2.0 MGOe, respectively, are observed for the
(8.3) gcm

3 
was used for the nitrided (unnitrided) materials. v,= 12-5, 15, and 17.5 mis ribbons over nitriding times ex-

T,, values were determined by differential scanning calorim- tending from 16 to 64 h.
etry. Figure 3 highlights the v, dependence via plots of the
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a)~~t 7d.,o -.O,~ Nd ,,Fe,,Mo.

(cIus~)4rM (19 e) Nlieat70Xf,1ho

T~ B,

0 10 20 20 40

FIG. 1. (a) Caloulated CUKaxr a-y powder-diffaction diaram for 5 -
NdFe 5Mo2, and observed pauers for Nd1 13Fe,0Mo2 r~ibons melt spun at

S2.

three technical properties versus v, for the Nd,,15Fe 0 oW2  I

ribbons nitrided for 16 ht. The broad maxima, which all occur __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

at v,=15 mis, resemble those observed in melt-spun 20 30 40

Nd-Fe-B." For these alloys, however, the property enhance- ~4(l0
ment afforded by optimizing the quench rate is smaller. 7bis
is especially true of H0 1, which improves by as much as -20 FIG. 3. B,_ (BH)_. and H,, of Nd1 12Fe10Mo2 Mobons nitrided at 740 K
kOe in Nd-Fe-B," as opposed to the -2 kWe increase shown fort 16 h as functions of wheel speed v, . ile uppermost panel also includes
in Fig. 3. Since Nd2Fe,4B and NdFe,0 Mo2 have comparable values of 4srM msanuredi iL ,19 kOe external field.

anisotropy fields (H.-70 ke, lie relative y sta~l- 'nh.,nce-
ment for the nitrided Nd-Fe-1Nj iwbc.s undersc-rt the

achallenge of realizing useful coercivity in ie1 s. im

a 10M/8Despite also being comprised of e&;eatialy single-phafe
-. 2 Nd 5 F, &s 1 2. n./. NdFel0 Mo2 , as revealed by the x-ray anal)yýe, ribbons melt
I itridad at 740 K 17.5 ./ spun with v,-0msd o dvlppoetiseuaett

a30 , n/a those of the 12.5 m/w~v,%G17.5 rn/s ribbons on *Wnding.
0 10 20 30 40 50 so0 so 90 Since grain size increases with diminishing v3, it is our "~t-

ion that reduced H01 associated with oversized grains, as
3 A observed in melt-spun Nd-Fe-B," is responsible for this be-

havior. For the or3 *20 r/s materials, on the other hand, we
conclude that the inferior properties are due to the degrada-
tion of the ThMn, 2 structure indicated by the x-ray work.
Corroborative evidence for the transformation is provided by

~ measurements of 41rM in the largest field applied, 19 W~e,
0_______20 __30 ___40____0 shown as open squares in the top panel of Fig. 3. It is appar-

ent that the progressive replacement of ordered ThMn, 2-type
material by a related but disordered phase for v,;&20 m/s is
accompanied by a substantial drop in magnetization.

4: Demagnetization curves for the Nd, ,5Fel, 0M 2 (15 MIS)
X. 2ribbons before and after nitrding (64 h) are presented in Fig.

4. While the coercivity is essentially zero in the as-spun
* state, the nitrided ribbons are characterized by H1 1 =535 We,

0 10 20 20 40 50 to 70 so g0 B,=4.5 kG, and (BH).l,=3.1 MGOe. The remanence is
Out"i4 U-' 0-rnamnthe 5 kG value to be expected for a random disrbutaion

of NdFe,0 M(N crystallites whose saturation

FIG. 2. Ran.e-teertauue reeec a,, ev -rouc (off) sai magnetization0 is 41rM,-10 krG. The largest (BH)., at-
labi ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - oecvl , td 2 eho taabefrshadsribution is approximately 6 M00e,

15. 17.5. ad 30 Eau n finedmn of uiuling dm and our observation of half that limiting value is a coastn-
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4 - 15 rn/S Nitrided 64 hours.

2 02

-2 B,-45k 0 10 20 20 40 s0 s0 70 80 g

H (kOe)

FIG. 4. Demagnetizton curves for Nd3 13FemMo2 (v,=15 m~s) uibbons in . 2 30 41 6 1. S

the a-pnnsot t(daa ied line)and after ntrdndmqfor 64 hat 740Kin N2 PS
at 120 kPa (sofid line).

quence of the nonrectangular loop shape of the niftrdd ma- 2

terial in Fag. 4. Endob and co-workers4' observed H,,-3 kOe I
and B,-=5 kGforntridedmelt-sun Nd1 .3FeMq2 .Wrking a 10 20 30 40 50 so 70 80 go

with overquewche NdFe10Mo2 ribbons melt spun at 40 ni/s goitrgiding, t (-

and which, in contrast to our work, were vacuum annealed
prior to nitriding, 'Tang, Sinigleton, and Hadjipanayis' 2 FIG. 5. Rooma temperature reananence B_. energy product (Bf)_, and
achieved Hj,-8.8 kOe and D,-~4.6 kG after optimizing the intinsc coeroveiy H,, of Nd,R,.Mo2. Nd, g,.F1 Mo2. Nd, ,FejqMo2, and
annealing and nitriding conditions. Coercivities and remna- Nd, 4Fe,,M ribbons melt spun at u, =15 rn/a as functiona; of nitriding

niences of 8kOe, 5kG (Ref. 7) and 4 ke, 7 kG(Ref. 4) tiate
have been reported for nitrided powders prepared from me-
chanically alloyed ingots much richer in rare-earth content We are grateful to C. B. Murphy for expert technical

4 than those investigated here. assistance, to A. M. Wimts for help with the x-ray work, to N.
We have determined T,-365 K for the as-spun Potter for elemental analyses, and to T. S. Ellis for calorimet-

Nd, ,5 Fe,,Mo, (15 ni/a) ribbons and T,-505 K for the same
ribbons after nitridng in reasonable agreement with the Cu- nc measurements.
rie temperatures reported in Ref. 4. 13 For the nitrided ribbons
we find 'ThMn1 1-type lattice constants a =8.69 A and c =4.87 'Y.-C. Yang, X.-D. That,5 , L.-S. Kong, 0. Pan. and S.-L Ge. Solid State

Contansu. 73, 317 (1991).Aimplying a volume expansion of 3.3% on nitriding con- 2
A. Miller, Tlý. Phy,. 4 249 (1988).

sistent With the resuts of others0,7'A"2  
'X~ It. J. Bm~bow and D. B. de Mooij, in Con~c~ene Ewopeo Action at

Figur 5 compares the technical magnetic properties, Mogsews, edited by 1. V. MiteltelL J. M. D. Coey, D. Givord, 1. It. Harr*,

again as functions of nitriding time as in Fig. Z of nitrided an I Hwt~ (Esvir tLfldoU 1989). p. 63.

v,=15 ruts ribbons prepared from the four different starting 2560 o (192.Naaraan MiaiIETh.Ma.MG-.
compositions examined in this study. It amplifies our result 'M Anpsiu C. Clajtieg M. Pinas, and D. Niarclog, J. Appl. Pays.
that the Nd1 ,5Fe,0 Mo2 formulation leads to the best magnet- '79, 6012 (1991).

ica. Together with the x-ray studies, the data of Fig, 5 afford X~ Citm, L X~ Liao, Z Altounian, D. H. Ryan, and J. 0. Strfu,-Olaen, I.
Mago. Map. Mater. 111, 130 (1992).two concluimons. First, some excesa Nd facilitates develop- 7W Gon an G. C. Haiansyu WE Thum. Mapa. MAG-28, 2563

menw of the technical properties but an overabundance of (199).
secondary phases is deleterious. TMe powder diagram of -Y.7-. Was& G. C. Hacanay*a 7. X. ibn& W. B. Yelon. V. Pvpftb-

Nd,Fe10 Mo2 (15 mts) material is indistngisable from Fig. ,nsou, A Moumikaa, and D. J. Sellryer, J. Mean. *lap. Mauer. U9.
41 (1993).

1(b) for the Nd, 25feO0M 2 (15 m/s) rbbons, soth Makel 9W R. Yelon and G. C Itadjipanayma, IEM Ttws Mtapa. MAG-25, 2316
poorer properties of the former imply that some excess Nd is (199).
favorable, even though none is apparent in the diffraction 'ft E. Planneing and C. D. Fuerrat, Appl. l'hys. List. 40,2558 (1992).patern Inconras. te t

J.J. Cank J. F. Hera. R. W. Lee. and F. E. Pinkcrtto AppI. Pays. LCOL
patr. ncntat Mtexry diagrams of the Nd'Fe,4) Mo2  4,19(9). bt

and Ndl,45FeO0o 2 samlples continI flmle frou secotndary 12Z X Thmg, E W. Singleton, and G. C. Haftimaayis, J. Appl. Pays. 73.
phases, which are evidently responsible for die reduced mag- 6254 (1993); 7- X. 7W&g G. C. Ftadjipumayi, mnd V. Papmeldihymioo, J.

tnetics obtained from those compositions in Fig. 5. Second, Alloys ComnpoundsK 1987 (10)3).
nitriding for timres longer than -65 h disproportonates the 13ere asisnlfcaat variationa in The valuea of the isrundc propertiea

of these .ageoiak in die cilstl literstwe; most of the dhpeuiy Ilaiely
ThMn1ltyp comiponent into NdN, &-Fe, and other phases, , from da rage bra momai ap ovea whe the lla~a,,
Fig. 5 shows that the magnetic properties deteriorate as well. inudacm I
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Effect of milling on the magnetic and microstrctral properties
of Sm ,Ft4x permanent magnets

P. A. P. Wendhausen. B. Gebel. D. Eckert and K.-H. Miller
lnsiftUt fur Fesf*per- und Werksofforschung Dresden PO. Bax, 01171 Dresden, Germany

By bell milling Sm 2Fet7N, the coerci.ity can be increased from 0.3 to 1.5 T. The coercivity
increases continuously during milling up to a time of about 600 min, and then decreases for too
intensive ball milling. This is .•onnected to particle size reduction and other effects like the increase
in oxygen content, introduction of mechanical stresses, formation of new grain boundaries, and
amorphization of the material. Magnetic measurements, scanning electron microscopy, as well as
domain wall observations indicate that long-time milled material is mainly constituted of single
domain particles and isotropic polycrystalline particles with small grains.

1. INTROOUCTH)N surface can be clearly seen. A few small particles are also
present. The number of these small particles increases when

In the last three years much effort has been done to the powder is milled for long times [Fig. 1(b)], but it is
translate the excellent intrinsic magnetic properties of difficult to recognize all of them as single particles because
Sm2FeJAN, into essential permanent magnet properties like
remanence and coercivity. A useful procedure is to regrind
the powder after nitrogenation. In Ref. 1 a coercivity of 0.8 T
was achieved by ball milling Sm2FeZ17N to a particle size of
2 to 4 Am. In Ref. 2 it was reported that below 5 Am these
particles are single domain. Theoretical calculations derived
from the domain width, 3'4 however, lead to values of 0.3 Am
for the critical single-domain particle size. Despite of this
fact it was found in Ref. 5 that magnets prepared from
Sm2Fe17 N, powders additionally milled after nitrogenation
show lower initial susceptibilities and much higher coercivi-
ties compared to values obtained for magnets prepared from
nitrogenated powder without additional milling. This fact 0"
might be related to a single-domain particle behavior or pin-
ning of domain walls. In this work the effect of milling on
microstructure and coercivity will be focused.

IL EXPEMENT

The Sm2FeAV alloy was prepared by induction melting,
starting from a Sm-rich alloy to which Fe was added to
achieve the desired composition. The as-cast alloy was
sealed in quartz tubes and homogenized at 1000 °C for seven
days and then pulverized to a particle size less than 20 Am
and nitrogenated at 450 °C for 5 h. The nitrogenated material
was additionally milled in a vibration mill under toluene for
different times varying up to 2000 min. Magnet samples
were prepared by fixing the powders with resin or Zn bond-
ing. The material was characterized by SEM (scanning elec-
tron microscopy) and x-ray diffractometry. Magnetic mea-
surements were performed on a vibrating sample
magnetometer with fields up to 8 T and domains were ob-
served by Bitter technique.

KL RESULTS AND DNSCKMMI

The decrease of particle size due to the additional mill-
ing is shown in Fig 1. For the not additionally mllned pow- •. 1. SM "msWIS of SWFet#.. (a) Neo addMonany maIh4 (b)
der [Fig. l(a)] big particles (5-20 #m) showing a smooth adit n e e-atty mined t 6w min, (e) qlome in fts panda hm min(b).
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FIG. 3. Bitter patterns of Sm2Fe,7N, powders (a) before and (b) after aidi-
FIG. 2. S urogrs of resin mounted and polisted powders from Fig. ionally milling for 600 min.
I, (a) Not additionally milled, (b) additionally milled for 600 miin.

they form agglomerates. From the SEM micrographs it fol- ever, the small change in oxygen content after 600 min (see

lows that most of the small particles are 3 An or less in size. Fig. 4) indicates that the decrease of particle size might be-

Sometimes they seem to be cold welded and tend to build come less intensive after this milling time. The coercivity is

particles as big as the original ones (5-20 pm) and show a very sensitive to the milling time as can be seen in Fig. 4.

rough surface [Fig. 1(c)]. SEM observations on polished Values up to 1.5 T are achieved when Sm 2Fe1 7 N. is milled
powders show that the unmilled Sm2Fe17Nthat a continuous decrease of cer-

stituted of particles with sharp edges and the polished surface civity is observed. A well known effect of milling regarding

is smooth and free of cracks [Fig. 2(a)]. The corresponding the enhancement in s oercivity is the fragmentation of big

micrographs of 600 min milled powders [Fig. 2(b)] show particles into smaller ones. In this way the nucleation centers

besides many small particles, big ones (larger than 3 p~m) present on the surface of the particles, e.g., a-Fe, would be

with a round shape and cracklike defects on the polished isolated in few subparticles, thereby confining their deleteri-

surface. Probably these cracklike defects are boundaries be- ous effect to a small fraction of volume. As a result of the

tween particles which are joined by magnetostatic forces or
by cold welding. The existence of domain walls in
Sm 2FeI7N. particles of milled and unmilled powders was 2.0 1.5
revealed by the Bitter technique (Fig. 3). Domain structures * -

are clearly visible in particles of not additionally milled pow- t, .. •-- i
ders, but in the additionally milled state (600 min) they can p.-.- ' *
hardly be seen. This indicates that the large particles in Fig. ,
3(b) as well as in 1(b), l(c), and 2(b) are in reality agglom- >. to '"
erated small particles without domain walls or cold-welded - "

Z
particles consisting of single-domain crystallites isotopically i 0.5 c
distributed. 0

Figure 4 shows the increase of oxygen content with mill- Q, 0
ing time. The uptake of most of the oxygen occurs in the first '0 . ... . ... -0on .
600 min of milling, connected with the creation of a larger 0 500 1000 1500 2000
specific surface as reported in Ref. 2. After that only a small Milling Time (min)
change is observed up to 2000 miin. By SEM observations it
is difficult to distinguish a change in particles size after 600 FIG. 4. Coercivity nd oxygen contne of addkionaly milled Smnse17N,
min ball milling, because of the agglomeration effects. How- powder vs miUling time.
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2000 nin -i~d ABLE 1. Differm arinemm msaacm re~iauhag hore a ammencaj fit of
2000 f'iln I~JIS8demagneurzaboarmcve (Otnamme a Gaiavau a tueibm ucioEnd with the ball-

width or'). T1he SaizRIAN powders wen, Walind in iow Vicus~ quny in a
field of 7.5 T. For coinpuaneta the Wlar and the hotline $how the aictre
par-etfoatr die comarplouly alignd and W-4fl notronoac

i 6W0 min mind Mapsin &Wm as RI

0 1 0

*0 13 0.95 0.19
.~no odditiond milling h300 31 0.76 0.47

600 40 0.69 0-59

JI. ~...ma 0.5 1

30 ~ ~ 3e (do5g) 5 6 domain particle behavior due to small crystallite or particle
2ie. Seod sape prepared from long time milled pow-

der (00mi) y ieprssngin afield of 2Tshow apo
FIG. 5. X-ray diffraction patteris of Sza2Pe 7N, powders before and alter degree of texture (B-LIBIor0.95). Possible reasons are the
additional milling Elr diffeent momia small particle size which results in too low manaaetic force

compared with the friction force during pressing or the pres-
ence of isotropic particles formed by cold welding. To get

milling, however, not only the particle size is reduced, but more information about this we aligned well dispersed pow-
also the chemical composition, the surface state as well as ders in low viscous epoxy resin in a field of 7.5 T. Some
the amount of phases may be changed and this can also af- restulting texture parameters for different milling times are
fect the coercivity. 1The x-ray patterns of long time milled shown in Table 1. The improvement of texture compared
powders (600 min), show broadened x-ray lines (Fig. 5). with the case of die pressing shows the presence of small
This line broadening may be caused by microstresses and particles which can be aligned. But the remarkable decrease
crystallite size reduction. Considering the line broadening to of texture with increasing milling time points to the presence
be caused by crystallite size reduction and applying the of particles with isotropic character as well.
Scherrer formula a crystallite size of about 20 nm was esti- It should be noted that the enhancement of coercivity by
mated for the 600-min milled powder. In a further milling additional milling, shown in Fig. 4, has the same order of
stage (2000 min) the x-ray peaks tend to disappear, inidicat- magnitude as the inarease of coercivity caused by Zn
ing the formation of an amorphous structure. In Ref. 6 such bonding. 4 As a surprising result, however, the combination of
an amorphization effect was also r--ported for nonnitroge- additional milling and Zn bonding gives no improvement
nated Smjite17 which can be recrystallized by a heat treat- compared to the coercivity of Sm2Fe 17N. powder not addi-
ment at 700 'C. At such htigh temperatures a recrystallization tionally milled and not Zn bonded.5

treatment Of SM2FC17N, is not possible because of its deowm- 'T. tryra LKbysi .IioaT uua t ao n a
position into SmN and cr-Fe. The decrease in coercivity ob- -gyatta, K.I oTrans.b-Asp. 2mok, 23 .(199d).H.Ko.adYNa-
served for milling times longer than 600 mmn might be attrib- 'IL Kobay-ashi. T. lriyama, T. Yantaguchi. H. Kato, and Y. Nakagawa. J.
uted to this formation of amorphous material. Alloys Comp. 193, 235 (1993).

Frommagnticmeasremnts n mlledandunmiled 3T. Mukai and T. Fujimtnoo, J. Mapn. Mapa. Mater. 163,165 (1992).
Frm2FN madditionmalsnfremantion canlbed oaind whmich 'P A. P. Wendbausen, D. Eckert, A. Handatein, IC-It Mfller. G. Lcitner,

Sm2Fj7N.addtionl iformtioncanbe otaied wich and S. Skoranki, J. AppI. Phys. 73. 6044 (1993).
also hints to a refinement of the size and microstructure of 'P. A. P. %Wadhaaen, K-H. Miller, A. Itandstein, D. Eckert, W. Pitschkc.
the particles and formation of material with partial isotropic antd Bo-Ping Hu, INTERMAG'93, Stockholm. 1993, paper FC-05.
character by ball milling: First, there is a strong decrease of 6J. Ding, P. G. McCormick. R. Street, and P. A. 1. Sinitb, Proc. 12th tnt.

Vwrkshop on RE Magnets and Their Applicatioss, Canberra. 199Z p. 428.
the initial susceptibility for magnets prepared with powders 7

K-P. MaiLer. D. Eckert, P. A. P. Wndbauaen A. Handatein, S. With, Mt.
milled for very long timie indicating pin, Ing or single- Wolf, EMMA 93 CadL, Kos=,r 1993, paper "--06.
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Magnetic properties of Y(Fe,Co)10Mo2 alloys

Xie Xu, Roy Tucker, and S. A. Shaheen
Department of Physics and Center for Materials Research and Technology (MARTECH),
Florida State Universiay, Tallahassee, Florida 32306

The structural and magnetic properties of YFe10_CoxMo2 alloys (0: :10) have been
investigated by means of x-ray diffraction, thermomagnetic analysis, and magnetometry techniques.
All the alloys exhibited the tetragonal ThMn1 2 structure and were almost single phase materials.
With the increase of Co content x, Tc increases initially, reaching a maximum at x -6, followed by
a decrease at higher x values. X-ray diffraction analyses on magnetically aligned samples indicate
that YFe1 0 Mo2. exhibits an axial easy direction of magnetization (EDM) at room temperature. and
the addition of Co initially causes the EDM to deviate gradually from the c axis with increasing x
(x--4). On further increase of Co content (x--5), the EDM of the YFe1 0_,Co4 Mo 2 compounds
tends to become axial again, rvaching a complete uniaxial behavior for the terminal compound

YCo1 oMo2 .

I. INTRODUCTION purity peak was observed for YCo1 oMo 2 sample, which is

The compounds of type R (Fe, Co, TM)1 2 (R= rare earth identified to be a Co3Mo phase. Figure I shows the x-ray

or yttrium, TM=Tt, V, Cr, Mc, Si, etc.)' 3 have been a focu diffraction patterns of random and magnetically alignedI °ryttum'M=T'V'r' e' i'et')t3 hve euna fcos powders at room temperature for x =0, 4. 10. The lattice

of numerous studies in recent years because of their potential pameers aa c derase m oi w The ice

applications as permanent magnets. They crystallize in the parameter a and c decrease monotonically with the increase

tetragonal ThMnJ2 type structure with a space group of of Co content x, as shown in Fig. 2. This would indicate that

4mmmthe Co atoms are inorporated in the 1:12 phase and readily
n14/m .3 structurevioss retainedrtnth e d that2 series; substitute for Fe atoms in the whole composition range.Th]•n 1u 2-type structure is retained in the RCo10Mo2 series; The Curie temperature values as a function of CO con-

the 3d sublattice favors a uniaxial anisotropy, and the easy Te e surie in Tale I and tin f 3. With

direction of magnetization (EDM) is along the c axis for tent x are summarized in Table I and plotted in Fig. 3. With

R=Y, Ce, Pr, Nd, Gd, and Dy at room temperature. Our the increase of the Co content, Tc initially increases at the
rate of -45 K per substituted Co atom, reaching a maximum

observations of uniaxial anisotropy behavior of YCOjoMO2 is value of 610 K at x-6, and then decreases almost linearly to
at odds with the reported results on the YFel0_CoMo2  470 K at x= 10. This behavior is similar to that observed in
series,5 where it was claimed that the EDM of the
YFej 0_o 4 Mo 2 compounds is along the c axis for x--6,
and deviates from the c axis forx--8. In order to clarify this - •
difference, we studied the YFel 0 -,Co5 Mo2 (0rxrt 10) se- x=0
ries and the structural and magnetic properties of the coin-
pounds are presented in this paper.

U. EXPERIAMENT

YFej 0_,Co,Mo2 alloys (0rx--10) were prepared by
arc melting of stoichiometric amounts of the constituent el- _,_

rements under an argon atmosphere. After the melting, the
samples were annealed at 1000 °C for a week and quenched
in water. The crystal structures of these alloys were deter- a
mined by x-ray diffraction using CuKa radiation. For the
magnetic anisotropy studies, the powdered samples were
fixed in an epoxy resin in a magnetic field of I T. The EDM -
was deduced from the x-ray diffraction patterns of field- x10
aligned samples at room temperature. A quantum design
SQUID magnetometer with magnetic field up to 5.5 T was
used for determination of the saturation magnetization and

Pi anisotropy field. The Curie temperatures were measured us-
ing a Faraday magnetometer.

25.0 30.0 35.0 40.0 45.0 50.0

M. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 20 (deg)

X-ray diffraction and thermomagnetic analyses showed
that all compounds in the YFe1 -.XCoXMo2 series crystallized FIG. 1. Comarison of the x-ray spectra obtained on random and aligned
in single phase with the ThMn,2-type structure. A weak im- powders for the Y-eje_ CoMo2 serin
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0 2 4 6 a '0 FIG. 3. Curie temperature as a function of x in the YFc,, ,Co, Mo, series.

ment in this series is much lower than the corresponding
FIG. 2. The latice parameters a and c across the YFe, 0 _,CoMo

2 series, values in Co metal, RCo5 , RCo17 , and RCo04B.
7

By comparing the intensity ratios of the (002) and (400)
peaks in the x-ray diffraction patterns of random and aligned

the YFe1oxCoxV 2 series6 but contrasts with that reported by powders, the direction of easy magnetization (EDM) was

Chin Lin et al.5 for the YFel-. 5Co.Mo2 series. The behavior determined at room temperature. As shown in Fig. I (top),

of Curie temperature in the YFe-. 5CoMo2 series also sug- the YFetOMo 2 (x=0) compound exhibits an axial EDM.

gests that Co atoms probably substitute preferentially at the This behavior is attributed to the uniaxial anisotropy of the
Fe sites, where a negative exchange interaction is involved in Fe sublattice, since Y is a nonmagnetic element. With the
the ThMnt 2 structure. It is interesting to note that the Curie addition of Co, the EDM of YFe1 o_,Co.Mo, deviates gradu-
temperatures of YFe1o_,CoqMo 2 series are relatively low as ally from the c axis. This is indicated by the increase of the

compared to those of YFe10 CCOYV2 series.6  intensity ratio, 1400o10o2, with increasing Co content in the
The dependence of saturation magnetization a-, on the aligned patterns for x_-4 (Fig. 5). With further increase of

Co fraction x in the YFe1o-,CoxMo2 series (at room tem- Co content (x-6), the EDM of the YFejo_,CoMo, com-
perature) is displayed in Fig. 4. Increasing the Co content pounds tends to change back to the c axis, as indicated by the
leads initially to an increase in o',, giving a maximum at decrease of the 1400/1002 ratio. The terminal compound
x -2, followed by a subsequent decrease. The occurrence of YCotoMo 2 exhibits a complete uniaxial anisotropy, as seen
a maximum in a,, which is well known for the Fe-Co bi- in Fig. 1 (bottom). These results suggest that the Co sublat-
naries, appears to be a characteristic property of R-Fe- tice exhibits a uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy in
Co-M alloys as well. The values of saturation magnetization YCo1oMo 2. Sinha etaL, observed a similar trend in the
(or) at 300 K are listed in Table I. Included in Table I are the GdFe, 1 _,Co.Ti series.8 To understand the 3d anisotropy be-
values of the corresponding saturation moment (M,) and the havior in the YFel 0 _Co.Mo2 system, one has to consider
values of the corresponding moments per 3d atom (jAM). As
shown in Table I, the average 3d moment decreases mono-
tonically for x>2 as more Co is introduced into
YFe1o-.CoqMo 2 . The 3d moment is 0.79/cn for x=O (Fe 80 -i
moment) and 0.57 /A for x = 10 (Co moment). The Co mo- -

6~0

TABLE 1. Magnetic characttistics of YFe0_5 Co Mo 2 compounds. The "3 40
values of the saturation magnetiza'ion oa magnetic moment M,, and mag-
netic moment per 3d site jt 3d are taken at 300 K.

a. , A20
x T, MK (Arný/kg) (jutttf.u.) (A.1l3d)

0 350 52.4 7.87 0.79
2 470 74.3 11.23 1.12 0 2 4 6 8 10

4 570 67.8 10.33 1.03
6 610 63.7 9.77 0.98
8 550 54.6 8.44 0.84

10 470 36.6 5.70 0.57 FIG. 4. Saturation magnetization at 300 K as a function of x in the
YFeto_..CoMo2 series.

SIJ. Appl. Phya., Val. 75, No. 10, 15 May 1994 Xu, Tucker, and Shseen
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2.0 formed on the YFelo-,Co5 Mo2 series using neutron diffrac-
"tion technique.9 This study confirms the preferential substi-
tution of Co at various sites and is consistent with theSi s uniaxial anisotropy behavior reported here for YColoMo2.
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Magnetic thin-film media response in presence of displacement
eddy currents

A. God, A. Salvini, and G. M. Veca
Diparmento di Ingegneria Eletrica, Unaiversita di Roma "La Sapienza," Via Eudossiana No. 18, U0184,
R-ta, Italy

Experimental tests have shown that macroscopic multilayer thin films excited by high-frequency
magnetic field pi.sent permeance resonances. This unexpected behavior exists, even if the thickness
of the magnetic films is smaller than the skin depth: in fact, for this condition, eddy currents within
laminated magnetic sample should be inhibited. This phenomenon can be justified, observing that,
for small thickness of the insulating interlayer, capacitive eddy currents across the dielectric layers
begin to circulate between magnetic films. To predict the displacement eddy currents in macroscopic
magnetic laminates some authors have provided various computational models based on different
theoretical approaches. In particular, the computation of the effective complex permeability has
been pointed out by means of coupled Maxwell's equations, both in differential form and in an
integral one. In a previous work we have proposed and validated a circuit model able to simulate the
behavior of magnetic samples in the frequency domain. In this paper we present an extensive
comparative analysis between our model and the previous ones. The calculations provide the
magnitude and the phase of the effective permeability of a laminate with 30 permallov-ZrO 2 film
pairs. The simulations have been performed over the frequency range of 1-100 MHz and for
different geometries. The results of the simulations have been also compared with those provided by
experimental tests available in literature. The main goal of this study is to evaluate the performance
and reliability of each model.

INTRODUCTION shown in Fig. 2. Applying the loop analysis in the frequency

domain, the effective complex permeability can be deter-

"The magnetic sample of thin film, considered in this mined relating the external magnetic held, H0 , to the average
work, is shown in Fig. I. The behavior of this laminate has total magnetic field, H., as pointed out in the Appendix. The
been investigated by Webb et al. in Ref. 1. The experimental present version of our calculation code permits us to partition
tests described in that ps - have shown permeance reso- the magnetic objects along the Y axis (this capability is not
nances in the range 1-100 MHz, while electrical shorting at yet actuated on the circuit model in Ref. 3). In addition, as it
the film edges can cause the anomalies observed by Feng and
Thompson in Ref. 2. The measurements seem to be reason-
ably acceptable, although, as supposed by the authors, both 10
residual electrical shorting and interlayer optical thickness, Im = 1OOO 1• m
smaller than assumed, have introduced some unforeseen be- m
havior. In Ref. I the authors have simulated the responses of ZrO Id = 100 10 m
tested objects using an anisotropic effective medium. Assm- 2
ing a two-dimensional (2D) approach and applying a mean- = 2.54 10 m
field approximation, the high-frequency performances of the Er 6
magnetic samples have been numerically computed, solving
the wave equation for anisotropic film by means ot a Fourier H
series expansion. Then Walser el aL in Ref. 3 proposed a _0I
circuit model deduced from the coupled Maxwell's equations
in integral form. The equivalent network excited by an ideal x
current source, representative of the external applied field, is
solved using the loop analysis. The effective permeability is 3 -3 m
computed relating the average mesh current (including all ly 2+ 12
displacement eddy currents) to the current source (propor-
tional to the applied field). Recently we have introduced a
new circuit model to evaluate the displacement eddy current
effects in high-frequency devices. 4 The proposed model con- FIG. 1. Schematic view, geometr, and electromagnetic characteristics of
sists of an equivalent lumped parameter network defined as the laminated object under analyst'.
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extended to s sotg at t lm ed . 1,- 1

is possible to deduce from Fg h oe a eesl 8

COMPARATIVE

Experimental data and responses of the anisotropic ef-
fective medium model have been drawn, referring to the FIG. 4. Per))eance resonance (magnitude and phase) for l,=3.OX)' at.

plotted values in Ref. 2. While the results provided by the
circuit model in Ref. 3 have been reproduced using a custom peet oeacrt eut hntecrutoe.I sal
code developed by the reliability of the numeic
results has been verified, comparing the calculations with the toiabulatie fortcode resuaton andeee ifitrcomputsatins.pre
values in Ref. 3. Figures 3-6 show the results of the simu-
lations executed. Both circuit models require the same partitioning the sample our code runs slower, but, at the same
memory resources and computing power. In addition, they time, the results obtained using this improvement fit the ex-
present an equal degree of reliability with respect to the ex- perimental data in a more accurate way. Preliminary analysis,
perimental data. The anisotropic effective medium model not reported here, provides very hopeful results: we have

1.5

15-

CL5- -

-- ed -- ftd
0 C

~40-
1.40 . 14-

-- Webb 40 - 'bb

10 100 1 10 100
'uqmmy PAW) m- y r--j

FIG. 3. Penneance resonance (magnitude and phase) for /,=2.0xl0-1 n. FIG. 5. Penmeance resonance (magnitude and pbase) for 1,=5.0x10-3 
n.
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2 vides a best fitting of the measured values, in fact, it is able
to simulate multiple resonance phenomena. In spite of this,

1.5 being simple to implement in a flexible calculation code able

I nates. As last remarks, we underline that our circuit model
seems to be more intuitive and easier to implement thani the
other circuit model.

0.0i5
-- Webb APPENDIX--Gad

0 ..... .... The mesh equations are

. [.,]ji,,,] =[,], (AI)

then

"XI ~ ~with [E/,,,] = [Eo.] + [E,.] =[Eo.] - ja[Am][i,..]; and

i .Io xExpwkn" I[2.1+j a.][A..][ = [EoJ], (A2)

--Wim where [E 0 ] are the electromotive forces due to Ho, [Ei.]
-201_ _ are the electromotive forces induced by displacement eddy

1 10 100 currents, (A.] is a diagonal matrix representative of induced
FrWW 1 ] effects. The mean value of the effective complex permeabil-

ity is given by
FIG. 6. Permeance resonance (magnitude and phase) for 1,=12.0X10-

3 
m1 N- 'I /A33

-- )t+ .. (A3)
obtained multiple resonances, as in Ref. 2. The discussion Aoc H0  N-1 k=1

about these results will be presented in a future work, after a For more details about these equations, refer to the discus-
more accurate test of the model to verify its sensibility to sion proposed in Ref. 4.
parameter variations.

'B. C. Webb, M. E. Re, M. A. Russak. and C. V. Jahnes, J. Appl. Phys. 65,COCLSH 4290 (199}0).

The comparative analysis presented in this paper shows 
2
J. S. Y Fens and D. A Thompon, MEE Trans. Mapg. MAG-13, 1521
(1977).that all proposed models are in good agreement with experi- 3 
R. M. Walser and A. P. Valanju, IEEE Trans. Map. 23, 2280 (1992).

mental tests. The anisotropic effective medium model pro- 4A. Geri, A. Salvini, and G. M. Veca, IEEE Trans. Map. (in press).
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On finite element Implementation of Impedance boundary conditions
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In the paper, impedance boundary conditions are represented in terms of scalar magnetic potential.

This leads to a scalar magnetic potential formulation of three-dimensional (3-D) eddy current

problems with small skin depths. The scalar potential formulation is then reduced to a weak
Galerkin form. The finite element discretization of this form results in two (volume and suface)
"stiffness" matrices. This approach completely avoids vectorial calculations in 3-D eddy current

analysis.

IL INTRODUCTION l. -ORMULATION OF IMPEDANCE BOUNDARY

Methods for the solution of three-dimensional (3-D)

eddy current problems have been the focus of considerable To arrive at this formulation, we introduce orthogonal
research in past years' It has been gradually realized that curvilinear coordinates rl, 72, and n. These coordinates are
different approaches have to be exploited for the problems such that ri- and r-2-coordinate lines lie on the conductor
with very small skin depths and the problems with skin boundary S, while n-coordinate lines are normal to S. Let
depths comparable to geometric dimensions of conductors. a,, a 2 , and a 3 be the triad of orthogonal unit vectors that are
For the latter class of problems, a new iterative technique for tangent to the -ri-, 1"2-, and n-coordinate lines through any

computing 3-D eddy currents has been recently suggested.
2  

given point P and that form a right-handed set in this order.

As far as the first class of problems is concerned, the use of Also let hA, h 2 , and h 3 be the corresponding metrical coef-
impedance boundary conditions has proved to be very atac- ficients. The introduced curvilinear coordinates will be ex-
tive. These impedance boundary conditions can be expressed tensively used in subsequent derivations. However, the final
as follows: finite element formulation will contain no traces of these

coordinates; in this sense it will be coordinate invariant.

nXE=Z(RXH)Xu, (1) By using the introduced curvilinear coordinates, the im-
pedance boundary conditions (1) can be represented as fol-

where E and H are phasors of electric and magnetic fields, lows:
respectively, a is a unit vector of outward normal to the E =-ZH 2' E•2=ZHT. (2)
conductor boundary, and Z is a surface impedance.

In the case of small skin depths, electromagnetic fields We shall next use the Maxwell equation,
within conductors are closely concentrated near conductor curl E= -jwiL0H, (3)
boundaries and can be construed as boundary layers. c(is
suggests that eddy current problems with small skin depths whose n component can be written as follows:

belong to the class of singularly perturbed problems. For this a
reason, the impedance boundary conditions have long been hAh--- (h2E,2)- (hE) i o .
justified by using the perturbation analysis. This approach T2  (4)
can be traced back to the paper of Rytov.

3 
The impedance By substituting (2) into (4), we derive

bounday conditions have been widely used in field
computations,t 

and their acceptance has reached the point )+ (A 1ZH,))
that they are now presented in texthooks.4 -i sHoI 2"- (A2ZHr) 1 1 2

By using impedance boundary conditions (1), one can (5)

completely avoid laborious calculations of electromagnetic The last expression is the H-representation of impedance
fields within conductors. In this way, the 3-D eddy current boundary condition (1-). To better understand the physical
problems can be reduced to the boundary value problems in meaning of the right-hand side of (5), we shall need some
regions that are exterior to conductors. The magnetic field in machinery of the vector field theory on curvilinear surfaces
these regiom can be characterized in terms of scalar mag- (manifolds). This theory has already been used successfully
netic potential. This makes it very desirable to represent the for eddy current analysis.

5
'
6 

To make this paper self-
impedance boundary conditions in terms of the same poten- contained and easily radable, we shall present below some
tiaL If this is accomplished, then the entire problem can be selected and relevant facts from this theory.
reduced to the calculation of scalar magnetic potential, and Consider some vector field c that is tangential to a cur-
vectorial computations can be completely avoided. To this vilinear surface S. We shall next introduce the notion of di-

end, we "hall next discuss the magnetic field formulation of vergence of vector field e on S. Consider an sabitrary point P

impedauce bounday conditions (1). onSandaclosedpathLonSthatcontain P. Let, sbea

J. APO. Phy. 76 (1%t 15 May 10S4 0021 -0S7W04M510y0027lWSS.0D 0 1904 AnIwUCvt kW15905 of PII u as 0
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unit vector that is tangential to S and normal to L. Then, the
divergence of c oncS (i.e., div se) is defined as follows:

di s -c --= lit#,d (6)

We shall next derive the expression for divs c in terms of !(
curvilinear coordinates 71 and 72. To this end, we consider

of r7- and -2-coordinate lines (see Fig. 1). These coordinate
lines are specified by coordinates 712, v2+dr"2, il, and
V,• +d~l', respectively. By using Fig. 1, the path integral in (6)
can be evaluated as follows:

Sc:, dl"-•T7 (h2c,,)dr1 d'r2
f ~FIG. 1. Gra~cal iflhmation for the denivatioe of the emeno (w the

v a divergence on cuviliam m .
+ a-" (hlC,2)d71 dr2" (7)

On the other hand, the area enclosed by L can be evaluated I

as follows: Consider the problem of calculation of 3-D electromag-
AS"'h 1h2 d 1 d72. (8) netic field created by given time-harmonic currents j in coil

Vi in the presence of conductor V÷ (see Fig& 2). It is as-
By substituting (7) and (8) into (6) and taking into account sumed that the skin depth is much smaller than geometric
that expressions (7) and (8) become more and more accurate dimensions of V+. Thus, the impedance boundary conditions
as AS goes to zero, we finally derive can be used on the boundary S of the conductor. The posed

1 (a a ) problem is a model one. However, the finite element formu-
divs ec= (h 2 c,,)+ -' (hc, ,). (9) iation developed for this problem can be easily extended to

hih 2 dx aT2  2;more complex and realistic situations.

By comparing (9) and (5), we can represent the impedance The posed problem can be reduced to the boundary
boundary condition (5) in the form value problem of finding the solution to equations

cur, H= JJ, inV,

H.=-- divs(ZH,). (10) inl H=- V,(14)

This form will be used in the development of finite element div H=O, in V-, (15)
formulation. Before proceeding with this formulation, we subject to the boundary condition
shall state some other useful facts from the vector field
theory on curvilinear manifolds. First, we point out the va- H)= J.,_"
lidity of the "divergence" theorem: -d Zoo

i divs c dS=O. (11)

S
V"

This theorem can be proved by literally repeating the same -r V+
line of reasoning that is used in the proof of the divergence J
theorem in 3-D space.

Then, by using expression (9) and the formula for a gra- /
dient of scalar function in curvilinear coordinates, it is easy
to establish the following equality:

divs(#') = * divs c+ e.grads - (12)

From (11) and (12), we derive

Sdivscdsff- g €.pads ds. (13)

The lIn expraMlon will be very instrumental in the forth FIG. I. A 3-D . Mcf a d lme-huaini mVeftif ied redmm
comsig Anite element formulaion by ,-nbJ. "
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it is evident from (14) that the magnetic field in V- can be If the coiadctor is homogeneous, then the asfawe inqma
represented as follows: Z is ontant along the boundary S, mad the weak form (22)

can be somewhat simplified:
H=H 0-pad •, (17)

~~~~~ If fv .# t v fJI *Vsid
under the assumption that the entire space is uniform and has -S

magnetic permeability /o. It is clear that H° can be com-

puted by using the Biot-Savart law, although some other =- ,Ie.+ j Z VsC*.Ie,)dS. (23)
(computationally more efficient) choices of go can be devel- \o

oped for complicated current distributions.
By using (17), the boundary value problem (14)-(16) for

H can be reduced to the following boundary value problem The weak Galerkin form (23) [as well as (22)] can be used

for scalar magnetic potential 4p: for the derivation of finite element equations, This derivation

V
2T=0, in V-, (18) is quite straightforward and proceeds as follows. We look for

the approximate solution in the form

- -- divs(Zgrds q) ),,= , (2)

k-I

=H/.--I-- divs(Zlle), on S. (19) where -h are the unamown values of q, in mesh points of

some finite element mesh, while a* are node-based finite
Next, we shall reduce this boundary value problem to the element functions. By substituting (24) into (23), and by as-

weak Galerkin form. To do this, we employ the Green's for- suming
mu'=aj (i1,2. N), (25)

fff (OV2 W+grad 0grad q)dV= we end up with the following finite element equation:

,-k( JJ Vai.Vak dV--Z S`Va dS~(2o k- f.f ( !O +
- L 4v- dS. (20) V- "o a

SS

aW j Z Va.H-l!)dS
In (20), as well as in (19), NOW denotes differentiation with -• ( A+ o

respect to inward normal with regard to V-. By using Eq.

(18) and boundary condition (19) in (20), we obtain
jf " (i=1,2....N). (26)

V1 .VJJ dV+ -j divs(Z grads p)dS
f f f A remarkable feature of these equations is that the contnrbu-

v- stion of surface integrals into the overall matrix of finite ele-
ment equations is very similar in the form to the contniution

of volume integrals. For this reasm, the subuastrix formed by

I f *divs(ZH°,)dS-§ *iH dS. (21) the surface integrals in (26) an be called "surface stiffness
"(/AO matrix." Its assembly will be very similar to the assembly of

s s volume stiffness matrix. This suggests that the numerical

implementation of the discussed technique may require very

Now, we shall use the expression (13) in order to transform little new software development.

the surface integrals in (21). This leads us to the following ACICOWLEO GMENT
weak (lalerkin form: N
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In the three-dinensional (3-D) eddy current calculations, the obtaining of an accurate numerical
solution with reasonable size and less computation efforts is still undertaken in many recent articles.
Nowadays, such a solution becomes urgently required for designing and developing the
electromagnetic confinement application, where the problem is not only 3-D but also involves more
than one conducting region having a free boundary that is unknown a prior. For this class of
applications, the present paper is devoted to discuss the developing of a 3-D iterative solution
proposed for the analysis of an electromagnetic continuous casting (EMC) of an aluminum
rectangular ingot installed in the Egyptsaum Company. This solution is based on a derived 3-D
Boundary Element (BE)-Impedance Boundary Condition (IBC) formulation, which leads to a
significant reduction in the CPU time and the calculation efforts, as compared to the use of the.
regular BE formulation. In the present iterative solution, the IBC is applied to the resistively molten
aluminum region, while the full BE formulation is used to present the field shaping screen. The
validity of this iterative solution is tested by predicting the equilibrium meniscus shape of the free
surface for an EMC mold having the size of 1050)X280 mm for which experimental measurements
for both the meniscus and the total active power supplied are available. Numerical results showing
the magnetic flux density distributions over the boundaries of this mold are presented. The
corresponding total surface power induced are estimated and compared with the corresponding
actual (experimental) values. Also, the meniscus of the molten aluminum free surface is predicted
and compared as well.

The basic concept of the electromagnetic casting (EMC) ing in this formulation are given in the form of two-
application is that the electromagnetic forces are used to con- dimensional Fredhoim integral equation of the second kind.
fine a free-standing column of molten metal while a surface A 3-D iterative solution based on this formulation is devel-
layer freezes. The analysis of this application is not a simple oped for the magnetic field calculations, as well as the free
one, since, electromagnetically, it is a multiple-conducting surface estimation. Numerical values for the total surface
regions problem and it cannot be solved unless the shape of power induced and the corresponding free surface shape are
the free boundary is reliably known. Very little work has given and discussed. The validity of this solution is tested by
been done to date in the field of simulating this class of comparing these numerical values with the co=responding
problems. Layers and Ramadant'2 introduced a 2-D iterative experimental values.
solution based on a Boundary Element-Impedance Bound- The basic configuration of the electromagnetic continu-
ary Condition formulation derived for the analysis of an elec- ous casting considered is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.
tromagnetic caster producing billets. A variety of numerical It contains an electromagnetic mold, a metal feed system,
results showing the effects of the supply frequency and the
location of the electromagnetic screen, in the free space with
respect to the induction coil, on the equilibrium free surface 1
shape were presented. Li and Evans3 presented a 3-D nu-
merical solution based on the Surface Integral technique for
the analysis of a CREM caster The solution relied upon the
introduction of imaginary magnetic surface charges to sim- -

plify the otherwise complicated calculation of the 3-D elec-
tromagnetic fields. Recently, a 3-D Finite Element method WIS .
has been developed 4 to predict the free surface shape of mol-
ten metal in an electromagnetic melting system. This solu-
tion was applied to obtain the free surface shape of molten
metal in a cold crucible.

In the present paper, a 3-D Boundary Element-
impedance Boundary Condition (BE--EC) formulation is n 1.o resew FMC a follOWL. (1) the tn&to

derived for the analysis of an EMC mold installed in the (2) t, imbad ae, (3) tie scmz, (4) the msat fred dwmiL (5) the
Egyptalum Company. The surface integral equations appear- dI udo" baa. (6) the floalag cp, (7) the p-.
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mid a cating machine with a pan. The electromagnetic mold -ZO-L)a (3)
cofsists o1(1) an inductor carrying an alternating current toproduce the required time-bsmonic magnetic field; (2) a where thes ni xm ands3 stan for the aluim d
ring-shaped cooer to freeze the wail aide of the melt: a (3) field shaping turn regions, respectively, the supersac i
a field shaping turn (electromagnetic screen) for correcing stands for the incident values of H or E, the free space re-
the electromagaetic field distributions on the molten metal gon fis denoted by fl-, 1 and ij are position vectors at the
zon surface. The metal feed system contains (4) a channel observation and integration points, n.spectively, ý is an arbi-
through which the melt is fed into the distribuion box: (5) & trary unit vector, and the integral operators are defined in
distribution box to control the flow of the meh; and (6) 8 terms of the vector Green's function G as

floating cup for maintaining a contant level for the molten
metal surface imside the EMC mold. The pan i usually used L(,)U(2)= {[ ,,x U( V)].[V, xG( V) ]}ds,,
to form the bottom portion of the ingot, to stabilize the cast-
ing process in the instant of saftfing, and it is also considered Mu(
as its support throughout the casting process. Lt 2'U(iv)= b{Jinx I ]U(V•) [VxVxG( j,,fl}ds,,.

In the last decade, the Boundary Element (BE) technique
has been successfully used to obtain an accurate numerical Also, the parameters shown in these equations are defined as
solution for a relatively broad range of eddy current prob- Z=jwit and Y= 8-jioe, while the surface impedance is
lenis. As compared with either the Finite Element (FE) or the defined as Z,= W$&S(1 -j)/2.
Finite Difference (FD), the BE approach has advantages in As is well known, the shape of the free surface is gov-

handling open boundary problems and eddy current applica- erned primarily by the balance of the EM pressures against

bions where detailed field distributions are not required over pressures due to gravity.U2 Therefore, at each point on the
the entire problem geometry. Also, the implementation of the free surface, the equilibrium equation may be summarized as
Impedance Boundary Condition in the BE technique, when P.= Ygk,
electromagnetic penetration depth is shallow wrt the geom-
etry dimensions, will significantly reduce the computation where y is the molten aluminum density, g is the gravita-
time and the calculation efforts. Finally, the main advantage, onal force, h is the static head, and P. is the EM pressure,
though, is the ease with which the Integral Equation formu- which can be defined as
lation then lends itself to numerical treatment.

In the present paper, a 3-D Boundary Element (BE)- P.=-' (H.2+H2).
Impedance Boundary Condition (EEIC) formulation is derived

for the free surface shape and magnetic field calculations of This pressure can support a static head (e.g., as in a confine-
the EMC mold cotsidered. In this formulation, the IBC is ment application), but cannot do work (e.g., as in stirring the
applied to the resistively molten aluminum region, where the molten metal). It is important to note that in the round mold,
electromagnetic penetration depth is shallow, while the full the stirring force also contributes to the total electromagnetic
BE formulation is used to present the field shaping turn. The pressure when the electromagnetic penetration depth is large
resulting BE-IBC formulation is obtained as follows: relatively to the conductor dimensions; i.e., when there is full

penetration of the magnetic flux.
As is well known, the shape of the meniscus has to be

LZs, ( computed itevtively for the present EMC mold. For this pur-
+ , (+ - l -pose, an iterative procedure, based on the 3-D BE-IBC for-

1+ (2)- (1)
Z+ O- 2-v

, 2YC - . 2

Y,+Yn- ( + -Yn- ZsmY)E -L• (.)

22(,L(L)t(2) _ _I.... 0]~~V Y,+Yn - - $1-1"-/' '(2

I~r(•)• 2 _ 2) (s

2ZO (• 2+ •(2) r
\,Zn n- M.-'

XB() 0E O Z+n 2 0.5 0.715

-L~.),q-,-,-, Z.+ - (ZFIG() nO. I7 Tflux dem, ty 1, -uN, alone the YZ eou..
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FIG. 3. The flux demdtY dislobilian aboof the XZ COMOsrL FIG 5. Th estcahlld shapeMI of the maKd

mulaboit Wasl dMIeOPuL- II~S prcduei applied to ea Figures 2 and 3 show that the peak value of the magnetic
maoe the resulting free surface shape as well as the flu dg y n ft prsec of the field shaping tumn sunl
corepownding magnetic flux distibtilons and the total sur- occurred at the center of the inductor, because the lower tip
face power induced ove the boundaries of the EMC mold of this turn was placed at 5 -e above the center of the
conaidered in Fig. 1. inductor. Figure 4 shows that the magnetic flux density at the

In the present solution, the effect of the surface tension is sharp edge is comparably larger than its value at either sides
neglected, where its value is comparably very small with ofth igot. Mw estimated free surface shape for this mold is
respect to the resulting EM pressur value. The induction shown in Fig. 5. It was found that four iteration were re-
coil is supplied with an AC current of 13 500 at 1975 Hz- quired to obtain the final meniscus shape. The height of the
The casting ingot is dimensioned as 105OX 280 mmr and the ineniscus and the radius of curvatur were 55 and 26 mm,
electrical conductivity of the different parts are valued as compared with the corresponding measured values of S0 and
follows: The melt region: 0.406x1 7 /flm; the ingot region: 25 am, respectively. Finlly, the supplied total active power
0.12X105/flon the screeni region: 0.1333XI67 Iflm. was calculated for the different parts of this mold and dis-

The z component of the flux density distributions, are, tributed as follows: Ingot and screen (calculated): 046.00
predicted for the present EMC mold. The numerical results MW inductor (calculated): 019.67 MW transformer (calc-
obtained are plotted on three diferent planes shown in Fig. 5 Waed): 006.00 kW (copper only); and total: 071.70 MW The
as the YZ plane, the XZ plane, and the Z plane, which are total active power measured in the company for this parts
defined by the contours aelid, abed, and cgh, respectively, was 76.5 MW
Figures 2-4 show the flux density on these differnt planes. A 3-D iterative solution was developed for the analysis

of an electromagnetic caster producing an aluminum ingot of
rectangular cross section. This solution was used for the
magnetic field and free surface shape calculations of an EMC
mold installed in the Egyptalum Company. The validity of
this solution was tested by predicting the free surface shape
and the corresponding numerical values for the total active
power of this mold for which actual (experimental) values
were available. The comparison between the predicted values
and the corresponding experimental values showed that the
accuracy of the solution is very satisfactory.

OAS - 1i. D. Laver and M. Ramidm Ahmed, "Mathematfical modelin of rcl-
trosaehic oacmt"Casting OfNea Nd Mha Proetwt, Mhe Met-
aflorgical Society. 1966 pp. 395-410.

254K Itmade Aloed and i. D. Lavers. "Boundary clomma, aalys o ait
clectinsiuet muding mouKi- IEEE IsM. Meapi 1 25,243-2U35,
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M oeing an analysie of electrlc and magneti coupled problems undernonlinear ondlUone

A. Ged. M. La Pouaid G. M. Vca
Doowr dwf M ho@Wns Ekeismu Uhwzisi di Rtaur "La Sapiena" Hte Eaidousna a. 18-00184

In tw paper the authors defin a aumerical method to solve nonlinear combined magnetic and
delectic Il Wag ruiobh general purpose calculation codes. This method has bIr applied to
analyze the behavior of a bubar system built with a saturable steel enclosure and connected with an
arbitrary external circuit. The enclosur magnetic characteristics have been determined by means of
experimental tests executed by the authors. To analyze this electrical system, the skin and proximity
effects in the massive conductors, as well as the load conditions of the external circuit, must be taken
into account. The present formulation permits us to solve the previously described coupled problems
by means of an iterative procedure. Using this technique, it is possible to solve separately the field
and the circuit equations by means of specific codes. In particular, an iterative procedure it is pointed
out so defined: for each estimated load condition, a finite element code has been used to evaluate the
relating busbar creoss parameters, taking into account the nonlinear behavior of the steel enclosure,
while, for each assigned set of the busbar cross parameters, a circuit simulator has been used to
determine the relating load conditions of the busbar. In addition, a specialized post-processor has
been developed to manage the data flow between the calculation codes. The originality of this work
is linked to the use of general purpose commercial software to solve the nonlinear magnetic and
electric coupled problems.

MIROUC'fON dA
-(V.PV)A+&V-V+o-- =0. (3)

In modern industrial electric plants, the qualification of
economy and flexibility are becoming more and more impor- Imposing the estimated set of voltage gradient values,
tant. This circumstance often leads to the use of busbar sys- we have solved Eq. (3) by means of a FEA. Then, using an
tems for supplying machine tools and nonlinear discontinu- appropriated post-processor, we have evaluated the induced
ous devices, with severe electrical peak inputs, such as spot- electromotive force (EMF) on the kth conductor as follows:
welding machines. In order to verify the capability of busbar
lines to supply loads, limiting the electromagnetic effects due e k f' A
to peak current, it is necessary to point out a method to solve Sk t

the nonlinear elecc and magnetic coupled problem- We where Ik and Sk are, respectively, the length and the cross
have approached this problem using an iterative Procedure section of the conductor. From these values, it is possible to
that solves separately the circhut equations and the field ones. evaluate the voltage gradients for successive attempts using a
"The relating field and circuit solvers are fully independent, circuit analysis. The FEA is restarted for each voltage gradi-
and specialized ost-processors awe needed in order to man- ent updating, until a fixed accuracy is reached. Then a sub.
age data files. This approach is based on the idea to represent sequent time instant can be processed (see Fig. 1).
each massive bar as a series branch, including a time varying
ideal voltage generator linked to the Ohm's resistance of the
conductor. The voltage generator represents all induced elec- pEW ANALYSS
tromagnetic effects. The transient nonlinear behavior of bus-
bar system starts estimating, by means of a network analysis, The field analysis refers to a busbar line with a saturable
the voltage gradients in each conductor for null induced ef- steel enclosure. The cross section of this system is shown in
fects. These values are the initial conditions for finite ele- Fig 2. The line electromagnetic field can be determined by
ment analysis (FEA). The field equations used in this work solving an open boundary 2-D symmetrical problem. In or-
derive from those of Maxwell, for the case of a homoge- der to do that the 2-D domain, corresponding to the busbar
neom material. In a two-dimensional (2-D) system and ne- cross section and to its surrounding region, is divided in two
glecting electromagnetic propagation phenomena, these rela- subdomains (see Fig. 3): a central one, that is shaped by
tionships lead to the following equation: means of ordinary finite elements (FEs); and a peripheral

one, that is framed by infinite boundary elements
VX(PVxA)=J. (I) (IBEs). 2-4 This system can be studied by means of the

Using the "Coulomb auge," V.A=O, Eq. (1) becomes ANSYS FEA software, using load conditions defined by ex-
ternal circuit (voltage gradients) and taking into amcunt skin

-(V.YV)A'J, (2) and proximity effects in massive conductors. The nonlinear
magnetic characteristic of a bustar steel enclosure ae de-

which can be rewritte as fined by means of the first magnetization curve. Numerically,
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4The voltage gradients in each massive conductor can be
estimated by means of a generic circuit simulator, such as A EMONSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
SPICE (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Empha- In order to show a numerical application of the described
sis) or EMTP (ElectroMagnetic Transient Program)- Tis& is approah, the authors have used a typical industrial situation-
used to analyze the equivalent electrical nletwork fo th FA In particular, we have studied the network in Fig. 4(a) during
fixed induced effects. For many simple c-cut 001igura- early time instants after welding firing. The on phase Spot-
dions, it is enough to use the ANSYS parametric design Ian- welding machine is represented as an ideal EMP generator,
guage (APDL) in order to simulate the electrical network because its supply voltage is controlled in Order to generate a
usin1g traditional algorithmus." The line-to-line or line-to- certain thermal power in the welding point. Thle connection
ground parameters can be includ~ed, if it is requested that
their influence be evaluated. This can occur, for example, if
one desires to analyze the system behavior during a fast tran- 2W04 Bub m cfl
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FIG. 4. Induwwia plan under (a) analysis and (b ha, equivalent eedia
netawok, (b) where R,=4oX1O' 1), R -1x10' A E,

FIn 2. ciA ofhe 1, 1line caml Mellon Under andyd5 se(dlaealm =311.27 aIn314.16.e-2.62) MV, E2311.27.ahm(31.16.-O-.52) MV, and
~ ~).V,-8267.71.(r+0.04)asin(314.16t9)[It)- 1(1-0.1)1 (V).
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TABLE 1. Geometrical and electrical da"s

corducisvity Steet-0.172 Mfl Fn Copper=0.018 MOflm

cable is liaked between two phase bars and it can be remr-
senited by its resistance. This supply connection is required
when the welding machine needs phase:-to-phase voltage,
even if a neutral conductor is available. The busbar line is in a 4 6 4 I 12 1

Fig. 2. A certain strain line-to-pround resistance will be rep- yio Do
resented by means of lumped resistors at the line load end. In
this Study we consider the supply network being an Upstream FIG. 5. Computed load current drhing the early 13 ms after welding mta-
transformaer as an ideal 380 V three-phase system, while the chine fiine.

line switch is regarded to be closed and ideal. With the above anlsspse.Ticrumtceaksheehoesyo

asmetos h ewr in Fig. 4(b)ahre ( ), ist) aersndt3 ed ar tesiu apply, even in an industrial context, where there is not arealschee i Fi. 4b),whee EI (t, E(t) an EA ar Stlu- interest to develop a specific and unfailing software for eachsodlEMs, while VQ) has been represented by a modu- patclrroem
lated amplitude sinusoid to take into account its dependence patclrroem
by the welding controller. Initial conditions are evaluated 'J. RL Brimet. BEEE Tram. Magt- MA-IS. 504 (1962).
considering a rest state for the network and for the FEA 'T.ft. Fawzi, P. E. Burke, and T. C. H. Laui. IEEE Trana. Map. MAG-IS.
model. Table I summarized the typical numerical values for 106 (18)3 .Bettorte. M. Cbiampi, and M. Tartaglia, WEEE Trans. Map. MAG-21,
the simulated industrial configuration. The system analysis is 2294 (198~5).
started at a zero passage of welding machine supply voltage. 'A. Konrad, IEEE Danes. Map. MAG-IS, 284 (1992).
The computed load current is ink Fig. 5, and it shows a good 'F. Piriou and A. Razerk WEEE Tranm. MaWs 211. 1295 (1992).

agreement~~~~~~~~~~ w1hidsra.rsre xeiena aar- ' A. Tsukerman. A. Kooiad and J. D. Lavers, IEEE Trans. Man. 28,
agremen wit inustial eseved xpeimetal atare- 1299 (1992).

ferred to similar configurations. 'P. Lombard and G. Meunier, MEEE Trans. Magn. 2& 1291 (1992).
'L. A. Thukensma, A. Konrad, G. Meunier. and J. r- Stibooniir, MEEE
Tanst. Maga. 29. 17011 (1993).
'A. Nicalet, F. Detinci, N. Bamps. A. Genoa. and W. Lew'De, WEEE Trans.

CONCLUSIONS Ma4. 29,1697 (1993).
"toP. Lombard and 0. Meunier, IEEE Thans. Map. 29. 1737 (1"93).

This Work has Shown that the ANSyS industrial FEA " L 0. a~ma and P. M. Lim, Compue.Aided Analysis of Etecrnwn Cocuits
codecan e inegraed sefiily ith etwrk slver, inor- (Prentice-Hal. Inc., Enajwood aifks NJ. 1975).
code an beintegated sefuly wit netwrk soversm or- 

12 
AjSYS, User's manual. Revision 4.4a, Swanson Analysis SstrIc

der to analyze nonlinear systems. For industrial designers 's0. C. Zienkiewics, D. W Kelley, and P. Dettes, Its. J. Nam. Methoda 11,
that are requested to front ever and ever new problems in 35511977).
short times, it is indispensable that FEA and network analy- 4y. Kag~awa T. yamtahuchi, and S. Kitagam, . Ininal boundary element

and its application to a combined finite-boundary eieatent techniqu for
sia software are very unfailing and flexible. The proposed unhboudd field proles," Boanday Eklenwr VII (Sprnger New York,
approach permits to use general purpose codes, for different 1966).
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Transformation methods In computational electromagnetism
A. Nicolet, J.-F. Remade, B. Mays. A. Genon, and W. Legros
Usiversor of Liege Service d'Elecairwe Applique, Inshaw MontefoieSrt 71lmNW
BNB28 B.4000 Liege, Belgium

The representation of electromagnetic quantities by differential forms allows the use of
nonorthogoial coordinate systems. A judicious choice of coordinate system facilitates the finite

element modeling of infinite or very thin domains.

DIFERENTIAL GEOMETRY where ir runs over the set of permutations of p + q indices.

s oThe set {dx', A ... A dxmj) of the linearly independent ex-
Because of the propagation of electromagnetic fields in terior products of p differentials of the coordinates is a basis

free space (or in the air), electromagnetic problems are often for the n!/[p!(n-p)!]-dimensional vector space of

open, i.e., characterized by the decay of the fields at infinity, p-forms. Any p-form can be expressed as a linear combina-
the opposite to closed problems with boundary conditions at tion of such p-monomials.
a finite distance. As the finite element computations can only (ii) The exterior derivative d that maps p-forms,

involve a finite number of degrees of freedom, various meth-
ods have been proposed to overcome this difficulty. One of 1 =

the most interesting ones is the transformation method: the -e,... dx"A-..Adxp

infinite domain is transformed into a finite one used for the
discretization and the resolution.! The problem has then to be on (p + 1)-forms,
formulated in this domain, where the coordinate system is
not orthogonal. The differential geometry allows the use of dw=1 Adx'.

any coordinate system and is the right tool to formulate the p!

method clearly in a general way.
From a differential geometric point of view,

2
-

5 the vec- From this definition it is obvious that the exterior derivative

tors are the first-order linear differential operators on func- of a function is its differential df.
tions. They have a vector space structure, one basis of which (iii) the integration of an n-form w=f(x'-. .x)dxI

is the set {Jox') of partial derivatives with respect to coor- A-.. Adx" on a n-dimensional domain M is defined by
dinates. The action of a vector v on a function f is noted

v(f ). A 1-form a is a linear map from vectors v to real [w=[f(x' .. "x')dx'- -"dx', (2)
numbers a(v) (also noted (a,v) to emphasize duality). A J.

special 1-form associated to a function f is its differential dr, where f is supposed to be zero outside M.
defined such that df(v)= v(f ). One basis for the vector These objects and operations only involve the topology

space of 1-forms is the set {dx'} of the differentials of the and the differential structure of the ambient space, i.e., they

coordinates. A p-form w is a multilinear totally skew sym- are independent of any notion of angle and/or distance.
metric map from p vectors vl -.... v, to real numbers Those notions are introduced by giving a metric g, i.e., a

Functions are identified with 0-forms. In three- symmetric bilinear map from two vectors v,w to real num-
space only 0-, 1-, 2-, and 3-forms are not identically equal to hers g(u,w). The metric allows the definition of the Hodge

zero (because of skew symmetry). The 0- and 3-form spaces star operator *, which maps p-forms on (n-p)-forms,
are one-dimensional vector spaces, while 1- and 2-forms are where n is the dimension of the ambient space. In local co-

three-dimensional vector spaces. From this point of view, ordinates, the star operator is defined for an exterior

scalar from vector analysis are 0- or 3-forms, depending on p-monomial by (using the Einstein summation convention

their physical meaning: 0-forms are pointwise relevant fune- on repeated indices)
tions, while 3-forms are densities to be integrated on vol-
umes. The "vectors" from the vector analysis are 1-forms *dx'"A . Adxii'gili .. "giPp dxpA- -A..

and 2-forms: 1-forms are integrands of line integrals, while
2-forms are flux densities. Operations on forms include the Adxj" Ii, (n-p)! (3)

following.
(i) The exterior or wedge product/ Athat maps pair of a where ej...i is the Levi-Civita symbol. If the matrix, the

p-form "h and a q-form os2 on the (p+q)-form oAn,2, elements of which are g1j=g(d/8x',,d/Bx') is considered, the

defined by g are the components of its inverse and g=det(g,) is its

+....vp+q) determinant. By linearity, the definition of the star operator
may be extended to any form. In three-space, the Hodge star

1 operator maps 0-forms on 3-forms, 1-forms on 2-forms, and
p!q! , [Sgn(rr)a(v,() ... v)) conversely. This is why only functions and "vectors" are

used in the vector analysis of the three-space with the Eu-

×02(VV(,+I) .... V,(p+q))], (1) clidean metric.
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The interesting property of differential forms is their be- The finite element method consists of approximating A
havior under the mapping of domains. If 40 is a differential by A = YA, wi , where A, are parameters and i, are l-forms
map from a domain M to a domain N, a function f on N is c.drrsponding to "shape functons" obtained by ssuming a
mapped (pulled back) on a function *(f )=f- 46 on M by simple behavior on elements from a meshing of M. - e cur-
composition with 0. Vectors on M are mapped (pushed for- rent density J is approximated by J =-Y-J,* w,.
ward) on vectors on N by considering their action on pulled- The equations for the parameters are found by express-
back functions. Since a vector v on M maps the pulled-back ing the extremum conditions for the discretized Lagrangian:
functions 0"(f) to numbers v[40(f )], it defines a linear a
differential operator tur the functions f on N, i.e., a vector - f.L(A)=0" (9)
0*(v) on N, whose action on a function f on N is given by dA, (

0o(v)(f )=v[I'(f )]. A 1-form on N is mapped (pulled The first term of L(A) leads to terms in the finite element
back) on M by considering its action on pushed-forward vec- equations, such that Me unknowns are the Al and the coeffi-
tors from U to N. 'Me pull-back #'(a) on M of a d-form cients a*i are the integrals of the discrete 3-forms (- w72)

a on N is defined by (0*(a),v)=(a,,O.(v)). Any purely dwA*d~w on the elements. If a domain M* is mapped on
covariant object such as a p-form or the metric can be the domain M, the forms and the metric on M may be
pulled back from M to N by the following definitions, for a pulled-back on M, and the formulation of the problem on4 p-form nn (w)(vi. Vp)=a[4o(v1 )..(vp)], and for M" is immediate. The transformation method is thus the fol-
the metric p6*(g)(Vp ,V2)=-g[.(v,),.-(V 2)]. As g allows lowing one: map the "transformed domain" M* on the origi-
the definition of the star operator *, on N, e(g) allows the nal domain M (and not the opposte!), pull-back the La-
definition of the star operator * on M. In the preceding grangian and apply the finite element method with the
definitions, it is important to remark how the duality reverses elements obtained by meshing M*. It does not matter if the
maps leading to an alternation of push-forward and pull-back transformed domain no longer fits the geometry because it
maps for the domains, the functions, the vectors, and the has only to be connected tupologicah, .% ith the rest of the
forms. The fundamental point for the setting of transforma-
tion methods is that the operations on forms previously de- problem.

In the case of a two-dimensional magnetostatic problem,
fined ommute with the pull-back. For forms o,, one has invariant by translation along the z axis, the vector potential

0b (aA#) = fi*(a)A4* (p), (4) is the 1-form A (x,y)dz, and the geometry is described by its
trace on the x-y plane. The shape i-forms are

0*'(da)=d-O*(a), (5) woi= a,(x,y)dz, where ai(x,y) are the classical shape func-

tions and *uo=a,(x,y)*dz=aj(x,y)dxAdy. With these
(6) Cartesian coordinates, it gives exactly the traditional method.

L N=#(M) The mapping of a domain M" with coordinates {X,Y} on the
S )•(a)-- ( .(7) original domain M with coordinates {x,y} is given by two

functions, such that {X,Y}--,x,y}1=1f 1 (XY),f 2(XY)}.

The electromagnetic fields and sources may be repre- The contribution of an element to the coefficient a, of A, in
sented by differential forms: the magnetic Pld H and the the ith equation is the integral on the element of
electric field E are 1-forms; the magnetic flux density B, the
electric flux density D, and the current density J are 2-forms; - P ( ox'ii dyad)
and the charge density p is a 3-form. In this representation,
Maxwell's equations are dH=J + ,D, dE=- dB, dB =0,
and dD=p, where d, is for partial derivation with respect to dyf,2 + 41f22 Xfi, gyf, + 8zf2 1f2]
time. The 1-form A and the 0-form V may be introduced as aXfl dYf2- Xf2 dfl dxfi dyf2- dxf2 vfJ
potentials, such that B=dA and E=-,94 -dV. All those 4f + 8ifi x ff2 Af22
equations are obviously independent of the metric. Neverthe- xf ayfi + 412 8yf2 ax! 2 + aAf2
less, this one is involved in the definition of the constitutive 9xfA aYf2- 8Xf2 4hf dxf! iYf2- 1f2 aflI
relations: the free space electromagnetic characteristics are, '

with c=1, uo=l, and ••=1, given by D=*E and B =*H. × r j (10)

where o
8
x and 4}. indicate the partial derivative with respect to

F IUITE ELEMEN AND T N O TION METHOD X and Y, respectively, and a.(X,Y), a1(X,Y) are the shape
functions on the transformed element. This contribution of

In order to set up the finite element method, a variational the transformed element is equal to the nontransformed one
form is introduced. For example, the magnetostatic Lagrang- up to the central matrix. If the transformation is trivial
ih is given by the integration of the 3-form L, the magne- [f,(XY)=Xf 2(X,Y)=Y] or corresponds to a conformal
tostatic LAgrangian density, on the domain M

4 
(the Coeffi- transformation [fi(X.Y)+if2(X,Y) is analytic, i.e.,

cient P is the magnetic rehictivity): 8J1 = 8f12 and d82 = - dyfiI this matrix reduces to the unit
matrix. As for the term involving the current density, the

(A)=f( -' dAAP *dA . (8) contribution to the ith equation of an element is the product
L(A ) of J, by the integral of owAwj ai aj 0 on the elementL Gis
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FIG. 2. Field lines in a stretched isyer phase: 0 degree.

respect to the characteristic length of the problem, but the

G. 1 Modeling of an inste domnain mapped on a corona. skin depth is even smaller: the frequency of the current is
275 kHz, the conductivity of the plate is 167 S/m, and the
relative permeability is 405. In those conditions, the skin

the volume form associated to the metric, i.s., depth is equal to about 15 man. To model the plate, surface
* I t9= (dXfI aYf 2 - Odxfz df)dXAdY and the integral layers of 45 am are considered. Those layers are stretched
transforms simply according to the formula for the change of by a factor 15 000 and then become layers of 675 mm in the
coordinates in multiple integrals, transformed problem. Thus, the transformation used is sim-

In the three-dimensional case, a family of discrete forms ply {x=X, y = Y/15 000). Although almost trivial, this trans-
are the Whitney forms on tetrahedra.6 They correspond to formation makes the problem more traclable. Moreover, the
nodal elements for 0-forms (e.g., scalar magnetic potential use of a general formalism allows the extension of this tech-
4,) and to edge elements for 1-forms (e.g., A or H). Using nique to curved plates or to nonlinear transformations, e.g.,
such discretizations entirely based on differential forms al- taking into account the exponential decay of the current den-
lows a straightforward formulation of transformation meth- sity and field inside the plate. Figure 2 shows the field lines
ods by pull-back of the corresponding discrete Lagrangian in the lower stretched layer at the phase-0 deg~ee of the
density or weighted residuals, excitation current.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES CONCLUSION

Infnite domain: The most obvious application of the The use of the differential geometry in computational
transformation method is the case of open boundary prob- electromagnetics has been advocated by various authors. 5"7 It
lems. In the present example, the magnetic field around a is the natural framework to set up the transformation method
coil with a ferromagnetic kernel is ce -puted. A fictitious that becomes almost trivial in this context. Although the first
circular boundary of radius A is defined around the problem examples of application of this method have been introduced
and the outside of this circle constitutes an infinite domain, with the help of the vector calculus more familiar to engi-
The method consists of mapping a corona M* on M.' The neers, its formulation with the help of differential geometry
corona, a finite domain, has an inner radius A and an outer allows a systematic generalization, and leads to a quasiauto-
radius B, all the circles considered here having the same matic implementation method, where all the steps are clearly
center. The Cartesian coordinates on M are x and y, and the defined.
coordinates on M* are X and Y. The transformation is given
by the two functions (with R = ,X 2+"Y): I-.IF. Imhoff, G, Meunier, X. Brntont, and J-C. Sabonacdiere, "An origi-

anl solution for unbounded elecromagnetic 21)- and 3D-problems
throughout the finite element method," IEEE Tiam. Map. 26,

y =f(XY)= YA(B A)I[R(B-R). (1) 21659 (1996).

P. Barnln.g and S. Sternberg. A Course in Madumaics for Students of
Figure 1 shows the field lines computed by this method. Physics: 2 (Cambridge U.P, Cambridge, 1990).Thanks to thewsymmetryof the probdlnesomutd o y o meqrte . 3hS. W. Hawking and G. F. R. Ellis, The Large Scale Structure of Space-
Thianks to the symmetry of the problem, only one quarter has wae (Cambridge U.P., Cambridge, 1973), Cap. 2.
been computed. 1W. Thiring "A Course in Maahesweical Physics: ._: Classical Field

Thin plate: Very thin objects and very small skin depths Theory (Springer, New York, 1978).
are other examples of problems difficult to model with finite SA. Bossvit, "Notio. de lt'omtrtie diff&enrielle pou l'itude des cou-

nmts de Foucault et des mithodes numeriques en leemomagnetisme,"
elements. In this case it is interesting to stretch the geometry Method= Ninei m Ekcm ee, Coil. DEREdF, Lrotles
along the small dimension. The example considered here is a Pars, 1991. pp. 1-141.

steel band heated by induction. The steel band is 1.2 mm 'A. Bamavit, "Whitney forms: a dca of finite elements for three-
dimensional computations is electremagnetissn," MEEE Proe. 135. 493thick and is heated by a one-tmir rectangular coil (240mm m min

long and 3 mm thick), placed 28 mm above the band and fed 7p. . Koduw "Hodge decompositions and computational electromnagnet-
by a 3490 A current. The thickness of the band is small with ica," Ph.D. dimertation, McGilt University, Montreal. "anada, 1984.
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The effects of various magnetic materials on lamination design
for etator-rotor dlecasting of Induction motors for electric
vehicle applications

N. M. Elkaabgy and C. Di Pietro
Wessnu m Motor Company Ltd, PO. Bax 2510, Hamilton, Ontario LSN 3K2, Canada

In this paper we describe a novel technique to model induction motors with a diecast stator and rotor
and to examine the effects of various magnetic materials on the electrical performance of the motor.
For electric vehicle applications, a high volume production operation of the electric motor requires
the motor to be small and inexpensive. The expensive labor and material used to manufacture the
motor encouraged the researchers to find new methods and techniques to reduce the cost and
improve the performance. Diecast rotor and stator windings reduce motor cost and size. For

* diecasting induction motors, the motor laminations should be designed to optimize the
* electromagnetic field distribution over the cross section and along the axial direction. The magnetic

material used for the laminations should also reduce losses and improve the overall efficiency. A 100
hp four-pole induction motor was modeled with finite elements, the field distribution, the magnetic

4 flux density, and the mechanical performance of the motor were computed using nonlinear
magnetostatic and complex steady-state eddy current techniques. The difference in the electrical and
mechanical performance of the motor were evaluated for copper and aluminum diecasting. The
results show that copper diecasting of the rotor and the stator of the induction motor with magnetic
material properties and identified slotting shape is the way to achieve better motor performance and
low cost operation.

I. INTRODUCTION II. FEATURES AND ASSUMPTIONS OF METHOD OF
ANALYSIS

Interest in electric vehicles has grown markedly during
the past few decades due to air quality concerns and due to A 100 hp, four-pole, 115 V variable frequency induction
uncertain petroleam imports. Also, due to the new legislation motor drive was used for the analytical work. A two-
in the state of California, of all vehicles produced by the year dimensional cross section of the machine was modeled with
2000, 10% must be zero emission electric vehicles. Variable finite elements to obtain a detailed representation of the sta-
torque and speed control is the essential requirement for pro- tor slot and bar conductor shapes. In this paper, the nonlinear
pulsion systems in electric vehicles. Several types of electri- complex steady-state method for solving time varying prob-
cal motors may be used for electric vehicle propulsion pur- lems in electric machines has been applied. The field vari-
poses. Earlier traction motors were exclusively DC motors. ables, which are assumed to vary sinusoidally, are conve-
Recently, more advanced AC drive systems have found ap- niently represented by phasors of the form eji". Hence, the
plications in electric vehicle propulsion using induction partial differential operator (a/at) may be replaced by the
motors."2 The special features of electric vehicle application arithmetic factor jp. The magnetic field is assumed to lie in
requires that the motor should be small in size, light in the cross-sectional (x,y) plane, to be excited by and induce
weight, and inexpensive with high constant power and effi- only axial z-component currents, and to vary sinusoidally
ciency over a wide range of speeds. Diecasting the rotor and with time. The fundamental equation describing the space
the stator of the induction motor would reduce the labor and time variation of the vector potential, A, over the region
intensive task of sizing the winding of the coils and eliminate of analysis has the following form:
the placing of the insulation material into the stator slots. In
order to optimize the use of the diecasting process for induc- d -j - I -A + ds A=1 (1A
tion motors, a special design for stator and rotor laminations dx JA +y --• -js/aA+J=0, (1)

should be developed to improve the overall electrical and where s is the slip at a specific operating condition, A is the
mechanical performance of the motors, permeability of the ferromagnetic material, o is the conduc-

In this paper we use field analysis 3"4 to provide an accu- tivity of the conducting media in the rotor, and wt is the
rate evaluation of the magnetic field distribution and me- angular frequency.
chanical performance of the motor. The complex stator and If we assume that three phase stator currents are
rotor lamination geometry, the spatial distribution of the con-
ductors in the stator slots, and the effect of the nonlinearity Ja=Jej.(,
of the magnetic material must be taken into account. The
finite element technique is an effective numerical tool to Jb=Je (2)
solve the electromagnetic field under these conditions. In this J,=jei(.r+4,13)
paper we present a finite element technique to find a better
slot shape and high permeable magnetic material for diecast- (where J is the stator current amplitude), then the magnetic
ing the motor windings. The case under study is an induction vector potential at each nodal point in the machine discreti-
motor used for an electric vehicles propulsion system. zation (Fig. 1) is likewise a sinusoidal function of time:
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FIG. 3. Flux plots at the no-load condition.
FIG. L. Discretizatioa of the full cross section of the motor.

III. PRACTICAL EXAMPLE

A(x,y)-=AeJ( 0), (3) The motor used for verifying the technique is a squirrel
cage four-pole motor with 59 closed rotor slots and 48 semi-

where 0 is the phase angle of the local magnetic vector po- closed stator slots. The rotor slot shape is considered to be
tential A. the most suitable shape for diecasting operations.4 The stator

The assumptions and boundary conditions that have slot shape is rather suitable for wound coils than diecasted
been used in finite element analysis to solve Eq. (1) am the windings. The coils are held by a wedge and separated by a
following divider. The analysis starts with pinpointing the proper mag-

(1) A is constant along the outside circumferential netic material for the lamination; second, finding the proper
boundary. stator slot shape for diecasting operation; and finally, exam-

(2) The relative positions of the stator and the rotor are ining the effect of using the copper and aluminum alloys on
assumed to be fixed. the mechanical performance of the motor.

(3) The magnetic field at any point in the machine varies A Man mwtf
sinusoidally at slip frequency, thus simulating the electro-
magnetic interaction of any particular slip condition. Four different typical magnetic materials namely M19,

The conductivity is zero outside any conducting region M22, M36, and M43 were used to model the motor lamina-
and the permeability is IL in nonmagnetic regions. tions. The magnetic permeability versus the flux density for

all four materials is shown in Fig. 2.
The magnetostatic state of the field presented by the no-

load condition of the motor under three phase AC excitation
was calculated. Typical field distribution is shown in Fig. 3.

tS The magnetic field penetrates uniformly and deeply into the

4 5
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FIG. 4. WAiom astow slot shapes for dieceastig operation. (a) One bridge at
FI. 2. Fl• demity versa permeability for vanious magnetic materials the middle of the slot. (i) "Wo bidgel. (c) One bridge nodr the sot.
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FIG. 5. Ar gap flux pots for varios stator s shapes. (a) No bridges. (b) One bridge under t W Ow brde at t m of t dt. (d) wo b e.

rotor as the demagnetizing effect of the rotor is yet nonex- C. Rotor Slot
istent. The m agnetic flux density w as calculated over a con-S al si e nd ton o or a e us ly r t rd e as d
tour in the middle of the air gap. For the same applied field, Singalluszeinductilons motors arethsuallyrotorrs proved t
M36 magnetic material shows more flux encosure in the a

moto ai ga of0.9 T s 089 TforM19 0.8 TforM22 have higher efficiency and lower losses, but more labor and
mtranrd p f090Tv 0.893 T for M43. 0.88 wa chsnt fode the 2, cost. Recently, the copper bars have been replaced byFami 5.9 Ai for var.ou asap sosen o rdges. e bo diecabted rotor slots made in the same fashion as the aluri-

itioas t d ti s ec oum diecast. A motor with a diecast stator and rotor would

B. Staeor got am~pe have the advantages of lower cost and high efficiency. Basedon the analysis presented in the previous section, the stator
For diecastind operation, the windings are formed by with double bridge Rotos chosen to be unified with a

solid coils rather than stranded mors. Tue insulation material, diecasted copper rotore
such as wedges and dividers, would be eliminated from the Ti stator-rotor combination was examined for alu-
stator slots. The stator slot shape must be modified to amcom- minium and copper alloys. For the same torque-speed condi-
modete the solid coils and the magnetic field distribution. tion, the results show that the copper rotor has 1.2% higherThree cases of study are considered: (1) Semiclhsed stator efficiency than its dual aluminum rotor.
slot with one bridge in the middle of the slot; (2) closed
stator slot with two bridges, one in the middle of the slot and wi
one under the slot; and (3) cosed stator slot with one bridge
under the slot.Figure 4 shows the stator slot outlines for the above mcn uade and Wc Stoper aoEE or Vte cuar Torqe-s. Vpd4n. 123mhoee cae. Figure 5 shows the flux density in the auM for ibtin tionte anresults usho ETat s t er rotr has 1. 2% igeall the above bre cin end also for the regular slot shape. d (197).
sFor cso (2) and to), the magnetic field shows less hamon- d M.V.VCad&dp.p. SUVCSW, FLe E kvF. aFcd Mmg
ics superimpn ed on the sanusoidal field. Those harmonics d eg c Fied Pneems (Wede, New Yok, 198D).e u rally a sowrcs e o r lo t les for flux 4boe C Ede" abgy An Rt Step ham" N IG. a . Dawsh l TEhl Trans. I1d.

dAppL 2, 165 (1992).follows the same guaw pattern of flux density for a stator 'N. A. C4el and T W.. N WE u T ech nl. MAGAS, 1.28having a regb r con duo as he slot shapewith o bridge. (1979).
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An Improved method for magnetic flux density visualization using

three-dimensional edge finite element methiod

Vlkdo 6C od and Hlde YmnahiWt
Elecow M-ac* y Lab-ora• Hff-sn U-WmS. Hwa& --r -aý 724 Jape
Visualization of a magnetic flux density distribution in three-dimensional (3-D) finite element
analysis (FEA) is very important in order to grasp the real behavior of the magnetic field, especially
in the design process. In this paper, we present an improved method for visualizing magnetic flux

density distrutions calculated by 3-D first-order edge FEA. Compared with traditional methods,
this method provides more accurate, smoother magnetic flux density distrbution inside the analyzed
region and satisfies the proper boundary conditions across intermaterial boundaries. The usefulness
of our algorithm is demonstrated with several examples.

L II (ii) Since one vertex P of a tetrahedron usually belongs
Intanalysisof varcfield p lems, ana- to more than one finite element, we compute the values of allInthe analysis ofvrosmagneticfidprbesaa- treomoetofmgtifuxentyetr asn

lysts are usually interested in the values of magnetic three components of magnetic flux density vector B as an
average value from all contributions of magnetic flux density

density at certain points, or its distribution over part or all of at vertex P from all elements that have P as a vertex (Fig. t).

the analyzed domain. "Therefore, the visualization of such a Therefore
distributed physical quantity is very important in order to

gras the real behavior of the magnetic field, and correctly
understand and evaluate the results of analysis. B , ,(Bp Bpji (2)

Recently, first-oftler edge based PEA has become a very =
popular for a wide class of 3-D magnetic field and eddy

current problems. The main reasons are its computational
efficiency, small memory requirements, and most of a n - wherejsanx,y, or z component, and t is the total number
isfaction of only proper boundary conditions on the material of elements that have P as a vertex.
interfaces.1 Unfortunately, due to the discrete character of the This procedure does not have a large influence on the

magnetic flux density in each finite element, good visualiza- values of magnetic flux density vector B obtained by (1)
tion of the magnetic flux density obtained by first-order edge directly from the edge FEA, because if the mesh is suitably
FEA is not possible dense, the values at each vertex computed from adjacent el-

In this paper, we proposed an improved visualization ements differ to a small degree. It is necessary to perform

algorithm, which provides more accurate, smoother visual- this procedure only to provide a linear distribution of mag-

ization of the results obtained from the 3-D edge MA The netic flux density vector B between any two points inside the

algorithm for the 2-D nodal FEA already presented in Ref. 2, element.
here is extended into a third dimension and applied to the (iii) If vertex P is on the boundary between different

3-D data obtained from the edge FEA. That is, the proposed magnetic materials, a new vertex P' is constructed, an infini-
algorithm is a mixed approach in the visualization p , tesimally small distance removed from P. The averaging pro-

successfully combining edge and nodal FEA over the same cedure is performed for each material, and the calculated
3-D mesh. In order to demonstrate the validity of the values are associated with P and P', respectively.
posed algorithm, two simple models, with and without mag- ~ (iv) The magnetic flux density inside each finite element
netic materials, are presented. is approximated by the average values of each component of

the magnetic flux density vector B at the four tetrahedron
vertices. For approximation, we use some low-order interpo-

N. OUT7U OF THE ALGORITHM lation formulas, such as shape functions, for first-order nodal

In the traditional method, the magnetic flux density vec- analyss:s

tor B can be obtained as
B=rot A, (1) 1- -

in the finite number of lattice points inside the display space. e2a
Since we use a first-order edge finite elements, the values for
R obtained from (1) are equal at any point inside the ele- 43
ment. Mst is, discontinuous visualization of magnetic flux
density vector B can be observed. To overcome this problem
we developed the following algorithm.

(I) Using the magnetic vector potential data obtained by
the 3-D edO r EA, from (1) we compute the magnetic flux
density vector 9 previously at each vertex of the tetrahedron. FIG. 1. Calalaon of do smaeic Onsx dally M atms P.
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Conductor - A
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OA,OC &AB - 0 densityj vector at midpoints of each edge of the element.

AS, BC A - 0U. APPLICATION

FIG. 2. Singlemateria model. In this section, we apply our method to the visualization
of magnetic flux denisity for two models. One is a single-
material model, of interest because of its known theoretical

4 values, and the other is a multimaterial model, suitable for
Bjy M, Bjj, (3) exploring the visualization on intermaterial boundaries.

A. Slngle-emstmrlml region
where j is the x, y, or z component of magnetic flux density. r2shwteanlisndipayegofrte

In hiscae, he isribution of magnetic flux density inside Figr hw h nlssaddslyrgo o h
each finite element will be linear. Higher-order interpolation, fstmoeDutoheym trofheodlwpromd

e~g. qudraiccan e esil acievd usng ecod-oder analysis over only one quadrant. The calculated results are
e~g. qudraiccan e esil acievd usng ecod-oder displayte4 in Fig. IV for theoretical, traditional, and our new

visualization method using the same scale. Figure 3 also
.____________________Seem ___I shows a division map used in the analysis. It is obvious that

Sim !44 Im fn ?W ? with no changing of the intensity of the magnetic flux den-
sity vector 3, its distribution displayed by our method is
almost identical with the theoretically obtained one, while
the traditional visualization method results in a discontinuous
distribution. In Fig. 4, the x axis represents relative error e
given as

where B, n ,- r h theoretical and computed values for

the magnetic flux density vector BDat each lattice point inside
a) FEma b) theore"ia the display space, respectively. In the same time, the y axis

represents the cumulative area, given as

cumulative area

display area with error over e %
.41total display area *l0 (5

Figure 4 clearly shows that the relative error of the proposed
* f method is smaller than that of the traditional one, therefore
* the accuracy of the results obtained by the proposed method

is improved.c) Stadltlonal method d) peoposed method

IL MuI~nistti region

FIG.3. hteastec lle deasky dlarbutios. (a) FE mmli. (b) theoretica (c) Figur 5 shows the analysis and display area for the
trtimlmethd, sd (d) aae ehd multimaterial model. Here again we use the symmetry of the
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* where T,, and To are dhe computed and target values of FIG. 6. Onis a oftfhe kmpie wefficieal.

torque at kth coil position, respectively, and the torque gen-
erated can be expressed invector form as J~ -o

~,-yr a~,jFrom Table 1, it is found that more elaborate design is

where i is the current in the coil and I s the current lo, achieved with three design variables than with two design
neupper shape oftemagnet isrepreented as for variables, I the ceof todesign variables, temean value

straight lines and the three design variables (hl,h2,h3) ar of hi and h3 is taken for h2. Furthermore, final results are
taken to modify the shape of the magnet as shown in Fig. 3. considered as a global optimum because different initial

In order to compute the magnetic induction in the air gap shapes converged into nearly the same shape. Figure 5 shows
by using the boundary element method, the yoke and the the distribution of the magnetic induction in the air gap at the
permanent magnet arm discretuile into 6200 and 3520 hwer final optimized shape. The torque coefficients are compared
triangular elements, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4. in Fig. 6 at the initial and final optimized shapes where the

T'he final optimized design variables are shown in Table maximum relative error at the optimized shape is only
I where the maximum relative error, E,, is defined as 0.4(%].

V. CONCLUSION
0.1! An effective optimum design method is developed for

0.10.the design of VCM by combining the three-dimensional
Mos. boundary element method and the (1 + 1) evolution strategy.

q The method converges to a global optimum point from dif-

t7 00. .29 ferent initial points. It is found, through the numerical ex-
-005 R-2.92 c ample, that the optimum shape of the magnet can be easily

m 0063a found within a reasonable number of iterations and more

4010 R-1.118e. elaborate design can be achieved by increasing the number
R=2.28 of design variables.
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Thrs-dl nsoal eddy current soution of a poypa machine
test m e (abtract

Uwe Pahnr and Rome Bknam
Dqwawem EE. L•bo Eh.K KU Leu 84•gu,

viado Oaovi
ABD Masmha Krdftwe,*a AG, AkK WIDE, Gemmay

Thu abstract describes a three-dimensional (3D) finite element solution of a test model that has been

reported in the literature. The model is a bbis for calculating the current redistribution effects in the

end windings of turbogenerators. The aim of the study is to see whether the analytical results of the

test model can be found using a general purpose finite element package, thus indicating that the
finite element model is accurate enough to treat real end winding problems. The real end winding

problems cannot be solved analytically, as the geometry is far too complicated. Th model consists

of a polyphase coil set, containing 44 individual coils. This set generates a two pole mmf
distribution on a cylindrical surface. The rotating field causes eddy currents to flow in the inner

massive and conducting rotor. In the analytical solution a perfect sinusoidal mmf distribution is put

forward. The finite element model contains 85824 tetrahedra and 16451 nodes. A complex single
scalar potential representation is used in the nonconducting parts. The computation time required
was 3 h and 42 min. The flux plots show that the field distribution is acceptabl. Furthermore, the

induced currents are calculated and compared with the values found from the analytical solution.

The distribution of the eddy currents is very close to the distribution of the analytical solution. The

most important results are the losses, both local and global. The value of the overall losses is less

than 2% away from those of the analytical solution. Also the local distribution of the lose is at any
given point less than 7% away hom the analytical solution. The deviations of the results are

acceptable and are partially due to the fact that the sinusoidal mmf distribution was not modeled

perfectly in the finite element method.

SMg J. Appl, Phyw. 75 (10), 15 May 1994 00214UWMNWM51O9MO4'146.OO 0 194Aeica nad Wna&0l o Phtuim
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Numerical methods and u systems for nondlnear magnetccircuts (=absctr )

Axel Helmink, Hans Dieter Storer, and Ada6b~ Boyer
hug-nie of E1EcoMuasWnc Thery and EnpeFun& Duisbwl U-stvrAr~ Biruuwkszra 81,
4700~ Damsbw* Genuany

In the past years an increasing interest in calculation methods of circuits containing magnetic

nonlinearities could be observed. For this rmason a new method was developed which makes it
possible to calculate the steady state solution of such circuits by the help of an interactive cAD

program. The modular concept of the software allows to separate the circuit into nonlinear and
linear subnetworks. When regarding nonlinear magnetic elements one can choose between several

numerical models for the description of the hysteresis loops or an inbuldt realtime measurement

system can be activated to get the dynamic hysteresis loops. The measurement system is also helpful

for the parameter extraction for the numerical hysteresis models. A modified harmonic-balance
algorithm and a set of iteration schemes is used for solving the network function. The combination

of the realtime measurement system and modem numerical methods brings up a productive total
concept for the exact calculation of nonlinear magnetic circuits. A special application class will be
discussed which is given by earth-leakage circuit breakers. These networks contain a toroidal high

permeable NiFe alloy and a relay as nonlinear elements (cells) and some resistors, inductors, and
capacitors as finear elments. As input dc signals at the primary winding of the core any curveform

must be regarded, especially 1350 phasecutted pulses. These signals with extreme higher frequency

components make it impossible to use numerical models for the description of the nonlinear
behavior of the core and the relays. So for both elements the realtime measurement system must be
used during the iteration process. During each iteration step the actual magnetization current is sent
to the measurement system, which measures the dynamic hysteresis loop at the probe. These values
flow back into the iteration process. A graphic subsystem allows a look at the waveforms of all

voltages and current when the iterations take place. One can determine how the steady state is

reached, especially when one discusses different iteration methods. All parameters of interest, such

as geometric data of the core, number of windings, and the linear elements can vary within the

computer program and as a result all voltages and cu-rents in the network stand can be used. With
the help of this computer controlled measurement system and several iteration methods fast circuit

design and optimization can be done.
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V Comperave analysis of two methods for time-haoc st
of the steady state In InductIon motors (abstract)

RobrecM DeWeerdt, Koaetdm &ar4isky, Uwe Pahnh, and R i Blenam
Deparuner EE, Labo EMA, XU. Lven Belam

The abstract presents two methods of solving induction motor problems using a time-harmonic

approach, taking into account the saturation of the iron material. The first method uses the following
algorithm. Initially, two static nonlinear problems are solved: one problem using the real part of the
stator currents, and the other using the imagnary pan. From both solutions, a reluctivity vector is
generated. This reluctivity vector is then used in solving a time-harmonic problem to calculate the

induced rotor currents. These currents are used to solve two new static problems. From the solution,
a more accurate reluctivity vector can be generated. Convergence of this method occurs after 4 or

5 steps. The second method is an iterative method of solving nonlinear time-dependent problems b)
harmonic representation. It is assumed that H(t) is a sinusoidal function of time. A new sinusoidal

BEq is introduced based on energy equivalence with the real nonsinusoidal B. This new Bq is used

to calculate the new B-H curve for the iron materials involved and after that an equivalent

reluctivity. The nonlinear algorithm represents under-relaxation of the equivalent reluctivity, based
on the formula: RELUCTmv=RELUCT w+ALPHA*(RELUCTcmt-RELUCTo), where ALPHA

is a relaxation factor usually chosen between 0 and 1. The algorithm shows a good convergence rate
(from 10 to 20 steps) if the initial starting vedtor for reluctivities and the relaxation factor are chosen

appropriately. Rules for this choice are given. Both methods are compared. The difference between

the induced currents in both methods is about 1%, with a linear solution it is about 300%. Also
stored energy, losses, reluctivities, and other quantities are compared.
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S Spin Waves, Hyperfine Fields,and Resonance J. J. Krebs and C. E. Patton, Chairmen

Selection of the ground state In CsCuC13 by quantum fluctuations

E. Rastai and A. Thesi

Diparnmo di Fisuka, UnawrsWi A Parma, 43100 Parma, I•ly

The Heisenberg triangular antiferromagnt is a model widely studied by analytic low-temperature
expansion and Monte Carlo simulation. The classical version of the model is characterized by
infinitely many minimum energy configurations even if an in plane external magnetic field in turned
on. This degeneracy is lifted by thermal fluctuations and the same effect is found when quantum
lucations are accounted for. We find an analogous scenario in the 3D hexagonal model where the

intrachain coupling is ferromagnetic and the interchain one is antiferromagnetic. Such a model is
suitable to describe some hexagonal ABX 3 compounds. We are interested, in particular, in CsCuCI3,
where our theoretical results compare favorably with magnetic resonance experimental data and
with magnetization measurements as a function of the external magnetic field. The role of quantum
and thermal fluctuations in the selection of a particular spin pattern out of the infinitely many
configurations that minimize the classical energy of the model is discussed.

L INTRODUCTION for the uniform mode energy in external magnetic field is
suggestive. 3

8 Notice that this agreement is assured only if
The Heisenberg antiferromagnet on a triangular lattice is the in-plane spin configuration is the configuration selected

an interesting widely investigated model. The interest in this by quantum fluctuations, whereas the fitting is impossible if
subject dates back to the exact solution of the Ising triangular one chooses as ground-state configuration the apparently
antiferromagnet,' where long-range order fails both at zero more obvious spin configuration with a spin parallel to the
and finite temperature. field..7 8

An external magnetic field in the plane of the spins However, the good fit between the uniform mode ener-
yields a very rich phenomenology in triangular antiferromag- gies of a triangular antiferromagnet in an external magnetic
nets with continuous symmetry. Indeed, a continuous family field and the magnetic resonance data of CsCuCI3 could ap-
of infinitely many spin configurations minimize the energy of pear to be an accident because one might expect that the 3D
such models in classical approximation so that quantum3 nature of the actual compound could be crucial, so that quan-
and thermal fnuctations4- 6 are crucial to select the conflgu- tum fluctuations which are dominant in the 2D model might
ration observed in actual compounds. play a minor role in 3D,

Analytic expansion 2 for the isotropic triangular Heisen- For this reason we consider here a 3D model where the

berg antiferromagnet suggests that zero-point motion fluctua- main features of CsCuCI3 are taken into account.
tions select a low-field three-sublattice configuration with
one spin opposite to the field, followed by a collinear phase
with two spins parallel and one spin antiparallel to the field IL UNIFORM MODES AND MANTI.ATION
at intermediate field. At higher fields an asymmetric fan ap-

pears until the saturated configuration is reached. The sce- The Hamiltonian we consider is the Heisenberg Hamil-
natio is similar to that obtained in planar and classical mod- tonian where the intrachain ferromagnetic interaction is J 0
els where the "up-up-down" phase is stabilized only by and the interchain antiferromagnetic coupling between x and
thenal fluetationL

4
-

6  y spin components is J<O, whereas J(1 - q) is the inter-
Recently, 3 we have studied the behavior of the 2D trian- chain coupling between z spin components. An external

gular quantum Heisenberg model with a planar anisotropy. In magnetic field in the c plane is considered. The spin configu-
particular, we have obtained the spin wave spectra and we rations we consider are characterized by three spins per unithave compared the uniform mode energies with magnetic cell. The in-plane and out-of-plane lattice constants will be
resonance dat of CsCCI3.!8 CsCuCI3 is a hexagonal corn- assumed of unit length. Let us indicate by 40, 01, 03, the
pound of the ABX3 family, where A is an alkali element, B is angles that the spins of the unit cell form with the magnetic
a tranition metal ion, and X can be Cl, Br, or 1. CsCUCI3 can field. In order to get the ground state configurations, the el-
be modeled as a lattice of linear ferromagnetic chains of ementary excitation energies, and the low-temperature prop-
spits S= 1/2 forming a triangular lattice in the planes per- erties, we have performed the customary steps: introduction
pendifular to the c axis. In spite of the 2D nate of the of local axis according to #1, 4A, OA, and Holstein-
model we have studied, the agreement with experiment as Primakoff spin-boson transformation. The solution of the lin-

J. AIL• Phil 15 (!1t, 15 May 19W4 0eQ1-u94/s10)61/&M.0o 0 1994 h•wslean kIsnutu ot Piy.Ies
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S aized equations of motion for the spin components along x 3 -ax 2 +bx-c=O, (2)
the local reference axis, gives the following spin wave fre-

qneaica:where

where 4~q) are thle solutions of the following cubic equation: a = 3( 1 - cos ,q. + j)2 + 2j2( 1 - 71)'S I[ Iy'2, (3)

b=(1 - coS q. +j)
2
13(1 -cos q,+j)

2
-j

2
s21Yq

2
]+j

2
(1- +A )( 1 -coS q9+j)[2(l -coS q,+j)s, 1,,qI 2

sz- )(t i+73)]+tj2( _ 17)2[j2S2IqI-
4
3(1-cos q-+j)

2
•7qI

2
-j(1 -cs qz+j) 1(Y+ 4.3)]• (4)

C=[-con q_ +j) 3 -j 2(. -cos q,+i5)s2 , y2 + j3(S2 - 1)(y•+ y, 3 )][(1 -cos q,+j)3

-3j 2 (1 - 7)2 (1-coS ,h+j)jy, 2 +j3(j- _)Nv(+ 43)] (71

with j=3IJI/2J0 , h='gIAMI6IJIS, and 3
!1 ,,1=-!+½h2, (6) F=Eo+AE+k,TY, I u)• .)

2 s=I q

s 2 =cos
2
(4$ 1- 2 )+cos 2

(0 2 - Et3 )+os2(t015 - 3 )' and the magnetization of the model M

where the values of 4A, 02, Oý are the same as given by Eqs. M=_F (12)
(3) and (4) ol Ref. 4. d "

os j/3 ) Equations (10)-(12) ame evaluated treating the model as a

q \ e+e -T ) gas of noninteracting magnons.
We list only the main results we have obtained leaving

We have evaluated the T=O classical energy EO the details to an extended paper which will appear elsewhere.

Eo= -JNS 2(3+h2)-2JoNSZ, (9) (a) In classical approximation the minimum energy con-
figurations at T=O are the same as in the triangular model,

the zero-point motion energy AE forming a continuous family of infinitely many ground
1 3 states.

AE= -3JNS- 2JoNS+j2 i Aw(3), (10) (b) The zero-point motion energy is minimized by the
,-i q same in-plane configuration as the triangular model where

the low-field configuration is characterized by a spin out of
the free-energy F three antiparallel to the field.
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(c) In the range of temperature and field we are inter- intermediate " up-up-down" phase supported by cnucial non-
ested to, thermal and quantum fluctuations support the same linear contributions which allow long-range order at finite
spin configuration. Only in the limit of vanishing field and temperature. 4 In the present 3D model long-range order is
temperature the thermal fluctuations favor the configuration still found in harmonic approximation so that nonlinear con-
with a spin parallel to the field, but the quantum fluctuations tributions related to magnon-magnon interaction, can be ne-
always dominate. glected. Our result suggests that the plateau of the magneti-

(d) The agreement between magnetic resonance data on zation observed in CsCuCI3 (Ref. 10) corresponds to
CsCuCI3 (Refs. 7,8) and the uniform mode energies as func- coexistence of distorted helix and asymmetric fan, whereas
tion of the field is very satisfactory as shown in Fig. 1 for in the triangular antiferromagnet the onset of the "up-up-
Hamiltonian parameters S=1/2, g=2.19, 2J0=64.5 K, down" phase is expected on the basis of analytic
j=0.2625, ii=0.05364, suggested by elastic neutron scatter- calculations' and Monte Carlo simulations. 6 Elastic neutron
ing in zero magnetic field." Notice that dotted curves are the scattering experiment could unambiguously test the nature of
uniform mode energies one obtains starting from the con- this phase because the position of the Bragg peaks is the
figuration with one spin out of three parallel to the field. As same in both cases, but the geometrical extinction of the
one can see the selection of the spin configuration by quan- Bragg peak could be fully achieved only if the spin configu-
tum fluctuations is essential to explain experimental data. ration is collinear as it is the case of the 'p-up-down"

(e) A first-order phase transition from the distorted helix phase.
to the asymmetric fan is induced by the zero-point motion.
Notice that the reduced magnetization m=M/gIBNS in ACKNOWLEDGMENT
classical approximation at zero temperature is given by This research was supported in part by INFM.
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Scaling behmvior of the homogeneous magnetization dynamic.
In the fr -m tic state of EuS

R. Dombrowd, D. G6rttz, J. K6tzler, and Chr. Marx
IuatFalr Anew&ada Physik Un-rnni, Ifambur& Jaa9utrse 11, D-20355 H-mhur& Ge-•y

Using a broadband vectorial microwave refiectometer, we measured the longitudinal dynamic
susceptibility of a EuS sphere between 0.1 and 20 GHz in the temperature interval 4.2
K1TrTc=-16.S K. For low internal fields, the shape corresponds to a heavily overdamped
Lorentzian resonance, X'(o,)=XT'(O)iw/L -((/fl ) where L.Z-CZ. The field and temperature
de-pendence of the intrinsic kinetic coefficient and resonance is fully explained by that of the static
susceptibility x.(O). Surprisingly, the resulting scaling function, Lj[x.(0)], agrees exactly with that
observed earlier above Tc, where L,[X,(0)] could quantitatively be explained by a crossover from
a van Hove behavior for large X,(O), due to dipolar anisotropic fluctuations, to a critical speeding-up
for x,(0)<1, where isotropic spin diffusion prevails. This finding suggests that the dipolar
anisotropy dominates the magnetization dynamics also below T, of EuS, which seems to be
supported by the fact that the correlation frequency of the torques acting on the magnetization,
&0c=0.12/L., agrees with the relaxation rate of the longitudinal magnetization fluctuations, &ljq.

1. INTROOUCTION temperatures up to the Curie point,"3 within the domains and
resulting from the wall motion, starting from the micromag-

Over almost two decades, the semiconducting europnum uetic equations of motion.
sulphide serves as one of the preferred model ferromagnets
for investigating the effects of fluctuations on the magnetiza-
tion dynamics.1-8 Whereas above the Curie temperature of II. RESULTS
EuS, Tc= 16.56 K, all recent data on the homogeneous"6 and The measurements have been performed on a sphere
inhomogeneous (q *0) 7 dynamics are now quantitatively ex- (N =3) by simultaneous recording of dispersion and absorp-
plained by numerical solutions of the mode-coupling (MC) tion using a vectorial microwave reflectometer,14 which re-
equation for a Heisenberg ferromagnet, including the inevi- cently was upgraded by a commercial s-parameter test set
table dipole-dipole interaction,9 ."° the understanding is still (hp-8516A). To investigate the longitudinal magnetization
unsatisfying below Tc. There the presence of the spontane- dynamics, the microwave field in the shorted end of a coaxial
ous magnetization, the spinwaves, the anisotropy field and of waveguide was aligned with the dc field supplied by a super-
domains complicates the situation, and apart from results for conducting saddle coil up to 1.5 T. The amplitude was kept
some limiting cases,9" 1 a comprehensive theory on the mag- small enough to obtain linear-response signals. No hysteretic
netization dynamics for a real ferromagnet is still lacking. effects occurred in the present range of temperature and field.

The present communication extends a previous work on In the standard modes, we measured x'-ii" sweeping field
the homogeneous dynamics near Tc of EuSs to temperatures or temperature at fixed frequency and calibrated the signals
as low as 4.2 K and to higher magnetic fields required to using the absolute values available at T, and lower
remove the domains and to realize homogeneous internal frequencies.t

fields within a crystalline sample spheroid Hi,=H For some selected temperatures and fields, the frequency
-NzM(TH), which should be larger than the anisotropy dependence of dispersion and absorption is shown in Fig. 1.
field of _uS, HA(T)=30 0e [M,(T)/M,(O)r,12 but also An interesting feature we note is the significant deviation
small enough to avoid the suppression of fluctuations. It is from pure relaxational dynamics, clearly evidenced by the
our aim to investigate how far the scaling property of the negative dispersion. The dynamical shape can be well fitted
damping of the homogeneous magnetization observed near by a Lorentzian,
Ts extends into the ferromagnetic regime and to finite inter- 1i(
nal fields. By increasing the maximum frequency from 1.5 to X,((0TH)=
20 GHz, we also search for intrinsic dynamical effects on the ZATH) L,(.,TH)
kinetic coefficient of the damping L, of the longitudinal sus- to

2  )-'
ceptibility defined by:' - t (2)

I(,-- (1) In this form, the kinetic coefficient of the damping L and the
(TH) L(,T,H) resonance frequency 02, do not depend on the external sus-

ceptibility, X-'(T,H), but represent material constants re-
which may help to elucidate the role of the fluctuations. fleeting the intrinsic dynamics. The effect of internal mag-

The results of this study should also provide a firmer netic fields, larger than the maximum anisotropy field,
basis to describe the dynamics of the magnetization at finite HA(O)=30 Oe,1

2 
on both parameters is illustrated by Fig. 2
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for various temperatures below Ti,. Obviously, Hiae 'is sup-
pressing L, and (1, more heavily at lower temperatures. Ill. DISCUSSIO

The most ineesting phenomnas are shown in Fig. 3. odsustersls e s is osdrteLrnia
LZ(TJI) and 1l2 (T,H) plotted against the static internal suts,- Tof discusthersut, sin et can directl heoasciatedr the Lrnza

ceptibility Y.it=(,v.CT-N Sy' 1 collapse on two single shpofXojinetcadrclybascaedote
curves, and according to Fig. 3(a) the resulting scaling fuc general form, Eq. (1), by assumning a Debyc spectrum for the

dion agrees with that predicted (and confirmed8 ) for L, for f~requency dependence of the kinetic coefficient,
the paramdagneti critics! regme and mmw appledfwal9 This L.(T,)
scaling behavior means that similar to the obsnervation at el- Lýct;T,H) =iwl.1  (3)
evated tempefatures8 th iu magetzaio dynamics
depends on temperature and field only via the internlss Then the intrinsic resonance frequency is simply given by
ceptibility X,(T,H). Obviously. this scaling holds down to fl(,)[t.~TH]~,(4)
the lowest temperatures, where the spin-wave fluctuaitions antecaatriicfqecy sdtrmedbthrto
dominate. adtecaatrsi rqec ci eemndb h ai

11,2/L,. Evaluating this quantity, we find it to be independent
of temperature and field within the present accuracy,

(a,= 1.3 X 10" s5, which implies that the scaling proerty of

40 fl,(T,H) shown in Fig. 3(b) arises from that of the "static"

30. Trr.In order to find a possible origin for (oc, we start from
j-*-E0.25the general expression,

1 0L.(-; T.H) = ( )dt[4Mz 1)Mz0)Je"'-. (5)

0 as given by the linear response theory,16 where V is the

10.sample volume and M2 e=1~tjAare the torques
100 EuSacting on the longitudinal magnetizationi. Hence, the Debyc

a, shape in Eq. (3) implies that the correlation function of the
60 torque decays exponentially, tMýQM(0 )]'P - exp(-oIct).

2 40 For ferromagnets, it has been demonstrated that regardless of
~20- their T~, the spin-flipping mechanism results from the

~dipole-dipole interaction jW =_%, 6 We, therefoMe refer to0 20 0 00 80 1D the MC theory for the Heisenberg ferromagnet with dipolar

Hh1 [0.1 interaction 9 and extend the result for the "static" L. to finite
frequencies and fields in using:"

FIG2. 2(a) Kineti coefficietand (b) resonanemimfequeny, detemindna nofktm~~x~~x 6
80 ezenq~d by ftg 1. verm &einieaaai mapetie &Me fotr dune dffa- L~k(n;T,H)"' l2

* ant tqame q1 F~ ,(4+r,(qJ+iws
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Heue the static correlations between the longitudinal and anisotropy fields play no role. Apparently, this is due to
and transverse modes, 6M(q)kq are given by X.(q) the fact that the q=0 spin-wave gap is much smaller than the

wave number's sad 6q() an their relaxation rates (cr=I,t). interactio. Then, the novel slowing down phenomenon of

unentical logtuin l moesataise a cfinite, a-inTepetdent H idrtobs. re eemyb osiee sa nesn
vatunnEq. Ar(6-O,)= . Tshaiywihterebyore, for he cnritical ecag aroigtoadlwteprtredet

modes the denominators in Eq. (6) are dominated by lri, ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
which,~ after comparison of Eqs. (3) and (6), leads immedi-
ately to W,(T,)..r 1(q-.O,Tý). Recenrtly, the relaxation rate We thank Y, Fischer (Jfihlch) for supplying the EuS crys-
of these longitudinal modes has been determined by inelastic tal and the Deutsche Forschungsgemneinscbaft for financial
scattering of polarized neutrons,7  resulting in support.
r1(q-.OT,T)=98 GHz, which is in good accord with wc fol-

4lowing from the present analysis. Then the field and tempera- 'L Itheicr G. Kaih an G. V~m J. Py C. 9,L6 17)
ture independence of to, below T, indicates that the dipolar 20. W. Dietridi, J. Als-Nielsea and L Paumell Finys. Rev B 14, 4923
anisotropy giving rise to this heavy damping still plays a (1976).

dominant role in the ferromagnetic dynamics. 3 M.SWM T. HadMhiOt. Pbys. LeU. A 65, 241 (1978).
discuss ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S th etr ftepeetwr, SC. Kowdal and M. S. Sceira, J. Ph's. C IS, 2471 (1982).Finally, we dsustekey fetr fteprsn 5ok P. BlL G. SiOW, H. G. Bob.% and W Zimn J. APO. Finys. 61. 3397

i.e., the nearly constant kinetic coefficient at larg static sus- (198Th 43, 3069 (1988).
ceptibilities, crossing over to a slowing down of L, with JI. Kiuftrie Phys. Rev. B 38, 12 027 (1968).
decreasing X2.W(T,il), which agrees quantitatively with the IP. 385i D. G&Iilz J. K~izle, and J. L Martinez, Pbys Rev. B 43, 8755
scaling function Ljfj.,(TH)j found above T, of EuS, and J. K~:.f E Adl 0. IKanleitmr and G Weber Phys. Rev. B 43.11 280
also with the prediction of MC theory, (1991).

9 E Frey and F. SeliwaKi Z.. Phys. 8 71. 355 (1988).
L~(TT,,HO)= Lý(T,,H-O) '.E Frey. F. Sdmwabl an S. Thoena Phys. Rev. B 40 7199 (1969).Lr(;ITH O=[1 +xý(TH)](z+lI (7) "It. Raghavan and D. L Hubier. Phys. Pev. B 14,1185 (1976)."1See, e.g., A. Kumynaw W . Ibrini Phys. Rev. B3 S,52986(1973).

indicated as a full line in Fig. 3(a). There is 13D. (iteii j. Kander, and CrMaw mmanpublislm).
L,(TC ,H-nO)=58 GHz, and the dynamical critical expo- "

4
D. G6idta, J. Kapomr, arid J. KI~des J. Phys. E 22. 884 (1989).

'3J KMder; D. Glrttz, IL Domnbeowkid, and M. Pieper, L. Phys. B (in
neat z of the Heisenberg ferromagnet equals 1. Qualitatively prr).
speaking, this feature indicates that the dipolar anisotrpic 16EL Fick and G. saerummnn, -Mh Qumman. statistc of Dywa.& Fr-
scaling of the correlation functions Xjq) below T,, is the cesUses Spnnser Seijer in Solid Sswt Sciences (Spinuger. Berlin, 1990).

same as above the Curie point. Accordingly, the strong dipo- Vol. 86de, .G6IZM.aian irMrzIEMA(npes)
tar force dictates the homogeneou magnetiZation dynamics ýLj Utzder F.MzeD.Grhtz. and B. Farago, Europirys. Left. 1,
also below T, and minor energies, arising from the internal 675 (1966).
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Dymnamca properties of quantum spin systmem In magnetically orderedproduct ground state
V.8S. Vlmniatho. Joechm Slolzes and Gwhad Mtile
ODaprawtm of iP1&yscs. Mh Unwesit of Rhode Iskan4 Kingsion, Rhode island 02881-0817

The one-dimensional spin-s XYZ model in a magnetic field of particular strength has a feso- or
sntiferromagneticaily ordered product ground state. Thie recursion method is employed to determine
T- 0 dynamic structure factors for systems with s~ 1, 1. The line shapes and peak positions differ
significantly from the corresponding spin-wave results, but their development for increasing values
of s suggests a smooth extrapolation to the spin-wave picture.

)t necessarily the presence of strong quantum fluc- S,,(q,W)=SY,(q,ui)sin2 6+4 W2
S

2 
cos

2 Ofl( t) 6(q).
tuatioub in the pround state that is primarily responsible for (3)
turning the T =0 dynamics of a quantum many-body system Ti nykonrgru n xlctrslsprant
ito a challenging topic of condensed-matter theory. Even for the S=1X only known rIgorous 1- , = and exlctrsl cpraint
sstems with no correlated quantum fluctuattions in their th 2=~X oe J=1+y,1= ,J=) n a

statee fo revaluateintice formiofs in wombiartione wihre lasuntions
ground sttthe dynamically relevant excitation spc r fobre evluatedincte formofs an two-piartice G ihreens auntions

my he exceedingly complex, and the spectral weight in dy- (3):2-4
namical quantities may he distributed over frequency bands
of infinite width. ThI&will be demonstrated for asystem of y 44(l - y)cos2 (q/F)_-_(ni-2_)Y
locajized spins with an exact ferro- or antiferromagnetic Syy(q, w) = 2 (1 -- ) [w- s2f~/2v1Z+J rsinT~q
product pound state. The shortcomings of the harmonic L~s n qj
alias finear spin-wave alias single-mode approximation are x @[4(l - -)cos2(q/2) - (to- 2) 21. (4)
found to be considerable.

We consider the spin-s XYZ ferromagnet in a magnetic Whereas spin-wave theory predicts a single spectral line in
field, S,,,(q, w) at the frequency ftw=2s(J. Jy cos q), expres-

sion (4 is represented by a spectral-weight distribution that
N consists of a peak shifted relative to oisw and with nonzero

H -j JX {JSI'+,+JASSI+, +hS,'$+1 + hS,}, (1) intrinsic width.' However, the result (4) does not yet Mufy
11 reflect the generic structure of S,,.(q,w) for this situation.

for J,~~'0 evn Nandperodi boudar codi- Our analysis of generic cases (s>2 XY or XYZ
fionsJ.- O Iftemgetivfeld has ad p artoicbundary congti with arbitrary s) employs the recursion method. For this ap-

h~=hN=2s[(J,-jZ)(j,_j.)I"1
2, that System is knoown to plication, it is based on an orthogonal expansion of

have a product pround state wave function, th waefntoq1~t)=~-)GweeS
=-N1 /2 Yl iqSF.6-8 The recrsion algoithim produces (af-

N ter some intermediate steps) a sequence of continued-fraction
IG)= 1 0 Ug(O&)js)j, (2) coefficients Af*(q), ATI(q). for the relaxation function,

where the unitary transformation represented by U,(O) de- CP'(q,z)~ = I(
scril sa rotaton f tesin direction at sitelIby an angle a Z fq)(5)
#-arccos4(J,-Jj)/(J,-J.) away from the z axis into the Z+A21(q)
xzplan.' IG) is a state of maximum ferromagnetic order,

(M)=(GIS:IG)=(s sin # 0, s cos 0). The pround state en-
erg is EG= -Ns 2(jh+j-jz). which is the Laplace transform of the symmetrized correla-

Previous studies of this system, motivated by the search 6ion function 9tS,*(tS'_qM/S' S %q). The dynamic struc-
for new rigorous results in quantum many-body dynamics, ture facor S,.,(q,w), which is the Fourier transform of
led to two general ConclUSions:2 -4 (i) The Conditions under (SP'(i)Sq), can be obtained directly from (5) as follows (for
which ferromagnetic spin waves are exact cigenstates of H T=0):
are much more restictive than those for the existence of the #
product pound state, namely J.-Jry or q=ar or s-- in S,~,(q,os)=4(S,,Sq)8(w)lim X~c,*(q,e-iar)].(6
addition to At=hN . (hi) The realization of the product pround(6
state 16) implies the following riorus relations between

the 0 dnami stuctue fctor S,(q~a): he simple dependence of the product wave function IG) on
the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h s=0dnmcizetr acosSq,() oa of the system offers the advatag that we can cown-

S.(q,.*)"S,,(q,&i)cos' 0+4arIs2 sin2 08(to)8(q), pute a significant numtber of size-indepenidenit coefficients
Afr(q).' In Fig. 1 we have platted the sequences

000 b.,fM , IWOhti Ifr tysk. UvMMwsd Doad 44= DoruImi. '1*(q-) for four different applications of the recursion
Gummy.method. Each one of the four qualitatively differnt patterns
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tFIG. 1. Candihled-traetain aotleffewa AP(O) and (renealed) A4
4

(O), as
obane omt the recursion inetbod for the determinationt of the T-0 'Iy- FIG. 2. Ntonnalized dynamic structure factor 9,=Sy,(q..o)1(S;SY,) (for

oam tnuctube famto S,,4(q=O,.s),i=y~z., of Z::ý th IDtl~l ) at T=O of the IDlY model (J,=l+y.J,1-yJ,J-O. kh- 4 Wih
Ur24-Y h,=O k-hk)wihh = and th~ spin threea cu~rvesin temai kxrprsntteresults o s1,ýiI

mum"e si aspecified in each of the four panels. obmWne froin the recursion bethd cmandwt he indfato
analysis oudined in the text. For better v, we harve expanded the

acteristic property of th soitdS ,(q=0, to). agadin tesM-! result (solid line) on dilk scateas, insw in comnparison
In panels (a) and (b), the &2k- and dhe A2k tend to ihteeat xraon() dse ie

converge to different (finite) values A(.0 and A() respec-
tively. If A(.*)> M,') as in (a), the implication for the dynamic

atnctue fctr i tht ll ts petral weight is confined to For the reconstruction of the dynamic structure factor

the ~ ~ ~ j (5e7a1~a it J/ L ,/ Sy 1AU,w) from the known coefficients AI'(O)_.,AY(O),
te interval~. with~ as indiated in (b.o such as isshown for two distinct cases in panelsa(a) and (c)

wsm= VA~e+ J.;ýU A(O)A(.) a Wiate inof Fig. 1, we proceed according to the well-tested metho
k>5, the dynamic structure factor has a 6(w) contribution, in ulie prvosy 7 1'10 At first, Wesectamdlpcrl

addiionto te cntiuousput 8 Thse re recielYthe density 4Oo(lo), which is compatible with the general struc-
properties of the known functions S,,(Owa) and S,0 (Ocos) for ture Of Syy$Otu) identified above. For case (a) we choose the
the s =IXY model, as inferred from (4) and (3). fnto

in panels (c) and (d), the two subsequences Aukand fnto
A - grow roughly liinearly with kto infinity, but with dif- -0 w~ 0(w -nir-o~) 7

ferent average slopes. Tlwheoina average growth of a Ak woma-Wd.,
sequence implies that the associated dynamic structure factor which has bounded support and a gap, and for the case (c)
has unbounded support and that the spectral weight tapers off the function
by aGaussian decay law, - e- -, at high frequencies.iH the
Anu-I grow mor steeply than the AU -s in (c), it can be 2 21r
concluded that the dynamic structure factor has a gap at %1o(ct)= eflurIW-f~ (I1fl)0', (8)
O<oo~fl. If that pattern is reversed asymptotically, as in (d)
for k>5, it signals the presence of an additional SM cn which has unbounded support and a gap. Each function has
tribution in the dynamic structure factor, Our obiservations two parameters, whose values are determined by matching
indicate that patterns (c) and (d) are generic for Sy,,O,o,) an the .coefficients AJ"(O) of panels (a) and (c) with the
S.(O,ai), Sxa(O, ea), respectively, of the spin-s XYZ model. continued-fraction coefficients of the corresponding model
The exception is the s -y'XY oase, where patterns (a) aill b) relaxation function,
obtain. +_)-( oj

For fixed q*O0, the Ak sequences of all three functions -di .(9)
Sq,we)jL=x,y,z are the same in consequence of (3). For

q=O, by contrast, the additional gA') contributions in Next, we expand the model relaxation function into a
S,,(Owo) and Sze(O,4) lead to a pattern reversal from (a) to continued fraction down to level K and replace its continued-
(b) or from (c) to (d), with two characteristic properties: (i) it fraction coefficients by those from panels (a) and (c) for the
leame the lami of maccessive pairs of coefficients, two situations, respectively. That yields an approximation of
Aftj,(O)+A~r(O), invariaati (ii) the factor by which the (5), which is of high precision, as we shall see. The dynamic
furs coefficienat changs detenmines the weight of the structure factor Sy.,(Owe) is then obtained via (6). The prac-
Eaft) -nibta Af()A j'1(O) 1 o 2 O f(O)/ tical aspects of this procedure have been described in previ-

grp() as SW a ous applications to different physical siuations. 7"0
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in order to demonstrate the degre of accmracy of our dusties fur th same model with andfubtomagew; amplitng
method, we firmt reconstruct the function Sy,(Owe) for the s V(I0). Muat model has a spin-flop ground oftal at a par-

=jXY model with -t=t from the AJY(O) of panel (a) and ticular strengt of the magnetic field. Therefare the order
compare it with the exact expression (4). The two results are paramete cane= a pattern reversal at q - w in S,,(q,u.) and
pkeuedin the imet to Fig.2.7the coefficients AIY(O) of panel at q -0 sS,(q~w).
(c) pastels to spin quantum. numbher a-1. The recoinstructed
dynamic structure facto S,,(Owa) is sbown in the main plot
of ftg 2. Note the diffient vertical and horizontal scuale. Thus work was supported by the US. National Science
Also shown are the rmsults for s-I (thsaem as in the WMse) Foundationm, Grant No. DMR-93-12252- Computations were
end for s' The latter bas been reconstructed from 16 co- carried out on supercomputers at the National Center for Su-
efficients A%'(O), which also exhibi patter.s (c). The spectral pecmuigApplications. University of ilinois at
line shown dashed represents the spin-wave result UrbansCa-amapaign. J.S. gratefully acknowledges; support
S,,(Owu)=2,W8(-4s-,. which is exact in the classical limit by the Max Kade Foundation.
s= -. We conclude that quantum effct are very s~pignicsan
They produce nontrvial line shapes and move the peak po- 'J. Kwmk RL Thorn-.t ald G. Miller Physica A 112 235 (1962).

sitions by as muvch an a factor of 2.1 relative to the spin-wave 'J. It. 1hwk and 0. Millot; Phys Rev. 5BA 1529 (196).

preicton evetheess coverenc ofthequatumresults 3G. mwler and w5. sati6zck. raysn. Rev. B32,5645(195).M~icion N--tles, owiegene o diequatum'U. Millr, Z. Phyn. B A1149 (1967).
for increasing s toward the classical result is indicated. 'T. Niw r Physics 36,377 (1967), S KmWura, T. lotiocKi and M.

Our results thus expose the limitations Of spin-wave SwAL i. 4C d 67 (1970).
theory in quantum. spia dynamics Very Cclarly. No matter Ea L. Goeash. and C. A. Baitteiro. Phyn. Rev. [AML 5999,29 (1967); Mt.

IL Lee, Phys. Rev. 3B5X 2547 (1962).
bow favorable the circmsatances for the appliation of a ~- 7V. I. Vtawunath and 0. Miler. J. Aippt. Phyn. 67,5M86(1990); 70, 6178
monic analysis or single-mode approximation are, the ge- (%199)
aeuc stuacture of the functions S,q..qw) for quantum spin 'V. S. Viawanath list G. Mitter. "The user-friendly revard. method"

systemis at T-0 devintes considerably from the results pr- (wmiobtefuui" m .(0u aii(,.)mi Sr~ )amul

duced on tha basis, especially for small spin quantum on.- N-depedeat cositto at w-0, wc reinests &he (extensive) order
bemK The spectral weight as distributed over bands of infinite P-rie N(10., the coereqianduig wfceata Ar(o), p-x z sewer-
width (unbounded support)," and is dominated by lines with used by the recursion method we oe wAuomatically N independent. How-

nounteo intrinsic width at frequencies that dd iffer cnd oer, they con be masde N aeedeoby a aimple remedalau and tean
fromthe pinwavedisersin. incethee quntu effcts demcidw S,(O~A*) ofl the mnfinie ayem For dts stud we have converted
frou thespu-wav duprsin. Snce m qantu effcts the A14(O) into freqimemy, woeb multiplied thase by (S)I-(SýS- )I

Imo be atributed to the strongly fluctuating nature of ty*- (for q-0) and then, converted them, back to coninnued-fradio. coethi-
cal 1D phenomena, there is wi reanton to assume that they are daf
less pronounced in 2D and 3D magnetic systems. V.&- saiiS b&J tiead0 ~,Py.Rv i

All the conclusions reached in this study for the spin-s ift US = IXY model, which ywmelde Sane edwidiho (ouded aippoet). ga
XYZ feromagnet V,00) can be translated into similar con- -m exceptiomin. thtupe
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Mqagnsn In @9 ed nac ftrblm under high preaesu
S. KWMW
ImAnemlae Inar, KpoA Unw~%~ KiaawW4 Smwe 590.s 044 JdP..

J.abd& F muid OSak ulde R.tadLkM Oak Rade Towrsea 37831-6393

V& have performed an inelastic neutron scattering experiment in order so Investigate, The pressure
deedneof the magsse dispersion of teritaum in its ferromagneic phase. Our measurements

were performed along the crystal c no at 90 K (well below the Curle teepersamu T,-22) K) at
ambient presmme, and at 4.3 and 15.2 kbar of applied hydrostatic pressue. The dierence between
the magnon dispersion curves at anmbient pressure, and at 4.3 kbar is =alal, while at 15.2 kbar ths
disersion curve thiS, appreciably towards higher energies. lbs ineasraed mapso disersion
curves have been analyzed using a Haminioian that includes Heisenberg exchange a well as
single-ion aasouaropy terms For ecub dispersion curve we hav calculated I"e exchange constants
and two anisotropy terms. The energ gap at q =0 due to the anlatropisa is enhanced with pressure;
and exchange interactins acting between c planes appear to decrease with the application of hog
Press=.

L WrRODUCTIMI aniaotropy (magnetoelastic energy, etc.) are neglected in this
~ ~ of Hamiltonian. It is frequently aossmed that in the rare earthT'hemageticproertis o therameart (R) meak etal an *9 he nlyeffiect of the crystal-fiidunder ha~h pressure have been extensively studied in the patu anisotropy is to inpose a preferred direction of the magneti-

decades. These studies have p ovided, usIlS~~ inforation on satow and to prodhuce , ap Mi the empon pecrum The
the nature of the magnetic interactions that cause the antsot- energy levels under thin assumption we equally spaced J,,
ropy and characeristic oscllat" spin configusrations of levels and the l- qetrelementary excitaimons of the
these elements. These efforts, however, have been concen- system awe anageo, or collective propagating exciations
trated on magnetic static properties, and have included stud- fromg~ th (J,)=J pound state. In this model the empgon
155 of the ordering ten". - -e fron suscepitbility and eisc- dispersion relation can he obtained by meanm of Holstei-
trical resistivity meafiurements,2_ and studie of magneti Priaftype trnfrain foloe by the proper di-
tructre namag neutron diffaCbtio4.1 The study of the spin agosliation of the trawemed iasmilemoian. Thi;sapproach

dynamiucs of these systems has been hampered by expert- has been used successfully to describe the magnetic excite-
mental difiultes the requiemenst of relatively larg tin of Gd, Tb, EO, and lj 7 I magnetic excitations of

saples (several mm") needed to pefom neutron inelastic feriomagnetic 7b at aniscaen pressure have been studied in
scattering measurements has been incompatible with the &U =time Vagjo ait is of hiterest, therefore, to comn-
available high-pressure: devices that could be used at low pare the tnagon dipersion from our measuements with
temperatures. Recently Onodera et aL 6 have developed a those performed unde ambient pressur.
McWhan-(clamp) type high-pressure cell for neutron scatter-
ing that is capable of accommodating a relatively lag IL m..mrr
sample, and achieving up to about 30 kiter at temperatures
between 4 K and room temperature. In this paper, we present The sample used in this experiment was a single crystal
preliminary results of a recent inelastic neutron scattering prepared by strain annealing an arc melted button of high-
experiment performed using this high-pressure device. in purity (99.9%) 1b. Thbe sample was cut in an approximately
this experiment we have studied the magnon dispersion of cylindrical shape of about 8 mma length and 4 mm dianmeter.
ferromagnetic terbima under pressures of up to 15.2 kbar. lb sample was placed imide an alumienu microcell tha
The reason for the selection of lb for this type of study is contained a prsueraaitn "incom,3pressible" flIdI,"
that this dement has one of the lowest threrma neutron ab- Fluorinert (a fluorocarbon manufactured by Sumitomo
sorption crow sections among the RE, at the same time that Chem. Co.). The aluminum microcell was placed in a high-
it has a large magnetic moment (9.3p,) in its kferomagetic pressure cell (described by Onodera et AL'), which was
-b. mounted in a closed cyclec helium refrigeratw lhe pressure

The nature of the magnetic excitatoUS in the heavy RE at the sampl was hydrostatic and the magnitud of this pres-
metals is deemnined by the Hamsiltonian:7 sur was monitored by in aftu messurements of the lattice

() parameter of a NsC3 single crystal, which was alsomond
in the aluminum microcell, nex to the lb crystal, For the

The IM irs ner in this equation, Ar., is the exchange energ measurements at ambient; Pre-mar and at 4.3 Mer; preme a
due to a long-range RIKY exchag interaction between the sapphire (single crystal) cylinder was used as a preaar sup-
RE highly localized 4f mounsez Tids tem as predominantly porting dervice. The use of this cylinder ressulted ins very
isotropic and has a Heisenalbe foam lbs second term, Ad, favorabl Tinlt~sgon ati in the Uampon measures-
a isth crystal-iel (C") anisotropy enegy Other sources of met.Unfortunately this saphr cylinder could sot sand

Ar AwLp PhILs 169t~ 15M tft S4 Ob1SWj519at6.O0 164, PWltIM Isieso PtuIs
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Pressreshigher than 7 kbar, and for the measuremients of .1O

15.2 kbar a polycrystalline A1203 pressure supporting cylin-

in a poore sigeal-ro-badkgound ratio. All the measurements IN-
wer parefrmed at 90 k which is well below the Curie sein- 0
pereart (Tcai22D K).

%hre netron scattering measurements were performed s
usig conventional triple-axis spectrometers at the High Flux

Isotoey Reactor OM~l) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
The measremkents were made in both the constant-warve-
vector Q mode, at Q-(0,0,2+4) with tr-, and the constant- 1
enegy mode. Pyrolitic graphite (PG) crystals were used as
m orochromator and analyzer. The final neutron energ was U e p
kept fixed at Ep=13.7 meV, and aPGfAbu was usedin orderso a
to eliminate higher-order wavelengt contaminations. soiler- i

do f60'-40-40'-60' (for the measurements at ambient 04pressure and at 43kbter) and 60'-40'-40'-30' (for the mnea-

100

OL RESUTS AND DUCUSISON i . . . . .i.

1n all our measurements at ambient pressure and at 4.3 056 T691

kbar, well defined magnon peakts were observed at all wave
vector studied. At 15.2 Ume, on the other hand, well re-
solved peaks were observed only at the larger wave vectors FIG. L. Cosutat4 5mm ar Q=-(OA+O 7) &tterkfomaesicnTa T-"0
While at the ma102ea wave Vectors the observation of the tang K 'unde (a) =seat pmxeui, (b) 4.3 kbisc and (c) 1512 tsr. 71w soidW tea
no peak was diflicult due to the high background of aces- Ine ftm fiti lo Ontavai hunomat. The duea wes (a) and (b) wibes cot-
vrow sattered from the A1203 pressure supporting cylinder, 10 leded sn aag,bseclne sdtedt a c a elct ga

adfomte nvialeIcraeof the0 cybrytalmoai
a spread with applied pressure. Figur 1 shows an example of

a nugnom peak obsnerved in a cofsatt.Q=(0,O,2.7) scan at q -jqj=~2ir Vc, C41. and j., is the effective exchange inter-
90 K "Mr the three pressures stuied En this figur the solid action between ions located in different planes that are aor-
lines M the result Of least-squarSAI fits Io Gaussian RISC- mal to the c axis, and separated by a distance nc. In writing
shapes. IU titgron fen~erge lidenifed fromi scans along the Eq. (2) we have neglected two-ion (i.e., q-dtpendcstt) anisot-
(0.0,+g) direction have been plotted versus f in Fig. 2 as ropy terns; fthi assumptioni seems to be reasonable at the
filld circles (ambient Pressure data), open circles (4.3 kbar temperature where our measurements were taken.6 Note that
data), and filled triangle. (15.2"ka data), In this figure it in Ref. 7j(q) is written asj(q)=~JjAO)-,Aq)). Also note
can be appreciated that the magnon entergies at ambient pm- that j(q) is, in general, temperature dependent, and we have
mue and at 4.3 kbter are vey similar (within the erors of otur assumed that its renormalinzadon with temperature is not de-

expeiment). These ener0gies Are in genera agreement with pendent on the wave-vector q. The energap of the diaper-
the early (amsbient pressure)reauls of Jensen etaL In Fig. 2 sion reltiou of Eq. (2) is given by &=4DA., We have
it can also he see that the dispersion curve of magonum at performed a least-squares fit of our experimental data to the
15.2 khar is evidently hardened at this pressure, Le., the tita dispersion relation of Eq. (2). A reasonable fit to the data can
non emgre "hf toward 110 iseiSW at all wave vctoeL be obtained when we nincude interactions of 5 Or more
The energ Mpat 9-0 due to the ansaiaoropy also seeims to neighboring planes [corresponding to 5 or more exchange
be enhanced at this pressire, although a direct defterination consans in Eq. (3)), and two anisotopy constants (D), sand

of ti pwsotpossible. D,). Houmana et aL'O have shown that in lb the axial an-
The manson dispersion relation for Tb in its ferromag- isotrop Is coniderably larger tha ith plane anisotrop and

attitc phase, and for wave vectors q along the c-axis direc that D,1D,-20) (at T=90 K). For this reason in our fits wer lion, can be app roirasted by. have assumed that D,=20D, 1. Te disperion relations Wb
________________tained loin the fits using 5 exchange constants are shown an

E~q) 7tjq)+)2 ]I~q)D~J,(2) Fig. 2 assa solid line (for the ambient pressure and 4.3 kbar)
where D,, and D. are the planar sad axial anisotropy param- which we initnusale for all practical purposes), and as
CUMss a broken line (15.2 kiter data). These fits indicate that the

energy gpp A increases from -1.44 meV (at ambient pres-
j~q).~ jl-cs~qn)],(3) sure and at 4.3 kbter) to -2 WeV at 15.2 kbar. Wie must

+ a reiterate, however, that in our measurements at thin high

J. Wff Ptqu., 'AiL 76, ma 1 to. t.my 104 Kammo Farwsrdez-Bu. idtde 6061~ a
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at 90 K at ambient Wxessbu and under 4.3 &and 15.2 that. 7ae soid wan
direction ddedfor fermanagneic lb frm the magma measureasenta at
90 K under (a) ambient premare, (b) 4.3 kbar, and (c) 15-2 klta. The lines

pressure we could not measure the magnitude of the energy taned ein reiproc lattice units (flu).
gap directly due tothexeietldfcuismniod
above. Such a direct measurement would be highly desirable ambient pressure or at 4.3 kbar. In order to obtain more de-
because in Eqs. (2) and (3) there is a correlation between the tale inomto hhtcole compared with the results of
values of the D,r and D, (which determine the enerfgy gap A~) Jensen et aL8 it might he necessary to account for a
and the values of j.. Thie values of the j.,, D., and D. q..dependent renormalization of the exchanige constants j.
obtained from our fits are shown in Table 1. For comparison Further efforts in this direction are in progress.
purposes in this table we have also listed the values of j., of
Jensen et al.' (calculated for T= 4.2 K) renormalized by a8 CNWEG ET
q-independent factor of 0.9. Thle factor of 0.9 has been esti- Th auhr would like to acknowledge Dr. A. Onodera
mated from Refs. 9 and 10 to reflect the reduced mantie for kindly providing the sapphire cells used in these experi-
tion at T=90 IC The discrepancies between our exchange meats. This work was performed under the auspices of the
constants and those from Jensen's at ambtent temperature are U.S.-japan Cooperative Program in Neutron Scattering sup-
most likely due to our assumption of q-independent renor- pored by th U.S Deatmn of Em (DOE) and fth
malization of these constants. The corresponding values of Minis"r of Education, Science and Culture, Japan. Oak
j(q) (T=90 K) have been plotted versus q in Fig. 3 for the Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) is managed for the U.S.
three pressures studied. From this figure we conclude that th DOE by Martin Marietta Energy Systems Inc. under Con-
general features of j(q) under applied pressure ar qualita- tric No. DE-AC)5-840R214(X). One of authors (S.K.)
lively suilmia to the corresponding values at ambient pres- would like to acknowledge the hospitality of the scientific
sure, and that j(q) at 15.3 kbar is appreciably smaller than at an technical staff of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory

during his visit to the laboratory.

TABLE 1. Interplanar exelange and adisaora" Pamanmeters (in -eV) Wh 'B. Cotqtn, in Jim LEtctoomi Sfnjcvan' w-Earth Mrits and Alieys:
tained from the fetaqaeta of die T= 90 K experimenetal reaults, 10 the 7he Maynetic Heavy Rar-Eatiohs (Academic. New York. 1977). p. 152.
dispersion, relation of Eq. (2). The valuea inhown in - I ineg the "am- 2 

L B. Robinson, S. 71m, and K. F. Steftfen a. hY Rev. 141,546(1966).
baens Ixewre" colones correspond to the first five exchagt constant of J. B. MilOn and T. A. SCUMr PhY.. Rev. 149, 357 (1967).
Jensen at aLl (for T-4.2 K) rnornalized by aq-independ~eacaIr of 0.9. 411 UmLWyi,$ G. Sbiran,1 B. C. Fruat, and W. a. Dacides, Pbys. Rev.

1IK68865(1968).
Amnbient pressure 4-3 tsar 15.2 tsar 3S Kawane B. Iebech, and N. Acbiwa, I. fhys.: Canontet. Matter &.1535

(1993).
2.89 (2.883) 3.007 2.775 6A. Onoadrstat &cL, ipst. J. Appl. Phys. A6,152 (19M7.f

j2 0-563 (0.761) 0.574 0.56 'A. R. Mackinnth and H. B. MOlWe, in Magneti PIrqiertir ctftam Erath
J3 0.048 (0&013) 0.080 0.015 Meaisk edited by L.J. EffIott MPenum, New York, 1972), Chip. 5; J.
4 0.375 (-0349) --0.432 -0-M9 Jetsm and A. L. Mackinosh, as RAwe Earth Magsaslan, Structures OW

UN12 (-0.016) 0.061 0.049 Excitations (Oxford, 1991).
D. 322 0.321 0A56 Ii.Jensen, 1. W. Ilosmnm, and I. a. MA~hs Phya. Rev. B 12.303 (1975).

A 1.44 1.44 204 '1. Jeansn and 1. W. Itomaaza, Phys. Item B 14,320 (1975).
NJ. W. Housman, L Jensen, and P. lobdorl, Pleys. Rev. B M2332 (1975).
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PolaIzaio n mlysls of nmagnons In C*Mnl,
4Z LTuin WT.C. Hsu

AECL Ruesamh, Chalk Riwr Labarwies, Chalk River OsisnW KhO, Cuanada

Dvaimnst ofPhsynaic McMasier UmmarsawrjHailain,~m Ontario L8S 4M], Can~ad

A polarnzd neutro scattering experiment on CsWn3 shows previously unseen niagnona at wave
vectors (1/3.1/3,1) and (001), and alao shows that the single-ion anisotropy for this material is
substantially larger than previously reported. Unear spin wave theory can adequately descrbe the
observed magnon frequencies

Since the discovery of the Haldane gap1 in CsNiCI3 , Another prediction of LSW theory9 is, that the (00 1)
there has been continual activty2 to investigate the spin- magonos separated in frequency by the V2 ratio are due to

terials with the same hexagonal crystal structure. One such possible to devise a polarized neutron experiment in which
material recently examined by neutron scattering3 is CsMnl 3 - the nondegentrate mode appears in the non-spin-ffi (NSF)
Its magneti structure consists of AFM chains of M~n2 ions scattering and the degenerate modes in the spin-fli (SF)
(spin-only ions with S =5/2) parallel to the crystallographic C scattering. Provided that the flipping ratio of the spectrom-
axis. The chains form a triangular lattice in the a-b plane. eter, defined as (NSF incensity):(SF intensity) at a nuclear
Due to a relatively short bridging through three halogen xios, Bragg peak, is sufficiently high the two groups of excitations
the intrachain exchange J is much stronger than the inter- can be resolved into NSF and SF channels no matter how
chain superexchangeJP. At sufficiently high temperatures the close they are in frequency.
chains are quasi-one-dimensional systems but a full three- A polarized neutron experiment as described above was
dimensional order develops at TN=8.2 K. In the MOfulyo- recently reported by Tun etaL4 A constant-Q scan at
dered phase (T-4TNf) the saturated moments of the Mn 2+ Q-(001) showed peaks in both NSF and SF channels at
ions form a planar 120* spin structure, with all the spins approximately the same frequency. Additional observations
lyin intecytlorpi a-c Plane. Along a given chain were that the SF peak was 25% wider than the NSF peak,
the spins exhibit Niel Order, but between nearest-neighbor and that the SF and NSF peaks shifed oppositely in fit-
chains they are canted from echb other by approximately quency when a magnetic field was applied. Hen-, although
120*. The primary ordering wave vector, Q0 , of this muag- the flipping ratio of the instrument was only 8:1, Tun et al.4

netic structure is (1/3,1/3,1). concluded that the SF signal could not be dismissed as sim-
The spin-wave Spectrum Of CSMnl3 Was measured by ply feedthrough of the stronger NSF signal. It then follows

Harrison el aL3 With inelastic neutron scaftteing. Constnt-Q that the Single peak observed by Harrison e~t aL must consist
scans were performed along various symmetry directions in of both NSF and SF scattering, a feature that canno be mod-
Q space and the observed magnn frequecis compared to eled by their small-IDI LSW theory. However, as the
the predictions of linear spin wave (LSW) theory obtained by~ authors' cautioe, a neurnsatngmsrentad
adjusting the parameters in the Hlamiltonian at a single point inQ space is not enough to reveal all the

magnetic excitations at the corresponding reduced wave vec-
H=JX, S1 .S1+J'Y, S,-s,+Dy2 (Sz) 2

ij iji )2,This paper reports further polarized neutron measure-
ments on CaMn13 carried out at the NRU Reactr, Chalk

where the first two sums are over nearest-neighibor intrachain River. The trpl-axi spectrometer of the DUJALSPEC faci-
and interchain pairs, while the last teerm represents single-ion ity was used with Cu2MWA Heusler alloy monocbrosnato
anisotropy and analyzer, each with a mosaic spread of -0.6. The col-

HariMo eg aL3 Observed a smal energ ggap <0.1 mWZ, lhimdoati of the reactor beam, monochromatic beam, scat-
at the AIM zone center Q0 which they attributed to lsIng- tened beam and the beam before the detector were 0.40*,
like maniotropy (ie., negative D). They show that L5W o.m9, OJO'. and 2.6* respectively. A Mexei spin flipper be-
theory with small IDI, merely 0.3% of the leading order fore the analyzer was tuned to rotate the scattered neutron

Linteraction J', can adequately model the gap mode and most spi by ff s that NSF and SFR scattering processes could be
of the observed magnon frequencies. However, at the wave measured alternately. The sampl was mounted with its crys-
vector (001) fth theory predict three Magons, w~e nond.- talorp~hic &-c plane horizontal, sod was cooled to 4 K insa
gemerate miode at 0.44 1Hz and two degenerate modes at vertical manetic field so as to produc a single magnetic
&.44/i#1 or 0.32 Ills whereas only a single peak was ob.. d aI- I f VkWill denole the canting Plane Of the M112 + Spins
served experimenetally. This led to speculation that LSW in this domain as the x-z plane, where x and z are munt
theory fals in the cuet of Casn 3 , and that the observed vector parallel to the a nd c axes. The neuitro polarization
peak actually ceeasof all three miagoss at apltmins.,ely &becela. delmid by the &Mel is labdady Since it is normal to
the same firequenecy. both x and x. Camtw-Q insintle scans were performed at

J. ApK~ PI,& 76 (10),15S May ION4 OeM4*W%7WIGiYMSO& a 0 1954 A noms kwtf of MlV5I SM9
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FIG. 1. Constant-Q scans as Q=(001) and (111), measured with polarzatio analysis of the scattere neutrom. TDypical counting eros we shown for s
points, The huitch NSF and SF staud for non-spin-flip asal spin-flip scuttering,

(001) and (111), and also at Q0 =(113,113,1) and nearby wave tering detects only those excitations normal to the scattering
vectors. For the (001) and (111) measurements with a final vector. For instance, at (001) the scattering vector is parallel
neutron energy E' of 3.52 THz, a pyrolytic graphite filter to the c axis, and the spectrometer does not detect any SV
was installed in the scattered beam to suppress ka2 and X/3 fluctuations. The 0.21 THz peak at (111) is therefore identi-
neutrons. This setup gave a flipping ratio of 24:1. No filter fled as an S" mode and the 0.37 THz peak as an S- mode.
was used for the measrements around Qo with E'= 2.5 THz. The results presented in Fig. 1, especially the newly ob-
In this case the sample itself acts as a filter: (2/3,2V3,2) has served 0.21 THz mode, lead us to conclusions significantly
zero intensity (an AFM reflection at the nuclear zone center different from those of Tun et aL

4 
The magnons at (001) can

1=2) whie (113) is a systematically absent nuclear reflec- be modeled by LSW theory but the anisotropy IDI required
tion. The inverse of the flipping ratio, measured on magnetic is larger than the value obtained by Harrison et aL,

3 
0.0005

Bragg peaks, was 132. THz. Based on the observed S" and S" frequencies we es-
The scan at (001) and the equivalent wave vector (111) timate that IDI should be increased by about a factor of 4,

are shown in Fig. 1. The scans show a NSF peak which i.e., ID1 =0.002 THz.. The larger IDI will of course require
arises from Syy fluctuations of the Mn

2
+ spins. The fie- the anisotropy gap at the AFM zone center to be larger. It

quency is 0.42 THz at both wave vectors but the peak is is therefore imperative to verify the size of the energy gap
arper at (111). The difference in peak width is well ac- at Q0.

conted for by how the spectrometer resolution ellipsoid is Since Harrison et aL
3 

identify the gap mode (at 0.07
oriented with respect to the direction of grad(ns) in Q space. THz)

5 
as the second lowest S", mode at Qo (the lowest mode

The integrated intensity, approximately given by (height being the Goldstone mode), we expect to see it as NSF scat-
XFWII), is -50% lower at (111). This intensity variation tering. Constant-Q scans at Q 0 and at (1/3,1/3,1.02) are
is cosistent with the decrease of the Mn

2
+ magnetic form shown in Fig. 2. At the elastic position (s'=0) of the Qo scan

factor at ler combined with the increased neutron (see the peak scaled by 10-3), (NSF intensity)-C(SF inten-
alsorption by the sample at the (111) position (because of saty) since the magnetic Bragg reflections from the single
sample shape). In the SF channel, which detects S" and S" domain sample are entirely SF However, there is a crossover
luctuation, a peak with maximum intensity at 037 THz is in intemity between the two channels on, the positive fre-

observed at (001). The SF peak is wider than the NSF peak quency side of the scan, leading to an excess NSF intensity
because of the wymmetric line shape with excess intensity at about 0.13 THz. We interpret this excess NSF scattering as
us the high frequency side. The remon for this unusual line the gap mode unresolved from the feedthrough vO a
sMpe is not knowL- At (111) the 0.37 Tlz peak is greatly (Note that much less NSF scattering is observed on the sega-
redeud in intemity and another peak appears at about 0.21 tive fbequency side, consistent with the factor of 4 reduction
i"HL The W dieAceM, in the SF peak intensities be- expected from detailed balance). In Fig. 2(b), withQ slighy
twM (001) and (111) is undersanable since magaetic sat- shifted along c*, a partially resolved peak is visible in the
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PIG. 2. Coautaaa-Q scam at, paw (a). and nowa, panel (b), the three-dimensional ordering wave vector (M/,13I). Counting erron; wse nsmaller tdan the
symtbola. he scabetter near wro frequency is shown reduced by a factor of 103 in panel (a).

NSF channel at 0.18±0.02 THz. Since this frequency is well viously deduced by Harrison et aL3 We have also reported
above the Goldstone mode frequency, estimated to be 0.124 the observation of previously unseen mignon modes. In con-
THz from the expression I4JSjsinff(I-1)] with I.IhO.198 trust to the conclusions drawn in an earlier paper4 the ob-
THz, this peak is identified as the gap mode, The scans pre- served magnon modes in CsMnl3 can be well represented by
sented in Fig. 2 thus show that the gap is indeed an S"3 mode linear spin wave theory.
as idenstified by Harrison et aL However, its frequency de- Comments and suggestions made by W. J. L Buyers and
duaced frm Fig. 2 and other measurements (not shown) is E. C. Svensson are groaty appreciated. J-G. L acknowl-
larger, 0.13±0.02 ¶1Hz. The corresponding IDI given by edges the support of Na. tral Sciences and Engineering Re-
LSW theory' is 0.0017±0.0006 ¶1Hz, in essential agreement search Council.
with the revised value of IDI suggested by the S- and S*Z
frequencies at (001). inbt'aesoRig seta Kt Miora, W. J. L Buyres, IL L Annastroonl and K. Hirakawa, Pbya.

Aflthe fetur vubleRev. n 38, 543 (1998).
SF intensity well beyondi the MGap moerquency, indicating 'X

2
E trt K. Nsliin4 Y Endoh, KL ho, H. Thnakz. and Mt Steamr J.

a peeviously unseen mode with a frequency of 0.21 TMz at Map. Map. Mdater. 104-107, 857 (1992); WL Eandefle, I. Kanurai, M.

go. The existence of this mode is indeed an expected resul~t: Steinear, and IL Whanfarter, ibid. 36-857.809 (1992); M. L Plumae and

Due to crystal symmetry the S'~ and S" modes at (001) are 3 A. Harsn M. 104 Calis J b-a ndCV.Stager. Phys. Rev. n
predcted to reappear at Q, with the same frequencies. T'he 43,679 (1991).
observation of a mode at 0.21 TE~z at Qo is therefore not a 47 hIU iie.K .Ene I .LnadA Harrison.Fty.Rv

surprise. What is surprising is that the V~ mode at 0.37 THz 8B (in Pleans)- eAM oecnereeg psgvn(Rf )b
Provided) Va isfate, h F oecne nrygpi ie Rf )b

which is stong at (001) is not observed at Q0 . s ;sVjDIwem S=5/ andJ= -0.198TMzfor CsMnI3 . For the value of
We harve shown in thu paper that the anisotropy gap at miI reportedi by Harrison es al., OWe. 3), 0.0005 ills, the correaponding

the AFM zone center of CsMnI3 is markedly larger than pre- gpp size isor 0.7IIL
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Orientation dependence of dipole gaps In the magnetostatic wave
spectrum of B1-substituted Iron garnets

Ana K. Chemakova, Andrew Cash, Jose Peruyero, and Danre . Stanal
Dep"Mut t of Elecivcal and Cmonpur Enguseering Carnegme Mel, n Un•ers•y, PubrgI
Pennylvana 15213-3890

The orientation dependence of the dipole-exchange gaps in the magnetostatic forward volume wave
spectrum of BiasLu2 2Fc5 O12 thin films grown from a Bi-oxide flux has been studied. The spectrum
is relatively insensitive to tilting the bias field toward the direction of propagation, but significant
improvements are observed when the field is tilted toward a direction perpendicular to the
propagation direction. Improvements include smoothing of the dipole-exchange gaps and -.
reduction of the insertion loIs. These improvements are nonreciprocal; either reversing the direction
of propagation or tilting the bias field in the opposite direction degrades the forward volume wave
spectrum.

1. INTRODUCTION fluorescence to be Bi0 .sLu2,2FeO,5 , neglecting sodium inclu-
i bsion. Sodium is too light to be detected by x-ray fluores-

Interactions between guided optical modes mediated by cence, so the amount of sodium incorporated in the film is
Sthe presence of microwave magnetostatic waves are not only unknown. From previous studies of sodium inclusion in YIG
of intrinsic interest, but may lead to new microwave and films," the primary effect of sodium on MSW propazation is
optical signal processing devices!-8 Possible devices include the introduction of a small (-200 Oe), negative growth-
microwave and optical tunable filters, multichannel filters, induced uniaxial anisotropy. This anisotropy can be removed
and optical frequency shifters. by annealing. The thickness of th film was estimated to be 6

The strength of this interaction is determined in large by a ing the thickness oftierflm asnsited toe 6
measure by the magnitude of the Faraday rotation in the film. at using the x-ray fmuorescenct areal density. The Faraday
Bismuth-substituted rare-earth iron garnet films exhibit large rotation was measured to b, 0.95 deg/m at an optical wave-
magneto-optical Faraday rotation, and are therefore pmis- length of 633 nm.
ing for use in these devices. However, to qualify for optical- IN. EXPERIMENTAL MAGNETOSTATIC WAVE
magnetostatic wave devices, these films should also possess SPECTRA
low optical absorption and low magnetostatic wave (MSW)
insertion loss. Significant progress toward these goals has Magnetostatic waves were excited and detected using
been achieved with films grown from a Bi-oxide flux.- Nev- the experimental delay line shown in Fig. 1. The microstrip
ertheless, the device applications of these films have been antennas are 50 Am wide, 10 mm long, and fed in the center
limited by the presence of large dipole-exchange gaps in the by a 50 0 microstrip line. The separation of the antennas is
magnetostatic surface wave (MSSW) and magnetostatic for- 3 mm, and the microstrip substrate is 254 jum thick. The
ward volume wave (MSFVW) spectra. Kolodin, Rzhikhina, delay line was mounted in a laboratory electromagnet with 6
and Slavinl° have shown that these gaps can be eliminated in in. poles and a 3 in. pole gap. The delay line was rotated so
the spectra of pure yttrium iron garnet by proper orientation as to change the angles 0 and 0b shown in the figure, and the
of the bias field, changes in the MSW transmission spectrum were noted. The

In this article, we report on the orientation dependence sample used was irregular but roughly triangular in shape,
of the dipole-exchange gaps in (Bi,Lu)3Fe5 O 12 films grown with sides about 10 mm in length. The detailed shape of the
from a Bi-oxide flux. As in the case of yttrium iron garnet, transmission spectrum was very sensitive to the precise ori-
we found that the dipole-exchange gaps can be significantly entation of the sample on the microstrip owing to reflections
smoothed in the spectrum by proper bias field orientation, from the sample edges.
Further, tilting the bias field introduces nonreciprocal behav- The spectra were relatively insensitive to rotations that
ior in addition to smoothing the forward volume wave spec- tilted the bias field parallel or antiparallel to the direction of
trum and reducing the insertion loss.

(ran~du~cer\ Rot

R~o,N. FILM GROWTH AND CA•ARCTER1ZATON / HA

The films used in this work were grown using the lead-
free melt reported by Tamada and co-workers,4 but with the aký
addition of 4% Na2O by weight to reduce the melt ........
viscosity" Although the effects reported here were seen in .
several samples, the specific data that follows ,. "e taken on R,,/- - pt- a,
the best sample (our number JPA15). The lattice parameter
of this film measured by x-ray diffraction is 12.389 A (Aa = FIG. 1. Experi, = puey used to udy the orie dependen of
-0.306 A), and the compositon was determined by x-ray ft dv-hpoeexis~e ap is (B"M~. eO,,
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FIG. 2. MSW transmission spectra for different orientations of bias field for BiOALuuFeR012.

propagation (4=0, 1800, 0>0). In contrast, significant im- ments on a group of similar samples with slightly differing
provements to the spectra were observed when the delay line bismuth contents showed significant smoothing at angles
was rotated so as to tilt the bias field parallel to the transduc- from 2°-19°.
ers (g5=90°, 0>0). The improvements included smoothing of
the dipole-exchange gaps, and reduction of the insertion loss. I DISCUSSION
Beyond a. optimum rotation 0, the dipole-exchange gaps
began to return and the insertion loss increased. In contrast, The existence of dipole-exchange gaps in MSW spectra
tilting the bias field in the opposite direction (0$= -90', has been discussed by a number of authors. t2

-
5 

Qualita-
0>0) resulted in the degradation of the transmission spec- tively, the origin of the gaps can be explained as follows.
trum. These effects are illustrated in Fig. 2. Figure 2(b) When the exchange interaction is neglected, the MSFVW
shows the spectrum for perpendicular bias. The insertion loss modes with different variations through the film thickness
is high (26 dB) and the dipole-exchange gaps in the spectrum are all degenerate at the k =0 band edge, and the dispersion
would seriously degrade the performance of any MSW de- relations do not cross. However, when exchange is taken into
vice. The optimum spectrum obtained by tilting in the direc- account, the frequency of the k=O band edge increases qua-
tion 0=90", 0=-190 is shown in Fig. 2(c). Note that the in- dratically with the number of oscillations through the film
sertion loss has been reduced to 18 dB, and the dipole- thickness. As a result, the dispersion curves of the higher-
exchange gaps are no longer visible. The gaps reappear when order-thickness modes cross the dispersion curve of the
the angle is further increased [Fig. 2(c)]. In contrast, Fig. 2(a) dominant, lowest-order mode. At the points where the curves
shows that tilting the bias field in the direction 0S= -90*, cross, coupling between the modes occurs and the dispersion
(=- 19* degrades the spectrum in comparison with the per- curves are split into separate branches. Near each crossing

F pesdicular orientation, point, the splitting of the curves results in regions of unusu-
The angle necessary to obtain the best spectrum is not a ally small group velocity. Since the attenuation of a MSW is

strong function of the strength of the bias field, and was a function of the propagation time, the waves are highly
generally within a few degrees of 0= 190. Although best re- attenuated in these regions and attenuation notches appear in
sults were obtained i ar the frequency and field shown in the transmission spectrum. These are the "dipole-exchange
Fig. 2, a bias field angle of 190 resulted in improved spectra gaps" referred to earlier.
over a tuning range of several GHz. The optimum angle was Kolodin and co-workers calculated the width of the di-
found to vary significantly from sample to sample. Measure- pole gaps as a function of the angle that the internal magne-
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tization made with the film normal. They found that the workers for reducing optical attenuation, we believe these
width of the gaps could vary significantly with the angle of films show considerable promise for MSW optical device
the magnetization with respect to the normal. Under certain applications.
conditions, the gap could become narrower than the relax-
alion frequency (,= - y04AH, where - is the gyromagnetic 

,E

ratio, go is the permeability of free space, and A/- is the full We would like to acknowledge helpful discussions with

ferromagnetic resonance linewidth. When this occurs, the N. Bilaniuk, B. Kalinikos, P. Kolodin, and A. Slavin. The

gaps will be smoothed out and will no longer be visible. The work was supported in part by the National Science Founda-

calculations showed that this only occurred when the pinning tion under Grant No. ECS-9206817.
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angle of the magnetization and no smoothing would result. Phys. Lent. 47, 651 (1985).
'A. D. Fisher. Circuits Syst. Signal Process. 4, 265 (1985).

In light of this result, we interpret our experimental results as 
4 

H. Tamada, M. Kaneko, and T. Okamoto, J. Appl. Phys. 64, 554 (1988).
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Polardtion analysis of the magnetic excitations In FeSNiM Invar
J. W. LyW and N. Rosov
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Triple-axis inelastic polarized neutron measurements have been performed as a function of

temperature on a single crystal of the Invar alloy FearNi35 to distinguish longitudinal from transverse

magnetic excitations in the magnetically ordered phase. Well below the Curie temperature of 501 K

the magnetic excitation spectrum is dominated by conventional transverse spin-wave excitations,
which in fact follow the predictions of spin-wave theory very well. In particular, we find no

evidence for propagating longitudinal excitations in this system, in sharp contrast to the behavior

observed in the amorphous Invar Fe&6B 14 material as well as the non-Invar amorphous system

Fem1440PI4 Bs

For an isotropic ferromagnet the spin-wave dispersion tional spin-wave excitations themselves. One possibility
relation in the long-wavelength (small-q) regime is given by' which has been suggested

6 
is that the (transverse) spin-wave

E -D(T)q
2

, where D is the spin-wave "stiffness" con- excitations couple to the longitudinal fluctuations, yielding

stant. The general form of the spin-wave dispersion relation, propagating longitudinal excitations which peak at the trans-

and hence the spin-wave density of states, is the same for all verse spin-wave energies. In an unpolarized beam experi-
isotropic ferroragnets, while the numerical value of D de- ment such transverse and longitudinal excitations cannot be
pends on the details of the magnetic interactions and the distinguished. We therefore carried out inelastic polarized
nature of the magnetism. For the magnetization, the leading neutron measurements on the FeR6B14 Invar system to sepa-
order temperature dependence is given by M(T) rate explicitly the longitudinal spin-fluctuation spectrum (S')
=M(O)(1 -BT

31 2
), where the coefficent B is simply related from the usual spin-wave excitations represented by

in spin-wave theory to D. A measurement of the spin-wave S I= S1-t iSy, and indeed we observed the presence of Ion-
dispersion relation can then be directly related to the bulk gitudinal excitations not only in the vicinity of T, but sub-

magnetization and vice versa. These relationships, as well as stantially below the ordering temperature as well.
7 

However,
many others provided by spin-wave theory, have been found longitudinal excitations were also observed in the non-Invar
to be in excellent accord with experimental observations for amorphous ferromagnet Fe4i0NiP14B6, suggesting that these

the vast majority of isotropic ferromagnetic materials, with excitations might be related to the amorphous state rather

the singular exception of Invar systems.
2
-

5 
In all the Invar than the Invar anomaly. In our present measurements we in

materials, whether they be amorphous or crystalline, the re- fact do not observe any longitudinal propagating excitations
lationship between D and B is found to fail in a major way, in the crystalline Invar system, and a similar result has been

with the observed stiffness constant D as much as a factor of recently obtained in the Fe3Pt system.
8 

Hence the longitudi-

2 larger than inferred from magnetization measurements. We nal excitations observed in FeseB*4 are likely not related to
previously carried out extensive unpolarized neutron mea- the Invar properties but rather have the interesting interpre-
surements on the amorphous Invar Fe-B system in order to tation that they are unique to the amorphous state. On the
make a detailed comparison between spin-wave theory and other hand, as the Curie temperature is approached from be-
experiment.

4 With the exception of the discrepancy between low we do observe longitudinal spin fluctuations, but these
D and B, conventional spin-wave theory was found to work fluctuations are diffusive in nature (i.e., they peak at AE = 0)

very well in describing the long-wavelength spin dynamics and appear to be similar to the longitudinal spin diffusion

of this system, and thus these unpolarized neutron measure- observed in other isotropic ferromagnets near Tc.
ments did not suggest an answer to this problem. The experiments were carried out on the BT-2 triple-axis

The conventional explanation for this Invar anomaly is polarized beam spectrometer at the National Institute of

that there are additional hidden excitations which participate Standards and Technology Research Reactor. Heusler alloy
in reducing the magnetization. If this explanation is correct, crystals in ret n geometry were employed for both

p then the magnetization and neutron measurements already m ochrom lr/analyzer and polarizers. A pyrolytic graphite
put stringent conditions on the form that such excitations filter was used to suppress higher-order wavelengths. The
might take, since there is no freedom to change the form of sample was a single crystal weighing 22 g, in the shape of a
the theory (such as the T3

/
2 

behavior for the magnetization, cylinder 1 cm in diameter and 2 cm long. All the present data

for example). Hence we must have a density of hidden exci- have been taken in the forward direction, around the (000)

tations which has precisely the same form as the conven- reciprol-latice point, even though the sample was a single

crystal. We used this method so that we might directly coam-
'Amow M dw Untufty of liwylmi pare this system with the data we obtained on amorphous
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FIG. 1. Spin-flip (0) and ness-spin-flip (*) scattering observed in a single 20
cr"of e.Niu3 (lnvar). Clear spin wavea .re observed in the spin-flap

the veay weak inelaatic scattering observed tn the non-spin-flip configuration
is saresultof the finite flipping ratio of the inaftruent.

:rz: Q z:: z~z~ ; an AZ405 K

maeil wher (000isthe -onl reirclltic point andO -40

typically we used 20'-10'-10'-20' (FWHM) in these expen- -0
meats. We also took some data where the first (in-pile) col-
limation was 10' to improve the resolution at smaller wave 0
vectors. i e flipping ratio measured through the ferromag

6040

netic sample was between 7 and 13, depending principally

Tl oarzto analysis technique as applied to this 3

proble si n principlestraightforward.9 'e (transverse) 20

raising and lowering operators S' =Sr tiSY, causes a rever- 10 j
sal of the neutron spin. These spin-flip cross sections are 0_______________
denoted by (+-) and (-+). For the results presented here -4 05 0 0.6 1

the neutron polarization P is perpendicular to the momentum En y (m )

transfer Q, P±-Q, and we may then create a spin wave (E
>0) or destroy a spin wave (E<0) with equsi probability. FIG. 2 Temperatare evolution of the spinfi scattering at a wave vector of

Hence the (+ -) and the (- +) cross sections are equal. T-he 0.08 A-'. 714e Spin Wave ate seen to renoemnaliZe to lower energies and

longitudinal (S.) magnetic scattering, on the other han, wi broaden as T i approached, as expected.

directly related to the non-spin-flp (+ +) or (--) scattering.
Figure I shows the spin-flip and non-spin-flip scattering

cross section observed at 375 K for a wave vector of 0.03 dons, the intensities of which are approximately 06 of the
A-'. The scan at this wave vector is restricted in energy to spin-flip peaks. However, some scattering intensity is ex-
-p±0.55 meV due to kinematical constraints of the scattering pected here due to "leakage" from the imperfect polarization

process
2 

The asymo maey in the spin-wave intensities is due efficiency of the instrument and Sample. Indeed the solid
primarily to r lutio effects, as discussed in detail in Ref. curve is the resulting calculated intensity based on the mea-
10. The solid curve is a fit of the standard spin-wave cross sured spin-flip spin-wave cross section, and clearly provides
section for Isotropic spin waves, convoluted with the mstu- a complete explanation for this scattering. Thus we conclude
mental resolution.

t 0 
We obta excellent agreement with the that there ae no observable longitudinal propagating excit-•

observations, and for this temperature we have determined tions in this system. Th absence of intrinsic peaks in the

thaD=11 e V po ari A lson n shoni n tehiqe a s tphed non thi

ogure i) inelastic scattering is in sharp contrast to the behavior
spingd-f iScattering, which is clearly much weaker in strength observed in the amorphous systems, where we found that

than the spin-flip scapting. The dashed curve is again a fitr the ratio of spin-wave to longitudinal scattering was 2.5:1.
which contains three peaks. One is resolution limited and Henc it is clear that the longitudlinal propagating excitations
centered at E=( , and at t& temperature originates frm observed in those systems must have a different origin and
nCle Incoherent scattering (the scattering intensity of am not related to the Invar anomaly
which is q-indepesdeyt) as well ag some magnetic disorder The temperature evolution of the spin-flip (spin-wave)
scatteing. There are also weak peaks at the spin-wave posi- scattering for q=0.08 is shown in Fig 2. Th solid
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vO o K bo.oA-1 maden as expected. At 475 K we find that the spin waves
1are AlDMst overdamped, and in fact ferla convohkjo wgth

the instrumental resolution only a single broad peak is ob-
30 served at this q. These data can be compared directly with

20 the longitudinal (naon-spin-flip) scattering as shown in Fig. 3. 4
At room temperature the scattering consists of a resolution-
limited elastic poak plus spin-wave peaks ftm -leakage."

475 K As the temperature is increased towards T, the spin-wave

40 peub are dimninished because of the improvement in the flip-

20ping ratio at higher temperatures and also because the spin

waves are broadened. What is clear from these data is that a
20 quasielastic peak develops as T, is approached. With the

Sassumption that the intrinsic cross section is a Lorentzian we
obtain an intrinsic (half) width .-0.07 meV at this q.

4 ..K This quasielastic scattering originates from simple spin
diffusion.

6 
For T T T, x, y, and z are equivalent for an

Sisotropic ferromagnet by definition, while below Tc this sym-
met"y is broken and we have a transverse (x,y) and longitu-

20 dinal (z) susceptibility. In the hydrodynamic regime above
7T, only spin diffusion occurs, and it is reasonable to expect
that the longitudinal response will remain diffusive below

40 K . .. T, Hence we do not believe that this scattering is related
40 to the Invar effect but rather is the expected behavior for an

isotropic ferromagnet for T<s T. This still leaves the origin
of the Invar anomaly as a mystery, and also implies that the

20 longitudinal excitations observed in the amorphous ferro-
magnets are a new phenomenon. Both of these effects war-

rant further investigation.
300 K The research at Maryland was supported by the NSF,

Grant No. DMR 93-02380.
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.We have performed inelastic neutron scattering measurements of the long-wavelength spin wave
excitations of both ordered and disordered Fe7 2Pt28 single crystals below their critical temperatures,
Tc-510 and 375 K, respectively. The spin waves followed the expected E =Dq2 dependence, and
the temperature-dependent spin stiffness D decreased as (TITc)5 12, as expected for an isotropic
lferromagnet. The extrapolated zero-temperature spin stiffness was D = 98(4) meV A2 and
107(1) meV A2 for the disordered and ordered alloy, respectively. These values are significantly
higher than the zero-temperature stiffness as determined by magnetization measurements.

IMTRODUCflON [C(3/2)=2.6121. The dynamic interaction between spin
waves, which arises from the fact that multiple spin waves

An understanding of the lnvar effect has been suggested are not eigenfunctions of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian, de-
via recent band-structue calculations and experiments, creases the spin wave energies and lifetimes. As a result, the
which indicate that the magnetic moment of certain 3d alloys temperature dependence of the spin stiffness is predicted to
is unstable with respect to a change in volume.'The Invar decrease to leading order as T5/2,
effect originally referred to a magnetically induced suppres-
sion of the thermal contraction, first observed in disordered D(T)=D(O)(1 -ATr 1 2). (3)
FeMNi 35 . Fe3Pt alloys also display the Invar thermal expan- It is thus possible to relate the spin wave stiffness to bulk
sion anomaly, with the added advantages that Fe is the sole magnetization measurements [using Eq. (1)]. In all Invar sys-
magnetic component in the alloy, and that the Invar effect tems, there appears to be a substantial discrepancy between
occurs in both atomically ordered and disordered Fe3Pt the spin wave stiffness as determined by bulk magnetization
(hereafter referred to as o-Fe3Pt and d-Fe3Pt, respectively), and by neutron scattering. In particular, the magnetization
The thermal expansion anomaly associated with the mag- decreases more rapidly with increasing temperature than
netic ordering is much stronger than in Ni5- PMUMM'Y would be predicted by counting magnons as observed by
for d-Fe72Pt2s, where the thermal expansion coefficient neutron scattering. We have been studying a number of Invar
changes from 1XlO-5 K-' at -40 K above Tc to and non-Invar systems in an effort to resolve this
-3.5x1O- 5 

K-' at -30 K below Tc.
2  

discmpancy.,
Another manifestation of the Invar effect is the discrep- Previous inelastic neutron scattering work on o-Fe72Pt2@

ancy that exists between the magnetic excitation spectrum (Ref. 6) showed a 20% discrepancy between the decrease in
determined directly by neutron scattering and that inferred magnetization calculated from applying spin-wave theory to
from magnetization measurements. For isotropic the neutron data and the experimentally determined bulk

feromagnets. of which these cubic alloys are good ex- magnetization. In this paper, we present the results of unpo-
amples, the dispersion relation is quadratic in the small-q larized inelastic neutron scattering measurements of the mag-
regime, E=Dq', where D is the spin wave stiffness. The netic excitations in ordered and disordered FenPt.. We find
leading Order temperature dependence of the magnetization that there is indeed a significant difference between the spin
is wave stiffness as determined by bulk techniques and neutron

M(T)=M(O)(1 -BT
312

), (1) scattefring for both the ordered and disordered alloy.

where in conventional spin wave theory EXPEFINjE

B (312)g#s8  k, 3/2 The scattering measurements were performed at the
= 4BT-2 triple-axis spectrometer of the NIST Research Reactor

with 21'-10'-10'-20' collimation before and after the
The magnetization at T=O is M(O); k, is the Boltzman monochromator and analyzer, respectively, and a pyrolytic

tonstan, and C is the Rieman zeta function graphite (PG) filter before the monochromator to remove

higher-order wavelength contamiation. The incident neu-
1dAia athe doUivmeity of MaryAd, Craep Pak, W, tron energy was fixed at 13.7meV (2.444 A). Both the
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_____ - 700l sureients. FMrt the magnetic exciatibon can be observed

dIthodradW *P 41-0.12V' without a significant contribution from lattice excitatiosts.
80. ,-l 13.72 io uecnity Ae thae avareiproable lhratetic poeint, fo instance, the

300 intensity will be - 16% of that observed about 000. Finally.
we will be able to make a direct comparison of these results

200- to planned polarized beam measurements about 000, which
100 can be made on these samples only around 000 due to con-
100 straints; on the orientation of the Sample in the required ap-

C- plied magnetic field.5 Nevertheless, there are severai disad-
q=o.oaA- vantages to performing measurements about 000. First, the

maximum achievable energy transfer Increases linearly with
1000 momentum transfer, E. - ±2k,q, wherea the spin wave en-

ergy increases quadratically with q. Thius, for a particular
En spin stiffness, we are limited in the range of momentum

tranisfer for which we may observe excitations (see Fig. 1).
-500 Second, the requisite small scattering angles necessitate tight

angular resolution, and with the combined constraint of a
0 0 restrictive energy range we also require good energy resolu-

I I I I tion, thus reducing the signal considerably.
q=0.osA-1

2000 RESULTS AND DISCUSSlON
At each temperature, we measured the energy-dependent

ism0 scattering cross-section for several momentum transfers.
Ty'pical data, shown in Fig. 1 for the disordered sample, re-

10001 veal several characteristic features. The two peaks at finite
0 neutron energy gain and loss are the magnon annihilation

and creation peaks. The central elastic peak is due mainly to
magnetic disorder scattering. As discussed above, data can-

0 not be taken over the full extent of the magnon peaks due to
-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 kinematic constraints. IThe data were fit to a double-

Energy (mneV)

FIG. 1. Constant-q scans for disordered Fe72Ft2g about 000 at room tempera- ZO Disordered
lure wvith momentum transfer q -0. 12 A-' Itop), 0.08 A-' (middle), and *Tfr.aVj (100 Kt)
0.06 A- (bottomn). Tie Solid line are begt fits to the data of Lorentzian- is5 TIT,.Oýi (55 10
broadened magonos and an elastic central peak convolved with the instru- TIT*0J0o Pre0In
mental resolution function. The scans are limited in energ by die kisematic * TI1m PM 100I
constraints on scattering; about 000. 1.0 - T/Tdil- Pox I)

0

In this configuration, the energy resolution is 0.33 meV, full e reri
width at half maximum (FWHM), the longitudinal q reslu- -* v & le
tion in the scattering plane is -0.01 A` FWHM, and the 1t.5 * rn TlUam a IQ

vertical resolution is -.0.22 A-' FWHM. a TIT%~ - oi GAK(11

The samples were approximately 20-g single crystals of * T/I?, a sm (405 K)
Fe72Pt~. Atomically ordered and disordered Fe72Pt2S have
Curie temperatures of Tc =5 10 and 375 K, respectively.
The temperature was varied between 450 and 100 K using a 19
dlosed-cycle He refrigerator. All the measurements were
made well above t" premartensitic transition that occurs in 0
Fe"Pt2, below T-70 IL 0 X-~~)

We measured the energy dependence of the scattering
cros-sction at momentum transfers in th rage FIG. I. Weasured dispezalon relations foe maosso around 0tO0 in tode
O.OS-9j4O.l7 A-'. The inelastic scans were made about (top) and odrd(bono) lre1.2 ta. The anld Lima we Ilaebest fi~t ode
the 000 positio, which gives seversl advantages to the mea- data too auadratic dWrupeson with a smail M E(q)aDq 2+EO.
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do=c of the spia stiffness scales with D(0) for both alloys;
the slopes of thefltsin Fig. 3awethe same withinaexpert-
mental eror Thuts, while the disorder causes a decrease 'in
the magnetic ordlering temperature the spia dynamics of
the alloys appears to follow the same Heisenberg-lile behav-

so ~ior. The present D(T) values for o-Fe72Pt3s, as determined
a 6by neutron scattrng. are in agreement with the room

*temperature neutron scattering spin stiffnes
[D(300 K)=85 meVA2]' reported previously for a-

____________________ Fe-71 7Pt~3 . No previous results have been reported for the
0 0. GA OA Ia disordered system

tTITYThe zero-temperature spin stiffnesses for both the or-
dered and disordered alloys are significantly hightr than the
corresponding values determined from magnetization mea-

FIG. 3. The Win wave glfams an a function of (rTI T)9
2 

for disordered surements, D&.4 (0) =74 meVA 2  and D.-(0)=89
(0) and ordered (0) Fe7,iN. The soiad! Ones wre linear best ft to the dmx meV A'2' These values are about 20% les than the spin wave
the slopes we the lane, within experiamental error, for both the ordered and

Moorere! aloy.determinations, which is about the same relative difference
as reported in previous measurements on o-Fe, 2Pt2 5 . The
20% discrepancy between the inelastic: neutron and bulk

Larenizian spectral-weight function and an elastic central magnetization spin stiffnesses is significantly less than the
peak, which were numerically convolved with th trpeai factor of two discrepancy that is observed for crystalline
spectrometer resolution function.' For the purposes of FA 6eN~, as well as other Invar systems such as amorphous

conoluion sncetheq~esoutin s fnit, he pinwae FeaaBI4, 3 despite the fact that the thermal expansion anomaly
disprsin ws asumd tobe ua~ticinave is much stronger in Fe77Pt2s. Further work with polarized

theory; fits attempted with a quadratic dependence of th citations in these systems.5

broadening on q were of poorer quality. In the data shown in ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Fig. 1, we obtained a spin stiffniess D(300 K)=66.3(2)
meV A' and a line broadening F(300 K, 0.08 A-')=0.04 Research at Maryland is supported by the NSF, DMR
meV HWHM. This intrinsic width is considerably smailer 93-02380. Research at Bochum was supported by Deutsche
than the instrumental resolution. Forschungsgemeinschafl within Sonderforschungsbereich

From the fits to the measured scattering cross-sections, (SFB)166.
we have plotted the excitation energy versus momentum
transfer for each temperature (see Fig. 2). The measured dis- 'E. F. Waksneenan. L Meap, Mapa. Mater. 100 346 (1991).

persions were then fit to a quadratic dispersion with a 21L Sumiyarnis M. Skip, M. Moriolu. and Y. Nakanmura, J. Pbys. F S,
1665 (1979).pseudo-gap that is due to dipolar ititeractions, 'See, for examuple, J. &. Fermadez-floca, J. W. Lynn, J.1J. Rhyne, and G. L.

E(q,7)=D(7)q 2 +E0 . Obviously, from the quality of the Fish, Ptbys Rev. B 34, 8497 (1987); J. W Lyno andJ. J. Rhyne, in Spin
fits, our assumptions in the fitting procedure of a quadratic thaw and Magnetic Excuataions, edited by A. S. BlomavikRomanov and

disprsin ae wel fundd. Te tmpeatur deendnce f S ILSinka (Nortb-Holland, Amgeardant, 1988), Chap. 4, p. 177.
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the spin-wave stiffness is shown in Fig. 3, plotted agis j* W. Lynn, N. Rosov, Mt Acer, and H Bach (these proceedinp).
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Theory of feromagneti remso nce reiaxati in very email solids
J. B. Sokoka
NMhasea Uowersit% Baouo, M"sdts 02115

Two models for ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) relaxation in magnetic solids which ar sufficiently
small for the discreteness of the magon and pbon modes to be important ae studied The models
exhibit a transition as a function of the number of atoms in the solid from a regime in which energy
loss occum, as evidenced by the fact that the energy of the solid increames as a function of time, to
a regime in which there is no energy loss, as evidenced by the fact that the energy does not increase
as a function of time on the average. It is shown that this phenomenon is due to a transition to
chaotic behavior of the solid. These results open up the interesting possibility that sufficiently sma
magnetic solids could exhibit FMR with practically no energy loss.

In a ferrimagnetic resonance experiment (FMR), an elec- the equipartition of energy. In fact, since Chirikov has argued
tromagnetic field couples to a magnon mode (usually the that the criterion for the onset of chaos is that the mode
zero wave vector or uniform magnon mode). The energy spacing must become smaller than the width of the (nonlin-
absorbed by this mode from the field is then transferred to ear) resonances,ý this transition to chaotic behavior will also
other magnon and to phonon modes via various occur as a function of the size of the sample. In this article, it
mechanisms, which results in the uniform magnon being will be shown using simple models that a transition as a
given a nonzero linewidth. The mechanism for this can be function of the size of the sample will occur from a regime in
understood using Fermi's Golden rule perturbation theory, in which there is an FMR Iinewidth to one in which there is not.
which the uniform magnon is scattered into a continuum of Two models for dissipation in small magnetic solids will be
other magnons of nearly the same frequency.2 When one studied to illustrate this phenomenon. The first will be a
considers a finite size solid, however, the magnon and pho- model for damping of the uniform magnon by the creation of
non modes do not form a continuum, and hence Fermi's lattice vibrations and the second will be a model for damping
Golden rule will not lead to a nonzero linewidth because in of the uniform magnon due to the creation of other magnons

general the uniform mode will not be in resonance with any by nonlinearity (in the magnon operators) of the exchange

of the excitations of the solid. If the uniform magnon does and anisotopy. While there have been several studies of

not have a linewidth, the electromagnetic wave will only be chaos in magnetic solids in recent years,' the possible con-

able to impart energy to the uniform mode if it is exactly in nection between chaos and FMR relaxation in small solids

resonance with it. Of course for larger solids there are other has not been discussed before.

mechanisms that can damp the excitations. For example, in- Classical dynamics will be used to describe the magnon
teraction oand phonon systems in this article to study the dissipationtoadampingof the su brfaeationalms delthe ounigs wl lead due to lattice vibrations and magnons. The term in the clas-
to a damping of the vibrational modes. Although the damp-
ing resulting from this is in general quite small,'3 it could be sical Hamiltonian which couples the magnons and phonons
larger than the vibrational mode spacing if the solid is not will be assumed to be the expansion of the single ion anisot-
too small. This would make the vibrational spectrum con- rpy term to first order in the atomic displacement,
tinuous, in which case Fermi's Golden rule would again give
a nonzero linewidth. Nevertheless, for smaller samples, one - • (aDlaX1 .8 )(S;)2uj.6 (1)
must deal with the fact that the modes are discrete, and hence
Fermi's Golden rule will predict zero linewidth. where Da is the anisotropy constant, X,s is the 8 component

A related problem was studied by Fermi et aL4 They of the position of the atom on the jth lattice site, SO is the a
studied the question of whether a vibrating chain of atoms component of the spin on the jth lattice site, and u, is the
interacting with anharmonic interactions, with one of its vi- displacement of the atom on the jth lattice site.9 

Applying
brational normal modes excited, will exhibit equipartition of Hamilton's equations, we obtain the equations of motion for
energy if one waits for a sufficiently long time. They found the atoms acted on by a force -X..j.1 •aDIl8X .5 )(S;)2 due

that in fact this does not occur. The energy in the mode that to the anisotropy term given in Eq. (1).8 If the uniform
was originally excited alternately flows into other modes and magaon is driven by the electromagnetic field, SO will oscil-
then comes back to the original mode, with no net flow of late with the frequency of the electrmagnetic field and
energy to the other modes. Israelev and Chirakov' and Ford6 hence this force will oscillate with twice that frequency.
studied this problem, concluding that the Fermi et al. result As a simple model, let us onider a chain of atoms with
is a result of the Kolmogorov, Arnold, and Moser (KAM) a nonlinear near-neighbor force given by
tbeoem' in the Sense that if the anharmonicity of the inter- f(x)=-ax+$x

2
-,'x' between them, where x is the dif-

matmic interaction is sufficiently small, the system moves on ference between the separatiou of a neighboring pair of at-
smooth trajectormies (or amoe correctly, tori) in phase space, o-s and the lattice constant, with a magnetic atom placed at
but if the anharmunicity were lare the atoms in the solid one site (let us take that site to be at one end of the dain).
would move on chaotic trajectories, which would result in Then, the equation of motion becomes
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! . ... l .... , , •... • ... rmjjs= _a(2xj-xj_ I Xj+,)+p[(Xj-_ 1-_ 4~)2

X, - X--a)2]-'[(Xj-xj-,-a P

2.0.00.00..X, - I(x +•x 1 -a) 3
]+g( 8j.w, (2)

where x is the location of the th atom in the chain, a is the

equilibrium lattice spacing. a, A, 0 are paramewes, as i the
0 0 atomic mass, and x0 =O, and g(t)=g0ocos(oat), where N is

the number of atoms in the chain and go and w are the am-
plitude and frequency of the force g on the end atom in the

0 0 ,QOoDO 'ooooo •ooo~o 400000 ,,oochain due to the anisotropy, which is made to oscillate by the
t (2.(./r') uniform magnon mode. The parameters a, A, and 0' were

chosen to have the values corresponding to the cocfficients in
the expansion of the force calculated from the Lennard-

S'1 ....T I'Jones potential out to third order in the displacement from
equilibrium. (This choice avoids the problem that on would
encounter if one used only the second-order expansion,
namely, that the assumed equilibrium state of such a model

..... -/ in which the atoms are equally spaced is not the ground state,
S"leading to a possible instability if the system is driven hard

enough.) This equation of motion was integrated by the
fourtlh-order Runge-Kutta method and the vibrational energy
was calculated as a function of time. The results for several

/ system sizes are shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen, there is a
.,,oo,....... ... .transition from nondissipative to dissipative behavior as the

t (./.)") size of the system increases beyond a critical value (in the
sense that the internal energy of the 100 atom system of

0.0000002 ik - 0AS 0

2.

0.00000 t5 - Zl
S0.00000001 Zc.. j•a

_I11.02

O.OO OO

0"0000000 10 0 2 oooo 400000 ooooo 0IMO 20000 30000 40000

t (U•(-/-)") t(a
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0.000M0 .25 I

"0 10000 20000 30000 40000 00000

t (ha1)
o0 2000o020000

t (U(*'/u)) FWI. I The mew (in units of J, the exchange inteaction for spin direc-
bans usvrse to the c axis) is shown a a functio, of the thus (in uits of
AU) for (a) a 6 atom chain and (W) a 10 -t chain. The mtia of the

Fir. 1. The cenWy per atom (measmred in units of aan) as a function of exchange along the c axis to J is 1.3, the magnetic moment of a ste times
tame (in umits af 2u*m/a)ft (a) AN a 100 aom chain with •,0.3(a'm)', the dmifc fied (which is aloang the c axis) is 0.1W, mad the prduct of the
(b) f#o a I00 slam chain with a-0.6(o/m)n, (c) for a 200 0oam chain with magnetic moment and the Mvog fld is O. 1 md its fhqamucy is equal so
w=OMWA.1Sof), (d) fr a 200 tchain with u=O.3(oaa)°5. Jul.
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frequency 0.3o, where " zz(aim) 0
", shown in Fig. I does k=HaxS× , (3)

no increase on the average as a function of time, whereas the where Hi= -aHISi)+h(t)8+,5 , where
energy of the 200 atom system of the same frequency does). - and h(t)=hocoa(r~t) is an ap-
The critical size also appears to depend strongly on the driv- to t he cosgntc ie The
ing f~requency. For example, the 100 atom system when plied external field due to the electromagnetic field. The
driven at a frqueacy of 0 t6h was ergtmic, whereas when equation of motion was solved and the energy of the mag-
driven at 0a3rh it was not. Thw critical driving frequency for netic system calculated as a function of time. The results ate

Spresented in Fig. 2. As in the previous model, if the energy
a apparentchain was found to fail between 0.8 and 12oal increases, it means that the uniform mode is able to absorb
This apparent inverse propotinlty of the critical value of energy from the external field, because it is damped by the

N with wn implies that for lower values of (i% which are more interaction with the other spin waves by the nnlinearity of

realistic, the critical size will be considerably larger. Since the antistropic exchange interaction. We note that Fig 2

the frequency scale in the present calculations o" is of the ows a trasionefromgdissipative.to no te that -
order of 1013 rad/s, we would expect, on the basis of the shows a transition from dissipative to nondissipative behav-
opardert oinverse weoorwoualdtyofN wicth ton t the b tis a o ior as a function of system size, like that found for the model
apparent inverse proportionality of N with (Ii that the criticsa frdmigdetlhnn xiainfuderir

N would be about W for a driving frequency of about 1 for damping due to phonon excitation found earlier.

GHz, which is a reasonable size for a mesoscopic system. 'T. Kasuyaand R. C. Le Craw, Phys. Rev. Lett. 6 223 (1961).

This behavior can be understood qualitatively on the basis of 
2 
M. Sparks. Ferrra".lta ReArzaam Aeory (McGraw-Hill, New York.

1 1964), pp. 147-157.Chirikov's overlap of resonances criterion because as the 3J. B. clot) W 167,59 (1993).
system size increases, the spacing of the vibrational modes . Fermi, j. Pasa, mdS. UUM CoifrcW Papers of Enrico Fermi(Chi.

decreases. The present calculations give a dependence Which cago University, Oricago, 1955). Vol. 2 p. 978.
is an inverse proportionality of the critical N to at, whereas a 

5
F. M. Israelev and B. V. Chirikov. Doie. Akad. Nauk. USSR 1", 57

calculation based on Chiuikov's overlap of resonance crite- (1966) [Soy. Phys. DAbL I1, 30 (1966)]; B. V. atirikov, Phys. Rep. 52,
2630(979).

rion gives a much stonger frequency dependence,5 
but Chir- 6J. Ford, Phys. Rep. 213, 271 (1992); J. Ford and G. H. iunsford, Phys.

ikov's method does predict the general result that the critical Rev. A 1, 59 (1970); S. D Stoddard and J. Ford, ibid. 8, 1504 (1973); G.
N decreases with increasing w. E. Walker and J. Ford, Phys. Rev. Il, 416 (1969).

relaatio A. N. Kolmogorov, DAL. Akad. Nauk. USSR 9, 527 (1954); V. I. Arnold,
Next, let us consider a model for FMR relaxation in Usp. Mat. Nauk 18,91 (1963); V. . Amold and A. Avez, Ergodic Prb-

small magnetic systems due to decay of the uniform magnon lems of Classical Mechanics (Benjamin, New York. 1968).
into other magnons. For simplicity, let us consider a chain of 'For example, see fte review by K. N. Alekseev, G. P Berman, V. I.

spins, interacting with an anisotropic Heisenberg exchange Tsifrinovich, and A. M. Fris-uman, Usp. Fiz. Nauk 162, 81 (1992) [Sov.
Phys. Usp.].

interaction. The equation of motion for the spin on the lth 9s. P. Marshall, J. B. Sokoloff, and C. Vittoria, IEEE Tram. 25,
lattice site is 3491 (1989).
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Crystallographic and magnetic properties of CO.Fej -_Cr2 S4
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Deparmemt of Physics, Koo..un Uwnwruj Seoul 136-70Z Korea
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Dmswn of Ceramics, Korea Inmstite of Science wad Temhnoog, Seoul 130-650, Korea
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Sang Yout Lees) and Jung Chl Sur
Depanen of Physic.s, Whmang Unirsh In 570-749, Korea

Joe Yun Park
Departnent of Materials Science and Engineerin& University of I•Aomn, incdeon 402-749, Korea

The mixed series Co5 Fel-,Cr2S4 has been studied by x-ray, M6ssbauer spectroscopy, and
superconducting quantum-interference device (SQUID) magnetometry. The crystal structure is
found to be a cubic spine], and the lattice constant a0 decreases linearly with increasing cobalt
concentration. M6ssbauer spectra of CoqFe1 _,Cr2S4 have been taken at various temperatures
ranging from 4.2 to 300 IL The iron ions are ferrous and occupy the tetrahedral sites. The Curie
temperature increases linearly with cobalt concentration, suggesting that the superexchange
interaction for the Co-S-Cr link is stronger than that for the Fe-S-Cr link. Magnetic hyperfine and
quadrupole interactions in Coo.Fe0 .Cr 2S4 at 4.2 K have been studied, yielding the following results:
HM=80.8 kOe, •e2qQ( 1 + 7 2)tl2 =2.65 mrm/s, 0= 15°, 075*, and j7= 1.0. It is notable that, as the
temperature decreases below the Curie temperature, quadrupole splitting increases with decreasing
temperature, suggesting the presence of an electric field gradient and accompanying relaxation
effects. Magnetic susceptibility measurements by SQUID magnetometry show that superexchange
interactions between Fe2+ ions are ferrimagnetic.

I. INTRODUCTION Here we present the results of MWssbauer experiments
which are analyzed under the consideration of Hhf, -e2qQ,

The ferrimagnetic materials'2 CoCr2S4 and FeCr2S4 , 0, 4 and j), and compare them with those of x-ray and
both of which have normal spinel structure, have been stud- superconducting quantum-interference device (SQUID) ex-
ied in a large number of crystallographic, magnetic, and elec- periments.
tric investigations as well as by M6ssbauer SpecrOSCopy. 3-5

The Curie point Tc is about 177 K for FeCr2S4 and 227 K for I1. EXPERIMENT
CoCr 2S4 .1 As a result of the strong preference of the CI3 ' The mixed system Co5 Fe1 _Cr2S4 was prepared by di-
ions for the octahedral sites, the compounds become normal rect reaction of the high-purity elements Co, Fe, Cr, and S in
spinels with Fe2+ or Co2 + ions at the tetrahedral sites and an evacuated quartz tube. The stoichiometric mixtures were
Cr3+ ions at the octahedral sites.6 The crystal structure of sealed in evacuated quartz ampoules and heated at 500 °C
FeCr2S4 remained cubic down to 5 K.I FeCr2S4 undergoes a for one day, at 800 *C for one day, and then at 1050 °C for
second-order phase transition at about 10 K that changes the three days. In order to obtain a homogeneous material, it was
local symmetry at the Fe2+ sites. 2 The most interesting fea- necessary to grind a sample after the first firing and to press
ture of M6ssbauer spectra is a quadrupole splitting below Tc it into a pellet for the second heating at 1050 °C for five days
which increases with decreasing temperature. M6ssbauer in evacuated and sealed quartz ampoules. The samples were
studies of CoqFe1 _0Cr2S4 which were done only in limited 57Fe enriched to 3.0 at. % of the metal atoms for Mbssbauer
temperature ranges have been reported by several authors. 57 measurements. The MWssbauer spectra were recorded using a
Above T1, the spectra form a narrow singlet line, indicating conventional spectrometer of the electromechanical type
a strictly cubic environment of the Fe2+ ion at tetrahedral with a 57Co source in a rhodium matrix.
sites. In the case of high-Co2 +-concentration samples, the
strength of the hyperfine field Hb, decreases strongly while M. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
the values of the quadrupole splitting AEg increase strongly The lattice constants were determined by using the
at low temperatures. The results are not complete for all the Nelson-Riley functions and extrapolating to backward dif-
temperature regions so far. Moreover, Mbsabaner spectra, fraction (&=90°). The results are shown in Table I. The lat-
which must result from the combined magnetic hyperfine tice constant a0 decreases linearly with increasing Co2+ con-
and electric quadrupole interaction below To, have never centration and follows Vegard's law approximately. This can
been analyzed with constraint of linewidth. be expected in view of the fact that the ionic radius of 0.71 A

for CO2+ ions is smaller than that of 0.77 A for Fe
2
+ ions.

'res aWlrem: Dtqemment of P -ysis, Umeoon University, Kwangoo M6ssbauer spectra of Co•Fel -Cr 2S4 were measured at
501-795, Koe. various absorber temperatures from liquid-helium tempera-
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TABLE L Lanice parameter (a.), sower shift (IS) foe the mewtaron at
roam utPCr e. and te Coark teupertue T, ha C",Fc, ,s 0.02,

;•)is T,

(auns) (K)

0.0 9.995 0.59 172 4.,1

0.1 9.985 0.59 178 0."
0.3 9.968 0.58 189 a ,"

0.5 9.956 0.59 203
0.7 9.945 0.58 209
0.8 9.956 0.58 220 0.00
0.9 9923 0.58 226 0.02

ture to room temperature. Some of them are shown in Figs. 1 .

and 2. The spectra below the Curie temperture Tr were fitted RI S

with eight Lorentzians by diagonalizing the 4X4

(y•M1j.MM;),9 where _W is the combined Hamiltonian of the
magnetic hyperfine and electric quadrupole interaction, and 0.0

M1, M; = +±, ±31 In the least-squares fitting of the data, the 0.0

eight lines in a given spectrum were assumed to have an 0.04

equal linewidth. The sum of the eight Lorentzians is drawn a.00
in the data points in Figs. I and 2. The magnetic hyperfine 0.0

field Hw and quadrupole splitting &EU of x =0.9 at 4.2 K , 40 K
have been fitted, yielding the following results:
Hbf=80.8 kOe, ALE0= e2 qQ(I +3 •2)1/2= 2.65 Hmm/s, -12 .-4 -., 0 4 a in

gZLOCITY (,nu,/&)

0=15*, 0=75%, V= 1.0, FIG. 2. Mbasbauer spectra of Co0 .Fe%.1Cr2S4 near the magnetic ordering

where 0 and 0 are the polar and azimuthal angles, respec- temperat.

tively, of Hht with respect to the principal axes of the EFG

tensor, and r=(V,',-Vy,)IVr,' is the asymmetry pa-
0.00 rameter of the EFG. In the case of x=0.9, the value of 0is

0.00 15' below 8 K and with increasing temperature decreases

0.04 linearly to 0W at 45 K. The calculated spectra were fairly

0.00 ~insensitive to 0 values above 35 IC The asymmetry param-
eter t remains at about 1.0, which means the EFG is not

0.0 o axially symmetric. This result is different from ?=0.0 for

0.10 Co0.9gFe.02Cr 2S4 by van Diepen and van Stapele.
7

The spectra above T, were fitted to a single Lorentzian.
Z o.00 Some of them are shown in Table I and Fig. 2. The decrease

o0.00 in the isomer shift when Co
2

+ ions are substituted indicates

04" that the electron density at the Fe2+ ion nucleus increases,

0.16 Uwhich corresponds to the change in the Fe
2
+ ion electron

"configuration due to the 7eater covalence of Fe2+-S 2

.10 ra • bonds with increasing Co- concentration. The increased co-
0.1o valence may also influence the dynamic Jahn-Teller effect,

which gives rise to a change in the electric quadrupole inter-

0.00 action below Tc when there is a substitution of Co
2
+ ions.

o.m" Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of the mag-

0.00 Unetic hyperfine fields Hhf. It is interesting that the magnetic

0.11 hyperfine field has a maximum at about 90 K and decreases
oI~i anomalously with decreasing temperature. This is similar to

0.00 X our former results'° of the NiFet ,Cr2 S,, system in which

0.10 the antiferromagnetic mondclinic structure, NiCr2S 4, and the

ifesimagnotic spinel structue, FeCr2S4, are mixed. This un-
- --4 0 4 s ,2 usual reduction of the magnetic hyperfime field below 90 K

VnOCT (nun/*) can be explained in terms of the temperature dependence of

the cancellation effect between the orbital current field term
FIG. 1. Mdabame. spectra of CoaFeajCr2S4 at low tempertam. and Fermi contact term in H .to"'
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FIG. 5. Zerofield-cooled and fleld-cooled magnetic morment vs temnperature
FIG. 3. Temperature dependemc of the effective magnetic hyperd=n field cOIvcs for OuoFeý,CrAS
for Co,,e,,CrS

Fig. , qudruplc * is most probable composition. It therefore means that this
As shown in Fg4,the quduoesplitting AEO in effect results not from the random distribution of Co2 

+ions

creases remarkably when the temperature goes down. The among tetrahedral sites 5 but from the Jahn-Teller effect.
absence of quadrupole splitting above T, suggests that the The Curie temperature Tc was determined from Mass-
iron ions occupy tetrahedral sites in the spinel structure be- batter and SQUID measurements. Both are in fairly good
cause the local symmetry of a tetrahedral site is cubic Td agreement. As shown in Table 1, the Curie !emperature T,
while that of an octahedral site is trigonal D3d. There are increases linearly, suggesting that the superexchange interaic-
several views to explain this deviation below T, from cubic tion for the Co-S-Cr link is stronger than that for Fe-S-Cr
symmetry at tetrahedral sites that are occupied by Fe 2 + ions: link.
for instance, 2a magnetically induced EFG, small magneto- The temperature dependence of the magnetic moment
striction effects, and the concepts of both localized behavior for CoO0 5Fe0 .5Cr2S4 under an applied field H. =8 kOe is
and a dynamic Jahn-Tefler effect, shown in Fig. 5, in the zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-

It was recently known that of these views, the suggestion cooled (FC) modes. Below 80 K, the magnetic moment is
that the EFO arises from the dynamic Jahn-Teller stabiliza- not saturated but decreases with decreasing temperature. T'his
tion of the 5E,(Fe2 *) ground state is more plausible. Our is compatible with the tendency of the magnetic hyperfine
results agree with this view too. It is notable that there is no field Hhf from Mbsbauer data and may be explained in
abrupt change in the quadrupole splitting and magnetic by- terms of differences in the temperature dependences of A and
perfine field in CoO.9Fe01lCr2S4 , which means 2±ý is not B sites. 2 Magnetic susceptibility measurements by SQUID
active as part of a Jahn-Teller effect while the Fe

2
1 ion is a magnetometry show that the shape of the susceptibility curve

Jahn-Teller impurity instead of taking part in a cooperative i yia faNdfriant
Jahin-Teller effect.'12 The line-broadening effect was observed istpcloaNelfrmgn.

with a Co2
+ concentration. Maximum line broadening was ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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The effect of Co doping on spin cluster resonance in the one-dimensional
Ising ferromagnet FeTAC

R. S. Rubins and T. D. Black
Department of Physics, University of Texas at Arlington, Box 19059. .rlington, Texas 76019

K. Ravindran
Department of Physics, University of Cncinnat, Cincinnati, Ohio 45221

John E. Drumheller
Department of Physics, Montana State University, Bozeman, Montana 59717

Electron paramagnetic resonance measurements at 36 GHz and in the range 12-18 GHz were made
on a single crystal of the 1D Ising ferromagnet [(CH 3)3 NH] FeCI3.2H 20, known as FeTAC,
containing a nominal 10% of the isomorphous compound CoTAC. While the 4.2 K spectra obtained
with the external field parallel to the chain axis were similar to the spin cluster resonance spectra
previously identified in pure FeTAC, differences in the low-field satellite structure were observed,
which are tentatively attributed to differences in the dipolar interaction and to shorter ferrous chains.
An appreciable decrease in the strength of the demagnetizing field is associated with the tendency
of the Co2+ moments to align perpendicularly to the chain axis.

The compound [(CH 3)3 NH] FeCI3 2H 20, known as where E0 is the energy of the ferromagnetic ground state in a
FeTAC, is a member of a family which contains chains of field Hen. The second set of excited spin cluster states con-
bihalide-bridged metal ions extending along the b axis of the sists of two separated spin clusters within a single chain.
orthorhombic unit cell.' Magnetic and specific heat studies Here, the excitation is 4J for He =0. The value 2J/k 5=35
have shown FeTAC to be an almost ideal one-dimensional K, obtained from the magnetic susceptibility and specific
(ID) Ising ferromagnet in the range 6-20 K.1,2 The phase heat measurements, 1.2 indicates that only singl2 cluster exci-
diagram is metamagnetic with T,,"-3.1 K and H,(O)=90 Oe, tations need be considered in the first approximation at liquid
and the b axis is the bulk easy axis. There are two inequiva- helium temperatures.
lent Fe2+ sites per unit cell, with significant spin canting in Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra ob-
the a direction. served from single crystals of FeTAC showed the expectea

The Ising form of the exchange interaction in the S = 1/2 anisotropy. 7-9 In 9 GHz measurements below 10 K, Ravin-
representation arises from the splitting of the free-ion ground dran et aL758 reported a strong resonance line with a maxi-
level of Fe2 + (3d 6, S=2) by the combined effects of the mum g value of roughly 8 in the S=1/2 representation, to-
spin-orbit coupling and noncubic components of the crystal gether with a broad line at lower fields. Measurements at
field, which produce a well-isolated Ms= ±+2 pseudo-doublet higher microwave frequencies by Rubins et at 9 both con-
ground state.3 In the S= 1/2 representation, :he Zeeman firmed Ravindran's suggestiouis that the strong line was
splitting of the Ms=-2 doublet may be represented by a caused by transitions between adjacent spin-cluster levels,
highly anisotropic g factor, with g,-8 and g., gyýO, where given by An =+ 1 in Eq. (2), and showed the broad line to
the z direction would correspond to the b axis of the crystal be an unresolved satellite structure, which dominated the
in the absence of the spin canting. The simplest spin Hamil- EPR spectrum at 35 GHz.
tonian describing the magnetic behavior of this system when In a more cemplete investigation covering the range
the external field is parallel to the easy axis (H11b) may be 10-36 GHz, Rubins et al. 0 showed that the An = ± 1 tran-
written sitions were responsible for both the strong line and major

satellite lines, thus demonstrating unequivocally the exist-
ence of spin-cluster resonance (SCR), first proposed by Data

* -, -2J. S Sf+&-- gxHCffJ Sf, (1) and Motokawa4 in 1966. Both the frequecy dependence of
this spectrum and the temperature variations of the line in-
tensities were explained semiquantitatively by the addition to

where Hcer=H-Ho, H is the external field, and H0 is the Eq. (1) of the term AS., where A is a fine-structure param-
sum of the demagnetizing and interchain exchange fields. eter in the S = 1/2 representation.3 The best fit of the FeTAC

The elementary excitations of the S= 1/2 Ising system data was obtained with the values 2J/kB=33 K, A/hf=6.6
given by Eq. (1) are localized spin reversals, known as spin K, g,=8.2, and Ho=340 Oe.10

clusters or magnon bound states.4-6 Neglecting excitations in In this work, we present results of an EPR investigation
which there is a reversed spin at the end of a chain, the first of a mixed crystal of FeTAC and CoTAC, grown from a
set of excited states contains a single group of n neighboring solution containing 10% CoTAC. The measurements were
reversed spins, known as an n-fold spin cluster. According to made in the frequency range 12-18 GHz and at 36 GHz.
Eq. (1) the energy of such a cluster is given by EPR spectra obtained at 4.2 K with Hl1b are shown for the

two ranges in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
E.=Eo+ 2J+ ng2 ts8Hf, (2) The basic features of the EPR spectra observed from the
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spin-cluster interpretation comes from the decrease in inten-
sity of the spectra as the temperature is lowered, and the
linear variation of the resonance field of the main line with
frequency. From the latter, the values g,= 8 .45O.O2,
Ho=(27O02O) Oe were obtained.

The similarities mentioned above lead us to assume a
spin-cluster interpretation for the mixed crystal spectra simi-
lar to that proposed for pure FeTAC. Interest then centers on
the differences in the two sets of spectra, which are summa-

(b) rized below:
(i) The satellite structure of the mixed crystal, shown in

the 36 GHz data of Fig. 2, has at least one more component,
although fewer components were observed in the lower fre-
quency data.

M (ii) H 0 , the sum of the demagnetizing and interchain
exchange fields, is appreciably smaller in the mixed crystal.

r (iii) Satellites may be seen above the "main" line in
curve (a) of Fig. 1, which were not present in pure FeTAC.

Clues about the behavior of the mixed crystal may be
obtained from the magnetic data for [(CH3)3NHJ

0 1 2 CoCI3 2H 20. The moments in CoTAC lie in the ac plane,
H (hO.) with spin canting of 22* towards the a axis." Unlike FeTAC,

the c axis is the easy axis for antiferromagnetic ordering,
FIG. 1. EPR spectra at 4.2Kofa mixed (Fe, Co) TAC crystal with Hlb and which occurs below 4.18 K. The ac susceptibility data for
microwave fequency (a) 12.4 GHz, (b) 14.9 GHz, (c) 18.0 Glz. CoTAC were fitted to an S= 1/2 Ising exchange Hamil-

tonian, with a dominant intrachain exchange contribution

mixed crystal, consisting of a main line and a lower-field given by J4/k 5-14 K.12

satellite structure, are similar to those from pure FeTAC. Difference (ii) given above may be understood qualita-

Curve (a) of Fig. 1 shows that at sufficiently low microwave tively in the light of the pure CoTAC data. Since the Co
2
+

frequencies, the satellites appear as a single broad line, w magnetic moments tend to align perpendicularly to the b
curves (b) and (c) show that the satellites decrease in hum- axis, in contrast to the Fe2

÷ moments, the major axis of the
butieas e ib)and(c) separthattin san elativeintensityraste ig-tensor ellipsoid for Co2

+ should be normal to that forber, but increase in separation and relative intensity, as the F2 hstepeec fC2 naFTCcytlsol
frequency is increased. Figure 2 shows that these trends are 

2
'. Tus the presence of Co

2
+ in a FeTAC crystal should

freqeuteencyetcisnsincreased.enc tFigureneiz2
continued at 36 GHz, except that the satellite structure be- reduce the magnetic ansotropy, and hence the demagnetiza-

tion fields associated with the needle-like sample shape. An-
comes more complicated. Further evidence confirming a other phenomenon associated with the insertion of Co2+ into

a FeTAC crystal is the lowering of the antiferromagnetic
ordering temperature.1

3 
Difference (iii) may indicate the

presence of a Co
2

+ spectrum in the mixed crystal. Since the
g value for pure CoTAC has been measured to be 3.8 in the

b direction,1
2 

one would expect the Co
2
+ hyperfine structure

(1=7/2) to appear on the high-field side of the main Fe2+

line. However, further experiments are needed to make a
S (a) definite identification of the structure seen in Fig. 1, curve

An indication of how the addition of Co2+ affects the
FeTAC satellite structure may be obtained by modifying Eq.

US (1) to allow for the inclusion of a single Co
2
+ ion in a ferrous

chain. Assuming Ising exchange between the Co
2
+ ion at the

(b) pth site and its Fe
2

+ neighbors, Eq. (1) requires the addition
of the terms

- -2J-J)Sp(Sp_1 Sp+,)-(g;-g,)~aoHers', (3)

I where J' is the Fe-Co coupling constant and g; is the Co
2

+

2 4g value.

H (kOe) The energies of some of the lower eigenstates of Eq. (1)

relative to the ferromagnetic groundstate are shown sche-

MG. 2. EPR spectra at 4.2 K with Hlb in (a) the mixed (Fe, Co) TAC matically in Fig. 3 for the arbitrarily chosen values J = 4J',
crystal at 35.6 GHz (b) pure FeTAC at 35.6 GHz. g&= 2g; and J' >gzca8 H. Ignoring excitations in which an
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/E I •,•tiort of 2J aft again of two types. Those rereeted by tam"sE / 4a and 4b are equivalent to the lowest set of spin-duster

¶ Vstates in pure FeTAC. The second type, in which the Co
2
+

ion is reversed and lies within the spin cluster, is represented
by the states 5a and 5b.

4., In the approximation given by Eqs. (1) and (3), the Fe
2

+
resonances would produce a single line at a frequency given
by hv=g,#aHlii. The addition of the AS, term to the
S S- 1/2 spin Hamiltonian for Fe2+ is needed to produce the
low-field satellite structure.'

0 
The different satellite structure

, •in the mixed sample could be caused by both the shorter

chain length and the different magnetic dipolar interaction.
Since dipolar fields in the range 102-103 Oe are produced by
the r one can visualize qualitatively a
breaku- .,w structure of the pure sample into a

_ ,more complicated structure, as occurs in the 36 GHz data of

4 Fig. 2.
Further studies of such mixed crystal systems by EPR

are clearly needed. In particular, the data indicate a marked
0 a •dependence of the demagnetization field on the Co

24 con-

H centration, and show EPR to be a sensitive and informative
technique for studying systems of this type.
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Now Perspective on the Green's function dipole-exchange spin wave
intuhory for thin films (absttect)

S~Ming Chen aNl Ca E. P&Wt•
I D •mw of P~asic% Cokraab Stae Uiumtsoý Fort Cofimu Colorado 80523

S~In contrast with the Scalar potential theory for dipole-cxchange spin waves in thin films,' the Green's
function (OF) approach in combination with perturbation methods (PM) gives simple closed form
dispersion equations, analytical expressions for the dipole-exchange frequency gaps, and good
intuitive physiCS.2 However, in the case of in-plane magnetized films and perpendicular propag~ation,

the GF/PM results present two major problems. (1) The multibranch dipole-exchange solutions bear
little resemblance to the single dispersion curve for the well-established Damon-Eshbach
magnetostatic surface modes and the nonreciprocal mode profiles predicted by the simple theory and
observed experimentally. (2) The lowest order exchange branch has a curvature that is much greater
than expected from either simple spin wave considerations or scalar potential theory. To resolve
these problems, a simple method has been developed to solve the coupled mode equations obtained
from the GF formalism without recourse to perturbation methods. The coupled mode dispersion
relations obtained with this method are valid for an arbitrary field configuration and propagation
direction, and are not subject to the restrictions imposed by perturbation methods. The solutions
agree well with the surface mode theory for in-plane magnetized films. Good agreement is also
found with the Brillouin light scattering data for iron thin films.

This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation, Grant
DM-M921761 and by the U.S. Army Research Office, Grant DAAL03-91-
0-0327.
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Ground stat, and spin dynamics In hexagonal an11t1Fer.omagnet CsCuCI3

E. R Stefanovakili and A. L Sulcatanadii
Physico-Teuc~akl Instiutre, boreAk 340114, Ukrainee

Modulated magnetic structure in CSC~aC3 was obtained' by the nbeutro diffraction technique and
theoretically discussed in Reft. 1 and 2 by means of the model including Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
and exchange interactions as well as sixth order anisotropy in the basal plane.2 The present abstract
aims at presenting some new aspects of a magnetization distribution in the ground state of the
system and more adequate theory of its dynamic properties. We described the so-called "space
mutation" effect caused by an external magnetic field parallel to the hexagonal axis. Sufficiently
large hexagonal anisotropy results in appearing of the soliton lattice structure and enables us to
explain nonmagnetic resonance (NMR) experiments .3 Dynamic properties of the mane were
investigated by means of the effective Lagrange function method using Cartan, differential formst.
The spin wave spectrum and the magnetic susceptibility tensor were obtained. lf, the hexagonal
anisotropy being neglected, the spectrum was shown to consist of three branches in contrast to Ref.
2 where there was a single branch only, antiferromagnectic (AFMR) frequencies dependence on an
external magnetic field occurred to be in a good agreement with experimental data.4 Taking into
account the hexagonal anisotropy, the usual zone structure of the spectrum was obtained.

IL. Aachi, N. Achiwa, and ME. Mekata. J. Phys. Soc. Jpr. 49.5345 (1980).
'A. L Alistratov, E. P. Stefanovski, and D. A. Yablonskii, Fiz. Nizkh.
Temp. IC 1306 (1990).
XL LeDang P %tjflet. and J. P. Renard, Solid State Common. 24, 313
(1977).

'G A. Petrakrovskii and V. N. Vasil'ev, Proceedings of the Conference on
ILdiospectrocotpy of Crystals wilth Phase Transitiona Kiev. 1989, p. 71.
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S Magnetc Bubble
i and VBL Memories R. R. Katti, Chairman

Successive Bloch line write operation In a I--pM bubble material
K. Matsyama, T. Ohyama, H. Ausada, and K Taniguchi
Depwartent of Electrical EngiAerie& KyAm Umvrsity 36, Fubioka 812, Japan

The successive vertical Bloch line (VBL) write operation has been performed in an as-grown 1-M•m
bubble material with a flank wall writing scheme. An unwinding VBL pair was nucleated by a
domain expanding pulse current (200-mA amplitude, 200-na lse width, 8-ns rising edge) applied
through a hair-pin type conductor (gap:2.6 /m, width:4 Mm). The VBL position was controlled by

* a local in-plane magnetic field produced by a conductor current of 30 mA and a uniform in-plane
magnetic field of 10 Oe. The above operating parameters were adjusted by measuring the collapse
field of the stripe domain as a function of the parameters. The increase of bubble collapse field from
442 to 513 Oe in accordance with the number of write operations indicated a successful write
operation.

A liquid phase epitaxial (LPE) bubble garnet film with creasing the bias field, and one of the initial VBLs was in-
l-MAm domain width is intended to be used as a material for tended to be trapped by the current induced in-plane mag-
a 256 Mbit/cm 2 vertical Bloch line (VBL) memory. Recently, netic field from the dc conductor current I [Fig. 2(b)].
the prototype 256 Mbit/cm 2 VBL memory chip was fabri- During the stripe stretch motion and the following VBL
cated and the performance of basic memory operation was nucleation processes an additional in-plane field HY of 20 Oe
reported.' In order to realize a practical memory device, fur- was applied in the stripe width direction. This field defines
ther precise understanding of each memory operation seems the VBL position at the prescribed sidewall. An expanding
to be necessary. A problem in developing high bit density pulse field was applied by conductor (6) to nucleate an un-
VBL memory is the difficulty in direct observation of VBLs. winding VBL pair at one side of the flank wall3 [Fig. 2(c)].
In a previous repOrt, 2 the dependence of bubble collapse Then, the stripe head was chopped by a contracting bias
properties on the number of included VBLs was studied for a pulse field from the same conductor (6) to convert the un-
1-/Am bubble material. In the present study, this dependence winding VBL pair to a winding one [Fig. 2(d)]. A winding
was utilized to estimate the number of VBL pairs in a stripe pair can be used as the bit information carrier in a VBL
domain subjected to constituent or whole write operations. memory. The chopped additional domain was collapsed by a

The LPE garnet film used is a standard as-grown 1-pin pulse current applied through conductor (7) and the stripe
bubble material with the following material characteristics: was shrunk toward the initial ':osition [Fig. 2(e)]. The above
saturation induction 43'M=900 G, uniaxial anisotropy operations were repeated to accumulate winduNg VBL pairs
K.=0.95XIO' erg/cm3, characteristics length l=1.05x10-5 with same polarity.
cm, gyromagnetic constant y= l.72X 10 7 (s Oc ', damping The preliminary test was carried out for some constituent
constant a=0.067. The top view and cross section of the test operations. The threshold value for the in-plane field H, to
chip are shown in Fig. 1. The test chip consists of two con- displace the VBL trapped by the conductor current I1, was
ductor layers. An isolated stripe domain was confined in the
current induced magnetic potential well from thi. loop con-
ductor (1). The loop conductor was also used to apply pulsed (a) Cross SeCtion Au/ Cr 1.01oI1 (2nd)
bias fields to the domain. The parallel conductor (2) was Potomie I•53

used for bubble and stripe rocking. These two conductors Au / 1.01 (1st)
were patterned in the first conductor layer. Other conductors Potym. e 0.06i G.G.G. I LP.E. 0.87
for the write operation were formed in the second conductor (I1Mm Bubbl Gamet)

layer. Conductors (3), (4). and (7) were used to hold the
stripe head. The stripe head was shrunk and stretched be- tb) Top,,iew Sae doain
tween conductors (4) and (7) by varying the bias field. no II1 II oIIII

Writing of a winrling VBL pair was performed by con-
stituent operations as shown in Fig. 2. First, a successive
domain contracting pulse was applied to the bubble domain
to eliminate the extra VBIs and initiate the S=0 state, which uu1)45 u (
has one winding VBL pair [Fig. 2(a)]. Through the following
write operation a static in-plane field H, was applied along
the stripe length direction. The stripe was stretched by de- FIG. 1. Configuadon of fe teat chip.
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FIG. 4. Bubble collapse field H•, measured after consituent memory op-
.FIG. 2. VBL write operation, erafion; stretch and shrink for (a) S =0 ,nirp., (hi hard stripe, and ic) cho'+Iping for I=0 sipe.

., measured, as shown in Fig. 3. The trapped VBL was ob-
served as a local constriction during stripe rocking. The rock- ing bias pulse (produced by the loop conductor current of

S~120-mA amplitude and 300-na width) to the stripe domain,ing conductor current of 430-mA amplitude, 250-ms s ri at o

width with 100-Hz pulse frequency enables the optical ob- maned tesafter inrasin thee biassuried upa toe do00 i rTe-
servation of constriction. From the slope of the linear plosl, colapse afield foresg the moast ofibubbles otone b O.this

FI.4 ubecollapse field fo H _ measure aftbbber constituntemory ohis

the effective in-plane field generated by the conductor cur method was about 510 Oe, which is that for the hardest
rent /,g can be evaluated as 0.63 On/mA. The intercept of the bubble s ca ne s e e d in tef ur ig niiat variatmon of

plots with the abscissa axis corresponds to the VBL coerciv- bubble. As can be seen in the figure, significant variation of

ity in terms of the in-plane magnetic field necessary to dis- Hew values were not observed for the S=0 and hard stripe.
The results suggest that nucleation and annihilation of theplace the VBL along the wall. The VBL coercivity can be Ldontfeutyocrdrighesechadhrk

estimated as 3.7 0e, by averaging the two intercept values. VBL do not frequently occur during the stretch and shrink

The different intercept values for the two plots with different motion. The plots (c) present the Ho,1 measured after ten

H. polarity would be caused by the centering error of the successive stripe chopping operations on the initial S =0

chip position in the external coil system. The centering was stripe. The results reveal that the initial S =0 stripe retains its

carried out by moving the chip in the coil system manually original wall state, that is, the chopping process does not

so as to minimize the difference of the intercept values, how- produce an extra nucleation of VBLs.
ever, it was difficult to center it perfectly. The conductor current It, and the external in-plane fieldev e collapse field Ht , was measured for the stripe do- H, are the representative operation parameters, and should

The ollpsefied H ,1  as masued or he trie ~ be carefully optimized to realize practical operation margin.
main subjected to the constituent operation, as shown in Fig. Te depede of th rite pranceron t argi-

4. The plots (a) and (b) present How measured after ten suc- me asri ng e ollapse fild m-
eters has been studied by mauigteclas il •

cessive stretch and shrink operations. The S=0 and hard Valus of Heen sured aft rtn succssiv e w ie or n

bubble was selected as initial states in plots (a) and (b), re- Values of Heol measured after ten successive write operations

spectively. The Ho for the S=0 bubble was 442 Oe Tbe
hard bubble was initiated by applying the successive expand

oo R9• N=10
_ _ _0 _ _ 8 0

40 2: 0 00
" 0 0

o o

S3D 0470

"•2 =0 co
, 0 8 8

5, o 440

E ; O)(a) (b c) () (e)

In-piene mowcfield Hit (0e) F0 20 30A 3 1 30

FIG. 3. In-plaw magnetic field H, necessary to displace a VBL trapped by FIG. 5. Bubble collapse field Hnt measured after ten successive write op-
conductor current It. erations with various operation parameters.
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J -* to bubble with less than three VBL Pairs IS fairly small.
2 

The

S - t,30(MA) increase of HW value was found to saturate for a repetition
- number larger than ten, which can be also explained by the

- predicted maximum number of VBL pairs of 12. Thne in-
47 8 crease of H.. in accordance with the number of write opera-

tions reveals that the VBL pairs were accumulated in the
domain through the repeated write operation. The consider-

able scattering in the measured Hd, values suggests the oc-
Szcurreuce of accidental operation error. The probable causes

I I I I I of them appear to be the VBL trap error and the nucleation of

1 3 5 7 10 more than one VBL pair during each operation. The differ-
N twnbOrofwte opaeaton ence of the spread of data in Figs. 5(c) and 6 (N= 10) would

be due to the stochastic aspect of the error. It should be
noticed that the number of data in Fig. 6 is more than twice

loo. 6. Baul copU fiedl H., meaured after vwom mepcti••i of of those in Fig. 5.
The successive VBL write operation has been performed

in an as-grown 1-jun bubble material. The flank wall write
with various values of I and H, are shown in Fig. 5. A scheme was adopted in the present study. The write operation

trapezoidal pulse current (200-mA amplitude, 8-ns ris was carried out for an isolated stripe domain confined in a

edge, 200-ns pulse width) was used for VBL nucleation. If current induced magnetic potential well. An unwinding VBL
ten VBL pairs were written into the stripe successfully, the pair was nucleated by a domain expanding pulse current

Hm value is expected to be 510 Oe from the bubble statics (200-mA amplitude, 200-ns pulse width, 8-ns rising edge)

theory extended to the hard bubble.
2 As can be seen in the applied through a hair-pin type write conductor (gap 2.6 Am.

figure, most of results for operation parameter (c) present width 4 jan). The VBL position was controlled by a local

Hd of about 510 Oe, where H,=10 Oe and i--30 mA, in-plane magnetic field produced by a conductor current of

respectively. The results for other parameter values reveal 30 mA and uniform in-plane magnetic field of 10 Oe. The

that further increase of H, or the decrease of 1. results in the increase of the bubble collapse field from 442 Oe for single

degraded performance, which appears to be caused by a V-3L write operation to 511 Oe for ten successive ones indicated a

trap error. The threshold values for H, and Iv for the suc- successful write operation.

cessful write operation can be reasonably explained by the We would like to thank Central Research Laboratory of

estimated value for the current induced in-plane magnetic Htachi Ud. for providing LPE garnet wafers.

field (0.63 Oe/cm
2
).

Similar experiments were performed as a function of
repetition number N of the write operation, with the param- 'Y. M9ruya K. Fujimoo, and R. lau, in D*s of the 15th Amual
eters of H_=OOe andlu=3 mA, as shown in Fig. 6. The C°�ICCeCe on Magnetis Japan, 1992, p. 283.2 K. Msumyana, K. tIsizu, H. Asada, and K. Tanijubhi, IEEE TraMns. Masp.
increase of Hed for N43 is not prominent, which agrees with 9, 2575 (1993).
the theoretical prediction that the difference of Ho for a 

3
Y. Hidaka, ipa. J. ApW Phys. 18 L22s (19s6).
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Micromagnetic computation for wall and Bloch line coercivity In thin
films with perpendicular anisotropy

H. Asada, K. Matsuyama, M. Gamachi, and K Tranguchi
Deparaent of Elecrwical Engineertu& Kyushu Umversiy 36, Fukuoka 812, Japan

Wall and vertical Bloch line (VBL) coercivity arising from spatial nommiformity in the material
parameters has been investigated for a typical 5-jar bubble garnet film by means of a
two-dimensional micromagnetic computation. Two-dimensional sinusoidal modulations in the
magnitude of the uniaxial anisotropy were assumed as a model for a compositional nonuniformity.
Nonuniformities with a spatial wavelength comparable to the wall width were found to exert the
largest pinning effect. The typical computed value for the wall and VBL coercivity were 0.7 and 2.2
Oe, respectively, where 10% variation and wavelength of 0.47 jan were assumed. The tendency, that
the VBL coercivity is larger than that for the domain wall, agrees with the experimental results
reported previously. The wall and VBL coercivity caused by a nonuniform exchange constant have
also been computed and compared to the analytical solutions due to the step-like variation of wall
and VBL energies, respectively. The larger VBL coercivity compared to that for the wall was
observed for a local modulation with the size less than wall width and period more than I jim.

4

INTRODUCTION ponent of the effective field to the magnetization, which was

Insight into the coercivity of a domain wall and vertical calculated for each grid elements and averaged over the com-
Insight intte isimportianty or a domaterial consideraticn i putation region with a local pinning site, for the pinned (a)Bloch line (VBL) is important for a material consideration . and moved (b) wall applying to the step bias field. It corre-

Bloch line memory to realize the stable memory operation. sponds to the residual torque divided by the amplitude of the

VBL coercivity, defined as the minimum in-plane field along magnetzto the coordinate a p the logrthm
the domain wall required to displace the VBL, has been re- magnetization. T~he coordinate axis expresses the logarithm
prthed d ima n tallyrequir to displager then VBwasl been 13 of the effective field. In the relaxation process, the effectiveported experimentally to be larger than wall coercivity.t1-3 fidwacoiretoerasth10Jodrate1000

Micromagnetic computation is useful to evaluate the coerciv- field was confirmed to decrease the 10-13 order after 150 000
ity for various physical models. 435 In this paper, wall and step iterations, which was limited by the numerical accuracy
VBL coercivity have been studied by numerical integration in the double precision calculation in the FORThAN77 pro-of the Landau-Lifvshits-Gilbert (LLG) equation for a typical gram. After the relaxation, the drive field H, was applied to
of th be garndat-Lifrhtilmwth (aL) equatia nonu fora typical th the wall. In Fig. l(a), after increasing the drive field of 0.1
S-ani bubble garnet film with a spatial nonuniformity in the Oe in addition to the former drive field of 3.2 Oe, the effec-
anisotropy and exchange material parameters. tive field rapidly increases at first, but decreases continuously

less than 10-4 Oe. This means that the wall was pinned.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Furthermore, in Fig. l(b), increasing the drive field of 0.1

Oe, then the total drive field is 3.4 0e, the effective fieldThe computation was performed for a two-dimensional increases again after 50 ns, which means that the wall passed
grid system representing the magnetization direction in a through the pinning site. The wall coercive field was defined
film plane. The LLW equation was integrated by using the
modified Dufort-Frankel method.6 The computation region
had the free and periodic boundary condition for the wall
normal and tangential direction, respectively. The spacing (a) Hp = 3.3 0e
interval of grid elements was 300 x300 A, and the time step V-2ned
interval for iteration was 1 ps. The following typical param-
eters were used: saturation induction 4wrM=195 G, uniaxial . -
anisotropy K=8230 erg/cm

3
, exchange constant A =2.63 ________ 1_0__ 0_

X10- 7 erg/cm, gyromagnetic constant y=1.82 X 167 ( 5 C 0

(0e s)-', damping parameter a=0.5, which yields the wall b) Hp =3.4 Oe
width 8(=wA)=0.18 jA and Bloch linewidth X(=lrA) E, 0 (
=0.42 jAm. To save the computation time, the demagnetizing X1
field from the wall normal component of magnetization
was calculated by a approximate formulation of -2-
4 rM, exp{-(x/4b}, where M. is the wall normal compo- 0 5 m 100 1(0
nent of magnetization at the wall center and x is the distance

from the wall center to grid elements. This formulation is
based on the magnetic field from the wall surface charges
(4wrM,), and modified considering the decrease of the field
amplitude according to the distance from the charges. FIG. . Time tiansien of the owihogona component of averaged effective

Figure I shows the time transient of the orthogonal corn- fields for the moved (a) and pinned (b) wa applying the step bin field.
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modulatiohnIdirectionsuwereonakenlioube normalKand

plane in the computation of wall and VBL coecirvity. respectively.

civty erecomute as0.7and 2.2 Oe. where 10%~ modu-

as histhrshod vlueof hebia fild.TheVBLcoeciv ltio oftheaveage vauewas assumed.
as tis hreholdvale o th bin fild.The BL oer~ve The coercivity caused by the local area having different

fiel wa alo dfind b th ortogoal ompnen ofthe magnetic parameters was also examined, It is difficult to pin
effective field as the threshold value of the in-plane field the wall containing VBL at the local anisotropy modulation
along the wall was required to displace the VBL. due to the difference of the modulation amplitude direction

Figure 2 shows the dependence of the wall and VBL mentioned before. Therefore, we estimated the coercivily
coercive field H,. resulting from a one-dimensional sinu- caused by the local modulation in an exchange constant (size
soidal anisotropy modulation of wavelength 1. The modula- L X L) located periodically along the wall. In this case, both
lion amplitude K. was 1% of the averaged value. The modu- the wall and VBL were pinned at the local modulation hay-
lation directions were taken to be normal and tangential to ing a reduced exchange constant. The wall and VBL coerciv-
the wall plane in the computation of the wall and VBL co- t due to the wall and VBL energy variations caused by a

ttty

ercivity, respectively. We observed that the wall is pinned at two-dimensional step-like modulation were given by the fol-
the region where the uniaxial anisotropy is small, while VBL lowing approximate formulationr:4

is pinned where the anisotropy is large. This tendency can be
inferred from the dependence of wall (4 fAK) and VBL Wall: H,=Aoriy, anPtL, (o)
(8AQ-ao) energies on the material parameters. Both the wall VBL: HaulEso /X,.yl/28nM (L >
and VBL coercivity decrease remarkably when the modula-
tion wavelength is smaller than wall and Bloch linewidth, =AEb/X&1/-I28,,M-L/8,, (L <8.,)
since the spatial variation of energy caused by the modula- wh a- ,,=Eb 2 -Ere), (2)
lion are smoothed away. The modulation with the wave-
length comparable to the wall width was found to exert the where P is the modulation period, and i denotes each region
largest pinning effect. For the one-dimensional modulation, with the different wall energy xain= 4 iAsdKi, VBL energy
the computed VBL coercivity was smaller than that for wall, E cn= 8AiQ n t g Vwall width 8 o, and VBL width m u. 8a is the
which is incompatible with the experimental results. Then mean wall width defined as &.B=L(A+&,)/2 for L > (b +&,)/2
we assumed a two-dimensional sinusoidal modulation, which and 8,, = .61 +(& - .61)1(82 + 8j) d L forL<(iu + dir)e2. X, is

seems to be a more practical model for actual nontuniformity the mean Bloch line width defined as the same formula as the
in the thin film. Figure 3 shows the coercivity as a function wall width. Figure 4 shows the dependence of the coercivity
of the modulation amplitude ratio KaoK. The wavelength on the local modulation size. The exchange constant is re-
was 0.47 i a n. Both the wall and VBL coercivity increase duced by 10% in the modulation region for a period of 0.96
linearly with increasing modulation amplitude. The wall co- jtn. The wall coercivity increases with the increase of the
ercivity for a two-dimensional modulation is 1/50th of the modulation size in spite of the fact that the VBL coercivity
value found for a one-dimensional modulation. This is be- saturates when the local modulation size becomes larger than
cause wall coercivity for the two-dimensional modulation the wall width. The dependence of both the wall and VBL
was produced by wall bending, which enables the small an- coercivity on defect size agrees well with the approximation.
isotropy region to decrease the wall energy. On the other The larger VBL coercivity compared to that for the wall was
hand, VBL coercivity for a two-dimensional modulation is obtained with the modulation size less than the wall width.
reduced to one-half of the value observed for a one- Figure 5 shows the wall and VBL coercivity as a function of
dimensional modulation due to the local distribution of VBL the modulation period with a fixed size of 0.12 X0. 12 Jun.
structure. VBL coerivity becomes larger than wall coereiv- The broken line indicates the coercive field defined as the
ity for a two-dimensional modulation. This tendency agrees threshold value of the bias field required to displace the wall
well with the experimental results. The wall and VwL coer- containing the VBL aligned with the same period as that of

OM J. Ahi l. Pfty.. Vol. 75, No. 10. 15 May 1994 Asada et ao t



•1 -Numenc (a) without Iocal momition (waI was moved)

M Hd PW Hu+ Hk=0

4 1 ...... .-.

2 (b) with local modulation (wall was prnned)

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Size L (g m)

m- Hi+ Ht+ Hp= 0

FIG. 4. Dependence of the wall and VBL coercive field H, on the size L of
a local modulation in the exchange constant. Numerical result (solid curve)
and analytical approximation (dotted curve).

modulation. The wall coercivity decreases with increasing FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of equivalent fields without (a) and with (b)

the period. The coercivity of wall containing e VBL i Wlocal exchange constant modulation under application of a step bias field of
2 0e.

larger than the normal Bloch wali coercivity, which is attrib-
uted to the fact that the wall coercivity increases with the
increase of the wall energy. In order to confirm this aspect, rotates the magnetization. Two magnetizations were chosen

the wall coercivity was computed by changing the wall en- to be neighboring grid elements of wall center position. In

ergy but keeping the wall width constant to eliminate the Fig. 6(a), since the H,, and Hk also balanced after applying

modulation size effect. It was found that the wall coercivity the H., the magnetization rotated around the H.o composed

increases with increasing wall energy for the same modula- of H. and Hd, and the wall was moved. In Fig. 6(b), the spin

tion. This means that the wall coercivity increases in the structure was changed to cause the exchange field variation

material with the small bubble diameter. to cancel the H.. Therefore, the Hd did not arise and the

To study the pinning mechanism precisely, we investi- wall was pinned.

gated each equivalent field, exchange (He.), anisotropy (Ha), CONCLUSIONS
and demagnetizing (Hd), which act on the magnetization.

Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of each equivalent field Wall and VBL coercivity resulting from spatial nonuni-
normal to the magnetization direction after applying the step formity in the material parameters was investigated by mi-
bias field H, of 2 Oe to the Bloch wall, without (a) and with cromagnetic computation. Spatial modulation of the material
(b) the local modulation in the exchange constant, respec- parameters with a wavelength comparable to the wall width
tively. The arrows in the figures are not drawn to scale. The was found to exert the largest pinning effect on the wall and
total field Hr. of equivalent fields provides the torque, which VBL. The coercivity of the wall containing the VBL was

larger than that of the normal Bloch wall for a local modu-
lation in the exchange constant. The larger VBL coercivity

0 -Wall
S6 ......-- vBL compared to that for the wall was obtained for a two-

- Wall wih VBL dimensional sinusoidal modulation in the anisotropy constant"I -- , with the wavelength of 0.47 Am and for a local modulation
4- with the size less than wall width and a period more than I

02-
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J " Phase transitions In bubble lattice under temperature lowering (abstract)
V. S. Gerasimchuk
Cwvi Engineering fintnsze of Mfackeevka 339023 Afackreeub, Ukraine

Yu. I. Gorobets
Donetsk State Universwy, 340055 Donetsk, Ukraine

K. De Ville
University Parts Xll, France

It is usually considered that bubbles forming a close-packed hexagonal bubble lattice have equal
diameters.' It turned out2 that bubbles of different diameters can exist in a certain temperature
interval in zero bias field in bubble lattices. With temperature-lowering one of them collapses, and
others exist as a lattice-like graphite-type lattice. In the present paper theoretical grounds of the
experimental results are given. Energy of a lattice containing bubble of different diameters is
calculated. Variations of full energy in bubble diameters give the system of equations. Joint solution
of the system with appropriate conditions of stability characterize stability of a bubble lattice in
respect to collapse. The conditions of loosing of stability determine critical points of (1) collapse of
a lattice with bubbles of equal diameters;' (2) structural phase transitions under which hexagonal
bubble lattice transforms into lattice with bubbles of different diameters. Diameters of bubbles
situated in the center of a hexagonal cell are shown to decrease with lowering temperature, while
bubble diameters situated in junctions of a cell increase. On achieving a certain critical size the
former collapses and the latter increases its size by a sudden leap. Further bubble lattices such as
graphite-type lattices exist. Conditions of existence and collapse of the latter lattice are reviewed.

'J. A. Cape and G. W. Lehman, J. Appl. Phys. 42, 5732 (1971).2
Yu. Gombets .Melnichuk, and Yu. Pimenov, J. Map. Map. Mater. 115,
204 (1992).
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An adaptive computational method for domain wall dynamics (abstract)

Sergey G. Osipov
Department of Computaonoal Mathematics & Cybernetics. Moscow State Umivers3io Moscow 119899,
PRussia

The dynamics of magnetic domain walls is a subject of intensive computer simulation of last years.

Now it is well understood, that strongly twisted structures (like horizontal Bloch lines) of domain
walls can be created. In some cases this HBL can have a very small localization region. Appearance

of such inconvenient objects, like HBL, states a new scale for numerical model and it required a
significant increase of node number for the uniform grid model. The main idea of the new adaptive

computational method for LLG equation for two-dimensional (2D) domain wall dynamics is to
inject and delete additional nodes only to the HBL localization region, using a special target

function, which is based on the twisting angle of the domain wall. Node injection occurs when HBL

is created, and node deleting occurs when HBL is breakthrough. The conjugated gradient method
was used for fast demagnetization field computation by two Dirichlet problems for Poisson

equations. We show an effective application of this method for 2D computations of domain wall

dynamics for bubble film with parameters: Q=4, D=3(1), a= 0.2, h=(0,8,-3), (Ms) [Here
Q is the quality factor of the film, D the film thickness in characterization units, a the damping

parameter, h the external magnetic field in Ms units, 8(Ms) the value of in-plane magnetic field via

chirality, - 3(Ms) is the driven magnetic field.] We found that HBL has very strong localization in

this case. To carry out this computation we need N, x n=65 x 162 for uniform grid system, and only

n, xn,=33x60 for adaptive grid system. A color computer movie was created for this case. The
new mechanics of HBL generation and breakthrough is discussed. Here we can see significant

asymmetry in HBL generation: two HBL created at one moment at the lower surface of the film, but

upper HBL goes to the upper surface of the film and the lower goes to the opposite direction. The
next pair of HBL is created at the lower surface of the film at the same place.

J. Appl. Phys. 75 (10), 15 May 1994 )21-W791 944175(10)/609/116.00 0 1994 American Instiftut of PI yul 6



Soft Magnetic Materials: Ferrites G. F. Dionne, Chairman

Wet-process preparation of amorphous Y-Fe oxide films ferromagnetic
at room temperature

0. Zhang, T. Itoh, M. Abe, and M. J. Zhang
Department of Physical Electronics. Tokyo Institute of Technology, Ookayama, Meguro-ku,
Tokyo 152, Japan

Yttrium iron ferrite films of amorphous structure (as examined by x-ray diffraction), having

ferromagnetic moment at room temperature, are successfully synthesized from an aqueous solution

by a ferrite plating method in which the substrate is heated by Xe-lamp beams. The atomic ratio of

Y/Fe in the films is adjusted to Y/Fe=0.6, as in Y3F-5O,2, by properly choosing the atomic ratio

(Y/Fe=3.5) in the reaction solution. The magnetization of the films at room temperature is 10-40
emu/cc, several times smaller than that observed for crystalline YIG. It exhibited, however, a

paramagnetic MWssbauer spectrum at room temperature, suggesting that the weak magnetization is

ascribed to the magnetic impurity phase whose concentration is too small to be discerned by x-ray

diffraction and Mossbauer measurements. The spectrum has an isomer shift of 0.22 mm/sec at 300

K and a hyperfine field splitting of 462 kOe at 12 K, indicating that the Fe ions are in a trivalent high

spin state.

I. INTRODUCTION of NaNO 2 +CH 3COONH 4 (pH buffer) were prepared by dis-

Amorphous oxide films ferromagnetic at room tempera- solving the starting chemicals into distilled water. It was not

ture so far reported have been synthesized in a vacuum pro- necessary to deaerate the distilled water (purge air fiom the

cess. However, we succeeded recently in synthesizing from water by bubbling with N,) in this experiment, whereas de-
aerating the water was required in the conventional ferrite

an aqueous solution ferromagnetic (at room temperature) ox- plating.5
ide films containing Y and Fe at an atomic ratio Y/Fe=3/5,
as in Y3 FejO_, (YIG), which are amorphous as examined by
x-ray diffraction. The wet-process method used for preparing B. MSummentS
the amorphous films is a modification of the so-called ferrite The chemical composition of the films was analyzed by
plating, a chemistry method which facilitates synthesis of inductively coupled plasma (ICP) spectroscopy, after dis-
polycrystalline ferrite films of spinel structure from aqueous solving the films in a 50% HCI: '-ion. X-ray (Cu Ka) and
solution at low temperature (< 100 'C).1-

3 
The polycrystal- scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis were per-

line ferrite films prepared by the conventional ferrite plating formed at room temperature on the films as grown and those
method have grain boundaries and columnar structure (per- annealed in air at 500-800 'C for 3 h. For the x-ray analysis
pendicular to film plane), which restricts magnetic, optical, we used a conventional diffractometer (RIGAKU, RAD-iB)
and microwave characteristics of the films for device appli- and also a thin-film diffractometer (PHILIPS PW3020) for
cations; magnetic domain mobility is suppressed and light which the incident angle is fixed at 0=0.1' and 20 is
and electromagnetic waves are scattered by such inhomoge- scanned. Saturation magnetization curves of the films were
neous structures inherent in the polycrystalline films.

4 
The measured by a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) at

amorphous ferrite films are, on the other hand, free from this room temperature. 57Fe M6ssbauer absorption spectra were
problem, and, therefore, are advantageous for optical and taken at room temperature and 12 K for a sample deposited
microwave device applications, on the PET substrate (10 pieces of the sample were stacked

In this article we describe preparation of the amorphous to obtain sufficient absorption for y rays) by a conventional
Y-Fe ferrite films, and report their structural and magnetic constant acceleration spectrometer using a 1.11 GBq of
propertir.s. "Co embedded in a Pd matrix as a source.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Film synthesis TABLE I. Aqueous solutions used for ferrite plating of Y-Fe oxide films.

The films were deposited on substrates of quartz (20 Chemical Concentrationig/1) pH

* 15X i mm
3
) and polyethylene terephthalate (PET) (30X15 Reaction FeCI2.4H0O 0.5-1

X0.1 mm
3
), which were heated to 70-95 'C by Xe-lamp solution YCt3.6H 20 2.0-3.5 -5.8

beams (6-10 mm in spot diameter and 45C W/cm
2 

in inten- Oxidizing NaN0 2

sity) and a supplementary electric heater. As given in Table I, solution CH3COONH, 4.0 -6.8-8.0
a reaction solution of YCI3+FeCI2 and an oxidizing solution
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FIG. I. Deposition rate of amorphous Y-Fe oxide film, plotted as a function
of substrate temperature.

FIG. 3. X-ray diffraction diagrams for territe-plated "'-Fe oxide him as-
grown and after annealed at various temperatures, obtained b. a coni-n

IlM. RESULTS ANO DISCUSSION tional Cu Ka diffractometer.

Performing the plating for 4-5 h, we obtained films
0.5-2 zm in thickness. The rate of film deposition linearly Figures 5 and 6 show that the as-grown films have at
increases with temperature, from 15 A/min at 70 °C to 60 room temperature a saturation magnetization of 10-40 emut
A/min at 95 'C (Fig. 1). The film deposition rate is about cc, smaller than that reported for the bulk YIG sample (139
5-20 times smaller than that (-300 A/min) obtained in the emu/cc). The magnetization lies in-plane due to the demag-
conventional ferrite plating of crystalline spinel films. netizing field. All the films have a coercive force of 510-60

As Fig. 2 shows, the atomic ratio of Y/Fe in the film Oe.
linearly increases with that in the reaction solution. The ratio 5'Fe Mossbatler absorption spectrum taken at room tem-
of Y/Fe=3/5=0.6, as in YIG, is obtained in the film when perature (Fig. 7) exhibits a paramagnetic quadrupole double
Y/Fe-3.5 in the reaction solution. with no ferromagnetic hyperfine-field absorption. At 12 K

Typical x-ray diffraction diagrams are shown in Fig. 3, the spectrum splits into a broad sextuplet with no additional
for the film with Y/Fe=0.63. All the as-grown films do not paramagnetic absorption. 'he average hyperfine field at 12 K
exhibit diffraction peaks due to their crystalline structure,
even when measured by the thin-film diffractometer. After
annealed at above 650 'C the films exhibit diffraction peaks a
due to YIG, showing that the as-grown films are amorphous.

One can see in Fig. 4 that the as-grown films do not
exhibit in scanning electron microscope images grain bound-
aries or the columnar structure, which is ok i;erved for the
crystalline spinel films prepared by the conventional ferrite
plating. However, grains grow after the annealing at the high
temperatures.

0.0
Po08

E 0.6 ....

u.

; 0.4

0.2 L
0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 __________________

Y/Fe in Solution (atomic ratio)

FIG. 4. SEM observation of cross section of the femrile-plated Y-Fe oxide

FIG. 2. Atomic ratio of Y/Fc in film, plotted as a function of that in solution, film. (a) As-grown and (b) after annealed at 810 "C in air for 3 h.
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FIG. 7. "Fe Missbauer spectra for amorphous Y-Fe oxide film with Y/Fe
FIG. 5. A magnetization curve for the Y3 IFeC4,O2 amorphous film, mea- =0.63.
sured parallel 11) and perpendiular (,-) to film plane.

Since the Fe ions are in a trivalent state as mentioned above,
is 462 kOe, and the isomer shift at 300 K is 0.22 mm/s in a candidate for the impurity magnetic phase is ,-Fe20 3 . De-
absolute velocity. These values indicate that Fe ions in the tailed studies are required to clarify the origin of the weak
amorphous films are in a trivalent high spin state. saturation magnetization in the amorphous Y-Fe films.

Why at room temperature are the amorphous fims para-
magnetic as observed by VSM, while they are paramagnetic IV. CONCLUSIONS
as observed by the Mossbauer effect? In some (ferro or an-
tiferro) magnetic materials with spin fluctuation (due to Novel noncrystalline yttrium iron oxide films were pre-
amorphous structure or disordered arrangement of magnetic pared by a modified ferrite plating method below 100 'C.
and nonmagnetic ions) a hyperfine field is observed by the The main results are as follows:
57

Fe M6ssbauer effect even at a temperature higher than a (1) They are amorphous as examined by x-ray diffraction
critical temperature where magnetic ordering vanishes as ob- with a smooth surface, having no grain boundaries or
served by VSM. This is because the detection time for 57Fe columnar structure.
M6ssbauer effect (r-= 10-8 s) is shorter than that for VSM (2) The atomic ratio of Y/Fe in the films deviates from that in
(7--10P s). An opposite phenomenum (namely, magnetic the reaction solution. The ratio is adjusted to Y/Fe=0.6,
ordering is observed by VSM at a temperature higher than a as in YIG, by choosing the ratio in the solution to an
critical temperature where the hyperfine field observed by appropriate value (YiFe-3.5).
"57Fe Mossbauer effect vanishes) never occurs. Therefore, the (3) After annealing the films at above 650 °C, x-ray diffrac-
weak saturation magnetization observed at room temperature tion peaks due to the YIG crystalline phase appear, and
for the amorphous films cannot be ascribed to intrinsic mag- grains grow.

netization with spin fluctuation. It may be ascribed to the (4) The as-grown films have at room temperature saturation
magnetic impurity phase whose concentration is too small to magnetization of 10-40 emu/cc, several times weaker
be discerned by the x-ray and the M6ssbauer experiments. than that observed for crystalline YIG samples. The films

exhibit, however, a paramagnetic M6ssbauer spectrum at
room temperature, suggesting that the weak magnetiza-

0: M 100 tion is ascribed to the magnetic impurity phase whose
S:concentration is too small to be discerned by x-ray dif-

fraction and M6ssbauer measurements.
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rMagneti anomalies In single crystal Fe30 4 thin films

D. T Margulles, F T Parker, and A. E. Berkowitz

Center Jbr Magnetic Record8ig Research, University of California at San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093

Fe30 4 thin films were reactively sputtered onto (100) and (110) MgO substrates. X-ray diffraction
data indicate single crystal Fe3O4 films under a tensile stress. Magnetization data show good
agreement with bulk Fe30 4 for M,, but also show the presence of a large anisotropy component
manifest in the lack of saturation in fields up to 70 kOe. Conversion electron M6ssbauer
spectroscopy data taken at zero field also show good agreement with bulk Fe30 4 for the values of

the hyperfine fields and isomer shifts of the two Fe30 4 sites, indicate good stoichiometry, but
indicate the presence of a large anisotropy component randomizing the moments. In-plane torque

measurements on (100) oriented Fe30 4 are consistent with bulk Fe30 4 magnetocrystalline
anisotropy. However, in-plane torque measurements on (110) oriented Fe30 4 show the presence of
a uniaxial anisotropy superimposed on the crystalline terms. This anisotropy, modeled as being due
to the stress induced by epitaxy, changes the easy axis from the (111) directions to the (110)
directions in the (110) plane. Since the directional dependence of the crystal and stress anisotropy
are measurable the "large anisotropy" component is considered to be random.

Several studies have examined the epitaxial growth of 20=116.34* is A2#=0.11°, showing essentially the instru-
Fe30 4 on single crystal MgO, 1

-
4 

because of the good lattice mental broadening in both cases. This indicates that the
match. The distances between the oxygen atoms in the fcc strain is uniform throughout the film thickness.
lattices of MgO and Fe30 4 along (100) directions are 2.1060 The high field in-plane magnetization at 300 K taken
A and 2.0994A, respectively, corresponding to a 0.31% lat- with a superconducting quantum interference device
rice mismatch. This article discusses the effects on the mag- (SQUID) is shown in Fig. 1. The lack of saturation of this
netic properties of single crystal Fe30 4 when it is grown film, even in fields of 70 kOe, is quite evident and was in-
epitaxially constrained to an M O substrate. dependent of crystallographic direction. If the approach to

All films were about 3000 A thick and were prepared by saturation is modeled by
6 

M = M,( 1 -a/H), then a value of

dc magnetron reactive sputtering from an Fe target onto pol- 479 emu/cc is found for the saturation magnetization. This is

ished (100) and (110) MgO substrates which were preheated very close to the value for M, in bulk materials, 471

for 45 min at 500 °C before sputtering at 500 *C substrate emu/cc.
5 

Films prepared with different sputtering conditions

temperature. The Ar pressure during sputtering was 2 mTorr and orientations were analyzeo on the vibrating sample mag-

and the 02 pressure was 0.06 mTorr. The background pres- netometer up to 24 kOe and none were saturated, while the

sure was 5X10-
7 

Torr and the deposition rate was _60 high field susceptibility was qualitatively the same. This lack

Ai/min. of saturation is similar to the results of Speriosu et aL7 Thus

Symmetric Bragg reflection x-ray diffraction (XRD) ex- a large anisotropy component is present in these films.
periments (9-29 scans) on the (100) oriented Fe30 4 films Conversion electron Mossbauer spectroscopy (CEMS)
deposited on (100) MgO show the 400 and 800 reflections studies were performed at 296 K and zero field. Sample
for the Fe3o 4 film near the 200 and 400 reflections for the spectra and fits can be seen in Fig. 2. Iron in Fe30 4 occupiestwo crystallographic sites which exhibit six lines each. The
MgO. Likewise, for the (110) oriented films deposited on tetrahedral A site contains the Fe

3
+ ions and the octahedral B

(110) MgO the 440 reflection for the Fe30 4 was seen near the site contains Fe
2
' and Fe

3
+ ions. The hyperfine fields at the

220 reflection for the MgO. For the (100) oriented films, the A and B sites and the isomer shifts of the A and B sites are
K. 1-K, 2 splitting was plainly visible at 20-950° which for determined from the fit. These values are, within experimen-
our diffractometer (Co K. radiation) was indicative of single tal error, the same for (100) and (110) oriented films. They
crystal or highly oriented films. The lattice constant mea-
sured by XRD normal to the plane for the (100) oriented film
is 8.374±0.002 A and that for the (110) oriented film is
8.376±0.002 A (for bulk Fe3O4 the lattice constant ao is-
8.396 A). 5 

These lattice constants are very close to those
seen by Lind etaL' and Fujii etaL

3 
and show that these

films are under a compressive stress normal to the film plane
which shows an in-plane tensile stress. Also, the similarity in
lattice parameters shows that the tensile stress is similar for
both film directions which means this stress may be modeled d ,-,
as being isotropic. Furthermore, the full width at half maxi- mu-i, -R.Id <kODe)
mum of the Fe3O4 800 reflection at 20=-117.410 is A20
=0.15' (where the value for bulk Fe30 4 occurs at 20
-116.91°), while that of the MgO substrate 400 reflection at FIG. 1. ln-plne magnetization vs applied field for Fe304 (100) MgO.
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FIG. 2. CEMS data and fit for Fe3O, on (a) (100) MgO and (b) (110) MgO. -4

4 2

are found to be 488 and 458 kOe, and 0.27 and 0.67 mm/s t

with respect to iron metal, respectively, which agree well .110) P1..

with values found for bulk Fe30 4 , 491 and 462 kOe, and
0.27 and 0.67 min/s, respectively.

8 
The relative intensity of a __ -

the A to B sites is 1:2 reflecting the good stoichiometry of the
film for both orientations. The relative intensity of the lines

in each sextet is given as 3:2p:l:l:2p: 3 , where
p = 2 sin

2 
01 +cos

2 0), and 0 is the equivalent single orien-
tation angle between the magnetic hyperfine field and the .t2 1 uu I O

v-r~v direction. For 3D random moment orientation, p= 1. a I 1 0 1 T(e I T -4*

For the (100) oriented films p is found to vary around 0.8 Angletderees)

and for the (110) oriented films around 1.2. For the (100" FIG. 3. In-plane torque curves for FeCO3 on (a) (100) MgO and (b) (010)
film this is similar to that seen by Fujii et aL.,

3 
who claim that MgO. In (b) the Fe3O4 bulk torque curve was calculated from parameters

the ratio of 3:2:1, or p = 1, is expected because it shows that given in Ref. 5 and Ref. 6.
the moments are lying along the (111) directions, which are
known to be easy for bulk Fe30 4 . However, in a thin film
there is a large shape anisotropy with an anisotropy constant and (110) films, again showing the presence of a large an-
of 21rM2 = 139X 104 ergs/cc. The existence of this shape an- isotropy.
isotropy was confirmed by magnetization measurements with However, the torque data for the (110) oriented film do
the magnetic field perpendicular to the film plane as well as not exhibit the cubic symmetry expected. In Fig. 3(b) the
by out of plane torque magnetometry. This anisotropy con- in-plane torque curve for the (110) film is compared to a
stant is an order of magnitude larger than the crystalline an- theoretical curve for the (110) plane in bulk Fe30 4 . The ex-
isotropy constant KI = -11 x 104 ergs/cc. Therefore, the mo- pected cubic symmetry is dominated by a uniaxial symmetry.
ments should all be lying in the plane of the film which The magnitude of the associated uniaxial anisotropy con-
corresponds to 0--90*, p = 2, and the ratio of relative inten- stant, Ku, is indicated in Fig. 4. The x-ray data show that
sities 3:4:1. This is not the case here. Therefore, it can be these films are under a tensile stress in the film plane and
concluded that there is a large anisotropy component in these show the stress is isotropic. The torque L.n arising from the
films, larger than the shape anisotropy, which produces magnetoelastic energy, E., is given by the relation
nearly random moments.

The in-plane anisotropy was studied with torque magne-
tometry on 0.75 mnm diameter discs. For the (100) oriented 0 ._ __. .
film [Fig. 3(a)] the cubic anisotropy was clearly visible from From iniplane torque ceres, T=300K

the presence of the sin(40) term. From Fig. 3(a) the anisot- .2 0 K, for 3007A Fe3 ),O on M SO <100>

ropy constant K, can be determined and is shown in Fig. 4. K. for 34"i. Fe3... .ri. on MgO 4110

Similar to the M-H curve, a lack of saturation is also seen X- .X *

for K 1 . Again assuming a I/H approach to saturation, a
value of - lox 104 ergs/cc is obtained which is close to the

value of - 11 104 ergs/cc known for bulk Fe304 .
5 

The easy -
axis was confirmed to correspond to the structural (110) di- -

rection within 5 deg by comparing reflection high-energy ×
electron diffraction (RHEED) data to torque data. The tern- -10 ×
perature dependence on this term was also studied and can be
seen in Fig. 5 along with values for bulk Fe3 04 .5 Although
the magnitude of KI is lower, since the applied field was 10 M 21
kOe for the meagurements, the trend of the curve agrees well Field (kOe)

with bulk Fe30 4 . Similar to the results of Speriosu et al,7
rotational hysteresis is still present at 20 kOe for both (100) FIG. 4. (a) K, for Fe3O, on (100) MgO and (b) K. for Fe3O, (110) MgO.
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T I *, parameter 8.424 A and shows that the in-plane lattice param-
SFrom in-~pian torque curves eter of the Fe3O4 is taking on that of the MgO. Therefore, the

0 3007i I'e,,On Mile <tOO> stress is modeled as being caused by an epitaxial strain. A
0 FeO bulk Values lower deposition temperature did not decrease the anisotropy

- due to stress for the (110) oriented film. From this it can be
- • concluded that the stress is not due to a thermal strain. Fur-
10 ther, the crystallographic directions where the torque is equal

t •to zero represent the easy and hard axes. Whether the axis is
* easy or hard is determined by the slope of the torque through
X those directions.6 A positive slope defines a hard axis and a

7 . S negative slope an easy axis. Therefore, it can now be seen
.s × that the (110) axis is the easy axis, instead of the (11).

It is important to see how this stress affects the anisot-
0 so 166 1s0 250 2so 300 ropy in the (100) oriented film. Similar calculations for the

Temperature tK) (001) plane show that Lme.O. Therefore, no anisotropy is
induced by the strain in the (100) plane. This explains why

FIG. 5. K, for Fe30. on (100) MgO vs temperature. The bulk Fe3 O4 values the (100) plane gives bulk behavior for the magnitude and
are from Ref. 5. temperature dependence of the crystalline anisotropy con-

stant Ki. Since crystalline anisotropy, shape anisotropy, and

L,,= -dEmedd, (1) stress anisotropy are measurable, the "'large anisotropy" also
seen must be random.

where 0 is the angle between M, and a reference direction in In summary, single crystalline Fe 304 thin films have
the film plane, and where been grown on (100) and (110) MgO substrates. X-ray dif-

E mc=-(312)Xjo)oO'( 2 2 2 fraction data show highly oriented Fe 30 4 films under a ten-
sile stress. Magnetization data show good agreement with

-3h, 1lr(alO2tYa Y2+aa.IY2',3+ a3al y 3yl), (2) bulk Fe30 4 for M_, but also show the presence of a large

for a cubic crystal. Here, a- is the stress, ai are direction anisotropy component manifest in the lack of saturation in

cosines of M,, y• are the direction cosines of a, and \hki are fields up to 70 kOe. CEMS data also show good agreement

the magnetostriction coefficients.6 Now, within the spinel with bulk Fe50 4 for the values of the hyperfine fields and

{110} planes there will be directions of the form (100), (110), isomer shifts of the two sites, indicate good stoichiometry,

and (111). We first consider the (hlO) spinel plane for our but indicate the presence of a large anisotropy component

discussion of how the torque varies as M, rotates in the randomizing the moments. In-plane torque measurements on

plane. This particular choice places the orthogonal [10] and (100) oriented Fe 30 4 agree well with the magnitude and tem-

[001] directions in the film plane. or, and or, are the respec- perature dependence of the crystalline anisotropy constant

tive principal stresses along these directions. The total in- K, of bulk Fe30 4. However, in-plane torque measurements

plane magnetoelastic energy is given by on (110) oriented Fe10 4 show the presence of a dominant
uniaxial anisotropy. This anisotropy is shown to arise from

E,,e=Emj,+Emea.,. (3) the stress induced by epitaxy.
The authors would like to thank Matt Carey for assis-

We now define 0 as the angle between the [001] direction tance with torque magnetometry and sputtering, Fred Spada
and M,, use the assumption of isotropic stress in the plane for useful suggestions on x-ray diffraction, and Sihong Kim
(Io"j=jaj=Io1), and combine Eqs. (1), (2), and (3), to ob- for the RHEED measurements. This research is supported by
tain NSF Grant No. DMR-90-10908 and by a grant from the
Le=(-3/4)o'(,.too--\I I)sin 20=-K. sin 20. (4) National Media Laboratory.
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2 
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An analysis of the high-temperature relaxation In polycryatalline magnetite
J. Castro, D. Martinez. and J. Rivas
Grapo de Electwmagetismo, Universidad de Santiago de Compostela, E-15706, Spain

H. J. Blyh.
Dep--rmu of Physics• The University Sheffield, Sheffield S3-7RH, United Kingdom

Magnetic relaxation measurements were performed in the temperature range 200<T(K)<800 on

vacancy-doped polycrystalline magnetite. Important relaxation peaks have been observed in the
temperature ranges 250<T(K)<350 (peak 1ll) and 400<T(K)<0O0 (peak 1). Particular attention
has been focused on the behavior of peak I where isothermal measurements have extended over
times up to 105 s. It is argued that the main features of peak I are compatible with a dislocation
relaxation.

1 INTRODUCTION <T(K)<800 after different treatments. Figure l(a) displays
SThe magnetic relaxations occurring in magnetite have the spectrum of the "as-quenched" sample. The estimated

been the subject of many investigations; for a review see vacancy concentration was &5x10-3.9 We observe two
Ref. 1. In the temperature range 200<T(K)<700, two relax- well-defined relaxation processes: peak III .250<T(K)<350]
ation peaks occur; in the literature these are designated as and peak I [400<T(K)<600].

peak III [250<T(K)<350J and peak I [400<T(K)<600]. Additional information about the relaxation processes
In a series of previous articles we have revisited the can be obtained from an annealing technique in which the

topic of magnetic relaxation in polycrystalline magnetite2-
6  

maximum measuring temperature is increased in each suc-

The aim of this work is to carry out a critical review of cessive pass. In Fig. 2 we present the annealing behavior of

the state of knowledge of the MAE in magnetite and to Ar at selected temperatures during such an experiment for

present a preliminary evaluation of our experimental data
6 

on our magnetite sample. In the present case, the maximum

relaxation peak lb. temperature was increased in 50 K steps starting at 400 K
until a temperature of 800 K was attained. We see that the

H.EXERIENTAL TECHNIQUE decrease of peak 111 (300 K isochronal) is accompanied by a
reduction of the 430 K isochronal and an increase of the 530

Polycrystalline magnetite samples were prepared from K relaxation. Thus, %e now have a clear indication that, in
pure Fe2 O3 powder (Merk p.a.). These samples were sintered the temperature range of peak I, we are dealing with more
for 24 h at 1500-1700 K in an appropriate atmosphere than one relaxation process. We denote these as peak la [400
(3X10-

2
< P, (Pa)<10 5

) according to the iron-oxygen <T(K)<500] and peak lb [500<T(K)<600]. Another im-

phase diagram.' The high-temperature phase equilibrium was portant experimental fact is that, during the annealing experi-
frozen-in by rapidly quenching the samples in air. Using this ment, the initial susceptibility increases by a factor of 2.
procedure, we were able to obtain a series of nonstoichio- The relaxation spectrum of the sample after the anneal-
metric magnetite samples of composition Fe3 _604. ing experiment is shown in Fig. l(b). We see that the reduc-

The MAE measurements were performed using a fully tion of peak III is accompanied by a decrease of peak la and
automated ac technique described elsewhere.

3 
The time de- an increase of peak lb.

pendence of the initial susceptibility, X(t, T), is measured iso- In order to investigate the nature of the 530 K relaxation,
thermally in the interval t, <t<t 2 following a demagnetiza- we performed a series of long-time isothermals at this tem-
tion of the sample. From a theoretical point of view, it is perature. The results are presented in the Fig. 3. Each run
more appropriate to consider the reciprocal of the suscepti- begins with a demagnetization of the sample and the tem-
bility, r(t,T), the reluctivity. From measurements of r(t,T) perature is maintained constant to better than 0.5 K through-
made at various temperatures, we can construct isochronal out the measurement. We can see that, after a long period of
relaxation curves via the expression time, the initial isothermals (LI-L 8 ) tend to a constant

value, whereas the latter ones (L9-L 1 4) do not show this
Ar(tt,t 2 ,T)=r(t2 ,T)-r(t: ,T). (1) behavior.

This representation has the advantage of enabling different The isochronal spectrum for Ar of the sample after the
relaxation phenomena to be separated from one another and isothermal measurements is shown in Fig. 1(c). We see that
also enables us to obtain an unambiguous interpretafion of the reappearance of peak III and peak la is accompanied by
the temperature and time dependences. 8  

the disappearance of peak lb.
To prevent sample oxidation all our measurements were Another important experimental fact is the decrease of

performed in a N2 atmosphere. the initial susceptibility with the annealing.

MI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IV. DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the isochronal relaxation spectrum of Ar We start the discussion u ith some cautionary remarks on
for a polycrystalline sample in the temperature range 200 our interpretation of the experimental magnetite data.
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FIG. 1. lsochronal relaxation spectrum of a polycrystaaline magnetite sample after different treatments. For the sake of clarity, the 400<T(K)<700 region is
shown in the inset.

We have interpreted peak III and Ia as a combined after Aronentat
effect due to octahedraily coordinated vacancies. The main A r ' onst. (2)

experimental support comes from the fact that peaks III and
la anneal out simultaneously. However, we point out that this In Fig. 2, we see that this relation is not even approximately
interpretation is not completely satisfactory due to the fact satisfied.
that for an unambiguous determination of a combined after The separation of peak I into two peaks, la and lb, is not
effect we should have the following relation between the without controversy. Another possible interpretation, consis-
amplitudes of the orientation and diffusion processes:t0  

tent with the experimental results for peak I, could be a pro-
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FIG. 2- Aneling behavior ý,r at selected temperature& For the sake of clarity the 430 and 530 K i=Dchemo are shown in the imet.
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10to/I~ (2) Assuming that the microatruictural changes corne-
spond to a movement of defects over distances of the order'[ • of magnitude of the grain size, the estimated value for the

SI / activation energy of the microstructural relaxation is 0.94 eV.

This value is comparable to the activation energy of cation/L. diffusion in magnetite.

We can now give a tentative model for the isothermal

relaxation. Before our isothermal measurements, our sample
s Lxf///////,,,, •xis free of vacancies, i.e., we do Dot observe peak 111. The

main expected effect of an isothermal treatment of our
samples is a redistribution of dislocations. Dislocations

• would start first to glide and bow out until they reach those

atomic valleys where sessile dissociation is possible and
from which further moti6n is only possible by climb.

1
4 In

this kind of material the activation energy for the climb is the

activation energy of tht motion of cation vacancies.15 
This

would explain the activation energy previously encountered.
0 50000 100000 Climb motion of dislocations would produce subgrain

-•) • boundaries. Following Trauble,'
6 

the effect of these bound-
aries could be to decrease the initial susceptibility. The

FIG. 3. Long-time isothermals at 530 K. The isothermals am numbered movement of the dislocations can generate point defects.
according to its relaxation order. This fact can explain the reappearance of the peak Ill after

the isothermal annealing. Another important fact is that glide
in this material needs a climb dissociation of the disloca-

cess whose position is correlated with the inverse of the am- tions. This can be made possible through a migration of va-

plitude of peak III, i.e., whose relaxation time depends cancies to dislocations giving rise to a process that is similar

monotonically on the inverse of the vacancy concentration.I to the one stucdied by lida for the case of Co substituted

However, magnetite is only composed of iron and oxygen magnetite.1
7 This could explain the correlation of the posi-

and it is very difficult to imagine such a process involving tion of the relaxation peak with the inverse of the amplitude

only point d, 'ects which moves 100 K during the annealing, of peak Ill.

A possible way out to this controversy, see below, would be Thus, unlike previously reported models, we have ex-

to invoke dislocations in order to explain peak 1. At this plained the main features of peak I relaxation qualitatively

point, we want to point out that the MAE in magnetite is by a simple dislocation model.

very sensitive to the presence of impurities. Impurities give
rise to a magnetic after effect located at 370 K.1

2 
In none of

our samples have we observed this relaxation process. We 'S. Krupicka and P Novak, in Ferrontagnetic Materials, edited by E. P
take this as an indication of that our samples are free of whilfarth (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1982), Vol. 3, Chap. 4.
impurities. 2

D. Martinez, J. 1. 1,6j= Cabido, and J. Castro, Phys. Status Solidi A 134,
K33 (1992).From Fig. 3, we see that our isothermal curves present 'J. Castro, H. J. Blythe, and J. Rivas, J. Magn. Map. Mater. (in press).

two different kinds of behaviors. Initially, the isothermal 'j. castro, J. Rivas. H. J. Blythe, J. Iigtaez, and C. de Francisco, Phys.
curves tend to a constant value, or show a small decrease at Status Solidi A 113, 541 (1989).
large times (L toLO), whereas for the isotherms (Ls toL 1 4 ) 'J. Castro and J. Rivas, Appl. Phys. A 36, 323 (1993).

1 J. Castro. J Rivas, H. J. Blythe, and J. lfiiguer. Ann. Phys. (Spain) B 86,we obtain, at large times, a linear time dependence. These 29 (1990).
experimental results clearly indicate that we are dealing with 'R. Dieckmann, Ber. Bunscnges, Phys. Chem. 6, 112 (1982).
more than one relaxation process. t

H. Kronmiilter, Nachwirkang in Ferromagneika (Springer, Berlin, 1968).
A possible interpretation can be made: In each isother- 'R. Schutzenauer, Diplomarbeit, Stutgart, 1971.

apH. Kronmiiller, in Vacancies and Interstitials in Metals (North-Holland,
mat run a magnetic relaxation phenomenon associated with a Amsterdam, 1969), p. 667.
relatively rapid movement of defects is initially predominant. " J. Castro and M. Phil, University of Sheffield, 1992.
Due to the isothermal heating, superposed on tnis magnetic 2F. Waiz, V. A. M. Brabers, S. Chikazumi, H. Kronmuller, and M. 0. Rigo,
relaxation, we find a very slow process that we assume to be Phys. Status Solid B USe, 471 (1982).
linelarion, te timdae ry scaleof magnprocelation andume to we 13J. Castro, D. Matinez, J. Rivas, and H. J. Blythe (to be published).
linear in the time scale of magnetic relaxation and whiz, we 'tM. G. Blanchin, J. Castaing, G. Fontaine, A. H. Hener, L W Hobbs, and
describe as a microstructural relaxation. Using these assump- T. E. Mitchell, J. Phys. (France) C 42. 3 (1981).
tions, some conclusions can be drawn on the microstructural "T. Bretlieau, J. Castiing, I. Rabier, and P. Veyniere, Adv. Phys. 20, 829
relaxation from a simple analysis of the isotherms of Fig. 3 13 (1979).g.3 6"lriiuble in Moderne Probleme der MetullpAysik, edited by A. Seeger

(1) The microstructural relaxation follows a typical re- (Springer, Berlin, 1966), Vol. 26.
crystallization kinetics with nucleation time tN-

6
X10S s. 1S. lids and H. Miwa, J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. B 17, 304 (1966).
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Dy3FeO512 garnet thin films grown from sputtering of metallic targets
J. Ostorero, M. Escome, and A. Pecheron-Guegan
Laboratowe de Chimae Metallurgique ei Spectroscopte des Terres Rares, CNRS 92195 Meudoa Ceder
France

F. Souletle and H. Le Gall
Laboratre de Magnestuse et Matirtauxz Magnstiques, CN , 92195 Meudon Cedex, France T

Dysprosium iron garnet Dy3Fe5O,2 (DyIG) thin films have been synthesized by postoxidizing at a
temperature To (400 °C<MTs<e I too ) of rf sputtered amorphous Dy-Fe metallic films. The
sputtering conditions strongly influence the growth, the composition and magnetic and
magneto-optic properties of the oxidized films. Pure DyIG films, free of DyFeO3, are synthesized
at T0ý- 1000 *C. Magnetic and Faraday rotation (FR) experiments at three wavelengths (543.5,
632.8, and 1152 nm) were performed on DyIG films in the 4-300 K temperature range, as a
function of magnetic field up to 20 kOe perpendicular to the film plane. Magnetization and FR data
are in good agreement with results obtained on bulk DyIG materials. Temperature dependent
coercivity is observed with a discontinuity in the vicinity of the compensation temperature
(Toop-225 K). The temperature variations of the spontaneous FR values for the three wavelengths

4, are interpreted on the basis of contributions proportional to the magnetization of each sublattice.

I. INTRODUCTION X-ray diffraction measurements were performed using
Cu Ka radiation to determine the structure and phase corn-For magneto-optical (MO) recording applications, sput- position of the films. Magnetic properties of the films were

tering methods are now widely used to grow thin films of measured using a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) at
ferrimagnetic rare earth-iron garnet from ceramic oxide room temperature (oxidation experiments) and a Manics
targets.1- 6 On the other hand, a lot of work7-10 has been DSM8 susceptometer from 4.2 to 300 K (DyIG films). Far-
devoted to the sputtering of amorphous rare earth-transition aday rotation (FR) measurements were performed at three
metal alloy thin films which are sensitive to oxidation." This wavelengths: 1152, 632.8, and 543.5 nm as a function of
leads to the synthesis of garnet thin films by oxidizing of a rf temperature (6 K<T<300 K). In both cases the magnetic
sputtered metallic rare earth-iron alloy film; this method field (0-20 kOe) was perpndicular to the film plane.
should allow one to prepare garnet films in a wide range of
composition by varying the surface ratio of the different met- Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

, als of the target instead of sintering large discrete ceramic Ile x-ray diffraction patterns of a sputtered Dy3Fe5 film
oxide targets. Furthermore, synthesis of thin films from oxide oxidized in air at increasing temperatures, To., are presentedtargets also often requires a post-deposition heat treatment.
Bi and Ga substituted Dysprosium iron garnet, Dy3Fe5O12
(DyIG), have been the subject of numerous works as thin
films for high density MO recording.' 2 In contrast, studies
performed on pure DyIG concerned essentially bulk materi- , , oeo.
als. We present here the results of crystallographic, magnetic,
and MO properties [Faraday rotation (FR)] of thin films of D,, Fo,
pure DyIG synthesized by this method.

II. EXPERIMENT -

In a first step, metallic films of Dy-Fe alloy were depos- 8W
ited on fused quartz substrates by rf sputtering of a metallic
target of Fe covered by a mosaic of Dy platelets. The rf Wc
power was varied between 0.6 and 2.5 W/cm2. The deposit
was performed in a pure Ar atmosphere at pressures between
6x10-3 and 10-2 mbar (base pressure of 2X10-' mbar). yf
The metallic film growth rate was between 0.25 and 1.3
pmlh. Higher power and pressures resulted in increased I
growth rates to the detriment of the quality of the films. The 20 m )
Dy/Fe ratio was varied in the vicinity of 0.6 (stoichiometric
garnet). The as-deposited films were oxidized in air at a ter- F 1. Xr d of aD-e thin film oxidized at different
perature Te (400 C<To<ll0 0 C) during several hours, tenperatures T, (annealing ime=t5 h). *=x-ray diffrcion lines of
then cooled in the furnace. DyFe••.
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a FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the sponianeous magnetization of a
DyIG thin film (T_ = Itto0-C, 1.95 jam thick). liroken curve: calculated
results using Dionne's model (Ref. 16). Insert: temperature dependence of

A the coercive field.

200-

P 6.10"0 Fe-0.55 and Pf= 1.9 W/cm
2
), as a function of T. (anneal-

60 ing time= 15 h). When To<800 °C, the magnetization of the
film decreases towards 0 when To, increases. This can be/b) attributed to the presence of residual amounts of as yet un-
oxidized Dy-Fe particles." At higher Tm, magnetic and FR
properties present a jump. In both cases the observed transi-
tion corresponds to the formation of the preponderant DylG

0 1100 garnet phase as confimned by x-ray diffraction patterns (Fig.
T ('C) 1). However, this transition is shifted nearly 200 °C higher in

the case of metallic films synthesized at the higher Ar pres-
sure. The magnetic and, especially, MO properties of the

FIG. 2. (a) Spontaneous Faraday rotation 0, and Mb) spontaneous 4-M, of films present a plateau for To,> 1000 *C. The spontaneous
two Dy-Fe thin films sputtered at two different Ar pressures: 6XIC- 3 

(A) values M, and 0, are close to that of pure bulk DylG within
and 8X10-3 (0) mbar vs T. (Lines are only a guide to the eyes.) Insert:coercive field H, vs T_. experimental accuracy (- 10% for magnetization and 5%-

10% for FR) when Ton= 1100 C. The coercivity of the oxi-

dized films seems to decrease as To, increases. This may be
in Fig. 1. Oxidation begins below or near 400 °C and, as To, due to the crystallization of larger grains.
increases, diffraction lines become clearer. These lines cor- All these results show that the synthesis and the forma-
respond to the two phases: Dy3Fe5O1 2 and DyFeO 3 t 3 

DyIG tion conditions of pure DylO from oxidation of a metallic
is largely dominant at 800 °C but the 112 line of DyFeO 3  Dy-Fe fi~m are very sensitive to deviations from the stoichio-
vanishes only at 1100 °C. No preferential orientation was metric Dy/Fe=3/5 ratio in the sputtered film (particularly Dy
observed which can be partly explained by the use of amor- excess), resulting either from the target composition or sput-
phous substrates. It is to be noted that obtaining stoichio- tering conditions. Nevertheless, oxidation of Dy3FC5 films to
metric DyIG films depends strongly on the sputtering condi- pure DyIG can be achieved for To>1000 *C.
tions and composition of the metallic target. In our case, a The magnetic properties of a 1.95 /Jm thick DyIG film
metallic target with Dy/Fe=0.6 leads to oxidized films cor- [Dy/Fe=0.55, Prf=1.8 W/cm

2
, PM=,=6xl 0- mbar,

responding to a mixture of orthoferrite and garnet and, in Tos= 1100 °C (10 h)] are presented in Fig. 3. The results are
some cases (high Ar pressure and rf power), of DyFeO3  in good agreement with data obtained on bulk DyIG,t4 par-
only.t

3 
Pure DylG films were synthesized with a target cor- ticularly the compensation temperature (TcMP=2,25 K)

responding to Dy/Fe--0.55. Within experimental accuracy, which is very sensitive to inhomogeneities.
2 

The coercive

no line shift of the garnet structure could be detected as a filed He is strongly temperature dependent only in the vicin-
function of T05. Only a slight decrease of the half-width of ity of T.,,o, and has nearly the same value at 4.2 and 300 K
e.g., 420 line [from 0.145* (800 C) to 0.120 (1100 °C)], was (650 Oe). A good agreement between calculated and experi-
observed, mental magnetization data (Fig. 3) is obtained using the

The Ar sputtering deposition pressure seems to play an Dionne-refined Niel model of ferrimagnetic gamets.tS.16

important role concerning the synthesis of garnet films. This The temperature variations of the spontaneous FR, 4,,
is illustrated in Fig. 2 where we plotted the magnetic and (normalized to the 6 K absolute values) at three wavelengths
MO properties at room temperature of two films deposited at are presented in Fig. 4. At 300 K, 1s0-350, 1000, and

two different Ar pressures: 6X 10-3 and 8X 10-3 mbar (Dy/ 3100*/cm for 1152, 632.8, and 543.5, respectively. 0,
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-0. IV. CONCLUSION
----. L....Pure P'M DY3l~1Ft 2 rhin films are synthesized by oxi-

T. I 10C dizing at a temperature T. between 8 n 10*,o
____ ____ ____ ____spunttred Dy-Fe film when DyJfl= 315 for the deposited

IK f ilm. Sputtering conditions leading to an excess of Dy result

preponderant DyIG and orthoferrite DyFeO 3.
T111he magnetic and MO properties of pure DyIG films are

-4 T(Kclose to those of bul material, particularly the comipensation
14 .14111 ~ "' temperature which is sensitive to inhomogeneities. rth FR

of the film in the visible range is strongly influenced by
5321 -electric dipolar contributions attributed to Fe3* transitions.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence at three wavelenglths: 1152. 632.8, and M. G= J. Cernam. Soc. JPn. "9. 852)(1991).
5435 sm. of the spontaneou Faraday rotation t,(r)Ij',(6 K)J of the sume 2p, Hawn and J.- Krmme Thin Solid FilmRs 114, 69 (1984).
DytO thin film. Insert: tenmperatuare dependence of the MO coefficient C, of 3 T Suzuki, F. Sequeda. H. Do. t. C. Huang, and 0. Gorman, J. AppI. Phys-

4the Dy subtattice at 1152 and 632.8 am. 67. 4435 (19)
4M. Goni. T. Okazaki, and M. AWe tEEE Trans. Mapn. SlAG-23. 2967

changes sipn at Tnv225 K confirming the magnietization '.PKune .DomnadPWliJ pl hs 738 18)

results. The influence of the wavelength on the FR is best 'EF Sawatzky and E. Kay. J. Appt. Plays. 39. 4700 (1968).
evidenced for T>150 K: FR increases more when X de- 'KX Naito, T Numasta. IL Nakaalsima. and Y. Namba. J. Magn. Mapa.

Mater. 164-1#7. 1025 01992).
creases at constant T. This temperature zone corresponds to 1U. W. Lee, H. P. D. Shich. M. H. Ksyder. and D. Lauphin. J. Appl. Plays.
preponderant contributions from the Fe 3+ sublattices, this 63, 3627 (1988).
may he related, in the visible range, to the increasing influ- 'Y Mimura, N. tmamura. and T Kobaysaash. Jpe. J. AppI. Flays. 15, 933
ence of electric dipole transitions in the Fe3 + sublattices.' .14 to(1976). Csno n t Gnhn.Ap.Pas et 2 3

According to Crossley et a 17' P.(1973) .J.Coo adR . abn, W hs.L 3

4)=AM' DI~I + M' 1) E. E. Marinero, D. C. Miller, A- E. Belt, A. Gupta. Rt. N. Payne, and H.
4=AI. DMl+ Ci', 1 Notarys, IEEE Trans. Muap. MAG-23. 2629 (1987).

A=-A~~~-A,. D D+ ,, C -C-,, (2 S. Xuroda.KI. S erno an S gawa, Jpn. J.tAppl. Plays. 31. 431 (1992).
A=-,-A , =DD. C= C,-., (2) "re dfrcinPtencorrespond to an torlhorhmbic phase with

where subscripts e and m refer, respectively, to the gyroelec- a =5.309, b =5.583, c=7.631 A, clone to those previously determined for
DyFeO, [M. Eibsclautz. Acts Cryst. 19, 337 (1965); J. A. W. Daziel and A.

tinc and gyromagnetic contributions. In a first approximation, J. E. Welch. Act& Cryat. 13. 956 (1960)] but the intensities of the lines.
A., D.,, and C. are constants independent of temperature particularly when 20>45', are mote in agreement with timae of the isot-
and wavelength."1 Using Eq. (1) with A, and D, of Ref. 2 at morphoust compound DyCrO3 (Gallagher and McCarthy (1973), JCPDS-
1152 and 632.8 rnm (543.5 nim values as yet rot determined), ICDD #25-10501."1phySiCS Of Magnaetic Garners, edited by A. Paoletti (North-Holland. Ant-
and the sublattice magnetizations previously obtained from strm 199)
the Dionne model, the temperature variation of C, was de- "0G. F. Dionne, J. AppI. Plays. 47,.4220 (1976).
duced from experimental data (Fig. 4). At low temperature '6G. F. Dionne and P. F. Tusnelty, J. Appl. Phys. 50,.8257 (1979). (Nk was

Q~632.8 nim) is -2.5 Q~1152 nmi) in comparison to the slhghtly changed to 5.93 mol cnm -in order to adjust calcultated T,,, to
22 K).

corresponding MO coefficients of Fe3
+ (Ref. 2) which are '7W. A. Crosley, R. W. Cooper, J. L Page, and K. P. Van Stapele. Plays.

multiplied by 10. Rev. 181. 89 (1969).
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Enhanced coercivity due to a local anisotropy increase
J. A. Jatau, M. Pardavi-Horvtltt, and E. Della Torre
Instinue for Magnetics Research, George Washington Universirv. sashrngton. L)C 20052

In most of the cases, a local wall energy decrease, usually associated with defects, leads to domain
wall pinning. Another mechanism for coercivity is to create local maxima in the anisotropy energy.
It is observed that in epitaxial garnet crystals, locally enhanced anisotropy due to stress arising from
iridium inclusions embedded in the substrate is the source of coercivity. By modifying our previous
energy barrier model, the coercivity has been calculated as a function of the size and position of the
iridium inclusions in the substrate. It is shown that the coercivity varies nonlinearly with inclusion
size and depth in the substrate material, in agreement with experimental observation.

INTRODUCTION difference between the melting point of GGG and room tem-
perature. For this material these parameters are

Localized stresses and inclusions in an otherwise perfect -7.8x10' 6K',c,,=9.03X l0bK ' andAT=1400
material lead to localized changes in the anisotropy and ex- K. The iridium latelet exerts a compressive stress on the

,4 ;change energies and thus to a position dependence of the GGG, i.e., or>O. The substrate is typically 400 AM thick, and
domain wall energy. One of the sources of the anisotropy in the YIG film thickness is in the range of several Am. The
magnetic materials is connected with the existence of the
magnetostriction. Depending on the sign of the magnetostric- YIG film, locally influencing its properties.
tion \,, the same stress o,, can lead either to a local decrease

YIG has negative magnetostriction that combined withor increase in the anisotropy energy the positive stress produces a stress-induced anisotropy on

K,- -(3/2)orX,. (1) the order of 1.5 X 1t)3 J/m3, considerably increasing the origi-
This was the basis for the one-dimensional energy barrier nal growth induced uniaxial anisotropy of I X l0 J/m3 in the
micromagnetic model that was developed to compute the magnetic film. It was observed experimentally that the lo-

roercivity mofdomi l moati ins magnloedticomputedi that cally increased domain wall energy results in the repulsion of
corcivity of domain wall motion in magnetic media.' In that the domain walls from defects, as shown in Fig. 1. On thisstudy, it was assumed that the local increase in the domain microphotograph, taken in a polarizing microscope using the
wall energy was due to the inclusions in the magnetic mate- Faraday effect with transmitted light, the iridium inclusion in
rial; however, there are materials in which no inclusion is the substrate can be seen, as can the stress field in the epi-
associated with the energy barrier. This is the case for the taxial film. When an external magnetic field is applied nor-
stress-induced anisotropy energy increase, when the source mal to the film plane, a few domains can be seen at an
of the localized stress is not an inclusion inside the magnetic equilibrium distance from the maximum of the stress field.
medium but in the substrate supporting that medium. Then, that is located above the iridium inclusion. These domains
only the stress field interacts in the magnetic material. Now are repelled by the defects according to the locally enhanced
the theoretical treatment is simple, as only the stress field has domain wall energy, te ince there is no inclusion in the mag-
to be taken into account rather than the additional effects of domainrwal ener winc the is no ic usi o inemato netic material associated with the stress, and thus no direct
nonmagnetic inclusions, contribution to the coercivity through an inclusion mecha-

nism. Only the stress field due to the inclusion in the sub-
EXPERIMENTS strate penetrates into the magnetic film.

The distribution in size and depth in the GGG of more

The repulsion of domain walls by the stress field origi-

nating in the substrate has been observed in single crystalline
epitaxial garnet crystals of substituted Y3Fe5Ot 2 (YIG)
grown on nonmagnetic Gd3Ga5O12 (GGG) substrates. 2 In the
process of growth the bulk GGG thin iridium flakes in the
form of triangular or hexagonal platelets, originating from
the crucible material, are trapped in the growing crystal. The
lateral size of these inclusions is typically on the order of
10-100 pm. On cooling the crystal, a strong stress field is
formed around the inclusions due to the difference in thermal
expansion of iridium and GGG.3 The stress is given by

E2E=1- AaAT-0.5 GNm- 2 , (2)

where E is the Young modulus of elasticity in the YIG, v is FIG. I. Microphotograph in polarized light of a 5 uam thick epitaxial YIG
film. Iridium inclusions in the GGG substrate and light contrast due to their

the Poisson ratio, Aat is the difference in thermal expansion stress field ir the magnetic film can he seen together with magnetic domains
between the GOG and iridium, and AT is the temperature repelled bv the local increase of the wall energy at maximum stress.
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t a hunded of iridium inclusions was measured in a po-
larizing microscope and a qualitative evaluation of the
strength of the repulsion between the stress field and the flo

domain walls was performed. As can be expected, the results
showed that the deeper the inclusion the weaker is its effect
on coercivity; and the coercivity increases with the size oa
the inclusion.

THE MODEL

Our previous model of enhanced coercivity due to local
anisotropy increase' has been modified to include the stress- _i

induced anisotropy in the magnetic garnet film, originating in
the substrate at iridium inclusions. The model solves for the
equilibrium magnetization distribution by minimizing the en- FIG. 2. A geometric model of the YIG filIm/GGG substrate arrangement
ergy given by with the iridium inclusion, showing the nature of stress field distribution

E=f.{A(VM,)2+K. sin 2 
0-1oH.M cos 0 inclusion size of 10 and 40 pan. The coercivity is found to

increase with increasing size of the inclusion and with de-
+ toM

2 
cos 2 

0}dx, (3) creasing depth in the substrate. The relationship is nonlinear,
where A is the exchange constant, K. is the unlaxial anisot- and may be approximated by the cube of the reciprocal depth

excage niai . of the iridiumn inclusion in the substrate. This observation isropy constant, H is the applied field, M is the magnetization, ofteiiimicuini h sbtae hsosraini
and 0 is the angle the magnetization makes with the easy in agreement with experimental observation, thus validating
axis. The resulting Euler-Lagrange equation is discretized to the choice of our model. When computing the coercivity as a

axis Th reultng ule-Larang eqatin i dicreize to function of the inclusion size, the classical case is observed
give the following solution for the magnetization angle, o
which is then solved numerically: where the coercivity increases to a maximum when the do-

main wall width is on the order of magnitude of the inclusion

O (k+ l)+ 46(k-l ) h2 
sin 4o size; with further increase in the size of the inclusion the

6(k) 2 2A(x) coercivity decreases. This can be seen in Fig. 4, where the

dependence of the coercivity on the size of the inclusion is
1(K.-,M2)us O,+AO --HM , (4) shown for the two cases where the inclusion is located 100

2 and 300 jAn deep in the substrate, respectively. It is seen that

where h is the lattice spacing in the discretization of the the coercivity increases with decrease in the depth of the

problem. The problem is then solved using the Gauss-Seidel iridium inclusion in the substrate. Figure 5 illustrates a three-

technique. Because of the stiffness of the equations, a mode dimensional plot of coercivity as a function of both the size
pushing technique was used to accelerate the convergence of the iridium inclusion and its depth in the substrate. It also
of the solutioni shows the case where the iridium is almost on the surface of

The following equation was used to represent the varia- the substrate, corresponding to the case where I approaches

tion of the anisotropy in the energy barrier: zero in Eq. (5), and thus the maximum coercivity depends
very s'rongly only on the inclusion size d. It is seen that there

KW= K9. I +• ý (5) appears to be no significant increase in the coercivity when

X +the depth of the iridium in the substrate is greater than 100

where K9. is the growth induced anisotropy, d is the size
(diameter) of the iridium inclusion and I is its depth in the 350

substrate, x is the magnitude of the distance from the inclu- Size ottrinclusin
sion in the direction of the wall motion, and ý is a parameter 300 o top-

chosen to represent the height of the anisotropy barrier. Fig- S-- 40Men

ure 2 illustrates the geometry of the model. The form of Eq.
(5) reflects the distribution of the dipole stress field from a 200

localized source.
5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 100

In order to describe the dependence of coercivity on the too 200 3 400

size of the iridium inclusion and its depth in the GGG sub- Depthof TrinGGG. uii

strate, we used our model to compute the coercivity at vari-
ous depths in the substrate, and also for various sizes of the
inclusion. Figure 3 shows the variation of the coercivity with FIG. 3. A plot of coercivity vs depth of iridium inclusion in the
the depth of the iridium inclusion in the substrate for an 0G0 substrate.
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FIG. A. A plot of coercivity vs size of iridium inclusion; H.,
=356.73 km. barrier mechanism of coercivity has been applied to describe

the effect. Similar stress-induced effects should be ta.ken into
account whenever a coercivity mechanism related to inclu-

jum. Similarly, the effect on the coercivity is more pro- sions of foreign phases is considered.
nounced when the size of the inclusion is less than about 50
jan. As the size of the inclusion and its depth in the substrate ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
is increased, there is gradual decrease in the coercivity.
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The microwave absorbing and resonance phenomena of Y-type hexagonal
ferrite microwave absorbers

H. J. Kwon
R&D Laboratory, Samhwa Electronics Company, Ltd., 211.1, Jangji-Ri, Dongtan-Myun, Hwasung-Gun,
Kyungki-Do, Korea

J. Y. Shin and J. H. Oh
Department of Ceramic Engineering, Inha University, 253, Yonghyun-Dong, Nam-Gu, Inchon, Korea

The microwave absorbing characteristics and resonance of Y-type hexagonal ferrite-rubber
composites were investigated. The complex permeability and permittivity of Ni 2 _,ZnxY ferrite
bodies were measured using a network analyzer in the frequency range of 200 MHz-14 GHz. Two
types of resonance, the domain wall and the spin rotational resonance, were observed. With a ferrite
particle with a diameter of about 1 jum, only spin rotational resonance was observed. The first
matching frequency, found in the ferrite-rubber composites, which was higher than that of spin
rotational resonance, increased with spin rotational resonance frequency. It was also found that
domain wall resonance had no effects on the microwave absorbing characteristics. Based on these
findings, it could be concluded that the microwave absorbing characteristics were caused by only
one type of resonance, the spin rotational resonance.

I. INTRODUCTION ume percent. The sintered Nij. 5Zn0 5Y body was prepared by
sintering the green compact at 1300 'C for 3 h in air.In developing the ferrite microwave absorber, the micro- The scattering parameters (S,,, S 21) of the toroidally

wave absorbing characteristics, such as the matching fre- shaped sintered ferrite and ferrite-rubber composites (outer
quency, matching thickness, and band width, have been diameter=7.0 mm, inner diameter=3.0 mm) were measured
evaluated during the last two decades. These microwave ab- using a Hewlett-Packard 8720B network analyzer. The scat-
sorbing characteristics are influenced by the complex perme- tering parameters were measured in the frequency range of
ability and permittivity. Since the complex permittivity of a 200 MHz-14 GHz, and the complex permeability and per-
ferrite absorber is constant in the GHz frequency region, the mittivity were determined from the measured scattering
microwave absorbing characteristics strongly depend on the parameters.3
resonance phenomena of the ferrite body.' The research
about the resonance phenomena of ferrites has been exten- I11. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
sively studied and described by domain wall motion, spin
resonance, etc. 2 But little work has been done on the rela- The complex permeability spectra of Ni2 -,ZnxY com-
tionship between the microwave absorbing characteristics posites is shown in Fig. 1. Two types of resonance were
and resonance phenomena of ferrites. observed in the ferrite composites. These resonance phenom-

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of ena were due to the domain wall resonance (fj) at lower
the resonance phenomena on the microwave absorbing char- frequency and the spin rotational resonance (f,2) at higher
acteristics of Ni2_,ZnxY-rubber composites. frequency. No effect of Zn content on variation of the do-

main wall resonance was found in the complex permeability
spectra. It was observed, however, that the spin rotational

It. EXERIMENTS resonance frequency was shifted toward lower frequency
with increasing Zn content.

Y-type hexagonal ferrites, Ni2 .Zn•Y (Ba2Ni2_. For spin rotation, general model is the Snoek one4 which
ZnFe12022), were prepared by the conventional ceramic pro- predicts the resonance frequency given by
cess. The starting materials (BaCO3 , NiO, ZnO, and
a-Fe1 0 3) were stoichiometrically weighed, ball milled in wa- fr=(y12ir)H4 , (1)
ter for 10 It, dried, and then synthesized at 1150 and 1300 *C where y is a gyromagnetic ratio, H, is the anisotropy field
for 3 h in air to produce aggregated Ni2 _-ZnY ferrite pow- and f, is the spin rotational resonance frequency of material.
ders. Ni2_,Zn5 Y powders were obtained by milling the ag- Equation (1) indicates that the spin rotational resonance de-
gregated Ni2 _.ZanY powders. The phase and particle size of pends on the anisctropic field. Smit and Wijn5 reported that
the prepared Ni 2_5 ZnxY powders were characterized by the anisotropy field of Ni2Y and Zn2Y at room temperature
x-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy was 14 000 and 9000 Oe, respectively. Thus, decreasing the
(SEM), respectively. Sintered Ni2 _,Zn5 Y ferrites and spin rotational resonance frequency with increasing Zn con-
Ni2 •&ZnY-rubber composites were prepared. The shape of tent (See Fig. 1) indicates that the anisotropy becomes
each specimen was toroidal. Ni2_,ZnY-rubber composites smaller as the Zn content increases.
were obtained by mixing Ni2 -XZnZY powders with silicone In order to investigate the effect of particle size on the
rubber in a weight ratio (weight of ferrite/weight of rubber) complex permeability of the Ni2 -,ZnxY-rubber composites,
of 4. IThs weight ratio is equivalent to 43 in the ferrite vol- Ni2 _,ZnY powders were synthesized at different tempera-
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FIG. 3. Ile complex permeability locus of Ni,'Zn%5Y-fubber Composites
1-0C with different synthesizing temperature-, on the impedance matching solu-

o tion map (tan 8,ý0.02).

sintered Ni1 5Zno.SY body and NiI.sZno5Y-rubber compos-

Frequencyites. The complex permeability of sintered ferrite is higher

Ni2_,ZntY-rnhber composites (synthesizing temperature=1300 *Q than that of ferrite composite, because ferrite particles in
ferrite-rubber composites are covered with a thin nonmag-

netic layer of rubber. From the complex permeability spectra
lures. The particle size of ferrite powder synthesized at of the sintered Ni15 ZnoY and Nil 5Zn 0,5Y-rubber compos-
1300 *C was about 4-5 pn. On the other hand, a majority of ite containing ferrite powder synthesized at 1300 TC, one
the particles synthesized at 1150 °C were smaller than I Am. sees both domain wall resonance and spin rotational reso-
Figure 2 represents the complex permeability spectra of the nance. However, the composite containing ferrite powder

synthesized at 1150 'C shows spin rotational resonance only.
This behavior is probably due to the particles being suffi-

S, • • ciently small to approach single domain characteristics so

/teitocmti tlil) 15 that only spin rotations can occur.L_ &:fnte =qtwtett11t) iFor a microwave absorbing layer backed by a metal

5 -n dplate, the normalized input impedance (Zi4) at the absorber

A', 4 surface is given by

-Z4= =I tanh[j(2zr/c) e fli7•d], (2)

2• .where A, is the complex permeability (/0 -ju,"), e, is the
complex permittivity (e -j e, ), c is the velocity of light, f

1 . . is the frequency, and d is the thickness of the absorber. ThisS•0
sreqneny(GH,) equation is called the zero reflection condition for an ab-

, _ _ _sorber. Naito and Suetake' constructed the impedance match-
Qf e'ri to er=rit(l ) ing solution map for zero reflection in the case of no dielec-
A :intmrd ferritsO 3W) tric loss (tan 8,=0). Musal and Hahn

6 
extended this work to

4- the lossy dielectric case.
/ To illustrate the use of the impedance matching solution

map, the complex permeability of Nil5ZnO,5Y-rubber com-
A posites is plotted in the map as shown in Fig. 3. The imped-

ance matching solution map for tan 8,=0.02 is applicable

.... 0 since the real parts of the permittivity (4) of the specimens
S_ - -,-......... are constant at 7 and e=0.14 in the 200 MHz-14 & Hz

, ,o frequency range. The matching points are found along the
rqlen¢y(•HI; line of e, =7 on the map because the real parts of permittiv-

Ia. 2 Frequency dependence of the complex permeability of sintred ity of these specimens are 7. For Ni . 5n 03Y-rubber com-
NituaInAY and Nit,1ZaY-rubber tt with d-i- s yutheli posite conttining ferrite powder synthesized at 1150 °C, two
tapergfe. matching points are found. One occurs at 4.7 GHz (fd= 19.3
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TABLE 1. The resonance frequency and the microwave absorbing diarc- 1

teristics of Ni2 ,ZnY-ntbber comiposites. Y.1typ. ferrite composite
__________________________________________________ ferrite. copoite

Synthesizing temsperatttre= 150 *C A :NtZsC0 ferrite Coamtasi

Compoasition f77GI f'2smm 2_ ., .2 A.

Ni 2Y .. 5.0 5.9 8.8 4.0 3.3 2 -

Ni, 5Z%,~Y .. 4.1 4.7 11.1 4.1 3.0
NiZnY ... 4.1 4.5 12.1 4.1 2.8 0 ________________

Ni035Zn,jY ... 3.9 4.3 12.2 4.3 2.8 0 2 4 6
Zo 2Y .. 3.0 3.6 10.9 4.9 3.1

Synthesizing temperatusrel1300 -C
Ni.,Y 1.2 6.4 8.9 ... 3.1 ... :Y-type (wrrite colipwtt

Nj,.5ztt 5Y 1.2 5.0 5.6 12.2 3.7 2-6 v NiZno ferrite compsite

NiZnY 1.2 4.8 4.9 12.7 4.0 2.6 A ijofrteolpdtl

NiosZnj 5Y 1,2 4.8 4.9 13.5 4.2 2.4 SO0

* zt2Y 1.2 3.0 3.0 11.8 5.9 2.7 ..

GHzmtn) and the other at 11. 1 GHz (fd =33.3 GHztnm).
Therefore, the first and second matching thickness ar pre-
dicted to be 4.1 mmn (d.1) and 3.0min (4.ý), respectively. It-
is determined that f., is 5.6 GHz and f.,2 is 12.2 GHz for
Nil5Zno.Y-rubber composite containing ferrite powder syn-
thesized at 1300 'C. Thus, the matching thicknesses are also FIG. 4. 'The relation between die spin rotational resonance frequency (f,2)

predcte loe 3. an 2. mm.Therefectin ~(dB is and the first and second matching frequency (f, and f12r) Of Various

function of Zia, and the reflection loss of the microwave
absorber can be calculated at given fr and d using Eq. (3): tional resonance frequency. From the results of Table I and

Reflection loss(dB)=20 logI(Z,,,- 1)/(Zi,+ 1)1. (3) Fig. 4, it could be concluded that.the domain wall resonance

The results of the resonance frequency observed from does not seem to affect microwave absorbing phenomena,

the complex permeability spectra of Ni2.- Zn5 Y-rubber and the impedance matching phenomena of ferrite micro-

composites and the matching frequencies and thicknesses wave absorbers result from spin rotational resonance only.

calculated from Eqs. (2) and (3) are summarized in Table 1. IV. CONCLUSION
The calculated matching frequencies and thicknesses are in
good agreement with the prediction values from the imed It was found that the first matching frequency, which
ance matching solution map. As shown in Table I, the spin was always higher than that of the spin rotational resonance,

rotational resonance frequency Vf,2) and the first matching increased with the spin rotational resonance frequency. It
frequency (f.1) decreases with Zn content, And, despite the was also found that the domain wall resonance did not seem
absence of the domain wall resonance, two imednc to affect the microwave absorbing phenomena, and the mi-
matching phenomena were still observed. crowave absorbing phenomena occurred by spin rotational

Figure 4 represents the relation between the spin rota- resonance only.

tional resonance frequency V1,2) and the first and second 'Y. Naito and IC. Suetake. IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech. MTT-19,
matching frequency of various ferrite-rubber composites. 65(1971).
This figure shows that the first matching frequency (f,,,) is 'G. T. Rado, Rev. Mod. Pltys. 25, 81 (1953)Y

highr tan hatof he pinrotaionl rsonnce Th fist W. B. Weir. Proc. IEEE 012, 33 (1974).hihrta htof the ferite mirowaio av easonaceTefrst 4
J. L Snoek, Physics 14.,207 (1948).

matching frequency oftefriemirwv bobe spo I Smit and Ki P. J. Wijn, Ferrite., (Wiley. New York, 1959), pp. 202-211.
portional to its spin rotational resonance frequency, whereas 'H M. Muaui, Jr. and Hi .IHahn, IEEE Trans, Magn. MAG-25. 3851
the second matching frequency is independent of spin rota- (1989).
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Effect of Er2O3 addition on microstructure and physical properties
of Mn-Zn ferrites for high-power use

C. S. Uu and J. M. Wu
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, National Tsing Hua University, Hsinchu,
Taiwan, Republic of China

C. J. Chen and M. J. Tung
Materials Research Laboratories, Industrial Technology Research Institute, Hsinchu 31015,
Taiwan, Republic of China

The present authors found that Mn-Zn ferrites containing Er20 3 had improved values of or, (specific
magnetization) and amplitude permeability. Samples with different addition amount of Er20 3 were

t sintered at 1180 *C. The results show that Er,0 3 addition from 0.02 to 0.1 wt % causes the
amplitude permeability to increase from 1070 to 2180. The magnetization can be increased from
91.6 to 92.8 emu/g within the range 0.02-0.1 wt %. Furthermore, the effect of Er2O3 addition was
investigated in detail by power-loss analysis and scanning electron microscopy examination of
microstructure. We found that samples with Er2O3 less than 0.04 wt % exhibit power loss - o
the sample without Er20 3 addition and with SiO2-CaO contents. Thus we conc'
amplitude permeability and specific magnetization of Mn-Zn ferrites for high-frt..
high-power use were improved by a small Er2O3 addition (<0.04 wt %).

I. INTRODUCTION and calcining at 900 °C in air. The resulting I -vders, plus

Recently, many efforts have been made in developing optimum CaO-SiO2 , are milled in water for 41, min After

low-power-loss materials of Mn-Zn ferrites at high fre- drying, the powders are granulated through a 40-mes&. sieve

quency, in accordance with the demand for miniaturization and pressed into toroids. A computer-controlled tub, f- *mace

of electrical devices.n- 3 Therefore, many efforts have been was used to regulate both firing temperature and oxygen tar-

made in developing fine grain Mn-Zn ferrites. The higher tial pressure. The samples were sintered at 1180 oC for 3 h

the frequency, the smaller the grain size. However, the am- and atmospheric conditions were controlled during cooling

plitude permeability and saturation magnetization were low- to maintain spinel phase equilibrium.

ered inevitably due to the demand of small grain size and The power loss and amplitude permeability were mea-

high resistivity. Because there are few reports about the ef- sured by an apparatus made by the Ryowa Company. That is

fects of rare-earth metal oxides on the Mn-Zn ferrites for to say, power loss was obtained by computing the digital data

high-power use, the present authors examined the addition of primary exciting current and secondary induced voltage

effects of various rare-earth metal oxides on low-loss detected from coils wound around a toroidal core under sinu-
Mn-Zn ferrites in order to resolve the above-described prob- soidal excitation. Ile test frequencies were from 100 kHz to
lem. This paper is intended to present the effect of addition 2 MHz sine waves. Specimens were placed in a oven so that
of Er2O 3 on physical properties and the microstructure of its temperature could be controlled. Hysteresis loss was ob-

low loss Mn-Zn ferrites. tained by calculating the area surrounded by the B-H loop,
Generally, the power loss P8 of ferrite materials is given which was measured using a dc B-H loop tracer.

by the summation of hysteresis loss P5, eddy current loss The resistivity of the materials was measured by
P~, and residual loss P,. Pi and P~, are given as HP3478A. The specimen was 9 mm in diameter and 4 mnm

long, and both ends were indium gallium coated as an elec-
Pk = Whf, trode. Scanning electron microscopy and EDAX were used

Pe =cd2f2B2]p, to observe the microstructure and addition effect.

where WP is the energy equivalent to the area of the dc B-H
hysteresis loop measured under the same maximum flux den- Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
sity as in the power-loss measurement, f the frequency, d the A. Er2O 3 -added Mn-Zn fwrfts
dimension of the circuit of eddy current, B. the maximum In order to investigate the effect of Er2O3 addition on the
flux density, p the electrical resistivity, and c the coefficient
related to the dimension of the circuit of the eddy current. spinel matrix of Mn-Zn ferrites, samples with various Er2O3

The residual loss is caused by the delay in magnetization content were prepared. Table I shows the static characteris-
equilibrium. In this paper, eddy current loss is interpreted as tics of the Mn0Zn0 2Fe2O 4 containing 0-0.12% Er2O3.
including residual loss. It is obvious that the effect of additions refers to the increase

in p and o,, from 0.02 to 0.1 wt %. The increment of p is
0. EPR E most effective for lowering P,. Therefore, it causes a de-

crease in power loss measured at 500 kHz and 50 mT. Table
Samples of Mto.%Zn 0.22Fero60 4 are prepared by wet I also shows that the specific magnetization can be raised

mixing Fe20 3, MnCO3 , ZnO, and Er20 3, and then drying within this range of addition. Meanwhile, a similar effect is
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TABLE L Sfic claemtiea for samples commaiinig Er2O3 . TABLE It. Static chaactenrsiks for samples contaming SiQ-CaO-Er2O 3 .

rO (wtl) 0 0.02 0.04 0AR 0.10 0.12 ErO3wlI %) 0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12

Sntd dvity (g/ca') 4.91 4.90 4.89 4.85 4.84 4.80 Sintered density (ajcml) 4.75 4.77 4.77 4.78 4.81 4.81 4.80

dcp(ltco) 1.2 33.6 91 149 266 304 dcp(0lcWM) 1200 1230 1200 1130 1100 810 468

Powar lom (mWtcm') 3600 2030 1974 1460 953 500 Power lss' (mW/cm') 200 200 205 250 333 368 410

O' (stattg) 91.6 91.8 92.3 92.8 91.9 91.0 oa (eteu/g) 91.7 91.8 91.8 92.1 92.5 91.2 88.0

AMpOiade petnubdlity 1070 1150 1112 1450 2000 2180 Anmpfitude perneability 1450 1478 1660 1650 1640 1605 1600

"At S00O kz50 aT, RT 'At 500 kHz. 50 rT, rT.

observed for the value of amplitude permeability. It is pre-
sumed that the increase in amplitude permeability is re- remarkable that p is further increased. But when p reaches a
garded to originate from the change in the temperature de- maximum value, it then decreases significantly with further
pendence of kA or the magnitude value of k, itself by the increasing Er2O3 content. We also find that the effect of
addition of Er20 3 . Er2O3 addition on specific magnetization and amplitude per-

The ion radius of Er is 0.88 A. It is larger than the radius meability of the spinel matrix is still positive, as shown in
of sublattice sites in the crystal structure of Mn-Zn ferrites. Table Il.
Although the maximum solubility of Er2O3 in Mn-Zn fer- In order to observe the microstructure of ferrites coadded
rites is about 0.5-0.8 wt % according to Ref. 4, it is believed with Er2O3 and SiO2-CaO, Fig. 2 shows the scanning elec-
that when the content of Er2O3 is less than the maximum tron micrographs for samples containing 0, 0.04, and 0.1
solubility limit, Er2O3 is thought to be not completely dis- wt % Er20 3, respectively. The average grain size becomes
solved in the Mn-Zn ferrites. In other words, the electrical smaller when the Er20 3 content is gradually increased. Both
resistivity of Mn-Zn ferrites is expected to be increased by effects of SiO 2-CaO addition and reduction of grain size
raising the electrical resistivity of the grain boundary due to increase the electrical resistivity of Mn-Zn ferrites contain-
the segregation of Er2O3 . Furthermore, it is found that the
influence of Er20 3 addition on electrical resistivity is not
related to the reduction of grain size (Fig. 1). Thus, the varia-
tion of sintering density with Er2O3 content shown in Table I
seems to be closely related to the grain boundary condition.
Therefore, Fig. I shows that the higher the electrical resis-
tivity, the lower the eddy current becomes and the smaller P,
becomes.

0. ~r-CAo-El'22 aded tta-Zn frt
"The addition of SiO2 and CaO is known to raise p of

Mn-Zn ferrites for high-power use. Therefore, Table II
shows the variation of static characteristics of the Mn-Zn
ferrites coadded with 0.04 wt % SiO2 and 0.08 wt % CaO
and various Er20 3 contents. As compared with the samples
with Er2O3 addition and without SiO2-CaO addition, it is

tOO

.. 5 40.i
NQ

EraO (wtx)

FIG. 2. Effect of Ee20% content on power loss between samples with and

MG. 1. "arines of Vp~n a nd Ps Pj with Er, 3 content. withu SiO'-COO.
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(2) For samples coadded With Si0 2 -CaO and Er2O3, A
ing Er2 O,. Therefore, Fig. 3 shows that the power loss mnes- small Er2O3 content can cause an increase in specific mag-
sured at 500 kllz and 50 onT is further lowered for samples rietization and amplitude permeability. Thus Mn-Zn ferrites
coadded with SiOr-C&O and E&203. with fine grain size for high-frequency and high-power ume

Figure 4 shows the effect of frequency on power lons were improved by a small Er2O3 addition (<0.04 wt %).
measured at So mT and 80 *C. Compared with the value of p (3) Mirsrcuewith fine grain size is obtained by
for Er2O3 contents shown in Tables I and I1, the frequency adding SiO2-CaO and Er2O3 Cooperatively.
dependence of power loss for samples with SiO2 -CaO is
seen to be improved by enhancing p. In addition, we find that ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Dispersion observed In electrical properties of titanium-substituted
lithium ferrites

Bijoy Kumar Kuanr
Department of Physics and Electronics, Zakir Husain College, University of Delhi, Jawaharlal Nehru AMarg,
Deihi-))0002, India

G. P. SrivastavaDepartment of Electronic Science. University of Delhi, India

The current-voltage characteristic of polycrystalline titanium-substituted lithium ferrites has been
measured at temperatures above room temperature. At voltages below a critical value an Ohmic
relationship is observed, while it obeys a power-law relationship (io[V 0 , where a is a
temperature-dependent constant) abovc the critical voltage. At low voltages conduction is
determined by the boundary layer, whereas at higher voltages, the current in the solid is mainly due
to the space-charge-limited carriers. ac conductivity (a.') and dielectric permittivity (e') show a
large temperature-dependent dispersion in the 5-10-MHz range. The experimental results indicate
that titanium substitution suppresses all these parameters. The dielectric relaxation has a very large

* relaxation intensity. In the theoretical model the temperature- and frequency-dependent layer
properties are inserted into Koop's model and the theoretical dispersion curves are obtained. The
agreement of these data with the experimental findings is remarkable.

Lithium ferrites incorporated with titanium are very at- frequency-dependent effective conductivity olw) and permit-
tractive for microwave applications as a low-cost substitution tivity e'(n) are
for garnets and other spinel ferrites. The inclusion of tita-
nium in lithium ferrite necessitates adjustment of both o-()=[,+o'(or)]/1 + (tar)2 ] (1)

monovalent lithium and trivalent iron ions. The aim of the and
present work is to investigate the dc and dielectric properties
on a series of Ti

4
+-substituted lithium ferrites. Ferrites may e'(W)= [ eL,+ e,(Wr) 2

I[ 1 + (wi-)
2
], (2)

be considered to be composed of layers with different con-
ductivities and thickncses in series with each other.1- 4 The where
well-conducting grains, having thickness dl, conductivity e 0(4- )/(o.- a) (3)
a,, and permittivity el are separated by a thin layer of
poorly conducting grain boundaries (GB) having thickness is the relaxation time. The subscript s corresponds to low
d 2 , conductivity o-2, and permittivity e2 . It is reasonable to frequency and the subscript o to high frequency. Equations
assume that o15'-a 2. If V, and V2 are the dc voltage drops (1) and (2) cannot provide the interpretation for the experi-
across the grain and the GB, respectively, then V= V1 + V2 is mental or and e' at temperatures uther than room tempera-
the externally applied dc voltage. The voltage drop will take ture. In order to study the temperature dependence of (ow)
place mainly across the grain boundary (i.e., V= V2). If the and e'(w), the effect of temperature on 0or, a2, el, and L.
current (in ) through the grain is only ohmic, and the current should be known. But from the experimental results only a,,
through the GB is Ohmic (in,) as well as space-charge lim- -.,, L-,, and e. can be observed. The correlation suggested 2

ited (~wis), the total current i = it = ic, + i,. The total between the layer properties and the experimentally observedcurent (in1 the soald carrent be arimate as + Tet parameters are a1=e 2=e., x=d2 Id, = ees, a,x =ox , and
current in the solid can be approximated as i 2 <a is i. a 2 =0.. The temperature variation of layer properties at
Thus the I-V characteristic in the nonohmic region is given high- and low-frequency levels can be obtained from the
by iý,=V2. The space-charge-limited current is determined experimental results of e,, ._, a and a,.. The suggestion
mainly by the number of free charge carriers available in the made in the present investigation is that the temperature de-
grain-boundary layers. At low applied dc voltages, i.e., be- pendence of 0.(w) and e'(ta) [Eqs. (1) and (2)] can be ob-
fore the non-Ohmic region, the current is purely Ohmic (a tained by introducing one exponential term
=1). In this region the total current through the solid is ijt [ai =.j exp(-E/kT), i= 1,2] to oa and a2. E., and E. 2
4 in2 = i, and hence an ohmic relation holds. According to are the activation energies at low- and high-frequency
this theory, the I-V curve consists of three parts: (i) low- levels.! The temperature- and frequency-dependent ti and e'
current ohmic range, (ii) scl-carrent range or the nonohmic are
range, and (iii) high-current ohmic range.

The ac conductivity and dielectric permittivity of ferrites
show large dispersion at audio frequencies. This dispersion x2 a-sa,.(a.)'aSa) 4 (a-,-.-.z0a-)
can be explained with the help of the Maxwell-Wagner two- × x2(ff,+ff.) 2 -+-e 2 .(1+x) 2  (4)
layer model.' Koop's

2 phenomenological theory is generally

used to describe the dielectric relaxation in ferrites. The and
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dfeettemperatures. From Fig. 4 limiting values of the
FIG. 4. Experiental variation of conductivity as a function of frequency at low-frequency conductivity (o's) and high frequency con-i
diffres temperaturs fa sample S5. dcviy(o'®) are observed. In the temperature range from

-1to-25 °C the value of o', is observed to be indepen-
dent of temperature, and beyond or, it shows the usual trend.

low frequencies. It is also observed that the value of conduc- It may be pointed out here that other samples of this series
tivity decreases with the increase in titanium percentage in were also found to exhibit similar behavior. Figure 5 depicts
lithium ferrites, the experimental variation of permittivity with frequency af

Figure 3 shows that in the low-frequency region, the different temperatures for sample S5. However, it is observed
values of e' (a,) are very high. The increase of titanium that at 5 Hz, a, is a function of temperature. This is due to
concentration, in lithium femttes, decreases a,. The value of the fact that in the present investigation it was not possible to
a' decreases rapidly with an increase in frequency and attains measure a' below 5 Hz. But at high frequencies (> 104 Hz),
a constant value (a,) at higher frequencies independent of a' is independent of frequency as well as temperature. The

Ti+contents, inset in this figure shows the variation of da'/dT as a func-
The experimentally observed room-temperature varis- tion of frequency.

tion of o•€ and a' with composition and frequency are inter- Temperature variations of o', and a' as a function of
preted on the basis of space-charge polarization. This is goy- frequency cannot be reproduced theoretically by the use of
emed by two factors: (i) the number of space-charge carriers the relations (1) and (2). In order to find the validity of the
and (ii) the resistivity of the sample. The polarization effect K~oop phenomenological model2 

with the present investiga-
may be interpreted in the following way: A partial evapora- tion, the temperature variation of layer properties were stud-
tion of LI~x ions takes place at the sample surface during the ied. For this pups (o,, o®, a,, and a, were studied experi-
sintering process in the lithium-containing ferrites. This leads mentally as a function of temperature. The theoretical
to the formation of some Fe

2
+ ions fr'om Fe

3
+ ions. The dispersion curves for om and a' as a function of frequency

polarization of the ferrite is determined by local displace- and temperature are obtained from Eqs. (4) and (5). These
ment of electrons in the direction of an applied field, which curves are also shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for sample $5 along
is due to the electron exchange interaction, Fe2

+•,•Fe3
+. with the experimental data. The dispersion region in the ex-

From the accepted cation distribution it is seen that the Fe2
+ perinentally observed curves extends from 10 Hz and shove

ions are maximum at the octahedral sites for the sample $1. for or•and 1O0Hz to10 kHz fore", whereas the theoretical
Hence ahigh value ofa'!is expected for this sample. The diapersion curves show adispersion region up tolkHz for
substitution of x amount of titanium decreases the iron ion oae and 10 kllz for a'. These discrepancies may be due to the
concentration from 2.4 to (2. 4

-1.5x), in the formula unit. fact that a, is taken to be temperature dependent in the
Hence, there is a decrease in the number of ferrous ions on present investigation.
the octahedral sites which are responsible for dielectric po-
larization. Therefore, the dielectric permittivity decreases

withgo of it+in lthim ferits. P. K. Lmaren and It. Metseaar, Phys. Rca. B 5, 2016 (1973).
wit aninceas of'II~ i lihiu erits. C. O. Kol Phyn. Rev. 83, 121 (1951).The experimental variations of O'w and a' with frequency sj. rm z. Aqew. Pb~y. 27I, 251 (1969).

for sample S5 are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectivly, at 'P. D. Bitta t a.• IBB Trna. stag. tAG-, 83 (1972).
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r Electrical conductivity of Mn-Zn ferrites
SD. Ravincer

Depormenl of Physics, Post-Gradaue College of Science, Osmanu Uniersity, SaifabaA Hyderabad-
500 004, A.P, India

K. Latha
Railway Junior College, Lallagud4 Secunderabad-500 017, A.P, India

The electrical conductivity of polycrystalline mixed ferrite system having the chemical formula

MnZnl_1 Fe20 4 (where x =0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8) was investigated from room temperature to
the neighborhood of the Curie temperature by the two-probe method. The electrical conduction in
these ferrites is explained on the basis of the hopping mechanism. Plots of log (aT) versus l03'T
are almost linear and show a transition near the Curie temperature. The activation energy in the
ferrimagnetic region is in general less than that in the paramagnetic region.

I. INTRODUCTION Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Manganese-zinc and nickel-zinc mixed ferrites are still Experimental data for the mixed Mn-Zn are given in
* by far the most important ferrites for high permeability and Table I, which includes the compositional formulae of all the

low loss applications.' Though several researchers have stud- ferrites and the values of the Seebeck coefficient and the
led the magnetic properties of the mixed Mn-Zn ferrites as a electrical conductivity at room temperature.
function of composition and temperature, very few studies Based on the observed Seebeck coefficients in Table 1,
are available on various nonmagnetic properties such as elec- the mixed Mn-Zn ferrites studied in this investigation can be
trical conductivity, thermoelectric power, and dielectric con- divided into two groups. The specimens 1, Ill, IV, and V
stant. With a view to understand the conduction mechanism (group 1) have negative Seebeck coefficients, indicating that
in mixed Mn-Zn ferrites, the electrical conductivity and they are n-type semiconductors; specimen 11 (group 2) is a
thermoelectric power as functions of composition and tem- p-type semiconductor as its Seebeck coefficient is positive. It
perature were undertaken. The results of such a study are can be seen from the Table I that the values of Seebeck
presented in this article, coefficient continuously decreases with the increase of zinc

concentration from 0.0 to unity. A similar continuous de-

H. EXPERIMENT crease of Seebeck coefficient with the increase of nickel con-
tent 1-:as obseived by Reddy and Rao in the case of Li-Ni

Polycrystalline samples of mixed Mn-Zn ferrites having ferrites. 4 The variation of Seebeck coefficient with tempera-
the chemical formula Mn4 Zn _,Fe2O4 (where x=0.0, 0.2, ture for all the mixed Mn-Zn ferrites is shown in Fig. 1. It
0.4, 0.6, and 0.8) were prepared by the conventional double can be seen from the figure that the Seebeck coefficient de-
sintering method. The final sintering was done at 1200 *C. creases with increase of temperature. A similar behavior has
X-ray diffractometer of the samples using CuKa radiation been observed in several other ferrites. 5,6 It can also be seen
confirmed the spinel formation. Thermo-emf of mixed from Fig. 1 that the Seebeck coefficient in all the cases is
Mn-Zn ferrites was measured as a function of temperature strongly dependent on temperature. The decrease of Seebeck
by the hot probe method.2 The electrical conductivity mea- coefficient from room temperature up to about 150 °C is
surements were made by the two probe method3 from room rapid, whereas beyond 150 °C the decrease is slow. Similar
temperature to well beyond the Curie temperature. rapid decrease of Seebeck coefficient from room temperature

TABLE 1. Experimental data on Ma-Zn mixed fenites at room temperalure.

Activation energies
(eV)

Electrical Seebeck Fern- Para-
ounduntivity coefficient magnetic magnetic Curie

, Q region region AE=E2-E E temperature
Specimen Molecular formula (1lcm-') (jsV/K) E, E2 (eV) (K)

I MnFe2O, 5.32Xl0'- -750 0.28 0.70 0.42 559
Ill Mno.•Zn. 4Fe20 4  4.77X I0- -692 0.24 0.64 0.40 501
IV l Zn~, Fe04 5.85x 0-' -598 0.21 0.55 0.34 441
V MnoZajFe204 1.79X×10- -530 0.19 0.46 0.27 417

Group 2
H Mnuo•ZFe20 4  7.73X10-1 710 0.25 0.68 0.43 521
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FIG. I. Plot of Seebeck coefficient Q vs temperature for mixed Mn-Zn
ferrites. FIG. 2. Plot of log (oT) vs t0

3
/T for mixed Mn-Zn ferrites.

up to 150 'C has also been observed by Ravinder and Sesha- depends on the exchange interaction between the outer and
girn Rao in the case of mixed Li-Cd ferrites. 7 

Samokhvalov inner electrons which changes at the Curie point. The experi-
and Rustmov

8 
measured the Seebeck coefficient Q of mixed mental observation of the transition near the Curie point in

nickel-zinc ferrites and observed a similar variation of Q the case of Mn-Zn ferrites is thus in conformity with theory
with temperature. From this observation it follows that the developed by [rkhin and Turov. I

conduction mechanism in the n-type specimens of group 1 is The activation energies in the ferrimagnetic and para-
predominantly due to hopping of electrons

9 
from Fe + to magnetic regions are calculated from the slopes of log (oT)

Fe3 + ions, whereas the conduction mechanism in specimens versus 1WI/T and are presented in the Table 1. It can be seen
of group 2 is hole transfer from Mn3

+ to Mn
2

÷ ions. from the table that the activation energy in the paramagnetic
It can be seen from the table that in the case of Mn-Zn region is higher than that in the ferrimagnetic region. This

ferrites, the values of electrical conductivity vary from result is in agreement with the theory developed by Irkhin
5.32X 10-9 •-' cmn- for MnFe 204 to 1.79X 10-5 fl-' cm-I and Turov.t5 Similar results have been obtained in the case of
for Mn0 .2Zn0 .sFe2O4. It is also evident from the table that the a number of mixed ferrites such as lithium-titanium16 

and
conductivity continuously increases, with the addition of the nickel-zinc ferrites.17 It may also be noted from the Table I
zinc. A similar continuous increase of electrical conductivity that the high activation energy goes hand in hand with low
was observed by Reddy and Rao'0 

in the case of Mn-Mg conductivity of the ferrite. This result is in accordance with
ferrites and also by Eatah ei al 1 in the case of Cu-Co fer- the conclusion drawn by Smit and Wijn14 who collected the
rites. The electrical conductivity of mixed Mn-Zn ferrites of data on a number of ferrites. As already pointed out, the kink
various compositions was measured over the temperature
ran e 308-575 K. Plots of log (oT) versus temperature
(17"/T) are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen from the figure
that the log (oa'") increases almost linearly with increasing
temperature up to a certain temperature T, (K) at which a
change of slope has occurred. It is observed that the transi-
tion temperature T, (K) is in good agreement with the Curie
temperature, showing that the kink in each case has occurred 500 0
at the Curie point of the corresponding ferrite.

Figure 3 shows the relation between the Curie tempera-
ture Tc and the zinc concentration X. It illustrates that the
Curie temperature decreases linearly due to increasing zinc
content. Similar transitions in the neighborhood of the Curie
point have also been observed in the mixed Co-Zn (Ref. 12) 4000

0 0a 0-4 0-4 0-6 110and iU-Zn (Ref. 13) ferrites. It was shown theoretically on Zinc coneentrofion (tx
passing through the Curie point a change must occur in the
gradient of the straight line,1

4 
and magnitude of the effect FIG. 3. Variation of transiont temperature T, with zinc Concentration X.
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Composition dependence of the elastic moduli of mixed
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Mixed Li-Cd ferrites having the chemical formula Lio.5_ /2CdxFe2.5_x/204 (where x=0.2, 0.4,0.6,

0.8, and 1.0) are prepared by the well-known double sintering ceramic technique. From x-ray
diffraction studies lattice parameters are calculated and their variation with composition is explained
on the basis of the tetrahedral ionic radius. The bulk density of the specimens are determined by the
hydrostatic method and the percentage porosity was calculated. The ultrasonic compressional (V,)
and shear (V,) velocities of mixed Li-Cd ferrites are measured at room temperature by the
ultrasonic pulse transmission technique. The values of Young's modulus, the rigidity modulus,
Debye temperatures, and average sound velocities are calculated from the experimental values of V1
and V,. The elastic moduli have been corrected to zero porosity. The variation of elastic moduli with
composition is interpreted in terms of binding forces between the atoms.

I. INTRODUCTION to vary linearly with increasing cadmium concentration,

Ferrites are finding wide application as core materials of thereby indicating that the Li-Cd ferrite system obeys Veg-

inductors, transformers, etc. in the electronics industry. ard's law.6 Further, the variation of lattice parameter with

Mixed lithium-cadmium ferrites are of much interest be- composition can be explained on the basis of the variation in

cause of their useful applications in several microwave de- the tetrahedral ionic radius as outlined below.

vices like isolators, circulators, gyrators, phase shifters, etc.' The cation distribution of lithium ferrite having the in-
So a study of the elastic properties of mixed ferrites espe- verse spinel structure is given by
cially with reference to the composition is of importance in 3+ . 3+ -
understanding the nature of interatomic forces existing in .5 1.5O4,

ferrites. As such, a study of the elastic behavior of mixed where the parentheses () and brackets indicate the tetra-
Li-Cd ferrites of different compositions has been under- hedral and octahedral sites, respectively. Starting from
taken, and the results are presented in this paper. lithium ferrite, when a nonmagnetic ion Cd2 ÷ is substituted it

is known to occupy preferably the tetrahedral sites,7 replzc-
11. EXPERIMENT ing Fe3+ ions. As such, the cation distribution of Li-Cd fer-

The ferrite samples used in the present investigation rites can be written as
have the composition formula Lio.5_/2CdxFe2.5_x/203 2
(where x=0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0) were prepared by the (rej-,C-A' )[Lio.5-o.5. 1.5+03.5J4' "

conventional double sintering method. The final sintering
was done at 1300 *C. The details of the preparation method The ionic radius of Fe3+ and Cd2+ is 0.049 and 0.084 nm,

have been given in an earlier publication. 2 The ultrasonic resectively. When Cd2 + with a larger ionic radius replaces
compressional (VI) and shear velocities (Vs) at room tem- Fe + on the tetrahedral site having a srmsaller ionic radius, the
perature of all the mixed ferrites were determined by the
ultrasonic pulse transmission technique3 but modified and
improved by using a digital Tectronik 2230 oscilloscope and
utilizing cursor movement for travel time measurements.

4  
0.s70

The error in the measurement of velocities is less than
-0.5%.

IlL. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

X-ray diffraction patterns for all the Li-Cd ferrites have 0664

been obtained using CuKa radiation. The value of the lattice
parameter for each composition has been calculated using 0.414

the values of d spacings. In the case of CdFe2O4 , the value
of the lattice parameter obtained in the present investigation
is 0.8698 nm, which is in agreement with that of 0.8700 nm o.0
reported by Globus. Pascard, and Cagan.

5 
No data are avail- 0 02 04 0L.6 ,.

able in the literature to compare the values of other Li-Cd X
ferrites. The variation of the lattice parameter with cadmium
composition is shown in Fig I. The lattice parameter is found FIG. 1. Vaiation of the lattice paameter with cadmium content.
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FIG. 2. Plot of the lattice parameter and tetrahedral ionic radius.
FIG. 3. Viriation of bulk density with cadmium composition.

lattice parameter is expected to increase continuously. Now
the relationship between tetrahedral ionic radius and the lat-
tice parameter can be arrived at as follows.

For a given composition x, the mean ionic radius per Figure 3 shows a plot of bulk density versus cadmium con-
molecule of the tetrahedral site may be defined as tent for mixed U-Cd ferrite specimens. It may be seen from

rw= ( 1 - x)rt,( Fe3+ ) +xrm,( Me2+), the figure that the bulk density increases linearly with the
increase of cadmium content. A similar linear variation has

where Me2" denotes the substituted divalent metal. Using also been observed by West and Blankenshipl0 in the case of
this formula, the mean tetrahedral ionic radius for each com- mixed lithium-zinc ferrites sintered at 980 °C.
position has been computed. A plot of lattice parameter vet- The experimental values of compressional (VI) and
sus tetraionic radius for all Ui-Cd samples is shown in Fig 2. shear (V,) velocities, along with the computed values of the
It can be seen from the figure that when Cd2+, having an Young's modulus (E), and rigidity modulus (n), are in Table
ionic radius of 0.084 nm, replaces the Fe

3
+ ion (r=0.049 1. Since ferrites under investigation are porous (porosity

nm), the mean tetrahedral ionic radius is found to increase ranging from 0.3% to 0.6%), the elastic moduli have been
continuously with increasing cadmium concentration. Ac- corrected to zero porosity using McKenzie's formula." The
cordingly, the lattice parameter is found to increase with in- corrected values ofEo, no, K0 and o0 are in Table II (where
creasing tetrahedral ionic radius. As such, it can be con- Ku=bulk modulus of nonporous material). It can be seen
cluded that the tetrahedral site is influencing the value of from the Tables I and II that the values of E, n, Eu, no, and
lattice parameter. A similar result has been reported by Glo- K0 of the mixed Li-Cd ferrites are found to decrease con-
bus, Pascard, and Cagan

5 
in the case of U-Ni and Mn-Mg tinuously with increasing cadmium content. From Table I1, it

ferrites.8 can further be seen that the Poisson's ratio remains constant.
The bulk density of the specimens has been determined Following Wooster's work,1

2 
the variation of elastic moduli

accurately by the hydrostatic method and the percentage po- with composition may be interpreted in terms of binding
rosity was calculated. The values of bulk density and the forces between the atoms. As such, it can be understood from
percentage of porosity for U-Cd ferrites are given in Table the experimental values of E0 and no (Table I11) that the
I. It can be seen from the table that the bulk density increases atomic binding between the ions of Li-Cd mixed ferrites
and the porosity decreases with the addition of cadmium to decreases continuously with increasing cadmium content.
lithium ferrite, cadmium ferrite having the least porosity. This composition variation of elastic moduli in the case of
This confirms the observation that the addition of cadmium Li-Cd ferrites is similar to what has been observed in sev-
to lithium ferrite results in the densification of the material.

9  
eral other ferrites like Li-Ti (Ref. 13) and LU-Zn (Ref. 14).

TABLE 1. Elastic data (uncorrected) of mixed lithium-cadmium ferrites at room temperature.

Btalk X-ray Pcenta
Sample Ferrite density density Porosity V, V, E At

No. osmposition (1 kSm-
3
) (l kgm-

3
) (%) (mis-) (ins-t) (GNn-2 ) (GNin-)

I Lio4Cd0fFe:_40, 4.62 4.64 0.4 5068 3837 159.16 68.02
2 Lio3Cid4Fe,2O4  4.91 4.94 0.6 4977 3383 123.62 56.19
3 lD 0 d1 e2,-,O4  5.21 5.24 0.6 49C7 2805 103.30 40.99
4 Li1, C40AF1O4  5.50 5.53 0.6 4021 2518 82.29 34.87
5 CdFe204 5.80 5.82 0.3 3938 2400 80.18 33.49
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TAKLEH. El~ian data (corrected) of mixed tlitioist-cadmianm lecotes at
most temperature.

Sam*l Ferrite Eo no K 0  rati
No. composition (ON m ) (ON m-) (UN m_) (a.o)

I Loim4C4q2fe2 404  161.20 66.94 90.79 0.21
2 Lie3CJ%0e,j04 128.78 52.75 76.84 0.22
3 Lk2Cd6 FeZ20 4  103.40 43.70 54.38 0.18 -

4 LUAIC4WPt±104  83.60 34.69 47.23 0.21
5 CdFe2O4  80.61 33.59 44.77 0.20 4

Debyc temperatures (OD).for the mixed Li-Cd femrtes
have been calculated using the sample method given by 0 ________________

FIG. 4. Plot of the Deboye temperature (On) against the average sound
where h=Planck's constant, k=Bloltzmann's constant, velocity (V',) for the U-4Cd mixed lertes.

N=Avogadro's number, m=molecular weight of the speci- 1
men, q=number of atoms, p-density of the specimen, and and Swamy' in the rare-earth and noble metals, and by
V., =average sound velocity, which is given by Reddy et aL in the case of Li-Ti (Ref. 13) mixed ferrites.
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DepoMition and properties of NIFe 20 4 thin films (abstract)
R. B. van Dover, E. M. Gyorgy, J. M. Philips, J. H. Msmhall, R. J. Felder,
R. M. Fleming, and H. O'Bryan, Jr.
AT&T Bell Labs, Murray Hi, New Jersey 07974

We have investigated the properties of NiFe20 4 thin films prepared by laser ablation of a
stoichiometric NiFe20 4 target. Textured polycrystalline films were obtained on a-SiO2 as well as on
various substrates with Au, Ag, Pt, and MgF2 buffer layers. Epitaxially oriented films were obtained
on MgO, (102)-oriented A120 3, (1120)-oriented AI203 , Y-stabilized ZrO 2 (YSZ), and Sr¶l10 3,
although the crystalline quality of the films varied. Contamination by diffusion from the substrate
and strains induced by both lattice constant mismatch and differential thermal expansion degraded
the magnetic properties of the films, and in some cases decreased the electrical resistivity as well.
By choosing the right substrate (YSZ), temperature (600 °C), and P02 (0.01 mT), we are able to
prepare epitaxial films with bulk saturation magnetization (M.= 270 G) and fairly low anisotropy
(K-I15 erg/cm3) as inferred by torque magnetometry. These films and bilayers are expected to be
useful in a variety of fundamental investigations as well as having the potential for technological

4 applications.

Studies of stoichiometric variations of epitaxially grown Fe3-0 4 (abstract)
E. Lochner, K. A. Shaw, R. C. DiBarl, D. Hilton, D. M. Und, and S. D. Berry
Dptrer of Physis and Center for Materials Resewch and Tedchoiogy (MAR7ECH), The Florida State
Universiy Tallahassee, Florida 32306-3016

Using plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy, films of iron oxide cubic spinel phases have been
prepared on single crystal MgO (100). Preparation was by deposition of Fe from an elemental e-
gun in a reactive oxygen plasma (primarily O+) from an ECR source. Sample stoichiometry during
synthesis was controlled by variation of growth parameters, including substrate temperature, oxygen
flux, plasma power, and deposition rate. We present the results of structural and magnetic studies of
these materials using electron and x-ray diffraction, as well as SQUID magnetometry. Lattice
spacing, saturation magnetization, and magnetic anisotropy all provide strong evidence that the
variation of growth parameters does indeed produce a range of "cubic" defect spinel structures
ranging from Fe3O4 to one approximating y-Fe 20 3. Both structural and magnetic probes indicate
that strong ordering changes occur in these systems as they are cooled through the - 119 K Verwey
transition. The behavior of the Verwey transition as a function of growth parameters indicates that
Fe vacancies in these defect spinels have a profound effect on the structural distortion related to the
Ve-wey transition. Epitaxial strain due to lattice mismatch further contributes to structural distortion,
and thus to the Verwey transition. The relative contributions of these stoichiometric variations and
epitaxial strain on the Verwey transition will be discussed.

Aspects of the research wee suppoied by NSF grant No. DMR-9206870
and ONR grant No. N00tt14-92-J-1356.
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V: Con distlibution of U-TI mixed ferite. (abstra)

M. ehagavmnta Rod*y and P. Vanugopa Radft
DewlMiV of Phy= Pas-GrWW Ce ., A. V. Coa. of Arts, - & Camwermc Gag-s MNsa
Hyepah Axdm Prudesh Isia

L.tifum-hianium mixed ferrites of different compositions have been prepared by the well known
ceramic technique. Thermo power studies of these samples, after usual characterization by x-ray
diffraction (XRD), bulk density, porosity, etc. have been measured by the differential method. Room
temperature values of the Seebeck coefficient awe found to vary from 2.3 to 114 "V/AL It is an
established fact that the thermo power measurement would also be used to study the cation
distributions on octahedral and tetrahedral sublattices of ferro spinel. This technique was
successfy used in the study of cation distribution of Fe304, Fe30 4-TiFe20 4, etc. As such the cation
distribution of Li-fl mixed ferrites of P.I. has been arrived at using thermo-power data by assuming
that small polorans rather than electrons/holes are responsible for the process of conduction. A
knowledge of cation distribution among octahedral sites of a spinel ferrite is essential to understand
the mechanism responsible for electrical properties like electrical conductivity, thermo power,
dielectric properties, etc. Saturation magnetization of all the samples has also been obtained by the
well known oscillation method. From the cation distribution it has been observed that the
concentration of T14+ on octahedral sites is found to increase while those of Fe3 + and Fe'+ are found
to decrease rapidly.
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Thin Film Recording Med II M. Re, Chairman
Magne• c and m.cW. uctural properlies of CoCrPtCoCrPtSd

magnetic recording mecdia
N. Inab, . MatY.uWN , M. Suzuld, A. Nakamunt. and M. Futanoto
CoeW R--ar Lab-rawx lHtadh Lt&, Higash-Kod ,bo 1-28, Kohabji--s, Th o 180, JapT

The magnetic properties of CrPCoCrPtSi dal-mague -layered thin films are investigated in
terms of the crystalline microstructures using a vibrating-sample magnometer, transmission election
microscope, and scanning electronmicr . "nl manetic crytal geaims of the f a alued
with forming chainlike clusters. Each stacked magnetic crystal g is epitaxially grown on
individually isolated columnar Cr crystals with a relationship of Icp (1011). a //hoc (1lO)cr
The direction of magnetic easy axes of two stacked magnetic crystals are aligned in a same
direction. Single-crystalline dual-magnetic-layered thin films, which are epitaxially grown on
MgO(110) single-crytal substrates, are prepared to estimate the K. of the dual-layered magnetic
grains. The K, is determined to be 4X10' erg/cm

3
, whose value is about 2 times as large as that of

single-layered CoCrPtSL nh large anisotropy energy is presumed to lead the increase of Hc in the
dual-layered magnetic films.

Recently, CoCrPt-based alloy media have been actively tron diffraction pattern of the CoCrPt (15 nm)/CoCrPtSi(15)
investigated in attempts to increase the areal density of Ion- dual-magnetic layer. The crystal grain size of the specimen is
gitudinal magnetic recording because of their high determined to be 28t8.7 nm. The magnetic crystal grains
coerdvities.t-5 As the size of bit cell recorded on a medium are grown to form chainlike clusters. The average separation
decreases, the influence of Magnetic irregularities increases.

6 
distance between the clusters is 4.5±0.4 mm. The surface

These irregularities are caused by the distributions of grain morphology of the Cr underlayer deposited under the high Ar
size, grain morphology, crystalline orientation, microstruc- gas pressure of 28 mTorr was observed using HRSEM (Fig.
tural composition insidea grain, and the exchange interac- 1(b)]. Some of the Cr crystal grains come in contact with
tion between magnetic grains in a medium. Therefore, it is each other and form chainlike clusters. The result indicates
important to study the relationship between the microstruc- that the chainlike structure of the magnetic grains are due to
tural features and magnetic properties in a crystal grain level, the anisotropic alignment of Cr crystals, which was caused

Wong et aL investigated the fine structures inside the mag- by an anisotropic crystal growth parallel to the film plane of
netic grains of CoCrTa and CoNiCr media using a high- each Cr grain. The crystal directions, of magnetic grains are
resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM).7-8 randomly oriented in the plane judging from the ring-shaped

One of key components in an ultrahigh density recording diffraction pattern shown in Fig. 1. However, as the magnetic
is a high coercivity medium with a very thin magnetic layer. coupling between the grains is stronger along the chain, each

In our previous paper,
5 

the CoCrPt/CoCrPtSi dual-magnetic- cluster consisting of several magnetic grains tends to behave

layered thin films possessed large coercivities at the maxi- as a one unit when magnetized.
6

mum value of 2.7 kOe, which was about 1.5 times as large as In the specimens, a single magnetic grain was observed

that of the CoCrPt or CoCrPtSi single-layered specimens. In to be grown on each Cr columnar crystal, and no subgrain

this work, the origin of the increase of H, in the dual-layered structure was observed.
5 

It seems that only one nucleation

films is investigated. site of magnetic grain exists on each Cr crystal grain. A

The structure of the dual-magnetic-layered t. films cross-sectional HRTEM image of the CoCrPt(25 nm)/

WaS CC074.2Cr4.7 Pt 21 .1 /Co 74 .2 Cr 1 4 .5t. 4Si2.9(Cr. The thick- CoCrPtSi(5)/Cr(150) specimen is shown in Fig. 2. The crys-

ness of the Cr underlayer was 150 nm. The total magnetic talline orientation relationships were determined by taking

layer thickness was 30 em and the thickness ratio between into account the symmetry and the interplaner distance ratios

he two magnetic layers was changed. The specimens were of lattice image lines as shown in this figure. The CoCrPtSi

deposited on glass substrates using a dc magnetront and the CoCrPt grains are epitaxially grown on individually
degosystem. The detalss of s puttersing lec m eti n ~ sputter- isolated columnar of Cr crystal with a relationship ofing system. The details of sputtering deposition are described
in Ref. 5. hcp(1011),,,/hcl(1011)c,•o,,•s.ýAc(110), . (1)

The magnetic pepenrties of the samples were measured The lattice image lines are bent at the interface between the
by using a vibrating-sample magnetometer (VSM). The ml- Cr and the Co(rPtSi layers and at the interface of the
croatnactures of the films were investigated by x-ray diffrac- CoCrPtSi and the CoCrPt layers [Fig. 2(b)1. The dislocations
"tion, HWTEM and high-resolution scanning electron micros- are observed at the boundary between the Cr and CoCrPtSi
copy (HRSEM). as shown for example in Fig. 2(b) by a black snow. These

The COOPWOPISi dual-magetic layered specimens dislocations were probably introduced to accommodate the
were deposited under the condition? 

to enhance the morpho- lattice misfit between both layers or the surface roughness of
logical separation between magnetic grains. Figure 1(a) Cr columnar crystal. On the other hand, no dear dislocation
shows the plan-view TEM image and the selected area elec- is observed at the interface between the two magnetic layers.
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FIG. I. (a) Plan-view TEM imp mad aelected area electmo diffractionSpamem of Clo•Pt (15 ato lP lS1) dutmge laye. (b) HRSEM

image of srface .eepbatW of Cr amkdayer depouled under a high Ar
go pt•esure of 28 mtir.

This is probably due to the small difference in the lattice
constants between the magnetic layers of less than 2%. The c
axis. which is the magnetization easy axis, of hcp magnetic

crystal is lying in the same direction for the epitaxially
grown two magnetic crystals. The c axis of magnetic crystal
grain shown in Fig. 2(a) is aligned at an angle of 280 with FIG. 2. Crm-sctional HRMM iage of CoCrPt(25 nm)/CoCrPtSilSI/
respect to the interface between the CoCrPtSi and the Cr Cr(1S0) specimen.

layers.
The compositional microstructure of a dual-layered film tion is different from either of the CoCrPt and the CoCrPtSi

was investigated using a high-spatial-resolution TEM (300 layers may have formed near the interface between the
kV) equipped with au, energy dispersion x-ray analyzer stacked magnetic layers.
(EDX). The probe diameter was 2 nm in this present analy- The coercivity values, Hr, of CoCrPt/CoCrPtSi dual-
sis. The local compositions were measured along a crystal- magnetic-layered media deposited on glass substrates
line column as shown in the schematic picture inserted in showed nonlinear variation when the thickness ratio between
Fig. 3. The variations of Co, Cr, and Pt concentrations in the the stacked magnetic layers was changed while keeping the
CoCrPt(25 nm)/CoCrPtSi(5) specimen are shown in this fig- total magnetic layer thickness to be constant.

5 
It is not easy

ure as a function of distance from the interface between the to clarify the origin of the nonlinear behavior of H, in the
Cr underlayer and the CoCrPtSi layer. The dotted lines in dual-magnetic-layered films, because these specimens have
Fig. 3 give the average concentrations of Co, Cr, and Pt polycrystalline structures, which mean random distnrbutions
elements estimated from bulk sample compositions. In the Cr in the direction of magnetization easy axis. Therefore, we

underlayer, only the Cr element was detected. The Co and Cr prepared single-crystalline specimens of the dual-magnetic
concentrations show sharp changes at the interface between layers employing the epitaxial growth technique.

9 
The Co/Cr

the Cr underlayer and the CoCrPtSi layer as well as at the bilayer thin film has been epitaxially grown on the MgO
interface between the two magnetic layers. On the other (110) single-crystal substrate with the crystallographic rela-
hand, the variation of the Pt concentration is much broader tionship of
than those of the Co and Cr in the vicinity of the stacked (1 lO0)[O001],J/(211)[Oliw/(ll ]mgo . (2)
magnetic layers. This result indicates that some Pt atoms

have diffused fron the CoCrPt layer into the CoCrPtSi layer Here, the c axis of Co layer lies along only one direction
through the interface. A small peak of Si was also observed parallel to the film plane throughout the Co layer. We depos-
around the CoCrPtSi layer in EDX spectum. This Si peak ited the CoCrPt/CoCrPtSi dual-magnetic-layered films on
was overlapped with a subpeak of FL The Si intensity was MgO (110) substrates. In the x-ray diffraction investigation

estimated using a peak separation technique through corn- of a CoCrPt(15 nm)/CoCrPtSi(15)/Cr(50) film, only bcc
puler procesaing. The Si intensity seemed to be increased (211) peak from the Cr underlayer and peaks corresponding
near the interface between the stacked magnetic layers. only to the hcp (IOiO) in the CoOPt and CoCrPtSi layers
These results suogpet that a very thin layer whose compost- were observed. The specimen was confirmed to be epitaxi-
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A new IMp of &*i-Mli recerdnf mead. with advanced microstnacture: the bicyual film, has been
studied eapiulinatly. ThM amy Use of the bicysa films are oriented along two spciie
orhGem9d111'I tcism din the pilmne. In this study, an UP singl crystal substrate with (100)
orietatoio Is vludln to Ib -a die Ce namocryst underayer with (100) orientation, and on top of
the (100)CO uNdeey thl CsM wil (1120) texture was grown eptaxialy. X-ray and

amuulom l . mkMMree ('MJM daction studies confirm the fabricated thinfilm media
has the blacysita alautretoe The magnetic properties of the bicrystal films have demonstrated
very high coercivity (Hc- 3O0 0 Oe) mad coercive and remaent squareness ($*-o.9, s-0.9), all
"dsred for high areal deasity magnetic recording. The in-plane hysteresis loops of the fabricated
films show fourfold symmetry which is the characteristic of the bicrystal microstructure. The effects
of Cr underlayer thickness on tde magnetic properties of the bicrystal film has also been studied.

ITROO"UCTON of the (100) Cr monolayer which will in turn enhance the
Smagnetic properties of the fabricated bicrystal film.STo achive 10-Gbit/inz recording areal density, the bit

length and the track width are both e•pected to decrease SA U PRPIAR TIOM

dramatically. This requires the future thin-film media to have
high coereivity (Hc), coercive and renment squareness ($* In this study, the Cr underlayer and CoCr1 4Ta2 magnetic
and S), and low media noise, as well as excellent narrow films were dc and rf magnetron sputtered in a Temescal sput-
track recording performance at the same time. The current twring system which has a base pressure -2 ) 10-s Tor
thin-film media has difficulty to meet these high standard The argon sputtering gas pressure for both Cr and CoCrTa
requiremeMs, e.&, in the IBM I GbituL2 demonaftation' S* was 8 mIbrr. The sputtering rates for Cr and CoCr'l were
has to be sacrificed (-0.75) in order to lower the media 400 and 560 A/mrin respectively. During the deposition of
noise. The micromnagntic computer modeling study2 has CoCr'h film the substrate was biased at -60 V. The sub-
shown that if the thin-film media has the bicrystal micro- strata was heated by a four set of quartz lamp to 320 °C
structre, the media with high Hc ,S',S, low media noise before deposition of the Cr undelayer. The crystallographic
along with excellent side-written behavior can be achieved at structures of the films were studied by x-ray and TEM dif-
once. The easy axes of the crystallites of the bicrystal film fractions. The thickness of the CoCrTa magnetic films is
are oriented along two specified orthogonal directions inside fixed at 225 A ,vhile the Cr underlayer thickness has been
the film plane. This kind of special easy axis orientation can varied. The LIF single crystal with (100) orientation was
be obtained by epitaxially growing (1120) CoCrTa on the used as a substrate and was air cleaved before deposition.
(100) Cr monocrystal which enables the easy axes the Along with the UF substrate, a Coming No. 2 glass substrate
CoCr h crystallites to locate in the film plane and orient was also used to fabricate the planar isotropic film which can
along the [0111 or [01i] direction of (100) Cr. The modeling be used as a comparison.
study has suggested that the in-plane magnetic property of
the Ji film with the bicrystal microstructu should have RESULTS AND OrncussoM
additional anisotropy, i.e., the hysteresis loop along 45' to
one of the c-axis direction (effective easy axis) is a very The IF single crystal has fcc structure with a 4.01-A
square one while the loop along one of the c-axis direction lattice constanL Tbe atomic distances between Li -UW and
has lower Hc, S*, and S. In addition, the H, and S* of the F--F- are 2.84 A, very close to the lattice constant 2.88 A
bicrystal film along the effective easy axis are higher than the of boc Cr. Strong epitaxy growth of (100) Cr on (100) Li
planar isotopic film, while the noise power at high density is can be expected with the following orientation relationship:
lower than both planar isotropic and well-oriented films. (100)[001jCr//(100)[Ol1Lf. If the Cr film grows epitaxially

Tb obtain the bicrystal thin-film media experimentally, on the (100) IUF substrate, it should have a strong (100)
successful fabrication of the (100) Cr monocryst is the key texture with the [001] direction pointed to the same direc-
for the epitaxy growth of the (11WO) Co alloy. The NaCi tion. The obtained Cr underlayer should possess a fourfold
Single crystal with (100) orieMation has been attempted 3  inApl emeation symmetry. On top of the (100) Cr mono-
Even though the uicrostuctura of the film deposited on the layer, the epitaxial growth of the Conth film will have the
(100) NaCl substrate has been shown to have the bicrystal orientation relationship (l15)[O001]CoOCrI/(l00o)[OlIla.
microstruetwe, the magnetic properties of the film are very The c axis of the (1120) CoCet grain oienm in-plane and
poor (Nc is lowe than the planar isorop film). lb fully along eitder the [011] or [01i] direction of the (100) Cr,
realn the advantages of the bicrystal microsr•cture, a new resulting in the bicrya microtuctum. Tie bicrystal micro-
type of sulirmae LIF single crystal with (100) orientation, structure should possess a fourfold in-plane symmetry which
has been tried in ths study to Improve e etaial growth will clsd erize in-plane magnetic properties of the film.
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FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction spedran ofia typical CDCrTa biaysia" thn its C
dtepositedt on the UF subvtrat 0%@

The X-ray diffraction spectrum of the CoCrTa/Cr film Q
deposited in the UF substrate is shown in Fig. 1, The
CoCrTa and Cr thicknesses are 225 and 40 A, respectively. go0 aC
Figure I shows that the Cr underlayer has striong (200) oni- CoCrTa/Cr
entation and the CoCrTa has (1120) texture, different from i
the planar isotropic film deposited on a glass substrate in
which the Cr has (110) and the CoCrTa (1010) and (loh)
texture. This result indicates that by utilizzing the (100) LIF 0
single crystal substrate, the texture of the Cr underlayer can 00 00 011 *I 010CiI2

be changed from (110) to (100). As a consequence, the tex- * .ture of CoCrTa can be changed from (1010) and (10h1)to *.011+ 000 0'00+
(112). Thie in-plane crystallographic orientation of0 0C
CoCrTa/Cr film deposited on iF can be verified bythe TE.4 * 020 0 * 01i1

diffraction pattern, as shown in Fig. 2(a), which clearly dem- 9 0 0 0 0 000a0
onstrates that the microstracture of the film has a high degree Cr CoCila CoCrTa
in-plane orientation with fourfold symmetry. The TEM dif- (b)
fraction Pattern can be considered as a s~uperimiposition of
one (100)[001] Cr orientation and two (1120)[0001] CoCrTa
orientations with the two [0001] directions perpendicular to FIG. 2. (a) TEM diffraction pattern of a MypicaCocers bictysia thin filn;
each other, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The equal intensity of (b) scheinaic divramas of the sut~eimttosed copnnsof the TEM pattern.
the diffraction spots shown in Fig. 2(a) suggests that the c
a-is of the CoCr~ta grains has a 50% chance oriented along
either [011] or [011] of the (100) Cr monolayer. The TEM
diffraction pattern conifirms that the CoCt'lbCr deposited on
UP indeed has the bicrystal microstructure.

Thle in-plane hysteresis loops of the bicrystal film with
225-A-thick CDCera on 900l-A-thick Cr undeflayer are H1 - 313-
shown inFig.3, where 0 is the angle with repet to oeof s 0.8766
the c axis. Figure 3 shows that the hysteresis loop along the 0.5 - -
61--45* direction denoted as an effective easy axis, exhibits
very high coercivty Hc=3153 Oe, high S*=0.93, and 0
S=0.88. For the CoCfta type of thin-film media the coer-
civity higher than 2000 Oe has no yet been reported and the -0.

S* is USUaiy very low for the film deposited at the high ,*"- o230
Wbfjttemperature on the Nip subStrate. 4 Th~is result ini H-1 -- 440

S* 0.73=
cone that for the film with the bicrysta substrate, significant 0.M
etnhancement of Hc. along with high 5. and S can be ob- -8000 -4000 0 4000 8000
tmned The b-plan arYslallln aNiotro resulting from the Hcos9
biesysta Meosftrueur Can be verified by the in-plane hys-
teOMi loops MeCAred along different dimfectIoniL Figure 4 FIGa . ItHYMteed loopa alo the effective coy (0-43) and hard (~0--)

sostecoercivity as a function of angle 0for the hicrystal aune ot a typiwcaCocrlh hieryatil tits,
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Ff0. ln-dan& ma~iinfanlewihresreetooeot~hc ~ FIG. 6. Thec measured S* vs Cy undedayer thikness for die hicrysiz films4 - ~~(crcles) mW d - iSoers UiM (tr~isane).

film with 225-A. thick CoCrTa and 300-A-thick Cr underlay-
ers which show excellent ini-plante fourfold symmetry, every axis (filled circles) increases dramatically from 1500 Oe at
90* the HC value repeats itself. The S* and S also show 50-A-thick Cr to about 3000 Oe at 900-A-thick Cr and re-
in-plane fourfold symmetry even though they amri ot shown miains at this high value for the thicker Cr underlayer. The
in this paper.' Hc along the effective hard axis also increases from about

The effects of Cr underlayer thickness on the magnetic 1000 to about 2500 Oe durinig the same ranige of increasing
properties of bicrystal filmn were also studiedi. T1he Co~rTa Cr thickness. Interestingly, at the thick Cr even the coercivity
thickness is fixed at 225 A and the Cr undedlayer thickness is along the effective hard axis is much higher than the planar
varied from o to 2400 A The coercivities of the bicrysWa isotropic films. The coercive squareniess (S*) of the films
films on various Cr tmderlayer thickness are shown in Fig. 5. deposited on the LiF and glass substrate are plotted in Fig. 6.
Also included in the figure are the coercivities of the planar The S* of the biciystal films along an effective easy axis
isotropic films deposited on a glass substrate, represented by rises rapidly from 0.65 at 0-A-thick Cr to 0.95 at 150-A-
triangles. The Hc of the isotropic films increases rapidly as thick Cr and then decreases slightly to 0.92 as the Cr under-
the Cr underlayer increasing from 0 to 300 A and then stays layer grows to 2400 A. The S* along the effective hard axis
virtually constant at around 1600 Oc. For the film deposited shows quite different behavior, it increases rapidly at an ini-
on aLiF substrate, atzero or very thin (25 A)Cr thickness, tial increase of Cr thickness (from 0 to 300 A) and then
the HC is low and the difference between the loops along the decreases into a very low value foe very thick Cr.
effective easy and hard axes is negligible. As the Cr under-
layer becomes thicker than 50 A, the difference between the C lONL ONS
hysteresis loops along effective easy and hard axes start to CoCr~a bicrystal films have been successfully fabricated
appear. As shown by Fig. 5, the Hc along the effective easy on (100) LIF single crystal substrates. The in-planec hyster-

esis loops have demonstrated a fourfold symmetry which is
the characteristic of the bicrystal micrstructure. X-ray and

350 TEM diffraction studies have been performed to confirm that
the obtained films have bicrystal microstructure. It is found

30 that the CoCrTa bicrystal films can have very high coercivity

25 (-3000 Oe) along with high S*(-0.9) and S(-0.9). The
I effects of Cr underlayer thickness on the magnetic properties

2 ----~---- - -of the bicrystal films have also been investigated. It shows
that starting from the very thin Cr underlayer, the bicrystal
film with high HC, S*, and S can be obtained.

o a. ~~~'T. Yolgi C. Tubn& T. A. Nguyen, 1 Ju, G. L Glormm and G. Castillo,
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AM structure and media noise of SmCo/Cr thin films and hard disks
E . M. T. Vcr y and D. N. Lambem u
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J. T. Thamtoni and P. E. Ruesael
Precbson Exqgbeerf Cente, Department of Materials Science and Engumeering,
North Carolin Staw Umwi)esi; Raleigh Nor&h C&-Oti• 27695

Longituia media for ultrahigh density recordin_.g require a high coercivity and a low medium
noise. While the coercivity is controlled mainly by the chemical composition of the alloy, the

medium noise is influenced significantly by the microstructure of the underlayer. We used atomic
force microscopy (AFM) to study the microstructure of Cr underlayers and SmCo magnetic films.
The AFM study shows that the Cr grains have elongated "rice"-like granular features whereas the
SmCo grains without an underlayer appear circular with nonuniform grain size. The Or underlayer
grows as well isolated columns with voids. When thin SmCo films (<20 rm) were deposited on the
thin Cr (<35 nm) underlayers the SmCo grains were found to replicate the isolated, columnar
structure of the underlayer. The intergranular exchange interaction and the recording media noise of
SmCo/Cr thin films decreased with a decreasing thickness of the Cr underlayer. The medium noise
of high coercivity SmCo/Cr hard disks prepared on thin Cr underlayers remained almost flat with no
supralinear increase when tested up to 2760 fc/mm (70 kfci).

R1ODUCTION EXPERIWENTAL PROCEDURE

Longitudinal thin-film metal media for ultrahigh record. Chromium films were if diode sputtered onto 7059

ng densities require an extremely sharp and narrow transi. Coming glass substrates from pure (99.9%) Cr targets in a
width.e2 This requirement is achievable if the magnetic Leybold Heraeus Z-650 sputtering system. The films were

tion w Te prepared at 10-mTorr argon pressure with a sputtering rate of
film is thin, has a high coercivity, and is composed of mag. 35 nm per minute and with no substrate heating. The SmCo
netically noninteracting grains.3"4 Chromium thin films are films were sputtered at 20-mTorr argon pressure at a sputter-
commonly used as an underlayer for Co-alloy medi now Cr ing rate of 14 nrm per minute.4 The use of these sputtering
can be grown with (110) or (200) textures which provide a parameters in our earlier studies resulted in SmCo/Cr media
close epitaxial match to the {10io), {10il}, or {1120} planes with a high coercivity and a low medium noise.6"7 The mi-
of the hcp Co-alloy films.5 This epitaxy promotes in-plane crostructure of Cr, SmCo, and SmCo/Cr films were studied
orientation of the c axis of hexagonal Co-alloy films. Since with a Digital Nanoscope Ill scanning probe microscope in
the grain size, crystallographic texture, and morphology of contact mode with 4-nN repulsive force using silicon nitride
the magnetic films are largely determined by the correspond- pyramidal tips and electron beam contamination tips. The
ing properties of the Cr underlayer, it is very important to intergranular magnetic exchange interaction in SmCo/Cr
understand the variation of the Cr grain size and morphology films were evaluated by obtaining delta-M(H) plots from
with its thickness and other sputtering process parameters. forward and reverse magnetization curves. The experimental
We reported eather that SmCo4 films grown on the Cr on- procedures for the disk fabrication and for the recording
derlayer show a high coercivity6 and a low medium noise at characterization are the same as those described in our earlier
high recording densities.7  publication.

7

We report here the microstructure of Cr underlayers
sputtered on glass substrates, and SmCo films grown on the RESULTS AND DSCUSSION
Cr underayers. The microstructure of pure Cr films with In Fig. 1, the surface morphological features of Cr thin
respect to the sputtering process parameters have been stud- films as a f of their thickness are displayed in both

ied in the past by using conventional scanning electron mi- two- and three-dimensional micrographs. In the two-
croscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy dimensional view the Cr crystallites vividly appear to have a
(TEM) techniques for thick (25 pm? and thin (50 n=-4 rice-like shape, while in the three-dimensional view the Cr
ppm)9 films. AFM has the advantage of showing the surfare rains appear as nodules with a rounded morphology. This is
morphological features of thin films better than SEM and particularly true for films of smaller thicknesses (<105 nm).
TEM, since sub-angstrom lateral resolution is possible when Whe grain size of Cr is seen to increase with its thickness, but
the appropriate AFM scan probe tip is used.1° Also, the di- the grain shape and the void structure isolating the Cr grains
mensions of features in the z direction can be measured ac- remain almost the same even for thick Cr films. X-ray dif-
curately which is not possible by the other two techniques. fraction results of these films revealed that they all had only
We also report the correlation of the recording noise charac- (110) crystalline texure. In Ftg. 2 the microstructure of
teristics to the AFM microstructure for media with various SimCe 4 films of varying thickness prepared on glass sub-
Cr unde&ayer thicknesses, stmates with no undedayer are shown. TIhe shapes of SmCo
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FIG. 3. Miomic Exoe znmiaop6,s of SwCo thm inm Main; pred on a Cr
underlayer an gisms subsahase

grains ame well rounded aid appear distinctly different from
that of pure Cr films. The SmCo grains are well isolated with
voids when the film is thin (<28 nm) and a clustering of
grains is seen for thicker (>42 rnm) SmCo films. The two-
dimensional view of SmCo films shows a more pronounced
columnar growth structure even for filmts as thin as 14 am. In
Fig 3 the structure of the 28-nim-thick SmCo films sputtered

FIG. 1. AbomiC fwf Uinimagrps of Cr d&~ Mm gan1m arskaes. onto 35- and 105-nmi-thick Cr underlayers are shown. T"he
SmCo grains grown on the Cr underlayers appear nearly cir-
cular and are well isolated with voids. The grain size of the
Cr underlayer increased from 15 to 75 am as its thickness
varied from 35 to 350 nni (Tble 1). It is interesting to note
that when a 28-nm-thick SmCo film is grown on 35- and
105 am thick Cr underlayers, the grain size of SmCo was
found to increase from 12 to 20 rnm. The three-dimensional
displays of SmCo/Cr films shown in Fig. 3 also reveal that
the SinCo films grown on Cr underlayers are well isolated
with voids. This columnar growth structure observed for Cr,
SinCe and SmCo/Cr thin films resemble the "zone 1 micro-
structure" reported for sputtered filmss and evaporated
films." The predominantly unidirectional flow of mass in the
zero bias sputtering process, wupled with substrate surface
roughness, low adatom mobility (absence of surface and vol-
ume diffusion), and scattering of sputtered atoms by sputter-
ing gas atoms, promotes the atomic shadowing effect and a
growth of columnar microstructure. By controlling argon
pressure, substrate temperature, deposition rate, and film
thickness, one can control the columnar grain size and the
width of the void space isolating the columnar grains. Ti~s is

TABU 1. Grain sire and manfa roqiness of Cr films sputtered on Simassa
a fuanction of Win thickness

ftOqlIMeIC Values (Nin)
Cr fIlm Avg. Grain

Iickwue size Pek to
(aM) (am) vally INIS R

35 15 &.02 1.00) 0.80

15 30 1479 1.81 1.47
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FIG. 4. Normalized medium noise power vs linear recording density for FIG. 5. Carrier to total ismepsied noise raio amd nomalized medium naise
SmCo (188) and SmCo/C (7A. 8A, and 9A) hard disks, power vs lincar recording deanty for a high coerCvity SmCoi(r hard disk

prepared on a 35-nm-hick Cr underiayer.

especially important in the designing of low noise recording
media since the isolation of magnetic grains will minimize onto a 35-nm-thick Cr underlayer. The medium noise is
the intergranular exchange interaction effects in metallic thin nearly flat up to 2760 fk/mm (70 kfci) with a high carrier to
films. The two and three dimensional AFM views of SmCo integrated noise ratio of 20 dB.

(Fig. 2) indicate well isolated columnar particles. However,
the AFM probe tip scans only surface features and any con- CONCLUSIONS
tacts among the SmCo columns at the base will not be ob- The surface morphological features of SmCo films and
served. On the contrary, SmCo films grown on well sepa- Cr films sputtered on glass substrates are different. The Cr
rated Cr columns result in isolated SmCo columns which grains have an elongated rice-like shape whereas the SmCo
replicate the Cr column size. Thus, the grains of the SmCo films have a circular grain shape. Thin SmCo films when
films grown on a Cr underlayer of separated columnar struc- sputtered on thin Cr underlayers grow as well isolated col-
ture are effectively isolated by the nonmagnetic Cr at the umns with voids. This structure brings about a dramatic re-
base and by voids on the sides. Delta-M(H) plots of SmCo duction in intergranular magnetic exchange interaction and
films prepared with and without Cr underlayers were mea- hence in medium noise power for SmCo/Cr hard disks. The
sured. The SmCo films prepared with no Cr underlayer show intergranular exchange interaction and medium noise power
a large positive delta-M peak which is indicative of a strong decreases with a decreasing thickness of the Cr underlayer.
interparticle exchange interaction. The decoupled films pre- SmCo/Cr hard disks with superior signal-to-noise ratio are
pared on Cr films of 105 nm showed slightly negative (mag- obtained when thin Cr underlayers are used.
netostatic coupling) delta-M peaks, while positive delta-M
peaks (exchange coupling) reappeared as the Cr films got ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
thicker (175-350 no) indicating that the Cr columns had
grown together. Our experimental recording results are in This work was supported in part by the National Science
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the Cr layer Zhickness. This corresponds to an increase in Cr the Precision Engineering Center at North Carolina State
grain size and a decrease of the void space with the increas- University.
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Modeling of thin-film media with advanced microstructure for ultrahigh
l density recording

Xiao-Ouang Ye and Jian-Gang Zhu
Departinent of Electrical Engineering, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

Magnetic thin films with subgrain structure, or nanocrytalline films are studied via micromagnetic
modeling. The subgrain nanocrystallites form a bicrystal structure inside a rormal grain, due to
proper epitaxial growth. It is shown that a relatively small but nonzero exchange coupling through
normal grain boundaries is critical for obtaining high coercive squareness. Maintaining low
exchange coupling between subgrains in a normal grain is important for achieving low transition
noise. The calculation shows that films with this microstructure can have S*-0.95 and a
signal-to-noise ratio of 36 dB at 385 KFCI with 1-/tm track width. Such film microstructure is
practically achievable in principle and is suited for future high recording density applications.

I. INTRODUCTION each normal grain corresponds to a cluster of subgrains

For high density magnetic recording, both high signal grown on top of a Cr underlayer column. The normal grain
size, which is determined by the column size of the Cr tun-amplitude and low transition noise are critical. Thus films d

with more advanced microstructurns are required. Previous derlayer, is assumed to be 200 A in the calculation. The
micromagnetic modeling studies show that film with ad- medium thickness is also assumed to be 200 A. The inag-vanced microstructure, such as bicrystal film, can achieve netic easy axis of the subgrains are oriented in two orthogo-both high squareness of hysteresis loop and low media noise nal directions in the film plane, forming a hirvstal structure
both high squa rne s of ho erewithdius loop impleow medianoise within each normal grain. The principw ioentation of for-al the same time, however, with difficulties to implement in mal grains is assumed to be randoh,, in the film plane, so the
the circular disk forms.' In this paper, a new kind of mag- overall magnetic properties of the nanocrystalline films are
netic film with subgrain structure, or nanocrystalline film, is planar isotropic. The calculation array contains 48X48 nor-
studied via microniagnetic modeling. mal grains, i.e., 128X128 nanocrystallites. The exchange

A recent high-resolution transmission electron micros-
copy (TEM) study has shown nanocrystalline subgrain struc- coupling between subgrains inside a normal grain, denoted
tures in Co-alloy magnetic thin films grown on a (001) tex- y hen, and the exchange coupling between subgrains on
tured Cr underlayer.2 The hcp Co-alloy nanocrystlaites are the boundary of normal grains, denoted by hou, car, be
epitaxially grown on the Cr underlayer with the (1120) plane chosen independently in the model, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
matching the (001) plane of Cr. The c axes of the Co-alloy The magnetic parameters of the simulated films are chosen to
subgrains within one Cr grain can be either in Cr (110) or represent a high anisotropy, low M, medium. Assuming the
(110) directions, forming a bicrystal structure within each Cr saturation magnetization M, =375 emu/cm 3 and the aniso-
grain. Clear physical separation between subgrain nanocrys- tropy constant K = 1.4 X 106 erg/cm 3, then the crystalline an-
tallites has been observed for CoCrTa magnetic film, which isotropy field is H,=2K/M,=7500 Oe and therefore the
could be caused by Cr segregation at subgrain boundaries magnetostatic interaction constant is h,,=M,/H*=0.05.
inside a normal grain. A recent experimental study on Cr-rich Since the Cr underlayer can yield a voided structure in
CoCrPt magnetic film has also shown high squareness of the magnetic film, one may assume he_., to be relatively
hysteresis loops and very low media noise.3 It is speculated small. However, for some Cr-rich Co-alloy magnetic thin
that high Cr concentration causes phase segregation inside films, phase segregation may occur inside a normal magnetic
normal grains, thereby weakening the exchange interaction grain, forming a Cr-rich area on the subgrain boundaries in-
between subgrains and resulting in low recording noise. side the grain. This can effectively weaken the exchange in-

In this paper, micromagnetic modeling is utilized to
study the magnetic hysteresis and recording properties of
films with nanoscale subgrain structure. The focus is on how he out
to achieve high coercive squareness and low medium noise
at the same time.

h -;

II. MODEL

A previously developed micromagnetic model is ex-
tended to study the modeled film.

4 
A nanocrystalline mag-

netic film is represented by a 2D array of hexagons closely
packed on a triangular lattice. Each hexagon represents a
magnetic subgrain. A cluster of seven subgrains forms a
single normal grain, as shown in Fig. 1. In the case of
CoCrTa (1120) epitaxially grown on the (001) plane of Cr, FIG. 1. Modeling of nanocrystidline films.
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Applied Field Ho(Oe) FIG, 4. -typical dibit magnetization pattern at B =0.13 pm for nanocrystal-
line film with he_. = 0. 1, h, __ = 0.05. The horizontal width of the array is

I pim. The gray scale represents the magnetization component along the

FIG. 2. Calculated hysteresis loop for nanocrystalline films with h,_i. recording directio.

=0.1,h.. = O,05.

S* is demonstrated in Fig. 3. For a fixed h,_o, = 0.05, S*

teraction between the subgrains inside the normal grain, remains at the level of 0.95 while he, ranges from 0.0 to
Thus the parameter h,_i. can vary over quite a wide range of 0.15. S* drops slightly to 0.90 with further increase in
values. h,_i, to 0.3. However, if there is no exchange coupling be-

The hysteresis loops are calculated by decreasing the tween normal grain boundaries, i.e., he_ot = 0.0, S* falls
external field quasistatically from the saturation direction, dramatically into the range of 0.6, regardless of the value of
Dibit magnetization transition pairs are simulated by utiliz- hl-,.
ing the 2D Karlqvist head field to study the recording per-
formance. Periodic boundary conditions are applied so that
the track edge effect can be disregarded. The fast Fourier IV. RECORDING PROPERTIES
transformation method is used to calculate the long-range Figure 4 shows a typical simulated dibit magnetization
magnetostatic interaction. Most of the calculations are per- recording pattern on a nanocrystalline film with hA_,
formed on a CM-200 Connection Machine. = 0.1 andh_. o = 0.05. A 0.12 -Am gap and a flying height
IN. HYSTERESIS PROPERTIES of 0.02 mrn is used for the recording bead field. The interbit

interval B is approximately 0.13 Am, and the width of the

The calculations show that high coercive squareness can array is 1 Am. No percolation between the two transitions
be obtained for the nanocrystalline films when the two ex- has occurred at this bit interval. Statistically, the size of the
change coupling constants are appropriately selected. The zig-zag magnetic domain at the transition determines the
hysteresis loop with h,_i. = 0.1 and h,_.,, = 0.05 is shown transition noise. As shown in Fig. 4, the zig-zag domain at
in Fig. 2. Hysteresis coercivity is H,=0.43H*= 3200 Oe. the transition boundary has a very fine structure, indicating
Coercive squareness of S*=0.94 is achieved. It is found that very low media noise of the nanocrystalline film.
a small but nonzero exchange coupling through the normal Figure 5 shows the cross-track correlation function of
grain boundaries, ho_, is critical for achieving high coer- the magnetization component along the recording direction
cive squareness in the modeled nanocrystalline films, 'Me calculated at the center of the second transition of the dibit

effect of exchange coupling constants on coercive squareness shown in Fig. 4. The correlation length, defined here as the
distance (in the cross-track direction) where the autocorrela-
tion function drops to half of its peak value, is approximately

1.0-

0 .- h5. -.00.10

2, .2_S"hou.0.05

- 00.8
o. .h 0.10

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Exchange Coupling he_• o 0 m2 4W ow 400

Cross Track Position (A)
FIG. 3. Effect of exchange coupling inside the normal grain on coercive
aqwarenem of nanoctystalline films with h,_. = 0.05 and h,-- FIG. 5. Calculated croa-lmrack correlation function of magnetization at the
= 0.0. center of asecond tranniis.
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virtually unchanged as bit interval decreases. Increasing the
"3 - exchange coupling between the subgrains results in higher

&, h..,t .05 h..-n-O.2 transition noise and significantly pronounced supralinear
3.0 noise increase at small bit intervals.

Z L3 The read back sira amplitude is defined as tihe peak

value of the read back waveform of an isolated transition,

and therefore the signal-to-noise ratio is calculated. At the bit
1.5 interval B=0.07 /um, i.e., 385 KFCI recording density, a
"•1.o . ...--- h, 0.1 SNR=36 dB is achieved for nanocrystalline film with h,_n

0.5 h,-sO.05 0.0 and he_s = 0.05. Increasing the exchange coupling
0 h4._-O.O0 inside the normal grain to he,_ = 0.1, the signal-to-noise

0X 0.0 0.20 0 ratio decreases to 33 dB. This isstill above the SNR required

inverse bit interval D/B by system designers.

HG. 6. Calculated integrated noise power as a function of the inverse bit V. CONCLUSIONS
interval for nanocrystaltine films with different sets of exchange coupling Planar isotropic nanocrystalline films with bicrystal sub-
atntants (Au, and h,_,,,), grain structures are studied via micromagnetic simulation.

High coercive squareness can be achieved for nanocrystal-

the dimension of a subgrain. Even though there is a small line films with weak exchange coupling between the normal
exchange coupling between the normal grains and the sub- grain boundary. The bicrystal structure of subgrains inside
grains, the effective width of the zig-zags at the transition each normal grain tend to break the collective behaviors of
center is smaller than the dimension of a normal grain, magnetization processes, so the cross-track magnetization

To study the noise behavior of the nanocrystalline films, correlation length is small, in the range of the dimension of a
a recording simulation of the dibit transition pair is repeated subgrain. For films with relatively low exchange coupling
30 times, each time with a different set of easy axes to mimic between subgrains, the medium noise is low even at very
recording at different locations in the film plane. Read back small bit intervals. At 385-KFCI recording density, and 1-.,n
voltage waveforms are calculated by convolving the head track-width, calculated SNR is 36 dB. It is concluded that
field with the simulated recording dibit magnetization pat- nanocrystalline film with adequate exchange coupling can
terns. The variance of the read back waveforms of the dibit support the targeted 10-Gbits/in.

2 
recording density.

transitions is calculated. The total voltage noise power is
defined as the average variance value over an interbit inter- ACKINOWLEDGMENTS
val, B, centered at the second transition of the dibit.
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Evauation of the CoCrTaPt alloy for longitudinal magnetic recording

4ed Tecloy, Akasiu Mewri$ t-orp., San Jf, Calioorua 95134

ZhJun Yang and Midhae R. Shiifi
Dgelmma of Physic& Arizon State University, Temtpe, Arizona 85287

A quaternary alloy of CoCtr~aPt with a composition of 80-10-4-6 (in at. %) was evaluated for its

magnetic and recording properties. Samples of C/CoCr~aPtCr recording media were prepared by dc
magnetron sputtering on circanmferentially textured Al/NIP substrates. Ile effects on static magnetic
properties and recording performance were studied for different substrate preheating times, Cr
underlayer thicknesses, and Co-alloy layer thicknesses. It was found that both the coercivity H, and
remarnent magnetization M, increased with substrate preheating time. H, also increased with Cr
urwderlayer thickness, as expected. The M,8 value depended linearly on the Co-alloy layer thickness.
In addition, we found that the coercivity increased dramatically as the magnetic layer thickness
decreased from -800 to -200 A. For a sample with a 235-A CoCrTaPt magnetic layer and
-1000-A Cr underlayer, the coercivity was found to be >2700 Oe. Parametric evaluation showed

that CoCrTaPt samples have performance similar to samples of CoCrTa and, because of the Pt
addition, the CoCrTaPt alloy offers significantly higher attainable coercivities than the CoCrTa
alloy. Therefore, the CoCrTaPt alloy proves to be a good candidate for use in high density recording
media which require coercivity of higher than 2000 Oe.

Studies have shown that quaternary alloys of CoCrTaPt tering on a Rigaku RU200 diffractometer with Kat radiation
are promising candidates for high density recording in Ion- of a rotating Cu anode. The thicknesses of the Cr underlayer
gitudinal thin-film media, where both the high coercivity Hc and the Co-alloy layer were determined using x-ray fluores-
and the high signal-to-noise ratio are required. By adding cence (XRF) spectrometry. The magnetic properties were
only a few at. % Pt to CoC.fa alloys which are being used in measured on a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). The
thin-film recording media, one can significantly increase H, recording performance was characterized using a Guzik
without causing degradation of the recording read-write analyzer with a thin-film head which had a
performance.- 3 In contrast, in order to achieve similar mag- 0.35-prm gap. The high frequency was 5.5 MHz (40 KFCI).
netic properties, more than 10-at. % Pt have to be used in The write current was 14 mA (base-to-peak) and the rotation
another popular magnetic alloy of CoCrPt,4 7 

which signifi- speed was 3000 rpm. The head flying height was 3.5-4.0 A".
candy increases the cost of the sputtering target and thus X-ray scattering spectra of samples with different pre-
limits its use in recording media production. In this study, heating times are shown in Fig. 1, together with the spectrum
we evaluated a CoCrTaPt alloy with the composition of of an Al/NiP substrate. It showed that at low-temperature hcp
80-10-4-6 (in at. %) for its magnetic and recording proper- Co (10.0), (00.2), and (10.1) grew epitaxially on bcc Cr (110)
ties, using different substrate preheating times, Cr underlayer which resulted in the random orientations of the magneto-
thicknesses, and magnetic layer thicknesses. crystalline easy axis of the Co alloy (c axis). At elevated

The samples of this study were prepared by using an temperatures Cr (200) and hcp Co(11.0) started to grow. This
Intevac MDP-250 dc magnetron sputtering system with a led to the c axis of the Co alloy lying in the film plane, which
separate preheating station, Cr station, Co-alloy station, and
carbon stations. The base pressure of the sputtering system AX20D)

was about 10-7 Tort. The Ar pressures of both Cr and Co- ,C 20

alloy stations were set to 5.5 mTorr. Circumferentially tex- C,0 C'"] 1.0)

tured A] disks with plated NiP layers were used as substrates. sseC
Sample sputtering was done in different stations in the se-
quence of substrate preheating, Cr underlayer, Co-alloy
(magnetic) layer, and carbon protection layer. A -200-V dc J k sec

bias was applied to both Cr and Co-alloy stations. In order to 2
study the effects of sputter conditions on both the magnetic 2
properties and recording performance of the CoCrTaPt alloy, i 0W
the substrates were preheated before sputtering for different
duration times. The substrate temperature was varied from 35A0 4.o00 55.o 65.00 75.00
moon temperature (no preheating) to -250 °C (8-s preheat- zrsu t)

ing). The thickness of the Cr underlayer was varied from 0 to
1000 A and the Co-alloy layer thickness was changed from FIG. i. X-ay diffrsdsm sectra for the AL/NiP substrate, and for smptes
20 to 6 A. sputtered with different Preheating times, in which peak I is Al (111). peak

The samples were characterized using 0-20 x-ray scat- 2 Co (10.0), peak 3 Co (00.2), peak 4 Cr (110). and peak 5 Co (10.1).
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FIG. 2. Dependence of H, of the CoCrTlkPt alloy on substrate preheating FIG. 4. Dependence of the onrenmnon ratio of the CoCrUaPt daloy n pre.
time. heating time.

is the preferred orientation to achieve higher H, and better
recording performance. 2 The lattice spacings of Co (10.0)
and (00.2) were found to be 2.227 and 2.084 A, respectively,
for O-s preheat and unchanged for preheat times up to 6 s. ISeO

For samples with 8-s preheat, the crystallite sizes in the di- 1 2 / -
rection of film growth were found to be -180 and -130 A "W
for (200) Cr and (11.0) Co, respectively, estimated from peak 3
widths of x-ray scattering. 0 300 WO 90D 1200

SIn Figs. 2 to 4 we plot the variations with preheating CrThicknes (A)

time of H_ remanent magnetization (M,), and orientation
ratio (OR), where the Cr underlayer and magnetic layer
thicknesses were -1000 and -800 A, respectively. H, did
not change for 0- and 2-s preheating times, as seen in Fig. 2.
We then observed an almost linear increase of H, as the FIG. 5. Dependence of H, of the CoCrd'Pt alloy on Cr underlayer thick-
preheating time changed from 2 to 8 s. For preheating times "a'
longer than 8 s, the NiP layer is expected to crystallize and
become magnetic. The Mr was also seen to increase with
preheating time as shown in Fig. 3, which is different from
the conclusion of a previous study.' For the sample sputtered
without substrate preheating, the M, was found to be -480 6oD
emu/cc. The M, was seen to have increased by -17% to
-560 emu/cc for the sample sputtered at -250 C. This 4

change in M, was caused by the increase of saturation mag- 3.

netization Ms, and also by the increase in remanence square- 0o 3o t9 o
ness S, as shown in Fig. 4. A very interesting feature was
observed for orientation ratio of the samples. For 0- and 2-s
heat, the circumferential H, was lower than the radial H,
which resulted in ORs smaller than 1. The squareness was
also higher in the radial direction than in the circumferential
direction for O-s preheating time. it seems to indicate that
there are more Co crystallites, which have a hcp structure,1 FIG. 6. Dependence of M, of the CoCrTaPt alloy on Cr underlayer thick-
oriented with the c axis in the radial direction than in the
circumferential direction, when the temperature of the sub-
strate is sufficiently low. At preheating time between 2 and 4
s, OR was seen to change from below I to above 1, and then
increased linearly with preheating time, as shown in Fig. 4.

24W
560 iso - : . .

0 60s 120 D WO

5Wm M "•ra ems tOi
0 2 4 6 5

Puhtha Time (eec)

FIG. 3. Dependence of M, of the CoCn.rat alloy on substrate preheating FIG. 7. Dependence of H, of the CoCeMPt alloy on magnetic layer thick-
time.nes
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j TABLE I. Comnparson of parametric performance of CoCrTaPt and CoCrTa alloys.

Mapeic H M, Amplitude Resolution PWSO OW S/N HS
alloy (Oe (memu/CmIl (ALV) (' (as) I -dB) dB) In)

CoCrTjPK 170 2.62 227 87.7 82.2 36.6 29.3 9.3
CoCerT 1726 2.74 237 87.1 81.1 38.9 29.5 8.1

Underlayers such as the Cr layer, which is sputtered The recording performance of the CoCrTaPt alloy was
prior to the magnetic layer, affects the grain size and orien- evaluated for samples sputtered under different conditions,
tation of the magnetic films and thus can enhance the mag- and samples of CoCrTa were also characterized for compari-
netic properties of the recording media. In this part of the son. In Table I we list the results of two samples with differ-
experiment, the magnetic layer was fixed at -800 A while ent alloys. It shows that the CoCrTaPt alloy is similar to the
the Cr underlayer was changed from 0 to -1000 A. The CoCrTa alloy in amplitude (HFTAA), resolution, pulse width
substrates were preheated for 7-s duration time. Figure 5 (PW50), overwrite (OW), bit shift (BS), and signal-to-noise
plots the variation of H, with Cr layer thickness. For the ratio (S/N).

* sample with no Cr underlayer, H, was seen to be only -400 In summary, it was found that for the CoCrTaPt alloy,4
Oe. H, gained more than 1000 Oe when a Cr underlayer of Co (11.0) started to grow epitaxially on Cr (200) at elevated
only -100 A was sputtered. As the Cr underlayer increased temperatures, with the c axis lying in the film plan. We did
further from 100 A, the H, increased with Cr thickness but at not observe any increase with temperature in lattice spacings
a much lower rate. Figure 6 shows the dependence of M, on of the Co alloy. Both Hc and M, increased with substrate
the Cr thickness. The value of M, was very low (-210 emu/ temperature or preheating time. This dependence of M, on
cc) for the sample with no Cr underlayer indicating poor substrate temperature has to be taken into account in record-
crystallite orientation. This low value of M, was related to ing media fabrication, where Hc is mainly adjusted by sub-
both low M, and low remanence squareness. However, M, strate preheating time. H, also increased with Cr thickness.
saturated for Cr thickness of about 100 A at an average value However, the M, value was seen to be constant as Cr thick-
of -570 emu/cc. The orientation ratio showed a weak maxi- ness varied from 100 to 1000 A. The M,8 was also found to
mum value of 1.56 at IO-A Cr. It decreased for thicker Cr depend linearly on the magnetic layer thickness. In addition,
underlayers. At -- 1000 A, the orientation ratio was 1.34. we found that Hc increased at a very fast rate (>1 Oe/A) as
Both S and S* were found to be only -0.45 for the sample the magnetic layer thickness decreased from -800 to -200
with no Cr underlayer. They were seen to be -0.91 and A. Parametric evaluation of CoCrTaPt samples showed simi-
independent to the Cr thickness as the Cr underlayer changed lar performance as the samples sputtered with CoCrTa alloys
from 100 to 1000 A. and, because of the Pt addition, the CoCrTaPt alloy offers

To study the dependence of magnetic properties on Co- significantly higher attainable coercivities than the CoCrTa
alloy thickness, we fixed the Cr underlayer at -1000 A and alloy. Therefore, with very high attainable Hc (>2500 Oe),
varied the Co-alloy layer from -200 to -1600 A. Again, the relatively high remanent magnetization (-570 emu/cc), and
substrates were preheated for 7-s duration time. In Fig. 7 we good recording performance, the CoCrTaPt alloy proves to
plot the H, vs the Co-alloy layer thickness. It can be seen be a good candidate to be used in recording media which
that the Hc became much higher for the thinner Co-alloy requires coercivity of higher than 2000 Oe.
layer. This decrease in H, with Co-alloy thickness is possibly
due to the decrease in both the effect of the demagnetizing 'B. B. Lai, H. Tai, and A. Elioukhy, IEEE Trans. Map. MAG-27, 4739
field, and the coherent strain of the initial grain-to-grain (1991).
epitaxy.8 

The H was about 2100 Oe when the magnetic 'H. Tai, B. B. La, and A. Eltoukhy, J. Appl. Phys. 71, 3579 (1992).
layer was -800 . At about 200-A magnetic layer thickness, 

3
K. Utsumi, T. Inase, and A. Kondo, J. Appl. Phys. 73, 6680 (1993).

4T. Lin J. Map. Mater. S6, 159 (1990).
the H, increased to more than 2700 Oe. M,8 was seen to 'M.A. pakcrte. J. L Howard,RAlert, and LKt. Coffey, J.Appl. Phys. 73,
increase linearly with the magnetic thickness 8. From the 5560 (1993).
linear fit of the experiment data, we found the average rem- FP. Gliler and J. M. Sivertsen, J. Appl. Phys. 73, 5563 (1993).
anent magnetization of 80-10-4-6 (in at. %) CoCrTaPt alloy 'Y. Shiimsain, Y. Hoswe, A. Istknwa, Y. Yahisa, and Y. Sugia, 1. Appl.

Phys. 73, 5569 (1993).
was -570 emu/cc which is -5% lower than that of CoCrTa 'J. C. Lin, C. D. Wu, and J. M. Sivertsen, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-26,
without Pt. 39 (1990).
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! Analysis of the electronic properties of CoCrPt thin films using Parallel
electron energy oas e s y (PEELS)

Pawa GIjr. John M. Sivertsen, and Jack H. JudyW
Dantent of Chmi.al Engueermg and Materiab Science, The Center for Micromagneics
and n•fmnuaon Technolorj (MIN), University of AtEinesota, Mtutapolis, Minnesota 55455

The effects of the Pt content in CoCrPt thin films on the appearance of the near-edge structure of the

Cr and Co L,3 absorption edges were studied using parallel electron energy loss spectroscopy

(PEELS). These reflect local changes in the 3d band of the material. It was found that addition of

Pt leads to local fluctuations in the 3d band occupancy in CoCrPt films which causes a decrease of
the number of 3d electrons per Co atom. An increase of the L 3 to L2 white lines intensities ratio on

the L23 Co edge with Pt content probably indicates an increase of the magnitude of exchange
Sinteractions in the CoCrPt thin films.

I. #DTRODUCTION persion of 0.2 eV/channel. Calibration, spects collection,
thickness measurement, and background removal were per-

CorPt/Cr thin films have been successfully used as formed using Gatan EIP 2.1 software. PEELS spectra of
magnetic media for the high density recording' and are con-

sidered as one of the best candidates for the gigabit density pure Co, Cr, Ni, and Cu deposited in the same sputtering
system were collected and used as references. PEELS spectra

recording magnetic media. Magnetic and recording proper- were collected from the areas of -1 1m
2 

which covered an
* ties of the CoCrPt/Cr are structure sensitive. Effects of the area of 102-103 grains in the polycrystalline CoCrPt films.

addition of Pt to the CoO films on the microstructure, tex- All spectra were examined for the oxygen edges. Only in the
ture, and magnetic properties have been reported in the past Cr and CoCr cas samples was a very weak oxygen signal
few years.

2
"4 However, very little attention has been given to dected.detected.

the role of Pt in altering electronic structure of these materi- The peaks appearing at the L edges of the 3d elements

ala. The purpose of this paper is to present the results of the are due to transitions from the 2p3,2 (L 3 peak) and 2
p1,2 (L 2

ftilms using peak) states to the 3d band and are designated as "white
analysis of 3d band properties of CoCrPt thin lines." Normalized white lines intensities (NWU) and ratio
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). of the L 3 :L 2 peaks were calculated using a method similar to

the one described by Pearson et al.
5 

The method is illustrated

N. EXPERIMEWNAL PROCEDURE in Fig. 1. The near-edge structure of a L2W spectrum is due to
the excitations to the bound states as well as due to excita-

CoCrPt films with a thickness of -600 A and Pt content tions to the continuum. The continuum part of the L• edge
of 0, 13, 20, and 40 at. % were sputtered on glass using if was modeled as a step function where the first step at the L3

diode sputtering with substrate bias. The Co:Cr ratio in all edge was twice as high as a step at the L2 edge, because of
the films was around 5.1:1. Magnetic properties of the films the 2:1 ratio of the initial 2p states. The intensity of the
were measured using a vibrating sample magnetometer white lines was obtained by integrating the area of the peaks
(VSM). Crystallographic texture of the films was determined above the step function. The intensity was subsequently
using an x-ray diffrackometer and electron diffraction in a normalized by dividing it by the area of the edge with a
transmission electron microscope (TEM). 50-eV width and lying 50 eV past the L 3 line. For L3 :L 2

TEM samples were prepared by chemically removing ratio the L3 line intensity was counted as an integral of the
the glass substrate. Thickness of the examined samples was
within a range of 0.4A-0.h7 (X--mean free path for inelastic
scattering. Such thickness was chosen as a compromise be-W
tween avoiding a significant amount of multiple scattering
and obtaining sufficient signal to collect core edges of Cr and .. 3A-Yrf
Co. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations "
of the films as well as EELS analysis was performed in the
Philips CM-30 electron microscope with a Gatan 666 paral-
lel electron energy loss spectrometer (PEELS). PEELS spec-
tra were collected in a diffraction mode using a camera
length of 110 mm and collection aperture of 2 mm. Low loss 7's ass

regions of the spectra were collected using dispersion of 0.5 , a leVI

eWchannel. L-Cr and L-Co edges were collected using dis-

•epUnM e of BeRICal EDagn g "-e Cne for MiMeante nd FIG. 1. Oraphk fintnation of the method for solating nd noralizing
le-lonn Teehmaois ("n, Uuiveaty of Mitatsuta Mlanempolis, white lms inteitm, Mte retseted edge is - L C edge memaed for a
Mbom S5455. CoG-13% Pit thi film.
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FIG. 3. NWU value for satadard pure element thin films compared to the

white line above the step function up to the intensity mini- N calulated from Eq (2).

mum between the L3 and L2 lines. L2 line intensity was
integrated above the step function between this minimum oMs which most probably leads to the larger moment per Co

* and energy at which L2 joins the continuum pant of the edge. atom in these alloys. Such an effect of Pt addition could be
* Several thick samples (1-0.7k) were ion milled to the expected since Pt is known to cause a giant moment phe-

thickness in the range of 0.3k-0.4k using a liquid nitrogen- nomenon in the Co-Pt alloys.
7 

This result explains the ob-
cooled stage. Spectra for the ion milled samples were ar- served very weak sensitivity of the measured M, values to
lyzed using the same procedure and gave virtually the Same small additions of pt in some CoCrPt films.

4 
3d occupancy

results in almost all the cases, proving that thickness effects in the CoCr 40% Pt film is back to its theoretical value of
in the range used in the experiment were negligible. The pure 8.4, which is associated with a change of the crystallographic
Cr film intensities of the white lines were significantly larger structure of the material. Loal 3d occupancy for Cr atoms
than the case of the unmilled sample. This result can be in the CoCrPt films tend to decrease significantly with Pt
associated with the removal of the surface oxide layer since content resulting in a large difference between the local num-
the oxygen edge vanished from the spectrum after the ion her of 3d electrons per Co atom and the number of 3d elec-
milling. trons per Cr atom. This shows that alloying CoCr films with

Pt produces significant local charge transfers within the band

IN. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION structure of the material. Such a result may also be caused by
the presence of a second phase in the material or by the Cr

CoCrPt films with Pt content 0-, 13-, 20-at. % Pt exhib- segregation.
ited (0002) texture of the hcp phase whereas CoCr 40% Pt The theortical ratio of the white line intensities based
film exhibited fcc structure with a {111) preferred orienta- solely on the initial 2p states should be 2:1. For most of the
tion. The magnetic properties measured in the CoCrPt films 3d metals, however, an observed L3 :L2 ratio is usually dif-
were consistent with previously reported properties of the ferent from 2 (in most of the cases smaller) due to interac-
CoCrPt/Cr thin films

3 
as shown in Fig. 2. Films with 13- and tions of the 2p states with band electrons.&" In the case of

20-at. % Pt were magnetically hardest and Pt-rich film (40- Cu the L 3 :L 2 ratio is lose to 2 (reported ratios range be-
at. % Pt) was magnetically softest among samples examined. tween 1.7 and 2.1).' But here these numbers refer more to

Occupancy of 3d bands based on the L, absorptinn the relative heights of the L 3 and L2 steps, since white lines
edges of Cr and Co has been calculated, using the method are barely observable due to the filled 3d band. The L 3 :L 2
proposed by Pearson et aL,

5 
which assumes that the normal- ratio becomes larger than 2 only in the case of ferromagnetic

ized intensity of L ,3 white lines (NWYU) decreases linearly 3d metals which is a possible result of the large positive
with 3d occupancy as exchange integral in this material. The L3 :L 2 ratios which

NWLI= 1.04(1-0.088n), (1) we measured for the pure element thin films were consistent

where n is the 3d occupen� (electronstatom). However, in
their analysis Pearson et aL assumed that one electron oc-
cupies a 4s band. For elements close to Ni it is more appro- _9.2
priate to assume 0.6 electrons in a 4j band.6 If such a cor- -9

rection is made for Ni, Co, and Fe Eq. (1) becomes

Figure 3 shows good agreement of the NWLI experi- --------------- 4
mentally obtained frmn pure thin films of Co, Ni, Cu, and Cr3

with the relation given by Eq. (2). 3d occupancy for Co and 1 IS 3 30 43

Cr measured for CoCrPt films (Fig 4) show that addition of Pt em" lSt.Lj
Pt changes the local electronic arrangement in the 3d band of
the material. In particular, small additions of Pt (up to 20M) Mlo. 4. 3d osqaney for Co-,(Co) and Cr--(Cr) in the Cocift dd film
tend to decrease the number of the 3d electrons per Co at- ma i cPt conte
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Go satm of the matoerial. AhaN an addition of Pt to the ma-

fluctuations may be caused by the local chaop transfes
within the hand structure of the material or by the compost-

* * tion inholnogenities.
lie oltacived increase of the L 3 1 2 White lines intensity

as rati for Co in CoCrPt films with increasing platinum content
S 1s 29 30 11 suggests an increase in the magnitude of the exchange inter-

i't C~e [SLSl actions in thewe materials. Such an effect would contribute to
laWe iwqnte anula exchange interactions in CoCrPt films
with large Pt content.

FIG. 5. L3:Lz wihie hiam rattan for CO arpi Cr macamifd for CJoCrPt
thin fillb=..u-
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Nose properties and mmicroetutre of oriented CoCrTa/Cr media
R. Rwaa, W. R. Bennet. G. J. Tamopoisky, and T. Yamashita
Kona& Inc., 275 Saou Hdvew Driv, M•lpU Calforn 95035

T. Nolan and R. Sinclair
Daqwmt of Ma•erils Science and Egpmaeri& St-ard Uuierstot S-0-4 Cahlforn 94305

Magnetic and noise properties of oriented CoCrTa/Cr media sputtered at temperatures from ambient
to 250 °C were studied and correlated with microstructural data from HRSEM and HRTEM
micrographs. Coercivity increases monotonically and loop squareness decreases with substrate
temperature. Transition and uniform magnetization noise power are highest for media sputtered at
150 *C. Micrographs and noise powers show that the media sputtered at 150 °C is relatively highly
exchange-coupled. Media sputtered below 150 °C shows topographic isolation, and those sputtered
above 150 "C exhibit increasing intergranular isolation of about 10 A and thus lower exchange.
Coercivity varies linearly but exchange drops abruptly at high temperature. Other mechanisms
besides exchange contribute to the coercivity variation.

1. I•TRODUCTION flying height was 3.6 j&7 at velocity v =7.52 m/s. Transition

Sputtered CoCrTa Cr oriented media is widely used for noise (TN) and uniform magnetization noise (UMN) power

high density recording applications due to its low media spectral densities (PSD) were acquired with a spectrum ana-
lyzer. At each frequency, the total "N power was obtained by

noise and highs oercivityH. tewas showndinRef. that the subtraction of the background noise and integration of the
noise of sputtered CoorTa/Cr media decreases and Hc in- PSD. TN PSDs were not normalized by the transfer function
creases with substrate temperature. CoCr'I/Cr media has of the head and channel. Thus, the TN powers given here are
been also studied using remanence curves,1 3 which show in arbitrary units. The UMN raw spectra were acquired and
that the intergranular interaction decreases with increasing inarbtrr unithe uen rwsera were acqu red
substrate temperature. Transmission electron microscopy analyzed in the frequency interval 0.15< <15 MHz corre-(TEM andscaningelecron icrscop (SE) ~sponding to a wave number Ik= 2r'f/v interval 0.12<k<12(TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micro- pma-1, using techniques previously described.8 The
graphs of Duan et aL4 do not reveal any intergranular isola-
tion. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies by Lu et aL2  electronic-, head-, and saturated-media-noise background

were subtracted from the UMN spectra, which were furthershow increasing grain sizes as the substrate temperature divided by all the appropriate factors such as amplifier gain,
rises. Maeda et aL,5 using NMR, indicated that there may media velocity, spacing and thickness losses, etc., and by the
also be an enhancement of Cr segregation. Microscopic evi- Fourier transform of the head surface field. For the latter, the
dence of grain isolation in CoCrTa media sputtered at high finite-pole length-head formulas of Bertram et aLt1 were
temperature was reported, and interpreted as an exchange
breaking mechanism.67 In this work we investigate the onset

of grain isolation to understand the relationship between film sures of the magnetic film noise power.

structure, its magnetic characteristics, and micromagnetic be-
havior. We present, as a function of the common substrate Ill. RESULTS
and deposition temperature T,, high-resolution SEM and Results are shown in the micrographs in Fig. 1 and in
TEM micrographs of oriented CoCrTa/Cr media, together Table I. We first describe the film microstructure, then the
with measurements of transition noise, uniform magnetiza- magnetic properties, and finally the noise analysis.
tion noise, and magnetization correlation lengths. A. 11111cructIN

11. [EM•ERWrAL PROCEDURE Figures 1(a)-l(d) show high resolution-SEM (left), and
high resolutuion-TEM with selected area diffraction (SAD)

CoCri2Tl4 media were sputtered in an in-line sputtering pattern (right) micrographs of CoCrTa/Cr. The sequence
system. The CoCrTa layer, Cr underlayer, and C overcoat from Figs. I(a) to 1(d) corresponds to T,,=25, 100, 175, and
thicknesses are 600, 750, and 200 A, respectively. T, was 250 oC, respectively. The SAD shows that at low T, there is
varied from 25 to 250 *C. The substrates were circumferen- no definite growth direction. As T, increases, a prominent
tially textured NiP/Al with roughness R,-45 A and peak-to- (1120) growth orientation develops. Low T, samples exhibit
valley of -360 k Magnetic properties were measured using many stacking faults, shown by radial streaks in the diffrac-
VSM. Microstructural analysis was carried out using a Phil- tion pattern; these disappear with increasing substrate tem-
ips EM-430ST TEM operating at 300 kV, and a Hitachi S900 peratue. This is likely due to better crystallographic match-
SEM operatin at 30 kV. ing between the Cr and the CoCrTa layers at higher T7,.

A single thin-film head was used to measure media noise HRSEM micrographs show that there is a definite topo-
power for all disks. The head has pole and gap lengths graphic isolation between the CoCriT grains for low and
PI/&/p2= 3 .35/0.3 5/3.3 5 jum, leading and trailing pole high T,, but at intermediate Ts- 175 OC the grains appear to
widths of 15 and 12 pin, respectively, and 30 turns. The be very dense. At 250 °C, HRTEM micrographs show that
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250 2.69 655 0.83 923 0.97 1.301 30 1.0 0.23

ISO 2.74 935 0.90 115 1.13 1.741 55 1.7 0.17
200 2.71 1450 0.89 200 1.43 0.755 29 1.7 0.15
225 2.68 1630 0.87 232 1.43 0.616 30 1.6 0.14
250 2-66 1773 0.84 340 1.34 0.54 22 1.6 0.13
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60 This1 behavior Corresponds to the structural evolution shown
.. ~ ~ by the HRSEM and HKIEM micrographs: Figure 1(c) shows

soISO highly exehaWge-oupled COCY~a grains Othe WOI-3 ha
shown a monotonic drop in media noise and intergrsnular

40 4 *-*.-- aninteraction with increasing deposition temperature in isomr-
pic CaCYIWQC. It is likely that the nonmonotomic depen-

z dence of noise that we observe could he related to the pre-
20 ferred orientation of the CoCrTa/CF film. Although increased

-ehius13 our HRTEM results clearly show inteigranular
isoatin fr C~er/Crmeda suttredat high T,. Results

0 1 of down-track CL show no clear correlation with TN and
0 1 2 3 4UMN frmedia sptee thigh temisepatures.

CURUN (WA)that the stacking faults of the lower T, films limit the size of
the relaxation domains both in the down-trac and cross-
track directions: for these films the coercivity indicates a

spttrngtmprtue niserpby creatingineenenstacindireedy ishown ed noiseA

sources. Thim could explain both the lower noise power of

200 C mdiaandstays nearly constant for T,-*200 *C. For the low T, films and their shorter CL
dniis>0kfci, IN shows a maximum at T7>-150 *C; Thie coercivity origin for these finms appears to be at

beo ndaoethat temperature, TN-constant, most partially related to the level of exchange of the film. H,
Fiue3shows total UMN for the various T,'s as a depends linearly on T,, whereas both the grain isolation 'mi-

funtin f hereverse dc excitation current. It ca bese crography data as well as the total noise powers hint ata
thttemaximum total UMN, which corresponds to complex evolution of the exchange with T,. Although the

H~~dH,,increases with T', peaks for the 150 *C me- evolution of exchange and coecidvity seem to followa
diand then decreases for r, 0200 *C. Thw width of th mechanism for which increased grain isolation increases Hc

UMI4 curves, a measure of the switching field distribution, and reduces the noise above 150 'C, below that temperature
remains nearly constant up to 150 *C and increases for there is no such behavior ascribable to exchange. The ab-
T,;200 -C. As Table I shows, the total UMN an TNpw senice of any deviation from linearity in the H, vs T, relation,
esexhibit the same complex temperature evolution, which Table 1, above T, = 100 *C seems to rule out an exchange-

differentiates the 150 'C media from both the low and high driven mechanism of H,, requiring other explanations, e.g.,
Tflmns. str~ess-induced or ciystallographic-induced H, variation.

The UMN PSD has been shown both experimentally5'10 The dependence of (is and total UMIN power upon T,
adtheoreically' 2 to reflect magnetostatic and exchange Seems to indicate that, at low temperatures, stacking faults

properties of the film. Thbese PSI~s were analyzed to obtain limit both the cross-track and down-track correlation lengths,
the down-track magnetization autocorrelation functions, while at higher 7', the noise is limited by isolated subgrains.
from which a conventionally defined, Ile, correlation length ,.Ma,.Ch. .N. . bn.Mp.SA-.

(CL) can be obtained. For each temperature, the PSD was 325. (192. T i,0 b n .JdIE ies a.MC2
found to be approximately a Lorentzian function of k, a[- 'K. LA, 0. awin, J. IL Jody. and J. M. Siveruns J. Map. Soc. ipm. 15,
though deviating from that functional form. The Cls are Suppl No. S2,945 (1991).
-1.0 jam for T,<150 'C, and -1.7 pan for T,0150 *C. 71& 'Y. Shen, D. E. Iaughlin, and D. N. Lambeth, IEEE Trans. Mapn. MAG-

CL vriaion as erifed o beexprimetaly sinifcant 28 32,61 (1992).
CL vriaion as eriied o h exerimntaly igniicat. "S. Dunm, M. R. Khan, wW J. E. Hacke, WIEE Tman. Map. MAG-iS.

3258 (1992).
IV. DMICUSSMO 

5
Y Mae&a and K. Takci, IEEE Trans. Map. MAG-7. 4721 (1991).

'P. Ranjan, J. Chang. T Yainashita, and T. Chen, J. APPIt. Phys. 73, 5542
EWTN[ micrographs show that the films sputtered at (1993).

low temperature have many stacking faults, while the films 'T. Nolan R. Sinclair, R. Rznan, and T. Yarnanhta, J. Aipp1. Pbys. 73,5W6
(199).sputtered at -175 'C seems highly exchanged coupled, and 'G. J. Ibraopolsky, H. N. Bertram, and L T. Tran, J. Atptl. Phys (09,4730

those sputtered at Tso200 *C have isolated subgrains. VSM (1991).
reslts show that among the. various loop parameters, only 'A. Kawamncto and F. Hiansi. J. Appi. Phys. 69,.5151 (1991).
H, varies linearly with T',. The values of TN and UM 0H. N. Beertana an R. Ariass.). Appi. Flira. 71, 3439 (1992).

pwrshow a nomnonotonic dpnec on T', with th "0. A. Berftero Kt N. Bertram, and D. M. Barnett, IEEE Tians. Map.
powe deendece M4C,2. 67 (1993).

media sputtered at T,- 150 'C exhibiting maximum noise. 12j._G. Zhu and H. N. Bertram, J. Appl. Phtys. 69.4709 (1991).
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Effects of oxide addition on magnetic and structural properties of CoNIPt
i alloy films

A- Murayaria, S. Kondoh,a and M. Miyamura
R•D, ASAHI KOMAG Co., Ltd, Hachiunanhara, Yoaezawa 992-11, Japan

The effects of oxide addition on magnetic and structural properties of sputtered CoNiPt alloy films
for high density longitudinal recording with a random c-axis orientation of hcp Co have been
studied. It is found that the addition of SiO 2 up to 4.2 at. % results in a significant increase in the
in-plane coercivity from 1700 to 2400 Oe and a signal to media noise ratio with a slight decrease
in coercive squareness from 0.90 to 0.87, while the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy is not
significantly changed. X-ray diffraction shows that the c-axis orientation normal to the film plane
does not change and the hcp lattice is strained due to the addition of SiO2. A marked decrease in the
grain size is observed with the addition of 4.2-at. % SiO 2 , which causes the development of grain
separation and therefore enhances the coercivity. The origin of the increase in coercivity with
2.1-at. % SiO 2 is also discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION sputtered alloy films were analyzed by XPS. Crystal struc-
SCoPt-based alloy films have attracted much interest for tures, such as lattice constant, crystal orientation, and crys-

use in high density longitudinal recording, because a high tallinity were determined by using x-ray diffraction with Cu-

coercivity (H,) of around 2000 Ge and low m e Ka radiation. Grain structure was observed by SEM and' cnrciity(He)of roud 200 O an lowmeda nise TEM.

properties can be obtained by optimizing both alloy compo-

sitions and sputtering processes.t 2 Therefore, the relation-
ship between the microstructure and magnetic properties in
the CoPt-based alloy films are still the subject of interest. Figure I shows in-plane magnetic hysteresis properties,

On the other hand, ferromagnetic metal films with ox- such as in-plane Hc, thickness saturation-magnetization
ide's addition have been studied because of their potential for product (tM,) and S*, measured by VSM as a function of
high Hc . Magnetic anisotropy originating from the interface SiO2 content in the CoNiPt(SiO2), films with a constant film
between the metal and the oxide is discussed.4 Recently, the thickness of 525 A. H, rapidly increases from 1400 to 2600
addition of oxides such as SiO 2 to CoCrPt magnetic films has Oe with increasing SiO, to 3.5 at. %. Saturation magnetiza-
been shown to cause an increase in both in-plane Hc and tion gradually decreases as the amount of SiO 2 increases. S*
coercive squareness (S*) due to the reduction of the strong decreases slightly from 0.90 to 0.85 in the range from 0 to
hcp Co c-axis texture perpendicular to the film plane.5  3.5-st. % SiO2 .

In this paper, we report the effects of SiO 2 addition on Magnetic properties of the CoNiPt(SiO2), films with
CoNiPt alloy films which have a random hcp Co c-axis ori- constant WM. of 4.50 ±0.15 memu/cm2 are listed in Table 1.
entation and strong in-plane magnetic anisotropy. The addition of SiO 2 results in the significant increase in H,

without a large reduction of squareness. The uniaxial anisot-

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE ropy energy K.L is measured by the field dependence of the
torque for the direction at 45° from the film normal.6 The

A NiP underlayer2 with a thickness of 420 A and a magnetic anisotropy energy K including shape anisotropy
CoNiPt magnetic layer were successively deposited on NiP- energy is calculated by the equation, as follows:
plated and mechanically textured Al substrates by rf sputter-
ing. Ar pressure during the deposition was 20 mTorr. SiO2  K=K, +21rM'

was added to the CoNiPt films by placing pure SiO 2 chips on The observed values of K amre positive, which indicates that
the Co%,NiPtl 2 alloy target. The composition of the SiO2  the in-plane uniaxial anisotropy exists. The SiO 2 addition
was controlled from 0 to 8 at. % by changing the number of causes the slight increase in the K,. However, this increase
the chips and the overall composition was determined by ICP in the K1 , which means the increase in the in-plane anisot-
and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). ropy, is relatively small compared with the shape anisotropy.

Magnetic hysteresis curves were measured by the vibrat- No systematic dependence of K which represents macro-
ing sample magnetometer (VSM) and magnetic anisotropies scopic in-plane magnetic anisotropy, with respect to the Sit 2
were evaluated by a torque magnetometer. Media noise was content, is observed and the increase of H, with SiO 2 addi-
measured by a recording tester using thin film head. Signal tion cannot be explained by the increase in K,. Media noise
frequency was 6 MHz and media noise integrated in the is also shown as STMNR in Table I. The addition of Si0 2 is
range from 0 to 13 MHz was measured as a ratio to the very effective for reduction of the media noise.
signal intensity (STMNR). The Si-O bonding state in the XPS shows the chemical shift in the binding energy of Si

atoms in the sputtered films is close to that of bulk SiO2 ,
•team Ces-r, A&AM GObr Co. , . uaws-co Yobm 221, which indicates that the Si atoms in the sputtered film are in

Japan. the form of SiO 2. The formation of SiO2 in the sputtered
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1�
2 I(ioo)'=O.S7 In hcp Co woth a perfect random c axis orien-

S

(b) tation, the ratio is I(tuo)fI(iOi)=0.20 and I(oo2)/I(too)=0.60.
�o Hence, the c-axis orientation in the CoNaPt film is random

except that the degree of the (100) plane parallel to the film
1.0 plane is relatively higher, i.e., the film is of slight (100) tex-

09 lure, which is also confirmed by three-dimensional distribu-
tion of each planes in pole figure analysis. The diffraction

08 � - peak from the (101) plane is largely broadened. The addition

0.7 of SiO2 enhances the expansion of the hcp lattice, in corn-

parison with that in the CoNiPt film without Sit)2 . This re-suit suggests that the hcp lattice is strained by thermal in-
0.5 8102 duced stress due to the interface between Sit)2 and CoNiPt.

Content latl Integrated intensities of each diffraction peak are not influ-
enced by the addition of 5i02 and the intensity ratio is the
same as that in the CoNiPt film with a random c-axis orien-

* RO. 1. Magnetic hysteresis properties, such as H� (a). rM, (b). and S Ic) tation.
in CoNiPt(SiO2 ) films with i constant thickness of 525 A, as a function � Figure 3 shows grain structure of the surface of
SiO2 content.

CoNiPt(SiO 2),, films, observed by SEM. Grain size is signifi-
cantly reduced by the addition of 4.2-at. % Sit)2 , white that

films play an important role in the Hr enhancement. This in the film with 2.1-at. % Sit)2 is not strongly influenced. It is
result is also supported by the fact that Si addition is not suggested that the excess Sit)2 except that present in the
effective for the H� increase, grain prevents the coalescence of grains during grain growth

X-ray diffraction patterns from CoNiPt(Sit)2 X alloy and/or enhances the nucleation density at the initial stage of
films are shown in Fig. 2. Diffraction angles (2� of pure hcp the grain growth. Well separated fine grains with a diameter
Co as a bulk are 2�ioo)=4i.72�, 2�oo2)44.8O�, and from 50 to 200 A are clarified in the CoNiPt(Sit) 2)42 film, by
2�toi)=47.61�, respectively. Diffraction angles of a bulk TEM analysis as shown in Fig. 4. At present, it cannot be
CoNiPt (target piece) are measured as 26(too)=40.68, identified whether the excess SiO2 exists at grain boundaries.
2�oo2)=43.73�, and 2�oot)=46.45', respectively. Thus dif- By observing the grain structures, the magnetic separation
fraction peaks of the expanded hcp Co lattice due to the among crystal grains are enhanced in the film with 4.2-at. %
alloying are observed in the sputtered CoNiPt film. The ratio Sit)2. This change of grain separation can cause an increase
of integrated intensity (I) of the diffraction peak from the in H�, and a decrease in S and media noise without the
CoNiPt film is calculated to be I(too)II(too)= 0.58 and 1(002)1 change of the c-axis orientation of the hcp lattice in those

TABt.E 1. Magnetic propetties in CoNit't(SiO,), (x�0, 2.1, 4.2 st%) film. with a constant ,M, of 4.5
ii�om� 2 . measured by VSM and a torque magnetometer.

DEKrAK VSM eM, eM, rmque Media mane

Thelosesa Hr N, K,, K SThNIt
Alloy (A) (Oc) (the I/ISiS

2
) .5 S (G) (erg/eel (erg/cc) (dB)

CoNiPt 458 ififlO 4.35 324 0744 0903 950 229X10
6 

7.gdxttt
6  

23.3
CoNiPt(SiOJ 21  500 2009 4.62 336 0730 0894 924 2.65Xt0

8 
8.OtXiO

6  
27.3

CoMPt(SaOJ.2  550 24t4 4.60 322 0698 0.869 83'S 3.IlXIO 7.SOXIO' 29.4
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(a)CoNiPt

500 A

FIG. 4. TEM image of the grain structure in the CoNiPt(SiO2)4,2 film.

(b)CoNiPt(SiO2); oxide films, stress induced magneto-elastic anisotropy due to
the lattice misfit and the dislocation at the interface between
the metal and the oxide has been discussed.

4
.
8 

Therefore, the
increase in crystalline anisotropy of each grain is due to the
expansion of the hcp lattice mainly originated from the dif-
ference of the thermal expansion coefficient between the
CoNiPt and the SiO 2 at the grain boundary is also considered

as a possible contribution to enhance H_, in this alloy sys-
tem.

(c)CONiPt(S102)4.2 IV. CONCLUSIONS
Effects of SiO 2 addition on magnetic and structural prop-

erties have been studied in CoNiPt alloy films with a random

FtG. 3. SEM images of the surface of CoNiPt(SiON (x =0, 2.1, 4.2 at. %) c-axis orientation. A significant increase in H, and signal to
media noise ratio with a slight decrease in S* are observed,
while the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy decreases,
slightly. The hcp lattice is expanded and the orientation of
the c axis normal to the film plane is not changed by the

systems composed of exchange coupled crystal grains with a addition of the SiO2 . A heavy doping of SiO2 arises a marked

random c-axis orientation.7 decrease in the grain size and development of intergranular
Finally, we consider the origin of the Hc increase with isolation, which result in the increase in Hc and the decrease

the addition of a small amount of SiO 2 . From TEM analysis, in S* and media noise. The origin of the increase in H, with
in the film with 2.1-at. % SiO2 , the degree of grain separa- a small addition of SiO 2 is also discussed.
tion between crystal grains is observed to be similar to that in
CoNiPt film without SiO 2 . The shape and outline of the 'T. Ycgi, C. 'sang. T. A. Nguyen, K. Ju, G. L. Gorman, and G. Casflalo,
grains are observed to be more clear than those in pure IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-26, 2271 (1990).

CoNiPt film. It suggests that the addition of a small amount 
2T. Yamashita, L. H. Chan, T. Fujiwara, and T. Chen, IEEE Trans. Magn.

MAG-27, 4727 (1991).
of SiO 2 influence the coalescence of the grain, possibly due 3S. H. Liou and C. L Chien, Appl. Phys. Lett. 52, 512 (1988).
to the existence of SiO2 at the grain boundary. In addition, 'G. Xiao and C. L. Chien, J. Appl. Phys. 63, 4252 (1988).

media noise is significantly reduced even by the addition of IT. Shimizu, Y. Ikeda, and S. Takayamna, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-28,
3102 (1992).2.l-at. % SiO2, which suggests that the degree of magnetic 6
H. Miyajima, K. Sato, ond T. Mizoguchi, J. Appl. Phys. 47, 4669 (1976).

isolation between grains is developed. In addition, the hcp 'j. G. Zhu and H. N. Bertram, J. Appl. Phys. 69, 3248 (1988).
lattice is expanded by the SiO2 addition. In granular metal- "J. H. Hsu and C. Chang, 1. Magn. Magn. Mater. 120, 342 (1993).
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Comparison of reproduce signal and noise of conventional and keepered
CoCrTa/Cr thin film media

Kyuslk Sin, Juren Ding,* Pawul GWr, John M. Swertsen, Jack H. Judy,")
and Jian-Gang Zhu
"The Center for Mcroa-gnetics and lsoruion Technologies (MINI), Department of Chemical
Egincering and Materials Scietwce Unirsiay of Minnesota, Minneapot" Minnesota 55455

We studied keepered high coercivity CoCrTa/Cr thin film media with a Cr isolation layer between
the CoCera storage and an overcoeting of an isotropic NiFe soft magnetic layer. The influence of the
thickness of the NiFe and Cr layers, and the effects of head bias current on the signal output and
noise, were studied using a thin film head. The reproduced signal increased by 7.3 dB, but the
signal-to-noise ratio decreased by 4 dB at a linear density of 2100 fr/mm (53.3 kfr/in.) with a 1000
A thick NiFe keeper layer. The medium noise increased with increasing NiFe thickness and the
signal output decreased with decreasing Cr thickness. A low output signal obtained with very thin
Cr may be due to magnetic interactions between the keeper layer and magnetic media layer. It is
observed that signal distortion and timing asymmetry of the output signals depend on the thickness
of the keeper layer and the head bias current. The signal distortion increased and the timing
asymmetry decreased as the head bias current was increased. These results may be associated with
different permeability of the keeper under the poles of the thin film head due to the superposition of
head bias and bit fields.

I. INTRODUCTION overcoated with an isolation layer of Cr films (50-200 A). A

In recent years, the thickness of thin film media and the magnetically soft keeper layer of Permalloy (Nis3Fe1 7) was

flying height have been reduced significantly to meet the then deposited on the Cr isolation layer using a Perkin-

requirements for higher recording densities. A novel method Elmer RF sputtering system. A substrate bias of - 100 V was

of increasing the reproduce signal by using a magnetically applied during the NiFe deposition.

soft keeper overcoating to effectively reduce the spacing loss A vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) was used to

of the reproduce signal has been proposed.',' measure the magnetic properties of the films. A spin tester

In keepered media, conventional longitudinal thin film was used to characterize the output signal, medium noise,

media are coated with a low-coercivity and high- and signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). Recording properties were
permeability magnetic thin film (NiFe). A thin carbon isola- measured with a 12 turn thin film head with a gap length of
peraion liyer metien th0.56 /m and a track width of 20 MJm. The linear velocity of
tion layer between the magnetic media and the soft magnetic the head was 10.2 m/s. Small DC bias currents from 0.5 to 3
overcoating has been used to break the magnetic m eeapidt h edci uigmauigo h

interactions.3 The magnetically soft keeper acts as a low re- mA were applied to the head coil during measuring of the

luctance flux closure path between transitions. A dc bias cur- reproduce signal. The saturation write current at a recording

rent is applied to a read head to saturate the keeper layer in density of 100 fr/mm was 25 mA. The medium noise was

the gap area. The reproduce signal can then be obtained measured with a spectrum analyzer with a total bandwidth of

without spacing loss due to the coupling between the read 20 MHz.

head and soft magnetic layer. A substantial increase in signal
output and reduction in the bit error rate at high bit densities III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
has been reported.3 However, the noise characteristics due to The hysteresis curve of a 1000 A NiFe deposited on a 50
the soft magnetic layer have not been reported. A Cr film on a glass substrate is shown in Fig. 1. The coer-

The purpose of this paper is to use Cr instead of C as the civity of 1000 A NiFe was 2Oe and it decreased to 1.40e
isolation layer material and to study the effects of the thick- for a 500 A NiFe deposited on a 50 A Cr film. The coercivity
ness of the Cr and the NiFe keeper layer on the reproduce of the CoCrTa/Cr thin film media was 1500 Oe.
signal and noise of keepered high-coercivity CoCrTa/Cr thin Figure 2(a) shows the influence of NiFe thickness on the
film media. reproduce signal. The thickness of a CoCrTa layer and a Cr

isolation layer was kept at 500 and 100 A, respectively. As
1L EXPERWIENTAL PROCEDURE the thickness of the NiFe film increased from 200 to 1000 A,

the output signal increased. A maximum increase of 7.3 dB
Keepered thin film media were prepared by dc magne- at a linear density of 2100 fr/mm was obtained with a 1000

tron and rf sputtering on textured 3.5 in. NiP/AJMg disk A thick keeper layer. This result implies that when the thick-
substrates. The CoC'ra/Cr media were prepared using a Te- ness of the keeper layer is small, there is still some leakage
mescal magnetron sputtering system, and then the media was of flux from the recorded bit that does not contribute to the

reproduce signal. If the thickness of the keeper layer was thin
aoim at the Dqweuime of Ecrui Eagineering (200 A), the head read through the keeper layer with zero

6150 J. Appi. Phys. 75 (10), 16 May 1904 0021-8979/04175(10)/6150/3/$6.00 0 1904 Aneedcan Institute of Physics
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bias current. When the NiFe thickness was 200 and 600 A. -

the increases in output signal were small and decreased as 6 .

the linear density increased. However, when the NiFe thick- 4
ness was 1000 A, a maximum increase was obtained at high
density, which was also reported by Kao

3 
and Gooch.

4 
How- 2

ever, there was an asymmetry with a distortion at the bottom
of an isolated pulse being observed. As the thickness of the 0

NiFe increased, the degree of distortion of the signal in- 30D 70M 1100 to 190D 2300 2700
creased. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the noise also increased with (b) Lnear density (It/am)

increasing thickness of the NiFe layer. The noise level was
very high at very low density. Beyond that region the noise 4o . . . . . "
did not change much with recording density. Therefore, even 40

though there was an increase in output signal, the S/N ratio 35 0- 600 A NFO
did not show improvement, especially for thick NiFe 3o .. - ,0o A
keepered media. X - .

Figure 3 shows the effect of the Cr isolation layer thick- 2 5

ness on the amplitude of the signal output. In this case, NiFe • 20 .. . . .

thickness was kept at 600 A. A readable signal could not be
detected without a Cr isolation layer, which is contrary to the X.

result reported by Gooch et aL
4 They did not deposit an iso- to

lation layer between the thin film media storage and the NiFe 5
keeper layer, but there might have been an oxide layer on the (c) 30D 700 1.1,00 IN 190 2300 2700

surface of the media. The output signal increased with an

increase of the Cr isolation layer thickness up to 200 A. The FIG. 2. (a) The effect of the thickness of NiFe on signal output. (b) The

small signal at small isolation layer thickness might be due effect of the thickness of NiFe on noise. (c) The effect of the thickness of
NiFe on the signal-o-noise ratio. (The thickness of the Cr isolation layer isto the magnetic interaction between NiFe and CoCrTa layers. fied at loo,L.)

The output signal may decrease after an optimum thickness

of the Cr isolation layer, because the isolation layer increases
spacing between the head and CoCrTa media. with a small bias current. With 100 and 200 A of the isola-

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the hysteresis curve of 600 A tion layer, the signal output was improved.
NiFe/500 A CoCr'lglaas and 600 A NiFe/5 A Cr/500 wA Several important effects of keepered media are the tim-
CoCrTa/glass samples. Without a Cr isolation layer, the co- ing asymmetry, the output signal shape, and the hump at the
ercivity of NiFe film was 93 Oe, and it decreased to 12 Oe edge of an isolated signal. The influence of bias current on
with 50AS of Cr isolation layer. The Cr isolation layers de- the signal output and timing asymmetry is shown in Fil. 5.

couple the interactions between the high coercivity media An optimum bias current was about 1.8 mA with a 100 A Cr
and the soft magnetic keeper layer. With a 50 A thick isola- isolation layer and a 600 Akeeper layer. The timing differ-
tion layer, the signal output was smaller than for conven- ence between the leading and trailing pulse decreased with a
tional media. In this case, such a very thin isolation layer bias current from 115 ns at 0.8 mA to 2.3 ns at 3.0 mA. The
might not be continuous and may have pinholes that might signal distortion became smaller and eventually became flat

induce magnetic interaction between the media and the Ni~e as the bias decreased from 2.0 mA to 0.75 mA. The timing
film, such that the keeper layer might not be fully saturated asymmetry observed in keepered media may be due to the

J. APO. Phya., Val. 75, No. 10, 15 May 1994 Sin o. 6151
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~3(; 3FIG. 5. The effect of bias current on the output signal. (The thickness of the

FI. e effect of the thickness of the Cr isolation layer on the output Cr isolation layer and Nile is ]10) and 600 A, respectively.)

! ~signal. (The thickness of NiFe is fixed at 600 ,K)

S~IV. CONCLUSION
t additive and subtractive superposition of the magnetic field
ifrom the bias current and stray field from the recorded bits. Experimental research is carried out on longitudinal

SThis effect results in low and high permeabilities of the CoCrTa/Cr thin film media with a NiFe soft magnetic layer

keeper layer under the pole tips of the thin film head, and a Cr isolation layer. it is studied about the effects of the
thickness of a NiFe keeper layer, Cr isolation layer, and bias
current on the reproduce signal and medium noise of the

• __,_keepered media. The following is concluded.

"; ~(1) The signal output increases with increasing NiFe

thickness. However, there was a large increase in medium

noise with an increase in the thickness of the NiFe keeper

-1500.10.0.... -(2) Without a Cr isolation layer, a readable signai could
-100 -100 -50 •] 500 1000 1500 not be obtained due to magnetic interactions between NiFe

S''• (O0) and CoCrTa films. The signal output increased as the Cr

a thickness increased. A low output signal from the thin Cr

might be due to the magnetic interaction between the keeper
(a) layer and the CoCrTa storage layer, or a reduction of the

permeability of the keeper layer.
(3) A timing asymmetry of the output signal was ob-

•" i served, which decreased with increasing bias current. A dis-/ tortion of the signal at the edge was observed.
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j i Process temperature dependence of aM plots on Co alloy media
on amorphous carbon substrates

Masago Kuwabara, Haydee SaWWati, Mark R. Visokay, Hidetaka Hayashi,
and Motoar Satoe)
Kobe Soe US•A Applied Elecoews Cener, Palo Alto, California 94304

The static TY properties and the film structure of Co alloy recording media made under
different dept and annealing temperatures were investigated. With increasing film coercivity
an increase of the grain size and a reduction of the positive peak in the dM plots were observed. It
is believed that reduced exchange coupling was achieved by preferential Cr segregation at the grain
boundaries during high-temperature processing.

One of the important requirements for attaining higher nomena were observed in all three alloy cases and are due to
recording density in magnetic hard disks is an increase in the the shadowing effect and to the increase in mobility of sput-
film coercivity (He). There are various process factors which tered atoms with temperature. The grain size and surface
affect He, such as Co alloy composition, Cr underlayer thick- roughness may be related to H,. The origin of Hc decrease at
ness, deposition temperature, Ar pressure, dc bias, etc. It is higher deposition temperature is not clear at this moment.
known that both high-temperature deposition and post- However, it is confirmed that the temperature that gives the
annealing are effective in producing a high Hc in Co alloy maximum H, depends on the Ar pressure and the dc bias
thin films,'-' although the detailed mechanism of H, is not voltage.5 Figure 3 is a high-resolution cross-sectional TEM
fully understood yet. However, conventional Al/NiP sub- image of Co7oCr1 8Pt12. It is obvious that Co alloy columns
strates have a problem at high temperature due to crystalhi- have a replica structure of the Cr underlayer columns. Stack-
zation of amorphous NiP. Recently developed ultradensified ing faults were frequently observed in the Co alloy layer and
amorphous carbon (UDAC) substrates4 have a high heat re- its density tends to slightly increase as the deposition tem-
sistance which allows sputtering at higher substrate tempera- perature increases. The fcc phase of the Co alloy was occa-
tures and post-annealing. In this paper the process tempera- sionally observed in the films.6 However, the effect of stack-
ture dependence of the static magnetic properties of Co alloy ing faults and fcc phase on H, is not clear at this moment.
media was studied.

The Co alloy media were prepared on polished UDAC Figure 4 is a d M plot of C1odCr1 Pt- 2 media. -M(H) is
substrates by dc magnetron sputtering with Cr, CoCrX (X defined as tM(H)e=isot H)eI,(m -1 iz-a21,(H)/I,(on )].7 t ,
=Ni, Ta, or Pt), and carbon or Zr targets. The Zr was used and 'd are the isothermal remanent magnetization and the dc
for annealing experiments. The Ar pressure was 3-5 mTorr demagnetization remanent magnetization, respectively. Since

and the substrates were kept at temperatures ranging from 30 the dM behavior is related to the magnetic interactions be-

to 300 *C by heaters located behind the substrates. The post- tween grains in the magnetic film, dM plots have been used

annealing was performed at temperatures between 350 and to understand the media noise.8, 9 As T, increases, the posi-

800 *C at a pressure of 30 mTorr. 3 The M-H loop and 3M tive peak decreases. This tendency was observed in all three
plots were measured with a vibrating sample magnetometer alloy cases. A positive peak in a 3M plot reveals the exist-
(VSM) and rotational hysteresis loss measurements were car- ence of exchange coupling between the grains in the ferro-
ried out with a torque magnetometer. Structural analysis was magnetic films and its height is related to the degree of cou-
carried out by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). pling. Therefore, it is believed there is less exchange

Figure 1 shows the relationship between deposition tem- coupling at higher deposition temperatures, leading to a
perature (T,) and Hr for the three Co alloy media. Since higher film coercivity. Since there is no physical separation
polished substrates were used, no magnetic anisotropy was between the grains in our films, the decoupling may be
observed in the film plane. In all three cases, as T, increases achieved by a nonmagnetic layer formed between the grains.
up to around 200 *C, Hr increases and at the same time S* It is reported that under suitable annealing conditions the
decreases. Figure 2 shows TEM images of Co70CrlsPti 2 me- Hc of Co alloy media can be improved drastically.3 Figure 5
dia: (a) deposited at 30 °C and (b) at 250 TC. The Hr of shows aM plots of unannealed and annealed Co75Cr1 3Pt1 2
samples (a) and (b) ae 1530 and 2670 Oe, respectively. For media with H, of 1560, 2670, and 3040 Oe, respectively. On
our sputtering conditions, the films have a heavily densified the unannealed sample a strong positive peak was observed,
structure and no physical separation between grains was ob- which decreases and finally disappears as the annealing tem-
served. By conventional x-ray and selected area electron dif- perature increases. This tendency was also observed in all
fraction, no significant difference in crystal orientation is ob- three Co alloy cases. Figure 6 shows TEM images of
served between the samples deposited at different o86Cr12Ta2 both unannealed and annealed at 700*C. The
temperatures. In Fig. 2 it is clear that the grain size increases grain size increases slightly after high-temperature annealing
and surface roughness decreases as T, increases. These phe- and a reaction occurs at the interface between the Cr and Co

alloy layers. It was confirmed by high-resolution EDS analy-
'dobe Steel. Ld., Eleteiroues Resare Lab., Ko, Jaan. sis that the Cr concentration both in the grains and at the
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FIG. I. The relationship between T, and H, of CovCr,.Ft;,, CoCr5 Ni3 1.
4 and CosCrlTa4 media.

grain boundaries increases due to annealing. However, the
increase of the Cr concentration at the grain boundaries is
greater than in the grains.3 These results suggest that prefer- FIG. 3. HREM image of the interface of CoýCrt,Pt,, and Cr underlayer.
ential Cr segregation from the Cr underlayer to the Co grain The dark lines in CoýCr,8P1' 2 layer whose direction is indicated by arrows
boundaries forms a thin nonmagnetic layer at the grain are stacking faults.
boundaries. This layer then reduces the exchange coupling
between grains and improves the film coercivity. The Cr con-
centration of the sample deposited at high temperature has It has been reported that the magnetic anisotropy field
not been confirmed experimentally, but since the temperature (HA) does not depend on the film coercivity in the same alloy
dependence of the dM plots is similar, the mechanism of H, and H, is strongly related to the intergranular magnetic
is believed to be the same as in the annealing case. On the interactions.

10 
Figure 7 shows the relationship between nor-

other hand, the negative peak in the dM plot reveals the malized H, and normalized Hk. The normalized H, (Hk) was

presence of magnetostatic interactions. The negative peak obtained by dividing H,(H,) by the H,(Hk) of the sample
tends to increase through high-temperature annealing. This deposited at 200 °C without annealing. The Hk was mea-
may be related to the grain size increase during the anneal- sured as the magnetic field at which extrapolation of the

ing. rotational hysteresis loss curve becomes zero."' The Hk val-
ues of CoCrTa, CoCrNi, and CoCrPt media do not change
drastically within the same alloy even though the H,

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
Applied Field (0(1

FIG. 4. dM3 plots of Co~uCrjaPtj2 media. The media were deposited at fa)
P0. 2. Brlgh fiel ero-tom-ndia TEM images of COmCrt8Pi1, media. (a) 30. (b) l100, and (c) 200 'C. The positive peak height decreases with depo-
Depouted at 30)'(b) deponited at 250 'C. sition temperature.
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FIG. 5. 'aM pl•s of Co"Crl3Ptla media. (a) The uaannealed media; Wbi fth FIG. 7. The relatio"nip between nonnalized H, and nmahzed H,.
meda annealed at 500'C and (c) at 600 C. Ile positive peak height de-

"' '�w temperature, to the value of the intrinsic Hk. Therefore it is believed that

the intrinsic HA is not affected significantly by the different

changes. There is a tendency for the Hk values of the media process temperatures and it is concluded that a decrease in
with lower Hc within the same alloy to be smaller than that exchange coupling due to Cr segregation at the grain bound-
of the media with higher H,. The Hk measured from the aries strongly improves the film coercivity both for higher

rotational hysteresis loss curve is not the same as the intrin- temperature deposition and post-annealing. The transition

sic Hk if the interactions between the grains are too strong. noise is strongly related to the exchange coupling in the

The AM plots indicate that the lower Hc sanioles within the magnetic films. Therefore high-temperature processing not

same alloy have strong exchange coupling and therefore the only helps improve the H, but also reduces the media noise.
Hi of the lower H, sample within the same alloy is not close A preliminary study indicates that the media noise of

CoCr, 8PtN2 media with H,=2500 Oe is about half that of
Co70CrjgPt1 2 media with H, = 1700 0e.

In conclusion, it is confirmed that the improvement of

H, in CoCrNi, CoCrTa, and CoCrPt by both high-
temperature deposition and annealing is mainly driven by the
reduction of the exchange coupling between the grains. This
is believed to be due to preferential Cr segregation at the
grain boundaries.
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FIG. 6. Cras-sectimal TEM nnaWs of Co.)Cr,,Ta2 media. (a) Unannealed 'OM. TkahaKhi, T. Shimaim, M. ,Suehae, L. NIyantnmr. K Yoanag i
and () annealed at 700 C aId H. Yamanaki, IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-A5 3295 (1992).
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Friction and wear of ion-implanted dismondflke carbon and fullerene films
for thin-film rigid disks

Bharat hushant and B. K Gupta
Co-p•ter Micmrribolog and C - -o Laboraory Deptrtwet Of MeAekaffcal Engimeerng The
Okio SAte Universih% Coluambus Ohio 43210-1107

In this paper, DLC coatings on a rigid magnetic disk were ion implanted with nitrogen and carbon
ions to improve their wear lives. Nitrogen and carbon ion implantation with a dose of 5 X 10"
ions cm-2 at 200 keV have shown significant improvements in the coefficient of friction and sliding
wear life which suggests that ion-implanted DLCs may be more desirable overcoats. Microstructural
examinations of implanted films show that these films are still amorphous with no long range order.
Implanted DLC films also may be attractive as an overcoat for the slider surface. An approximately
20-nm-thick fullerene film, a new solid lubricant, was also deposited on the disk surface to reduce
its friction and wear. Fullerene films exhibited lower friction, however, these readily formed a
transfer film on the mating slider surface. Since any transfer and movement of the material at the
head-disk interface is undesirable, fullerene films are not expected to be potential overcoats.
Coefficient of friction of implanted DLC and fullerene films on a microscale was also measured and4 was found to be lower than that on macroscale. Microfriction values of unimplanted and implanted
DLC films were comparable.

Metal films that are used to achieve the high recording derlying Co-Ni alloy magnetic layer. In the present study, we
densities have weak durability and are prone to environmen- have explored the possibility of modifying friction and wear
tal corrosion. Diamondlike carbon (DLC) coatings (20-30 properties of DLC coated magnetic disk by ion implantation
nm thick) with lubricant overlays are commonly used to pro- with N2 and C+ ion species. Ion implantation is known to
vide low friction, low wear, and corrosion resistance. The improve hardness, porosity, and friction and wear properties
need for increasing higher recording densities requires that of surfaces. We have also deposited a new solid lubricant
disk and head slider surfaces be as smooth as possible and Cu-rich fullerene filmn' on the disk surface. Results of ion-
flying heights (head-to-disk separation) be as low as pos- implanted DLC and fullerene films are the subject of this
sible. Smoother surfaces and lower flying heights lead to paper.
more intimate contact and high friction and wear.t There is a The disks used in this study were commercially available
need for thinner overcoats with lower friction and wear than thin-film magnetic rigid disks without any liquid lubricant.'
those currently used. The textured disk coupons were implanted with N' and C'

Liu and Cohen 2 hypothesized that a metastable carbon- at 2-4 1.A cM-2 ion current densities, 200 keV accelerating
based material P-C3N4 can be fabricated which may be su- voltage, and ion doses ranging from 5X10" to 2X10' 7

perior to diamond in its mechanical properties. Since then ions cm -2. The Ce-rich fullerene films were deposited on
there have been few attempts to synthesize C-N compounds. disk coupons by sublimation at about 450 *C and a vacuum
Carbon compound coatings can be produced by incorporat- of 10-6 ToM.I0

ing nitrogen either during their growth or by a post- Raman measurements were made using an argon ion Ia-
deposition ion-beam treatment. Iwaki et aL3 and Kenny ser at 514.5 nm wavelength with an output of about 100 mW
et aL4 reported significant improvements in the wear resis- and a spot size of 0.1 no diam. The variation in the coin-
tance of glassy carbon by implanting with nitrogen and car- position of ion-implanted disk with depth was measured by
bon ions in the dose ranle of 5X10'4-5X101 6 ions cm- 2 at Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) using a Perkin-Elmer
50-150 keV. Chen et aL reported a coefficient of friction of M50 ESCA/Anger spectrometer. The electron beam energy,
about 0.16 for the CNý films deposited by dc planar magne- used for Auger analysis, was 3 keV with a current density of
tron sputtering. Tomg et al.6 reported a coefficient of friction about I /AAcm-2.
of 0.2 for rf sputtered amorphous CN, films. Niu et al.7 have The friction and wear tests were made both on macro
reported that they are able to produce i-C 3N4 compound and microscales. Macrotests were conducted by sliding an
using pulsed laser ablation of graphite targets combined with AI20,-TiC head slider (rms roughness -1.5 rum; crown=2
an intense atomic nitrogen source. am) against a disk coupon (15 mmX 15 mm) in a reciprocat-

There also have been attempts to produce potentially ing mode. Typical test conditions were as follows: recipro-
hard C-N coatings for magnetic disk applications. Yeh et aL8 cating amplitude-5 mm, frequency-I Hz, normal load 0.1
reported an increase in sliding wear life of a magnetic disk N, average linear speed-10 mim/s, temperature--20 *C, and
that was coated with a rf sputtered carbon-nitrogen coating. atmospheric conditions- humidity 45%-55% RH. One pass
Inve et aL9 ion implanted DLC coated magnetic disk with corresponds to a round trip sliding of 10 mm. These tests
10J'-10'8 ions cn- 2 nitrogen ions at 5-20 keV. Based on were repeated at least three times on identical samples and
electrochemical and atmospheric corrosion tests, they re- the variation in the measured friction was less than 10%.
ported improvements in the corrosion resistance of the un- Micronscale measurements were made using friction force mi-
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The microstructure of approximately 22-urn-thick DLC
overcoat on the mapoetic coating after ion implantation was
studied using Ramnan spectroscopy. No significant differ-
ences were observed between the spectra of the unimplanted
disk and disks implanted with 5X:10' N2+ cn, 2 and 5X0' 0 to 8
C+ cm-2 . Representative Raman spectra of unimplanted disk spute tme iin
and an implanted disk with 5X 10" Ncn2+,12at 2WkeV are (b)
shown in Fig. 1. Raman spectra of disks that were ion im-

Xlne wi 101IO
6 and 5 X10'6 N2 cmf were similar to FI. 2. AES copsto (ai cocnrtos prflso itoe.cr

that of the disk that was ion implanted with 5X10'5 N2+ bocbl. and nickel of disk ion implanted with (a) IX 10"' Njco -', (b)
cm-' An increas in the dose did not affect the Raman spec- IXlColl C, cm 2ý

tra of the iou-implanted disk. 7The occurrence of a broad
bump at 1550 cuf' in the Raman spectra of unimplanted and
implanted disks suggests that the coating remains amorphous friction is also accompanied with an increase in sliding wear
after ion implantation. Slight difference in the shape of the life measured in the macirotests. The sliding wear life is es-
peak is observed though. The thicknesses of the DLC coal- timated in terms of the sliding distance at which the friction
ings before and after ion implantation were estimated from is increased abruptly to a higher value. The optical micro-
ellipsomletric measurements. A reduction in the thickness graphs of the wear track obtained on the ion implanted disk
from 22 to15 rm of the PLC coating was ob~served assa with 5XI1015 and IXI0

16 N2+cm- 2 arc shown in Fig. 4(i).
result of ion implantation. Thlere is no evidence of wear debris in the lower dose disk,

Because of athin DIXcoating, there is adanger that ion however, wear debris is observed in the higher dose disk.
beam mixing may occur at the PLC-magnetc coating inter- The carbon wto-implanted disks have also shown the similar
faew which may affect magnetic properties. Compositiont assa trends of wear debris. Reduction in the coefficient of friction
function of depth of implanted samples was measured using and increase in sliding wear life of N2- and C~-implanted
AES, Fig. 2. An abrupt change in the compositions of C, Co, disk with a low dose (5X 1O'5 ions CM-2) probably results
and Ni at the carbon-magnetic: film interface suggests that from the modified chemistry of the PLC coating, such as
there is no observable wen beanm mixing at the interface. formation of 01, compound in the case of nitrogen ion im-
From this observation, we conclude that ion implantation plantation which may have higher hardness and bulk modu-
does not cause any deterioration in the magnetic layer. If ion lus. Increase in friction at a dose of 1lX 1016 ions CMn2 is
beamn mixing is an issue, implantation at lower energy should probably due to structural damage to the PLC coating. Yehl
be tried. es aLO reported an increase in the sliding wear life of rf

Thle frition profiles of N'- and C* -implanted disks on a sputtered carbon-nitrogen compound overcoated magnetic
mascroscale with varying doses are shown in Figs. 3(a) and disk with nitrolgen content. Higher wear life was attributed to
3(b). Ion inplantatkitt with a lower dose of 5X IO's greater sp3 bonding and finer microstructure of C-N coatings
ions an-2 exhibits a decrease in the colefficient of friction, with high nitrogen content. Inoute et al.9 have shown that ion
horon0.20 to0.17, while higher doses resulted in anincrease. implantation with 3X 10'6N2'cm-'at 20keV resulted in the
Coefficient of friction of carbon implanted (5X IO'5 formation of amine, ammoniumn and pi-pi binding comn-
ions cm-) disk on a microacale was also found to be lower pounds. Torlng et aL6 have observed a reduction in the coef-
(-0.03) than that of uninipanted disk (-0.05). Reduced ficient of friction of sputtered DLC films (from 0.4 to 0.2)
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M1. 4. (i) Optical msicrographs of wear tracks obtained on the disks that slid

/ against the Alr03 -P~C slider (a) disk that was ion implanted with 5 X10"
SN2* c0n

2 
and tested for 10000 passes (100 in). (b) disk that was ion in-

0.a planted with lX i0'6 N2 cm-' and teste for 5000 passes (50 mn), (c) slider
that slid against the disk idernified in (b). (ii) Opticat msicrographs of
fsllerene-coated disk (a) before and (b) after the wear test, and (c) slider

z after the wear tesn.

0.0
o Mus 1.,. coated disk before and after the wear test are shown in

(a) Fig. 4(ii). We see evidence of bare spots and wear debris
(redeposition of fullerene material) on disk surface and a

FIG. 3. Frictions profiles of uniesplanted and ion implanted disks with vary- formation of transfer film on the slider [Figs. 4(ii b) and
ing doses of (s) N2+. (b) C*, and (c) disks coited with 20- and 100-not-thick 4(ii c)]. Filling of the roughness grooves on the disk surface
fullerene films. The disk coupon were slid against A1703-TiC slider. [Fig. 4(ui b)] may be responsible for the increase in real area

4f contact which in turn increases the friction. The wear life
withan ncrasein he resureof itrgensputerng as- of the fullerene film was limited possibly because of inad-

T7hey have predicted from AES, x-ray photoelectron spec- qaeahso hc a eipoe ydpstn tb

troscopy, and transmission electron micoscopy analyses that a more energetic deposition process such as ion beam depo-
increased amount of nittrogen enhanced the diamond sp sition and magnetron sputtering. Since any transfer and
bonding. Our observation of increased sliding wear life of movement of material at the head-disk interface is undesir-
DLC Coatings implanted With 5 X1015 N'+ or C+ CM2 IS able, fulerene films deposited by sublimtation may not be
agreement with the findings of Kenny et a1

4 for amorphous suitable.
glassy carbon. T~hey reported an improvement in wear resis- 'B. flhusha Tribolo -an Medainars of Magnetic Storage Drvces
tance by two orders of magnitude as a result of ion implan- (S~rne, New York, 1990).
tation. 'A. Y. Liu and M. L Cohen, Science 245, 841 (1989).

The friction profile of a C60-rich fullerene-coated disk 3
m. twaki K. Takabashi. and A. Sekiguchi, J. Mater. Res. 5, 2562 (1990).

slid~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ agisWnA2 3 TCsie i hw nFg () M J. Kenny, J. T. A. Pollock, and L S. Wielunski. Nod. Inatnies. Meth-
slidaganst n A203-iC lidr isshon inFig 3(c. I is ods Phys. Res. R 39, 704 (1989).

obvious from this figure that fullerene film (-20 run thick) yIV., Y. Chen, V. P. oravid Y. W. Chuing, M. S. Wong, and W D. Sprout,
provide a lower friction initially (-0.12) compared to the Trib. Thus. 36, 491 (1993).
DLC overcoat (-0.2), but it increased abruptly after 500 'C. J. Toeng, J. %Ct Sivertsen, J. H. Judy, and C. Chatg& J. Mater. Res. 5,

2490 (1990).pasaae. However, a 100-nmr-thick fullerene film survived for 'C. Knu, Y. Z. Lu, and C. M. Liteze, Science 261, 334 (1993).
1800 passes. T'he increase in friction is attributed to the dam- IT. A. Yeh, C. L Lin, J. M. Sivetssen, aNd I. H. Judy, tarn Tinna. Mapo.
age to the fullerene film. Coefficient of friction of fullerene- MAG-27, 5163 (1991).
coated disk on a microsca was also measured and was 'Y Inaoue Y. Satoa, and K. Tanaka, Ads. Info. Storage System 4ý 263

(1992).
found to be lower (-0.04) than that on macroscale (-0.12). 'OR. Bhudasn B. X. Gupta 0. W. Vanu Cleet~ C CIMp and J. V. Coe, AIppl.
T'he optical mlicrographs of the wear track on the fullerene Fhya. Lett. 62, 3253 (1993).
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Thin film disks for high density recording with textured undedayers
(abstract)

Mohammed Mirzamaani
IBM Adstar, San Jose, California 95193

Michael A. Russak and Christopher V. Jahnes
IBM T. J. Watson Research Center, Yorkto•w Heights. New York 10598

As higher recording densities are required on thin film disks the balance between magnetic and
tribological performance becomes a delicate one.' Optimized magnetics dictate very smooth
magnetic films with small, well isolated (i.e., magnetically decoupled) grains whereas acceptable
mechanical performance requires sufficient surface roughness to insure low stiction.

2 
This balance

may not be readily obtained by mechanical texturing but can be accomplished by nonmechanical
texturing.

3 
In this work AFM and conventional magnetic measurements have been used to

characterize a variety of thin film disk surfaces and conditions found which permit the simultaneous
attainment of excellent tribological and magnetic performance. In the case of nonmechanical texture
a first layer of In was sputtered to provide the texture and then Cr and CoPtCr layers (single as well
as laminated) deposited to provide the magnetics. The thickness and crystallographic orientation of

4 the Cr interlayer have a marked effect on the macromagnetic properties of the magnetic layer and
in turn disk recording performance. The optimized process produces disks with signal to noise (S/N)

at 4000 fr/mm of -35 db, acceptable soft error rates for high density recording and CSS stiction
values of <3 g. These parameters have been obtained on metallic and nonmetallic substrates.

'T. Reith et at, intermag '92 Conferenc, St. Louis, MO, paper JA-07.
IV. Raman et at, J. Appl. Phys. 71, 1826 (1991).
3
M. Mirzamaani et al., IEEE TrauL Mag. 2 3090 (1992).
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A dy oft structural propertifs of sputtred CoCrPt based on x-ray
diffraction, small angle x-ray scattering, XAFS, and transmission
electron microscopy measurements (abstract)

S. Yumoto and N. Ohshima
Functdnml Dmces Research Labdorones, NEC Cpoaioo, Kawmasab Ka,•,gawa, Japan

As a first step in trying to understand the relationship between magnetic properties and structural

propeties, the authors have conducted a systematic structural investigation of CoCrPt samples that

have been sputtered at different levels of sputtering power, which affects magnetic properties. X-ray

diffraction (XRD), small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS), and XAFS were used to examine,
respectively, long, medium, and short range orderings. TEM was used to examine the structural

morphology. CoCrPt was fabricated on Kapton films by dc magnetron sputtering at levels of 0.1,
0.3, 0.5, and 1 kW sputtering power. XRD indicated a continuous increase in the intensity of the

peak corresponding to hcp (002), as sputtering power was increased. SAXS, on the other hand, in

the range of 0.5-3.0 deg. at 20, indicated the presence of scattering for the 0.1 and 0.3 kW samples

alone, not for the others. Similarly discontinuous were the spectrums produced by XANES of Co for

the 0.3, 0.5, and 1.0 kW samples, which resembled the spectrum of sputtered Co. The spectrum of

the 0.1 kW samples was quite different. TEM indicated a clear small-grain structure for the 0.1 kW

sample, less clearly defined grains for the 0.3 kW sample, and no observable grains for the others.

When conducted after chemical etching, it further identified the source of the grain structure as Pt
segregation. This leads to speculation that Pt segregation may be responsible, to some degree, for

the discontinuity observed in SAXS and XANES measurements. It is further spteculated that the

long range ordering (crystal orientation) is quite probably related to magnetic anisotropy, and that

segregation affects wall motion, which means that, in order to understand the relationship between
magnetic and structural properties, structural investigations should be systematic and include short,

medium, and long range orderings.
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MultlnuclWar nonmagnetic resonance studies of perfluoro poly ether
lubricants (abstract)

K V. Vswanathn
IBM AdStar Diviion, Rochester, Mimnesota 55901

Commercial perfiuoro poly ethers (PFPE) are available with different backbone structures and end
groups and are being used as lubricants for particulate/thin film disks. Very little published

information is available other than F-19 spectra for these polymers.' In this abstract a systematic
study was undeitaken to study the structure of these PFPE polymers using multinuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR). Backbone structural differences of Z. Fomblin, Y. Fomblin, Krytox, and
Demnums could be clearly seen from F-19 NMR studies. Number average molecular weight of
PFPE polymers was also determined from F-19 NMR and found to be between 2000 and 100000.
C-13 NMR was used to differentiate the end group from backbone structure. Associated proton test

(APT) was used to distinguish the primary, secondary, and tertiary carbons. The proton connectivity
of end group (e.g., Fomblin AM2001) was studied by two dimensional (2D) proton correlation
spectroscopy (COSY). The connectivity of a hydrogen containing end group to the backbone was
studied by heteronuclear shift correlation spectroscopy (HCORR). Even though these PFPE

polymers have low vapor pressure, a significant amount of lube loss is found over a period of time

under HDA (head disk assembly) conditions. The temperature could increase from 25 to 60 *C.
Additionally under certain asperity/head interaction conditions the temperature variation could be as
high as 300 °C to 500 *C. It is also reported that functionalized polymeric materials (e.g., Krytox

143 AC) can be bonded to magnetic disk surface by applying heat. The effect of temperature on
lubricant volatility/stability was studied for AM 2001. The molecular weight of heat treated AM
2001 (90 min at 130 °C) changed from 2100 to 4500. This could be due to preferential volatilization
of low molecular weight fragments. NMR analysis showed significant conversion of piperonyl end

group to -CH2OH. Thus AM 2001 is not thermally stable. Precipitation was also found to occur
when AM 2001 is stored over a period of time. The precipitate is found to be a derivative of 9,10

dihydroanthracene. Unlike other PFPE polymers AM 2001 is found to be sparingly soluble in

dichloromethane (contrary to the claim by the manufacturer that it is soluble only in fluorinated

solvents) and hence more polar than Fomblin Z-Dol.
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The durability of new rigid disks by molded plastic substates (abstract)
Oeamu Morita TakaraobuSano, Yasuyuki Inum, Naoko Hiayarna, and Hiroshi Takino
SONY Co., Atsugt Kanagawa, Japan

Media that have discrete data tracks and srvo pits for rigid disk systems have been developedA.
Discrete data tracks and servo pits are embossed on plastic substrates by a stamping technique
similar to that used in optical disk technology. The outer diameter of the substrates is 65 umn, and
the thickness is 1.2 num. To enhance the durability of omntact-start-stop (CSS) environment and
reduce glide height, we have developed a method of texturing the surface with a fine dispersion of
SiO 2 particles, whose diameters are between 10 and 40 nm, by dipping. Thin film layers are then
sputtered on the subswates, and the shapes of Si0 2 particles are reflected in the surface profile of the
thin film layers. The initial friction coefficient (jei) is 0.46, and the friction coefficient after 50 000
CSS events is 0.56 for CSS tests on molded plastic substrates at a radius of 28 mm. In addition, glide
height depends on surface roughness of the disks. Surface roughness of a glass template used on
stampers is carried over to the molded plastic substrates. Therefore the arithmetic average (Ra) of
the molded plastic substrates with SiO2 particles is 1.5 nm. The peak-to-valley height (PV) is 20 nm,
reducing the glide height to less than 65 nm. Simultaneously, with these media, a slider flying height
of 0.1 .an has been achieved. Therefore, the media satisfy parameters of CSS environment, glide
height, and flying height for rigid disks.

'K. Watanabe et aL. Intermag'93 Digest, April, 1993, paper FD-10.
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Coupling Through Nonmagnetic Layers Daniel Pierce, Chairman

Temperature-dependent non-Heisenberg exchange coupling
of ferromagnetic layers (invited)

R. P. Erickson')
Department of Mathematics, City University, London ECI V OHB, United Kingdom

We consider with temperature the exchange coupling of two identical ferromagnetic films separated
by a paramagnetic metal of thickness d. The minority-spin band of the ferromagnets is matched to
the band of the paramagnet. Majority-spin electrons experience a repulsive potential of maximum
height equal to the exchange gap of the ferromagnets. A spin-flip current, which flows as a result of
a virtual rotation of the ferromagnetic moments, is calculated at temperature T, assuming
single-particle excitations only. This current, equated to the torque exerted by one ferromagnet on
the other, defines the exchange energy as an infinite sum of terms with coefficients
A12(d,T),B 12(dT) .... extending beyond the Heisenberg-like A 2(d,T) term. For certain d, the
biquadratic B,,(d,T) term is of the proper magnitude and sign to cause intrinsic 90' coupling
between the moments of the two ferromagnets. Additionally, we calculate the T dependence of
A12(d,T) and B12 (d,T) for different Fermi energy to exchange-gap ratios, showing that, in general,
a nonmonotonic dependence of both A12 (d,T) and B12(d,T) vs T is expected. Monotonic T
dependence occurs in the asymptotic regime of large d.

I. INTRODUCTION nrigins in the oscillatory Ruderman--Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida
(RKKY) interaction of ferromagnets, the biquadratic

Extensive investigations of the ferromagnetic (FM)/ B, 2(d,T) coefficient generates a noncolinear state of m,
antiferromagntic (AFM) oscillatory exchange coupling of and m2. Specifically, with 0 denoting the angle betwee m,
transition-metal ferromagncts through non-FM spacers, in and m,, we have cos O=A 2(d,T)/IB1,(d,T)I if
both thin-film sandwiches and multilayers of varying com- B,2(d,T)< - A z(dT)J, a criterion that is favorable when
positions, has led to a large and growing list of spacer metals the oscillatory A 1,;(d,T) is nearly zero in magnitude. Hence,
in which this phenomenon has been seen.'1 In Fe/Cr/Fe6,7  ta oillatontry t Af BT) is n z in m genirtu e enadFe/Al/Fe,8 strong biquadratic coupling through th a biquadratic contribution of B1 ,(d,T)<O will generate es-
andc e, strong alignment ou throughmtme sentially 900 coupling between the Fe moments near Cr
spacer, which gives rise to 900 alignment of the Fe Moments, thicknesses corresponding to nodes of A 12(dT).
is also observed. Most of the measurements of exchange cou- In a very elegant micromagnetic study, Slonczewskilo
pling have been limited to room or liquid helium tempera- has shown that such a favorable biquadratic term can arise
tures. The exceptions of which we are aware include the
studies of Demokritov et aL.,3 Barth~limy et a., 4 and from fluctuations of the spacer thickness, indicative of step-

Chaiken et al. ,5 in which Fe/Cr data has been presented for a like terraces at the ferromagnet/spacer interfaces, with origin

range of temperatures. in an average of the induced fluctuations in A 12(d, T) across

Wih regard to the biquadratic coupling, most notably in these interfaces. From a very different perspective, a Stoner-

the wedge films of Fe/Cr/Fe, the authors of Ref. 6 detected, like model with band matching applicable to a film like

via Kerr magneto,-optic microscopy, Fe domains, on either Fe/Cr/Fe,' t we have shown that such a favorable biquadratic

side of the Cr spacc', with this relative 900 orientation. Simi- coefficient can follow from a natural expansion of the

lar evidence was alsc found by the authors of Ref. 7 in mi- RKKY-like exchange coupling to higher powers in mt-m,.
crographs made using scanning-electron microscopy with Within the context of our exchange theory, as reported in

polarization analysis. From the studies of Ref. 6, the energy Ref. 11 at T=0, the biquadratic term oscillates with spacer

of exchange coupling between the Fe iyers, a function of thickness not unlike the bilinear term, except that the biqua-

both the Cr spacer thickness d and the temperature T, can be dratic oscillations are approximately twice as rapid as those

written in the phenomenological form of the bilinear coefficient. Moreover, at least in the preas-
ymptotic regime of spacer thickness, the biquadratic oscilla-

E,.(d,T; O) =A 1 ,(d,T)(l -m1 .m 2 ) tions are incommensurate with those of the bilinear term,

+-B1 2 (dT)[ 1- (i, 'in 2 ], leading to occurrences of B 12(d,0)< - A 12(d,9)I at certain
spacer thicknesses, near nodes of A 12(d,0).

where m, and in 2 are the unit moments of the two Fe layers, Concerning the temperature-dependent studies of ex-
which lie in the plane of the film. As an extension beyond the change coupling, we turn to the work of Refs. 3-5. In par-
Heisenberg-like bilinear A 12(d, T) coefficient, which has its ticular, the Brillouin light scattering measurements of

A, 2(dT)+B,2(dT) vs T of Ref. 3, Fig. 5, reproduced in
"Present address: Department of Mathematics, Imperial College of Science, different e beam treated Fe/Cr/Fe wedge samples, show a

Technology, and Medicine, London SW7 2BZ, United Kingdom. pronounced peak in the AFM exchange coupling at Ta-20-
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30 K, for a Cr thickness of d-0.6 nm (four monolayers),Swhile a nearly monotonic temperature dependence is mea- j(dT;O)= jn(d,T)cos O sin 0, (3)

sured at d"0.9 nm (five monolayers). On the other hand, it
was noted in Ref. 5 that the AFM coupling strength de- then the exchange coefficients A12(dT) and B12 (d.7) of
creased monotonically with increasing temperature. In the Eq. (1) have the intrinsic definitions A, 2(d,T)= -(Aof/2)
face of these sometimes conflicting reports, a knowledge of

predctins ase ontheoy wuldbe elpul.Xjo(d,T) and B, 2(d,T)= -(A 0 fi/2)j1(d,T), where A,, is
predictions based on theory would be helpful. . the area of a Fe/Cr interface. Higher-order exchange coeffi-

We have since extended our T=0 model to finite cients can be realized from the model, but they will not be
temperatures,| 2 allowing for the Stoner-like excitations that d e
are at least partly responsible for the decrease in magnetiza- incRed here.

tion of the itinerant ferromagnets Fe, Ni, and Co. We have In Ref. 11, we derived the zero-temperature spin-flip cur-

shown that, in addition to attenuating the amplitude of the rent density inside the spacer of our film; we showed it to be

-cilations in A 12(d,T) and B 2(d,T) vs d, the excitations (with 0<arg a< =12)

also change the phase of these oscillations. In particular, the jko 4 tan(0/2) l r
phase shift can give rise to nonmonotonic temperature de- j(d,E; 2) - 2 m -i m T0
pendence, and for some spacer thicknesses, even change the
sign of the exchange coefficient. As the sp ,cr thickness in- z(zZ -F/Z2hoi e-

4 creases, the phase change tends to zero and the amplitude of 1(z - 1+iZ)
4
ei

2
ko dZc C2(,/2)' (4a)

the oscillations diminishes as exp(-T/To), where the effec-
tive temperature To is proportional to the Fermi temperature if one sets E=EF
TF and inversely proportional to 2kd, with kF the Fermi sum of contributions from all majority- and minority-spin
wave number. Therefore, as d-,oc, To is much smaller than electrons of the ground state. The extension of our model to
TF, and the amplitude of exchange oscillations rapidly ap- finite T requires that the sum over all electron states, of both
proaches zero. As d--0, the exchange energy is also found to minority and majority spin, be weighted by a Fermi factor
decrease monotonically with T, but within the scale of the f(E,T). This results in the finite-temperature expression,
characteristic temperature T7, instead of To. d

In Sec. II, we describe our model of exchange-coupled j(d,T;O)= -JdE j(d,E;,) T- f(E,T). (4b)
FM layers, extended to finite temperatures. In Sec. 111, we
report the results of the model, illustrating the occurrences of While the double-integral expression of Eqs. (4) is most
900 coupling for certain preasymptotic spacer thicknesses, useful for the analytic approximations to be discussed below,
Additionally, in Sec. III, with spacer thickness held fixed, we a single-integral expression is more suitable for numerical
discuss the temperature dependence of the bilincar and bi- calculations. Successive integration of Eq. (4b) by parts ex-
quadratic exchange coefficients, showing that, in general, the presses j(d, T; 8) in terms of a single integral over the di-
T dependence of the exchange energy is nonmonotonic. In mensionless, and complex, wave number z=(E/2ho)"/2

,
Sec. IV, we conclude with a qualitative comparison of our viz.,
model to experiment. 82j(d,E;) f

j(d,T; 6)= -j dE E2

II. THE FINITE-TEMPERATURE MODEL Ako04 tan(0/2) kBT

We have considered a model of exchange coupling be- 2- rm 2ho
tween two ferromagnetic (Fe) layers separated by a paramag- zlog( 1 +e-2h0z

2
_ZF2)/kBT)

netic (Cr) spacer of thickness d in which we represent the Fe ) imi dz _-z 1 F/ (5)
layers by spin-split parabolic bands,"

1 with exchange gap ,

2ho=h2 ko2/2m. The Fermi energy EF=A2k,3/2m is situated where ZF=kF,/k. The contour kir taken from z=i to z=O,
above the bottom of the minority-spin (C) band, which is then z=0 to z=-. We use this single-integral equation, ex-
matched in energy to the paramagnetic band of the spacer, panded as in Eq. (3), for the numerical calculations of
i.e., kF=kV , a situation most applicable to a film like Fe/Cr/ A 12(d,T) and B, 2 (d,T) presented in Sec. IIl.
Fe. We denote the angle between the in-plane moments of
the two Fe layers by 0.

Specifically, we have utilized Slonczewski's spin-flip Ill. RESULTS OF THE MODEL
current method,"3 equating the spin-flip current density
j(d,T;O) of the spacer to the torque exerted on ore FM layer In this section, we discuss the behavior of A, 2(d,T) and
by the other, viz., B 12(d, T) of our model as a function of both spacer thickness

and temperature. First, we consider these coefficients as a
d , )( function of spacer thickness, for several values of the cou-7 E,(d,T;P)=-j Aofij(d,T;O). (2)

802 pling strength zF=kF/ko, illustrating the appearance of intrin-
sic 90* coupling for certain spacer thicknesses. For this pur-

If the current density is expanded in powers of cos 0 as pose, it is sufficient to present the T=0 behavior. For a
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FIG. I. The (a) bilinear and (b) biquadraic exchange coefficients of T=O, FIG. 2. Plots of the T=O biquadratic exchange coefficient vs 2kpd, with the
as calculated from the cos 8expasion of Eq. (5), vs 2kp for several values zeros (nodes) of the bilinear term marked by arrows. (a), (b), and (c) ifus-of coupling strength zF=kclko. All curves are normalized by the o rate the effect that the coupling strength has on the relative phase of both
ofcouplingasturength z- t l curves e normalize bycthefizero- exchange coefficients. In (a) z,=0.2, only ford close to node "" can theretemperature, zero-spacer-thickiess FMst bilinear coefficient be 90* coupling (812<0 and A.j2 20); in (b) zp=0.

7
, the region near nodeAB)-A l5k 

4
0I 25 6 r which is itself dependent on coupling strength z.• "2" exhibits 

9
0" coupling; and in (c) zF= 1.3, enough slippage has occurred

Biquadratic curves corresponding to F=0.2 sand zF"=O.5 have maxma that tht regions of d near nodes "l," "2," and "3" clearly have B,2<0.occur off the scale of the plot; these maxima are O.0O34ATO?) at 2kdO.2
and 0.0015AT' at 2kedaO,3, respectively. All curves of (b) approach zero
as d-O.

In Figs. 2, we plot B12(d,O) and the nodes of A 12(d,0),
discussion of the effect of Stoner excitations, we fix the indicated by arrows and labeled with integers, for three val-
value of 2kgd, focusing our attention to A 12(d,T) and lies of ZF . The panel of figures in Fig. 2 illustrates the phase
B12(dT) vs T. slip between the bilinear and biquadratic coefficients as the

In Fig. l(a), we plot the results of numerical calculations coupling strength is varied. The effect is most pronounced
ofA 12(d,0) = - (Aoft/2)j 0(d,O) as a function of 2ked from for small values of 2kgd, where the amplitude of B 12(d,O) is
the cos 6 expansion of Eq. (5), for several zlp. Similarly, in greatest. In particular, at the node of A12 (d,O) labeled "3,"
Fig. l(b), we plot the numerical calculations of B] 2(d,0) vs we see in Fig. 2(a) that B12(d,0) is initially greater than zero
2kPd. All curves are normalized by a factor of at "3," but then slips past the node with decreasing coupling
A¶2)=A oi 2ko 4/256 srm, which is A12(0,0), the zero-spacer- strength (increasing zF), becoming negative, as in Fig. 2(c).
thickness, zero-temperature FM bilinear coefficient. Since Note, node "3" of A, 2(d,O) itself shifts to larger 2kFd as ZF
A ?I is a function of the coupling strength, care must be taken increases.
when comparing the curves of a given plot frame, since each Figures 2 depict intervals of 2kpd for which the biqua-
curve is normalized differently. All curves of Fig. 1(a) rise to dratic coupling criterion B1 2(d,0)<- A, 2(dO)j is saris-
unity as d--0, while, in this same limit, all the curves of Fig. fled, minimizing the energy of Eq. (1). Thus, for example,
l(b) approach zero. Points located off the scale of the plot of Fig. 2(a) illustrates 900 coupling in the vicinity of node "1"
Fig. I(b) are noted in the accompanying figure caption. of A12(d,0), at a spacer thickness 2kUda=0.8, where

While the overall amplitude of B12(d,O) is typically B12(d,O)<0. However, note the lack of such coupling where
smaller than that of A 12(d,0), the striking result upon coin- Bt2 (d,0)>0, such as at nodes "2"-"5" of this same figure.
paring Figs. I is that these two coefficients oscillate incom- As zp increases, Fig. 2(b) illustrates 900 coupling at node
mensurately as a function of 2kgd, for a given ZF. In fact, the "2' while Fig. 2(c) shows the onset of 90o coupling at node
phase slip between A12(d,O) and B12(dO) is a function of "3" (and possibly node "4"), in addition to nodes "I"
zP, and decreases as 2kd-,m.15 We show this below. and "2."
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j Thus, as the coupling strength, the degree of exchange 32 (zF1 S•

splitting of the forromagnet energy bands, decreases (z in g(O,e)--) - (1+- ) H dxx(x
2 

4
2
)

creases), the biquadratic state of near 9W* alignment of the fo

FM moments appears, with increasing 2kFd, at successive X[x4-•!x+ZF-2 Z(I +I ei+ E. (Sb)
nodes of the bilinear coefficient, as depicted in Figs. 2. How-

ever, as 2kvd-.- for a given zp, the nodes of the bilinear Since we are only interested in the leading term as ZF--- We

term coincide with nodes of the biquadratic term,'
5 

so this have
effect is restricted to the preasyniptotic regime of 2kFd. 2 -0 2 ,

We now turn to the evaluation of A1 2(d,T) and g(',a)=-- Jdxx - e"+,T-+')., (9)
B, 2(d,T) with temperature. First, we consider the RKKY
limit (k 0 4kF) at finite T, specifically the RKKY form of representative of the RKKY limit. Most of the contribution
A 12(d,T), which brings out the salient features of the non- to the integral over e comes from es-0, so we take
monotonic temperature dependence of both A1 2(d,T) and (1+e) "2 =-1+se2 in the argument of the exponent of Eq. (9).
B12(d,T). In this way, the integral of Eq. (8a), equated to one that

To begin, we can expand j(&,L; 0) of Eq. (4a) in powers encloses the upper-half-plane of complex e, is approximated
of.cos 0, as we have done formally for j(d,T; O) of Eq. (3), as a sum over the second-order poles
expressing the expansion in terms of coefficients j.(d,E), eP(T)=iir(2p+ 1)(kBT/EF) of 9f(e,T)/Od, viz.,

4 analogous to j.(d,T). In this way, we integrate over jn(dE)
in the manner of Eq. (4b) to obtain the various j./(d,T), A 2T T g(
which defineA, 2(d,T),B 2(d,T)..... The expansion coeffi- A, 2(4,T)-AO Im 2 Ei d e
cients can be written explicitly as P=O

. E Ak0
4  z i'z A r(0) 4 kBT x

2 -o2
;, im. ) dzz A-2--- Im ,• x-,----

1- In F P=

X(_2 )'( -V---041",i2~(1 ) Xe i[ I+ ep(T)/2jx. (10)
hZ2- (Z-Expressing the sum over p in closed form, and defining

(6) r=(1r/2)(kBT/EF), then

As zF--o (the RKKY limit), the 1=0 term in the sum of Eq. 2 f: x 2-o
2  

Tx
(6) provides the most significant contribution to the i . Ai 2(0, --) d-x--(----s'-- sinx. (11)

This can be seen by noting that the factor (z - 1+z1
2

)
4

tends to zero for z of large modulus. Since it is the values of Note, as d--0, Eq. (11) has the closed form
EWEF that matter most, so that the lower bound of the inte- A 12(0,T) =A (0) tanh(E,/knT), (12)
gral in Eq. (6) will be nearly zFi'l, the integrand of a given
I will rapidly tend to zero as I increases. Thus, only jo(d,E) which is clearly a monotonic function of the temperature, as
is significant in the extreme limit of large ZF, and therefore, we alluded to in the Introduction, controlled by the ratio of
only the A 12(d,T) = -(A 0 A/2)j 0 (d,T) exchange coefficient kBT to EF. Thus, A12(0,T) is typically a slowly varying
remains, hence function of T.

In the limit of T=O, Eq. (11) is in exact agreement with
I oAf*E 0  the RKKY result of Baltenaberger and Helman,16 

as can beAl2(dj)=i Ao.j =dE jo(d,E) '• f(E,T)
IT - Edemonstrated. Additionally, in the limit 0-o, an asymptotic

32 expansion of Eq. (1P) yields the leading term,
2-- A()lim Im dE ± f(E,T) - r At0 ) 74_ sin 4(

S si has4•oo-. , (13)

Xf d . d z which agrees in form with the tight-binding result of Ed-
V2ho/ wards et al.17 

As pointed out in Ref. 17, this asymptotic form
illustrates the characteristic temperature To=(2/v)(Eg/2krd)

X(z- )-z"7)4e'(2kod+a)z, kokF. (7) (i.e., r4,=TITo) of the integral of Eq. (11), which indicates

Now, definin• e via E=(1+a)EF, and that the temperature dependence of A12(d,T) is not con-
x'z(2kod)(1+e)- , we change integration variables from trolled completely by the ratio of the thermal energy to the
E and z to a and x, respectively. With 46=2kFd, the approxi- Fermi energy, but is instead mediated by the spacer thickness
marion of Eq. (7) becomes d via the factor 4)=2kpd.

The role of To is especially important in Eq. (11) for
( intermediate values of 4,, when the function

A Q A( O -r de gF(0,0 12) _0 E f( ,T), (8a) X-2(x2- 402)/si1T'x, which modulates sin x, has a local
maximum in x. If sin x does not oscillate too rapidly, as

where when 0) is of modest size, then the integral over x itself can

6198 J. AppL Phys., Vol. 75, No. 10, 15 May 1994 R. P. Erickson
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0.72 .KY ( ) ofAI 2(dT) with d is greatest. The effect of the thernally
0 .15- \ - k. T /E, - 0.0 induced phase shf is thus acocmutateo here.

0. T /, - 0. S1 our analysis of Eq. (11), we found that as
a k- \ .... ,TE,- 1.0 2k nrae s firom zero, the characterofA 12(d, T) vs T

'< 0.1 ,.- alternates in a conltinIuous fashon between regimes A and C
8according to the sequence "B, A, B, C..' with transition

".05 point B occurring near each FM/AFM peak in the oscilla-
.tio. As 2kpd-,, the regimes A and C must evolve con-

Stinuosly into the monotonic character of the points B, in the
A ,manner of Eq. (13). Our numerical evaluation of Eq. (5) was

-0.05-- limited to 2kidS 10, due to the rapid oscillations of the in-
tegrand; however, regime A was clearly evident, even at

-0 ,, ,2ked=9.0, for instance.
0 1 2 3 4 We now turn to the evaluation of A1 2(d,T)and

2 k, d B12(d,T) for finite coupling strengths ZF=kPIko, via the nu-

i.0 'merical calculation of Eq. (5). As we do, we note in passing

S( b ) that the nonmonotonic behavior depicted in Figs. 3 is not
particular to the RKKY limit of our model, but is, in fact,

0 • o~typical of RKKY coupling at finite T. For example, if we
consider the simple case of two magnetic moments separated
by a distance r and coupled through an electron gas, and

n0.0o apply an approximation scheme like that presented above,

WXY the exchange strength between these moments exhibits a T
dependence, with increasing r, very similar to that described

/ --- 2 k, d - 1.0 (A) above and depicted in Figs. 3. It is for modest values of r
---- 2k,.d-2.5 (B)
,2 k, d - 4.0 (C) that a nonmonotonic T dependence-is realized; monotonic

behavior is recovered as r--. Is
1. I We have determined numerically the exchange coupling

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.o for values of zp in the range 0. 1 <ZF<00, from the cos 0 ex-
k, T / E pansion of Eq. (5). In particular, we have found that

FIG. 3. Equation (11) as a function of (a) 2krd and (b) ksTIEF, 1n (b), A 12(d,T) vs T follows trends in 2k~d similar to those de-
selcted points A, 8, and C of (a) are normalized via the Wagnitude of their in Figs. 3. As an example, Fig. 4(a) depicts A ,(dT)
most exme valua, which ae, nspectively, the frction, 0.182, -0.d00, 12 (
and -0.0107 of Aj). as a function of kBTIEF for several values of 2k•d, corre-

sponding to the coupling strength z4=1.0, Compare the be-
havior with temperature illustrated in Fig. 4(a) with that of

pass through a maximum or minimum corresponding to Fig. 3(b). Note the appearance of a secondary maximum in C

some value of 7. We illustrate this effect for preasymptotic of Fig. 4(a).

values of spacer thickness, plotting numerical calculations of Also of consideration for finite coupling strengths 4 is

Eq. (11) as a function of 0=2k~d for several values of tem- the temperature dependence of B1 2(d,T). The coefficient

perature in Fig. 3(a). At first glance, it is apparent from the B] 2(d,T) also exhibits a T-dependent form similar to that

figure that an effect of increased T is an attenuation of the illustrated in Figs. 3 and Fig. 4(a), except that the nonmono-

amplitude of the exchange oscillations. However, in addition tonic regions in 2ked, A and C, are approximately half the

to this effect, there is also an accompanying shift in the size of the corresponding regions of A1 2(d,T). This occurs

phase, which is nonmonotonic with increasing T. We can because the 0 12(d,T) coefficient oscillates, as a function of

realize the consequences of this phase shift by comparing the d, approximately twice as rapidly as the A 12(d,T) coefi)-

amplitudes of the plots in Fig. 3(a) as a function of increas- cient. [This is easily seen from Eq. (6), noting that the lead-

ing 2kpd. ing harmonic of j.(d,E) is lI=n.) Thus, as a function of

In Fig. 3(a), we have selected three points, A, B, C, that 2krd, the switching between the regions of maximum and

characterize the different types of T dependence of minimum behavior with T is essentially twice as rapid for

A 12(d,T). At A (2kgd=1.0), we see an initial increase in B 12(d,T). Figure 4(b) illustrates the T dependence of

amplitude before an eventual decay to zero. (Note the phase B 12(d,T) for several values of 2kpd, corresponding to the

transition from the AFM state to the FM state near coupling strength ZF=1.0.
2kpd=1.5.) At B (2kFd=2.5), near the first AFM peak, the IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
implication of Fig, 3(a) is a monotonic T dependence. And,
at C (2kvd=4.0), there is an initial decrease in amplitude of We have presented a model of mismatched majority- and
A 12(d,T), followed by an eventual increase to zero. Figure minority-spin electrons, treated as a finite-barrier tunneling
3(b) explicitly illustrates the T dependence at points A, B, problem, in which oscillatory biquadratic, as well as bilinear,
and C. Note the large change in magnitude of A 12(d,7) at exchange coupling arises between FM films. Moreover, the
point C. a result of its proximity to a node, where the slope biquadratic coupling is shown to dominate the bilinear cou-
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unrasoabl wih rgar toCr, whose bulk form can exhibit
(a) an AM pnut-destyve ground state. The Briflouan light

scattering measurements of A,2(dT)+B12(d,T) vs T of
0o.5 Ref. 3, Fig. 5, reproduced in different e-beam treated Fe/

Cr/Fe wedge samples, appear to be qualitatively the same as
Figs. 3(b) and 4. As mentioned in the Introduction, at a

0.0- spacer thickness of four monolayers, these authors measure a
pronounced peak in the AFM exchange energy, at Ta2O-30

t.0 K, only to find nearly monotonic temperature dependence at
6-0.5 2 k, d - 1.0 (A) a thickness of five monolayers.t9 A strong temperature de-

---- 2k1, d -4.0 (C pendence ofA 12 (d,7), as speculated here, would also have
ramnifications for the temperature dependence of the extrinsic

I B, 2(d,T) of Ref. 10, which originates from averaging
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 roughnessinduced fluctuations of the intrinsic A 2(d, T). We

k~. T E, ~ hope this paper will stimulate further temperature-dependent

1.0 , - measurements of exchange-coupled films. More realistic
( b )band-structure: calcuilations are clearly a necessity.
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make for a temperature scale in Figs. 3 and 4 that is unreal- WA~. 3D9 (Plenum New York, 1993), p. 401.
istically large by two orders of magnitude. However, we tm

R. P. Ericlaoon (raiabislaiad).
speculate that a more realistic T scale might be oband'Ifiters to wr that if we naively fit our model to the long-periodoband oscllatiens. of FetC/at'e (k,-0.08 A-), the temsperature scale Of Figsfrom a "pocket" of electrons originating from a portion of 3(b) sand 4 matches that of Red. 3, with maximas and minima occurting on
Fermi surface of small curvature. Such speculation is not die ceder of team of Kelvina.
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and S. 0.Bae
Masrriel Science Divines6 Argomn Na,,oial Laboratw34 Argcmse, Illino 60439

F. T.Parker
Co-m /- Magneuc Iecofthng Reseak, Uniwsigy of Califo-na at San Diego, Le MIlA,
California 92093-0401

Sputtered Fe/FeSi films possessing antiferromagnetic (AF) interlayer coupling at room temperature
develop ferromagnetic remanience when cooled below 100 K, but the AF coupling can be restored
at low temperature by exposure to visible light of sufficient intensity (> 10 mW/mm2). We attribute
these effects to charge carriers in the FeSi spacer layer, which, when thermally or pbotogenerated,
are capable of communicating spin information between the Fe layers.

1. INTRODUCTION by SQUID and Kerr magnectometry, appear in Sec. 111. Moss-
bauer results appear in Sec. IV. The paper is concluded with

Antiferromagnetic (AF) coupling of ferromagnetic lay- a presentation and discussion of the photoinduced effects in
ers across metallic spacers has been studied extensively.' Re- Smc. V.
cent experimental studies have also focused on nonmetallic
spacers. Fe/FeSi sputtered superlattices provide an example
of such a system. At room temperature, sopelattices with NI. STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATIONS
FeSi spacer thicknesses of -13-17 A exhibit AF The structural properties of the Fe/Si and Fe/FeSi super-
Coupling. 2-4 Upon cooling, the layers uncouple and the hys- lattices are very similar when the nominal spacer thickness is
teresis loops exhibit ferromagnetic remanence. At low tem- st17 A. Hfigh-angle superlattice peaks are observed, which
peratures, the AF coupling can be restored by irradiation indicate (110) growth of the Fe layers. The crystalline coher-
with visible laser light. These phenomena are attributed to ence length f, estimated from the full width at half-
charge carriers in the spacer, which can be either thermally maximum (wHm) of the main diffrction peak, is - 150 A
or photoinduced to mediate the magnetic coupling. Though for both series of samples (see Fig. 1). This indicates crys-
present theories describe coupling in systems with metallic talline coherence over many bilayers. The average lattice
spacers,- it remains a challenge to describe magnetic cou- spacing, determined from the position of the central Bragg
pling across nonmetallic spacers. Other systems with nomne- reflection, is -2.015 A. The diffraction spectra could be re-
talhic spacers include amorphous (a) spacers such as Fe/a- produced quantitatively1 "," using a two-comoponent model,
Si/Fe trilayers? and epitaxial CoO/NiO superlattices.'0  where one layer has a lattice spacing of 2.03 A and the other

In this paper we provide an overview of our studies of has 2.00 A. The former corresponds to the Fe(1 10) layer and
Fe/Si and Fe/FeSi superlattices. Two different routes were the latter to the silicide spacer. Asymmetric and transmission
taken to grow the samples. The first was to alternately sputter diffraction scans indicate coherent diffraction peaks in the
deposit Fe and Si layers, with the Fe layer thickness held expected bee positions. This indicates ftha lateral coherence
constant at 30 A and the Si layer thickness varied. lIn this is maintained at the interfaces, and suggests that the silicide
case, a silicide spacer formed from the interfacial reaction of
the Fe and Si during growth. This resulted in a crystalline
spacer for nominal Si thicknesses tz17 k. The second route 200__ _ __ _ _

utilized superlattices that cottsist of 30-A Fe layers separated0
by spacers deposited as [Fe(2 A)/Si(3-4 A)] multilayers, 0 0
where the index nt is adjusted to change the spacer thickness. 150
In the latter case atomic Fe and Si layers react to form crys-a
talline FeSi spacers for all thicknesses explored (zriSO A). All too
samples were grown by dc magnetron sputtering onto Si,
sapphire, and Kapton substrates at ambient temperature. For s
simplicity, we refer to the samples as Fe/Si and Fe/FeSi su-

f perlattices to differentiate between the two growth se-
quence. 01

0 o 20 30 40 50Structural Characterizations by means of x-ray difflac- 0tt
tion are summarized in Sec. H. Magnetic properties, probed

FIG. 1. usacml worene km*gt esdeated hroes the FW5IM of die
4PWOMMameae ed Deputmeut of Mefathwcal Bagimne&ig Kore Ua l- Pe(1iO) Dan peak for the FW&~ (solid mdies) md the fells-Si (ope
versty, Swoat, Lien 136-701. sqaca) Mailis e solid Haus serve na guide so the "ec.
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spaceir shares the sam cubic symmetry as the Fe layers.i
There a-e a number of silicides that can sauisfy this criterion. I 6

We identify the prmr Wiid species in the spacer as

e-FeSi. E-FeSi has a siampe cubic Bravais lattice with tetra-
bed point symmetry,' and the [210] direction of e-FeSi
has a lattice spacing of 2.007 A, which is consistent with that 0

determined from fitting the data. There are four other candi- -5
date silicides that would satisfy our structural criterion, but to E
these can be ruled out on other grounds. hese include thet
dislicide structures and orientaions: a-FeSi2 (cubic),14

p-FeSi2 [0041 (orhodhmbic),'s and y-FeSi2 [002] (CaF2
stutr).16 Disilcides are noM anticipated on thermody- _ to b)
namic gounds," and can be eliminated from consideration
based on the M&ssbauer results discussed in Sec. IV. The

other candidate, a monosilicide, has a CsCI struture.z8,9 0-
However, this phase is metallic, while L-FeSi, a small-gap
semiconductor, can more plausibly explain the electronic -5
properties of our superattices Thus, while structural and :I
symmetry arguments alone are insufficient to distinguish the -
dominant silicide phase in our spacer layers, we nonetheless -ts 5

can converge on e-FeSi as the species that controls the phys- -tO -5 0 5 (e
ics. H (kOe)

For spacer thicknesses >17A, there are significant struc-
tural differences between the Fe/FeSi and Fe/Si samples. The F. 2 MapeaC hysterm b aja for JFe(30 A)/Si(15 A)), at (a) 298 K

crystalline coherence length versus spacer thickness for the ""ia nd to C

two are shown in Fig. 1. Whereas the Fe/FeSi samples main-
rain crystalline coherence, a weakly textured Fe(110) peak in the larger Si thickness regime.2 However, we sub-
with a FWHM that yields f-30 A is observed for the Fe/Si spacersamples. Since •--tf for the Fe/Si samples, the Si spacer is sequently ",nd that no oscillations are observed even when

either amorphous or sufficiently disordered to limit crystal- the crysrallinity is maintained in the Fe/FeSi samples.
line coherence between the Fe layers. This sets an upper
limit to the crystalline silicide interfacial reaction distance of IV. Mo688AUER RESULTS
-17 A•, in agreement with the quantitative neutron- Transmission and conversion-electron M6isbaner spec-
reflectivity studies of Ankner et aL20 troscopy were used to identify the different Fe phases in the
M. MAGNETIATION superlattices. Samples were grown on Kapton substrates for

the low-temperature transmission studies. The Miisbauer re-
The in-plane magnetic hysteresis loop and saturation suits show no dependence on the choice of substrate. For all

magnetization M, were measured by means of both SQUID films, the spectra consist of a superposition of a magnetically
magnetometry and the longitudinal Kerr effect for magnetic split, six-line contribution and a nonmagnetic central portion,
fields 410 kOe. The room-temperature M, value (in the as shown in Fig. 4. The magnetically split component results
Fe/Si samples) is significantly reduced (-30%) from the from the Fe layers, and the nonmagnetic component origi-
bulk Fe moment due to the interaction with Si. A typical nates from the silicide spacer. The polarization of the spins,
hysteresis loop for an AF coupled film is shown in Fig. 2(a).
The low-temperature loop of Fig. 2(b) reveals that the film
develops ferromagnetic remanence upon cooling. These re- .

sults are confirmed by polarized neutron reflectometry.3 The
temperature effects result from the freezing out of carriers 62
upon cooling, as will be discussed further.

Figure 3 shows the room temperature saturation field H, 4

versus spacer thickness. Both series of films show large H, 0- o
values in the thickness range of 14-17 A, characteristic of
AF coupling, but no evidence of higher-order AF oscilla- 2
tions. The difference in H, between the two series is largely
accounted for by the reduction in the moment of the Fe layer 0
in the Fe/Si series. The lack of higher-order AF oscillations is 00
rather surprising, since the coupling energy observed at i5-A t" (A)
spacer thickness is quite large: JA--0.5 erg/cm 2, where
JA-HelM4F4. In an earlier publication we attributed the FIG. 3. The saiho M H, oa 29S K varsn spme•wr tusr fto FeS
lack of AF oscillations to the formation of an amorphous =ad ,eM& (inet) film wber the gsoham tes gind to the eye.
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*phase. 21 The H, were restricted to published values' at
room temperature, and allowed to vary somewhat at low

too temperature, where the appropriate Mosabaner parameters
are unknown. In practice, no more than two magnetic phases

.1 could be handled while still retaining statistical significanoe.
The combination of 0 at. %Si (i.e., a-Fe) and 15 at. %Si as

99 the two phases yields better fits than a-Fe combined with
1either 10 or 20 at. % Si. The 15 at. % Si phase represents the

approximate solubility limit of Si in bcc-Fe, which implies Si

-L _Ldiffusion into the Fe layers. Another possible component of
-8oct -4 0 4 the magruetically split part of the spectrum is the ordered

velocty (mnis)Fe 3Si phase (Fe3Af structure). However, examination of the

RG. . 11ramusion ~nb spctrns or [e(3 A~*14A)6 Hi distribution indicates that <~5% of the Fe exists in this
atG 29. ILnunuon&tuarpcehnfrfe3A)it4 U structure. The fractional composition for some representative

55298Kfilms is given in Table I. For the Fe/Si superlattices, little

difference in the fractional composition is observed for the
magnetically split part of the spectra whether the spacer is

determined from the relative peak areas, confirms that the Fe crystalline or amorphous. For the Fe/FeSi superlattices, there

moments are in plane with no out-of-plane components in is a significant increase in the amount of a-Fe relative to the
zero applied field. 15 at. % Si phase, since there is more Fe in the overall atnic-

The magnetically split part of the spectrum was fitted to lure and the Fe in the spacer preferentially forms FeSi.
a distribution of six-line spectral components characterized For the Fe/Si superlattices, the quadrupole splitting (A)
by areas P(H,) and hyperfine fields Hj, using a standard and isomer shift (IS) of the nonmagnetic layer are dependent
procedure outlined elawhbere.2 1 T1he Hi reflect the local en- on the spacer thickness, ts,, as shown in Fig. 5. For tsi>l7
virosament of the Fe atom. For all films, H, values between 0 A, where the spacer is amorphous, A and IS are, indeed,
and 230 kOe contributed negligibly, as anticipated. Briefly, characteristic of a-FeSi. 23

24 As t, increases, IS decreases,
to determine the relative amounts of magnetic phases in the indicating a Si-rich a-Fe-Si composition. For the superlat-
films, the resulting P(H,) distribution was fitted to the does with crystalline spacers, A is smaller than for the a -Fe-
known M~sabauer values for different FeSil-, alloy Si alloys, as expected.

TABLE 1. Mosabuher paruameters for selected Fet& and Fe,'eSi films. Parameters in the first three columns of results, are obtained by fitting fth anornagnetic
acopnenIO5t to an deleti quadrtupole doublet, while those ini dhe inss two columstit utilize a singlet in the fitting procedure. (a) and (b) tist the composttitioni of

the mnagnetic and snamagnetic phases. respectively, based on the relative spectral area. WC lists parameters for the nonmagnetic phase. Numbers in-aedee wpr, statistial ucertaintes

[Fe(30 A)/ [Fc(30 A)/ [Fe(30 A)/ [Fe(30 A)/ (Fe(30 A)/
Si(25 A)],. si(2o A&, Si(15 A)h,. Si(14 A)6.. Fci(] 7 A)],

()Magnimb phase
% n-Fe

298 K 9M5 14(4) 16(6) 23(6) 42(6)
Is FtmSi&j3

298 K 57(8) 57(6) 58(6) 48(7) 29(4)
Is ",I_ 4 >0.5)

298 K 801) &M1 70) 80t) 50)

(b) Nonmagnetic phase
% Femi

298 K 26(1) 22(l) 19M1 2101) 24(t)
79 K 19(1) 22(1)

4.2 K 20(0) 21(1)

(c) FeSi parameters
a (MOWSt)

298 K 0.64(2) 0.60(2) 0O41(4)
HWHW (mmts)

298 X 0.55(0) 0.38(l)
77 K 0.69(3) 0.4903)
4.2 K 0.77(2) 037(2)

Is (=I/9)
298 K 0.21(l) 0.23(l) 024(1) 0.227(5) 0.257(3)
77 K 0.333(9) 0.375(4)

4.2 K 0.365(g) 0.3"08)

4Wffwidds a5 bef-maximasm of the eeutral, nomagnetic tetae
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F uadmmlo Witing A (o ) a IS FIG. 6. Schematic of the phatwindmwd Kerr ecte autp.

Ckds) or leced[Fe(30 A)/SiX.)] Stbuweme IS is ~rdenmced to .
valu for bulk Fe at 296 Y.

the known behavior of L-FeSi.
2
6 Additionally, for both films

the fractional area of the nonmagnetc phase is independent
I Th chractr o the allof temperature.

Ile nonmagnetic character of the spacer at all tempera-

Stures limits the possble crystalline phases to the various
, ~~~~structural modifications of FeSi2 and FeSi. a-FeSi2 is Mecta- . I$UT

stable at room temperature and only exists with -15% Fe V PHOTOINDUCED RESUS

vacancies.1
4 

It has a room temperature A-0.55 mm/s and an For a semiconducting spacer, exposure of the samples to
average IS of 0.20 mints. But the vacancies would lead to an visible light should produce effects similar to those of in-
asymmetric quadrupole doublet that is not observed in our creasing the temperature. To explore this we used a two-laser
studies. P-FeSi2 can be eliminated because the average pump-probe arrangermnt to study the effects of incident light
room-temperature IS for its two Fe sites (--0.10 mm/s) is on the magnetic coupling. A low power (25 mW) He-Ne
much smaller than the observed value. Also, for both of the laser (X-=6328 A) was used as the probe to obtain magneto-
above forms of FeSi2 , A shows only a slight temperature optic Kerr loops, and a variable power (10-1000 mW) Kr
dependence below 300 K& contrary to experiment. The M6ss- (6471 or 5309 A) or Ar (5145 A) laser was used to illuminate
bauer properties of y-FeSi 2 are unknown. the sample. This is shown schematically in Fig. 6. The unfo-

The most likely stoichiometry for the crystalline spacer cused (-2 mm diameter) laser beams were superimposed on
is FeSi. A metastable, cubic CsCI structure was reported re- the sample. The experiment consists of varying the power of
cently for FeSi1 +, deposited on Si(lll)"9' via molecular the Kr(Ar) laser and monitoring the magnetization via the
beam epitaxy (MBE) below 300 'C. While the MWssbauer Kerr effect using the He-Ne laser. The measurements were
properties of this phase are unknown, it is metallic at room performed as a function of temperature using an optical cry-
temperature and is not expected to show the strong tempera- ostat.
ture dependence observed in our Mbsabauer and magnetixa- Figure 7 shows Kerr loops for a superlattice with a
tion studies. We discussed this phase previously,

3 
but we now nominal 17-A FeSi spacer. At room temperature the film is

believe that its presence is inhibited due to the growth on AF coupled and does not noticeably change when irradiated
Fe(110), and because with our sputtering conditions the im- with 100 mW of pump power. Upon cooling to 53 K, the film
pinging atoms are significantly more energetic than those in becomes ferromagnetic; but, most strikinmy, theAF coupling
MBF is restored by irradiation with 100 mW of pump power. Ev-

The room-temperature A and IS of L-FeSi are 0.48 and
0.28 mm/s, respectively.26 These values are in reasonably
good agreement with the parameters for our crystalline M&ao.w
[Fe(30 A)/Si(15 A)& superlattice (-0.41 and 0.24 mm/s,
respectively). Most importantly, e-FeSi has a very narrow -

semiconducting band gap estimated to be 0.05-0.06 eV .

experimentallty26 and -0.11 eV theoretically.28 
The narrow -

gap causes A (but not IS) to vary rapidly with temperature.
2
6

Two films, (Fe(30 A)/Si(14 A)]= and [Fe(30 A)/Fe-Si(14
A)],, were studied as a function of temperature. Unfortu-

-2 -I 0 2nately, the nonmagnetic spectral component is not suffi- H
ciently resolved at low temperature to determine A accu-
rately. But it can be fitted with a single broad line, whose
width increas by nearly 50% on cooling from room tem- FIG. 7. Ker loops tta rFe(30 A)/~eSt(7 A)]wf sperlate: (M ) ibms theloop a. torn raupersa with so pump~lmr power Ib) aloibm the loop
perature to 4.2 K, and whose IS exhibits the same tempera- at 53 r. wi g pmp pow; md (c) sbow the loop a 53 K wk 100 mW
ture dependence as that of the magnetic layer, consistent with of pump pmn
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An alternate route to giant magnetoresistance In MBE-grown Co-Cu
superlattices (invited)

Roy Clarke, Danyl BaWeti, Frank Tsui, Baoning Chen, and Caad Uhs'
Harrison RandaIl Laboratory of Physics, University of Michigan, 500 E. Universry, Ann Arbo, Mwhigan
48109-1120

Co-Cu superlattices grown by MBE in the (111) orientation show weak or nonexistent interlayer
exchange coupling, yet several groups have observed large high-field magnetoresistance signals in
excess of 30%. In the present work, we address some of the questions relating to GMR and the
interlayer coupling by studying samples with atomically abrupt interfaces, as probed by real-time
RHEED techniques, HRTEM, and spin-echo NMR. We propose that the lowered dimensionality of
the structure leads to an enhancement of the scattering of conduction electrons from paramagnetic
interfaces obeying a Langevin-like saturation at very high fields, well beyond the switching field of
the Co layers. Scaling between the GMR and thermopower measurements suggests that a
spin-dependent density of states at the Co-Cu interfaces is responsible for the observed
magnetotransport behavior in these samples, rather than antiferromagnetically coupled Co layers.

I. INTlOJDCTION (110) bcc Co, followed by 20 A (U11) Au, were deposited on

The magnetotransport behavior of (I11)-orented Co-Cu the Ge to initiate layer-by-layer superlattice growth in the
SThyers mgreowranso bymoehavior bea (l)-or(cnE) ha-Cu (111) orientation. The superlattice samples typically consistrecetlyer genrowndbomolecntlaversy. bAm epita ed ( iasue of 30 bilayers. The pressure during superlattice growth was
recently generated some controversy. A much debated issue <4X l10-1 mbar, and the substrate temperature was held at

concerns the appearance of giant magnetoresistance (GMR)

in samples that show little-4 or no5'6 evidence of antiferro- 150 *C. Co was deposited from an electron beam hearth at

magnetic (AFM) interlayer coupling. The latter is a well- rates between 0.15 and 0.25 A/s, and Cu from a Knudsen cell

established mechanism for GMR in magnetic multilayers va at a rate of 0.33 A/s. The thickness variations of individual
espib-dependet schatterng itr is charactim ierizedby a shar layers of Co and Cu were controlled to about 0.5 ML. Details
spin-dependent scattering; it is characterized by a sharp of the growth are described in a previous publication.Ii The
"knee" in the resistance versus field curve at the flip field ofthe counteraligned spins. 7 growth was monitored in situ by reflection high energy elec-

thA noumterofauitdsis haveptron diffraction (RHEED) using a CCD imaging and analysis
A number of authors have put forward sample defects as system.' 2 X-ray scattering performed after growth confirmed

a possible explanation why AFM may be masked in the that the layer stacking was fcc in the (U11) orientation."
Co--Cu (111) system. For example, it has been suggested that A crucial aspect of the interface characterization in-
stacking faults5 and pinholes 9 may lead to ferromagnetic volved spin-echo NMR measurements of the local cobalt
bridging across neighboring Co layers. However, ferromag- environment.' 3 Only two characteristic NMR peaks were ob-
netic bridging, by definition, suppresses AFM coupling, and served, one of which corresponds to bulk fcc Co with 12 Co
it should suppress spin-dependent GMR effects as well.
While no definitive evidence has yet been presented for such neighbors and the other to interfacial Co having three Cu
a mechanism, the scanning tunneling micrographs of de la neighbors (see Fig. 1). The results will be described in more

Figuera et aL,' 0 showing a tendency for island nucleation,
graphically illustrate the need for careful growth studies as
well as atomic-scale structural characterization. 10

In this paper we present an alternative description of the "
GMR in (111) Co-Cu MBE samples. Our approach is based "•
on a comparison of magnetotransport and magnetization E
measurements on a series of carefully grown superlattices <

0 5eo Co5with atomically smooth interfaces. We observe what appears o X 10
to be a new type of GMR, one that is not dependent on AFM bcc Co
coupling and is operative to very high magnetic fields. In the
limit of atomically smooth interfaces, our results suggest that U&"- -

tI)
the lowered dimensionality of the magnetic/nonmagnetic in- 0
terfaces in our samples is the key factor in the observed too 18o 200 220 240
magnetotransport behavior rather than sample defects. F (MHz)

N. SAMPLE GROVTN AND CHARACTERZATION FIG. 1. Co spin-echo NMR spedra'
4 

at r=z K in a Co-Cu superaittice
[Co(7.S ML)/Cu(3 ML)]e. The intertace peak has been magnified by aThe samples in this research were grown by MBE on tor of to. The dashed tine shows the contribution of the 15 A b.e Co

Ge-buffered (110) GaAs substrates. Buffer layers of 15 A buffer layer.
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FIG. 2. Tyrpical cross-sectional H~RIEM micrograph along a [1101 azimuth -5.0 -2.5 0.0 2.5 5.0
of [Co(7 ML)ICu(3 ML)],., The variation in contrast along the growth B (T)
direction, which is obrtained by defocusing the image, corresponds to inter-
ference fringe due to the superlartice periodilcilyý as indicated by the arrows.
Note that the defocused imasge shown here still exhibits atomic resolution. FIG. 3. (a) Ambient temperature magnetoeesistance, R(RI'R((tl. vs field
indicating high crystal coherence. The horizontal bar corresponds to 50 k. (Tests) for a [Co(7.5 ML?/Cu(5.5 N4LV superlattie. The dashed line is a
Inset: the HRIBTM image over a larger area. The horizontal bar corresponds theoretical fit to the Lansevin function described in the test, where N =480
to t00 A. The straight horizontal contrast bands indicate fiat 3uperlantice and P=0.194. [nuet: tow-field MR vs field dependence. (b) Magnetization
layers. curve foe same sample. M,.- 1400 emutcem'. Inset: low-field magnetization

cutve. T=30 b K

detail in a separate publication.14 They provide two impor-
tant insights on the nmicrostructure of our MBE samples. not support the view that the growth of OI11-oriented

*First, a comparison of the intensities of the "bulk" and "in- samples is particularly prone to pinhole formation.
terface" NMR peaks shows that a significant area of the Th~e MR measurements were made using the standard dc
Co-Cu interfaces is atomically abrupt. Second, the absence four-point probe technique with the field applied parallel to
of an hcp stacking "shoulder""3 on the high frequency side the current (longitudinal MR). 1The nsagnetization was inea-
of the bulk fcc peak at 217 MHz places a lower limit on the sured in a commercial SQUID magnetometer and the meca-
stacking coherence of our sansples. Coherent fcc stacking sured saturation moments are within 10% of the bulk value
over at least 200 A is inferred from these measurements. The for Co. Both the magnetization and MR measurements were
NMR results therefore indicate a low density of stacking made for fields applied in the growth plane along the [1101
faults. This is contrary to the island-growth mechanism pre- and [1123 directions of the superlattice.t

6

sented by Gradmann et al,8 where one would expect a large
concentration of stacking faults, INi. RESUJLTS AND DISCUSSION

With reference to the STM results", mentioned above,
where Co growth wan performed at an ambient temperature A. Compruo of magnetozeIon and
on a Cu(lIl) single crystal surface, we note some important ontrh ne
differences with the growth of out samples. The main differ- Figure 3 compares the MR for a [Co(7.S ML)/Cu(S.5
ence is that in our samples the lattice mismatch (-1.8%) is Mtheo superlattice with its magnetization for fields applied
shared between the (thin) Cu layers and the Co layers. Nei- along the [1123 direction. Immediately it is apparent that the
ther layer fully relaxes during growth, so that coherent layer- magnetization is largely saturated by 500 Oe, whereas the
by-layer deposition is promoted. T5 

Also, the substrate tem- MR is still changing significantly at 50 000 Oe, the highest
perature in our case is elevated in order to enhance the field we can achieve in our cryostat. Moreover, the magneti-
surface diffusion of the incident stoms. We find much im- zation is clearly ferromagrnetic in character, with no evidence
proved growth compared to ambient temperature conditions, for a flip-field in the MR curve, such as is seen in the case of

The high quality of our MBE samples is also illustrated AFM-coupled Fe-Cr.7 In what follows we will provide an
by cross-sectional high-resolution transmission electron mi- alterative explanation that resolves the discrepancy between
croscopy (HRTEM) (see Fig. 2). Note that the atomic layers the different saturation behaviors of the MR and the bulk
are coherent over several hundred A, which again is consis- magnetization.
tent with our x-ray diffraction and RHEED experiments. The The field dependence of the MR shown in Fig. 3(a) can
flatness and continuity of the layers in this mierograph does he described accurately by a Langevin-like saturation func-

c. Appt. Rat., Vol. 75. No. 10. 15 May1994 OR" oDf aS. 6175
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FIG. 4. Field dependence of MR at two different temperatures for [Co&7.5 the context of AFM coupling, is not present in the results
ML)/Cu(5.5 ML)3. The solid lines ae fits to the Langevin function de- discussed here, since it requires one-to-one correlation be-
scribed in the text. Inset: the number of correlated spins as a fuw.tion of tween MR and magnetization of the magnetic layer.
temperature. In light of the above discussion, what are the conse-

quences for interlayer coupling? Due to enhanced scattering
tion, l-.(coth ar- Ila), where a=NjOB/kBT, ,/6, and N are by the interfacial paramagnetic layers, the exchange interac-tion 1-(coh a-1/a), her a~'jt0 /ka, fi an N re tions b~etween the neighboring magnetic (Co layers are sig-
fitting parameters and /o is the Bohr magneton. The dashed

line in Fig. 3(a) is a fit to the experimental data using the nificantly weakened. Our results also reveal that atomically

Langevin function. This specific field dependence suggests "rougher" interfaces (i.e., samples showing broadened

that scattering from an assemblage of paramagnetic spins RHEED streaL indicative of short in-plane coherence) have

mostly likely at the interfaces between Co and Cu layers, is decreased values of the high-field MR. These studies are
responsible for the GMR in our samples. We note here that preliminary at this point, and a fuller account will he re-
the Cu conduction electron band becomes partially polarized ported in a subsequent publication. In the context of rough-
in proximity to the Co layers.1

7 
Interfacial "loose" spins ness, one can envisage regions of the sample that have

have also been proposed in order to explain the origin of smooth terraces, together with regions where islands have
biquadratic coupling,ts nucleated (e.g., Stranski-Krastanov growth). This may ex-

It is interesting to point out here that the character of the plain the observation of mixed coupling in recent polarized
paramagnetism is not that of isolated spins; rather, we find neutron scattering measurements4 

on (111) Co-Cu superlat-
that there are substantial correlations, akin to a superpara- tices grown on sapphire.
magnetic layer. We envision the paramagnetic spin arrange-
ment as forming small patches of correlated spins of size ýN.
The values of N returned by the Langevin fit at ambient
temperature are roughly 500, falling approximately linearly
toward unity at T=0, as shown in Fig. 4. The enhanced B. -P Ws ei opomw measurmnmts
exchange interactions between the interfacial spins and the In order to shed further light on the origin of the GMR in
ferromagnetic Co spins at low temperatures perhaps give rise thes superlattices, we have arried out a study of the mag-
to the observed decrease of N. We note in passing that these thesespa we ha probe of s dy of
findings make contact with observations of GMR in annealed netothermopower as a probe of spin-dependent density of
granular Co-.Cu films.t9 In these systems the field depen- states effects.

t ' While the MR shows no apparent depen-
dence of the GMR is also Langevin-like, presumably reflect- dence on the Co magnetization (see Fig. 3), our measure-
ing the important role of interface states in these systems as ments reveal a clear scaling relationship with the ther-
well. mopower at temperatures where diffusion thermopower is

The field-dependent MR results discussed here point to a dominant (T>50 K). Figure 5 illustrates the scaling, which is
new mechanism o!r GMR that depends on the scattering as- of the form S(H)/T-p.(O)/p,,(H). Scattering of conduc-
sociated with interfacial magnetic states, not the ferromag- tion electrons due to the spin-dependent density of states of
netic spins in the Co layers, since the Co layers are already the unfilled d bands at the Fermi level leads to precisely this
fully saturated at low fields. The traditional spin-dependent form of scaling.20 

A more detailed account of this work is
scattering methanism, as it has been discussed previously in presented in a separate publication.

21
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Magnetic profile as a function of structural disorder In Fe/Cr superlattices
Michael J. Pechan
Department of Phvscs, Miami Universty, Oxford, Ohio 45056
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David M. Kelly and Ivan K. Schuller
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Structural disorder has teen systematically introduced in an [Fe(30 A)/Cr(17 A)]&, superlattice to
investigate its effects on the magnetization profile. Low angle x-ray and neutron scattering results
indicate progressive structural degradation in samples produced with increased argon pressure (3, 6,
and 12 mTorr). The x-ray spectra from the more disordered ;amples are characterized by a decreased
intensity and increased linewidth of the superlattice Bragg peaks, along with a systematic
disappearance of the finite size intensity oscillations. Elastic, polarized, low angle, neutron
reflectivity data exhibit decreasing superlattice Bragg intensities and increasing linewidths,
indicating increased disorder in agreement with x-ray data. Antiferromagnetic alignment of adjacent
Fe layers is inferred by the appearance of magnetic peaks between the structural peaks and by the
lack of magnetic contribution to the structural superlattice peaks. Interestingly, the magnetic
,uperlattice peak does not exhibit appreciable degradation with increasing disorder in the structure,

indicating a magnetic coherence length significantly greater than that of the chemical superlattice
structure.

INTRODUCTION 0.10 away from the superlattice Bragg condition and sub-

Magnetic multilayer materials are proving fruitful in tracting from the specular scans. Superlattice structural infor-

both technological and fundamental arenas. This is perhaps mation is obtained by fitting the specular low angle spectra
most readily exemplified in magnetic/nonmagnetic multilay- to a classical optics model, 4 where each layer is assigned amostreadly eemplfiedthickness and scattering density, and has an associated inter-
ers in which large magnetotransport effects are observed in a

wide range of systems, which also exhibit magnetic inter- facially mixed region. Polarized, low angle neutron ( =2.37

layer coupling.' An understanding of the role played by su A) reflectivity measurements were also performed, providing

perlattice structure in determining the magnetic and transport additional structural information and characterization of the

properties is essential, and is the subject of considerable multilayer magnetic profile. Polarized neutrons have histori-

theoretical and experimental investigation. Degree of epitaxy cally been used, at the atomic level (and therefore high scat-
tering angles), to extract the magnetic contribution from a

and varying crystalline orientation are examples of param- rai
eters varied in probing structural dependences. Neutron scat- combined nuclear/magnetic scattering amplitude. Recently,
tering has been utilized by others in structural investigations the technique has been applied to layered structures. operat-
of Fe/Cr,2 but not to probe systems wherein roughness is a ing in the low angle regime, to characterize the superlattice
controlled parameter. Recently, a significant correlation was magnetization profile and chemical modulation. A small
shown between the size of magnetoresistance and structural quantization field, H=14 Oe is applied in the plane of the
disorder, by systematically increasing and characterizing the film, following ex situ application of 200 Oe in the same
superlattice disorder in Fe/Cr multilayers. 3 As an extension direction. The scattering vector is normal to the film plane.
of this approach, the present investigation characterizes the Assuming an in-plane magnetization (appropriate for Fe/Cr),
magnetization profile as a function of structural disorder in one can realize two scattering processes-spin flip (SF) and
the Fe/Cr system. Results indicate a magnetic multilayer pro- non-spin flip (NSF)-each with two channels: (- +) and
file that is essentially independent of structural disorder over (+ -) in the SF and (+ +) and (- -) in the NSF, where the
the ranges investigated, states refer to the spin polarization of the incoming and re-

flected neutrons, respectively. The SF process refers to scat-
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND ANALYSIS tering from a component of the magnetization M normal to
TECHNIQUES H, whereas NSF scattering arises from components of M

along H and from the nuclei. The scattering intensities from
Fe(30 4)/Cr(17 A) multilayer samples were prepared on the two SF channels will be identical, but the NSF (+ +)

[100] Si substrates by dc sputtering in an Ar atmosphere. intensity is derived from the sum of the magnetic and nuclear
System base pressure was less than 2x 10-7 Tomr. First Fe, scattering amplitudes, whereas the (--) intensity arises
then Cr was deposited, forming a bilayer structure that was from their difference. Low angle neutron spectra are also
repeated ten times for each sample. Structural disorder was analyzed according to a classical optics model, utilizing the
introduced by increasing the Ar pressure during sputtering same fitting approach as for the x rays.
from 3 to 12 mTorr. Both high and low angle x-ray (Cu, K.,
A= 1.54 A) measurements were performed on each sample. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Low angle diffuse scattering contributions were accounted Low angle x-ray spectra for samples prepared with in-
for by repeating the specular scans with the sample rotated creasing Ar pressure are shown in Fig. 1. The sample sput-
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P linewidths. One may be tempted to conclude, based upon the
disappearance of higher-order amplitudes, that the samples
are increasingly characterized by interfacial interdiffusion.

-2 However, interdiffusion alone will not increase linewidths
4 sTorr nor depress the finite size peak structure. Rather, these latter

• •effects are known to arise from cumulative random varia-
"-4ons in layer thici superimpose wavelike

modulations on th, ic•ture. Such fluctuations
would also give rise tu apparent interdiffusion as they are

"a averaged over the lateral coherence length (> 1000 A) of the
.9 -6 low angle x rays, producing the observed broadening of the

higher-order Bragg peaks. The present optic model used to
S I extract structural information treats thickness fluctuations in

-9 the simplest sense-layers are assumed flat but their thick-
0 - nesses are adjustable. In order to produce the increase in

linewidth observed in going from the 4 to 12 mtorr sample,

the Cr layer thicknesses went from 100% tc,=17 A (and
-2 6Ton Fe/Cr intermixing of 4 A) to 50% to,= 18.6 A, 25% each oftc,=17.4 and 20.1 A (again Fe/Cr intermixing of 4 A). A• -rr more complex model of the layer thickness fluctuations may
S-4 be useful for explaining details of the spectra, however, this

simple approach reproduces the measured data adequately
"for the present discussion.

.-- 6 The high angle x-ray spectra are essentially indistin-

quishable for the samples shown in Fig. 1. All films exhibit a
predominant bcc (110) orientation with linewidths, indicative

-8 of approximately 130 A grain sizes. Owing to the similar
0 scattering strengths of Fe and Cr, only weak superlattice sat-

ellites are observed at high angle, however, these provide
some indication of the interfacial mixing on the atomic scale.

-2 The fact that the "smoothest" through the "roughest"
12 reTort samples show the same high angle pattern, yet differ so

• •greatly in low angle, indicates that the roughness induced is
S-4 on a length scale much greater than the interatomic spacing,

but less than the coherence length of the x-ray beam.
"Low angle polarized neutron spectra are shown in Fig. 2.

_o -6 The NSF peaks seen at approximately 0.14 A-' correspond
to the first-order superlattice Bragg peaks seen in the x-ray
spectra. No difference is observed in these (+ +) and (- -)

-8 intensities, indicating no magnetic component to the scatter-

0 U 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 ing amplitude, and therefore ruling out ferromagnetic align-

Q(A•.) ment of adjacent Fe layers. The half-order (0.07 A-
1

) NSF
peaks again show no difference in the (+ +) and (--) in-

FtG. I. Low angle x-ray spectra for (Fe(30 A)/Cr(17 A)110 samples prepared tensities. However, based upon the x-ray spectra (no Bragg
at various Ar sputtering pressures. peak), one assumes only magnetic scattering, which arises

from antiferromagnetically aligned adjacent Fe layers. Half-
order peaks are also observed in SF scattering, indicating

tered at 4 mTorr exhibits superlattice Bragg peaks out to that either the Fe sublattice magnetization makes an angle
fourth order (the third order is suppressed, owing to the ap- with respect to the applied quantizing field, H, or that there
proximate 2:1 thickness ratio of the bilayer components), exist AF domains parallel and perpendicular to H. As with
indicating square wave chemical modulation. In addition, the x rays, the neutrons show a degradation of the chemical

f short period, finite size peaks, (interference from the top and superlattice structure with increasing Ar pressure. The NSF
bottom of the aggregate bilayer stack) are evident throughout AF peak also decreases in intensity with increasing sample
the spectrum, attesting to uniform film thickness. These spec- roughness, however, the SF AF peak changes very little dur-

tral features degrade with increasing Ar sputtering pressure. ing the roughening process.
The finite size peaks become much less pronounced and less How can we understand a system where the magnetic
extended in Q space, indicating decreasing uniformity in the structure persists in the face of degrading chemical superlat-
overall film thickness. The superlattice Bragg peaks exhibit tice structure? As evidenced by the decrease, with roughness,
progressively weaker higher-order amplitudes and increasing in NSF magnetic scattering, while the SF remains essentially
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0 1 2 of in-plane anisotropy, the initial response of a simple AF
structure is for each sublattice to align perpendicular to an

-1o 1 applied field. This arrangement would give rise to half-order4 mTorr + peaks in the SF but not the NSF spectra. Therefore one pos-

f -2 • . sibility here is that an in-plane ansotropy exists in the
.smoother sample, which disappears in the rougher. On the

C 3 ÷" ,other hand, if the NSF and SF components in the smoother

36 - 2 g sample arise from AF domains with distributed orientations,
'4 "" :t. •% - then the coercive field must be reduced with increasing-4. ~ , -3" roughness. Finally, why is the SFAF peak affectedso little

-5 . - by roughening? In the smooth samples, an AF component is
- • pinned parallel to H, presumably by some in-plane anisot-

-6 _-5 ropy. With roughening, the spacially coherent AF volume
fraction decreases (declining total AF scattered intensity),

0but this is accompanied by an apparent decrease in pinning

I1 strength (disappearance of the NSF AF scattering). Therefore
-1 . 6 rtort the data would suggest a compensation process, wherein the

a.0 AF component normal to the field is degraded by the de--2 a creasing coherent AF volume fraction, but is enhanced as a
U - 1 ~ larger portion of that fraction orients normal to that field.

.3 Addressing more precisely the relationship between the
, • ~. magnetic multilayer profile and structural disorder will re-

-4 •, quire careful analysis of diffuse as well as specular scattering
*,- - - components of both x rays and neutrons.

8

-5 " However, the most striking feature of the neutron data is
"the persistance of a coherent magnetic scattering in the face

-6 , of greatly degraded chemical superlattice scattering. This,

0 2,' . interestingly, implies a magnetic coherence length signifi-
cantly greater than that of the chemical superlattice.
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Temperature depedenc, of the exchange coupling In the Fe(001)

whisker/li ML Cr/20 ML Fe structure
M. From, L X. Uiao, J. F. Cochran, and B. Hsinrich
Deparnmenr of Physics Si~on Fraser UnV sh% Burnaby, British Columbia, VSA IS6, Canada

The exchange coupling between iron layers separated by 11 monolayers (ML) of Cr(001) has been
investigated using a structure in which the Cr(001) was grown on a bulk iron whisker Fe(001)
surface at a temperature of approximately 300 *C. This temperature was selected to produce near
optimum smoothness of the Cr layer. The Cr(001) deposition was followed by the deposition of 20
ML of Fe(001) at room temperature, and by the deposition of a 20 ML Au(001) protective layer. The
frequencies corresponding to the magnetic excitations in this structure were measured by means of
Brillouin light scattering (BLS). One of the observed frequencies corresponds to a surface mode in

the bulk iron whisker. Another observed frequency corresponds to the lowest lying precessional
mode of the magnetization in the 20 ML thick Fe(001) thin film. T1'pically, the thin film frequency
exhibits a dependence on applied magnetic field that displays two cusps. The positions of the cusps
are dependent on the exchange coupling between the 20 ML Fe film and the bulk iron substrate. The
surface mode frequency increases monotonically with increasing field over most of the field range

4 investigated. However, at the field corresponding to the low field cusp in the thin film frequency, the
surface mode frequency undergoes an abrupt jump in magnitude. We have used the position of the
cusps in the thin film data to deduce values for the bilinearJi, and biquadratic,J 2 , coupling terms,
where 'he coupling energy is written in the form EAB= -J1 cos(A19)+J1 cos

2
(A&#); A-0 is the angle

between the thin film and bulk iron magnetizations. Measurements of J I and J 2 have been carried
out at six temperatures that span the range 100-350 K. Both JI and J2 are found to depend strongly

on temperature. The data are well described by the quadratic expression J2=-0.54+1.46
XIJI--0.52XJ1

2
, where jI andJ 2 are expressed in erg/cm

2
. The large nonzero intercept and the

linear term probably imply a significant intrinsic contribution to the biquadratic exchange.

INTRODUCTION tern to the temperature dependence of the Fe Whisker/li ML
Cr/Fe structure. The particular spacer thickness of 11 ML of

Phenomenologically, the coupling energy between two Cr (i.e., 15.8 A of Cr) was chosen because this corresponds
iron layers separated by a nonferromagnetic spacer layer can to a maximum in antiferromagnetic coupling. Thus tempera-
be written"

3 
as ture effects, if present, were expected to be large.

EAB=-JI oS(A1)+J 2 00,2(A1), (1)

where J, and J2 are the bilinear and biquadratic coupling EERIMET DETAILS

parameters and A# is the angle between the magnetizations The composition of the specimen used in our study was

of the two films. It is a well-established experimental fact Fe Whisker(001)1/l ML Cr/20 ML Fe/20 ML Au; 1 ML of
that both J, and J2 oscillate as a function of the spacer Cr corresponds to 1.44 A and I ML of Fe corresponds to
thickness.

4 
Numerous mechanisms have been proposed, 1.43 A. The specimen was prepared in a PHI-400 MBE sys-

which explain many of the features of these oscillations, tem equipped with a reflection high energy electron diffrac-

However, detailed tests of these theories with respect to tion apparatus (RHEED). Details of the whisker substrate
the temperature dependence of the coupling parameters are preparation, and a description of RHEED patterns corre-
still needed. Much interest was generated when sponding to optimum growth conditions have been given
SlonczewskiW showed that J2 might arise simply from vana- elsewhere.

4 
The best of the specimens available to us exhib-

tions, AJ, in J1 due to a fluctuating thickness of the spacer ited RHEED patterns, which indicated a good Cr growth but
layer. According to the Slonczewski theory, J2 is propor- a growth at slightly less than optimum conditions (see Fig.

tional to (&J)
2
. If the magnitude of AJ scales with V,1[, then 1). The quality of the Cr growth is very sensitive to the

one would expect J 2 to be proportional to J2. We propose, in substrate temperature. For optimum growth conditions the
the present work, to test the origin of the observed biqua- amplitude of the RHEED oscillations would be stronger than
dratic exchange coupling term by making measurements of those shown in Fig. l(a), and after the deposition of three

the coupling parameters as a function of temperature. monolayers the oscillations amplitudes corresponding to the
We have previously reported

4 
data on the dependence of maxima and minima would not change with time. The width

the exchange coupling parameters on spacer thickness in the of the specular diffraction spot, Fig. 1(b) alternates between
system Fe Whisker/Cr/Fe(001). It has been demonstrated that a relatively narrow peak, corresponding to a filled layer, and
the Fe Whisker/r/Fe system exhibits a well-defined short a broader peak, corresponding to a half-filled layer (see Fig.

wavelength oscillatory exchange.
6 

Tie extremely flat surface I of Ref. 4). The specular spot width corresponding to a
of the whisker ensures that the effects of interface roughness filled layer was observed to be broader than the specular spot
are kept to a minimum. In the present work we extend our observed for the bare whisker; this indicates that the Cr ter-
recent room temperature study of the Fe Whisker/Cr/Fe sys- races were not as large as the substrate terraces (>1 p•m).
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0.0 186.0 360.0 54OL0 720.0 9Mo FIG. 2. The magnetic field dependence observed for the surface mode fre-
Time Wouns) iuonces (6) and the in film frequencies (0.0) for the Fe

V W001)/11 ML Cr(00•I)10 ML FF(01) specimen used to measure the
temperature dependence of the bilear and biquadratic coupling terms. T7e

FIG. 1. (a) Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) itesiy data were obtained for a free-standing specimen in sir using 300 mW of
oscillations measured at the specula spot during the Cr gsowth for an inci- 5145 A argon ion laser lig The open circles denote downabifed frequen-
dent angle corresponding to the second anti-Bragg condition. (b) The full cies. The filled ciles deaft upshifted freqecies. (The surface mode fre-
width at half-maximmn (FWHM) obtained from line scans acrs•s the spec- quen.y is downdsi_•tta) "e intensity ratio of upslufted ao dosa-.slfted fight
far RHEED spot during the Cr growth. The increase of FWHM with increas- was found to be strongly field dependen. The rcusps at H, and H 2 and the
ing Cr thicknesr, as well as the decreasing peak-to-peak amplitudes Of the discontinuity at Hs ame a signature of antifetromagoetic coupling between
RHEED oscillations indicate that the growth conditions for the Cr were the thin f and bulk.
good, but not opqitnal. The splitting of the first peak shown in Fig. l(b) is an
artifact introduced by the data collection system.

scattered light having the same polarization as the incident
light. Magnon frequencies were measured as a function of

The specimen was oosely clamped at a single point to a applied magnetic field at six different incident light powers.
cold finger (at 77 K) inside a cryostat evscuated to a pressure The signals were rather noisy because of stray light scattered
of approximately 10-5 Torr. We chose this tuii.,'d of mount- by the cryostat windows and because of small sample vibra-
ing to eliminate temperature-dependent stresses ,n the speci- tiorr, caused by the boiling of the liquid n1trogen used to cool
men. The distance between the laser spot and the clamp was the cold finger.
large enough (about 8 mm) and the cross section of the whis-
ker small enough (about 0.1 mm2) that relatively modest 4- RESULTS AND DlSCUSSION
cident light powers were sufficient to cause significant local
heating of the specimen. The specimen was also measured in Figure 2 shows the dependencies of the surface mode
air at ambient temperature and pressure using a relatively and thin film frequencies on the applied magnetic field. As
small laser power (100 mW). The positions of the cusps at discussed in our previous paper,

4 
the prominent cusp-like

300 K provided a benchmark that enabled us to deduce that features are a signature of the antiferromsgnetic coupling
500 mW of incident power on the vacuum isolated specimen between the iron thin film and the bulk. Roughly speaking,
was required to raise the local temperature at the laser light the larger the cusp fields, H, and H 2 , the greater is the anti-
spot to 300 K. To estimate the spot temperature at other ferromagnetic coupling. An interesting feature of our data
powers, we used the linear interpolation: that has not previously been reported is the sudden change in

the surface mode frequency at the field Hs,-Hl. This sharp
T=77+(300- 77)1500xP, (2) drop in frequency with a slight increase in magnetic field at

where T is the temperature in K and P is the power in mW. or near H 1 has been observed in all cases in which the thin
Brillonin light scattering (BLS) measurements were car- film and the bulk substrate are antiferntmagnetically

ried out using the green line from an Argon ion laser (X coupled.
=5145 A). The light scattered by the sample was analyzed In order to deduce the coupling parameters, J, and J 2 ,
using a Sandercock7 tandem interferometer in a 4+2 pass from the positions of the cusps in the thin film frequency
configuration and a free spectral range of 70 GHz. ITis rela- data, we used a calculation, 8 

which al&ows for the possibility
tively large free spectral range was convenient because it of a spatial variation in the magnetization direction in both
tcaabled the surface mode to be measured for all mag-etic the thin film and in the bulk. As such, it is superior to the
fields up to a maximum of 10 kOe. The free spectral range calculation we used in our earlier study of the dependence of
was divided into 256 channels and data were collected for a exchange coupling on spacer thickness.4 In both calculations
total of approximately one second per channel. The fre- we assumed that the magnetizations rotated in the plane de-
quency of a spectral feature w.s calculated from the centroid fined by the substrate surface; the bulk .- 1, thin film magne-
of the data contained within t5 channels of the estimated tizations are constrained to remain ',e by the de-
peak position. A polarizing beam cube was used to block magnetizing field energy. The results sent work are
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TABLE L. VrI and J2 as fmuaon' Of WEmP-raue fix d'e aecisum Fe Whiaklee(00)/1 mL aim2 WL Fe/2
ML1 Au, urine parametters were obtained 4K=n te values oil the amp fieOW Hi mad Hz. SMg a OaOer
coklarlrin (see PAt s). M"i calnalatitat showss for a satidal variatimof ds mbauspettzatia dWiad is bath the
this leWasn fima the bulk. it mssang mm~sp~ values for the SONUshuf 01'gAeliWOO and Oflt-tweder

370 0.75±0.20 53±*0.2 10.5±0.07 0.15±0.02 3.936

summarized in Table I. The analyses of Table I used Although Eq. (3) does contain a ternm proportional to J 1
2
,

peralure-dependent values for the saturation magnetiza- the dominant contribution tJ slna nJI hsosra
tinadfirst-order cubic anisotropy parameter of iron taken tion is consistent with the resultF of measurements on the

frm4h work of Escudier.9 Fe/Cu/Fe(0O1) and the Fe/Ag/ffe(001) systems,10 for which a
Fiue3presents the coupling parameter data of Table 1. linear dependence of both J I and J2 on temperature has been

In ig.3(a, bth ~jand J2 are seen to decrease monotoni- obtained, and for which the biquadratic coupling coefficient

Ile lahe ine inti iuei h etfit of a quadratic In both cases, J I and J2 decreased by approximately a factor
functon t thedata.The ittig eqationis o 2 a thetemperature was increasedfrm7to30I

J,= -0.5+1.46X ill -0.2XJI 2,(3) Thesurfaceroughness mehns proed b
Slonczewskit predicts a contribution to J2 that is propor.

whereJ I and J2 are both expressed iercm.tional to (W) /A, where AJ is the change in J, for achange
in spacer layer thickness of one monolayer, and A is the bulk

_______________________exchange stiffness coefficient for the ferromagnetic layers. It
1.4 ..... .. .is reasonable to suppose that the ratio VI1A could have es-

[.2j 17 ]a sentially no temperature dependence; for instanice, both
quantities could vary as Ms(T). The temperature dependence

0.9 ~~~for both JIand J.would then be the same, since AJ -J I.
~ However, the strength of the temperature dependence is very

0.6 surprising: nearly 200% over the interval 100-300 K. This
0if can be compared with a magnetization change for iron of

I . approximately 3% over the interval 100-300 K. Moreover,
0 this strong temperature dependence has been observed, both

100 V 20D 250 300 350
Telflperarsee (K) ni the present system for which the interfaces are very

0.5 ---- smonth, and in systems for which the interface terraces are
0.4 rivitvely short: Fe/CuIFe(001) and Fe/Ag/Fe(001).'0 It is

b) therefore 'very likely that both the bilinear and biquadratic
03 + coupling terms are mainly due to an intrinsic mechanism and

0.2 not due to the interlayer roughness.
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T Anlsotropy studies of AFM coupled MBE grown CoICu(O01) supelattices
K. Br6hl, S. Di Nunzio, F. Scheiber, Th. Zeidler, and H. Zabel
Insam fr E.perumwompkysik Rhuhr-Unwersawu Boch"m, 44780 Bocum. Germawny

We have studied the anisotropy behavior of antiferromagnetically (AFM) coupled fcc Co/Cu(O01)
sandwiches and superlattces. Magneto-optical Kerr effect measurements on samples with Cu film
thicknesses in the range of the second antiferromagnetic maximum reveal characteristic shapes of
the hysteresis loops in close agreement with theoretical predictions. For the AFM coupled samples
we infer antiparallel spin orientations in remanence perpendicular to the originally applied magnetic
field direction. Changing the magnetic layer thickness and maintaining a constant thickness of the
spacer completely alters the shape of the hysteresis loops. The loops of weakly coupled AFM layers
show characteristic steps, indicative for a rather unusual nonsymmetric spin state. This behavior can
be explained by the competing effects of anisotropy with the exchange coupling.

The oscillation of the strength and the sign of the ex- different magnetization curves are expected for small
change coupling between magnetic layers as a function of changes of the spacer thickness. Co/Cu(001) is well known
the nonmagnetic spacer thickness has recently been observed as a system in which anisotropy effects compete with AFM
in a large number of systems. Following quantitative coupling, and it seems ideally suited for the investigation of
predictions' about the strength and the orientational depen- these effects.5

dence of the interlayer coupling, most of the experimental We have grown Co/Cu(00l) sandwich and multilayer
interest has focused on the oscillatory coupling in model structures on sapphire(11.2) substrates by molecular beam
systems such as fcc Co/Cu in several crystallographic (rt es A buffere layer system of Cu la is
orientations. 2

3  epitaxy (MBE). A buffer layer system of Cu/Cr/Nb(001) is

A thorough understanding of anisotropy properties is of necessary before growing the Co to obtain a high quality of

equal importance. They have a pronounced impact on the epitaxial growth. The films have been characterized in situ

magnetization behavior, in particular, for AFM coupled lay- by RHEED and ex situ by x-ray scattering.' The thickness of
ers. Here we will show that the consideration of anisotropy the Cu spacer is chosen in the range around the second AFM
effects advances the interpretation of complex hysteresis maximum at tc,,r20 A.
loops. A simple system consisting of two Co layers of constant

Phenomenological studies of the magnetization behavior thickness seems useful to study the effect of k on the mag-
of AFM coupled multilayer systems by Dieny et aL

4 
assume netization behavior and to compare it with theoretical predic-

that each ferromagnetic layer is single domain and that its tions. Therefore we have grown a sandwich with two 30 A
magnetization rotates only as a rigidly coupled block of mo- thick Co layers separated by a wedge-shaped Cu spacer with
ments. The calculations of the local minima of the internal a thickness range between 17 and 28 A. The sandwich was
energy yield the stable states and provide magnetization covered by a 30 A thick Cu film. The thicknesses were de-
curves. The volume energy density of a sample with two termined via the evaporation rates, calibrated from x-ray
magnetic layers and an in-plane fourfold anisotropy appro- terinedata.
priate for the systems discussed further can be expressed in a scattering data.
normalized form: Figure I shows longitudinal MOKE measurements of

hysteresis loops for various thicknesses. The MOKE setup is
E-t described elsewhere.7 

The field was applied in plane along
J €*0l-E2)+b(cos 01+cos 02) the [1101 easy axis. The AFM maximum was identified for

-k(cos
2 01 sin

2 
@I+cos

2 
02 sin

2 
02). (1) tcu=20.3 A from the hysteresis loop with the highest spin

flip fields. The loop [Fig. 1(a)] exhibits a first-order spin-flip
Here 01 and 02 are angles between the magnetizations transition at H 0a200 Oe from a parallel state in saturation

of the two magnetic layers with respect to the applied mag- to a state with almost zero remanence. Spin reversal is
netic field, J is the exchange coupling constant, and t... is reached through a second-order spin-flip process as the field
the thickness of the magnetic layers (assumed here to be is reversed. In remanence the spins in the top and bottom Co
equal). The normalized parameters are given by layers are almost oppositely oriented along the [110] and
k= -K.tmwW and b= -loMsH.ta(/2J, where K is the [110] direction and perpendicular to the [1101 field direction.
crystal volume anisotropy constant, /t is the magnetic per-
meability, Ms is the saturation magnetization, and H is the The obtained loop is in good agreement with the predicted
external field. For the present work the constant k is of cru- shape corresponding to the 0.2<k< 1.0 region by Dieny
cial interest. It represents the ratio between the crystal anisot- et aL4 

Only the small hysteresis phenomenon obtained in the
ropy and the exchange coupling, i.e., the competing interac- second-order spin-flip range does not agree with the theoreti-
tion between these energy contributions. Since the exchange cally calculated loops. As shown later, a value of ka-0.6 can
coupling varies strongly as a function of spacer thickness, in be concluded from the spin-flip fields. A small change of the
particular, close to the maxima for AFM coupling, strikingly Cu thickness results in hysteresis loops with smaller spin-flip
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V T e, , ,..is nicely confirmed by the quantitative value of the magne-
r '• i rJ tization of the observed step of MwO.5.M 5s. However,

there is a problem. According to the calculated phase
diagram4 the nonsymmetric spin state should occur at much

4O ohigher fields. Nevertheless, the hysteresis loops can be de-
ON scribed qualitatively with this model rather well.t• () /Typical feroaatic (FM) loops can be observed for

"0 oCu thicknesses larger than 23.5 A. For these loops the value
"9 of k is larger than ZS.0,2 .. .It should be noted that the local energy minima calcula-

tions assume a highly idealized single domain system. This
, ( 'I assumption cannot be fulfilled completely in real systems,

0 I - - - and domain wall processes could be the reason for the ob-
tained hysteresis phenomena in the loops dose to the AFM

.402 maximum. The hysteresis effects of the theoretical loops are
M ,induced in the model by different flip fields for the demag-

) netization process (DP) by decreasing the field from the satu-

[0 rated state and for the magnetization process (MP) by in-
creasing the field after reaching the zero field. In real systems

-02 .the shape of the hysteresis loops will be affected by domain
-n00 0 50W wall motion as well. Neglecting these domain wall move-
magnetic field (0) ments, the value of k in the range of 0.2</k<l can be

FIG. 1. MOKE hysteresis loops measured along the easy asis of a CoiCu/ estimated from the different flip fields for the demagnetiza-
Cof0Ol) sandwich with a magnetic layer thickness of tc=30 A and a tion and magnetization process, as described in detail in the
wedged Cu spacer. The lines awe guides to the eyes. following.

When demagnetization is started from the saturated
state, the magnetization remains constant (saturated) down to

fields, corresponding to an increase of k moving away from a field H0. or in reduced notation bo=2(1-k).By further

the AFM maximum, but, in principle, in loops with a similar decreasing the magnetic field, the antiparallel spin state is

shape like those at the AFM maximum. Reaching a Cu thick- reached in a second-order (spin-flop) process.

ness of 19.6 and 21.1 A, respectively, the shape of the loops Now we start the magnetization process by increasing

changes slightly [see Fig. l(b)]. We estimate kaso.8...0.9 in the field from the antiparallel spin configuration perpendicu-

this region according to Ref. 4. The magnetization behavior lar to the applied field. First the magnetization increases

in the spin-flop region is not completely in agreement with gradually, and for values 0.2<k<0.5 saturation is then

the predicted one. A small step close to the zero field leads to reached via a first-order transition at a field b0"'
a constant and finite magnetization at H=O and to a larger = + k)3 /6-k. For k >0.5, a rather peculiar magnetiza-
hysteresis phenomenon in this range. The step indicates a tion process was predicted, with a sudden rotation into a
stable spin state at H= 0 caused possibly by the shape of the nonsymmetric 90° spin configuration of the spins at a critical
interlayems. field bR'P. This can be seen by a narrow step in the hysteresis

By a further decrease or increase of the Cu thickness to curve of the magnetization process [see Fig. l(d)]. Full mag-
19.3 and 21.3 A, respectively, k becomes slightly larger than netization is reached at a slightly increased magnetic field.
I and the magnetization in the zero field remains just about Nevertheless, bc"p describes the reduced field b at the small
saturated. For these values of k we have measured hysteresis step, normalized by the field HoMP. For typical AFM hyster-
loops in which two small steps are observed [Fig. l(c)]. The esis loops the value of k can be estimated from the ratio of
first step has the same value of the magnetization, like the" the field Homp of the magnetization process to the saturation
step at H =0 in the hysteresis loop shown in Fig. 1(b), and field H0rD in the demagnetization process:
therefore it should have the same origin. The second step is
in good agreement with the predicted magnetization behavior HOUP 2 J(1 +k)/6k
in the range I <k< 1.96. The spins flip to a spin state that is Wo 3 (1-k) (2)

symmetric to the applied field.
Finally, a clear jump to a nonsymmetric 900 spin con- From this we have found a minimum value of k-0.6 for the

f figuration is observed when the Cu thickness is increased or AFM maximum of the system with two 30 A thick Co layers
reduced furthaer. Figure l(d) shows a typical example of a at a Cu thickness of 20.3 A [Fig. l(a)] and a value kraO.8
corresponding hysteresis loop, which can be observed in the for a Cu layer thickness of 19.6 A [Fig. 1(b)].
range from 17 to 19 A and from 21.5 to 23.5 A on either side From the hysteresis loops of the ferromagnetic part of
of the AIM maximum. The characteristic shape of these the wedge sample we have estimated the volume anisotropy
loops provides mus according to the model presented in Ref. constant 2KlMs•a 1 kG. This value is in good agreement
4, with a narrow range of k values between 1.96 and 2.00 for with our FMR measurements and with values reported in the
which these loops are possible. The predicted spin structure literature.

9
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ox magnetic layer in superlattices has two neighbors instead of
(a) one reduces the value of k by a factor of I, and second, the

magnetic layer thickness in the measured multilayer is much
as smaller than in the sandwich. At H=O0 a finite magnetization

a with a value of M'-0.3 .M similar to that at the seps close
"toH=O in Figs. I(b) and l(c) was obtained, in contradiction
to the predicted shape of the calculated loops with k smaller
than 0.2. This value of the magnetization is not consistent

O 0.o4 with a biquadratic coupling with a 90' spin structure.
(b 3In relatively large Cu thickness ranges from 15.0 to 19.0

A and from 21.5 to 24.6 A on both sides of the AFM maxi-
°I • mum hysteresis loops can be observed, which provide us a

value of k-i1. For k=l a hysteresis loop is expected to

•0A4 0 .exhibit a spin-flip transition from the saturated state to an
-low 0 1000 antiparallel spin state at an exactly zero field. Figure 3 coin-
magnetic field (Oe) pares a typical loop of the superdartice in these ranges with a

typical loop of the sandwich obtained from 17-19 A and
FIG. 2. MOiKE hystereis loops measured along the easy axis at the AFM from 21.5 to 23.5 A. The behavior of the magnetization pro-
aaima (a) of a CoiCu(001) sandwich with a magnetic layer thickness of

too=30 A, and (b) of a Co/Cu(001) supertatice with 15 periods and a cess in these Cu ranges in the superlattice is in good agree-
magnetic layer thickess of tc.=l15 A The lines are guides to the eyes. ment to that predicted for a k value slightly larger than l.The

spins flip near the zero field to a symmetric spin state and
possibly later to the nonsymmetric one. The step correspond-

Completely different hysteresis loops can be observed at ing to the nonsymmetric spin state is faintly visible only.
a wedge-shaped superlattice with 15 periods of Co/Cu(001) In conclusion, we have studied hysteresis loops of AFM
with a Co layer thickness of only 15 A. The thickness of the coupled Co/Cu(001) epitaxial layered systems with 2 and 15
Cu spacers was similar to its value in the sandwich. In Fig. 2 magnetic layers. The thickness of the nonmagnetic spacer
and Fig. 3 loops of the two systems are compared. The shape material with tfc,20 A corresponds to a range of maximum
of the hysteresis loop at the AFM maximum of the superlat- AFM coupling. Completely different hysteresis loops with a
tice [Fig. 2(b)] is completely different from the shape of the spin-flip transition in the AFM maximum for the sandwich
loop at the AFM maximum of the sandwich. It shows no spin system and a spin-flop transition for the multilayer system
flip, and it can be concluded that k must be smaller than 0.2. have been related to different values of the reduced anisot-
This value is expected for a second-order (spin-flop) transi- ropy constant k. Its value is determined by the number of the
tion from the saturated to the zero field state and the reverse, magnetic layers and the magnetic layer thicknesses. For a
A smaller value of k can be explained without invoking a constant thickness of the magnetic layers the coupling con-
decrease of the anisotropy constant K: first the fact that every stant J varies strongly with small changes of the Cu thick-

ness and so does the value of k. This provokes strikingly
different hysteresis loops around an AFM peak.
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"Loose spins' In Fe~Cu9FO(O01) structures
B. Heerich, Z. Celin6elt, L X. Ua1, M. From, and J. F, Cochran
Dq-ne- of Physsc S-ou Fraser ULaer•sA, Burnaby VSA 1S6, Canada

Slonczewski recently proposed a model for the exchange coupling between ferromagnetic layers
separated by a nonferromagnetic spacer based on the concept of "loose spins." "Loose spins"

contribute to the total exchange energy. We have studied the role of "loose spins" in bcc Fe/ICu
Fe(001) structures. bcc Fe/Cu/Fe(0Ol) trilayers deposited at room temperature were investigated
extensively in our previous studies. In our "loose spin" studies, the Fe was added inside the Cu
interlayer. Several structures were atomically engineered in order to test the behavior of "loose
spins:" One additional atomic layer of an (Fe+Cu) alloy were located in appropriate positions in a
Cu spacer. The bilinear and biquadratic exchange coupling in the above structures was quantitatively
studied with FMR in the temperature range 77-370 K and with MOKE at RT.

INTRODUCTION ers. The Fe atoms in a Cu spacer can be expected to behave

as "loose spins." The Fe atoms were coevaporated together
Recently, Fe/Al/Fe(001) samples have been investigated with the Cu atoms during the formation of a nonferromag-

by Fuss et aL,' by Gutierrez et aL,
2 

and by Griinberg et aO.3 netic Cu spacer. Table I lists "loose spin" ultrathin film
In the above studies the measured interlayer magnetic cou- structures, which were investigated in this paper.
pling was mostly due to biquadratic exchange coupling. The Note that the thickness of the ferromagnetic layers was
biquadratic exchange coupling in these measurements exhib- kept constant, and the total number of Cu atomic layers was
ited a very strong temperature dependence. The growth of kept equal to 10 ML The exchange coupling between the Fe
the Al proceeded in an obvious three-dimensional-(3-D) like layers (5.7Fe and l0Fe) was investigated using the Ferro-
manner. In such a case one could expect that Fe atoms would magnetic Resonance (FMR) and Magneto-Optical Kerr Ef-
be dispersed within the Al interlayer. These Fe atoms are no feet (MOKE) techniques.
a part of the ferromagnetic layer, but they are still subject to In the following, the exchange energy is written in the
the RKKY interaction facilitated by the surrounding Fe lay- form E = -JI cos(6)+J 2 cOs2(), where J I and J 2 describe
ers. SlonczewskI 4 

recently proposed a model based on the the strength of the bilinear and biquadratic exchange cou-
concept of "loose spins." "Loose spins" codtribute to the ping, respectively. 0 is the angle between magnetic mo-
total exchange energy. The angular dependence of this cou- ments.
pling is not expected to follow a simple bilinear form of
exchange coupling, and its strength should be strongly de- GROWTH AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF Fe/Cu/Fe
pendent on temperature because of the intrinsic nonlinearity TRILAYERS
connected with the easy saturability of the loose spin polar-
ization. The detailed growth and magnetic studies of Fe/Cu/

We have found a "loose spin"-like behavior in two sys- Fe(001) trilayers were presented in our recent article.7 
Here

terms: (1) Co/Cu/Co(001)/Fe5 
and (2) Fe/Pd/Fe(001). 6 

The we will summarize only those aspects that are relevant to the
sample 4Co/6Cu/4Co (the integers describe the number of results presented in this work.
atomic layers) was found to be coupled antiferromagneti- The structures were prepared using a PHI-400 MBE ma-
cally. With the addition of 3 ML of Fe to the second Co layer chine. All structures were grown at room temperature (RT)
the structure developed a well-defined surface reconstruction on a bulk Ag(001) substrate. The first Fe layer (5.7 Fe) grows
and the exchange coupling became ferromagnetic. Moreover, in a "quasi"layer by layer mode. It means that the surface
the temperature dependence of the exchange coupling be- roughness is mostly confined to the last two atomic layers.
came strong and followed a 1IT dependence. We have ex- For the growth carried out at RT, the average distance be-
plained this behavior by the presence of Co atoms in the Cu, tween Fe terraces is approximately 50-60 A. The growth of
which were subjected to the exchange field of the surround- Cu over the first Fe layer proceeds epitaxially in an almost
ing Co layers. The presence of Co atoms in the Cu intellayet pure bcc structure (with negligible tetragonal distotion) up
was presumably promoted by the presence of lattice defects
connected with the Fe lattice reconstruction. The exchange
coupling through 5 ML Pd also followed a Curie-Weiss de- TABLe I. "Leooe uwi" unlciues Used is &b worb. The iupm ds e
pendence in temperature. In our view, this behavior indicates the n _ of atomic layer. "Lme sm " we istd i one soeed

the presence of a fluctuating magnetic moment in the Pd, logetyer wilh the Cs sop . Al= uemomS were pins)ud wite a 2ArOapl00)

which was subjected to the RKKY field from the surrounding capping layer.
Fe magnetic layers.

In this paper we present our recent studies in which a (1) 5.FU/5Can ML Fe/SMuitOFe(0t0t);
low concentration of Fe atoms was intentionally added to (2) 5.71'e/Fc/t ML (50'%1e+50%Ca)(5Csn0F•00l);

(3) 5.71edSC'/i ML (25%Fe+75%Q)/SCu/lOFe(00l);various parts of a nonferromagnetic spacer. Our studies were (4) 5.7Fe(3Cal ML (50%Fe +5JICs2tWFelOt).
carried out using unreconstructed bcc Fe/Cu/Fe(001) trilay-
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to 11-12 atomic layers. The first 5 MLs of Cu grow also in sumption. However, a word of cau is needed. Tim phase
J a "quasi'layer by layer mode, but with large atomic terraces and strength of the exchange coupling depend both upon the

several hundred A wide. With increasing Cu thickness and Fermi surface of the spacer material and upon the interaction
especially when approaching the critical thickness of Cu between the spacer electrons and the magnetic atoms." The
(11-12 ML), the atomic terraces on the top surface of the Cu energy levels of "loose spin atoms" are definitely not iden-
spacer layer become progressively smaller and they eventu- tical to those at the interface of a complete ferromagnetic
ally become comparable to those of the 5.7Fe layer. RHEED layer, and therefore the strength and even the sign of the
patterns and RHEED intensity oscillations exhibited no no- coupling could be different from those expected between two
ticeable changes when a mixed (Fe+Cu) layer was grown, ferromagnetic layers separated by a spacer of an equivalent
and therefore the above structural properties were not af- thickness. The coupling energy due to "loose spins" in the
fected by the deposition of "loose spin" Fe atoms. Slonczewski model is given by

The magnetic properties of the individual Fe layers (with
the same interfaces as those in an Fe/Cu/Fe trilayer) and of U(1)=(UI2 +U2

2 +2U,*U2* cos 0)0.5,
the 5.7Fe/Cu/I0Fe trilayers were determined in our previous where U1 and U2 describes the exchange energy between
studies.6 Fe/Cu/Fe trilayers with a It) ML Cu spacer exhibit a semi-infinite ferromngnets I and 2 and a "loose spin atom."
maximum antiferromagnetic coupling, Jw~l=Jl-2J2 0 is the angle between the magnetic moments =I and mh.
=-0.2 erg/cm2 

at room temperature (RI), and Jw in- The free energy of loose spins is then used to evaluate the
creases linearly with temperature upon cooling to contribution of "loose spins" to the total exchange coupling;
Jw--0.4 erg/cm 2 

at liquid N2 temperature (LN2).
6 

For a see the details in Ref. 4.
Cu thickness greater than 10 ML, the antiferromagnetic ex- The coupling energy U can be estimated from the men-
change coupling decreases gradually and reaches its half- sured (or extrapolated) exchange coupling m the Fe/ -e

maximum value at 13 ML, and it is nearly equal to zero at 16 trilayer, which possesses an equivalent Cu spacer. The pa-
ML. For thicknesses less than 10 ML of Cu, the antiferro- rameterUfora5MLthickCulayercanbeexpectedtobeat
magnetic coupling decreases rapidly and crosses zero at 8 least 12 K (equivalent to J I= 1.5 erg/cm),

7 
but it is unlikely

ML. For thickness less than 8 ML, there is no evidence that larger than 25 K. Sinceinthese samples"loose spin" atomic
the exchange coupling crosses again to antiferromagnetic layers are inserted symmetrically, one expects that the pa-
coupling; the experimental measurements

6
-s and the theo- layers are foreboth Femlayersaareofnthexsamesignan ar

retical calculations
9 show that the coupling remains ferro- also equal. For low values of U f2 , the Sloncaewski model

magnetic and rapidly increases with decreasing Cu thickness. alsoiequa Foroma lues OUp.2 , the wi Me)

At 5 ML thick Cu, the exchange coupling is expected to be predicts a ferromagnetic bilinear Coupling, J iLS, with a neg-
strongly ferromagnetic, ML>12 thik uhe exchange ulnisee b ligible contribution of J2Ls. In that case the temperature de-strongly ferromagnetic, J 1 >l-2 erg/cm

2
. The exchange pendenceeof Jzs should exhibt ta l/Tbehavior. Thestrength

coupling in samples grown at RT is mostly bilinear, only a of this coupling depends on the particular choice of U 1 2 and

small fraction of the total exchange coupling at RT is due to of thi d en dstonfthoseapis cularechoie OUp.ind
the iqudraic ennJ 2 -001-.02 Recntl we on the density of "loose spins." The exchange coupling due

the biquadratic term, J2-0.01-0.02 erg/cm2
. Recently we to the presence of "loose spins" and that caused by direct

found that J2 follows the same temperature dependence asJ1.10 coupling through the Cu interlayer are difficult to incorporate
into one single picture. Clearly, the presence of the Fe atoms

in the middle of the Cu spacer will affect the direct couplingbetween the Fe layers in some manner that is not known at

The FMR studies were carried out between 77-370 K, the present time. One would expect that the Fe impurity scat-
and the MOKE studies were carried out only at RT. A de- terers would result in some decrease of the direct exchange
tailed description of FMR and MOKE studies can be found coupling, as was definitely found for 1 atomic layer of Ag
in Ref. 5. Samples 1, 2, and 3 have their "loose spin" layers inserted in a Cu spacer.

7 
At this point it is interesting to

inserted in the center of the Cu spacer. Sample 1 with a full discuss a simple model. Assume that the direct bilinear ex-
atomic layer of Fe shows a strong ferromagnetic coupling, change coupling is decreased by a temperature-independent
J=0.27 and 0.4 erg/cm

2 
at RT and LN 2, respectively. constant value AJ 1 -duetotheFescatterers, but othem ise the

Samples 2 and 3 are coupled antiferromagnetically. The direct coupling has the same strength and temperature depen-
MOKE measurements on samples 2 and 3 showed that the dence, as it has in Fe/Cu/Fe trilayers. A I ML of Ag inserted
presence of a "loose spin" atomic layer significantly de- in the Cu spacer of a Fe/Cu/Fe(001) sample resulted in
creases Ji (-0.008, -0.018 erg/cm2

) compared with that of AJ•1 -0.1 erg/cm
2

.
7 

Further, let us assume that the direct
a 10 ML Cu spacer (-0.2 erg/cm

2
), but J 2 (0.02, 0.016 coupling reduced by AJI and the contribution from the

erg/cm
2
) in samples 2 and 3 is almost unaffected by the "loose spins" are additive. For I -- 0. 1 er/aM

2
, the dif-

presence of "loose spins." A large decrease in J, resulted in ference between the reduced direct exchange coupling and
a perpendicular relative orientation of the layer magnetic the measured exchange coupling in samples 2 and 3 in-

moments in zero field due to the biquadratic coupling term. creases rapidly with decreasing temperature. The difference
It is tempting to assume that the coupling between between the measured and the reduced direct exchange con-

"loose spin atoms" and the surrounding Fe layers is nearly ping should be equal to the contribution of the "loose
the same as that between ferromagnetic layers separated by a spins", .jsL. Parameters U 1 =U 2 =22 K for sample 3 ex-
Cu spacer of an equivalent thickness. Our choice of samples plain the increase in JnsL between 370 and 77 IL However,
and our expectations were guided by this oversimplified as- the overall temperature dependence ofJtsL in samples 2 and
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3doesnotfollowwwelala Tterm. lnordertoobtainaI sL 0.3
4 proportional to lIT, one has to accept that the direct ex-

change coupling between ferromagnetic layers does not in-
crease linearly with decreasing temperature, but that it is 0.2

described by the sum of a constant, and a I/T terim
(-0.035-20.4/T erg/cm 2 in sample 3). It is interesting to
note that the first (constant) term (-0.035) is very close to E0.1
-2Jz, and therefore the second term - 20.4/T represents a
bilinear antiferromagoetic exchange coupling. This rather
unexpected conclusion is not that surprising. The loose spin
atoms create a spin-dependent potential (-II T), which af- 0

fedts the spin minority and majority bands of Cu valence
electrons, and consequently they should affect the direct ex- 0o -- :::-
change coupling between the ferromagnetic layers. The pres- .01 0- - u 2-
ence of a I/T term could be due to an increasing loose spin _-0-- 3
moment (spin potential) with decreasing temperature. The 4 -----

value of the parameter U 1.2 corresponds to an equivalent -0.2_

4exchange coupling of 2.8 erg/cm
2, and that value is in agree- 250 1W 150 252 so 300 350 40

ment with observations of very strong ferromagnetic cou- Temperature (K)
piing for a 5 ML Cu spacer.

The temperature dependence of the measured exchange
coupling in sample 4 is very weak; see Fig. 1. in this sample FIG. L. The temperature dependence of the total exchange coupling,

the "loose spin" atomic layer is located close to the W0Fe J1 - 2J2 - for samples indicated inTable I. Posmtivei orrespondstoferro-
magnetic coupling. The exchange coupling was measued using FMR. The

ferromagnetic layer, and it is 8 ML removed from the 5.TFe dashed lines are second-order polynomial fits to help the reader's eye. The

layer. One could expect that in this case U1 (describing the solid line is a theoretical fit using the following parameters: U, = 200 K,
strength of the coupling through 2 ML Cu) is very large and U2= 2.8 V. A=300, an the density of "loose spins"=6.Ox I0." The ins.
ferromagnetic. The parameter U 2 is expected to be small, netic properties of the 57 and t0 ML Fe layers at all measured temperatures

were determined separately by measurements on the individual Fe layers.
since the 8 ML thick Cu interlayer corresponds to the cross- which had the same interfaces as the Fe/Cu/Fe trilayers. The strength of
over of the exchange coupling from the ferromagnetic to the exchange coupling in the studied trilayers was determined by using the
antiferromagnetic region. The measured exchange coupling measured positions of the acoustic and optical resonance peaks; it was

double-checked by comparing the measured and calculated intensities of the
in sample 4 was found to be ferromagnetic. This implies that acoustic and optical peaks.
U2 was positive. The measured temperature dependnce in
this sample can be described by taking the Slonczewski dence that is very consistent with the experimental data; see
model without direct exchange. Using U1 = 800 K, U 2 = 2 K the solid line in Fig. 1. The Slonczewski model without the
leads to good agreement between the measured and calco- molecular field A (m) actually produces a concave curvature
lated values of the exchange coupling. The absence of the in J, vs T; that means J' ILS increases with decreasing tem-
direct exchange coupling in this sample can be expected. The perature more rapidly at lower temperatures and becomes
proximity of the "loose spins" to the ferromagnetic layer almost flat at higher temperatures.
very likely results in a large magnetic moment per loose
spin. In this case the "ixose spins" would be magnetically ' Fuss, S. Demokritov. P. Grunherg. and W. Zinn, J. Map. Map. Mat.

ordered and would be chiefly responsible for the coupling 103, 1221 (1992).
between ferromagnetic layers. The value U 1=800 K is, 

2
C. J. GutietrezJ. J. Krebs, M. E. Filipkowski, and G. A. Prinz, J. Magn.

however, very large: nearly as large as the exchange coupling Map. Mat. 116, L305 (1992).
in pure iron. It is interesting to note that the ferromagnetic 

3
P. Grunberg, V. Cross, A. Fuss, 0. Leng, M. Schaefer, I1. %olf, and W.
Zinn, MRS Spring Meeting. San Francisco, CA (1993).

coupling between "loose spins," by adding self-consistently 4j. c. Slonczewski, j. Appl. Phys. 73, 5957 (1993).
the molecular field X(m) to their coupling energy results in a 
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decreased dependence of JILS on temperature. Here (m) is S. Arrott, and K. Myrtle, Phys. Rev. B 44, 9348 (1991).
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T Interlayer coupling and spin polariation of the nonmagneic layers

In Fe/Cu and Fe/Ag CMFs
Y. B. Xu, M. Lu, 0. Y. Jin,a) C. Hu, Y. Z. Miao, Y, Zhaj,b) 0. S. Bie, and H. R. Zhai
Natio, Laboratory of Soi State Micromsructuw, Center of Maerials Analyss. and Dqmrnet
of Physics, Nanjug U-wrsay, Nanjmg 210008 Ckina

G. L. Dunifer, R. Naik, and M. Abmad
Depariet of Physics, Wayne State Uniersi, Detroit Miclhga 48202

Compositionally modulated films (CMFs) of Fe/Cu and Fe/Ag, made by RF sputtering, were
investigated with ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and
magneto-optical (MO) spectroscopy. Evidence of spin polarization of the nonmagnetic layers,
related to the interlayer coupling, was obtained. Direct evidence of the penetration of an exchange
field and the spin polarization of the conduction electrons in the nonmagnetic Cu layers was
obtained in Fe/Cu CMFs by NMR. Spin-wave resonances were observed in Fe/Cu CMFs in FMR
experiments, and the spin wave was found to be sustained by both the Fe and Cu sublayers. The MO
spectra of Fe/Ag CMFs indicated that the conduction electrons of Ag are spin polarized and give an
additional MO activity.

INTRODUCTION NWR OF Fe/Cu CMFs

Interlayer exchange coupling in magnetic/nonmagnetic Nuclear magnetic r.sonance (NMR) provides a direct
multilayers has attracted much attention recently.' 2 One in- way to investigate the spin polarization of conduction elcc-
teresting and important question, related to interlayer cou- trons. Lang et aL4 and Boyce et aL5 used a spin-echo tech-
ping, is the possible spin polarization of the nonmagnetic nique to study the electron-spin density in Cu for CuCo and
layers and its effects. We have investigated Fe/Cu, Fe/Ag, CuFe dilute alloys. Both of them found several resonant
Co/Cu, and Co/Al multilayers with nuclear magnetic reso- "satellite" peaks corresponding to Cu atoms, which were the
nance (NMR), spin wave resonance (SWR), and magneto- first, second, and farther nearest neighbors of the Co or Fe
optical (MO) spectroscopy, trying to get some insight into atoms, and the extra Knight shift AK/K, due to the induced
this question. Some rwsults are reported in this paper. spin polarization of the conduction electrons in the Cu,

showed an oscillation between positive and negative values.
Figure I shows the NMR spin-echo spectrum of 13Cu

EXPERIMENTS nuclei in a [Fe(22 A)/Cu(17 A)], CMF, in which the reso-

The samples were prepared by RF sputtering onto water- nant frequency of a pure copper film is taken as the zero

cooled glass substrates. Details are given in Ref. 3. The low- point. For pure copper films only one peak was observed,
angle x-ray diffraction pattern of a tFe(22 A)/Cu(17 A)], which gave the standard Knight shift of 0.233% compared

CMF showed that the multilayers are well periodically lay- With CuC2 powder. Differing from that of a pure Cu film,
ered. Taking into account the correction due to the refractive the NMR spectra of pCu in the Fe/Cu m ltilayers is corn-
index, the period determined by x-ray diffraction agrees with posed of a group of peaks, as shown in Fig. 1.
the designed value, with deviations less than 5%. Large-
angle x-ray diffraction showed a small FCC (111) peak, in-
dicating a slight (111) texture in the Fe/Cu multilayers. The
microstructure of the interfaces has not been analyzed at this
time.

The NMR measurements were performed on a Bruker 7
MSL-300 NMR spectrometer. High sensitivity was achieved
by using a pulsed-echo and Fourier-transformation method. 6
The applied magnetic field was 7 T, oriented parallel to the 4

film plane. For the FMR experiments, the samples were
mounted inside the X-band cavity (9.7 GHz) of a Bruker 2
EPR spectrometer. The orientation of the film plane can be
rotated through the range 0W-90*, The magneto-optical Kerr
effect (MOKE) was measured with a Faraday-modulated
MO spectrometer.

3

at (KIt)

')Permanent address: tudan-T. D. Lee Physics Laboratory, Department of
Physics. Fudan University, Shanghai 200433, China.
bepalrent of Physics, Southeast University, Najing, China. FIG. 1. Spin-echo spectrum of 0

3
Cu nuclei in a [Fec(22A )/Cu(7 A)]s CMF.
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TABLE I. The exchange fields (in kOe) of the samples with d_ 17 and 25 A.

d, (A H H, H, H, H4 H, H. H, H, H, H, H1, H,

17 67 -55 42 -37 24 - 18 0.4
25 72 -62 58 -50 43 -38 36 -30 21 -15 14 -5

The NMR resonance frequency in metals can ' e ex- nonmagnetic layers, and the standing spin-wave modes are
pressed as sustained by the whole film. Thus, the wavelength of the spin

wave can be increased ',v one or two orders of magnitude.
and the SWR may be excisd and observed. Wigen et al.'

where y is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nuci': moder study observed SWR in Fe/Pt multila.er films by FMR measure-
(y= 11.285 Mlz/T for 6

3
Cu), K is the Knig',t shift of the ments and found that there is a significant phase change oc-

metal, and AH is the Fermi contact field experienced by the curring within the Pt layers.
nuclei due to the spin polarization of the conduction elec- In Fe/Cu multilayers. we found that when the external
trons caused by the external nagnetic field H0 . In multilay- field is parallel to the plane of the film, only one resonance
ers, the additional spin polarization within the nonmagnetic peak was observed in the FMP measuiements. However.
Cu layers, caused by the exchange field He, due to the inter- when the magnetic field is perpendicular to the surface, the
layer coupling, leads to a modified expression for the reso- FMR spectra consist of at least two peaks for d<28 A. Fig-
nant frequency with an additional Knight shift: ure 2 shows the FMR spectra of a [Fe(22 A)/Cu( 17 A)],,

f=fo + Af= yH,( 1 +K+AK) = yHo[I + AHH o CMF for the external field perpendicular to the film plane.
For the multilayers, it is reasonable to assume that both odd

+ (AH/H,,)(H,,,I!5 )]. (2) and even numbers of the spin-wave modes can be excited

Thus, the exchange field in the Cu layers, associated with due to the inhomogeneity across the thickness of the film or

any particular NMR peak, is different pinning conditions on both surfaces. The inset in
Fig. 2 shows the relation of the nth resonance field to n

2 
for

He,= Af/yK, (3) samples having Cu thickness d=8, 12, and 17 A. The sepa-

where Af is the additional Knight shift frequency, which can ration, H,,-H,, between the positions of the nth and the first

be obtained from the NMR spectrum, as slu'vn in Fig. 1. peak is approximately proportional to (n
2- ). that is. Ile " 2

Table I gives calculated values of He, for Fe(22 A)' law.

Cu(17 A) and Fe(60 A)/Cu(25 A) CMFs. It is interesting :hat The magnetic-field separations bet -.-n the modes are

with the decrease of the absolute value of the exchange field, much too small to be accounted for by spin-wave modes

positive and negative values appear alternately, as shown in confined to the individual magnetic layers. but they can be

the table. This can be explaine. -n due to a spatially damped fitted if we assume that the Fe layers are coupled I ttelher bv

oscillation of the exchange field and spin polarization of the an interlay~r exchange coupling, and that the spin waves
conduction electrons in the Cu sublayers. Trying to deter- extend across the whole multilayer sample. The propagation

mine the oscillation pet iod of He, and the spin polarization
within the Cu layers, we find from the presently limited
NMR data that there is no way to localize the regions in the [ 9
layers that contribute to the various NMR peaks. If we as-
sume that the peaks of the spin-echo signal result from an
equally-spaced oscillation along the normal to tie plane of
!be Cu layer, the total number of oscillations is about 't.5 and ;
6 for d,, = 17 and 25 A, respectively. This gives an averag,. 7

period for the oscillation of about 4-5 A for the (111) ori- 0 1 200 30
entation, which seems to be somewhat less than expected " 3 2 ,,n'

from an RKKY model. I

SWR IN Fe/Cu CMFs

The thickness of the magnetic layers in the multilayers is
usually less than 50 A. Thus, for standing spin waves local-
ized within the individual magnetic layers, the wavelength is I

of the order of tens of angstroms, and the exchange field is so 8 9 10
high that the microwave frequency needed to excite the spin- Hext (KG)

wave modes is much higher than the microwave frequency
usually used for FMR, say 10 GHz. However, when inter- FIG 2. FMR spectrum of a [Fe122 A)/Cu7 k)] CMF. Inset: The relal oi

layer coupling occurs, and the multilayers becomes a single of the ,th resonance field H a vs t
2 

for [F¢.2 A)/Ciu(d.)], IMFs with
coupled system, the spin waves may propagate through the d,=8. 12. and 17 A.
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a n O:l/,•Ob magnetic field due to spin polarization, which is responsible

b. Ft/AgwlfAl CNF for the splitting of the plasma edge for right and left circu-
mmavel h inm€ larly polarized light.

4P WD , 6W 6 5 According to Moodera et al.,° the exchange splitting of

oi *a* o00 Exp. the conduction band of a paramagnetic metal adjacent to a
-- - Cal. - ferromagnet is given by

e-1 - a__ 5
o+a
- 2,o AE., is the exchange splitting of the conduction bands of Fe,

AEFC=0.90 eV.9 a is the cube root of the atomic volume of
iron, a =2.28 A, and d is taken as the thickness of each
individual Ag layer in the CME For our calculation, we use
Eq. (4), assuming an average magnetization within the Ag

FIG. 3. 8t spectra of Fe/Ag CMFs. Dots are experimental results. Lines r layers, where too is obtained by setting hwo=AEpar from Eq.
calculated results with and without the spin polarization of the Ag included. (5). This gives ao= 185 and 33 meV for the Feare A)/Ag(10

A) and Fe(60 A)/Ag(60 A) CMFs, respectively. As seen from
of spin waves through the Cu layers inplics the existence of the figure, the calculated spectra fit the experimental data
spin polarization within the Cu. surprisingly well. The calculation cannot be rigorously justi-

fied at this stage, and further theoretical study is warranted.
MOKE OF Fe/A CMF9 Also, for samples this thin, one needs to consider the contri-

butions from any Fe/Ag interdiffusion.
If the nonmagnetic layers in multilayers are spin polar- The value of the spin polarization of Ag is estimated

ized, this should give an additional MO activity. Our theo- from the band splitting in Eq. (5) to be 1.4% for the Fe(10
retical study of the MO spectra of Fe/Ag demonstrated that A)/Ag(1o A) CME In our numerical calculations, a positive
the conduction electrons of Ag are spin polarized, and give " was assumed, opposite to that in Fe, Co, and Ni, in order
an additional MO activity.7 to fit the experimental results. This suggests that the average

Figure 3 shows the experimental and theoretical MO direction of the magnetization of Ag is opposite to that of Fe.
spectra of Fe/Ag CMFs. The dots are experimental values Here, we would like to point out that in Co/Cu and
and the lines are calculated results. An interesting feature, as Co/Au CMFs .'.. no additional MO activities of the Au and
we can see from the experimental dots, is that with a reduc- Cu were observed. Nevertheless, our preliminary studies of
tion of the modulation length, 0, increases for longer wave- FeSi/Cu CMFs suggest an additional magneto-optical activ-
lengths and decreases for shorter wavelengths. For compari- ity of Cu with a Cu thickness of about 10 A. 2 Further ex-
son with theory, first, a numerical calculation of the Ok perimental and theoretical studies in this area are needed.
spectra is made based on Fresnel's formula by assuming that This work in China is supported by the NNSFC, SEC,
the Ag layers have no spin polarization and no additional and the State Key Laboratory of Magnetism. In the USA the
MO activity. As seen from the figure, the change of the cal- work is supported in part by National Science Foundation
culated 04 spectra with a variation of the modulation length Grant No. DMR-9120274.
differs from that of the experiment. Ok decreases with de- 'P. Grunberg. R. Scheiber, Y. Pang, M. B. Brodsky. and H. Sowers. Phys.
creasing modulation length over the whole wavelength Rev. Len. 57. 2442 (1986).
range. This disagreement with experiment can be corrected if S. s P. Parkin, R. Bhadra. and K. P. Roche. Phys. Rev. Let. 66. 2152
an additional MO activity, caused by the spin polarization of (1991).
the Ag layers, is assumed as follows. 'Y. B. Xu, 0. Y. Jin, Y. Zhai, M. Lu. Y. Z. Miao. 0. S. Bie. and H. R. Zhai.

J Appl Phys. 74, 3470 (1993).if the spin-up and spin-down conduction electrons of Ag 'D. V. Lang. J. B. Boyce, C. Lo, and C. P. Slichter, Phys. Rev. Lett. 29, 776
are split in energy by h"s0, they will give rise to an additional (1972).
wavelength-dependent MO effect, which can be described by 'J. B. Boyce and C. P. Slichter, Phys. Rev. Len. 32, 61 (1974).
the Drude model.

7 This gives a dielectric constant of the P. E. Wigen, Z. Zhang, S. Iwata, and T. Suzuki, J. Magn. Soc. Jpn. 15.Supplement No. St. 33 (1991).
form 'V. B. Xu, H. R. Zhai. M. Lu. 0. Y. lin. and Y. Z. Miao, Phys. Lett. A 168,

213(1992).
WodP(4 'G. S. Kuinchik. J. AppI. Phys. 35, 1089 0964).

-[ _i~y)2_ ] I 'J. S. Moodera, M. E. Taylor, and R. Meservey, Phys. Rev. B 40, 11980
(1989).

where for the plasma frequency hiw=4 eV, and for the re- '"D. Weller. W. Reim, and K. Sport, J. Magn. Magn. Nat. 93, 183 (1991).
laxation frequency fly'0.2 eV for Ag. This is the formula E. R. Moog, J. Zak, and S. D. Bader. 1. Appl. Phys. 69, 4559 (1991).usedtby frequnchiyin hi00 dcs ofoAg.Thisi the MOKEofFCormula H. R. Zhai, Y. B. Xu. M. Lu, Y. Z. Miao, H. Wang, S. M. Zhou. B. X. Ga.
used by Krinchiks in his discussion of the MOKE of Fe, Co, and Q. R. Jin. (invited paper). Proceedings of ISPMM '92, Beijing,
and Ni with h"o=eH,/mfc. Hi is the internal effective July, 1992.
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Growth temperature dependence of biquadratic coupling In Fe/Cr(100)
superlattices studied by polarized neutron reflectivity and x-ray diffraction
(abstract)

M. Schifer, J. A. Wolf, and P. Gr~inberg
NIST, Reactor RaAati Division, Gaitersburg Maryland 20899

J. F. Ankner, A. Schreyer, and H. Zabel
Fakultat fir Physik widAstrmonmie, Ruhr Universuia Bochmm, D-4630 Bochutn Germany

C. F. Maikrzak
NIST, Reactor Radiation Division, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

We have measured the polarized neutron specular reflectivity of superlattices of nominal
composition (5.0 nm Fe/1.7 rm Cr) grown by molecular-beam epitaxy. This chromium thickness
lies at a minimum of the oscillatory bilinear (1800) coupling parameter, so these films are especially
sensitive to biquadratic (90') terms. One set of films was grown at a substrate temperature of 293
K and another at 593 K. Using neutron reflection, we find that the films grown at 523 K exhibit a

4 90' magnetic moment rotation between successive Fe layers, while the 293 K films are remanently
ferromagnetically ordered in small applied fields (H = 1.7 mT). Furthermore, we have observed that
films grown at elevated temperature exhibit a larger amount Jf diffuse x-ray scattering due to
conformal roughness than those grown at room temperature. These results suggest that the
biquadratic coupling could be induced by the structure of the interfaces. We will also present the
field and temperature dependence of the neutron reflectivity from the biquadratic films.
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Symposium: Novel Time-Resolved
Probes of Dynamical Magnetism David Awschalom, Chairman

Picosecond pulsed-field probes of magnetic systems (invited)
M. R. Freeman
IBM Research Division, T J. Watson Research Center, PO. Box 218, Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

Tune-resolved methods using picosecond scale transient magnetic fields have been developed for
investigations of ultrafast magnetic phenomena in a broad variety of systems. When combined with
synchronous magneto-optic detection, the approach yields stroboscopic observations of magnetic
dynamics with a time resolution of order I ps, and a corresponding spatial resolution down to the
diffraction limit of optics. Results are presented from experiments on europium chalcogenide films
at low temperatures. A continuum of behavior from paramagnetic relaxation to ferromagnetic
resonance is observed. Electron-beam deposited EuS films are found to have surprisingly fast
spin-lattice relaxation rates, of order (100 ps) t and the influence of spin-orbit interactions on the
spin dynamics is studied through rare-earth alloying. Results are presented from experiments
utilizing the magneto-optic sampling method for direct time-resolved screening measurements of
normal and superconducting metal films.

I. INTRODUCTION schemes themselves are nonresonant, and are therefore very
useful for field-dependent and nonlinear phenomena. In ad-

A growing trend in magnetism research in recent years dition, optical detection makes it possible to probe micro-
has been towards studies of high speed phenomena, driven scopic specimens without incurring a penalty of poor cou-
by both scientific1 and technological2 interest in smaller and pling to the sample. Beyond studies of purely magnetic
faster structures. Among the most significant developments systems, the methods also lend themselves to the monitoring
in this area has been the realization that it is possible, in of time-dependent magnetic behavior in many other in-
magnetics, to take advantage of some of the advances in stances, as illustrated by the case of magnetic flux dynamics
optics that have enabled the effectively "real-time" observa- in nonequilibrium superconductors.7
tion of transient phenomena on unprecedented scales, cor-
responding to femtosecond times or terahertz frequencies.' II. PICOSECOND MAGNETO-OPTIC SAMPUNG
The primary goal of these efforts is an improved understand-
ing of nonequilibrium behavior, which often requires de- A. Expimontil details
tailed physical information not reflected in equilibrium prop- The measurements are performed in a conventional stro-
erties. Time-resolved experiments are designed to directly boscopic optical "pump-probe" fashion, in which the sample
measure the dynamical evolution (away from or towards is first driven from equilibrium by an excitation pulse (here
equilibrium) of systems in response to sudden perturbations. the transient magnetic field) and subsequently interrogated in
The earliest work of this nature on an explicitly magnetic a narrow time window, after a controllable delay, by a pico-
problem concerned spin dynamics in dilute magnetic semi- second probe. Essential features of the experimental configu-
conductors, and utilized the fact that an optically induced ration are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. An above-
magnetization can be generated in these materials.3 How- bandgap optical pulse from a picosecond dye laser strikes a
ever, many systems of interest are not amenable to such ex- biased coplanar transmission line structure, fabricated on a
citation, =reating motivation to develop alternative means of semi-insulating semiconductor substrate, to create a transient
driving systems away from equilibrium quickly on the time photoconductivity and launch a current pulse down the trans-
scale of the dynamical processes to be investigated. Fortu- mission line. Associated with this current is a transient mag-
nately, it is possible to import a widely exploited tool used to netic field normal to the plane, in the gap between the wires.
generate electromagnetic transients in time-resolved studies Illuminating the transmission line at an open end takes ad-
of electronic phenomena 4 -namely, the photoconductive (or vantage of the instantaneous reflection to double the current.
Auston) switch. 5 Specifically, picosecond pulsed magnetic Lithographic coil structures may be used to obtain somewhat
f*!Ids can be generated and applied to the study of magnetic larger or more homogeneous fields when longer transition
dynamics, including relaxation and resonance in regimes times are acceptable. The devices are mounted on a chip
which extend beyond the scope of conventional microwave carrier and electrically connected to an external bias source
te-ihniques.6 In such experiments, an optically triggered mag- through wire bonds. The magnetic response of a sample sub-
7etic field transient is propagated past the sample under ject to this transient field is probed optically by a second
study, perturbing the sF-in -ystem, and the subsequent evolu- laser pulse, produced by beam-splitting (or, in the case of
tion of the spin system .., monitored through its interaction two-color experiments, by a second synchronously-pumped
with a time-delayed op;cal probe beam. The detection dye laser), and time-delayed with respect to the first. In a
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the picosecond magnieto-optic sampling chip, showing G produced using transmission line structures with lateral
the coplanar transmission line and the arrangement of pump beam, probe dimensions of order 100 lsm.
beam, and sample.

B. Resufts for EuS-base thin filins

wide variety of materials the component of magnetization The availability of fast pulsed fields, combined with the
along the k-vector of the probe light can be measured via a ability to optically detect a specific component of the mag-
polarization (Faraday or Kerr) rotation or netization, lends itself naturally to detailed measurements of
magneto-absorption.5 Such resonant optical effects are ideal magnetic relaxation and resonance on short time scales. The
as they allow the magnetization to be sampled in an interval europitum chalcogenides represent an ideal model system for
as narrow as the optical pulse. By scanning the relative ar- suh studies, as they allow the systematic exploration of
rival time of the two laser pulses with an optical delay line, problems of interest such as the effect of spin-orbit interac-
the complete time-dependent magnetic response of the ttons on the spin dynamics. Furthermore these materials have
sample is recorded. In common with other stroboscopic op- convenient Curie temperatures for studies of dynamical ef-
tical measurements, a bandwidth of order 1 THz is obtained fects at the ferromagnetic phase transition, and display strong
in a system for which electrical signals no fastei than 1 kHz magneto-optic activity.
need be manipulated, making adaptations to cryogenic, Uj-i, For the determination of longitudinal spin relaxation
and other specialized environments straightforward. Related times, a step-function-like magnetic field change is applied,
magnetic methods employing cw, microwave excitation and and the component of magnetization parallel to that field is
optical detection have been reported.9-10 measured. The method is capable of determining much

The propagating current pulse itseli can be characterized shorter T1 's than can be measured by other means. In the
by a correlation measurement at a tap point along the tirams- case of longitudinal paramagnetic relaxation according to a
mission line. When the optical probe strikes the gap between single exponential ttme constant TI, the magnetization, M,
the tap electrode and the transmission line conductor, a por- follows a time-varying magnetic field, HQt), according to
tion of the current pulse is diverted into the sense line. One 11THhie'~td'
of the strengths of the photoconductive switch approach de- MW= ')Xt
rives from the great flexibility in tuning the pulse profile T

through the choice and preparation of the semiconductor ma- where V' is the magnetic susceptibility.
terial. The rise-time of the current pulse is limited by a coin- Figure 2 shows such a relaxation measurement for a thin
bination of the laser pulse width and the (nonequilibrium) EuS film at low temperatures. This time-resolved measure-
photocarrier mobility. The decay time constant is generally ment is performed using an lnP photoconductive device hay-
determined for direct-bandgap semiconductors by the carrier ing a carrier lifetime close to 1 ns, and the data can be fit to
lifetime (dominated by surface recombination), and for determine the T, of the EuS, in this case 120 pa. The mate-
indirect-gap materials by the bias-dependent carrier sweep- rial is grown by electron beam deposition,t " and standard
out time (which leads to a more rectangular than exponen- characterizations indicate the quality to be high, finding a
tially decaying tail). Thbe carrier lifetime may be adjusted bulk-like Curie temperature, T, 16 K, a high resistivity
over a wide range to suit the application, employing surface (0.2 Q1 cm at room temperature), and, from x-ray diffraction,
passivation schemes or ion implantation, respectively, to in- the EuS lattice constant. However, the measured T, is 6wv-
crease or decrease the time constant. In the present work we eral orders of magnitude shorter than expected for the
are usually interested in the response to step-function like Eu 2 +, an S-state ion with negligible spin-orbit coupling. The
excitations, with typical pulsed field amplitudes of order 30 mechanism responsible for this rapid relaxation has not been
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FIG. 4. The evolution of the resonant response of a 120 nnu thick EuS film
identified, although impurity-mediated relaxation seems the at T = 2.1 K as a function of the in-plane applied magnetic field.

most likely candidate. Unexpectedly short T1 's have also
been indicated in another Eu

2
+ system.1

2 
The low frequency

magnetic susceptibility is measured simultaneously through
the modulation of the optical signal produced by a low fre- range are collected simultaneously. The high bandwidth of
quency ac magnetic field, which is particularly useful in the optical technique has been used to directly detect free
studies of magnetic field and temperature dependence. We induction decays up to 200 GHz, and optical detection fur-
find that the time-resolved signal at fixed delay is nearly thermore permits efficient coupling to very small sample di-
proportional to the low frequency susceptibility as a function mensions. Under optimum conditions the flix sensitivity of
of temperature, directly indicating that the relaxation time is this method can approach that of an rf superconducting quan-
not strongly temperature dependent. Another implication of tum interference device (although for most practical applica-
this finding is that no sharp indication of T, is reflected in the tions this is too generous a comparison, as the energy sensi-
temporal response (which allows us to reasonably model the tivity of the magneto-optic material is far less owing to its
data of Fig. 2 by the simple form despite the fact that the high permeability). Another major advantage of the optical
sample temperature is less than T,). The nonequilibrium be- readout comes in the form of perfect isolation from the tip-
havior of the spontaneous magnetization, M5 , contributes an ping pulse, as the immunity of the optical probe to stray
additional component, growing continuously with Ms, and pick-up from the pump pulse eliminates the "dead-time" be-
dependent on the magnetic history of the sample as reflected tween when the tipping of the spins and when signal record-
in the domain structure. At short delay times such a response ing may commence.
appears as additional signal clearly not due to simple spin In this configuration, the transient magnetic field pulses
relaxation. apply a torque to the sample magnetization vector to cause it

When Toi is doped into the EuS films to deliberately to rotate in the plane, away from the static field. Each current
introduce a spin-orbit coupling, the spin dynamics are dra- pulse is effectively a half cycle of radiation over a broad
matically altered, as anticipated. The spin-lattice relaxation range of frequencies. For a given magnetic field, the tipping
times become much shorter, as illustrated in Fig. 3. An un- angle is proportional to the spectral density in the pulse on
anticipated consequence of the Tb doping is a very large resonance, where the spectral function is the Fourier trans-
elevation of T_11 which in the present context makes the form of the temporal pulse profile. Following the tipping
spontaneous magnetization effects significant over a broader pulse, the transverse component of the magnetization, freely
temperature range. In order to explore these effects we con- precessing about the static magnetic field, is detected opti-
trol the domain structure with an in-plane static magnetic cally, and the entire free induction decay mapped out by
field, and observe the evolution of the domain modes into scanning the relative arrival time of pump and probe pulses.
well-defined ferromagnetic resonances in fields strong Field dependent measurements of the ferromagnetic
enough to uniformly magnetize the samples. resonance in a thin EuS film at T= 2. 1 K by this technique

With the sample magnetization aligned along an in-plane are shown in Fig. 4, and illustrate the ability of this method
magnetic field, the time-resolved magneto-optic sampling to track the resonant frequency and spin relaxation continu-
probe acts as a very-high bandwidth probe of magnetic reso- ously with applied magnetic field with picosecond resolu-
nance, featuring the advantages of time-domain or pulse tion. Again we emphasize that this nonresonant method is
magnetic resonance spectroscopy over its continuous wave capable of measuring arbitrarily damped resonances, includ-
counterpart. For example, nonequilihbiium spin populations ing those having much broader linewidths than can be mea-
may be prepared to generate echoes revealing intrinsic spin sured by frequency- or field-sweep techniques. In applied
relaxation rates, and signals covering a broad frequency magnetic fields greater than I kOe the EuS films are
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ryhow the field pulse is screened by the eddy currents in a 10t1 am thick

with the static field, H, in the plane. This is shown in Fig. 5

The g-factor, g, is 2 for EuS, an d /zAB ,h respectively are the be n u d fo th im g g of l x s r c u es n
Bohr magneton and Planck's constant. rhe solid line in the . AuTime-dformain whce igng omelauremt thescirces sn ths
plot is a fit yielding 4wiM= 13 kOe, the saturation magne- sensorghn t iscles to nobservea he theqfiledircuse indica.t

tization of the EuS film well below T. Pevhouw h tefie plime is srn byee e oeddycaruenli touanah
The zero-field signal in Fig. 4 is a superposition of lon- treviort this5reme h constibue oqlithrovgl

gtudinally relaxed magnetizati onsant Thecsoid li tane- ifth erentsprore yeasu in whamisenehere insftiruse a n fate

ous magnetization. The low-field domain behavior can be different probe yielding complementary information, and are
separated out more cleanly in systems with much longer re- qor change insthe magnet uisibuion threadin-
laxation times. The ability to probe areas smaller than the volving changes in the magnetic flux distribution threading a
domain size in this case brings a unique advantage to the superconductor.
study of the inhomogeneously broadened resonance of the ing Oreperimentalcgeometry conitsofra suerconcigsample film sandwiched between a lithographic field coil
nonuniformly magnetized state, in contrast to more conven- and a thin-film EuS-based magneto-optic sensor. This stack
tional magnetic resonance techniques which lack the spatial is cooled in a 0-7 T split-coil magneto-optic dewar. Local
resolution of this approach. We have studied resonance
within single domains of demagnetized yttrium-iron-garnet changes in flux density are recorded by the Faraday rotation
films,'

4 and are currently employing near-field techniques'5 on reflection from the back of the sensor (here EuS diluted

to record spatial maps of single-domain particles when they with 10% BaF2 to reduce T,) of a weak (average power

are driven out of i m oil e-domain < 100 /AW) focused optical probe beam consisting of 3 ps
a u equilibrium.

6  
wide pulses delivered by a dye laser cavity dumped at 19
kHz. The open symbols in Fig. 6 show a system calibration

Ill. NONEOUIUBRIUM SUPERCONDUCTIVITY taken before the superconducting film is put in place, for a
S0 ns duration, 30 Oe amplitude magnetic field pulse, plotted

Additional motivation for developing the methods de- as a function of the optical probe delay relative to the rising
scribed above stems from their applicability to a wide range edge of the field pulse. Characterization of the sample films
of magnetically active systems in which a detailed under- comes in part from the dynamic screening response of the
standing of the dynamics requires direct investigation using normal metal. This is shown by the solid symbols in Fig. 6
probes which simultaneously combine sufficient temporal for a 100 nm thick Pb film held in the normal state by a
and spatial resolution. It would be of great interest, for ex- perpendicular applied magnetic field (HI = 1 kOe, T = 1.5]
ample, to directly observe on a local scale the intrinsic dy- K) exceeding the critical field, He 1 , and measured using the
namics of magnetic flux threading superconductors to help same 10 ns duration field pulse. An eddy-current decay time
elucidate such long-standing and complex issues as pattern of 4.25 ns is found, from which the normal state conductiv-
formation in the type I intermediate state.17

"
8 

As a significant ity, o,.- I x 108S. cm-', is determined to be much higher
step in this direction, the flux dynamics of nonequilibrium than the measured dc conductivity, a manifestation of the
superconductors has been studied through a simple adapta- inhomogeneous spatial distribution of scattering sites which
tion of the time-resolved magnetic relaxation experiments.! gives rise to a frequency-dependent conductivity. Within the
Specifically, a transient nonequilibrium state is driven by accuracy of the measurements, the screening response is in-
heating the electron gas at optical frequencies by picosecond dependent of field for H1 >H,1 . As the measurements re-
laser pulses, and flux motion in this regime is recorded by quire a nonzero differential susceptibility of the sensor, the
magneto-optic sampling. Magneto-optic sensors have long applied magnetic field range is limited by the saturation field
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II. CONCLUSION

C1.5 In summary, we have described how spin dynamics in

X Pura f •O 0 thin films can be examined with a combination of
,• ,| picosecond-scale temporal and micrometer-scale spatialSresolution, using phooconductively generated picosecond

"pulsed magnetic fields. In analogy with pulsed laser studies
c: q I of electronic and electro-optic phenomena,

4 
there is a "par-

A• allel universe" of ultrafast magnetic and magneto-optic ef-
x fects amenable to similar investigation. Results from experi-
10.5 - .[j ii ments on europium chalcogenide films have been presented

I l~/to illustrate measurements of magnetic resonance and relax-"ation. Direct observations of the very fast spin dynamics

Ea arising from spin orbit interactions are possible in this case.

C 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 Tune-resolved studies of magnetic flux dynamics in nonequi-

4'a Static Field HI. (kOe) librium superconductors, using a simple adaptation of the
method, have also been presented. Our current efforts are

FIG. 7. Comparison of nonequilibrium flux dynamics for 500 nm thick films directed toward simultaneously observing fine-scale spatially
* at T- 1.5 K. type I (pure Pb) vs type U (Pb%,1lno%) material. The extent dependent details, for example within single-domain par-

of flux penetration from the transient field pulse is plotted as a function Of penden das for exa mp with sidomannpd
the perpendicular applied field. The inset illustrates the fixed relative timing tides driven far from equilibrium, with the aid of scanned
of the optical pump, optical probe (delay = 5 us), and magnetic field pulses. probe techniques. Detection by nonoptical means, such as

through transport properties, is also being pursued in appli-
cations to other magnetic systems. An exciting evolution of

for the magnetization normal to the plane, H.-- 6 kOe for these methods may be anticipated, as each advance in spatial
the diluted EuS films, resolution, temporal resolution, or sensitivity creates new op-

By configuring the pulsed measurement to record the portunities to studying magnetic dynamics in detail.
dynamics for a fixed timing sequence, environmental param-
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Fomtond cond Faraday rotation In soinnginoorod haterostructuros
(Invited)
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We have developed a new femtosecond-resolved optical technique with which one may examine
magnetic spin dynamics in near-atomic scale structures by employing a highly sensitive, ultrafast
measurement of the Faraday rotation. We apply this spectroscopy to novel band-gap-engineered
II-VI diluted magnetic semiconductor heterostructures of two types to demonstrate the ability to
simultaneously monitor electronic and magnetic interactions in a quantum geometry. The
experiments show that these dynamics evolve on widely different time scales, and reveal the onset
and decay of magnetization due to carrier spin scattering with femtosecond temporal resolution (300
fs). Although photoexcited carriers recombine within several hundred picoseconds, they leave
behind a magnetic "footprint" that persists considerably longer and relaxes through an entirely
different spin-lattice mechanism. Time-resolved magnetic measurements reveal the unusual

4 dynamical properties of low-dimensional systems incorporating magnetic spins as compared to
traditional semiconductor heterostructures.

I. INTRODUCTO species may be employed to construct novel heterostructures
whose properties can be tuned with an applied magnetic

The interaction between charged carriers and magnetic field, for example by fabricating magnetic quantum wells or
species is an important issue in solid state science and a alternatively magnetic barriers.
subject of considerable theoretical and experimental We concentrate first on sensitive static measurements
interest.' This problem continues to be actively investigated that characterize the magnetically doped thin films (Sec. II)
in diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) systems which and proceed to examine their dynamical behavior directly
have proved to be excellent hosts in which to explore this (Sec. i11). Incorporating optical methods allows a powerful
physics. 2 

Despite several recent measurements of carrier spin range of tools developed for short-pulse laser measurements
polarization,

3 
the microscopic interaction between embedded to be focused on magnetic behavior. Time-resolved Faraday

magnetic and electronic spins remains poorly understood, rotation is well-suited to address questions about the dynami-
Recent advances in the molecular beam epitaxy of DMS al- cal effects of reduced dimensionality in magnetic layers, as
loys have made it possible to fabricate layers of these mate- well as examining the spin interactions in low-dimensional
rials with near-atomic thickness. Employing such quantum electronic and magnetic systems. We believe this work can
geometries enhances the spin interactions and makes pos- be further extended to metallic systems where electronic and
sible the tailoring of specific magnetic environments for de- magnetic interactions are also relevant such as giant magne-
tailed investigation of dynamical behavior. Moreover, careful toresistance and spin switching.

5 
One further application we

placement of the magnetic species allows one to separate note in conjunction with these spin-engineered structures is
electronic and magnetic behavior in a single structure.

3 
In ultrafast magneto-optic thermometry with millikelvin, femto-

addition to these questions, the influence of scaling and di- second resolution at 4 K.
mensionality on the magnetic behavior of ultrathin layers has In the II-VI alloys considered here, the dopant magnetic
also been contentious,

4 
and may be studied in these geom- Mn

2
+ ions behave for the most part as independent paramag-

etries. To address many of these issues, we require an experi- netic spins of magnitude S=5/2.2 
The total magnetization

mental tool that will selectively measure magnetization in induced in an applied magnetic field depends on the thermal
structures as thin as a single magnetic monolayer on the population of the five Zeeman-split states which results in its
timescale of individual spin reorientation events. Brillouin functional dependence on MB/kT. An extremely

Here we describe a new technique that uses an optical strong exchange interaction between delocalized band-edge
probe of magnetization to reveal spin dynamics on. the fem- carriers and the localized electrons on each magnetic ion
tosecond and picosecond timescales. This is coupled with leads to huge Zeeman splittings of the band-edge exciton at
epitaxially grown II-VI DMS heterostructures which enable low temperature. In addition to opportunities for scientific
nanometer-scale engineering of both electronic band-gap and research, this has led to the strong interest in such materials
magnetic environment. Such high-quality "spin-engineered" for use in magneto-optic applications. Here we show results
samples provide an ideal laboratory for exploring in detail on two different types of Il-VI magnetic beterostructures
the interaction of electrons with magnetic ions, and of the based on the Zn(CdMn)Se alloy system. We choose
Mag interactions themselves, as the magnetic thick- ZaMnSe in particular for its large magnetic interaction
nesses is reduced to the order of a single monolayer. In ad- strength and unusual band-gap dependence on Mn concen-
dition, a judicious combination of magnetic and nonmagnetic tration. The first structure, termed the "spin supedattice" 6
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B>) 0 applied fields, in contrast with low noise, lo-field SQUID
S-.... . experiments previously used to characterize related magnetic

_ a...ticba...braB.
We use a modelocked Ti:Sapphire laser to produce highIIpower, tunable infrared pulses which are subsequendy fre-

o'•.quency doubled, using a 1-mm-thick fi-harium bor ate (BBO)

crystal, into the 350-520-nm wavelength range to match the
Il-VI heterostrncture energy levels of interest. The probe
light is attenuated below 100 .W, linearly polarized and fo-
cused through a - lO0-Am spot on the etched sample after

- ..-.. ]which it is collected and analyzed in an optical bridge ar-

rangement. This bridge consists of a Glan-Laser polarization
separator whose optical outputs are separately directed onto

111F two matched, low-noise PIN Si-photodiodes, the amplified
.0 . I signsa of which are electronically subtracted and further am-

plified. The bridge is balanced when fed with linearly polar-

iized light at 45' to the axes of the Glan-Laser prism. Any
F r rotation changes induced in the probe polarization produce

. Lan output signal which, to first order, is uncontaminated by
2 enoise on the laser beam (this being subtracted out in the

balancing arrangement). Hence even in the presence of typi-
FIG. I. Schematic band diagram along the growth axis for electrons d cally 5% intensity noise on the laser, millidegree rotations
heavy holes at magnetic field B=0 (left), and B>0 (right) which Zeeman
splits the band gaps (dashed) in the magnetic regions (shaded). (a) Z can be isolated, limited only by the photodiode dark currents.
ZnMnSe spin superlanice structure: Thre spin-up carniers spatially relocate to Our samples are placed in a magneto-optical cryostat capable
the ZnSe barrers if B>0.5 T. (b) ZnCdSe/ZnMnSerZnCdSe DMS coupled of B =9 T and T= 1.7-300 K with the incoming probe beam
double quantum well. parallel to the magnetic field (Farada) geometry) and to the

heterostructure growth axis. In order to separate out the small
Faraday rotation of the sample from the relatively larger ro-

(SSL) onsists of alternating 100-A• layers of Znt ,Mn.Se tations of the cryostat windows and other field-sensitive op-
magnetic quantum wells (x=8% or 14%) and ZnSe barriers tical components, we utilize a coil modulation technique.8 A
[Fig. l(a)]. Initially the confinement potentials in the mag- 5-mm-long, 440 turn coil, fabricated from 60-pm-diam su-
netic quantum wells are weak (depending on the exact con- perconducting Nb0.52TiO.48 or 100-pm Cu wire, is mounted
centralion x), but they can be tuned as a magnetic field is horizontally on the cryostat insert and the sample cemented
applied, resulting in greater (less) confinement for the spin- to one end of the aperture in a strain-free configuration. This
down (up) carriers. Above about 0.5 T, the spin-up carriers coil is calibrated by comparing the Faraday signal produced
favor a spatial transfer into the ZnSe barrier layers, and a from a dc current flowing through it, to that from the cryostat
periodic spin modulation results. In the second sequence of superconducting solenoid. Using this coil, the magnetic field
structures, a pair of 40-A nonmagnetic Zno.rCdO12 3Se/ZnSe at the sample is weakly modulated by 5 mT at 105 Hz. In
double quantum wells are coupled by a thin "field-tunable" addition, the probe beam is mechanically chopped at 1.1 kHz
ZnO. 76MnG.24Se magnetic barrier [Fig. 1(b)]. These allow us and by measuring the induced Faraday rotation in a phase-
to explore both spin scattering as carriers tunnel and the dy- sensitive fashion at the sum of these frequencies, we select
namics of magnetization in reduced dimensionalities. All solely that rotation induced by the sample. The lock-in dif-
these samples are MBE grown on (100) GaAs substrates ference signal, S, from the optical bridge is proportional to
with a 6000-A-thick buffer and 2000-A cap of ZnSe. Layer the derivative of the sample Faraday rotation, OF, with ap-
thicknesses and magnetic concentrations are determined by plied field, B.

8 
We simultaneously record the individual de-

standard methods and their quality confirmed by (PL).uWe tector intensities (Ia and !b) so that the difference signal can
absorption and photoluminescence spectroscopy (PL). W be scaled to yield the normalized differential rotation (NDR):
use a standard etching technique to remove the opaque GaAs
substratess and confirm that this PL remains unaffected. S dO,

NDR. . .. (1)

IL STATIC MEASUREMENTS If this signal is measured as a function of applied field,

To resolve the minute magnetizations from thin magnetic the total Faraday rotation can be reconstituted by integration.

layers, we adopt an extremely sensitive and powerful exten- Figure 2 shows typical results at two detection energies close
sion of the Faraday rotation measurements commonly ap- to the exciton absorption peak in a Zn0 .92Mn0 .OsSe/ZnSe SSL
plied to bulk samples.

8 
Using a modulation coil technique, sample (E,=2.80 eV), demonstrating both the sensitivity and

we can clearly see the magnetization from a few atomic lay- spectroscopic nature of the measurement. The signal arises
ers of magnetic material. The true spectroscopic uature of from just 1000 A net total of magnetic material and reveals
this measurement allows isolation of the specific magnetic several features not found in corresponding magnetoabsorp-
interaction of interest over a wide range of temperatures and tion data. The low-field Verdet coefficient is found to be
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FIG. 2. (a) Differential Faraday rotation measau,;d on a 100 Mtoo A
Zna.s2MnunsSe/ZnSe SSL sample at probe energies, E, above and below th FIG. 4. Experimental layout for dynamic measurements. The output of the

zero-field heavy-hole exciton (E,=2.803 eV) at 4.5 IC (b) Integration of (a) tunable 't:sappbire laser is focused through a BO crystal and the resulting

yields the total sample Faraday rotation and clearly shows the spin down blue pulses selected by dichroic filters which discard the infrared. The beam

state shift into view on the low energy side of the zero-field exciton at is focused through a pulse-picker which selects I of every N pulses at 35%B =s .2 T. efficiency, before being split into a strong pump and weak probe beam at a
dielectric beamsplitter and delayed relative to each other by a computer
controlled delay stage. The probe polarization is linear and the Solea-
Babinet variable retarder 6S-131 allows the pump to be linearly or circularly

greater than 5 X lO5 deg/T cm for certain detection energies, polarized.

corresponding to the huge enhancement in g-factor in these
systems.

2 
The experimental sensitivity of 10-5 deg/G allows

us to clearly resolve rotations of 1 arc s. In conjunction with investigate the magnetic behavior of low-dimensional mag-

the quantum structures, we achieve a magnetic sensitivity netic structures. In contrast to the bulk Zno,75Mno.!jSe alloy

difficult to obtain in a dc SQUID magnetometer.
9 We also which exhibits a spin-glass phase transition around 7 K,'°

show the zero-field differential Faraday spectrum of the 12- even the largest DOW barrier thickness we examined (32 A)
A-thick magnetic barrier DQW sample which clearly dis- showed no clear signature of a phase transition down to 1.7

plays the lowest excitonic resonance (E,=2.53 eV) from a K. This suggests that the phase transition is suppressed by

few atomic layers of magnetic alloy (Fig. 3). This result is the reduced dimensionality as has been discussed elsewhere.4

compared favorably to that derived from a Kramers-Kr6nig
analysis of the magnetoabsorption. Ill. DYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS

Since we operate at a wide range of applied fields and
temperatures we can follow the temperature dependence of Having characterized the static magnetic behavior of

the magnetization. We utilize this in susceptibility measure- these samples, we now demonstrate a new extension of the

ments (equivalent to zero-field NDR) at low temperature to technique to time-resolved studies of quantum systems. We
use the power of ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy to excite
electronic states of the DMS samples and subsequently probe

0.40. 2 their Faraday rotation some arbitrary time delay later. By
S.scanning this time delay, T-, between pump and probe pulses

• o 0.3-o we are able to map out the electronic and magnetic dynamics
* and show they follow completely different physical relax-

0.20 
ations.

• • • • The same laser system is used to produce 120-fs pump

.1 0.10and probe pulses of identical wavelength which can be de-
. layed relative to each other by up to 1 ns using a retroreflec-

tor mounted on a compressed-air delay stage (Fig. 4). Each
0.0. 0 beam is separately mechanically chopped before passing

2.45 2.50 2.53 2.60
e ntlev) through polarization optics, and then focused through the

same lens into the cryostat. The two foci are overlapped
optimally at the sample and the transmitted pump beam

FIG. 3. Differential Faraday spectrum (solid circles) and absorption (open blocked while the probe passes through an iris into the opti-
circles) of the 12-A magnetic DQW sample at B=0 T and T=4.5 K. The
solid lint is the differential Faraday rotation calculated from a Kramers- cal bridge outlined above. Because the pulses interact only at
Knimig amaym of the magnetoubtorption, suitably scaled and offset, the sample we can discard the previous coil technique and
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V 7 7  
9- -- is apparent that there is a completely different relaxation pro-

__.AO F cess for the absorption and Faraday rotation. The pump-

induced absorption changes are produced when sufficient
carriers are optically injected to fill a substantial fraction of

-10- the exciton density of states and, by Pauli exclusion, block
- - further absorption of probe photons into these same states.
-20, T~l •- i•0p- Thus the decay of the induced transmission reflects the re-i) .combination of carriers, within 100 ps in this sample. This

A'r deduction is supported by time-resolved photoluminescence
_____________________ performed on a sample from the same wafer."

- wAfter the carriers have recombined, it is traditionally be-

lieved that the sample has reattained equilibrium. The simul-
2 taneously recorded time-resolved Faraday signal shows that

2
4 p, this is clearly not the case. Injecting carriers instantaneously

- changes the magnetization, presumably through spin-".- 50 0 SO 10 150 20 ) scattering events as the carriers cool so that the effective spin

TimW Jxly (p temperature of the Mn 2' spin system increases.3 This spin
4 system cools as the Mn-'÷ spins slowly reorient through a

FIG- 5. Time-resolved (a) Faraday rotation, W,. and N transmi-ion, %Tb spin-lattice relaxation over a time scale at least an order of
induced by the pump pulse and taken simultaneously on the magnitude longer than the carrier lifetime. Although the car-
ZtZn.MnO.aSe/ZnSe SSL sample. The pump and probe awe coliinearly po- riers have decayed, they impart a "magnetic footprint"
larized, T= 1.7 , B= I T and '•=2.8tO eV. The solid lines are exponential
fits with the lifetimes shown. which persists far longer than their lifetime in the structre.

Hence we are able to resolve the magnetization dynamics
completely independently of the electronic dynamics, both of

measure pump-induced changes to the Faraday rotation at which may be separately modified by field, geometry, and
the difference frequency of probe (1.1 kHz) and pump (397 heterostructure type.
Hz) modulations. While the pump polarization can be varied The above SSL data, taken without pulse picking, was
from linear to circular using a Soleil-Babinet variable re- performed at 1.8 K in superfluid helium to reduce the back-
tarder in the pump arm, the probe remains linear, balanced at ground heating signal. The improvement in signal to noise
45' to the Glan-Laser prism, and always < 10% of the pump when the pulse separation is increased by a factor of 50 is
intensity, apparent in Fig. 6 for the 32-A magnetic-barrier DOW. Cir-

As discussed below, the sample magnetizations appear cular pump polarizations are now used to excite particular
extremely sensitive to the average light intensity so we fur- carrier spin orientations and at zero field the signals originate
ther reduce this while retaining the high peak powers by from populating these specific spin states. The Faraday rota-
externally pulse picking the output of the Ti:sapphire laser tion is a function of both the magnetization, manifest as the
using a LiNbO 3 crystal. This acousto-optic crystal is driven energy splitting (AE.) between the two spin states, and their
by 380 MHz rf wave packets which diffract every Nth pulse individual oscillator strengths (f.) which in this case are
from the Trp = 13 ns repeating train, where N can be varied bleached by the influx of excitons. These exciton spin states
from 8 to 518, resulting in interpulse delays from 100 ns to 7 are resonantly excited as apparent from the ultrafast (<200
pas. This is necessary to reduce the heating of the spin system fs) rise time of the Faraday rotation. Examining the subse-
which is measured as a background (time-delay independent) quent relaxation in zero field, we find it consists of two ex-
component to the induced Faraday rotation. Interference be- ponential components of very different time scales. The ini-
tween the two beams near zero delay allows calibration of tial fast decay (-5 ps) reflects carrier spin scattering to the
the system temporal resolution as 350 fs. The subsequent initially unoccupied spin state, driven entropically in zero
time-resolved Faraday rotation signals, AOF, were confirmed field and thermodynamically if B *0. However after 10 ps,
to originate only from the sample, reverse their sign when spin scattering appears to cease and the longer decay times-
the applied field was oppositely directed, and depend on the cale (-70 ps) takes over, this corresponding well with the
presence of both pump and probe beams. In addition to carrier lifetime as measured by time-resolved transmission
monitoring the Faraday rotation, the sum of the diode pho- and independently measured time-resolved photo-
tocurrents (',+Ib) was directed into a second lock-in refer- luminescence." As a check, injecting carriers of opposite
enced to the same fu,,-fpup difference frequency. This spin orientation only reverses the sign of the measured rota-
records the pump-induced change in sample transmission, tion change. However if a magnetic field is now applied, this
AT, and sintultaneously identifies the carrier lifetime, symmetry disappears since the energies of the spin states are

Initial experiments were performed on a split. The results are also shown in Fig. 6 with the zero field
Zno.92Mn 0 ,mSe/ZnSe SSL sample using collinearly polarized data for comparison. Although little change is measured in
pump and probe beams. The pump excites different spin- the carrier lifetime b) time-resolved transmission and PL, a
down and spin-up carrier concentrations at nonzero field residual Faraday signal remains at very long time delays (7
since the states are considerably Zeeman-split in energy >500 ps) as also found in the SSL sample (Fig. 5). We
(AE =10 meV/T). As seen in Fig. 5, on longer time scales it interpret this long-lived signal as a net magnetization change
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FIG. 6. Time-resolved Faraday rotation on the 32-A magnetically coupled FIG. 7 Time-resolved Faraday rotation of ultra-long-lived component mea-
DQW at T=4.5 K and E=E,•2.542 eV. (a) The initial 50 pa at zero sured just before the arrival of the next pump pulse. (a) DOW sample with
applied field and 8=4 T when injected with spin-down excitons from the 24-A amrrier at B =4 T, T=4,5 IC and E = E, = 2.546 eV The pulse sepa-
circularly polarized pump. At B=0 T1 the fast transient component (dashed ration is varied using the pulse picker while the peak power in the pulses is
curve) is due to spin scattering and the slower component (dotted curve) kep( fixed. Solid line is to guide the eye. 4b) Long lived 1 r=NT- 7 

5 
ps) and

from carrier recombination. (b) Longer time scale comparison of spin-up initial (r- + I ps) signals from the 32 A DOW sample at 2 T and 4.5 K as a
and spin-down pumped excitons at B =0, 4 T. The magnetic signature is a function of average pump power, measured by changing either the interpulse
spin-dependent signal remaining beyond 500 ps. long after the carriers have separation (solid linesl or pump attenuation (dashed linesl. The signals are
decayed. scaled to the same average probe intensity. The pulse-picked experiments

reported here operate at average pump powers helo. 50 uW where the
signal substantially exceeds the background.

reflected in AE . and hence Faraday rotation. Further work is
underway to understand the exact form of the induced mag-
netization dynamics for the different initial spin lion of the spin system. In contrast to the microsecond be-
distributions.1

2 
Similar results are obtained for three different havior, at one nanosecond the magnetic signatuie is spin de-

magnetic tunneling barrier widths (12,24,32 A) while no pendent and so arises from the initial spin scattering between
magnetically active decay component is identified in a excitons and magnetic ions. Additionally we show in Fig.
sample containing a nonmagnetic ZnSe tunneling barrier. 7(b), the scaling with average pump power of the initial tran-
Ongoing work shows that the time scales also change radi- sient signal (7-- + 1 ps) and the longlived background com-
cally as a function of temperature and applied field. In addi- ponent (7'=-5 ps) taken either by attenuating the pump
tion, we report elsewhere the observation of refractive-index beam or reducing the pulse repetition rate. This shows that
beats between coherently excited spin states.1

2  
the immediate response is linearly proportional to the initial

To demonstrate the sensitivity of the Mn2+ spin system carrier density (Ocip) as expected from the previous dis-
to carrier heating we look at very long time delays, keeping cussion. The dominant dependence of the background on av-
the peak power fixed but changing the interpulse separation, erage power confirms that it originates from a very long-
NTrep [Fig. 7(a)]. Measuring the induced Faraday signal at lived component and demonstrates the necessity of pulse
time delay 1= -5 ps corresponds to measuring the signal picking to suppre1.-; the background below the signal level.
remaining after r=NT p-5 ps, and this falls exponentially This behavior also suggests one possible application for
at large N (Trelas-

5 
us.). At closer pulse separations this cu- optically sensed, ultrathin paramagnetic layers as an ultrafast

mulative background builds up because the signal has not probe of temperature. Any heating of the spin system is mea-
decayed before the arrival of the next pulse. This background sured on optical time scales and provides the lattice tempera-
signal is independent of the initial carrier spin, so it appears ture at one particular spatial depth and time in the sample.
that acoustic phonons emitted by the cooling carriers remain The resolution of such a thermometer would depend criti-

to heat the Mn2+ spin system long after carrier recombina- cally on the temperature range of interest in relation to the
tion. We also note that S = excited states of the Mn2+ ions, temperature dependence of the susceptibility. It should be
previously identified with 2 eV PL emission1

3 
(observed noted that thermal effects from optical injection as reported

weak]y in these heterostructures), are similarly long lived here are visible at carrier densities <108 CM-2, significantly
and may be an alternative reservoir for this residual excita- below those normally associated with such parasitic effects.
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Time-resolved scanning probe microscopy: Investigations and applications
of dynamic magnetostriction (invited)

G. Nunes, Jr.
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Darouth Colege, Hanover, New Hampshir 03755

M. R. Freeman

IBM T J. Wawa Research Center Ym)row HeaghA New York 10598

We have measured the magnetostrictive response of small nickel and Tbo.3Dyo.iFes.9s cylinders to
sudden step changes in applied magnetic field with a time-resolved scanning fiber interferometer.
Spatially resolved measurements reveal the nonuniform distortion of the face of the rod as the
induced magnetization propagates in toward the center. A crossover is observed, as a function of
decreasing cylinder diameter, from eddy current- to longitudinal phonon-limited response times.
The ability to characterize dynamic magnetostriction in small samples has also enabled us to
perform time-resolved measurements of fast transient signals with a scanning tunneling microscope.
Modulation of the tip-sample separation on short time scales is provided by the use of a nickel
magnetostrictive tip driven by a local magnetic field coi. The technique offers a broadly applicable
means of obtaining fast dynamical information in tunneling microscopy, and is demonstrated here
on nanosecond time scales. These experiments illustrate, in the context of magnetics, the general
promise of time-resolved scanning probe methods.

1. INTRODUCTION changes involved. A scanned probe with the ability to both
The success of the scanning tunneling microscope spatially and temporally resolve extremely small displace-

(STM)
1 

has inspired the development of a variety of very ments would enable important measurements in this regime,

powerful scanned probe techniques.
2 To date, however, a sig- including dynamical studies of magnetization reversal and

nificant limitation of these methods has been an inability to other nonequilibrium phenomena in small magnetic systems.

measure fast signals, such as would arise from dynamic phe- The time-resolved scanning fiber interferometry technique

nomena at the atomic level or in the operation of nanometer described here was developed to address some of these is-

scale electronic and mechanical devices. Efforts to surpass in characterizing

this "speed limit" have recently become the focus of increas- micrmechanical phenomena of all kinds.
ing interest.

3
-
5 These efforts are driven by the scientific and The essence of our approach is to use a picosecond-

technological applications for which high temporal resolu- pulsed laser as the optical source for a fiber interferometer of

tion is as essential as the extreme spatial resolution offered the sort which has recently been popularized in the context

by the scanned probes. Scanned fiber-optic probes, including of scanning force microscopy.'° A schematic illustration of

near-field instuments,
6 

offer the possibility of attaining a our experimental set up is shown in Fig. 1. The output of a

high spatial resolution while retaining much of the flexibility cavity-dumped, mode-locked dye laser (pulse width -2 ps)
inherent in optical techniques, and are natural candidates for operating at 633 nm is fed into one arm of a 2 X 2 fiber-optic
ultrafast time resolution. In this paper we describe a scanned directional coupler. The cleaved end of one of the output

fiber probe that is not only capable of measuring sub-. fibers from the coupler is mounted on a piezo-tube scanner
angstrom displacements, but can also follow the time depen- with quartered electrodes, and moved to within -30 Am of
dence of these displacements with picosecond resolution.? the reflective sample surface (prepared here by a mechanical
We have used this probe to characterize the dynamic magne- polish) using a mechanical flexure stage. Fine adjustment of
tostrictive response of small cylinders of TOo3DY07 Fe.95 the length of the resulting Fabry-Perot interference cavity is
(Terfenol D) and nickel. In the case of nickel, these measure. made by using a dc voltage to control the length of the piezo
ments have enabled us to develop an STM which incorpo tube. A small ac modulation is added to this dc voltage, and
rates a magnetostrictive tip, and which is capable of detect- is used both to calibrate the sensitivity of the interferometer
ing fas transient signals on nanosecond time scales.8 

Taken and to provide a feedback signal with which a constant fiber-
together, these new techniques represent substantial progress sample separation is maintained. The sensitivity of this -
towards the development of methods which offer simulta- paratus, as limited by external vibrations, is -0.1 A/&Z.
neously high spatial and time resolution. The directional coupler's two remaining outputs are fed, us-

ing index matching gel to minimize back reflections, to a pair
L . • Eof photodiodes, one of which is used to monitor the laser

pulse amplitude. The signal from the other photodiode is
While magnetostriction has been thoroughly investigated dominated by the reflected light from the interference cavity

in "bulk" sytems (Pure and alloyed, metallic and insulat. and shows a very high degree of modulation (>50%) as a
ing), very little is known about the magneto-mechamical function of cavity spacing.
properties of small (mono- or even few-domain) particles, A small ferrite core electromagnet allows us to apply
owiag to the difficulty of measuring the small dimensional static magnetic field biases of up to 250 Oe along the axis of
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the time-resolved fiber interferometry apparatus. The
i inset in the low m len shows a detail of die Fabry-Perot interference cavity is obtained by incrementing the electronic delay in a series of
foraed between the fiber and sample. discrete steps so as to sweep the arrival time of the optical

pulse through that of the field pulse. The ultimate time reso-

the cylindrical samples. The field from this solenoid is used lution of this boxcar method is limited by a combination of

to characterize the static magnetostrictive response of the trigger jitter and optical pulse length. In our present imple-

samples using fiber interferometry, as shown in Fig. 2 for a mentation, the resolution is jitter limited to -50 ps, which is

125 ;an diameter nickel rod undergoing cyclic magnetiza- more than adequate for the current experiment, although ex-

tion. Magnetic field transients are introduced using a simple tension to resolutions of order 3 ps would be

one-tam coil which produces field strengths on the order of straightforward.'1

20 Oe/A over an effective length of 0.5 mm. A "free- Figure 3 illustrates the application of this technique to

standing" arrangement allows the vertical position of the coil the measurement of the dynamic magnetostrictive response

to be adjusted with respect to the top of the sample. This coil of a 0.5 mmXO.5 mmX2 mm rod shaped sample of

is driven by a current pulser with a minimum rise time of 45 Tbo,3Dyo,7Fel95 (Terfenol D). The magnetic field pulse was

ps, and whose output is chopped at an audio frequency to 200 ns long with an amplitude of 5 Ge, while the sample was
S allow heterodyne detection of the sample response. The i- biased with a static field of 100 Oe. The total displacement ofallo hetnoyn deecio ofe the sapl respnse Tase is05a. eas -ple
dividual current pulses are triggered synchronously with the the end of the rod in this case is 0.5 nm. Because the pulse is

dye laser's optical pulses by the electronic signal from the so short compared to the response time of this relatively

laser's mode locker and cavity dumper (19 kHz). An elec- large sample, the measured displacement is much less than

tronic delay unit between the laser and the current pulser the -5 nm we would expect from the large saturation mag-

allows the relative arrival time (at the sample) of the mag- netostriction Xs-
5 0 0 ppm in (unstressed) Terfenol D.12

netic field pulse and the optical pulse to be precisely con- Although the saturation magnetostriction in nickel

trolled, The complete time-dependent response of the sample (a,= - 40 ppm) is much smaller than that in Terfenol D, the
sensitivity of this interferometric technique is sufficient to
allow us to characterize the response in this case as well.

13 • 125 u dia. M Figure 4(a) shows a measurement of the dynamic magneto-
-E -- e 0o.0 w/oo strictive response of the nickel sample characterized in Fig. 2

to a 430 ns duration, 46 Oe amplitude magnetic field pulse
10 (indicated by the dotted line). The sample was prepared from

99.98% nickel wire'" and was biased with a 26 Oe static
field. The measurement was made with the 4 Ian core of the

5 fiber over the center of the rod face, so the interferometer

recorded the response of that point in the sample to the time
dependent magnetization. As can be seen from the figure, as

• M , ,soon as the pulsed field is applied, the rod begins to magne-
-200 -100 0 100 200 tostrict with a characteristic time of 300 ns. After the field

APp Sold (0e) pulse shuts off, the magnetization begins to decay, and the

end of the rod moves back to its intitial position with the
same characteristic time constant. The total excursion in thisFIG. 2. Static magietostriction of a 125 Im diameter nickel rod as mea- cse is about 6 A, from which we determine the reversible

r ired with the apparatus lushtd in Fig. 1, but iuing a cntinuous wave
He-Ne lawe as the HlM soure. IUe uuaa tline giveshe o in the component of the longitudinal magnetostriction under these
regs where thedysamicmearementawere mae. low field bias conditions to be -0.08±0.01XI0-6/e.
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.p d e Ni cFIG. 5. Comparison of the time-de1end0et t isplacement of the edge (l)
y a430 center (4) of mnt fm rod face wthen th duration of the excitation pulse
ois abori co(midred lo eddy lirtent bymeddy timc. Tie vereecni scin trh wre

cotutnt. Te verical cale oe th magnetic field pulses is arbitrary. Ist on eoiyi ikl(90ms4 ,w idacaatrs

0 0.0

n i 0 ic rno o ni a somewhat longer 30 gs, so that we have, in this case, en-

et Time (t iel) tered the phonon limete same. For the arrangement of coil
and sample used in this particular case (400 nit diameter

IG. 4. (a) Magood n of a ae m diameter Ni cylinder (s ) excited coth aentered 100 pt above the top of the sample), the fieldo
by a 430 ns wide 46 Oe magnetic field pulse (dotted line). Tr fitted re- falls by a factor of 2 i3 over the top 150d.A of rod. If we take
spouse time (solid line) is limited by eddy curient screening in the wie. (b) shows the(v repons of ah 25 amdiameter,
(since oft2e i m darmeter cylidelr (0) to an 80 gs div n 30 Oc 1.im long sampe "ti 230ins 44 te fild pule. A an
recwavgu field pulse (dotted line). Solid line shows fit for 3a n s time the se agnetostrictive response is limited by the longitudinal
constant. f he vertical scad for the magnetic field pulses is arbitrary. Inset: soutd velocity in nickel (4900 M/seh ), we find a characteris-
fionger time scan illustratds acoNstic ringdown of a longbwiae and ad s s tic rime of 31 ns, in good agreement with the data.
trthe thesi when the direction of the static bias field fo is rever. In this regime, the sample is acting as a rossy acoustic

transmission line, where the loss has been introduced by

plotting the line in epoxy to wispla 50dpm of it's free end. In
This is in good agreement with smes, the respneil be trabsence of this o ossy medium, however, it is possible to
ments, as indicated in Fig. 2. Te largest contribution to the observe acoustic resonances in the rod. sg e solid line in the
quoted uncertainty arises not in measuring the displacement inset to Fig. 4(b) shows the response of a 25 Am diameter,

(since the interferometer is self-calibrating, given the optical 1.5 mn long sample to a 230 .s, 44 Oe field pulse. As can be
wavelength), but in measuring the geometry and placement Ien from the figure, the sample continues to ring for several
of the pulseanlde ois in order to accurately estimate the microseconds after the pulse has shut off. The dotted line
field pulse amplitude. Note that both the in that im ld be charerze of the sample to an identical pulse, but

transient pulsed field are much smaller the the = kOe field withe the rod was 30 Oe static bias field reversed. The
necessary to saturate the magnetization of the sample t fadt epal the sign of the displacement depends on whether the

For large enough metallic samples, the response will be transient field opposes or augments the static field Ho pro-
limited by eddy current damping, i.e., the rate at which the vides confirmation that the observed signals arise from mag-
transient field can penetrate the sample, and will have a time netos etiction.

Constant T=hired2/8 where d is the sod diameter, pl is its In fitting the response time to rth data shown in Fig.
conductivity, and by is the reversible permeability. Our data 4(a), we assumed that the displacement of the des pm Tod
indicate this 125 f m diameter sample to p e in that limite could he characterized by a single exponential, and that the
From the measured 7, d, and th , we find soun10, which is face of the rod was displaced uniformly. The spatial and
consistent with the results from conventional magritometry temporal resolution of our technique, however, is such that
measurements . we can easily observesposebtetedcnteoo the 125 om diamsecond of these

Since the eddy current damping time varies as thfromhe o etwo assumptions. Eddy current screening of the magneticSof the sample diameter, it is straightforward to enter a regime field pulse causes a nonuniform magnetization profile along

where the field penetrat quickly and the sample response is the sample radius. ede nonuniform stresses accompanying
! •instead limited by the longitudinal phonion velocity, i.e., the this magnetization profile ame large enough that, despite the

Stime required for dipaeents to propagate along the large shear modulus of nickel, the outer edge of the rod face
length of the sample at the speed of sound. Figure 4(b0) begins to displace before the center.
shows the response of a 25 am diameter nickel rod po an 80 Figure 5 shows a comparison of the mapnetestrctive
us, 30 Oe field pulse. In thifs cms, the field completely pen- response at the center of the 125 jpm diameter rod with that
etrntes fte sample in about 10 us. As can be seen fhom the obtained by positioning tile fiber core at the edge of the rod.
figure, however, the tuime contstm for the samope response is The field pulses used in fti case were 80 as long and hind an
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amplitude of 92 Oe. It is clear from the figure that the dis- f • ,,.,__
placement of the edge does in fact lead that of the center over
the entire duration of the field pulse. At a displacement of 0.2

irim, for example, the center lags behind the edge by 15 ns. It
is also clearly observed that while the direction of travel at p"' I

Sthe edge immediately reverses when the field pulse is shutDO
i off, the center of the rod continues to rise as magnetization

deep in the sample continues to diffuse towards the center.

IM. T -R9MOLVED TUNNEULNG MCROSCOPY

The optical scanned probe technique demonstrated F 6. A scl c diagram of the time-resolved RU apparatus which
above offers very high temporal resolution, and a spatial illustrate how the tip is threaded trough a local manaetic field coi. Pulser
resolution perpendicular to the sample surface sufficient to I delivers crrent pulses to the field coil. and pulsec 2 applies voltage pulses
resolve magnetostriction in samples on the order of 100 nm to the gold striplie sample. The tesistive (50 fl) terminations eliminate

tall or less, which has important implications in the context electronic refiections.

of magnetometry. Moreover, this ability to characterize and
control small, rapid physical displacements can be exploited rial which satisfies two requirements: it must have adequate
in such other contexts as nanomechanics and scanning tun- riawich stisfiet requirement it must he adeqatei neling microscopy. In particular, we have applied dynamic dynamic •:'os+trictive response, and it must be amenable
neigmcocp.Iatclr ehv ple yai to for a sharp tip for tunneling. Unfortunately,
magnetostriction in small systems to the development of a t foh as tirtunnling Unfortunatly{ tmerenlvd eanin tnnlin • Tecombina- rare-t .dach as Terfenol D, which are particularly
time-resolved scanning tunneling microscope. The cobn- attractive t' e point of view of this first requirement,tion of the extraordinarily high spatial resolution of tunneling atatv ,e p it o i w o h s frt rq i e e t
microscopy with a comparably high time resolution would respond poorly to standard tip-forming techniques: they pref-
mirovida powerful tool for the investigation of dynamic p erentially etch along grain boundaries and ultimately disinte-
provide onpsurful tod thee i vertogeton e of d h- grate. Consequently, we have chosen here to work with
nomena on surfaces, and thereby help to overcome one 0 nickel, which is easily -bed to forn very sharp tips, and
remaining limitations of the STM. which, as shown in our time -esolved iaelerometry inns-

The useful bandwidth of conventional scanning tunnel- which, as sufficin o m meolv e r.te umery was
ing devices is limited by two major obstacles: the difficulty suremento has sufficient dynrmic rg s onse. eThs •-e was
of measuring high frequency signals from the very high methods. t5 

Roughly 10 in of gold was evap-sted oal the
source impedance tunnel junction, and the relatively slow endsoth reshly e0 tp of govd (as v ote ,tothe
speeds at which the traditional piezoelectric actuators used in The freshly echetips tcnpreventerion on 2iori
the STM are able to move. The first of these obstacles may The quantum mechancal tunneling interaction on which
be overcome (for repetitive signals) by performing a de- the STM is based has a characteristic rang,: (2x a)- where

modulation at the tunnel junction itself in order to bring a . = 12-mv/hi (m is the mass of the electron and A is Plnck's
fast signal into the bandwidth of the conventional electron- constant). For typical effective work functions 0, this mpe
ics. Transient phenomena can then be recorded through a is extremely short, so that reversible tip motions on the 0.1
boxcar averaging technique in wVich the signal is sampled nm level are sufficient for useful tunnel gap modulation. Fig-
during a short interval, and that interval is scanned through ure 7 shows the measured tunnel current vs. tunneling dis-
time. A particularly appealing approach, because of its gen- tance characteristic of our gold-coated nickel/gold STM
erality, would be to modulate the tunneling distance itself, junction at a constant bias voltage of 50 inV. As the tip is
thereby changing the tunneling impedance and "gating" the extended toward the surface, the current increases exponen-
signal in a straightforward way. Such an approach could be tially with a characteristic length scale (2K)-'=0.145 nm,
used to time-resolve changes in topography, electronic struc-
ture, or any other surface property accessible to the STM and
which can be driven repetitively over the course of a mea- 4.0
suement To achieve such a direct modulation of the tunnel a NI-A/Au. 50 mW bIn
junction, however, one must also overcome the second ob- - O3.0
stack posed by the slow response of the piezoelectric actua- 2a - 0.145 fni'

tor which coatrols the tunneling distance. Our experiments LO0
on dynamic magnetotriction have led us to an approach in 3
which, through the use of an etched nickel wire, the tip itself
act as a fast actuator.

Ow suaightforward experimental arrangement is shown
schematically in Fig. 6. The magetostrictive tip is fitted 0,00.0 0
onto a conventional STM (operating in air at room tempera- 0.2 0.4 es
tum), and is tlieaded thmogh a -

4 0 0
am diameter, single- Tip Extefion (rin)

tm coil of fiue copper wire suspended just above the
aiqpe, which is an evaporated An film in the form of a FIG. 7. 1mtl c-eas tasutio of tip esatano (a Aed bias vetage)
InmIIbuion line. The tip itself mItt be made from a mate- &ir tae Ao.omsed Ni tip aneiig lto wd A. sams•a.
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direction of propagation of the current around the pulse col.: nb= * 0,1) When this current is arranged so that the field pulse causes
, 30 the tip to move toward the sample, there is a corresponding

increase in the tunnel current. On the other hand, when the
field pulse is reversed and the tip pulls away from the

20 -sample, there is a small net decrease (below the level of the
dc quiescent signal used for feedback) in the tunnel current.

10 The disparity in the amplitude of the time-resolved current in
the two cases arises from the fact that the tip excursions (0.5
rim) are large compared to the -0.15 nam characteristic

0 length scale for tunneling. Note that the vertical scale for the
"measurement in the case where the tip is pulled back has
been expanded by a factor of five. As a check that these

-10 150 signals were associated with tunneling, we pulled the STM
S0 is0 100 50 tip back to reduce the quiescent dc tunnel current to a neg-

Time (no) ligible value, and observed that the time-resolved signal dis-
appeared.FIG. . Meeued tiime-reolved tuaneling current oe•tined via the tunnel In order for this instrument to be genuinely useful, it is

dise modulatelue using large amplitude (0.5 am) tip e .ciots important to characterize the time dependent response of theSto sample thae pressm= of a voltage pulse on die tranmission fine saraple.

Data ar shown teor both manetic field pulse orientabon, and are compared microscope itself. By combining a characterization of the
with a model calculation based on the data of Fig. 7 and a measurement magnetostrictive behavior of the tip by time-resolved fiber
simsar to hat *own in Fig. 4(b). Note that the vertical scale for the lower interferometry [essentially the same response as illustrated in
curve has been expanded by a factor of 5. part (b) of Fig. 4] with the measured distance dependence of

the tunnel current illustrated in Fig. 7, we are able to calcu-

from which we find an effective work function • = 0.45 late the expected time dependence of the tunneling signal.

eV. This calculation is shown as the solid and dotted lines super-

At this extremely small level of displacement, it is of imposed on the data in Fig. 8. As can be seen from the figure,

course unnecessary to accelerate the entire mass of the tip as the predicted response is in good agreement with what is

a rigid body in order to perform gated measurements. Higher actually observed.
speeds can be obtained by launching a longitudinal acoustic It is worth noting that the zero of time in Fig. 8 is notpulsedwan the tarbitrary, and was chosen to correspond to the simultaneous
pulse down the rip towards the etched end. In the present arvlo h edn de ftevlaeadcretple

work such a pulse is launched by applying a fast rise-time arrival of the leading edges of the voltage and current pulses

magnetic field pulse to the nickel wire close to the tip-- at the tunnel junction. This "time-zero" measurement was
exactly as in our time-resolved fiber interferometry expe.i- made through an alternative time-resolved response in whichmexats. Tlese inteyfeometry measurements allow us to quaxp- the nonlinear current-voltage characteristic of the tunnel
titatively characterize the dynamic tip response which results junction itself demodulates the signal.5 The measurements

from this tscitationt presented here, however were taken under conditions in

We have used this technique to perform time-resolved which these nonlinear mixing effects were negligible. Given
this determination of time-zero, the 75 ns temporal offsettunneling measurements in which the moving tip is used to obevdiFg.8cnesentbeheosqunefte

sample for the presence of a high-speed voltage pulse propa- prvedain de8an b er the consequnce ofsh

gating along an As transmission line. The time-resolved cu propagation delay for the magetostrictively launched acous-

rent signal arises from the simultaneous arrival at the tunnel tic pulse to reach the very end of the tip.

junction of the acoustic displacement pulse on the tip and the IV. CONCLUSION
voltage pulse on the sample. An example of such a measure-
ment is illustrated in Fig. 8 in which the entire time depen- In summary, we have demonstrated the feasibility of
dent signal was constructed by varying the relative time de- studying magnetostriction in micrometer-scale str.tsures and
lay between an 80 ns, 20 Oe field pulse applied to the on fast time scales (such that intrinsic relaxation times may
magnetostrictive tip and a 10 ns duration, 160 mV amplitude be observed). The measurements have been accomplished
voltage pulse applied to the sample. In practice, these pulses using a scanning fiber interferometer whick is characterized
were applied at a repetition rate of 631.7 kHz, and the result- by picosecond time resolution, picometer displacement reso-
ing signal was averaged with a 3 s time constant. The time- lution, and micrometer lateral resolution. We have been able
resolved tunnel current was discriminated from the substan- to observe a cross-over, as a function of sample size, from a
tinily larger dc tunnel current (which is fed back to stabilize regime in which the magnetostrictive response is limited by
the quiescent position of the tip) by a phase-sensitive detec- eddy current damping, to one in which it limited by the Ion-
tiho scheme analogous to optical chopping. gitudinal phonon velocity. In smaller particles we expect to

A critical indication that the time-resolved current shown observe a cross-over to a third regime in which the sample
in Fig. 8 arises from the magnetostrictive behavior of the tip, response is limited not by acoustic processes, but by the
and which distinguishes it from such artifacts as thermal dis- spin-lattice relaxation time. Our technique has sufficient
placements, is the "bipolar" dependence of the signal on the resolution to observe the spatial and temporal non-
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uniformities induced in response to a nonuniform penetrating the investigation, and application, of micro-magnetic pite-
magnetiztinu. We have used our fiber-inierferometry char- nomena, but also demonstrate the more general promise of
acterization of the dynamic magnetostriction in nickel to de- time-resolved scanning probe techniques.
velop a novel technique for obtaining time resolution in
scanning tunneling microscopy. The method, which is par- AKO LDMN
ticularly suited to the study of phenomena which may be We thank R. J. Gambinlo for static magnetization inea-
repetitively triggered, uses a magnetostrictive tip to modulate surements.
the tunneling distance between the sample surface and the
tip. The most appealing feature of this approach is its gener- 'G. Binnia and H. Robrer. IBM ;. Res. Develop. 36, 355 (1986) and ref-

ality: it is independent of specitic sample properties, and is erences, Vtlh2ereein.y .
'See, for example. AlP Contference Proceedings, a.241edtdbH.Kapplicable to the time-resolved measurement of any informs- wickmnmaaiaglle (American Institute of Physics, New York, 1991).

tion which can be obtained with the STM, including surface 'R. J. uamm and D. G. Cahtill, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B 9, 514 (199 1).
electroic, magnetic, and topographic effiects, as well as the 4 

A_ S. Hou. F. Ho, and D. M. Bloom, Electron, Lett. 25. 2302 (1992)
f high speed characteristics of nanometer scale devices, In the -G. Nunes Jr. and M. Rt. Freeman. Science 26Z, 1029 (1993).

thi ha bendmn E. Beizis and J. K. Trautmnan, Science 257. 189 (1992).present implementation, thstechnique ha ee'eon UM R. Freeman and G. Nunes, Jr.. AppI. Phys. Len. 63. 1200 (1993).
strated to provide temporal resolution in the nanosecond re- 'M.R. Freeman and G. Nunes. Jr., Appl. Pitys. Len 63, 2633 (1993).

gune, and there is every indication that it will be straightfor- 'E. W. Le, Rep. Frog. Phys. 18, 184 (1955).

* ward to extend the method to significantly higher spes '913 Rowar H. J. Mainn and P. Githner. Appl. Phys. Len. 55, 2588 (19R9)."M. R. Freeman, Rt R. Rut, and R. J. Gambino. IEEE Trans. Map. 27,
The ability to acquire information in the time domain adds 4840 1 n ero19ne91).roj (ofh

upeeetdcapabilities to the STM adoffers a genuinely "See.foexmAE.CakinFrnsgtcMtral(Nth
interesting technique for scientific and technological applica- Htolland, Amsterdamn, 1980). Vol. 1, pp. 531-589.
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Magnetic resonance detection and Imaging using force microscope

4 techniques (invited)
0. ZNger and D. Rugar
IBM Research DiisON, Almaden Research Cenrea, 650 Harry RoaAd San Jose, Cakforma 95120-60W9

We describe the principles and imaging characteristics of a new type of high resolution magnetic
resonance microscopy. Magnetic resonance is detected by measuring a small oscillating magnetic
force acting between the spins in a sample and a nearby ferromagnetic particle. The oscillating
magnetic force is generated by polarizing the spins in the magnetic field and then modulating the
sample magnetization using magnetic resonance techniques. The oscillating magnetic force is
detected by sensing the angstrom-scale vibration of a micromechanical cantilever on which the
sample is mounted. High spatial resolution is achieved as a result of the narrowness of the magnetic
resonance spectral response and the large magnetic field gradient generated by the ferromagnetic

* tarticle. Electron paramagnetic resonance images are presented that demonstrate axial resolution on
the order of I jam and lateral resolution on the order of 5 pm. Submicron resolution can be expected
with straightforward technical improvements.

INTRODUCTION spatial resolution is achieved by virtue of the narrowness of
M e f riginally developed the magnetic resonance spectral response and the large field
t valnetize thre mieldscfromy f i ogradient generated by a ferromagnetic tip. Even though this

work is still in its early stages, the achieved I-•am resolution
samples. The technique has found numerous applications, in- is already superior to that previously achieved using the best
cluding the mapping of bit patterns on magnetic and
magneto-optical disks,3- 5 observing domain walls in soft Conventional ESR imaging techniques.'"
magnetic materials,6"7 measuring field distributions from re-
cording heads,' and measuring the switching behavior of in-
dividual submicron magnetic particles.8 One of the strengths EXPERIMENT
of magnetic force microscopy is its great versatility. For ex-
ample, magnetic force detection need not be restricted to the The experimental apparatus of the magnetic resonance
measurement of ferromagnetic phenomena. In principle, the force microscope is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The para-
technique is sensitive enough to detect much weaker mag- magnetic test sample consisted of micrometer-size DPPH
netic effects, such as those due to electron or nuclear para- particles glued to the end of a micromechanical silicon ni-
magnetism. tride cantilever. The cantilever was approximately 200 Am in

One particularly exciting possibility is the combination length with spring constant k=0.05 N/m.' 5 The electron
of magnetic force detection with magnetic resonance. spins in the sample are polarized by the magnetic field B,
Sidles9"0 recently made the intriguing proposal that force from the tip. In addition, the tip also produces the field gra-
detection of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) could be
made sufficiently sensitive that signals from individual
nuclear magnetic moments might be detectable. If this could RF exkiton

be. realized in practice, then molecules could be imaged in a
chemically specific way with three-dimensional, subang-
strom resolution. In the first experimental demonstration of
magnetic force detection of magnetic resonance, Rugar
el al." detected an oscillating 10- 14 N force while exciting Otic MlW
and modulating electron spin resonance (ESR) in
micrometer-size crystallites of diphenylpicrylhydrazil
(DPPH). camk X

The adaptation of magnetic resonance force detection for
the purposes of electron spin resonance imaging was de-
scribed in a previous paper.12 We will refer to this technique
as "magnetic resonance force microscopy" (MRFM). In the Lek-a R-lt. Stic.
present paper, we discuss in a more complete manner the -01fiiW

imaging principles and experimental methods. In contrast to
other scanning probe microscopes, the magnetic resonance
force microscope exhibits an unusual shell-like spatial re- Fort sig"d
sponse. In order to form an image that corresponds to the
spin density of the sample, some type of image recontic-
tion temique must be apped to the measured data. High FIG. . Block dias,,m of tke uinepe fommo fom,, miu,,,eopp
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dient needed to generate a measurable magnetic force and to eter 0.7 mm, 2.5 turns) located about 0.5 mi from the
provide spatial resolution for imaging. The magnetic tip con- sample. A photograph of the key elements of the experimen-
sisted of a conical NdFeB permanent magnet magnetized tal apparatus is shown in Fig. 2.
along the axis of the cone. The size of the tip was typically 1 Because the electron spin relaxation times at room tern-
-m in length and 0.5 mnm in diameter. The tip is mounted on perature are very short compared to the time scale of the

a piezoetectric translator to allow mechanical scanning in magnetic force detection, the cantilever responds only to the
any of three dimensions. Thm electron spins in the sample are steady-state magnetization of the sample. In the presence of
resonantly excited by the radiofrequency (800-1610 MHz) the rf field B,, the steady state longitudinal magnetization in
magnetic field B I which is generated by a small coil (diam- the sample is given by' 6

hfý=XOB'-x% n, y •2-'rB, 2
' M z = X 0B t ~[ I + ( ,y B t- . )2 7 2][ I + ( Y B t+ o•)2 7 1] + ½ • 2B 2 1- 2( 1 - " (0 2 72 "+ 2 2 2 |

2= 1 B,-72

4where X0 is the paramagnetic susceptibility, B I and w are the where V, denotes the sample volume. Because the force F.
amplitude and frequency of the rf field, y is the gyromag- is linear in Mz, the second harmonic component of M,(t)
netic ratio (1.76X!0 7 G-1 s-1 for electrons) and 7" is the induces a corresponding second harmonic force acting on the
relaxation time. At room temperature, the susceptibility and cantilever. For small modu!ation fields B., Eq. (2) can be
the relaxation time for DPPH are XO=4.3x10- (cgs units) expanded into a Taylor series and the resulting amplitude of
and i"-6.2x 10-8 s, respectively.1-'s The first term in Eq. (1) the 2wo component of the force per spin can be written as
reflects the standard relation for a paramagnet in an external
field. The second term is significant only in vicinity of the 1 MM (3)
re&3nance field B,=BO=a•/y and causes the magnetization
M, to be sharply suppressed at B,=Bo. By supplementing
the polarizing field B, with a modulation field B, sin wt, a where N is the number of spins per unit volume
time varying magnetization M,(t) is created that has a sub- (N=2.3x02 ' spins/cm 3 for DPPH).
stantial second harmonic component (2w.) due to the non- For a cantilever with a resonance frequency wo (-10
lineauity of M,(B) in vicinity of the resonance field Bo. The kHz), maximum force sensitivity is achieved by choosing
modulation field is generated by an additional coil mounted o,.= ow,/2, so that the cantilever vibration is excited at reso-
concentric with the magnetic tip. nance. The vibration amplitude is given by A= (Q/k)F,,

In the presence of the field gradient MB,/8z, the z corn- where 0 is the quality factor and k is the spring constant.
ponent of the magnetic force on the sample is given by The cantilever vibration amplitude A was typically a few

angstroms and was detected by a sensitive fiber-optic
F B t interferometer.19 A high Q value is desirable in order to

F1=M.(B') B V,, (2) achieve good force sensitivity. By operating in vacuum
(p=_10-3 Tort) so as to eliminate air damping, Q values on
the order of 2000 were obtained.

A theoretical second harmonic force response f 2 )(B,) is
shown in Fig. 3(a). The force per spin was calculated from
Eqs. (1) and (2) by using the second harmonic component of
MJ[B,+B. sin(-ot/2)] and the typical experimental condi-
tions o=2-wX822 MHz, BI=-2 G, B,=4 G, and
B,/&Jz=-0.9 G/lm. The force signal has a sharp peak at

B,=Bo with a width AB of approximately 5 G, correspond-
ing to the linewidth of the resonance. A measured force re-
sponse curve for these experimental parameters is shown in
Fig. 3(b). The sample consisted of a single DPPH particle
with a diameter of - 20 pum and a thickness of -'5 jam. The
polarizing field B, at the sarmple was varied by scanning the
magnetic tip in z direction. The range of the B field was
calculated by multiplying the z scan range with the field
gradient dBIaz= -0.9 G/pm.2°

In the presence of the large field gradients dBd/az, the
FIG. 2. Pboeg•p o the key demm ote . expiment ,pputus. TMe sharply peaked force response 42)(Bj) confines the region
1*91eb &,Me: E oFical fiber of the ief.•oa, c: rf €oit. t: permaet where B,-Bo to a thin layer of thickness Az-'AB/IJMBAz1.
m s: DrtamP le olued an ,te camieke. For a spatially extended sample, only those parts within this
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-20 -10 0 0 20 FIG. 4. (a) Dshed lines show magnetic field lines emanating from magnetic
tip. Near the axis of the tip, the surface of constant magnetic field stength,

FIG. 3. (a) Calculated magnetic resonance force response f
2

)(B,). Th BAx,y,z) = o, has a paraboloidal shape. In a scan plane at fixed distance z
curve shows the second haronic amplitude of te force generated from e tip, the spins are resonantly excited only when the sample is lo-
cexting shows mt • s ecndhamonic ampitude of the fo e generated while cated on the ringlike intersection between the plane and the paraboloid of
exciting and modulating electron spin resonance in DPPH. The cutve has constant field. The ring diameter depetds on the z position of the plane. (b)
been normalied to show Btur-mean-square fo.rce per unpaired electron Gip. Measured force maps for a small DPPOO particle with the magnetic tip
Assumed parameters are aBOz = -0.9 0/pm. 8= 2 G, B. =4 G, wr= 2W scanned in the x-y plane at three different z spacings: za-2OO yes.
X822 MIz, relaxation times r=fi.2XiO-' s and temperature T=300 IYL zscan-e PM the4 x -y pln at shal rereet z4sents cat2ee va-
Further details of the calculation may be found in Refs. 11 and 16. (b) t o n m and amlid -,12 pwm. Gray scai represents cantlever vtibra
Meanured second harmonic force response F, using the experimental param tion ampitde with white representing maximum amplitude The imageeter of (a). 'he magnetic feld at the sample was varied by scanning the size is 200X200 pm

2
. (cW Measured force map for the magnetic tip scanned

etir of (a) The maeticfield aTthe sampleti wiedrane varobtined u- in the x-z plane. The parabolic character of the tip field is dearly evident.
magnetic tip mn z direction. The magnsetic field range wan obtained by mul- Ti i age iz is 200X50 pm

2
.

tiplying the z scan range with the gradient B,/1z=-0.9 Gl/pm.

layer contribute to the force signal. Thus the sharpness of the We thus expect the response of the poinlike sample in the
response peak directly transforms into a spatial resolution x-y plane to have a corresponding ringlike characteristic.
determined by the linewidth AB and the spatial gradients of The radius of the intersection decreases as the scan plane is
the magnetic field. This behavior allows spatial resolution to moved away from the tip until, at a distance z = z0 , the in-
be considerably better than what one might otherwise expect tersection is only a single point at the apex of the paraboloid.
based on the size and spacing of the magnetic tip. The above imaging behavior has been verified experi-

mentally. Figure 4(b) shows force maps measured by scan-

MAGNETIC R OMANCE FORCE IMAGING ning the magnetic tip in the x-y plane relative to the 20-jma
size DPPH sample. Three different tip-sample distances were

We now consider the imaging characteristics of the used: z 0oe200 jam, zl:zo-4 pom, and z 2 =z 0 -12 jun. The
MRFM for a pointlike sample as it is scanned in the x-y size of the scanned area was 200X200 an

2
. The force maps

plane at a fixed distance z relative to the tip. The pointlike show that for distances zi and z 2 the cantilever response
sample will generate a significant oscillating magnetic force signal is indeed confined to a circular ring, as expected. At
only when it is located in a region where the tip field is the distance z-=zo, the ring collapses to a disk whose center
approximately B0 (i.e., when the spins of the sample are corresponds to the apex of the paraboloid.
resonantly excited). This condition is met on a surface of The paraboloidal shape of the constant field contours
constant tip field defined by B(x,y,z)= B0 . For our tip ge- Bt(x,y,z)=Bo from the magnetic tip can be directly imaged
ometry, the surface can be approximately described by a pa- by scanning the tip in a plane perpendicular to the x-y plane.
raboloid whose apex is located along the axis of the tip at a Figure 4(c) shows a x-z scan with a size of 200X50 Mm 2

.
distance from the tip that we define to be zo [see Fig. 4(a)]. The force maps of Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) can be used to
The x-y scan plane will intersect the paraboloid in a circular quantitatively characerize the shape of the magnetic field
ring if the scan plane is sufficiently close to the tip (zonz). from the tip. The tip field can be expanded in the vicinity of
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the coordinate (0,0,zo) using the lowest order terms of the Magne*c Resonance Foc Mlcroscopy
Taylor series. Because the ring shaped responses in Fig. 4(b)
are almost circular, we assume rotational symmetry about the
z axis and the expansion in cylindrical coordinates can be
written as

(a) Sample
IB 0

2
Bz,

B9(z,r)=Bo -dz (z-zo)+ ---r r2, (4a)

Br(z,r)=---,-r . (4b)
Tr

The expansion coefficients in these equations can be ob- (b) Force map
tained as follows: The axial field gradient aB./Oz was deter-
mined by slightly shifting the rf frequency by 8e and mea-
suring the change of the tip position 8z required to maintain
spin resonance. For the parameters used in Figs. 4(b) and
4(c), the axial gradient was dBdoz=- 1.7 G/jsm. The radial

Sgradient OBrl/r in Eq. (4b) is related to 8Bldz through
V.D,=0, yielding aB,/Or= -½dB/Idz. Finally, the second (c) Reconstructed
derivative I

2Br/07r2 can be obtained from the shape of the image
paraboloid of constant field B0 defined by the equation
S+ = B0 . With the expansions (4a) and (4b) for the
field components H, and B, in this equation, the second de-
rivative can be written (to lowest order) as

50/Am
3%B aB, 1 0,•

--- ; - +Xj, (5) FIG. 5. (a) Optical micrograph showing two DPPH particles (-20 Am-Yy az TB0 az j wide) attached to a silicon nitride cantilever. The disaunce between the par-

tictes is about 35 jam. (b) Magnetic resonance force map of the sample

where K is the curvature (inverse of the radius of curvature measured at a distance z=zo-6 jam-124 Am. The data shown conists of
a28×128 pixel array which was acquired during a 90-min scan. (c) Re-

R) at the apex of the paraboloid. This parameter can be o- nstructed spin density image obtained by deconvolving the data in kb)
tained from the parabolic shape of the response in the x-z using Wiener filtering technique. The two bright features correspond to the

plane of a pointlike sample. In Fig. 4(c), the curvature is two DPPH particles. -s larIge rings slightly visible in the image are ari-
K=-4.6X10-

3  
/,sn-I and, with the axial gradient facts of the deconvotttion procedure.

08oldz= - 1.7 G/lyan, we obtain then rI2Ber2 = - 1.0X10-2
G//an2. This detailed knowledge of the tip field will prove to
be useful for calculating the point-response function and the IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
spatial resolution of the microscope. To convert the ringlike force map into a real-space rep-

To further illustrate the imaging characteristics of the resentation of spin density, we have developed a simple im-
MRF, a more "complex" sample consisting of two 20-pun age reconstruction procedure using inversr filtering. The
size DPPH particles separated by 35 pn was investigated, technique is based on the fact that the measured force map is
An optical micrograph of the sample is shown in Fig. 5(a). In essentially a superposition of the force responses from each
order to achieve better spatial resolution and higher sensitiv- volume element of the sample. For an extended sample de-
ity, the rf frequency was increased to 1610 MHz, which cor- scribed by the spin density distribution N(x,y,z), the total
responds to a spin resonance field of B0=575 G. To achieve magnetic force amplitude F,(x,y,z) for the magnetic tip lo-
this field, the separation between the magnetic tip and cated at (x,y,z) can be expressed by the convolution integral
sample was reduced to z=4130 lain, resulting in the in-
creased field gradients dB5IOz=-4.3 G/jrm and

2Bd/lr
2
= -2.5X10O-2 G/Im

2. F,(x,y,z)= f f f N(x',y',z')h(x-x',y-y',
Figure 5(b) shows the force map measured at the dis- z-Z')dx' dy' dz', (6)

tance z=zo-6 lAm. Two rings are evident, one from each
particle. The distance between the centers of the rings is where h(x,y,z) denotes the force response of a pointlike
equal to the lateral spacing between the particles. The sample. Using the detailed knowledge of the tip field, the
slightly different diameter of the rings arises from a small point response can be calculated from Eqs. (3) and (4), giv-
difference in the z position of the particles. The rings also ing h(xy,z)=fj2) [Bj(x,y,z)J. From the measured force
exhibit different radial thicknesses, indicating that the two F,(x,y,z). the spin density N(x,y,z) can then be recon-
particles have slightly different lateral size. structed by using a deconvolution technique.
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We demonstrate the reconstruction in two dimensions 6

the force map F,(x,y) of Fig. 5(b) and the point- 4 -
response h(x,y,z) calculated for the fixed distance z at "
which the force map was measured. For ease of implemen- 2 2

tation, we use a Wiener filtering technique. 2
1 The Fourier 0

transform of the reconstructed spin density N5 (x,y) can be •
calculated according to -2-

' -l 2+ ,(7) 0 2 4 6 zao (8)1 12 14 16 18
Njtr-1A1  z wcon M

where Njt, P,, and A are the complex-valued two-
dimensional Fourier transforms of NR, Fa, and h, respec- FIG. 6. Force measured as the tip was scanned in the z diecto. "he two
tively, and C is a constant that is adjusted according to the positive peaks marked by aows owespond to the two DPPH paricles in
signal-to-noise ratio of the data." The real space recon- Fig 5. Spatial resolution can be estimated by the width of the observed
structed image Nt(x,y) is then found by the inverse Fourier features. Since the peaks are - 2 jan wide amd the partices are at least I pn

transform of NR. tik h pta eouini a rbte

The result of the image reconstruction is shown in Fig.
5(c). Two spin density maxima are obtained with a separa-
tion of 35 pm, in agreement with the separation of the two techniques. 3

"' Our higher resolution is a direct consequence
DPPH particles in Fig. 5(a). Even the slight triangular shape of the large field gradient generated by the magnetic tip.
of the lower particle in Fig. 5(a) is reproduced in the recon- For the lateral resolution, two regimes have to be distin-
structed image. Although the reconstruction presented here is guished. In vicinity of the apex of the paraboloid (z- z0 ), the
confined to two dimensions, the extension to three dimen- lateral field gradient dB,/ar vanishes and the resolution is
sions is straightforward using a set of force maps measured determined by the curvature x of the paraboloid. In this case,
at different z positions. the resolution defined as the halfwidth of the spatial response

of a point size sample is given by Ax

= V4AB/sdl(,a/z). For the tip used in this experiment, the

SPATIAL RESOLUTION curvature was K= -4.0X 10-3 •um'-I and the lateral resolu-
tion for the linewidth AB =5 G would be Ax=35 Am. In the

The spatial resolution of the microscope can be esti- second regime, the sample intersects the paraboloid away
mated from knowledge of the magnetic resonance linewidth from the apex (i.e., z<z0 ) and the resolution is determined
AB and the gradient of the tip field. The resolution in the z by the lateral field gradient SBt/dr. The lateral resolution is
direction is given by Az=AB/IaB,/dzl, where the gradient then given by Ax=AB/bSB,/drr, where 3BI/ar is calculated
dBI/z is calculated on the paraboloid of constant field B 0. on the paraboloid B,(x,y,z)=Bo. With Eqs. (4a) and (4b),
With Eqs. (4a) and (4b), the gradient on the paraboloid can the lateral gradient on the paraboloid is given by
be written as aB, 0 B 1 IBad,/ Z ) ( _ TB +8 B - 0a~ • 1 1 2 .

=zo) )(,+ 2 d-ko1 '.

ax Bo , (dR 1az) 2B0+4B (aBI-dr/ ) Or (9)

(8) The lateral gradient increases for smaller z (i.e., larger ring

For the parameters used in the experiment, the variation of diameter) and, as a consequence, the lateral resolution ira-
the gradient OB,/ozJ,° for different z values is only minor, proves.
For the imaging conditions of Fig. 5(b) for example For the force map of Fig. 5(b) measured at !z- zo= 6
(Iz-zol =6 pAm), the gradient is reduced by only =2% from Am, the lateral field gradient calculated from Eq. (9) is
the value of 4.3 G//Im at z = z0 . Thus the spatial resolution in IdB0Irlao = 0.95 G/pm, giving a lateral resolution of Ax
z direction is almost constant on the paraboloid of constant =5.3 Am. The maximum achievable lateral resolution can be
field. For AB=5 G, the theoretical resolution Az estimated by choosing z=0 pm, i.e., when the tip is close to
= ABIIoBiOzJa5 in Fig. 5(b) is then 1.2 pm. touching the sample during the x-y scan. For the experimen-

Experimental data supporting this theoretical estimate is tal parameters used in Fig. 5(b), the limiting lateral resolu-
shown in Fig. 6. The figure shows the force signal measured tion would be Ax = 1anm.
as the tip was scanned in the z direction. Two distinct reso-
nance peaks are observed, corresponding to the two particles
in Fig. 5(a). The width of each peak is approximately 2pAm. g fy
Since at least 1 pum of the observed width is due to the
particle thickness, it is reasonable to conclude that the reso- The spin number sensitivity achieved in our experiment
lution in the z direction is approximately 1 Pm. We believe is limited only by the thermal vibration noise of the cantile-
that this resolution is at least five times better than has been ver. The in-phase root-mean-square (rms) noise force de-
achieved previously using conventional ESR imaging tected with the lock-in amplifier is given by

5'=23
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V 4.k improving both spin sensitivity and spatial resolution. Lower
F ran kjTtf, (10) temperatures and higher polarizing fields are additional pa-

where k8 is the Bolzimana's constant, T is the temperature ment. Although we don't yet know what resolution and sea-
and Af is the bantiv idth of the measurement. For the 10 Hiz sitivity can ultimately be achieved, it is clear that we are still
detection bandwidth of the lock-in amplifier, the equivalent far from the theoretical and technological limits of this new
noise force for our cantilever was 3 X 10- 1 N rms. For the technique.
experimental conditions used in Fig. 5, the signal contribu-
tion per spin was approximately 9X10-26 N rms, obtained ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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-, Measurement of thermal switching of the magnetization of single domain
particles (Invited)

M. Ledermran, D. R. Fredkin, R. O'Barr, and S. Schultz
Center for Magnetic Recording Research and Department of Physics, University of California, San Diego,
9500 Gilman Drive, La Jolla, California 92093-0319

M. Ozaki
Department of Chemitsry, Yokohama City University, 22-2 Seto, Kanazawia-KYu, Yokohama 236, Japan

We present an experimental study of the thermally activated switching of the magnetization of
individual isolated y-Fe 2O 3 particles. These particles are prolate ellipsoids -3000 A long and 650
A wide. The measured angular dependence of the switching field, H,(O), is consistent at large angles
with a uniform rotation, but as 8 approaches zero, other modes of reversal appear possible, and most
likely the mode of reversal is curling. By measuring the probability of reversal of the moment as a
function of time and applied magnetic field at T-300 K, we found that the switching was thermally
assisted, but couldn't be described by hopping over a single energy barrier. Our results indicate that
the dynamics of switching are described by a complex path in the energy landscape.

INTRODUCTION (see Sec. I1). It also has a heater and a temperature control
element that allows for temperature-dependent measure-

The problem of how a single domain ferromagnetic par- ments above room temperature (see Secs. IllI and IV).
ticle reverses its magnetization has interested scientists for The MFM does not measure the magnetization, but in-
over 40 years.' In addition to its scientific interest, a com- stead detects the magnetic poles of the sample.

4 
Thus, the

plete understanding of this phenomenon is now of consider- MFM image of a single domain particle will correspond to
able technological importance, in particular, for the magnetic both a North and a South pole. In a scale of gray plot, they
recording industry. As recording densities increase, bit sizes appear as a white and a black dot respectively.7 

In Fig. 2(a),
decrease and, therefoie, the individual grains (ferromagnetic we present a MFM scan of 55 single domain permalloy
particles) that form each bit have to be smaller. The question particles8 

following the application of a field H=650 Oe in
of their thermal stability (spontaneous switching) is now the (-x) direction (see Fig. l).6 The position of one particle
more relevant than ever before, is highlighted. If the particle corresponding to the pair of

The first theory explaining the mechanism for reversal black and white dots in the lower left corner is labeled (1,1),
was proposed by Nil in 1949.2 Since then, other theories the highlighted particle is in position (2,4). Note that to its
have emerged,

3 
but all contain similar physics. Namely, the right, two particles are absent. That is how we unequivocally

idea that in H=0, a single domain particle has two equiva-
lent ground states of opposite magnetization and separated MF , S4 W5.

by an energy barrier. If a magnetic field H is applied, the
barrier decreases in height and, when H is larger than a
threshold field H, (switching field), thermal fluctuations are
sufficient to overcome the barrier and the magnetization is
reversed. Testing these ideas will be the main aspect of the
work presented here.

I. MAGNETIC FORCE MICROSCOPY

This work was made possible by the development of
magnetic force microscopy (MFM),4 

an instrument that is
capable of detecting magnetic moments as low as i0- 3  

. . '
emn,5 

the typical moment of a single domain ferromagnetic
particle. This instrument has also the spatial resolution
to resolve such a small particle, typically, a fraction of a E•,g,
micron long. Therefore, this instrument with an in situ elec-
tromagnet is the ideal one for studying the physics of switch-
ing of the magnetization in the presence of a magnetic field.6

A schematic diagram of the MFM is presented in Fig. 1. In
our setup, the sample holder rotates around the z axis allow-
ing measurements as a function of the angle between the FIG.,. Schematic diagrm of tMe magnetic forc microscme with an in sin
magnetization easy axis and the direction of the field etectromagnct.
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FIG. 3. Transmission electron micrograph of the v-Fe2 0 3 parnicle whose
study is presented in this paper. Note that it is very close to a prolate
ellipsoid 3000 A long and 650 A wide. The white dots correspond to voids
in the volume.

separated them using the procedure of Sailing et aL to and
deposited them on a transmission electron microscope

(b) (TEM) grid. We used a TEM to fully characterize the shape

FIG. 2. ta) A 12 by 12 jum MIN scan of 55 single domain pinafy of the particle as well as to position it in the grid. We then
particles following the application of a field H=-650 Oe. The particle in mounted the TEM grid with the particle attached to it (the
position (2,4) is highlighted. (W) MFM scan of the same 55 particles as in (a) particle "sits" on the plane of the grid) to a MFM sample
after applying a field H= +425 Oe. Sec text for discussion. holder. The holder is such that it can rotate around an axis (z

axis) perpendicular to the plane of the TEM grid, refereed to

determine when a pair of dots correspond to the magnetic as the {x,y} plane (see Fig. 1). By rotating the holder, we

poles of a given particle. Note also that the South pole of all effectively change the angle 0 between the anisotropy axis of

the particles is on their left-hand side. This means that the the particle and the direction of the applied magnetic field

magnetic moment of all the particles points in the same di- hich is always along the x direction.
rection. In this experiment, we used the MFM to determine the

In Fig. 2(b), we present a MFM scan of the same 55 angular dependence of the switching field H,(6) of the par-

particles after applying a field H=425 Oe in the (+x) direc- tice shown in Fig. 3. By drawing a line througlý the two
tion. Note that some particles have their South pole on the poles of the particle, we established the angle between the

left and others on the right. Therefore, a field H=650 Oe is anisotropy axis of the particle and the direction of the mag-

sufficient to polarize all the moments in the same direction, netic field (see Fig. 4). The error in 0 is ±20, a relatively

but a field H =425 Oe is not. This is an example of how the large one due to the relatively big size of the magnetic poles

MFM can be used to measure the switching field H, of a compared to their separation. The experiments were done at
given particle. We will use this capability of the instrument room temperature, T-23 *C.

in the next two sections In order to determine H,(9), we used the following ex-
perimental procedure. Once the particle was unequivocally

11. MODE OF REVERSAL OF THE MAGNETIZATION located in the grid, we moved the magnetic sensing tip (an
electrochemically etched nickel wire) 12.5 um away from

In this section, we present a study of the mode of rever- the sample, so that the stray magnetic field it Ienerates at the
sal of the magnetization of a single isolated particle of particle location is negligible (less than 10- Oe). We then
y-F, 20 3 . The particle is very close to a prolate ellipsoid applied a field of 1.5 kOe in the negativex direction (see Fig.
3000 A long and 650 A wide (see Fig. 3). A y-Fe60 3 particle 4). followed by a test field H applied for a time t = 1 s in the
having these dimensions is in a single domain state and the positive x direction. The tip was then approached to the
magnetization is along its long axis. The particles were made sample and a scan was made to determine whether the mag-
by Ozaki el al. using a technique described in Ref. 9. We netization of the particle had reversed its direction or not.
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r0--0*, a particularly difficult angle to obtain because excel-

lent alignment is necessary12 
since the slope of H, versus 9 is

very steep. Work in that regard is in progress" This work
confirms that at large angles, the switching occurs via uni-
form rotation of the magnetization, but as 0 approaches 00,
the reversal may occur via curling.

14 
Other recent theories

,- also indicate that as 0 tends to 0(, for the particular size of
this particle, modes of reversal other than coherent rotation
are very likely.'5 

Besides the particle shown in Fig. 3, we did
an identical study for another particle of the same batch and

-• I same dimension. Its H,(6) shows the same qualitative fea-
tures, namely a minimum around 0--45* and a maximum at
0=0 and 900 but H,(O) is not symmetrical around 6-45',

H and it only fits well the prediction of Stoner-Wohlfart in an

angle interval around 450*.16 This indicates that the exact
FIG. 4. Schematic representation of the angle between the m tization morphology of an individual particle may play a crucial role
easy axis and the direction of the applied field. in the reversal process.

This was determined by establishing whether the magnetic

poles of the particle had traded places or not. If the moment Time-dependent effects have long been known to exist in
had not reversed, the applied test field H was raised by 8 0e a collection of single domain ferromagnetic particles.' The
and the previous procedure was repeated (without applying dynamics have been attributed to thermal activation, Z17

the negative 1.5 kOe) until the strength of H was enough to which predicts that the probability P(i) of the magnetization
reverse the direction of magnetization. The switching field of the particle not to switch spontaneously due to thermal
was taken to be the mean value of the minimum field that excitations decays exponentially with time,
would reverse the moment and the largest field that would p(t)=et/(1)
not. The experiment was done only once per angle 8 (the ())

statistics of switching will be described later), with a characteristic time
The experimental results of H,(0) for the particle shown r= 70eA/1'T. (2)

in Fig. 3 are presented in Fig. 5. Our electromagnet is ca-
pable of applying fields up to 1634 Oe. When 0-90%, we In Eq. (2), ks is Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute tem-
could not reverse the moment of the particle, so perature, To is a microscopic spin flipping time typically
H,(#-90*)>1634 Oe. The solid line corresponds to the pre- taken to be To= 10-10_10-9 s,z"1"7 

although it may strongly
diction by the Stoner-Wohlfart model of uniform rotation" change with field H,18 and A is the height of the energy
for a particle having the same shape as ours and a saturation barrier associated with the switching process. A is in particu-
magnetization M, =350 emu/cm

3
, a typical value of M, for lar a function of the characteristics of the particle (dimen-

y-Fe20 3 . The experimental data shows excellent agreement sions, anisotropy constants, etc.) and the external applied
with the uniform rotation prediction except perhaps around field H. In this study, we have changed H so as to reduce the

height of A and make - in Eq. (2) to fall in our experimen-
tally available time frame, 0.1rtr'v100 s.

1so0 Exponential time dependence has never been observed

1700 in collections of ferromagnetic particles.' Instead, the time
(Solidei H,(8)for unifonnrtaim i dependence of, say, the magnetization (magnetic viscosity)

d600 11,j(0W) = 1815Oe) follows a logarithmic decay over typically 2 decades in

80', Il,0" 63>(k distribution of 7 due to the distribution of particle sizes and

1400 shapes. Having a single isolated particle, we can now deter-
S1300 mine whether Eq. (1) is valid. In order to establish this ex-

i200 perimentally, we carried out the following protocol at con-
stant temperature T=(30.0±0.05) *C:

- o(1) Move the tip away from the sample and apply 1.5
1000 kOe in the negative x direction for 0.5 s so as to insure that

900 the magnetization points in the direction of that large field.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 50 90 One second later a test field H is applied in the positive x

Angle O() direction for an amount of time t. The tip is then brought
close to the sample and a %can is made to determine if the

FIG. 5. ,hapat dependence of the switching field H,(S) of the moment has NOT switched.
particte shown in Fig. 3. Mwe solid curve represents H,(6) predicted by (2) The above procedure is repeated N times so as to
Stoner-Woldfat with the paramers given in the texn collect statistics.
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Probability of NOT Switching H t-o1.5 o ken lines a best choice of e-"' by adjusting r. We remark
vs. time and field U H4-897.9 0. that a good fit is not possible. Moreover, we note that:

-- - for t4r, P(t)>e-', (3a)

S .. for t1'), P(t)<e"'. (3b)

0I, pAs indicated previously, nonexponential time depen-

0 ,dences are observed in a collection of ferromagnetic par-
"ticles. The time dependence of, say the magnetization M(t),
has been described by

'M P'(T)e-"dr, (4)
o4 ,

0.1 1 10 100 where P'(T) is the normalized distribution of characteristic
Time(s5 times 7 associated with the distribution of particles. Eq. (4)

simply represents the time dependence of the magnetization
FIG. 6. Probability that the magnetization direction of the )-Fe2O3 particle of particles relaxing independently due thermal activation. If
of Fig. 3 does not switch when a field H is applied for a time t. Th1e field the distribution P'(7) is a continuous function of T which has
makes an angle 0--45* with respect to the long axis of the particle. Four
fields H-89%.7, 894.3, 897.9, and 901.5 Oe show finite P(t) in the experi- a mean r- 0 , then (see appendix)
mental time window 0.t1-rtot0 s. The measurements were made at fo
T=(30,0±.05) T. The solid lines are guides to the eye for the four fields
considered. The dashed lines correspond to f(t)=e-"' where the 7 are for tf'-o, M(t)>e-"0°. (5b)
chosen to best fit the data. See text for a full discussion.

This result is just the opposite of Eq. (3) which indicates
that our data, not only cannot be represented by a simple

(3) The test field H is changed and the above two steps exponential of the type e- 1 " but, furthermore, cannot be
are repeated. described by the integral form f;P'(T)e-rdT. The impli-

(4) The temperature T is changed and the above three cation of this result is that for an ellipsoidal single domain
steps are repeated. particle of y-Fe2O 3 with some surface roughness and voids

In this experiment the angle between the field and the in the volume (see Fig. 3), the reversal of the magnetization
long axis of the particle is 0=45°. This angle was chosen is governed by a complex energy landscape and not by the
because H, is weakly angle dependent around 0=45*, and naive picture of thermally hopping over a single energy
because the mode of reversal may be coherent rotationtt (see barrier.2I?7 In that complex energy landscape, we envision the
Sec. 11). The probability for the particle NOT to switch when existence of many intermediate states such that the paths in
a field H is applied for a time t, P(H,t), is defined to be the configuration space to go from the initial to the final state are
number of times the particle did not switch divided by N. not independent of one another. Those intermediate states
The number N in step 2 varied from 25 to 36 when P(t,H) may be the consequence of many nucleation sites either on
was around 50% to N- 100 when P(t,H) was close to 0 or the surface or close to the voids present in the volume, but
100%. The results for P(t) taken at four different fields the true origin of the complexity of the dynamics is not clear
H=890.7, 894.3, 897.9, and 901.5 Oe, are shown in Fig. 6. at the present moment.
They are plotted in semilog form where the time axis is the
logarithmic one. Our results indicate the following: IV. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT EFFECTS

(a) In the intermediate region, 20-P(t)180%, the
variation is linear i.e. logarithmic in time. In a previous In Section III, we show that the dynamics of the reversal
report, 

6 
we show that as P(t) approaches 0 and 100%, there process are not well described by a simple exponential e-

1 
/.

is deviation from logarithmic behavior. Therefore, from the data we cannot extract a true character-
(0) The slope of the decay is constant as a function of istic time 7. Therefore, we cannot test the validity of Eq. (2).

magnetic field H. It has already been observed that, when Nevertheless, that equation should give a good idea of how
#"-7, the slope increases with increasing field. A similar the dynamics should slow down or speed up as the tempera-
result was obtained with a collection of particles were the tore is decreased or increased, respectively. So for example,
magnetic viscosity is largest at coercivity;

tm  
if the characteristic time 7 1 s in that equation (that is a

(6) The magnetic field plays a very strong role in the typical value in our experimentally accessible time interval),
dynamics. When the field is changed from 890.7 to 901.5 Oe, then Eq. (2) indicates that the height of the barrier is
the time -r that corresponds to P(t-= --50o)--50% varies from A-23kT. Therefore, if a temperature change of 10 K at
1-18 to 0.32 a, respectively. Thus a -10.8-Oe change in 300 K is made, one expects the characteristic time for rever-
applied field, that is a 1.2% change in H, causes the charac- sal to vary from 7=1 s to r-0.46 s. That is a change of
teristic time for switching to change by -5600%! approximately a factor of 2.

In order to check whether Eq. (1) is verified by our data, We tested this prediction by repeating the experiment of
we draw in Fig. 6 a series of solid straight lines which should Sec. [] at these two other temperatures, 40.0* and 50.0 aC.
be considered as a guide to the eye. We superimpose in bro- The results are presented in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. At
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Probability of NOT Switching 1 " H.901 0b o f N S-ito of
vs. time and field a H-8979 Oe __ _

T=40C0 * H=894.30 . ÷ . * +=890.

t!!0.7. O to

110.. . .FIG. .1Time(s)
UL

20 '' .

00

S0.1 1 10 10

STime 
(s)

0 .1 TiG. 8. Same plot a in Figs. 6 and 7 but at T = (50.0 =.05)°C . O nly
FIG. 7. Probability of the magnetization not switching when a field H is H=890.7 and 894.3 were considered. For H=897.9 and 9015 0e, the

applied for a time t (same as Fig. 6) at a temperature T=(40.0 -05) C. The switching was to fast (faster than 0.1 s) for us to detect.
horizontal scale is the same as in Fig. 6 so as to better appreciate the effect
of changing the tempetatur.

although the reason for this complexity is not clear at the

this two higher temperatures, the results of Sec. IIl are still present time. Although these experiments were performed at

valid. But the main result is that temperature variation of room temperature, we believe that as low temperatures are

r%,, the time such that P(f = so%) =50%, is much stronger approached and MOT/MOC phenomena may take place, it is

than suggested by Eq. (2). For example, when H =890.7 Oe, important to remember when designing an experiment that
may look for MOT/MQC that the switching of the magneti-

-s(T=
3

0.0 °C),-18.5 s, zation may not be described by tunneling through a single

Toen(T=
4

0.0 C)-2.3 s, barrier.
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V. CONCLUSION 10908.

The work presented here describes the reversal mecha-

nism of an individual, isolated, single domain particle having APPENDIX

an ellipsoidal shape. Its magnetic moment lies along the long Let M(t) = f•P'( 7)e-'/r dT= f;P'( T)f,( 1) di-. with

axis of the prolate ellipsoid. Experimentally, it is an ideal f,(")=e - t/ and P'() is the distribution of 7 with mean 70,

candidate to determine whether the reversal of the magneti-
zation occurs by thermally hopping over a single energy bar- ®P'(-)dT= 1, (Al)

tier, and whether that barrier corresponds to the one pre-
dicted by the Stoner-Wohlfart model (uniform rotation)" for
reversal. This is important because those two ideas have been and

widely used in the past 40 years
3 

to explain what is observed r
experimentally in a collection of particles. Further more, re- J P'(i--)di.= To=(i-). (A2)

cently, those same ideas appear to be the starting point for f

analyzing the relaxation of very small magnetic particles at Therefore,
very low temperatures to try to establish the validity of mac-
roscopic quantum tunneling (MO'T) and macroscopic quan- (f,(i))=M(t) (A3)

S turn coherence (MoC) in magnetic systems.
2
' and

Our results indicate that the switching of the magnetiza- /74
tion of a single particle is not as simple as suggested above. (A4)

In particular, the dynamics appear to be quite complex and, If f,(u) is a concave function of 1ffo'ft(7)lc7]>0} for any r

certainly, not described by thermal activation over a single where P(i)*O, then (I,(i')>h((r)). If f,(1) is a convex
energy barri. Instead, a complex path in configuration function of rffaf,(r)/ao'<O} for any 7Twhere P(r)*O, then
spmce to go from the initial to the final state is most likely (JAi'))<f,((7)).
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